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G1FTIESETS
Containing a

Sheaffer Pen
and "Propel—
Repel— Expel"
Pencil of the
same design.

^^ For Christmas?

—a SheafFer Pen and Pencil

No. 3CR
Solid Gold,with
Leather Case

$68.00

No. 2CR
Gold Filled
$16.00
No. 1CR

I! Sterling Silver

No. 89C Ebony "Lifetime"— 14K Gold $15.00

•SheaffefS
v-^ PEN-PENCIL ^^

AT THE BETTERDEALERS EVERYWHERE
FORT MADISON, IOWA CHICAGO NEW YORK KANSAS CITY DENVER SAN FRANCISCO
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Victor Records
Approved by the artists

for use on the Victrola

"HIS MASTERS VOICE"
This trademark and the trademarkeil

word "Victrola" identifyall our products.

Look under the lid! Look on the label

'

VICTOR TALKING MACHINE CO.
Camden. N. J.

Victor Records by the greatest artists

are issued only when the artists who
made them are fully satisfied that the

records exactly duplicate their per-

formances.

In judging their Victor Records for

approval these artists play them on the

Victrola— the instrument for which

they are specially made.

It is only by using Victor Records in

combination with the Victrola that

you hear their interpretations exactly

as the artists produced them— exactly

as they expect to be heard.

Victrolas $25 to $1500. New Victor

Records demonstrated at all dealers

in Victor products on the 1st of each

month.

Victor Talking Machine Co
Camden, New Jersey
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You take no chances
with Paramount

'^/'OU fans are the insiders

**• among the millions of

motion picture patrons.

In every audience there

are you two or three dozen

individuals who get much
more out of the photoplay

than the rest of the folks.

It is you whom we thank

for having done an immense
amount of word - of - mouth
advertising for Paramount
Pictures.

You know that when the

plot calls for a Fifth Avenue
mansion, or a Scottish castle,

or the interior of a sump-

tuous yacht, that Para-

mount gives the real thing.

You appreciate the ab-

sence of skimping, and you
know that Paramount can

always afford the best, in all

the numerous kinds of skill

that go to make great photo-

plays.

It is this feeling of suprem-

acy about Paramount that

has gradually widened the

circle of fans till it has run

into millions and colors the

opinion of the whole nation.

If you're not getting Para-

mount Pictures at your

favorite theatre ask the

manager why.

Keep up the good work
and Paramount will keep up
the great pictures.

Cparamount

(^pictures

Paramount Pictures
listed in order of release

Nov. 1, 1921, to Feb. 1, 1922
Ask your (healer manager when he will show ihem

William S. Hart in
"Three Word Brand"

A Wm. S. Hart Production
George Loane Tucker's
"Ladies Must Live"
with Betty Compson;
by Alice Duer Miller

"The Bonnie Brier Bush"
by Ian MacLaren

A Donald Crisp Production
Marion Davies in "Enchantment"

by Frank R. Adams
Supervised by

Cosmopolitan Productions
George Melford's ProducHon

"The Sheik"
With Agnes Ayres and
Rudolph Valentino
From the novel by
Edith M. Hull "

Jack Holt in "The Call of the North,"
adapted from "Conjuror's House"

by Stewart Edward White
Thomas Meighan in

"A Prince There Was"
From George M. Cohan's play and

the novel "Enchanted Hearts"
by Darragh Aldrich

Ethel Clavton in "Exit—the Vamp"
by Clara Beranger

"Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford"
From George M. Cohan's famous play

A Cosmopolitan Production
Directed by Frank Borzage

Pola Negri in "The Last Payment"
Wallace Reid, Gloria Swanson

• and Elliott Dexter in
"Don't Tell Everything!"

by Lorna Moon
"Just Around the Corner"

By Fannie Hurst
A Cosmopolitan Production

William S. Hart in "White Oak"
A Wm. S. Hart Production

Gloria Swanson in "Under the Lash"
From the novel "The Shulamite "

by Alice and Claude Askew
A William DeMille Production
* "Miss Lulu Bett"

with Lois Wilson, Milton Sills, Theo-
dore Roberts and Helen Ferguson

From the novel and play by Zona Gale

Betty Compson in
"The Little Minister"
by James M. Barrie

A Penrhyn Stanlaws Production

Wallace Reid in " Rent Free"
By Izola Forrester and Mann Page

Cecil B. DeMille's Production
"Fool's Paradise"

Suggested by Leonard Merrick's story
"The Laurels and the Lady"

"Boomerang Bill"
with Lionel Barrymore

By Jack Boyle
A Cosmopolitan Production

"Back Pay, "By Fannie Hurst
Directed by Frank Borzage
A Cosmopolitan Production

Agnes Ayres in

"The Lane That Has No Turning"
by Sir Gilbert Parker

John S. Robertson's Production
"Love's Boomerang"

with Anne Forrest. From the
novel "Perpetua" by
Dian Clayton Calthrop

Betty Compson in
"The Law and the Woman"

Adapted from the Clyde Fitch play
"The Woman in the Case"

A Pernyhn Stanlaws Production

A George Fitzmaurice Production
"Three Live Ghosts" with

Anna Q. Nilsson and Norman Kerry

If it's a Paramount Picture it's the best show in torwn

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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The World's Leading Motion Picture Publication
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JAMES R. QUIRK, Editor
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From a Pastel Portrait by Rolf Armstrong
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Petrova, Pauline Frederick, Rudolph Valentino,
Mary Miles Minter and Betty Compson.
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Charlie Abroad Charles Chaplin
The Adventures of the Great Comedian Told by Himself.

Two Great Italian Pictures (Photographs)
A Little Pre-view of "Theodora" and "The Ship."

Wise and Otherwise (Fiction) Octavus Roy Cohen
A Great Story by a Great Writer. Illustrated by R. Van Bitten

Constance Binney (Photograph)
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My Husband Elsie Ferguson
The Famous Star on Marriage—Especially Her Own.

Algiers—Long Island (Photographs)
And You'd Never Know It Wasn't the Real Thing!

Secrets of Mae Murray's Success Mary Morgan
The Principal One Is Work.

An Italian Villa in Hollywood (Photographs)
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Photoplays Reviewed
in the Shadow Stage

This Issue

Save this magazine— refer to

the criticisms before you pick out

your evening's entertainment.

Make this your reference list.

Page 66

Jane Eyre Ballin-Hodkinaon
Woman's Place Fir-t National
Theodora Goldwyn

Page 67

The Sin Flood Goldwyn
Dangerous Curve Ahead.. ..Goldwyn
The Sheik Paramount

Page 68

Rip Van Winkle Hodkinson
Alf'a Button

Hepworth rirst National
The Case of Becky Realart
His Nibs Exceptional
Two Minutes to Go. .First National
The Wonderful Thing. .First National

Page 60

Conflict Universal
The Single Track Vitagrapfa
Bar Nothin' Fox
Nobody's Fool Universal
Ladyfingers Metro
My Lady Friends. .. .First National

Page 120

Under the Lash Paramount
Homekccping Heart- Pathc
The Poverty of Riches Goldwj
Her Social Value Fir-t National
The Idle Rich Metro
Sure Fire . I'niver- ll

Fightin' Mad Metro
The Mysterious Rider

Hampton Hodkin-on
Cinderella of the Hills Foa
Go Straicht Universal
The Hunch Metro
High Heels I niv<

The Blacksmith Fir-t National
A Certain Rich Man

Hampton-Hodkinson

P<;qr 121

The Rouch Diamond Fox
Red Courage Univei
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A Certain Star (Photograph) 37
Her Identity Is Up to You. The Greatest Moving

The Girl on the Cover Delight Evans
Discussing Several Corinne Griliiths.

38
Picture Magazine Ever

Filmdom's Most Devoted Couple (Photograph)
Mrs. and Mr. Bill Farnum.

40 Published—Photoplay

The Sorrows of Mrs. Carter Eileen O'Connor 41 for February
Success from Tears. A line-up you can't beat— in

any magazine in the world.Making Good at Sixty Ada Patterson 42
Remarkable Story of "LightnhY Bill Jones." PHOTOPLAY is proud of its

Juliet Daniels (Photograph) 44 next issue. It believes that
Bebe—Posing as a Capulet. the February number is one of

Ask Dad Joan Jordan 45 the greatest magazines of any-

Concerning the House of Davis. kind ever issued. There is

A Pair of Queens (Photograph) 46 something in it to please

Norma Talmadge and Mrs. Lydig Hoyt. everybody.

How I Keep in Condition Marion Davies 47 A GREAT NEW CONTEST
"There's No Accepted Mode This Season," Says

Carolyn Van Wyck 48

— FIVE THOUSAND DOL-
LARS IN CASH PRIZES!

West Is East Delight Evans 50
The most interesting contest PHOTO-
PLAY has ever sponsored. The de-

Bill Hart— Elliott Dexter—Dorothy Gish. tails will appear in a later issue, but

Rotogravure: 51 we just, want to tell you not to miss it.

Mr. and Mrs. Sessue Hayakawa, Picture Stars

You've Never Seen and Jackie Coogan.

It's unique— it will hold your interest.

New Faces for Old Rupert Hughes 55 The Confessions of a

The Distinguished Novelist Says We Must Have Them. Modern Woman
Close-Ups 57 arc as daring and as original as the Modern

Editorial Expressions and Comment. Woman herself. When the confession i<

made by GLORIA SWANSON. you may

That Chin Mary Winship 58 expect a surprise and a punch in every para-
graph. It's feminine; it'^ subtle; it's just—and Jane Novak Who Made the Chin Count. what its tit!<- implies.

Mae Marsh, Artist (Photograph)
Who Is Painting the Scenery lor Her Stage Play.

60 The Battle of the Cities

We Offer No Apology By the Editor 61
Which shall be the producing center of Amer-
ica—California or New York ? The most

If You Love Pictures You Must Read This. famous financiers and prominent producers
have answered according to their own views.

The Magic of the Screen (Verse) Clarence E. Flynn 62 .mil it's somr argument!

They're Married! (Photographs) 63 Mary Roberts Rinehart
Alice Terry Is Now Mrs. Rex Ingram.

Perhaps the most popular woman writer in

Life in the Films Willard Huntington Wright 64 America, writes on the subject of ".New
Faces tor Old." the requirement of new

Screen Society Satirized screen faces. Everything Mrs. Rinehart

The Shadow Stage 66
writes is valuable and absorbing.

Helping You to Save Your Motion Picture Time and Money. Review of the Year's Acting
Non-Ge-man Dictators (Photographs i 70 By PHOTOPLAY S critical staff. It is an

A Game Girl Adela Rogers St. Johns 71
honest, unbiased opinion of the best efforts

for 1921. Like the Shadow Stage every

A New Name for Lila Lee—and Why. month, this article will be of real service and
instruction.

Magic Carpets of Cardboard (Photograph) 72
Something Entirely New in Pictures. Photoplay's Own

The Unrecognized Drew Mary Morgan 74 Personalities

The Billboards of Berlin (Photographs 76 Next month we are going to show you the
people who make PHOTOPLAY. Its

Why Do They Do It? 78 writers and its artists and the editors of its

departments—even the Answer Man, whom
Alice in Movieland William Warren 81 everybody in the world seems to be curious

about will have their pictures in the paper 1

Questions and Answers The Answer Man 83 They have written about and drawn every-
body on the screen, so it seems only fair to

Style Invading the Mennonites Frederick E. Lytle

Plays and Players Cal. York
84

86

give the ha u c

If you want to read the Star

Magazine of the Screen at itsMiss Van Wyck Says: 100

Studio on Wheels 104 best, buy the

The Proposal (Verse) Carol Sheridan

Squirrel Cage
115

119
February Issue of Photoplay

Addresses of the leading /notion pic-
P. S. Better order your copy now

!

ture studios will be found on page 113
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FACE POWDER and Rouge
Fragrant with Parfum Mary Garden

Mary Garden ! So marvelous is her

loveliness that all the world pays her

homage. Yet even beauty such as

hers must be preserved— enhanced

—

glorified. If you would bring out the

compelling charm of a lovely face,

touch it with just a little Mary Garden
Rouge—and then impart a rose'petal

softness with Mary Garden Face

Powder. Both are fragrant with the ex

quisite Parfum Mary Garden.They will

make you beautiful and keep you young.

of the Face Powder for your handbag

CO., New York, Sole Distributors

When you wrll riiOTOi'LW magazini:.
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PICTURES' PLACE
IN AMERICA'S GREATEST ART

C' /FIE motion picture industry is the most spectacu-

-. F larly successful business the world has ever seen.

^-^ In fourteen years it has leaped from a cheap

novelty to fourth place in the race for industrial

supremacy.

Through the magic of its enchantment the home folks

of Portland, Maine, or Albuquerque, N. M., stroll the

streets of London or Tokio, climb the Alps, float on the

canals of Venice or explore the out-of-the-way places of

the earth.

It has brought within the reach of all the people

entertainment of the most fascinating type. It has

recreated the pageantry and pomp of every age. It has

realized in living form the tragedies, conflicts and hero-

isms of the souls of men and nations.

We see in motion pictures a great force for culture

for clean pleasure, for entertainment and education. As
producers and distributors of such pictures as "Salvage,"

starring Pauline Frederick; "Black Roses," starring

Sessue Hayakawa; "The Foolish Age," starring Doris

May; "Kismet," with Otis Skinner, directed by

Louis J. Gasnier; "The Barricade," directed

Wm. Christy Cabanne, we have established

standard of quality that never has been exce

"Possession," a thrilling tale of love,

pluck and adventure, a screen version

of the novel "Phroso," by Sir Anthony

Hope, is a recent R-C release. Set in the

sun-blest isles of the romantic Aegean,

nothing is spared to make this newest

picture meet the highest artistic and

moral ideals.

The R-C standard of honesty of purpose

maintained at all cost. An announcement of an R-C
picture will always be a guarantee of artistic accomplish-

ment, of scrupulous cleanliness.

R-C PICTURES

4»

:lle

Qjlfewl/ork,
Ever) idvcrtlscmen! in PHOTOPLAT. MAGAZINE is guaranteed,
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THE LURE OF JADE

- "/

Down through the ages love and jeal-

ousy have fought for power. In the con-

flict men and women have reached the

heights of sublimity, or have been hurled

headlong to oblivion.

"The Lure of Jade" in climax on climax,

unfolds a story of deepest love, violent

hate and spiritual sacrifice.

In the difficult role of Sara, a woman
whom sorrow and tragedy at first make

bitter and unrelenting, but whose great-

ness of soul eventually conquers, Pauline

Frederick stands resplendent.

No other woman of the stage or screen

could have successfullj interpreted this

''enigma woman" and kept the lose ami

sympathy of her audien

A visionary creature of the author's

imagination, Sara steps forth a living, vi-

brant woman who will remain as deathless

as "Camille," as matchless rmen"

or "Clio Cho San" in Madam Butterfly."

As a further example of R-C ideals, an

R-C picture that will live long in your

memory, you are united to sec Pauline

Frederick in "Tin- I ure of I ide."

When rou write to i PHOTOP1 v\ MAI
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w
. , . Watching herfrom every

corner of the crowded nutf

Strangers' eyes, keen and critical —
can you meet them proudly - confidently -

withoutfear ?

STRANGERS' eyes, watching you
in crowded restaurants— in thea-

tres and ballrooms—can you meet them
without awkwardness or dread?
The possession of a beautiful skin

gives any woman poise and confidence.

It is a charm that any woman can

have if she will. For your skin changes

every day; each day old skin dies and
new takes its place.

By giving this new skin the right

treatment, you can make it flawlessly

clear and soft and smooth—free from

the little defects that spoil so many
complexions.

Are you using the right treatment

for your special type of skin?

Skins differ widely—and each type of

skin should have the treatment that

suits its special needs.

There is a special Woodbury treat-

ment for each different type of skin.

If you have a skin that is exception-

ally sensitive and delicate, use the

following treatment every night to

keep it in good condition:

DIP a soft washcloth in warm water and

hold it to your face. Then make a warm
water lather of Woodbury's Facial Soap

and dip your cloth up and down in it until

the cloth is "fluffy" with the soft white

lather. Rub this lathered cloth gently over

your skin until the pores are thoroughly

cleansed. Rinse well with warm, then

with clear, cool water and dry carefully.

THIS is only one of the special

treatments for different types of

skin, given in the booklet of treatments

which is wrapped around every cake

of Woodbury's Facial Soap. In this

booklet you will find complete treat-

ments for all the different types of skin.

Get a cake of Woodbury's today, at

any drug store or toilet goods counter

and begin tonight the treatment your

skin needs.

The same qualities that give Wood-
bury's its beneficial effect on the skin

make it ideal for general use—for

keeping the skin in good condition.

A 25 cent cake of Woodbury's lasts

a month or six weeks for general toilet

use, including any of the special

Woodbury treatments.

A complete miniature set of the

Woodbury skin preparations

For 25 cents we will send you a complete minia-

ture set of the Woodbury skin preparations,

containing:

A trial size cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap

A sample tube of the new Woodbury's

Facial Cream
A sample tube of Woodbury's Cold Cream

A sample box of Woodbury's Facial Powder

Together with the treatment booklet, "A Skin

You Love to Touch."

Address The Andrew Jergens Co.,o0] Spring

Grove Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio. If you live in

Canada, address The Andrea Jergens Co., Limi-

ted, tOl Sherbrooke St., Perth, Ontario.

Ccfy right, IQ21, if Tl.a Andritu Jirgir.: Cc,

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is tuarantecd.
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Kdward Thayer Monro

YOU have seen Gloria Swanson in all the expensive, luxurious gowns of a lady

of fashion, in surroundings that accentuate her beauty, in parts that demand

genuine acting ability. Youth and brains and beauty win deserved success



Pach

TJ ERE is a new and different pose of the ever-changing personality of Constance
A A Talmadge. It suggests the possibilities of deeper and subtler emotions than
the parts she so regularly plays on the screen—something very real and vital



Campbell

CTAGE and film favorite, short story writer, playwright. Brilliant Madame^ Petrova, who journeyed to Spain to collect material for her own play in which
she appears on the stage this year, is going to write a page for Photoplay each month



Swly

J3AULINE FREDERICK is younger and more fascinating every time we see
-* her. One who can wear hugh diamond earrings and a real pearl necklace and
still look as youthful and naTve as she does, is a really great artist!



Donald Biddle Keyca

Thci



Donald Biddle Keyes

COMEONE you think you don't know? Oh, but you do! We are so used to.

thinking of Mary Miles Minter in a gingham dress with her hair down, that
we may forget the social engagements that demand hair up and French Gowns



MandcviUe

SURPRISINGLY enough it is not the ingenue roles you would expect Betty

Compson to play which have won for her her greatest success. Her picture

tells as little as the daisies, for she is best known for her emotional portrayals



Actual photograph of white satin

chemise and petticoat and black silk

lace hose after 60, 45 and 36 wash-

ings respectively. Garments and
statements of original owners on file

in the Procter W Gamble offices.

Send for Free Sample

with easy directions for the
care of fine silks, wools, and
other fabrics too delicate for

the regular familv wash.

Address Section 45-MF,
Dept. of Home Economics,
The Procter & Gamble Co.,

Cincinnati, O.

WHEN the photograph above was taken,

the white satin chemise had ha*d sixty

washings— the satin and lace petticoat

forty-five— the fragile silk openwork hose thirty-

six— yet every one of these garments looks as if

it would stand as many washings again. All were

washed with Ivory Soap Flakes exclusively.

Ivory Flakes works so quickly that it is no trouble

at all to rinse out a silk garment right after each

wearing. This prompt washing prevents soil and

perspiration from drying into the fabric and rotting

the silk.

Ivory Flakes purity (it has the same freedom from

Satin Undergarments and
Silk Lace Hose still lus-

trous and lovely after 36

to 60 washings apiece—
your silk clothes should

give equally long, service

injurious ingredients that makes Ivory Soap unique)

keeps silk from becoming brittle and losing its

lustre, no matter how often it is washed.

Ivory Flakes makes such rich suds that it easily

soaks garments clean, thereby preventing silk

threads from roughening or splitting as they would

in just a few washings with ordinary soap.

An Ivory Flakes bath for a piece of fine lingerie,

a delicate blouse, or a pair of silk hose, takes just

a few minutes in the bathroom washbowl. It

repays you out of all proportion to the time you

spend, in the added weeks and months of wear

the garment gives you.

IVORY*"** FLAKES
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CLsVLake Your Kick Count

WHEN you see a bad picture—kick.

When you see a sex picture foisted

on you under the guise of a picture

with a moral— kick.

When your exhibitor overadvertises or mis-

represents his wares— kick.

Don't just tell your friends. Tell the man
who got your money. Hunt for the owner

or manager of the theater, and tell him that

you feel you have both been cheated. Tell

him the man who sold him the picture

cheated him, and that he, in turn, cheated you.

Don't just say this to the man who takes

the tickets at the door; don't just tell the girl

in the box office. It is nothing in their young

lives. They get their pay every Saturday

night, whatever you think of the pictures.

They will just label you "Grouch" and let it

go at that.

But if you tell the man who runs the place

that he isn't going to get any more of your

money if he shows that kind of pictures,

you're going to receive a respectful and

attentive hearing.

Don't be afraid of hurting his feelings. He
wants to know what you think. He doesn't

want to show pictures that you don't want.

He's a business man.

If you bought a package of raisins from

your grocer, and found they were mouldy,

you wouldn't murmur your woe to your next

door neighbor. You'd go back to the grocer

and get your money back. And he would

send the raisins to the wholesaler, and the

wholesaler would send them to the packer,

and everybody would be set right. If you
didn't, the packer would go on putting up
his raisins in an improper manner.

And another thing— when you see a pic-

ture that is deliberately bad, remember the

name of the producer. Put him on your

black list, and, if he repeats the offence, boy-

cott him. If the picture is openly, deliberately

filthy, don't even give him a second chance.

Tell the manager of the theater that you will

not enter his house again so long as he shows

pictures made by this man or firm.

You who pay your quarter— and war-tax

—

to see a picture, are the boss of this huge

industry. But nobody can be boss by going

around sulking because things are not the

way they want them. You have to speak

out loud— kick.

Also you must be fair. If your kick is the

result of a nasty disposition, or a mean preju-

dice, or stupidity, it will have no effect, because

there won't be many like it. But when you

kick in a righteous cause, there will be a lot

more of the same kind, and the result will be

felt clear into the studio where the picture

was made.

Don't be afraid to boost when you are

pleased. It makes your kick that much more
effective. But whether you boost or not, kick

when you feel you have a kick coming, and
land where it will do most good—with the

man who got your money; and if he con-

tinues to mislead and disappoint you, stay

away from his theater.



Charlie Abroad
Decorated by the French Government—The Hero of the Hour in Paris and Berlin

His Face Served as a Passport— Met Pola Negri and Praises Her
Beauty—Now Back in California Hard at Work

By CHARLES CHAPLIN

P
ARIS!

Yes, I am here again at last after ten years away.

When I arrived the newspaper men asked me right off

I replied that I had never seen sohow I liked Paris,

many Frenchmen.
I am a bit dis-

appointed. My little

cafe is gone. When I

used to be at the

Folies Bergere, there

was this little place

around the corner from
the theater. Here I

would take coffee after

the performance. It

is like losing an old

friend—to come here

and find it gone. But
there have been com-
pensations.

The polite acclaims

of the French, their

quiet but sincere
"Vive Chariot!" lam
not pursued by the

crowds as in England.

It is a contrast.

I came to Paris from
London by boat. I

did not return by boat,

I assure you! Why
should one go through

the unpleasantness of

a channel crossing
when one can fly?

I am absolutely in-

cognito most of the

time. I wish I could

be many places at

once. The "Spiritual

Mayor" of Montmartre
extended an invitation

to visit him and his

comrades. I was com-
pelled to refuse.

But I spent some
time with my good
friend Dudley Field

Malone, Waldo Francis

and Georges Carpentier.

I went to Versailles

with Georges and Sir

Philip Sassoon. And I

was honored by the

decoration of the

Beaux Arts in Paris.

I appeared also at the first public performance in France of

my film, "The Kid." Outside of that, I have been resting.

Then I flew over to England to spend several days at Sir

Phillip's estate at Luympe and also enjoyed a week-end with

H. G. Wells. He is a man I have always wanted to meet.

His "Outline of History" and his other great books have
interested me tremendously. Wells and I, at his country home,
spent a splendid few days together. He is a great man indeed.

His latest work, "The History of Mr. Polly," is one of his

best. Someday I am going to do it in pictures.
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In England I was to have met the Prime Minister, Mr.
Lloyd George, but was delayed by fog at the channel and it

was my misfortune. I am told that he sent for some of my
films while he was in Scotland, recuperating. That is most
gratifying. James -Barrie, Thomas Burke, Rebecca West and

E. V. Lucas were
others of the notables

with whom I became
acquainted while in

London.

I am impressed with

the celebrities I have
met. They are, most
of them, supremely
simple. No matter

what great works of

art they may have
produced, they are as

sincerely charming as

if they had never

written a book, painted

a picture, performed a

great play, or executed

an exquisite bit of

statesmanship.

In my hotel in Paris,

I was interviewed by
a great many writers.

One of the most inter-

esting of them was
Cami, very well known
in France, and a con-

tributor to America's

"Vanity Fair." I met
him in the foyer. We
began to talk. People

came and crowded
about us. So I took

his arm—Cami's—and
steered him into the

elevator. We rode up
and down, up and
down, until we had
finished our conversa-

tion.

The hotel staff

seemed a bit astonished

when one evening at

the bar I called for a

glass of Vittel water.

While I was talking

to the newspaper peo-

ple, a startled and red-

headed young man
burst in. I had never

seen him before in my
life. Evidently he had seen me. He rushed up, grasped

both my hands, pumped them, and rattled off in broken

English, as if he had memorized it, "My dear Chariot—is it

really you? I am so glad to see you. We have been waiting

so long for you. Now I do hope you will like Paris. Paris

is such a wonderful city, you know. And, dear Charlie, you

must visit our shows. But you look so funny. Chariot. Where
is your mustache? And where is your hat? And how long

are you going to stay in Paris? And where do you go now, my
dear Charles? You must be so tired."

Pola Negri and Charlie Chaplin in Berlin. Her brilliant acting

and beauty established her name in America over night
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Indeed—"Why should one go through the unpleas-

antness of a channel crossing when one can fly ?

did not dress. I had been browsing about all day.

and did not go back to my hotel. I was motioned

unceremoniously to the farthest corner, and the

tiniest table, of the big dining-room. It was a

beautiful place, and there were many beautiful

women and well-dressed men there. I couldn't

see much from my table, but I meekly sat there,

and I enjoyed myself hugely.

I was passing out as unceremoniously as I came,

when a man from one of the t;ood tables, rushed

up to me. It was Al Kaufman, Paramount -

European representative. He brought me to hi-

table. There sat Pola Negri and Mrs. Kaufman.
She is a delightful person. Young, vivacious,

beautiful. She speaks no English— she is Polish,

you know, not German, even though she has

played in the German pictures, "Passion" and

"Gypsy Blood'*—and we became good friend-.

I dined with the same party every one of the

three nights I spent in Berlin. Negri is coming

to America in January to make pictures in Cal-

ifornia. She will be a revelation.

I also met Ernst Lubitsch, the German director

of "Deception" and "Passion" and "Gypsy Blood."

He does not speak English; nothing but German

—

so we did not have manv conversations.

The others collapsed. I had difficulty in suppressing my
own laughter, until I realized how very well meant was this

outburst. It was impossible to be amused by it. Instead, it

touched me.
I visited the Quartier Latin. (Since we are in France, we

must not call it the Latin Quarter!) I wanted to see it, but

I was frankly afraid of the "intellectuals." I went, and I

didn't get near enough to the intellectuals to be afraid of

them.

I
AM reminded suddenly of an incident in London. You
remember last month I told you about the little restaurant

noted for the excellence of its stewed eels? Well, I went
there one night and had four helpings. The news that I

had been there got about and some imaginative person said

that as stewed eels evidently were a gastronomic obsession

with me, I would surely be there the following evening. I

didn't come—but others did, so

that the restaurant was popular
and the bobbies busy! I didn't

know about it until later. If

I had known it would have been
a great temptation to go again!

I left Paris to go to Germany.
I came back to Paris.

I made up my mind quite

abruptly to go into Germany
and spend several days in Berlin.

It never entered my head that

there might be passport difficul-

ties. There weren't. The Bel-

gian inspector who looked at my
passport as we came into Ger-
many sent it back to me in the

train with this message: "I

see your face and I know it.

You may go."

I was not recognized in Berlin.

Not for a day. At the Adlon
Hotel they did not know me
at all. This was a great relief.

I do not mean that I am un-
grateful for the splendid recep-

tions that have been given me
everywhere. I mean I was glad,

for a day or two, to be simply
myself, to see Berlin without
being seen. They have had only

one of my pictures there, "The
Rink," a very old one. It was
playing the week I arrived.

The evening of my arrival,

I went to the leading restaurant,

the "smart" cafe of Berlin. I

1HAVE picked up many ideas for future pictures. The
"serious" photoplay I am going to do someday will not be

entirely tragic. It will have humor in it. just as "The Kid"

did. Because of the picture pirates—who grab ideas of others

and use them—I cannot tell you what it is going to be about,

but it will be in seven or eight reels. I am going to start

a new picture as soon as I return to California. This will be

the seventh of my eight short reel pictures and the last will

follow as soon as this one is completed.

I am going back to America as hastily as I left it. Some-
how I do things that way. I made up my mind in Hollywood
that I was going around the world. I left twenty-four hours

after I made my decision. I fully intended to visit other

countries besides England and France. But I've got to get

back to work. I'm happiest when I am working, even though

it seems to me mine is the hardest work in the world. All the

while I was traveling, I was thinking ( Continued on page 105)

Newspaper men ;

where. They are

it Cherbourg. France, are like newspaper men cvcry-

all waiting and waiting to talk to the Mr. Chaplin



Two Great

Italian

Pictures

AND now—Italy.

JTV We have had French pictures, and German
pictures. Nov*' the Italian invasion has begun.
Goldwyn has imported what are said to be the two
finest examples of Italian motion picture art : "The
Ship, with Ida Rubenstein, the great dancer, in

the Gabriel d Annunzio story, and "Theodora,
from Sardou s drama, with Rita Jolivet the featured
player.

"Theodora is now running on Broadway. The
picture to the left shows Jolivet, whom you may
remember in Famous Players pictures some years
ago, in a scene from this photodrama. The picture

below is one of the many interesting things from
"The Ship. This latter film will soon be released.
They are both well worth seeing.

A scene from "Theodora, a tremendous spectacular
production, which Goldwyn brought from Italy

d Annunzio sent us "Caberia, and it was the masterpiece of its day.
"The Ship shows how Italian productions have improved since then
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He emerged from the waiting room and moved hesitatingly

toward the alarmingly frank young lady

THE future was very promising for Albert Henry Robin-
son.

Albert Henry was a nice, reliable young man. He
had appeared in Woodland six years before to assume

the duties of telegraph operator and today held forth proudly
as station agent. And while the position of station agent at

Woodland was not the most important job in the world, he was
yet the biggest frog in a tiny puddle.

But the station-agency was not the thing which assured

Albert Henry's future. Rather it was his magnificent reli-

ability. Quite a personable young man, he carried a worth-

while head on not unbroad shoulders. He taught a Sunday
School class, attended church regularly and never missed a
Wednesday night prayer meeting.

True, had Albert Henry been given to analysis of self, he
might have made the startling discovery that this punctilious-

ness was directly attributable to the boredom of existence in

Woodland. But Albert Henry didn't analyze, and the citizenry

of the little town cheerfully accepted results rather than bother

itself about motivation.

During his six years at Woodland, Albert Henry had been
preyed upon by no vices. He did not drink, play cards or

indulge in any other form of wickedness. And his salary be-

came increasingly worthwhile. So it "was, because there was
nothing else to do with his money—Albert Henry Robinson
saved a goodly portion of his monthly income with the result

that he now had on deposit in the Woodland Farmer's Bank
a sum in excess of four thousand dollars. And he was engaged

Wise and

Otherwise
This is the story of Albert

Henry— who suddenly
ceased to be reliable. And of

a chorus girl who knocked

a paragon off a pedestal

By OCTAVUS ROY COHEN

Illustrated by R. Van Buren

to marry the daughter of the president of that

rural Gibraltar of finance.

Albert Henry's fiancee was the single un-

welcome fly in the ointment of passive, un-

questioning contentment. It wasn't that she

fell short of being a nice girl. Certainly no

one could say that of Phyllis. And Albert

Henry didn't know that his instinctive aver-

sion to matrimonial contemplation was due
perhaps to the fact that she was too nice.

Phyllis was distinctly of the type born to be
a good wife and mother. She was ample in height and figure,

neutral of complexion, several years too late in style and
teetotally lacking a sense of humor—which explains how-

Albert Henry happened to become engaged to her.

That event had occurred nearly a year before on the occasion
of a moonlight hayride. The party picnicked in The Grove
and Albert Henry found himself strolling through an avenue
of maples and spreading oaks with Phyllis Garrison.

The night was marvelous: a sensuous, compelling blackness,

pierced by the silver of bright moonlight. And Albert Henry
was a virile and lonely young man. Phyllis was a full-blooded

young woman who indicated very clearly that Albert Henry
was personally pleasing to her. They seated themselves upon
the trunk of a fallen oak and, quite unexpectedly to Albert
Henry, he found his arms about Phyllis and his lips on hers.

That was all. But, returning to the picnic grove. ' Phyllis

announced to her parents that she and Albert Henry were
engaged. This was news to Albert Henry, but he never thought
of registering a protest. He was a nice, reliable young man.
And for a month or so he passively enjoyed the uniqueness

of his position as an engaged man. Phyllis's father approved.

The future was very promising for Albert Henry and he was
taken into the bosom of the Garrison family.

As for Phyllis, she was a vague disappointment to the re-

liable young man. She was indifferently quiescent and madden-
ingly practical. Within her there was none of the fire with

which he understood engaged young women were imbued.

Once across the threshold of novelty, her lips became almost

clammy against his, and. without knowing that he was doing

so—he struggled against the inevitability of marriage to her.

Which explains why their engagement already had lasted

almost a calendar year.

It never occurred to him to break off the engagement He
was entirely too steady-going and reliable for any such proce-
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dure. Besides, becoming unengaged to a girl of Phyllis s

stolid type is considerable undertaking. And even had she

been more temperamental, Albert Henry would not have known
how to go about it.

Certainly the future promised much to Albert Henry

—

measured by Woodland standards. He earned a good salary

and earned it regularly. He was soon to marry the daughter

of the town"s wealthiest man and leading—and only—banker.

That meant eventually a cashiership and heirdom to the

presidency. Also a good wife and a large

family. Or a large wife and a good family.

Albert Henry experienced no wild surge of

elation at the prospect; yet, because his dis-

inclination was founded upon nothing tangible,

his protest remained unuttered. He was not

even conscious of the vague rebellious yearn-

ings within him ... of the unformulated

desire for the wine of life: for something

which was not so confoundedly correct.

Until—it was eleven o'clock in the morning
of Monday the thirteenth of April, when
Number 119, southbound, hesitated at Wood-
land for water. The day was unseasonably

hot and the passengers aboard Number 119
intensely uncomfortable. Therefore, the ma-
jority of them took advantage of the respite

and alighted to walk the platform of the little

station.

WOODLAND itself was dozing. Albert

Henry was alone at the station—the

stopping of Number 119 being an unusual and
unscheduled occurrence. He noticed, with

vague wistfulness, that among the passengers

who alighted for a brief constitutional were
many young women whose cheeks were abnor-

mally red and whose skirts were delectably

short. Albert Henry was healthily interested.

He would have been more interested had he
then known that these young ladies were the

chorus girls in the burlesque troupe known as

"The Broadway Beauties," en route to the

industrial metropolis of Ironton for a week's

engagement.

Of these salient facts Albert Henry was
ignorant. Too, he failed to notice that one

of the curviest of the young ladies wandered
across the dusty breadth of Railroad Avenue
toward the fruit emporium of Peter Pappa-
george. But this particular young lady was
called pointedly to his attention five minutes
later when Number 119 pulled hurriedly jut

and upon the platform there appeared a flurry

of skirts, a twinkling of well-rounded calves

and wild shrieks which he interpreted as

demands that Number 119 reconsider.

Number 119 obviously did not hear. It

rumbled swiftly and contentedly on toward
Ironton, disappearing in a cloud of dust

around a distant curve. And the proprietress

of the short skirts and very prettily rounded
calves seated herself on the station platform where she fer-

vently and profanely apostrophized herself, the railroad and
the town in which she was temporarily resident.

It was then that genuine interest awakened in the breast of

Albert Henry Robinson. He heard the language of the young
lady, but it did not shock him. Not even a little bit. Later
he wondered why it had not. Just at present it seemed the

most natural thing in the world—and the most pleasant.

Perhaps because this particular female person was the direct

antithesis of the bovine Phyllis Garrison. Perhaps, too, be-

cause she was the personification of the vague yearnings which
Albert Henry had so long stifled.

He glanced up Elm Avenue, Woodland's principal thorough-
fare. Apparently the pausing of Number 119 had precipitated

no grand rush to the station. The little building itself was
empty. Even the telegraph operator had wandered up the

street to enjoy a quiet game of pool in Ransom's place, leaving

his superior to handle the key. Without knowing why

—

Albert Henry was thankful for his underling's transeression.

He emerged from the waiting room and moved hesitatingly

toward the alarmingly frank young lady. She paid no par-

ticular heed until he was upon her, and then her eye lighted

upon the black sleeve protectors, the green eyeshade and the

sheaf of yellow papers which bespeak the railroad official.

The sight did not cause her any great enthusiasm, for she
favored him with a glance in which anger struggled with super-

lative contempt.

"Well," she said finally—and he noticed that her voice was
very sweet despite its angry timbre, "what sort of a bum
railroad is this you work for?"

He found his arms about Phyllis and his lips on hers.

Phyllis announced to her parents that

He smiled—and when Albert Henry smiled something had
to melt: "The train went off and left you?"
"No indeed. It's playin' hide an' seek with me."
This appealed to Albert Henry as being excessively funny

and he said so. But the girl's face became lugubrious in the

extreme.

"Laugh! Go ahead an' laugh! I wouldn't have minded
bein' left in a regular town . . . but a hick burg like

this. . . ."

"Woodland aint so bad—

"

"My Gawd!"
She rose and shook herself. He again became nervously

conscious of her aggressive pulchritude. "Listen here. Little

Boy, when does the next rattler come along for Ironton?"

"Eight-forty tonight—if it's on time. Which it never is."

One shapely foot stamped violently. "Which means that

by tomorrow morning The Broadway Beauties will have a new
shimmy dancer."

There was nothing he could say. He said it. It was she

who broke the silence: "Say, Kid—what does a person do in

this village when they've got nine hours to kill?"
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That was a poser. One can occupy six years of time in a

town like Woodland with infinitely greater ease than one

can fill nine hours. "Why—er—you can eat dinner at the

Grand Hotel and go to the movies this afternoon and—er

—

take a walk—and
—

"

She looked around in a sudden daze and emitted a panicky

wail. "And I left my purse on the train. I've got just eleven

cents!"

That was all. But returning to the picnic grove
she ana Albert Henry were engaged

He shook his head commiseratingly. "That's too bad.''

"I never expected the durned old train to leave me. The
conductor told me we'd be here ten minutes. Said I had time

to go over to the fruit stand. I might've known. . . . An'
I'm so hungry!"

There was but one thing for Albert Henry to do under the

circumstances, and he did it. Nor did Albert Henry ponder
upon the local effect of his invitation

—

"Why not take lunch with me up to the hotel?"

She met his eyes hopefully. "You mean it: Honest?"
"Sure. If you will." And his manner indicated clearly

that the pleasure was one hundred percent his.

"If I will! Ow! And me so empty my belt buckle is

jammed against my SDine! Lead me to it, Kid—lead me
to it!"

Albert Henry excused himself and traveled with great

haste to Ransom's, where he extracted his assistant from an
absorbing game of kelly pool. Albert Henry was treading on
air, breathing an atmosphere of exotic romance. How differ-

ent this from the unbearable placidity of Phyllis: as different

as wine is different from tepid water.

He yanked the telegrapher to the station and was rewarded
by an expression of dumfounded amazement as that young
gentleman visioned the frank friendliness with which Albert

Henry and the young woman conversed as Albert Henry dolled

eyeshade and sleeve protectors and donned coat and hat.

The telegrapher had never suspected this of Albert Henry,
but certainly his superior lost no prestige thereby. He did not

hear the dialog as they started slowly up Elm Avenue.
"My name." he hesitated, "is Albert Henry Robinson

"Mmm! I might've suspected that."

"What's your-''

A dimple appeared at the corner of her
mouth. "Myrtillene Farnsworth."

"Gosh! That's a pretty name."
"Uh-huh! That's what I thought when I

made it up."

He didn't quite understand her remark but

felt that it would be tactless to request an
explanation. And then, as they passed the

Night Owl Drug Store, he found himself

unable to explain anything or to ask questions.

'"TPHE Night Owl Drug Store was the corner
* of Woodland. Daily, from nine in the

morning until three in the afternoon, the chairs

were removed from the vicinity of the marble-
topped tables before the soda fountain and
lined up behind the plate glass windows where
their occupants could—and did—command a
view of the town's chief thoroughfare. And
although he heard none of the startled com-
ment as he passed, he knew that it had to

do with him.

"Lookit Albert Henry!"
"Who's he with:-"

"Aint she sumthin'?"
"Gosha 'mighty! Them skirts. Might's

well not have on none a tall."

'Pretty legs. Wonder where she come
from an' how she got here an' how long she's

been with him?"
"Painted up—that's what she is. All painted

up."

"Regalar hussy! I seen some like her in

Chicago. A heap of 'em."

"Awful pretty gal. though. Wonder if

Phyllis Garrison's ol' man knows about her?"
"Dunno. But I never would of thought it

of Albert Henry—of all people."

Myrtillene glanced curiously at her sudden-
ly silent companion. "What's eatin' vou now.
buddy?"

Xothin'."

"Aint sore, are you?"
"Sore. Mm-mm ! Couldn't get sore at

you."

"Little ol' kidder. aint you? Say—how long

is this street? When do we eat?"
They turned in at the gate of the Grand

Hotel—a ramshackle, two-story frame struc-

ture sadly in need of paint. An old lady who had long since

dropped her crocheting that she might miss no step of the

slowly approaching couple, rose from her seat and fluttered

cluckingly inside. A couple of clerks, awaiting dinner, nudged
one another and grinned broadly. "Lookit there!"

"Geewhillikens! An' Albert Henry!
The proprietress of the Grand Hotel frankly disapproved

and, because she did not wish to contaminate her regulars.

seated Albert Henry and Myrtillene at a private table in the

far comer of the malodorous dining room. And while during

the early part of the meal Albert Henry was fidgety—believing

that the stares turned upon him were of mere speculation and
not at all critical—he gradually became less self-conscious

as friendship between himself and the girl ripened with each

bit of fried chicken which she eagerly consumed.
Xot for one single instant did it occur to Albert Henry

that he was doing anything which he should not. Nor did he
take into consideration the fact that the too-good townsfolk
knew not whither or why came Myrtillene. So far as Woodland
was concerned Myrtillene was the guest of Albert Henry

—

his guest with malice aforethought. And Albert Henry had
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And although he heard none
of the startled comment as he
passed, he knew that it had to

do with him

thus slapped the intensely decorous little

municipality in the face. Fortunately, Al-

bert Henry did not know that.

During the progress of the far-from-

unpalatable meal Albert Henry learned

many things. He learned, for instance,

that there was internal strife rending The Broadway Beauties,

civil war having to do with Myrtillene*s proficiency as a solo

shimmy dancer and the preference of a portly road manager
for another damsel of the troupe who had aspirations to the

shimmy spotlight and the additional ten dollars a week which
that delectable dance attracted to the pay-envelop. To say
nothing of one's name on the program apart from the un-
individual group captioned "Ladies of the Ensemble."

ACCORDING to the story told by Myrtillene, her present
predicament was serious. "That fat old slob can't fire me

s'long's I'm on the job. I've got a contract. But lemme miss

a show an' he sticks this other dame in there an' wires back
to N'Yawk that I've jumped the troupe. An' b'lieve me, Al,

(he liked her use of 'Al'—no one had ever thought of it

before) there are a heap of good lookin' chorus girls lookin'

for work an' the show aint doin' so awful good anyhow—so

little Myrtillene is about to get dumped in the soup."
Albert Henry was sorry: terribly sorry. He understood

that only her appearance at the night performance in Ironton
could extricate her from the present dire predicament. And
suddenly a thought came to him. He leaned across the table,

eyes sparkling: "I've got it!"

"My Gawd! What?"
"An idea."

"No? 'Taint possible.
- '

"Honest. I can get you into Ironton in time for the show

It's only sixty miles-

the new roads

'bout three an'

: got in this

a half hours

here county,

She gazed upon him with renewed interest. "You don't mean
it!"

"I do—really."

"You got a car?"

"No-o. But I can borrow one."

Relief shone from her face. Impulsively she reached across

the table and squeezed his hand—neither hearing the chorused

gasp of outraged propriety which arose spontaneously from the

table. As for Albert Henry, the firm pressure of that warm,
ardent hand set his heart to beating like a trip-hammer and

flooded his face with delicious crimson. Phyllis never grasped

his hand like that . . . holding hands with Phyllis was
more closely akin to fingering the stock of a fish market.

Albert Henry was all excited. So was Myrtillene. They
walked to the veranda together with the young lady hanging

appreciatively on his arm. The town quivered. So did

Albert Henry. He excused himself to the girl and a half hour
later drove up to the door in a glistening little roadster.

Myrtillene climbed in beside him and they headed for the

Ironton pike. A chorus of indignation broke loose on the

porch of the Grand Hotel.

"The gall of him: borrowing the car of his future Pa-in-law

to take that hussy riding!"

"You sure that's 01' Man Garrison's car?"

"Don't you s'pose I know his car when I see it? I'll bet

the old man don't suspect what he wanted it for."

"An' I bet Phyllis aint heard nothin' yet."

"Of all the nerve. . . ." (Continued on page 116)
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CONSTANCE BINNEY

THE Editor couldn't resist this Christmas greeting. An old fash-

ioned fireplace, a holly wreath, and a girl like Constance Binney
— when such a combination wish you the joy of the season you

know that it's the real thing! Incidentally. PHOTOPLAY and all

its staff, from the Editor to the Answer Man. second the motion

-'7



My Husband
As Related by ELSIE FERGUSON

To Ada Patterson

Miss Ferguson is perhaps our most elusive star.

She seldom talks about her private life, and has surely

never before written about it

I
HOLD that the actress does well to marry out of her

profession. Whether her aim in marriage be to attain

happiness or to further her success, or a combination of

both, I believe she is more likely to achieve it in marriage

with what we of the screen and stage term an "outsider."

For "the outsider" may be

without the little circle that

binds our lives of make-be-
lieve, but he is an insider of

life. Big life. He has con-

tacts of which we in our land

of makeup, treading our little,

mimic stage, have but the

vaguest knowledge. We.
although we profess to hold

the mirror up to nature, are

the real outsiders of life. We
play life, but few of us live

it in the largest sense. Only
when some great event, as

the World War, jostles us

out of our dreams, do we
sense the fact that we, not

they, are the outsiders.

I am glad that I did not

marry an actor. Indeed, I

never considered marrying
one of my own craft. Be-
cause the player has enough
of the details of his work in

the theater or the studio.

He does not want to repeat

them in his home. Just as

the business man wants to

forget the ordinary details of

his business when he reaches

his hearthside.

IT is argued with truth that

a married pair should

have the same interests in

order that they may speak
the same language. But I

maintain that the educated
and cultured business man
may know the language of

the dramatic art as well as

several others. It would be
lamentable if he could talk

only of stocks and bonds, or

of merchandise. But the

well-informed, well read

business man is like a lin-

guist. He speaks several

tongues.

Marrying outside the profession has been an undoubted
success with me. I married an exceptional man. I be-

lieved this when I married him. I am unshakably convinced
of it after five years of marriage. Yet I believe the fact that

he is an outsider, has helped to make our marriage a happy
one.

It was a fortunate day for me when I went to the Harri-
man National Bank to draw out a part of the little money I

had left there. It would have been hard to convince me that
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it was not a most unfortunate day. I had been in a play
that failed. I was going out in another in which I had no
faith. I remember that it was a sultry, humid day, which
added to the depression from which I already was suffering.

It was suggested to me that I meet Mr. Thomas Clarke, the

vice president of the bank,

so that I might arrange for

drawing out my remnant of

money while on tour. I re-

member whispering, "No, I

don't want to meet anyone
this morning. I don't feel

like it." Besides I had seen
.

Mr. Clarke several times

through the glass compart-
ments in the bank. I had
thought him a most for-

bidding man. Determination
had etched deep lines from
his nostrils to his lips. He
had a habit of staring
through his eyeglasses at per-

sons in a most bankerlike

way. I was positive I didn't

want to meet him. Of all

times that morning.

B 1

Mr. and Mrs. Tnomas B. Clarke,
as Miss Elsie Ferguson. They

UT Mr. Clarke had heard
the suggestion. He did

not hear my whispered "No,
no. I don't want to meet
him." And presently I found
myself looking up into a face

that was minus the eyeglasses

and not at all forbidding. He
said he understood I was
going on a tour. I answered,

"Yes, in a play I expect to

fail. I am not at all happy
about it." He said, "If you
will come back in 'Such a

Little Queen' I will arrange

for a mileage ticket." I

looked up in surprise. "Did
you like it?" I asked. "So
much," he answered, "that I

saw it nineteen times."

I looked up at him in

amazement. This man with

the deep lines about the

mouth and the banker's look

through glasses had liked that

delicate little play, whose
appeal I supposed had been

particularly to women. That
argued great delicacy and

fineness of perception. I looked up gratefully at him and
saw a new being in him. I thought, though I did not say,

"You angel man!"
My play was, as I expected, a failure. I came back to

town. My business at the bank brought about a further

acquaintance. Gradually we became friends. But when he

talked of marriage he met an amazing antagonism.

I told him of my early start on the stage. I had gone in

Mrs. Clarke is better known
have been married five years
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the chorus of "The Belle of New York.'' when I was fourteen

on a tour of forty-one night stands. Life had been a thing

of shocks and surprises to me. 1 must have been sadly dis-

illusioned, for at eighteen I had decided that men were my
enemies; that I must defend myself against them; when
I needed their attention or their advice, take it; use them
when they were needed, but I must have affection for none.

I had married once, unhappily. I had fully determined that I

would never again marry. I told him that men were not

dependable. He answered:

"I am glad that you don't

trust me. I want the chance

to prove to you that I am
dependable." It took him
five years to make me know
that. And we were married.

Most happily so. Our mar-
riage was as successful as

was the courtship.

He has proven over again

in the five years of marriage

his complete dependability.

I am probably the most
shielded, most protected
woman that can be found in

this country.

And yet I have freedom.

I feel as free as before I was
married. That is because I

must be free to do my work.

I must travel when my
health or need of mental
stimulus demand it. Mr.
Clarke, being active in the

bank, seldom takes a long

vacation. He was unable to

go with me to the Orient.

My secretary went in his stead. But we did have a delightful

visit to Europe together last summer.
I am fortunate, too, in having a husband with a sense of

humor. He has a delightfully fresh outlook upon matters that
I would consider vexing. He makes me laugh away
what might otherwise be cumulative and troublesome.

DOUBTLESS I puzzle him. People of the stage
and screen are big children. They are necessarily

so else they wouldn't be interpretative artists. Children
are mimics. Acting is the mimetic art. Therefore I

can understand my husband's occasional remark: "I
feel like a hen standing on the bank watch-
ing my one duckling and wondering what
she will do next."

We interpreters of life are emotional.
Over-emotional, indeed, for our emotions,
being in a way the instruments of our
art, are overtrained. The keen, sane,

tolerant, view of the man of business is

invaluable to the actress. A business-
man-husband is a balance wheel.
He helps her to handle her business.

He is helpful even in her profession, for
he sits in the seat of the beholder.
He helps' her to see a play as the
spectator in a twelfth row aisle seat
would see it.

I believe in the layman husband because through him his

actress wife escapes the continuous life of the theater or
studio. Through him she moves far back from it and acquires
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perspective. It is like leaving the stage or screen and returnin •

to it. The truest criticism ever made of us is that we live

and play the stage or screen. Life companionship with a
man of business corrects this warped view. Association with
him compels us to see things straight which, I once heard,
was Maude Adams' definition of genius.

WHEX Julia Arthur returned to the stage, having been
absent from it for a long time after she married Benjamin

Cheney, she .-aid that she had returned a better actress

than she left it because, for all those years, she had had the
companionship of a well-informed, widely-read, intelligent

man.
The possibility of friction in the home is eliminated by

marriage with an outsider.

I hold a brief for the layman husband. Summarily, he
furnishes perspective and a

balance wheel and preserves

the normality of his actios
wife.

Speaking personally. I

have an exceptional husband.
Some day, when I am

As Lisa Panonora the
heroine o( " Foot-
lights." Miss Ferg-
uson does the most
notable acting or

her distinguished

career

The Clarkes recently re-

turned from a holiday trip

to Europe. It was really

a Delated honeymoon

through with the stage and all public life, I shall sing my swan
song. It will be an appreciation of the best, the noblest, the

most brilliant and the most modest man on earth. The man
whom it is my great happiness to have and to hold as my
husband.

FOLKS THAT LIVE
FICTION is entertainmenr. It must be

wholesome and deal with real human
beings, FOLKS THAT LIVE and face

the same problems that we do— not imag-
inary people that talk and live only on pages
of printed paper. That's the only kind of

fiction Photoplay prints. During the past

year Photoplay's fiction, selected on this basis,

has included some of the greatest short stories

ever written, and has made a real sensation

in the magazine world. There are only two in

every issue, so don't miss a single one of them.



Algiers

Island

The desert has

blossomed—the

desert of Long
Island City.
From a stretch

of Long Island a

scene of Algiers

was made; and
it was complete

t o the last

detail, even
though it was
only a flash on

the screen in

"Forever"

In the picturization of Peter
Ibbetson , Elsie Ferguson, as
Mimsy, or the Duchess of
Towers, and Wallace Reid as
Gogo, or Peter Ibbetson, dream
a love dream in which they jour-
ney to far countries and see
strange scenes—always together.
Among the many places they visit

is Algiers; and since Paramount
couldn t send its stars to Algiers,

Algiers came to them, summoned
by those modern genii, the

property men

Against a background as sordid
as any in the world—stark, drab
houses of a Long Island City
street—blossomed Algiers, with
its picturesque palms and its

turbaned natives. In the large

picture, above, the versatile car-

penters of the Paramount
eastern studios are building an
Algiers that would deceive a
native Algerian, to say nothing
of the natives of Long Island
City. The small picture in the
center shows the scene com-
pleted. Note the painted drop
against the real sky, with its

mosque in the distance. And
then look at the picture at the

left. You'd never know that the
drop wasn t the real thing—that

the scene wasn t really or

Algiers, would you? And it s so

good we hated to give it away!
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Secrets of

Mae Murray's Success
By MARY MORGAN

How the little Follies chorus girl came to be

the famous screen star of today

FOR fifteen years I have known Mae
Murray. I have seen her evolve from
the lowly state of a meek unknown
to the shining one of a celebrity;

have seen her unfold from a pale little

bud into a full-blown rose; have
watched her expand from a little girl

of Manhattan Island to an accom-
plished, everywhere-at-home citi-

zeness of the world. They have
been growing years. She has been
successively chorus girl, principal,

dancer, screen star, and before a

twelvemonth has passed we are to

see her as a luminary of the stage.

Why have all her years been
growing years? It is not always
so. There are slumps and sags and
stumbles on the upward way. There
are good years and bad. Profitable

seasons and execrable ones. Folk who
wear the masks of philosophy to hide

their tears and frowns know this. But
Mae Murray has mounted and mounted.

Again, why?
I, who have known her since she was

sixteen, believe there are several reasons,

Would you ever recognize tne Mae Murray
you know in this quaint old-fashioned girl?

This is how she looked when she played the
Nell Brinkley girl in the Ziegfeld Follies of 1908

A portrait by James
Montgomery Flagg of

Miss Murray as she
really looks

a chief and several sub-

sidiary ones. But first

let me picture the Mae
Murray of an earlier

time.

I met her first when
her skirts were short, her

hair long, and her eyes

full of the dreams of

romance. She should

have been in an exclusive

school for girls up the

Hudson. She was in the

chorus and she had just

been married.

Her face had curves

of baby softness. A
mass of golden hair

thrust itself from be-

neath her quaint, poke-

like hat. Her voice had
the slow cadence and
caress of the South. Sin-

talked naively of her

year or two on the stage

and her runaway mar-

riage in Hoboken.
It was wonderful to

be on the stage; wonder-

She was a favorite dancer of

metropolitan audiences before
she went into the films. She
still dances occasionally for the
edification of screen audiences

\\ \ / ful to be married to a boy who adored

J py you. Life itself was enchanting. But
through all her girlish speeches, steady

as a pulse, constant as a heart, throbbed
her ambition.

She was one of a group of girls who pre-

sented the ideals of famous illustrators in the

"Follies of 1908." Charles Dana Gibson's dreams
of beauty were reproduced. So were those of

Harrison Fisher, the bachelor lover of beauty.

And Howard Chandler Christy's. The fair little

Virginian was enamored of a newer illustrator.

Julian Mitchell became aware that a small,

determined hand was plucking at his sleeve. A
childlike voice pierced his not acute ear.

"Mr. Mitchell, please let me be a Nell Brinkley

girl."

''Don't bother me, child: I'm busy with this

number."
"But Mr. Mitchell. Miss Brinkley 's pictures are

quite different. I love them. I've been covering

them with tracing paper and doing them over

I know every one of her types. And I look like

some of them. Can't you see that I do?"
held up a Brinkley drawing from one of the news-

papers and held her own eager young face beside it.

"Cm;" said Mr. Mitchell.' "Well:"' And he
gave her a sweeping, critical glance. She knew
he had said she "was too little for that group
of big girls."

"I'm all ready to play her, Mr. Mitchell. No-
body could ever have so much hair really as her

girls have and I have bought a curly wig. Let me
show you."

She danced out to the chorus dressing room and

back. "Look!" She placed the printed sketch

close to her bewigged head.

The great ^tage manager was preoccupied. He
was unconvinced. She repeated her speech the

next day. and the next and the next. Each day

she brought the wig with (Continued on page 112)



The home of Casson Ferguson, in

the Hollywood hills, is not Cali-

fornia, not 1921. You feel that you
have strayed into Italy, of the
nineties. He sailed the seas and
visited many lands as an actor and
a singer, and has embodied his

ideas and ideals in his house

A glimpse, as the home-beautiful
magazines put it, into the dining
room. It is a little gem, and one
particularly appreciates it when
Ferguson s Jap boy, Ki-ku, serves
his celebrated salad of blanched
almonds and other things, in jelly

The rooms in his house are
out of a Casanova tale. This
is a great Italian room, two-
storied, domed, and with a
remarkable effect of age at-

tained in the painted, plaster
walls and the dark, worn
floor. Casson is about to

launch into some Debussy
dream at his grand piano

II m%%

There are stained glass windows, and crimson
cushions, and old rugs, and a niche with its tiny

saint. The little balcony is draped with a price-

less shawl of Italian workmanship, and through
the windows you may glimpse Hollywood n.lls
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John Carteret had faced the future with glad eyes and a song on his lips. For John Carteret was about to be married

Smilin Throu
As a play people loved it: they said,

"Wouldn't it make a wonderful picture
!"

By ELIZABETH CHISHOLM

SOME of us are born to be happy and contented. Some
of us find, in life, the daily promise of dreams coming
true—the almost hourly sign of faith and hope. Some
of us know only the sweetness and the joy and the ful-

fillment. But there are those among us who lead lonely and
monotonous existences in which bitterness goes but thinly

masked and romance is laid permanently away—but is never
quite forgotten!

John Carteret was a lonely old man. For him the sweet-

ness of life had turned to disappointment and vain regret.

His romance had been folded away in a dusty trunk in the

attic of his English cottage—his dearest dreams had turned
to dust and vague moonlight. A packet of old letters, a little

song book stained with age, and a doll dressed after the quaint
fashion of a bride of yesterday—they were all that was left

of John Carteret's love story.

JOHN CARTERET was not always old. Fifty years ago,

a young man with all of life before him, John Carteret
had faced the future with glad eyes and a song upon his lips.

The song was one that he and his Irish sweetheart, Moonyeen,
had loved. It was a simple song, a song about a little green
gate,

"at whose trellis I wait,

While two eyes so true,

Come smiling through.

For John Carteret was about to be married. The house

had been decorated for the wedding, the guests had assembled,
and the bride had arrived. It was when she arrived that

she sent to him, as a playful little gift, a tiny marionette—

a

doll dressed in an exact copy of her wedding gown. And
then, when life was so full, a great tragedy had taken place.

And John Carteret had been left, alone, to face the empty
years.

It had been the jealous suitor—the rejected lover—who was
accountable for the tragedy. One Jeremiah Wayne, he was. a

boy who had loved Moonyeen with a desperation that amounted
almost to madness. Her coldness to him, and her love

for John Carteret, had driven him to drink. And it was in

a violently intoxicated state that he arrived at the wedding.

Despite all efforts to keep him away, despite all endeavors

to soothe him, he had insisted upon seeing Moonyeen before

the ceremony and had told her that he could not give her up.

But she had begged him, if he really cared for her. to let

her marry the man she loved in peace. And so he went away.

He went away. But he returned just as Moonyeen. radiant

in her bridal finery, was walking up to the flowery altar in the

garden where John waited. Staggering toward her, with wild

eyes and a twisted mouth, he sneered, with something of pathos

in his broken voice:

"No place here for the rejected suitor!"

Moonyeen's face was white as she saw the man coming
in her direction. But there was only sweetness in her voice

as she spoke his name. It was John who stepped angrily for-

ward—who spoke harshly.
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How could he know that it was the anger and hate in his soul that had changed things

—

that the spirit of his sweetheart was still at the garden gate, waiting to come smilin' through
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"What do you mean." he

questioned, "by coming here to

create a disturbance?"

To Jeremiah Wayne the sound

of John's voice was like a blow.

All of his fury, held painfully

in leash, came to the surface.

He started ferociously toward

his successful rival.

"Get out of the garden, all of

you." he roared to the assembled

company, "I want to talk with

this man alone."

But the wedding guests did

not leave. And Moonyeen, with

a little frightened cry. ran

toward her lover. John, his arm
tight about her. tried to con-

trol his temper.

"Leave this place," he said

shortly, "leave this place! I'll

settle with you later."

It seemed as if every word
from John made Wayne more
furious. His voice was fairly

shaking as he advanced toward

the altar.

"You'll settle with me now!"
he screamed.

IT was too much for John. Los-

ing his temper. completely he

started forward. But he had
scarcely taken a step before

Wayne drew out a long dueling

pistol. Leveling it at John he

spoke in a furious

voice.

"I couldn't keep you
from winning her," he

said harshly, "but, by
God, I'll keep you
from marrying her!"

It was then that

Moonyeen made the

supreme sacrifice.

With arms outstretched

she threw herself in

front of her lover.

And, as W7ayne's pistol

discharged, it was she

who staggered back,

she who would have
fallen but for the

John's

It was even more unfortunate that he should go to the town hall and find Kathleen dancing
with Kenneth. All of his bitterness and hatred flared up as he took his niece quite un-

ceremoniously away from her partner. She demanded an explanation

Of

SmilirT Through
"VTARRATED. by permission, from^ the Joseph M. Schenck - First

National photoplay. Adapted for the

screen by James Creelman and Sidney
A. Franklin from Allen Langdon Mar-
tin's play of the same name. Directed

by Sidney A. Franklin with the follow-

ing cast:

Kathleen I x - „ t i j,, > .Norma lalmadge
Moonyeen \

&

John Carteret Wyndham Standing
Kenneth Waxne \ u • t? i

T , TT
.' > Harrison rord

Jeremiah 11 ayne)
Doctor Owen Alec B. Francis

Willie Ainsley Glenn Hunter
Ellen Grace Griswald
Little Mary (Moonyeen' s sister)

Miriam Battista

Village Rector Eugene Lockhart

strength

arms.

As she staggered.

Wayne dropped the

pistol. And the mad-
ness leaving him, he
began to cry hysterical-

ly.

"My God, I didn't

mean it," he sobbed.
And, turning, he ran
blindly, from the garden.

Of course they did what they could. But there was little

that could be done. Dr. Owen Harding, John Carteret's closest

friend—knew that the end was near as soon as he bent over

her. But to John the realization came more slowly.

"In God's name, no!" he sobbed. "It cannot be. In God's
name—no!''

Moonyeen was lying against his arm. She looked up at

him, smiling faintly. "Love like ours can never die." she said

softly. And then—"It's a shame to disappoint them!"
For a moment John did not understand. And then, realiz-

ing her absolute bravery, he motioned to the minister. And
there kneeling on the ground, her head supported on his

shoulder, they were married. It was only as he placed the

ring upon her finger that she seemed to slump down in his

arms, that her eyes began to close.

In an agony of grief John bent over her.

His soul was in his voice as he spoke.

"Moonyeen." he sobbed, "don't leave me!"
It was the heartbreak in his tone that made

the girl lift her eyes once more to his face.

Her voice was a mere whisper when she final-

ly spoke. i

"John dear . .
." she murmured, "don't

be sad . . . I'll find a way ... . to

come back. . .
." And then, after a long

pause, "at the little green gate I'll be waiting

for you . . . smiling through!"

JOHN CARTERET, embittered by hatred

J of Jeremiah Wayne, who had never been
captured and punished, lived alone in his

English cottage for many long years. Only
Ellen, his servant, and Dr. Owen Harding,
his close friend and near neighbor, saw his

gentler side. And then, after an aching period

of loneliness, a letter came to him from
Moonyeen's sister in Ireland. It was the last

request of a dying woman and it asked him
to take her only little daughter—his niece by
marriage—into his home. "She's all alone and
I know that you'll care for her," the letter

read, "for she is the image of Moonyeen

—

the woman you loved! All I ask is that you
never tell her the story and that you try to forget this hatred
for Wayne that has embittered your noble life."

And so Kathleen came to gladden the heart of John Carteret.
Like a ray of sunlight she was—like a rose bud in the first

glow of June. And as John and his friend, Dr. Owen, watched
her grow in sweetness and beauty, it was as if they were re-

newing their own youth. Everyone loved her and one boy.
Willie Ainsley, took every opportunity to propose to her.

Only once, in all the years between, did John Carteret hear
of Jeremiah Wayne. It was when he received a letter from
America, from a woman who signed herself Sarah Wayne. It

told that Jeremiah had died and had left only one son. a boy
named Kenneth. And it said that Kenneth had never heard
of the terrible tragedy. And. in the last sentence, it had begged
John Carteret to forgive. But. though John had kept the
letter—as well as the one from Moonveen's sister—he had
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been unable to drive the hatred of even the name of Wayne
from his heart.

Moonyeen . . . her last word to him had been a

promise to come back. And. curiously enough, she had been

able to keep her promise. For quite by chance, one night,

John had taken the little marionette—the doll dressed as a

"bride—into the garden. Sitting there, he had happened to hold

it away from him.

And by some trick of

the moonlight its

shadow had been en-

larged and had fallen

across the garden gate

in a strangely life-like

way. It might almost

have been the sil-

houette of a living

woman that he saw—
the silhouette of his

loved Moonyeen ! It

was like finding her

again. Softly he called

her name— and it

seemed as if she an-

swered him.

IT was in the summer
of 1014 that war

swept over England.

And it was in that

same summer that

Kenneth Wayne came
to the peaceful English

village from which his

father had fled. He
came buoyantly, know-
ing nothing of the

shadow that lay on his

name. And Kathleen,

who had never heard

the story of her aunt's

tragic death, met him.

And, because youth

attracts youth, she

liked him very well in-

deed!

It was in a rather

unusual way that she

met him. It was
when her horse refused

to cross a ford that he

came to her aid. The
first meeting might
have been laid to fate,

but it was Kathleen

herself who arranged

the second one. She it

was who invited Ken-
neth to a bazaar at the

town hall, whither she

was bound. And it

was there that Kenneth interrupted one of Willie Ainley's

proposals—there that they laid the foundation of a friendship

that was to ripen into something more.

It was unfortunate that John Carteret should learn that the

son of his old enemy was in town. And it was even more
unfortunate that he should go to the town hall and find

Kathleen dancing with Kenneth. All of his bitterness and
hatred flared up as he took his niece quite unceremoniously
away from her partner. She demanded an explanation, and he

had only one answer to give.

''He's the son of his father—that's enough," he told her.

And then he hurried her home.
Kenneth Wayne was left alone with old Dr. Owen, who

was also at the bazaar. In his amazement he spoke his

thoughts aloud.

"Whatever did my father do to him?" he queried blankly.

Dr. Owen, who had been a silent and sympathetic spectator,

answered. ''Whatever he did, you shouldn't be blamed for it!"

he said kindly.

Romance thrives on opposition. And so Kathleen and

Staggering toward her, with wild eyes and a twisted mouth, he sneered with
something of pathos in his broken voice : "No place tor the rejected suitor!

Kenneth did not stop seeing each other. It was Dr. Owen who
helped them—who carried notes and messages. He did it

with no feeling of disloyalty to his old friend, for he believed
that Kenneth should in no way be held responsible for the
sins of his father. He was an old man and the past was only
the past—to him. To John Carteret the past was everything.

But—because it is hard for honest folk to carry on anything
clandestine—it was not
long before John Car-
teret discovered which
way the wind was
blowing. An intercepted

note brought the affair

to light. It was a
note from Kenneth
asking Kathleen to

meet him, and it en-

raged the old man. It

precipitated a quarrel

between him and
Owen. And Kathleen,
by bringing them to-

gether again, was able

to direct their atten-

tion from the matter
of the letter. And so,

for a short time, the

affair was calmed
down.

But Kathleen, be-

cause she loved
Kenneth, could not
ignore the note's mes-
sage. Instead she met
him in the garden, as

he had asked her to,

and there learned from
him that he had en-

listed with Kitchener's

army, and was going

to Franco.

War—and the part-

ings that are made
necessary by war—has

precipitated many a

love scene. Playfully

—but deeply earnest,

withal—Kathleen told

Kenneth that she

didn't believe he knew
how to propose to a

girl. And still play-

fully she began to

give him instruction.

It was while the les-

son was in progress

that John came into

the garden. And it

was then, with all the

dignity his anger had
left to him, that he

sent Kenneth away. Even Kathleen's plea that her lover was
going to the front did not move the irate old man. He would
not even let her say goodbye. And he utterly ignored Ken-
neth's statement that: "I'm coming back—war or no war. And
Kathleen and I are going to be married—with your consent or

without it!"

It was that evening that John told Kathleen—in Dr. Owen's
presence—of her aunt's death and of Jeremiah Wayne's part

in it. He told it brokenly—but he spared no detail, though

it was like turning a sword in an old wound to tell. And
Kathleen listened—with incredulity and horror. He told it to

the very end, to Moonyeen's assurance that she would come
back. And then, after a moment of hesitation, he went on:

"At first I thought that I couldn't bear it," he said, "and
then one night as I sat with this toy of hers

—
" he held up the

dainty little marionette, "the moonlight struck the shadow of

it on the gate, and she came back to me!"
For a moment after he had finished Kathleen and Dr. Owen

were silent. And then Kathleen spoke.

"If you can love like that" (Continued on page 114)



BETTY COMPSON
WHO is this? Bebe Daniels? No—but we don't blame you for thinking so.

It is Betty Compson. who here presents another portrait to be added to her

gallery of them. It illustrates the fact that her "'still" camera personality is never

the same as her moving picture camera self, and these two are also different from

the real Betty. She shares this versatility with most of the other stars. You may
wonder why PHOTOPLAY'S covers do not always resemble your preconceptions

of the subjects. You'll have to ask Old Man Camera



The
Girl

on the

Cover
A girl you haven't

heard much about:

Corinne Griffith

By

DELIGHT EVANS

She is an amazing contradiction, this Corinne Cjriffith.

She is, we might say, a chameleon with a soul. This new
portrait shows her in one of her soft ana silken moments

CORINNE GRIFFITH has the face of an early Italian

angel and the hands of a twentieth-century-American

business woman.
Her hands are large and thin and sturdy. Her face

—you do not need to be reminded of her face.

She is ancient Athens in tailor-mades. She is one of

Raphael's saints with a hat on. She is Sappho in a smock.

She is Swinburne's poems, paper-bound.

And that is really all I have to say about her. The rest

will only be repetition.

You will notice that the hands of great women are never

lovely. The Venus de Milo may have had beautiful hands,

but there is no proof of it. To get down to current cases:

Mary Pickford's little hands are not artistic. Lillian Gish has

unusual hands, and expressive hands, but an artist would
never approve of them. Elsie Ferguson's are like that, too.

Corinne Griffith's do not go with the exquisite rest of her.

But they hold the secret of her success. They prove that

beauty was not the only reason for her present fame and
fortune. They are working hands. Watch them the next time

you see her on the screen.

Corinne Griffith, no matter what you may have believed about

her from Vitagraph's billboards and her popularity, is not

really a star. The reason I know she isn't a star is that she

has no camp-chair at the studio with her name on the back.

She sits in any old chair. And when I watched her one day

doing the Salome sequence for the first reels of "The Single
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Track." every time she walked some feathers

fell off, and she managed through it all to keep
her aloof dignity and her air of a young de-

butante who is indeed working in pictures for

a day or so, but after that will go back to being

a debutante again.

In spite of the fact that she has probably
performed before the camera with less on than

any other star with the possible exception of

her good friend Betty Blythe, Corinne Griffith

is an aristocrat. She has an unconscious in-

solence that is charming. She is not a snob
in fact, but she has all the appearance of one.

When I was with her once in her well-up-

holstered limousine, she saw a flapper staring

at her with round and awed eyes. She smiled

at her and carelessly nodded: a very young
American queen paying accustomed recognition

to the homage of one of her subjects.

She seems to have a Southern indifference.

I cannot imagine her being surprised at any-

thing. When she was discovered at a Mardi
Gras. I can see her smiling faintly and almost

languidly promising to come and be camera-tested.

You may have heard the story of her ''discovery," and then

again you may not. She went to school at the Sacred Heart
Convent in New Orleans, where her family moved from
Texarkana, Texas. She was a first-season debutante when she

went to her first Mardi Gras. She happened to meet there

Rollin S. Sturgeon, who was then a director for Vitagraph in

the West. " He was immediately impressed with her charm, and
approached her mother with the idea of putting Corinne in

pictures. Mrs. Griffith demurred a little; then she saw that

her daughter wanted to do that more than anything else, so

she accompanied her to California, where Corinne was given

a job. She stuck at it, and was soon advanced to leads, and
in two years, stardom.

She must have "held the thought" for success. There is no
other way to explain it. She is not a girl who has ever had

to fight for fame. She would probably be the first to in-

dignantly deny this, but I am sure it is true. I do not mean
by this that she has never worked night and day to finish a

picture; that she has not worked and hoped for success. It is

simply that she has always had that invaluable conviction

that she was, one day, to be very famous indeed. And she is

right.

She is studying dancing now. It is simply a preparation for

a stage career that she may undertake. She has probably had
an intimation that some day a great theatrical manager will

beg her to star in one of his musical comedies. She can
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visualize it all through those mysterious, unearthly eyes of hers.

And she will be right.

Her dressing-room at the Yitagraph studio in Flatbush is

done in rose. It is an intensely feminine room. The dress-

ing-table is rose-hung and it has a mirror for her face. But

her hands have cleared the room of everything but essentials.

It is prosaically neat and practical.

Her face is one soft curve after another. Her speech is

square and quick and humorous. She never wastes words.

She is not a usual person. She is much misunderstood by
usual persons. She is an artist, and cannot be understood in

inartistic circles. She is fastidious in speech and habit. Yet
she has made a deMille bathroom scene that for sheer sparkling

audacity has never been approached by Gloria Swanson or

anybody else.

You can't tell Aunt Susan of Sioux Falls that a nice

girl would go around like that. But she should meet
Miss Griffith. I am sure she would ask her to be the

guest of honor at the Ladies' Aid.

This girl who looks at you so wistfully from the

Cover can be anything she wants to be. She can be
the temperamental artist. She can be the sparkling

satirist. She can be the lovable, sweet-tempered
girl and she can be the haughty star.

Have you ever noticed that it is only extremely

interesting and varied personages who care to wear
wigs? Sarah Bernhardt, it is said, had a wig for

morning, afternoon and night. Other stars have
changed their hair to suit their moods. Corinne
Griffith has appeared in her own hair, which is a

beautiful brown, or she has appeared in a blonde wig.

or a dark curly wig. or a black wig.

Although she has lived in the Hotel des Artistes,

the smart home of such screen celebrities as Mae
Murray, Dorothy Dalton. and George Fitzmaurice, for

four years; although she has a quiet car and quiet

clothes and only one dog. she is a bohemian at heart.

Her wise head, symbolized in her hands, is more than a

match for her heart. So she has always lived the usual

busy life of the usual busy film star

in Manhattan; but I have an idea

that she would like to be wickedly

adventurous.

She has done very good work in

all her pictures. If she hadn't, she

would never be a Yitagraph star.

The Vitagraph star has
done some of her best

work in "poor parts

In "The Single Track." she plays two of her several sells. In the

first part of the picture, she is a society girl. In the latter reels,

an enterprising business woman. This scene with Richard I ra-

vers illustrates the contrast
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But I am sure that some day she is going to surpri>e you
with a screen performance of rare power and beauty. <>r she is

going on the stage and startle you.

I would like to see Corinne Griffith play Dii Barry, or

Pompadour. She is the modern incarnation of one of the

delicious French beauties. She is the mixture of sensuousness
and spirituality that captivates poets and enchants painter-

and writers. She is one of the women you hear about.

She ha-; been called "a typical Southern girl." Isn't that

stupid 2 She might have been born anywhere: England or

Indiana or France or New Jers

Mie happened in Texas.

ler film stories have not

[ways been worthy of her.

\nd when I say that I

don't know what I mean.
She is not a great ac-

tress, so it is not re-

quired that she be ca-t

as Camille in every
picture. She i> not

a great comedienne.

so that it i> no
sacrilege to put her

in drama. But it is

things like 'The
Broadway Bubble"
that make her a

favorite in the

gelatines. She had
a chance to be

every one of her

several selfs in it.

Corinne Griffith is

the kind of girl you
associate with rose

colored boudoirs and
fudge and toy dogs

and wigs and kitchen

aprons and books bound
in mother-of-pearl and
ermine and ostrich

feathers and country school-

ichers and French novels

high heels and chaise-

longues and love. She is a contra-

diction.

The first time I ever saw her was
in her dressing-room. She was making
up and eating lunch at the same time.

She was such a pretty thing, such a

frail thing, such a sweet thing, I didn't

know what to say to her. One doesn't

ask a Dresden china doll what she

thinks of her work. Then the ward-
robe mistress rapped on the door, and
poked her head in and said, "Pardon "me.

Miss Griffith, but what dress do you
wear for the next scene this afternoon'
The director doesn't remember, and I

don't know whether it's the black suit

or the blue dress."

"Neither," smiled the star. "It's the

purple tailleur. And don't bother. I've

got it all ready to put on."

After that it was easier. Don't a-k

me why. But when she had eaten a

full-sized luncheon and we had talke I

about films and fights and drama and
dancing. I was a friend of hers. I can't

think of anything she has said that I

can quote. She doesn't say a great deal

and somehow I can't remember it. But
you value rather extraordinarily a

friendship with her. She is some one

you should know.

Alexis Kosloff is her dancing teacher,

and told some one who told me that if

she could keep up her dancing to the

exclusion of (Continued on pane 103
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Underwood S: Underwood

You don t hear about her in the papers. You have never seen a picture of her before. As far as publicity is concerned,
she has let Bill have all the close-ups. But Olive White Farnum has been her husband's manager through most of his
distinguished career. Here she is and here he is. about to leave the ship that brought them home after a year's vacation
in Europe. Mr. and Mrs. William Farnum visited England, France, and Italy. The Fox star spent much time in the

ruins of ancient Rome, where he had been before—as Julius Caesar and others
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Mrs. Leslie Carter, the heroine of one generation in

"Zaza 'and of distinctly another one in "The Circle

ECHOES along the Rialto an oft recurrent

maxim of art. "Make your sorrows profit-

able." Can you? Can't you? It depends

upon the inner strength of the man or woman
who makes the experiment.

Broadway is fitting the proverb to Mrs. Leslie

Carter. For while one friend of former days meet-

ing her on the intersection of Broadway and Forty-

second Street, said gaily, "My only misgiving is

whether you are not too young to play Lady Kitty

in 'The Circle.' " another who passed on the other

side observed: "There is a woman of sorrows.

Her smiles are rainbow ones. There are always

tears behind them."
If ever woman distilled success from tears that

Leslie Carter has already done. She wrote her

memoirs. Briefly, poignantly, that which she told

but emphasizing that which she did not tell. In those

memoirs, forgotten by the busy, bias street. I find:

"As I look back now, over the new emotions and experience

that crowded into this period of my life, it seems to me like

the changes in a confused dream in which I took part without

volition of my own,—the sick room where lay my dying

parent; the heavy sense of coming calamity; the arrival and
departure of physicians and friends; the coming one never to

be forgotten evening, of a group of unknown relatives, who
eyed me solemnly, and then retired to hold a consultation upon
my future; finally my hurried marriage and removal from
my quiet, peaceful home.

ALL these events took place so rapidly that I was dazed.

I moved through them all as one asleep, and awoke to

find myself in a strange city, Chicago, the mistress of my own
home, with entree into a brilliant society waiting to receive me
with the eclat due to a young and fashionable bride.

"It is not astonishing that I entered into this new life with
all the zest of a young, enthusiastic nature. I loved this

world of beautiful things, polished manners and sparkling wit.

I loved and trusted it. It seemed far more beautiful and
sheltered than the woods, the cotton fields and the shabby old

homestead on the plantation near Lexington. Kentucky.
"I did not take part in private theatricals; in fact I had

The Sorrows of

Mrs. Carter
The story of one of America's most
famous stage stars who has just made
a wonderful come-back in "The Circle''

By EILEEN O'CONNER

00 premonition of any
kind that pointed toward a

career that wa> to obliter-

ate my past experience

and create an entirely dif-

ferent life for me. The
future was sealed.

A season of desolation

and utter darkness came
upon me. A wi^e pur-

pose, they say, is hidden

in the throes of those

awful tragedies that now
and then engulf a human
soul.

"On a certain morning,

a memorable one in my
life. I lay on the sofa of

my little rented room,
staring blankly at the

bare, whitewashed ceiling.

My own future seemed a-

bare and meaningless. If

1 had allowed myself to

think of the past I should

have gone mad. I stared

stupidly at the ceiling

and wondered in a vague
way by what means thi<

broken hearted young
woman whom I knew to

be myself, lying on the

sofa with my hands un-

der my head, was to >olve

the problem of earning a

living.

"I can't explain how
the thought of being an
actress came into re-
mind. It was like a flash

of blinding light in the

darkness. I turned sud-

denly to my mother and
said: T am going upon
the stage. We must start

at once for Xew \"ork and see Mr. Belasco.'

"I remembered that numbers of society women about this

time had gone on the stage. I recalled the eagerness of sev-

eral in my own set to appear under the auspices of Mr.
David Belasco. That was what had brought his name and

repute to my attention. It was by a feat of memory in my
grief stunned state that there recurred to me the name of

the man whom 1 had never met but who was to prove my
savior in the hour of awful disaster."

The years of creation of "The Heart of Maryland." of

"Zaza." of "Du Barry" and "Adrea" by the distinguished pair,

are part of the most brilliant annals of the much historic'!

Highway of Amusement. Rose then fog of misunderstanding.

Came the time when Mrs. Carter was no longer received in the

Belasco offices, when her telephone calls were not delivered

Her picture was taken down from the lobby of the Bel

Theater.

Mrs. Carter said nothing at the time about this fog of mis-

understanding. Mr. Belasco withdrew within himself

closed the door. Compared with him the Sphinx was chatty.

The tall woman with hair of flame who had dominated

Broadway, whom the critics have (Continued on page 108)
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Mrs. Carter, returned from abroad, has
recaptured both America and Broadway



Frank Bacon—and "Mother. ' This is the favorite portrait of Mr. Bacon, because it is such a good
likeness of "Laghtnin Bill Jones wife. "Lightnin has amused and moved the audiences of
Manhattan for three years, and now he is entertaining the theater-goers all over the country
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The great star of "Lightnin says

that he owes his success to his wife

By ADA PATTERSON

A MAX'S success is the lengthened shadow of some
woman, Frank Bacon believes. That lovable actor,

successor of Joseph Jefferson in the hearts of the

American playgoers, says that but for his wife there

would have been no "Lightnin','' the play in which he starred

in New York for three years and will go on starring in Chi-

cago and on tour three years longer. "I would never have

got by with my part in 'Lightnin' ' and in life but for her. But

for her there would have been no 'Lightnin',' " so he as-

sures all who congratulate him on the unique success that

has arrived in the early evening of his life, and lent to that

evening the rich glow of a

magnificent sunset.

"Mother," he calls her.

following the example of

their daughter Bessie, their

son Lloyd, who served in the

United States navy during

the war, and little Dixie.

their second child, a tiny

daughter who stayed with

them but twenty-one months.

''Mother," he called her.

when he made a speech at

the actors' strike saying that

he was going out with his

brethren and sisters of the

stage. "Mother says it's all

right," he told them. "She
said she used to make the

children's clothes and she

can make them again."

She who answers the call

of "Mother," responds to it

from the lips of her husband.

her son and daughter, as

often as do any who read

this page every day of her

busy life, is Jane Bacon.

Thirty-six years ago she was
Jennie Weidman, a brown-
eyed girl with a reputation

in San Jose, Cal., and be-

yond, as a clever elocution-

ist. She was ambitious for

a career of her own. But
Cupid entered her life and
Baconized her, and the

career slowly, surely and
agreeably melted into,

mingled with, and was lost

in that of her gifted husband.

Sometimes, if you have seen "Lightnin'." you may have
seen her, although she has no part in the play. Occasionally.

if she is on some errand for her husband, or her daughter.

Miss Bessie Bacon, at the playhouse, she yields to the call

of the theater and the spirit of fun and sits among the silent

supers and extra women in the stage courtroom. She watches
with sparkling eyes of appreciation that which is her hus-

band's best, the courtroom scene, when in his character of

Old Bill Jones he defends himself against the charges that

if proven will divorce him. He is quite unconscious of his

real wife while he plays this moving scene that causes a

general resort to handkerchiefs by the audience, and forces

many women to weep without reserve or apology. Once when
she had been indulging in what she terms this lark of sitting in

the courtroom scene he stumbled against her in the wings.

"I beg your pardon, Madame." he said, with his slow and
sure gallantry, taking off the shabby blue and the tarnished

gold of his Grand Army hat.

"All right. Father." she answered with a laugh.

"You! What's this. Mother?'' He watched her winking
off the drops from her eyelashes.

"Only that you made me believe it," she said. "Now hurry

up and change or we'll miss the eleven-thirty home."
The man who is one of the most beloved actors in America

told me this was the highest praise he has ever received.

The President of the United States wrote asking him for a

copy of the bee story which

he tells in the play. An
English critic, returning to

London from a survey of

American plays and players,

said the best play in Amer-
ica was "Lightnin' " and the

best actor, Frank Bacon. I

have seen beautiful actresses

fling their arms about his

neck, kiss him and weep
their tribute to his art. His

feet have crushed the roses

of appreciation at every
step he has taken for three

success-crowned years. But

no encomium has so stirred

him as Jane Bacon's speech

as she winked off her tears:

"You made me believe it."

If an actor can make his real

wife weep about his trou-

bles with his stage one. that

is dramatic art.

J
WE BACON knows the

technique of the theater.

Jane Bacon, at twenty-six. when she too was on the starve.

Today she is content to be Mrs. Frank Bacon, her hus-

band s best triend, wisest manager— and sweetheart

For twenty years she played

at her husband's side, some-

times in parts as great as

his, sometimes in greater
roles. Sir Johnston Forbes

Robertson said that the su-

preme moment of his life

was when he played "Ham-
let" at a professional matinee

and his fellow actors cheered

him. "Praise from our fel-

low craftsmen is the highest

praise and the mo*t gratify-

ing." he said, "for they
know theirs is the approval I value highest."

On an afternoon when the curtain had fallen upon the

matinee of the play that had run loimer in New York than

any other play had ever continued, even "The Old Homestead."

Mr. Bacon, wearing his uniform of a Grand Army man, leaned

back in his easy chair and talked to me about "Mothei."

"There would never have been any 'Lightnin
1

' but for her."

he said, with the drawl that is an indivisible part of Bill Jones,

and of Frank Bacon. "I had played Bill Jones in one form

or another for thirty years. Whenever a play or a part needed

plumping up I would draw the good-humored, irresponsible

old fellow off the shelf and put him to work. People always

liked him. I worked him into three or four vaudeville sketches

that Mother. Bessie and I played. One day she said. 'I think

you ought to expand this into a play.'t Co>iti>u<cd on page no)
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\Y/^ watched Bcbe Daniels grow up We have seen her in just about every pictureW she ever made: the two-reelers when she wore a bathing suit: the later comedies
with Harold Lloyd: the Cecil deMillc marriage-dramas—and now, as the star of
her own comedies. And Bebe is the same Bebe—except that she is prettier, if

possible. Here she is in a Juliet gown especially designed for her

L/oudid Biddle ICeya

il



Ask
Dad

And he will tell you that

he didn't want Mildred to

go into pictures, but he is

mighty proud of her now

By JOAN JORDAN

il> I

M'ILDRED DAVIS plays the motion pic-

ture game with reverse English.

In fact, she comes mighty near being a

paradox.

First place, she went from drama into comedy, in-

stead of following the recognized order and using the

laugh-makers as a spring board into oceans of tragedy.

She was born with a fuzz of black hair, that gradually turned

gold and more golden, and has never been assisted in its

struggle by anything stronger than lemon juice.

She went from the screen into boarding school—and back
again.

And she is the first motion picture actress I have ever met
with a father.

Undoubtedly sometime, somewhere, all girls—even those
that later went into pictures—had fathers. Movie girls may
be different in some ways from the ordinary female of the

species, but there is nothing to warrant the assumption that

they sprang like Venus from the sea.

Nevertheless, the percentage to date is certainly in favor

of female rather than male parents in the picture game.
Mrs. Fickford, Mrs. Talmadge. Mrs. Gish, Mrs. Frederick,

Mrs. Daniels, Mrs. Mary Miles Minter Shelby, are almost as

well known as their famous offspring. All these ladies are

Mildred Davis is the only prominent celluloid personage
who has a father. Others doubtless have had fathers,
but they are never present. Mildred's dad is pretty
proud of her, but he's the boss of the family. Here's

Mildred's other boss : her small brother

She is the perfect blonde, rose-petal skin and blue,
blue eyes. You know her best as the delectable
leading woman in the Harold Lloyd comedies

widows with the exception of Mrs. Talmadge. Still, we see

Ethel Clayton and her mother. May Allison and hers, Mildred
Harris and Mrs. Harris. Dorothy Davenport Reid and her

mother, Lila Lee and hers.

So you can understand how surprised I was to discover

that Mildred Davis had a nice, young father—a newspaper
man and apparently, "boss."

It isn't being done. Even if they have 'em, they never
mention them to me. (I suppose I will now be deluged with

information concerning male relatives. But the fact remains.)

Mildred Davis is the first one to boast openly of her
"Daddy."

"He's an awful old tyrant." she told me. "Won't let me
have callers or go out evenings when I'm working. Has to

know every single thing I do as though I were still sixteen,

instead of most twenty. Never says a single nice thing about
my work, but goes and sits through my pictures five or six

times, which I call true devotion."

Of course, Mildred has a mother, too. a very charming
young person, but she is Mr. Davis' wife, as well as being

Mildred's mother, it seems, and there is a young brother of

seven, who wields a mean hammer, on the furniture.

Father didn't want Mildred to go into pictures.

She told me all about it, sitting in her pretty wicker and
cretonne bedroom in her Hollywood flat—that surprisingly

enough has "H. B. Davis" on the doorplate. instead of Mildred
Davis.

She is very, very pretty—the perfect blonde doll. Bright

blue eyes, roseleaf skin, coral lips over even, little teeth.

Very tiny—almost birdlike, yet not childish in any sense of

the word. Rather poised, in fact, but jolly and friendly.

She finally "got around father" and went to work for

Universal. Her delicate prettiness and the perfect way she

photographs got her a chance in drama. Later she played in

some comedies, and finally with Viola Dana in heavy drama.

"I'd really only become camerawise when the war broke out.

Father went, so he wanted us to come to Philadelphia, where
he was then, and we went. I was born there, you know, so I

went back to school—to finish my high school course at the

same finishing school. It's a nice old town, but not for me
now."
When she came back to California, she immediately signed

to replace Bebe Daniels with Harold Lloyd, and she has been
with him for three years. Rumor now has it that she may
make feature pictures of her own ( Continued on page 106)



A screen "society queen and a real one—both appearing in the same picture! You see Norma Talmadge s version at

the left. At the right, Mrs. Lydig Hoyt. as herself. She is one of America s most beautiful women, ana hap a distin-

guished position in New York society. She is noted as an actress in smart amateur theatricals, and went in for it in

earnest in Norma s new photoplay. "The Wonderful Thing. We hope to see Julia Hoyt in other films. She brings
to the screen a rare delicacy, and good taste
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How I Keep

in Condition
By MARION DAV1ES

I Jfcsa

ANOTHER contribution to PHOTOPLAY'S series of

articles by famous screen stars on keeping fit.

This month, Marion Davies, long noted for her beauty,

and generally recognized as one of the loveliest of stars,
tells you how she manages to work and keep well.
Next month, Lillian Gish.

HOW do I look so well—how do I keep so well—how
do I feel so well? These are the questions asked me
by the score in every day's mail. The writers in

most cases, are women and they seem to think that

there is a particular charm
in motion picture actresses

that keeps them immune
from age and sickness.

This is a ridiculous as-

sumption, of course, as

there is only one assurance

against ill health and one
recipe for well being—and
that is proper, intelligent

and constant care. Don't
try to "live on your
nerves." It can be done, to

be sure, and is done every
day but not for long! The
person who lives on his

nerves, unless he gets other

sustenance very soon,

doesn't live long.

That is the tragic reason

for the untimely deaths of

so many people of genius.

They try to cram into a

few brief years the work of

a lifetime. Soon the strain

begins to tell; the genius

falls out of the public's

short lived memory, until

the next that is heard of

him is an unobtrusive
death notice

—
"So-and-so,

noted for such-and-such.
died at the height of his

career at the age of twenty-
seven yesterday at

Sanitarium."

DEOPLE really seem to
* pay less attention to

their health than to any
other phase of their life, al-

though it is the only sure

foundation for any kind of

successful existence what-
ever. Not all of us can be
a Robert Louis Stevenson
who. while coughing his life away, was writing some of the

merriest and brightest things of the English language. And
how much more he could have written if he had been well and
strong! And how many, suffering as he did, even with his

many gifts of mind could do the things he did? They would
have given up the struggle very early and the world would have
never known what great works might have been produced.

Good health is the bulwark of life and in our present

civilization, so fraught with nerve-racking, head-splitting,

vigor-reducing conditions, with everyone on the qui vive all the

time, more care than ever must be taken if we are to conquer

One of the few stars who possesses neither the temper
of temperament nor the grand air of a prima donna.
Marion Davies is surprisingly enough thoughtful of others

the artificialities around us and preserve our well being so

that we may carry out the work assigned to us.

And unless one is born with inherited weaknesses which
actually cannot be overcome there is no reason for a decline

in bodily health. One of

the great reassuring de-

velopments of the present

decade is the child welfare

activities and the noble
fight made by the govern-
ment and other agencies

against tuberculosis. Vast
numbers of persons are be-

coming aware for the first

time in their lives of the

paramount importance of

their health, and the health

of their children, and the

health of their neighbors,

and the health of the immi-
grants.

AS to my own health. I

have never been sick

for one day in my life ex-

cept, of course, those child-

ish visitations such as the

measles and croup, which
seem as necessary as first

teeth, somehow. And I give

a great deal of credit to

the foresight of my mother
who taught me and the

other members of our
family since we were little

tots that we could do
nothing in life unless we
were always well. I used
to think it a nuisance, a

"necessary evil," when she

would run after me with

umbrella and rubbers on a

rainy day as I thought I

was making a clever get-

away out the back door.

Now I know what it was all

about and appreciate her

constant vigilance.

She sent us regularly to

gymnasium. She put us to

bed at the same time every night and supervised all our

meals, our hours of study and play, et al.

Today it is as natural to me as eating and as pleasurable

to consider regularized exercise a part and parcel of the day.

No matter how early I have to be at the studio nor how late

I must work, I begin each day either with a ride on horse-

back or with a walk on the river drive. My hot bath of

morning and evening is followed by a cold shower and a

rub down. I eat my meals at regular hours and eat only

those things that have long since proved beneficial to me. I

sleep seven hours every night. (Continued on page 106)
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There is no set style, no "accepted mode"

*?

tab

Center above : A daring coat

dress of duvetyn from Russek's
witn quite a Cossack air in its

high choker collar and its

vividly colored embroidery.
Note the decidedly different

treatment of the s'eeves

Directly above, ' The Sweet-
brier —a charming costume
sponsored by Abercrombie and
Fitch. The cape and skirt are
of imported Scotch tweed with
striped borders. The hat is of

felt and velvet, of the same
color as the suit, which may be

grey, copen or tan

A<<%. Above, the smart girl who goes
in for sports wears knickers
nowadays. And they are
especially smart when de-
signed by Davega and made of

English tweed, with a pleated
back and belt. Incidentally

this is the very latest for golf

SMiss Van IVyck's

answers to questions

will be found on

page zoo
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From Paris: gloves! Gloves and more
gloves. And three bags. I need not

attempt to describe these gloves, for

you can see them for yourself. Suffice

it to say that they are of many designs

and shades and of the finest French
kid. The bags are of velvet with steel

beads in various designs



this season, says Carolyn Van Wyck
The Observations of

Carolyn Van Wyck
rpHIS winter that is upon us.

J- brings us the most unusual

and interesting fashions we have

ever had. There is no set style,

no "accepted mode," this season.

There are daring originalities, and
amazing conceptions ; and long

sleeves and flowing sleeves and

Vnderwood &: Underwood.

Gloria Swanson, the rum star, is

noted for her unique Head-
dresses. Here she is wearing
two big jade combs of fan de-
sign in ner hair. Her earrings

are also of jade

Here is a smart and stunning
semi-fitted coat from C. G.
Gunther s & Sons, of broad-
tail trimmed with chinchilla.

Broadtail is extremely good
right now. The bell sleeves
are trimmed with chinchilla

The beautiful and statuesque
Marjone Rambeau wears an
evening gown of black, with
a gorgeous Spanish shawl.
Spanish shawls are really

Chinese, you know—or don t

you?

Hope Hampton and Russek
offer a compromise between
a fur and a duvetyne taillieur.

with sleeves and skirts of

black duvetyne and the rest

of the suit of American
broadtail

high necks and round n> <

there is everything, for every type

of woman, for every taste. 1 hope

you will find inspiration for your
winter wardrobe among them. I

wish to recall to your particular at-

tention the newest gloves from
Paris. They are delightful. m

i

' rlli-n Ugujl UJMtJs
't

Donald Btddle K*sn

My favorite coiffure for a debu-
tante, illustrated by Mary Miles
Minter. A soft, natural and
very youthful headdress; a

wreath of silver leaves

A' I
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West is East A Few Impressions

By DELIGHT EVANS

BILL HART was in Town-
Three Times.
You Know, he was Staying

At the Waldorf, and then he was

At the Rivoli Twice,
In "Three Word Brand."
I Hadn't Seen Bill

For Three Years, and he Looked
Pretty Good to Me.
He's the Same Old Bill

Except that he Wasn't Wearing
His Cowboy Clothes.

You'd Know him Anywhere.
He is Writing
A Big Story about
Revolutionary Days, with himself

As Patrick Henry.
He Played that Part

On the Stage.

He writes a Lot, you know

:

Stories for Boys that

Other People" Read.

He had Some New Photographs, and

He Asked me
Which Ones he Should Take.

This is One of them.

If you Dont Like it, you can
Blame me.

He Made
A Few Personal Appearances
And
Visited his Farm
In Westport, Connecticut ; and
Then he Went Home.
I Like Bill.

He Never
Disappoints You
He is Just the Same
As he Is on the Screen.

Western, but Not Rough.

THEN Elliott Dexter
Called Me Up.

He Wanted Me
To Go to Lunch
With him.
Imagine.
Well, I Went. And
We Went to

The Gotham, and
That's a Very Grand Hotel, and
There are Lots of Ladies

—

Dowagers, you Know

—

And they all Looked at Elliott

And they All Recognized him.

He's High-brow,
But
He's Nice.

He doesn't Look Like
An Actor, or Talk
Like One.
I Told You,
Once Before
About him

:

That
He Wouldn't Talk
About himself?

But he was Going to Europe

50

To be Gone a Long Time, so

He Finally Told me
What he was Going to Do.
"I'm Going
To Visit

All the Countries

Over There.

It Makes it Exciting for Me:
I have Sailed

On Every boat

In the Last Two Weeks

—

In the Newspapers.
I've been Booked.
And Mary and Doug
Wanted Me to Go Over
When they Went;
True; but Now

W.ll.am S. Hart

I'm Reallv going.

To Live

At the Big Hotels.

I'm Going
To Put Up
At the Small Interesting

Places so that I can

Study the Country, and
The Languages, and
The People.

I've Never Been Abroad
Before. I Know

—

Everybody Thinks
I Have, because

I'm Supposed to Be
An English Actor.

They Say
I Have an Accent.

Well—
I'm Going to Find Out
What Kind of an Accent
I Have.
I'm Taking a Camera—so

111 Send You
Some Pictures of Me—

"

"What?" Could this be
Elliott Dexter?
"In the London Fog,"
He Finished.

I Hope he Wont
Stay Away Too Long.
If there is One Actor
I'd Rather See

Than Another, it's

Elliott Dexter.

There

—

The Secret's Out.

T WENT with
1 Dorothy Gish
To See
Her Husband's Play,

"Pot Luck."
It's a Peach of a Play,

And James Rennie
Is Great in it.

A Woman
Next to Dorothy
Kept Saying,

"That Leading Man
Is Dorothy Gish's Husband.
Dorothy Gish
Is in the Audience
Somewhere."
And she looked Right at Dorothy

—

And Didn't Recognize her.

Dorothy Looks like

A Debutante, and she's Prettier Even
Than she Looks on the Screen; but

She sits Way Down
In her Second-row Seat

Every Evening,

And Nobody Knows she is There.

Just two Nights after I went with her,

The Leading Woman Was 111, and
Dorothy Got up on the Stage

—

She knows
The Play,

Backward and Forward

—

And Played the Part.

The Last Line in

The Play is

"My Wife—God Bless her"—and
The Audience Went Wild.

Maybe Dorothy is

Going on the Stage

As her Own Star Soon.

If she Does

—

Don't Miss Her.



MEN and women who do not like dogs have a strange twist somewhere in their,

natures. But Sessue Hayakawa and his wife, Tsuru Aoki, are not numbered

among these. And not least in their affections is their prize dog, "Dynamite'



gENORITA Maria Tubau in characteristic costume. Barings, hat
and hair are all typical. One of Mexico's favorites

Picture Stars
You've Never Seen
A country that boasts but one picture

studio and almost no good theaters.

After ten years of turbulance the picture

industry in Mexico is just beginning. But
it is not to be disregarded with a word
despite that fact, for its one small studio is

complete in every detail of lights and
cameras such as we have here: and its

stars hold a very important position in the

amusement industry of South American
Republics.

Theaters there are dark, dirty and badly
ventilated. A foreigner finds the titles all

in Spanish, the conversation too, but one
is intrigued into forgetting all that by the

sheer beauty of the artists themselves.

May we introduce

CENORITA Maria Conesa, a native of Barcelona,
Spain, and the idol of the Mexican theater-going

public

CENORITA Christina Pereda, who has appeared
v"' with Cody and Farrar in American pictures, is also

noted for her dancing



[T ia rumored that Senorita Conesa may come to thr United
States to appear both on the stage and in pictures

TTUGENIA ZUFFOLI is a celebrated beauty, a talented singer and
dancer as well as a picture actress

pMMA PADILLA, the "Mexican Maiy Pickford,"
*"* ia the original moving picture actress, and is ex-

tremely popular

CENORITA ELVIRA ORTEZ is
13

ist of Mexican pictures. She i

vampire roles

s the dramatic art-

famous for her



A/fANY people have furniture made especially for them, but it is not often that
it suits them as well as Jackie Coogan's suits him. That contagious, mis-

chievous smile has won friends for him the world over. You see "the kid" making up



Rupert Hughes, in his Beverly Hills home, within easy commuting dis-

tance of the Goldwyn studios, where Mr. Hughes is an Eminent Author

New
Faces

for

Old
You read Samuel Goldwyn's

article in the December PHOTO-
PLAY. Here Rupert Hughes gives

his ideas on the absorbing question

of new talent for the films

By

RUPERT HUGHES

NEW faces come along whether we want them or not.

They appear in the audiences, and must be reflected

on the screen. New faces mean new souls, new needs,

new ideals. The same old human soul is still doing

business at the old stand but dressing the window differently;

changing its ideas somewhat as fashions come and go, and
altering its ideals slightly. Humanity does not change so

much as we pretend, but languages, costumes, knowledges,

sympathies, passions, are in constant flux, since the dramatic
art is devoted to holding a more or less cracked mirror up to

nature.

The dramatic arts must reflect the changing faces and the

changing souls, and dramatic art is a business of translating

manuscripts into human flesh. Authors must speak through
actors. New authors cannot be satisfied with or expressed by
old artists. The women of 1865 were neither better nor worse
than our own, but their bodily and mental clothes were differ-

ent. The wicked ones were more demure in their behavior than
our wildest ones now. A woman of then would have been
stoned off the street for wearing what our most conservative

grandmothers wear now in public. And the graduates of our
most learned women's colleges wear costumes and give public

performances in athletics, in dancing, or in dramatic roles

that would have sent a woman to jail twenty years ago.

PNIALOG and dialects change and change the faces that utter
*-* them. The author who is true to life or who at least hopes
to interest his audiences, must give his stories some resemblance
to what the audiences of his day will understand and sympa-
thize with. Even if you are writing a new version of "Cleo-

patra" or "The Three Musketeers'' you must realize that the

spectators are not what they were ten, fifteen or even five

years ago.

When Mr. Goldwyn calls for "new faces'' on the screen he
has many reasons for his demand. The young girl of yesterday
is not the young girl of today. Not only does the cruel

progress of time change the face of most actresses, but the

acting itself is likely to harden most of our players into set

methods, set expressions, set gestures. A few great geniuses

keep not only their beauty but also their souls progressive.

Yet complete elasticity is not given to many. A few art ist

<

build up such loving followers that they would rather see their

favorite of thirty play a girl of eighteen than see the same part

played by a stranger of eighteen. But neither geniuses nor

loyalty can be relied on for the bulk of the dramatic or

cinematic output, and even those authors who mo^t amiably

steal each others' plots over and over again must freshen them
with little touches here and there and fit them to newer

impersonators.

ALL screen history is as fresh as paint. It is amazing to

realize that the classics of filmdom were produced only a

few years ago. The rapidity that characterizes all recent activities

has characterized the moving-picture. The fashions move
almost as fast as the projecting machines. An enormous public

has learned to understand the new language as if a gift of

tongues had been suddenly instilled in the universe. It is no
longer profitable to translate the old plays and the old novels

hastily and dump them in front of the camera. The public

will not accept a hack translation. The ulmwright must work
directly for the camera, whether he be a layman who adapts

himself to its needs or a writer in the older forms who can
shift his method of approach.

In all the other arts, though the public is far less numerous
than the screen public, the great majority of the novels,

plays, operas, stories, statues, portraits, landscapes, songs and
dances are without originality, novelty or personality. In the

screen world one ought not to be surprised if most of the films

are lacking in revolutionary inspiration. We cannot all be

geniuses and if we were, the public is not cenerous enough to

stomach an endless diet of rich for

Most of the films must be oatmeal, bread and butter

and bacon; staple articles for regular customers who wair
be interested but not perplexed, and even the geniuses cannot
"u'ene" all the time. Homer nodded and lesser men will fall

p. Instead of despairiim therefor, as many of the critics

do. and frothing at the mouth because a creat film is not turned

out even.- day. or because there are weak spots in the sre..



50 rnoLopiay magazine
film?, let us rejoice that so much wonderful work has been

turned out in so short a time. The authors, the directors, the

producers are all groping. They make new mistakes in-

cessantly, but even their mis-

takes are comparatively new
and they are turning up new
riches every day like pioneers

in a gold rush. In the frenzy

of pioneering, new blood is

required and people of adapt-

able natures with new smiles,

new heartaches, new opinions

and personalities.

Someone asked me the other

day what type of person was
most needed on the screen. I

said that every type is needed.

We want pink little pretties to

play flappers; we want dark

gloomy people to play sombre
roles; we want old hags to play

hags; we want fat and lean,

ugly and beautiful, emotional

and stolid. The one thing

necessary in an actor or actress

is the ability to project a
personality. If you can look

into a mirror and really see

what the mirror is saying,

really see yourself as others

see you, you are an unusual

person. If you can throw your soul into unfamiliar situations

and realize what it will look like, you have the dramatic gift.

To know oneself is considered the final wisdom and to play

oneself is the final dramatic art. You may be cast for a

thug or a priest; a sister of charity or a shoplifter. You

PHOTOPLAY considers this one of the

most interesting of all discussions on

motion pictures. In no art or profession

is so much talent, so much beauty, so

much expression necessary as on the sil-

versheet. And there must always be new
talent, new beauty; there must be new
life in the celluloids; new artists to in-

terpret the emotions; new writers to

describe them. In this series Samuel
Goldwyn and Rupert Hughes have so

far spoken. Next month, Mary Roberts
Rinehart, one of the most distinguished

and popular authors in America, will

tell you what she thinks about "New
Faces for Old."

should be able to play the part as you would if fate really

made you a thug or a priest; a shoplifter or a sister of charity.

But the trouble with the very difficult dramatic art is that we
become set in our ways.

The newcomer who makes a

success with a vivid person-

ality and an individual manner
can hardly help repeating those

things that succeeded when
they were new. The more
powerful the personality, the

harder it is to change. Au-
thors also become set in their

ways. Most authors repeat

themselves in numberless car-

bon copies. They happen
upon a few new characters and
a few new situations, and if

they make a hit with them
they go on turning out the

same patterns with slight alter-

ations that only emphasize the

monotony.
But audiences tire of the

same food in the same dish,

whether it be fried eggs or

caviar. New authors push the

old ones into the background
and make fun of them, only to

be made fun of themselves a

little later. Fresh young
actors and actresses laugh at the old stagers and by and by
are amazed to find themselves dubbed stagey. For such authors

as are pleased to build plots without reference to reality, the

conventionalized actors serve well enough. If your story is

based upon the same old lay figures (Contintied on page 121)

Reasons why Goldwyn Pictures has been accused of having a corner on authors. Top row, left to ri^ht. Leroy Scott,

Abraham Lehr, ( Goldwyn vice-president); a studio visitor. Samuel Goldwyn, Gouverneur Morris, CU«ton Hamilton,
Bottom row, Katherine Newlin Burt, Rita Weiman, Gertrude Atherton, Mary Roberts Rinehart. and Rupert Hughes



CloscUps
editorial expression and Timely Comment

THE difference between the German picture,

"Dr. Caligari," and some of our American films,

says Will Rogers, is that the former is frankly

about the ravings of two maniacs while the latter

is the result of the ravings of a director and a star.

THERE was once a Alan who said something that

had to do with "the leasl of these." He also, at

another time, advised against the casting of sto

And record shows that, finally, He died upon a cross

—between two thieves. All of which has no bearing

at all upon the case of Dr. Hillis.

Dr. Hillis, who, to quote from the newspapers, is

about sixty-five years old, has brought to court a

complaint against a certain pastor— the Rev. Pietro

Grigilio—who has dared to make open air movies

a nightly feature in his churchyard.

"Crooks and thieves and many otherwise undigni-

fied and undesirable characters from the slums gather

in our exclusive street to witness the show!" .-aid Dr.

Hillis. He added that the congregation of the church

comprised some fifteen nationalities.

PERHAPS in his long career of ministering to bodily

ills, Dr. Hillis has forgotten that there is such a thing

as mental suffering. Perhaps he does not know that

life in a city slum is rather conducive to this mental

suffering. Perhaps he has forgotten that joy and
laughter—rather than dignity and desirability—go
hand in hand with real religion. Perhaps he has

grown too old (though the man of sixty-five, today,

is usually a young man) to remember that there are

such things as joy and laughter. At any rate, the

Judge—to whom Dr. Hillis carried his complaint

—

was inclined to be tolerant. For he dismissed the case.

There aren't many churches that can boast a con-

gregation made up of fifteen nationalities. And there

aren't many pastors who can really interest thieves

and crooks. Perhaps if there were more of such

churches and pastors there would be fewer thieves

and crooks. Who knows?
Personally, we can not help feeling that the Rev.

Pietro has accomplished a splendid work— that he

has, in fact, "gone into the highways and the byways"
to do good. That one of his mediums for doing good
should be the motion pictures seems, to us. rather fine.

But then, perhaps, wc are prejudiced.

YESTERDAY we sent our office boy, on an errand

of no particular importance, to the sanctum of a

certain prominent censor. In due time he came back,

the errand having been accomplished, with incredulity

in his eyes and frank astonishment sounding from his

voice.

"Say," he told us, "that bird ain't so bad. He's

almost a regular feller!"

Our office boy was right. The censor, as an in-

dividual, wasn't so bad. But

—

Take poison ivy, for instan e. If you leave the

question of infection out of it (as you can't), it'- ,1-

pretty a vine as the Virginia creeper or the trailing

woodbine.
And the bee—so long as it doesn't sting you— is as

colorful and vivid as a butterfly.

And many snakes, that carry swift death in their

fangs, are marked with splashes of gold and emerald.

And they blend, \ ery nicely, with the foliage of a sunny
forest plate.

And some oysters carry pearls under their grey

shells and some carry ptomaine poisoning. And.
from the outside, they all look alike.

Censors, when you leave their profession out of the

argument, are apt in In- not very different from other
men. They are doubtless good husbands and fathers.

They are sometimes successful in business and social

life.'

But-life snakes an l poison ivy and bees and even
occasional oysters you can't leave their profession out

of the argument!

A PROFESSOR in the Chicago Academy of Fine
** Arts -ays that ninetj per cent of all women are

homely. Wonder how old he is.

'T'lIE worst sort of hypocrisy is the sort that hides
* away under the guise of morality. The wolf who
appears swathed in garment- of pure white wool is

more dangerous—and infinitely more contemptible

—

than his brother who howls, quite undisguised, at the

pleasant rays of the moon.
Under a sheep's clothing of smug title- and assumed

virtue another Audrey Munson atrocity has made its

appearance or reappearance. It is called " Innocence."

That it contains nude scenes and many a questionable
episode is—in the eyes of its producer—more than
allowable. For it teaches a lesson. Just what that

lesson is may be left to the imagination.

The picture had its first showing in St. Louis, where
it was stopped by the police. According to reports

there may never be another exhibition of it. For
Audrey .Munson and her manager—one B. Judell

—

were placed under arrest when the picture was with-

drawn.
St. Louis has the right sort of ideas. And the right

method of enforcing its ideas. If more of our towns
and cities would follow its lead thi t menace
to better pictures would be swept away.

THERE is a movement afoot to regulate the un-

scrupulous little theater owner who indulges in

sex-lure in his advertisements where there is nothing

in the pictures which he is showing to justify them.

Of course the right way to treat this skunk i- to hit

him in the box office by boycotting his theater. But
if the folks in his neighborhood stand for it something
else must be done. The patent medicine faker- have
been almost smothered and so can these pests.

A BRITISH motion picture concern named The
Lionel Phillips Co. has some very original idi

advertising. Here i- the text of one ol their efforts:
"

'I have given up going to the picture-.' says Max
Pemberton, 'because I object to tin' shodd\ American
dramas, and the preposterous Yankee sentiment.

There is a magnificent field for any man who will

exploit British ideas and scenes.' Do you think the

same? Then don't stop picture-going altogether, but

visit the theaters which show British film-."

A much better argument would be to produce a few

pictures such as Max suggests. We need all the good
pictures we can get.



That Chin
The story of Jane Novak, who
made the world realize that

a chin can be expressive

By
MARY WINSHIP

Illustrating the

thingSOME beautiful women have made one
famous—some another.

For instance, there are:

Mary Pickford's curls.

Kitty Gordon's back.

Gloria Swanson's nose.

Bebe Daniels' mouth.
Mabel Normand's eyes.

Pavlowa's toes.

Phyllis Haver's ankles.

And Betty Blythe's figure.

When you think of Charlie Chaplin the first thing you
picture is the famous feet.

Doug Fairbanks could be identified in the pyramids by his

grin.

Wally Reid has done almost as much to make eyebrows

famous as Bob Fitzsimmons did to teach us the locality of

the solar plexus.

It remained for Jane Novak to bring into the limelight the

chin.

The idea of a chin that is beautiful, expressive and appeal-

ing was originated by Jane Novak, so far as motion pictures

are concerned.

There is something about Jane Novak's chin that is wholly

original.

Had she lived a few thousand years ago, her adorers would
have written sonnets to her chin. You know the kind I mean.

If you will think for a moment about Miss Novak, you will

Although they are great friends, neither anticipates wedding
bells for a long time

recall that chin. When it quivers delicately, uncontrollably,

you experience a rush of warm sympathy for which any leading

woman should be grateful.

When it curls a bit and exhibits a whole flock of dancing
little dimples, it provokes a smile—tempered by a tear.

And when it freezes stark with terror—remember in

"River's End"—it can express more horror and make your
hair feel more stand-on-endish than most tragediennes can
convey to you with their whole faces and hands.

It is a very useful chin—and usually chins are about as

useless as a hatpin would be to a bobbed haired girl.

It was rather interesting to me to discover, in discussing her

with several Hollywood authorities, that she has a marvelous
reputation as a business woman and that she is one of the

two highest priced leading women in pictures in the west.

Colleen Mcore is the other.

That is partly of course because a lot of good leading women
are now mediocre stars.

But the fact remains that Miss Novak and
little Colleen—now playing for Goldwyn in

Rupert Hughes' productions—have boosted the

weekly pay check into the four figure class, and
that such money is paid not only for ability but
for popularity.

I myself feel her charm.
But I cannot quite understand it.

Sitting across the luncheon table from her I

tried to analyze it, to discover the why and
wherefore of her success.

She is medium tall, with a slim, girlish figure

that adapts itself well to the straight-cut, heavy
tweeds she affects. Her eyes are a rather light

blue—Swedish blue—and not at all out of the

ordinary, save perhaps for their expression, which
is unusually sweet and placid. Her hair is a

nondescript blonde. Her mouth is pretty and very

expressive. But altogether she is the sort of a

person you wouldn't notice in a crowd.

And yet—and yet

—

All the time your reason is establishing that

very thing, her gentle, pervasive charm is seeping

into your brain like the pale scent of narcissus.

She registers in your brain not flashily, but deep-

ly, so that you have no trouble in calling her dis-

tinctly to mind.

"How long have you been in pictures?" I asked
her, as we admired Alice Lake's chic new gray
frock across the aisle. (Continued on page ioy)
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When the newspapers are shy a picture of a pretty woman Monday mornings they run

one of Jane Novak above the rumor that she and Bill Hart arc to he married soon
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MAE MARSH

^TOU knew Mae Marsh was an artist, but you didn't know she
J- was as expert at scene-painting as at acting and sculpting.
Here she is, working on one of the cycloramic drops for her new
stage play. "Brittle." As PHOTOPLAY was first to announce,
she has temporarily deserted the silent for the spoken drama

«)



ACADEM¥3EtfOT[ON PICTURE

V HOLLYvVOQ?

'""PHERE are as many
-*- fine, sincere, artistic

and enduring achieve'

ments among American
motion pictures as there

are among American
novels, musical composi'

tions, paintings, or plays

The young new-comer is welcomed into the sacred midst of the seven older Arts

We Offer No Apology
By THE EDITOR

MOTION pictures have now reached a stage in their

development where they are fully capable of stand-

ing on their own feet and of entering into equal

competition with the other contemporary forms of

art.

Too long has the silent drama been pampered and coddled

like some puny child that was too young and feeble to shift

for itself, and therefore needed constant care and attention in

order to survive the rigors of life.

The self-appointed apologists and volunteer wet-nurses who
are constantly prating of the infancy and inexperience of the

cinema, and sending forth geysers of impassioned parts of

speech in its defense, are no doubt actuated by a most com-
mendable instinct for justice and fair play. But the truth is,

that, by their attitude of toleration and patronage, they have
done more harm than good.

Their continual excuses for the screen's shortcomings, their

persistent apologies for the extreme youth of the films, and
their specious explanations of why the producers have not made
better pictures—all this has unconsciously worked against

a just recognition and appreciation of the truly high status of

cinematographic art; for it has focused attention on the

screen's errors and deficiencies, and, by inference, has dis-

seminated the erroneous idea that motion-picture productions,

as a whole, are inferior to the corresponding productions of

the "older" arts.

It is true, of course, that the silent drama, as an art medium.
is young. But its youth lies solely in its medium. The sub-

stance of motion pictures is founded on art forms, and moulded
by art principles, which are centuries old, and which have

long been understood and practised by mankind.

Motion pictures are a synthetic, hybrid art—a combination

of pictorial values, literary sequence, dramatic procedure,

histrionic projection, and pantomime. They contain no new
basic elements, no new aesthetic ingredients. Fundamentally,

they follow the same creative and structural lines as do all

the other arts—literature, painting, music, drama and sculpture.

The same material enters into them, the same mental processes

govern them, and the same standards of appraisement apply

to them.

There is nothing really new about motion pictures except

their technique and their mechanism. And once their technical

difficulties had been mastered, and their mechanical problem-;

solved, there was no reason whatever why they should not

produce results fully as artistic and significant as those pro-

duced through the media of the other arts.

And this is exactly what has happened. Certain serious

workers and investigators have succeeded in mastering this

new technique; and motion pictures have actually produced.

and are producing, their full quota of artistic and worth-while

results—results which, gauged even by the most rigid and

uncompromising of contemporary aesthetic standards, rank

co-equal with the achievements of the other arts of today.

OF today." Do not overlook this qualifying phrase; for

a certain number of superficial critics have sought to

discredit the art of the films, and to demonstrate its inherent

inferiority as an art form, by comparing its present accomplish-

ments with the art masterpieces of bygone days.

It is. however, manifestly unjust to compare the present

output of the screen with the art works of yesterday, unless

one also compares the output of today's music, literature and

painting with the exalted masterpieces of the past. By such

a comparison the other arts would suffer fully as much as the

art of the screen.

Obviously, therefore, the inferiority of motion pictures to

the art works of other days is not a question of youth or of

inexperience. The explanation is to be found in the very

undercurrents of human evolution.

There have always been cycles of aesthetic achievement,

and recurrent golden ages of art creation. One epoch of

history will be aesthetically sterile; another, prolific. The

present age does not happen to be rich in the highest artistic

production.

Other great forces—commerce, science, invention, ethics

—

are now in the ascendency. Today there are no writers who
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rank with Balzac. Goethe, Cervantes, Dante. Milton and
Shakespeare. Our painting and sculpture are almost negligible

art- when compared with the works of the Renaissance Titans

—Giorgione, Titian, Veronese, Michelangelo, Leonardo and
Donatello. And in music we have no composers who even

remotely approach the stature of Bach, Beethoven, Schubert,

Mozart and Brahms,
Why, then, should the art of motion pictures be disqualified

because it fails to measure up to the highest standards of

the past r
1

Another important consideration is this: certain countries,

because of their age, their traditions and their cultural past,

produce higher types of art than other countries.

America is young, and she is still busy with the great

problems of building and commerce. Therefore her arts are

a- yet inferior to the arts of certain older European countries.

Consequently, it is inevitable that the art of the cinema in

America—the only country where it has practically attained

to mechanical and technical perfection—should fall short of

the art achievements of Europe, just as our literature, our

drama, our music and our painting fall short of the European

standards.

Such a condition in nowise reflects upon the motion pictures

as an art, or upon our achievements in that medium. It

merely indicates that Europe leads America in art creation.

The vital point, however, is that, during the past two years

or so, our motion pictures have held their own with the other

arts in America; and at the present moment they are pro-

ducing fully as artistic results, and fully as high a percentage

of such results, as any other art form in this country.

For example, select at random any hundred recent American
novels, or musical compositions, or paintings, or plays. Among
them you will find just as many crude, trashy and utterly

worthless productions as among any random hundred motion

pictures.

Moreover—and here is the point which the screen's apolo-

gists have apparently overlooked—you will find among the

hundred motion pictures just as many fine, sincere, artistic

and enduring achievements as among any of the other random
art groups of a hundred.

Only a very small number of the novels, or plays, or songs,

or paintings, that are produced in this country during the

course of a year, are genuine and lasting works of art. In

fact, the vast majority of them are cheap and trivial. But you
would not denounce our present art production by this worth-

less majority. And yet motion pictures are, as a rule, criticized

on just such a basis.

The fair-minded and intelligent critic does not judge a

nation's literature by the average popular novel, or its painting

by the average mediocre illustration, or its drama by the

average commercial play. He gauges the aesthetic capability

of any art medium of a nation by its finest and highest

accomplishments. And, gauged in this manner, the art of the

cinema in America today is not inferior—either as a medium
or in point of actual achievement—to the other arts.

To enumerate the specific screen plays which bear eloquent

witness to this fact is a task which anyone familiar with the

cinema's recent achievements is capable of performing. And
after this has been done, let that person make a corresponding

list of the truly great American novels, musical compositions,

plays and paintings which have been produced in the same
period of time. It will then be manifest that the art of the

cinema stands in no need of gratuitous vindication or apologies;

for these lists will be pretty evenly balanced.

Therefore, let us call a halt on these futile excuses for the

screen. Let us stop this silly defense of an art which needs

no defense. And, above all, let us put an end to this untrue

and patronizing insistence on the "youth" of motion pictures.

Instead, let us judge the cinema as we judge the other arts

—

not by the average routine film, but by the truly fine and
meritorious pictures which have been made and are con-

tinuing to be made in a constantly increasing ratio.

The MAGIC
of the SCREEN

By CLARENCE E. FLYNN

"\"\ 7"E look down summer lanes on winter days,

* * We see the snow amid the summer's heat.

Far lands are brought and laid before our gaze.

The woodland stream runs by the city street.

The light of noonday breaks the shades of night,

And then is softened to the starlight's sheen.

The dawn and twilight mingle in our sight,

Such is the fairy magic of the screen.

^T^HE heavy-hearted slip away from tears

* And find the gladness of a fleeting hour

In fairer spaces and more peaceful years,

Where is no dearth of laughter, sun, and flower.

Youth sees the future. Age with faded eye

Looks back in joy on many a vanished scene,

And walks again among the days gone by.

Such is the fairy magic of the Screen.



They're Married

THEY have been engaged ever since the blonde and exquisite Alice Terry became the

heroine of director Rex Ingram's finest photoplays. She was a little extra cirl when he.

then a promising young director, met her and save her good parts in "The Four Horsemen of

the Apocalypse" and then in "The Conquering Power." It i~ -aid that when she became Mr;.
Rex Ingram Alice Terry renounced all her stellar ambitions and is going to retire from the

screen. We hope it is not true. Meanwhile— congratulations!
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Society

'T'HIS is the third of

a series of satirical

articles on the different

phases of life as depicted

in the motion pictures

By
WILLARD

HUNTINGTON
WRIGHT

Decorations by
RALPH BARTON

1 hey gaze contemptuously at all strangers,
with elevated brows and sneering nostrils

SAY what you will against those motion picture gentlemen
whose occupational livery consists of puttees, riding-

breeches and a sport skirt, and whose official totem
is the megaphone—call them marplots and ganujs

and varlets; accuse them of mayhem and massacre and piracy;
denounce them as the sworn enemies of the good, the true and
the beautiful. But, in all justice, you must give them credit

for a colorful and fantastic imagination—for a rare and rococo
originality—when it comes to the depiction of screen environ-
ment.

Already we have inspected the aesthetic life and the island

life as conceived and projected by these Generalissimos of the

Lot. Let us now turn our attention to the "society life" as

it is revealed on the silver sheet. Here we have a chimerical
world of incredible and fascinating aspect—a world unlike
anything which heretofore has been witnessed on land or

sea—a world whose every inhabitant is possessed of wholly
unique and original manners and modes of life. Not even
in their palmiest and most passionate literary days did Charlotte
Bronte or Mrs. E. D. E. N. Southworth—or even the feverish
"Duchess"—produce a blue-blooded fiction wherein was por-
trayed so amazing and singular type of "high life" as that
which is encountered in the average society film.

•"TO begin with, in the exclusive social life of the screen
* there are no simple or monosyllabic names. The entire

Four Hundred are equipped with compounded monikers, rein-

forced with umlauts, accents and diereses. And not to possess
a composite patronym sutured with hyphens and prefixed by a
Van or two, is to belong to the incult rabble.

The moment you are introduced to a film character whose

(A

name sprawls out over the screen like that of an old English

syndicate of marmalade makers, you know at once that you
are basking in the dazzling presence of the hant monde and
are about to hobnob with the elite.

Just how the social aristocrats of the silent drama support

themselves in their apparent luxury is one of the most cryptic

of directorial mysteries; for no member of the cinema's exclu-

sive set ever stoops to the vulgar practice of toil. True, some
of the gentlemen have elaborate offices with Louis Quinz
furnishings and Royal Bakhara rugs; but the only activity one

ever surprises in these expensive commercial bureaus consists

of the ingenue perching herself on the arm of the swivel chair

and chucking the author of her being under the chin for the

purpose of wheedling some favor from him.

SOMETIMES a bold vampire undulates brazenly and un-
announced into these sanctums, and indulges in a bit of

blackmail; and now and then the juvenile heavy uses the

inlaid desk to forge his father's name to a $1,000,000 check
with which to meet his gambling I. 0. U.'s. But no labor is ever
done or business transacted in these offices. Indeed, their

owners have little time for so inelegant an occupation. The
nabobs of film society are too busy diverting themselves and
changing their clothes.

Which brings us to what is perhaps the most conspicuous
idiosyncrasy of the screen's social life. It appears that the

members of the fashionable set have created a new and
original mode of attire—to say nothing of their multifarious

changes of costume. Each film aristocrat is, of necessity, a
rapid change artist; and it is apparently an unpardonable breach
of etiquette to be seen twice in the same habiliments.



Life in the Films
The individual dress creations of the

film's socially elect need not detain us;

but the general styles are worthy o

note, due to their extraordinary diverg

ency from the current modes. For ex

ample, the evening clothes of the mal

aristocrat are adorned with miles of tap>

an inch or more in width.

Not only does the trimming cover the

outside trouser seams, but it encircles th

coat cuffs and terminates in a large

fleur-de-lis figure extending nearly

to the elbow. This tape likewise

follows the line of the coat-collar.

and plays a conspicuous decorative

part in the configuration of the

lapels, doing snappy figures-of-eight

about the marble-shaped satin-

covered buttons beneath.

In short, wherever tape is usable,

i- used.

THESE evening clothes of the film

gentlemen are almost skin-tight; an
the coat is cut so short in front that the

white brocaded waistcoat (drawn in until

it wrinkles across the midriff) is visible

four inches below. Then there is the

evening shirt with its pleats and self-

figures; the black onyx buttons on the

waistcoat; the wristlet-cuffs showing a full six inches; the

bulging silk handkerchief in the outside breast pocket; the

pendant fob with the huge scrolled monogram of gold, hanging

down the right trouser leg; the metal suitcase for cigarettes

protruding from the lower waistcoat pocket ; and the wide

black ribbon encircling the neck and flapping athwart the shirt

bosom.

They ne
with one

arly always fall in love

of God s own noblemen

Chucking the author of her being under the chin
for the purpose of wheedling some tavor from him

Moreover, special men-
tion must be made of the

white kid gloves which

accompany thi» nocturnal

attire. All male members
of fashionable film society

invariably wear w h i t e

glovc> with formal dl

no matter what the occa-

sion—at their clubs and
cabarets, at private and
intimate gatherings, at

soirees and dances and

dinners. A cinema gentle-

man would positively feci

naked without his white

gloves after sundown.
They are his mark of dis-

tinction, his badge of

position. his social

sine-qua-non.

AS for the ladies of film

society,— it would ap-

pear that their sartorial

motto is: "Life is short

—

why not skirts?" For when
it comes to public anatomic-

al exposure, they leave little

to the imagination. If one

were to judge the dress of society women by the dramas of

the screen, the ineluctable conclusion would be that the

feminine aristocrat
—

'the woman of blue blood and distinction—
goes about in the evenings practically in a state of nudity.

There is something downright clinical about her attire. Her
gown is little more than a diaphanous drapery, a mere con-

cession, as it were, to the Occidental custom of physical

decoration.

BUT no matter how scant or abbreviated may be the wearing

apparel of the fashionable screen lady, there is always a

orgnette in evidence. "'High Society" and lorgnettes are

indissolubly associated in the average director's mind, with the

result that the social life of the films is one long succession of

these optical appliances.

A lorgnette to a motion pic-

ture matron is what puttees are

to the director himself, what a

bamboo cane is to Mr. Chaplin.

what hair-pants are to the

"movie" cowboy.
The lorgnette, in the society

dramas of the screen, is used
exclusively for the purpose of

inspecting persons who have
just arrived upon the scene; for

one of the dominating character-

istics of feminine aristocrats of

the films is their studied and
•aggressive hauteur. They gaze

contemptuously at all Strang

with elevated brows and sneer-

ing nostrils; and whenever any-
one is presented to them i even
in their own homes) they hoist

the lorgnette, and coolly, slowly,

and with infinite disdain, inspect

the person from he.nl to foot

and back again before acknowl-
edging the introduction.

And we find this same
arrogant and glacial condescen-

sion (Continued on pi^c 1x3)



To Assist You in Saving Tour

JANE EYRE— Ballin-Hodkinson

THIS film may not be a masterpiece. At any rate,

it has no log jam, ice-flow, chase or chariot race. But

we found it the most restful thing we have seen in many
months, and one of the most quietly charming. You know
the story by Charlotte Bronte. You have, in fact, doubt-

less seen it on the stage, and several times before in the

films. Here is the real "Jane Eyre" that Miss Bronte

meant when she wrote. Hugo Ballin, who is an artist

before he is a moving picture director, has painted beautiful

pictures with a consummately quiet brush; and, if dramatic

punches are few and far between, we think that you will

forgive him.

Actors behave so that you never know whether they are

acting or not. His wife, the lovely Mabel Ballin of the

liquid eyes and expressive brow, plays Jane delightfully.

Norman Trevor, as Mr. Fairfax Rochester, is perfect.

Others are competent. Mr. Ballin deserves much credit and
well-filled theaters for this delightful family film.

WOMAN'S PLACE -First National

JOHN EMERSON, Anita Loos and Constance Talmadge
combine to make this a picture that ranks very close

to ioo per cent as entertainment. The Emersons provide

a story that is both original and highly amusing, and Miss

Talmadge provides herself; and the result will delight every-

one except those people who go to the movies to cure their

insomnia.

"Woman's Place" proves that woman's place is wherever

she is needed—in the home, in politics or in the heart of a

lonely man. It has a quaint idea, and Emerson and Loos

succeed in sliding across some wicked satire in their sub-

titles. The consistent Constance is her old roguish self,

and she receives excellent support from Kenneth Harlan,

as a refined political boss, and Hassard Short as the young

social lion with the one-button cutaway and the one-way

brain. "Woman's Place" is well directed, well photographed.
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A review of the new pictures

THEODORA—Goldwyn
THEODORA," the latest importation from Italy, is a

screen version of Ringling's Five Ring Circus, with
a few extra rings thrown in. In attempting to describe

it adequately, one looks in vain for suitable superlatives.

All the old ones have been used up. on spectacles like "The
Queen of Sheba," but "Theodora" so far eclipses these in

point of genuine magnificence as to render the reviewer
inarticulate. It literally knocks one's eye out. There are

so many people involved in the big scenes that the casual

spectator is moved to wonder whether there is any truth in

the stories that are now going around about the tremendous
depopulation in Europe.

However, there is a catch in the picture. As is the case

with so many productions that are designed on this ex-

pensive scale, the dramatic interest is subordinated to the

spectacular effect; while you are marveling at the splendor

of the picture you may lose track of the superb story. The
heroine of the Sardou drama, Theodora, is the wife of

Justinian, Emperor of Rome during the final days of the

mighty Empire. Even though Theodora is the first lady

(if the land, a regular human heart beats in her breast and
she yearns for love. Her husband, the Emperor, is old and
cold, and so she is forced to turn to Andreas, a young and
sympathetic revolutionist. Rita Jolivet, as Theodora, is

stately and pictorially effective, but the chief acting honors
go to Ferrucio Biancini, who plays Justinian, and who
possesses a sense of restraint that is usually lacking in Latin

movie actors. The director of the picture, who deserves

most of the credit, bears the flowery name, Commendatore
Arturo Ambrosio.



Motion Picture Time and Money

PHOTOPLAY'S SELECTION
of the SIX BEST

PICTURES of the MONTH

JANE EYRE

WOMAN'S PLACE

THEODORA
*

THE SIN FLOOD

DANGEROUS CURVE AHEAD

THE SHEIK

THE SIN FLOOD— Goldwyn

IT is a photoplay you will wish to see, and. seeing, you will

remember. One hesitates to say the obvious things in

connection with it. It is drama, with a beauty and dignity

that does not stoop to the melodramatic at any time.

Locked in an air-tight bar-room, while a flood surges over
the Mississippi town, is an odd assortment of human beings

who can live only until the oxygen in the air is exhausted.
Among them we find an unfrocked minister, played in

masterful manner by James Kirkwood; the bar-keeper, who
has stolen his wife; a successful cotton broker, Richard
Dix, and the girl he has deserted, Helene Chadwick; a

tramp; an actor; riffraff from life's wreckage called to

face death together.

Those who believe that massive sets and thousands of

"extras"' are necessary to the photoplay of the day, that

"Action!" must be the watchword, that a vast expenditure
of money or the "Made in Europe" trademark makes for

success in this field, will do well to see this intense, master-
ful drama, unfolding for the most part in one bare room,
with but seven or eight members to the cast.

Frank Lloyd, with "Madam X" and many other successes

to his credit, directed this filmization of Hcnning Berger's

"Synafloden." His skilled touch is not unlike that of the

late George Loane Tucker.

James Kirkwood does the greatest work of his entire

career, but the other players have parts of almost equal
importance, and play them well.

Here is a photoplay for the entire family, an exquisite

bloom in a desert of mediocrity.

DANGEROUS CURVE AHEAD—Goldwyn

HAVING settled the tragedy of motherhood in conclusive

fashion, Rupert Hughes turns his attention to another

phase of the great American home life, and focuses the

lens of his camera upon the vicissitudes of a young married

couple. "Dan£erous Curve Ahead" is the result. Viewed
as entertainment, it ranks with "The Old Nest." The
harrowing experiences of Hurley Jones and his bride, Phoebe,

will strike responsive chords in the heart of every normal

person who has ever had occasion to murmur those two

wonderful and terrible words, "I do." These young people

both possess the usual quota of human faults and virtues;

they love, marry, have children, and pay the grocer's bill

in the usual healthy way. Finally, the inevitable third

person appears on the scene and makes an attempt to wreck

the happy home. It is at this point that Mr. Hughes almost

sails into dangerous waters and almost forsakes the realms

of reality for the realms of melodrama to supply a theatrical

climax for a story that needs nothing of the kind.

THE SHEIK—Paramount

HERE is romance. Red hot. If you read the story

you will go to sec the filmization. If you haven't, you

will go anyway. This is popular entertainment—that and

nothing more. But that is enough. The best-selling story

by E. M. Hull, scoffed at by the higher-browed critics,

but read and re-read by two-thirds of the women in this

country, has been made into a very exciting, very old-

fashioned photoplay.

It's the old-time adventure, much more artistically pre-

sented than formerly, but still just a glorified movie. The

exquisite Agnes Ayres as Diana, the English heroine, and

Rudolph Valentino in the title role, perform their parts

splendidly. George Melford's direction is. as usual, compe-

tent but not unusual. Vou should see this if you aren't

too weary to imagine that you might have been Diana and

The Sheik living their desert romance.
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RIP VAN WINKLE—Hodkinson

Washington Irving's immortal classic has been screened

in a most artistic and delightful manner, with Thomas
Jefferson, whose father first brought fame to the role of

the incorrigible but lovable Rip, assuming the screen

characterization. You will enjoy every moment of it.

if you number yourself among the young of heart,

whether your age be eight or eighty.

HIS NIBS—Exceptional

Charles (Chic) Sale brings a new face and a new-

personality to the screen. His first photoplay suggest-

his ever-popular vaudeville act in that he assumes seven

distinct roles, all rural characters, and is, in short, the

whole show himself. It is amusing and unquestionably

different. There is a place for this actor on the screen.

He is as individual as Charles Ray or Charles Chaplin.
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ALFS BUTTON—Hepworth— First National

A film from Britain, and a novel one. It's about the

Tommy who, when he rubs a button on his coat, sum-
mons a genii named Eustace, who can give him whatever

he wants. He wants fine clothes and harems and a box

at the opera. Leslie Henson, playing Alf, indulges in

some delicious comedy. Alma Taylor, a fine actress, is

Alf's sweetheart. The best of the British films so far.

TWO MINUTES TO GO—First National

Having tried his hand at every known variety of sport.

Charles Ray now turns to football, and appears as a

college gridiron hero in "Two Minutes to Go." The re-

sults are disappointing, for. while Mr. Ray himself is

satisfactory, his surroundings are far from convincing as

a depiction of the dear old college life. Moreover, his

story is foolish and unexciting.

THE CASE OF BECKY—Realart

This picture narrowly misses being one of the Six

Best Pictures of Photoplay's month. And we can't tell

you just where it misses, or how, or why. The direction

is able; Constance Binney gives an amazingly accurate

performance of Becky, the bad, and Dorothy, the good,

in this story of dual personality. There is suspense in

it. and climax. Glenn Hunter is splendid.

THE WONDERFUL THING— First National

Norma Talmadge's admirers, and most of us belong

to that class, will view her latest production with satis-

faction. It is a filmization of the stage play of the

same name, and while it offers no unusual situations,

the star is pleasing and sincere. Mrs. Lydig Hoyt, the

famous society leader, is most convincing. She possesses

personal magnetism and charm.
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CONFLICT— Universal

Priscilla Dean's new picture starts with a punch and

ends with a wallop, but the intervening space is long-

drawn-out and dull. "Conflict" is well worth while,

though, if only for the climax, in which Miss Dean rides

a log through swirling rapids and makes faces at the

waterfall that is waiting to receive her. The picture

suffers from poor continuity, but the scenes are splendid.

NOBODY'S FOOL—Universal

A most scintillating starlet, Marie Prevost. She
leaves her bathing suit at home, and fares forth into tin-

wilds to get next to Nature. Traps a woman-hate;-.

Harry Myers, and whether she finds him worth the

struggle or not you can find out for yourself. Remember
him as "The Connecticut Yankee?" You'll agree she is

nobody's fool. Neither is her scenario writer.

THE SINGLE TRACK—Vitagraph

Corinne Griffith's latest shows her only in the first reel

as her usual screen self, the dashing debutante. But the

first reel is well worth seeing, because Corinne dances as

Salome, simply attired in a costume composed chiefly of

feathers. Then she goes west to see about a railroad.

That's where the title comes in. She has to fight for

her rights, and she is ably assisted by Richard Travers.

LADYFINGERS—Metro
Bert Lytell in a role reminiscent of his Jimmy Valen-

tine. It is probably the best of his recent releases. The
plot has several unusual twists and though the climax

is reached, really in the middle of the story, the re-

maining reels have been handled in such a manner as

to prevent an anti-climax. Ora Carew does some ex-

cellent work opposite the star.

BAR NOTHIN— Fox

A cyclonic melodrama of the fast and furious West,
Buck Jones is the fighting ranch foreman who shoots up
the town right regular until Ruth Renick slides down a

cliff into his life. The story at times bears some claim

to logic, and Buck combines his daredevil stunts with a

real histrionic ability. The blonde Miss Renick is most
satisfactory as the heroine. It's well titled!

MY LADY FRIENDS—First National

Bringing some of the best of the stage comedies to

the realm of the flickering Kleig lights, is the favorite

pastime of Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven, and who in

cameraland can do it better than they? Here's a jolly

mix-up. consisting of one virtuous husband, one sus-

picious wife and three businesslike vampires. Guess who
wins out, and then guess again. (Cont'd on page 120)



George H. Cobb is one of the

most newly appointed censors

in America. Only lately, ana
at Governor Miller's appoint-

ment, has he taken his place

in a New York City office.

We hope that his bland
expression is a good omen

Harry L. Knapp is a better

sport than the majority

of his profession. He
went at itwith surprisingly

keen intelligence for he
travelled out to Universal
City to see for himself

Non-German
Dictators

GOODXESS cannot be put—by law—into the

hearts of people. Righteousness cannot be
legislated. But there are some folk who think

that it can be. And they are the sponsor; of

compulsory censorship of motion pictures.

The men upon this page are prominent censors.

They, for a consideration, are quite willing to

undertake the rather thankless job of makintr
public morals one hundred per cent pure. One
does not question their motives—no indeed !—but

at times their methods seem a bit obscure. And.
be it added, more than a bit hard to understand!

This is Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts. He is the

god-father of every movement that is

both violently, and unpleasantly, religious

The Honorable Joseph
Levenson is Mr. Cobb s

associate — also newly
appointed. He was a
ward leader before he
became an arbiter of art

Timothy J. Hurley, of

Chicago, is one of the
more seraphic of this little

group. Jackie Coogan in

half-socks might be edited
out for indecent exposure
—if Mr. Hurley were

doing the censoring

Dr. Harry L. Bowlby, one of our nation s most

zealous workers, has tried his hand at estab-

lishing Sunday blue laws, at bringing about

National Censorship, and at being a Latter

Day Saint. All three are fairly difficult tasks !

"
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HOLLYWOOD, - CALIFORNIA
Who was handicapped by too easy a start, who

failed, and then fought her way back

By ADELA ROGERS ST. JOHNS

THERE must be people in the world who are not base-

ball fans.

Only I rarely ever meet any. so I'll have to write

this story just as if the whole world loved a good
ball game as much as I do.

You all remember Merkle.

Fred Merkle— first baseman for the New York Giants

—

better known as "Bonehead."
Sometimes a man is so supreme in his chosen line that his

name becomes a synonym or an adjective. Titian is known
to the 20th Century because of the color of his ladies' hair.

Paul Revere—Marconi—Romeo—you know what I mean.
Likewise you could once say—you pulled a Merkle—or a

bonehead. Take your choice. Because Mr. Merkle certainly

won the tissue paper bathtub and the complete set of rubber

knives and forks and the cut glass brassiere.

In a game with the Chicago Cubs that would decide the

National League pennant, Merkle forgot to touch second base

when he brought in what should have been the winning run.

Instead, that little oversight lost the ball game, the pennant

>

Declared a failure as a star. Lila Lee did not quit. She
stuck it out, gamely she did nits, ugly ones sometimes,
until eventually, through sheer grit, she made good

and the chance to play the

World Series.

But "Bonehead Merkle" had
so much—I can't use the word
I ought to but you know what
I mean—so much grit, that

he did play the next season.

In spite of the Vesuvius of the

bleachers and the bayonets of

the sporting writers, who have
to fill up their columns, he
played baseball and good base-

ball. He played better than
he had ever played in his life.

So that by the end of the

season, the American public

—

which is just as quick to ban
garlands of laurels on a hit

as showers of pop bottle-

on a boob play— said.
"Come home.
Freddy, all is

forgiven."

That was
eight years ago

—and Merkle
played until
last year, when
I suppose old age over-

came him as it does all

of us in time.

But what I'm driving

at is this—think of the

thing it took for Merkle
to come back. Think
of the stamina, the grit,

t h e cheerfulness

and sheer courage
it required to

march out on thai

diamond day after

day, with nothing

between him and
the rabid multi-

tude but a few cubic feet of ether. Think of the
chance of pulling another boot. Think of going
to bat in a pinch under those circumstances. I

tell you that will break the heart and soul of
ninety-nine men in a hundred. It is worse than
any physical danger. It requires more than
physical courage. It demands moral courage of
the highest order.

I know of but one other person who has that

same kind of sporting blood, who belongs in that
peculiar niche in Fame's Hall. And that is Lila
Lee.

My pet name for her is "Mrs. Merkle." (By
the way. if there happens to be a legal one. I offer

her due apologies. It is purely a descriptive title.)

I have told you all this long tale about the
i ball hero, only because in no other way can

I illustrate to you the thing that Lila Lee has
dime.

She is the Merkle of the movies. Let me show
you why. and then you will understand why Lila

Lee occupies a very real place in my heart as well

as in my head. ontinued on page 100)

L.la

J
Cuddles. ThiLee as

'

is the way she looked when
she was taken from vaudeville
at the age of fourteen and
made a motion picture star



FERDINAND EARLE, director and
artist, has intensely interested all Holly-

wood in an idea of his—something
entirely new in motion picture making.

Everyone knows the enormous cost of

ihe difficulty involved in the making
of proper backgrounds. Companies have
traveled many thousands of miles to find

suitable locations—motion picture corpora-
tions have gone bankrupt over the filming

of one special feature.

Mr. Earle's method will never supersede
the actual building of sets, but there are

many cases in which it can be used to

advantage. For his sets consist of innumer-
able paintings done on eighteen by twenty-
four academy boards. By a method of

double and triple exposure he is able to

introduce real actors and actresses into these

sets and, when the results are projected on
the moving picture screen, and translated

into terms of light, they look like real

photographs.
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Mr. Earle s studio—more like a Parisian artist's atelier than the work-
shop of a motion picture director—is hung with a number of his "sets"

All the romance and color of the orient is

in this scene from "The Rubaiyat of Omar
Khayyam, Mr. Earle s most ambitious

picture. There is a splendid imaginative

quality, a depth and beauty, that is found

in some of the larger panels by Maxfield

Parrish. One cannot help feeling that the

photographer has gone back across the

years to secure this effect. But Mr. Earle,

with his bits of cardboard, knows better!

It s hard for any woman—no matter

how clever an actress she may be—to

walk up a flight of stone steps that are

painted on a small section of academy
board. But with the assistance of Mr.
Earle and his genius, the well nigh

impossible has been attained. Living

people stroll through his painted vistas,

lean out of his painted windows. And
it is all done with an amazing sense

of loveliness and unbelievable realism

Magic Carpets of Cardboard!
72
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The hands ofMary Nash, celebrated

for their beauty, are an example of
ko--w proper treatment enhances nat
ural charm. Miss Nash uses only Cutex
in the care of her nails. She says: "/
don t see how I ever tolerated having
my cuticle cut—Cutex is so easy to use,

so quick, and makes my nails look so

well. I regard Cutex as a real toilet

necessity.'"''

Do just two things-

and your nails will

look professionally manicured
Baron dc Meyer Photo

A LL that made manicuring slow

and difficult has been done awav
with. You don't have to soak your

nails—you don't have to cut the cu-

ticle. Just work carefully around the

nail base with an orange stick dipped

in Cutex Cuticle Remover; thenrinse,

and the hard, drv edges of dead >kin

will simply wipe awaj

.

Then you are ready for the poli.sh.

If you are in a special hurry, Cutex

Liquid Polish will give you a particu-

larly brilliant shine—instantaneous])

and without buffing. But if you are

doing a more leisurely manicure, you

will probably wish first to burnish

yournails lightly with oneofthe other

marvelous Cutex Polishes, which for

convenience come in Paste, Cake,

Powder and Stick form. Then apply

a light coat of Liquid Polish.

You can torm no idea of how quick

and easy Cutex has made manicuring

until you have given it a trial.

This very minute before vou for-

get, sit down and send for a Cutex

Introductory Set. In the cunning little

box of black and rose—so smart and

taking in itself—you will find samples

of everything you need for manicur-

ing this new way— with a book of

instructions.

Follow the directions and give

yourself a complete Cutex manicure.

It will seem like a miracle to you.

However ragged you may have made
the cuticle by cutting, Cutex Cuticle

Remover will leave it smooth and even .

And you will agree that you have never

used a polish from which you get as

quick, lasting and brilliant a shine as

from any one of tho>e provided by

Cutex.

Cutex sets in three sizes

Tc > many thousands ofpeople, a Cutex
Set is now an absolute toilet necessity.

You can buy them in three sizes, at

6oc,at $ 1 . 50 and at S3. 00. Or each

preparation can be had separately at

35c. At all department stores in the

United States and Canada.

The quickest, easiest

manicure

'
-y

Spread the Polish on

the soft part of the

hand and burnish by

passingthenailslight-

ly over it - or, ifyou

want a still quicker,

brighter lustre, coat

each nail lightly with
Cutex Liquid Polish.

First dip the end of
the orange stick in

Cutex Cuticle Re-

mover, work care-

fully around the nail

base, then rinse. The
hard dry edges of
deadcuticle willsim-

ply wipe away.

MAIL THIS COUPON WITH 1 5 CENTS TODAY

\ Northam Warren,

Dept. 701,1 1 4. West 1 "th Street,

New Yorl; City.

Name-

Street _

Introductory set-

only 15c

now

Citv and State-

Contains besides ihe samples of Cutex
Cuticle Remover, Powder Polish, Cuti-
cle Comfort, emery board and orange
stick, a little bottle ofthe marvelous new
Liquid Polish, exactly what every wom-
an wants for an instantaneous, dazzling
polish. Address Northam Warren, 114
West 17th Street, New York, or, if you
live in Canada, Dept. 701, 200 Mountain
street, Montreal.

'When you write to advertisers please mention niOTOH.AY MAGAZINE.



The Unrecognized Drew
Introducing Georgie Drew Mendum, cousin

of tte celebrated Barrymores, Ethel, John,

and Lionel, and niece of John Drew

By MARY MORGAN

IN
circles that know

her well, Georgie Drew
Mendum is regarded

as one of the cleverest

of the Drews. Some per-

sons, over cups of loquacity

stimulating after dinner

coffee, pronounce her the

cleverest of them. Save in

those circles she is still The
Unrecognized Drew.

It were idle to deny her
cleverness, or to minimize
her resemblance to that

unique and brilliant family

whence she sprung. She
has the facile, flashing,

sometimes stinging wit, of

the Drews, that which
causes the bon mots of

Louise Drew, daughter of

John Drew, to be quoted
in the Twelfth Night and
the Sixty Clubs, and the

words of Ethel Barrymore
to pass into headlines, as,

for instance, Miss Barry-
more's summary of Maxine
Elliott's beauty. "She is

the Venus de Milo with

arms."
She has the full, Drew

eyes and employs them ac-

cording to the Drew
methods, the methods, in

the main, of comedy. Too
there is a hint of the Drew
characteristic that still in-

heres in her cousin Ethel,

of dragging speech. Yet
she delivers her speeches
with all the propulsive
power of her cousin Louise
Drew, and the significant pauses of her "Uncle Jack." John
Drew, schooled of Augustin Daly, had learned perforce, as

all that eminent manager's eminent actors learned, the empha-
sis and the suspensive value of the pause.

Physically she bears no challenging resemblance to the
present generation of the old and esteemed family of actors.

By one of the caprices of capricious nature she is of physique
and physical traits more like her aunt, Georgie Drew Barry-
more, than is that gifted comedienne's daughter. Ethel Barry-
more. A few ancient folk, last leaves on the nearly bare tree

of other generations, find in her facial resemblance and man-
nered reminiscence of her grandfather, John Drew. Visible

in her, they assert, are the rounded profile and the engaging
insouciance of the ancestor who was an Irish singing comedian,
a Billy Scanlan of his long gone time, and who returned from
a trip around the world in time to help his distinguished wife

to manage the Arch Street Theater in Philadelphia and re-

trieve its fortunes. Mrs. Drew often looked fixedly at large

eyed Georgie and said, "Child, you're very much like your
grandfather. Very."

Miss Mendum is the daughter of Louisa Drew, whom, the

casual minded say, was "the only one of Mrs. John Drew's chil-

dren who never went on the stage." Her daughter corrects

this impression by a characteristic speech.

"My mother was on the stage, but only for a few minutes.

She had evinced comedy gifts. But she married when she
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Hers are th

has all trie wit and the charm of her famous
mily, though she is not quite so well-known.

i full Drew eyes ana the slow speech

was seventeen and she had
three children. They kept
her busy in a constant re-

hearsal of life. And she
died while we were very
young."

Louise Drew chose for a

husband Charles Mendum,
then a theatrical manager.
Their abode was Boston.
That was the abode of the

child, Georgie Drew Men-
dum, although as others of

that family she was born
in Philadelphia. "Grand-
mother would never have
forgiven any of us if we
had been born in any other

city," says Ethel Barry-
more.

At two Louise Drew
Mendum's daughter evinced

a trait to which we will

give the name firmness of

will or tenacity of purpose.

Noting it her father be-

stowed upon her an after

christening title.

"Let us call her Budge
because she won't." he said,

a suggestion that has been
adopted by the Drew fam-
ily unto the last ramifica-

tion.

At four she displayed the

spirit of comedy which
after a decade or more was
to register in the apprecia-

tive consciousness of Joseph
Jefferson. For after her

debut in the usual maid's

part, with Annie Russell in

"Catherine," a debut which
was followed by small parts in her Uncle Jack's company in

"Richard Carvel" and "The Tyranny of Tears," Joseph Jeffer-

son selected her as his leading woman in a company made up
largely of members of his own family. She was Dot in the

"Cricket on the Hearth" and Lydia Languish in "The Rivals."

The venerable actor discovered one night that she had the

family assertiveness and will to command in a crisis. She
came off the stage one night during a performance of "The
Rivals," and found Mr. Jefferson sitting in the wings, spend-

ing a wait in amiable chat.

"I wish you wouldn't talk in my scenes," she flashed.

The venerable actor rose a little stiffly from his camp chair.

Awed members of the company awaited rebuke of his childish

censor. Instead he said: "You are quite right, my child. I

shouldn't like it myself. I won't do it again." Tradition of

one honored family was making obeisance to another.

She went on a road tour in "The Secret Dispatch" and
with "Would You for Five Millions?" She rejoined her uncle

in "The Mummy and The Humming Bird" and was with Ethel

Barrymore in "Cousin Kate." As Tessie Rode in "Glad of It,"

she made a strong impression upon both public and author.

Clyde Fitch declared he would write a part for her that would
establish her for all time, or approximately that period. The
author died untimely and Miss Mendum was one of those

players whose ambitions were nipped by his premature passing

She was one of Clyde Fitch's dramatic widows. (Cont.on pageioi)
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Today-

-

women who for years

had streaked, faded or

unbecoming hair are

frankly telling their

friends the secret of

their IMPROVED
APPEARANCE.

The Favorite of Two Continents

False notions and old-fashioned methods of hair dyeing have passed away, thanks to the discov-

ery of the new art of Hair Tinting by Dr. Emile, Physician-Scientist of Pasteur Institute, Paris.

Today, women of refinement consider Inecto Rapid with the same frank acknowledgment
that they do other articles on their toilet table. There is no more prejudice against Tinting

with Tnecto Rapid than there is against the use of face powder or cosmetics.

Women praise INECTO RAPID instead of being secretive about it— because hair tinting

with Inecto Rapid is truly a scientific and fashionable success.

INECTO RAPID is sold under the following specific guarantees:

6. Never to cause too dark a color through
inability to stop the process at the
exact shade desired.

7. To color any head any color in IS
minutes.

8. To be unaffected by permanent waving,
salt water, sunlight, rain, perspiration.
shampooing, Russian or Turkish Maths.

9. Not to soil linens or hat linings.

10. To produce delicate ash shades hereto
fore impossible.

1. To produce a color that cannot be dis-
tinguished from the natural color
under the closest scrutiny.

2. Not to cause dark streaks following
successive applications.

3. To maintain a uniform shade over a
period of years.

4. To be harmless to hair or growth.
5. Not to make the texture of the hair

coarse or brittle and not to cause
breakage.

/
/

Inecto Rapid applications are made at the leading hairdressinir

salons throughout the world. In New York, you will rind it used in

the Plaza, Commodore, Biltmore, Waldorf-Astoria, Pennsylvania, etc.

SEND NO MONEY
Just fill out coupon and mail today. We will send you full details of

INECTO RAPID and our "Beauty Analysis Chart" to enable you

to find the most harmonious and becoming shade for your hair.

818 SIXTH AVENUE,
NEW YORKINECTO, Inc., Laboratories

Laboratories—PARIS, LONDON, BRUSSELS, MILAN, MADRID /

.-*>?

/ J
Every advertisement In l'HO'l'Ol'I.AY MAGAZINE ll guaranteed.



The Billboards

of Berlin
WHEN Herr Dinkleblatz comes bustling

home from the office and tells Fran Dinkle-

blatz to hurry along the frankfurters and
sauerkraut and to wash little Ludwig's face so that

they won't miss the first show al the picture-house

around the corner, it is because he has seen a big

teal ure announced with a poster similar to those

reproduced (from Das Plakat) on this page. We
can only wonder what our Censors would say if

they were used on our billboards to exploit the

"alarming invasion" of this country by—as far as

we know, some half-dozen German films.

MADAME
5HTBARRY

SOMURUM
,.uu, POli HE6RI

.. LOB1TSQ4 ».„.

,

^%s MS5

8&

/*A«Mor"hAUS
UPPl!.R right-hand corner— the famous

chopping scene from Madam DuBarry, the
film that we called Passion. Above at the
left— a difficult step in The Dance of Death.

Center— Lubitsch s Sumurim, with Pola Negri
in the hauptrolle. Above

—

The Island of
Happiness: population 2; flora, daisies, pine-
apples and cabbage; boat runs every hour.

Left— the hymn, and her of "Hate."
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What do they think when
they leave your parties ?

MY, oh, my, 1 was never so bored in my life,"

or "Well, didn't we have a jolly time!

Those folks certainly know how to entertain."

The answer is in the kind of entertainment you
provide. Follow this suggestion

—

Play cardsfor wholesome recreation

and you will find everybody helping to make the evening
pleasant for everybody else. The most backward people
will enter into the spirit of a card game as if they had
known each other for years. The informal folks will be
calling each other by their first names before the evening
is over. And they'll all be glad to come to your house again
whenever you say the word.

Send for these books:

"The Official Rules of Card Games" giving complete rules
for 300 games and points for better playing, and "How to
Entertain with Cards", a 48-page book of interesting sug-
gestions. Check these and other books wanted on cou-
pon write name and address in margin below and mail
with required postage stamps to

The U. S. Playing Card Co., Dept. TJ-3, Cincinnati, I '. S. A.

Manufacturers of

BICYCLE
PLAYING CARDS

(Also Congress Playing Cards. Art Backs. Gold Edges.)

TIIF. PACK—Two-liand, 24-card pack, A (high)

to 9 (low) ; three-hand, M cards, A to 7 ; four-hand,
42-card pack, A to 4, (omitting two 4'sJ ; five-hand,

regular 52-card pack; six-hand, 61-card pack, with
1 1 .mil 12 spots; plus Joker if desired.
PLAYERS—Two to six; agood three-hand game.

Four, six, and five-hand arc partnership games—four

hand, 2 against 2; six-hand, three pairs of partners.

In five-hand, successful bidder calls any one player

as his partner for that hand; or he may designate
one partner on bid of six or seven, and two partners

on higher bid; or he may call holder of a certain card
for his partner, but holder of card makes no
announcement until card called for falls in play.

RANK OF CARDS—Trump suit: Joker (when
used) high; J (right bower); J of same color (left

bower); A, K, Q, 10, 9, etc. Other suits: A, K, Q,
J, 10, 9, etc.

CUTTING—Cut for deal. Low deals—ace low.
DEALING—Deal 3 cards to each player, then for

a "widow" lay 2 cards face down on the table. (3 if

Joker is used) .then deal 4 cards to each player.then 3.

OBJECT OF GAME—To take tricks. Bidder, (or

partners), must take full number of tricks bid. Ad-
versaries score each trick they take.
MAKING TRUMP— Beginning at dealer's left,

each has one chance to bid or "pass." Bidsare made
to take a certain number of tricks, with a named suit

as trumps; or to take them without a trump. Form
of bid is: "six clubs"; "eight diamonds," etc. Six
tricks is lowest bid. When all pass, cards are bunched
and deal passes to left. In some localities, if no one
bids, the hands are played "no-trump", without
using "widow"; each trick taken scores 10; and there

is no "set back.'

AVONDALE SCIi EDUL E
Tricks 6 7 8 9 10

Spades 40 140 240 340 440
Clubs 60 160 260 360 460
Diamonds 80 180 280 380 480
Hearts 100 200 300 400 500
No Trump 120 220 320 420 520

IRREGULAR BIDDING—In partnership
games, if any player bids out of turn, his bid is void,
and his partner loses right to bid that deal.
DISCARDING—Highest bidder takes "widow"!

then discards to ten cards, and leads any card.
PLAY— Beginning at bidder's left each player

must follow suit, if possible; otherwise trump or dis-

card. Winner of trick leads for next. On "no-trump"
bid, the hand is played without trumps, with Joker
as highest card of all; but Joker may not be played
to another's lead if holder can follow suit. Player who
leads Joker names the suit that shall be played to it.

IRREGULARITIES IN PLAY-Failure to follow
suit, when able to do so, is a revoke. When revoke
is proved, hands are abandoned. If adversary of
bidder revokes, bidder scores full amount of his bid;

side in error scores nothing. If bidder revokes, he
is set back full amount of his bid. and adversaries
score any tricks they already have taken.
SCORING—If bidder takes number of tricks bid,

he scores amount bid as per Avondale Schedule, but
no more, except when he takes all ten tricks. For
this he scores 250, if his bid was for less. Adversaries
score 10 for each trick they take.
SET BACK— If bidder fails to "make" his bid, the

number of points bid are deducted from his previous
score. If set back before he has scored anything
or for more points than he has scored, he is "in the
hole" (indicated by drawing a ring around the minus
amount). Partners are "set back" together.
GAME—Game is 500. If more than one player

scores game on same hand, and one of them is bidder,
bidder wins. If neither is bidder, player first winning
enough tricks to make his score 500 wins.

FIVE HUNDRED FOR TWO
When 2 play Five Hundred, 33 cards maybe used

and a third hand dealt, besides usual "widow ". This
"dead" hand must not be touched. Its purpose is

to make bidder speculate as to location of cards
and make high bids possible.

For full rules and hints on
play see "The Official Rules
of Card Games" or "Six Pop-
ular dames" offered below.

The

CARDy c
TWO*?' Iv,.i i

j*.x einnati. I

fpr poatpala book*
checked oelow.

n~
"Official Ruin
of CardC-ames"

IVIN6'' 800 game*. 250 l»
npr' I—I "Si* Popular Games"
'">•

I 1 Auction. Cribbaga, Pitch,
,.,.-'' Fivcllundred.Solitairc, Pinochle. 6c.

'i r) r\—I "How to Entertain with Cards"
as.V"'V I J Suggestions for parties and clubs. 6c.

CTW^ I 1 "Card Triclca." Mystifying tricks that

I I can be done with a deck of carri? 6c.

"Fortune Telling with Playing Carda."
How to tell fortune wth a regular deck of

cards. 6c.

"Card Stunta for Kiddie.." Amusing and in-

structive kindergarten lessons. Not card cf.

pasteboard etunte, using old cards as bits of board. 6c.

All 6 books 40c. Write Name and \ddreaa in marcin below.



Why'Do-They

Do -It
Title Reg. U. S Pat OB.

' / HIS is TOUR Department. Jump right in with your contribution.

^ What have you seen in the past month, that was stupid, unlifelike,

ridiculous or merely incongruous? Do not generalize; confine your

remarks to specific instances of absurdities in pictures you have seen.

Your observation will be listed among the indictments of carelessness on

the part of the actor, author or director.

It Happens—In The Movies
W7ILLIAM S. HART, in "O'Malley of the Mounted," enters

" the presence of his superior officer, and salutes. The
salute starts with a real military snap but ends with a graceful

wave of the hands. M. C. M., Chicago, 111.

That Was The Miracle
T N Episode Number i of the serial, "The Miracle of the
* Jungle," just before the hero recovers from his fight with

the lion, he is seen with long scratches in his face and shoulder;

but a few minutes later when he is looking into the Pool of

Life, there are no traces of the injuries.

Q. B.. Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Movie Mommers
HPHE day his wife (Helene Chadwick) presents him (Richard
* Dix) with their first born, in "Dangerous Curve Ahead."

he is given a day off by his office. But when he returns home
half an hour later, his wife is all dressed up and entertaining

five or six other ladies, who are "making over" the baby.

Edna Wold, San Diego, Cal.

Leave It To 'Gene
TN Eugene O'Brien's picture, "Gilded Lies," the two men in

* the cabin are able to see through a snowed-up window, and
at a distance through a blinding blizzard the form of a man
quite a way off.

Before the men inside can get into their coats, a matter of

a few seconds, O'Brien opens the door and enters. Snappy
work, eh? Mrs. C. B. Brooks, Somerville, Mass.

They Undoubtedly Do
CONWAY TEARLE, in "Society Snobs," is a waiter at the

Ritz. He is posing as a duke. Pays his own expenses
and everything, and later is installed in a wonderful suite of

rooms. Why don't waiters at the Ritz own pleasure yachts?

Miss H., Cowden, 111.

An Artist To His Finger Tips?

CHARLIE RAY plays the part of a country boy in the

picturization of James Whitcomb Riley's poem, "Ole
Swimmin' Hole." He keeps a diary of his own and in his

own style, yet when a close-up of him writing is shown, his

fingernails are as nicely manicured as any nobleman's you
ever saw. C. B. A., Greenville, Texas.

Old Stuff

TN "The Fighter." a girl and a young man are supposed to
* have fallen from a canoe, into the water. Conway Tearle,

the hero, had left the scene, but was called back immediately.
Upon his arrival the girl's hair was perfectly dry, and the

young man had on the same clothes, and was comfortably dry.

A doctor was on the scene at once, even though the camp was
out in the wilds. Mrs. B. F. C, Indianapolis, Indiana.

It Wore Well

I
NOTICED this in that splendid picture, "The Four Horse-
men of the Apocalypse."

As Julio Desnoyers, Rudolph Valentino wore the same tweed
suit at the reading of Madariaga's will in Argentina that he
had on in a scene in Paris five or six yearsjater.

K. S. R., Wilmington, Delaware.

7s

Lessons In—Well, Not Love
KENNETH HARLAN, Connie's leading man in "Lessons

in Love," places his hand—gently on another man's face

and pushes him. Of course he falls—but backwards. Yet,

when he gets up, he has a most beautiful "shiner" and a lip

that would do credit to a prize fighter.

G. E., Dalton, Mass.

It Was A Great Piciure, Anyway

IN the beginning of Charlie Chaplin's latest, "The Idle

Class," a title reads: "The summer season, etc." Yet
you see the beautiful Edna Purviance getting off a train,

wrapped in a huge sealskin coat. At the hotel you see the girls

in light dresses. Adele Rolland, New York City.

Censored, Perhaps

IN "Whizz Bang," yes, a comedy—the heroine falls into a

deep puddle of muddy water; the villain follows. In the

next scene, they are both clean and dry. Why didn't they

emerge good and dirty as you or I would do?

Schuyler Sanford, Hollywood, Cal.

I'd Hate To Think That

WHEN Marguerite Clark jumps off the train in "Easy to

Get," she carries only a small week-end bag, and is

wearing one—one—count em—small hat. She takes refuge in

the Professor's cottage. When she leaves next morning, lo

and behold she has changed her hat. Did the Prof, keep a

supply of hats for unexpected visitors?

M. E. M., Boston, Mass.

We Have Always With Us—The Papers

IN "The Golden Snare," Bram rescues the baby from the

burning boat, and nothing but the baby. When Cecelie

—

the same baby—has grown up. she is shown treasuring a chest

of clothes and some Papers. I can understand her acquiring

the clothes, but the Papers! How? When? Where?
Norma Ender, Wyoming.

Coiffures De Cinema

MAY ALLISON, in "The Cheater," is first seen with her

bobbed hair beautifully curled. Later she is wearing a

sweet little bun, neatly twisted.

In "The Man from Nowhere," Elaine Hammerstein returns

from a masquerade with her hair powdered as white as snow.

When she is seen a second later, her hair is perfectly dark,

and arranged differently.

Lucile Harrison, New York, City, N. Y.

Premature

IN Lionel Barrymores "Jim the Penman," Enoch Bronson
and Jim Ralston leave the Bronson home on Christmas

day to go to Bronson's office. The calendar in the office is

dated September 25th. G. M. I., Indianapolis, Ind.

Evidently

IN "Three Musketeers," Douglas Fairbank's corking picture,

when he returned the diamond buckle to Anne of Austria

his shirtsleeves were tattered and torn from his strenuous

activities. But when the Cardinal's guards captured him and

brought him before Richelieu, the sleeves were whole again.

Did he change his shirt on the way?
Ben Bliss, Cleveland, Ohio.



Keep That

Wedding Day

Complexion

The blushing bride of today should be the

blooming matron of tomorrow, retaining the

charm of girlhood's freshness to enhance

radiant maturity. For bridal beauty should

not fade, nor the passing of each anniversary

be recorded on your face.

Keep the schoolgirl complexion which
graced your wedding day, and you will keep

your youth. With a fresh, smooth skin, no

woman ever seems old.

The problem of keeping such a complexion

was solved centuries ago. The method is

simple— the means within the reach of all.

Cosmetic cleansing the secret

To keep your complexion fresh and smooth

you must keep it scrupulously clean. You
can't allow dirt, oil and perspiration to col-

lect and clog the pores if you value clearness

and fine texture.

You can't depend on cold cream to do this

cleansing—repeated applications help fill up

the pores. The best way is to wash your face

with the mild, soothing lather blended from

palm and olive oils, the cleansers used by

Cleopatra.

Science has combined these two Oriental oils

in the bland, balmy facial soap which bears

their name. You need never be afraid of the

effects of soap and water if the soap you use

is Palmolive.

How it acts

The rich, profuse lather, massaged into the

skin, penetrates the pores and removes every

trace of the clogging accumulations which,

when neglected, make the skin texture coarse

and cause blackheads and blotches.

It softens the skin and keeps it flexible and

smooth. It freshens and stimulates, encour-

aging firmness and attractive natural color.

Oily skins won't need cold creams or lotions

after using Palmolive. If the skin is inclined

to dryness, the time to apply cold cream is

after this cosmetic cleansing.

And remember, powder and rouge are per-

fectly harmless when applied to a clean skin

and removed carefully once a day.

Volume and efficiency

produce 25-cent quality

for

10c

Don't keep it only for your face

Complexion beauty should extend to throat,

neck and shoulders. These are quite as con-

spicuous as your face for beauty or lack of it.

Give them the same beautifying cleansing

that you do your face and they will become
soft, white and smooth. Use it regularly for

bathing ami let it do for your body what it

does for your face.

Not too expensive

Although Palmolive is the finest, mildest
facial soap that can be produced, the price is

not too high to permit general use on the

washstand for bathing.

This moderate price is due to popularity, to

the enormous demand which keeps the Palm-
olive factories working day and night, and
necessitates the importation of the costly oils

in vast quantity.

Thus, soap which would cost at least 2C cents

a cake if made in small quantities, is offered

for only io cents, a price all can afford. The
old-time luxury of the few may now be en-

joyed the world over.

Till I'M MOl l\ I O IMPAN1
Milwaukee, I'. s

. \

THE PALMOLIVE COMPANY OF CANADA
Tuiuiitu. OnUnu
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ap&N "ENCHANTMENT —that exquisite

j|LB photo-comedy, in which Miss Davies——^ graduated into the galaxy of stars—her

admirers are delighted with the strides this

brilliant young player has made in her art.

Tn "The Bride's Play," soon to be released,

• »<t*t «» i»4

she reveals a versatility and a development

in dramatic ability that is a complete fulfill'

ment of the promise the lovely little lady

showed in earlier productions wherein she

was featured. Watch for these pictures at

your favorite theatre.

They are Paramount Pictures. Supervised by Cosmopolitan Productions.

Presented by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
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Alice in Movieland
"And I d like to shoot
the scenario writer
who made me a cross

between a raj/ doll and
a powder puff. com-
plained the Movie

Rabbit

Dcmonstratiii"; that adventures

just as unusual may happen in

a film studio as behind a looking

ss or down a rabbit holeglas

Av¥f
I;! a> ; ,

i

fi
;

'

ALICE sat in the movie theater watching the show.

She was very much interested in it and wished she had
brought along the black kitten that had started her

on her adventure in Looking-glass Land so he could

see it too. But they did not allow kittens in the theater on
account of foolish rules made by the grown-ups on the Board
of Health. The place was nice and warm, and Alice felt quite

comfortable as she sat watching the hero and the heroine ride

along a gray ribbon of road on the screen and vanish over the

top of a hill.

"I wonder what it's like in Movie Land." said Alice to

herself. "Everything seems so nice and quiet there. I'd

like to walk along that road and take a peep at the' country
behind that hill."

Then Alice remembered how easy it had been for her to get

into Looking-glass Land by just walking through the mirror.

Why couldn't she do the

very same thing here?

All she would have to

do would be to step

right through the screen

onto that road and fol-

low it wherever' it led.

Alice got up from her

seat and made her way
to the aisle, apologizing

to the people whose feet

she stepped on.

She trotted down to

the stage and climbed
up by the organ. The
large lady at the console

who was chewing gum
was surprised to see

Alice clamber by her.

She was so surprised

that she pulled the vox
humana stop all the way
out and left it there. She
started to call Alice back
buf it was too late.

Alice had walked up to

the screen and found
that, as she had thought,
she could go rig lit

.through it.

The next minute Alice

was pattering up the

road. She got to the

top of the hill and there,

By
WILLIAM WARREN

Illustrated by

l^prman cAnthony

on the other side, she came upon the hero and the heroine

sitting by the road eating lunch out of a tin box,

"Hello, little girl," said the Movie Hero to Alice. "Who
are you and what are you doing here?"

"Why, I'm Alice." said the little girl. " I'm Lewis Carroll's

Alice who went to Wonderland and to Looking-glass Land
afterwards. I thought I'd like to see what Movie Land is

like so I came up your road."

"Well, we're glad to see you, Alice." said the Movie Heroine.

"Sit down with us and have some lunch, won't you?"
Alice thought it was nice of the Movie Heroine to ask her

to eat with them ,1:1 1 thanked her with a curtsey. The Movie
Hero pulled out a sandwich and gave it to her. The long

performance in the theater had made Alice quite hungry and
she took a great, big bite out of the sandwich. But it was a

funny kind of a sandwich. Instead of having butter and
chicken between the slices of bread it had newspaper clippings.

" Don't you like it, Alice?" asked the Movie Heroine.

"I'm sure it is a very nice sandwich." said Alice politely,

"but I am not used to eating sandwiches that are made of

paper."

"Why, ih. it's what we live on here in Movie Land," -aid

the Movie Hero. "That paper is newspaper (dippings about
ourselves telling vvdiat tine actors we are and how many
hundreds of thousands of dollar- we get a year. In Movie
Land we eat up all the notices about ourselves we can find."

Alice could not think of anything to say to this. 'and she

did not want to hurt their feedings by refusing to eat the food

they had offered her so she pretended to nibble at the sand-

wich while watching them closely. (Continued on page 103)

fa :

Alice was staring at

an immense jumble of

wild west saloons.
Moorish palaces
every kind of building

H
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Larger
Picture Puzzles Free

How Many Objects Beginning with ** C* Can You Find in Picture?

How to Win $1,500.00 MINNESOTA

HERE is an opportunity for you
to get a handsome Christmas

Present for yourself. It is not
a faneiful dream but a straight out
and out opportunity for you to win $1500.00.
In the picture here, you will find a number of
objects and parts of objects whose names
begin with the letter "C." Pick 'out ob-
jects like cat, cane, chest, etc. Nothing is

hidden. You do not even need to turn the
picture upside down.

Everybody Join In
It Costs Nothing to Try

Sit down right now and see how many
"C" words you can find. The object of this

picture puzzle game is to get more people
acquainted with Minnesota Fountain Pens.
Thousands of them are now giving satisfac-

tory service every day. We want you to buy
one of our pens for yourself and another one
to use as a gift. A Minnesota
Fountain Pen makes a hand-
some Christmas present, and
it will solve the problem of

deciding "what shall I give for

Xmas?"

Fun for AH the Family
Start in now and see how

many "C" words you can find.

All can join in, from the old
folks down to the
little youngsters.
You'll have loads
of fun, and if your
answer to the pic-

ture puzzle is
awarded 1st prize

bv the Judges you
will win $20.00.
However, by pur-
chasing a Minne-
sota Fountain Pen
you will be eligible

for the big cash
prizes.

r tl

Observe These Rules
1. Any person who i nplo;

Of tin- Mm
It costs no

nuBt be mailed by Dei

'ft;
°.

to try.

.i-r only,
b should be
and words i:

ame and addrt «h page.

the English dictionary
* obsolete, hyphenati-d or

compound words. Use either the singular r plural,
but where the plural is used the singular cannot be
counted, and vice versa.

.5 Wordw of the mime spelling can be used only
reti though used to designate different objei ts

An objeot can be named only once. However, any
part of the object may also be named.

6. Tim answer having the largest and nearest
oorreot list of names of visible object* shown in the
picture thai begin with the letter "C" will bo awarded

NentnesH, style or handwriting have
n,| bearing upon deciding the winners.

7. Candidates may co-operate in answering the
puzzle, hut only one prize will be awarded to any
i,. i, i

,,i.j v -il „,,/. b< awarded to more
than one ol any group outside of the family where
two oi more bave been forking together.

ft. In the event of tie;., bhfl full amount of the
prise will be paid each tying contestant.

g. Three well-known business men, having no con-
nee tion wuli the Miim>.-p...t» Pen Co., Will judge the
amiwcre submitted mid award the prizes. Participant*

'h-i'i i>n of the judges as final and
fill • follow in have agreed to

judges of this unique competition:

W. B. Heavens. Cashier Produce Exchange Bank
St. Paul: .1 E Remke. Principal. Franklin Public
School. St. Paul; K. W. Hustcd, Civil Service Bureau,
Bl Paul

10, All answers will receive the same consideration
regardleai of n liethar or not an order for a Minni iota
Fountain I eat m.

• Ill Of Uie pri cc winners and
i-t of wordi "ill be prir ed at the oloaf
r and a copy mailed to e ich person pur-

The purchase of one of our S5 Minnesota Foun-
tain Pens makes your answer to the picture eligible
for the $500.00 Prize, as shown in the second
column of prize list. However, as we want more
people to know our pens, and as a special adver-
tising feature, we are making this

Special Christmas Offer
As r. special Christmas Offer, we are offering the
grand prize of SI. 500.00 to the one who sends in
the best answer to the above picture puzzle, pro-
vided he has purchased two of our S5.00 Minne-
sota Fountain Pens at our special Holiday Price
of only $9.00. Two Five Dollar Pens for $9.00.
is all. Or if you would prefer, three S3.00
Minnesota Pens at SO.00 will also make you eligible
for the SI. 500.00 Prize. Answer the puzzle and
send j'our order now.

State Style of Pen Wanted
The Minnesota Fountain Pen comes in two

styles, ladies' and gentlemen's, in both the S3.00
and $5.00 sizes. The pens pictured here are our
five dollar ladles' and gentlemen's pens. The pic-
tures shown are about two-thirds the actual size.

In ordering state whether you wish fine, medium
or stub point.

Money-Back Guarantee
We guarantee Minnesota Fountain Pens to be

perfectly satisfactory. If you are not satisfied
with it on arrival, return it and we will exchange
it or refund your money.

MINNESOTA PEN CO.
Dept. 666

Saint Paul Minnesota

"The Easy-Writing Fountain Pen"
You will find the Minnesota one of the finest

pens you ever used. The ink flows smoothly, and
you can't resist the easy way in which it writes.
Unless our pens were the very best that money
can buy, we could not afford to advertise them the
way we do. Thousands of them arc now in use.
Their popularity is increasing by leaps and bounds.
If you need a good pen. or if you would like to
make a useful and handsome gift to someone, the
Minnesota is just what you have been looking for.
The pen speaks for itself. We cannot tell you in
words, what five minutes' use of the Minnesota
will tell you.

Satisfied Users Everywhere
In New York, in Chicago, in Boston, in St.

Louis, in San Francisco, and in fact in almost
every town and on many a farm you will find the
Minnesota Fountain Pen. The ink flow in the
Minnesota is perfect. It does not blot or stain
the fingers. Writing becomes a real pleasure
when you use the Minnesota.

,
qfHE PRIZE C*
i *J

If no If one If S9.00
pens are $5 pen is Worth
purchased purchased Pens are

purchased
1st Prize $20.00 $500.00 $1,500.00
2nd Prize 10.00 250.00 750.00
3rd Prize 5.00 125.00 375.00
4th Prize 5.00 75.00 187.50
5th Prize 5.00 50 00 100.00
6th Prize 3.00 25.00 75.00
7th Prize 3.00 20.00 50.00
8th Prize 3.00 15 00 40.00
9th Prize 2.00 15.00 30.00
10th to 15th 2.00 10.00 20.00

Every advertisement iu PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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V^OU do not have to be a subscriber to Photoplay
A Magazine to get questions answered in this Depart-
ment. It is only required that you avoid questions
that would call for unduly long answers, such as
synopses of plays, or casts of more than one play. Do
not ask questions touching religion, scenario writing or
studio employment. Studio addresses will not be
given in this Department, because a complete list of
them is printed elsewhere in the magazine each month.
Write on only one side of the paper. Sign your full

name and address; only initials will be published if

requested. If you desire a personal reply, enclose self-

addressed stamped envelope. Write to Questions and
Answers, Photoplay Magazine, 25 W. 45th St.,

New York City.

MISS) BEAVAN.—The (Mr.) Answer
Man is only too glad to answer
your questions (Miss) Beavan.
Alec B. Francis is a character actor.

He's a fine chap, and is now appearing with
Norma Talmadge in "Smilin" Through."
There is also Harrison Ford and Wyndham
Standing, a real all-star cast. Francis was
Matt Sills in "The Man Who Had Every-
thing." Come again, (Miss) Beavan.

Charles T.—You can always apply to

the casting director for work in the films.

You have to fill out a blank and they call

you when and if they want you. You can-
not get inside a studio unless you are cast

for a part in a picture, or are a friend of

the director or the star or the head elec-

trician or somebody big like that. Holly-
wood is a suburb of Los Angeles, Cal. Cal.

is a state in the United. The center of
Hollywood is about thirty minutes, or a half

hour, on the street car from the business
center of L. A. There are not many hotels

in Hollywood, but Los Angeles proper
(sometimes) has scores of them. I never
advise anyone to go out to L. A. to work
in pictures unless he has genuine ability or
is sent for. But that won't stop you.

Jenny.—Please read the answer to Charles
T. The same applies to you, only more
so. Of course, telling you not to try your
luck in pictures is like advising a small
boy not to smoke cigarettes. They do it

just the same. Norma Talmadge and Con-
stance are going to work in the west, Con-
stance will be gone only for a month, but
Norma may stay for a long time. Natalie,
(Mrs. Buster Keaton) is living out west
and they are anxious to see her. Yep

—

Norma is a peach. She's not upstage a bit.

Raphael.—You're a bit optimistic in your
choice of a nom de plume, if you're an
artist. You want to know about Photo-
play's covers, as you like them. Well they
are all painted from life. The pastels are
the same size in the original form as they
are in the reproductions. Rolf Armstrong
usually works about three weeks or a month
on our covers. I particularly like the cover
in this issue: that of Lillian Gish. You
want Norma Talmadge and Constance on
the cover? Better write to the Editor about
it.

B. L., New York.—One of these little

gals from upstage, eh ? Robert Gordon
seems to have dropped out of the public

eye, so to speak. He is in California and
has finished "The Rosary."' His wife is

Alma Francis, a former Merry Widow—on
the stage, of course.

Jealous.—You have nothing to be jealous

about. Harold Lloyd is not married. But
I suppose it is easier to be jealous of one
wife than a lot of women who may want
to be Mrs. Lloyds. Never mind. .Harold
is still fancy-free at present.

Hazel McC, Rochester.—You are right.

Ethel Clayton is not by any means as

obviously Irish as you are, with all due
respect to you, but she has Irish blood in

her veins, and it probably accounts for her

sense of humor. Although I am one of

those few who does not think it necessary
to be Irish to have a sense of humor. Now
that you pin me down to it, I'll admit that

I am Irish—also Scotch and English. Some
combination. You really can't blame me
for being a bit scrappy at times, can you
now ?

Sandy.—Why, the best book I know is

William Butler Yeats' ''Irish Fairy and
Folk Tales." It is most comprehensive. I

don't blame you a bit for studying the lore

of the little good people. It's fascinating:

and good to know something about the be-

liefs of every race. It's a pity that America
is too young to have much folk lore. The
Pickfords, the Gishes, and Mabel Normand
and Mae Marsh are Irish, although none
was born over there. All the Moores are

Irish, and born in County Cork.

Stranger.—You certainly are—stranger

than anyone who has been writing to me
lately. You want to know if, if you came
to New York, you could'go up to see Lillian

Gish. You could go up, but whether you
would see Lillian is a question I cannot

answer. Visitors are not allowed at the

Griffith studios in Mamaroneck unless they

are connected with the company, or news-
paper or magazine or have a permit. I

can't tell you how to get a permit. I'm
really sorry. I can sympathize with you
about wanting to see Lillian.

I've a pretty good job, after all.

Helen of Troy.—So you have been to

Paris. I've been wondering why you haven't
written. Gaston Glass with Mary Miles
Minter in ''Her Winning Way." They had
the loveliest newspaper office in that picture.

It had oak panels and shiny desks and
Japanese prints on the wall. And on the

door of her office Mary had "Literary
Editor" in nice big black shiny letters. I

wish I knew where that newspaper office is.

So do lots of other fellows.

Roberta.—It is awful the way price; and
things stay up. And I thought—at least

Miss Wan Wyck tells me—that skirt- are

coming down: I'll be glad. There will be
some sense to seeing a Sennet t comedy or a

musical show now. There was a time when
every man to himself has said: "Why spend
the money?" Dorothy Gish is Mrs. James
Rennie. Her husband is in

- 'Pot Luck." a

new play, and is not doing pictures right

now. Dorothy is, he repeated wearily, one
of the two heroines of Griffith's "The Two
Orphans" Lillian is the other.

Bobbette.—Oh dear, oh dear! You are

too clever. I never can think of a retort to

one of your hot shots until the Magazine
is on the stands. Every time. too. that I

think of something snappy, I rehearse it

and wait for one of your billet doux. And
then, when they come, they're so sweet I

can't be mean. You say. among other thing-.

"And some day when I'm famous, when I'm
on Easy Street, I'll change your cold hall-

bedroom for one with furnace heat."

Bobbette: I've heard that before. You
people are all so kind—in correspond)
The gentleman who presented me with the
carved ivory cane is the only one with a

really good memory. Candy and ties and
cigarettes; but only one cane. You didn't

ask any questions, did you ? Thanks for

that. But don't do it again.

Bert Lytell Admirer.— So you want
pictures and stories about Virginia Valli.

your admiree's (careful there, printer

leading lady. Virginia is a beautiful bru-
nette, twenty-two years old. and married
to George Lamson. Address her Metro
studios, Hollywood. Cal. Mr. Lytell i-

married to Evelyn Vaughn. Ruth Rob.nd
is not married. But she has been.

(Continued on page 84)
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Lena.—From Palcstina? Charmed, I'm

sure. I've heard about you before. How
le do love to gossip! No, I am not

Delight Evans or anybody else but me. I'm
sure I don't know why you should think I

am a woman. Perhaps because I am so

vehement in my denials of it.

Hester.—Lester dc Fester's sister?

Charmed—charmed again. Mary Miles

Minter has not married since you last asked

that question. Billie Burke was born in

1886; this makes her—let me see—Oh,
figure it out for yourself. I never was good
in arithmetic.

Crystal May.—And then again—Why,
Bessie Barriscale is appearing on the stage

in ''Skirts." Yes—that's the name of the

Questions and Answers
(Continued from page 83)

play. She was born in 1885, and is married
to Howard Hickman, and is the mother of

a son. ' Natalie is the middle Talmadge,
older than Constance and younger than
Norma.

Kermit, Mass.—May McAvoy is the

radiant acting child with Lionel Barrymore
in "The Devil's Garden." She played Grizel

in "Sentimental Tommy -

' and then became a

star. Since she has become a star she hasn't

done much acting—she hasn't had a chance
in "A Private Scandal" and stuff like that.

Her latest are "Everything for Sale" and
"A Virginia Courtship." Let's hope the

"Courtship" will be good. May is a

marvellous little actress, and I believe she

has a wonderful future if—they give her a

chance.

Isabel M., Hasbrouck Heights, N. J.

—

The Talmadges use their own name. Their
father is living. He is employed at the
Talmadge studios in New York. Norma is

Mrs. Joseph Schneck. Constance, Mrs. John
Pialoglo. Natalie, Mrs. Buster Keaton.
Those girls sure married well.

Bobby.—I don't blame you for not going
to that barber shop any more. That was
one of the last refuges of man. Now where
can he go? (Chorus of ladies:— ) Mar-
guerite Clark is married and has retired

from the screen. Her last picture was
"Scrambled Wives." Whether or not she

returns depends upon whether or not she
can find a good story. And whether or not
I answer you next time depends upon
whether or not you sign your right name.

(Continued on page 122)

Style Invading the Mennonites
Are the "Movies' ' Responsible ?

By FREDERICK E. LYTLE

DOWN around Lancaster, Pa., travelers ten years ago
used to hang out of train windows in order to see the'

Mennonites in their quaint costumes. They still

do—but in a lesser degree, because the great god
Change has been at

work and today the

costume has been
largely replaced by
ordinary clothes.

In those days,
Mennonite men,
women and children

dressed according to

the prescribed
pattern. Most of

the men have broken
away from the con-

ventional straight cut

coat with stand-up
collar, but until re-

cently the women
still wore the plain

drab dress, wide of

skirt and tight of

bodice, with a little

triangular shawl
down the back
affording the only
relief from a rigid

plainness.

But today the tight

little bonnet of the

sect, beside which a

sun-bonnet is a frivo-

lous affair, is the only
distinguishing
sartorial feature of the younger generation. The older women
still wear the regulation dress, but it is evident that the younger
women are in revolt.

Can the change be traced to the influence of the movies?

With no inspiration, or with no examples before her, a woman
may permit herself to wear a dowdy costume. But show her

a few fashion plates or a few pictures of pretty clothes, and

there is bound to be a change in her appearance. Only a

ribbon at first, perhaps, but eventually the ever victorious

Fashion will emerge triumphant.

If the movies have done nothing else, they have spread the

gospel of fashion far and wide, and few there are who can

resist it. So the Mennonite costume of plain gray, blue or

black is gradually being replaced by more becoming
clothes. A few of the bolder spirits even go so far as to

If the movies have done nothing else they have spread the gospel
of fashion far and wide

wear frilly hats to church instead of the customary bonnet.
As yet they are in a minority, but they are undoubtedly
pioneers of the new movement.
Never yet has a costume designed by a man for women en

masse been successful

unless it has been be-

coming. And the
Mennonite costume
is notoriously ugly.

Therefore it is doubt-
ful if it will with-
stand a sustained re-

volt against it.

At the same time,

ugly or not, a cer-

tain amount of old-

world picturesque-
ness is lost in the

transition to every-

day clothes. Partic-

ularly in the church
itself, where the
women, set apart
from the men, re-

moved their bonnets
and displayed their

little linen caps.

These are the only
attractive feature of

the whole costume,
and in a way it is

strange that no
Fifth Avenue milliner

has adapted them to

city wear. With a
little adornment they

could be made quite charming, bewitching even on some few.
Certain adverse elements are predicting the downfall of

this church because of its apparent laxity in the matter of
clothes. But the change has not been unaccompanied by
bitter controversy, and perhaps the guiding spirits realize
that their tolerance in the matter will do more to prevent
a break than a rigid enforcement of obedience to the old laws.
There is always, sooner or later, a natural reaction from ugli-

ness to beauty. And from an aesthetic standpoint there is as
little of beauty in the religion itself as in the adopted dress.

So, while it may be worldly to wear pretty clothes to worship,
the chances are that the Mennonite maidens have found it

much more agreeable. They have evidently come to the con-
clusion that the maximum amount of spiritual beauty does
not necessarily require a minimum of exterior attractiveness.
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GETTING
THIN TO
MUSIC
Reducing Reduced

to a Science

ARE you bulky of body, aud heavy
/ \ of heart? Would you really like

•L 3L to reduce? Will you accept with-

out cost the proof that you can? Then
read what this man has done! Not long-

ago, in Chicago, it was stated that the

scientific secret of weight regulation had
been discovered. Wallace, a leading

physical director, had worked seventeen
years to make the announcement. But
it did not take long to prove it was true.

TNDER observation of the press, he^ took fifty persons, each at least 50
lbs. overweight. Pictures and weights
were published daily. In exactly forty

days, every member of the class was
down to normal weight and measure-
ments! Nothing so crude as starving was employed;
the method lets one eat. In fact, Wallace's success in

reducing is due to his discovering that food does not

cause fat. When you stop and think, some of the

most humorously fat folks eat less than a child. Wal-
lace simply found a way to prevent the system from
turning too much of what is eaten, into fat. His course

gives you things to do— to music—which makes your

He makes them thin to music. A close-up of Wallace, a physical director now nationally
known for his discovery of an unfailing, scientific method of reducing weight. It is

done to music. His phonographic reduction records are sent everywhere.

knowledge of it grows, the number of women who carry

a burden of excessive flesh will grow visibly less. Dis-
tance is no obstacle, for the lessons are sent everywhere.
One's own phonograph is all the equipment needed.
No incentive to keep at the course is required— it is all

too novel and interesting to be a task. The course is

full of surprises, and results come very quickly.

system use every bit of nourishment for blood, bone "VOU may test this wonderful method of reducing
i • >t . i • • i r. e i-i. t _ _ r_i /- i. X ,..:<.l,^...* .-. : - ~„ \\ T »11». ...111 A..~~ ..

and sinew. Nothing is left from which to make fat. Get-

ting thin to music is simple enough, but results are

fairly astounding.

HPHIS interesting course has reduced thousands of

women living in all parts of the U. S. Most of them
had tried other means of losing weight without success.

A typical example is Mrs. Grace Horchler, who resides

at 4625 Indiana Ave., Chicago. She weighed 242 lbs.

and in four months reduced to 168 lbs. This loss of

seventy-four pounds was accomplished solely by Wal-
lace's reduction records, sent her by mail. Because of the

natural method of reducing Jher body was left symmetric,
firmly moulded. A hundred similar instances are on
record, while the loss of fifteen, twenty or thirty pounds
seems mere play; innumberable women have reported
reductions of these amounts. Every mail brings new
letters of appreciation.

/~^ET thin to music, and Nature will make your bodily
^^ proportions normal, and keep them so. For this re-

markable reduction course on phonograph records—set

to music— brings instant and permanent results. As the

without paying a penny. Wallace will reduce you
five pounds free. He will do it in five days' time! You
don't have to agree to take the course. You don't
have to send any money. He will send postpaid, plainly

wrapped, a full-sized regular reducing record and in-

structions. All he asks is to try it. For your own sake,

don't doubt what he can do—for his method has proved
unfailing. Women of every weight, height, and age
have been rid of their fat as if by magic.

How can anybody who really wishes to get thin de-

cline such an offer of proof! Clip or tear off the coupon
below; fill it in now; mail it today.

WALLACE, 178 Jackson Blvd., Chicago: Please send
record for first reducing lesson, free and prepaid. I will

either enroll or return your record at the end of five-

day trial. G34)

(Miss or Mrs.)

(Address)

(Advertisement)
When you write to advertisers pleasi mention photoplay MAGAZINE,



Plays and Players
The livest, most accurate, and most interesting

news and comment about motion picture people

By CAL. YORK

MARYON AYE, vaudeville star, has

just signed the first movie contract

with a "morality clause" in it.

This young actress put her name
to something that reads like this:

"SAID party of the second part will at

all limes conduct herself in public in such a

manner as not to subject herself to any
great amount of publicity or

criticism of said conduct."

Will Rogers, as usual,

pulled the most pertinent

remarks on the subject:

"I hear they're going to

put what they call a morality

clause in contracts," said

Rogers. "They've appointed a

committee to see about it.

Don't suppose they'll take

any action until the com-
mittee finds out what mo-
rality means. And if any of

them guys asks me to sign

a contract with that kind of

a gewgaw in it, I'm going to

tell him, 'Well, you sign it

yourself first.'
"

MAE MARSH'S play,
"Brittie," has not yet

had its New York premier;

but the advance notices from
out-of-town are distinctly

favorable. The star plays a

little slavey with all the fa-

mous Mae Marsh pathos.

IN his quest for "New
Faces for Old," Samuel

Goldwyn is entirely sincere.

He practices what he

preaches.

The other day he signed

up James Rennie for a big

picture, with an option on
the actor's services for two
years.

In spite of the fact that

he was Dorothy Gish's lead-

ing man in several comedies,

Mr. Rennie's is a new face

to screen-goers. He is ex-

ceedingly—and deservedly

—

popular on the stage. If

"Pot Luck" hadn't closed prematurely, he

probably wouldn't be going to California

now.
Dorothy Gish is consoling herself that it

is only for four weeks. After that, Jim will

come back east, or Dorothy and her mother,
who is just recuperating after her long and
serious illness, will go out west to join him.

Lillian?

I think it's the stage next season for the

beautiful Griffith heroine.

HERE'S Barbara La Mar, whom you
saw and admired as Milady in Douglas

Fairbanks' "The Three Musketeers."
Miss La Mar has not always been a film

queen.

Once, she was little Reatha Watson, and
figured in four marriages, and was advised
by a judge to leave Los Angeles, California,
because she was too beautiful.
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She took the advice and left, only to

come back as Barbara La Mar, and to

"come back" is probably the most difficult

thing in the world. But she did; first as

an ingenue and then she was acclaimed one
of the screen's most beautiful girls. She
is now happily married, and is sought after

by the producers to play important parts.

Barbarbara La Mar's beauty got her into a lot of trouble, but
now it s earning a big salary

CLARA WHIPPLE YOUNG was granted

a divorce from James Young—former
husband of Clara Kimball Young—in the

Los Angeles divorce courts the other day.

The second Mrs. Young declared that Jimmy
insisted on twin beds. The furniture dealers

should be forbidden to sell 'em if they're

actually grounds for divorce.

AT a hearing on the proposed ordinnace
providing for the establishment of a

board of motion picture censors in Los
Angeles, the old arguments both pro and
con were retailed.

One reverend Breigleib—that may not be
exactly right, but it's some appellation of

that character—orated at length, taking as

his text a subtitle from Marie Prevost's

first starring vehicle

—

ONE DIMPLE IN THE KNEE IS WORTH TWO IN
THE CHEEK.

It distressed the reverend gentleman ex-

tremely. Evidently, he had never seen
Marie's knees.

SPEAKING of ministers—Will Rogers
addressed a meeting of them recently.

On the censorship bill. One preacher had
spoken and Bill got up to answer him.
"Now," said the famous cowboy, "I want

to explain something. I was
in that brother's church last

Sunday evenin' an'
—

"

"Don't believe it," shouted
the pastor, "don't believe he
was ever in my church
Don't believe he was there

last Sunday night. If he was,
let him tell what I preached
about. Tell me my text."

Bill twisted his hat, hung
his head. "Well, brother, you
got me there. I can't do it.

I can't tell you what you
preached about. But you bet

next time I go to your
church, I'll stay awake and
hear what you say."

MY young friend Al Wilkie,

Cecil deMille press
agent de luxe, is responsible

for the announcement that

the new deMille feature

"Saturday Night" is not a
bathing picture. It isn't.

But, oh boy, wait until you
see the new bathroom in it

and what's in it.

A PRETTY little movie
actress was coming out

of a drug store on Hollywood
Boulevard. She paused at the

news stand and saw the

Hollywood daily paper, prom-
inently displayed, sporting a

three-column cut of William
Shakespeare on the front

page.

"Who's that?" she de-

manded of her escort.

"Will Shakespeare," said

that enlightened young man.
"Well, my gracious, what's

he been up to to get his

face on the front page of the

paper?" demanded the brilliant young thing.

WE do not wish to dwell on the Ar-
buckle disaster. But this is too good

to lose.

"Yep," said Will Rogers to a friend, "I
been hired to do the story they was goin' to

have Arbuckle do. I—I got a little money
for doin' it, too. Well, yu see, here's where
virtue and ignorance finally cum into their

own."

YOU just never can tell about these blond
ingenues. Never

!

Now when our little Bebe of the sparkling
black eyes and the wicked Spanish walk
and the pouted mouth was arrested for
speeding, we felt bad, but not wholly sur-
prised.

But Mary Miles Minter—she of the blonde
curls and the round blue eyes

—

and four
times in one day. Well, as my grandmother

(Continued on page 88)
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Every normal skin needs two creams
A protective cream for daytime use

a cleansing cream at night

Complexion flaws prevented

byadaytime cream without oil

Rough, chapped skin. To make up

for the drying effect of dust and wind

you need a daytime cream that softens

and protects the skin without adding a

particle of oil. Before going out into the

cold air, touch your face and neck and

hands with Pond's Vanishing Cream. It

disappears at once and leaves the skin

delightfully soft and satiny.

Shiny skin. This almost universal

annoyance is due to powdering without

providing a base for the powder. Try
powdering this way

—

First rub the face lightly with Pond's

Vanishing Cream. It cannot reappear in

a shine. See how smoothly and evenly

the powder goes on over this base and

how long it stays.

Dull, tired skin. Whenyouaretired

apply a little Pond's Vanishing Cream to

your face. It instantly relieves thestrained

look about the eyes and mouth and gives

the whole face a fresh vouthfulness.

Before going out smooth a little Pond's

Vanishing Cream into the skin

PONDS Vanishing Cream

Start using these two creams today

The regular use of these two creams helps your skin to be-

come continually lovelier.

They will not clog the pores or encourage the growth of

hair. In bothjars and tubes in convenient sizes. At any drug

or department store. The Pond's Extract Co., New York.

Flaws prevented by nightly

cleansing with an oil cream

Blackheads. Blackheads need a more

thorough cleansing than ordinarv wash-

ing can give.

Wash your face with hot water and

pure soap. Then work Pond's Cold

Cream thoroughly into the pores. As this

rich oil cream penetrates the skin, it

loosens all the dirt which has lodged deep

in the pores. Wipe the cream off with a

soft cloth. This leaves theskin really clean.

Wrinkles. For wrinkles you need a

cream with an oil base, for oil is the great-

est enemy known to wrinkles. Pond's

Cold Cream, rubbed gently into the face

at night, acts as a tonic, stimulatine the

blood, rousing the skin, and warding off

the wrinkles. Too vigorous rubbing is

apt to be harmful, but gentle, persistent

rubbing, systematically done, is bene-

ficial even to the most delicate skin.

i
-> /

PONDS Cold Cream
GENEROUS TUBES—MAIL COUPON TODAY

The Pond's Extract Co.,

l,;o Hudson St., New York.

Ten cents (ioc) is enclosed tor your special intro-

ductory tubes ot the two creams every- normal skin

needs— enough ot each cream tor two weeks' ordi-

nary toilet uses.

Name

Street

.

Citv_ State-

When you write to advertisers please mention THOTOrLAY MAGAZINE.
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The Letter That Saved

Bob Johnson's Job
—andpaved the way
for a better one!

IT
was written to his employer by the

International Correspondence Schools.

It told how "Robert Johnson had en-

rolled for a course of home-study and had
received a mark of 94 for his first lesson."

Bob answered the summons to the Chief's

office with just a little fear and trembling,

for a lot of men were being dropped—a lot

more were having their pay reduced.

But as Bob came in, his employer did a
surprising thing. He got up quickly from
his desk and grasped Bob warmly by the

hand.

"I want to congratulate you, young man,
on the marks you are making with the

I. C. S. I am glad to see that you are

training yourself not only for your present
job but for the job ahead.

"We're cutting the pay-roll. Until I

received this letter, I had you in mind as

one of the men to be dropped. But not
now. Keep on studying—keep your eyes
open—and pretty soon there'll be a better

job for you around here. We're always
looking for trained men."

Won't you let the I. C. S. help you, too?
Won't you trade a few hours of your spare
time for a good job, a good salary and the

comforts that go with it? Then mark the

work you like best on the coupon below and
mail it to Scranton today. That doesn't

obligate you in the least, but it will be your
first big step towards success. Do it notv!

^— •— *——
I EAR OUT HERE ^— "—• ——*• ^—

™

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX C452-B SCBANTON, PA.

Without cost or obligation, please explain how I can
qualify for the position, or in the subject before which
I have marked an X in the list below:

—

DELEC. ENGINEER
Electric Lighting & Bys.

P Electric Wiring
D Telegraph Engineer
D Telephone Work
MECHANICAL ENGB.
Mechanical Draftsman

D Machine Shop Practice
Toolmalter
Gas Engine Operating
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOR'N or ENGR.
STATIONARY ENGR.

D Marine Engineer
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

D PLUMBING & HEAT'G
Sheet Metal Worker
Text. Overseer or Supt.
CHEMIST

D Pharmacy

D BUSINESS MANAG-M'T
a SALESMANSHIP
D ADVERTISING
D Railroad Positions
D ILLUSTRATING
D Show Card & Sign Ptg.

Cartooning
Private Secretary

n Easiness Correspondent
Q BOOKKEEPER

Stenographer & Typist
D Cert. Pub. Accountant
Q TRAFFIC MANAGER

Railway Accountant
D Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Com. School Subjects

D CIVIL SERVICE
D AUTOMOBILES
Q Railway Mail Clerk

Mathematics
Q Navigation
O Agriculture
a Poultry Q Spanish
D Banking I

Teacher

Name.

Street
and No..

City.

Occupation „

RESINOL
5oothinq and He&linq

Household Ointment
for

Cuts* Burns* Scalds* etc.

Every home needs it

Plays and Players

(Continued from page 86)

Photographing a foot! It belongs to Allan Hale, who is registering emotion
aided by a good stout Norwegian calfskin oxford. The envious gentleman
is Will Rogers ; the lowly ones are the poor cameramen, who have to go

through fire, water, and gymnastics to get their pictures

used to say, still waters run deep. And
sometimes shallow waters run still.

However, it was only for breaking a few
speed and traffic laws and Miss Minter will

come out with nothing damaged but her
check, book—and since she has a checking

account for S7500 a week, it won't hurt her.

She wisely selected Los Angeles instead of

Santa Ana for the scene of her operations.

Pretty Mary has other troubles, too, they
tell me. The Pacific Fleet inconsiderately

sailed away right in the middle of a Per-

fectly Good Romance—in which Miss Min-
ter and a handsome young officer had the

star parts.

And when a romance is interrupted like

that—especially in the Navy—you never can
tell, can you?

DOUGLAS McLEAN, whose reputation

as a real story teller is rapidly growing,
related the following at a recent luncheon
^iven by the Los Angeles Ad club with
such success that it seems worth repeating.

"A young motion picture director," said

Mr. McLean, "of excellent reputation went
to a friend of his who was a banker and
asked for the loan of several thousand
dollars on good security, to use in his busi-

ness.

"The banker hemmed and hawed a bit

and finally agreed to let him have it, but
added 'Look here, John, it's a shame for

you to go on in this picture industry. It's

a rotten game—a rotten game. Look at this

Arbuckle mess. Why don't you get out

of it?'

" 'Well,' said the director, T have thought
of it. But what'd I do? What other busi-

ness is there. I thought some of banking.

But look at this Stillman mess. I'd be just

as badly off.'
"

HERE'S something new—from Paris.

It's a memory test, a liberal educa-
tion, and good entertainment, all in one.

The idea is to show, on the screen, scenes

from the classical works of French literature,

offering substantial prizes to the person who
is successful in guessing the work from which
the scenes were taken, and the author's

name.

Every idvertisemenl In PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.

RUPERT HUGHES was watching some
esthetic dancers floating about with

little on but soap bubbles the other evening

on a set of Goldwyn's—in connection with

the new Lon Chaney production.

"Those young ladies are so well developed

I know it wasn't done in our laboratory,"

remarked the chief Eminent Author.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN stopped over in

Chicago for two day; on his return

from his European trip. He was a very

busy man, of course, sought after by inter-

viewers and people with all sorts of propo-
sitions.

Yet the way he spent his last evening was
typical of Chaplin. He put everything aside

and went to dinner at the home of Paul
Frank, 5478 Greenwood Ave., whose eight-

year old son had broken his leg, was in

constant pain, and in his suffering had only

one wish and that was to see Charlie again.

The boy had met the great comedian in Los
Angeles and they became great friends.

It was just like Chaplin to make life

more pleasant for the little sufferer for a

few hours.

THE King of Comedy has been offered

$15,000 a week to go in vaudeville as

a single act. But Charles Spencer Chaplin,

on his return from Europe, refused the

offer.

IF anybody but Tommie Meighan had told

me this I wouldn't believe it—but you
know how Tommie is. You just believe

anything he tells you.
Anyway, he went north to make some

scenes for his new pictures—to a small town
in the country Bret Harte made famous

—

a little town that is almost like one of

the "ghost cities of the west." Haven't
built a building in ten years.

"Day I got there, they were having an
e'ection,'' said Tommie.
"What kind of an election?" I asked.
"To see if the town'd go wet or dry,"

said Tommie. "And the drys won by two
votes. But the wets were still hopeful
because they had the town marshal on their

side. He owned the saloon."

(Continued on page go)
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A Beauty Secret that

Has Been Kept Too Long
; / O the Women of America:
*- There are few complexions

which cannot be made abso-

lutely perfect in three weeks.

This is not an advertisement

for a book, nor for any cream,

lotion, powder or soap.

There is one beauty truth

all women should know, and

we are determined to tell it.

We are a women's organiza-

tion, now 22,000 strong.

How to FORCE a Beautiful

Complexion

In England, they do not
have bad complexions. Skins

are satiny, cheeks abloom.
For they know over there how
to 'force' good complexions.

Many of our actresses—notablv

those in the movies— know and

apply this principle. It's simple

enough, once learned, but amazing
in its results. The whole secret

is just this:

The skin is an organ; just as

responsive as heart, lungs or liver.

Normally, it is of fine texture,

glowing and pink. But one skin

in a thousand is normal! To bring

the skin texture to perfection,

you have only to restore it to

normal action.

The 'Inside-Out' Method

Human skin has three lavers. Skin

action is outivard. So any beauty

treatment font the top is only tem-

porary. Nothing can be applied to

the innermost skin laver—but you

can take something away! Chem-
istry of the body is the force that

will clear any skin, make any skin

smooth— and this wonderful, natu-

ral action can be brought about

almost instantaneously! Black-

heads, for instance, will begin to

disappear in 48 hours. Blemishes

of years' standing start yielding to

this treatment within a week. Even
a thickly-pimpled skin turns

smooth. Prominent pores contract

to rightful size. All without drugs

or doping, or any drastic measures.

It Requires Only
Three Weeks

The beautiful part of it all is the ease

and the speed with which women posi-

tively transforming skin by this method.

Not merely a slight improvement that

you must look closely to see, but a

beautiful, velvety skin, with surges of

natural color. In other words, a com-

plexion requiring no make-up of any

kind. This result is attainable in three

weeks' time!

Any type— blonds or brunette—
skins too dry or skins too oily— no

matter how sallow or yellow, or deathly

white— a rich, natural color comes

speedily through this method.

Here is the letter tli.it inspired me, to-

gether with other Olympian associates, to

put this course in the compact and handy

form now offered to you:

Hollywood, Calif.. July 9. 1921.
Dear Miss Roberts

—

The information 1 got from you has done
unbelievable things for me. I never dreamed
of having such color of my own! My skin
is such as now defies the 'close-ups' which
only a month ago were such a nightmare!
Why can't a way be found to tell every
woman in the land of this marvelous way to

build beauty' Ever gratefully.

I Will Reveal This Plan to I

Any Girl or Woman on
One Condition:

Olympian Society made it possible to

offer these scientific beauty building prin- §
ciples in wonderfully practical form, with §
plainest directions for each dav ofthe three §
weeks. Everything in one compact box; §
there are many features I cannot mention

here. I know you' 11 be delighted with it all.

If you fill out the blank below, I'll send you =
the full course—but please do not send any s
money. Your course will be mailed in its turn, {§

and you can pay the postman. The total cost

is just $1.50. No further payments— nothing =
more to buy— the $2. 50 covers everything.

The condition I make is this: When you

have gained the marvelous results desired, tell S
other -women of the course, and where to get it. =

Care of Olympian Society

Calumet at 2 1 st St. : Chicago, In, (10a) §
Send me in plain package, complete course reveal- ^

ing the natural means of securing an absolutely per- =
feet complexion in three weeks' lime. I will pay post- =
man $1.50 on delivery, in full payment ofeverything. =

Address-

City State =
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— the Finest '•Reproducing

Phonograph in the World

TO bring to you the voice of the artist

in all its beauty and to reproduce faith-

fully the music of any instrument—that

is the supreme achievement ofa phono-

graph. The STEGER, ofall phonographs
has succeeded—and because of this dis-

tinction it is universally regarded as the

finest reproducing phonograph in the

world. The Steger plays all makes ofdisc
records correctly—without change of
parts. Hear and play it at your Steger

dealer's. Style book mailed on request.

Steger dealers everywhere.

STEGER & SONS
PIANO MFG. COMPANY
STEGER BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Factories: STEGER, ILLINOIS, where lite

"Lincoln"and"Dixie"Highways meet

"l/it's a STEGER—it's the inost'valuahle piano in tht world"

A New'
The most exquisite perfume in the world, send
for sample—sells at $15 an ounce and worth
it. Rieger's Flower Drops — made without
alcohol; made direct from the essence ot the
flowers themselves. The most refined of
all perfumes, yet concentrated in such a
manner that a single drop of the delicate
odor lasts a full week. Hence, an absolutely
superior odor becomes economical at $16 an
ounce ! Never anything like this before 1

[ Send for Sample
Send 20c (silver or stamps)
for a sample vial of this
precious perfume. Your
choice of odors, Lily of the
Valley. Rose, Violet, Lilac,
or Crabapple. Write now.

PAULRIEGER&CO.
13S First St., San Francisco, Cal.

(Since 1872)

Other Offers
Direct from ua or at deal

«

Bottle offlower drops v
long glass stoppe

Hh

ing SO drops, a supply for
SO weeks.

Lilac, Crabapple $1.60
Lily of the Valley, Rose,
Violet $2.00

Mon Amour Perfume
sample offer, loz. . $1.60

SOUVENIR BOX
Extra special box of five
26c bottles of five different
perfumes .... $1.00

4<iegeri>
PERnii^e i TOIIET-^VATEI*

fibwerBrops

Qo SilkVelvet

Silk-lined, trimmed
with ribbon and
bow. Fits any size

head. Made inBlack,
Blue, Brown, Red.

Same style in all wool
felt, alls-lined; $«25 'V^l
made in all colors. I

"JOSIE"
Wonderful Values TAM

We pay postage. COD. 10c extra. Write toDept.P.

CRITERION CAP CO. |57W 21st Si.N.Y

Plays and Players

(Continued from page 88)

Norma Talmadge " Smilin Through"— trie lights, and the clicking cameras,
and the scurrying property boys, and the studio sun ! Here is the Dig set at the

Talmadge studios in New York, where Norma made her latest and largest

picture. This is an exterior scene, with the "sun ' just as realistic as the

original, the grass even greener, and the flowers blooming brightly. They
couldn't "go out on location"' for this scene, because they couldn t find a

manor house in the vicinity of New York to suit their purpose

ORMI HAWLEY is back—again.
The erstwhile Lubin luminary, after

a long absence from the screens, spent at

her home in Whitesboro, New York, person-

ally appeared in conjunction with her film,

"The American Prince."

PIE Los Angeles postoffice handles 8500
letters a day addressed to film stars.

Of these letters 1500 go to Mary Pickford.

About 500 each to Douglas Fairbanks and
Wallace Reid. Other stars whose mail is

noticeably heavy are Bill Hart, Bebe Daniels,

Pauline Frederick, Charles Ray, May Allison,

Douglas McLean, Tony Moreno—who has

an enormous foreign collection—Mary Miles

Minter and Bert Lytell.

WILL ROGERS, after leaving Goldwyn
and making one picture for Para-

mount, has signed a contract to appear in

Shubert vaudeville, according to an authentic

report—if a report is ever authentic. The
screen will miss him.

Rogers will get $3,000 a week. This is

said to be the second largest salary ever

paid to a vaudeville "single." Rogers, who
first won fame as the lariat-monologist in

the Ziegfeld Follies, became one of the most
popular entertainers in the world as a

Goldwyn star. He is a homely man, and
a shy man ; he is not a great comedian like

Chaplin. But he has made a place for

himself that is unique. People go to see

Will Rogers on the screen when they won't
go to see anyone else.

HERE'S an absolutely new one:
David Wark Griffith has lodged a

complaint with the War Department against

airplanes flying over his studio estate at

Mamaroneck, N. Y. And he introduces a

brand new reason. There is a very costly

reproduction of a French village—very old,

very genuine—on the big lot. It's for "The
Two Orphans," and a year's research work

and many months' construction made it.

Griffith alleges that the airplanes flying over

the set are for the purpose of photographing

it, so that some "promoters" may use the

photograph in a book they are getting out,

to help other directors in building similar

sets ! Besides, the plane, which sometimes
almost sweeps the house-tops, and its noisy

progress is a great annoyance to the players.

We don't blame Griffith for objecting.

THE Ohio censors are at it again.

Censorship in its most virulent form
has broken out in Cincinnati. This time,

they picked Marshall Neilan's masterpiece,

"Bits of Life," as their victim. They saw
it and slashed it. If you have seen it,

which you undoubtedly have, you remember
the first of the short stories that made up
the picture, "The Bad Samaritan." It was
a little tale with a big wallop. The censors

cut it out entirely, so that the picture had
to be withdrawn altogether—and something
else—something innocuous and uninteresting

and unoriginal—was substituted.

Marshall Neilan did a daring thing when
he produced this picture. Because he dared
to be original, the reformers have landed
on him. Where is the great picture of

tomorrow going to come from, if this sort

of thing is permitted to go on?

ANITA LOOS and John Emerson have
moved again.

A month or so ago they were leaving

their town house in Gramercy Park for their

country place in Great Neck, Long Island.

Now they're leaving the Park for the Fifties

off Fifth Avenue, where their new house is.

Anita is such a little, such a pretty

chatelaine.

She and her husband go to every one
of the first nights on Broadway.

Incidentally, they are going to California

soon to write more stories.

(Continued on page 91)
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ALICE JOYCE is the mother of another

little daughter: born in October at

the home of the James Regan Junior's.

The beautiful Yitagraph star retired from

the screen six months ago. You remember
her marriage to the son of the former owner

of the Knickerbocker Hotel in Manhattan
was one of the most charming of all film

romances. Miss Joyce has a little girl

named Mary Joyce Moore, whose father is

Tom Moore the film star.

Now the tiny Joyce Regan has come to

keep her company.

AT last—the Legend of Sleepy Hollow-

is to be immortalized.

Allan Dwan, one of the screen's greatest

directors, is to film it. He is going to take

a company to Tarrytown and put into

pictures Ichabod Crane and the others Wash-
ington Irving wrote about.

America is filled with charming folk lore.

It is a great field for the more artistic

producers.

WHEN Mildred Harris was suddenly
released from the cast of "Miss Lulu

Bett," film circles wondered just what she

had done—or what she was going to do.

Guesses were wild and plentiful, but Mildred
said nothing—only smiled her sad, sweet
smile. And now we know why she was
smiling, although we cannot understand the

sadness of it. For Famous Players-La sky

have announced that she will play opposite

Thomas Meighan in his next picture.

HERE is something that should be not
only interesting, but very lovely.

Florence Walton, the dancer, has promised
to pose—in a series of dances—before the

slow motion camera. The machine will

register every movement in exact time, and
every detail of' her consummate grace will

be shown minutely.

SOMETHING new landed in this countr
a few days ago—that same being a vest

pocket movie camera. It arrived on the
Cunarder Bulgaria in the possession of one
C. D. Wellington, who hails from Australia.

He bought the little thing in Paris where
he paid about one hundred dollars for it.

Its capacity is twenty-five feet of regular
film, and it operates by a spring instead of
the time honored crank method.

We imagine that this camera will be
much in vogue with the society folk who
prefer a self-starting method.

MME. OLGA PETROYA has successfully

opened in a new stage production,
"The White Peacock." The program states

it was written by a Polish woman who has
lived in America ten years. We more than
suspect that Mme. Petrova is the author.
The critic, of the Indianapolis News, among
other nice things says

:

"In the first place, the dialogue is unusual
in that it is natural speech, and not
theatrical. This is a Russian trait. Tolstoy,
the greatest of all Russian writers, was
always straining to have his characters say
what would obviously be said under the
circumstances. He hated artificiality. So
it i- here. There is scarcely a speech in the
whole play that seems forced. The leading
role is, of course, emotional, but the star
does not "act all over the place," as the
saying is. For the most part her acting is

restrained. She has a problem to contend
with and she faces it as any intelligent
woman would."

(Continued on page 02)

Ask Us Now
This test will delight you

Again we offer, and urge you to accept,

this new teeth-cleaning method.
Millions now employ it. Leading

dentists, nearly all the world over, are

urging its adoption. The results are visible

in whiter teeth wherever you look today.
Bring them to your people.

The war on film

Dental science has declared a war on
film. That is the cause of most tooth
troubles. And brushing methods of the
past did not effectively combat it.

Film is that viscous coat you feel. It

clings to teeth, enters crevices and stays.

Then night and day it may do serious

damage.
Film absorbs stains, making the teeth

look dingy. It is the basis of tartar. It

holds food substance which ferments and
forms acid. It holds the acid in contact
with the teeth to cause decay.

Millions of germs breed in it. They,
with tartar, are the chief cause of pyorrhea.
Very few people have escaped the troubles

caused by film.

Two film combatants
Now two combatants have been found.

Many careful tests have proved their

efficiency.

A new-day tooth paste has been created,

and these two film combatants are em-
bodied in it. The paste is called Pepsodent.
Now every time you brush your teeth

you can fight those film-coats in these

effective ways.

Pgpsaclgivt
REG U S k^BB^B^^^K^^a^M^^MMaB

The New-Day Dentifrice

The scientific film combatant, which
brings five desired effects. Approved by
modern authorities and now advised by
leading dentists everywhere. All druggists

supply the large tubes.

Also starch and acids

Another tooth enemy is starch. It also

clings to teeth, and in fermenting it forms
acids.

To fight it Nature puts a starch digestant
in saliva. She also puts alkalis there to
neutralize the acids.

Pepsodent multiplies the salivary flow.

It multiplies the starch digestant in the
saliva. It multiplies the alkalis. Thus
these teeth protecting forces, twice a day,
are much increased.

They must be done

These things must be done. Teeth with
film or starch or acids are not white or

clean or safe. You know yourself, no doubt,
that old tooth-brushing methods are in-

adequate.

See what the new way does.

Make this pleasant ten-day test and
watch your teeth improve.

A few days will tell

Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube.
Note how clean the teeth feel after using.

Mark the absence of the viscous film. See
how teeth whiten as the film-coats dis-

appear.

Do this now. The effects will delight

you and lead to constant delights. To
all in your home they may bring new
beauty, new protection for the teeth.

10-Day Tube Free
THE PEPSODENT COMPANY.

Dept. 387, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.. Chicago 111

Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

Only "ne tube to a family

wiipn j u write to advertisers please mention niOTorLAY magazine.
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CftasefainAway
witfiJMusterole

When the winds blow
raw and chill and rheuma-
tism starts to tingle in your
joints and muscles, get out
yourgoodfriend Musterole.
Rub this soothing white

ointment gently over the
sore spot. As Musterole
penetrates the skin and
goes down to the seat of
trouble you feel a gentle,
healing warmth; then
comes cooling, welcome
relief from old man Pain.

Better by far than the old-fash-
ioned mustard plaster, Musterole
does the work without the burn
and blisterGrandmaknew so well.

For croupy colds, sore throat,
rheumatism and congestion of all

kinds, just rub on Musterole.

Don 't wait for trouble, keep a jar
or tube on the bathroom shelf.

Recommended often by nurses and
doctors, it comes in 35c and 65c
jars and tubes; hospital size, $3.

The Musterole Co., Cleveland, Ohio
BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PLASTER

9* Face Powder J^v
mere — Vividly I remember the

delicate fragrance of her lightly pow-
dered cheek. Lablache— her powder —
always suggestive of her complexion,
beautiful as wild ros
petals. More than
ever I appreciate
the refreshing pur-
ity of Lablache.
Refuse Substitutes
They may be danger-

ous. Flesh. White. Pink
or Cream. 65e. a box
of druggists oi by mail.
Over two million boxes
sold annually. Send
10c. for a sample box.

BEN. LEVY CO.
French Perfumers, Dept. 57

125 Kingston Si.. Boston, Mass.

An Easy Way to

Remove Dandruff
If you want plenty of thick, beautiful,

glossy, silky hair, do by all means get rid

of dandruff, for it will starve your hair and
ruin it if you don't.

The best way to get rid of dandruff is to
dissolve it. To do this, just apply a little

Liquid Arvon at night before retiring; use
enough to moisten the scalp, and rub it in
gently with the finger tips.

By morning, most, if not all, of your
dandruff will be gone, and three or four
more applications should completely re-
move every sign and trace of it.

You will find, too, that all itching of the
scalp will stop, and your hair will look and
feel a hundred times better. You can get
Liquid Arvon at any drug store. A four-
ounce bottle is usually all that is needed.

The R. I. Watkins Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Plays and Players

{Continued from page 91)

In the spectacular set at the huge studio ranch in Berlin, Germany:
"Pharaoh himself, Ernst Lubitsch, the famous director of "Passion and
"Deception; Albert Kaufman, European manager for Famous Players;
Watterson R. Rothacker, the well-known American laboratory wizard; ana
two production men of the European company. Lubitsch s newest spectacle
will soon be seen in this country. P. S. Sorry Pola Negri isn t in this. But

you 11 find a snapshot of her with Charlie Chaplin on page twenty

GLORIA SWANSON seems to have more
than her share of troubles just now

—

and troubles that really don't belong to her,

either.

A suit has been filed in the Los Angeles

courts against Gloria and her mother, Mrs.
James Burns, which has all the earmarks of

being very silly but which still may do
harm to the reputation of one of the fore-

most women of the industry unless the other

side of the affair is brought to the public.

The suit is an attempt to break the will

of the late James Burns, Gloria's step-

father, who left his widow an estate valued

at $100,000. It is filed by Mr. Burns'
sister and other relatives and alleges that

Gloria and her mother used undue influence

upon Mr. Burns, first, to make him marry
Mrs. Swanson and then to leave her all his

property. It declares that Mr. Burns was
never, in love with the mother but with
Gloria, and that—as Gloria was married at

the time—he was persuaded to marry the

older woman upon the promise that he

should see Gloria every day, be with her

constantly and live under the same roof

with her.

ALL of which is most vigorously denied

by Miss Swanson and her mother.
Miss Swanson was not then and never has

been in need of money. Mrs. Burns is her-

self a young and attractive woman, and
during Mr. Burns' lifetime they were happy
and devoted, according to their friends. Mr.
and Mrs. Burns never did live under the

same roof with Gloria, except for one day.

And while the old man was proud of his

famous stepdaughter, there seems to be no
proof of any kind that it was anything but

a fatherly affection.

"Oh, it's wrong," said Gloria, her wonder-
ful eyes full of tears, "that's because I'm
known—and because they want to get some
of the money. It's a lie—every word of it.

He adored mama. We didn't want his

o'd money. Why, I earn more than that in

six months."

' I 'HEY say that the Famous Players
1 studio in Long Island City, the largest

in the east and one of the best equipped in

the world, is going to open soon.

This will pep things up some in Man-
hattan and film environs. There hasn't been
much doing, now that D. W. Griffith has

finished actual shooting on 'The Two
Orphans," and the Talmadge sisters have
gone to the coast, and Selznick is 'way over
in Fort Lee, and Fox has moved most of his

companies to the coast.

NO, the Duke of Manchester hasn't made
a picture yet, Annabelle. But he may

any day, so you had better keep your eyes
open.

A real live Duke would be a bit of a
novelty, what? Even though we have had
plenty of close-ups of princes and premiers
and presidents and ladies, a duke is some-
thing else again.

The Duke of Manchester has, like so

many movie actors, had an offer. An
American film concern has begged the Duke
to be photographed in a fiction film. But
he says himself nothing has been definitely

decided. Have patience

!

A PARISIAN doctor has discovered a
new disease called screenitis.

"Screenitis," said Micky Neilan, "is the
disease screen actors and actresses get when
they see the fatal old camera beginning to
show the least little bit of sign of slipping
in their looks. That's all. But it really is

—a nervous collapse."

BARBARA BEDFORD has been made
a star, by Fox and for them.

Outside of "The Last of the Mohicans"
and a few other films, Miss Bedford has had

(Continued on page pj

)
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little screen experience. There were those

who, when her stardom was announced,
doubted that she was stellar material. Her
first Fox release is by no means a master-
piece, but it proves that little Barbara, with
her eccentric coiffure, and her piquant and
decidedly not pretty little face, and her
uncanny eyes, had a definite place on the

silvershcet.

That doesn't mean that she will rival

Mary and Lillian and Norma right away.
It does mean that she is a new and vivid

personality, and as such she is interesting.

FOUR times married, once kidnapped,
finally exiled, Miss Watson had a lively

career. First she was abducted, according
to the story current at the time, from her
father's house in El Centre Then she was
married to a caveman who held her prisoner
for several months. Later, her husband
died. Another marriage, this one annulled.
Then came her cruel exile. After her fourth
marriage, she attracted the attention of
Fred Niblo, the director, who cast her in an
important part in "The Three Musketeers."
She has made good. The face that caused all

the trouble has now brought her fame and
fortune.

WELL, the ladies are going to have to

stay up late nights for a while, but
it's in a good cause.

However, in passing, I should like to men-
tion what they seem to have passed over.
and which it might have been tactful and
right to have noted—that there are in Holly-
wood many people connected with the
motion pictures who are as eminently re-

spectable, as cultured, as high-principled as
the clubwomen themselves. And that while
there are no doubt people in Hollywood who
would be better for a little vigilante-ing,
some movies and some not, there are also
many people claiming connection with the
industry who do not actually belong lo it.

NO one desires to see the "morals of the
movies" held to a high level as much

as the people themselves—for everything of
that kind reflects on their standing.
For instance, the homes of Mr. and Mrs.

Charles Ray, Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Nagel,
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas McLean, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Ellis (May Allison), King and
Florence Vidor, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Meredith, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Eyton
(Kathleen Williams), Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Holt and their three kiddies, Mr. and Mrs.
Milton Sills and little Miss Sills, Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Scardon (Betty Blythe), Mr. and
Mrs. Rudolph Cameron (Anita Stewart),
Miss Constance Binney, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Gordon, Mr. and Mrs. William de-
Mille, Mr. and Mrs. Wallace MacDonald
(Doris May), Mr. and Mrs. Bryant Wash-
burn and their two sons, Miss Ethel Clay-
ton, Mr. and Mrs. Will Rogers and the
three Rogers youngsters, Harold Lloyd, Mr.
and Mrs. Lon Chaney and their son, Miss
Lois Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Lewis,
Mr. and Mrs. Tod Browning, Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Wood, Miss Katherine MacDonald,
"Mother" Sylvia Ashton, Mr. and Mrs.
Lloyd Hughes, Mr. and Mrs. Sessue Haya-
kawa, Mr. William and Miss Mary Hart,
Miss Gladys George, Miss Mildred Davis,
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Wood

—

OH, I could go on endlessly, really I

could.

And all the people I have named have
charming, respectable, cultured homes in
Hollywood, most of which they own, and
spend their time as decently, as quietly and
as morally as any vigilante committee mnlH
wish.

(Continued on page 94)
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Complexion Secrets
What Scientists Know About Your Skin

ACLEAR, radiant, youthful complexion, what else but internal

cleanliness can produce it.7 A clean system is the originator

of charm, the handmaid to beauty, the basis of personal attrac-

tiveness. The texture of your skin, the brightness of your eyes

and the sheen and lustre of your hair, all depend upon clean-

liness—internal cleanliness. Truly, the fastidious woman keeps
clean inside. She is careful to see that her bodily organs function
properly, particularly those organs that eliminate waste from
the body. If these do not act regularly and thoroughly, poisons
are formed, absorbed by the blood and carried to the great

covering of the body, the skin. „ They poison the skin cells,

causing facial blemishes, muddy skin and sallowness. These
poisons are the most common cause ofpersonal unattractiveness.

Result of Research
Experts have conducted exhaustive research to find some method
of eliminating these poisons in a harmless and natural way and
thus keep the system clean.

The result of their experience in treating thousands of cases has
been the discovery that Nujot has the unique property of dissolv-
ing readily many intestinal poisons. These it carries out of the
body along with the food residue as Nature intended.

It thus promotes internal cleanliness by preventing the insidious
poisoning ofthe skin eel Is, the most common cause ofskin troubles.

ny women have found Nujol to be an invaluable aid to a clear, radiant, youth-
Nu/ol 13 lor sale by druggists everywhere.

This is why
ful comple

so m;
xion.

MISTOL, a new product, for

Colds in head, Kasal Catarrh,

Laryngitis, Bronchitis,Hoarseness
and acute paroxysms of Asthma.
Made by the makers of Nujol.

Nujol
RtG. U.S^^^PAT, OFF.

How and why the elimination of intestinal toxins will bring beauty and attractiveness is told

Ins 1
lam, instructive and authoritative way in the booklet, "A LOVELY SKIN COMLS

FROM WITHIN", bill out and mail the attached coupon today.

Nujol Laboratories. Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey), Room USE 44 Beaver Street, New York.
Please send me a copy of "A LOVELY SKIN COMLS I ROM WITHIN".
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$137.50

No Money Down
JUST send yourname and address

for our 128-page book of diamonds,
watches and jewelry on credit. Millions
of dollars worth of jewelry from which to
chooseyour Xmas gifts. Your choice sent
you on approval, without a penny down.

Charge Account Plan
Don't send a penny in advance. Your
simple request brings any diamond or piece of
jewelry you choose. When it comes examine
it and if it is not the greatest bargain you
have ever seen send it back at our expense.
If you decide to keep it you can pay at the
rate of only a few cents a day.

8% Yearly Dividends
You are guaranteed an 8% yearly in-
crease in value on all diamond exchanges.
Also 5% bonus privilege. Catalog tells bow.

Wtste Today
forXmas Catalog
Send your name and address now. No
obligation. Beautiful Christmas catalog comes
free by return mail. It explains all about Lyon
Charge^ Account Plan. See this great collec-
tion of jewelry bargains now. Send your name
for catalog today to Dept. 1721

{ cJMLYON (SCO.
ft

'' T Maiden I.aiie., New York N.Y.

EverythingAbout
Cuticura Soap

Suggests Efficiency
SoBp.Ointment.Talcum ,25c.everywhere. Forsamples
address: CnticaraLaboratorlea, Dept. D, Maiden,Mass.

Z?l WALLFLOWER?
Learn to Dance Well, at home.

by my fascinating new method;
surprisingly easy! You need no music or
partner. '60.000 learned dancing by mail."

I guarantee to teach you! To prove
Tp>ys>0t y°u can learn easily &x\<i quickly
J7 i t>c.. J wjn send you one lesson
FRF.E. For m:iilintf. etc.. send 10c todttyl
ARTHUR MURRAY, Studio 62, 290 B'way.N.Y.

Plays and Players

{Continued from page 93)

Making a poor girl climb up a houses—just to shoot her! Just before the
lump that provided the biggest thrill before the "Continued Next Tuesday
slide in Universal s serial, "Terror Trail. Eileen Sedgwick remains calm

and unruffled through it all

So, as I say, it might have been at least

polite for the 1200 clubwomen who passed
that resolution, to mention this fact in pass-

ing.

TRVING BERLIN'S beautiful new theater,

1 ''The Music Box," has been filled to

capacity at every performance since the

opening in the early fall. Mr. Berlin, who
you may remember was once engaged to

Connie Talmadge, and is one of America's
most popular song writers, appears in the

show himself.

Norma Talmadge and her husband, Joseph
Schenck, have a large financial' interest in

"The Music Box Revue," the theater, and
the expensive ground it's built on.

Saw Norma before she shut up her East
Forty-eighth Street studio. She was glad

and sorry to be leaving. Sorry to forsake
her studio, and glad to go to California

to see her sister Natalie, who has been
Mrs. Buster Keaton for some months now.

LUIGE MONTAGNE, Italian by birth,

became a full fledged United States

citizen the other day when U. S. Judge
Bledsoe passed his application in a Los
Angeles court.

That probably doesn't sound interesting,

but when I tell you that under that dignified

moniker is hiding one Bull Montana, hero
of a thousand battles and a thousand films,

all is different.

But the judge handed Bull an awful jolt

when he informed him that he couldn't be
an American citizen unless he understood
and would abide by the 18th Amendment.

"Will you lay aside all prejudice and obey
the liquor amendment?" asked the judge.

Bull swallowed a couple of times before
he got out a "Yes."

EAST is east and west is west, etc.,"

as Mr. Kipling so aptly said.

It had a new experience the other day,
too, that saying.

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.

Constance Binney, the Realart star, came
west to work after the closing of the

Famous Players-Lasky studio in New York.
Miss Binney comes from Boston. She had
never been west before.

The first day she worked at the Holly-
wood Realart studio, her maid came on the

set during the afternoon and said: "Four-
fifteen, Miss Binney."
Miss Binney smiled.

Later, "It's four-thirty, Miss Binney."
Miss Binney smiled, stopped work in the

middle of the scene and walked off the set.

The frantic director flew to Elmer Harris,

studio chief of the Realart forces, who
caught Miss Binney as she climbed into her

limousine. "I always stop work at 4 130,"

she said sweetly. "And I never work Satur-

day afternoons. It's in my contract.

Good-bye."

ELMER HARRIS sought Charles Eyton,
general manager of the Lasky studio

and the next day Mr. Eyton, who has the

reputation of being one of the best poker
players in California, sent for the pretty

star.

Miss Binney came and brought her con-
tract.

"Dear, dear," said Mr. Eyton, calmly,
"this is too bad. Because out west here we
always work until 5 o'clock and sometimes
we work Saturday afternoons."

"But it's in my contract," said Miss
Binney.

"I know it. So that if we asked you to
work until five and even on Saturday after-

noons, it would break your contract,
wouldn't it? And this is a bad time to have
a broken contract isn't it?"
Miss Binney has acquired the 5 o'clock

and Saturday afternoon habit, now. Quite
western. But it really wasn't quite fair.

Because poker is a western game—and little

Miss Binney came from Boston.
(Continued on page g§)
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ERIC VON STROHEIM was guest of

honor at a dinner given the other even-

ing by the press agents of Hollywood

—

though how they find a place big enough to

meet in I don't know—there are more press

agents in Hollywood than anything else ex

cept puttees and palm trees.

He related one very interesting item.

Paul Christian was engaged to play the

lead in the monstrous von Stroheim-Uni-

versal spectacle.

When he went on salary, von Stroheim

wasn't ready to shoot and an enterprising

young director begged Mr. Laemmle, presi-

dent of Universal, to let him make a picture

with Christian first. Said he'd complete it

in twenty-one days.

He did. But when he'd finished it, it was
too terrible for even Universal to release,

When Mr. Christian died toward the end

of the Si,000,000 production Mr. von Stro-

heim was frantic. He doubled Bob Kdeson
in for the long stuff, but he was floored as

to the close-ups.

It was then that he remembered the other

picture which was too bad to release. He
went to this and found there emotional close-

ups of all the stuff he needed.

"And it all came of having faith in the

working out of a thing, too," he said.

A PRETTY little wedding took place in

Hollywood the other evening—one of

those real love affairs that make everybody
remember their own courtship.

Bill Boyd, a young juvenile of promise
now working at the Lasky studio, and Ruth
Miller, the pretty girl whom you've seen

many a time as the ornamental maid in Cecil

deMille productions, were quietly married
at the home of "Mother" Sylvia Ashton.

Wallace Reid gave the bride away, while
Mrs. Wally served Miss Miller as attendant.

"T HAVE to look young and beautiful and
I everything in this picture," said Colleen

Moore to the cameraman, after she had
read the script of the new Goldwyn-Rupert
Hughes production in which she is to play
the lead. "It's not my style—no acting.

Just looking. Very ingenue."

"I'll do my best, Miss Moore," said the
cameraman, "and if I make you look better'n

Mary Pickford there's a new suit down in
—

"

"Say no more," said Colleen, "it's yours."
By the way, Colleen and John McCor-

mack—western head of First National—are
ceen continually and constantly together
lately. Don't know whether it's serious, but
they make a nice looking couple.

THE national anthem of Hollywood is

now going to be "The curfew shall ring

tonight."

And when it rings everybody has to go
to bed and be good, or if they don't the
vigilantes'll get 'em if they don't watch out.

Nobody is going to be naughty or im-
moral or noisy any more.

All "wild parties" are off.

The Hollywood Women's Clubs got to-
gether and decided all about it. It's very
simple.

They passed a resolution which stated
that:

Hollywood should become a strictly moral
residential district. That everybody must
go to bed at a respectable hour. That they
will aid the police by reporting all unseemly
activities and all elements of the kind which
we desire to suppress.

And that the stain attached to Hollywood
by reason of the alleged immorality of the
picture people must and shall be wiped out.
And that the City Council should give them
some policewomen.

(Continued on page 06)

He sold two stories the first year
\\ ill you clip the coupon, as Mr. IVfeeban <li«I.

and take the free creative teal \» hich he took?

This sentence from .1. Loo Meehan's letter

to the Palmer Photoplay Corporation, tells

the whole story:

"Within one year I

have been able to

abandon a routine

life that prorated me
with a meal ticketand
a few other inciden-

tals for the infinitely

morefascinating cre-

ative work of the

photoplaywright."

But it would not bo
fair to you to end the
story there. It is inter-

esting to know thai a

yoiuig man in an under-
paid job was able to sell

two photoplays and at-

tach himself to a big

producer's studio in one
year; that a few weeks
ago he was engaged to picturize Gene
Stratton Porter's novels for the screen.

Hut if you have ever felt as you left B

theatre, "Why, / could write a better story
than that," you want to

know ju-t Imir Mr.
Mi 1 han uh nt about it to

become a successful
photoplaywrighl m one

ear.

He was doubtful when
hi' enrolled, but be wrote
that be was "willing to
be Bhown." And with
complete confidence in

Mr. Meehan's ability,

the Palmer Photoplay
( or porafion, w hose test
he had to pass before he
was acceptable, under-
took to convince him.
The resl Was a simple

matter of training. The
Course and Service
merely taught him how-
to use, for screen pin-
poses, the natural story-
telling ability which we
discovered in him — the

ability to think out the kind of story for which
producers are glad to payfrom$500 to$2,000.

You, too, may doubt your ability

At the outset, let us correct one false notion thai Is

keeping many talented men and women from trying
to write for the screen. Literary skill, or line writing
ability, is not accessary—it cannot be transferred
to the screen. What the industry needs is good
stories—stories that spring from creative imagina-
tion and a sense of the dramatic. Any person who
has that gift run be trained to write for the screen.

But, you say—just as Mr. Median said —how can
I know whether I have that ability?
To answer that question is the purpose of this ad-

vertisement. The Palmer Photoplay Corporation
will gladly apply to you a scientific test of story-tell-
ing abilitj—the test Mr. Median passed—provided
you are an adult and in earnest. And, Qotici
particularly, we shall do it free.

Scud for the Van Loan questionnaire
The test is in the form of a questionnaire prepared for

the Palmer Photoplay Corporation by 11. H. Van
Loan, the celebrated photoplaywright, and Prof.
Malcolm Macl.ean, former teacher of short story
writing at Northwestern University. If you have
any story-telling instinct, send for this questionnaire
and find out for yourself just how much talent you
have.
We shall be frank with you; have no fear. The

Palmer Photoplay Corporation exists first of all to
sell photoplays. It trains photoplay writers in order
that it may have more photoplays to sell. It is not
in business to hold out false promise to those who
can never succeed.

With the active aid and encouragement of the lead-
ing producers, the Corporation is literally combing
the country for new screen writers It- Department
of Education was organized solely to develop and
produce the writers who can produce the stories
The Palmer Institution is the industry's accredited
agent for getting the stories without which produc-
tion of motion pictures cannot go on.

The Palmer Photoplay Corporation cannot endow
you with the gift of story-telling. But we can dis-
cover it, if it exists, through our questionnaire. And
we can train you to employ it for your lasting enjoy-
ment and profit.
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Thos. H. Ince Studios
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Director General Famous
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Lois Wetieu
Lois Weber Productions,
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Players-Lasky Corp.

C. Gardxkb Sullivan
Author and Producer

Frank F.. Woods
Chief Supervising Director
Famous I'ln •/! I

Corp.

I >ME8 It QuntK
Editor and Publisher
Photoplay Magazine

Vl.I.AN Dw\N
Allan Thnan Productions

Pom \V ii;\tii

\11thor and Sell
Authority

We invite you to apply this free teal

Clip the coupon below, and we will send you the
Van Loan questionnaire. You assume no obligation,
but you will be asked to be prompt in returning the
completed test for examination. If you pass tie

test, we shall send you interesting material descrip-
tive of the Palmer Course and Service, and admit you
to enrollment, should you choose to develop your
talent. If you cannot pass this test, we will frankly
advise you to give up the idea of writing for the

screen. It will be a waste of their time and ours for

children to apply.

This questionnaire will only take a little of your
time. It may mean fame and fortune to you. In
any event it will satisfy you as to whether OT not you
should attempt to enter this fascinating and highly
profitable field, .lust use the coupon below -and do
it now before you forget

PALMER PHOTOPLAY Corporation.

12 1 WealPlease send me. without

or obligation on my
part, your questionnaire. I

will answer the questions in

it and return it to you for

analysis. If I pass the test, I

am to receive further infor-

mation about your Course
and service.

Dept. of Education P. 1

Mh Street. Los inseles

N IMt

Address.
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Grows Thick, Heavy Hair

35-cent Bottle Ends all Dandruff,

Stops Hair Coming Out

Ten minutes after using Danderine you
ran not find a single trace of dandruff or
falling hair and your scalp will not itch, but
what will please you most will be after a few
weeks' use, when you see new hair, fine and
downy at first—yes—but really new hair

—

growing all over the scalp. Danderine is

to the hair what fresh showers of rain and
sunshine are to vegetation. It goes right
to the roots, invigorates and strengthens
them, helping the hair to grow long, strong
and luxuriant. One application of Dander-
ine makes thin, lifeless, colorless hair look
youthfully bright, lustrous, and just twice
as abundant.

Wanted: RailwayMailClerks,$135to$195Month

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, II,pi. Ti

-boys
t positions now
'd. ROCHESTER

17. Write

N. Y.

Little "Breezy" Eason is dead. This child star was playing outside his parents
home in Hollywood when an automobile ran over him. He died within an hour.
He was the only son of Mr. and Mrs. Reeves Eason. and had appeared with them,
and with Harry Carey, in Universal pictures. Universal City in California was
closed trie day of the funeral. Breezy was one of the few screen children who
was absolutely unspoiled and sweet. His death is mourned by everyone in the

film industry and by many who knew him only on the screen

r left Manhattan for California, in com-
pany with Norma Talmadge. Frances, after

a summer up in the Maine woods, looks and
feels better than ever. Since she left the

Mary Pickford company the public has

not seen much of her work, since the beauti-

ful little picture that she directed herself

—

' f
Just Around the Corner," has not yet been

released. But now she is going to do the

continuity for Constance Talmadge's new
film, an original by Edgar Selwyn.

Miss Marion and her husband, Fred
Thompson, have always been lovers of dog's.

They have always kept kennels of 'em—all

kinds and colors. One day a sick canine

rushed up on Frances and seriously bit her,

and her husband, coming to the rescue,

was also hurt. They were laid up for

several months.
But just before she left for the Coast,

she said to me: "I'm busy today—running

out to Long Island to look at my dogs

before I go !"

SPEAKING of the Talmadges: I hear
that Natalie is very happy in her Holly-

wood home, that she loves to cook and
keep house for Buster, and that—there may
be a new little Talmadge added to the

family before very long.

Norma and Constance may be aunties.

They hope so.

VERA STEADMAN, whose pretty face

and other things you have seen so much
in Christie Comedies, is the mother of twin

girls. One of them is named after Marie
Prevost and the other is named France-

Miss Steadman is married to a good-Iookintj

young chap who leads the orchestra at the

famous Ship Cafe.

And oh, by the way, don't expect to see

Naomi Childers—now Mrs. Luther Reed

—

on the screen for some time to come. Mrs.
Reed is likewise to be otherwise occupied.

THERE was an "old timer's party" at

Cecil deMille's home the other evening

—a party which included such veterans as

Dustin Farnum, the first Lasky star, Wil-
liam deMille, Cecil, his father-in-law, Judge
Adams and Mr. and Mrs. James Neill

(Edythe Chapman). Those who remember
20 years ago when Neill and Chapman were
great stars of the day will appreciate the

directions Mr. Neill gave for determinins
whether or not you are an old timer.

"Twenty-five years ago when I was a

handsome young leading man," said Jim
Neill, "when I passed a pretty girl and
looked back, she was always looking back
too. Now—she isn't. That's all."

By the way, it developed that evening,
too, that Dusty could have bought a quarter
interest in Lasky-Famous Players then for

$5000. Imagine! (Continued on page 97)
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MAUDE ADAMS is still in Schenectady,

New York, where she is co-operating

with the officials of the General Electric

Company in the further development of

new ideas in motion pictures. Miss Adams
has been working on a picture and many
outdoor scenes have already been taken.

The General Electric Company has fitted up
a studio for Miss Adams.
Some scenes in this film are laid in the

General Electric Plant—new lighting effects

are being tried out—and that is all that

anybody knows. For Miss Adams' silence

is not yet broken, and the General Electric

Company is not exactly chatty!

RALPH GRAVES has reached the West
Coast. We print this because some of

our fair readers have made innumerable in-

quiries as to the whereabouts of this Griffith

player—despite the fact that he is but re-

cently married. He has gone to Hollywood
to play in a R. A. Walsh production, "Kin-
dred of the Dust,'

-

which was taken from a

Peter Kyne story.

A SENSE of dignity is a curious thing.

And a difficult thing to carry about
with you. A sense of dignity is quite likely

to interfere with a sense of humor. As was
proved in New Jersey a few days ago.

Right out in public one of the New Jersey
police force spoke up and said that he
disapproved thoroughly of the comedy cops
that are put into the movies for the edifica-

tion of the T. B. M., and his equally tired

wife. And so, the first cop being backed
by all other Jersey policemen, a resolution

was drawn up asking that all comedy min-
ions-of-the-law be clipped from all films

—

feature and otherwise. And the police force

believe—and who are we to doubt 'em?

—

that their resolution will be taken seriously.

We have been thinking lately that New
Jersey was getting too much in the line of
amusement—what with Governor Edwards,
and Sandy demons and the Dempsey-
Carpentier fight and everything. But we've
about decided that the law of compensation
is beginning to work.

BEN TURPIN tells this one on himself:
He hunted up a restaurant to buy

himself some near-beer in New York. And,
as he sat drinking it, he heard two men
arguing at a table close by.

"Say, I hate that stuff, Joe," said one.
"Well, near-beer is all you can get," an-

swered the other, "what you gonna do
about it?

-
'

"I can stop drinkin' it," retorted the
other man, "it ain't even got the shadow
of a kick !"

"Oh, I dunno," replied his friend, "I saw
Ben Turpin drinkin' it, and he seems to
find a kick in it—they say he hasn't been
able to see straight since he drank the first

glass!"

WILLIAM FARNUM says that his trip
abroad was his first vacation in

twenty-five years.

All through Europe—leaving out the cen-
sored bits—went Mr. Farnum. And at last

he reached Rome, where, he says, he was
handed the greatest thrill of his not over-
quiet life. •

"I can't begin to tell you how big a
thrill it was," he says, when asked by an
interviewer. "You know I have played
every Tole from a page boy up to Julius
Caesar. Well, I went to the Forum one
morning—that is, what was left of it. All
those Shakespearean characters—Caesar,
Brutus, Cassius, Marc Antony—seemed to
come up around me. Honestly, I wanted
to get into action."

(Continued on page 08)
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l^reYouA
\fetfetarian?

NATURE places in fruits and vegetables
certain elements which help to keep
the human body healthy. Those who

eat an abundance of such foods seldom
suffer from indigestion, sour stomach, bil-

iousness, constipation, headaches, and the
endless train of distressing symptoms
which such disorders cause.

You may not always be able to choose
your diet carefully or to avail yourself of

the benefits of a scientifically-selected

variety of foods, but you can give your
system the benefit ol the same vegetable
laxative properties contained in vegetable
foods.

Nature's Remedy ( fiR Tablets) is made
entirely of concentrated vegetable ingre-

dients which are therapeutically the same
as Nature furnishes in the most healthful

of foods. That is why millions of persons
use this pure, mild, natural aid to health
in preference to anything else.

Nature's Remedy ( N? Tablets ) does more
than a laxative. It tones the stomach,
increases the assimilation and elimination,
helps to cleanse, purify and enrich the
blood by aiding nature to re-establish the
vigorous and harmonious functioning
which makes the body feel like new.

All Druggists Sell

Tbe Dainty

25c. Box

of

N7 Tablets

Used for over
30 years

tR JUNIORS- Little N?s
One-third of regular dose.
Made of same ingredients,
then candy -coated. For

children and adults. Have you tried them?
Send a 2c. stamp for postage on liberal
sample in the attractive blue and yellow
box. A. H. LEWIS MEDICINE CO.,
Dept. PM, St. Louis, Mo.

California Bungalow Books
"Home Kraft" and "Draughtsman" each con-

tain Bungalows and Two Stories. "Plan Kraft"
Two Stories. "Kozy Homes" Bifngalows. $1.00

each— all four for $3.00. De Luxe Flats $1.00.

DE LUXE BUILDING CO.
524 Union League Bldg., LosIAngeles, Calif.

FOR
r*^te| But you can Promote a

zQJsizrZ clean, Healthy Condition

ill ID FVFSUse Murine Eye RemedyIUUKLILJ "Night and Morning."
Keep your Eyes Clean, Clear and Healthy.

Write for Free Bye Care Book.
Murine Eye Remedy Co., 9 Easl Ohio Slreel. Chicago
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Buster Keaton and Company. The only Keaton who isn t represented here is

Natalie, who was a Talmadge not so long ago. They all look alike, don t they.

Here they are: sister Louise, Mother, brother Harry, Buster, and Dad. his Father

BILL deMILLE—I like to call him that

because it's so incongruous—came to

Manhattan to confer with Clara Beranger
about the original scenario she is writing

for deMille's next picture. The two have
finished "Miss Lulu Bett," which is said

to be William's best photoplay.

THERE seems to be a frightful dearth of

young leading men who can act around
the Hollywood studios.

Have you noticed it?

Anyway, when Rex Ingram came to cast

the leading role of the "Prisoner of Zenda"

—

that wonderful dual role of the dashing,

handsome, wonderful young Englishman
and the brilliant King Rudolf—he certainly

had his troubles.

Only two men seemed to really fill the

bill—John Barrymore, who of course fills

every bill—and Wallace Reid, who isn't

available apparently for anything but stupid

comedies of late.

Of the new leading men, only Richard
Dix, of Goldwyn, and Conrad Nagel, of

Laskys, were even possibilities.

No doubt Lewis S. Stone, finally selected

for the role, who is one of the best actors

in America today and whom many years ago
I saw in a splendid stage portrayal of

Rudolf, will give an excellent, thrilling per-

formance. His art, his magnetism, his dis-

tinguished good looks, will bring much to

the part.

But Mr. Stone isn't a young leading man
by any manner of means.
Where are the youths of the screen who

ought to be ready and on fire to play one of

Every advertisement In PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.

the two greatest romantic heroes of modern
fiction?

MR. and Mrs. Robert Ellis (May Allison)

have been the honored guests at a lot

of "affairs'' this month. Kathlyn Williams

gave a delightful little dinner dance for 20

couples at the Los Angeles Athletic Club
recently, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Moore followed
with a dinner dance at the Alexandria the

night Max Fisher's orchestra got back in

town, Ethel Clayton was hostess at a small

but select supper at the Ambassador, and
Marion Davies also entertained in their

honor. May's trousseau included the most
gorgeous black chiffon velvet dinner gown
I have ever seen, with a short skirt and
long panel train, clasped about the waist

with a flexible gold snake with a jade head.
Also a brocaded cloth of silver evening
wrap, lined in blue velvet and trimmed with
a real silver fox collar.

Mr. Ellis' wedding gift was a marvellous
diamond pendant.

FRANK MAYO, Universal star, and Dag-
mar Godowsky, daughter of the world

famous pianist, were married at Tia Juana,
Mexico, on the first of October, only a few
days after Mr. Mayo obtained his divorce
from his first wife.

This wedding is the outcome of a some-
what troubled romance which began almost
two years ago when the dark foreigner
arrived in Hollywood to go into pictures.

Many things happened which are too in-

tricate and legal to set forth here—but Mr.
(Continued on page go)
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Mayo was already married when Dammar
came on the scene, and the first Mrs. Mayo
did something and mentioned her and then

Miss Godowsky was or did do something,

too, and it was quite hectic for a time.

Finally Mrs. Mayo left her husband, it

being quite general knowledge that his

friendship with the beautiful Dagmar was
at least a contributing cause. Perhaps Frank
is fond of music. Anyway, he sued on the

grounds of desertion and got it, and in order

that he might not have to wait for his

bride the year required by the California

law, they slipped over the line into Mexico
and became man and wife.

Mr. and Mrs. Mayo, after a brief honey-
moon, will reside with the Godowskys in

Hollywood until their own home is com-
pleted.

EVER since Harold Lloyd bought that

beautiful new home, the Hollywood
Boulevardiers have been speculating as to

whether that meant Harold had begun snif-

fing the orange blossoms and hankering for

the sound of Mr. Wagner's most popular
composition. f
Now that all hope of Bebe becoming Mrs.

Lloyd seems to have vanished and Harold
has at last recovered from her decision,

the spectacled comedian is beginning to have
a look that indicates he may follow in the

footsteps of his rival, Buster Keaton.
However, he seems to have difficulty in

making a selection. There are, it appears,

four charming little girls, upon whom he
showers impartial attention. For instance,

if he takes Maggie to Sunset Inn on a
Wednesday night, he will take Mamie to

the theater on Friday, and Mil—excuse
me,—and Lizzie to the Cocoanut Grove on
Saturday evening and Sally for a motor
drive on Sunday.

So the betting is that the one that

happens to be with him when the matri-
monial germ rears its head and causes him
to blurt out the fatal question, will be Mrs.
Harold Lloyd.

ALL Los Angeles mourned the death of

Harry Duffield, beloved veteran actor,

who died at his home, October 13th. Mr.
Duffield was 71 years old and had been on
the stage and screen 59 years—having ap-
peared in support of some of the world's
greatest actors. The funeral was at the

Elks Hall and hundreds were turned away,
while over 500 people stood bareheaded
in the street during the process of the

services.

MARRIAGE is like that. Anyway, Har-
old and Tony Moreno now seem the

most eligible bachelors in pictures—Mr.
Chaplin not being in that list—but Tony is

showing a decided preference for the names
that come in the Social Register. We hear
he had a few weak moments when he met
Mae Busch—but everyone in Hollywood
has an attack of Mae Busch-itis sooner or
later—and Miss Busch's affections were
elsewhere engaged, so he returned to the de-
butantes, golfers, and handsome young
divorcees of the Los Angeles 400.
But he nearly ruined his reputation for

being such a "dear, nice boy," when Elinor
Glyn—who was giving character and
psychic readings of the guests at a dinner
party—told him he had been Irish a few
generations back.

"No, by damn," yelled Tony, "by gosh, I

guess not. I'm Spanish, so is my mother
and father and my grandmother and grand-
father back 7000 years—I'm no

kind of a Irishman—not me.
Every damn relative I got is Spanish, you
bet. I like be Irish—but I never been, I

know that, bv gosh."

"In Every Man and Every

Woman There Is Some Great

Moving Picture Scenario"

THIS is the astonishing statement made
by the world's greatest motion picture

producer—David Walk Griffith, the

man who made "Birth of a .Nation." "Way
Down East," "Broken Blossoms," "In-
tolerance." Is his surprising statement

at the ease with which they learn to write! Many
find that about nil they nci'ii is an ordinary edu-
cation, an observing mind, tome "ill power, and
a little confidence. You know it was Bhakeapeare
who .said' "All the world's a stage and all the ii.en

and women merely players " Life's stage all around
you is filled with people and incidents that will make
stories without number. From the great Screen of

true? Can it be possible that there is Humanity, with its constantly changing tide of

"„„.«„ ~-„„* •«„.,;„« „,',.,,,.„" ;„ tv,„ i:r~ nt Human Emotions— Love, Hatred, Jealousy, Ilappi-some great moving picture in the life of ncss_you can croaU. emJI ,., s jntweetinjTplotaTor
every man and every woman—in YOL K lite:

"Every man or woman has known, has
seen, or has lived part of a great story,"

says Mr. Griffith. "There is material for

screen masterpieces in the life of the dullest

person you meet on the
street today . Your neigh-
bors are living stories

that, if told naturally and
spiritedly, would touch
and thrill the world."

Why don't YOU get the
storv out of YOUR life?

Wait! Don't say you CAN'T
because you don't KNOW
you can't! Thousands of

people, who thought they
COULDN'T, found out they
COULD, and now make big
money in their spare time,
live comfortably and happily,
envied and admired by all

their friends.

Maybe YOU could write
stories and plays and don'

I

know it! Don't laugh at the
idea! "Ofttimes one can do
best the thing he least suspects."

YOU may possess hidden
talent only waiting to be de-
veloped and brought out.

You may not suspect this but Pnul ,

it may be true just the same. miss CLAIRE WINDSOR, Famous Film Star
Many Of Our greatest authors Rcad ^ impirinff mtsiaar in " The Wondtr Bool: for Writer!

suddenly discovered they '"" '"' *

could write when they least thought they could.

For years the mistaken idea prevailed that you
had to have a special knack in order to write. People
said it was a gift, a talent. Some imagined you had
to be an Emotional Genius with long hair and strange
ways. They vowed it was no use to try unless you'd
been touched by the Magic Wand of the Muse.
They discouraged and often scoffed at attempts of
ambitious people to express themselves.

Yet only recently a great English literary authority
declared that " nearly oil the English speaking rare
want to write! It's a craving for self-expression, char-
acteristic of the present century."

So a new light has dawned! A great New Truth
that will gladden the hearts of "all the English-
speaking race who want to write!" Astounding new
psychological experiments have revealed that "the
average person" may learn to write! Yes, write
stories and photoplays; thrilling, human, life-like;

filled with heart-throbs, pathos, passion, pain.

You may learn it just as you may learn anythinq else
under the SU71! There are simple, easy principl
guide you. There are new methods that produce
astonishing results for beginners. A great literary

bureau at Auburn, New-
York, which is indorsed
by some of America's
greatest editors, auth-
ors, and magasini
now busy night and day
supplying this informa-
tion broadcast. And
this free information is

everybody's property. It

is not for the select few.
Not for those specially
gifted. Not for the rich

or fortunate; but for

anybody—any man or

woman of ordinary ed-
ucation and no writing

experience whatever —
thousands who don't
even DREAM they can
write!

stories and photoplays. There is never a lack— it

flows on in an Endless Stream of Circumstana

—

like Tennyson's brook—forever! Every person you
know is a type, a character. "Every house has a
story." And those who dwell within have imp
ideas, hopes, fears, fancies that furnish material for
you. The columns of the daily newspaper are filled

to the brim. The Footlights
of Fate reflect scenes and
incidents providing rich food
for the Pen of Realism.

There is nothing in all this
world that so dominates the
heart and mind as the fasci-

nation of WHITING. It
gives you a new power, a new
magic, that charms all those
around you. It lends a new-
attraction to your entire

ality. You are looked
upon with eyes of envy.

For the world of story and
play writers is no longer the
starve-in-a-garret fraternity
of old. No. indeed! Many
of the Story Kings these
days cruise around in laryo

limousines, have elegant
country homes or town

-. live in the highest

social spheres in America!
No society is too high or
exclusive for them to enter.

No marble mansion but what
is ,,pen to them. Men and
women writers, from humble
stations in life, have been
the honored guests of Kings
and Preside

We have just published a new book for you that
amazes every reader—and the most amazing thing of

all is—IT'S FREE! This new book, now being dis-

tributed by the thousand, is pouring glad sunshine
into the lives of aspiring people who want to become
writers, who want to improve their condition, who
want to make money in their spare time. Within its

covers are surprises and revelations for doubting
beginners that have caused a sensation everywhere,
because it is crowded with things that gratify your
expectations—good news that is dear to the heart of

all those aspiring to write; illustrations that enthuse;
stories of success, brilliant instances of literary fame
coming unexpectedly: new hope, encouragement.

The Kind of Proof
You Like to See

" There never tin* been such a
market tor good fiction as there is

today. This is the Kolden ate for

writera. Any man or woman will,

an original idea, or even an original
way of handling an old idea, can
Bell their manuscript, as fast as
theyran turn them out."—ROBT.
H. DAVIS, of Munseys Masaiine.

"It requires no literary expert,

ence or ability "— MARION FAIR-
FAX, writer (or Mary Pickford.

"Original five-reel plot* hv ><-i-

thorn tell f.>r from $S0O 00
to $5.000 00" — JOHN EMER-
SON, well-known photoplaywright

"The best reading matter ia as
frequently obtained from abso-
lutely new writers aa it ia from
famous writers"- JOHN M BID-
DAXL, Editor of American Mag-

"Thero is a popular impression
that the new writer has no chance
— that his contributions arc given
scant attention The il

would be quickly dispelled il lie

public could see how cneerly mag-
azine editors go through each mail
—hoping always that the Grriil

Unknown may at last lave ap-
peared."—Editor ol COLLIER'S

helps, hints—things you've long wanted to know !

"Tin: WONDER BOOK FOR WRITERS" tells how
stories and plays are conceived, written, perfected, sold.
How many suddenly realize they can write, after rears
of doubt and Indecision. How story and play writers
began. How they quickly rose to fume and fortune.
How simple plots and ordinary incidents become thrilling
stories and plays through new easy methods that simplify
everything! How one's imagination properly directed
may bring glory and greatness. How to realty test your
natural writing ability. How stories and plays arc built
up step by step. How to turn Uncertainty into Bu

Tins hook and all its secrets are
YOURS I Vim may have a copy
ABSOLOT I LI 1 REE. 1 ml
need not send a penny. You need
not feel obligated. You n. i

for ANY reason. The
book will lie mailed to you With-
out any charge whatever.

There is no need to let your
laudable ambition stand still— no
need to sT.irve the Noble Flame
that burns at the Altar of your
Dearest Hope— no need to wait,
to wish, to merely dream of being
a writer. Your brilliant oppor-
tunity, your golden chance, is

HI 111 \\l> NOW I Oct your
pencil— use the coupon below.
This little art may prove the big,
lucky stroke of your Destiny!

THE AUTHORS' PRESS. Dtpl. 138. Auburn. N. Y,

Send me ABSOLUTELY FREE "The Wonder nook
for Writers." This does not obligate me in any way.

EVERYBODY
taking up the itlea of

WRITING. The fas-

cination has swept the
count r j' by storm!
I'eoplearedumbfounded

Name.

City .State

When you write to advtrtisers please mention niOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Have A Clear, Rosy,

Velvety Complexion
ALL THE WORLD ADMIRES
A PERFECT COMPLEXION

Don'tdoubt— because I give you a guarantee which
dispels doubt. I refer you to women who testify to
the moat astonishing and gratifying results. Tour com-
plexion may be of the muddiest, it may be hide-
ously disfigured with pimples, blackheads, whiteheads,
red spots, enlarged pores, wrinkles and other blem-
ishes. You may have tried a dozen remedies. I do not
make an exception of any of these blemishes. I can
give you a complexion, soft, clear, velvety beyond your
fondest dream. And I do It in a few days. My state-
ments are sober, serious, conscientious promises. I

want you to believe, for I know what my wonderful
treatment will do.

YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD OF ANOTHER METHOD
LIKE MINE. SCIENTIFIC— DIFFERENT.

5Iy method is absolutely different. It has to be to
warrant my statements. You know that. I get away
from all known methods of cosmetics, lotions, salves,
soaps, ointments, plasters, bandages, masks, vapor
sprays, massage, rollers, or other implements. There is

nothing to take. No diet, fasting or any interference
whatsoever with your accustomed way of life. My
treatment is absolutely safe. It cannot injure the most
delicate skin. It is pleasant, even delightful. No messy,
greasy, inconvenient applications. Only a few minutes
a day required. Yet, results are astounding.

I want to tell you in detail about this wonderful
treatment. So send for my booklet. It is free. You are
not obligated. Send no money. Just get the facts, the
indisputable proofs. This is the one method that has
restored to beauty the complexions of tens ot thou-
sands of women. Don't say your case is an exception.
You have my unqualified promise. You have nothing
to lose—everything to gain. Mail Coupon today!

DOROTHY RAY
14 E. Jackson Blvd. Suite 29, CHICAGO, ILL.

! Dorothy Ray,

I 14 E. Jackson Blvd., Suite 29, Chicago, III.

I
Free and without obligation send me your I

booklet "Complexion Beautiful" telling of your
_ scientific, harmless method of cleansing and I

beautifying the complexion.

I Name _

I Street

| City State J

"Don'Tshout"
"I hear you. I can hear

» now as well as anybody.
I 'How'? With the MORLEY
ay PHONE. I've a pair in my ears

now, but they are invisible. I

would not know I had them in,

nyselt.only that I hear all right

The MORLEY PHONE for the

DEAF
to the ears what

glasses are to the eyes. In

^visible, comfortable, weight-

less and harmless. Anyone

can adjust il- Over 100.000 sold. Wrile for booklet and testimonials

THE MORLEY CO.,Dept.789.26 S. 15th St. Phila.

|%\/AT€R'MAID
'.'It'f*-' WAV£RS"
T^ ^St^^Br Produce a natural, beautiful ripp

> that remains in the straightest hair a I

week or more, even in damp weather or
when perspiring. Stop burning hair or
twisting with curlers. Ask your deale

or send S2 for set of 6 mailed with full directions. WATER-
MAID WAVER CO., -117 W. 7th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

\M

MISS VAN WYCK SAYS:
In this department, Miss Van Wyck will answer all personal problems
referred to her. If stamped, addressed envelop is enclosed, your questions
will be answered by mail. This department is supplementary to the fashion

pages conducted by MissVanWyck, to be found this issue on pages 48 and 49.

MADGE, Columbus, Ohio.—Sorento
blue is a good color and a pretty

color, and I am sure it will be-

come you. Don't be afraid to try

a new shade occasionally. You are too

young to wear the sombre blues and browns
all the time.

Clara.—Imagine thinking yourself too old

at twenty-five for bobbed hair ! It is true

that the coiffure Irene Castle made famous
is not so smart now as it used to be; but

I think it is always charming for any young
person. Provided it is at all becoming, and
it usually is except for a very round face.

If your mother doesn't approve of your
cutting your tresses I am sure I don't wish
to encourage you. But tell your mother
that it is very good for the hair—if you
think that will do any good

!

Marie.—Another Bobbed-Hair ! Do not

curl your hair with an iron—it is decidedly

not good, and it doesn't look well either.

Put your hair ur* in papers or use one of the

patent curlers on the market. Stick to the

cream you have been using. Pond's.

Miss Billie.—I am glad you took my
advice and wore a simple frock to the dance
—and that you had a perfectly splendid

time. I knew you would—and I know, too,

that you will go right on having good
times, because you are a sweet and sensible

little girl. Remember, simplicity and charm
of manner mean more than elaborate gowns
and an accent; and augur well for a success-

ful social career. Pope said : "Act well

your part—there all the honor lies."

Anna.—Skirts are longer. Some are slim

and some are full. The street skirt is usually

rather wide, but the evening frocks are,

many of them, made with bouffant skirts.

Some even have small hoops. The dresses

from Paris all have extremely long skirts,

but many American women, like you, do
not care to go back to the ankle-length and
so have lengthened their skirts only a little.

It is simply a matter of taste.

Muriel.—Dear child, don't cut those

beautiful black curls. I am sure curls are

most becoming to you; and you should be

very thankful your hair is not straight and
wispy.

Mary M., Pasadena.—You want me to

tell you how to dress and act so that you
will look like Mary Miles Minter. If I

could tell you, I wouldn't. Miss Minter js

a charming young lady, and dresses expertly,

and behaves becomingly ; but if I were you
.1 should not try to imitate her. Don't
imitate anyone—be yourself. Each of us is

individual ; develop your individuality. I

wish I could impress upon you the great

importance of personality. Your own. The
most famous film stars are celebrated be-

cause they have concentrated on personality.

If one has beautiful eyes, she learns to make
the most of them. Mary Pickford's curls;

Lillian Gish's eyes; Corinne Griffith's mouth
—they are the real stars. Send me your

picture and I'll be glad to tell you what you
should wear.

smarter. Thank heaven, women are begin-

ning to realize the importance of simplicity

in dress as in thought and action. Do not

bob your hair. A round face demands a

hair arrangement that directs the attention

from its roundness. If you will send me
a stamped addressed envelop I will gladly

send you a little booklet of interesting

coiffures from Simonson, the Fifth Avenue
hair-dresser.

Alice, Spokane.—Black is, again, in favor
with the Parisiennes. In fact, it has never

been out of favor. The wide drooping
plumed hat would be most becoming to you,

if your face is not too small. Indeed, I

approve of the artistic use of cosmetics.

A bit of rouge is certainly to be preferred

to a dull cheek. Lip rouge is not necessary,

as a rule, to a very young lady. Powder
is. You wish me to recommend a good
cleansing soap. I know of no better one than
Palmolive. Its slogan, "Keep that school-

girl complexion" is a good one. Woodbury's
is splendid, too. Good soap is as important
as anything else in retaining a smooth, white

complexion.

Jacqueline.—Why not silver slippers and
stockings with your pink evening gown ?

The silver brocades are very pretty. The
only fur slippers that have been offered so

far have been made of baby caracul in

black or gray, or both colors combined.
If you like green, wear ear-rings and a
pendant of jade, and a jade hatpin as the

finishing touch. I would have your furrier

make your fur suit.

Ruth G., New York.—The very latest

are the feather slippers. Made in vivid

colors: red and green, or pink and black

—

these shoes are charming for a formal
costume. They are not very practical, it

is true; but so many charming things are

not ! The smartest Manhattan shops are

showing them, as you have doubtless noted
by now. Write to me again and often; I

enjoy your letters.

D. D., Stockton, California.—The set

of various toilet articles you want may be
obtained from A. Bourjois and Company,
35 West 34th Street, New York City. I

thought that they would interest you. What
is more delightful than a collection of

cosmetics? The children used to play with
"Beauty Boxes," which meant tiny samples
of all the favorite soaps, perfumes, creams,

etc. It's something like playing with dolls.

A "gold lip stick" is no better than the

ordinary lip-stick, except that it is encased
in gold. The contents are the same.

Jeanette.—Wear small piquant hats.

You are the sub-deb type, not the willowy
statuesque "vamp," as you call it. Don't
be too ruffly and fluffy, but don't dress in

long clinging things, because they will not
become you.

Miss Arnold.—Puffs are antiques, my
dear. The simpler the coiffure today, the

Every advertisement in photoplay magazine Is guaranteed.

Harry S.—If I were you, I should present
your wife with a check, instead of attempt-
ing to buy her frocks and hats. Your taste

may not be hers, and I am sure she will

appreciate the gift more if she selects it.

I know that it isn't so sentimental but it is

infinitely more satisfying. Give her a bag
of your own selection.
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The Unrecognized Drew
(Continued from page 74)

New York saw her as the stenographer in

''Via Wireless" and she endeared herself to

Chicago as the nurse in "The Time, The
Place and The Girl," and as the waitress

in "The Girl Question." Chicago was the

first to recognize her as a proficient player

oi pert parts. That city dubs her "Our
Own Georgie Mendum" and she glows
happily while she talks of "Dear Chicago."

Miss Mendum ought to play plump parts.

Yet she is playing an exceedingly thin one in

"Lightnin'." No one, not even Miss Mendum,
knows why her roles have been compara-
tively few and unprofitable, and the recent

years have been lean ones.

Miss Mendum was born within a few
months, so practically under the same planet

as her unusually fortunate cousin, Ethel

Barrymore.
For several months she has been appearing

in print in verse form. The serious lines,

she says, express her outlook. The light ones
she classes as "mere jestings."

The Joy Killers

"What is this?" we cry in horror,

We the movie fans so gay,
"No more shotguns, no more ladies

Prancing o'er the screen each day ?

No more fights or scraps or murders,
No more vamps with little on

;

No more thrillers, no more close-ups

(Hear the moanings) All are gone!"
Now we'll stand for flannel nighties,

Very long and much too thick;

Quiet scenes of rainy weather
That would make a parson sick,

Little chickens in a farmyard

—

Not a pistol, axe, or knife

—

Donkeys frisking in the clover

—

Oh, my dear, ain't this the life

!

"Maiden's Prayer!" on pianola,

Chopin's March on sweet guitar,

Not a drink within the planet:

We are happy—Yes, we ARE

!

Ah! The joy of simply living!

IF they'd let us, but they won't.
Many folks will line the rivers,

Diving quickly—TIRED OF "DON'T.

At the Train

A pause, a thrill. My heart beats loud.
My loved one's voice amid the crowd

!

A face, a form, so dear and fine,

My loved one's hand is clasping mine

!

A look, a smile, and vis-a-vis,

My loved one's lips are kissing me

!

Shades of Diogenes

Liquor gone, tobacco's going,
Soon they'll quench electric light,

Then some day, without our knowing,
They'll decide no speech at night.

Rents are up, good food is upper,
Leastwise for our slender purse,
Eat one prune, unlit, for supper,
Silent be. Act like a hearse.

Soon there'll be no place to live in,

Get a tub and sit in state,

Be a Cynic, never give in

To sad luck and you'll be great.

Take a little lantern, be a
Diogenesian fan,

Hoping ever, that you'll see a
Really true honest man.

Try It Ten Days FREE!
This genuine standard late model
Underwood,Shipman-Ward Rebuilt,

shipped to your home without one
penny down! No risk, no obligation.

No salesman to annoy you. Send
no money. Just sign the coupon in

this advertisement.

But Act Now—Today-
Then try the Underwood. Give it

every test. Compare it with any
other typewriter, new or rebuilt, at

ANY price. If you are not convinced
that the Underwood is the finest

typewriter possible to make, return

it to us and we will cheerfully refund

every cent paid by you— including
express both ways. Could any-

thing be fairer?

Don't Send a Penny
If you decide to keep the Underwood
we will make you a rock-bottom

factory price. Then you can pay
this low price in the easiest kind of

easy monthly payments. You can
own the matchless Underwood at a
price far lower than an inferior ma-
chine would cost you. And you can
use the typewriter while paying for

it at less than rental.

Get the facts now. Mail the cou-
pon. Remember, it doesn't cost a
cent—you have ten days to decide
—and if you keep the Underwood
you have a year to pay for it. So
don't delay—sign the coupon and
mail, NOW.

TYPEWRITER EMPORIUM

Shipman-Ward Mfg. Co.
2011 Shipman Building

CHICAGO

MAIL THIS
COUPON -

TODAY +*

<^r Typewriter Emporium^+ SHIPMAN-WARD MFG. CO.
^A^^ 2011 Shipman Building, Chicago

^^^ Send by return mail, full detailsof your big Bargain
^^ Offer on a Shipman-Ward Rebuilt Underwood Type-

writer without paying one penny down. This is not an
order and does not obligate me to buy.

&r ^P Name
^ ^^ Street or
0t R. F. D. No

Post Office - - State..

l>* THIS IS NOT AN ORDER

Perfect hearing is now being re-

stored in every condition of deaf-
ness or defective hearing from
causes such as Catarrhal Deaf-
ness, Relaxed or Sunken Drums,
Thickened Drums, Roaring and
Hissing Sounds, Perforated,
Wholly or Partially Destroyed
Drums.Discharge from Ears, etc.

Wilson Common-Sense Ear Drums
"Little Wireless Phones for tltc Ears" require no
medicine but effectively replace what is lacking or
defective in the natural car drums. They are simple
devices, which the wearer easily fits into the ears

where they are invisible. Soft, safe and comfortable.
Write today for our 168 page FREE book on DEAF-

NESS, giving you full particulars and testimonials.

WILSON EAR DRUM CO.. Incorporated
265 Intex-Southern Bldg. LOUISVILLE. Kit

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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£Make a Community

Center of Your Church

Motion Picture Equipment Easily

ObtainedThrough Photoplay's Plan

A LL clergymen recognise the need

JL *» of maintaining the church's

rightful position of leadership in com-

munity life.

The motion picture with its unlimited

capacity for providing clean recrea-

tion and visual instruction is the

most potent ally of this movement.

Photoplay unqualifiedly endorses such

a forward step and will gladly sub-

mit to any church or religious organ-

isation a practical plan for installing

the necessary equipment in return for

a small amount ofwork. Write today.

Educational Department

Photoplay Magazine
25 West 45th Street New York

The Unrecognised Drew
(Continued from page 101)

"Really Truly Me"
In everyone born in this world.
A "really truly me" is found,
Some call it Spirit, Karma, Soul,
By human body it is bound.

When in childhood's wondering years,
It laughs and plays, is good and true,

Frank-eyed and merry—undisturbed.
So willing to be known by you.

But when the years creep slowly on,
The "truly me" is hidden deep.
Is smothered, crushed and pushed aside,

Convention's laws we all must keep.

Don't ever show7 just what you feel,

Smile brightly when you'd rather cry,

Meet people you don't care to see,

Condemn, when "Me"' would pacify.

Poor "Little Really Truly Me,"
Is all boxed in and wrapt about
With Pride and Selfishness and greed.

It feels it never will get out.

Then in a flash! A glance! A tone.

And one by one "Me" breaks the bands.
Across the centuries ! A friend ! .

And "Truly Mes" are shaking hands.

An Appeal
Mr. Edison, please stop asking!

I am going insane—stark;

Once I was a peaceful female.

Now I am a question mark.

Who invented frying onions?
How did cooties e'er evolve?

Why do people wear red flannels?

Are galoshes hard to solve?

Who said carrots made the hair grow?
Why leave traffic cops alive?

Who invented things like subway??
Why do bees live in a hive?

Why do actors stand on corners?

Why do Chinamen wear queues?
Who concocted choc'late sundaes?
Why are managers most all Jews?

Who invented near relations?

Why do people wear a skin?

Who thought first of early rising?

Tommy Edison, I give in.

How Careless!

A man passed by and bowed to me.
I bowed to him. "Oh! who is he?"
I murmured low. "Now let me see!

I place him not. Who CAN he be?"

"Perhaps the waiter at the Ritz

;

The manager who gave me fits

For being late? No. I feel it's

Not. Good gracious! That face! It flits!

"Who is there like him on the list

Of folks I've known? A pianist

He is I'm sure—or humorist
Maybe—or corner oculist

!

"That face ! Is it of friend or foe ?

My brain is like a tomato
Of ancient lineage. I KNOW

!

A man I married years ago!"

Conscience
Remorse cuts like a sharp edged knife

Into one's soul. And life

Seems drear. But knife can't reach

The utter guilt of unkind speech.

Every advertisement In THOTOPLAY MAGAZINE ii guaranteed.
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Alice in Movieland
(Continued

The Movie Hero, she thought, was terribly

good-looking. She liked the Movie Heroine

at first sight, too.

"Let's go back to town and show Alice

what kind of a place we live in," said the

Heroine to the Hero.

The Movie Hero helped the Movie
Heroine onto her horse. Then he mounted
his and took Alice on the saddle in front

of him.
"Don't be afraid, Alice,'' he said. "The

horse won't run away. No horse ever runs

away in Movie Land unless it is the

heroine's and the scenario writer had fixed

it up for the hero to save her life."

Soon they came to a bend in the road,

and Alice was staring at a great, fiat

plain with an immense jumble of buildings

close at hand. There were French

chateaux, Moorish palaces, English castles,

country places, tenement houses, bank build-

ings, sky-scrapers, Swiss chalets, shooting

lodges, farmhouses, barns, country stores,

Wild West saloons, railroad stations, fac-

tories, town houses, sawmills and every other

kind of a building you could think of.

"That is Movie City," said the Movie
Heroine.

By this time they had reached the main
street of the town.
The Movie Hero gently let Alice slip to

the ground, and he and the Movie Heroine

dismounted.
"Hello, little girl. Come over and talk

to me," trilled a silvery voice. Alice

turned around and saw a lovely lady lying

on a divan. The lady had on a dress cut

very low ; her eyes had an odd slant about

them that made her ever so alluring. Alice

started to go to her.

"Stop, Alice !" called out the Movie
Hero. "You musn't go in there. That
lady is a vampire."

"Why shouldn't I?" inquired Alice.

"She isn't a nice lady, dear," said the

Movie Heroine. "She has broken up dozens

of happy homes, and scores of bank cashiers

and company treasurers have gone to

prison for stealing money to buy her jewels.

When they find out she has tricked them
and curse her she just laughs and lies back
on the sofa and lights another cigarette.

She never gets found out until the last

hundred feet of film. Why, she almost stole

the hero here away from me once."

"Oh, do look!" called out Alice as the

cutest little white rabbit ran up and sat on
his hind legs in front of her.

"Who are you?" he asked.

"I'm Alice," she said. "Are you one of

the mad March Hare's children? I used to

know him awfully w7ell."

"Never heard of the mad March Hare,"
said the Movie Rabbit. "And I'd like to

shoot the scenario writer who made th •

Movie Rabbit a cross between a rag doll

and a powder puff," he complained.
The Movie Rabbit hopped away rudely,

and Alice was glad to see him go.

"Say, bo, gimme a match," husked a

voice in the Movie Hero's ear. It came
from an undersized young man in a shabby
suit who wore a cap pulled down over his

eyes and stood with a shiftless slouch. His
jaw was stuck away out and he needed a

shave badly. Alice didn't like his looks at

all.

"Here, Alice, let me present the Movie
Cunman to you," said the Movie Hero.
The Movie Gunman smiled crookedly.

"Yer a cute little tike," he grinned.

"He's not such a bad sort," said the

Movie Hero as the Movie Gunman swag-
gered away.
They went down to the station and saw

the train off. The farmer's daughter
climbed on with the tail feathers of a hen
sticking out of her valise, and a princess
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traveling incognito had a seat ~iri "the PulT
man and toyed with a magazine.
There was a stout, white-haired gentle-

man in a frock coat and silk hat with a big

gold chain across his waistcoat, standing

on the observation platform of a special

car. He was the president of the road,

and his daughter was somewhere inside

talking with the elderly millionaire her
father wanted her to wed.

Just as the train pulled out a good-look-
ing young chap dashed up on a motorcycle,
all covered with dust, but he was too late.

He was the sweetheart of the railroad presi-

dent's daughter, and he was following her

to tell her he had struck it rich in his gold

mine after two long, lonely weeks of pros-

pecting.

It was a typical train departure scene in

Movie Land, the Movie Hero informed
Alice. When the cars had left, the station-

master came out and stood looking down
the tracks, scratching his head. Then the

telegraph operator rushed out with the

news that the bridge over the river was
down and all on board the train were rush-

ing to certain death. The young chap who
loved the railroad president's daughter at

once ran over to an airplane in a nearby
field and started off in it at ninety miles an
hour to stop the express.

Alice thought this was the liveliest

railroad station she had ever seen, and, she

was sorry when the Movie Heroine took

her by the arm and said they had better

be going back into the town. They were
walking quietly along when, all of a sudden,

Alice chanced to look up into the air and
saw a man falling from a balloon. He
landed in the street not ten feet away and
a huge steam roller ran over him.

"Oh, the poor man!" cried Alice.

"Don't worry, Alice," said the Movie
Heroine kindly. "He isn't hurt a bit. He's

the Movie Comedian."
The Movie Comedian got up, dusted

his clothes with a tiny cane, set his hat at

a jaunty angle, and skidded over to the

opposite sidewalk where a pretty girl was
standing. At that minute an automobile
sped by with a clergyman in it, and the

Movie Comedian reached out and grabbed
him by the collar. Then the Movie Com-
edian led the Movie Clergyman up to the

pretty girl and took her by the hand, and
the marriage service started.

"There, Alice," said the Movie Heroine.

"Now you've seen a bit of real comedy in

Movie Land."
Alice was about to pass on with the

Movie Hero and the Movie Heroine when
the strangest thing happened. Across the

street the Movie Clergyman shot backward-
into the automobile and at. the railroad

station the train came rolling in backwards
and the airplane flew home backwards.
Everywhere Alice looked, the people of

Movie Land were going around back-
wards. Then she heard piteous cries from
the Movie Hero and the Movie Heroine

who were disappearing backwards down the

str<vt toward the station.

"Help us, Alice." they cried. "Run out

to the movie operator in the theater and tell

him to stop, quick. He's running us all the

wrong way !"

Alice waited for no more but started up
the hill. She ran and she ran. and she ran.

knowing how important it was to help her

friends in their terrible plicht. and at last

she came to the top of the hill, and awav
off in the distance she saw the lady at the

organ.

"Just one more little minute and I'll be

there," she said to herself and shut her

eyes so the way wouldn't seem so long.

Alice opened her eves to find that a fat

(Continued on page 107)

your
bestfriend
ifyou dare!

YOU may even get intimate

enough with some friends

of yours to swap the real truth

about your income tax and
about many other very per-

sonal things.

But how many people do
you know well enough to en-

able you to get on the subject

of Halitosis with them? Not
very many, probably. Hali-

tosis is the medical term mean-
ing unpleasant breath.

As you know yourself, Hali-

tosis is one of the least talked

about human afflictions and at

once one of the most commonly
prevalent ailments.

Nine out often people suffer

from Halitosis either now and
then or chronically. Usually

they are unconcious of it

themselves.

Halitosis may come from smoking,

drinking, eating. It may be due to a

disordered stomach, bad teeth, lung

trouble or some other organic disorder.

If it's a chronic ailment, of course,

then it is a symptom of a condition

your doctor or dentist ought to look

after.

But very often it is only temporary

and then you may overcome i t by tak-

ing a very simple personal precaution

that will mean ease of mind for you
and comfort for your friends.

Listerine, for forty years the safe

household antiseptic, is a wonderful

combatant of Halitosis. Just use it

regularly as a mouth wash and gargle.

It will do the trick.

You probably now have Listerine

in the house and know all about its

many other uses as a safe antiseptic.

If you don't, just send us your name
and address and fifteen cents and ice

shall be glad to forward you a generous

sample of Listerine together with a tube

of Listerine Tooth Paste sufficient for
10 days' brushings.

Address Lambert Pharmacal Com-
pany ,2137 Locust St. .SaintLouis, Mo.

or

9k Halitosis
use
Listerine

When you write to nitvertlsers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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This Book
" Positively true to life." The twenty

biggest stars in America all say that " In-

timate Talks with Movie Stars" is the only
book ever published that shows the human,
personal life of the screen favorites in a true

light. 20 Talkg

In this remarkable book, excellently

printed and bound, written by Edward
Weitzel, Associate Editor of the Moving
Picture World, a man who comes into

daily personal contact with the stars, you
will find twenty intensely interesting talks

by the stars themselves, telling all about
their daily lives off the screen.

20 Portraits

W ith each talk is included a reproduction

from a beautiful, full cabinet portrait show-
ing the stars just as they look in real life.

20 Autographs
And each picture bears an autograph.

All Yours
Now, for the first

time, you can have
the inside story, the
portrait and the au-
tograph of all your
favorite stars in one
binding.

Act Quickly
The first edition of this

beaulijittty bound and
printed volume is almost
exhausted. If you wish a
copy at this special short
time price, act quickly,
send only $1.50 in cash,
money order or check
and receive the book by
return mail. Send $1.50 today

These 20 Stars

Richard Barthelmess
Alice Brady
Alice Calhoun
Helene Chadwick
Douglas Fairbanks
Geraldine Farrar
Elsie Ferguson
Lillian Gish
Dorothy Gish
Louise Glaum
Charles Hutchison
Mae Murray
Nazimova
Mary Pickford
Gloria Swanson
Norma Talmadge
Constance Talmadge
Pearl White
Clara Kimball Young
Billie Burke

Address Desk "A. :

DALE PUBLISHINC CO.
General P. O. Box 349, New York City, N. Y.

WRIST WATCH
Slerlirg Silver. 15- Jewels

From Factory

$io95

Direct to You

This splendid small size laaies' bracelet watch, fine

guaranteed lS-jewel lever movement, excellent time-
keeper, sterling silver case, silk ribbon and silver

buckle, is the finest XMAS GIFT any woman could desire.

You can also have this watch in 20-year guaranteed
gold filled at $12.95. Send no money. Just mail
your name and address and pay our advertised price when
you get the watch. If you are not entirely pleased after ex-

amination, return your watch and we will refund your money.
You do not risk a cent. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

UNEEDA WATCH CO.. Dept. N
217 Eighth Avenue NEW YORK CITY

DESTROY HAIR ROOTSm positively destroys superfluou: hair and roots-

Unlike depilatories which leave the roots to

^e. No electricity or irritating chemicals. Absolutely
uless and painless. A marvelous discovery. GUAR-
rEED. Write today for large package only $1.00.

nth each order of NU-ART for a limited

I

i\*-J*-' period will be sent a generous package ofFL Massage Cream, guaranteed not to stimulate hi

growths. D'.trt miss this oRer.

Nu-Art Laboratories, Dept, 21 -F, SO. ORANGE. N. J.

Cleat Your Skin
Your skin can be quickly cleared of Pimples,
Blackheads, Acne Eruptions on the face or body,
Enlarged Pores, Oily or Shiny Skin. Write To-
day for my FREE Booklet, A CLEAR-TONE
SKIN," telling how I cured myself after being
afflicted for 15 years. $1 ,000 Cash says I can
clear your skin of the above blemishes.
E. S. GIVENS, 139 Chemical Bldg., KANSAS CITY, MO.

Movie

Studio

on Wheels

IT
has remained for Louis Mercanton,

the French motion picture producer, to

find a new use for the army motor
lorry.

Mercanton is attracting the attention of

the whole cinema world these days by his

unique method of traveling all over Europe,
via the motor lorry route, seeking the ideal

locations for his pictures.

Does a certain scene require the interior

of a chateau? Mercanton loads his entire

equipment into five of the big. camions,

gives his troupe marching orders and away
he goes. „

After several hours' traveling they find

a beautiful chateau somewhere in the

southern part of France. After a little

negotiation the owner of the chateau is

persuaded to rent it for two months for a

sum approximating two thousand dollars

in American money.
Mercanton and his entire company move

in and live in luxurious style during the two
months required for the taking of the pic-

ture. Before renting the chateau the pro-

ducer has made sure that the proper exteriors

are also close at hand.
In his picture "Phroso," an adaptation of

Anthony Hope's novel of the same name,
soon to be released by the R-C Pictures

Corporation, Mercanton has achieved the

seemingly impossible.

For the first time in motion picture his-

tory, scenes have been taken in an actual

cave four hundred feet underground.
It wasn't enough for Mercanton that a

papier mache cave should be built on some
studio lot. He must have the real thing.

He found it in the south of France, a grotto

filled with stalactites in fantastic chalk for-

mation.

THE cave had been discovered by a

peasant when his plow struck against a

rock. He dynamited the rock—and dis-

covered the grotto underneath. To go down
into it the members of the company, which
included Miss Malvina Longfellow, Reginald

Owens and men and women embracing

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.

many different nationalities, had to crawl
through an aperture no bigger than a coal
hole on their hands and knees. Owing to
the lack of air it was impossible to stay
in the cave longer than an hour at a time.

Most of the scenes for "Phroso" were
taken on St. Margaret's Island, just off

the coast of France, made famous by reason
of the fact that "The Man with the Iron
Mask" was confined in the fortress prison

there for seventeen years.

The same old fortress was used in many
of the most thrilling scenes in "Phroso."
Mercanton rented the entire island for two
thousand dollars for the time necessary to

take the scenes.

TO see this moving studio trundling its

way through Europe is to witness a new
step in the making of pictures. Mercanton
predicts that within five years there will be
no built-up sets for interiors, real homes
being used instead. Whether or not Amer-
ican producers will be able to emulate the
sturdy Frenchman is a question. In a day
and a night Mercanton and his traveling

studio can jump from the northern to the
southern part of France or over into Italy.

It would be quite a journey from Los
Angeles to a quiet main street lined with
maple trees in the middle west.

At any rate his innovation is worth pon-
dering over. Certainly he has achieved some
remarkable effects. Then, too, he is able

to make pictures at about half the cost of

those made in America under the ordinary
methods of costly built-up sets.

Recently, in California, one company is

reputed to have spent twenty thousand dol-

lars on a cathedral set which is only shown
in the actual film for a space of about ten
minutes.

When Mercanton wanted a cathedral for

one of his recent pictures he paid the sexton
a small sum, concealed his cameras in the
gallery and at a certain point in the religious

ceremony turned on the lights and flooded
the place with such a golden radiance that

(Continued on page 105)
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Movie Studio on Wheels
(Continued from page 104)

the peasants fell on their knees, thinking

a miracle had happened. And Mercanton

got some very good church interiors at a

trifling cost.

He generally uses five of the big motor

lorries. These are capable of making thirty

miles an hour. By a simple device he is

able to switch the driving power of the

motor onto his lights.

Seventy or eighty small lamps furnishing

an electric current of seven hundred amperes

furnish ample lighting.

The noise of the motors which might

otherwise disturb the actors is obviated by

the use of a seven-hundred-foot cable which

places the noisy motor at a respectful dis-

tance.

"Get your stories. Kill your stars. Stars

are anti-artistic," is Mercanton's motto.

His search for ideal locations is duplicated

in his search for ideal types.

He does not care about an actor's years

of experience. But he insists that he look

and act like the character portrayed in the

story.

It was in this way he engaged Ivor No-
vello, the young musical composer who
wrote "Keep the Home Fires Burning." The
producer saw the young man's picture and
at once decided he was just the romantic

type for a part he had in mind.
The fact that he was not an actor made

no difference. Mercanton felt sure that he

had dramatic talent.

He had, and has been with the French
producer ever since portraying leading

roles.

Mercanton was formerly associated with

Sarah Bernhardt and with Sir Herbert
Bcerbohm Tree. His headquarters are in

Paris.

Charlie Abroad
(Continued from page 21)

about my next pictures. Besides, the trip

has been a rather strenuous one, and I

don't want to see all the world at once.

I want to save some of it for another time

!

There is a call from you, my audiences,

always in my ears. Sometimes I do not
hear it so plainly. But it is always there.

It brings to me a restless spirit ; almost a

melancholy one. After all, I am only a
servant of the public. I owe you much.
And now it is up to me to make some of

the best pictures I have ever made, so that

I may hear your applause.

The Girl on the Cover
(Continued from page 30)

everything else, in a few years she would
be the best dancer on Broadway.

If he had said that if she kept up her
dancing she would be another Pavlowa, I

would not doubt him.
There are pretty women and there are

beautiful women and there are witty women.
And then there is Corinne Griffith.

9ivel/ovrSkin
Svery \ J

Chance
You would not venture into the cold

wintry outdoors with hands ungloved;

then surely your face deserves equal pro-

tection from the harsh winds and snappy
frosts of winter. The soft texture of a fine

skin must be guarded to be retained. Use
D. &.R. Perfect Cold Cream and you will

know that your skin is getting the best of

care to keep it at its best.

D. &. R. Perfect Cold Cream will insure

you against the inroads of bitter weather.
The charm of a really good skin never

loses its appeal. This "perfect" toilet

requisite keeps your skin fine and soft.

In tubes, 12c, 30c, 60c. In jars, 40c, 60c,

$1.00, $1.65.

TRY IT FREE-Write for free tube of this

perfect skin cleanser and complexion beau-
tifier. Address: Daggett <Sc Ramsdell,

Dept.1024, D. 6k R. Building, New York.

DAGGETT&RAMSDELL'S*
PERFECT COLD CREAM

"TheKind'That'Keeps"

Chicago's Wonderful J^few J(otel

As one of the great hotels of two continents. The Drake is naturally a popular
stopping place for celebrities of the film world. If you appreciate perfection of
service among beautiful surroundings, you will delight in the wonderful accommo-
dations of The Drake.

For charm of location The Drake is without a rival here or abroad. It is on the
shore of Lake Michigan, within easy reach of shops and theatres yet out of the
noise and confusion of the loop. Rates are unusually moderate — single rooms as
low as $4, double rooms $6. Table d'Hote meals at popular prices.

Booklet sent upon request.

Lake Shore Drive and Upper Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO
Under direction of The Drake Hotel Co., owners of THE BLACKSTONE

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAT MAGAZINE.
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Never say "Aspirin" without saying "Bayer."

WARNING! Unless you see name "Bayer" on tablets,

you are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by

physicians over 21 years and proved safe by millions for

Colds Headache Rheumatism

Toothache Neuralgia Neuritis

Earache Lumbago Pain, Pain

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.

Handy tin boxes of 12 tablets—Bottles of 24 and 100—All druggists.
Aspirin is'tue trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoaeeticaeidester of Salicylicacid.
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Send Him
Health

—His Rightful
Christmas
Heritage

("WER 12,000 children of five years and
^~^ under die of tuberculosis every year.

Can there possibly be a gift more truly

expressive of the Christmas spirit than that

which helps to save the lives of these inno-

cent babies ?

Give them a chance to live by helping the

organized fight against tuberculosis in your
community.

Christmas Se hristmas Mail

The National, State and Local Tuberculosis

Associations of the United States

How I Keep in Condition

(Continued from page 41)

I know I am no paragon of perfection
in these matters but the times I have dis-

regarded these precautions the result has
always made me snap back to my trusted
program.
When I feel a headache coming on or a

slight flush indicative of a possible fever
I immediately give way to it and curt-

it instantly by recognizing it instead of coolly

ignoring it.

Of course though health is the bulwark,
it is not the object of life and this is the

point I wish to make. Only through health,

the best health, can the best things in art

or business be accomplished.
A real and enduring poise of mind is

possible only through a poise of body which
means that everything is functioning proper-
ly. And poise of mind is what makes for

progress among individuals, nations and races.

A GREAT many women make the mis-
take of shamming illness or magnify-

ing a slight indisposition to bring them into

the limelight.

Sometimes they are really ill—and then
their family and friends, tired of hearing
their complaints, refuse to take them very
seriously.

Often, when your work is discouraging,

you imagine illness to excuse yourself for a

mental ailment. Be sure you're sick—then
go to bed

!

I have heard strangers say, after their

first visit to a motion picture studio, "I

don't see how you can stand the waiting

and the lights." It is wearing. Just as

you are about to make a scene something
happens to the lights, and you have to wait

a while.

This doesn't make me nervous be-

cause I always occupy the time reading

a good book, talking the story over with
the continuity writer, discussing the scene

with the director, or designing new costumes.
After all, there's no excuse for having noth-
ing to do and complaining about it.

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllll

Ask Dad
(Continued from page 45)

under the same management, when her
three-year contract is up January ist.

Harold Lloyd told me an interesting little

tale about her—and one that he declares

is entirely characteristic of her.

He was working—pictorially—on board
the U. S. battleship Frederick, and Mil-
dred, who was not in that sequence, came
down to watch him.

THIS is what she did : made friends with
the Admiral of the Pacific Fleet, who

was visiting, so that he insisted on her hav-
ing lunch with him; sat in the captain's own
special chair in his office and visited with
him and had him laughing his head off;

captured one of the lieutenants, who was
supposed to be a confirmed lady-hater, so

that he ate out of her hand and was kidded
by the whole ship in consequence.

"But though he was a lady-hater he was
a fast worker, because when Mildred reached
home there was a box of roses there from
him waiting for her; saw the ship's trial

for the day and pleaded for the prisoners

so that most of them got off scot free;

was sent home in the Admiral's private
yacht.

"That's the way Mildred is," said Mr.
Lloyd, "she just gets around everybody."

I can understand it perfectly.

Ererj advertisement in l'lIOTOPLAY magazine is guaranteed.
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Alice in Movieland
(Continued from page 103)

lady was poking her. "Wake up, little girl.

The show is over," said the fat lady, and
Alice found that she was back in her seat

in the theater. On the screen, not going

backwards at all now, the Movie Hero and
the Movie Heroine were clasped in each

other's arms, while a circle of black was
drawing in about them. The Movie
Heroine's face was towards the audience,

and she was looking directly at Alice.

Alice was quite sure the Movie Heroine

smiled at her just as the "fade away" went
out.

That Chin
(Continued from page 59)

"Eight years. Isn't this salad great?"

said Jane.
Probably that is the only time on record

that an actress being interviewed ever ad-

mired a salad that wasn't supposed to be

concocted by her lily white hands. It was
great. Thick slices of very ripe, red

tomatoes, sandwiched with thick slices of

pineapple and melted together with thou-

sand island dressing.

"Eight years," Miss Novak was musing,

"goodness, how things have changed ! You
see, I was born and brought up in St.

Louis and when I got through high school,

I had an aunt that was interested in the

pictures. She brought me out to California

to get in—and I did.

"I began with the old Kalem, playing any-
thing that came along. After a while I was
promoted to leading lady. Why, I was lead-

ing woman in an old Kalem company when
Harold Lloyd and Roy Stewart alternated

in the principal parts—when Harold was
the star in a comedy, Roy Stewart played

villain or character man or heavy stuff.

When Roy had the big part in a western,

Harold played grandfathers and juveniles.

I was the leading lady either way it went.

"The first real hit I ever made was in

'The Eyes of the World.'
"Since then I've done a lot of pictures

with Bill Hart, and feature productions. I

just finished 'The Rosary' for Selig and
now I'm to be starred in Chester Bennett
productions. We're going to do outdoor
things entirely.

"And I've only worn an evening gown in

a picture twice in five years."

Aside from her screen reputation, Miss
Novak's chief claim to fame has been the
frequency with which her engagement to

William S. Hart has been announced. When
the papers are shy a picture for Monday
morning, they publish a pretty one of Jane
Novak, above the rumor that she and Bill

are going to be married soon.
Miss Novak doesn't talk about it, and

while there is the greatest friendship between
the two, close friends at present state that
they don't believe there will be any wedding
bells in that direction for some time to come.

She has been married and divorced—her
husband's name was Frank Newburg and
she has a baby daughter four years old. She
lives with her sister—Eva—in a pretty
Hollywood home.

Altogether she is a hard working, well
read, normal, well behaved young woman.
And then—there's that Chin.
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Constance Talmadge

has just completed
her latest picture

CfGood for Nothing w —f

THE screen's most winsome comedienne soon will appear in one of
her most sprightly comedies, "Good for Nothing." It is the kind

of a picture that will give you one of the most pleasing of entertainments.

It is the kind that First National takes pride in announcing—the work of
an independent artist of the screen.

First National pictures are made by independent stars and directors who
are free to carry out their own high ideals in the production of pictures and
who are unhampered by any other thought than to please the public with

artistic and fascinating pictures.

Associated First National Pictures, Inc., is a nation wide organization

of independent theatre owners who are banded together to foster the pro-

duction of finer photoplays and to strive for the constant betterment of
screen entertainment.

It accepts for exhibition purposes the work of independent artists strictly

on its merit as the best in entertainment.

Ask Your Theatre Owner If He
Has a First National Franchise
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Instant BunionRelief

prove ItAtMy Expense
Don't send mo cno cont—just lot me
prove it to you as I have done for over
72,500 others in the last six months. I

claim tohave the most successful remedy
for bunions ever made and I want you to

let me send you my Fairyfoot treatment
Free. I don't care how many so-called

cures, shields or pads you ever tried

without success— 1 don't care how dis-

gusted you are with them all—you have
not tried my remedy and I have such
absolute confidence in it that I am go-
ing to send it to you absolutely
FREE. It is a wonderful yet simple
home remedy which relieves youaltnost
instantly of the pain; it removes the
cause of the bunion and thus the utrly

deformity dissappcars—all this while
you are wearing tighter shoes than ever.
ust send your name and address and
airyfoot will be sent you promptly in

ain sealed envelope. Write today.

Foot Remedy Co 2207MillardAve., Dent., 33, Chicago

MAKE MONEY AT HOME
YOU can earn from SI to S2 an hour

in your spare time writing show cards.
Quickly and easily learned by our new simple
method. No canvassing or soliciting, we teach
you how. sell your work and pay you cash
each week. Full particulars and booklet free.

AMERICAN SHOW CARD SCHOOL
210 Ryrie Building Toronto. Canada

Wrestling Book FREE
Xpert wreath* at homi fr.

world's undefeated ch;

Frank Gotch and Farmer Burns
Quickly l*ant»4 by mail at home Kn«w the art
»f aelf-defef-«e and jiu-jitsu. Have .

I.cam how to defend vnarsclf. Handle bisr men
with *aae. Send for froa book. Btmta vour a*-*-.

Farmer Burnt, 1721 Rim|» BU1g . Omaha. Nab.
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Anetltn Qetwell, cinema star, adores NestoLashes

Charm and fascinate your
friends with this new way

to beautify your eyes

NO matter how much attention you
pay to your complexion and features,

your beauty will still lack a piquant
something, unless your lashes are naturally

long, velvety and curly. Yet even make-up
fails to make the lashes look one tiny bit

longer than they really are. In fact, make-
up actually shortens your lashes by break-

ing them off.

Stage and screen favorites bj' the hundreds have
turned, therefore, from hard, brittle and injurious

chemicals to the natural and velvety long, fascinat-

ing NestoLashes.

These are real lashes, long, permanently curly,

dainty and captivating because they look perfectly

natural. Famous beauties now wear them in Paris,

London and New York. Doris Kenyon, Eleanor
Painter, Hazel Dawn and hundreds of others recom-
mend them, for they enhance the brilliance of your
eyes a hundredfold. Each fine hair is threaded to a
thin, invisible foundation which holds the lashes on
your eyes, but does not show at all. The flash, the
enchanting velvety sheen NestoLashes give your
eyes will delight you.

Charm and fascinate your friends. No one will guess
but that they are your own lashes. They are applied
with a patent adhesive and though easy to put on
and take off, they do not come off until removed.
Dainty as they look, they are the strongest kind of

hair work, and you can wear them over and over
again. One pair will convince you of the new beauty
and witchery they bring to your eyes.

Send $1.00 for fine or $1.50 for snperfine. Mention shade, and
whether for private or stage wear. Sent postpd. In plain wrapper

NESTLE'S
Makers of Fine Hair Goods

Largest Beauty Parlors in the World

Dept. B-12 and 14 E. 49th St., New York

IOtc
SPECIAL LOW PRICES—30 DAYS TRIAL
Genuine blue-white diamonds now sold direct to you

by DIAMOND IMPORTERS at wholesale prices on
credit at 40% discount. 14 Kt. solid gold rings included
free. Give finger size. V* carat only S48.76; V2 carat
$97.50 ; Va carat $ 1 46.25. If satisfied pay l/s down
and balance in 10 monthly payments. We guarantee to
please you or return your money. Order direct from ad.
or write for 128-page bargain catalog of other jewelry.
41,000.000 and 42 years' experience are back of our guarantee's

The Sorrows of Mrs. Carter

(Continued from page 41)

SAXOPHONE MUSIC
Catalog

Just out—complete catalog CDCC
of latest jazz hits, also stan- IllCC
dard saxophone solos, duets, trios,

quartettes—2000 selections. Largest
general dealers of saxophone music

1
and supplies in the world. Expert re-

j

pairing. Send for free catalog today.

SAXOPHONE SHOP, 425 P S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

acclaimed as The American Bernhardt,

signed a contract to appear under Charles

Dillingham's direction. But the contract

lapsed because Mr. Dillingham was unable

to find a play to the taste of both star and
manager.
"My own country is young and impulsive

and often sometimes unjust,' she said.

"You wrote a story once. It was fiction.

The title was 'The Dust of the Road.' I

wept over it. It was my story.

"You told of a girl who gave up a part

to help another girl whose mother was
dying. The manager was angry. He said

she was undependable. The other managers
heard the story and believed it.

"It showed how one can be tagged

with a reputation she doesn't deserve. I

have the reputation of being unmanageable.
"It isn't true. I remained with one manage-

ment for seventeen years. I could not have
done that if I were hard to get on with."

MRS. CARTER managed herself in John
Luther Long's play "Kassa." Mr. John

Cort entered into a contract with her. There
were rumors of discord. Mr. John Cort
denied them then.

He still denies them. He said to me
an hour before I began writing this:

"She is a lovely woman and makes no
trouble for a management. She had had
the advantage of superb training. She
realized this.

"When she and the stage manager differed

she several times sent for me and stated the

case before him.
"'Is he right or am I?' she would ask.

'Go through the scene and I will tell you,'

was my answer. She was always right.

"She played in 'Two Women' for two years.

The third she appeared in 'The Second Mrs.
Tanqueray.' We made money."
But there were lawsuits. Three limes

Mrs. Carter passed through the bankruptcy
courts.

She entered vaudeville in an act of her

old success, "Zaza." For film managers she

revived "Zaza" and "Du Barry."

She went to England and toured the prov-

inces iii a revival of "Zaza." News came
that she was ill and wearied and was leaving

the stage.

She retired to Neuilly. In that peaceful

suburb of Paris, best known because of its

great American Hospital, she was living

quietly when Arch Selwyn sailed for Eng-
land.

Mr. Selwyn saw Somerset Maugham's
play, "The Circle," the sardonic humor of

which had captivated London.
"I should like to see 'The Circle' done

in America," said the author. "But I do
not know what actress could play it."

"One could," said Mr. Selwyn. "That is

Mrs. Leslie Carter. But I believe she is

through with the stage."

AND so it lay, on the knees of the gods,

until one night in a cafe in Paris Mr.
Selwyn saw a tall woman sitting at the

table next but one to his. A tall woman,
with flame-like hair, and a figure powerful

and pantherlike. They who sipped green

liquids at surrounding tables stared in sur-

prise. They say Mr. Selwyn leaped at her.

"Mrs. Carter! I was just saying you
were the one to play Lady Kitty in 'The

Circle' in America."
"Indeed !" Mrs. Carter's tone was calm,

indifferent. "But I don't want to go to

America and I don't want to play there."

Encounter with Arch Selwyn is a meet-

ing with the law of dynamics. Before he

went back to his table he had Mrs. Carter's

promise to go to London to see "The
Circle."

She wept and laughed at Lady Kitty's

adventures. Mr. Selwyn gloated over her

decision. "I will play Lady Kitty if you
will engage John Drew to play Lord Por-
teus. He is assuredly Lord Porteus as I am
Lady Kitty."

It was done. And is Mrs. Carter no longer

the woman of sorrows, the My Lady of

Tears? No. To friends of the nearly for-

gotten time she says:

"I never pass the Belasco Theater with-

out tears. Tears of gratitude for my train-

ing under the greatest master of the stage

craft in the world. Tears because of the

quarrel that ended our long and beautiful

friendship."

SINCE coming to America Mrs. Carter's

most potent reason for leaving the stage

has been revealed. She had been partially

blinded by stage light.

It was once feared that she might utterly

lose her sight. For two years she was
as one without sight, except that inward
vision which, she says, turned itself upon
the past. In those years of darkness and
self communion, in her villa at Maidenhead,
where she was Vesta Tilley's across-the-

Thames neighbor, came clearer vision, she

says.

"I understood as I had never understood
before that there were persons who would
benefit by my leaving Mr. Belasco's man-
agement. I understood with the poet

'whispering friends can poison truth.'

"The ordinary things of life held no
further interest for me. I lived but with

one thought, that, sometime, somehow, Mr.
David and I will be reconciled."

"That may be," consoled one who listened.

"There was a bitter quarrel between Mr.
Belasco and Charles Frohman about 'Zaza.'

But when Mr. Frohman was very ill and
thought he was dying he sent for Mr.
Belasco and asked him to carry on his

work."
"Did he?" Mrs. Carter whispered the

question. Her gray green eyes widened.

She talked of life in rural England and in

quiet Neuilly. "It is smooth," she said, "and
sometimes brilliant. It has sparkle. But
also it is insincere.

"The theater is languishing over there.

They are doing trivial things. The plays are

light. None of the big things are discussed

by the playwrights. They are doing none

of the big things that Mr. David and I did

together. Perhaps because they are war
weary.
The American stage today is the best in

the world. It has depth as well as

sparkle.

There is the same difference between
the European stage and ours as between
sparkling moselle and champagne. The Am-
erican stage is the champagne.
"Work is the best thing in the world.

And one must work alone. The ambitious

worker should not marry."

HER mind drifted back to the storms and

quarrels on the old street have been for-

gotten. Harrison Grey Fiske and Marc
Klaw are working together in productions.

"One hears David Belasco and Abraham
Erlanger are to produce the 'Wandering

Jew.'

"

A half smile flashed across the vivid face.

A shadow banished it. Her voice was per-

vaded by wistfulness.

"My heart's desire, the greatest wish of

my life, is that Mr. David and I will be

friends before I die," she said.
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A Game Girl
(Continued from page 71)

When she was a little less than fourteen

(over three years ago) the Famous-Players

Lasky organization took Lila Lee from the

vaudeville stage and made her a motion

picture star. Before that she had been

the protegee of Gus Edwards and his wife,

and a child-favorite under the perfectly

luting name of "Cuddles." You may also

remember that the Edwardses took her from

her mother when she was a little thing,

in some poverty and distress, and that her

mother eventually won her back about a

year ago only through long legal procedure.

Anyway, the film company didn't even

make a test of her. They fell, as many have

done before and since, for Cuddles.

They watched her delivery and signed

her for the big leagues. They made her a

star. Figuratively speaking, Lila forgot to

touch second.

It wasn't altogether her fault—the coacher

slipped on the signals. But explanations are

difficult things and the fact only remained

that she had been knocked out of the box.

The public and press said frankly, "We
can't see Lila Lee as a star."

So she was de-starred.

Consider for a moment what it means to

be plucked from the stellar firmament and
chucked back into the ranks.

FORTUNATELY for Lila, during her

brief grandeur she had remained sweet,

unaffected and kind. Therefore the "lot"

didn't kid her—much.
From being a star, she became a leading

woman even an ingenue, sometimes a

character ingenue. There were times when
she played bits, ugly ones, at that.

She had flopped. And everybody said

then, "She's through. She won't have the

nerve to stick on that lot where she was a

star."

Quietly, with that soft, big-eyed smile,

and that happy, soft way of hers, Lila die!

stick. Inch by inch, never balking at any-
thing, never afraid, never nasty, or bitter,

always hard-working, she fought her way
back up the ladder.

Whatever came her way, she did well

—

her best. She studied, learned, grew wise

in camera ways. She made "Tweeny" in

"Male and Female" stand out like a lily

in a bed of roses. She played one of the

wives in "Midsummer Madness" with dra-

matic appeal and fervor.

I don't know whether he wanted to be
quoted, but Cecil deMille said the other day,
"If she doesn't lose her figure and get fat

like her mother, Lila Lee will be the greatest

dramatic actress on the screen. No, I'll

take that back. I believe that in ten years,

barring earthquakes, Lila Lee will be the
greatest dramatic actress in the world."

Since then, I have seen her work in

William deMille's "After the Show." As
usual I am bound to acknowledge C. B's
infallibility.

It's at least a possibility. Duse must
have been like that at seventeen.

"Thank God it happened as it did," Lila

Lee said to me the other evening, "If I'd

been successful, I'd probably have been
contented, and stagnated until it was too
late to do anything real. Now at least I

have a fighting chance for big things. I'm
learning—I'm ready. If I succeed now, I
will have a foundation."

Seventeen—a sweet, soft, beautiful little

creature, absolutely brimming with emotion,
feeling, drama. Always acting, alway-
sparkling, cutting capers, imitating grand
opera and doing "Camille,"—humorously

—

to amuse her friends.

But funny as it may sound I can pay her
no higher tribute nor ask you to accept
none higher than my pet name—"Mrs.
Merkle.''

Famous FRENCH Depilatory

for removing hair

Pink as Your Flesh—
With the Fragrance of the Rose.

The charm of X-BAZIN lies in its delicate tint and odor, but
its success among the fastidious— that has arisen from the quick,

agreeable way it performs its work.
Swiftly, safely and cleanly it removes, as by a spell, all hair

from arms, neck, limbs and face, leaving behind it a skin of satin
— a skin such as is the pride of women arrayed in sheer blouses

and in sleeveless evening gowns.
50c and $1 in U. S. and Canada. Elsewhere 75c and $1.50. Larger size

contains complete mixing outfit.

Send 10c for booklet and generous sample.

Hall &. Ruckel, 112 Waverly Place, New York
Maker.'! of Sozodont

1
For 67 years these little marchers
have led band instrument buyers
to better quality and valuel

FREE—84-Page
BAND CATALOG
Pictures, describes, prices everything

for the band—from single instrument to
complete equipment. Used by Army and
'eadint

—

Navy Sold by leatfinu music'merctianta ev.
payments. State Instrument interested

LYON & HEALY, 69-94 Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO

Copy this Sketch
nnd let me see what you can do
with it. M iinv cartoonists and Illus-
trators earning $30 00 to SSOOOOor
more per week were trained by m>
personal individual lessons hy mail
London Picture Charts make orig-
inal drowinfr easy to learn. Send sketch
with 6e in stamps for sample Picture ( haM.
Ion* list of successful student*, and
evidence of what pow r»n accomplish.

flmnr *tnt* aQf.

THE LANDON SCHOOL
507 National Bldg., Cleveland, O.

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE !

BUT YOUR NOSE?
IN THIS DAY and AGE attention to your appearance is an absolute

necessity if you expect to make the most out of life. Not only should
you wish to appear as attractive as possible, for your own self-satisfac-

tion, which is alone well worth your efforts, but you will find the world
in general judging you greatly, if not wholly, by your "looks;" therefore
it pays to "look your best" at all times. Permit no one to see you looking
otherwise; it will injure your welfare! Dpon the impression you con-
stantly make rests the failure or success of your life. Which is to be
your ultimate destiny?

My latest Nose-Shaper, "TRADOS Model 25." U.S. Patent, with sin adju--
pressure regula tors and made of Unlit polished metal, correctanow Ill-Shaped I

without operation, quickly, safely and permanently. Diseased cases except*
pleasant and docs not Interfere With one's datly occupation, liclne worn at nlcht.

Write today for free boollet, which tells how to eorrect ill-shaped Nottt
without cost if not satisfactory

M. Trilety, Face Specialist, 1740 Ackerman Building, Binghamton, N. Y.

Also For Sale at Riker-Hegcman, Liggctt's and other First-Class Drug Stores
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PROTECTHOMEYOUR
Earnings

With
this
25 CaL regular
tionblue steel I

AUTOMATIC
I

REVOLVERS
Regular Price 22.50^'

OUR PRICE
While they last

Keep one of these safety brand new revolvers
in your home and be fully protected against
burglars, thieves and hold-up men. It's a ter-

rible fright to wake up in the night—hear noises

down stairs or in the next room—and realize your
neglect has left you wholly UNPROTECTED.
Buy one of these revolvers and be always

fully protected^ Handsome blue steel, gun
metal finish. HAS DOUBLE SAFETY and is

practically "fool-proof" against accidents.
Perfect grip, accurate aim. Rifled barrel,

hard rubber, checkered grips, safety lever.

Holds seven cartridges. Small, compact, lies

flat and will not bulge out pocket. Shoots
the famous Colt Auto Cartridges.

SEND NO MONEY
Order to-day. Just send your name and ad-

dress and say which revolver you want.

No. 372 is 25 calibre, 7 shot.

Regular price $22.50. Our
price

No. 772 is larger size, 32 calibre,

military model. 10 shot, extra
magazine FREE. Regular price

$25.00. Our special price only. .

.

Don't wait. Order this bargain to-day. Write
clearly your name, address and the Number
of the Revolver you want to order. Send no
cash. We ship by return mail. Pay Postman, on
arrival, our price, plus postage. Send lor Free Catalogue.

Paramount Trading Co.
34 West 28th St., New York

$975
$12

' Write for Free Won-
J
derful Bargain Cata-

I logtoday.Creditterms
fullyexplained. Ate

I money -Ravinir prlc
Diamonds. Watche:
Jewelry. For Holiday Gift».|

I Cash or Credit
; Tho Lady Louise Diamond
! Ring, enlarged to show the
g exquisite mounting-, la Soli<

I UK Green Gold; DiaroonL
I aet in Solid White Gold.
' $125 Value* reduced to

I SCQ.33 Cash or5« Credit
1 Proportionate reductions on
I all other Ringn at S75. SIOO.
. $125. .'ISO. S175.S20Ono.lup.

J
LIBERTY BONOS ACCEPTED

I0FTIS
BROS 6 CO [soo-

the NATIONAL JEWELERS
Dcpl.H-502 10S N. State St.

CHICAGO, ILL.
STORES IN LEADING CITIES

Kill The Hair Root
jlj method is the only way to prevent, me liairlrom giow-
Ingogain. Easy.pninlesB.harmless. NoecarB. Booklet free.

Write today, enclosing 3 (stamps, vfe learh ltenniy Onltnr*.

D. J. MAHLER. 19-X Mahler Park. Providence, R. I.

rDFI? AMBITIOUS WRITERS, send
W* |\ p jp J today for FREE copy of America's*^*^*-*

]eac]j n)? magazine for writers of

Photoplays, Stories. Poems. Instructive, helpful.

WRITER'S DIGEST
611-D Butler Bldg. CINCINNATI

Making Good at 60

(Continued from page 43)

"I depended upon her judgment. I always
do believe in it and I act upon it. I did

this time. As you know, her idea was a

good one. She draws half the royalties

of the play. She is the co-author and the
editor of it.

"I'm more afraid of what she will think
of anything I've written than any one
else's opinion. I am writing a new play.

I gave her twenty pages of the play and
she handed me back three. The rest she
threw away. She is a severe critic, but
she is right."

I asked him when he first saw the brown-
haired, brown-eyed girl who was to be his

wife and constructive critic.

"I can't remember," he answered, staring

smilingly into the haze of the past. "She
went past our place on her way to school.

My father kept a woodyard. I was twelve
years old and used to help him about the
place. I got used to seeing her pass. She
was generally on the run. But I didn't

pay any attention, for she was three years

younger than I was. I felt wise and grown
up. If I had any feeling toward her it

was one of pity, because she was a girl.

There was some contempt, too, because she

was only nine.

"I didn't think she was pretty, but I

knew she was bright. She used to recite

'Corporal John' at school affairs, and town
hall meetings and church socials. I admired
her memory, for I never had any. 'Corporal

John' was forty-five minutes long and she

never 'dried up' in her lines, as we say in the

theater.

A TOWNSMAN of ours, Louis Leiber,

was getting up an amteaur play. He
was wondering where to get an actress to

play a comedy part. I said, 'There's a girl

named Jennie Weidman, about fourteen
years old, that could play it. I don't know
her, but I've heard her recite.'

"Louis and I went to see her about it.

We rapped on the door. She answered our
rap. Her face was wrapped up in a towel.

Louis said, 'Is this Miss Weidman? I am
Mr. Leiber and this is Mr. Bacon.' We
had known about each other all our lives,

but were trying to be very polite. Miss
Weidman said, 'Excuse my appearance. I

am suffering from toothache,' and seemed
to forget all about it. I thought, 'What
self-possession.' Mr. Leiber told her he was
getting up an amateur theatrical company
and wanted her to join it. She said she

might if her aunts were willing and she

asked us to come in. Her aunts, one she

called Auntie Em and one Aunt Mary,
listened to our plans and said their niece

might join us.

"We played in the same company for

three years. Somewhere about the middle
of the last year I said to her, 'I'm going

to take you home tonight.' She said, 'Are

you? What about the neighbor who has

always brought me home?' I said, 'I asked

him to let me take his place this evening.'

That was the beginning and the end. I

called every day after that for a year.

I must have been a nuisance to the family.

But they didn't say anything to me. I

learned later that Auntie Em favored me,
but Aunt Mary was for another fellow from
San Francisco. She said he had more polish

and would amount to more. Toward the

end of the year I proposed and we were
married the next week.

"We got married on a capital of twenty-

dollars. I gave ten to the minister. We
lived with my wife's two aunts and I got

a job soliciting advertisements for a San

Jose newspaper at twelve dollars a week.

It was hard work, but I didn't mind it.

And Mother never complained. We were
always interested in the theater and always
hoping to go on the stage.

"I remember when Edwin Booth came to
town. We both longed to see him. But the
seats cost four dollars apiece. I came home
and asked my wife what she thought about
it. I had already formed the habit of
never doing anything without talking it

over with her. 'Do you think we can
manage it?' I asked. 'We'll manage it,' she
said. I've never known what she did or
did without to piece the twelve dollars a
week over eight dollars for theater tickets

and our keep. She would never tell me.
That eight-dollar investment was the best

we ever made. We saw Edwin Booth play
'Hamlet.'

'|\ flY salary was raised to fifteen dollars

1V1 a week, but that didn't satisfy me. I

wanted to own a newspaper. I managed
to get a little country one, a weekly. It

didn't go well. Do you think Mother sat

at home and brooded? Not a bit. She
used to come down with friends of ours
to the office and tell jokes and stories while

the paper went to press. I had really to

give the paper away, for the man who
bought it from me gave me a note that

was no good. He couldn't pay the note
and I let him have the paper. We went
to Napa to take over a photograph gallery

from my brother. No luck. We sold it

for a hundred dollars and couldn't collect

the hundred. But Mother never complained.

We kept on expecting the chance to go on
the stage.

"Stories have been told of our abject

poverty. Some of them are true. But
we never missed a meal, for Mother was a
good manager.
"We haven't always seen things alike.

We've had our debates, but no ambulance
has been necessary. Only once did I do
something against her advice. That was
when I bought the ten-acre farm at Moun-
tain View. It is about twenty-three miles

from San Jose. Mother didn't want to

leave the town. She likes people about.

But she soon liked the farm and named it

Baconia. There's a great deal of sentiment
woven about the old place. Our son and
daughter grew up there, and our three

grandchildren were born there and learned

to talk and call us 'Gram' and 'Gramp.'
"While I played in the stock company at

the Alcazar, as I did for sixteen years, we
had our hottest debates. I didn't want
to sit up to study nor go through my part

for the next week. I was sleepy. Even
a baby is cross when it is sleepy. But
Mother won. She put me through the

part even if I toppled over on the pillow

at the tag. That's what actors call the last

line. She was right," Frank Bacon affirmed

in a quiet tone of conviction.

"I think the best thing about Mother
is that she never commands nor demands.
She talks things over with me. She says,

T think that you'd better do this or that.'

She gives her reasons. And that's all. She
knows when to stop.

"With a wife like her any man, play actor

or other, that isn't a defective could get

along.

"We have avoided the long separations

of the usual stage life. And in the few
times when we have been separated we
wrote to each other every day.
"Now, I am glad that when she wants

anything she can get it. It was a pleasure

to give her her second motor car the other

day. She's earned it. I am glad that these

days when there's a rap on the door each

doesn't ask the other to answer it.
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Making Good at 60
(Continued from page no)

"I could never have got along without

Mother. . When my son married I said,

'You haven't enough to start a cart.' He
answered, 'How much did you have when
you married?' I reminded him that he

wasn't marrying Mother."
The Jane Bacon into whom the Jennie

Weidman had evolved sat on the wide porch

of the new Baconia at Bayside, Long Island,

and laughed at what I repeated of her

husband's appreciation.

"I remember that when I saw him first,

the evening he called with Mr. Leiber,

I noticed how much hair he had. He's

never lost it. I thought he had kind eyes.

He hasn't lost them.

"I don't believe in husband worship,

but I do in husband comradeship. When
Father played a part badly I told him so.

He resented the criticism, but my aim was
achieved, for he improved in the part.

"A couple can get along by talking things

over, exchanging views.

"Common sense is a great solvent of

family troubles. And a sense of humor.
A husband and wife will get on it they
laugh much together."

When We Went to

School
WHEN we went to school we acquired

our learning by what almost

amounted to brute force. It was pounded

into us. It was beaten upon our conscious-

ness by an endless repetition of wounds.

It was enforced by hand slappings, and other

such methods. When we failed in a memory
test we were "kept in" or made to sit—
crowning indignity—in the cloak room.

If the lessons given us had been more
interesting—but they weren't! The books

we studied from were often stereotyped and

dull. Small wonder that our mind wandered
away into a land of romance and adventure
—a land that lay infinitely far beyond the

walls of the school house.

We took our learning hard—we who be-

longed to the schools of yesterday. But
the children of this generation will—if plans

do not miscarry—never have to share our

lot. For the motion picture machine has

at last taken its place in the classroom.

Experiments have been made—with rather

amazing results. In New York City, five

hundred pupils of the seventh grade, divided

into three groups, were tested. One set

was given a prescribed lesson orally, the

others through the medium of the camera
and the silver sheet. The latter receive'

marks averaging 23 per cent higher tha

those orally instructed. In Detroit tw
groups of scholars were selected for com
parison. A certain film was shown twic
with no explanation from the teacher, t

the first group—the time occupying thirteen

minutes. The instructor of the other group
gave them a fifty-five minute talk on the

same subject. Then identical lists of ques-
tions were given to both groups to answer
and the first group averaged far higher
marks than the second

!

Of course some subjects cannot be taught
by motion pictures. But in most cases the

camera will—in time—triumph over the

spoken word. The child eye is more alert

than the child ear—unless parents happen to

be talking over certain taboo matters!
It is interesting to note that such an

educator as H. G. Wells champions the use
of the motion picture camera in schools.
Those among us who are thoroughly com-
mercialized cannot help feeling that he is

secondly of the scenario possibilities of his

thinking first of the future generations and
'Outline of History."

Be theTom Brown
of Your Town

You may have the talent to develop into a Saxo-
phone wizard like Tom Brown, of the famous Tom
Brown's Clown Band, the highest-priced musical act,

and enjoy this most pleasant of vocations with a

True-Tone Saxophone
It is the easiest of all wind instruments to play and
one of the most beautiful. Three first lessons sent

free. You can learn the scale in an hour's practice,

and play popular music in a few weeks. Practice is

a pleasure because you learn so quickly. You can
take your place in a band within 90 days, if you so
desire. Unrivaled for home entertainment, church,
lodge or school. In big demand for orchestra dance
music. A Saxophone will enable you to take an im-

portant part in the musical development of your
community. It increases your popularity and your
opportunities, as well as your pleasure.

Free Trial— Easy Payments
You may order any Buescher Saxophone, Cornet,

Trumpet, Trombone or any other Band or Orches-
tral Instrument without paying in advance, and try

it six days in your own home, without obligation.

If perfectly satisfied, pay for it on easy payments to

suit your convenience. Mention the instrument inter-

ested in and a complete catalog will be mailed free.

The Famous Buescher-Grand Cornet
The Buescher-Grand
Cornet is exception-

ally easy to blow, yet
possesses a tone of won-
derfulvolume. If you ex-
pect to learn to play a
Cornet, youshould by all

means have a good instrument. With a Buescher-Grand, you
own an instrument similar to that with which the greatest

Cornetists of America have made their reputations. If inter-

ested in a Cornet or other instrument, ask for our complete

Catalog—sent free.

Saxophone Book Free
Tells what each Saxophone is best
adapted for; when to use singly, in quar- CJ Cf,
tettes, sextettes, octettes, or in regular »

band orSaxophoneBand, and howto trans-

pose for cello parts in orchestra. Send
coupon to the right for free copy.

Buescher Band Instrument Co.
Makers of Everything in Band and Orchestra Instrumental

2246 Buescher Block Elkhart, Indiana

Coupon for Free Book

$500 to $1,000 Weekly
for 2 Hours a Day-

is not uncommon for musicians of ability

to earn. True-Tone Musical Instruments
have helped make famous Tom Brown,
Art Hickman, Clyde Doerr, Donald Clark,
Clay Smith, Guy Holmes and thousands of

others. You might develop equal ability.

I Uueflcher Band ln^tni m Co.
2246 Buescher Block, I Ikli.in . Ind.

Gentlemen: I am interested in the instrument
! checked below.

..Saxophone Cornet Trombone Trumpet
(Meouon any other ioatrumrnt lot* rested in)

Name _

I Street Address .

Town State.....

WANTED
Commercial artists

If you like to draw, you are in-
deed fortunate. Thousands of

business firms pay millions of

dollars annually for good adver-
tising drawings and designs,
and commercial artists who
can make such drawings earn
splendid incomes.

Make Good Money

—

QUICK
Yes. S50. $75. S100 a week and
more. The Federal " Master

"

Course rapidly develops your
ability by mall. In your spare
time. No previous training
needed. Send today for " Your
Future," a book lelllnir all about
this wonderful Course It's free

for the asking.

Federal School of Commercial Designing

309 F.dar.l School* Bid!.. Minneapolis. Minn.

AC FIELDS METAPAD
It Supports £r-» Binds
The Front Arch

Instantly Relieves Metatarsal Arch Affections
Morton Toe, cramping of toes,
larged little toe joints, sole cal
luses and spreading of foot.

Worn in any shoe, under
or over storking. Any
foot troubles?

Writeforjull
particulars.

C. R. ACFIELD, Foot Specialties
DEPT. RD. 1328 Broadway and 47 We.! 34th SIreet. N. Y.

Movie Stars
ORIGINAL PHOTOS

jV*4ga Hat Size 8x10. 50c each, or three for
j^H ^B M.25. Postcard photos, 50c per^~

i glf
' 'lozen. Illustrated catalogue, con-^K t.lining 75 pictures, FREK with
* every $1.00 order.

^P«0 Send for the largest and best list

jjf-j J
of most beautiful girls of the^^^^^
Motion Picture Capital of the world.

Homer E. Howry Co.. 424 S. BrsssW In Asteki. CsGf.
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Secrets of Mae Murray's Success

(^jfittiiyCmunfortheQiieengfJfearts

Packed in DaintyBlue Envelopes
ContainingOne Net->T5*
ContainingTwo Nets->r25*
ContainingFourNets -Jo-5CK

At all Good Stores

JbrJonqest
r
Wear<*JU>ithoiU a Dear

American Pacific Co., Inc.
44-46 East25<SSt.NewYorkCity

ELASTICITY' STRENGTH -INVISIBILITY

|oj|ctD«.DaraM°r»-

Fl

5jrOR more than 50 years, these distinctive prep-
ay 1 arations have been established in the favor
of the American gentlewoman. Todav they are
still made exclusively in our own laboratories,
from the same pure ingredients—under the same
fine personal supervision—as in 1868!

Rft^AIINF Gives the face and nails a delicate
IWJrtLHIL rose tint. Softens and velvetizes
the skin and is superior to dry rouges for tinting.
ROSALINE is not affected by perspiration or
displaced by bathing. Jars, 25c.

DIAMOND NAIL ENAMEL e
rn
a re

wd
io
r
r£

r

Free from grit, producing an immediate and last-
ing polish Its delicate rose tint will not discolor
the skin or cuticular fold of the nails. Dia-
mond shape box, 25c.

For softening and whiten-
ing the skin. Feeds and

nourishes the tissues. Preserves a beautiful
complexion and restores a faded one. Jars, 25c.

Sold by dealers everywhere, or sent direct on
receipt of price and 10c extra for postage. Send
stamp for illustrated catalogue of prices.

DR. J. PARKER PRAY CO.
Sole Manufacturers and Proprietors

10 and 12 East 23rd St. New York City

CREAM VAN OLA

vv.t;- 77T' ,-.:^v.*j»Ai>^ ^*rm

SecretsofBeauty
PariorsRevealed
Wonderful Opportunity to Become a
Boaiitu Qnorialict A national System of Beauty Cul-eaUXy ^peCiailSl turer>ee<J3 women everywhere. $40
to $75 a week. Experience not necessary. Inafew weeks' spare time
at home, we makeyou expert in all branches, such as Muscle Strap,
Mud Packs, Hair Dyeinff, Permanent Wave, Marcelling Skin Work,
Manicuring, Electrolysis, etc. You can earn while you learn, giving
Beauty Treatments among Four friends and neighbors, or open your
own Beauty Parlor. Authorized Diploma, Money-Back Guarantee.CPCC DAOIC Write today for Free Book. Explains thiari*tE OWf\ wonderful system and Special Offer.

ORIENTAL SYSTEM OF BEAUTY CULTURE
Dept. 21 1000 P.veraey Boulevard Chicago, Illinois

LearntoDance
You can learn the One-Step, Two-
Step. Fox-Trot, Waltz and all the

latest dances, at home, easily and quickly.
Our Amazing New Chart Method makes
dancinir simple as ARC. Thousands taught success-
fully; no music needed; s-urr-rss ffuaranteedf

rFMrr* Course in Ballroom Etiquette givenrntt frcc - Write atoncefor special offer.™ ~ 7 NATIONAL DANCING INSTITUTE
Siudci. 601 20th Street Station, Chicago

(Concludedfrom page 31)

her. Each day she donned it and showed
Mr. Mitchell how like she was to the

Brinkley girl. At last he said: "Oh, well,

try it."

When the "Follies of 1908" opened in

New York, the Nell Brinkley girl "led all

the rest." The critics praised her. The
artist whose work she interpreted said:

"She is the essence and embodiment of my
girls. She has gotten the idea exactly. She
is very intelligent."

The day after the opening of the "Follies"

a blonde girl whose smile was a soft radi-

ance that nothing could dispel, arrived at
the hairdresser's. She laid a two-dollar
bill on the counter. "Here is this week's
installment on the wig, Mr. Hepner," she
said. The cost of the wig was twenty-five
dollars. She was paying for it by install-

ments, two dollars a week. She had gambled
on the wig, but it had gotten for her what
she wanted.
Which is one reason for her success. She

has initiative.

The dance craze was sweeping across the
country with the swiftness and intensity

of a prairie fire. Mae Murray heard that
in Paris they were dancing the pericot, the
maxixe and the tango.

Her capital was five hundred dollars and
high hope. She calculated closely, to her
last half-dollar.

"That will pay my passage back and forth

and my expenses for twelve days in Paris,"

she said. "I won't need to take any lessons.

I can learn by watching."

She executed her programme to the hour.
Twelve days and evenings in the cafes and
cabarets of Paris and she had learned the

desirable dances. She sailed back to New
York, acquainted the managers with her
acquisition, and was engaged 'for "Her
Little Highness." The play was an almost
instant failure. But she had been seen in

the new dances. Offers followed.

THE second reason for her success : She
studied the times and tastes and gave

the public what it wanted.
Came a fad for restaurants conducted by

dancing celebrities. The Castles had Castle
House and a restaurant in the Metropole.
Mae Murray had her San Souci and her
Folies Marigney.

Mrs. Irene Castle, then the most popular
of drawing-room dancers in the world,
became ill. It was necessary to replace her
instantly in "Watch Your Step" at the New
Amsterdam Theater. A message came to
San Souci : "Mr. Dillingham wants to see

you in his office."

She hurried to his office.

"It is about Mrs. Castle?" she asked.
"Yes. Are you afraid to try to follow

her?"
"No," she answered. "Can you give me

an hour's rehearsal with Mr. Castle?"
Her appearance was very successful.

"Weren't you really afraid?" I asked.

"No," she answered. "A great happi-
ness crowds out fear. I was so happy
at being chosen as the substitute for the

world's greatest dancer that there was no
room for fear."

Another reason for her success. She is

never afraid to try.

A small motion picture was a feature of

one of the "Follies." She was a figure so

outstanding in it that the next day offers

came from the principal screen managers.
Would she go into pictures? Certainly.

America's dance madness would not last

always. There is a time to turn one's back
upon the old and step into new fields.

No clinging to former things ! No look-

ing backward ! She thinks Lot's wife de-

served her saline fate. Face ever forward
she advances to meet the new.
About this spirit was the moving force of

the company of which she is star and part-

ner. The Murray-Leonard company's first

picture was "Peacock Alley."

"When I came back from Paris I wanted
to play a French woman. You see I was
enchanted with Cecile Sorel. She is the
most popular actress in France. She is much
interested in dancing. Fanny Ward gave a

tea for me and Mme. Sorel was there. Mme.
Sorel gave a dinner for me. She is the
most fascinating of women. When she is

giving a dinner she eats nothing herself.

She dines before her guests arrive. She
wants to be free to give every second to

her guests. I watched her with supreme
admiration. She wore a long string of
pearls. She constantly played with them,
and with such grace ! The French woman
is always doing something. I have intro-

duced Cecile Sorel's way of toying with her
pearls into 'Peacock Alley.'

WHAT I saw in Paris filled me with
enough inspiration to last for a long

time. It must. For one of my rules is

'Keep away from people.' Watch them. Be
on the edge of the crowd. Study it. Be in

it but not of it. I have no patience with
players who say we can look within and find

in the manifold man or woman within us all

we need for interpretation. Races differ.

Nations differ. Individuals differ. They eat

differently, walk differently, talk differently.

We must know how they do these things.

There is a fine actor of rich background in

'Peacock Alley.' Mr. W. J. Ferguson was a
call boy who saw J. Wilkes Booth kill

Lincoln at Ford's Theater. He says he has
a catalogue of French types, and German,
Russian, English and American types in his

memory. He has played all these types,

and he files them away in memory's cabinet

and gets them out when needed. That is

very clever and true. I believe one must
keep away from people to keep her poise.

They rob her of her strength. They gossip."

Miss Murray is not one of the cult that

believes in the immolation of the artist upon
the altar of art. "Certainly I believe in

marriage," she says. "The artist is first the

human being. A genuinely human being

needs companionship. There is no quarrel

between art and life."

She has followed this light. She has been
married three times. The marriage to Wil-
liam N. Shwenker, the son of a millionaire

manufacturer, was ill starred, although she

lived in a furnished room and cooked their

meals herself during their honeymoon. A
marriage to James Jay O'Brien was not
such because she protested against too much
conviviality at the wedding supper. The
story of the picturesque wedding and hasty
permanent quarrel were told in the divorce

court. She has married Robert Z. Leonard,
her director and partner. In marriage as

in art her last success rule holds. "A great

wish in our heart is a prayer that will be
answered, if the purpose is sincere. I be-
lieve that all good things await us if we
deserve them."

In all the fifteen growing years Mae
Murray has been a prodigious reader, an
omnivorous one. "I read biography to

inspire me," she has often said. "Thomas
Edison's life is the most inspiring of all.

But I read trash too. The other night I

read a novel that had nothing worth while
in it but this sentence 'He kept on keeping
at it'."

"Keep on keeping at it." There we have
Mae Murray's chief rule of sutcess. The
rest are subsidiary.

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Poole St., Islington,

. New York City.

Studio Directory
For the convenience of our readers

who may desire the addresses of film

companies we give the principal active

ones below. The first is the business

office; (s) indicates a studio; in some
cases both are at one address.

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.,
7-".) Seventh Ave., N. Y.

(s) Maurice Tourncur, Culver City, Cal.

(s) Thos. H. Ince. Culver City. Cal.
.1. Parker Read. Jr , Ince Studios, Culver
City, Cal.

(3) Mack Sennett, Edenda'e. Cal.

(s) Marshall Xeilan, Goldwyn Studios, Culver
City. Cal.

(s) Allan Dwan, Hollywood Studios. 0642
Santa Monica Blvd.. Hollywood. Cal.

(S) King Vidor Productions. 7200 Santa
Monica Blvd.. Hollywood, Cal.

(3) J. I.. Frothingham, Prod., Brunton Studios,
5300 Melrose Ave., Hollywood. Cal.

BI.ACKTOX PRODUCTION'S. INC . Bush House,
Aldwych, Strand, London, England,

ROBERT BRUNTON STUDIOS, 5341 Melrose
Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

CHRISTIE FILM CORP.. 6101 Sunset Blvd..
Hollywood, Cal.

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP., of America.
370 Seventh Ave.. X. Y. C.

FAMOUS-PLAYERS-I.ASKY CORP, Paramount.
485 Fifth Ave., New York City.

(3) Pierce Ave. and Sixth St.. Long Island City,
New York.

(s) I.asky. Hollywood. Cal.
British Paramount (s)

X. London, England.

Realart. 46!) Fifth Ave.

(s) 211 X". Occidental Blvd.. Los Angeles. Cal.

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT,
IXC, 6 West 48th St., Xew York.

R. A. Walsh Prod.. 5341 Melrose Ave.,
Hollywood, Cal.

Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven. Prod., Louis
B. Mayer Studios. Los Angeles.

(3) Buster Kcaton Comedies. 1025 Lillian Way.
Hollywood, Cal.

Anita Stewart Co., 3800 Mission Road. Los
Angeles, Cal.

Louis B. Mayer Productions. 3800 Mission
Road, Los Angeles, Cal.

(s) Allen Holubar, 1510 Laurel Ave., Hollywood,
Cal.

Norma and Constance Talmadge Studio,
318 East 4«th St., New York.

Katherine MacDonald Productions, Georgia
and Girard Sts., Los Angeles. Cal.

David M. Hartford, Prod., 3274 West 6th St..

Los Angeles, Cal.

Hope Hampton, Prod., Peerless Studios.
Fort Lee. X. J.

(3) Chas. Ray. 1428 Fleming St., Los Angeles.
Rlcbard Barthelmess Inspiration Corp., 565
Fifth Ave.. X. Y. C.

FOX FILM CORP.. (s) 10th Ave. and 55th St..
New York: (s) 1401 Western Ave.. Hollywood.
Cal.

GARSOX STUDIOS. IXC, (sj 1845 Alessandro St..
Edendale. Cal.

GOLDWYN FILM CORP., 469 Fifth Ave , New
York; (s) Culv r City. Cal.

HAMPTON. JESSE B.. STUDIOS. 1425 Fleming
St., Hollywood, Cal.

HART. WM. S. PRODUCTIONS, fa) 1215 Bates
St., Hollywood, Cal.

LOIS WEBER STUDICfe.
Blvd.. Hollywood. Cal.

HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS,
Blvd., Hollywood. Cal.

INTERNATIONAL FILMS. INC.. 729 Seventh
Ave.. N. Y. C. (s) Second Ave. and 127t!i St..
N. Y.

METRO PICTI-RES CORP., 1476 Broadway, New
York: (3) 3 West 61st St.. New York, and
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

PATIli: EXCIIAXGE. Pathe Bldg., 35 W. 45th St ,

Xew York, (s) Geo. B. Seitz. 134th St. and
Park Ave.. New York City.

R-C PICTURES PRODUCTIONS. 723 Seventh
Ave.. New York; Currier Bldg.. Los Angeles;
(S) corner Gower and Melrose Sts., Hollywood,
Cal.

ROTHACKER FILM MFG. CO., 1339 Divcrsey
Parkway. Chicago, 111.

SELZNICK PICTURES CORP., 729 Seventh Ave
New York: (31 807 East 175th St.. New York, and
West Fort Lee, N. J.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION, 729 Seventh
Ave., Xew York.

Mary Piekford Co., Brunton Studios. Holly-
wood. Cal.; Douglas Fairbanks
Hollywood. Cal.; Charles Chaplin S

1416 l.alirca Ave.. Hollywood, Cal.
D. W. Griffith Studios. Or.enta Point. Mama-

roneck, N. Y.

Rex Beach, Whitman Bennett Studio. 537
lllverdale Ave.. Yonkers, New York; Geo.
Arliss. Prod.. Distinctive Prod., Inc., 366
Madison Ave.. N. Y.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFC. CO 1600 Broadway.
New York: (s. Universal City. Cal.

VITAGRAPH COMPANY OF \MERICA, 469
Fifth Ave., Xew York; fa) East 15th St. and
Locust Ave.. Brooklvn. N. Y.. and 17"
madge St., Hollywood. Cal.

4634 Santa Monica

6642 Santa Monica

Life in the Films

{Continued from page 65)

in all their dealings with vermiform human-
ity. Even when addressing servants, their

manner is one of heaven-kissing superiority.

Among their own exalted kind, however.

they loosen up and thaw out. Free from
the danger of contamination with the vulgar

and the lowly, they become downright affec-

tionate. The ladies fondle and caress one
another genteelly ; and the gentlemen put
their arms about each other and thwack
each other on the back till their teeth rattle.

The chief occupation of the screen's blue-

stockings is, of course, social entertaining.

Their lives are just one round of teas,

soirees, receptions, musicales and balls. And
here we are confronted by one of the

strangest customs of fashionable society in

the silent drama. At all these "functions"

there are practically as many servants as

there are guests.

AND the uniforms and costumes of the

various butlers, servitors, footmen, lack-

eys, ferashes, and other Jeameses who roam
stiff-jointedly about the numerous reception

halls and drawing rooms, would make Solo-

mon himself spin jealously in his grave. A
group of these gorgeously caparisoned

flunkeys resembles a full-dress conclave of

Oriental potentates and Balkan generals.

This populous army of gaudily uniformed
menials is not wholly for the purpose of

ostentation, for, from all indications, film

aristocrats are inordinately helpless. With-
out numerous servitors at hand they would
probably fall in a heap and starve to death.

One wonders how they learned to ring

the bell for assistance; for many of the

tasks for which they summon butlers are

quite as simple as the operation of ringing.

If they desire a decanter from the sideboard,

or wish to light a cigarette, or want their

chair moved a bit, a detachment of musical-

comedy drum-majors in full regalia is im-
mediately summoned.
There are numerous other peculiarities to

be noted in the social life of the screen.

For instance, all ladies of the ultra-fashion-

able set have breakfast in bed. From every
indication, the average director of these

"high-life" dramas labors under the delusion

that only the bourgeoisie and the proletariat

ever rise before eating, and that to do so is

to brar.d oneself as common and democratic.

Then there is the peculiarity attaching to

the status of society bachelors. These un-
attached gentlemen, without exception, use

great quantities of hair grease, wax their

moustaches, carry long jewelled cigarette

holders, and are devoid of all honor. In-

variably one finds these putative male
celibates of the aristocracy either makins
suave and courtly love to some virtuous

married lady, or else endeavoring to Com-
promise some trusting debutante by en-

veigling her to his apartment on the promise

that other blue-bloods are to be there.

And while on the subject of debutante

—

ingenues, it might be mentioned that they

nearly always fall in love with one of God's

noblemen—a flannel-shirted, forward-look-

ing, God-fearing, right-thinkins plebeian who
believes that one bath a week on Saturday
night is enough, that all rich men are

scoundrels, and all laboring-men are honest

and unselfish, and that any woman who
smokes a cigarette is a hussy.

Of course, the delicate young orchid of

society is at first shocked and repulsed by
this Rough Diamond; but in the end, alter

meeting his octogenarian mother (who never

saw a lorgnette and peels her own pota 1

this pampered darlins: of the Four Hundred
awakes to the true worth and inner beapty
of honest sweat, and forthwith turns her

back upon the hollow sham of afternoon
tea- and fancy-dress balls.

Tooth

Florence Mfg
Florence,

Canadian Address

247 St. Paul Street WeM
Montreal, Cart.
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Corns
Lift Off with the Fingers
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Smilin
1

Through
(Continued from page 36)

Doesn't hurt a bit! Drop a little

"Freezone" on an aching corn, instantly

that corn stops hurting, then shortly you
lift it right off with fingers. Your drug-

gist sells a tiny bottle of
"Freezone" for

a few cents, sufficient to remove every

hard corn, soft corn, or corn between
toes, and calluses, without pain, soreness.

Earn MoreMoney!
Make $200 to

$500 a Month
Trained men wanted every-
where. Auto jobs pay big money.
10 million autos, trucks and tractors all

need service. In every section garages,
tire repair shops. welding shops, electric serv-
ice stations are needed. More men wanted. It
all means a great future at certain big pay to
ambitious, go-getting men. You can doit. No ex-
perience necessary. Takes only a tew weeks to
learn. Jobs open. Detroit trained men preferred.

Learn Autos at the Auto Center
Come to Detroit— to the Michigan State
Auto School. Train head and hand. Famous
Factories endorse M. S. A. S.—supply latest
equipment. Detroit is the logical place to
learn. Here are the world's great auto and acces-
sory plants. Here is the heart of the business. No
other place can give you such first-hand knowledge.

Stay as Long as You Like
Start any time. Train for the big money
jobs on Money-Back Guarantee. Take a full
Automotive Course, or, specialize in any one
of its money-making branches. You can bean Auto
Electrician; a Tire Repair Expert: a Battery Serv-
ice man; a Chauffeur; Demonstrator; Repairman-
Welder; Machinist. Sell autos, trucks, tractors

PRFFllkta Decide now thai you can
make more money! Get all

the interesting facts about this unlimited
opportunity. We will send FREE without
obligation, 188-page book that tells what the
M. S. A. S. can do for you. Book is positive
proof. Don't fail to get it. Write today.

MICHIGAN STATE AUTO SCHOOL
"The Detroit Auto School

A. O. Ztiler. Prei,

3421 Auto Bldg.
3729 Woodward

188 -Page Catalog

FOR EYEBROWS AND LASHES

Sed"To,
J
fSSSf COL-Y-BROW

Brln<?8 out their full beauty; harmless; will not run.
Colors: Black. Brown. At dealers or mailed, SI.00.
HAIR SPECIALTY CO., Dent. W 24 E. 21st SI., NEW YORK

she said softly, "how can you be so hard
about my little love story?"

Forgetting his tenderness John leaped to
his feet.

"Because you're of the stock of Moon-
yeen," he told her, "and because his is the
blood of Wayne. You don't belong to-
gether !"

A latent anger that lay under Kathleen's
sweetness came to the surface.

"I love Kenneth," she said, "and I'm
going to say goodbye to him."
John was angry too.

"I forbid it!" he exclaimed.
Kathleen faced him—looked squarely into

his eyes.

"If it wasn't that I don't believe she ever
comes to you, except in dreams, I'd wish
she'd never come again!" she told him. And
then she ran away out of the gaden gate.

John and Dr. Owen, left alone, began to
quarrel. It was a desperate situation for
John. His beloved Kathleen had turned
from him, and now his old friend was sid-
ing with her. In utter fury he told Owen
that their fifty year long association was
at an end.

In the meantime Kathleen, who knew
where Kenneth's regiment was starting from,
went hurrying down the country road. A
little old Inn—called the "George and
Dragon Tavern" was the starting place.

By hurrying frantically she was able to
reach the place just as the motor lorries

were about to start. There was only time
for a kiss, an exchange of promises, and
then Kenneth was on his way and Kathleen
was left alone—as many women, all over
the land, were being left—with a breaking
heart.

CURIOUSLY enough, after his quarrel
with Kathleen, John Carteret was never

again able to see his vision of Moonyeen.
True, he could make the shadow with the
little marionette—but it was not the same.
It was only a shadow—the spirit that had
glorified it would not re-appear. How
could he know that it was the anger and
hate in his soul that had changed things

—

how could he know that the spirit of his

sweetheart was still at the garden gate, wait-
ing to come smilin' through ?

Four years passed. And, though the
poppies bloomed again in Flanders there
was no peace in John Carteret's little English
garden. For the gate leading to Owen's
house had been locked fast ever since their

quarrel, and the moonlight played no more
magic, and the postman had ceased to bring
letters from the front. But John—though
noticeably broken by the* bitter years—still

held the seeds of hatred in his heart. He
tried to make himself believe that he could
get along without his friend—and even with-
out his memory!
To Kathleen the years had been hard,

also. At first letters had come regularly

from Kenneth Wayne, but toward the end
of the time they had stopped coming. There
were only two things to believe. One was
that he had forgotten her—the other that

he was not able to communicate. Both
thoughts were disquieting. And now that

the war was over, that the men were re-

turning, her mind and heart were in a tur-

moil.

And then, when it seemed as if there was
no hope left, Kenneth came back. He came
back limping, for one of his legs had been
permanently injured. At Dr. Owen's house
he stopped first, and from there went to see

John Carteret. His mission was a strange

one, for he seemed ready to give up all hope
of marrying Kathleen. He would have gone
away without seeing her, had she not come
into the room just as he was leaving.

Of course Kathleen could not understand
his attitude. But she was a brave girl

and she tried not to show the depth of her
emotion. So she winked back the tears,
and tried to smile. Kenneth, seeing the
smile, said huskily. "I'm not worth a single
tear, dear!" And then he explained that
things had changed and that he could not
marry her. Anyone who was less in love
than Kathleen would have known that he
was fairly aching to take her into his arms,
but Kathleen did not know. It was only
after he had gone faltering down the garden
path that she turned on John Carteret.
"Kenneth doesn't want me any more," she

told him. And then, as he tried to offer
comfort

—

"You've taken him away from me, as
surely as Jeremiah Wayne took your
Moonyeen—and I hate you for it. I'm
going away from here—forever!" And she
went hurriedly into the house.

John sat, for a long time, when she had
left him in the garden. Upstairs in her room
Kathleen was packing—getting ready to
leave. When the moon came up he was
still there, and his utter loneliness was near
to crushing his soul. It was that loneliness
that brought him to his feet, that made him
call over the dividing fence to Dr. Owen

—

breaking, as he did so, a silence of four years.

"Old friend," he called tremulously, "I
want you!"

Kenneth, after leaving Kathleen, had
gone back to Dr. Owen's house. When
John Carteret's call came he was still there.

As the two old friends were reunited he
could not help hearing John's faltering voice
as it said—"Kathleen is leaving me forevej.

. .
." The words drew him to his feet

—

brought him face to face with the enemy of
his father. To his, and Dr. Owen's surprise,

John Carteret extended his hand.
"Kenneth, son of Jeremiah Wayne," he

said, with a great dignity, "I ask your par-
don. Will you grant it?"

Of course Kenneth grasped the shaking
old hand. And then John and Owen, guided
by the same impulse, seized him on either

side, and started with him toward the
Carteret house. They arrived just as
Kathleen, her wraps on, was kissing Ellen
goodbye. As he saw her Kenneth started

back, as if in physical agony.
"But I'm not fit!" he almost sobbed.

"I'm not fit
!"

And then it all came out. It was his

deformity—his wounded leg—that had made
Kenneth turn away from his sweetheart.

Urged on to what he thought his duty he
had turned away from the open gates of

happiness. It was his sacrifice—but it was
a sacrifice that Kathleen, for purely selfish

reasons, would not accept.

AND so, leaving the lovers together, the

two old men stole out of the house.
And there in the garden they started to play
dominoes. And, in the middle of the game,
John fell suddenly asleep. And Owen, smil-

ing softly, tiptoed away, back to his own
garden. And John was left alone in the

moonlight.
Alone in the moonlight. . . . But, no,

—not alone ! For as he slept there a dainty
figure, radiant in bridal gown and veil,

came smiling through the garden gate. And
something in the sleeping figure seemed
suddenly to wake, and John—younger by
fifty years—stepped forth to welcome his

sweetheart. And his voice—a voice vibrant
with the joy of springtime—spoke aloud.

"Oh, my dear," it said, in thrilling tones

"thank God that you have come back
to me!"
And the bride answered, sweetly:

(Continued on page 115)
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Smilin Through
(Continued from page 114)

"I've been here all the time only you
couldn't see me because you've been ob-

stinate . . . because you've kept those

dear things apart
!"

John answered eagerly—with a question.

"But now that I've made that right shall

we be together always?" he asked.

Moonyeen nodded gently. But with a

sudden realization John covered his face

with his hands.

"But you're just as you were that night,"

he cried, "and I'm old!"

Moonyeen interrupted. Her voice was
laughter-touched as she spoke.

"Look there," she said and one slim finger

pointed to the chair in which John had
been sitting.

With agony in his eyes John looked back.

And then he saw what had happened. For
his old body lay sleeping in the chair. Glanc-
ing down, he noticed that he was clothed

in his wedding attire, that his hands were
unwrinkled, that his limbs were straight.

"It's a miracle!" he cried, "a miracle!"

"It's the miracle of love," Moonyeen an-
swered softly.

"Then," John's voice was husky, "Then
isn't it stupid for people to be afraid of

dying?"
Again Moonyeen answered. Her voice

was sweeter, more gentle, than evei.

"Some poor dears are," she told him,
"but they'd be smiling through the years

if they only knew what was waiting at the

end of the road."

The Proposal

By Carol Sheridan

As it was YESTERDAY—

I

MAY not be Adonis, dear,

And yet my love for you.
Is forged so strongly that no knife,

Could cut it quite in two.
As flowers turn to greet the sun
When morning comes, I rise

To meet each day, and pray to see

Affection in your eyes.

I may not be Apollo, dear.

Men handsomer, by far.

May lay their treasures at your feet;

But you will be my star

—

My guiding star through life's dark night,

A comfort, guide, and glow,
I may not be your heart's ideal,

But, dear. I love you so!

As it is TODAY—
T MAY not be no Charlie Ray,
* My hair—it's kinder thin!

But with this here high cost o' things,
A feller can't begin.

To think o' marryin', or such,

Until he's got along . . .

I may not make much fancy love,

But—kid—I'm for you strong!

I may not be a handsome guv.
Like that there YYallie Reid—

But I got common sense an' weight,
Th' same as he's got speed!

I may not have this Bill Hart's grit,

Nor yet his figure, neither.

But, say, you better take me, kid . . .

You ain't no Pickford, either!
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Typewriter
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pound National Typewriter on time—direct from
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Once
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Mail the coupon for free trial bottle or
Mary T. Goldman's Hair Color Restorer
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yourself. It proves how a clear colorless
liquid and a little comb will restore your
hair to its original color in from 4 to 8

days, whether your gray hairs are many
or few.
Test as directed on a single lock. Note

its clean daintiness—how soft and fluffy
it makes your hair. No streaking, no
discoloration, nothing to wash or rub off.
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lock of hair if possible. Trial package
and application comb come by return
mail. Full sized bottle from druggist or
direct from us. Don't risk cheap substi-
tutes and ruin your hair.

Mary T.Goldman, 1017GoldmanBldg.,Si.Paul,Minn.

Mary T. Goldman, 1017 Goldman Bldr .. St. Paul, Minn.

Please send me your free trial bottle of Mary T.
Goldman's Hair Color Restorer with special comb.
1 am not obligated in any way by accepting this free
offer. The natural color of my hair is

black . jet black dark brown
medium brown light brown
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Street Town
Co State

As a matter of fact Mr. Garrison did

not know why his prospective son-in-law

had borrowed his automobile. He knew that

it was for a rush trip into Ironton . . .

but Albert Henry had innocently neglected

to inform him that he was not to be alone.

It simply never occurred to Albert Henry
that explanation was necessary. He would
have been surprised indeed had he compre-
hended the gossip storm which he had
loosed in Woodland. He understood, of

course, that he was excited by the bizarre

occurrence—without understanding how ex-

cited he was—but of the fact that others

were interested in his acquaintanceship with
Myrtillene he was unaware.

Albert Henry was a good driver and
Myrtillene an expert and experienced pas-

senger. They rolled beyond the town limits

and swung westward on the Ironton pike,

lately and greatly improved by a road gang.
Albert Henry stepped on the accelerator

and the little car responded nobly. Myrtil-
lene lay back in the seat and closed her

eyes.

They passed an occasional car, Woodland-
bound. Fortunately, Albert Henry did not
hear the buzz of vicious speculation anent
joy-riding which arose after each passing.

And Myrtillene, rousing herself from the

soothing delight of the swift driving in the

gentle spring air, regarded her benefactor
from the corners of her heavily lidded eyes.

ALBERT HENRY was nothing to be
ashamed of. True, his haberdashery

shrieked of the rural districts, but he was
above medium height and blessed with con-
siderably more than medium breadth. He
had a fine, clean-cut face and clear, straight-

looking eyes.

All in all, he was a distinctly new type to

Myrtillene, and Myrtillene was no rank
amateur when it came to knowledge of the

stronger sex. It had been said of her that

she knew more than was strictly proper:

but at least that was the verdict of bitter

tongue-waggers and had never been sub-
stantiated. Certainly, however, she was not
unwise.

She puzzled her brain as to whys and
wherefores. The answer simply was not.

Myrtillene found herself hoping that she
would not be disappointed in Albert Henry.
She wanted to keep on thinking that he was
what he appeared to be.

She moved slightly in the seat, snuggling

cozily against him. Albert Henry shivered

deliciously. And then Myrtillene asked a
pertinent question

—

"Can you drive this bus with one hand?"
"Sure."

For a quarter mile silence maintained,
and then Albert Henry awakened to the

fact that the conversation on this particular

subject was incomplete.

"Why?" asked Albert Henry.
She smiled to herself. "Why don't you?"
He was puzzled. Her quizzing appeared

pointless—yet he knew instinctively that

such was not the case. He speculated in-

tensively on the matter. And finally a

great light came to him. She meant . . .

but that couldn't be! It was deliciously

impossible.

And yet it must be that. Nervously,
awkwardly, he removed his right hand from
the steering wheel. With eyes glued to the

white ribbon of road ahead he slipped his

hand timidly along the seat. It touched
hers—grasped tentatively.

Then he sighed beatifically as her fingers

contracted warmly about his. And when
the superb contact had endured for a half

minute he made a remark which was not

entirely inane

—

"That's awful nice," said Albert Henry.

He didn't even notice that they passed
a car which was not only headed toward
Woodland but that contained three cousins
of Phyllis'. He wouldn't have cared had he
noticed. Albert Henry was gripped by a
new sort of exaltation. He didn't care
what happened—or how soon.

And as they sped toward Ironton, they
talked : and their intimacy ripened with
even greater speed than the car travelled.

He, being more or less tongue-tied, listened

eagerly to her story of herself: learned that
she was a shimmy-dancer ... he was
vaguely curious and put his curiosity into

words.
"What's that?"
"What's what?"
"A shimmy-dancer?"
"It-it's—well, that is—it's—Oh ! just a

sort of a thing."

"What sort?"
She darted a quick, speculative glance to-

ward him. His face was guileless. It was
plain that he had heard of the dance but
was unfamiliar with its minutiae. "Just a

sort of a crazy dance. It aint so awfu!
nice : kinda roughneck." Her cheeks were
dyed a deep pink. For the first time in

a burlesque career she felt no pride in her
position as one of the best shimmiers on
the Wheel.

She told him of life with a burlesque
troupe, marvelling at the literalness of his

belief: told him—delicately enough, yet not

so delicately that he failed to blush—of the

affair between her shimmy rival and the

company manager, and of their conspiracy

to have this girl usurp her enviable plac?

with the troupe. And of her desire to

eventually leave the stage—"Not just now,
of course . . . but some day."
"Al—who do you do for a livin'?"

"Me?" He was embarrassed: all this

which she had told him was marvellous

—

colorful. His own life
—

"I aint nothin' but
a telegraph operator. Station agent at

Woodland, but it don't mean nothin'—that

sort of a job."

"Telegraph operator ! Gosh ! I never

could make no sense outa them little dots

an' dashes."

"Taint hard when you know 'em." And
then, out of the void, a new idea came to

him. "You know, sometimes I wish I

could get away from Woodland and go to

the city. They say good operators can get

jobs awful easy."

"You bet they can. An' listen, Al—you
ought to shake loose from that hick burg.

My Gawd! It's awfid I You ought to cut

loose—you sure ought!" And then, for no
particular reason—she sighed.

DURING the final hour of their drive,

there was little conversation. Dusk
was settling over the landscape: soft and
gentle and alluring. And far ahead lay the

smoke and soot and dinginess of Ironton.

The girl borrowed his notebook and scrawled
laboriously for several minutes. She re-

turned the notebook to his pocket:

"I've written out the route for the Broad-
way Beauties—just where we're gonna be
every week for the next three months.
Thought mebbe you might wanna write me a

post card wunst in a while."

"Can I? Honest?"
"Say—Al. . . ." She choked. "You'd

better: that's all I say."

They reached Ironton at seven o'clock.

They ate dinner at the dilapidated hotel

where the troupe was quartered. Then he
escorted her to the stage door. He held her

hand tightly in his—and spoke with eyes

that more tha,n atoned for the muteness of

lip. Yet his mind was not entirely fi'leH

(Continued on page 117)
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Wise and Otherwise
(Continued jrom page 116)

with the girl before him. Within it there

was a disturbing vision of the maddeningly
phlegmatic Phyllis—Phyllis of Woodland

—

Phyllis, his fiancee.

"G'bye, Miss Myrtillene."

"S'long, Al." A pause—"Wisht we was

gonna see each other again."

"Wish so gee! I do."

And then, quite suddenly and unexpectedly,

she threw two plump, warm arms about his

neck and implanted a long, passionate kiss

upon his lips. Then she broke away

—

''You're sure a good kid, Al. . . ."

The stage entrance swallowed her.

And Albert Henry bought a ticket and

sat in the rear of the house during the

night show.

When he emerged, he had learned two
things.

One of them was the technic of the

shimmy dance!

Immediately upon his return to Wood-
land the following morning, Albert Henry
became aware that all was not as it should

be. There was a strange and oppressive

air of open hostility about the town. Men
and women gazed at him disapprovingly and

bowed furtively, as though fearful of being

caught in the act of recognition. Albert

Henry sensed that there was something

wrong—but could not understand.

THE previous night was a glorious mem-
ory. But upon crossing the Woodland

city limits, Albert Henry ceased to be the

cavalier and became himself again. The
habits of six years overcame him: once more
he was the nice, reliable young man whose
future was very promising. And, being re-

liable, he first visited the station to receive

the assistant's report. Then he turned away
—but, as he was leaving, the pool-playing

young telegrapher jovially nudged his su-

perior in the ribs and remarked—cryptically

enough—"Oh! you Kiddo!"

Considerably bewildered, Albert Henry
mounted to the driver's seat of Old Man
Garrison's car and started bankward. He
didn't know why he had been Oh-you
Kiddo'd nor did he understand why the

expression was not unpleasing to him. His
thoughts were still occupied with that matter
when he entered the bank and was frostily

informed by a prospective aunt-in-law who
was aggressively a maiden lady and em-
ployed as business deterrent at the bank

—

that Mr. Garrison wished to see Albert

Henry in his office.

Albert Henry entered. Shortly there-

after Mrs. Garrison did the same thing.

From an ante-room came the sound of

violent sobs, and Albert Henry had more
than a half-suspicion that the sobs belonged
to Phyllis. He was glad that he could not
see Phyllis sobbing. It was bad enough to

hear her. Somehow, emotion of any sort

seemed ill-fitted to that ample and unimag-
inative young lady.

And then the storm broke. It never
gathered: it was there all the time—and it

broke. Words—millions of them—vitriolic

words—seethed about him. He learned that
he had disgraced himself, Phyllis, the Garri-
son family, the municipality of Woodland,
the county in which that town was situated,

the sovereign state and the country as a
whole. He was made aware of the fact that
he was a scarlet-dyed deceiver, a wrecker
of innocent lives. . . .

Albert Henry staggered under the impact.
In one wild, unexpected sweep, all the basis

of six years' meticulous building had been
swept from under. He was not now a nice
reliable young man: no longer a desirable

citizen. He had outraged community
virtue. . . . (Continued on page 118)
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Wise and Otherwise
(Continued jrom page iiy)

There was no misunderstanding the gist

of this particular bit of vituperation.
Mr. Garrison was informing Albert Henry

that his engagement to Phyllis was ended

!

Albert Henry heard nothing more. That
was enough. He knew now that he had
always desired liberation from those par-
ticular shackles. And so

—

He inquired of the acidulous maiden lady
his exact bank balance. Thereupon he with-
drew from the bank four thousand three

hundred and eighteen dollars and seven
cents: in cash—which virtually paralyzed
the institution. And he traversed the dis-

tance to the station at a dog-trot : a broad
smile—which he himself did not yet entirely

understand—decorating his lips.

He busied himself at his desk for a few-

minutes. And then he handed an official

yellow slip to his assistant.

"Wire that," he ordered. "It's my resigna-

tion—effective immediately."
The assistant gasped. "Good Gosh. . .

Where you goin'?"

Albert Henry shrugged : "Oh ! Every-
where I"

"B-b-but s'pose some mail comes
in. . . ."

Albert Henry rescued from his notebook
the route which Myrtillene had scrawled.

"Forward any mail that comes for me by
that routing. Address me care Miss Myrtil-
lene Farnsworth, Shimmy Dancer, The
Broadway Beauties Burlesque Company!"

Whistling gaily, Albert Henry headed for

a garage where he intended hiring a car

to carry him to Ironton.

He was no longer a nice, reliable young
man.
But the future was very promising for

Albert Henry Robinson

!

;_j

Slamming New York

WE are tired of seeing motion pictures

that take a slam at New York. We
are tired of watching the great white way
dyed scarlet through six reels of sin—we
are bored with the foolish virgins and the

too wise demi-mondes who go romping
through Central Park West and Riverside

Drive. We are beginning to be annoyed at

subtitles that have to do with the city's

coldness and bitterness and callousness.

As a matter of fact New York is neither

cold nor bitter nor callous. It is—scenario-

writers to the contrary—the kindest and
most sympathetic town in the world. It

holds out a welcoming hand to strangers,

it gives talent a chance to find itself, it is

forever making dreams come true. It is

whole-heartedly appreciative of all success,

and it is tender with life's failures.

O. Henry—who, more than any other

writer, has painted New York in true colors

—calls the city "Bagdad on the Hudson."
And he has named it well. For New York
has princesses and caliphs, romances and
thrills, and more than its quota of Aladdin
lamps and magic carpets.

Of course there are women who have gone
wrong in New York. And men who have be-

trayed them—and been betrayed. There are

false friends, and unscrupulous strangers.

Envy and hate and passion rub elbows on
every street with innocence and trust and
hope. But that is not typical of New York
alone— it is typical of any city—and of life.

Women have gone astray in Kalamazoo and
Oshkosh ; men have been betrayers in St.

Louis, Mo., and Montclair, New Jersey.

We would like to see a motion picture that
would give New York for once, at least, its

due.

advertisement in I'lIOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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CUTTING OUT THE MONKEY GLANDS?
A BOUT twenty-five prospective barbers from
'* eastern Illinois were in Urbana Tuesday taking
the quarterly state examination, which was held at
Martin Bros.' shop. All the candidates were ex-

tremely young men, while a year or two ago they
were of middle age.—Champaign, (111.) News-Gazelle

SIC 'EM, TIGE!
AN irate fan, who had watched the home team go
•"* down to defeat, stopped the umpire as he was
leaving the park.

"Where's your dog?" he demanded.
"Dog?" ejaculated his umps. "I have no dog."
"Well, you're the first blind man I ever saw who

didn't have a dog." returned the disgruntled one.

—

American Legion Weekly.

YJT7HICH caused fond recollection to recall the
"gentleman traveling to San Francisco. It was

in the vicinage of Green River, Wyo. Hour, about
midnight. He had donned pajamas and gone to the
smoker for a final puff. Concluding it. he walked
into the Pullman ahead and climbed into a con-
venient berth. He awoke the following morning to
discover the train had been split during the night and
that the Pullman in which he was marooned without
clothes was bound for Portland.

—

Chicago Tribune.

T~\EAR Birdie: Just calling your attention to the
'--' fact that the Psychology department is now
quite the berries. Instruction is being dispensed by
Messrs. Berry. Kingsbury, and Mayberry, from
a textbook by Prof. Pillsbury. If Mr. Logan taught
Psych, instead of Pol. Econ. the list would be com-
plete.

—

Daily Maroon.

GENERAL PERSHING was greeted by cheering
thousands in London. The General must be a

popular idol over there—that's all they did for
Charlie Chaplin.

—

Cleveland Plain Dealer.

UNCLE SAM will kindly paste this in his hat
during the limitation of armaments conference:

"The great thing in the world is not so much where
we stand as in what direction we are moving."—Paz.—Chicago Tribune.

\ RTIFICIAL silk is now being made from alcohol.
^* Think of buying the precious stuff by the yard.

—

Cleveland Plain Dealer.

EVEN if the railroads find plenty of strikebreakers
they will still have to use their union stations.

—

Dallas Union News.

FROM the Nashville Tennessean, who quote in turn
from the Burns (Tenn.) New Idea, substituting

fictitious names.
"SHOULD IT?"

"Last week we made an error in the death of Miss
Arrabella Hix. It should have been Mrs. Myrtle
Arabella Judson."

CPEAKING of bumpy pavements— if we must have
•"* them might not all the bumps be concentrated at
crossings for safety's sake?—5/. Louis Globe-Democrat.

THE melancholy and aspirin days are come again.
* —Springfield Republican.

"(""IRLS will be girls." Is that a moral reflection
^-* or a hint for winter?

—

Louisville Courier-Journal.

"THE other evening my sister and her son came to
1 spend the evening.
"I am a bit afraid to go home alone. The streets

are so dark." remarked my sister.

"But, mudder, I won't let you be afraid." said
Frederick.

—

Chicago Tribune.

REUBEN LONGFELLOW said that in this world
a man must be either anvil or hammer.

He was wrong. Some men are neither: they are
merely bellows.

—

Edinburgh Sco.sman.

"YJT/HEN they film a story it always gets a new" name and more heart interest."
"

1 know. I suppose Ben Hur will now be featured
as Her Ben."

—

Louisville Courier-Journal.

TT is said that "The Four Horsemen" is going better
* in the East than in the West, but Mrs. Leonidas
Van Quentin says: "Those Wild Western pictures
always do."

—

Kansas City Star.

A YOUNG fellow, who was the crack sprinter of his
** town, had a very dilatory laundress. One even-
ing, when he was out for a practice run in his rather
airy and abbreviated track costume, he chanced to
dash past the house of that dusky lady, who at the
time was a couple of weeks in arrears with his wash-
ing- He had scarcely reached home again when the
bell rang furiously, and an excited voice was wafted
in from the porch: "Fob de Lawd's sake, won't

you-all tell Marse Bob please not to go out no 1m.l1

till I kin git his clo'es 'round to him?" — .S. /
',

Argonaut.

V^HEN a hostess asked a guest the other night if
vv he'd like sonic- corn, he said, "Yes, indeed," and
passed his glass.

—

Kansas City Slar.j

THE Amazon, which is more than 100 miles wide
1 at the mouth, is the W. J. Bryan of rivers.

—

Houston Post.

AA—"WHAT a lovely ring! Is it silver?"
U,J '16—"No; platinum."
'66—"You don't tell mel I thought it was real.

What good imitations they do make nowadays!"

—

Harvard Lampoon.

\JEXT time a public utility applies for a raise in
1 ' rates why not ask it to devote a little less time
to proving its deficits and a little more to proving its

utility?—Kansas City Star.

" IN certain districts of China," says Professor John
1 Dewey in The New Republic, "being a robber is

a recognized profession. One hears the story of the
traveler who met a whole village in flight with their
household goods on mules and in wheelbarrows
because the soldiers were coming to protect them
from the bandits."

THE young school teacher was reading sentences
to her class, letting the pupils supply the last word.
"The sphinx," she read, "has eyes but it cannot"

—

"See," cried the children.
"Has ears," went on the teacher, "but it cannot"

—

"Hear," they responded.
"Has a mouth, but it cannot"

—

"Eat," came the chorus.
"Has a nose, but it cannot"

—

"Whipe it!" thundered the class.

Then the lesson ended.

—

School Board Journal.

' IF you are skilled in some particular pursuit, we
* shall be glad to let you follow it," said the

deputy warden to a newly arrived prisoner.
"Thanks," said the prisoner, "I'm an aviator."

—

Science and Invention Magazine.

THE Chicago police have been forbidden to swear
1 at motorists. The pedestrian will continue t<»

exercise his natural rights.

—

Detroit Free Press.

" T~)0 Englishmen understand American slang?"
*—

' "Some of them do. Why?"
"My daughter is to be married in London, and the

earl has cabled me to come across." — Boston
Transcript.

oNE thing that continues to surprise us about the
Armenians is that there are any of them left.

CANDY, the farmer, had been staying with some
'-' friends for about a month, and while he and his
host were out for a walk one day they called at a
wayside inn for a drink.
As his host was about to pay for it, Sandy stopped

him.
"Na, na," he said, "I'll not allow it. Ye've been

keeping me in everything at yer house for a month,
and ye've treated me to the theaters, and cab fares,
and paid for all the drinks. I tell ye, I'll hae na
mair of it. We'll toss for this one."—Punch.

o VACATION, what awful places are lived in

in thy name!

—

Chicago Journal of Commerce.

" I CAN'T keep visitors from coming up," said
' the office boy, dejectedly. "When I say you're

out they won't believe me. They all say they must
see you."

"Well, put them off somehow," said the editor,
with a worried look. "Whatever they say, just tell

them. That's What they all say.' Be firm. See?"
" Yes sir."

That afternoon a lady called. She had hard
features and an acid expression, and she demanded
to see the editor at once.

"Impossible," said William.
"But I'm his wife," persisted thelady.
"That's what they all Bay," said the boy.— Tit- Bits.

THE American wounded were being brought in

from the second Marne battle, and a fussy
American woman in a Khaki uniform and Sam
Browne belt knelt over a stretcher and said, "Is this

case an officer or only a man?" The brawny corporal
who stood beside the Stretcher gave her a grim laugh
and said: "Well. lady, he ain't no officer, but he's

been hit twice in the innards, both legs busted, he's

got two bullets in both arms, and we dropt him
three times without his lettin' out a squeak, so I

guess ye can call him a man."

—

Seattle Argus.

A Big Raise
in Salary

Is Very Easy to Get, If You.

Go About It in. the Right Way
You have often heard of others
who doubled and trebled their
salaries in a year's time. You
wondered how they did it. Was
it a pull? Don't you think it.

When a man is hired he gets
paid for exactly what he does,
there's no sentiment in business. It's

preparing for the future and knowing
what to do at the right time that
doubles and trebles salaries.

Remember When You
Were a Kid

and tried to ride a bike for the very
first time? You thought that you would
never learn and then— all of a sudden
you knew how, and said in surprise:

"Why it's a cinch if you know how."
It's that way with most things, and get-

ting a job with big money is no excep-
tion to the rule, if you know how.

We Will Show You How
Without loss to you of a single working
hour, we can show you a sure way to
success and big pay. A large number
of men in each of the positions listed

are enjoying their salaries because of
our help—we want to help you. Make
check on the coupon against the job
you want and we will help you get it.

Write or print your name on the coupon
and send it in today.

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Draxal Ava. and J«t h St.

Daaf. G-171 CHICAGO

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dcpt. G-171, Drexel Ave. and 58th St., Chicago*
Send me full information on how the PROMO-
TION PLAN will help me win promotion in the
job checked.

Architect ...Lawyer
Building Contractor ...Machine Shop Practice*
Automobile Engineer ...Photoplay Writer
Automobile Repairman . ....Mechanical Engineer

....Shop Superintendent
... Employment Manager

Business Manager ....Steam Engineer
Cert. Public Accountant ......Foremanship

.. . Accountant and Auditor .. ....Sanitary Engineer
Bookkeeper ...Surveyor (& Mapping)

.. Draftsman and Designer .. ...Telephone Engineer
Electrical Engineer ...Telegraph Engineer
Electric Light & Power . ...High School Graduate
General Education ....Fire Insurance Expert

When you write to advertisers please mention PTIOTOT'I.AV MAGAZINE.
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Dr. Lawton's Guaranteed

Fat Reducer
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

The Shadow Stage
(Continued jrom page 69)

Dr. Lawton
Oct. 1 9 16

— weight

2ti pounds.

Few Days

Shows Reduction

KTO need of being fat if

^ ^ you will use Dr.

Lawton's Fat Reducer.
In my own case I reduced

59 pounds as my above
pictures show. That was
five years ago and during

these years my Fat Re-
ducer has been reducing

fat from thousands of other

men and women.
I don't ask you to starve

nor exercise, take medi-

cine or treatments of any

kind. All I ask is that

you use my Fat Re-
ducer and method as per

instructions and you will

find reduction taking
place in a few days; at

the end of eleven days,

which is full trial period,

you either keep the Re-
ducer or return it to me
complete and I will gladly

refund your money.

You gently apply Re-
ducer to fatty parts and

by easy manipulation it

performs a deep-rooted

massage which extends

well down into fatty tis-

sues. This manipulation

breaks down and dissolves

the fatty tissues into waste

matter, which is then ear-

ned off by the elimination

organs of the body.

Dr. Lawton's Fat Re-
ducer is non-electrical,

made from soft rubber and
weighs but a few ounces.

You can reduce where

you wish to lose whether

10 or 100 pounds over-

weight.

The cost of Fat Re-
ducer is $5.00 (nothing

more to buy ) . Add 20
cents with your remittance

to cover parcel-post and
insurance. Send for your
Reducer Today. Re-
member it is guaranteed.
!* ree private demonstra-

tions in my office 9 to 6
daily.

Mv free printed matter

"HowtoReduce Fat'*

mailed upon request

Dr. Lawton
Feb. ipi/— weight

1^2 pounds—a
reduction of 59

pounds.

Fatty arms quickly reduced;

also takes a-way fatty parts

top of corsets and reduces

fatty ankles.

Reduces but safely.

Enlarged abdomens,

thighs and hips reduced

quickly.

UNDER THE LASH—Paramount

UNDER THE LASH" gives Gloria

Swanson her first opportunity to wear
simple clothes since the day when she

stopped being a Mack Sennett. bathing girl,

and became a Cecil B. De Mille bathing

girl. Not once, in this picture, is Gloria

permitted to recline in the lap of luxury.

She is thrown entirely on her own merits,

and she comes out well in the test. Never-
theless, "Under The Lash" is rather de-

pressing.

HOMEKEEPING HEARTS—Pathe

THIS is suitable only for a children's

program. It concerns mostly, a nice

child of ten who goes about in Little Elsie

manner, scattering sunshine. Other little

girls will doubtless be pleased to see what
reward awaits her effort. The cast is com-
posed of unknown players, many of them
amateurs with the exception of Louella

Carr, daughter of Mary Carr of "Over the

Hill," who is a sweet and believable ingenue.

Sweet and simple. Oh, sugar.

THE POVERTY OF RICHES—
Goldwyn

GOLDWYN, which has done so remark-
ably well this month, comes a cropper

in this sad, sad tale. It concerns a tearful

young wife who desires children but whose
husband has ambitions along other lines.

Also, of course, there is the happy, shabby
couple whose children do cute tricks for the

camera. The subject, carefully handled,

does not give offense, but that is one of the

very few good things that can be said

for it.

HER SOCIAL VALUE—
First National

THE frostily beautiful Katherine Mac-
Donald is so sinned against here, that

we don't blame her for congealing. Imagine

a nice, gentle shop girl with no thought

beyond her glove counter, suddenly finding

herself the bride of a millionaire, just to

be snubbed by all his playmates (excepting

the villain) and finally—but that's the story.

The star poses nicely in every scene, sharing

a few of them with Roy Stewart.

THE IDLE RICH—Metro
THE SatEvePost story "Junk" pleasingly

projected, with Bert Lytell as the

young financial ruin who rebuilds his for-

tune through the junk business. Metro saw
fit to change the title that no puns might

be made concerning it. They need not have

worried. It's clean, amusing stuff, handled

quite in the Lytell manner. Delightful

Virginia Valli. May we see her often.

SURE FIRE—Universal

THIS isn't sure-fire, though it hits the

mark occasionally. Hoot Gibson hasn't

the sort of face that goes with self-sacrifice.

According to this story, he accepts the blame

for everything that happens, including

murder and robbery. All for a woman's

sake. He is so honorable it is painful to

witness his sufferings. The late "Breezy"

Eason, Jr., is appealing in a child role.

"Breezy" was an actor

!

FIGHTIN' MAD—Metro

OUR "westerns" are moving southward,

and lining up along the Mexican border,

where almost anything is likely to happen.

Here is Biil Desmond in his first independent

production. He's a cowboy adventurer with

ten bandits to each bullet and a lovely lead-

ing lady high and dry on the wrong bank
of the Rio Grande. Bill fights the whole
Mexican Army, and swims for it. Peppery
as a tamale—if you like them that way.

THE MYSTERIOUS RIDER—
HamptoivHodkinson

THE Great West, as a subject for

novelist and scenarist, is becoming a

barren waste. Zane Grey himself, can find

no new situations lurking amongst cactus

and cottonwood. Everything that could

be done, has been done ! In this trite plot

several of the old problems are worked
out in the good old way. All assistance

possible is rendered by Robert McKim.
Claire Adams and Carl Gantvoort.

CINDERELLA OF THE HILLS—
Fox

AN unusual story, well presented, intro-

ducing Barbara Bedford as a star.

She possesses individualitv and shows an
intelligent understanding of characterization.

A touch of mystery running through the

story, keeps interest up, and no hint is given

beforehand of the surprising climax. From
a story of the Ozark mountains by John
Breckenridge Ellis.

GO STRAIGHT—Universal

FRANK MAYO just can't look like a

parson. He tries to here. Fighting

parson, you know, surrounded by an angry

mob of parishioners and some really vicious

enemies. He'd have saved himself a lot of

trouble if he had resigned in the first reel.

We knew all the time the church would burn

and someone be locked in the belfry. Some-
one always is. Frank saves 'em and then

the rope breaks. If this sounds good, see

it yourself.

THE HUNCH—Metro

GARETH HUGHES grows more frivolous

with each production. Here we have

him as a luckless stock broker who becomes
entangled in a maze of impossible events,

including imprisonment for his own murder.

Incidentally, Gale Henry is the jailer!

Merriment waxes high, so if you enjoy

Gareth, and his quaint antics, you'll find this

quite satisfactory. It's clean fun, all the

way through.

HIGH HEELS—Universal

WHEN we saw the opening scenes, of

this picture, with palm trees growing

along Fifth Avenue, N. Y., we felt that

something was wrong. By the time it

faded out, we had decided that everythins

was wrong. Gladys Walton couldn't save

it. No one else tried. Society drama,

y'know, with stiff butlers, amazing drawing

rooms and unlikely people. A most futile

effort.

THE BLACKSMITH—First National

IT'S a sad day when one of our comedians

fails us. Buster Keaton is guilty this

month. There is hardly a smile in his

latest comedy, if such it can be called. The
situations are forced and his work laborious.

His scenario writer should consult Webster

and discover that the words silly and funny

are not synonymous.

A CERTAIN RICH MAN—
Hampton-Hodkinson

WILLIAM ALLEN WHITE'S story has

been filmed in forceful and dignified

manner, bringing home its lesson severely.

(Continued on page 121)
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" Looking more fascinating than
ever, a famous primu-donna re-

turned from abroad with btfbbei

hair."—From a New
' )rk news

AR"fl&#fc SLICES

rVEN the stately beauties of the operatic stage have
-*-' turned to bobbed hair for additional c-liarm and fas-
cination.
Just picture yourself, too, In an artistic mass of bobbed

hair, with the lovely little curls making you beautiful and
attractive (and underneath the bob, your own hair soft >

With the bewitching NATIONAL BOB vour hair can be

BOBBED—WITHOUT BOBBING
(For the girl whose hair is uncut)

CURLED—WITHOUT CURLING
(For the girl whose hair is already bobbed)
The NATIONAL BOB slips on in a jiffy. It will bring

to you the irresistible fascination— the charm and loveli-
ness you have long sought ! Tuck the tiny combs into

Elace
— lightly pat the Invisible pins and be radiantly

eautiful in your NATIONAL BOB.
Send us a strand of your hair and $10.00. The Bob will

be sent to you at once postpaid. Satisfaction guaranteed.

"The National Bob is an Investment in Personal Charm"
Send for free hair goods catalogue
Artificial Eyelashes—$1.50 per pair

NATIONAL HAIR GOODS CO.
Dept. P 368 Sixth Avenue New York

"BOW LEGS and KNOCK-
KNEES" UNSIGHTLY

Send for Booklet showing photos of men with
and without THE PERFECT LEG FORMS.

PERFECT SALES CO., Dept. 54
140 N. Mayfield Ave., Chicago, 111.

intituled)HOLLYWOd6f'-" ; CALIFORNl
It is one of the year's good photoplays and
will stand the test of time. You will re-

member it. Robert McKim is at his. best

in the title role, Claire Adams and other

players are well cast. For every member of

the family.

THE ROUGH DIAMOND—Fox
]

TOM MIX starts forth as a lowly ranch
hand. He becomes bareback rider in a

circus and then commander of the Bergonian
army (whatever that is). And there's Little

Eve. Eva Novak, you know. She is held

by the enemy and it takes much hard riding,

leaping from cliffs, etc., etc., to rescue her,

smile intact. Mix has given us better enter-

tainment. Other western actors have given
us much worse.

RestoreYOUR
Pep and Power/

Resist the forces that are sapping
your vital powers. Banish the weak-
nesses that make your life a wretched
failure. Stop experimenting with
dangerous dope and dru^s and fool-
ish fads. Shake off Catarrh, Con-
stipation, Dyspepsia, Bad Blood.
Rupture, Nervousness. Youthful
Errors, Vital Depletion. Impotency
and the other results of neglect and
abuse (see consultation coupon).
Rebuild your Body and Brain and
fit yourself for the joys of a healthy,
happy, successful life. I want to
help you—I can help you.

STRONGFORTIS M—The
Modern Science of Health Pro-
motion will aid Nature in Re-
storing your Flagging Powers
and Manhood and Fit you for
the Joys of Life. I guarantee it—no matter what your condition
I s, or what caused it.

Mark the subjects on the free con-
sultation coupon on which you want
special confidential information
and send with 10c to help pay post-
age etc. on my free book—"Promotion and

STRONG FORT Conservstlon of Health. Strength and Mental
_. _ - . _ _ Energy." UN :i mrm-builder and a life-saver.
The Perfect Man send for it Right Now.

LIONEL STRONGFORT
Physical and Health Specialist

Dept. 606 Newark, New Jersey
Cut out and Mail tins Coupon

FREE CONSULTATION COUPON

ok."Pr.
Mr. .
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and Mental Energy,'

btterested.
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RED COURAGE—Universal

HOOT GIBSON has been given an ex-

cellent Peter B. Kyne story here, and
his admirers will find it quite the equal of

his first five-reeler. Not the usual type
of "western." Hoot buys a newspaper, uses

it as an influence for good in the wild and
woolly town, turns a political campaign, and
—but see it yourself. Molly Malone is

pleasing.

New Faces for Old
(Continued from page 56)

playing the same old puppet show with
Pierrot, Columbine, Pantaloon, and Harle-

quin dancing through the classic pantomine,
then the more set in their ways the actors

are the better for you. The grand old

minuet will not be disturbed by any nervous

young rebels if you present a hundred per-

cent heroine loved by a hundred percent

hero, pursued by a hundred percent villain

and a hundred percent adventuress.

If you are satisfied to show absolute

innocence threatened by absolute wickedness

and to rely on a missing will or a merciless

police force or a mistaken identity, a ruthless

broker, a doll-eyed gel and a fiendish woman
of sin; if you are content to present only

Desperate Desmonds and Guileless Galahads,

Serpentine Sirens and Lily-white Lulus you
will find old school actors and actresses by
the thousand whose methods are as hide-

bound, muscle-bound and spirit-bound as

your own, but if you dip your pen in your
own heart and cast your eyes out over

your own world and try to portray upon
the screen the heartaches and bewilder-

ments; the despairs and ideals of your own
time, for an audience that comes to you
from real life and is going back to real life,

then you will need new faces, new methods,

new inspirations.

When I say "new faces" I do not mean
young faces. Many very old people are

always modern in their outlook. Many
others are old-fashioned, stupid and stubborn
in their cradles. And let me say with all

earnestness that the new art of the screen

has largely depended for what success it

has had on the experienced artists from other

fields of human expression. Let me empha-
size that experience and hard labor can

teach important lessons that can only be

learned by practice. And let me underline

the thought that behind the new faces that

are needed, must be brains that will take

up the new tasks with humility and tireless-

ness, and with eagerness to learn what the

old faces can teach.

New faces are vitally needed but they will

appear in vain unless new authors keep
coming along with new stories and new-

ideas..
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FORMS FOR MARCH ISSUE CLOSE JANUARY FIRST

AGENTS AND SALESMEN MANUSCRIPTS—TYPING

AGENTS. $G0 TO $200 A WEEK, FREE SAM-
plcs. Gold Sign Letters for Store and Office win-
dows. Anyone can do It. Big demand. Liberal offer

to general agents. Metallic Letter Co., 431-K, No.
Clark St.. Chicago.

SCENARIOS. MANUSCRIPTS TYPED. SEVEN
years' experience. 10c page including carbon copy.
Marjorie .lones, 1S72 Ansel Road, Cleveland. Ohio.

LET EXPERIENCED AFTHOR CRITICIZE. TYPE
v u stoiies. Low rates. G. C. Shinn. Woodland,

IMG MONEY AND FAST SALES. EVERY OWNER \\ ashlngton.

dii.ns cold initials for his auto. You charge $1.50:
make $1.35. Ten orders daily easy. Write for

particulars and free samples. American Monogram
Co., Dept. 100, East Ornnue. N. J.

EDITORIAL SERVICE — H. K. ELLINGSON,
Critic and MS. Broker, Box 523, Colorado Springs,
Colorado.

WE START YOI' IN BUSINESS. FURNISHING
everything: men and women, $:i(1.00 to $100.00 weekly,
operating our "New System Specialty Candy Factories"
anywhere. Opportunity lifetime: valuable booklet free.

W. JIH.LYER RAGSDALE. Drawer 90, East Orange,
New Jersey.

OF INTEREST TO WOMEN
LADIES. ARE YOF ANXIOUS TO OBTAIN A

good position? Learn how to do a manicure, shampoo,
facial and scalp treatment, at home, during your spare
time. Work pays well. Write immediately. Elmwood
Beauty Shoppe, 465 Elmwood Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

EDUCATION AND INSTRUCTION OLD COINS WANTED

SHORTHAND—RAPID, LEGIBLE SYSTEM. NONE
easier. First Lesson Papers, 10c. Memoscript School.

Roanoke, Ya.

MONEY OF THE GREAT WAR ISSUED BY THE
various countries in paper and metal. All are curious
and interesting. Will send you a fine specimen and
my large 50 page Illustrated Coin Catalog for only 10c
—".just to get acquainted." Semi NOW. B. Max
Mehl, Numismatist, Mehl Bldg.. Dept. P. Fort Worth,
Texas. Largest Rare Coin Establishment in the L'nited
States.

HELP WANTED

GOVERNMENT WANTS HUNDREDS MEN—WOMEN,
over 17. Steady. No layoffs. $110 to $195 month.
Paid vacation. Common education sufficient. List po-
sitions free. Write Immediately. Franklin Institute.

Dept. T-13'J, Rochester, N. Y.

GOVERNMENT NEEDS RAILWAY MAIL CLERKS,
$1.13 to $102 month. Write for free specimen questions.
Columbus Institute, T-2, Columbus. Ohio.

$2,500.00 FOR ONE DOLLAR. MR. MANNING OF
Albany, N. Y., received this amount from us for one
silver dollar. You may net have this dollar but we
buy all other rare coins and pay high cash premiums.
Send 4c. Get large coin circular. It will pay you
to he posted. Send now. Numismatic Bank, Dept.
75. Fort Worth. Tex.

IF YOU WANT MORE PAT—BECOME A DRAFTS-
man. We teach you Mechanical Drawing at home In

PURE FOOD PRODUCTS

graduates earn $35 to $100 a week and more as they
advance. Write today for Free Book, "Your Future
in Drafting." Columbia School of Drafting, Dept.
1602, Washington, D. C.

KARSTAEDTS MAMMOTH PECANS. SAMPLES
$1.00. W. Hugo Karstaedt. Dayton, Ohio.

PHOTOPLAY TEXT BOOKS

WANTED: GIRLS—WOMEN. BECOME DRESS
Designers. $135 mi nth. Sample lessons free. Write
immediately. Franklin Institute, Dept. T-507. Roch-
ester, N. Y.

AMBITIOUS WRITERS SEND TODAY FOR FREE
Copy, America's leading magazine for writers of Photo-
plays. Stories, Poems. Instructive, helpful. Writer's
Digest. 611 Butler Bldg., Cincinnati.

BE A DETECTIVE—EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY;
good pay: travel. Write C. T. Ludwig, 567 Wes:over
Bklg., Kansas City, Mo.

PATENTS

PATENTS. WRITE FOR FREE GUIDE BOOK
and Evidence of Conception Blank. Send model or
sketch for opinion of its patentable nature. Highest
Inferences. Prompt Attention. Reasonable Terms.
Victor J. Evans & Co.. 763 Ninth, Washington, D. C.

DETECTIVES EARN BIO MONEY. EXCELLENT
opportunity. Experience unnecessary. Particulars free.

Write. American Detective System. 1968 Broadway.
New York

WANTED. MEN, RAILWAY MAIL CLERKS. $135
POEMS

month. List positions free. Write Franklin Institute,
Dept. T-111, Rochester, N. Y. POEMS WANTED FOR PUBLICATION. CASH

paid for those available. Send one short poem today

MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS for freo examination. Idyl Pub. Co., 189 N. Clark
Street. Suite 214, Chicago.

$35.00 PROFIT NIGHTLY. SMALL CAPITAL
starts you. No experience needed. Our machines are
used ami endorsed by government institutions. Cata-
log free. Atlas Moving Picture Company, 469 Morton
Bldg., Chicago.

MISCELLANEOUS

MUSIC RUBBER STAMPS. RUBBER TYPE CAT-
alogue 25c. W. Hugo Karstaedt, Hayton, Ohio.

3ZEJ5HQQ
By Note or Ear. With or without music. Short Course
Adult beginners taught by mail. No teacher required
Self-Instruction Course for Advanced Pianists. Learn
G7 styles of Bass, 180 Syncopnted Effects Blue Harmony,
Oriental, Chime. Movie anil Cafe Jazz. Trick Endings
Clever Breaks, Space Fillers, Sax Slurs, Triple Bans,
Wicked Harmonv, BlueQbligatoand 247 other Subjects,
including Ear Playing. llOpngeBOf KEAL.Tazz, 25.000
words. A Postal brings our EREE Special Offer.

Waterman Piano School 2*7
?Ta%\J£c?u?"*-

DO YOU LIKE TO DRAW?
CARTOONISTS ARE WELL PAID
We v. ill nut give you any grand prize ify

this ad. No >ill i cl.-iii

But it

you are anxious to develop your
talent with a successful cartoonist,

o you can make money, send a copy
of this picture, with 6c in stamps for
portfolio of cartoons and sample lesBon
plate, and let us explain.

The W. L. Evans School ol Cartooning
850 Loader Bide.. Cleveland, O.

STOMACH TROUBLE
cured with food. Send postcard for free booklet

—

"HOW FOODS CURE. '

DR. EUGENE CHRISTIAN
Dept. 26 1 Broadway at 71st Street New York

Let us send you the interesting and instructive
"Butler-Cobb System of Song-Writing" in book
form tor five days' free Inspection. Covers
every phase of art and CONTAINS
RHYMER'S DICTIONARY. Price One Dol-
lar if satisfactory. Music Publishers Press,
203 W. 40th Street, New York. Suite 107.1

PLAYSLarge List New I

Vaudeville Acts, I

iStage Monologe,]_
[New AlinstrelOpeningUhoruses
land Finales, Blackface AfU-r-
Ipieces and Crossfire, Musical
'Comedies and Revues, Musical
Readings Novelty Entertain-
ments. Wigs, Reards, Grease
Paints and other Make-up

Goods. ItLUSTRATED CATALOGCE
FREE. WRITE NOW.
T. S. VENISON & CO., 623 So. Wabash, Dept. 9 CHICAGO

\/EN PROFESSIONAL TONE

G* W ""'MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
and lessons Bent on free trial. Violin, Tenor
Banjo, Hawaiian Guitar, Ukulele, Mandolin, Cor-

net, Banjo Mandolin. Banjo Ukulele, Guitar, Banjo Guitar.
or Banjo. Wonderful new copyrighted system of teaching
note music by mall. Four lessons will teach you several
pieces. Over 100.000 successful players. Do not miss
this free trial offer. Write for booklet. No obligations.

SLINGERLAND SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Inc..

1815 Orchard Street. Dept. 112 Chicago, Illinois

Questions and Answers
(Continued from page 84)

George R., Glenbrook, Nevada.—Ru-
dolph Valentino does spell his name
Rodolpho, but everybody seems to prefer

Rudolph. So that's that. "Once to Every
Woman," ''Passion's Playground," "Stolen
Moments," and "Uncharted Seas" are other
Valentino releases besides "The Four Horse-
men" and "The Conquering Power." "Which
Woman" was the name of the Universal
picture in which Priscilla Dean and Ella
Hall co-starred. Miss Hall has retired

from the screen. She replaced Wanda Haw-
ley as Fred Stone's leading woman in "Under
the Top." You're living in the past, man.
Ever hear of Douglas Fairbanks? He's a
promising young feller.

Nell Craig.—Not the Nell Craig! Of the
"Queen of Sheba," and the older Essanays?
But no—she is in California, and your letter

is from New Smyrna, Florida. I won't
say I'm disappointed at its not being the

Nell Craig, because that wouldn't be polite

—and I am nothing if not polite. (Chorus:
He's nothing). But I did hope— Nev'
mind; one day you, too, may be the Nell

Craig. Jack Perrin was leading man to, or
for, Viola Dana in "The Match Breaker."

Curly Head.—The j'oy and the hope of

all women, the tribulation and terror of all

men : curly hair. Shirley Mason and Viola
Dana are the Misses Flugrath—although
Shirley is in private life Mrs. Bernard Dur-
ning, and Viola is the widow of John Col-
lins. Address Shirley, Fox studios; Viola,

Metro.

Doris M. B.—You think I am a nut.
Well, I always have thought that men make
better nuts than women. I have no infor-

mation concerning Miss Esther Roley. I

don't know her cousin Hester Poley, either.

Sorry.

G. La M.—So you were Charlie Ray's
vaudeville partner and say that Mr. Ray
was not on the stage four and a half years
—not nearly that long. Well, all the more
power to Charlie, that he has made good
with so little dramatic experience.

Mrs. C. C, Athens, Pa.—Goddess of
Grace, I appreciate your kind letter.

Mighty nice of you to take the trouble to

write to me just to express your apprecia-

tions and not ask me any questions. Lady,
you have never sent me any embroidered
handkerchiefs or knitted ties or home-
made fudge; but, lady, I like you. Please

drop in at the office here, whenever you're
in New York on Forty-fifth Street between
Fifth Avenue and Sixth. I'll be glad to

see you.

W. E. H„ Wildwood, N. J.—You wish
to know where Mr. Ziegfeld's institution

is and what it accomplishes for you. Wild-
wood is the place for you.

Bernard Goodman.—Johnny Dooley has
made some two-reel comedies, but I believe

they have not been shown yet. Johnny
is one of the famous comic family, which
includes Ray, the sister, who is in the Zieg-

feld Follies and is very funny too. Willie

Dooley, the acrobat, died from a fall from
a taxi not so long ago.

Viola H., Clinton, Ind.—Well, Mary
Miles Minter was nineteen the last I heard,

but then that was almost a year ago, so

she must be eighteen now. She is not mar-

ried. Bebe Daniels and Wallace Reid,

Lasky, Hollywood, Cal.

(Continued on page 123)
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Questions and Answers
(Continued from page 122)

Beatrice.—Edna Mayo and Frank are

not related. Edna seems to have dropped
out entirely. Remember her, with Essanay?
Frank. Mayo is divorced from Joyce Moore
Mayo and is married to Dagmar Godowsky
now. You don't keep up with the times.

Dagmar is the daughter of the famous piano-

playing Leopold.

Mary, Toronto.— I would love Pauline

Frederick very much indeed if I were a

youngster of fourteen. As it is, an oldster

of three score and ten— I never did know
what those scores-and-tens meant, but I

do like their sound—I can only tell you
that she is starring for Robertson-Cole in

Hollywood, Cal., that she isn't married now,
and that she lives with her mother in a

beautiful house in Beverly Hills.

Amarilla.—Ralph Barton is not an actor.

He is an artist, and a good one. His work
appears regularly in Photoplay and it is

worth watching for.

D. J., Dallas.—Jean Acker was the for-

tunate girl to become Mrs. Rudie Valentino.
But the marriage didn't take, and they are

now divorced. Rudie was born in 1805 and
has brown eyes and shiny black hair.

Mandy.—Theodore Roberts, Raymond
Hatton, Theodore Kosloff, Cecil deMille,

Jesse Lasky, and Adolph Zukor are all

married. Any more Paramounters you
would like to ask about before I shut up
shop for the day? Ruth Roland is the

serial girl you mean; she was born in 1893.
Katherine MacDonald is coy about her age.

S. S. H, Montevideo.—I have sent your
letter to Madame Alia Nazimova. I could
not hand it to her for unfortunately I am
not on Madame's list for her At-Homes.
But she will get it, and answer it, I am
sure—your letter.

Maid Marian.—How's Mr. Hood? Why,
I have seen the feather shoes in the win-
dows on Fifth Avenue, but I didn't know
anybody ever really wore them. Miss Van
VVyck says they do ; and she ought to know.
She wore the first fur shoes in Manhattan,
you know. She was in Paris a year ago.

She will go again soon. In the future,

would you mind addressing your fashion
queries to Miss Van Wyck? and your age-
and-height questions to me? Of course it

makes it interesting for me to get letters

like yours; but I would probably tell you
to wear a purple hat with a pink dress;

and she would say that Theda Bara was
married to Ben Turpin, and that Wallace
Reid was not married. And that would
never, never do. Exit laughingly.

E. F., New York.—Yours was a leading
question. It led me to use impolite lan-
guage to my stenographer—who is now,
by the way, henna-haired again. She has
decided that henna is as henna does—and
has used another six bottles. And to mal-
treat my typewriter, and to decide that life

is not worth living any longer if you will

not read the rules. You know we cannot
answer questions concerning religion, so why
do you ask them ? I'm mad.

George L., Bronxville.—There aren't

many film theaters in Manhattan—only
about nine hundred and ninety nine. In
fact, when you see the lines waiting to buy
their tickets and the expensive cars drawn
up outside and the mobs inside, you begin
to realize how insisnificant the movies really

are.

(Continued on page 12$)

I Can Teach You Piano

In Half Usual Time
To persons who have not pre-

viously heard of my method, this

may seem a pretty bold state-

ment. But I will gladly convince

you of its accuracy by referring

you to any number of my gradu-

ates in any part of the world.

There isn't a state in the Union that doesn't
contain many players of the piano or organ who
obtained their training from me by mail. I have

far more students than
were ever before taught
by one man. Investigate
by writing for my 64-page
free booklet. "HowtoLearn
Piano or Organ."

Myway of teaching piano
or organ is entirely different
from all others. Out of
every four hours of study
one hour is spent entirely
away from the keyboard—
learning something about
Harmony and The Laws of
Music. This is an awful
shock to most teachers of
the "old school," who still

think that learning piano
is solely a problem of " fin-

ger gymnastics." When
you do go to the keyboard,
you accomplish twice as
much, because you un-
derstand whatyou aredoing.
Withinfour lessons I enable
you to play an interesting
piece not only in the origi-
nal key, but in other keys
as well.

I make use of every pos-
sible scientific help—many
of which are entirely un-
known to the average
teacher. My patented in-

vention, the COLOR-
OTONE, sweeps away
playing difficulties that
have troubled st ud ents
for generations. By its use.
Transposition — usually a
"nightmare" to students—
becomes easy and fascinat-
ing. With my fifth lesson
I introduce another im-
portant and exclusive in-

vention, QUINN-DEX.
Quinn-dex is a simple,
hand-operated moving-pic-
ture device, which enables
you to see. right before
your eyes, every movement
of my hands at the key-
board. You actually see
the fingers move. Instead
of having to reproduce
your teacher's finger
movements from MEM-
ORY — which cannot be
always accurate—you have
the correct models before
you during every minute
of practice. The COLOR-
OTONE and QUINN-DEX

-/"^S* i

Marcus Lucius Quinn
Conservatory of Music
Studio PH41, 598 Columbia Road, Boston, 25, Mass.
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DR. QUINN AT HIS PIANO

From the Famous Sketch by Schneider,
Exhibited at the St. Louis Exposition.

save you months and years of wasted effort. They
can be obtained only from me and there is nothing
else anywhere even remotely like them.

Men and women who have failed by other meth-
ods have quickly and easily attained success when
studying with me. In all essential ways you are
in closer touch with me than if you were studying
by the oral method— yet my lessons cost you only
43 cents each— and they include all the many recent
developments in scientific teaching. For the stu-
dent of moderate means, this method of studying
isfar superior to all others; and even for the wealthi-
est student there is nothing better at any price.
You may be certain that your progress is at all

times in accord with the best musical thought of
the present day, and this umakes all the difference
in the world.

My Course is endorsed by distinguished musicians,
who would not recommend any Course that did not
maintain the highest musical standards. It is for
beginners, or experienced players, old or young.
You advance as rapidly or as slowly as you wish.
All necessary music is supplied without extra
charge. A diploma is granted. Write to-day, with-
out cost or obligation, for 64-page free booklet,
" How to Learn Piano or Organ."

FREE BOOK COUPON
QUINN CONSERVATORY. Studio PH 41

598 Columbia Road, Boston, 25, Mass.
Please send me, without cost or obligation.

your free booklet, "How to Learn Piano or
Organ." and full particulars of your Course and
special reduced Tuition offer.

Name

Address .

HOW TO BECOME A Dress Designing Lessons FREE
PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER
EARNING *35 TO $125 A WEEK
An interesting illustrated book-
let i free) on choosing a voca-
tion, the exceptional opportu-
nities Photography offers you

and how to avail yourself of these advantages.
MOTION PICTURE— COMMERCIAL — PORTRAITURE
Three to six month*' course. Praetii-al Instrurtion. Mnrii'm on'iip-
ment. Day or KveninK ('lasses. Buy t«nni. Call oi writ,' for Catalog
No. 37.

N. Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
141 W. 36lh Sired, NEW YORK OR 505 Slale Slreel, BROOKLYN

Women— Girl ,-;>• learn Dress
and Costume Designing durtagtiKlrcpare moments

IN TEN WEEKS /
Oress and Costume Design. J Cot and Mail In

ers Freq-enll, Earn . FRANKLIN INSTITUTE

M5ton00 aWeek/ ^".T^TV.V
Many Start Parlnrs

In Trer Own Homes

:verv worrnn i

/
J ! ] Dress Designing

going;. .'

f rVT ONCE, bee
sample lessons in the

IV
[] Milliner,

Hundreds learn

Millinery by Mail
•
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D on't Overlook Any
Diamonds

KIMBERLEYwas going back. The farm-

ers were disgruntled. They said they

couldn't eke a living from the rocky soil.

And all the time
y
their raggedyoungsters

were playing with diamonds!

But the farmers didn't know. Many
of them died poor. They thought the

priceless gems were pebbles.

Some folks are just like those Kimber-

ley farmers. They seek opportunity in

some distant place and overlook the

wealth that is daily within their grasp.

Advertising is a diamond mine of

opportunity. It tells of values you would

probably overlook if it was not there to

guide you.

Don't miss the advertisements.

They save money—and make it for you!

Brers advertisement, in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Questions and Answers
(Continued from page 123)

Anxious.—About Louise Huff? I don't

blame you. Louise is charming—who would

ever think she was the mother of two

children? Not because she is so charming;

but because she is so young. She is George

Arliss' leading woman in "Disraeli," and is

performing in the same capacity for Richard

Barthelmess in his second starring picture,

written by Porter Emerson Browne. Dick

has certainly cornered the good authors;

his first was written by Joseph Hergesheimer,

and both Joseph and Porter worked right

with the young star all through the picture.

I love to call them Joe and Port. It's as

if I knew them.

Fluffy of Melbourne.—You are really

quite staid and sedate; that's why you
chose that nom de plume. Thanks so much
for the Views. I love Views. Particularly

views of the Weir, and the Pool. They
remind me of Sir Walter Scott, though

goodness knows why they should. I should

love to come to Melbourne. In the mean-
time, Creighton Hale is married, and Herbert

Rawlinson's address is Universal City, Cal-

ifornia, where he is starring in Universal

pictures. Off again on again—he used to

be a star for them, then he was destarred,

and now he's starring again. Roberta

Arnold is his wife.

The Bat.—I agree with you that Lois

Wilson is a much wiser choice for the role

of "Miss Lulu Bett" than Mildred Harris.

Mildred is such a frail, fragrant little

whimsy on the screen; Lois is more depend-

able, human, and sympathetic. Miss Wilson

is one of the screen's finest actresses. Bill

deMille says she does her greatest work as

Lulu; he directs it, you know.

J. H., Superior, Wis.—Rex Ingram is

engaged to marry Alice Terry, the exquisite

blonde of all his best pictures. Rex was
married to Doris Pawn; divorced. Miss

Terry was not married. She is very beauti-

ful and as sweet as she looks. She is really

a brunette, as you know if you read Ralph
Barton's story about her.

Armella, Pennsylvania.—Related to the

Armadillos, are you? I trust so. They are

a very old family. You say Tom Mix was
not born in Texas, but in Du Boise, Pennsyl-

vania. All I know is that Tom is a fine

actor, a wonderful rider, and a charming
gentleman. And that's enough for me. You
should be proud of him in Pa. And he

says he was born in Texas. So there,

Ammy 1 Harold Goodwin in "Sweet Lav-
ender," with Mary Miles Minter. Harold
was starred by Fox for a film or two ; one
being "Oliver Twist, Jr." Fox can star

and unstar players faster than anybody I

ever saw.

M. L., Aspinwall.—You sure do like

Jim Kirkwood. And I sure don't blame
you. Gal, you picked one of the greatest

actors and the most interesting men in the

fillums. Kirkwood is at present with Para-
mount's British companies. He is playing

in "The Man From Home." Than whom,
there is none better suited to the role. As
Henry James would say. Or was it William
Dean Howells?

M. T., London, England.—I do not mind
telling you, M. T., that you are one of my
favorite correspondents; that when the

British mail comes in, I snatch eagerly at it

Tor a letter addressed in your charming chirog-

raphy. I wish we could see more British

films. "Alf's Button" is most amusing.
Have you seen it? Your Cecil Hepworth

and Alma Taylor are here at present. You
say—when we say "snappy" it is compli-

mentary and when you say it, it means
bad-tempered. On the other hand, homely
here means plain and ugly; there, comfort-

able, home-like. That's true. Please write

to me often and soon. Your little comment
is worth more to me than many persons'

compliments.

Count de H.—How quaint you must
think us ! And you can't think us quite so

quaint as we think you. "The Wonderful
Thing" is Norma Talmadge's latest picture.

Adela.—So you think I am a classic.

Does that mean I should be on the shelf?

Mary Garden has not made any more
pictures since "Thais" and "The Splendid

Sinner" for Goldwyn. The marvelous Mary
is much, much more fascinating on the

operatic stage than on the screen. There
is one opera in particular that I should

like to see filmed: "Le Jongleur de Notre
Dame." The last time I went to see and
hear it, John Emerson and Anita Loos sat

near me, and their enthusiasm was as great

as mine.

E. M., Houston, Texas.—You ask many
questions, but you won't get much of an
answer. I don't like you

;
you are too

pretty and too petty. Hoot Gibson is star-

ring for Universal. So are Priscilla Dean,
Harry Carey, Marie Prevost, Gladys Walton,
Eileen Sedgwick, Miss Du Pont, and Eddie
Polo.

S. S., Bellevue, Ohio.—If May McAvoy
refuses to tell her age will it make you
love her less? She can't be very old; she's

over sixteen and under twenty-one, I'll

wager. Wallace MacDonald and Doris May
are married. Mary Pickford and Douglas
Fairbanks are married. Enid Bennett and
Fred Niblo are married. Richard Barthel-

mess and Mary Hay are married. Dorothy
Gish and James Rennie are married. Tom
Moore and Renee Adoree are married. There
—I think I have anticipated all the questions

you intend asking me from time to time.

Now you can just sit back and rest for five

months. Then you can write and inquire

if Wallace Reid is married.

J. Elliott.—My pink-haired steno assures

me she will leave tomorrow if I do not give

you a nice answer. In spite of that, I am
answering you. Your drawing : I have seen

worse, and I have seen better. In other

words, I'm always neutral on objects d'art.

For one thing, I don't know an object d'art

when I see one; for another, I wouldn't
know how to appreciate it if I did. So
there you are. Delight Evans has a page
every month in Photoplay. Adela Rogers
St. Johns is also a member of the editorial

staff.

Dorothy.—Dear, dear, Dorothy. After

all these years! At least, two. So you are.

at last, in New York to see Norma Talmadge
At Work. What a pity 'tis that Norma is

in California. What a pity ! She probably

wouldn't see you anyway, but what, etc.

She and Connie have gone to visit Natalie

Talmadge Keaton in Hollywood and to make
a picture each. No, I don't know Harrv
McLaughlin. Never met Harry. But I

know he appears in "West of the Rio
Grande." He is a most uncommunicative
person, meaning that he has not told this

department whether or not he is married
Better luck next time, dear, dear Dorothy.

(Continued on page 126)

"Here's Where We
Got Our Start"

"Look, Nell—this coupon ! Remember
the night you urged me to send it in to

Scranton ? Then how happy we were
when I came home with the news of my
first promotion ? We ows it all, Nell, my
place as Manager, our home, our com-
forts—to this coupon."

Thousands upon thousands of men now
know the joy or happy, prosperous homes
because they let the International Corre-
spondence Schools prepare them in their

spare time for bigger work. You will find

them in city, town and country—in office,

factory, shop, store, mine and mill, on
farms and on railroads.

There are clerks who became Advertising Man-
agers, Salesmen and Executives ; carpenters who
became Architects and Contractors ; mechanics
who became Engineers and Electrical Experts:
men and boys who rose from nothing at all to

splendid responsible positions.

More than two million men and women in the
last 30 years have advanced themselves in posi-
tion and salary through I. C. S. help. Ove.-
130,000 are studying right now. You can join
them and get in line for promotion.
The first step to success in the I. C. S. way is

to choose your career from this list and mark
and mail this coupon here and now.^™^^—T£*R OUT HEflC ~"~ ~™ "^ ^^~
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

BOX 64 53-B BCBANTON, PA.
Without cost or obligation, please explain how I can

qualify for the position, or in the subject before which
I have marked an X in the list below:

—

elec. engineer D BUSINESS MANAGM'T
3 Electric Lighting & Bys. Q SALESMANSHIP

ADVERTISING3 Electric Wiring
3 Telegraph Engineer D Railroad Positions
3 Telephone WTork ILLUSTBATINQ
3 MECHANICAL ENOB. Show Card & Sign Ptg.
3 Mechanical Draftsman Cartooning
3 Machine Shop Practice Private Secretary
3 Toolmaker Business Correspondent
3 Gas Engine Operating BOOKKEEPER
3 CIVIL ENGINEER D Stenographer & Typist
3 Surveying and Mapping D Cert. Pub. Accountant
3 MINE FOR'N or ENGU. TRAFFIC MANAGER
3 STATIONARY ENGB. D Railway Accountant
3 Marine Engineer D Commercial Law
3 ARCHITECT a GOOD ENGLISH
3 Contractor and Builder D Com. School Subjects
3 Architectural Draftsman D CIVIL SERVICE
3 Concrete Builder Q AUTOMOBILES
3 Structural Engineer D Railway Mail Clerk
3 PLUMBING & HEAT'O Mathematics
3 Sheet Metal Worker Navigation
3 Text. Overseer or Supt. Q Agriculture
J CHEMIST Poultry n Spanish
"3 Pharmacy D Banking 1 i Teacher

Street
and No.

7-i-ai

City Slate

Send for Samples
The new liouid dressing for

lashes and brows Tears,
perspiration or water will

not cause it to run or smear.

Deliea Brow
will make I lie loahee look lone
and thick- will not hum or
smart if It nets In eye. I

removed. Full Instructions with
all packages.
a generous trial hot He of DeUca
Brow sent for just enough to
cover packing and postage.

DET.ICA LABORATORIES. Inc.

Dept. 103, 3933 Broadway Chicago, III.

F.nclosed find 12e for sample. 25c for largo sample In-

cluding bone handle brush, or SI 00 for full size.

Address — -

When you write to advertiser.! please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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WONDERFUL
XMAS OFFER
Send for this riol) looking gold filled Combination
\\':i I cli-Dracelet today. You will And it to be a S10
value Has adjusted 7-Jewel movement, the case

being Kold tilled and warranted to wear 10 years.

It is a stem-wind and stem-set model and it looks

like a very expensive watch. The picture shows
you what a handsome model it is and the sold dial

adds to its attractiveness. The bracelet is flexible

and w ill (it, any wrist, so you need not hesitate to

order on account of size. It is sent direct to you,

as pictured, in a velvet and silk lined box. Each
watch is examined before leaving the factory and
you will And them perfect timepieces.

Don't Hesitate! Our Money-Back
Guarantee Protects You

So positive are we that you will be delighted with your watch
that wr ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEF'. to refund your money
if you are not satisfied after examination: therefore do not
hesitate to order. Send no money. Just rush your name
and address. Your watch will be sent by return prepaid

mail and delivered right to your door by the postman.
Pay the postman our adver-
tised price of S4.9S on arrival,

and remember, if you are not
entirely pleaBed after exam-
ination, return your watch
and we will refund your
money, every cent of it.

Send for Big Free
Catalogue of Other
Jewelry Bargains

EMPIRE CITY MFG. CO.
Dept. 245 138 Fifth Ave., New York

Play By Ear
Baafl

v:?
!

S

Ir.'J

#51

nC

Be a Jazz
Music Master

Yes, yon can, even if you
are JU3T A BEGINNER
or an advanced student.
The Niagara School of Music
has perfected a method of in-
struction which will enable

j

you to play all the popular
songr hits perfectly by ear.

I
All yoa need to know is how
to hum a tune. Our method
-only 20 Ie3sons f which you

,
can ma3ter in a little while

I —will enable you to trans-
form the tune which is

running thru your head into
actual JAZZY music on the
piano. ALL BY EAR.

It Is Easy To Learn
Many masters of Jazz and

Ragtime music don't know
a note. Bo a Music Master
yourself. It i3 easy—the lea-

eons interesting and simple
—no tedious ding-dong daily
practice with the do, re. mi,
until you think you will go
crazy; not at all. Just 20
brief, entertaining lessons
and you have a musical
'ability at which your

friends will marvel. YOU SIMPLY PLAY BY EAR.
Hum the Tune, Play It Eiy Ear

Hear a new popular song hit, hum the tune, play it
yourself. All by ear. Ju3t think bow many doll hours this
easily acquired ability will make happy, how many friends you
will make happy, how popular you will be when you JAZZ
the newest eontc success of Broadway after hearing It. All
done by ear. Be a JAZZ MUSIC MASTER.

send coupon rpcC RfS'O'K
FOR DETAILS AND F OCC DV/Ai/IY.

I MAIL

NIAGARA SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Dept. 412, NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.

Without obligation mail mo booklet "The Niagara Method"

Name . .

.

Address.

Ever take piano

Questions and Answers
{Concluded)

B. R., Toronto.—There is a rumor that

a man named Douglas Fairbanks has been

on the screen in unimportant parts in a

production or two, but if I were you I

wouldn't pay much attention to these wild

reports. Mary Pickford is twenty-seven
years old. You're a bright young feller, to

know that Mary played "Tess of the Storm
Country." Yes sir, a bright, up-to-date

young man.

Foolish Florence.—I never, never con-

tradict a lady. Ward Crane is not married.

I don't know how old he is, but he looks

about thirty. Yes, he was in "In the Heart
of a Fool." Careful there, printer. His
latest picture is "The Broadway Bride" with
Irene Castle. Crane lives in New York at

present.

Mary M., Sioux Falls.—You change
your nom de plume, but never your habitat.

I can't understand you. Crane Wilbur was
on the vaudeville stage in a sketch co-star-

ring with Martha Mansfield the la;t I heard
of him. He was the leading man in "The
Heart of Maryland." Mr. Wilbur has been

married. I don't know whether he is still

married, or married yet, or again, or what.

Thelma.—Will I write you a long de-

scription of myself? Jamais—jamais—as

Sarah Bernhardt said, but not when she was
asked for a long description of herself.

Eileen Percy's sister is called Thelma, even
as you. Miss Eileen is married; Miss
Thelma is not. Eileen is still starring for

Fox. Betty Blythe was "The Queen of

Sheba." She is married to the director Paul

Scardon. These Queens !

!

Jerry.—Of course, I hate to commit my-
self, but I do say right out in public that

I think Charles Chaplin is the funniest man
in the world. Yep. And one of the best.

He came up here to Photoplay to see the

Editor and the others and / met him. I

shook hands with him. And the same hand
that C. C. shook is now pounding out your
answer on the typewriter. Mr. Chaplin

went abroad and wrote impressions of Eng-
land and France for this Magazine. He
came back to make more pictures.

Miss New Zealand.—You like Anita

Stewart because her birthday is the same
date as yours, and you are thinking seriously

of sending her a present. Now, now N. Z.,

you mustn't think too much. So you were

in a movie once in New Zealand because

you walked in front of a camera while a

scene was being taken. But when you went

to see it on the screen it was cut out.

I should think it would be! You didn't

expect them to write in a special part for

you, did you? Norma Talmadge has dark

brown hair and eyes. Constance was born

April iq, 1809. She is the youngest of the

three Talmadge sisters.

them up. I never miss a Pickford, Chaplin,

Hart, Fairbanks, Lloyd, Gish, Griffith, Tal-

madge, Ingram, Pola Negri or Lubitsch pic-

ture. There are others I like to see, but
these are absolute and indubitable. As for

favorites, I hsve so many I can't begin to

numerate them. Is that all for this time?

Ena, Wellington, New Zealand.—One
of my film favorites is President Harding.
He films well. Another is the Prince of

Wales. The salary that Edward could get

if he would only go in seriously for screen

work ! He has evidenced his dramatic
ability and his fine sense of humor. With
these sterling qualities he would go far. The
New Zealand girl must be an extra still. I

have kept an ear open but have not heard
of her. Write again. Chuck the baby under
the chin for me ; I never know how to

behave with a baby. It's an art.

Elizabeth.—I think you can reach Leon
Gendron, who was Marguerite Clark's lead-

ing man in "Scrambled Wives," at the Hotel
Algonquin, New York City. I see him
around there a lot. Rudolph Valentino is

five feet eleven inches tall; John Bowers,
six feet; Jack Pickford, five inches shorter

than Rudie; and Richard Dix is a six-footer

too. Bowers is married. The others are

not.

Marcery, Rockville Center, L. I.

—

Thanks for the ad. Very nice of you to

say those things. I hope you are sincere,

but how shall I ever find out? Lloyd

Hughes in "Mother o' Mine." The vogue

for Mother pictures started by "Humor-
esque" is sort of petering out. Gareth

Hughes stars in "Garments of Truth" and

"The Hunch." The former Metro film is

reviewed in the Shadow Stage department

in this issue. (It's still a Metro and still a

film.)

Marilynn—Not Miller? No. Not Miller.

That would have been too good to be truth-

ful. I often go to film shows. I usually

pick the people I want to see and follow

Even- advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE Is guaranteed.

Margaret C, Indianapolis.—Why did

Universal change Marguerite Armstrong's
name to Miss Du Pont? Don't ask foolish

questions. Dorothy Terry is a sister of Alice,

the exquisite heroine of the Rex Ingram pic-

tures. Dorothy is or was also with Metro.
Fannie Ward has retired from the screen and
the stage. She sold her California home some
time ago, and will live in Paris and London
hereafter. Joan Morgan, who is Bryant
Washburn's leading lady in "The Road to

London," which Bryant made abroad, may
be addressed care Screenplays Productions,
Inc., 140 West 42nd Street, N. Y. C. Wash-
burn is now making "Hungry Hearts," a

Goldwyn film.

Dorothy H.—The Gish girls are still wit h

Griffith, making "The Two Orphans."
Lillian is not married. Dorothy is Mrs.
James Rennie. Lillian is on this cover, and
there is a story about her by Delight Evans.
I know Lillian myself, and think she is one
of the finest girls in the profession. You see

I'm beginning to call it "the profession"

—

just like a vaudeville actor!

Viola Vale, Fox.—She is

law of William Russell and
opposite him for Fox.

a sister-in-

often plays

Martina, Westbrook, Maine.—Your
name; your tan paper wth purple border;
your coy chirography—that must be my
favorite word; I use it so persistently

—

should inspire me to poetic heights. Instead,

it induces a literary lapse in which I can
only stare, and stare, at your paper with
its purple border. If you wish to be really

artistic, Marty, why not use ink of the same
shade a3 the border, instead of a pale blue?
Only by observing these little things can
you become a real artist. Why, think what
an upheaval in the art world there would
be if the Greenwich Villagers painted their

places red and blue, instead of blue and
orange. I cannot think of it; it hurts too
much. Address Vivian Martin, care the

"Just Married" company, Nora Bayes
Theater, New York City, N. Y.
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GctThintomusie!
To prove it's easy, I'll reduce you
5 lbs. FREE, in five days, in your
home,with your own phonograph!

My reduction method is safe

and sane. It is quick; it is sure,

for I've reduced five thousand

men and women without a single

failure!

This wonderful way or taking off

iiesh works hand in hand with Nature.

That's why it brings glorious health-,

I ask no drastic denials; no punish-

ment of the system.

Food Does Not Cause Fat

If it did, you would not see stout

men and women who eat less than a

child of ten. My method lets you eat.

But it causes your

system to use all your

food for blood, bone

and sinew.Your new

powers of elimination dispose of all

waste. Nothing is left from which fat

can be made. Ten or fifteen pounds
reduction is nothing. For 50, 60, or

75 lbs. I require a little longer. But
the result is always the same. A nor-

mal figure, remaining flesh firm and
smooth, symetric body and limbs.

Read These Letters
(Printed by Permission)

I spent hundreds of dollars trying to get thin,
but your first lesson took off 12 lbs. and I eat
everything I want. It is all so wonderful, music
and all. Vou have brought a blessing into my life.

[Mrs.] Mildred M.Svkes.
300 N.Florida Ave..

Atlantic City, N. J.

Having reduced 60 lbs., my friends
pass me without recognizing who it is.

I feel and appear ten years younger.

[Mrs.] Grace Horchler.
4625 Indiana Ave.,

Chicago, 111.

I have reduced 15 lbs. in two lessons
and you are free to use my letter.

[Mrs.] Esta Arbaugh,
Mandamin, la.

FREE PROOF
I have no books to sell. No

pamphlets that dealwith star-

vation. But I will reduce you
by Nature's own laws, with
pleasing, permanent results.

Fill in coupon below and
I'll send prepaid, />w, plainly

wrapped, full-size record for

your first lesson. Try it five

days. That's all I ask! If you
really wish to reduce, here is

yonr chance; make the start

today.

The above advertisement is guaranteed in every particular and you may

place entire confidence in this offer. The reduction records are in use

everywhere, and the success of this method established beyond all doubt.

WALLACE"KErChicago
Please send record for first reducing

lesson, free and prepaid. I will either enroll,

or return your record at the end of a rive-

dav trial. This does not obligate me in anv way.

Xame .

St.isXo

P. O State.

[481

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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£^"We are advertised by our loving friends" £2

Mellins Food
A Mellin's Food baby is a happy,

laughing, contented baby,—unmistakable

signs of a satisfying, well-balanced diet.

Start now and give your baby Mellin's

Food and fresh cow's milk.

Let us send you our book, "The Care and Feeding of
Infants," and a Free Trial Bottle ofMellins Food.

Mellin's Food Company, Boston, Mass.

ft

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Q (-GATE'S
\}or Ghristmas

All at your favorite store:

Cashmere Bouquet Soap
Large size, three cakes in a box—70c.
Medium ( ioc ) size, six cakes in a box— 55c,

Florient Perfume, $1.00 to $10.00.

Colgate's Toilet Waters, 50c to $3.25.

Cha Ming Talc, Florient Talc, 25c.

Compact Face Powder, 35c.

Charmis Cold Cream, 25c, 40c. and 65c

"Handy Qrip" Shaving Stick, 35c.

Refill for "Handy Qrip", 25c.

Colgate's Ribbon Dental Cream—
large size, 25c.

Special Florient Qift Boxes, $4.80
tO $12.00.

YOU can almost fill your Christmas shopping list from thi

group of Colgate articles. Each article is favorably known an<

widely used in your circle of relatives and friends. The fragran

Cashmere Bouquet Soap— Florient Perfume— the soft, perfumo

Talc in decorative boxes— toilet water, face powder, Charmis Col<

Cream— the familiar "Handy Grip" and old faithful Ribbon Dcnta

Cream—all are accepted as standard. In fact the name "Colgate" 01

toilet articles corresponds to "Sterling" on silver.

A dozen cakes of Cashmere Bouquet Soap (four boxes), or a year'

supply of Ribbon Dental Cream—wouldn't you yourself rather receiv

such a gift than some more costly trifle that isn't what you wouli

have selected for yourself? It is always safe to select Colgat

articles for Christmas gifts.

COLGATE 8C CO. Est. 1806 NEW YORl
Be American in loveliness ! Perfume is the gift of gifts

!



Let your Kodak

keep the Christmas Story

Eastman Kodak Company Rochester, N. Y., The Kodak City
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Jjiris whispers th

DID you visit today, Mes-
dames Americames, that

winter capital of France, that

fairy city of Nice, you would
doubtless mingle on the Prome-

nade des Anglais with the most
beautiful of all the Parisiennes.

Would you learn the inner-

most secret of their boudoirs

—the priceless secret ofcharme

fran^ais?

Ecoutez, Madame, Mademoiselle!

The beauty of Paris and of
France speaks to you! To be
truly Parisienne, to be, en realite,

of today's mode it is quite
necessary that each article of
your toilet table bear the same
French fragrance.

acjic of la ojoilette cjiarmonieuse

Par exemple, the French fra-

grance of French Djer-Kiss

breathing its charm in each

exquisite specialite de Djer-Kiss,

the Face Powder, Talc, Rouge,

Sachet, Toilet Water, Extract.

Even in the pure crimes and
soap

—

le savon so dainty which
keeps the skin fine textured

and smooth, does fashion de-

mand that Madame use the

Parisian fragrance ofDjer-Kiss.

Thus more and more will you
desire all the Specialites de Djer-

Kiss. Little by little or en-

semble, you will buy them.Then
in their daily use you will find

la toilette harmonieuse — that

final charm and elegance so

approved by France.

'Djer-Kiss Toilet Water:

So fragrant is it that you will

say it must have been stolen

from perfumed fairy fountains

Many uses there are for this

enchanting Djer-Kiss toiletry.

You will wish to employ its

Maytime freshness and fra-

grance as an aid to the Parisian

perfection of your dressing

hour, will you not?

FREE—A Beautiful Calendar

The six exquisite paintings by Willy Pogany
are reproduced in the new Djer-Kiss calen-

dar. To receive this calendar free simply send
your name and address to the AI fred H. Smith
Co., 26 West 34th St., New York City.

FACE POWDER • TALC • TOILET WATER • VEGETALE • SACHET • SOAP
ROUGE • COLD CREAM • VANISHING CREAM

itcs, Rou^c, Soap, Compacts and Creams temporarily blended here with pure ^jer-Kiss concentre importedfrom France

fla66ft*&a T S86m*ftttftm6iM »&»s my6U6Sfl8u

£>,
m M Jiade m Trance^^^ PRONOUNCED "DEAR-KISS
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TheVictor Record Catalog is the
worlds greatest catalog ofmusic

From its 486 pages come to you the

most famous artists of this generation.

Here are listed their offerings—here you
will find cataloged the greatest music the

world has produced. In this book are also

portraits and biographies and interesting

information which help to a better appre-

ciation of all music.

Do you know, for instance, the

story of La Boheme, and which two
composers wrote operas of that name?

Did you know that James Whit-

comb Riley himself recited some of

his poems for Victor Records?

Can you name the great com-
poser who though born in Germany
is buried in Westminster Abbey?

Did you know Mozart wrote a

concerto when but six years of age?

Can you recall the principal

numbers in the Mikado and Pina-

fore?

Get a copy of this new Victor Record

Catalog. It is a book that interests every

one, and you can have a copy free at any
Victor dealer's. Or write to us for it.

"HIS MASTERS VOICE"
BEC US PAT Off

This trademark and the trademarked
word "Victrola" identify all our products.

Look under the lid! Look on the label!

VICTORTALKINGMACHINECO.
Camden, N. J.

4- it

Victrola
REG. U.S. PAT. OFF

Victor Talking Machine Company, Camden,N.j.

When sou trrlte to advertisers please mention 1'IIOTOl'LAY MAGAZINE.
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PARAMOUNT PICTURES
listed in order of release

Dec. 1, 1921, to March 1, 1922

Ask your Theatre Manager
when he will show them

Ethel Clayton in "Exit—the Vamp"
by Clara Beranger.

"Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford"
From George M. Cohan's famous play

A Cosmopolitan Production.
Directed by Frank Borzage.

Wallace Reid, Gloria Swanson
and Elliott Dexter in

"Don't Tell Everything!"
by Lorna Moon.

"Just Around the Corner"
by Fannie Hurst.

A Cosmopolitan Production.

William S. Hart in "White Oak"
A William S. Hart Production.

Gloria Swanson in "Under the Lash"
From the novel "The Shulamite"
by Alice and Claude Askew. .

Betty Compson in

"The Little Minister"
by James M. Barrie.

A Penrhyn Stanlaws Production.

A William de Mille Production
"Miss Lulu Bett"

with Lois Wilson, Milton Sills, Theo
dore Roberts and Helen Ferguson.
From the novel and play by

Zona Gale.

Wallace Reid in "Rent Free"
by Izola Forrester and Mann Page.

"Back Pay," by Fannie Hurst.
Directed by Frank Borzage.
A Cosmopolitan Production.

Thomas Meighan in
" A Prince There Was "

From George M. Cohan's play and the
novel "Enchanted Hearts"

by Darragh Aldrich.

Agnes Ayres in

"The Lane That Had No Turning'
by Sir Gilbert Parker.

Cecil B. De Mille's Production
"Fool's Paradise"

Suggested by Leonard Merrick's story

"The Laurels and the Lady."

"Boomerang Bill"
with Lionel Barrymore

by Jack Boyle.
A Cosmopolitan Production.

John S. Robertson's Production
"Love's Boomerang"

with Ann Forrest
From the novel "Perpetua" by

Dian Clayton Calthrop.

A George Fitzmaurice Production
"Three Live Ghosts" with

Anna Q. Nilsson and Norman Kerry.

"One Glorious Day" with
Will Rogers and Lila Lee

by Walter Woods and O. B. Barringer.

George Melford's Production
"Moran of the Lady Letty"

with Dorothy Dalton
From the story by Frank Norris.

Betty Compson in

"The Law and the Woman"
Adapted from the Clyde Fitch play

"The Woman in the Case"
A Penrhyn Stanlaws Production.

Marion Davies in

"The Bride's Flay"
by Donn Bryne

Supervised by Cosmopolitan
Productions.

Elsie Ferguson and Wallace Reid
in "Forever"

A George Fitzmaurice Production
Based on the novel "Peter Ibbetson"

by George Du Maurier and the
play by John Nathan Raphael.

Ethel Clayton in
"Her Own Money"

Adapted from the play by Mark Swan.

Not all motion pictures

are Paramount Pictures,

but most of the good ones are

oNE good picture is an event for some
producers.

But how long does one picture keep you
keen fans satisfied ?

Two hours or less.

You know that you need great entertain-

ment all the year round, and that's just the

knotty problem Paramount is solving.

Compare the brands. You know how.
You can tell first-rate from second-rate be-

fore half a reel is shot.

Anybody can make a picture and say it's

great.

Who can make eight or ten pictures

a month right along and have 11,200

audiences say' they are great?

Paramount, and nobody else.

Follow every Paramount Picture for a

while and you will see what we mean.

^Paramount Pictures
If it's a Paramount Picture, it's the best show in town

MmwifflHRB ;i

|: FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION :'A

Every advertisement In PHOTOrLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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What
Every

Woman
Wants to

Know!
EVERY woman's wish will

come true—in the next, the
March, issue of Photoplay.

Is there a woman in the world
who doesn't want to be well-

dressed and who wouldn't like

to know the best, easiest and
cheapest way to go about it?

Photoplay has a solution to

the dress problem. Through
its Fashion Editor, Carolyn
Van Wyck, this Magazine is

enabled to offer its women
readers an opportunity to have
a delightful gown—of the lat-

est mode, the most conserva-
tive yet exquisite taste.

A Bon Ton
Pattern

—

For You!

A Pattern for a gown specially de-

signed for and worn by your favorite

screen star— one of the famous
shadow celebrities noted for her

good taste in dress— will be offered

to you. We can't tell you all about
it now. Wait until next month.

Every woman should take advantage
of this offer.

Every woman will!

So you had better order your March
Photoplay NOW!

A Temperamental Delay

Unlike screen stars, editors are not
used to having their photographs
taken. It's too much like a visit to

the dentist's. So Photoplay is un-
able to present the pictures of the
folks who make up the book this

month. They'll be in next month's
issue, sure.
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What's Wrong in This Picture?
It's so easy to make embarrassing mistakes
in public—so easy to commit blunders that
make people misjudge you. Can you find

the mistake or mistakes that are being
made in this picture? Can you point out
what is wrong? If you are not sure, read
the interesting article below, and perhaps

you will be able to find out.

IT
is a mark of extreme good breeding

and culture to be able to do at all

times exactly what is correct. This
is especially true in public where strangers

Judge us by what we do and saj . The ex-

istence of fixed rules of etiquette makes it

easj for people to know whether we are

making mistakes or whether we are doing

the thing that is absolutely correct and
cultured. They are quick to judge—and
quick to condemn. It depends entirely

upon our knowledge of the important
little rules of etiquette whether they

respect and admire us, or receive an en-

tirely wrong and prejudiced impression.

In public, many little questions of good
conduct arise. By public, we mean at the

theatre, in the street, on the train, in the

restaurant and hotel—wherever men and
women who arc strangers mingle together
and judge one another by action and speech.

It is not enough to know that one is well-

bred. One must see that the strangers one
meets every day get no im-
pression to the contrary.

Do you know that little

rules of good conduct that
divide the cultured from the
uncultured, that serve as a

barrier to keep the ill-bred

out of the circles where they
would be awkward and em-
barrassed? Do you know the

important rules of etiquette

that men of good society

must observe, that women of

good society are expected to

follow rigidly? Perhaps the
following questions will help
you find out just how much
you know about etiquette.

Etiquette at the
Theatre

Do You Know—
how to introduce men and
women correctly?

how to answer a dinner invi-

tation?

how to greet a man or woman
acquaintance in public?

how to plan church and house
weddings?

how to use table silver prorj-

erly?

how to word invitations and
acknowledgments?

how to avoid blunders at the
theatre and opera?

how to do at all times the

thing that is absolutely cor-

rect and cultured?

the music ceases
and he must return
to his original part-
ner? Do you know
the conccl dancing
posil ions?

How should a wo-
man accept a dance
and how should she
refuse it? How can
the embarrassment
of being a wall-

flower he avoided?
How many times may a girl dance with the
same partner without breaking the rules of

etiquette? Is it considered correct, in social

circles, for a young woman to wander away
from the ball-room with her partner?

Very often introductions must be made in

the ball-room. Should a man be introduced
to a woman, or a woman to a man? Is it

correct to say, Miss Brown, meet Mr. Smith,
or Mr. Smith inert Miss Brown? Which
of these two forms is correct: Bobby, this

is Mrs. Smith, or Mrs. Smith, this is Bobby?
When introducing a married
woman and a single woman
should you say, Mrs. Brown,
allow me to present Miss Smith,
or Miss Smith, allow me to

present Mrs. Brown?
When leaving the ball-

room, is the guest expected
to thank the hostess? What
should the woman guest say
when she leaves? What
should the gentleman guest
say? It is only by knowing
exactly what is correct, that
one can avoid the embarrass-
ment and humiliation of social

blunders, and win the respect
and admiration of thosewhom
one comes in contact with.

In the Street

When a man and woman
walk down the theatre aisle together, should
the man precede the woman? May they
walk arm-in-arm? When the usher indi-

cates their places, should the woman enter
first or the man?
Many puzzling questions of conduct con-

front the members of a theatre party who
occupy a box. Which seats should the
women take and which the men? Should
the women remove their hats—or don't they
wear any? What should women wear to the
theatre in the evening? What should men
wear? Is it correct for a man to leave a
woman alone during intermission?
At the theatre, evidences of good conduct

can be more strikingly portrayed than per-
haps anywhere else. Here, with people sur-

rounding us on all sides, we are admired
as being cultured, well-poised and attractive,
or we are looked upon as coarse and ill-bred.

It depends entirely upon how well one knows
and follows the rules of etiquette.

At the Dance
How should the man ask a woman to

dance? What should he say to her when

There are countless tests

of good manners that distinguish the well-

bred in public. For instance, the man must
know exactly what is correct when he is

walking with a young woman. According to
etiquette, is it ever permissible for a man to

take a woman's arm? May a woman take
a gentleman's arm? When walking with two
women, should a man take his place bet ween
them or on the outside?

When is it permissible for a man to pay a
woman's fare on the street-car or railroad?
Who enters the car first, the woman or the
man? Who leaves the car first?

If a man and woman who have met only
once before encounter each other in the
street, who should make the first sign of

recognition? Is the woman expected to
smile and nod before the gentleman raises

his hat? On what occasions should the hat
be raised?

People oi culture can be recognized at
once. They know exactly what to do and
say on every occasion, and because they
know that they are doing absolutely what is

correct, they are calm, well-poised, digni-

fied. They are able to mingle with the

most highly cultivated people, in the highest
social circles, and yet be entirely at ease.

The Book of Etiquette
There have probably been times when you

suffered embarrassment because you did not
know exactly what to do or say. There have
probably been times when you wished you
had some definite information regarding cer-
tain problems of conduct, when you won-
dered how you could have avoided a certain
blunder.
The Book of Etiquette is recognized as one of the

most dependable and reliable authoriti - on the con-
duct of good society. It has solved the problems of
thousands of men and women. It has shown them
how to be well-poised and at ease even among the
most brilliant celebrities. It lias shown them
meet embarrassing moments with a calm dignity. It
has made it possible for them to do and say and write
and wear at all times only what is entirely correct.

In the Book of Etiquette, now published in two
large volumes, you will find chapters on dinner
etiquette and dance etiquette, chapters on the eti-

quette of engagements and weddings, chapters on
teas and parties and entertainment- of all kinds. Von
will find authoritative information regarding the
wording of invitations, visiting cards and all

correspondence. The subject of introductions is cov-
ered exhaustively, and the etiquette of travel devolves
into an interesting discussion of correct form in
France. England and other foreign countries, from
cover to cover, each book is filled with interesting and
extremely valuable information.

Sent Free for 5-Day Examination
Let us send you the famous Book of Etiquette free

so that you can read and examine it in your own
home. You are not obligated to buy if you do not
want to. Just examine the books carefully, read a
page here and there, glance at the illustrations, let it

solve some of the puzzling questions of conduct that
you have been wondering about. Within the 5 days.

for yourself whether or not you want to return it

We expect this new edition to go quickly. The
books are nowhandsomelybound in cloth, hand
decorated with gold. We urge you to send for J

at once. The price for the complete set is only S.5.50
after 5 days. But don't send any money now—just
the coupon. "Keep the books at our expense while you
examine them and read some of the interesting
chapters.

Mail the coupon for your set of the Book of Et iq uet to
today. Surprise your friends with your wide knowl-
edge of the correct thing to do, say. write and wear at
all times. Remember, it costs you nothing to see and
examine the books. Mail the coupon NOW. Nelson
Doubleday. Inc., Dept. 772. Oyster Bay. X. Y.

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
NELSON DOUBLEDAY, Inc.
Dept. 772, Oyster Bay, New York
Without obligation on my part, and without any

money in advance, you may send me the complete
two-volume set of the Book of Etiquette for free
examination. Within 5 days after receipt I will cither
return the books or keep them and send you only
S3.50 in full payment.

Name .

(Please write plainly

i

Address
"Check this square if you want these Ixioks with
the beautiful full-leather binding at five

dollars, with 5 days' examination privilege."

Wlien you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Art and refinement
meet inRC Pictures

pLEASE TELL ME A STORY," is a craving as old as the human
race. From the days of the ancient minstrel to the mod-

ern writer of fiction, the successful teller of tales has had the

ear of the King and the applause of the people.

Centuries of authors, actors and painters of pictures have

carried a fascinated world away on the wings of fancy to

scenes of adventure, of love, intrigue and daring. And then

came moving pictures, the greatest achievement of the story

teller's art.

Today, the age-old craving, "Tell me a story," is greater

than ever. To supply this need with sparkling, absorbing,

wholesome entertainment is the sole aim and ambition of

R-C Pictures.

We have set for ourselves a standard of quality that

demands all the best there is in stories, in acting, in directing

and artistic motion picture photography.

To help us in realizing these ideals we have employed the

talents of such famous artists as Pauline Frederick, Sessue

Hayakawa and Doris May, and the versatile experience of

such able directors as Louis J. Gasnier, Wm. Christy Cabanne

and Colin Campbell.

Already such successes as "The Stealers," "The First

Born," "The Foolish Age." "Kismet," "Turn in the Road,"

and "Possession" bear the distinguishing mark of

R-Z PICTURES
Q^ewl/ork

'AT THE STAGE DOOR"
dirt*d

toctJ0m.Ckrisly Cabanne

This is the wistful story of a
girl who from childhood con-

stantly "gives up" to her
younger sister. Then comes
the tragedy of learning her
lover prefers "the baby." Un-
able to endure the torture of
having ffer heart break daily

at the happiness she thought
to be her own, she leaves home.
At the brink of disaster a great
love finds and claims her.

Every advertisement in PHOTOFLAT MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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"TWO KINDS OFWOMEN"
Coming home, at her father's un-
timely death, to take charge of
his enormous cattle interests

,

Judith Sanford (Pauline
Frederick) finds herself surround-
ed by treacherous and avaricious

interests who plan to despoil her.

A few staunch adherents, loyal

to their old employer, unflinch-

ingly stand by. Fraud, brute
force and flagrant villainy run
the gamut of their evil powers,
calling into superb action all the

audacious courage, all the sweet-
ness and culture of perfect woman-
hood which this talented star so

well knows how to delineate.

February 5th to 12tk

This is a special occasion arranged to

acquaint all lovers of the silent drama
with the wholesome, magnetic entertain-

ment afforded by R-C Pictures.

Make it a point to see one or more
of these new, cleverly written, skillfully

acted and beautifully photographed R-C
Pictures during R-C Week.

"FIVE DAYS TO LIVE'
""^Jessue'Qlayakawa

Recognized critics state there
is no more finished dramatic
actor for the screen today than
Sessue Hayakawa. In his lat-

est picture, "Five Days to
Live," he draws the veil from
that deep, spiritual, fatalistic
love that Eastern stoicism com-
pletely shadows from Occiden-
tal eyes. This picture is a
peep into the soul of the
ancient East. ti
"POSSES SION " from Sir.Anthony Hopes novel "Pli wso"

a Mercanton production

Sir Anthony Hope, master teller of dramatic stories—
Mercanton, the "Griffith of Europe," a rare combination of
matchless talents, resulting in a picture of such intense

realism as to hold the spectator breathless. This tale of
adventure, intrigue and romance, acted amid the identical

surroundings that gave the novel its atmosphere and color,

the background a real and famous old castle and a great

natural cave 300 feet below ground, has all the thrill of a
vivid personal experience.

"SILENT YEARS"
dirtcudby

fiuisjQasnier

One of the most delightful
books of recent years is Harriet
T. Comstock's "Mam'selle Jo."
It is a story in which mother
love, touching the supreme
heights of sacrifice and devo-
tion, stands as a rock against
which the evil forces of malice
and slander hurl themselves to

their own destruction. "Silent

Years" is a thrilling drama-
tization of "Mam'selle Jo."

When you write to advertisers please mention 1'IIOTOPI.AY MAGAZINE.

"EDEN AND RETURN"
sLtrrin$LDoris'-May

Dainty Doris May, who de-
livered a landslide of mirth
in "The Foolish Age," re-

peats with a vengeance in

"Eden and Return." For
sheer fun, marvelously in-

genious situations, the snap-
piest kind of rollicking,
riotous action, this comedy
offers an evening of up-
roarious hilarity that you
willingly will go far tc see.
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Tfie MASTEH FORMULA

1

1

s

During the Civil War a certain material used in making one of the Squibb products
became very scarce and its price extremely high. A young chemist suggested to
Dr. Edward R. Squibb that another ingredient be substituted—one which cost less

and was easier to obtain, but was not so satisfactory. "By changing your formula in

this way," the young man argued, "you will save money and most people will never
know the difference

"

"Young man," said Dr. Squibb, "I am always willing to change a formula when
1 can improve it. But please remember that the Master Formula of every worthy
business is honor, integrity and trustworthiness. That is one formula I cannot change."

We all know that there are men and

women who devote a lifetime to some
science, art or profession with no
thought of wealth or profit beyond that

which naturally follows worthy achieve-

ment. Not only are there such men and
v/omen, but there are such business in-

Etitutions as well.

Such institutions are interested pri-

marily in making something as fine as it

can be made, and only secondarily are

they interested in the profit.

Of all manufacturers, this honor, in-

tegrity and trustworthiness should guide

the maker of pharmaceutical and chem-
ical products. Of all things used by
mankind there are none where purity

and reliability are more important.

For sixty-three years, the House of

Squibb has adhered to "the master for-

mula" in a way which has won world-

wide recognition for the supremacy of

Squibb products. For sixty-three years,

the House of Squibb has shared with the

world its scientific discoveries. It has

used no secret formulas and has made
but one claim: That its products are as

pure as nature and science can make

them, and that there is never an excep-

tion to this.

For sixty-three years the name Squibb

has been recognized as full guaranty

of skill, knowledge and honor in the

manufacture of chemical and pharmaceu-

tical products made exclusively for the

medical profession, and used only by

the physician and the surgeon.

The name Squibb on Household
Products is equally valued as positive

assurance of true purity and reliability.

Squibb's Bicarbonate of Soda—exceedingly pure,

therefore without bitter taste.

Squibb's Epsom Salt—free from impurities. Pre-

ferred also for taste.

Squibb's Sodium Phosphate—a specially purified

product, free from arsenic, therefore sate.

Squibb's Cod Liver Oil— selected finest Nor-
wegian; cold pressed; pure in taste. Rich in

vitamine.

Squibb's Olive Oil—selected oil from Southern
France. Absolutely pure. (Sold only through
druggists.)

Squibb's Sugar of Milk— specially refined for
preparing infants' food. Quickly soluble. In
sealed tins.

Squibb's Boric Acid—pure and perfectly soluble.

Soft powder for dusting; granular form for

solutions.

Squibb's Castor Oil—specially refined, bland in

taste; dependable.

Squibb's Stearate of Zinc—a soft and protective
powder of highest purity.

Squibb's Magnesia Dental Cream—made from
Squibb's Milk of Magnesia. Contains no detri-

mental substance. Corrects mouth acidity.

Squibb's Talcum Powder—a delightfully soft

and soothing powder. Boudoir, Carnation,
Violet and Unscented.

Squibb's Cold Cream—an exquisite preparation
of correct composition for the care of the skin.

Squibb's Pure Spices— specially selected by
laboratory tests for their full strength and
flavor. (Sold only through druggists.)

Sold by reliable druggists everywhere, in original sealed packages.

The "Priceless Ingredient" of every product is the honor and integrity of its maker.

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.



Alfred Cheney Johnston

A LWAYS dainty and exquisite—always the patrician from the tips of her slim fingers
*"*" to the pointed toes of her just-as slim slippers— that is Estelle Taylor, who
has climbed to honors on Fox screens. She is one of our very best ingenues



Pach

HpHE average young man, cast as a hero, leaves much to be desired. But Glenn
1 Hunter is not an average young man. Poised, unusually attractive, and a good actor,

he satisfies the most exacting. His latest picture is with Norma in "Smilin' Through"



Ira I. Hill

HpHE wistfulness in the eyes of Alma Rubens is contradicted by her curving lips.

* She is the enchanted princess of every fairy tale. She was the feminine attraction

in "Humoresque", which won PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE first Medal of Honor



Alfred Cheney Johnston

TTEDDY SAMPSON'S middle name should be "demure." But her demureness is of
* the most provocative sort. Wide appealing eyes, lips just slightly pouted and

—

didn't we once read a Doem about a nose "tip-tilted like the petal of a flower?''



Alfred Cheney Johnston

IT ONG a Broadway favorite and one of the ablest comedians upon the legitimate
*-"' stage, Raymond Hitchcock is now working on a film version of "The Beauty

Shop." He had an unfortunate experience when Sennett went out after stage stars



Melbourne Spurr

j^O MATTER what part he plays, Will Rogers is always loveable and endearing.
* ^ He has a great gift— the ability to make people cry and, in the next minute,

laugh away the tears. We hope that his reported return to the stage is not true



Clarence Bull

HPO play opposite Thomas Meighan, to be young, appealing and beautiful—whatA more could any girl desire? We cannot help feeling that Jacqueline Logan is well

content with her role in life! She is now one of the ornaments of Goldwyn pictures



The Confessions of a Modern

to

ICdwm Bower Hesser

Gloria Swanson is usually a silent creature, enigmatic, with a disconcerting perfection

of poise. In this story she has broken that weird silence of hers—and rt is as

though the Sphinx has spoken, as though the Mona Lisa had whispered her secrets

ONCE when I happened to be in Egypt, I met the

mummy of a Princess of the Nile.

It was an intriguing-looking mummy, and as I lis-

tened to the guide's indiscretions concerning her former
reputation, I wished ardently that the lady might open her so-

long-mummified lips and tell me exotic secrets of the wit. wis-

dom and wickedness of the men and women of her ancient day.

In Paris. I stood one spring afternoon in the Louvre, spell-

bound before the most famous of all feminine smiles—the

strange, subtle, pale lure of Mona Lisa. And as it stole over
my senses like the scent of waterlilies under passionate moon-
light, I prayed fantastically that La Giaconda might part those

wise, persuasive lips and picture me romantic days in Florence

when men and women laughed and lied and loved and Leonardo
painted her deathless smile.

But Mona Lisa knew that to speak she must cease smiling!

Still, life held in store for me something as fascinating—and
almost as miraculous.

For one foggy, pallid morning, I sat on a long, velvet divan

20

ADELA ROGERS
ST. JOHNS

The enigmatic •

star breaks her long,

weird silence,

and gives some startling

views on the relations

of man and woman

and heard Gloria Swanson, the mystery

woman of the screen, really talk for

the first time in all the years I have

known her, and with a vivid tongue

and ruthless hand unveil for me the

hidden meanings of the Modern Woman,
the twentieth century beauty, the ultra-

advanced American female, of whom
she is the screen's greatest exponent.

I
HAVE known Gloria Swanson since

she was an extra girl—a sullen,

opaque creature, as unknowable, as

awkward, as enkindled as a young lion-

ess.

I have seen her now and then ever

since, during the years that she has

climbed so relentlessly, so doggedly,

ahead. I have viewed her dramatic

characterizations of the Cecil deMille

women—her cold, selfish, finally awak-

ened wife in "Anatol," her entirely mod-
ern women in ."Why Change Your
Wife" and farther back in "Don't

Change Your Husband." And she

stands to me today as the final picture

of a Modern Woman—that woman
about whom so much is being said and

written and thought.

But she is a silent creature—unsmiling, enigmatic, with a

disconcerting perfection of poise that always makes me positive

my hat is on crooked, my nose shiny and my hands hopelessly

large and destructive.

So that when she spoke and presented to me suddenly the

results of her long and careful study of the present evolution

of the female, it startled me. The Egyptian mummy had

spoken—Mona Lisa had whispered me her secrets—Gloria

Swanson had voluntarily broken that weird silence of hers

that has been the despair of and the red flag to interviewers

for many moons, and through the shattered wall I saw an

intelligence I had always doubted she possessed, a warmth

I had barely suspected and a real ability to think in a straight

line.

We were discussing her present production, "The Husband's

Trademark."
"That's an odd title," I said, "yet I suppose it's true."

"True?" said Gloria Swanson. "Of course it's true. It
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has come to the place where

most men are glad to get a

woman who can serve them
as a good trademark—glad

to get so much from the

woman of today. And
women reach out to place

on their bare shoulders the

emblems only of a man's

financial success and emi-

nence.

"I have studied the mod-
ern woman—she is my
business. I have read and
watched and listened and
have tried to strip from her

every vestige and pretense

and tradition. I've had to.

"It is not myself person-

ally that speaks—my own
experiences are a mere drop
in the ocean of feminism
that I must navigate if I

am to portray her correctly

—this bodily-beautiful, self-

ish, emancipated, restless,

intolerant, unhappy woman
who makes up so large a

percentage of womanhood in this country today. And it is

as the actress, the student of human character and emotions,

that I speak—and not as myself."

She kicked back almost viciously the gold and green silken

train of her negligee that had wrapped itself about her exquisite,

tiny feet and her perfect ankles. One tiny strong hand—her

hands look strong enough to stop the rush of a tiger, yet

they are very small—shoved back the thick mass of her

mahogany hair, that falls in short, thick curls to her shoulders.

The scent of some heady
perfume that was like a

black narcissus came
from her golden skin.

And yet her eyes had
a look that amazed me
—like the eyes of a

young art student before
the canvasses of Agnolo.
"No woman in the

world is ever happy with
a man unless that man
is her maste r

—

her
master. No woman is*

happy without a master.
No woman can love a

man who is not her
master.

"There you have the

whole thing—the bitter,

deep, spreading, hidden
cancer of the unrest of

the modern woman.
"He may be her slave

—her adorer—her de-

voted servant, but. at

the same time, he must
be her master.

"And let me tell you
this, either the Amer-
ican man has got to

assert his mastery, has
got to arise and conquer
woman and make her
realize that he is the
superior being and that

she must be big enough

" I £ QUALITY between the sexes means mu-
yj tually giving those things in which each

excels—not equalling each other in the same
thing."

"No woman in the world is ever happy with
a man unless that man is her master. He may
be her slave, her adorer, her devoted servant
but at the same time he must be her master."
"Woman's highest ambition today is to be

the trade-mark of a successful husband."
"Woman's emancipation and equality have

too frequently led her down to man's level in-

stead of bringing him up to hers."

"The modern woman knows too mu h or too
little. A wife that always knows more about
everything from Babe Ruth's batting average
to the market quotations on cotton sounds to

him about as pleasing as the alarm clock that

goes off at six o'clock. But the woman who
can't carry on an interesting kissless conversa-
tion is just as bad."

She stands as the final picture of a Modern Woman—that woman
about whom so much \s being said and written and thought

and fine enough and loving

enough to make him happy
—or in a hundred years

this country will have gone
back to the day- of the

Amazon and woman will

rule by right of might and
not, as she now doc-, by
the tyranny of the weak
over the strong.

"The American woman
of today—the husbands
trademark— is hopelessly,

horribly unhappy. Look at

her face and you will see it.

Why? Because she i-

linked to a mate who does

not make her feel his supe-

riority. Because she does

get her own way. Because,

like a child, she has been
pampered, spoiled, indulged.

yielded to, until she doesn't

know what she wants or get

any pleasure from anything

she gets.

"Where is the woman
whose face is alight with

joy over such simple things as a beautiful day, a service

rendered, a child or a clog? Where is the woman who studies

what happiness means and how to get it?

"Woman's emancipation and equality have too frequently
led her clown to man's level instead of bringing him up to

hers.

"The second cause for unhappiness—and it is an offshoot of
the first—between men and women, in love and marriage, is

the success of woman in her venture into the business and
professional worlds.

"If the surest way to

get rid of a bore is to

lend him money, the

surest way to get rid of

a husband that is worth
keeping, is to earn it.

"I do not believe that

marriage—happy. suc-

cessful marriage in the

higher sense of a home,
a center, a joint growth
and future—is possible

if the woman insists on
following a career.

"And I stand on that

absolutely!

"Professional women
—women who wish to go
on working—should not

marry. This, under-

stand, is not my personal

opinion necessarily. But

as a theory: it seems

to me more logical, more
sane, as a working out

of our present difficulties

than the present mis-

takes. We can proceed

only by improved be-

liefs. Balzac said. 'Mar-

riage is a science.'

"What woman today

regards it as such? Yet

somebody .has ?ot to be

the scientist of marriage
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of each marriage. It's got to be somebody's business. Andjj

since nothing can alter the fact that women bear the children

it should be the science of woman—the business of woman,
when .-he goes into it.

"I claim that any woman in the world can make a success

of any marriage if she will devote her time to it, study it,

sacrifice to it, work at it, as any other scientist does. And
that her returns will be a thousandfold.

"How many women do you know who do it?

"Maria Theresa, who was an empress and a queen and the

head of an army and a nation, as well as a beauty, once said

to her ministers, 'Ah, gentlemen, the only true happiness for

a woman in this world is in a happy marriage.'

"Perhaps she was right. No amount of modern emancipation

has given woman more power, pomp, fame and freedom than

had the Empress Maria Theresa.

"Perhaps she is wrong. Perhaps since that day we have

developed a civilization where woman can find the same happi-

ness in work and art as she can in marriage.

"But both she cannot have.

"Let us establish a business, a professional or an artistic

celibacy, as we have established a religious.

"We must find a radical solution, and this is the only one

unless man consents to let the wife carry the burden of support

and business, and he assumes the marital obligations.

"If a woman's desire for a career, for her art, her business,

is stronger than her desire for wifehood and motherhood

—

well and good. That is fair enough. But she must leave

marriage alone. Let her follow the path of her choice and
sacrifice marriage. Nor is it logical to say that men in the

past have always had both a career and marriage—for then

the woman carried her share of the partnership and while the

career was his, and she shared its benefits, the marriage was
hers, and she took his portion of its joys.

"But if a woman is going to marry, let her devote herself

to it. Let her make it a success and let her be taught in her

girlhood the responsibilities, the labors, the trials and hardships

that are necessary to produce a happy marriage. Let her

be disciplined to undertake them.

"The least interesting woman in the world to a man is a

so-called 'successful ."woman. The most obnoxious wife, a

famous one. It is not possible for a home to serve two masters

—a master arid a mistress. Yes, a man resents deeply every

penny his wife . earns, and every penny she spends that she

earns. Money gives' a woman security, confidence, makes her

sure of her judgment. It steals away from her the child

qualities that all men love in a woman.
"Equality between the sexes, in my opinion, means mutually

giving those things in which each excels—not equaling each

other in the same things.

"Let us consider some of the things a woman should know
and have in order to be a successful wife.

"The wise wife must prefer peace of mind and harmony
to the vindication of her own opinions, comfort and congeniality

to the emphasis of her awn dignity, and a contented husband
to a personal success.

"How can a woman who every day gives the best of her

brain and heart and soul to the impersonal master of a career

have the patience, tact and humility to govern a home?
"Sweetness is a quality that the modern woman has almost

forgotten. It has gone out of date. There are many clever

women, successful women, smart and talented women, but
I see so few women nowadays that are sweet and simple and
sincere.

"The modern woman, the modern beauty, lacks the one
essential of a satisfactory wife or sweetheart, or even a real

friend—amiability.

"Practically every woman who has been famous in history
for her ability to win and hold love had the quality of pleasing

—not only the senses, not primarily the senses, but of being
affable, amiable, kindly in manner to the people about her.

Even Cleopatra was much beloved by her people, for you
know they did not break the head of her statues after her
death. Ninon de L'Enclos, Marguerite de Valois, Mary Stuart,

Lady Hamilton, Nell Gwynne, Madame de Montespan, Madame
Recamier, Ann Boleyn—were all noted for their amiability

and their keen wit.

"No, no, the modern woman wants to have her cake and
eat it, too. Matrimonially speaking, it's impossible to achieve
a happy marriage and to be a free agent at the same time.

(Continued on page 114)

Sonnet Impressions

By
MARGARET
SANGSTER

NORMA TALMADGE
Dim teakwood forests, fragrant in the night

—

Sandalwood, spices, bits of ivory:

Storms creeping out across a jade green sea,

Silver and glass by shaded candle light.

Eyes that can cloud with tears, and still be bright,

Lips that are fraught with scarlet mystery;

Slim, luring hands that almost seem to be

Cut like a cameo, intense and white.

Songs without words— far heights and untold deeps,

Castles in Spain, pale lilies in the dusk;
Black, stealthy leopards, and the scent of musk,
Velvet draped rooms where latent magic sleeps.

Charm from a distance—never face to face

—

Roses that bloom in a walled garden place!

GLORIA SWANSON
Flashing before our eyes ... A lighted fire,

Vivid with eagerness and pulsing flame

—

Touched with the glamor of earth's keen desire,

Putting—almost—the sunset clouds to shame . . .

Ardent and shy, untamable and willing,

Swept with the knowledge of life's force and power-
Almost unconsciously, yet gladly, filling

All of the world with brightness for an hour!

Flame that is palest violet in places,
Flame that is throbbing crimson at its heart;
Flame that is silent for long, glowing spaces
E'er, with a sob, it tears itself apart!
Beauty that nearly devastates the eye,
Beauty that warms and thrills all passers-by!
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He appeared torn between an impulse to push her away from Kim and
leave the house, ana another powerful ana possibly more natural

urge to crush this glorious girl to his breast
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One of the best stories which
ever came from the typewriter

ofone ofour most entertaining

short story writers

THE saxaphone has practically replaced the harp as

our smart musical instrument," the guide was telling

Corbin Banks. "But if you prefer the strings to

the wood-winds there are a lot of slightly used solid

gold chassis, streamline lyres in the repair shop right now
being rewired."

Corbin Banks was not interested. "I have no musical prefer-

ences," he said glumly.

The guide resented Corbin's attitude. '"Cheer up, my
friend. You're a false note in a realm devoted to gayety.

Perhaps you need your morning muleshine. Step with me into

this bar which is the haven of departed American spirits.

They serve nothing but bonded stuff and the price is fifteen

cents,—two for a quarter, words which may have a familiar

ring to your ears if you are old enough."

"I don't drink," Corbin declined shortly.

"You're a motion picture fan perhaps?" the guide persisted

patiently. "The building on your left is the Strand Theater.

The feature for today is 'Wine, Woman, and Whiskers.' It may
interest you to know that we have no censors here and even

stories from the Bible can be shown without cuts or alterations.

And our bathing beauties! You'll admit there is nothing like

them on earth."

Corbin shook his head. "Not interested."

"Maybe you're an ex-soldier?" hazarded the lecturer. "If

so a visit to the War Department Building will lighten your
heart. Just step in and get your bonus, land grant, disability

allowance, anything- you want and without waiting more than

a few minutes. It's the only place you ever will get any of

those things. Besides
—

"

"I don't want a thing in the way of compensation," Corbin
interrupted him. .

"I've got to please you in some way," murmured the despair-

ing guide.

"Why 'got to'?" demanded Corbin testily.

"Because I'm a Celestial Boy Scout and I have sworn to

. do one kind act every day. If I fail they'll take my knee
panties and my Pollyanna badge away from me. You're my
problem for today. I won you on a raffle just as you came
through the crowd. So you see I've got to make good. I

have to admit, though, that you're a cast iron egg and I don't

know yet how I can make you happy."
"There is only one thing that will make me happy."'

"Something to do with the,—ahem! Opposing sex as Mr.
Lardner puts it?"

"Yes."

"Why didn't you say so? Step on this rug with me and have
a look at the Kismet Kozy Korner. It was originally designed

as a Mussulman Paradise, but it is so much in demand by New
Yorkers who hate to change their habits of life even here

that there aren't enough Mohammedans around to be offensive.

You may have wondered what becomes of the Ziegfeld girls.

They are sent here direct, also the Mack Sennett silent sirens.

This girl coming along now wearing a left bracelet is a Sennetter

from Illinois."

Corbin interrupted him irritably. "To perdition with these

women." «,

The guide considered it thoughtfully. "I have the power
to grant you one wish, but 1 don't believe it would be quite

fair to accede to that one. It would disappoint so many of

the other fellows. If, for some reason or other, you are off the

ladies you will find it pleasant in our Silent Sanctuary. It

is a haven which no women may enter. Wc maintain it

chiefly for men who have been married twice and are con-

fronted by the dilemma of polygamy upon reaching this side

and for men whose contract to love, honor and listen has expired

and who grow hysterical at the sound of a woman's tongue.

Strangely enough the Sanctuary is not very crowded. Thou-
sands of souls rush to it as soon as they arrive, but the poor
deluded fools want to get out again almost immediately. I

think their imaginations lure them away from the zone of

safety. Will you drop in here?"
"No."

"T GIVE up. We have no attractions which I have not
*• enumerated. And yet you say there is one thing which will

make you happy. What is it?"

"You can't get it for me."
"Perhaps I can. Name it."

"I want to return to earth."

"But why? Man, your troubles are over and here you
want to go through them once more. It isn't reasonable."

"I knew you couldn't grant my desire."

"But perhaps I can. Tell me first your reason and I'll

decide whether or not it is for your own good. I am not
allowed to do a client an injury even if the client himself
thinks it will be a benefit. Why do you desire life again?"

"Because of my wife, my Hortense."

"Oh." The guide was all sympathy at once. "You hadn't

been married long?"

"Scarcely a year. Here's her picture. No. confound it. they
buried me in the wrong pair of trousers. But anyway she is

lovely, she is young, she is guileless, we loved one another

and she depended so upon me that I fear disaster will attend

her unguided footsteps. My place is by her side. Duty,
inclination, everything commands me to be with her and here

I am sight-seeing and joy riding in an egoistic effort to please

only myself. I can know no joy apart from her, no peace,

not even rest. My soul is tearing at the gold bars which are

between us."

The speech ended with a £roan like the wail of a lost soul.

Quite naturally because Corbin Banks was just that.

"Quiet, my friend.'' admonished the guide. "You'll disturb

the bridge-players and the chess-experts in their padded
paradise. Besides there is hope that I may be able to send

you back to earth if that is what you really desire. I under-

stand from your record tag there on your neck that you are

a good soul, that when you were a boy you attended Sunday
School almost regularly. For that reason you are entitled to

especial consideration. This granting of rain-checks, however, is

a little bit beyond the sphere of my authority and I'll have to

see somebody higher up to find out if it can be arranged. You
wait here with this unclassified group while I see what I can

do about your case."
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CQRBIN BANKS took a seat in an

unoccupied rocker and prepared

patiently to wait.

All around him was a hum of con-

versation.

"The surgeon said he had never seen

such an appendix as mine in his life.

I heard him exclaiming about it just

as I passed out. I could
—

"

"Wait a minute, dearie, and I'll

show you the place where the

doctor
—

"

"No it didn't hurt much,—no more

than pulling a tooth
—

"

"I think the Mayo Brothers are the

best
—

"

'•—old family physician. Gave me
an overdose of strychnia. Wait until

he comes up here."

"—and if I had to die again I'd go

right back to that same hospital."

"You've no idea how I suffered.

Besides that I hadn't slept a wink for

over a year. The nurse said
—

"

"Hello, Mrs. Balfour. I'm so glad

to see you. What did you die of?"

"I can't imagine. The doctor didn't

arrive until after I was gone. But

Henry, that's Mr. Balfour—"
"Mr. Banks. Corbin Banks," called

a page, threading his way through the

fleet of rockers. "Mr. Banks."

"Here, boy." Corbin Banks signalled

the messenger.

"Step into the private office, Mr.
Banks. Right this way."

There was a long line of discon-

tented looking people waiting to see

about getting better accommodations,
but his own case seemed to have the

right of way and Corbin Banks was
ushered immediately into the private

office.

The manager regarded him sternly.

"You're the man who wants to see

his wife again so badly that you are

willing to go through the pain of living

and dying once more?"
"Yes, sir."

OF course you realize that we can't
send you back in your original

body. We could, of course, because
we can do anything, but it isn't prac-
tical because it would disturb so many
preconceived notions on earth. We
have no desire to work any so-called
miracles at this date. Besides it would
give you too much notoriety for your
own comfort. There is a way, how-
ever, by which your return could be
accomplished quite naturally. You can
be transferred to the shipping depart-
ment and go out as a child, in fact

we can arrange it so that you can be
your wife's own baby and thus be with
her constantly. How does this strike

you?"
Corbin Banks reflected. "The chief difficulty in the way of

the solution you mention is the fact that when I left there was
absolutely no prospect of anything like that happening. To
bring it about would involve another miracle."

"No, not at all. We could arrange it in a natural way."
"Heaven forbid, no! A thousand times no! I'd rather die

first."

"Your protest means nothing because you are dead. But
we interpret your emotion correctly, however, as jealousy."

"Perhaps you are partly right, although upon a moment's
reflection I can assure you that there is no cause. My wife

is cold, she is a soul unstirred by passion. Our relations

though sincere and indissoluble were practically Platonic.
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The celestial guide resented Corbin s attitude,

realm devoted to gayety. Perhaps you

Besides I would be of no use to her as a baby. I want

to be her protector, to guard her tenderly from the harsh

things of a cruel world. All during her life she has been

shielded, first by her father, now dead, and then later by me.

Now there is no one."

"Is she beautiful?"

"As a rose dawn."
"Then why worry? Someone will protect her from want

anyway."
"But you don't know Hortense. She is proud and besides

she loves me. Let me go back to her."

The manager sighed. There was apparently no way to

dissuade this headstrong youth. "Very well, back you go."

"As a full grown man?"
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"Cheer up, my friend. You re a false note in a
need your morning mulesnine

"Yes. There is a young man of your acquaintance, Melvin
Rogers by name, who is foolish and prying enough to want to

peep into the secrets of this world before we call for him.
He is one of those criminal idiots who allow their minds to

be possessed by disembodied spirits, who go into trances and
amuse their friends by conversation under 'control.' Just
now his body and soul are at the mercy of every foul-minded
spirit in Hell. But for your sake we will interfere and put you
in possession of his body for as long a period as you like.

Because your record is good." here the manager glanced at the
dog-tag hung around his neck, ''and because, as a boy, you
read all the Rollo books in the library we will grant you one
other special privilege. If you find the experiment is not a
success you may come back here without going through the

usual formalities. Do you wish to go
under those condition--'

"Yes.'

"Good-bye."

II

MRS. HORTENSE BANKS, young,
lovely and sad. contemplated the

long evening ahead of bet with extreme
melancholy. There was a dance going

on at the country club which she,

quite naturally, could not attend on
account of her recent bereavement.
But because of that party there was
no likelihood of anyone's dropping in

for a sympathetic call. And there

was no place where she could with

propriety go all by herself.

Therefore she put on a black

negligee which did not in the leas!

distract from her fair beauty because
of its somber color. It wasn't an un-

relieved black anyway, because when
she moved little hints of rose color

glimmered through,—a silk lining

doubtless, although with these lacy

peignoirs there is always a delightful

uncertainty. Her hair, which was short

and wavy (it had been bobbed two
seasons before), she left unbound and
on her feet she put a pair of extremely

comfortable sandals that laced half

way up to her calf over exquisitely

sheer dull black hose.

The result, as she surveyed it in

her pier glass, was eminently satis-

factory even though it did cause her

a pang of wistful regret. If Corbin

were only there to—but no. she

mustn't cry. The tear just standing on

the brink of the eyelid was wonder-

fully wistful but she mustn't let it

flow over. That wasn't so good.

The door-bell rang. Hortense with

childish curiosity went out to the head

of the stairs to find out who it was as

soon as the maid opened the door.

A young man stepped into the hall-

way on the maid's invitation and then,

to everyone's surprise, started up the

stairs two steps at a time.

Screams from both mistress and

maid arrested him and he paused

confused. He passed a hand across

his brow.

"I beg your pardon. For the mo-
ment I thought I was in my own house.

I wouldn't have frightened you for

worlds. Hort—I mean Mrs. Banks.

Will you forgive me 3
"

Hortense, peering over the balus-

trade, recognized him finally. "It's

Mr. Rogers, isn't it?"

"Yes. I thought I'd drop in for a

little chat with you to help pass the

, time away. You must be lonely."

"Oh I am.—fearfully lonely. But I'm not dressed to receive

callers, Mr. Rogers. If you'll wait a few
—

"

"Please don't bother to change. I've seen you in your
negligee already and you couldn't be any more lovely to look

at even if you wore your gold-green Paquin frock."

"Oh how wonderful of you to remember that dress. I only

wore it once and men seldom notice
—

"

"I remembered because you wore it. That made it un-

forgettable."

Hortense had descended several steps during his remarks
so as not to miss a word of them. For some reason or other

they were music to her ear.

He ran up the remaining stairs and took her hand gently.

"You may as well come all the way I Continued on toage 115)



One of the little things in every serial-actor s life. The idea is to get as near as possible to the saw without spoiling

the picture. Stunts like this have got to be timed to the minute. The man on the floor is trying to cut the ropes
that bind him and the poor devil on the log is wishing he had never signed a contract to make that serial

The Business of Making Thrills
A man who makes them tells how they're done

By WILLIAM DUNCAN

WHEN the subject was first

broached of my dwelling in

print upon incidents which
occur in the making of

serial" thrills, it struck me that—well,

that I should have some sort of alibi.

Naturally I do not wish to be accused
of placing too much import upon my
participation in the various risks in-

volved.

Upon reflection, however, I decided
that it might be interesting for picture-

goers to know that the dangerous stunts

accomplished in the making of a serial,

or chapter-play, are figured out before-

hand upon a mathematical basis.

I shall not enter upon a technical

explanation of how and why certain

achievements are possible, providing
everything goes according to schedule;

rather shall I endeavor to prove con-

clusively that those of us most ex-

perienced in picture-making seldom can
be certain that what we expect will take

place, even with the most careful calcu-

lations.

My Scottish forefathers were agreed
with Bobby Burns that, "the best laid

plans o' mice and men gang aft agley."

And indeed I have found that Maister
Burns must have foreseen the motion
picture serial when he penned his not-

able words. "Gang aft agley" is un-

cannily right as regards pictures. Ask
anyone who has taken part in the mak-
ing of chapter-plays.

Often a simple stunt will end dis-

astrously, while a comparatively difficult

28
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" This was easy. All I had to do was to

lie in the middle of the road with my
hands and feet tied together and let a

log wagon run over me

one will meet with success. It might
be well at this point to give an example
of just how the "big idea" is liable to

"gang agley."

Requirements of a serial episode

called on me to leap a chasm in an
automobile. Fremont Pass, in Southern
California, was selected because of its

depth. The pass was cut through by
General Fremont in the early days to

avoid moving his artillery over the

mountains. It lies between San Fer-

nando and Newhall, a section familiar

to motorists and residents of Southern

California.

At the point selected for my auto-

mobile leap, the pass is thirty-five feet

across and about ninety feet, sheer, to

the bottom. Many difficulties were ex-

perienced in our preliminary activities.

We found that the machine could not

be hoisted up the side which was to

mark the getaway, so by means of block

and tackle and the hand power of some
twenty to thirty men, we pulled the

car up with ropes and then built a

bridge, across which it was taken for

the jump.
Then as we gazed across the gap we

realized that it would be necessary to

dig a cut into which the car could be
propelled at the conclusion of the leap.

Unless this precaution were taken, as

the side of the gap on which the car

was to land sloped upward, it meant

that though the car might jump safely

across, it might also run backward and

slip down the chasm.
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So a little runway, or landing place, probably six feet

longer than the length of the car, was dug. On the opposite

side, from where I was to take-off, wooden grooves were built

on the incline, down which the car would accumulate speed

as it raced for the edge of the gap preparatory to hurling

itself across the thirty-

five-foot pass.

Explaining the use

of these wooden
grooves, I will point

out that we figured the

car, shooting straight

from the grooves,

would have but one ob-

jective point, the little

cut in the wall across

the gap. I must land

in that cut or suffer

the consequences.

I may say here that

in making an auto-

mobile leap over a gap
wedges or approaches

are first built. These
are long contrivances.

lying flat and so built

that they make a ris-

ing incline. This

causes the automobile,

gathering speed all the

time, to leap upward
as it takes off.

"All set, camera,

let 'er go!"

My car started
down the incline, gain-

ing momentum at

every second, straight

along the wooden
grooves to the edge of

the gap. The wedges
are covered with grass

and dirt so as not to

show in the picture.

As I leaped off at Fre-

mont Pass, I had my feet on the brakes. I wondered in the

few seconds of the leap whether I could jam them on at the

exact second of landing to make certain that the car would not

rebound from the cut in the wall and drop back into the chasm.

"One of my favorite forms of exercise is illustrated here. 1 know
of no more pleasant way to spend the day than jumping from a

moving train to a ladder suspended from an airplane. Incidentally

it is one of the thrills that makes the audiences gasp most audibly
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Crashing onto the other side, the impetus threw me hard

against the brake- and into the dashboard but the brakes

worked perfectly, as the force of my landing had thrown my
feet against them at the proper moment. Bui something else,

which had not been figured on at all. occurred. Every tire on
the car was split, and
I really believe that it

was due to this fact,

after crashing into the

opposing wall, that an

unfortunate rebound
did not occur, even
though my brakes had
worked well.

One would imagine

that after leaping
thirty-live feet over a

ninety-foot chasm
hurdling a woodpile
would prove easy. But

here is where the "gang
agley" phrase enters

The requirements ol

one serial story called

upon myself and four

companions to race in

an automobile along a

dirt road which paral-

leled a railroad track.

At a certain point, a

gang of outlaws had
thrown a pile of rail-

road ties on the road

to hinder us. Now in

making an automobile

leap, you must figure

the stunt out to the

finest mathematical

point, but even then

something may occur

to spoil matters.

The degree of speed
for an auto of a cer-

tain weight to safely

jump a gap or ob-

struction, the exact amount of rise necessary at the takeoff,

conditions of the road and various other items must be gone
over carefully. Unless all these points are taken into account

the chances of an accident are manifold. I Cont'd on pa^e io8j

"This is my most popular portrait. I did
this one day for an episode in a Vitagraph

serial. It got over. So did I

"I figured that if I told the extras there was a five-dollar gold-piece con-

cealed about my person, and that the one who found it could have it. I d

»d realistic scene. Did I? If you saw that episode in 'Daredevil

Dick, you know I did
get a gooc
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Long Shot,

Medium Shot

and

Close^Up

YOU remember, perhaps, when
a certain director was ridi-

culed because he showed only a

face or half a figure on the screen.

People said then it was the fun-

niest thing they ever heard of.

They said that, too, about the
first locomotive, the first steam-
boat, the first telephone. The
three pictures on this page show
Marshall Xeilan making a scene.

This is not a reference to Mickey's
temperamental disposition, be-

cause he hasn't any. He is sim-
ply demonstrating the three steps

a director has to make in build-

ing a scene: the three focus-

lengths. The picture is'Tenrod,"
with Wesley Barry.

THE LONG SHOT
'"THE top picture illustrates the
* "Iongshot." Neilan, in the di-

rector's chair, is directing Wesley
Barry and Gordon Griffith, the
two principals. Note the cam-
eraman; next to him, the elec-

trical expert; the continuity clerk,

and the electricians standing by
the overhead and side lights.

Behind the black rag hanging
from the top center is a Cooper-
Hewitt "bank," partly visible.

THE MEDIUM SHOT
""THE center picture shows the
* "medium shot," just as you

will see it on the screen. The
"set" represents the interior of

the cave in which Penrod Scho-

field (Wesley Barry) and his gang
hold their secret meetings.

CLOSE-UP

THE last picture is the "close-

up" of Wesley and Gordon.
You will note to the right of

Wesley and on the right wall, tin

cans hanging from wires and sup-

posedly holding candles. They
really hold powerful little arcs

throwing light on the actors.
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HOLLYWOOO,

Griffith's

Newest

Heroine

She is that shy young
star, Carol Dempster

By
DELIGHT EVANS

CAROL DEMPSTER is one of the very
few modern motion picture actresses

whose appeal is entirely cerebral.

She uses her brain in her work as

others use their faces and their bodies. She is

popular as far as I have been able to discover
-—only with other cerebrals.

Because of this she is an interesting person. As yet
done very little on the screen. She has only been in

for three years, and in that time
has made only two really im-
portant pictures: "The Love
Flower" and "Dream Street."

But she has a surprisingly large

following.

I know personally one gentle-

man who hates films. Perhaps
because he sees so few. At
any rate, he saw Carol Demp-
ster in "Dream Street" a dozen
times, and is now her slave. The
gentleman is one of the most
brilliant thinkers in America. I

asked him why he liked her.

"Because she seems to think,"

he answered. "I don't know
whether she really does or not,

but she seems to."

You hear very little about
her in film circles. She is

never seen at the Algonquin,
the Claridge, Delmonico's, or

any other of the numerous
haunts of screen celebrities in

Manhattan. Once in a while

you glimpse her, slim and
simDle in a quiet white gown.

She is never sensational. But somehow you
find yourself thinking of her long after mem-

ories of more gorgeous girls have paled

with her glorious hair coiffed as plainly as possible, at a first

night. And then you hear people say. "Who is that girl?" orshe has

pictures "There's Carol Dempster.'

In "Dream Street." her best picture, with Charles Mack

She is not a marvelous beauty;
she is never sensational. But
somehow you find yourself
thinking of her long after

memories of more gorgeous
girls have paled.

I was very curious about her.

I had watched her work at the

Griffith studios in "Dream
Street"—curiously detached.
quiet, but with illumined
and expressive hands working
intelligently in her close-ups.

coached by Mr. Griffith. I saw
her again, when, as she thought
no one was watching, she

whirled into a delicate little

dance, in a deserted corner of

the great studio: a slender.

vivacious little creature in her

tight-fitting costume, her legs

twinkling and a little half-smile

oh her lips.

Then I was with her for a

whole afternoon. And I am
still curious.

She is not a girl one knows
at once. Sweet, and affable,

and (Continued on page Il6)



By Their Feet Ye
A character analysis of feet and

Exhibit A: the charming feet

and ankles of the fascinating
Bebe Daniels

The lower limbs of Anita
Stewart peeping forth from

a fretwork of lace

A nether view of Norma
Talmadge shod for the eve-

ning in silk and satin

The next exhibit,

ladies and gentle-

men, are the feet

and ankles of Lila

Lee. attired for the
country club

THE human foot has never gotten its due in America,
despite the fact that we are the best-shod nation in

the world. We have palmists, and phrenologists, and
even experts at reading character by the shape and

forms of the ear. But, to us, feet are feet—a kind of necessary

anatomical device; and we gauge them by their ability to

perform their utilitarian functions.

We make only one aesthetic distinction: a person's foot

is either pretty or ugly. The finer points of variation escape

us. In fact, we don't take our feet seriously, so to speak.

We make light of them; and the majority of our nicknames for

them are either facetious or opprobrious—such as: dogs, ferry-

boats, clod-hoppers, pads, pedals, tootsies, fried pies, hoofs,

and dewbeaters.

And yet, the shape and size and proportions of one's feet

and ankles are as much a guide to personality and character

as the lines in the hand or the features of the face.

In Europe a person may be accepted or rejected in certain

social circles wholly by the contour of their feet. The maitre

d'hotel of one of the most exclusive cafes in Paris once said

in an interview in "Figaro" that he judged people entirely by
surreptitiously looking at their feet and seated them accord-

ingly.

Balzac tells of a popular musical comedy actress who, be-

cause she had very short feet and an exceedingly high instep,

compressed her feet, wore low heels, and stuffed cotton in the

toes of her slippers to give her feet length, so that her admirers
would not see that she was plebeian. Max Beerbohm spends
an entire paragraph describing the long, narrow, flat feet

("like calves' tongues") of one of his highly patrician char-

acters.

And do you remember Du Maurier's description of Trilby's

lovely feet, and the influence they wielded? The human foot

has even been colloquially named after this little model of the

Latin Quarter! Then there is the famous story of Cinderella,

based on the beauty of an unknown lady's foot. Compared
with that beauty, nothing else really mattered to the romantic
prince who found her slipper.
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Shall Know Them
ankles by Hugo H. Smythe, M. A

How the feet and ankles of

our beloved Mary Pickford

look when she takes a morn-
ing stroll

Do you blame Gloria Swanson
for showing her pedal ex-

tremities so often in her
pictures?

Herewith you may feast your
eyes as long as you desire

upon Betty Compson s shape-
ly feet

Throughout all history and literature you will find that the

human foot has played a most important part; and yet how
little attention or consideration we give it today!

There are many different and distinct types of feet and
ankles; and scientists tell us that each type has its defined

psychological significance. Here are a few of the commoner
ones and what they denote:

i. The very long, extremely slender foot, tapering to a

point, with the low, sweeping, and almost flat instep, and the

straight ankle. Denotes: Fine breeding, aristocracy, patri-

cianism.

2. The very short foot, with the broad, extremely high and
prominently arched instep, and the slender, shapely ankle.

Denotes: Inferior breeding and a sensuous, mercenary, pleas-

ure-loving temperament. (Of late years, and especially in

America, this type has been wrongly regarded as patrician

and indicative of good breeding.)

3. The slightly large foot, broad and solid through the
ball, and pointed at the toes, with a medium-high instep and
a sturdy, but not thick, ankle. Denotes: Capability, strength,

deep emotion.

4. The short, stocky, square foot, thick through the heel,

with a high, fat instep, and a slender, sinewy ankle. Denotes:
Aggressiveness, unscrupulousness, conceit, pretentiousness,
plebeianism.

5. The long, sharply pointed foot, with a very low,- almost
flat instep, and a thin, flat ankle. Denotes: Hyper-sensitivity,
artistry, over-breeding.

6. The medium-sized foot, neither square nor pointed, with
a well-rounded instep, and a neat, shapely ankle. Denotes:
Poise, sensitiveness, strength, competence, intelligence.

To which class do your pedal extremities belong? Be
honest, now! Sometimes a plebeian foot is almost entirely

disguised by a tapering shoe; and sometimes a lady feels that

her foot is too large, so she cultivates the short vamp. But
it doesn't do much good!

The tootsies of

Corinne Griffith,
garbed in pumps
equipped witn'sen-
sible heels," are

here presented for

your careful in-

spection

And, last but not
least, a generous
glimpse of the
nether limbs of the
beautiful Pearl

White
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PADEREWSKI AND "THE KID"

THE (Jreat Polish pianist and statesman. Ignace Jan Paderewski. and tKe little chap
whom Chaplin made a star, are great friends. Madame Paderewski is also
extremely fond of him and they entertain him often at the great musician's
California rancho. One day, after Madame had filled his little tummy up with

chicken and ice cream, Paderewski and little Jackie Coogan were missing for several
hours. They found the pair in a limousine, the shades drawn, the little fellow sound asleep,
and the famous pianist holding him in his arms and softly singing old Polish lullabies.
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TO be a woman — and
homely ! To be a hero'

ine, with a face like a comic

Valentine It's hard.

I'ts hard to be a Rolls Royce
sort of a person when you've

been handed a flivver set of

features— it's next to impossi'

ble to be a snappy dresser

when all the taste you've got

is in your mouth. But that's

what Idalene Nobbin was up

against. How she accom-

plished the almost incredible

—

and made the legend ofthe ugly

duckling, who turned into a

swan, come true again—is told

in this story

Idalene Nobbin
wanted to be a wild
flower. But she
was a born wall

flower instead

The Wall Flower
By RUPERT HUGHES

Fictionized by Elizabeth Chisholm

IDALEXE NOBBIN wanted to be a wild flower. But she

was a born wall flower instead. Her features were com-
monplace, her figure was shapeless, her hair—though it

had possibilities—was badly arranged. Moreover, she was
awkward: she moved with neither grace nor charm. And yet,

when she was getting ready for a party, she knew the same
dreams, felt the same tender little thrills, that other girls

knew and felt. For being a wall flower doesn't keep a girl

from thinking in terms of romance, from wondering about
the knight who will some day come a-riding! Idalene pictured

her knight as a college boy, an athlete, and a millionaire. But
she had never had even the most casual sort of a beau

!

Getting ready for a party—who could blame Idalene for

being excited? Especially when the party was her friend Prue's

birthday dance—and especially when Prue had written her

a letter that was one big thrill in itself:

Dear Idalenie: Don't forget that my annual party is next

Wednesday night. Phin Larrabee has promised to bring over
Roy Duncan, the football hero from the state college. So we
should have a lovely time.

Was it any wonder that Idalene pranced awkwardly about

—

much to the detriment of the new dress that her mother was
fitting on her'

Many careful mothers—by clever planning and dress design-

ing—have done a great deal for plain daughters. But Idalene's

mother was not what you'd call careful. Her one idea wa^

to marry off a daughter whom nobody could see with a

magnifying glass. Neither she nor Idalene knew anything

about the mystery of line, the magic of simplicity. Where
the party dress should have fallen into simple folds it was
made hideous by panniers and bunches of cheap lace; where

it should have been daintily fluffy it was severe in the extreme.

Prue. Idalene's closest friend, was a very pretty girl. Catty

she was, and small enough, in spirit, to jump through tin-

eye of a needle. But—she had beauty. Perhaps that was why
she had chosen to make a friend of Idalene. For many an

attractive girl, wise in the matter of contrast, has chosen to

make a chum of some one who, by comparison, would make her

charms seem more pronounced. And it is a curious fact

that the homely girl is seldom aware of any ulterior motive.

Usually she is pleased by any sort of attention—just as Idalene

was delighted at Prue's invitation.

Idalene Nobbin was an only daughter. She and her mother
and her two half-grown brother- lived in a homely house in

a homely little town. With no standards of beauty to go by.

they were well satisfied as the night of Prue's party came
around—Mrs Nobbin was like a proud though fussy mother
hen, and the boys were frankly bewildered. For Idalene.

going Sis Hopkins one better, had added the contents of a

large powder box and the mock allure of a wide sash and hair
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Idalene Nobbin was a wall flower, and
she didn't realise it for a long while.

When she got wise to herself

—

well, she made haste to grow away

That dance, to Idalene. was like a glimpse into Heaven.
To Roy—quite different

ribbon to her other finery. Prue, greeting her friend as she

came into the room, was filled with a sudden merriment. But
her excitement over being the leading vamp of the village soon
distracted her attention.

Prue's party was a pretentious small-town affair. Hired
palms and oleanders, home-made salads* and ices, and an

orchestra that had never heard of jazz, but was strong on
perspiration, made festive the old-fashioned house. Only Prue,

and the young men who had come over from the state college,

were modern.

Phineas—commonly known as "Phin"—Larrabee was the

leader of this state college group. Long
an ardent admirer of Prue. he had un-

wisely brought to the party his chum.
one Roy Duncan, the football hero. And
Prue, like most young ladies, was inclined

to be a trifle too interested in football

heroes. Phin, struggling for a dance with

her, soon realized his mistake and, with

deep malice and cunning, singled out

Idalene, who had not yet had a chance
to dance, and thrust her, with a hasty

word of introduction, into Roy Duncan's
reluctant arms.

Perhaps it was the hastiness and the

confusion of that introduction that laid

the foundation for the mistake that later

happened. With his mind full of Prue
and his feet busily trying to keep out of

Idalene's way, it was not at all strange

that Roy Duncan stopped thinking co-

herently. His one ambition to get away
from Idalene—his one dream to dance
with Prue— it so happened that he con-

fused their names!
Roy danced only a single dance with

Idalene—for which we will not judge him
too harshly! He was only human, and
Prue was bewilderingly pretty, and, after

all, none of the other boys had even
danced once with the little wall flower.

Young men, of the intensely selfish

college age, seldom think in terms of

self-sacrifice. And it was nothing short of self-sacrifice to

dance with a girl who trod on one's feet and clung, heavily, to

one's cherished dress coat

!

The party, like all parties, was too soon over—for everyone

except Idalene Nobbin. To her the evening had been a horrible

failure, the only bright spot in it had been her one. all too

short, dance with Roy Duncan. It had been like a glimpse

into Heaven, that dance. How could she know that it had
meant something very different to Roy? She went home, with

her mother, to dream radiant dreams which centered about

him.

In the meantime Phin Larrabee, still annoyed at his friend,

was adding a bit to Roy Duncan's mistake in names. For up
in the room where the boys had left their coats and hats there

was a picture of Prue. And when Roy. lifting it in affectionate

hands, asked suddenly:

"What's her name—Prue?" Phin had answered, craftily.

"Prue? No, indeed, that's not Prue. That's a picture of

Idalene Nobbin!"
That was why, several days later, a letter came to Miss

Idalene Nobbin, from the state college. It was not a long

letter, but it was a bewildering one. For it read like this:

Dear Miss Nobbin:
You may have forgotten me, but I will never forget our

dancing together. I should be highly honored if you and your
mother would be my guests at the Junior Prom here the 16th

of this month. I have engaged rooms for you at the best

boarding house. Please don't fail.

Yours as ever,

Roy Duncan.

Of course Idalene accepted the invitation. And then began
a series of preparations that put those for Prue's party quite
into the background. Almost hysterical with joy, the girl and
her equally excited mother began to get ready. Idalene was
no longer allowed to wash dishes— it might make her hands

'Am I dead yet?" she asked. "Am I in Heaven?"
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from the wall. If youre even a

little bit like her, take Rupert
Hughes

1

advice— and see where it

gets you!

red. She was no longer allowed to sweep lest she get over-

tired. And, final crown of glory, she was taken to the dress-

maker, one Mile. Dooley by name, for a frock. No home-

made dress would do for a Junior Prom!
It was in Mile. Dooley's shop that Idalene and her mother

met Prue, who was also buying a dress for the prom, where

she was going as Phin's guest. And it was there that Idalene

told her friend that she was going to take part in the great

event. To say that Prue was astonished was to put it mildly

—

she was flabbergasted! And for the first time she showed

Idalene the claws that were hidden under her velvety sweetness.

Prue was jealous.

Between them, Idalene, Mrs. Nobbin, and Mile. Dooley

chose a gown so much more terrible than Idalene's other party

frock that it challenged even the most vivid imagination.

Gauguin in his worst moments could have committed no more
ghastly crime in the name of art ! But Idalene and her mother

adored it!

* * *

To one cleverer than Idalene, the situation at the Gramlin
station, where the state college was located, would have been

a revelation. But Idalene was not clever. She was only a

very young, deliriously happy girl, off on her first big adventure.

She did not notice that Roy Duncan rushed to meet Prue

—

that he fell back, in bewilderment, when she repulsed him. She
did .not even catch his utter lack of recognition when she

brought herself to his attention and introduced "mommer."
She could never have imagined his depth of horror as he
realized his mistake.

It was all tremendously appalling to Roy, who, after all,

was the hero of the college. But he made the best of it; he
had to! Vowing revenge on Phin, he escorted Idalene and
her mother to the boarding house, and there left them. And

It was Idalene's great moment of triumph.
mm; "she committed suicide when she

"Miss Nobbin is dead." she told

heard your opinion of her! „

The dress was a crime committed in the name of art.

But Idalene and her mother adored it

then, with a sick feeling in the pit of his stomach, he began

to go about the matter of filling Idalene's dance card.

It cost a great deal of money to fill that dance card. Most
of the boys had seen Idalene. Dollar bills and favorite neckties

were sacrificed to the cause. And, after deluging Phin with

water and thus gaining his revenge, Roy would lend dry

clothes only on condition that five dances went with them.

And Phin, looking miserable in the borrowed suit, had to

comply with his hard-hearted friend's request.

When the moment of the dance came, and Roy saw his

partner for the first time in Mile. Dooley 's creation, he was
nearly desperate. But remembering the

well-filled dance card he took heart.

And he hustled the girl and her mother
to the hall. And then began an evening

of disillusionment and utter bitterness.

By no stretch of imagination could

Idalene dance. And the college boys,

with the cruelty of youth, stood in

corners and made fun of her. But. all

unconscious of their mirth, she tried,

ever so hard, to get the hang of the so

difficult steps.

Idalene was not the only one. how-
ever, who danced badly. There was a

certain beautiful woman who had a

difficult time with her partner, who.
tall and good-looking though he was.

could not make his feet behave. The
woman was Pamela Sheil. and the man
was Dr. Walter Breen. lately returned
from scientific work in a far off and
savage country. As the laughter caused
by Idalene was reaching its height they
were having a little discussion of their

"I'll have to give it up. Pamela." the

man was saying. 'I've been too long
away to know anything about these

new dances!" But Pamela looked up
into his face and laughed, as she an-
swered him.

"Why. Dr. Breen." she said, "it's the
first time that I've ever known you to

play the quitter!"

And so they struggled on until, on
the outskirts of the dancing crowd, they
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passed Idalene and Phin, who was at that moment her victim.

And, as they passed, they noticed that Phin was surreptitiously

offering money to the unattached youths who stood along their

wall. And they heard the unkind comments of those youths

—

the blunt refusals. Pamela made a little exclamation of pity,

and Dr. Breen stopped short as he spoke:

"That girl has my sympathy," he said; "if those boys don't
mend their manners I'll break their heads!" He even started

forward, threateningly, but Pa-

mela stayed him with a gentle

hand.

"Come on home," she said

softly, "there's nobody here but

cubs and dubs!"

It was after Pamela and the

Doctor left that Idalene met her

Waterloo. For one of the boys
whom Roy had hired to dance

with her, thinking, and rightly,

that she looked better in the

dark, took her out upon the

dimly lighted porch. And there

left her. And then Prue and
Roy wandered out upon the self-

same porch and began to talk.

"Of course, Miss Prue," Roy
said, "it was you that I meant
to invite to the dance. I'll kill

Phin Larrabee tomorrow for

palming Idalene off on me!"
Prue giggled. But Idalene, in the shadows, did not make

a sound. For a certain youth, who had danced with her, also

came out upon the porch. And when he spoke to Roy she

suffered her most awful humiliation.

"Take back your two dollars and your girl," said the youth
angrily. "I can't dance with her any more. She's made me
ridiculous, and I'm through!" He only promised to thoroughly

fill his contract when Roy offered to sacrifice his bulldog.

When they went into the hall again, each one of them
quite unaware of the little heart-broken listener, Idalene did

some rapid thinking. Her soul was in torment, her poor mind

The Wall Flower

NARRATED, by permission, from the
Goldwyn photoplay by Rupert Hughes.

Directed by E. Mason Hopper with the fol-

lowing cast

:

Idalene Nobbin Colleen Moore
Roy Duncan Tom Gallery
Phin Larrabee Rush Hughes
Dr. Breen Richard Dix
Mrs. Nobbin Fanny Stockbridge
Prue . Laura La Plante
Pamela Gertrude Astor

was in a whirl. She felt disgraced—a pariah. Suddenly
she rose to her feet, stumbled off the porch and into the dark.

Crossing the campus, narrowly avoiding Roy and Prue, who
were seated closely together upon a bench, she came at last

to a road, which she followed blindly. Speeding motor cars

threw their pitiless searchlights upon her; and went by. It was
the motor cars that gave Idalene a ghastly inspiration. Wait-
ing her chance she cast herself into the path of a car driven by

a crowd of hilarious joy riders.

When it had passed she lay, a
little crumpled heap, in the

road. And the occupants of the

next car. coming at a moderate
speed, saw her and stopped.

Idalene was not a stranger,

exactly, to the two people who
were driving in the car that

stopped. For they had watched
her, at the dance. They were
Pamela and Dr. Walter Breen.
Rapidly they climbed out of the

car and, at once all physician,

the Doctor bent over the girl

and felt of her pulse and her
heart. Seeing that she was
alive he, with Pamela's aid, got

her to the Sheil mansion. As
he was making a hasty examina-
tion there, Idalene opened her

eyes and asked a question:

"Am I dead yet?" she asked. "Am I in Heaven?"
Dr. Breen looked up from his examination.

"Not yet," he said; "you've got to go through the other
place first. Both of your legs are broken."

For a moment the girl did not say anything. Her words
were philosophical when at last she spoke.

"Well, they weren't much use to me," she said slowly;

"they couldn't get me anywhere dancing!"

Idalene's mother, almost frantic, was located and told of her

daughter's condition. And, late that night, Idalene's legs were
set. The next morning, still in great (Continued on page 112)

CALIFORNIA'S QUAINTEST STUDIO

OUT in Hollywood, there is a film factory that

excites- admiring ah's even from the hardened
sight-seers. It is like a glimpse into the Middle
Ages, this studio designed by Harold G. Oliver.

Fronted by an artificial lake, entrance is gained only

by a draw-bridge. The entire structure is covered

with odd shingles of many colors.

FILMS THAT TALK AND SING

NOT the old-fashioned "talking pictures," but a brand-new
invention by an Englishman named Grindell-Matthews. He

has perfected a machine by which the voices of the actors synchro-

nize with their filmed actions. The picture above shows the inventor

directing a scene for "Round the Town," the first of his singing-

and-talking pictures, with the machine recording the voices. Wonder
how it will seem to hear our stars? Some of them will surprise

you, as their voices are in perfect accord with their screen per-

sonalities. The promoters say it will "revolutionize" the motion
picture industry, but that is an old familiar threat.



CloscUps
&diiorial Expression and Timely Comment

IT was a shock to see the following paragraph in the

column of one of our best loved newspaper writers,

Dan Marquis, of the N. Y. Sun.

"Flesh reduction." it said, "is one of the fads of

the hour—take it from the popular magazines. For

brain reduction go to the movies."

Can he have meant head reduction? Quite a few

intellectuals have come out of the studios with a notice-

able reduction of the hat band.

IT gave us quite a start the other day when we
realized that a well known opera singer was not a

typographical error. For when we read in a headline

that "Chaliapin" had received a great ovation at the

Manhattan Opera House it took us some time to real-

ize that the personage referred to was not one Charles

Spencer Chaplin.

IF the professional reformers had their way:

Skirts, hours, prayer meetings and men's faces

would be longer;

Joys, kisses, movie fade outs, and women's tempers

would be shorter;

Salaries would be smaller—but troubles and families

would be larger;

Bootleg would poison, and home brew would kill;

Eating, drinking, sleeping and living would be reg-

ulated by those who eat "calories,"' drink water, sleep

grudgingly from fear of missing something to reform,

and live totally ignorant of the things that make life

really worth while;

And—worst of all

—

We'd have to think just what the censors wanted us

to think:

But, thank God,
They cannot put meters on the minds of men and

women, even if curfew and the police hustle them in at

eight p. M. every night

!

MOTION pictures have been accorded many triumphs

in the last few years. They have, despite what
the censors say, been praised and elevated in many
ways. The legitimate stage has bowed to their au-

thority, the press has gravitated steadily toward them.

even the pulpit has been known to speak in their

praise. And now they have been elevated to the

ranks of the sort of art that is spelled with a capital

A. For they have been admitted, this year, to the

Paris Salon.

Patrons and participants are delighted—and infinitely

encouraged—by such recognitions. For art critics

and connoisseurs will attend the showing. Bringing the

films into such prominence will expose the cinema to

people who can tell a picture from a daub of paint

—

who know, and appreciate, sound principles of harmony
and design.

YOUR real estate magnate is seldom romantic. A
house, to him, is only a house. And a building

site can only be measured in square feet—and round
dollars. The most photographed house in New York

is being torn down to make room for a huge, and

decidedly unromantic. apartment building.

It stood on Riverside Drive at the northeast corner

of Ninetieth Street— a two-story structure of grit-

stone with a wide veranda. And it has been the scene

of many a stirring conflict, of a vast number of elope-

ments, and honeymoons, and kidnappings, and

domestic triangles.

When the last brick is being tossed aside the ghosts

of four hundred photoplays will stand, weeping, in

the shadows.

THE press protested vigorously against the starring

of Clara Smith Hamon—acquitted murderess

—

in a feature film. But the protests were of no avail

and the picture was recently released.

Doubtless the producers figured that the newspaper

notoriety would bring with it a great demand for the

picture, which was called "Fate." But the public has

fooled them. Tired of cheap sensationalism, of thread-

bare emotions, of dirt thinly veneered, it has reacted

to the side of the newspapers—and to the side of all

right thinking producers and exhibitors, the country

over.

The film was first boycotted in San Francisco. Where
record breaking crowds were expected, the picture

played to a sparsely filled house. And the film was
withdrawn.

That was the first step. It was only when other

cities in both the east and the west followed San
Francisco's example, that the showing of the film began
to take on a nation-wide significance. Detroit, Chicago,

Boston and New York—they fell valiantly into line.

In most cases the film was not even permitted in the

good houses and, when it was exhibited, the audiences

were extremely small. Its reception has justified those

people who maintain that pictures are daily growing

better and cleaner—that the standard of production

is far higher than it used to be. And that the public

is still clinging to the right sort of ethics and ideas.

IF you don't like the necktie your wife chose for

your birthday gift, scrap it and get one to suit

yourself. If you don't like the apartment you're living

in—or the rent thereof—move to Keokuk, Iowa, or to

Jersey City. And there purchase a real house on the

instalment plan. If you don't like your mother-in-law

... but that's old stuff!

The people who lived in Milton-on-the-Hudson didn't

like the brand of photoplay that was being shown
in the motion picture theater at Newburgh. N. Y.—

a

nearby town where the Miltonians took their pleasure.

The churches, particularly, were wrathy. And so the

people, backed by the churches, banded together and
purchased a theater of their own. And they operate

it through a board of representatives of said churches.

The theater—curiously enough—has been, to date, a

financial success. And. if it's been a financial success.

it's doubtless been a success in other ways. Only—we
can't help wondering whether there are still a few

unregenerate souls who run over to Newburgh. of a

Saturday night, to get a—dare we breathe it

—

thrill!
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HIS LATEST PHOTOGRAPH
Mr. Chaplin is a symbol. He personifies one of the most basic and
powerful instincts of mankind—namely the instinct for humor



Underwood and Undenvood

Mr. Chaplin has taken a powerful hold upon all of us—old and young, illiterate and cultured alike.

In London and Pans, as well as New York, they acclaimed him

Chaplin's Great Secret
A remarkable psychological analysis ofhow
one man has come to be regarded as the

symboland the personification ofthe modern
world's humoristic needs and impulses

By WILLARD HUNTINGTON WRIGHT
Author of "The Creative Will," etc.

WHEN one has said that Mr. Charles S. Chaplin is

the greatest comedian of modern times, only a part

of the truth has been told—and the least important

part, at that! The reason that Mr. Chaplin has

taken so powerful a hold upon all of us—old and young,

illiterate and cultured alike—is not merely because of his

pre-eminent capabilities as a buffoon and his inimitable gift of

pantomime, but because he embodies—more vividly and more
completely than any other living actor—the very spirit of

modern humor. Mr. Chaplin, in fact, epitomizes mankind's
present need for recreation and relaxation.

Our reverence and respect for Mr. Harding, for instance, is

not due to any transcendent political greatness and unique
intellectual insight possessed by a certain amiable, golf-loving

citizen of Marion, Ohio. Were he but a private individual or

even a senator, the nation would not accord him the honor and
deference he now commands, although he would be just as

wise and, personally, just as great. The applause we give him,
whenever his smiling countenance is flashed upon the screen, is

really inspired by the high office to which we have elected him
—the office of which he is the symbol. He, as an individual,

stands for our ideal of government and represents our instinct

for political power.
In exactly the same way. the admiration and respect which

we shower upon Mr. Chaplin is not due merely to his pre-

hensile feet, his abortive mustache, his agile cane, and his

fascinating antics, but also to the fact that he has been, as it

were, unofficially elected to an office which is, in many ways,

quite as important as the one held by Mr. Harding. He, too, is

a symbol. He personifies one of the most basic and powerful

instincts of mankind—namely: the instinct for humor.
No one individual, as an individual, could possibly have

attained to Mr. Chaplin's present status of almost universal

popularity. It is not within the realm of human possibility

for one man, however gifted, to have personally insinuated

himself so firmly into the affections of the human race. In

order to arouse the world's admiration, he must be something
more than a mere individual—he must represent some principle,

some ideal, some great human impulse—just as Napoleon
once stood for the world's ideal of autocratic power, and just

as Mr. Harding now stands for this nation's ideal of democratic

government.

MANKIND is forever seeking personal representatives for

its basic impulses and needs. Every religion has had its

personal god—an individual who embodied the traits and beliefs

of that religion, and upon whom the followers of that religion

poured forth their reverence and obeisance. It was not the

person himself who inspired the reverence, but the things he
was supposed to symbolize.

And, just as with the religious impulse, so it has been with

all the other impulses of man. (Continued on page 104)



Nowhere in the world will you find a landscape
like this except in New York. The lower end ot

Manhattan can boast the biggest and the most
beautiful buildings in the world. Representatives
of American art and industry, these skyscrapers
have no equal —and you can t build a set like this

AGREAT industry and a new
art, the motion picture, is the

bone of contention between two
'great cities.

Los Angeles, and Hollywood, its

suburb, are awake to the importance of

holding the position they have developed

as the production center. They regard

it as theirs. Their city officials and
business organizations are prepared to

light to hold that position. Its leading

bankers offer full co-operation.

New York, as a city, is more com-
placent. Its mayor has probably no
thoughts on the subject. Its business

associations ignore it. Manhattan
bankers, with few exceptions, have not

the slightest idea of the financial prob-

lems involved. They are just beginning

to wake up. The western bankers have
been alert to the opportunities offered,

while the easterners have been asleep

behind the counter.

Battle
Producers, directors, bankers

and stars voice their opinions in

the struggle between New York
and Los Angeles for picture

leadership

LOS ANGELES sunshine first drew the pictures

to the Pacific Coast. That is not so essential

now, for the great majority of scenes are arti-

ficially lighted, in western as well as eastern

studios. With the progress of technical skill and
requirements, even the sunshine of Southern
California has proved too undependable.

There was a time when Los Angeles and Holly-

wood folks were antagonistic to the film colony,

often with good reason. But now the motion
picture is its civic pride. The camera has made
Los Angeles famous, and in ten years turned

Hollywood from an insignificant suburb and a

group of ranches into a thriving and beautiful

city.

The old retired Iowa farmer element looked
upon the picture colony as intruders, forgetting

that they themselves were unwelcome and often-

times considered unpleasant and penurious in-

vaders.

Sitting on the front porches of their tiny

bungalows, they watched with jealous and in-

tolerant eye the coming of the film folks. Now
they're all figuring how they can get $5 a day for

character parts, and boasting they're in the

"movies."

The opinions of many leaders of the motion
picture industry and bankers on the relative

merits of Los Angeles and New York as produc-
ing centers follow:

MOTLEY FLINT—Vice-president,

Los Angeles Trust and Savings Bank

Akron for tires.

Hartford for insurance.

The largest and most complete studio in the east: Paramount's new Long Island City
film factory. Only a few minutes from Manhattan, it is convenient and comfortable.
Closed for repairs, it will open soon. The fogs interfered with production for a while,
but specially-made machines have been installed to overcome this climatic difficulty
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Detroit for automobiles.

And Los Angeles for films.

That's all there is to it.

There can be no argument about whether New York
or California shall have the production of pictures.

Simply because California has, and always will have.

I can make more money for my bank in beans or fruit.

But I like the films and its people. I like to do business

with them.

GEORGE E. CRYER,
Mayor of Los Angeles:

There are many reasons

why Los Angeles is. and
should continue to be, the

capital of the film in-

dustry.

A strong factor of im-

portance is that the labor

conditions in Los Angeles

are of the best.

Years ago, when the film

industry was making its

first entry into the com-
merce world, the business

interests of Los Angeles,

appreciating the value that

the industry would some
day be to this community,
offered every co-operation

and assistance to producers

at that time, and have con-

tinued in their efforts to

promote harmony, and as-

sist this industry in its un-
bounded growth.

ELSIE FERGUSON:
Naturally, I like New-

York best, as my home
and many of my closest

friends are there in the east.

HilHtllllH

•ass!
One of the most beautiful film production plants in the world ; the studios of the Goldwyn
Pictures Corporation in Culver City, California. This is a view of the dressing-rooms

—

•eft—and the stages—the large glass structures at the right. Almost every kind of a

picture may be made without leaving the "lot"

Broadway—Los Angeles. This is the
busiest street of the California city, with
its tallest buildings. Away down the
street you can see the mountains, but
not in this view. Quite a contrast to New
York s Broadway, isn t it? But many
big city scenes are shot right here

As to the desirability of New York
a producing center, as opposed to Los
Angeles, I am naturally prejudiced for

this reason in favor of New York. As
a matter of fact, I have made only one
picture in Hollywood. "Sacred and Pro-

fane Love." "Peter Ibbetson," "Foot-
lights" and all of my other pictures

have been made in the east. Whether
Los Angeles is a better producing center

than New York must be decided, so

far as I am concerned at least, on the

merits of the pictures themselves. But.

quite aside from that, I want to re-

iterate that my home is in New York,
and woman's place, you know, is in the

home!
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WILLIAM FOX, President Fox Film Cor-

poration:

Neither Los Angeles nor New York, the two leading pro-

ducing centers of the motion picture industry, will be
abandoned. The California city certainly will not abdicate

in favor of the eastern metropolis, nor will New York
surrender its film charter. There is abundant room at

the top for both.

New York and Los Angeles will have rival producing
centers in many parts of the world. Wherever on earth

there exist in harmonious human combination, dramatic
genius and productive inspiration, there we may expect the

art of the photoplay to blossom and bloom; from that city

or state or country will come motion pictures—and good
pictures.

D. W. GRIFFITH:
To me there is no particular rivalry between Los Angeles

and New York as centers of motion picture producers.

Los Angeles is the largest city in the semi-tropical zone.

New York is the largest city in the temperate zone. The
greater part of the nation is in the temperate zone and
therefore the majority of its stories involve that zone.

Both have advantages. It is certainly pleasant to pro-

duce in California.

But one doesn't go to a silk market to buy jewels.

SAMUEL GOLDWYN, President of Gold-

wyn Pictures :

As a producing center there is no comparison between
California and New York. The conditions of climate on
the west coast enable us to maintain all year round in the

studios a little facsimile world where we can take whatever
local color we require. Street scenes of China, Russia,

Italy—the atmosphere of every interesting corner on the

globe—are at our disposal in winter and spring, in fall

and in summer. The advantages of the east are negligible

ADOLPH ZUKOR, President Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation

:

The open spaces and the nearness of nearly all sorts of

scenery as well as the sunshine of California, combine to make
Los Angeles well suited for motion picture production.

A bird's-eye view of the Lasky studios in Hollywood, Cali-

made most of the Paramount productions and many of the Real-
the glass stages, and every type of outdoor scene in any corner
Algiers rubs shoulders with Main Street. Indiana. This studio

The atmosphere of certain pictures, however, such as

"Footlights," "Experience"' and "Peter Ibbetson," demand
that they be produced in New York, where exterior settings

The most artistic studio in the world ; D. W. Griffith's in Onenta Point, Mamaroneck, one hour from Manhattan. Mr. Griffith bought a
whole peninsula and converted the houses of a one-time show place into a film plant. Here he can have his own ocean, his own villages.

It is the most ideal spot in the east for screen work. It combines the scenic advantages of Los Angeles with the cultural advantages
of New York
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forma, one of the first and best equipped in the west. Here are

art. They can make westerns on the lot; society dramas inside

of'the estate. Streets from every city in the world are built;

fronts on Sunset Boulelvard, once the Main Street of studios

From a financial viewpoint what you pay out in the
east you save in the west and vice versa—it is a fifty-

fifty break no matter which way you figure things.

CARL LAEMMLE, President of Universal:

"I would change the phrase, 'Los Angeles vs. New
York' to "Los Angeles for New York.' because the two
great cities are equally important capitals of the motion
picture industry. Los Angeles has a big lead over any
other city in the world as the presiding center of the
motion picture industry. New York is not an advantage-
ous place to produce pictures but it is equally important
to the film world because of its strategic economic loca-

tion and the fact that films can best be distributed from
there. The two cities are alike in importance to the suc-
cess of the screen.

LEWIS T. SELZNICK, President of the

Selznick Pictures Corporation:

The outstanding point in favor of New York as a pro-
ducing center, and the reason that I have always pre-

ferred the east, is its proximity to the main and executive

offices of the organization. New York is the headquarters
and distributing source of the Selznick Company. I pre-

fer to have production within close reach. A lot of things

can happen three thousand miles away.

THOMAS MEIGHAN:
Physically. Los Angeles may be a great production

center for motion pictures. Mentally, it is terrible. I

favor New York as a center, the only center, for pro-

duction if an actor is to be kept at the height of his

ability. It is only there that he can keep in touch with
the developments of dramatic and literary art of all kinds.

It is only there that he can get the necessary mental
kick to keep him eager, keen and anxious about his work.

In Los Angeles, and particularly (Cont'd on page ioo)

suitable to the story can easily be found.

Therefore, both Los Angeles and New York
are necessarily important producing centers,

and we have studios in both places.

JESSE L. LASKY, First Vice-President,

Famous Players - Lasky Corporation :

In the beginning of motion pictures, Los
Angeles, with its sunshine, open spaces and
proximity of mountains, surpassed all other

parts of the country as a suitable place in

which to produce pictures. With the per-

fection of lighting equipment, however, Los
Angeles' sunshine is no longer a necessity;

indeed many of our pictures produced in

Hollywood are made entirely inside the Lasky
studio by artificial light. On the other hand.
New York, with its resources for the purchase
of properties for settings, and its large popu-
lation of well-known actors, is becoming more
and more favored as a production center.

Our faith in New York, I think, is pretty well

demonstrated by the $2,000,000 studio which
we have built on Long Island, which we are
soon to reopen.

ALBERT E. SMITH, President

of Vitagraph Company:
The east and west both hold much for

the making of motion pictures. New York
stands for better casting, costuming and
property facilities, while Los Angeles offers

much more in the way of beautiful locations,

sunshine and agreeable climatic conditions.

You won't find anything like this around New
York. This is the Grand Canyon in Arizona,
but you can find locations almost as good in
the Painted (Mojave) Desert; and you have
the Yosemite—all accessible from California



Her new Hollywood bungalow

A
Prohibition

Beauty
Margaret Armstrong,

model, now "Miss DuPont."
Birthplace—Kentucky

By JOAN JORDAN

"^•^•HE was born in old Kentucky"

^^ —and 'that's pretty near as good
^^ a start for a woman as it is for

"^ J a race horse.

Certainly old Kentuck can add an-

other name to her list of beautiful

daughters, which is mighty near as long

as her war record of colonels.

Of course there's one. other

thing the state's famous for—but
'twouldn't be any use mentioning it

now. And it wouldn't be much
good as a descriptive or a com-
parative, because Miss DuPont is

sort of a prohibition beauty any-
way—not much kick.

She is more like a pineapple ice

cream soda than a mint
julep.

Hers is the cool, perfect

beauty of the Swiss Alps

—

the serene loveliness of the

Italian lakes—the scentless

perfection of a hothouse
Bride rose.

But beauty she actually has and it

is her complete justification for screen

and star existence. For beauty is ap-

parently becoming rarer and rarer. We
are going in so much for charm, per-

sonality, kick, prettiness, sex appeal,

and exotic appeal that we have almost
forgotten the days when Lillian Russell

and Maxine Elliot reigned supreme.

I sat in the hot November sunshine,

in a small white-painted arbor outside

her dressing room, and looked into her
lovely face, and actually failed to miss
the conversational brilliance of a

Priscilla Dean, the intellectual stimulus

of a Helen Ferguson, or the pervading
hypnotism of a Gloria Swanson.

Th

Miss Dupont s is the cool, perfect beauty
of the Swiss Alps

We have had on the screen three definite

types of beauty—the Mary Pickford type, under
which fall such stars as May Allison, Mary
Miles Minter, Marion Davies and Wanda
Hawley; the sex type, including Corinne Griffith,

Bebe Daniels, Gloria Swanson, Phyllis Haver,
Betty Compson and a long list of others; and the

Katherine MacDonald-Elsie Ferguson school, where we
find Betty Blythe, Florence Vidor, Harriet Hammond, and
now Miss DuPont.

(Of course that doesn't pretend to be a complete expla-

nation, but it's my idea of the different types of physical

beauty that have been successful on the screen.)

The last-named classification is the only one founded
on the Greek theory of perfection of line, feature and
repose.

Miss DuPont has the big, clear, perfectly shaped blue

eyes, the finely arched brows, nostrils and mouth, the
oval chin line, the pronounced classic nose. Her hair is

golden and heavy, and her skin is very fair. As yet she
is a trifle heavy and she has not acquired that stateliness

of manner and queenly poise which go with her type and
which make Betty Blythe, (Continued on page 106)
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Faces

and

Brains
By

MARY ROBERTS RINEHART

Screen actors must have

personality, but that is just

another word for

brains of a peculiar order

THERE will always be room for

new faces in pictures, par-

ticularly where those new faces

are not merely types, but have
intelligence and acting ability behind them.

Certainly the old familiar favorites cannot retain their

popularity against our very American desire for something
new, without giving us the best that is in them. All success-

ful people who have reached the top of any profession find

that it is as hard to remain at the top as to reach it. It is

hard to excel a success, or even to equal it.

But the frenzy for novelty may be carried too far.

We are a wasteful people. We elect our presidents, use

them for their period of service, and when they have learned

their hard lesson of statesmanship and have become great

national assets we throw them aside, electing new men again,

to struggle and to learn.

And this wasteful demand for the new goes into our daily

lives. We must have new clothes, new houses, new books,
new motion pictures, even sometimes new wives and husbands!
We use and discard, and much of that discarding is wasteful.
We make public idols and tear them down, to elevate new
idols, neither better nor worse than the last, but new.

Old lovers of the theater will tell us that acting is not
acting any more. They bewail the days of the fine old stock
companies, where a leading man played Romeo one night and
Shylock the next; where make-up was an art, and acting was
acting. I hold no brief for that system. It was better for

the actor, as training, than for a public which must have found
it hard sometimes to preserve the illusion which it is the
theater's province to provide. But it gave us actors.

^ATURALLY this method is not possible with the screen.
1^1 which reveals with extreme cruelty the false and the
unreal, and which tolerates neither painted wrinkles nor beards

Mary Roberts Rinehart, America's greatest woman writer, who insists we must
nave new screen faces

held on with spirit gum. We must fit our pictures with men
and women approximating in appearance the types demanded
by the script. But we have fallen into the error of subordinat-

ing acting ability to this fetish of "type" with results frequent-

ly disastrous.

However, we must at least approximately "type" our pictures

to conform with the characters of the story, and as there is

little or no limit of the imaginations of authors, we shall of

course continue to see new faces on the screen. But these

new faces should come as a response to a legitimate demand,

and not merely to satisfy our American hunger for novelty.

There is something to be said for the old faces. Perhaps

they do become too much associated in our minds with certain

roles. Perhaps they have no more surprises for us. But they

have certain very real values, not to be disregarded, which the

new screen actor cannot have. They have experience, and if

we have known them for a long time, they have a popularity

built on solid work and our affection for the familiar.

Popularity, if it has been held, has always been deserved.

Equally, the moment it ceases to be deserved, it is lost. The
great fault with our star system, both on the stage and in

pictures, the thing that has destroyed it, has been a probably

unconscious conviction that the only struggle necessary is to

reach the top. That having been achieved, the star might take

things a bit easy. The belief of managers and head-liners

alike was that only the star mattered, and that the public

would take that star in anything.

Occasionally that seemed to work out. as when a star's

personal popularity put over an indifferent picture indifferently

done. Popularity, then, has its value, but also it has its

limitations. And also, it may be overworked.
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Too much of any one individual on the screen becomes

monotonous and boresome. I have sat in a theater, helpless

unless I wished to depart, and have watched a young woman
on the screen in her various poses until the action and the

story died, and my patience died with them.

The demand of the public for new faces has sprung out of

this lack of moderation and proportion. Stars should live for

great moments in a picture, but they have been given an
hour and a half. Those stars and leading men and women
who are still popular have given us good stories, good acting,

and a restrained use of themselves.

But our old actors have another quality which the new ones
cannot have. They have experience. They have learned the

technique of acting before the camera, and developed a

method.
The amazing conviction is wide-spread that acting for the

movies is easy. One did not really act at all. One stood or

walked in front of the camera, and a kindly gentleman with a

script in his hand stood off to the side and told one what to do.

One did it, and that was all. Perhaps it was all, earlier in

the making of pictures. It was sufficiently strange then simply

to see movement, any sort of movement, on a screen.

But times have changed. We are dealing now with picture-

wise and acting-wise audiences. They are paying more and
demanding more. And if they want newness they will not

tolerate crudity or rawness with it. Already they know, and
we know, that acting before the camera is an art, and a difficult

art.

Watch a theatrical company rehearsing, before empty seats,

and then see it before an audience. Observe the enormous
stimulus that audience gives it. At the rehearsal it is forcing

itself, struggling to feel reality in what it is doing. But on
the opening night that feeling of unreality goes; the sense of

reality returns. These things it is doing are real things. The
audience sends over the footlights its own waves of emotion,
responding to laughter and to tears. The actors become the

play.

Acting before the camera is much like a rehearsal. Such
stimulus as comes must come from the actor himself. He
must in effect be able to turn on, like turning a tap, the

emotions he is called upon to depict. Not until he has seen

his rushes can he know if he has succeeded—and mostly he
does not see them.

IX a word, screen acting not only calls for skill of a high

order, but for experience to secure the best results. And
it is this experience which our demand for novelty may too

easily discard. It is lack of understanding of this which has

placed on our silver sheets today so many pretty, vacuous faces,

new and young and therefore appealing at first, but as cloying

as a milk diet after a time. How can we expect people to

depict life who have never lived it?

This is not an argument against new faces for the screen,

but an attempt to strike a balance between the two extremes;

on the one hand those who uphold the star system and trade

only in established names, and on the other, those who lay

too much stress on novelty and type without regard to ex-

perience or popularity. These two schools of thought are easily

recognized among our producers today.

We must of course have new faces in pictures. So we have
them in life insurance offices, and at our typewriters, and in

politics and in all walks of life. But what about these new
faces? They are the grist that comes to the mill. From
them, not at once but after perhaps years, will come the few
entitled by ability to survive in their chosen line. They may
come because they are new, but they stay because they are

worth holding on to.

It is the rise from obscurity of vast numbers of new and
skillful screen actors which has shown up the falsity of the

belief that any place may be held without effort. They have
brought competition, and as a result many old familiar faces

are vanishing from our pictures. Those that remain have
held their places through sheer ability and hard work.

In every business and profession we are looking for new
workers. But we do not want them because they are new.
We want them because time passes, and as some fall out of
the ranks there must be others trained to take their places.

We want them because their competition is healthy and stimu-
lating to those already arrived; we want them because they
bring new zest, new ideas, freshness of outlook and enthusiasm

;

we want them because out of the many who start, some few
will finish the race and win out.

But we do not, should not, want them only because they
are new.

This craze for newness has elements of tragedy in it. The
man who knows more of international affairs today than any
other man in the world sits in a (Continued on page 107)

A Quest for New Faces
NEW FACES FOR OLD" is not merely an

empty phrase.

PHOTOPLAY and Samuel Goldwyn are actually

looking for them. We want new faces— faces

of intelligence and expression that will photo-
graph to best advantage for the screen. The
world wants them. And that is the reason for

the remarkable search for them which will be in-

augurated in the March issue of this Magazine.

It will not be the usual contest. It will find the

new faces and test them by actual motion pictures.

It will not hold out a false promise of immediate
stardom, but it will give dramatically ambitious
girls a chance to work for success. In fact, it will

be the most unusual and genuine event ever

conceived. In fact, it is not a contest at all.

It is a quest.

Mr. Goldwyn has proved his sincerity in look-

ing for new screen personalities which will

be human, and vital and real. PHOTOPLAY
MAGAZINE desires to aid him in every possible

way.

The screen face of the future is not going to

be the vapidly pretty face. It may not even be
pretty, providing it photographs well. But there
will be something in that face. The eyes will

shine with real purpose, with intelligence. That
face will be expressive. But it will not express
merely the ingenue or the "vampire."

We are looking for " types "—yes. But not
" types" as you know them. They will not con-
form to the old cut-and-dried motion picture

regulations. They will not look like someone
else. They will be new.

For detailed announcements and outlines of this quest,

read the March issue of PHOTOPLAY, out February first.



Y
CLAIRE WINDSOR AND COMPANY!

OU know Claire : the beautiful blonde who came into fame in the Lois Weber productions, and who won
additional celebrity by being a reported fiancee of Charles Spencer Chaplin. But you don't know Bill.

Dill is Claire s permanent leading man. He has never appeared on the screen, and this, above, is the
hrst published picture of her son. Claire Windsor is now a Goldwyn luminary.
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SENTIMENTAL Tommy's Grizel has gone the

way of all movie flesh. She wearied of

Barries staid old Scotch village of Thrums.
packed her eyebrow pencils and her lip-sticks,

and hied her to Hollywood.
In other words, May McAvoy is now a star.

If you will look into the eyes above, you will say

that it agrees with her. She hasn't had a chance

to show the marvelous emotional gifts she dis-

played in "Sentimental Tommy." But she has

made herself increasingly popular.

Realart has heard her called the doll-like star

so often, it decided to cast her as a Baby Doll

in her newest production.

Dunakt Biddle Keycs

Formerly of Thrums
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FULLY fifty per cent of the monuments that have
been erected in this country to the heroes of the

great war bear graven somewhere on the pedestal,

the words. '\Lest We Forget." Sculptors are

commissioned to cut them into the stone because every-
one knows that we do forget heroes as promptly as we
forget unsuccessful presidential candidates. We feel

ourselves unforgivable ingrates and make solemn vows
to mend our ways and remember.
Now. this self-condemnation is not altogether just.

Most of the blame for forgetting heroes rests on the
shoulders of the heroes themselves. They refuse to

advertise. A colossal modesty seems to be a part of

the regular equipment of the first-class hero, and the
hundreds, even thousands, that the war developed
shuffled home with the other boys and mingled with the
rest of us hiding their heroism as though it were some-
thing to be ashamed of.

Just such an exasperating hero is at present adding
dignity to the American stage in New York. Captain
Allan Pollock wants to be known as an actor and we
must thank his friends who knew him as a hero for
breaking faith and disclosing the story of his part in it.

An Englishman born and bred, he began his career
as a singer in the London music halls. Then came a
long period of touring the provinces in musical comedies,
Irish dramas and finally in Shakespearean repertoire.

A Modest

Hero of

The Stage
By CHARLES MANOR

After several more or less successful productions,

he had a long New York run in "Seven Days'" and
at last definitely won his >pur- as the King in

Hawthorne of the U. S. A." His last appearance
in America was with Billie Burke in "Jerry."

When the war came. Pollock dropped every*

thing and joined his regiment, The Argyle and
Sutherland Highlanders, and was soon in the

thick of the fighting in France.

During his first big battle his comrade-; as-

saulted the German lines and were swept back
with heavy casualties. They left their dead and
wounded scattered over No Man's Land. Amon»
them, conscious and in frightful pain, lay Capt.

Pollock, his jaw shot away.
When night came, men from the Ambulance

crept out under cover of the darkness to brim;

the wounded back to the Base Hospital. Working
under fire, they darted from one dark figure to

another as they were revealed by the light from
exploding shells. Two men with a stretcher bent

for a moment over Pollock—still conscious but

far too weak to lift his hand—and passed him
by for dead.

Throughout the night and during the heavy
shelling of the next day Pollock was wounded

eighteen times, each bit of shrapnel and
each rifle bullet torturing him horribly,

but never lodging in a vital part of his

body. When darkness fell again, twenty-

four hours after he had fallen, details

were sent out to bury the dead. When they

reached Pollock, one of the men. spade

in hand, stooped down to roll his body
into the shallow pit they had dug for him
and noticed that blood was trickling from
his wounds. By that siirn they knew that

he -till lived.

("apt. Pollock spent the next three years

in a hospital. The surgeons, bringing all

their made art to play, mended his shat-

tered bones, healed his wounds and made
a new jaw for him. leaving scarcely a

trace of their skillful work behind them.

Finally, white-haired, lookinc consider-

ably older than his forty-two years

warrant, but feeling the blood of a new
life coursing through his veins. Pollock

was discharged from the hospital and
stepped into the streets of London with

three years back pay as a Captain tucked

away in his pocket. His first act was to

buy fifteen of the finest suits of clothes

that could be had in Bond Street. His

next move was to co to see Miss Clemcnce
Dane's remarkable play. "A Bill of

Divorcement." then a great success in

London. It offered him. in the part of

(Continued on page \(a)

As the shell-shocked hero
in "A Bill of Divorcement
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Dorothy Hall still makes her own clothes—success hasn
either turned her head or made her hand lose its cunnin

MOST girls think that being a movie star means Lucile

frocks, and Tappe hats.

Most girls think of movie stars in terms of Worth
coats, and Jenny dinner dresses, and Paquin evening

gowns, and Poiret atrocities a' la Orient.

But Dorothy Hall went at it the other way around. She
got the dresses first—and made a success in the movies, after.

But then Dorothy was different from most girls, for she

could design, and cut, and sew—even though she was pretty

enough to be a star!

And she solved the clothes problem by making "them"
herself!

She had a lonely childhood for she was an orphan—and
the aunt who brought her up was too busy to waste much time,

or love, on her. So she spent all her affection—and most of

her spare hours—on a battered doll bain-.

That doll baby was the best-dressed infant in town! Every
scrap of lace, every bit of silk or satin or r.bbon that little

Dorothy could buy. borrow, or steal, went into its wardrobe.

There were dozens of dresses, and coats, and hats, and so

forth

—

Paris frock!

The Girl

in the

Black Dress

Proving that, though clothes

do not make a woman, they

often get her into the movies!

Having made doll clothes from the time

that she could hold a needle it was only

natural that the girl should begin to make
her own dresses. As she made them she

dreamed dreams—about a future in which
she would wear them before great audiences.

For Dorothy Hall wanted to be an actress!

It was when her aunt heard of that ambi-
tion that she began to take a belated interest

in Dorothy. She told her that folk who
went on the stage were socially submerged.
And that she would not permit it. And she

ended by sending her charge to a school in

New York City—to study interior decora-

tion!

Dorothy Hall went to that school—for

three months. It didn't harm her, either.

For she got new ideas in color and texture

and drapery. At the end of that time some-

t body told her that she ought to go in pic-

d tures And, as that wasn't going on the

stage, exactly, she was able to salve her

conscience!

When she stopped school her small allowance stopped, too.

But she was young and full of hope. So she began to haunt the

studios—to get an occasional job as extra girl in a mob or a

ballroom scene.

"But I would never have 'arrived' I'm sure," she told me,
"if it hadn"t been for a certain evening frock of mine, a filmy

black thing with quite wonderful lines—-if I do say it myself!

I was waiting, at one side of the room, when a casting director

saw me in that gown. And he shouted out—

•

"'Girl- in the black dress

—

come here!'

"I came. And I got a small part. Not because of my 'fatal

attractions' or my acting ability—but because of my clothes!

And after that part things were easier. I played with Ethel

Clayton. And then I got other bits to do. And my last

picture was as leading lady opposite Arthur Rankin—he's

Lionel Barrymore's brother-in-law, you know. And now I've

just signed up for a series of fifty two-reel comedies."
She'll never buy a dress—even to wear on the screen—she

says. No matter how grand her part may be.

And she wouldn't act natural anyway—I'm quoting !- -in a

HEYWOOD BROUN, speaking of salaries in an article published not so long ago in The New York World:
"When an actor tells you how much he receives, you discount his figures by fifty per cent, and arrive at

approximate truth. This ratio docs not hold with the players from the motion pictures. Time is required to

take their figures and work out the answer. Nobody can very well be expected to divide a given sum by
eleven and one-half in his head."
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Get-Rich-Quick

Wallingford

"You must not go like this, said Wallingford.
to come back—and be my secretary

want you

THE way train from Des Moines whistled for the cross-

ing at the edge of the village of Battlesburg and came
to a creaking rheumatic stop at the depot. There was

the customary and almost ritualistic gathering of

villagers at the station to see the train come in, signalizing this

bit of daily routine, as a happening of relative importance.

Events did not have to loom large to interest Battlesburg.,

Nothing more exciting had happened in the history of the

town and there was small prospect that anything would
happen.

But this day the Des Moines local did carry a freight of

destiny for Battlesburg. Indeed. Battlesburg has just cause

to date its whole history from that pregnant hour of arrival.

Abe Gunther, who drove the hack wearily between the

station and the Palace Hotel, was all but ready to cluck to

his horses and go rattling up Main Street fareless when a

sprightly-stepping stranger called up to him.
"What's the best hotel in town?''

Abe held up and regarded the newcomer, a gay blade of a

person, dressed niftily and with an acutely cute waxed sugges-
tion of mustache.

"Th' Palace— it's the best, I reckon, seeing it's the only
hotel we got, mister."

The stranger smiled his gracious thanks, pointing to his

smart luggage on the platform as he sprang aboard.
"Daw is my name—Horace Daw from New York—my

trunks will be along later."

Abe was satisfactorily impressed by the smart stranger, and
improved his time on the drive to the hotel with remarks which
he felt would subtly draw his passenger out.

"Goin' to be here long?''

A story of schemes that

were false and loves that were true-

an honest swindle

By GENE SHERIDAN

'Can't tell—maybe a month—maybe a year."

'Huh! Then you're not a drummer!"
"No—I don't know enough to be a drummer. Many people

at the hotel?"

'Ah, a few, yes, sir—but I reckon you won't find it dull."

Mr. Daw was making a rapid survey of Battlesburg as

they trundled up the street. Hicks, simon pure hicks righi

out of the hickory, and plenty of them, was his internal

observation, a source of hope and satisfaction.

Andrew Dempsey, heralded by the signs on the windows as

the proprietor and manager of the Palace, being an exponent
of pleasant personalities and cordiality, came out to greet the

arriving guest, making him welcome with extended hand.
Eddie Lamb, the clerk, looked across the counter with a

broad grin as he spun the register, and Fannie Jasper, the

stenographer and typist, glanced up with a flash of interest.

Mr. Daw saw all and saw nothing.

For some days Mr. Horace Daw was the favorite subject
of mystery and conjecture in Battlesburg. He could tinkle

a bit of lively jazz from the hotel piano. He could dance
exceedingly well and converse with a snappy metropolitan
air. He radiated that emanation of atmosphere the village

folks accepted as '"class." In a week he was on a high tide

of popularity and paying marked^attention to Dorothy Welles,
the chum of the hotel man's daughter and one of the prettiest

girls in the town.

And still no one knew why Mr. Daw was there. He chatted
pleasantly of anything, and everything, but never of the par-
ticular thing that brought him to Battlesburg. All Battlesbur;
wanted to know.
Xow and again, most discreetly and in the terms of a

personal grief, Mr. Daw lamented the unprogressiveness of the
otherwise charming Battlesburg. He carefully avoided the
attitude of a foreign critic. There was something in his

manner that suggested he took the whole responsibility for the
situation on himself. He spoke in reproach of Mr. Daw for

the shortcomings of Battlesburg.

It had not taken Daw long to observe that Timothy Patties,
the mayor, was the oracle and spokesman of the community
and that George Washington Battles, his brother, the richest

man in the town, stood back of him in an attitude of hide-
bound, cast-iron conservatism. The Battles were rich and
satisfied, therefore the status quo in Battlesburg was perfect
and satisfactory. Any change, any progress would be danger-
ous. That settled it.

But Mr. Daw had one convert in Clint Hawkins, the editor
and reporter of the Blade, the only newspaper. Hawkin> was
bold enough to voice in print as his own some of the ideas
imparted by the urbane Mr. Daw.
And straightaway the heresies of Hawkins, his talk of the

town "soing to seed, suffering from dry rot" and such insults,

climaxed with a plea for a wake-up campaign, became an
inflamed subject in the sessions of the board of strategy and
debate that gathered daily in the lobby of the Palace.

Til bet he got his fool notions from that fellow in there
playing the piano." Andy Dempsey decided. And George
Washington Battles snorted.
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It was the hour of dreams-come-true, this dream that was born in falsehood and redeemed by love

YOU mean that Daw fellow?" Battles jerked his head
toward the hotel parlor.

"Yes," Andy replied. "He's the fellow I mean. What's he

here for anyway, spendin' all his time running around with

the girls?- He may be a hold-up man for all I know."
Whereat Fannie Jasper, the stenographer, snickered in amuse-

ment. That drew the fire of hot old G. W. Battles.

"What're you laughing at, Fannie? He's been sending

telegrams, and if you know what's going on you've got a right

to tell."

"I know enough to keep things to myself, especially when
they are confidential," Fannie retorted with a fine air of pro-

fessional dignity.

Clint Hawkins stepped into the group.

"Well, gents!" Hawkins beamed. "What do you think of

my wake 'em up editorial—pretty good, eh?"
"Pretty rotten," Battles snarled back. "We've got a town

full of good, sound, conservative men and you're just trying

to upset things. My great grandfather, Benjamin Battles,

preached against these circus stunts and red-fire methods and
my grandfather did and my father did and I am going to

live up to their notions. Pretty solid, seems to me."
When G. W. Battles wanted to settle anything he referred

the matter back to his great grandfather, the founder of the

little Battles fortunes That was bed rock and datum for

G. W., and for Battlesburg, too, so far as he could make it

stand.

"Well, then, you don't believe in progress?" Hawkins was
on the defensive.

"I believe in saving money." G. W. felt that was a crushing

answer.

Andy Dempsey ventured out into a slightly differing position.

"A new hotel wouldn't hurt business any here," he remarked,
casting his eye about in measurement of the Palace's realities

against his own modest ambitions for the place.

"Good enough," was Battles' verdict. He could not see

himself being drawn into any new hotel project.

"And we sure need a trolley, too, between here and Hoyts-
villc,"' Hawkins put in eagerly.

"Nonsense," Battles ejaculated. "I don't believe in trolleys;

there's too many accidents. They go too fast."

Welles, the real estate magnate of the town, came in with a

cordial "Howdy" for the group. He turned to the clerk, Eddie
Lamb.

"Seen my daughter?"

YES. I seen her, she's in there with that Daw from New
York." Eddie nodded toward the parlor.
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Miss Welles, accompanied by Gertie Dempsey and sleek

Mr. Daw, appeared at the parlor door. The girl ran up and
embraced her father.

"Am I oh time?" the father asked whimsically. Being on
time was not among Miss Welles' specialties.

"Yes—just in time to meet Mr. Daw. This is Mr. Daw,
father—the gentleman I've told you about—and he's been

just grand to us, too. Hasn't he, Gertie?''

Gertie's assent and smile did not please Eddie Lamb much.
Eddie and Gertie were engaged.

"Glad to meet you, Mr. Daw." Welles extended a cordial

hand.

"My daughter tells me you are thinking of settling here."

"Not personally—I'd hardly say that." Mr. Daw was
soft spoken and silky. "I represent a man looking for a wide-

awake town for a manufacturing plant."

"Oh, you're after a site, eh?" The real estate dealer's nose

scented opportunity.

"If I can find one that just suits."

1 Eddie Lamb, the clerk, drew himself up in the background
to listen. Battlesburg was about to find out what Daw was
there for.

"Selected any yet?"

"Well, I've looked the ground over and I can't be sure yet.

You see it's my cue to keep still and saw wood. The man I

represent requires that of me."
"Don't forget I am the leading real estate dealer in Battles

County," suggested Mr. Welles.

"That's why I have been anxious to meet you," returned

Daw genially.

Andy Dempsey drew up to add himself to the group. Haw-
kins, the newspaper man, dropped in and grumpy old G. W.
Battles himself drew closer.

"I've a dozen sites that would just suit—and I am ready

to show them now." Welles was pushing his opening.

"If I were the only one concerned that would be fine, but

you see it is only my business to go get a line on things, size
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up opportunities and report back to the big chief—wire my
views to him. He's so busy and has so many interests he can't

do all this petty work himself—he's always looking for a

chance to invest his surplus income, and he takes this way to

do it."

The group about Daw was drawing closer, sharply attentive.

He stopped talking as though that was all he had to say.

"Would you mind telling me who this man you represent

is?" Welles tried to cover his curiosity and eagerness with
a casual smile.

"Wallingford is his name—J. Rufus Wallingford—you don't

mean to say you've never heard of him." There was emphasis
and challenge in Daw's announcement.

"Can't say that we have," cut in G. W. Battles.

Daw moved back a step in an attitude of amazement.
"Let me have a good look at you—you, the man who never

heard of J. Rufus Wallingford! Wait till I tell him that and
let him laugh. President of the Rio Grande Rubber Company,
owner of the San Diego Blood Orange Plantations. Inc., the

man who built up and controls the Locos Lead Development
Company, one of the biggest employers of labor in this coun-
try—the man who has given away millions—and you've never
heard of J. Rufus Wallingford!"

"Likely we have, but the name slipped us at the time."

Welles offered apologetically. He wanted to save the name of

Battlesburg from this stigma.

"Of course, of course," warmly responded Mr. Daw. "You
owe it to Mr. Wallingford that the insurance business is safe

and sane, that the mining industry is what it is today, and
that Wall Street has been shown where it gets off. Wallingford
is a patriot and a good citizen. He loves his country."

"He must be some man," commented Andy Dempsey.
"Some man is right." . Daw was going again. "Why, look

at Oklahoma City; ten years ago nothing but a water tank

—

now a great, rich, prosperous community, office buildings,

factories, the smoking chimneys of industry and prosperity.

And what is the answer? Wallingford was there. That's all."

I 111
"Will you marry me ? " Horace Daw was utterly unabashed. Blushing at her daring. Dorothy said. "Yes
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When the Battlesburg band in full uniform came down the street blaring "The Conquering Hero Comes. Daw and Wallingford
took up a position on the veranda

A great light of pride rose up in Dorothy Welles' eyes. She

looked on Daw with a deep satisfaction.

"I'd sure like to meet this Mr. Wallingford." suggested

Welles.

"You'll find him the most agreeable man in the world."

Daw responded, adding casually.

"I am expecting him tomorrow."

"I'll be around to show him
a factory site."

"You've done pretty well in

real estate haven't you. Mr.
Welles!" Daw made it sound
more of a comment than a ques-

tion.

"Oh. so, so—clean up 'bout

a hundred thousand."

"Come up to my room and
have a drink before dinner."

Daw's cordial invitation was not

recognized by Welles as having

any bearing on the hundred
thousand, but it did.

Abe Gunther. the hack driver,

came up with a wire for Mr.
Daw.

"Excuse me." And with that

Daw lore open the telegram and
scanned it swiftly, then again

turning his attention to Welles,

crumpled the message up care-

lessly and dropped it on the

floor. They went out together

for the drink.

As they disappeared Eddie Lamb, unabashed, picked up the

wrinkled message, straightened it out and read it.

•What's say?" Dempsey demanded. Eddie read it aloud

to the group. " 'Coming to Battlesburg—if it is all you say

will not only build factory but also up-to-date hotel, modern
opera house, department store and whatever else the town
needs to give the right tone to our enterprise. (Signed)

J. Rurus Wallingford. '
"

"There, that's enough for me." exclaimed Dempsey, firing

up enthusiasm. "He's going to build a new hotel."

"And put you out of business," rejoined the skeptical Eddie.

"Not a bit of it. I'll get the lease."

Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford

NARRATED, by permission, from the Cos-

mopolitan-Paramount production from
the original story by George Randolph Chester
and the stage play by George M. Cohan.
Adapted for the screen by Luther Reed.
Photographed by Chester Lyons. Directed

by Frank Borzage with the following cast:

"Well, if you ask me about it. I'll say it's all a big bluff."

Eddie was pessimistic.

"Never mind, Eddie. I'm still the proprietor around here and
from now till J. Rufus Wallingford arrives Mr. Daw is the

star guest, understand that."

"That's the stuff." Clint Haw-
kins agreed. "It's up to us to

take advantage of the oppor-

tunities. Watch the headlines

on this news in the Blade."

The dinner bell rang and Daw
and Welles came out arm in

Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford Sam Hardy
Blackie Daw Norman Kerry

Eddie Lamb Edgar Nelson

G. W. Battles W. T. Hayes

Tim Battles Horace James
Fannie Jasper Doris Kenyon
Dorothy Welles Billic Dove
Gertrude Dempsey Diana Allen

arm.

"Yes." Daw was saying. "J.

P. Morgan has put over two or

three good things, but he isn't

one-two-three with Wallingford.

Wallingford doesn't care a thing

about money-—it's the good of

the country he thinks about."

Andy Dempsey came up to

Daw. "I have just been say-

ing," the hotel man broke in.

"that if there is anything you
want don't hesitate—we're here

to serve you."

"That's the kind of hospitality

I like," Daw warmly answered,

taking Dempsey 's proffered

hand.

"You've talked to Mr. Lamb,
our clerk here, of course,"

Dempsey jerked his head toward Eddie. "He's a smart young
man. He's got eleven thousand salted away in the bank
already."

Daw's eyes lighted up. He stepped over and patted Eddie
on the shoulder.

"You little rascal. Miss Dempsey's been telling me that your
wedding day is not far off and I want to congratulate you.

You're a lucky man."
Eddie, who had been inwardly hating Daw all the while,

felt himself suddenly warmed to him as a new friend.

"I want you all to dine with me." Daw exclaimed in another
burst of geniality. "All of you—Miss Dempsey and Miss
Welles and Eddie and everybody." (Continued on page 91)



Steps to Stardom

Above — the first step to a
successful stage career was. in
our hero s case, a Lace Collar.

This Collar, Mr. Lytell assures
us, is bound to give sang froid,

savoir faire, and fortitude— all

valuable attributes to the theater.
In other words, there was nothing
to do but grin and bear it. At
two and a half this was not

so easy

Above :apictureofWilliam
Lytell, Bert's father. We
may presume Bert looked
like this when he, too, was

twenty-one

To the right we have an
unusual picture. It shows
Bert Lytell as he looks to-
day, and Mr. Lytell as he
will look a dozen years
from today. The clair-

voyant camera is respon-
sible

Demonstrated by Bert

Lytell at all ages

The second step, illustrated

directly above. Character
Study of one who follows the
sea, aided by a pasteboard
ship, a fish-net, and a sailor-

suit. Little Bert, in this role,

displayed such markedabdity
that one of his teachers told

him he was bound to go far.

Which way, she did not say

The brave and noble look,
the poise, the promise of this

picture—to the right! No
one with such a tie could fail

to make a hit on the stage
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Tea-Gowns, Dressing -Tables, Batik,

/

A Surprise

!

IIA VE a rrmtirknhlr

every woman reader of

Photoplay next month.

I have madean arrange-
ment with the designers of

Bon Ton Patterns to

make patternsofmoderate-
priced gowns specially

designed for and worn by

famous screen stars.

Next month I intend to

introduce this plan to you
and permit yon to get the

pattern of the first gown
absolutely without cost.

Box Ton P itterns
are •absolutely in the best

possible taste, so you ran
see whal a surprise I have

in store for you.

**«

Below : Norma Talmadge at Iier

dressing-table. You who would
adorn your boudoir in rose silk

and lace, note trie almost severe
simplicity with which the emo-
tional star surrounds herself.

The large mirror has a unique
woven frame. Miss Talmadge's
negligee is smart and simple

Left—The most ador-
able tea-gown I have
ever seen ! Beautiful
Mabel Ballin is wear-
ing it. and it was de-
signed by Miss Emilia
Benda. the sister of
the famous Polish
artist. W. T. Benda.
It looks like batik; in
reality it is entirely
hand painted. This is

a shimmering thing of
soft green, old blue,
and coral, with touches

of gold and black

:

(Credit /olsludi-))

If you are tall and
stately, like Marjone
Rambeau. you should
wear such a gown as
this, of black crepe
with a curious hem
and fascinating
sleeves. It was de-
signed for the distin-

guished actress by
Jacques

M|

t\l

.V

One could wish there
was not another thing
in the world to do but
attend teas, when one
sees a tea-gown like

Colleen Moore's. It

is such a foolish, femi-
nine trifle, this con-
coction of lace, mole-
skin and georgette

Miss Van IVyck's answers to ques-

tions will be found on page 103.
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Bags, Buckles, and Other Things

The gorgeous Gloria
Suanson is almost an
arbiter of fashion.
Here she is — several

times. In the circle

below, there is an
effective arrangement
of a Russian bodice of

Venetian thread, a

girdle of plumes, a
black Spanish fan, and
jade ana pearl brace-

lets

There is a patrician

quality about Miss
Swanson which saves
the sartorial day for

her. She is so
modern save for this

delicate and delicious

patricianism. In the
circle behiw : her pro-
file, a becoming comb,
and ebony ear-rings.

In the large picture to

the left : still another
profile, this time top-

ped by an attractive

black hat with graceful
streamers

Below : pins and pend-
ants and buckles,
from Paris, by the
latest steamer!
Rhinestone buckles
for the evening slip-

pers. Quaint pins, of

diamond and ebony.
Silver pendants, clever

copies of antiques. And
a pendant ear-nngfrom
an antique design

I have never heard of
a woman who did not
make the collection of
bags one of her pet
hobbies! Three new
bags, from Paris, and
one silver cigarette
case, you may see be-
low. The two larger
bags are of moire silk,

one trimmed with tas-

sels, the other with
monkey fur

Underwood ,-t Underwood

Paris is the most graceful and feminine
city in the world ! It has a woman s whims
and caprices, and the courage to carry

them out! It is justly celebrated as

fashion's capital

Don't Miss

This!

Y01' know Bon Ton Patterns.

You know their dress

patterns. I consider them re-

markable, and so very up-to-

the-minute!

When I had the wonderful
idea of making it possible for

you to ropy the clothes of

famous stars, 1 selected the
Hon Ton designers to assist me.

Next month I am going to

make" it possible for you to get

the pattern of the favorite sim-

ple gown of one of the best

dressed women on the screen.

It really seems too wonderful
to be true

!

— Carol vn ]'an IVvck

Underwood & Cndcnrood

The smallest bag is the best of
all. It is of velvet, with initials in

diamonds, and a saucy tassel, true
to the most inconsistent traditions

A Pa
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Wild

THIS is the fourth of a

remarkable series of

articles on the different

phases of life as depicted

in motion pictures

By
WILLARD HUNTINGTON

WRIGHT

Decorations by
RALPH BARTON

In the wild west films the cowboy heroes always gulp their liq

innocent pasteboards are always gambling tools

THERE are simple, trusting folk who harbor the notion
that the wild west life of the films is the authentic
wild west life of history and saga.

But, alas, for sweet faith! It is not even the semi-
accurate wild west life of the popular novel and the Saturday-
Evening-Post. It is, in truth, a fabulous, imaginary life—

a

life evolved from the fertile fires of the directorial brain.
Only in its vaguest aspects does it accord with that vanished
era of which we read in the tales of Bret Harte, Stewart
Edward White and Clarence E. Mulford. But let not this fact
cast us down. Compared with the western dramas of the
screen, the actual life of the Arizona plains was colorless and
trite.

Consider, first, the handsome, dashing cowboy of the films;
for he is the without-whom-nothing of the prairie drama—the
deux-ex-machina who, when the world looks darkest, mounts
his trusty steed and sets everything to rights. At casual glance
he does not seem to differ radically from the common type of
plainsman; but on close inspection you will discover many
amazing points of divergence between him and the cowboy of
documentary record.

For instance, cast an eye upon his flapping, heavy "chaps."
Never does he take them off and reveal his nether breeches.
He wears these leg protectors indoors and out, in sunshine
and in rain. He eats and woos and fights in them. He even
wears them when he sleeps. Doubtless he imagines that,

should he go without them, he would be guilty of immodest
decollete.

Again, the motion-picture cowboy is always at the height of
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tonsorial elegance. Not only is he ex-

quisitely shaved and talcumed, but his

hair is artistically trimmed—feathered at

the edges, beautifully hollowed out above
the ears, and scintillant with brilliantine.

Moreover, if you scan the close-ups, you
will observe that his finger-nails are al-

ways highly polished, and sharpened into

miniature corneous steeples.

In fact, his personal state of genteel

Ciceronian loveliness leads us to the un-

escapable conclusion that in the early

western days, whatever other luxuries

the cowboy was denied, the hills and
plains were at least liberally punctuated

with barber-shops, where powder and cosmetics and otter

refinements of valet service were at all times available.

Furthermore, the screen cowboy's habiliments are always

spick and span. His sombrero is new. His blouse is without

a blemish. His hairpants appear as if they had just been
trimmed, shampooed and carefully combed and brushed. And
his riding-boots, with their Cuban heels and perforated leather

scrolls, are polished into mirrors, and innocent of alkali.

Punching cattle in the films is obviously not an occupation

inimical to one's personal cleanliness, or detrimental to one's

attire.

There are, of course, some cowboys—the supernumeraries

and the "atmosphere"—who do not always keep themselves

immaculate. But the mere fact that one or more of their

fellows can ride the range and yet appear at all times spot-

less, is proof that their own unkempt and dusty state is due
entirely to carelessness or neglect.

But whatever their outward aspect, the cowboys of the films

are white within. Indeed, their perpendicularity of character

approaches the preterhuman. They are ever on the side of

justice and virtue; and they are willing, at any hour of the

day or night, to risk their lives to right a wrong. All the

traits of simple nobility are theirs. Their honesty belongs

to a higher and better world than ours. They are the true

Christian soldiers.

To be sure, they gamble and drink considerably; and they
rarely, if ever, pay for their drinks. They order their refresh-

ments, and proceed to throw them off without as much as a



West Life in the Films

The
Indians

of the silent

drama go in-

to battle

weighted
down by a
mass of

fancy clothes
and gew-
gaws

grateful nod or a word of thanks to the bartender. But. by
way of extenuation, let it be noted that, whatever the extent

of their liquorish imbibitions, they never become intoxicated

—

their capacity is nothing short of miraculous. (July cattle-

thieves. Indians, cholos. and highwaymen show the effects of

spirituous libations. These latter, in fact, become belligerently

crapulent with but a few fingers of the great American
febrifuge.

The hyper-moralist may condemn the cowboys for their

drinking, but this constant bibulous indulgence

of theirs has one distinct advantage. Were they

not at all times either leaning across the bar

or sunning themselves upon the cafe's front

piazza, many a desperado would escape just

retribution; for it is to the saloon that the sheriff

first turns for assistance. And he is never dis-

appointed. The cowboys are there, waiting for

the call to arms, their horses close at hand.

When the alarm is given, they vault into their

saddles and are instantly away in a cloud of

dust, knowing not who the criminal may be. nor
the nature of his peccadilloes. The mere fact

that he is an offender against the law and order

of the plains is enough to inspire these modern
Sir Galahads to righteous wrath and action.

And this suggests the un-
usual manner in which film

cowboys ride. Invariably they
mount their steeds by an
astounding flying dive, ignoring

the stirrups entirely. And,
simultaneously with their

landing astride the saddle,

they dig their spurs in the
horse's ribs, causing him to

leap forward as if taking a

five-foot hurdle. They never
permit their mounts to walk or

canter, or even lope. It

matters not their destination,

how casual their errand, or the

amount of time at their dis-

posal; they tear along at

breakneck speed, as if pur-

sued by stampeding buffaloes.

And when they reach their

goal, the reins are jerked in

sharply, causing the astonished animal to plant his four

feet firmly and slide to a halt. It would appear that the
cowboy of the screen was afflicted with Mime strange psychic
malady of speed obsession.

This mania is no doubt due to the fact that practically

the entire time of cinema cowboys i> given over to pursuing
bandits and stalking Indians. Seldom, if ever, do they labor

at their trade. And when there are no law-breaker^ to

round up or Indian tribes to tame, they are assisting young
ladies in distress—snatching them from the backs of run-

away horses, rescuing them from bands of kidnapers.

carrying them to terra firma from the middle of stream^
where they have been stalled, or performing similar feat-

of chivalry and valor. Hut. on the whole, their waking
hours are fairly well occupied between lounging on the

saloon porch and galloping through the chaparral and up
the side of precipitous hills, in pursuit of desperate out-

laws and bellicose Indians.

A word in passing should be said concerning the manner
in which these Indians of the screen bedeck themselves. If

serious historians are to be relied upon, the

red-man of the early west, when going forth

to slay the pale-faced interloper, was stripped

for action. Not only was he. as a rule, naked
to the waist, but he otherwise divested hinwll
of unnecessary encumbrances.
The Indians of the silent drama, however, go

into battle weighted down with such a mass of

fancy clothes and gewgaws, that they can scarcely mount
their horses without a groom. They appear actually to be
tufted and upholstered.

Besides their heavy leather pantaloons, their lambrequin-like

jackets, and the Navajo blankets wrapped about their shoulders,

they are decorated with yards of bristling feathers, endless

strips of trailing fringe, countless pieces of metal jewelry,

innumerable strings of glass beads, chatelaines of carved bone
ornaments and numberless other (Continued on page in)

This Child of

the Plains
merely

stands su-

pinely by witli

her hands
clasped on
her breast



May says, "My only motto for married life is the good old Biblical

quotation, 'Faith, hope, and charity—and the greatest of these is

charity.' Marriage doesn't change men and women—it simply
unmasks them."' It's a brave wife who will interrupt her husband

shaving, as Cecil deMille once illustrated

MAY ALLISON and Robert Ellis were married in

Greenwich, Conn., over a year ago. But it was one

of those best-seller weddings where they separated

"at the altar" for various professional and private

reasons that would take too long to explain, but that you
can find in the eleventh chapter of a number of your favorite

romances. Their married life actually began only a few
weeks ago—and that honeymoon is shining so brightly it

dims the electric lights in which their names appear on three

continents. May is an old-fashioned bride—blushing and
trusting and radiant. The pictures tell the story

!

!

One thing that probably helps to

wreck the matrimonial boat is

wifely insistence that friend hus-
band hook her up. He always
misses a hook; she always fidgets.

Except, of course, in Maison
Allison-Ellis

Mrs. Bob Ellis told us that a wife
should hedge her husband about
with her love and devotion. Such
as. perhaps, smiles and careful

coiffures and pretty negligees for

breakfast, besides crisp toast and
unburnt bacon



May—Married
!

YouVe known Miss Allison for quite a while.

Now meet Mrs. Bob Ellis

If you think sweet
blushing brides are

"out of date, observe
May Ellis. She's
one ot the girls who
kisses her platinum
circlet every night
ana every morning
and thinks it is bad
luck to take it off!

No man could offer a wom-
an more sincere proof of

devotion than to wear
the socks she darns! As
a sock seamstress May is

an accomplished, beautiful

and charming film star

May Allison appeared for

the first time in her screen
career as a bride in "In
for Thirty Days," and
Robert Ellis was her
handsome leading man.
Recently Ellis has played
with Kathenne MacDon-
ald and Betty Compson
on the screen. His last

picture was "Ladies Must
Live
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To A s si st To u in Saving Tour

STAR DUST— First National

WE didn"t expect this to be a very good picture. For

one thing, it wouldn't be Fannie Hurst's Cosmopolitan

Magazine story; for another, we thought Hope Hampton,
the star, dramatically inadequate for the exacting role of

Lily Becker. We were wrong, and we are glad to admit it.

Hobart Henley and Hope Hampton have here a picture that

is pretty nearly great. It has caught the spirit if not the

form of the Hurst story of modern womanhood; it is ex-

cellently scenarioized, dramatically directed, and amazingly

acted. This is, we think, due to the cooperation of director,

star, and cast. Hope Hampton will give you the surprise

of your life. She is Lily. She is perfect in the part. She

does some real acting, she sacrifices her close-ups to the

good of the narrative, and her beauty was never more pro-

nounced. She is a star in reality now. James Rennie's

sense of humor saves a commonplace part ; he is as hand-

some as a leading man is supposed to be, but he is more
than that. He makes vou want to see him in a stellar role.

GET-RICH'QUICK WALLINGFORD—Cosmopolitan-

Paramount

CHEER UP! Every now and then, just when you're

most convinced that the motion pictures are going all

wrong, along comes a jolly, breezy, one hundred per cent

well produced story of this type, and the celluloid sky

clears perceptibly. We find here a new type of Walling-

ford, and by far the most fascinating of all Wallingfords.

His real name is Sam Hardy, and it's a wonder he has not

signed a stellar contract long ago. He is the type of mascu-
line hero most popular at the present day, clean-cut, in-

telligent, talented. The filmization of the George M.
Cohan play has been accomplished in expert manner. It

is a big, briskly moving story directed by Frank Borzage.

whose skilled work on "Humoresque" was a decided factor

in winning for his company the distinction of the Photo-
play Magazine Medal of Honor for 1920. Why can't we
have more productions of this sort?

f.4

-

Shadow
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A review of the new pictures

TOLABLE DAVID— First National

THE combination of author, star, and director has pro-

duced another great picture. Richard Barthelmess'
first starring film, by Joseph Hergesheimer and directed by
Henry King, is a masterpiece. It is one of the few film

tragedies of uncompromising power.

Everyone is glad that Dick's first individual picture is

an artistic' success. We hope it will be a financial success

—it deserves to be. See if you can't prove to the doubting
magnates that you do appreciate fine things on the screen.

Here is something that deserves the highest praise you can
give it. You may have read the Hergesheimer story of

the Kinemon family of mountaineers. David, the youngest.

is "tol'able—just tol'able"—until he proves his right to be
called a man by putting up the greatest fight we have seen
since "The Spoilers."

This is no light, frothy little comedy. It is strong
meat, but it is so masterfully served it cannot possibly

be offensive. It was taken in the actual locale. It is

as true to life as fiction can be. Griffith might have
directed some of the scenes; certainly he could not have
made Barthelmess give a greater performance. This boy is

as great an actor as the films have ever had. In this

picture he touches tragic heights. If you can see his scenes
with his film mother—a fine player, by the way—without
feeling a lump in your throat, there's something wrong with
you. Don't miss this. It is a classic.

Barthelmess forgets he is the idol of every girl in

America and portrays the awkward mountain youth with
exquisite pathos and whimsicality. Gladys Hulette plays
his sweetheart. Ernest Torrance is excellent as the villain.
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THE ACE OF HEARTS

ENCHANTMENT— Cosmopolitan-Paramount

THERE is a beauty that is peculiarly the screen's. It is

a blending of artistic production with careful lighting

and rare photography. Too seldom we see it. But here is

a picture that can claim it, an exquisite offering. The story

is not particularly strong, but if you want to rest your eyes

for an hour, and let your mind forget the black and white

every-day realities, see this Marion Davies production.

Vignola directed it, and Vignola is an artist. He deserves

great credit for this picture.

As for the story, it is a humorous recounting of the

frothy experiences of a vain little flapper who believes

the world to be her particular oyster. Her father induces

an actor friend to become a gentlemanly cave-man, with

results that surprise everyone. Introduced into the picture,

is the legend of the Sleeping Beauty, and in these scenes

the director shows his greatest artistry. Forrest Stanley

plays the hero and Miss Davies proves herself one of

our most adorable heroines. She has always had unusual

beauty, and has steadily progressed until with this picture

she more than proves her place among the stars. Be-
sides, she wears exquisite clothes in a charming way.
and that in itself is no mean accomplishment. Hats off

to Director Robert Vignola and to Miss Davies. The
credit is about fifty-fifty for one of the most beautiful

films the screen has seen. It is rightly named. Frank R.

Adams, who has contributed such delightful tales to Photo-
play, is responsible for the original story.

You may take the children to see this. It will delight

them. Besides being good clean entertainment, it is a

lesson in beauty, for the Urban settings are excellent.

THE ACE OF HEARTS—Goldwyn
THIS is a melodrama, pure and simple (well, not so simple

either) and it maintains a high tension throughout,

by means of tricks that are as unexpected as they are

effective. The story concerns an organization known as

The Mystic Council or The Inner Seven or something like

that, composed of fanatics who are striving to reform the

world by violent means. They single out their victims, and
then proceed to blast them into eternity. The three princi-

pal characters in this group are played by Lon Chancy.
Leatrice Joy and John Bowers, and they fit well into the

general scheme of Morris's story. They provide the acute

points of a more or less eternal triangle, all of whom are

undergoing a severe struggle between those ancient sparring

partners—love and duty. As is usual in such cases, duty
comes out a very bad second. But even so conventional a

climax is brought about in a highly unconventional way.

MOLLY O—Scnnett' First National

HERE is great motion picture entertainment. A comedy-
drama, the most popular form of film, supervised by

Mack Sennett. who made "Mickey," its eight reels are

packed with humor and charm and a tear or two. Mabel
Xormand is Molly —she would be. The screen needs

Mabel. She is a tonic. Everybody missed her. because
there is nobody on the screen quite like her. Even Pick-

ford and Chaplin have not her peculiar poignancy. The
simple story of an Irish girl, who yearns for a fairy prince

and finally finds him. but not without considerable difficulty

is pure hoakum; but you can't help loving it. Some of the

sequences are masterfully directed. The dining room scene

is a camera classic. The acting is unusual fine. We have

no hesitation in recommending a film like this. Its villainies

are harmless and its humor of the kind to make the world

happier. Mabel deserves a medal for coming back with a
portrayal like this. You may take the whole family.
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THE CALL OF THE NORTH—Paramount

Although strictly orthodox as to title, this film con-

tains many sparks of originality—in conception and in

treatment. There are none of the usual ice floes to

remind the chilled spectators that they forgot to bank
the furnace before leaving home. Moreover, the worthy
Jack Holt is given an opportunity to display his fine

talent in a sympathetic, heroic role. Splendid entertain-

ment.
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A SAILOR-MADE MAN— Pathe

What new things can one say of Harold Lloyd, this

next-to-Chaplin young man who serenely turns out one
comedy hit after another? His latest and most pre-

tentious offering is in four reels. It is a riot of fun,

and boasts a first rate story, too. He can ever be de-

pended upon to add fresh material to his laughing-stock.

Mildred Davis is, as always, a pleasing foil.

HAMLET—Asta Films

In this Danish production, the pictorial values are

emphasized so strongly that most of the dramatic ele-

ments in the story are overlooked. It is a series of

beautiful scenes, based on the novel theory that the

Melancholy Dane was a girl (evidently they thought
that "Dane" was a misprint for "Dame"). Asta Neilsen
in the leading role is remarkably good.

THE LOTUS-EATERS—First National

A good picture gone wrong. You'd think that Marshall

Neilan. with a story like this, with a star like John
Barrymore, with a cast that includes Colleen Moore and
Anna Q. Nilsson, would make a great picture. You're

right; he would—if left to himself. But he was handi-

capped with a producer who knew little about pictures.

The result is merely a fairly entertaining film.

THE FLOWER OF THE NORTH—Vitagraph

Add one more name to Curwood's list of Frozen North
dramas. "The Flower of the North" is ordinary stuff,

but it is the sort of ordinary stuff that has been weighed

in the balance and found wanted (by the public). It is

materially aided by the fine work of the dark and
tragic Pauline Starke and Henry Walthall in the leading

roles. Walthall's return to the screen is well celebrated.

A PRINCE THERE WAS— Paramount

The family film of the month. It is a relief to view

a photoplay like this and find it devoid of sticky senti-

mentality. It is cleanly, directly told in a manner that

will please you and every member of your family from
six to sixty. Thomas Meighan does splendid work in

another "Prince Chap" role. Little Peaches Jackson
appears again as Tom's best girl.
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THE FOX—Universal -Jewel

This, they tell us, is a super-western. Really, there

is not much to distinguish it from the usual western

except that there is more of it. Harry Carey is cast in

a likable role. There's a kind-hearted sheriff, honestly,

and the most villainous "gang" that ever wore chaps

and pistols for the camera. Things start at a gallop,

and keep it up until the final hitching post is reached.

BONNIE BRIER BUSH—British-Paramount

Scotch melodrama on its native heath. If this photo-
play were not so picturesque, the Ian MacLaren story

would seem ill suited to film purposes. The good old

tale of the laird of the castle who loves the daughter
of the old shepherd—oh, you know how those things go.

But the Highlands—and the bagpipes! Hoot, mon, 'tis

not half bad, after all. Donald Crisp directed.

BUCKING THE LINE—Fox
Introducing Maurice Flynn as a star. He is a per-

sonable chap, possessing a natural pleasing manner, and
it is evident that he is to be a scrappy film hero. His
first story is a lively tale of railroad building. Villains,

wrecks and hairbreadth escapes figure prominently.
Those who enjoy a "thriller" will find it here. Also,

Molly Malone.

THE LIGHT IN THE CLEARING—Hodkinson
Long stretches of drab boredom interspersed with a

few moments of exciting action. The light in question is

not bright enough to illuminate the plot. The central

figure in the story is a woman who has been wronged
by the village cut-up (an old man with a black beard)
and who has consequently gone mad. Those who have
seen the picture can scarcely blame her.

THE SON OF WALLINGFORD—Vitagraph

Had some skilled director taken this Chester story,
he could have made a sure-fire success of it, but Mr.
Chester is an author, not a director. He furnishes ex-
cellent material, but he does not know how to project
upon the screen, though he provides one sensation, in

the burning of the oil wells. At times thrilling, at times
disappointing—at all times, just a motion picture.

LITTLE EVA ASCENDS—Metro

Gareth Hughes as Little Eva, in the best picture

under his starring contract. The refreshingly original

and amusing story might have been written for him, so

perfectly does it suit his unique personality. As the

unhappy member of a barnstorming troupe, forced to

play Eva against his will, Hughes scores heavily. See it.

(Continued on page 118)



MARRIED AT LAST

!

THE feminine world has been wondering who Bill Hart would marry. For two
years the rumor went the rounds that he was engaged to Jane Novak. But

now Wm. S. is actually married—to Winifred Westover. Mrs. Bill Hart played in

several of her husband s pictures several years ago, and they became great fnends.
Then she came east. He made a trip to New York, and they became engaged.
They were married in California. Winifred is a pretty little blonde, of Swedish
descent. She came into prominence when she played in Fine Arts pictures.

Mr and Mrs. W. S. Hart are at home now in Beverly Hills.
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Miss Violet Heming, nvho posedfor

this study ofher lovely hands, says:

"Cutex provides the busy ivoman

with a quick, easy and delightful

ivay of keeping her o<wn nails aU
ix!ays in perfect condition."

Just wipe away the ugly
dead cuticle—

NEVER use a manicure scissors on

the cuticle. This :s what causes

hangnails, and that ragged, frowsy

condition of the nail rims that makes

any hand look ugly and unkept.

The thin fold of scarf-skin about the

base of the nail is like the selvage edge of

a piece of cloth. When it is cut or torn,

the whole nail rim gradually ravels out—

>

just as cloth ravels when theselvageiscut.

You can take off the hard dry edges of

dry skin quickly, easily, harmlessly with

Cutex Cuticle Remover. Work gently

about the nail base with an orange stick

dipped in the liquid, rinse, and when
drying, push the cuticle gently down-
wards. The ugly, dead cuticle will

simply wipe away.

Get rid of your manicure scissors: you
will never need them again. Once you

have begun to use Cutex regularly you
will have no more hangnails and the entire

cuticle will always be firm and even.

Two new polishes —just perfected

Cutex now offers you the very latest

and finest development of two highly-

popular forms of nail polish — Powder
Polish and Liquid Polish. Both are the

result of years of experiment in the

greatest laboratory for manicure prepara-

tions in the world. They are put forth

now because, at last, they meet every

requirement for these two forms of polish.

Cutex Powder Polish will give you the

highest, most lasting lustre obtainable in

the shortest possible time and with the

least buffing. Cutex Liquid Polish

goes on with an absolutely unitorm

smoothness, dries instantly, and leaves a

lustre that keeps its even brilliance for

at least a week. Used as a finishing

touch, it will make a manicure last

twice as long.

Cutex Sets come in three sizes: at

6oc, $1.50 and ?3-ck>. Or each article

in the sets, separately at 35c. At all

drug and department stores in the

United States and Canada.

New Introductory Set—
now only 15c

Send today for the new Introductory

Set containing samples of Cutex Cuticle

Remover, Cuticle Cream, the new
Liquid Polish and the new Powder
Polish, with orange stick and emery
board. Address Northam Warren, 114

West 17th Street, New York, or, if you

live in Canada, Dept. 702, 200 Moun-
tain Street, Montreal.

The New Cutex

Introductory Set

MAIL THIS COUPON WITH 15 CENTS TODAY

Northam Warren,

Dept. -02, 1 14 West 17th Street,

New York Citv.

Na

Street .

City and State.

When you write to advertisers please mention PnOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.



MRS. AND MR. BERNARD DURNING

SHE is known to you as Shirley Mason. You don't hear very much about this marriage, but

we can tell you right now it is one of the very happiest in Hollywood ! Shirley married
Bernie before she had thoughts of stardom. Today they are more in love than ever. The
little star recently cut short a personal appearance tour through the south because her

husband missed her and wired her to come back home. This is the first photograph ever
published of the Durnings together
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With Pond's Vanishing

Cream as a bast, the

powder -will stay on

many times longer

\%

Every normal skin needs two creams
One to protect it from wind and dust

Another to cleanse it thoroughly at night

Complexionflaws that require

a daytime cream without oil

Chap, windburn, roughness. You
can protect your skin from the devastat-

ing effects of the weather if before going

out you apply Pond's Vanishing Cream
regularly.

This cream is specially made without

oil for daytime use, so that it can never

reappear in a shine. It counteracts the

drying effect of wind and cold, keeping

the skin free from chap or roughness.

Shiny skin. Each time before you
powder, apply a little Pond's Vanishing

Cream, the disappearing cream without oil.

This acts as a base for the powder, giving

the skin a soft, velvety surface to which
the powder adheres smoothly and evenly.

You will be amazed to see how long you
can go without having your nose or fore-

head become shiny.

Dull, tired skin. Whenever you feel

the need of freshening your skin instantly,

you will find that rubbing the face lightly

with Pond's Vanishing Cream brings re-

newed vigor and fresh color. The tired,

tense muscles respond at once to the relax-

ing effect of this soothing cream.

Complexionflaws that need a
night cream made with oil

Blackheads. Blackheads can only be

reached by a cleansing so thorough that

it gets way under the surface of the skin.

At night wash your face with hot water

and pure soap. Then rub Pond's Cold

Cream well into the skin. This rich oii

cream works its way into the pores,

gathering up every particle of dirt. Do
not omit this nightly cleansing. Though
you may think your skin is clean, the

dirt that comes off when you wipe off

the cream will show you how neces.-an

this more thorough cleaning is.

Wrinkles. Rub Pond's Cold Cream
into the skin, paying particular attention

to those places when- wrinkles start first

—

around the eves and mouth, under the chin,

at the base of the nose.This delicate cream

contains the oil needed to lubricate the skin

and keep it elastic. It is when the skin lose-

its elasticity that wrinkles start to form. It

you use Pond's Cold Cream regularly,

rubbing the face gently but persistently,

you will do muchtoprevent little lines from

getting a chance at your skin.

-«

-4

Before tearing rub a
little Pond's Cold

Cream into theface

PONDS ^Danishlno Cream

Begin today the regular use ofthese
two creams

These two creams are so delicate that they will not clog the

pores or irritate the most sensitive skin. Neither cream will

encourage the growth of hair. At all drug and department

stores in convenient sizes of both jars and tubes. The Pond's

Extract Co., Nevj York.

POND'S Cold Cream
GENEROUS TUBES—MAIL COUPON TODAY

The Pond's Extract Co.,

131 Hudson St., New York.

Ten cents (ioc) is enclosed for your special introduc-
tory tubes of the two creams rvcrv normal skin needs-
enough of each cream for two weeks' ordinary toilet uses.

Name

Street

City State-

When you write to advertisers pitas.' mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.



MAX IS BACK

!

THE famous little French comedian is in America again, making new pictures, at the Goldwyn
studios. Linder's return to the screen is the more remarkable in view of the fact that he

was incapacitated for a long time because of injuries received in the war, and has worked his

way back to health and humor. His latest portrait proves his complete recovery
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Mail the Magic Coupon!
Our Free CatalogTakesYou

"Through FairyAisles of Lovely Styles

Our Shopping Guide is just the thing

To show you what to wear this Spring.

It takes you through the fairy aisles

Where are displayed the latest styles.

A brilliant pageant greets your eyes,

Each page reveals a new surprise.

From Paris come creations new—
Cost us five thousand francs— but you
Can buy these styles so up'to-date

For only fourteen ninety'eight

!

At PhilipsbornX you will agree

The prices spell e-C'O'n-O'm'y.

For Philipsborn's, as millions know,
Can sell at prices far below
What other houses dare to quote—
And "Everything Prepaid," please note.

Three million women order here;

They "come again"—year after year

—

Because they like our styles the best.

They find our values stand the test.

You take no risk

—

no ris\ at all!

For be your purchase large or small

Return it if not all O. K.

And we'll refund, without delay.

This book is filled with bargains rare;

Enjoy it, in your easy chair!

Go shopping through a fairyland

Where Fashion comes at your command
With varied wealth of Spring attire

To more than meet your heart's desire.

Sign and Mail the Coupon Today UsSst51

PHIUPSB0RN3
department*- 392 - Chicago

CharmingNEYSAMcMEIN
Popular Society Leader, Famous Artist and
Ultra fashionable Designer Pays a Won-
derful Tribute to Philipsborn 's Style Book

Charming Neysa McMein — I everybody knows
Neysa) — whose beautiful paintings adorn the
covers of America's foremost magazines, says:

"Nothing I saic at the famous dressmakers oj

Paris excels the wonderful display assembled in

Philipsborn s .Spring and Summer Style Book
!t is truly a work of art.

America's Best Styles—America's
Lowest Prices

Philipsborn's 32 years' leadership in the realms
of style and Philipsborn's unbeatable low prices

combine to make this the most notable and valu-

able catalog we have ever issued. Two thousand
Challenge Bargains await your choice.

REAL PARIS MODELS
Gowns, Suits and Coats

The very latest and loveliest Paris models, costing

as high as 5,000 francs in France, purchased direct

from famous French Dressmakers. We sell actual

reproductions of the original models for as little

as $14.98.

The Magic Coupon
PHILIPSBORN'S, Dept. 392, Chicago

Please send copy of Philipsborn's Spring and Summer
Style Book, free, postpaid, to

City .State

imHimiimininiiiHi^iup^^^

When you write to adrertisers please mention FHOTOrLAY MAGAZINE.



Why-Do-They

Do -It
Title Reg. U. S. Pat OB.

' I 'HIS is TOUR Department. Jump right in with your contribution.
* What have you seen in the past month, that was stupid, unlifelike,

ridiculous or merely incongruous? Do not generalize; confine your

remarks to specific instances of absurdities in pictures you have seen.

Your observation will be listed among the indictments of carelessness on

the part of the actor, author or director.

E3

A Hot Shot

IN the battle scene of "The Child Thou Gavest Me," with

Lewis Stone and Barbara Castleton as the scrappers, he is

wearing a mustache. She shoots him—and then we see him
sans mustache. Mrs. 0. J. K., Butte, Montana.

Can You Blame Her?

TOM MIX and Eva Novak are escaping via the roof in

"The Rough Diamond." Before Eva leaves the room for

the roof she is wearing French heels. When she runs across

the roof she has on flat-heeled oxfords.

M. B. I., New York City.

A Good Imagination

IN "The Beauty Market," Katherine MacDonald, the star,

receives a cigarette case containing a large sum of money,
and places it on the table. This occurs, you understand, in a

gentleman's room. When she is again in her own room she is

seen holding the case—the next scene shows the case still on
the table in the gentleman's room.

Billie L., Schenectady, N. Y.

Leave It To Lionel

IN "The Devil's Garden," Lionel Barrymore plays the post-

master of a small community. He gets writing paper, pen,

and ink to write a complaint to the General Post-office. Very
carefully he opens the ink bottle and without dipping his pen
in the ink starts to write.

Richard M. Rickard, Seattle, Wash.

Should Have Been Censored
T N "Love Never Dies," with Lloyd Hughes—the hero leaves
* his wife for eight years and when he returns he meets his

son, who looks about three years old.

Adele R., New York City.

Annette's Only Rival
r NOTICED this in the Universal serial, "Winners of the
* West": Betty is clinging to a rock in a swirling pool
below the falls. Two seconds later when the villain jumps in

to save her, she is clinging to a rock on the other side of the

pool. Charles E. W., Buffalo, N. Y.

Sartorial Shortcomings
\ FOLLOWED the serial "Hurricane Hutch" merely to watch
* Miss Lucy Fox change her shoes, which she did at most
peculiar times. For instance, in one scene she is running to

the river's edge in white sports shoes, trimmed in some darker
color, with flat heels. When she reaches the water, her shoes
are entirely white and the heels are very high. And why on
earth did Hutch always wear the same clothes, even to the
identical tie? C. W., Chicago, 111.

"Camille Was Good Company," Anyway
HTO quote Fannie Brice in the Follies. But as played by
* Nazimova, she was the most extraordinary lady I ever

saw. Her cough was not, as your review said convincing.
In the death-bed scene—that famous, touching tragic scene

—

I noticed this, in Alla's picture. The maid is shown opening
the sliding window above the bed, disclosing snow-flakes falling

gently. When the maid returns to the room, the window is

closed. M. Moss, Los Angeles, Cal.
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The Month's Most Popular Error

IN "The Sheik," the jealous favorite of the villainous sheik

is adorned with a vaccination mark.

Add Wild West Life In Films

IN "The Primal Law," a friend warns Brian (Dustin Farnum)
that a raid is about to be made on Brian's ranch. Brian

tells the friend to ride to town for the rangers. The friend

does so, leaving the hero and heroine to defend the ranch.

Yet, a few minutes later, we see the heroine using the ranch
telephone to phone her father at the town hotel. Why did

not Brian use the 'phone to summon the rangers?

Floyd P. Harlow, Louisville, Kentucky.

"What's The Matter with Charlie?"

CHARLES RAY, in "Two Minutes to Go," his football

picture, makes a dash up the gridiron carrying the ball

nearly to the goal line. In his glorious dash he runs apparently

in a straight line, although his opponents are coming towards

him from all directions in an effort to down him. In the

eyes of a football fan, this is not a run—it is a miracle.

C. A. Cook, Erie, Pa.

A New Parlor Pastime

RECENTLY I noticed a mistake in Corinne Griffith's Vita-

graph picture, "The Single Track." Here it is: Corinne
and her leading man, Richard Travers, are seen sitting in the

parlor on adjacent chairs. She is in a small chair, while he
is occupying an upholstered one. Two scenes later we see

the two again—and they have changed chairs.

T. P. O'Rourke, Galveston, Texas.

In Re The Military

ACCORDING to the press agent Rex Ingram spent some-
thing in the neighborhood of a million dollars filming

"The four Horsemen." It was a great picture, but why did

Ingram not spend an infinitesimal fraction of that million to

engage a French non-com to find out what the French soldier

wears under certain conditions? The uniform and equipment
that Julio wears, when he goes to see his father after enlisting,

are not correct. As a foreigner Julio must have enlisted in the

Foreign Legion. Why did he not wear the insignia of that

corps? Why did some of the German soldiers wear dress-

overcoats with their field uniforms? They were sticklers for

dress in that army. C. H, New Orleans, La.

Pity The Poor Bambino

IN James Oliver Curwood's "The Golden Snare," a title tells

us it is dawn. Bram Johnson, the hunted man, goes for

a hunt and is shot by the villain, who then moves upon
Bram's house with his gang and steals Bram's adopted daughter,

leaving a baby upon the bed kicking its little bare legs and
waving its little bare arms. In the fracas the Royal North-
west Policeman is knocked down, gets up and follows the

thieves in shirt sleeves and slippers, and is recaptured. In
another title we are told that the Policeman would be killed

that evening after he had witnessed the marriage of the stolen

girl to the villain. After the villain is killed and the hero

rescues the heroine and they return to the cabin after twenty-
four hours' absence, the baby is on the floor kicking its

little bare legs and waving its little bare arms.

C. W. B., Roseburg, Oregon.



"Don't Envy Beauty—
Use Pompeian '

'

You, too, can have the clear, warm tints of

youth, the alluring beauty of lovely coloring if

you know the secret of instant beauty, the

complete "Pompeian Beauty Toilette."

First, a touch of Pompeian DAY Cream (vanishing). It

softens the skin and holds the powder. Thtn apply Pom-

peian BEAUTY Powder. It makes the skin beautifully

fair and adds the charm of fragrance. Now a touch of

Pompeian BLOOM for youthful color. Do you know that

a bit of color in the cheeks makes the eyes sparkle? Presto!

The face is beautified and youth-i-fied in an instant!

(Above 3 articles may be used separately or together.

At all druggists. 60c each.) They come in shades to match

your coloring.

TRY NEW POWDER SHADES. The correct powder

shade is more important than the color of dress you

wear. Our new NATURELLE shade is a more delicate

tone than our Flesh shade, and blends exquisitely

with a medium complexion. Our new RACHEL
shade is a rich cream tone for brunettes. See

offer on coupon.

Pompeian BEAUTY Powder—naturelle, rachel,

flesh, white. Pompeian BLOOM— light, dark,

medium. Pompeian MASSAGE Cream (60c), for

oily skins; Pompeian NIGHT Cream (50c), for dry

skins; Pompeian FRAGRANCE (30c), a talcum

with a real perfume odor.

OoMpeian
| DAY I CREAM /
Get 1922 Panel—Five Samples Sent With It

"Honeymooning in Venice.*' What romance! The golden moonlit
balcony! The blue lagoon! The swift-gliding gondolas! The serenading
gondoliers! Tinkling mandolinsl The sighing winds of evening! Ah. the

memories of a thousand Venetian years I Such is the storv revealed in the

new 1922 Pompeian panel. Si:e 28 x 7 '4 inches. In beautiful colors. Sent
for only 10c. This is the most beautiful and expensive panel we have ever

offered. Artstore value 50c to$l. Money gladly refunded if not wholly
satisfactory. Samples of Pompeian BEAUTY Powder, DAY Cream
(vanishing). BLOOM, NIGHT Cream (an improved cold cream), and
Pompeian FRAGRANCE (a talc), sent with the Art Panel. You can
make many interesting beauty experiments with them. Please tear orT

coupon now and enclose a dime.

THE"POMPEIAN CO., 2131 Payne Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio
Also Made in Canada

r.

GUARANTEE
The name Pompeian on any package is your guaran-
tee of quality and safety. Should you not be com-
pletely satisfied, the purchase price will be ffladlj

refunded by The Pompeian Co., at Cleveland, Ohio.

TEAR OFF NOW
To mail or ro put in purse as shopping reminder.

THE POMPEIAN CO.. 21J1 Payne Ave.. Cleveland. O.

I Centlemen: I enclose 10c (a dime preferred) (or 1922
Art Panel. Also please send five samples named in offer.

I

I Address.

I

City.

(£11922. The Pompeian Co. . I State.

Nature!]* ahftde powde rite. Another below.



A Beauty Secret
3,000 Years Old

The use of palm and olive oils to keep the

skin fresh and smooth is nothing new, but a

secret known to pretty girls since Cleopatra's

time. Her Palmolive came in vessels and

jars, and she had to do her own mixing. But

the beautifying cleanser she achieved was the

inspiration of the mild, soothing blend science

produces today.

Take a lesson from Cleopatra, who kept

her youthful beauty long after girlhood's days

had passed. She used cosmetics to embellish

and enhance her charm, just as women do

today. But the foundation was a skin thor-

oughly and healthfully cleansed from all

clogging and dangerous accumulations.

Perfected for washing faces

Palmolive is blended from the same palm

and olive oils Cleopatra used—they are the

mildest, most soothing ingredients science has

been able to discover.

The scientific combination of these rare

oils produces a smooth, creamy, lotion-like

lather. Palmolive soothes and beautifies while

it cleanses. It keeps the skin of the face and

body beautifully soft and smooth.

The importance of thorough cleansing

It is absolutely essential to complexion

beauty to wash your face thoroughly once a

day. Palmolive makes this cleansing. doubly

beneficial by its mildness.

The profuse, creamy lather penetrates

each tiny pore, removing the deposits of dirt,

oil and perspiration which cause clogging and

enlargement. Such cleansing is the

secret of fresh, smooth skins, as re-

sults prove.

Don't neglect the body

Care of the complexion only begins

with the face. Neck, arms and shoul-

ders should be kept white and smooth.

UsePalmolive for bathing and these

results are accomplished. It does for

your body what it does for the face.

If this seems an extravagance, re-

remember the modest price. The firm,

long-wearing cake of generous size

costs but ten cents.

Copyrit-ht 1922. The Palmolive Company

Our price secret

If Palmolive were made in small quanti-

ties it would be a very expensive soap. Palm
and olive oils are most costly soap ingredi-

ents, and come from overseas.

But the popularity which requires enor-

mous production has reduced the price to

that of ordinary soaps. 25-cent quality is

offered for 10 cents.

THE PALMOLIVE COMPANY
Milwaukee, U. S. A.

THE PALMOLIVE COMPANY OF CANADA. Limited
Toronto, Ontario

Makers of a complete line of toilet articles

Volume and efficiency produce
25-cent quality for

10c



A
Recamier

of the

Films

Mary Alden is reminis-

cent of the famous

French wit and
socia o;enius

By

MARY WINSHIP

OF Mary Alden—who has

long stood out as one of

the foremost character

actresses in pictures, and
who achieved a personal success

as Mother in "The Old Nest"

—

devotees of pictures know very
little, practically nothing save of

her work. And yet as a person,

as a hostess, and as a testimonial

of the freedom of thought and
action that women have attained

in the past few years, she is

equally interesting.

She has always reminded me of

the brilliant Madame Recamier, whose social genius, understand-

ing, and powers of conversation welded together the wits and
geniuses of Paris.

I suppose every woman who has any social aspirations has
desired to establish a salon. I've tried it myself. I started with

Sunday night suppers where intellectual lights ate my food,

drank my drinks, and quarreled about everything from home
brew to automobiles and permanent waves. None of which
is conducive to a salon.

But Mary Alden has succeeded. She lives on the top floor

of a big, old apartment house almost in the center of Los
Angeles. Her mode of life is exactly my idea of how a woman
who works hard should live. When she comes home from a

day of intense emotional work at the studio, providing she is

not going out. she goes to bed. She has a big divan bed in her
own sitting room, and there, in a velvet dressing gown, sur-

rounded by books, papers and writing materials, she has
dinner served by Zabella—her priceless cook. Her cook, by
the way, has been with her for eight years, and her maid for

nine. While she eats, she reads.

"You see," she explained, "in that way I am able to relax

utterly. I can enjoy using my mind while my body and nerves
are getting the rest and restoration they need. It saves me
tons of energy and hours for study that I would otherwise have
to devote to sleeping to keep up my vitality."

Mary is an epicure of the highest order. Her dinner is a

sacred matter, especially to Zabella. whether she is dining

alone or is entertaining a few guests; and the best food I have
ever eaten in my life, I have eaten at Mary Alden's.

Last Sunday when I went about tea time I found her in a

smart little Paris frock of black taffeta and white organdy

—

her taste in smart clothes and velvet lounging robes is dis-

tinctive—at the piano. And she plays well; considered even
from a professional standard, she has strength and command
of tone that is unusual.

In her drawing room were gathered a group composed of a

famous novelist and his wife, whose small book of poems
created something of a sensation last year; a rising young
politician; a famous composer and his wife, a singer of renown
and beauty; a young girl who is becoming known for her

photographic studies, exhibited in London and Paris; an art

director—one of the best listeners I have ever known—and his

wife; a magazine writer, and a Russian woman whom I under-

stand belonged to the Czarina's household.

I sat looking and enjoying as I always do, the artistry of

the room, its richness and comfort, its personal warmth.

Some good rugs. big. littered tables, several couches ovorrlowine

with marvelous pillows, for which Man- has a passion, soft

lights, a picture or two. the grand piano. Incidentally the book-

cases hold a very fine library: she is known as a collector to

all book lovers and dealers, and owns several rare folios and

first editions.

And as I sat I thought of all the people who have found

inspiration and help of all kinds in that room. Mary Alden "s

favorite form of charity, as I know well, is to find some promis-

ing young artist, writer or musician who isn't setting alone. She

will feed, clothe and take care of them generally, long enough

to give them a start and a chance to show what they can do.
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78 Photoplay Magazine—Advertising Section

Why Film Stars Have Beautiful Hair
How they make their hair improve

their looks

Mae Murray— Darling of the movies.

Paramount Star. Soon to appear in

" Peacock Alley" following her triumph

in the "Gilded Lily." Her hair proves

her faith ,„ MULSIFIED.

Corinne Griffith—Vitagraph star of

wonderful charm and heauty. See her

in"Received Payment soon to appear.

MULSIFIEDleep. her hair heauriful.

STUDY the pictures of these beautiful women and you will

see just how much their hair has todowiththeirappearance.

You, too, can have beautiful hair if you care for it properly.

Shampooing is always the most important thing.

It is the shampooing which brings out the real life and lustre,

natural wave and color, and makes your hair soft, fresh and
luxuriant.

When your hair is dry, dull and heavy, lifeless, stiff and

gummy, and the strands cling together, and it feels harsh and
disagreeable to the touch, it hasn't been shampooed properly.

Effect of Proper Shampooing

WHEN your hair has been shampooed properly, and is

thoroughly clean, it will be glossy, smooth and bright,

delightfully fresh-looking, soft and silky.

While your hair must have frequent and regular washing,

to keep it beautiful, it cannot stand the harsh effect of ordinary

soaps. The free alkali in ordinary soaps soon dries the scalp,

makes the hair brittle and ruins it.

That is why leading motion picture stars and discriminating

women everywhere, now, use Mulsified Cocoanut Oil Shampoo.
This clear, pure and entirely greaseless product, cannot pos-

sibly injure, and it does not dry the scalp, or make the hair

brittle, no matter how often you use it.

It is surprising how really beautiful you can make your hair

look by the regular use of Mulsified.The method of use is simple.

First, wet the hair and scalp in clear, warm water. Then,
apply a little Mulsified Cocoanut Oil Shampoo, rubbing it in

thoroughly all over the scalp and throughout the entire length,

down to the ends of the hair.

Rub the Lather in Thoroughly

TWO or three teaspoonfuls will make an abundance of

rich, creamy lather. This should be rubbed in thoroughly

and briskly with the finger tips, so as to loosen the dandruff

and small particles of dust and dirt that stick to the scalp.

When you have done this, rinse the hair and scalp thoroughly,

using clear, fresh water.Then use another application ofMulsified.

Two waters are usually sufficient for washing the hair, but

sometimes the third is necessary. You can easily tell, for when
the hair is perfectly clean, it will be soft and silky in the water.

Betty Comp.on— Rising star in

f.Imdom. Watch for her in her
latest releases. "The Ordeal" and
"ForThose \Ve Love." Sec how
MULSIFIED keep, her hair

heautiful.

Anita Stewart— Famous " Fi

National attraction. Soon to appear

in " Her Mad fiargain." Notice her

heautiful hair. MULSIFIED leeps

it that way.

Rinse the Hair
Thoroughly

THIS is very im-

portant. After
the final washing, the

hair and scalp should

be rinsed in at least

two changes of warm
water and followed with

a rinsing in cold water.

After a Mulsified
shampoo, you will find

the hair will dry quickly and evenly and have the appearance

of being much thicker and heavier than it is.

If you want to always be remembered for your beautiful,

well-kept hair, make it a rule
y

to set

a certain day each week for a Mulsified

Cocoanut Oil Shampoo. This regular

weekly shampooing will keep the scalp

soft, and the hair fine and silky,

bright, fresh looking and fluffy, wavy
and easy to manage, and it will be

noticed and admired by everyone.

You can get Mulsified Cocoanut Oil

Shampoo at any drug store or toilet

goods counter—anywhere in the world.

A 4-ounce bottle should last for months.
Splendid for children. Fine for men.

WATK1NS
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^questions"
AND

k ANSWERS

V^OU do not have to be a subscribet to Photoplay
-*• Magazine to get questions answered in this Depart-
ment. It is only required that you avoid questions
that would call for unduly long answers, such as

synopses of plays, or casts or more than one play. Do
not ask questions touching religion, scenario writing or
studio employment. Studio addresses will not be
given in this Department, because a complete list of
them is printed elsewhere in the magazine each month.
Write on only one side of the paper. Sign your full

name and address; only initials will be published if

requested. If you desire a personal reply, enclose self-

addressed stamped envelope. Write to Questions and
Answers, Photoplay Magazine, 2*> W. d'jth St.,

New Yotk City.

LLOYD L., Detroit, Michigan.—Yes,

Lloyd, Douglas Fairbanks has filmed

The Three Musketeers. How did you
guess? I admire your modern spirit.

Isn't anything goes on you don't hear about,

is there, Llovd?

thank you from the bottom of my heart

for your kind phrase. It all helps.

John Jones.—Brother! I certainly am
glad to hear from you. I don't know the

length of Agnes Ayres' contract with
Paramount. But I am sure if you like

her they will renew the present contract.

Agnes recently obtained a divorce and has
no intention of marrying again ; at least

if she has, I am not in her confidence. And
between you and me, that doesn't surprise

me in the least. Although she was very
nice to me when she was in Manhattan the

last time. Said she read my department,
and liked it, and liked me. I tottered out
of her hotel with a b. p. enthusiasm. I

have a hunch that if you write to Agnes, and
tell her you are a friend of mine, which
you certainly are, she will write to you and
maybe send you her photograph. In which
case I will surely send you a New Year's
greeting. It may be a little late, but it

will be there. You know people who send
cards don't alwavs write on 'em.

Olga.—It seems to me, my dear, that you
should value a star's portrait sufficiently to

be willing to enclose a quarter to cover cost

of mailing. Do you know what the photo-
graphs they send out cost them every year?
Well, it runs into the thousands.

Leo B., Bronx.—We are quite euphonious
this month. You volunteer the information
that "The Ordeal," about which one of my
correspondents was anxious, was released

five years ago and was a war story. Antonio
Moreno, Vitagraph studios, Hollywood, Cal.

Tony has never married, to my knowledge.

Jose—You start out with a dissertation

recalling the Preamble to the Constitution
of the United States. And then you ask me
questions about Francis X. Bushman and
Beverly Bayne. It is impossible, and I

won't be dishonest and say that I regret it,

to give a list of all their productions. Here
are a few: "Daring Hearts," "The Poor
Rich Man," '"A Pair of Cupids," "Social
Quicksands," and "Graustark." Seriously, I

0. T., New Jersey.—You go in for the

serial drama, I see. Your nerves must be
wonderful. I lived through "The Perils

of Pauline" and had a nervous breakdown.
"Fighting Fate" was William Duncan's last

serial. Read his own story, "The Busines-

of Making Thrills," in this issue of Photo-
play Magazine. "The Veiled Mystery" was
the last of the Tony Moreno serials. And
I don't mean the latest. He is making full

length features now. Elmo Lincoln in "The
Adventures of Tarzan." Why, some people

pronounce Tarzan with the accent on the

last svllable. Others don't pronounce it

at all.

Gerry.—Yes, Mrs. Lydig Hoyt, the New
York society woman, had a part in Norma
Talmadge's "The Wonderful Thing." I

don't know who was the Wonderful Thing:

Norma or Julia. Barbara Castleton is not

married to Willard Mack, but there was
some talk of it at one time. Several news-
papers informed an eager world that they

were engaged, but it was evidently the first

Willard and Barbara heard about it. She
is with R-C Pictures Corp., Hollywood, Cal.

Margie.—Hello, I thought you had for-

gotten me and Rudolph Valentino. Now I

see that you have only forgotten me. The
handsome slick-haired Italian was born at

Castellaneta, on May 6. 180S. He and his

wife, Jean Acker, have separated. He is

now under a stellar contract with Lasky.

His latest pictures are "The Sheik" and
"Moran of the Lady Letty," with Dorothy
Dalton. Dorothy has bobbed her hair and

is wearing it straight. But you are probably

not as much interested in Dorothy's hair-cut

as I am. Rudie may be reached at Lasky
studios, Hollywood, Cal.

M. A.—If you read my department a;

exhaustively as you claim, you wouldn't

say I never mention Ralph Graves. He i-

married to Marjorie Seaman, is six feet

one inch tall and his latest pictures arc

"Kindred of the Dust" and "Sent for Out."

I am not making a mistake in this latter

title. That's the way Rupert Hughes wrote

it. Colleen Moore is in it, too.

Mary M.—It is very nice of you to write

me such a nice letter about yourself. But
may I not remind you very gently that

this will never buy the baby's shoes? Not
that I have any baby to buy shoes for.

But this is a department of queries and
replies, not flattery and persiflage.

Janet.—Are you and Janice twins? I'm
sure you should be. Percilla Dream is

married, if you happen to mean by that,

Priscilla Dean. Wheeler Oakman is the

luckv man.

M. W. Mitchell.—William Farnum has

not left the screen, but he went to Europe
for a long vacation. He is making a new
picture for Fox. Yes—I like Bill. He's a

gentleman and a scholar, besides being a fine

actor. He is married, and has a little

daughter, who is at present in school in

P:iris.

Gwendolyn.—The other evening I was
sitting in a crowded cabaret watching the

dancing, and writing on the table cloth and
sketching the people, and all of a sudden I

wrote, "Sketches by Booze"—just like that.

It's a sift. Gwen. A great many have been
imbibing, it seems, but not I. I don't get a

chance. Conway Tearle's play. "The Mad
Dog," didn't live long. I believe Conway is

making films again. He has a wife. Adele

Rowland; they are very happy. I under-
stand. I suppose you're sorry to hear it.

K. L., Canton.— I have heard that Earle
Williams' matrimonial bark has come to

grief, a? they say. His wife is Florence
Watz. a New York girl. Cal York has some
thing to say about it this month, and I don't

want to infringe on his rights- and I

couldn't if I wanted to.

Miss D.. Brooklyn —That I"). might
stand for much. Delightful., adorable, dear,

darling—or damnable. Mr-, Coogail is in

California again now. after her New York
trip, to see about the presentation of her

son's latest picture. "My Boy." Yes, I like

little Coogan immensely. I only hope he

will be not spoiled. Imagine a boy of six

the idol of half the world and of such greats

and eminent- as Charles Spencer Chaplin and
Ignace Jan Paderewski

!
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Marion G. Kestyrn.—I appreciate your
thinking of me and sending me postcards

of the various places you visit. You say

you like Venice best. The next best thing

to being over there myself is knowing one

of my favorite contributors is there—isn't

that a pretty speech ?

Beryl.—Doris May's real name is Helen

Garrett. No, it isn't either—it's Mrs. Wallace
MacDonald.

Janice.—Actors are no more conceited

than the rest of us. They are merely more
conspicuous. Write again soon and ask me
some questions. I like your name, your
paper, and your disposition.

M. M. S., Defiance, Ohio.—Jack Mulhall

of the wavy pompadour played opposite

Viola Dana in "The Offshore Pirate." Here's

the cast of "Always Audacious": Perry

Danlon, Wallace Reid; Clem Attuck, a

crook, Wallace Reid; Camilla Hoyt, Mar-
garet Loomis; Theron Amidon, Clarence

Geldart; Jerry the agent, J. M. Dumot;
Denver Kate, Rhea Haines; Molly, Carmen
Phillips; Martin Green, Guy Olivers. Mrs.
Rumson, Fannie Midglcy.

Adriana.—Sony I had to print your
name but it was too nice to hide its light

under a bushel of other letters. Niles Welch
is married to Dell Boone. He is thirty-

Questions and Answers
(Continued)

three, weigns one hundred and sixty-five,

and is six feet tall, though he certa.nly

doesn't look it. Address him 1616 Gardner
Street, Hollywood, Cal.

Opal.—I live in a hall bedroom, but I

don't drink buttermilk. Sometimes one lives

in hall bedrooms so one doesn't have to

drink just buttermilk. I drink— (censored.)

I enjoyed your letter immensely. Richard
Dix is not married. He is working at the

Goldvvyn studios in Culver City, Cal. Edith
Roberts is a charming young lady, and is

one of the leading players in Cecil deMille's

"Saturday Night." Somebody said this was
one deMille drama without a bathroom in

it, but I can't believe that.

Vivian Martin.—I am awfully sorry I

said you had a little daughter when you
haven't and it is very nice of you to write

and set me right. Will you, in the weary
word of the telephone operator, excuse it,

please ?

Inez.—You're very nice, really. You say

I should change my name from Answer Man
to Banisher of Blues. I wish somebody
would write a song about me. Darrell Foss
is still appearing in pictures. He will be
seen with May McAvoy in "The Homespun
Vamp" presently.

will be very much put out if he ever sees

your photograph. Martha Mattox is a

character actress. She is not under contract

to any particular company, but is a free-

lance. Sis Hopkins is not the name of an
actress. It's a play. Mabel Normand did

a screen version of it some time ago. Mabel
is back with Sennett. Her latest picture,

"Molly 0," is a knock-out. If you like

Mabel don't miss it.

E. C. B., Montreal.—The glorious one
is getting so famous that she is one of the

few stars whom people mention by their

first names. Nobody ever says Gloria Swan-
son. Gloria is all that's necessary. Address
her care the Lasky Studios, Hollywood, Cal.

Gloria is divorced. She has one little girl.

I have never seen the child but her mother
showed me some of her pictures, which she

doesn't do for everybody, and it is a beauti-

ful baby. You would like it whether it

belonged to Gloria or to Sophie Klutz.

W. L., Michigan.—You are Julian El-

tinge's only rival. I am sure Mr. Eltinge

Helen R., Weiser, Idaho.—A sadder

but wiser correspondent since I threw your
letter into the wastebasket because you
broke rules about religious questions. How-
ever, since you only want to know if Viola

Dana and Shirley Mason are sisters, I take

great pleasure in informing you that they

are. Thomas Meighan did not appear in

"The Love Expert." John Halliday was
leading man. I don't see any resemblance.

Dustin Farnum recently signed a starring

contract with Fox, and his first picture was
"The Primal Law." (Continued on page 98)

A
AN AQUATIC STAR

S well as a screen star. Little Richard Headrick, who hates being

called "Baby Dick," is the champion juvenile swimmer of the

western world. He is only three years old, but he has more medals than

most swimmers ten times his age. Richard, between pictures for First

National, tries new water stunts, and on one occasion "rescued" a drown-
ing man who weighed over two hundred pounds. The picture at the left

shows the young man with his many medals. Richard may have beauti-

ful baby-blue eyes, and marvelous golden curly hair, but he's a regular

guy all the same.
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The Romantic History

of the Motion Picture

PHOTOPLAY Magazine will begin the serial publication

of a romantic history of the motion picture in its April

number. Step by step, with a sympathetic but unbiased

and authentic vision, the progress of the picture, from the

remote and obscure beginnings to the tremendous institution

of today, will be traced.

This history of the pictures will be told in the living affairs

and movements of the men and women who have made the

pictures and who have been made by the pictures.

It will relate their obscure beginnings, their struggles, triumphs,

loves and marriages—hundreds of facts which have never

before been printed.

It is a romance transcending fiction; a tale of more wealth and
color than a Klondyke or a Kimberly ; more daring than the

Spanish Main— more splendor than a Rome, and as much
humanity as the heart of the world contains.

Seeking the writer most effectively equipped by a combination

of experience and craftsmanship, Photoplay has commissioned
Terry Ramsaye to perform this work, which has now been in

progress nearly a year. Mr. Ramsaye is among the most
authoritative of the writers on the motion picture—young
enough to have the viewpoint of today ; old enough to have had
an intimate personal contact 'with the motion picture through
the period of its greatest and most significant development.

begins in the April Issue of

PHOTOPLAY

1 nolo by Van aer Weyde

TERRY RAMSAYE

The

Greatest

Motion

Picture

Story

Ever

Told

Wlien you write to advertisers please mention rilOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.



Plays and Players
The livest, most accurate, and most interesting

news and comment about motion picture people

By CAL. YORK

IN
spite of the disarmament conference,

there seems to be no cessation in the

hostilities surrounding Charlie Chaplin's

unwedded state. In fact, if anything,

his return to Los Angeles after his European
trip, was the signal for a lot of verbal

gunplay.
Claire Windsor met him at the train.

May Collins didn't.

Later Miss Collins declared she didn't

meet him because she "wasn't that kind

of a girl." She intimated that she couldn't

see herself flattering any man to the extent

of meeting him at the train, but that she

waited at home that evening for Mr. Chaplin

to call upon her. Which he did.

She also coyly exhibited a very gorgeous

silver fox fur, which he brought her as a

present from Paris. And added that just

before he went away
they had "had a little

tiff," but all was well

a g a i n—and cleverly

led one to suspect

that it was during

this tiff that Mr.
Chaplin saw so much
of the blonde beauty,

Claire Windsor.

WHER EUPON
Miss Windsor

indignantly replied—

•

in print—that she

met Mr. Chaplin be-

cause he wired her

asking her to be at

the train. That she

hoped she wasn't so

silly she couldn't be

friends with a man
and do a friendly act

of common courtesy

like that without

thinking he might

put a wrong con-

struction on it.

Then she allowed

to be seen a very-

new, very expensive

wrap of ermine. She
didn't say it was her

gift from the great

comedian, but a

blind man could see

for himself the Paris

label inside.

Then Mr. Chaplin

declared he didn't

have the slightest in-

tention of marrying,

that his unhappy ex-

perience with Mil-

dred Harris was too

vivid in his mind to

allow him to think

of matrimony for a

long time to come.

"Not Miss Wind-
sor?" he was asked.

"Oh, no. She's a

wonderful girl—very

beautiful. I like her.

But I sha'n't marry."

"Or Miss Collins?"

82

"A lovely, brilliant young woman. I

respect her. But—no, I sha'n't marry."
So there you are

!

ALMOST every phase of society is rep-

resented in the movies, but so far

as we know, Queen Mary of Roumania is

the first lady ruler to take a hand in the

actual business of picture-making. She is

now in Paris waiting for the public's verdict

on her first attempt at play writing.

Her first film, "The Lily of Life," is a
romantic allegory. It features a prince and
large swarms of butterflies and quite a flock

of dancing girls.

RAYMOND HATTON has been getting

a lot of credit lately for fine work
in pictures. And so it was just necessary

for friend wife "to step into the ring." And
so she has just finished playing in "The
Wall Flower" for Goldwyn and has moved
to the Metro lot to take a leading part in

a new picture.

THE grand ball-room of the Hotel
Commodore was hardly large enough

to hold all of the people who wanted to see

Mae Murray's newest picture, "Peacock
Alley."

The little star herself occupied a box, with
her director-husband, the jovial Bob Leon-
ard. Mae was in a flame-colored, very brief

little gown, and she was quite delightful

She had as her guest of honor, Lillian Rus-
sell. The famous beauty received almost as

much attention as Mae herself.

R<

Three famous hostesses of the annual Actors' Equity Ball: Mrs. Leslie

Carter, Lillian Russell, and Elsie Ferguson. Mrs. Carter recently returned

to the stage in "The Circle." Miss FergusKm has temporarily deserted the

studios to appear in "The Varying Shore," a new play by Zoe Akins. Lillian

Russell is usually the guest of honor at every theatrical event of importance.

i UBYE de RE-
MER writes

from the French cap-
itol that she is hav-
ing the time of her
life. "Just went to

a wonderful party
and saw Lottie Pick-

ford and Teddy
Sampson there, so it

seemed just like

Hollywood. Leave
for Berlin in the

morning" is the way
the postcard read.

Rubye is a great

favorite with the

French film fans and
they have given her

a royal reception. It

was Paul Helleu, the

great French painter,

who called her the

most beautiful blonde
in America.

EARLE WIL-
LIAMS seems to

be in troubie again.

While he has re-

fused to discuss the

situation at all, it is

understood that he
and his wife, who
was a beautiful New
York heiress named
Florence Walz, have
separated and that

divorce action will

soon be taken.

Mrs. Williams went
east some time ago
with her mother and
has not returned.

Mr. Williams has en-
gaged Charles Erb-
stein, the well known
Chicago attorney who
is in Los Angeles, to

represent him, and
while Mr. Williams
wouldn't talk, Mr.
Erbstein did—a little.

At least he said

that while (Con-
tinued on page 85)
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Agnes Ayres, who is starring

in one of the latest Para-

mount successes "The Sheik."

The Secret of Loveliness
An interview with dainty Agnes Ayres

AGNES AYRES, who is starring

b with Rudolph Valentino, in

the new Paramount production,

"The Sheik," has some very definite

ideas about what makes women
really lovely.

"If you should go into any gather-

ing," she says, "and pick out the

one woman who seems to be the

loveliest person there, you would
not necessarily be picking out the

one with the most beautiful face or

figure.

"But you would find her hair simply

exquisite— soft, fluffy, silky and
full of radiance.

"So few women realize that their

hair is the key to loveliness, be-

cause they have never learned how
to bring out the charm and beauty

which lie hidden there."

When Miss Ayres told me this, it

was natural that my eyes should

travel to her own hair. And I

realized that she had learned

thoroughly the secret of loveliness.

Not only was her hair beautifully

soft, radiant, and silky, but it was

arranged so attractively that it

threw all about her an atmosphere

of charm.

You can use this secret of loveliness

It doesn't matter whether your hair

is dull, lifeless, impossible to arrange

or even full of dandruff. The fol-

lowing treatment, discovered by a

hairdresser, will bring out loveli-

ness you never knew you possessed.

And your friends will soon notice

a remarkable change.

Apply Wildroot Liquid Shampoo,
(cocoanut oil base), and wash as

usual, rinsing three or four times.

After drying, massage

Wildroot Hair Tonic

WILDROOT
Hair Tonic and Liquid Shampoo

into the roots of the hair with the

finger tips.

Send two dimes for four

complete treatments

Send in this coupon, with two dimes,

and we will send you enough Wild-

root Liquid Shampoo and Hair

Tonic to give you four complete

treatments.

Or you can get these Wildroot prod-

ucts at any drug or department

store, hairdresser or barber, with

a guarantee of absolute satisfaction

or money refunded. Wildroot Co.,

Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.

WILDROOT COMPANY, Inc.,

Dept Pa, BUFFALO, N. V.

I enclose two dimes. Please send me your
traveller's size bottles of Wildroot Liquid
Shampoo and Hair Tonic.

Name

A ddress

Druggist's Name

Druggist's

Address

When sou write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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The famous author of "Rhymes of a Red Cross Man" and "The Spell of
the Yukon visited the California studios of the Goldwyn company. This
is one of the few photographs made of Robert W. Service. No—he isn t go-

ing to write for pictures. But he is interested in them

there wasn't anything to say in the Williams
case yet, there would be.

Shortly after his marriage to the wealthy
New York girl, Williams was sued by Miss
Roma Raymond for $50,000 breach of

promise, and she was awarded half that

amount by the court. Mrs. Williams stuck
to her husband throughout that case most
loyally, and the news of a split in that

direction came as a surprise to all their

friends.

THE eastern film world is rejoicing in

the fact that Dick Barthelmess' first

stellar picture is a success.

He is the first Griffith player to leave

"the master
-

' and make good on his own.
If anybody deserves to get along it's the
Barthelmess boy. He has worked hard and
conscientiously ; he takes his business seri-

ously, but not too seriously.

POLA NEGRI is coming to America in

January.
New Y'ork is hoping that she will arrive

on this side of the continent, while the
Californians are betting she'll come straight

out there.

There has been no film personage in years
who has caused such a sensation as Negri.
Travelers in -Europe's film lands have
brought back news of her. Some say she
is a delightful, humorous young lady whose

main interest in life is her mother and
sisters, whom she supports. Others declare

that she is brilliant, beautiful, tempera-
mental, and married to a Polish count.

Still others say she is really named Pauline
Schwartz, whence her name Pola Negri, and
that she is very German and the wife of a

German.
Well, we'll soon see for ourselves.

ERIC VON STROHEIM gave up the

task of cutting clown his picture,

"Foolish Wives," after he had reduced it to

thirty-four reels. The Universal Company
had given up trying to cut down von Stro-

heim after he had spent over a million

dollars. Why not retitle it "Foolish

Directors" and release it as a serial?

DID you ever hear of a serial, each
episode of which was the length of the

usual feature film?

That's what is puzzling Paramount right

now. They bought the German picture.

"The Mistress of the World," and now they

are faced with the problem of how to re-

lease it.

The same company has a new Negri

picture, "The Devil's Pawn." Almost every

boat brings a new batch of European pic-

tures for inspection. They don't buy all

of them, either.

That's good. {Continued on page 86)

How You Can Have
Prettier Dresses

At Half the Cost

By Marjorie La Mar

I
WANT to tell you about a new and
wonderfully simple plan by which you

can now learn right at home in spare
time to make all your own arid your
children's clothes.

I want to tell you how you can not
only have more and prettier dresses, suits
and hats, but how you can save at least
one-half of what you are now spending.

Does it sound almost too good to be
true? Then, let me tell you about the
Woman's Institute— the great school
which is bringing the joy of better clothes
at substantial savings to women and
girls all over the world.

Yovi say that you cannot sew a stitch
or that you sew only a little? No matter!
The Institute courses begin with the very
simplest stitches and seams and proceed
by logical steps until you learn the whole
art of dressmaking—the designing, cut-
ting, fitting and construction of garments
of every kind.

The courses are so complete and practi-
cal that hundreds of students with abso-
lutely no other preparation have opened
shops of their own and enjoy large in-
comes and independence as professional
dressmakers and milliners.

Best of all, you are not asked to spend
long weeks on practice work. You begin
almost at once to make actual garments.
No matter where you live— no matter
what your age or position in life, if you
can be reached by the mails, you can
learn dressmaking and millinery at home
through the Woman's Institute.

Aren't you glad to know that at last
you can have those pretty clothes for
which your heart has been longing all
these years? And wouldn't you like to
have the full story of the school and the
method that have made this possible?
The way is easy.

Send for Handsome 64-page Booklet

IT tells all about the Woman's Institute. It describes

the courses in detail and tells how you, too. can
learn easily and quickly, in spare time at home, to

make your own clothes and hats and dress better at

less cost, or prepare for success in the dressmaking or
millinery proies>ion.

Use the coupon below or write a letter or post card

to the Woman's Institute, Dept. 17-B, Scranton,
Penna. Without cost or obligation, a copy of this

handsome booklet will come to you, absolutely free,

by return mail.

TEAR OUT HERE

WOMAN"? INSTITUTE
Dept. 17-B, Scranton, Penna.

Without cost or obligation, please send me one of

your booklets and tell me how I can learn the sub-

ject which I have marked below:

Home Dressmaking Millinery

Professional Dressmaking Cooking

Name
(Please specify whether Mrs. or MtsS'

Address
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stands for Prevention,
of all winter ills

—

Coughs, sneezes, colds
and the shivery chills.

for Insist on Piso's
by name

For the words "Just as
good as" don't mean
"Just the same."

is for Safety which
means you are sure

That all things in Piso's
are perfectly pure.

that it's good for the Old
or the young

Three generations its

praises have sung !

is for Sure and for Safe
and for Sane

—

When Piso's is used, not
a cough can remain.

Piso's contains no opiate. It

is good for young and old.

Buy it today. 35c everywhere.

Piso's Throat and Chest Salve for external
application is especially prepared for use in
conjunction with the syrup.

PISO'S
SAFE AND SANE

~for Coughs & Colds*

Plays and Players

{Continued from page 85)

When you saw this scene on the screen, you thought it was the real thing.

And that s why Thomas H. Ince had this miniature village made. The girl

is Florence Vidor, who s working for Mr. Ince now

THERE are at least two famous motion
picture stars in Hollywood who couldn't

sign their own checks and get a nickel out

of their own bank accounts. Their wives

handle the exchequer, and they don't even
know the combination. Hollywood is a

very emancipated place.

SOMEBODY was asking Buck Jones about
his fan mail the other day.

"Do you get much?" asked this friend.

"No," said Buck, "I don't reckon you'd

call it much. Yu'see, so many of the people

that'd write to me can't write."

However, Buck's mail happens to be get-

ting larger by the minute.

SUZANNE VIDOR, the three-year-old

daughter of lovely Florence Vidor, was
left for an instant by her colored mammy
to watch a pot of coffee on the stove, while

mammy went to answer the telephone.

In an instant Suzanne appeared at the

door, wide-eyed, and called, "Mammy, quick,

come here. The coffee pot's frowed up all

over the stove."

MARIN SAIS, pioneer film actress, and

Jack Hart Hoxie, western star, obtained

a marriage license at Santa Ana the other

day. They were to be married immediately

and leave for a brief honeymoon.

HELEN FERGUSON was standing in the

Goldywn restaurant the other noon
when she caused a near-riot by suddenly

shrieking, "Oh, oh, my goodness, the false

teeth. The false teeth. What shall I do?"
Everybody, including her director, de-

manded an explanation, but Helen had dis-

appeared.

When she came back she explained that a

funny old Yiddish lady working with her

in a scene in "Hungry Hearts" had to take

her false teeth out.

"She didn't know where to put them, and

the poor old thing looked so bewildered
and hurt I took them and put them in my
make-up case. I forgot them, and it just

occurred to me she couldn't eat her lunch
without them. So I went to look for her.

But it was all right. She was eating soup."

SAW Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Graves out
horseback riding in the Hollywood hills

bright and early the other morning. They
have taken a delightful honeymoon cottage

next door to Rowland Lee, the Goldwyn
director, and are almost too "honeymoonish"
for ordinary people. Mrs. Graves, who was
Marjorie Seaman, a St. Paul society girl, is

much concerned over the report that Ralph
married a Follies beauty.

"He didn't. He married me," she says

most emphatically.

NAZIMOVA had an idea. She was going

to make repertoire pictures. That
means she would make "Salome" and "A
Doll's House" in a few reels each, and re-

lease them as one program offering. Then
she went back to California and began work
and changed her mind. She says "Salome"
has proved so interesting that she is going

to make a full-length feature of it. So you'll

see more of Salome than was originally in-

tended.

By the way, Madame was asked, while on
her recent visit to Manhattan, what her

favorite literature was. "Medical books,"

she replied.

THE divorce suit of Jean Acker against

her husband, Rudolph Valentino, is

now being heard in the Los Angeles courts.

Miss Acker declares that she married the

handsome actor when he was broke and un-

known, and that as soon as he became rich

and famous, he forgot her, struck her and
quarreled with her furiously.

However, Ruddy's friends and the Holly-

(Continued on page 87)
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wood gossips declare there are two sides to

the question. Grace Darmond, with whom
Miss Acker lives and at whose home she

and her husband once stayed, was an im-

portant witness for the wife.

PEARL WHITE has sold her beautiful

Bayside estate to John Golden. Mr.
Golden can afford it—he is the producer of

'Lightnin'."

Pearl is, they say, no longer with the Fox
company. Since her desertion of the serial

drama, she has done nothing of particular

interest. Fox paid her a large salary, but

the returns from her five-reel "society

dramas" and other features were not

sufficient to make her a good investment.

She was not mentioned in the billing for "A
Virgin Paradise."

Reminds me of a little incident. I was
walking down Fifth Avenue one afternoon

and at the corner of Forty-second Street I

saw Pearl White's dashing roadster parked,

with Pearl in it. A group of street urchins

came along. One of them saw her. ''Gee

—

der's Poil !" he shouted. The kids gathered

about her car, their open admiration finding

voice in "Hello, Poil—I seen you de other

day in a pitcher," or "Take us fer a ride,

Poil?"

GOUVERNETJR MORRIS, one of the

Goldwyn Eminent Authors, was argu-

ing with Mr. Goldwyn about the cast for

his last story, a Chinese fantasy. He was
much interested in getting a young Chinese

actor named Jack Abbe to play the leading

role, as he felt that a Chinaman alone could

do justice to the part.

"I tell you this boy is the greatest actor

in the world," he cried vehemently during

the course of the argument.
"I know, I know," said Sam Goldwyn,

"but you're the only one that knows it!"

However, Abbe got the part and accord-
ing to everybody on the Goldwyn lot, has
vindicated Mr. Morris' glowing tributes com-
pletely.

TAMES RENNIE, husband of Dorothy
J Gish, is now in Hollywood. He looks

sort of lost and a trifle puzzled when you
see him wandering about the Goldwyn lot.

But everybody is doing his best to make
him feel at home.
But in spite of all the stars who have

returned this month, the place doesn't look
quite natural, for Betty Blythe has left for

New York, where she is to make a feature

production for Rex Beach, for United
Artists.

CONSTANCE TALMADGE, whose mar-
riage a little over a year ago to John

Pialoglo, wealthy Greek cigarette manufac-
turer, caused a sensation in filmdom, is going
to get a divorce.

She doesn't know just when, but she
does know that she is determined to get one
and that she and her husband are definitely

and finally separated. While rumors to this

effect have been whispered about, they have
been vigorously denied until the other day
when Miss Talmadge, at the home of her
sister, Mrs. Buster Keaton in Los Angeles,
stated that her marriage had been a failure

and that sooner or later she would surely
seek to have it undone by the courts.

"I find I must sacrifice my matrimonial
venture to my career," the pretty comedienne
is quoted as saying. "My husband objected
to my devotion to my work and was not
able to understand that it must always
come first with me. So we have decided to
separate. When I came west this time, we
settled things for all time."

(Continued on page 88)

Greet Them
With these extra-flavory oats

Serve the oat dish at its best.

This is the supreme food— almost the ideal food. As a body builder,

as a vim-food it holds a premier place.

Give it that fragrance and flavor which Nature confers on fine oats.

Make it with Quaker Oats always.

This brand is flaked from queen grains only— just the rich, plump,
flavory oats.

All the small grains are discarded— the puny, unripe and insipid.

Thus millions of oat lovers, all the world over, have been won to this

luscious flavor.

Countless people send overseas to get it.

You have only to specify Quaker Oats to get it at any store.

For the family's sake, don't forget.

We get but ten pounds from a bushel

62 dishes for 30 cents

The large package of Quaker Oats will serve 62 lib-

eral dishes. The cost is but 30 cents. It contains 6,221

calories of nutriment, of which one-sixth is protein. It

supplies 16 needed elements. This is the cream of the

oats— the choicest part of the greatest food that grows.

Packed in sealed round packages

with removable cover
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We'll Send You
Their Secret for

20 Cents!

A Simple Thing to Know
But It Makes a World of

Difference in One's Looks

THAT well-
groomed look

you see on the screen

is not a gift of God.
Thousands of men
and women know the

secret, and use it

—

for less than a penny's
cost each day.

Your hair, too,
would always be
well - dressed — sleek

—smooth, every lock

in place—with that

sheen and life-like

luster— if you used
wonderful Hermo
Hair-Lustr. Grease-
less, stain less; aclean,

invigorating hair

help. Dainty women
love its look and feel.

Careful menare never
without its aid to

smart appearance.

-Advertising Section
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WALLACE REID

He has the ordinary

man s head 01 hair;

care makes it snap
with life and lustre.

Hermo Hair-Lustr
will keep any man s

hair looking its best.

Dress your hair as it looks best; if the

finishing touch is a few drops of Hermo it

will stay that way, through work and play.

Your hair is bound to excite admiration.

Hermo's

Unusual Offer

Druggists are fast

stockingHermo Hair-
Lustr, but until every
store has it, we send
it prepaid direct. For
your own sake, get a
bottle and see what a
tr ansf ormation it

works ! Use it a week,
and if you are not
simply charmed with
its effect — we will

GLORIASWANSON buy back what's left,

at the full price you
paid. Small size last

two or three weeks;
big dollar size six

months' supply. Use
coupon now:

Her hair is a shining

crown of glory.
Hermo Hair-Lustr
keeps ones hair-
dress in place.

HermoCo. , 542 E.63rdSt.,Dcpt. 75, Chicago

~^J
I enclose 20c (stamps or dimes) for 2-wks. sample.

^] I enclose $1 bill for a Six Months' Supply.

Send Hermo Hair-Lustr prepaid, plainly wrapped
with full directions, money back if I want it. Include
your big offer of other professional beauty aids, and
50c credit certificate free.

Name_

Address

Little Mary had a party while she was making Little Lord Fauntleroy.
She invited Dill, Dick, and Thomas Ince, Jr., and George Beban, Jr. Their

mothers came, too.

Miss Talmadge is to make her home with

a sister and brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Buster Keaton, at least for a time.

Intimate friends of the family declare that

Mrs. Talmadge, who is almost as famous for

lier managerial ability as Mrs. Pickford,

was never satisfied with the marriage.

Well, anyway, the Talmadges are all back
in Los Angeles for an indefinite stay and it

seems quite natural. The Mayor went down
to meet Norma Talmadge and her husband,

Joseph Schenck, and the whole Chamber
of Commerce turned out to honor Miss
Connie. Mr. and Mrs. Schenck are at the

Ambassador.
While the youngest of the Talmadges is

admitting the coming divorce in her branch,

the other pair of the famous sisters seem
to be giving excellent impersonations of

real happy families. Mrs. Keaton, who was
the middle one, Natalie, had very important

and exciting news to tell her sisters when
they arrived. Imagine Norma and Con-
stance Talmadge as aunts.

An old friend of the family who has

been much with Norma in the last few
years, declared the other day that the

Schencks are the most loving husband and
wife in pictures. When the famous screen

star went to Bermuda recently to make a

picture, she refused to go unless her husband
took the boat trip with her both ways
and they spent a long and delightful vaca-

tion touring in Europe, where the whole
Talmadge family were guests of Mr. Schenck.

His latest gift to her was a diamond so

large that no insurance company will

insure it.

SOON after his arrival in Los Angeles,

Mr. Schenck, in partnership with several

other eastern picture men including Watter-
son Rothacker, purchased the controlling

stock in the Robert Brunton Studios, from
Robert Brunton, at a figure which it is

supposed ran over a million dollars. The
Brunton Studio plant is one of the largest

producing lots in the west and this will give

Mr. Schenck a place to produce his wife
and sister-in-law's pictures.

So it looks as though the Talmadges were
here to stay a while at any rate. Even
Norma, who is supposed to be devoted to

New York, says she is tickled to death to

be home again.

And just wait until the stork has visited

the Keatons. California is certainly a grand
place to raise children.

ANITA LOOS and John Emerson at-

tended the out-of-town try-out of the

new Zoe Akins play. They are close friends

of the playwright, and once Anita was al-

most prevailed upon to appear in an Akins
play.

But she didn't.

Anita is the chatelaine of a new house in

New York. The Emersons no sooner move
to the country than they move back to a

new maison. This latest home is so large

that Connie Talmadge said when she calls

up 'Nita on the phone she can hear the

tap-tap of the writer's tiny heels on the

long stairs, and that by the time she answers
the connection is off.

TIMES, for the multitude of extra people
working in Hollywood, haven't been

all that they might be during the past few
months. Things are brighter now, but there

was a time when the lines at the booking
offices were long and when a day's work
was much in demand. And steady work
was a miracle.

During that time two extras were stand-
ing in line. It was just about the time that

Eric von Stroheim completed "Foolish
Wives," the feature picture which took him
a year and four months to make.

(Continued on page 80)
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The first extra suddenly turned around

and asked, "What's your idea of heaven,

anyway?"
The second immediately replied, "Making

a serial with von Stroheim."

ELSIE Ferguson's play, "The Varying

Shore," has had its Manhattan premier.

The general opinion is that the play,

which is by Zoe Akins, is too long, but

that Miss Ferguson has all her old-time

charm.
This famous actress has changed con-

siderably after her long European vacation.

She was tired and nervous when she left

;

after the rest she came back youthful, en-

thusiastic, and more beautiful than ever.

Just the other day I saw her, an incon-

spicuous figure in baby lamb and a lace

hat—until you saw her face—strolling along

Fifth Avenue, rubbing shoulders with the

meek and lowly, animatedly watching the

crowds.

LYNN REYNOLDS, for years Tom Mix's

director, and his pretty wife, Kathleen
O'Connor, have a new invention which
they declare should be in every home.

"It's the greatest little prevention for

divorce in the world," says Lynn.
As a matter of fact, it's a trick door

that leads into a very wonderful work room,
with a big fireplace and bookshelves, ar-

ranged in the attic. The door lets down
like a ship's ladder and is then drawn up
and shut. Once thus arranged, it's as im-
pregnable as Gibraltar.

"Every husband and wife ought to have
a place to go away and shut up if they

want to," says Kathleen with a smile. "We
both intend to use it—as soon as our honey-
moon is over."

It's terrible the number of honeymoon
couples we have in Hollywood right now.

JACQUELINE LOGAN, former Follies

•* beauty and now a screen star, holds the

month's record for court proceedings.

The exact legal phraseology is too in-

volved, but Jackie has been sued by and in

return has sued young Mr. Craney Gartz,

millionaire Pasadena clubman, in a slight

altercation over the ownership of an expen-

sive and handsome coupe.

Mr. Gartz sent a deputy sheriff out to

Jackie's home, and the mean old thing took
Jackie's pretty car out of her garage, on a

warrant of some kind. Jackie legally then

called Mr. Gartz an Indian giver and filed

suit to recover the automobile.

Jackie says Mr. Gartz gave her the car

as an engagement present, and that she spent

considerable money having it all dolled up
in her favorite color.

They quarreled then, or something, and
Mr. Gart- stated he had only loaned her

the car and actually sent and took it away.
Now both sides are on file in the Los

Angeles courts and the judge will have to

decide.

Unless he's made of granite, Jacqueline
will certainly have an advantage.
Mr. Gartz, by the way, is the same young

man who was so attentive at one time to

Gloria Swanson. It was reported that she
declined his hand and millions in favor of

Herbert Somborn. Anyway, he is the son
of one of the oldest and richest families in

Pasadena.

rHE LONDON SKETCH published, in a

recent issue, a page of gymnasium
photographs of Madame Alia Nazimova,
under the caption: "Silent-Stage Star and
Dumb-Bell Expert."

(Continued on page go)
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on the hands and arms do not realize how delightfully beneficial it is for the
complexion. The same distinctive qualities that soothe and heal chapping
and sunburn will keep the skin of the face and neck soft, clear and refreshed,

thus enhancing the charm of natural skin beauty. It is fragrant, refining.

Let me suggest that you begin to use this gratifying cream now so you may
have that soft, velvety skin throughout the winter, even tho daily exposure
to bleak winds is unavoidable. Apply only sufficient to moisten the skin,

use it morning and night, also before and after an outdoor trip.

Miss Cecil Arden, Mezzo Soprano.Met-
ropolitan Opera, subject of two portraits

by the celebrated Campbell Phillips, and
recipient of many fluttering screen offers,

writes

:

It is a pleasure for me indeed to recom-
mend Hinds Cream to everyone who val-

ues a pure cream which really does what
its advertisements claim. I have used it for

years. Particularly soothing to the skin

after the make-up is removed, it keeps the
skin white and smooth. If applied regu-

larly to the arms and hands before retir-

ing it will keep them in perfect condition
in the winter.

(Signed) Cecil Arden.

In many homes Hinds Honey and Almond Cream is used to overcome that annoying
condition known as "catchy fingers" while sewing. It will not soil the fabric—A wonder-
ful aid in manicuring to soften the cuticle and to relieve any tenderness after the operation.

—As a base for face powder, applying just enough to moisten the skin.—In those Western
states where alkaline dust dries and irritates the skin beyond endurance.—For burns and
little sores which are quickly alleviated.— In the nursery for chafing and other uncomfort-
able skin troubles which disturb the baby.—By men after shaving to stop the smarting, to

neutralize the irritating effect of the soap, and to prevent chapping.

If you would like to try a sample assortment of the Hinds
Cream Toilet Requisites, send us 10c in stamps, or a dime
carefully wrapped, and we will mail the package to you at

once, postpaid, containing samples of Hinds Honey and
Almond Cream (liquid), Cold Cream, Disappearing Cream,

Face Powder and Talcum. A charming booklet: "The Girl

Who Loved the Beautiful" will be mailed separately.

Hinds Week-End Box contains six trial size packages

of the fascinating Hinds Cream Toilet Requisites-

pure, fragrant, refined, beneficial. Charmingly boxed
in old rose. 50c Postpaid.

ASK
YOUR DEALER

FOR
Hinds Cream Superior
Toilet Requisites; but if not

obtainable, order from us.

We will send postpaid in

the U. S. and guarantee
satisfaction.

S. HINDS
Dept. 28.

Portland,

Maine

A.
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Get TMn
—to musflef

five

own home,
phonograph

T'S easy. I'll prove it in uvc
• days' time— free. In your

mfX with your own
Read my offer.

Food Does Not
Cause Fat

—if it did, we would
not see stout men and

women who eat less than a

child of ten. My method

lets you eat, but your system

uses all your food for blood,

bone and sinew. Nothing is left from
which Nature can makeJat.

Howl ReduceMen andWomen
Reducing my way is play. A 20-

minute lesson daily

—

to music! Ten or fifteen

pounds reduction is nothing. If you are 50,

60, 75 lbs. overweight I require a little

longer. But results are the same.

The things I give you to do will change

the conditions

—

the underlying causes— that

keep one fat. Nature will then make your figure

normal, in surprisingly short time. In overjive

thousand cases, I have not had a singlefailure.

Read These Letters
Having reduced 60 lbs., ray friends pass me with-

out recognizing who it is, I feel ten years younger

—

(Mrs.) Grace Horchler.4625 Indiana Ave., Chicago, 111.

In twenty-two days I have reduced 11 lbs. I love
the lessons, and am feeling better than in months

—

(Mrs.)V. W. Skinkle, 914 N. 40tb St., Omaha, Neb.

I have reduced 15 lbs. in two lessons you can use,

my letter— (Mrs.) Esta Arbaugh, Mandamin, la.

FREE PROOF
I have no books to sell, nor

pamphlets that deal with starvation.

But I can reduce you, and will send

free, prepaid and plainly wrapped,

full-sized record to prove it. Use it,

and note the result; that's all I a9k!

Use coupon below

WALLACE, 178 W.Jackson Blvd., Chicago
Please send record for first reducing lesson, free

and prepaid. I will either enroll, or return your
record at the end of a five day trial. This does not
obligate me to buy.

Mr. Mrs. Mist

St. & No.

P.O . State-

Plays and Players
{Continued from page 89)

He s a cousin of mine—just a cousin of mine— Madge Bellamy was in

California one whole year before she discovered that Tom Forman, the
director, was a cousin of hers. Both Madge and Tom were born and raised

in Texas, but they lost track of each other when they left the old home town
to seek their fortunes.

M'AY
BLTSCH moved into a new and

fashionable apartment house on the

Boulevard the other day.

The first evening, the black-haired vamp
strolled into the lobby and dropped into a

chair by the plate glass windows to await

a suitor. In the next chair sat a lady
tourist, with all the earmarks of Hawkins
Center. She was friendly and talkative

—

Mae was amiable.

"Ain't this a swell place to set ?" demanded
the lady from Hawkins Center. ''I set here

a lot. I set here most every evenin' and
watch the cars go pro and con." And as

Mae rose to depart she remarked. "Now
dearie, you come into my apartment and see

me. Any time. Don't be formal. Just
slip on a dejeuner and run in."

IF reports are true. Miss Dorothy Dalton
is one of the very luckiest young women

in America right this minute.

For the story now being told in awed
whispers along the Boulevard is to the
effect that she was a mere bystander at a

game of chance the other evening—a game
played with little white cubes with black

dots on them—and that a friend of hers,

worth many millions, won something like

$72,000. It being a very trifling sum to

him, he turned with a smile and said, "I

don't want this," and swept the whole sum
into Dorothy's lap.

Well, the handsome film star ought to be
mighty generous this Christmas.

Besides being one of the richest of our
screen beauties, Miss Dalton is certainly the

Even- advertisement In PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.

most travelled. During the past eight

months she has covered over 24,000 miles,

besides making two big special feature pro-
ductions.

But she says she's getting tired and she

thinks she'll settle down in Los Angeles.

THEY may be moving their studios away,
but they all come back sooner or later

—some for a week, some for six.

Little old New York is having a shower
of film celebrities right now, all come to

do their Christmas shopping, to replenish

their wardrobes, to sign new contracts, and
to confer with presidents of companies.

Charles Ray and Mrs. Ray came for a t

vacation. He was in attendance at the

Army-Navy football game, and at many of

the theaters.

Shirley Mason was in Manhattan for a

few weeks before leaving the Fox convention t

in Chattanooga, Tenn. Little Miss Mason
made herself extremely popular with every-

body. It was her first trip east in three

years. She was going to stay longer, but
her handsome husband, Bernard Durning,
is in California and she couldn't see being
separated from him for very long.

Mr. and Mrs. William Desmond have been
seen about a great deal. The blonde Mary
Mclvor Desmond has ' attracted much at-

tention because of her beauty and charm.
The Desmonds were at the Equity Ball, and
also at a dance at Delmonico's given in their

honor. Theirs is one of the happiest ro-

mances of the screen.

(Continued on pgge 117)
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Wallingford
(Continued from page 56)

A swagger person wearing spats and
carrying an impressive stick, sauntered across

the lobby, accepted the pen and signed the

register.

"Make me a promise that you won't sell

that signature to an autograph hunter," said

the stranger with an affable sternness.

Dempsey turned the register about and

without marked difficulty made out the

name "J. Rufus Wallingford."

"I want the best suite you've got in the

place and all my meals to be served in my
room and the same waiter each time. Is

Mr. Horace Daw stopping here?"

"Yes, sir!" Dempsey spoke up. "You
are Mr. Wallingford."

"Yes," the guest admitted. "You must

have seen my pictures in the magazines."

"Shall I tell Mr. Daw you are here?"

"Yes," Wallingford raked a cautious hand.

"Tell him quietly; let no one else know."

AS Dempsey disappeared into the dining

room, Wallingford looked about in ap-

praisal of the community as represented by

the Palace. Then his eyes lighted on Fannie,

whom he discovered to be very pleasant.

"It isn't possible that you live here?" he

said to her easily.

"Yes, sir."

"Stenographer?"
Fannie nodded.

"Well, we'll be together a lot," said Wal-

lingford.

Daw came rushing from the dining room,

with his hand extended to bid Wallingford

welcome to Battlesburg.

Daw drew Wallingford aside.

"How's the exchequer?"

"Got just forty-three dollars," Walling-

ford replied. "How are you fixed?"

"On my last ten spot," Daw answered.

"What's the prospect—looks dead."

"Cheer up—there's lots of money here

and they'll grab at a manufacturing plant

song and dance," Daw assured him.

Swiftly they began to complete the stage

setting on the ground work that Daw had

laid in his busy idle days in Battlesburg.

In fifteen minutes Wallingford had rattled

out orders for the decoration of his suite

with American flags, sent for a map of the

city, ordered that the best motor car agent

be sent in to sell him a machine, that dinner

be served in his room and that a barber

be sent to his rooms to shave him.

G. W. Battles, grumpy and annoyed at

the fuss stalked across the lobby. Daw saw

him and seized upon him.

"I want you to meet Mr. Wallingford.

I have told him about you and he is very

much interested." Daw was flattering.

"What's all this fuss about!" Battles

interrupted, showing his distrust.

"Why. Mr. Wallingford's visit here was
largely for the purpose of shaking your

hand, Mr. Battles," Daw pleaded. "He is a

great admirer of your great grandfather."

Battles sniffed and sneered. "Likely—my
great grandfather has been dead a hundred

years."

"But his achievements and principles live

yet—in book form," replied the quick-witted

Daw. "Mr. Wallingford has one of three

copies."

"Never heard of it." admitted Battles,

skeptical but curious. "What is the title?"

"The History of the Life of Benjamin
Battles," replied Daw. "It was privately

printed. The King of England has one
copy, Mr. Wallingford one and what be-

came of the third is a mystery."
"I'd like to see that book," Battles said.

(Continued on page 02)
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Be More Careful
of your teeth—combat the film

If you are brushing your teeth in a wrong

way, learn what this new way means.

Authorities now advise it. Leading den-

tists everywhere are urging its daily use.

Millions of people employ it.

Make this ten-day test and let the results

show you what really clean teeth mean.

That dingy film

Film is what clouds the teeth's beauty.

It causes most tooth troubles. Countless

teeth discolor and decay because the old

ways of brushing do not effectively fight

film.

Film is that viscous coat you feel. It

clings to teeth, enters crevices and stays.

That is what discolors— not the teeth.

Film is the basis of tartar. It holds food

substance which ferments and forms acid.

It holds the acid in contact with the teeth

to cause decay.

Germs breed by millions in it. They,

with tartar, are the chief cause of pyorrhea.

Ways to end it

Dental science has in late years found

two ways to fight film. It has proved them

by careful tests. Now they are embodied

in a new-day tooth-paste—called Pepsodent

— for daily application.

REG U S. ^mamm^li^^^^^mmm^^mmmmmi.

The New-Day Dentifrice

A scientific film combatant, whose every

application brings five desired effects.

Approved by highest authorities, and
now advised by leading dentists every-

where. All druggists supply the large

tubes.

Dentists here and abroad now advise it.

It is now bringing a new dental era to some
40 races of people.

Other new effects

Pepsodent brings three other effects,

natural and very important.

It multiplies the salivary flow—Nature's

great tooth-protecting agent. It multiplies

the starch digestant in the saliva, to digest

starch deposits. They may otherwise cling

and form acids.

It multiplies the alkalinity of the saliva,

to neutralize the acids which cause tooth

decay.

Thus every use does five things which
dental authorities now regard as essential

You'll quickly see

A 10-Day tube of Pepsodent is sent to

all whe ask. That shows the delightful

effects. In a week you will realize that this

method means much to you and yours.

Send the coupon for it. Note how clean

the teeth feel after using. Mark the

absence of the viscous film. See how teeth

whiten as the film-coats disappear.

Watch all the effects, then read the rea-

sons in our book. That test may lead to

life-long benefits. Cut out the coupon now.

10-Day Tube Free
THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,

Dept. 553, 1104 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

Only one tube to a family.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Join in the Revels of

MARDI-GPAS
Otop over in New Orleans on your way to Call'

fornia this year and feast your eyes on the gop
geous spectacle of MARDI GRAS, that famous
carnival which started more than two centuries

ago when sixtyeight inhabitants celebrated the

founding of their city.

On February 27th and 28th you can join in all

the care-free revels of Rex, Lord of Misrule, and
enjoy the marvelous pageant of the Mistick

Crewe ofComus—the gorgeous display of purple
and gold—the beautiful floats, confetti, costumes,

masks—the fun and revelry.

You can visit the old French quarter—see relics

of the Spanish regime and the picturesque mar'

kets—dine at famous restaurants and enjoy the

quaint ways and byways of this '"'"Gateway to

the Golden Southwest".

"Take the

Sunset? Route
to California

New Orleans
San Antonio

Every mile a scene worth while

SUNSET LIMITED Los Angeles
San Francisco

A mild, sunny route all the way free from ice and snow. Observation Car, Through Dining Car and
other comforts of modern travel. Daily Through Tourist Sleeping Car Service between Washington, D.C.
and San Francisco. Tri-weekly Sleeping Car Service between New Orleans and Los Angeles via Globe,
Arizona, for the side trip to ROOSEVELT DAM on the APACHE TRAIL.

For Information and Literature address

SOUTHERN PACIFIC LINE3
New York

165 Broadway
New Orleans

Pan American Bank Bldg.
Houston

Southern Pac. Bldg.
Tucson

Score Bldg.
San Francisco

Southern Pac. Bldg.
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HOLD MOTION PICTURE
SHOWS IN YOUR CHURCH

YOUR church should maintain its position as a center of

community life.

Whatever obstacle is presented by the cost ofmotion picture equip'

ment is removed by adopting Photoplay's practical plan of motion
picture installation in religious organization rooms and churches.

Full particulars will be furnished to any applicant sending us the

name and address of his pastor or rector. Address:

Educational Department

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
25 West 45th Street NEW YORK
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When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY
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Wallingford
(Continued from page pi)

Daw seized the moment and slipping his

arm into Battles' led him into the august
presence of J. Rufus Wallingford, ther

withdrew and closed the door.

In the office below Daw remarked to

Eddie that "when two big men get togethc
they understand each other at once."

Two bottles of Andy Dempsey's best

homebrew went aloft to the Wallingford
suite and sounds of fast and animated con-
versation percolated into the hall. Battles-

burg's luminaries and hotel lobby statesmen
were all interest and excitement over the
fact that their leading citizen, George Wash-
ington Battles, was "in conference" with
Mr. J. Rufus Wallingford.

Clint Hawkins came in, bursting with im-
portance and excitement.

"We're getting out an extra of the Blade
about the arrival of Mr. Wallingford and
I've framed up the band to come down and
play for him and we'll have a parade with
a banner, 'Welcome to Wallingford'."

"Fine," exclaimed Andy Dempsey. "I
was just going to suggest that myself."

Presently the conference in Wallingford's

suite ended and his guest emerged. It was
readily to be seen that George Washington
Battles, leading citizen, had traded his

stern reserve for a remarkable enthusiasm,
verbal and liquid.

"You're all right, Wallingford, and I'd

sure like to see that book," Battles gurgled.

"I will wire my secretary at Palm Beach
to send it at once," Wallingford replied.

Wallingford's conquest of Battles was
sufficient and final for Battlesburg. Walling-
ford had the goods.

"Tell Miss Jasper, the stenographer," said

Wallingford impersonally as possible to

Dempsey, "to bring her book and come to

my suite for dictation."

"I will not—it isn't proper—if he wants
to dictate let him come here just like other

people do." Fannie answered Dempsey.
Dempsey flared up.

Fannie quietly got up and got her hat and
coat and walked out.

Wallingford rushed into the street after

her.

"Come back—Dempsey means all right."

Fannie shook her head in refusal.

"You must not go like this—I do not
want to be the cause of your losing your
place. I want you to come back—and be

my secretary."

"I'll think about it," Fannie decided.

When the Battlesburg band in full uni-

form came down the street blaring "The
Conquering Hero Comes," Daw and Wal-
lingford took up a position on the veranda
with calm assurance. Their outward bearing

betrayed nothing of their inward mirth.

"I am not a man of promises," said Wal-
lingford in response to the welcome, "but
I think I can say without exaggeration that

I will be responsible for a new era of pros-

perity in Battlesburg. I am no speech-

maker, but I can, I assure you, appreciate

the spirit of this magnificent occasion."

Main Street was still ringing with cheers

when Wallingford signaled Daw and they

withdrew to their quarters. There were ex-

cellent reasons why the conspirators should
have applied their hit and run tactics, seiz-

ing easy money by any of their easy de-

vices and departing at once. But there were
two more forceful reasons why they would
not. Those reasons were Dorothy Welles,

who had caught the ardent fancy of Mr.
Horace Daw; and Miss Fannie Jasper,

stenographer, who had filled the eyes and
heart of the wandering Wallingford.

"I meant to put a few notes through

(Continued on page 03)
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Wallingford
(Continued jrom page 92)

Battles' bank and beat it," Wallingford re-

marked to Daw. "But I've decided we'll

have to stay and promote that manufactur-

ing plant. We'll have to be here a number
of weeks. I can't tear myself away now.''

A knock came at the door. Daw opened

it and admitted Eddie Lamb, who came with

a message to Wallingford.

"Just a moment, Mr. Lamb. Be seated."

Wallingford swept him into a chair with a

gesture. "I will finish my conference with

Mr. Daw and be right with you." Then he

wheeled about to Daw.
"As I was saying, I understand, Horace,

that you think I ought to let the people of

Battlesburg in on this?"

"I certainly do—I think you ought to

let them have a little stock at least."

"I know—I like these people myself,"

Wallingford went on. "But you know I

have always been opposed to the idea of

small stockholders, they fuss about details

they do not understand. Now, if we do
incorporate, it must be a small issue, because
I do not want to attract the attention of the

Eureka Tack people. I am confident that

alter we have been going two months we can
sell out to them for two million."

"All the more reason you ought to let

some of the prominent citizens in," inter-

posed Daw.
"Well," said Wallingford, "you have been

here longer than I have and you know these

people. I'll do it."

"Sorry to have kept you waiting, Mr.
Lamb.'' Wallingford turned to Eddie.

"/^\H, that's all right," Eddie fawned.
V/ "Mr. Dempsey just asked me to tell

you he had the orchestra and everything all

right for the banquet that you ordered."

"Fine,"' said Wallingford. "Thanks. We'll

have a fine time. And let me congratulate
you on the young lady you are going to

marry. Miss Dempsey, I believe—and I

trust you'll work yourself up into a posi-

tion where you can give her all the little

luxuries that a fine girl like that needs and
wants. I'd like to put you into a way of

making a pot of money. But I must speak
frankly. Mr. Lamb," Wallingford continued,
"if I hadn't made up my mind to keep out
small stock holders, having so much surplus
capital myself—you see if I did do you a
good turn and let you in, it would just result

in a lot of little fellows running after me to
put in their money and I would have no
peace."

"Oh, I wouldn't say anything about it."

Eddie's heart was beating fast.

"Yes, yes," Wallingford waved a hand at

him, "but you would give me a check and
I would have to put it through the bank
here with my name on it and the gossip
would leak out and there I would be."
"Oh, no—nothing like that," Lamb

pleaded. "My money's in cash."

"How much?" Wallingford was casual.
"I have eleven thousand," Eddie answered.
"Well, I wouldn't take all that—better

give me ten thousand—and the only con-
dition on which I let you in is absolute
secrecy. If I hear a word about it I shall

have to hand you back your money."
"I promise," Eddie exclaimed fervidly.
"Barnum was right, but too conservative,"

Wallingford commented to Daw, when the
door had closed behind the clerk.

The next caller was George Washington
Rattle-, bringing his brother Timothy, the
mayor, and Henry Quig, the coal and ice

magnate of the town. Their call was a
signal for the gathering of the clans. Welles,

(Continued on page 94)
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Tom Brown's Clown Band "Stopping the Show"
Tom Brown and his famous Clown band are known to almost eraTom Brown wrote Jan. 4, 19a):
"The fact of your having eliminated unreliable featur.-s thut existed in
other makes in the development of your improved model* of Tro<
Saxophones has prompted me to Adopt Them Generally for my
several different musical organizations, tuarlv every member of which
are using them and to their entire satisfaction "

Everybody's Playing One-
from Tom Brown and the members of his Clown Band and hun-
dreds of other well known professionals, to the young boy or girl
who is just starting to pick out a few popular airs—every one now is playing a

True-Tone Saxophone
It is the easiest of all wind instruments to play and one of the most beautiful. You
can learn the scale in an hour's practice and play popular music in a few weeks.
Practice is a pleasure because you learn so quickly with the three first lessons we
send you free. You can take your place in a band within 90 days, if you so desire.

Unrivaled for home entertainment, church, lodge or school. In big demand for

orchestra dance music. A Saxophone will enable you to take an important part
in the musical development of your community. It increases your popularity and
your opportunities, as well as your pleasure.

The Choice of Leading Professionals
True-Tone Instruments have helped make famous such well known professionals
as Paul Whiteman, Joseph C. Smith, Art Hickman, Ben Kreuger, Meyer Davis, Ben
Selvin, Henry Santley, Clyde Doerr, Donald Clark, Clay Smith, Guy Holmes, Duane
Sawyer and thousands of others. $500 to $1,000 weekly for but two hours a day is

not uncommon for musicians of such ability to earn. You may have equal talent
and enjoy the most pleasant of vocations, r

Free Trial—Easy Payments
You may order any Buescher Saxophone,
Cornet, Trumpet, Trombone or other Band
or Orchestral Instrument without paying in

advance and try it six days in your own home,
without obligation. If perfectly satisfied, pay
for it on easy payments to suit your conven-
ience. Mention the instrument interested in

and a complete catalog will be mailed free.

"Origin of the Saxophone"
A booklet that tells what each Saxo-
phone is best adapted for; when to
singly, in quartettes, sextettes, octettes,
or in regular band or full Saxophone
Band, and how to transpose for cello <

parts in orchestra. Ask for your
copy.

Buescher Band Instrument Co.
Makers of Everything in Band
and Orchestra Instruments

2242 Buescher Block Elkhart, Ind.

Coupon Jbr Free Book
mi write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

Buescher Grand Cornet
The Buescher-Grand Cornet is excep-
tionally easy to blow, yet possesses a
tone of wonderful volume. With a
Buescher-Grand, you can own an in-
strument similar to that with which
the greatest cornetistsof America have
made their reputations. If interested
in a Cornet or other instrument, ask
for our complete Catalog— sent free.

[
Buescher Band Instrument Co.. 2242 Elkhart. Ind.

^
Pleas- send me a free copy of the "Origin of the

|
Saxophone.'' Also Bend me special information

|and prices of (mention instrument
• interestoil in I

.

I
Town State..



Cleans Closet BowlsWithout Scouring

A little Sani-Flush, sprinkled into

the closet bowl according to direc-

tions, will clean it more effectively

than any other means—and with

no unpleasant labor.

Sani-Flush does all the hard

work—and does it quickly and
safely. In addition Sani-Flush elimi-

nates the necessity of using disinfec-

tants because it cleans so thoroughly.

Always keep Sani-Flush handy

in your bathroom.

Sani-Flush is sold at grocery, drug,

hardware, plumbing, and house-fur-

nishing stores. If you cannot buy it

locally at once, send 25c in coin or

stamps for a full sized can, postpaid.

(Canadian price, 35c; foreign price,

50c.)

THE HYGIENIC PRODUCTS CO.
Canton, Ohio

Canadian Agents:

Harold F. Ritchie & Co., Ltd., Toronto

Famous FRENCH Depilatory

for removing hair

A delicately perfumed powder; removes
hair, leaves skin smooth, white; for arms,
limbs, face. Price in U. S. and Canada, 50c
and SI. Large size contains complete mix-
ing outfit. Elsewhere 75c and $1.50. At
drug and department stores.

Send 10c for trial sample and booklet.

HALL & RUCKEL, 1 12 Waverly PL, N. Y.m
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Wallingford
(Continued jrom page 03)

the real estate man, and Hawkins of the

Blade followed soon after.

"I have just the site for your factory

—

two hundred by two hundred and sixty,

near the depot," Welles broke in.

"Convenient for shipping," returned Wal-
lingford in comment. Then with his eyes
half closed, as though visualizing the future,

he drew a word picture for them. "Ah,
gentlemen, I can almost see the smoke
belching from the chimneys of the factory,

the lights gleaming from the windows, the

thousands of workmen streaming from the

gates and the day shift leaves and the night

shift goes on, the freight cars leaving loaded
with my magnificent tacks."

"Tacks?" It was a chorus of surprise.

"Yes, gentlemen, tacks. Not the kind
of tacks you are thinking of." He beckoned
them to him and bent over a patch of carpet.

"There, that is it, gentlemen ! In those

rusty carpet tacks is the secret of our great

opportunity—and a greater Battlesburg.

You see those ugly tacks, rusty and dirty.

Gentlemen, the dream of my life—the

covered carpet tack, covered with material

to match the carpet—will revolutionize the

industry and make millions."

When the session was ended the Universal

Tack Company had been drafted into a

preliminary agreement and stock subscrip-

tions noted down. The leading lights of

Battlesburg were going to participate in

Wallingford's soon-to-be-millions of new
profits. They had seen samples of the cov-

ered tack—made up on the spur of the

moment from an old necktie and a bottle

of glue. As the session ended, Fannie Jasper

came.
"I have come to say that I cannot accept

the position as secretary that Mr. Walling-

ford offered me." Fannie was firm, even

though unhappy, as she told Daw. At the

door, Wallingford, for once truly sincere,

stood before her with deep regret on his

face. He fumbled with his sample tacks.

"We have just organized a big company
to make these—clever idea, don't you
think?" Wallingford was puzzling within

himself. He was disturbed over his fond-

ness for this girl. Girls and love affairs

had long ago been ruled out by Wallingford
and Daw—but this, this was different.

"It's a wonderful idea." Her eyes lighted

with an honest enthusiasm. "It ought to

be worth a fortune to you."

Wallingford looked at the tacks in his

palm wonderingly. Had he, indeed, un-
wittingly hit on something with real merit?
He had not so intended. He looked at the

girl and wished earnestly that he was what
he was trying to appear to be.

"I am proud of this invention—by the

way, Mr. Daw tells me you won't take that

position."

"I've changed my mind."
Wallingford looked at her quickly.

"Yes?"
"What will my duties be?"
"Sort of private and confidential secre-

tary. I've just closed for a floor in the

Battles building, you can report there at

nine in the morning—your salary will be a

hundred a month—no objections, now."
"I have a little money saved, $400, that

I'd like to invest."

Wallingford raised his hand in caution.

"Let me give you a tip, Miss Jasper. You
hang on to the money you've saved and
don*t let anybody get it away from you."
"But really, Mr. Wallingford, I want to

invest this money if there's a chance for

such big return as you say."

"Little girl, you are making it hard.

(Continued on page 06)
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NATURE places in fruits and vegetables
certain elements which help to keep
the human body healthy. Those who

eat an abundance of such foods seldom
suffer from indigestion, sour stomach, bil-

iousness, constipation, headaches, and the
endless train of distressing symptoms
which such disorders cause.

You may not always be able to choose
your diet carefully or to avail yourself of
the benefits of a scientifically-selected

variety of foods, but you can give your
system the benefit of the same vegetable
laxative properties contained in vegetable
foods.

Nature's Remedy ( N? Tablets) is made
entirely of concentrated vegetable ingre-
dients which are therapeutically the same
as Nature furnishes in the most healthful

of ioods. That is why millions of persons
use this pure, mild, natural aid to health
in preference to anything else.

Nature's Remedy ( ffi Tablets ) does more
than a laxative. It tones the stomach,
increases the assimilation and elimination,
helps to cleanse, purify and enrich the
blood by aiding nature to re-establish the
vigorous and harmonious functioning
which makes the body feel like new.

AO Druggists Sell

The Dainty

25c Box

oi

Ni Tablet*

Used for over
30 years

Chips off the Old Block

N? JUNIORS- Little N?s
One-third of regular dose.
Made of same ingredients,
then candy - coated. For

children and adults. Have you tried them?
Send a 2c. stamp for postage on liberal
sample in the attractive blue and yellow
box. A. H. LEWIS MEDICINE CO..
Dept. PM, St. Louis, Mo.

HighSchool
Course in
TwoYears

Lack of High School trammer bars yoq from a
successful business career. This simplified and
complete High School Course—specially prepared
for home study by leading- professors—meets all

requirements for entrance to college and the lead'
ing professions.
No matter what your business

inclinations may be, you can't
hope to succeed without spe-
cialized training. Let us give
you the practical training you

Deed. Satisfaction guaranteed. Check
and mail Coupon for Free Bulletin,

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Drexel Ave. and 58th St. .

SOOtKer
nrses

Dept. H-271 Chicago,,

Explain how I can qua
....Architect
....Building Contractor
....Automobile Engineer
....Automobile Repairman

Civil Engineer
...Structural Engineer

Business Manager
Cert. Public Accountant
Accountant and Auditor
Draftsman and Designer
Electrical Engineer
General Education

lify for position checked:
Lawyer
Mechanical Engineer
Shop Superintendent
Employment Manager
Steam Engineer
Foreman's Course
Sanitary Engineer
Telephone Engineer
Telegraph Engineer
High School Gradoate
Fire Insurance Expert

Name

Address..

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Studio Directory
For the convenience of our readers
who may desire the addresses of film

companies we give the principal active

ones below. The first is the business
office; (s) indicates a studio; in some

cases both are at one address.

\SSOCIATED PRODUCERS. INC..
729 Seventh Ave. N. Y.

(8) Maurice Tourneur. Culver City, Cal.

is. ThOB. 11. Inee, Culver City, Cal.
.1 Parker Head, Jr., Jnce Studios, Culver
City. Cal.

(3) Mack Sennett. Ldenda e, Cal.

(8) Marshall Nellan. Qoldwyn studios. Culver
City,

(8) Allan Divan, Hollywood Studios. 6642
Santa Monica Blvd.. Hollywood. Cal.

(8) King Vidor Productions, 7200 Santa
Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

(3) J. L. Frothlngham, Prod., Hrunton studios,
5300 Melrose Ave. Hollywood. Cal.

BLAC'KTOX PRODI CTIONS, INC., Hush House.
Aldwych. Strand. London. England.

ROBERT BRTJNTON STUDIOS, 5341 Melrose
Ave., Hollywood. Cal.

CIIHISTIE FILM CORP., 6101 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, Cal.

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.. ot America.
370 Seventh Ave.. X. V. C.

F.VMOUS-PI.AVI US-I.ASKY CORP. Paramount,
485 Fifth Ave . New York City.

(8l Pierce Ave and sisth St.. Long Island City,
New York.

(3i Lasky. Hollywood. Cal.
British Paramount <s Poole St., Islington.
N. London, England.

Realart. 469 Fifth Ave.. New York City.

(8) 211 N. Occidental Blvd.. Los Angeles. Cal.

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT.
INC.. 6 West isth 9t .

New York.

R. A. Walsh Prod., 5341 Melrose Ave..
Hollywood, Cat

Mr. and Mrs. Carter Dp Haven. Prod., Louis
B. Mayer Studios. Los Angeles.

is Buster Keaton Comedies, 1025 Lillian Way.
Hollywood. Cal.

Anita Stewart Co., 3800 Mission Road. Los
Angeles. Cal.

Louis B. Mayer Productions. 3800 Mission
Road, Los Angeles, Cal.

(31 Allen Holubar. 1510 Laurel Ave., Hollywood,
Cal.

Norma and Constance Talmadge Studio,
318 East 48th St., New York.

Katherlne MacDonald Productions, Georgia
and Glrard Sts.. Los Angeles, Cal.

David M. Hartford. Prod., 3274 West 6th St.,
L03 Angeles. Cal.

Hope Hampton, Prod., Peerless Studios,
Fort Lee, N.J.

(* Chas. Ray. 1428 Fleming St.. Los Angeles.
Richard Barthelmess Inspiration Corp., 565
Fifth Ave.. N. Y'. C.

FOX FILM CORP., (31 10th Ave. and 55th St..
New Y'ork; (8) 1401 Western Ave., Hollywood,
Cal.

GARSON STUDIOS. INC.. (3) 1845 Alessandro St..
Emendate. Cal.

GOLDWY'X FILM CORP.. 469 Fifth Ave.. New
York: (si Culv r City. Cal.

HAMPTON. JESSE B., STUDIOS. 1425 Fleming
St.. Hollywood. Cal.

HART. WM, S. PRODUCTIONS. (31 1215 Bates
St., Hollywood, Cal.

LOIS WEBER STUDIOS,
Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

HOLLY"WOOD STUDIOS,
Blvd.. Hollywood. Cal.

INTERNATIONAL FILMS, INC., 729 Seventh
Ave.. N. Y'. C. (si Second Ave. and 127th St.,
N. Y\

METRO PICTURES CORP.. 1476 Broadway. New
York; (3) 3 West 61st St.. New York, and
Romalne and Cahuenga Ave.. Hollywood, Cal.

PATHE EXCHANGE, Pathe Bldg., 35 W. 45th St..
New York. (31 Geo. B. Seltz. 134th St. and

Park Ave., New Y'ork City.

R-C PICTURES PRODUCTIONS. 723 Seventh
Ave.. New York: Currier Bldg.. Los Angeles;
(3) corner Cower and Melrose Sts., Hollywood,
Cal.

ROTHACKER FILM MFG. CO., 1339 Dlversey
Parkway, Chicago, 111.

SELZNICK PICTURES CORP., 729 Seventh Ave..
New York; (si 807 East 1 75th St., New Y'ork. and
West Fort Lee. N. J.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION, 729 Seventh
Ave.. Xew York.

Mary Pickford Co.. Brunton Studios. Holly-
wood. Cal.; Douglas Fairbanks studios.
Hollywood. Cal.; Charles Chanlin studios.
1416 LaBrea Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
D. W. Griffith Studios, Orients Point. Mama-

roneck. X. Y'.

Rex Beach. Whitman Bennett Studio. 537
Riverdale Ave.. Yonkers, Xew York: Geo.
Arll33. Prod.. Distinctive Prod., Inc.. 366
Madison Ave.. N. Y.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.. 1600 Broadway.
New York; (») Universal City, Cal.

VITAGRAPII COMPANY OF AMERICA. 469
Fifth Ave.. New York: (8) East 15th St. and
Locust Ave.. Brooklyn, X. Y„ and 1708 Tal-
madge St.. Hollywood. Cal.

4634 Santa Monica

6642 Santa Monica

The Short Git to Successful wfitina
By Della Thompson Lutes J

Editorof ToDays Housewife', author oft 1Soldier ot'the Dusk'
andotherbooks

I
WAS sixteen when my first poem was printed.
1 was nearly thirtj before I had a story printed.
In the meantime I hail written a great main

things, but nobody wanted them. I didn't know
how to write the things I wanted to write, nor what
to do with them if I did. There didn't seem to be
any way to get .such information, either, since one
couldn't go to college.

Then a Sunday newspaper printed two stories,
and this wa> encouragement. Years went by,
however, three of them, perhaps four, before I got
anything more in print. I wrote and wrote and
wrote. I sent things out and faithfully they
back to me. Always with rejection slips, and never
with any advice. J couldn't get any advice. I

couldn't get any help. Finally, however, my
stories were good enough by sheer persistency and
struggle, so that the magazines began to accept
them. One went to the Delineator, one to Good
Housekeeping, the Designer, the Ladiet' World, the
Ladies' Home Journal, and others. But always
I had to cut and prune and rewrite after the story
was accepted, because I

didn't know how to do it in

the first place. I had .some-
thing to say that they were
willing to pay for, but I didn't
know how to say it. It took
me ten .years, and more, to
learn what I could have
learned in one or less if I had
had such an Easy System of
Writing as came to my desk
the other day. Ten years
and more, and the loss of
thousands of dollars for what
I could have learned in six

months at a cost of a few-

dollars if I had had a chance!

A most astonishing asser-
tion was recently made by
by one of the highest paid
writers in the world. He
said, "Millions of people can
write stories and photoplays
and don't knov it."

I know from my own ex-
perience that almost every
person longs at times to ex-
press himself in writing but
doesn't know how. I have
had thousands of letters from
people saying, "Oh, I wish I

could write. I know I could
tell a story or write a good
article if I knew how."

There is a technique to
story or play writing just as there is to piano playing
or painting. If you had that technique you could
certainly express yourself better than you can with-
out it, and you might find that you have an ability
to do something that before you have only thought
of vaguely as a wish.

Every heart has its own story. Every life has
experiences that are worth passing on. The man
who clerked in a store last year is making more
money this year with his pen than he would have
made in the store in a life time.

The young woman who earned eighteen dollars
a week last summer at stenography sold a story last
week for one hundred dollars. The woman who
wrote the serial story which is now running in
Todays Housewife hadn't thought of writing a story
until about five years ago—didn't know for sure she
could write a story. Now her name appears almost
every month in the leading magazines.

A woman of over fifty came into my office one day
last week to see me about a story we recently bought
from her. Ten years ago she had never written a
word. Within the last six months she has sold ten
stories to leading magazines averaging over a hundred
dollars each. You don't know whether you can write
or not until you try.

Ohio there was a tradition that writing was a
"gift" miraculously placed in the hands of the
chosen few. We still believe in genius, and not
everyone can be an ( ). Henry or a Stevenson, but tin-

great majority of writers who are turning out the
stories and photoplays of to-day, for which thou-
sands and thousands of dollars an- being paid, are

not geniuses. They are simply people who have
been taught how to tell a story and who then look

about them and get a story to tell.

There are just as many stories of human interest

right in your own vicinity, stories for which some
editor will pay good money, as there are in New
Y'ork City or anywhere el-. Magazine editors arc

hungry for good stories. They will welcome a story
from you just as quickly as from any well-known
writer if your story is good enough. And they will

pay you well for it. too. Big money is paid for

Stories and scenarios today a good bit bigger

money than is being paid in salaries,

There is a tremendous demand for writers writers

of stories, of articles,, I photoplays. Monej is being

spent like water by magazine publishing houses and

DELLA THOMPSON LUTES

photoplay companies Big - in.- of monej Aid
names do no) count — until they have done
thing good.
Tins is ti„. word I want t,, I. ave with you; If you

have said to yourself, "I wish I could write," or "If I

only knew how to do it, I believe I could write," or if

you have plot- for stories, ideas for articles, or if

screen pictures come to you and you don't know how
to put them in marketable form, don't be discouraged
and think. "Oh. what's the u-e of mj trying! I don't
know how." And don't get the idea that all great
writers were born knowing how to write. Almost
without exception they have struggled to the top
through year- of bitter work and waiting They did
not have the help that lies at your hand.
The Author-' Press of Auburn. X. Y., has, to my

mind, solved the problem for the would-be writer.
They have prepared an Eaq System of Writing
that is at once so comprehensive and so simple
that it covers every point of the principle and tech-
nique of short -story writing and photoplay writing,
and yet is so clear]}' and pleasantly written that

the perusal of it is an inspi-
ration and a delight.

This New System is tre-
mendously inspirational. I

have read it three times to be
absolutely sure it is what I

should want to recommend
to the hundreds of tn
who a-k me for help. Each
time I read it I am so filled

with enthusiasm that I want
to run awav from the edito-
rial desk and write a story or
a scenario It is good read-
ing even for the person who
isn't filled with the desire to
write, for it tells how it is

done. A study of this New
Method of Writing will help
anyone to think better and to
express bin. -elf more force-
fully in conversation or writ-
ing than he otherwise could.
I am glad to have the oppor-
tunity to recommend to all

writers the inspirational, help-
ful, and most reasonably
priced System of Writing
published by The Authors'
Press of Auburn, X. Y.

The New System of Writ-
ing recommended by Mrs.
Lutes—and also endorsed by
many more of America's fore-

most magazine-, editors, pub-
lishers, and authors— is fully described in a wonderful
FREE book called "The Wonder Hook for Writers."
This amazing book shows how easily stories and
plays are conceived, written, perfected, sold. How
many who don't even dream they can write, suddenly
find it out. How the Scenario Kings and the Story
Queens live and work. How bright men and women,
without any special experience, learn to their own
amazement that their simplest ideas may furnish
brilliant plots for Plays and Stories How one's own
Imagination may provide an endless gold-mine of

Ideas that bring Happy Success and Handsome Cash
Royalties. How new writers get their names into
print. How to tell if you ARE a writer How tn

develop your "story fancy." weave clever word-
pictures and unique, thrilling, realistic plots How-
to avoid discouragement and the pitfalls of Failure.

How to WIN!

This surprising book is ABSOLUTELY 1 lil 1

No charge. No obligation. Yol 11 cops is waiting
foryou. So why waste any more
time wondering, dreaming. wait-

ing? Simply fill out the coupon
below - you're nol W'\ I Nl 1

anything, you're getting it AH-
SOL1 1 i I \ I i:i i \ book
that may prove the Hook of

Your 1 h-tmv v. Magic Hook
through which men and women,
young and old. may learn to

turn theirspare hours into cash

Get your letter in the mail
before you bMp tonight. Who
kn..ws it may mean for you
the Dawn of a New To morrow !

THE AUTHORS' PRESS. Dtm 349. Auburn. N.Y.

Send me &B801 I rELI I'll I I "Thr Unndrr llnol

for ii rOerj " This does aol obligate me in any mi.

• city Btatt

When you write in advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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MenCRildreneough

UscMusteroU
When you are wakened

in the dead of night by that
warning, croupy cough,
get up and get the jar of
Musterole.

Rub the clean,white oint-
mentgentlyover the child's

throat and chest, and then
go back to bed.

Musterole penetrates the
skin with a warming tingle

and goes right to the seat

of trouble.
Will not blister like the old-

fashioned mustard plaster and it is

cot messy to apply.

Made from pure oil of mustard,
Musterole takes thekinkoutof stiff

necks, makes sore throats well,

stops croupy coughs and colds.

Sold by druggists everywhere, in jars

and tubes, 35c and 65c; hospital size, $3.

The Musterole Co., Cleveland, Ohio

BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PLASTER

Photoplay Magazine—Advertising Section

YOUR ANKLES
either attract or detract from your
personal appearance. Present 6tyle

makes it impossible to hide them, but
a late invention makes it easy for you
to correct any fault in their shape.

Bonne Forme

ANKLE REDUCERS
are worn at night with perfect ease
and comfort. They reduce and shape
large or unshapely ankles and relieve

the strain of a busy day. Bonne
Forme Reducers are highly endorsed
by discriminating, fashionable women.
They are guaranteed and sold on a

moneyback basis.

Sent prepaid on receipt of price

$5.00 per pair
Send for illustrated booklet.

L. R. Taylor Corporation, Dept. M
18 West 34th Street NEW YORK

Cleat Your Skin
Your ekin can be quickly cleared of Pimples,
Blackheads, Acne Eruptions on the face or body.
Enlarged Pores, Oily or Shiny Skin. Write To-
day for my FREE Booklet. A CLEAR-TONE
SKIN," telling how I cured myself after being
afflicted for 15 years. 91 ,000 Cash says f can
cleat your skin of the above blemishes.
E. S. GIVENS, 139 Chemical Bldg., KANSAS CITY, MO.

Get-Rich'Quick Wallingford

(Continued jrom page 94)

"Yes, I guess I am," returned Fannie, her

voice cold and dry, "and I am going to

make it twice as hard. Why, you and your
friend are just a pair of confidence men

—

Mr. Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford!"

Wallingford gulped.

"You are not going to rob my friends

!

One wrong move and I'll put the authorities

wise."

"I judge you don't want that position

now." Wallingford was thinking fast.

"Yes, I do. I am going to hang right on
—I'll be at your office at nine."

Fannie swept out.

Wallingford looked at Daw.
"Suffering cats ! She's got our number !"

Horace Daw summarized the situation.

"You've got Eddie's roll. Let's be going."

"No," Wallingford exploded. "I am going

to stay and make her see things from my
viewpoint. I will if I have to make love

to her and marry her."

"Fine chance you've got," remarked Daw.
"She turned down every man in town."

"Proves she's smart," returned Walling-
ford. "She's the only smart woman I ever

saw."

WALLINGFORD seized his hat and went
down the street in pursuit of Fannie.

He found her and talked as Wallingford had
never talked beiore. When they parted she

shook hands as though she meant it.

The tack company offices duly opened in

the Battles building and the town began to

catch fire from the promotional radio-

activity of Wallingford and Daw. When
old G. W. Battles, and his brother Timothy,
and two or three other "insiders" of the

town went into a thing to the tune of

$25,000 each, that idea was sold to Battles-

burg. The typical symptoms of the boom
began to bud and bloom. Main Street was
crowded with people who came to hear

about and see this great Wallingford. His

offices boiled with activity. Right and left

he bought real estate options and sold them
again. He branched out swiftly and organ-

ized a trolley company to build a line to

Hoytsville, and went far enough with his

sham to get a franchise.

From week to week he stalled with
promises that the next week work would
be started on the erection of the tack

factory. By way of atmospheric reassurance

Eddie Lamb was sent east on a two weeks'
trip to solicit orders for the famous covered
carpet tack. In that two weeks Walling-

ford promised himself he would have
gathered all that could be plucked from the

bank rolls of Battlesburg and be gone—even
though it hurt. And Daw he sent to Des
Moines to talk with a machine company's
inventor about a machine for making the

covered tacks, all for show and the reassur-

ance of Battlesburg.

But delays were dangerous and the stock-

holders, headed by G. W. Battles, got im-
patient. They began to compare notes and
exchange doubts. The day of storm was
coming.

Wallingford sensed it all. He grew more
and more devoted to Fannie Jasper, shower-
ing her with tokens of violets and sending
roses to her mother.

At last the growing doubts boiled up into

a crisis, and at the head of his phalanx G.
W. Battles marched into the Wallingford

offices. Wallingford met them with a smile.

"What is on your mind, boys?"
"As president of the Universal Tack Com-

pany I have come to demand an accounting.

We elected you treasurer and put up $125,000
and you have used the money to promote a

lot of other schemes we are not interested

in. You have drawn out $28,000 of the
company's money. Where is it?"

Wallingford's face blackened.

"It is none of your business, now. At the
next regular monthly meeting of the Uni-
versal Tack Company you shall have your
accounting, and if you are not satisfied then,
say so. Until then the money and the
matters of the company are in my hands."

Wallingford's swift dramatics were not
in vain.

"We don't want to lose your friendship,"
Battles began. When the session ended, a
few minutes later, a committee had been
formed to present Wallingford with a loving
cup.

Daw came back from Des Moines.
"I saw the construction company about

putting up the plant and stalled them for
another ten days," he half shouted to
Wallingford. "And the machine people
showed me a model machine that will make
the tacks, millions of them an hour."

"Stop," Wallingford interrupted sadly.

"Horace, you're off your trolley. I don't
care if this machine will make a million

tacks a minute, who wants them—-every-
body is using rugs now."
Daw's face was a puzzle. Wallingford

began discussing the storm of the afternoon
and the coming getaway. He read the un-
happiness in Daw's face and read it right.

"I know all about it, Horace, and the
girl—I'm sorry—but the sooner the less it

will hurt. I am pretty well gone myself.

We had no business to have anything to

do with regular girls. If we were in a
legitimate business—but we are not."

"No use hashing that," Daw assented.

"Anyway, we are a quarter of a million to
the good. This is Saturday night. Let the

boobs count up tomorrow at breakfast."

Dorothy Welles broke into the room.
"I came to ask you to come to Sunday

dinner tomorrow. Mother and father want
you to come so much, and so do I."

"Dorothy, I'll be counting the hours till

then.!' Wallingford discreetly withdrew and
Daw drew the girl to him.

In the outer office where Wallingford
went was Fannie. The emotion was con-
tagious.

Into this medley of a scene came a
stranger, who looked too much like a police-

man to make Wallingford happy.
"Are you Mr. Wallingford?"
"I am."
"Well, I am M. B. Lott, from Des Moines.

I represent the Midland traction people. I

want to talk to you about the Battlesburg-
Hoytsville trolley project of yours."

"Pleased to meet you."

"We have been thinking of extending our
lines and we wou'd like to see if we can get

together," Lott continued.

We will buy or
Wallingford was himself again.

"I will take a million for our franchise, half

cash, half notes. What is your proposition?"

"That is exactly the offer I was authorized

to make," replied Lott. "If you will come
to Des Moines tonight I will guarantee to

have the matter wound up by ten o'clock

tomorrow morning."
"All right, Mr. Lott, we have half an

hour to make the train. I will be with you."
When Lott was gone Daw and Walling-

ford danced about in the office.

"We are a couple of honest men, Jimmie."
Daw was hoarse with delight.

Then came a greater surprise. Eddie
Lamb, days ahead of his schedule

:

"I've got orders for over a hundred
thousand gro^s of tacks—the jobbers a re

(Continued on page 97)

"'
I "HERE is just one way.
1 sell.

Every advert iscment in mOTOrLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Get'Rich-Quick

Wallingford
(Concluded)

crazy about them—going like wildfire, and

a better price than we expected."

The Battles building never before or after

saw such a scene as ensued.

Wallingford let out a whoop, and dashing

out to Fannie swept her into his arms and

Daw close after him gathered up Dorothy.

The tacks were sold, the trolley was sold

and they were a pair of honest business men.*******
Anyone on the trail of Jimmie Walling-

ford and Blackie Daw, confidence men ex-

traordinary, two years later would have
known neither them nor Battlesburg. A
busy trolley line ran down Main street to

the factory section, where night and day the

Universal Tack Company's plant belched

smoke and shipped covered carpet tacks by
the carload. The town hummed. And up
the street was the New Wallingford Hotel,

the show place of the county, operated by
Andy Dempsey.
Out on the edge of the old Battlesburg

had risen a new residential section filled

with fine homes.
Probably the most pretentious of the

mansions were those of Horace Daw and J.

Rufus Wallingford.

It was on the second anniversary of their

coming to Battlesburg that Daw and Wal-
lingford gave their biggest banquet.

Again came a stranger—a man in blue

serge with square-toed boots—Thomas
Donahue, from New York.
And it came that out there in the shadows

of the porch Blackie Daw and Jimmie
Wallingford, the old confidence men, and
Tom Donahue, the New York plain-clothes

man, talked it over, old times and all.

"Yes, Tom," said Wallingford, "Blackie

and I are square with the world."

A baby's soft cry came from within.

"Boy?" asked Donahue, smiling.

"Boy and girl—twins."

When Donahue was gone, Wallingford
turned to Daw.

"Did you ever

about us?"
"Yes, I made a

ago."

"And so did I to Fannie," said J. Rufus.
They went to join the wives. Far in the

distance shone the lights of the factories of

busy Battlesburg, turning out millions of

tacks night and day. It was the hour of

Dreams-Come-True, this dream that was
born in falsehood and redeemed by love.

tell Dorothy the truth

clean breast of it long

Visual Education

Textbooks are to be filmed by D. Apple-
ton and Co., the publishers of school-books.
They will parallel their educational publica-
tions with films for visual instruction.

School children today have the great benefit

of learning their lessons from the screen.

Motion pictures are much more absorbing
than dry descriptions on the printed page.
Lessons will be learned with a degree of
rapidity never before achieved. Photoplay
has always predicted that it would not be
long before the films would be the favorite
form of instruction. A child usually has a
prejudice against ugly and drab thins?.

The old-fashioned geographies and histories

and spellers were ugly; almost always bound
in a dull green or yellow, they were far from
inviting. Geography, of course, will be the
first subject to be put into pictures. There
are no restrictions in this field—the whole
world will reach the children in the school-
rooms.

rRAD E mark register

Stars

Endorse Conn
Saxophones

l- -Joseph Smith, Victor rec-
ords: "Conn tone appeals."

2—Paul Biese, Columbia rec-
ords: "Excels my expecta-
tions."

3—Isham JoneB,Brunswick rec-
ords: "Most remarkable in-
strument."

4—H. Benne Henton, Victor
records: "No other approach-
es Conn."

5 —Ted Lewis.CoIumbia records:
"Most perfect saxophone
made."

i—Mathew Amaturo, Benson's
Orchestra: "All one could
wish."

7—Al Starita, Grey Gull records:
"Unquestionably the best."

8—Al Knectit, Sousa Soloist:
"Best I ever used."

9— F. Mollneu, Garde Republic,
Paris: "Superior to all."

10—Jean Moermans, Gilmore
and Sousa: "None can equal

' Conn."
11 — Ruth Glanville, feminine vir-

tuoso: "Truly wondcrlul."
12—H. Virgil Moore, instructor:

"I owe part of my success
to Conn."

13- Howard Grantham, vaude-
ville: "Conn is my choice."

14— H. H. Mac Lean, soloist:
"Worthy highest praise."

15—J. W. Holcomb, soloist:
"Gives me inspiration."

16—H. W. Keller. Marigold Gar-
dens: "In a class by itself."

17—Lew Reynolds, soloist: "1m-
Frovements valuable to per-
ormer."

18—John Becker, Sousa Soloist:
"Surprisingly perfect "

t-Billy Markwith. Brown's
Sextet: "Our absolute prefer-
ence."

Trumpeters
Boston

Minne-

20—Georges Mager
Symphony.

21—Henry LeBarbier,
apolis Symphony.

22—P. Cappodiferro, New York
Symphony.

23—Fred Weiss, Cincinnati Sym-
phony.

24—William Thieck, Minneapolis
Symphony.

25—Harry Glantz, Philharmonic,
New York.

26—Barnard Baker, Victor Con-
oat Osche^tra.

Instruments Built

For Quick Mastery

BECAUSE its tapering tube is expanded to

perfect proportions by hydraulic pressure,

which gives a smooth-as-glass interior, the Conn
Saxophone is easier to play, yields finer tone.

Sockets drawn from tubing prevent leaks; rolled edges
preserve pads, which are made over metal rings, sustaining
shape. Patent device enables tuning to finest degree. Such
improvements have made Conn—the first American maker
—now the largest producer of saxophones in the world.

Conn trumpets are used in the great symphonies for the
brilliant beauty of their true trumpet tone. Three models;
Opera Qrand, small bore; Symphony, medium bore; Concert

Qrand, large bore — a trumpet for every purpose.

Cultivate your musical "bump" for profit and pleasure. Start now
by sending the coupon below.

C. G. CONN, LTD. 228 Conn Bldg, Elkhart, Ind.

New York Conn Co. 233-5-7 W. 47th Street

C. G. CONN, LTD. 228 Conn Bidg., Elkhart, Ind.

Gentlemen : Please send me. free, a copy of "Success in Music and How to
Win It" by John Philip Sousa, and details of your Free Trial. Easy Payment
Plan. (Mention Instrument.^

Name

Street or Rural Route

City, Slate, Count*

Instrument

When you write to advertisers please mention rjlOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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"I Got the Job!"
"I'm to be Manager of my Department

starting Monday. The boss said he had
been watching all the men. When he
found I had been studying at home with

the International Correspondence Schools

he knew I had the right stuff in me—
that I was bound to make good. Now we
can move over to that house on Oakland
Avenue and you can have a maid and
take things easy. I tellyou, Nell, taking

that course with the I. C. S. was the best

thing I ever did."

Spare-time study with the I. C. S. is winning
promotions for thousands of men and bringing
happiness to thousands of bomes all over the
world. In offices, shops, stores, mines, mills and
on railroads, I. C. S. trained men are stepping up
to big jobs over the heads of older men, past
those whose only qualification is long service.

There is a Job Ahead of YOU
Some man is going to be picked for it. The

boss can't take chances. When he selects the one
to hold it he is going to choose a trained man
with sound, practical knowledge of the work. Get
busy right now and put yourself in line for that
promotion. You can do it in spare time in your
own home through the I. C. S., just as nearly two
million men and women have done in the last 30
years, just as more than 130,000 men are doing
today.

The first step these men took was to mark and
mail this coupon. Make your start the same way !•""""——TEAfl OUT HERE m^m —— —— —^—
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

BOX 645 i -B BCBANTON, PA.
Without cost or obligation, please explain how I can

qualify for the position, or in the subject before which
I have marked an X in the list below:

—

D ELEC. ENGINEER
D Electric Lighting & Bya.

Electric Wiring
D Telegraph Engineer

Telephone Work
O MECHANICAL ENOB.

Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice

D Toolmaker
Gaa Engine Operatine
CIVIL ENGINEEB

D Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOR'N or ENGB.

D STATIONARY ENGR.
D Marine Engineer
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Builder

G Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

D PLUMBING & HEAT'Q
D Sheet Metal Worker

Text. Overseer or Supt.
O CHEMIST

Pharmacy

BUSINESS MANAG'M'T
D SALESMANSHIP
D ADVERTISING
Q Railroad Positions
D ILLUSTRATING
D Show Card & Sign Ptg.D Cartooning
D Private Secretary

Business Correspondent
D BOOKKEEPER
D Stenographer & Typist
D Cert. Pub. Accountant
a TRAFFIC MANAGER
D Railway Accountant
D Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Com. School Subjects
CIVIL SERVICE
AUTOMOBILES
Railway Mail Clerk

Q Mathematics

a
Navigation
Agriculture

D Poultry O Spanish
Bankins I Teacher

Street
and No.

Clty-

Occupation.

RESINOL
Soothinq ©.nd He&linq

Gives Speedy Relief

to Babies

Tortured by Skin Trouble

Will not irritate the tender skin

Questions and Answers
Horn page So)

Rae.—I am nut SHKi tliat Mi>> Elsie

Ferguson cares to have her home address

made public. Until 1 am sure, I will only

tell you that it is somewhere on Park Ave-
nue—in the three-hundreds. Mis Ferguson

is really Mrs. Thomas B. Clarke. I have

seen them lunching together and they seem

quite devoted. When a busy banker and his

famous wife have luncheon together it

means they must be. There are happy
marriages in movieland—look at Dorothy
Gish and James Rennie. I am very fond of

them both, and of Lillian, too. They are

among my favorite players.

Nora.—Begorra, but I*m glad to hear from

you again, after all these days ! Betty

Blythe has a bit of Irish in her, I believe.

She has an Irish wit—that much I know.
You can address Miss Blythe at her home,

1820 La Brea Avenue. Hollywood, Cal. She

is married to Paul Scardon, the director,

and has two step-daughters. Betty is now
in the east playing in the newest Rex Beach

picture. You know, I call her Betty because

I don't know her very well.

Tuesday.—Is that really your name?
Then you're about as soulful as spinach and

as truthful as a turnip. Constance and

Norma are somewhere in their early, middle

or later twenties, but that's all I can tell

you. Their ages are given officially as

twenty-one and twenty-three respectively,

but I have an idea they are older than that.

K., New York.— I don't believe in public

demonstrations of affliction. I keep my sor-

rows to myself. Pearl White is thirty-two

years old; address her care the William Fox
studios, N. Y. C. Elmo Lincoln was born

February 6, 1889. His present address is

2710 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal. Tom
Mix was born in Texas, and his home is

at 5841 Carlton Way, Hollywood, Cal. I

think there is to be an addition to the Mix
family before long. Mrs. Mix was Victoria

Forde, daughter of that excellent character

actress, Eugenie Forde.

L. B., Yonkers, N. Y.—Once the home of

Hope Hampton. Now Hope lives on Park

Avenue. Her latest is "Star-Dust," which

is reviewed in this issue of Photoplay.

Grace Cunard,—why, I haven't heard of

her for a long time. She is still in Cali-

fornia, I think. She was never married to

Francis Ford, but they were co-stars in

serials for some years. Grace was once

married to the youngest of the Moore
brothers, Joe, about whom you don't hear

very" much. Owen is now the husband of

Kathryn Perry, former Ziegfeld Follies

beauty—of course she is still beautiful—while

Tom is married to Renee Adoree.

Lilian.—Why not Lilyan?

well. Glad, however, that you

enough to realize it is foolish

a film career at fifteen. But

there is always the possibility

you are older you won't want
a film career. Diana Allen is

Her latest picture is "Get-Rich-

ingford." She is not married.

Grail is thirty-two. Address

Club, N. Y. C.

Might as

are sensible

to attempt

of course,

that when
to attempt
twentv-two.
Quick'-Wall

-

Walter Mc-
him Lambs

Olga.—I'm afraid you are doomed to

disappointment. Hoot Gibson is not

Swedish. He was born in Nebraska and

looks, to me, of Irish descent. However,

I look of Russian descent, with all the

whiskers I am supposed to have, and as a

matter of fact, I, too, am middle-western

American. (Continued on page 00)

Masked!

™

Impertinent nose, provocative mouth,
velvety cheeks, all hidden. But the eyes

alone are charming! They need no other

features to supplement their witchery

—

if they are shadowed and accentuated by
long, satiny lashes. Use LASHLUX. It

makes the lashes dark and mystifying,

and at the same time encourages their

growth. It is a pure nourishing cream,
harmless and delicately fragrant. Use
after powdering to emphasize the flat-

tering luster of your eyes. Black and
Brown. Also C< lorless, for use when re-

tiring. 50c at drugand department stores

orbymail. Insist upon genuine La^hlux.

ROSS COMPANY
73 Grand Street New York

LASHLUX
means luxuriant lashes _es J

DIAMONDS
For a Few Cents a Day

Send No Money
We will send yon—upon
your simple request —
your choice of diamond
bargaina— the greatest
In America! Do not send a
penny in advance. When
the ring comes examine It.

You are the judge. If It la

not, without exception, the
greatest value you have ever
seen, send It back—at oar
expense! If you decide to
keep it, it Is yours—for a
lew cents a day. Yon may
order direct from this ad-
vertisement if you wish.
Don't send a cent. You do
not risk a penny.

Charge-Account Plan
By our new charge-account
plan, you may pay for your
choice of hundreds of pieces
of exquisite jewelry in sums
so small that you would
never think of saving them.
You are also guaranteed 8
percent yearly dividends
— and a 6 percent bonus
may be earned.

Send for Bargain Book
Send your name and address
today for our new 128-page
book, showing hundreds of
tmmatchabie diamond bar-
?;ains. Sent absolutely
ree. It explains the divi-
dend offer and bonus plan.

Write today to Oept. 1722

MLYON <S CO.
1 Maiden Lane.

Stops Truss
Torture

This modern, scientific

invention, the wonderful
new discovery that re- ff^M
lievesruptuie will be sent Ulfi^5_
on trial. No obnoxious Ik^cTgT^kj^
springs or pads. — '

Brooks' Rupture Appliance
Has automatic Air Cushions. Binds and
draws the broken parts together as you would
a broken limb. No salves. No lies. Dur-
able, cheap. Sent on trial to prove it. Pro-
tected by U. S. patents. Catalogue and
measure blanks mailed free. Send same and
address today.

\Brooks Appliance Co., 290-F State St.. HarthaU. Nlch-X

livery advertisement In PHOTOPLAY magazine is guaranteed.
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Jasmin.—You flutter
,
me.

only believe all you say. I BuJfeJOfelL^WCMOD
and I know the world and its ways, and I

cannot believe that you really think I am
as nice as all that. Because I'm not. The
Gishes are stars, not Cooper-Hewitts, as you
seem to think. It is an unusual name. I

had never heard it before, either.

Addie.—It was awfully nice of you, really,

to send me a birthday card. Of course,

I stopped having birthdays about three

months ago, when I celebrated my last one.

Birthdays are terrible tyrants. May be able

to fool others as to how ancient I am, but

I can't fool myself. So thanks for the

card. Your letter was interesting. Ethel

Clayton is not married. The late Joseph
Kaufman was her husband.

Martin Admirer.—As I have noted else-

where in these columns, Miss Vivian Martin
herself wrote to me to deny the existence

of a little daughter. She said, "I wish this

were true, but it is not." Yes, I saw Miss

Martin in "Just Married," and while it is

an inconsequential little farce, she is quite

charming in it. She has been married.

Better write to her to ask if she still is.

Josephine.—Bebe Daniels played The
King's Favorite in the Babylonian episode

of "Male and Female"—that much-disputed
allegory about the Christian slave. Bebe is

not married, but it isn't because nobody
ever asked her. I understand she is one of

the most popular young ladies in pictures.

V. S., Dallas.—So folks say you are too

emotional to be an actress. I never heard

of that standing in anyone's way before.

I don't know what makes Gloria Swanson
so beautiful. If I did I should surely tell

you. We can't have too many Glorias in

this world. Madame Petrova, whom you
admire so fervently, may be reached at

125 West 40th Street, N. Y. C. That is,

when she is in town. She is on the road

right now with her new stage play, "The
White Peacock."

Jackie.—I haven't heard from you for

months. You seem to have forgotten I

was on earth, and in this department. Per-

haps you got to know so much about movies
from me, you couldn't think of any more
questions to ask. Welcome back, anyway.
Marguerite Clark in "Scrambled Wives."

The adorable ingenue married, retired, came
back for that one picture, and retired again.

She lives down on her husband's estate in

New Orleans, La. I like Marguerite much.

G. M. F., Dorchester, Mass.—Or, event-

ually why not now ? Rudie Valentino has

played in "The Sheik," "The Four Horse-
men of the Applesauce," "Camille," "The
Conquering Power," "Moran of the Lady
Betty." Pardon the typographical error of

the Ibafiez tour de force or magnum opus.

I do not know Mr. Valentino very well, but
I am sure that, being a man, he likes to be

admired, so do not hesitate to tell him you
think he is the finest, slickest-haired actor

in films

!

Lizzie.—Yes, my occupation would make
me out an insufferable egotist. But I am
not. Emory Johnson is twenty-seven years

old, weighs one hundred and eighty-five

pounds, is six feet two inches tall, has brown
hair and eyes, and is married to Ella Hall.

Whew ! And—he supported Bebe Daniels

in "She Couldn't Help It."

(Continued on page 102)
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He won't
try to sec
your face
if your

flair is gray

<

Keep Its Color Natural
Gray hair prevents inter-

est and does you an injus-

tice, for it adds 10 years to

your age. It is a handi-
cap, socially or in business,

for this is the age of youth.

But— graying hair can
be restored, easily, safely

and surely— restored to

its original youthful be-

coming color. The process

is simple, the method reli-

able. Results are certain.

You be the judge

Mail the coupon for the

free trial bottle of Mary T.
Goldman's Hair Color Re-
storer offered in this adver-

tisement. Test as directed

on a single lock of hair.

Watch the gray disappear

and the natural color return.

Note how simple and
easy the process— no skill

required. You are inde-

pendent of hair dressers or

beauty specialists and can
keep your own secret.

Mary T.Goldman's

Hair Color Restorer

In from 4 to 8 days
restoration will be com-
plete. All gray streaks van-
ished— color beautifully
even and natural. Then,
restore all your hair with-
out delay. You know posi-

tively and beyond doubt
how to keep your hair its

own becoming youthful
color the rest of your life.

Don't risk results

Mary T. Goldman's is a
tested laboratory product,
efficient and reliable. Results
are certain. Don't risk the future
of your hair experimenting with
unknown products, for the result

is all too often streaked, discol-

ored hair with no remedy but the
slow process of natural growth.

Use Mary T. Goldman's and
your natural, evenly colored hair

will be a lifelong delight. Test
it first— know for yourself that
success is certain.

MARY T. GOLDMAN
1109 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

| MARY T. GOLDMAN,
1 109 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

1 'lease send me your FREE trial tx>ttle
' of Mary T. Goldman's Hair Color Re-
I storer. The natural color of my hair is

' black jet black dark brown

medium brown ... light brown

Address

Please print your name and address

When you write to advertisers please mention rilOTOrLAY MAUAZ1NK.
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c/1 Clear Soft
Velvety Skin
QuicklyYours

£
7hrou£<hJVi/JVe\ti
Secret ^Methods

VOU CAN be beautiful, alluring, charming!
x Once I was homely! The portrait above is living
proof of what I can do for you, too. If your fea-
tures are fairly regular you can be as temptingly
beautiful as the women you have envied! My
Secrets of Beauty tell you how—secrets based on
mysteries of the French Courts, toilet rites which

kept the flaming French beautiesD • IL young for many years longerDO Til Sit than our modern women, myster-
g* n ies which were hidden for centuries.

Coarse r Ores These and many other beauty secrete
n, . * * prepared to give you a soft, velvety
W rinkleS skin . flushed with the glow of youth, to

P.
* make you the center of ardent admir-

lmpleS ation, to build your figure as Nature
r II intended, are all exposed in my book;
freckles "Confessions of a Beauty Expert."

Qnntrflnnnt Also with this Free handsomely illus-OUperil UOU5 trated book I send you Free complete
J-l a j r information on my methods of How tonail Remove Wrinkles; Refine Coarse

(\\\v 'slrin Pores; Banish Blackheads, Pimples,
VI1JT kJMU Tan. Freckles and Oily Skin; Beau-

tify the Fianre, Bands,Arms; Remove
Superfluous Hair; Grow Beautiful Eyebrows and
Lashes; Clear the Skin of Acne; Slake Hair Soft, Lus-
trous, Fluffy.

FREE—Book of Beauty Secrets
Absolutely no obligation to you. Just clip this coupon,

sign name and address and mail to me today. Don't pass
this golden chance to win Real Beauty! Investigate!—
it costs you nothing to write and you'll never regret it
all your days, dear lady. Personal reply at once.

LUCILLE YOUNG
Room 102, Lucille Young Bldg., Chicago

Please send complete information; also your free book:
"Confessions of a Beauty Expert."

Name

Address..

City .State..

Destroys
Superfluous >
Hair &Roots irs °.FF -fe<xu^e its out

"ZIP is indeed the

only actual hair

destroyer."
Faithfully,

eJVlar&aret Irving

Rapid, harmless, pain-

less, fragrant. Praised

as the only effectual

remedy for perman-

ently destroying hair

and roots.

AT yoim Dealer or

direct by mail. Write

for FREE Illustrated

Book: "A Talk on
Superfluous Hair." Or
call at my office to

have FREE DEMON-
STRATION. Avoid
Imitations.

^" SPECIALIST
Dept. 9 562 Fifth Ave.
Ent. on -46 St. (Miller Bldg.;

New York

in Hollywood, the portion of the city where
the industry is centered, everyone gets so
fed up with motion pictures that they can-
not think of anything else. They lose their

perspective. They absorb no new ideas

—

no new lines of thought.

MAURICE TOURNEUR, Director:

From the material standpoint of facilities,

costs, climate and the like there is no com-
parison; Los Angeles is vastly superior. I

have always regarded New York's theaters,

its music, its arts, its hustle and bustle, it 3

noise and clamor and color, its startling

cosmopolitanism, as a most valuable mental
stimulant. I honestly consider that bigger
things artistically could and would be done
were the industry more largely centered in

New York and more productions made there.

New York's intellectual circles preclude any
possibility of cerebral staleness. They
awaken new ideas and revive lagging ambi-
tions. London, Paris and Vienna are like

that.

PENRHYN STANLAWS, Artist and
Director:

I think a New Yorker ought to produce
films in Los Angeles and a Californian in

New York. The ideal arrangement is to

be where you have the fewest friends and
can work the hardest. Also, where newness
and novelty give you the biggest mental
kick.

WILLIAM D. TAYLOR, President of the
Motion Picture Directors' Association:

I am mighty fond of New York and
could not get along without going there at

least once a year, for its artistic, dramatic
and literary advantages, but as a place to

make pictures it certainly cannot compare
with Los Angeles. Honest and disinterested

thought can produce no other conclusion.

It takes twice as long to make a picture in

New York and therefore costs much more.
And even in an artistic product like pictures,

the cost is one of the most essential things

to reckon with.

WILLIAM DeMILLE, Paramount
Director:

There is no question in my mind as to

the superiority of California over New York
as a picture producing center for the simple

reason that I never have, and never will.

produce in the East.

California has every advantage; Man-
hattan so few. True, in New York you
can hear the best music and lectures, see

the finest plays and paintings ; but most
of Us can make the trip from the west
whenever we feel it is necessary and if you
have anything within yourself, you do not

need outside stimulus so much.
California means home and work to me.

LILLIAN GISH, Griffith Star:

There is so much more in New York
than there is in California.

New York is the cultural center of the

country. Hollywood is a wonderful place

to have a home and make a garden.

I missed California when I left it. Now
I could not get along without New York.

Its plays, its interesting people, its exchange

of brilliant ideas, its everlasting exhilara-

tion. It is not that I love California less,

but New York more. Someday I may find

that my work will take me west again, and

I will not object.

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE la guaranteed.

THEODORE ROBERTS, Screen Char-
acter actor and former New York stage

favorite:

Here the motion picture industry is—
figuratively—a big toad in a little puddle.

Industrially and artistically, it is the pet

child of a progressive and growing city. In
New York it is and always has been, the

stepsister of the theater. New York loves

the theater. The theater's needs always
overshadow the needs of pictures there.

CECIL B. deMILLE, Paramount's
Director-General :

Making motion pictures is hard enough
work under the best of circumstances. Mak-
ing them under the handicap of eastern

weather and eastern climatic conditions is

more than I care to undertake. California

—especially Los Angeles and its environs

—

is the ideal place to live. And consequently

the ideal place to work.
If anyone can point out to me why a

mortal should live in the heat and cold of

the East and endure the inconveniences of

its horrors, when it is a whole lot easier and
simpler to make pictures right here in Los
Angeles, I should be grateful.

ALLAN SHORE, President of the
Hollywood Board of Trade:

Nothing finer has ever been done for the

profession of the actor than the establish-

ment of Los Angeles as the capital of the

film industry. When you consider that

today thousands of actors own their own
homes, have been enabled to establish a
family life and often a family, through the

fact that moving pictures are made in Los
Angeles, it becomes not an inter-civic, but

a national proposition. For it is the prin-

ciple of Americanism, this firm foundation

of the American home.
Los Angeles will do all for the motion

picture industry that any other city can
offer to do—and she has proved it. She
will meet any conditions, any inducements

made by other cities.

If there has been some protest in our
city against certain elements of film people

—we know that the film people themselves

desire to see this element controlled.

ABRAHAM LEHR, Vice-president in
charge of Goldwyn Production:

New York is the financial and distributing

center of the industry. The home offices

of nearly all of the big companies, including

our own, are located there. It would be an
advantage for the studio to be near the

general headquarters. New York scores in

that respect.

But as long as a friendly attitude is main-

tained by the city and the industry fostered

and protected in Los Angeles, it will prob-

ably be difficult to get the producer to

abandon his financial investments and his

already perfected and operating plant in Los
Angeles.

SYLVESTER WEAVER, President of
the Chamber of Commerce of

Los Angeles:

The motion picture industry is Los
Angeles' favorite industry.

And Los Angeles would never allow it to

be taken away without putting up a good,

hearty battle.

We are proud of the motion pictures.

They are a part of us, they have alwavs

(Continued on page 101

)
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been connected with Los Angeles. They
have received here at all times the heartiest

co-operation.

THOMAS H. INGE, Producer:

My preference for Los Angeles as a pro-

duction headquarters, and I do prefer it to

New York, is based primarily on its marked
advantages as to production cost. Having
kept closely in touch with conditions in

both places, I know that the financial outlay
required in making a picture in New York
is from thirty to thirty-five percent greater
than in Los Angeles. Accordingly, the same
amount of money expended in Los Angeles
will result in a thirty to thirty-five percent
better picture than might have been made
in the East.

We have become identified in every way
with its life. I myself have my home, prop-
erty interests of various kinds, to say
nothing of a complete, perfect, and expensive
studio plant, constructed by myself to suit

my exact needs, which I could never dupli
cate in New York.

IRVING H. HELLMAN, Vice-president,

Hellman Commercial, Trust and Sav-
ings Bank, Los Angeles:

If for no other reason that that it has
more capital employed, has a larger annual
value of output and employs more persons
than any other industry in Los Angeles.
the motion picture interests deserve the very-

best consideration that its citizens—bankers
and business men included—can extend.
And the industry knows that it will receive
this. But, beyond this, there is a sentimental
interest that arises from pride—pride in the
growth of a lusty industrial child that, even
if not born here yet certainly came to Los
Angeles in its swaddling clothes.

JOHN EMERSON AND ANITA LOOS,
Scenario Writers and Directors:

New York.
Because of its inspiration, its varied in-

terests.

New York has everything in the world.
It is a great capital. You cannot grow stale

in New York.
We don't know about the actors, but from

the standpoint of the writer and the director,

there is only one place to make pictures in

our opinion. And we have tried both.

A Moving Thought

Always, before every movie I lamp.
There is a foreword—you've read it

—

Giving each person, from stage hand
vamp.

Oodles and oodles of credit.

Director, adapter and camera man, too.
The bird who picked out each weird

setting

—

Every one gets what he thinks is his due.
To avoid any awkward goat-getting.

Names are poured out just like sand through
a sieve,

Even to seventy-seven

—

So, don't you think that they sometimes
might give

Credit to Nature—or Heaven?—New York Sun.

Aladdin Ho
Save $200 to *

C^

3 0:

Aladdin Colonial Bungalow of 7 Rooms
Aladdin success is chiefly due to the money saved for Aladdin
home owners. You will save a substantial amount thru
eliminating dealers' profits, saving over 18% waste in lumber ami lowering
labor costs in building. Aladdin Homes come to yon direct from one of our
mills located in the nearest timber country, thereby reducing freight

charges. They are built of standardized mater als saving waste and are cut
to fit saving hundreds of hours of carpenter labor. Over a hundred beau-
tiful and modern homes ate pictured and priced in the Aladdin catalog.
Send stamps for this catalog No. 1630.

Reduce Labor Costs and Lumber Waste
The lumber that's wasted costs just as much as the lumber 'hat's used-
Aladdin can prove to you a saving of practically every fifth dollar spentfor
lumber. That's surely worthwhile. Aladdin can prove a savins of practically

every fourth dollar in labor. That's worth saving too. Will you be satisfied

to build without getting the Aladdin catalog and proving these statements?

Sold Direct—No In-Between Profits
The Aladdin Company is the greatest home building institution in the
world and it does not sell through dealers, it manufactures the lumber al
the edge of the four greatest timber-producing states. It prepare.- the
house complete ready to be shipped direct to the home builder. You save
the dealer's profits. Your carpenter nails the readi-CUt lumber uist like in

any other first-class, permanent home.

Not Portable or Sectional

Aladdin homes are not portable,

not sectional, not "fabricated.*
When erected they are exactly like

any well-built, architect-designed,
contractor-built home. They are

guaranteed to pass the building
code- of every city.

What You Get
You receive in one shipment all the
timbered frame work, millwork, the
siding, outside finish, porch, shingles,

windows, doors, interior woodwork.
lath, glass, nails, hard ware, lock sets,

paints, stains and varnish. Send
stamps today for Aladdin catalog No. 16.30

Michigan t£ —

-

The Aladdin Co.,
Branches (Offices and Mills) Wilmington, N.C.

Hattiesburg, Miss., Portland, Oregon

Canadian Office* and Mills: Toronto, Vancoiirrr, Winnipeg, St. John Delightful Stucco Deelcn

THE KEY TO SUCCESS!
Test Your Memory and Concentration
Send today for my r'KEE copyright test

md illustrated i>ooklet.

"How to Remember.''
Thousands of successful
pupils. Address—

PXOF HENRY DICKSON. 1041-E Oiiwo Ave..Evanst»n.ni.

Kill The Hair Root
:uv metiiod is uie only way to preYen I me iittirlr.uu grow
in'gne:iin Ensy.pninles8.riBrmle»s. No Rears. Booklet free

Write toddy, enclosing 3 Btnraps. «» Icark lleanly rnloire.

O.I.MAHLER. 19-X Mahler Park. Providence. R. I.

IfcMonftsfoPay,Ul Enjoy year 1922 "Ranter"^^^^^^
at once. Earn money for the

•maTl monthly payments on Our Easy Pay-
ment Plan. Parenta often advance first

• mall payment to help their boys along.
FACTORY TO RIDER wholesale prices.
Three bilf model factories. 44 Styles, col-
ore and slzee In oor famous Barurer .line.

DELIVERED FREE, arpnm pr«po«. FOR
30 DAIS TRIAL. Select bicycle and terms
that suit—cash or easy payments.

T.- lamps. horna.wheefeMrnaUsfl
11*93 equipment, at half retail prices.

SEND NO MONEY - Simply write today for bla

FREE Ranger Catalog and marvelous prices and terms.

XfoAii QycU Company &$£ ,

BATHASWEET
TRADE MARK REG.

Bathe with Bathasweet. It adds the final touch of dainty luxuriousness to your bath - cools.

refreshes and invigorates. Bathasweet keeps the skin soft and smooth.

PERFUMES YOUR BATH-SOFTENS HARD WATER INSTANTLY
Three sizes. 25c,50c and $1. At all drug and department stores or by mail. Send 2c stamp for sample.

Bathasweet imparts the softness of rain water and the fragrance of a thousand flowers.iparts L___

THE C. S. WELCH CO. Dept. PP. NEW YORK CITY

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOl'LAY MAGAZIM'.
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Play
Without
Tiotcs

Be a Master of
JAZZandttAGTIME

Anybody Who Can Remember a Tune
Can Learn to Play Jazz, Ragtime and
Popular Songs by Ear, Easily, Quickly,
at Very Small Cost. New Method Makes
Piano Playing Wonderfully Simple.

No matter how little you know about
music—even if you "have never
touched a piano"— if you can
Just remember a tune, you can

learn to play by ear. I have
perfected an entirely new
system. It is so simple, so easy
and shows you so many little

tricks of playing that it just comes
natural to pick out on the piano any
piece that is running through your
mind. Even dull pupils grasp the
idea readily and follow through the
entire course of 20 lessons quickly.

PlayByEar in 90Days
No need to devote years to study in order to learn

piano nowadays. I teach you to play by ear in a small
fraction of the usual time and at a smaller fraction of
the cost. No tiresome scales or arpeggios to learn

—

no do-re-mi, no nerve-racking practice of monotonous,
meaningless exercises. You learn to play what you want to
play right off. No special talent is necessary. Eyery lesson
is so easy, so interesting and fascinating that you "can't keep
your hands off the piano." Just devote a part of your spare time
to it and you will be playing and entertaining your friends al-

most beforeyou realize how this wonderful new accomplishment
1 has been acquired.

Experienced and talented musicians are amazed at the rapid
progress of my pupils and say they cannot understand why this
method was not thought of years ago. Yet it has never been
used before; is not used by any other teacher or school today.

Be the Popular One In Your Crowd
One who can sit down any time without notes or music, reel off

the latest jazz, ragtime and song hits and entertain the crowd
is always the popular one in the crowd, the center of attraction,
the life of every party, sought and invited everywhere.

Why not be the popular one in your crowd? You can
learn to play as easily as hundreds of others I

have taught; and you can piofit by it— not only
through the pleasure it provides, but also by
playing at entertainments, dances, movies, etc.

Now is the time to Begin. Just spend a little of your sp?.re
time with my easy, fascinating lessons and iust see how quickly
you "catch on" and learn to play. Ton'M be amazed, whether
you are a beginner or an advanced student. Write lor my

book, "The Niagara Method, describing this wonderful new
method of playing by ear. I send it free.

RONALD G. WRIGHT, Director

Niagara School of Music, DepL 415
NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.

%

H5ED303E3
NIAGARA SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Dept. 415, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Please send me your Free Booklet describ-

ing '"The Niagara Method.*' Name

Age. . . . Ever taken piano lessons ? Street

For how lone a time? City .

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE

!

BUT YOUR NOSE?

IN THIS DAY and AGE attention to your appearance is an absolute
necessity if you expect to make the most out of life. Not only should
you wish to appear as attractive as possible, for your own self-satisfac-

. ion, which is alone well worth your efforts, but you will find the world
in general judging you greatly, if not wholly, by your "looks;" therefore
it pays to "look your best" at all times. Permit no one to see you looking
otherwise; it will injure your welfare! Upon the impression you con-
stantly make rests the failure or success of your life. Which is to be
your ultimate destiny?

My latest Nose-Shapcr, "TRADOS Model 25," U.S. Patent, with six adjustable
pressure regulators and made of light polished metal, corrects now ill-shaped noses
without operation, quickly, safely and permanently. Diseased cases excepted. Is
pleasantand does notinterfere with one's daily occupation, being worn at night.

Write today for free booklet, which tells hem' to correct ill-shaped Noses
without cost if not.satisfactory

M. Trilety, Face Specialist, 1 740 Ackerman Building, Binghamton, N. Y
Also For Sale at Riker-Hegeman, Liggett's and other First-Class Drug Stores

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.

A Modest Hero of

the Stage

(Continued from page 51)

the shell-shocked Hilary Fairfield, an
ideal vehicle for his return to the business

of his life. He at once put in a bid for

the American rights to the piece but the
producers named a price that would have
discouraged even Pollock had it not been
for the fact that he counted on a few
Rood friends who had offered to lend him
whatever money he might need.

To the first of these friends he blurted
out, "Lend me 2,000 pounds!" "Why
not ask me for 2,052 pounds, three shil-

lings and sixpence?" said the friend.

'Why the 52 pounds, three and six?"

asked Pollock. "Because," replied the
friend, "that is all I have."
The money was, nevertheless, finally

collected from this source and that, the
deal closed and Pollock opened the play
in New York, where it seems destined to
run indefinitely.

From that time it has been a cumula-
tive sensation and seems destined to run
indefinitely.

Pollock, still far from well and still

obliged to spend from twelve to fourteen
hours a day in bed, comes to the theater
each night with as much enthusiasm as if

it were the first night. And he is being
forgotten as a hero and recognized as an
actor—which is to say that his deepest
wish is being fulfilled—the reward of all

first-class heroes.

Questions and Answers
(Continued from page 99J

Lena.—Constance Talmadge is separated
from her husband, John Pialoglo. He is a
wealthy tobacco merchant, and the separa-
tion came as a surprise to many, as all the
papers put it. The Queen of Sheba is to
take part in a new Rex Beach picture—she
stopped off on her way east to Ohio Uni-
versity, whose favorite actress she is. She
was born in 1893, is five feet eight and a
half inches tall and weighs 145 lbs.

Isabel.—Jean Acker is Mrs. Rudolph
Valentino, or was. They have been divorced,
or are. They had no children. Rudie is a
Lasky star now.

Irene M.—Mary Pickford has no chil-

dren. Douglas Fairbanks had one son by
his former marriage to Beth Sully, who
is now a Mrs. Evans. Clara Kimball Young
and Theda Bara both have black hair.

Theda Bara was born in Cincinnati, not
Egypt. I thought that old legend had been
forgotten long ago.

Mrs. G. B.—Thank you. It's awfully
sweet of you to write me such nice things.
If you are sincere, I am very much pleased.
But I hate insincere praise. It is worse
than none. (I'd like to watch a lot of you
guilty ones shake in your shoes). The
Realart studio, where Bebe works, is on
Occidental Blvd., Los Angeles. La Daniels
is not engaged or married. I believe there was
an idea at one time that Tommy Meighan
was to be a Realart rather than a Paramount
star, but he finally joined the stellar ranks
of Famous Players-Lasky, where he is called

the "Good Luck Star." You bet I like Tom.
Is there anyone who doesn't?

(Continued on page 117)
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MISS VAN WYCK SAYS:
In this department, Miss Van Wyck will answer all personal problems
referred to her. If stamped, addressed envelope is enclosed, your questions
will be answered by mail. This department is supplementary to the fashion
pages conducted by MissVanWyck, to be found this issue on pages 58 and 59.

M CROSS, Littleton, X. H—I

suggest that you wear your hair in

the style made popular by Elsie

Ferguson. This style is particularly

becoming, I think, to a girl with a short

nose. If your friend, the brunette with

the Roman nose, would adopt a more
classic fashion of hair-dressing she would
be very charming. She should—if she has

a high forehead—pull the hair out slightly

over her ears and forehead (not in puffs,

but rather flat) and should do the balance

of her hair in a loose psyche or a soft

knot, low on her neck. Golf stockings and
oxfords are exceedingly popular this season.

Many of the smartest New York women
wear them for the street.

Nina, Texas.—The best course to pursue
to fill out your neck and arms is to massage
them carefully with any good cream. Cold
showers in the morning are not good for

everyone, but you might try them for a

while and see.

Alice D.. Louisville.—I am indeed flat-

tered when a southern girl asks for my
opinion. She so seldom needs it! Exercise

and careful eating are the only solutions

to the overweight problem that you will

rind practical. If you have no time to walk,
do several simple exercises at home: such
as touching the toes with the nose, etc. ! I

think brown and navy blue are always
•safe" colors. On the other hand, they ire

not particularly pretty or unusual. Alice

and French blue are, to me, delightful.

Agnes.—Mordore, a new shade of reddish-

brown, would be charming for a gown for

afternoon wear. Another color scheme
which would serve either afternoon or eve-
ning, would be black with sphinx, a shade
of grayish-green.

Hazel B., St. Louis.—From the snapshot
you enclose, I see no reason why you should
not be very popular. But of course you
must know that there is some truth in that

old proverb, "Handsome is as handsome
does." Animated features and expressive,

vivacious eyes mean more than cold classical

beauty nine times out of ten. You wear
your hair much as Marie Doro wears hers,

and it is equally becoming. In fact, I

think you resemble that lovely actress a
little. Not much, but a little!'

Helen R., Coney Island.—The grey wool
turban worn by Miss Betty Compson is

made from her own design, so I cannot
send you a pattern for it. Any good book
on knitting—many of the yarn companies
publish them, and they can be bought at

the embroidery counter of any department
store—will give you a foundation to work
on. Then you can do some variety of loose
stitch and easily get the result you wish.

N T., Tulsa.—A good graceful carriage
is a most important thing. Today we are
inclined to neglect it and cultivate instead
our complexions and our wardrobes. Many
women have won fame simply because they
walked well. Have you ever seen a photo-
graph of Dolores, the Ziegfeld Follies
beauty? She is grace itself on the stage
even though she does nothing but walk
across it

!

Helen, Topeka.—Bobbed hair is charm-
ing for a girl of fourteen. I suppose you
are back in school again, and I hope you
enjoy your studies. Some times studies

seem a frightful bore, especially at your
age; but later you will be very glad you
applied yourself Dash hot, then cold water
on the eyes night and morning. This process
will help both the eyes and the lashes.

Ruth G., New York City—Yes—by all

means, use powder! Use rouge if you need
it, although I do not always recommend its

use for very young girls. A good rouge or
powder does your skin good, not harm.
I would not advise you to begin having
facial massages until you really need them.
And then not very often.

Blanche R., Detroit, Mich.—A good
treatment for an unattractive skin is this:

wash the face at night, before going to bed.
with warm water and a good skin soap.
Then apply very hot water, and on top of

this very cold water. Finish with ice, if

possible. Any good cream, used regularly,

will benefit a dry skin. Use a vanishing
cream before applying powder, and a grease
cream at night. I hope I have helped you a

little.

Marian.—Don't feel that way about it.

Other mothers may be able to give their

babies rich fur robes and be-frilled bonnets,
but, dear lady, don't mind. You are givinu

your little girl something much more pre-

cious: an instinctive taste and an ideal. Be-
sides, some of the healthiest babies I've ever
seen have worn ragged coats and no hats
at all. I wish you would write to me again
and ask me some questions—I should like

to know you better.

L. K., Newark, N. J.—Always oxfords

!

I mean, you may hear that "they are wear-
ing" queer shoes with buckles and straps,

and satin slippers and two-strap pumps
and things. But if you'll notice, they al-

ways come back to oxfords ! And you can't

possibly be in bad taste if you wear them.
Now I suppose you'll go right out and buy
a pair of satin shoes with rhinestone buckles,

n'esl ce pas?

Geraldine B., Chicago. III.—You may
have seen my picture in the papers— it has
been there. I am not gifted literarily so I

cannot describe myself to you. But one
thing I can tell you: I am sure you would
not know me if you saw me on the street.

Because I dress very quietly, and I am
afraid you think good taste in clothes means
elaborate hats and frilly frocks.

Helen MacI., Hiohtstown, N. J.

—

Thank you so much for your sweet letter.

I appreciate your interest, truly, and am
only too glad to help you in any way. I

agree with you that a band for the hair,

for evening wear, is very pretty. I saw one
in a smart shop which can easily be copied.

It was of silver ribbon and green leaves:

the leaves were made of ribbon and were
fastened flat upon the silver band. A
narrow band of green net would also be
pretty with a cluster of white taffeta flowers

on one side, slightly to the front. The
flowers should have dull gold or orchid

centers.

They say it

behind your back

EVEN .-is imi read this, some of
your friends may be saying it

about you.

Halitosis (unpleasant breath) is

not a pretty subject. The thing is

too delicate for conversation even
among close friends.

Yet all the while, quite innocent-
ly, you may be offending your
friends and business associates.

Halitosis becomes a silent, uo-
mentioned indictment that holds
back many a man. And he is the
last one to know why.

Why entertain uncomfortable
doubts about your breath when
there is a simple, scientific precau-
tion that will put you on the safe

—

and polite—side?

Listerine, thelong-popular,li(]uia

antiseptic, will defeat most cases

of halitosis. It is a wonderfully ef-

fective mouth deodorant that
quickly arrests food fermentation.

Of course, if halitosis is a symp-
tom of some more deep-seated,
organic disorder you will want to

consult your physician or dentist.

Naturally you wouldn't expect a

mouth antiseptic to cure a bad
stomach. But so often halitosis is

merely local and temporary. The
regular use of this excellent and
pleasant antiseptic as a mouth
wash and gargle will suffice.

Try Listerine this way today.
Note the clean, fresh feeling it

leaves about your mouth, teeth

and throat. At the same time yon
freshen your breath you are guard-
ing against throat infections that

may anticipate more serious ills.

If you are not familiar with Lis-

terine and its many usesjust send us
your name and address and fifteen

cents and we shall be glad toforward
you a generous sample of Listerine

together with a tube of Listerine

Tooth Paste sufficient for 10 days'

brushings.

Address Lambert Pharmacal
Company, 2167 Locust Street,

Saint Louis, Missouri.

Star

HALITOSIS
use
LISTERINE

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZIM:.
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Dr. Lawton's Guaranteed

Fat Reducer
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Photoplay Magazine—Advertising Section

Chaplin's Great Secret

(Continued from page 41)

Dr. Lawton
Oct. 1916— weight

21 1 pounds.

Few Days

Shows Reduction

\JO need of being fat if

* ^ you will use Dr.
Lawton's Fat Reducer.
In my own case I reduced

59 pounds as my above
pictures show. That was
five years ago and during

these years my Fat Re-
ducer has been reducing

fat from thousands of other

men and women.
I don't ask you to starve

nor exercise, take medi-
cine or treatments of any
kind. All I ask is that

you use my Fat Re-
ducer and method as per

instructions and you will

find reduction taking
place in a few days; at

the end of eleven days,

which is full trial period,

you either keep the Re-
ducer or return it to me
complete and I will gladly

refund your money.

You gently apply Re-
ducer to fatty parte and
by easy manipulation it

performs a deep-rooted

massage which extends

well down into fatty tis-

sues. This manipulation

breaks down and dissolves

the fatty tissues into waste

matter, which is then car-

ried off by the elimination

organs of the body.

Dr. Lawton's Fat Re-
ducer is non-electrical,

made from soft rubber and
weighs but a few ounces.

You can reduce where
you wish to lose whether
10 or 100 pounds over-

weight.

The cost of Fat Re-
ducer is $5.00 (nothing

more to buy ) . Add 20
cents with your remittance

to cover parcel-post and
insurance. Send for your
Reducer Today. Re-
member it is guaranteed.

Free private demonstra-

tions in my office 9 to 6
daily.

My free printed matter
"HowtoReduce Fat"
mailed upon request.

Dr. Lawton
Feb. 1917— weight

152 pounds—

a

reduction of 59
pounds.

Fatty arms quickly reduced;

also takes a'way fatty parts

•top of corsets and reduces

fatty ankles.

Enlarged abdomens,
thighs and hips reduced

quickly.

Dr.ThomasLawton,120 W.70th St., Dept78,New York

TAKE the case of Babe Ruth, for ex-

ample. He is a national hero, not
merely because he can swing a club harder

and knock a ball further than other men,
but because he represents the country's ideal

of sport—because, through his achievements,

he has come to personify a great popular

game. He, too, is the symbol of a powerful
national impulse—the impulse to play. He,

too, has been unofficially elected to an office

—he is even called the "King of Swat." If

Ruth had never been on a baseball team,

but had merely given exhibitions of batting,

he would not be a public idol, no matter
how many home-runs he had knocked out.

Then there are the world's heavy-weight
boxing champions—such men as Fitz-

simmons, Jeffries, Johnson, Willard and
Dempsey. Here again it is the title, rather

than the individual fighter, that really re-

ceives the adulation and applause of the

public. The man is merely the symbol of

the world's ideal of physical prowess.

AND so it goes through all the dominat-
ing impulses and instincts and needs of

humanity. For each one of them the public

selects a personal representative—an individ-

ual who most nearly symbolizes that par-

ticular impulse, or instinct, or need—and
then proceeds to lavish him with admiration

and homage.
Now, Mr. Chaplin fulfills, more nearly

than any other comedian, the particular type
of humor which the modern world demands.
When we sit and watch him on the screen,

he is actually expressing the exact kind of

humorous impulse which is in ourselves.

That is why he attracts us so irresistibly.

Humor is a very necessary reaction from
the serious affairs of life. It is largely a
breaking-forth of our suppressed desires and
emotions. It is an outlet and a safety-

valve; and it is as essential to man's welfare

as eating, drinking, sleeping and wooing.
It is both a physical and a mental recreation.

Therefore it constitutes one of the most
fundamental needs of mankind.
Moreover, the kind of humor, or humor-

ous relaxation, which we demand depends
largely on our environment and the condi-

tions under which we live. Therefore, every

age has its own variety of humor, which is

the direct result of its economic, social,

moral, cultural and ethical influences. That
is why the things at which one generation

laughs only bore another generation.

M R
P ,

CHAPLIN, as I have said, is a

perfect personification of the kind of

humor which appeals most strongly to us

of today; and it is this which accounts for

his tremendous popularity and vogue. Fur-

thermore, the essence of his humor never

changes. Other comedians please us at one
time and leave us cold at another, for they

lack that permanent, universal quality which
is in all of Mr. Chaplin's work. His great-

ness does not lie in his details, in his material,

or his plots, but in his methods, his view-

point—his formula. That is why his poor-

est pictures have their fascination for us.

What, one asks, is it about Mr. Chaplin's

performances that has made him the human
and personal embodiment of our humorous
impulses, and given him his unprecedented
popularity?

The easiest way to answer this question

is to glance at the conditions under which
we live today.

First of all, we live in an age where there

is an almost mathematical precision about
life, and where our affairs are regulated with
orderliness and exactitude. It is only nat-

ural, therefore, that in our recreation we
should seek to balance this drab and un-

interesting condition by the wildest and most
extravagant exaggerations. And in Mr.
Chaplin's humor we find exactly such ex-

aggerations—perfectly conceived to meet our
needs. For an hour or so each evening
we can live with him a senseless, topsy-
turvy existence in which everything that

happens is unexpected and disorderly.

Again, this is an age of unimaginative
science, of cut-and-dried formulas, of hide-

bound logic—all of which demands, as an
outlet, imagination, whimsical nonsense, and
preposterous irrelevancies. And once more
Mr. Chaplin supplies us with just these
things. They are, indeed, the very basis of
his humor.

Take, again, the enforced respectability

of modern life—the prudish decencies, the
insincerities and the pretences which are
forced upon us in our dealings with our
fellow-men. It is inevitable that our humor
(which is one of our greatest emotional
reactions) should possess the elements of
rakishness and healthy vulgarity, of profan-
ity and bad manners, of disrespect for the

conventional niceties of conduct. Therefore,
when Mr. Chaplin, being presented to a
person socially, places his foot vigorously
against the seat of that person's pantaloons,
or squirts a seltzer siphon down his collar,

we participate vicariously in the act, and
get a real joy out of it

!

W HAT Mr. Chaplin does is exactly
what we would like to do nine times

out of ten in real life; but, instead, the

conventions demand that we shake hands
politely with those to whom we are intro-

duced, and murmur that we are delighted

to make their acquaintance.

Furthermore, we all have the instinct,

when invited out to dinner, to grab the
kind of food which looks best to us; or to

throw bricks at a deacon's high silk hat;

or to turn a hose upon "swells" in evening
dress; or rest our feet on the center-table

when making a formal call, or shove a
haughty matron into a trough of bird-lime

and plaster; or remove our trousers on a
hot day; or curse vociferously when things

go wrong; or follow and make violent love
to the attractive young ladies we chance
to meet; or "pocket" anything which may
take our fancy in a store; or do a hundred
similar things which constitute Mr. Chaplin's

principal activities on the screen. But we
are not permitted to gratify these normal,
healthy desires. We are forced to suppress
them and to act in a restrained, polite, and
unnatural fashion. And so we give vent
to our true impulses by watching Mr. Chap-
lin, and by projecting ourselves into his

personality.

Then, again, we of today are the victims

of an unnatural puritanism. At every turn
we are repressed by narrow-minded, moral-
istic laws and ordinances which restrict our
spontaneous actions. However, we have to

give vent to our normal instincts somehow
or other; and Mr. Chaplin affords the most
satisfactory and satisfying opportunity. No
legal restrictions hem him in. He is an
apostle of unrestraint, deviltry and illegality.

His humor is the very anarchy of action.

He does as he pleases, and snaps his fingers

at the law. No wonder we flock to see him,

and worship him as a hero ! He dares to

do the things which we long to do but are

afraid to. He breaks every law, and, what
is more, he makes all laws ridiculous, espe-

cially the narrow, paternal laws which curb

our personal freedom.
Another point : We are constantly having

respect for authority forced upon us; we
are constantly being made to bow down to

(Continued on page 105)
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(Concluded)

the dignity of the law's upholders. Con-
sequently, in our relaxations, we glory in

any contempt for unpopular authority, or
in any disrespect for pompous dignity. It

is our only way of getting even. And
Mr. Chaplin supplies us with this outlet

also. When he plasters a policeman with

underdone pies or other humiliating missiles,

we ourselves, in our imaginations, are doing
exactly the same thing, and having a lot

of fun and satisfaction doing it.

In brief, Mr. Chaplin gives us—more
capably and divcrtingly than any other

modern comedian—the exact type of re-

action which the modern man must have
in order to maintain his mental and emo-
tional equilibrium. And that is why his

appeal is to the "low-brow" and "high-

brow" alike. He is not a "class" humorist.
The bespectacled college professor and the

ignorant street urchin can sit side by side

and laugh with equal delight at a Chaplin
picture—one need only be human and
healthy to appreciate it.

And just here we have the explanation

of why even the most skillful of Mr. Chap-
lin's imitators have so dismally failed. They
mimic only his mannerisms and appearance
—they miss the fundamental fact that his

influence is due to an inherent quality far

beneath the mere surface of his perform-
ances.

In fact, Mr. Chaplin's true power—his

unassailable greatness—lies in something
which he himself, in all probability, is not
conscious of, and over which he has no
control-—namely : in the fact that he is the
personification of our modern humoristic
needs and impulses.

Indian Logic

THOMAS H. INCE was telling Douglas
MacLean, one of his stars, some ex-

periences of the pioneer days of pictures

—

among them the following

:

He was making the famous old Indian
and western pictures that were so successful

in those days. In them, he was using almost
an entire tribe of Indians as extras. One
day, the red-skin chief came to the producer's
office and demanded a raise of 75 cents a

day. Mr. Ince, after consulting for some
time with other officials, called in this red-
skin and told him he was sorry, but that if

they had to pay the Indians 75c more a day,
they wouldn't make any money at all, on
the pictures, so they really could not con-
sider it.

The Indian chief went back, consulted
for some time with his tribe, and returned,

with a message from his people. This
was it: "Big white chief, you know we
think you very great man. Big man—very
big white chief. You great leader, great

man to lead other men. Any hard anything
look dangerous, you do him first. Give us
no fear. Anything strange, you help us
know how to do. You work very hard.
Night time, we go home, sleep. You stay
here, work. Work Sundays, nights, all time.

You act, you write, you got business, too.

You heap big man. We think so. We
love you heap.

"But we think if with all you do and all

you work and chances you take, if you can
not make more money so that 75 cents a
day to us Indians break you, you better go
get some other job. You no good in this

one."

Needless to say, they got the raise.

Try It Ten Days FREE!
This genuine standard late model
Underwood,Shipman-Ward Rebuilt,
shipped to your home without one
penny down ! No risk, no obligation.

No salesman to annoy you. Send
no money. Just sign the coupon in

this advertisement.

But Act Now-Today
Then try the Underwood. Give it

every test. Compare it with any
other typewriter, new or rebuilt, at

ANY price. If you are not convinced
that the Underwood is the finest

typewriter possible to make, return
it to us and we will cheerfully refund
every cent paid by you—including
express both ways. Could any-
thing be fairer?

Don't Send a Penny
Ifyou decide to keep the Underwood
we will make you a rock-bottom

factory price. Then you can pay
this low price in the easiest kind of
easy monthly payments. You can
own the matchless Underwood at a
price far lower than an inferior ma-
chine would cost you. And you can
use the typewriter while paying for

it at less than rental.

Get the facts now. Mail the cou-
pon. Remember, it doesn't cost a
cent—you have ten days to decide
—and if you keep the Underwood
you have a year to pay for it. So
don't delay— sign the coupon and
mail, NOW.

TYPEWRITER EMPORIUM

Shipman-Ward Mfg. Co.
2012 Shipman Building

CHICAGO

MAIL THIS
COUPON -

TODAY +>

^r Typewriter Emporium^+ SHIPMAN-WARD MFG. CO.
^* ^ 2012 Shipman Building, Chicago^^ Send by return mail, full detailsof your big Bargain^ Offer on a Shipman-Ward Rebuilt Underwood Type-
writer without paying one penny down. This is not an

order and does not obligate me to buy.

&r p^ Name

.

Street or
R. F. D. No.

.

Post Office, State..

y THIS IS NOT AN ORDER
Learn to Dance

I CAN TEACH YOU Fox-TTot. One-Step, Two-Step,
Waltz and newest "up-to-the-minute" society dances
In a few honrs-at home— in private by the wonderful

Peak System of Mail Instruction
REMARKABLE NEW METHOD. Easy- fascinarinir.
RESULTS GUARANTEED. No music - no partner
needed. Thousands tauitht successfully.
Write me today for my interesting free book! Special
low offer i f you answer at once.

WILLIAM CHANDLER PEAK, M. 8.
Studio 14 4737 Broadway Ch,coco, III.

CompleteConservalory

Course by Mail
Wonderful home study music

1 lessons under great American
1 and European teachers. En-

dorsed by Padercwski. Master teachers (ruideand coach you.
Lessons a marvel of simplicity and completeness.

Anv Inctrnmont Writ*? naming course you are interestedHMy IIIOl. Ullieill jn:Piano. Harmony. Voice. PublicSchool
Music. Violin.Cornet. Mandolin. Guitar.Banjo or Reed Ortran
-and we will send FREE CATALOG. SEND for It NOW!
UniversityExtcnsion Conservatory, 506 ^et-MjcriBWg..Chicago

FAUTY-CHARM
I ^A w Can be vouxs—by matt. We can teach you at home the arts of

H^^ the boudoir ai.d the traces of society that transform " wall-
ah flowers" Into fasclnatlnc favorites Be a winning woman and llnd~ the happiness and love that is your blrthricht. Send for free BEAUTY

-

CHARNf booklet and copvrlchted analysis. /Vpf. 0-0,0.
Women's College of Arts end Sciences. 1S04 Locust St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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WARNING! Say "Bayer" when you buy Aspirin.

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are

not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians

over 21 years and proved safe by millions for

Colds Headache Rheumatism
Toothache Neuralgia Neuritis

Earache Lumbago Pain, Pain

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.

Handy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets— Also bottles of 24 and 100—Druggists.

Aspirin is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoaceticacidester of Salicylicacid

KA^ Per BoxJU' PreWar Price
"Queen of Toilet Pow
ders." The favori
of three generations

Refuse Substitutes
They may be dan-

gerous Flesh White,
Pink or Cream. 50c.

a box at druggists or
by mail. Over two
million boxes sold

aonuallv. Send 10c.
<or a sample box.

BEN. LEVY CO.
French Perfumers, Dept

125 Kingston Su Boston, Mass.

California Bungalow Books
"Home Kraft" and "Draughtsman" each con-

tain Bungalows and Two Stories. "Plan Kraft"

Two Stories. "Kozy Homes" Bungalows. $1.00

each—all four for $3.00. De Luxe Flats $1.00.

DE LUXE BUILDING CO.
524 Union League Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.

For $1.25

You can obtain the next six numbers of Photoplay

M w.azine, delivered to you by the postman anywhere

in the U. S. (Canada $1.50.) This special offer is made

as a trial subscription. Also it will avoid the old story

of "Sold Out" if you happen to be a little late at the

news-stand. Sold postal order to Dept. /jJ.
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A Prohibition Beauty
(Continued from page 46)

for instance, such a constant joy to the
eye.

But she can acquire all that if she cares
to, and I rather think she does.

For aside from her beauty, there is an-
other thing very much in favor of this

newest Universal luminary.
She is quite simple and unaffected and

timid about herself and her work. She has
a little trick of looking straight at you and
turning her palms outward and upward
almost supplicatingly, as though she sweetly
asked your lenience and your affection. If

she can get that over on the screen, it should
add the one touch necessary to her beauty to
make her a real star, which after all only
the public can do.

She seems to say, "Here I am—making
my first bow to you-all. I'm going to do
my best. Please like me."

"Please, please don't say I was made over-
night," she said to me, and her voice is

pleasantly soft and sweet. "It seems to me
I've been at it forever."'

So I won't say that she was made over-
night, but her sudden rise to stardom has
actually been one of the quickest cases on
record and one of the very few of its kind
of recent years.

WHEN I first met her I kept trying to

remember where I'd seen her. It

wasn't until just before I left that I suc-
ceeded. A couple of years ago I went into
an exclusive and expensive shop in Los
Angeles to look at dinner frocks. A tall,

beautiful blonde girl modeled them and tried

to make me believe I'd look like she did
in them.
That mannequin was Margaret Armstrong,

whom Universal has rechristened "Miss
DuPont."

She has been advised, I believe, to keep
silent about that chapter in her life. I don't
know why. She was a very good model.
The most interesting thing about her to me
is her climb to fame, and it is the one thing
that makes me think she will climb higher.

She gave up modeling and did small bit-

in pictures. Then Eric von Stroheim was
told about her by another director for
whom she had worked, Sam de Grasse.

Von Stroheim was looking for just the right

woman to play the lead in his expensive
spectacle, "Foolish Wives."' And Miss
DuPont proved to be just the right woman.
He used her—and was so satisfied with the

results that when he showed them to Uni-
versal, they decided to star her.

So she was very fortunate in her oppor-
tunity.

She lives with her mother and brother,

and everyone who knows her and works
with her declares that she is a nice, quiet,

sweet-tempered kid. Which is saying a
good deal.

She has made a couple of starring vehicles

since "Foolish Wives," but she is impatiently

waiting for the public to see her in it.

"I worked over a year on it—and I want
people to see it, because then maybe they'll

remember me," she says.

I shouldn't be at all surprised. It will be
difficult to forget the real beauty of that

face.

T> EAD the remarkable fash-

ion announcement on
Pages 58 and 59. It is of

paramount interest to every

woman. A Bon Ton Pattern

—absolutely without cost!

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Faces and Brains

house in Washington, while in that very

city other men discuss disarmament without

him. In business young men rise and some-
times, with only sheer impudence as their

asset, rout the older generation with its

accumulated experience. We train and edu-

cate, only to cast aside like old shoes.

And the economic waste is fearful.

New faces, yes, if they have something
behind them. And even then, their wearers
not pushed to the top of the ladder before

they have climbed there. Let them look

the part if they can, but act the part they

must. Types are interesting to study; it

is wonderful to see what life has done to

some countenances, the lines it has drawn,
of tears or laughter, of hope or wretched-
ness. There are faces which, flashed for a

moment before us, carry all the lessons of

living, preach us sermons, show us God.

BUT their function on the screen is just

that, no more. They are a part of its

atmosphere and color. They come, bid us

look, and are gone. Their novelty is their

value. They teach their lesson only once.

In this sense we need innumerable new
faces, but only in this sense.

Always those who make pictures are
attempting to discover what the public

wants. Now it is stars; again it is humor;
once it was wicked allurement; now it is

home and mother; once it was production;
now it is story. But always they have
perhaps over-emphasized the value of new-
ness, forgetting that for all our liking for

novelty, the things we love on stage or
screen are the old familiar things.

No art thrives on immaturity and newness.
Artists ripen as they gain experience. Only
in our mimic arts do we set undue emphasis
on the new. In painting, in sculpture, and
in writing we reverence and esteem achieve-

ment only. The artist is forgotten in his

work.
Give us all the new actors necessary,

then, but give us ability with them. The
picture audience today wants not only to

look at pictures, but to think about them.
And it wants the illusion of reality, which
can only be preserved by fine acting.

It is not unlikely that the studio of the
future will have its own training school,

where it will take its new actors and not
only teach them before the camera, but
will show them the results as the camera
sees them. Its pupils will then graduate
into the pictures, and the winnowing of the
chaff will be less expensive than by the
present methods. In no other art do we
ask patrons to buy from novices, yet this

is precisely what we do in pictures. We
take new actors and teach them in com-
mercial pictures, and ask the public to pay
for their training. When their work, due
to their inexperience, is too poor for exhibi-
tion, the cutter takes out all that he can
and the studio bears the expense. It is the
most costly training imaginable.
We make a great deal now of what we

call screen personality. Some beginners have

(Continued jrom page 48)

it, and practically all

have survived. When actors

personality they 'get over."

ity is only another

the old favorite «!.. r
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These people do not "get over." They put

themselves over, and they do that because

they have intelligence and acting skill.

This matter of our choice of new faces

for the screen becomes highly important
when we realize that in pictures we are

now for the first time facing world com-
petition. Pictures have no language. They
are free to all the world. And the one
thing which has stood out in our imported
pictures has been the quality of the acting.

They have sent us no vacuous young women,
posturing in pretty frocks before the camera.
Their actors are not always young and
certainly not always beautiful. They have
come to us often with indifferent photog-
raphy and inferior productions, but they
have without exception, given us standard
acting of a high grade.

We do not take kindly to criticism of

ourselves. It is said that that is always
characteristic of new families and new coun-
tries. But there are certain truths that we
must face about our pictures. In photog-
raphy and production we surpass. In the

making of our continuities we are hasty,

and apt to attempt, by dressing a trivial

theme elaborately, to give it significance

and importance. Our execution is greater

than our conception.

AND we have not put sufficient emphasis
on the quality of our acting.

No real and lasting success is ever easily

achieved. The people in any profession

who have won its highest places have al-

ways sacrificed to win them. Back of every
glittering triumph lies hard work, often

grinding and solitary. There are meretri-

cious successes; now and then accident steps

in, or as in the case of some of our early

picture stars a new medium carries a few
to the top by the sheer momentum of
novelty. But a good many of those early

names are already forgotten.

The only permanent success is achieved
by work and by something else,—by an
attitude of seriousness toward that work.
This moving picture art can not and must
not be frivolously undertaken. It is not
frivolous. It demands sincerity, earnestness,

and honesty of purpose. And while nothing
is more true than the sincerity of a large

part of the picture world today, it is

equally certain that another part of it goes
to its work in an attitude of flippant cyni-

cism, as a job to be done and no more.
It is that element which the casting direc-

tors are endeavoring to eliminate in their

search for new faces. New faces in this

sense means simply the substitution of the

fit for the unfit. As in every other line of

endeavor today, the competition is keen,

and the slogan of an honest day's pay only
for an honest day's work has at least reached
the pictures.

Ky-**^

London Fog Overcome

THE atmospheric problem which has
seriously handicapped production ever

since the opening of the Islington studio
of Famous Players-Lasky British Producers,
Ltd., has at last been solved. A system of
air purification, designed by one of the
foremost English engineering companies and
now in successful use at the studio, has
brought the desired relief and is expected to

pay for itself through the saving of time on
a single production.

It was just a year ago during the filming

of Donald Crisp's production, "Appear-
ances," that the studio management first

realized fully what havoc London climate

could play in the making of a motion
picture. At that time there was a long
period of foggy weather. The fog permeated
the studio to such an extent that production
was held up for days at a time and the

loss which it entailed was conservatively

estimated at more than $50,000.
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oAnOld
Family Secret

(JTsASKMQ under the blue skies
/~\ of sunny Italy centuries ago
I—J was a beautiful maid, reflect-

ing in her cheeks the color and
warmth of her native land. She had
finished her toilette and was admir-
ing, by the aid of a hand mirror, the
magic effects produced by the ap-
plication of that formula which had
been a guarded secret in her family
for generations.

Ah I If other maids but knew the
secret, what rivals in beauty she
would have! Science has solved
her secret.
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Sem-pray Jo-ve-nay is not a cold
cream nor a soap but a combination
skin nourisher, cleanser, beautifiei

—

made in cake form of pure vegetable
oils, which have a close affinity to
the natural oils of the skin.

Applied to your face at night, it

softens the secretions and thoroughly
cleanses the pores of the dust and
grime of the day, producing a satiny
smoothness, and the freshness and
bloom of youth. "Always Young"
indeed is the girl or woman who
uses Sem-pray Jo-ve-nay.

Send you name and ad-
dress for seven-day trial

size cake free. Bring
charm and loveliness
to vour skin.

Full size packages at almost

all toilet counters

Sem-pray Jo-ve-nay Company
Department 1252

Grand Rapids, Michigan

A Powder
I Foundation— 50c

I Exquisiticely

Perfumed
— 50c

I

Natural
Health Tints— 50c 1

Wlien you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Have A Clear, Rosy,

Velvety Complexion
ALL THE WORLD ADMIRES
A PERFECT COMPLEXION

Don'tdoubt—because I give you aguaranteewhich
dispels doubt. I refer you to women who testify to
the moat astonishing and gratifying results. Your com-
plexion may be of the muddiest, it may be hide-
ously disfigured with pimples, blackheads, whiteheads,
red spots, enlarged pores, wrinkles and other blem-
ishes. You may have tried a dozen remedies. I do not
make an exception of any of these blemishes. I can
give you a complexion, soft, clear, velvety beyond your
fondest dream. And I do It in a few days. My state-
ments are sober, serious, conscientious promises. I

want you to believe, for I know what my wonderful
treatment win do.

YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD OF ANOTHER METHOD
LIKE MINE. SCIENTIFIC— DIFFERENT.

My method is absolutely different. It has to be to
warrant my statements. You know that. I get away
from all known methods of cosmetics, lotions, salves,
soaps, ointments, plasters, bandages, masks, vapor
sprays, massage, rollers, or other implements. There j-

nothing to take. No diet, fasting or any interference
whatsoever with your accustomed way of life. My
treatment is absolutely safe. It cannot injure the most
delicate skin. It is pleasant, even delightful. No messy,
greasy, inconvenient applications. Only a few minutes
a day required. Yet, results are astounding.

I want to tell you in detail about this wonderful
treatment. So send for my booklet. It is free. You are
not obligated. Send no money. Just get the facts, the
indisputable proofs. This is the one method that has
restored to beauty the complexions of tens of thou-
sands of women. Don't say your case is an exception.
You have my unqualified promise. You have nothing
to lose—everything to gain. Mail Coupon today 1

DOROTHY RAY
14 E. lackson Blvd. Suite 34, CHICAGO, ILL.

J Dorothy Ray,
I 14 E. Jackson Blvd., Suite 34, Chicago, III.

I
Free and without obligation send me your I

booklet "Complexion Beautiful" telling of your
_ scientific, harmless method of cleansing and I
I beautifying the complexion.

I Name _

I Street

City State !

(

A New
Perfume!

The most exquisite perfume In the world , send
for sample—sells at $15 an ounce and worth
it. Rieger's Flower Drops— made without
alcohol; made direct from the essence ol the
flowers themselves. The most refined of
all perfumes, yet concentrated in such a
manner that a single drop of the delicate
odor lasts a full week. Hence, an absolutely
superior odor becomes economical at $15 an
ounce I Never anything like this before 1

Send for Sample
Send 20c (silver or stamps)
for a sample vial of this

precious perfume. Your
choice of odors, Lily of tho
Valley. Rose, Violet, Lilac,
or Crabapple. Write now.

PAULRIEGER&CO.
141 First St., San Francisco, Cal.

{Since 1872)

PERt\^E * -roitJT/WATEP)

flbwerDrops

Other Offers
Direct from us or at dealers

Bottle offlowrr drops wtti
long plots stopper
ino so drops, a supply for
SO weeks.

Lilac, Crabapple St.60
Lily of the Valley, Rose,
Violet J2.O0

Mon Amour Perfume
sample offer, loz. . $1.60

SOUVENIR BOX
Extra special box of five
25c bottles of five different
perfumes .... $1.00

Business of Making Thrills

(Continued jrom page 20)

A light, high-powered car will, of course,

jump considerably farther and higher than
a heavy one. The velocity at the moment
of the takeoff is also one of the most im-
portant features of calculation to be con-
sidered. But after all these plans and
figures, a tire may blow out after it is too
late to stop, which would slow up the car

and drop it into a gap ; the float in the

carburetor might stick; or, a speck of dirt

or drop of water in the needle valve might
cause trouble.

But to return to our dirt road and the

race along the railroad tracks. I had
planned to do the stunt before sundown,
but on arriving on location, I was not satis-

fied with the provisions made for our safety.

The approaching incline to the point where
we should have been given a lift was made
of wedges not more than five feet long,

when they should have been as long as the

wheel base of the car. But twenty minutes
remained before the sun would retire, so we
decided to try it.

GETTING off from a curve in the road

I drove toward the ties. The last time

I looked at the speedometer we were mak-
ing over fifty-five miles. Realizing that a

shock of some sort might jam me against

the wheel to the peril of my wishbone, I had
placed an overcoat in front of my chest.

But my pet scheme was to drop down
under the dash in the event that the car

might be turned over or be hurled off to

one side in its flight.

But note what did happen! The front

wheels ascended the wedge which was to

give us our lift, but as I had feared the

takeoff was too abrupt. The front wheels

struck so sharply that the rear end of the

car was sent straight up. I was lucky to

be able to hang onto the steering gear let

alone scramble down under the dash. Would
she turn over completely or come down
frontward? I lived a lifetime of suspense

in those few seconds.

The shock which occurred when the front

wheels struck sent one of the members of

the party flying clear of the car, a distance

of seventy-five feet. He was unhurt. Fin-

ally the front end of the car nosed down-
ward; we hit the earth and with one wheel

broken off to the hub bounced along in a

jolty fashion, to a desirable place before the

camera. The film effect was splendid but

that abrupt takeoff came pretty close to

being our earthly undoing. Therefore you
can realize that where leaping a great

chasm may be done exactly as per schedule

and calculation, the jumping of a small

wood pile can prove disastrous.

Those who help to make the serial form
of picture are always learning, something

new. Very often it has been my "stunt" to

be jolted up and down while being dragged

at full length over the hills or desert at

the end of a rope attached to a saddle horn.

I found, however, that it was almost im-
possible to secure good close-ups when being

dragged behind a horse, as it was extremely

difficult to place the camera in an advan-
tageous position. If you attempt to secure

close-ups by following the horse with an
auto, the horse is as liable as not to become
excited and run in such direction as to twist

the rope about the auto or otherwise spoil

the proceedings.

So we devised the scheme of having an

arm extending from an automobile and the

rope attached to the arm. Then the camera
man was put in the car and I was dragged

along behind in perfect range of the camera.

Of course our long shots were taken with
the horse doing the dragging.

But I soon discovered that instead of

(Continued on page 109)
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Packed in Dainty Blue Envelopes
ContainingOne Net -./or 15*
Contain ingTwo Nets -for25*
ContainingFour Nets -fir 50*

At all Good Stores

Jbr^ngestWear^lVUhout a Oei

WHITING-ADAMS
BRUSHES

Vulcan Rubber Cemented Shaving
Brushes make shaving a pleasure.

They wear for many years.

Invincible Hair Brushes. Strong, stiff

bristles. Beautiful wood, richly finish-

ed. Very popular with lovers of good
brushes.

Send for Illustrated Literature

JOHN L. WHITING-J. J. ADAMS CO.
BOSTON, U.S.A.

Brush Manufacturers for Over 112 Years and the
Largest in the World A
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IVIRGINWOOL

Beautiful sweaters, scarfs, shawls,
jackets, hoods, gloves, stockings

—

ens of lasting- garments—for grown-
ups and children cost % less when you
make them from Homewool 100% Virgin
Wool Yarns. Direct from mill to yvu at
big savings Big skeins. Easy to make
up. Attractive colors. Send today for
/> ee sample cardsand Homewool Catalog.

Home Woolen Mills, Estab.1876

87 Naln Street, Eaton Rapids, Mich.

Send for Catalog—it is FREE

HOMEWOOL
STOMACH TROUBLE
cured with food. Send postcard for free booklet

—

" HOW FOODS CURE."
DR. EUGENE CHRISTIAN

Dept. 262 Broadway at 71st Street New YorU
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Business of Making Thrills

(Continued from page 108)

being bumped up and down as I dragged
along the ground, the natural result was,

that the car dragged me along steadily, and
the even pull causing friction nearly set

my clothes on fire. Personally I decided that

I preferred to be dragged by a horse at

lightning speed for a mile rather than be
dragged by an automobile for fifty yards.

We might assume when it comes to diving

that an ordinarily good diver would seldom
meet with a mishap. But you -can never
tell in the serial business. Occasion called

for my co-star, Miss Edith Johnson, and
myself, to use a lineman's motor car while

crossing a lift bridge.

The script read that we were being chased

by outlaws in an engine. When we were
part way across the bridge, the end of the

structure was to start upward so that a

boat might pass underneath. I was to

circumvent this occurrence by dropping Miss
Johnson through the bottom of the bridge
and then dive off myself.

Everything went as per schedule ! The
bridge started to lift; we jumped off the

motor car and I dropped Miss Johnson
through as planned so that the bandits
could not reach her. Then it came my
turn to jump. By this time the bridge end
was well up and I had climbed up to the
jumping point. I was wearing a beaver
hat which had been used in scenes previously
taken and it was also to be worn in other

scenes, immediate follow-ups of the diving
incident.

In pictures the scenes are not always taken
in sequence. Sometimes the first part of

a picture is taken last and vice versa. In
any event I valued this hat. It was worth
about $35. It was necessary to jump
quickly, as I wished to save the hat. I

figured I could not hold it in my hands,
as I wished them to be free in breaking the

force of the fall into the water. If I threw
the hat into the water it might be whirled
down stream and possibly cause a conflict

with the scenes that already had been taken
and incidentally require that additional
scenes be made showing recovery of the
hat. So I decided to wear it.

EVERYTHING would have worked out
well, but when I hit the water, a dis-

tance of perhaps some seventy feet, my
head was driven completely through the

hat. About all there was left proved to be
a necklace in the way of a rim and a few
tattered ends. Once again calculations had
gone wrong and incidentally it was necessary
to send for another hat.

I have always had great success in using
Mexicans in my pictures. Their Latin blood
seems to make them natural-born actors.

When you wish a band of Mexicans to yell

in a picture, they yell; they do more than
to simply wave their arms and make motions
with their mouths as many of our American
extra people do. Whatever your Mexican
does he does as though life itself depended
upon it. But I do not always tell the
Mexicans just what the object of their

activities are. Sometimes we get better

results by deceiving them.
In one particular instance it was required

that a gang of Mexicans chase me in order
to secure a valuable paper. Experience
had taught me that frequently extra people
when supposed to roughly handle a leading
man in pictures show a trace of timidity.

I wished rough action. Did I get it?

In order to spur them on I called the
band of twenty or thirty Mexicans and
told them that somewhere concealed about
my person was a five-dollar goldpiece. "It
might be in my shoe," I said, "in my hat,
the cuffs of my trousers, somewhere perhaps
inside my belt;" the point being that the

man who found it could keep it. This I

figured would provide strenuous action for

the "medium shot" and after sufficient foot-

age was obtained, I would have the paper
taken from the pocket in a "close-up.''

Everything was ready. Supposed to be

wounded, I began to run in a hobbly fashion.

Just about the time I reached the camera
for the big scene, the Mexicans were on me.

We had timed the chase correctly. This

band of extra people showed less timidity

than any others whom it had been my
pleasure to direct. By the time they were
through I was absolutely in rags and tatters.

No tramp in the front ranks of Mr. Coxey's
celebrated army could have boasted my
bizarre appearance by the time the gold-

piece had been discovered.

I had not counted upon my clothes being

torn off, as I needed that particular suit in

succeeding scenes. So there was nothing to

do but go ahead and take other portions

of the picture while I waited a week for a

tailor to provide an exact duplicate. It was
a great scene, but calculations had again

gone wrong.

WHERE water work is concerned there

is dire danger of unanticipated acci-

dents occurring which threaten lives and the

success of the picture. In this connection

I recall an incident which took place some
years ago at Santa Monica, one of the beach

cities near Los Angeles.

A form of torture adopted for serial

work is that of hanging men from a wharf
in a manner where their toes just touch

the bottom of a rowboat. The idea is, that

when the tide goes down and the rowboat
with it, the unfortunate victims will suffer

a worthy or an unworthy death according

to the viewpoint of the story writer and
the audience.

In order to get sufficiently clear from the

wharf and to provide a place for the

cameras, we had an L-shaped platform

made of three by sixteen timbers, built

away from the wharf. A very heavy sea

was running, and those familiar with the

beaches realize that working too close under
the piles is fraught with considerable danger
as the waves came pounding in. So we
figured to be in the clear as much as possible.

Everything had been gone into and, so

far as we realized, no detail overlooked

when it came time to start action. Just as

I said "camera," from my position on the

far end of the L, there was a tremendous
crash. The entire L with its cameras and
twenty people had plunged into the water.

Despite our carefulness a correct estimation

had not been made of the weight which
the L would sustain. The platform itself

had been nailed to the pier.

There was much confusion, as may be
imagined when twenty people suddenly
found themselves dropped into a heavy sea,

with timbers and flotsam rolling all about
them. The gravest possibility lay in the

fact that anyone tossed by the waters be-
neath the wharf would be in grave danger,

because the surf was running so high that

a swimmer easily could be thrown like a

toothpick against the barnacled piles that

supported the pier.

It developed that no one was seriously

hurt, and I called, "How about the

cameras?" "I have mine," answered George
Robinson. It seemed that Robinson, with

true cameraman instinct, had held onto
the strap which was connected with the

magazines. But the magazines were all that

had remained with the outfit. Fortunately
the film was saved and several hours of

hard work rescued from the salty deep.

I recall what "Slim" Cole said to Bill

(Continued on page no)

What EveryWoman Knows
—and So Often Neglects
What woman does not know how be-

coming and abundant waved hair looks
—and how the effect is reversed when
the strands are straight! Yet hair wav-
ing has often been injurious and always
a nuisance. No wonder one is so often
tempted to slight the curling process.

A most ingenious and satisfactory

curler has recently been put on the
market—Curlox Perfected Hair Curlers.

Wind any quantity of hair on Curlox
Curlers and be assured that they will not
fly open. Yet at the merest pressure of
thumb and forefinger, they are immedi-
ately fastened or removed.

CURLOX
TRADE MARK REC.U S.PAT.OFF.

PERFECTED HAIR CURLERS
Not a single hair can be cut or broken-

The correctly curved curling bar (exclu

sive with Curlox) precludes any harm
to the hair.

These three striking improve-
ments are protected by patents
and may only be found in gen-
uine Curlox Curlers. Yet you
pay no more for these features

p»,, of safety and convenience.

Curlox Curlers are obtainable in

cards of two at 10 cents, and cards
of five, 25 cents. Leading five-and-

ten-cent stores, department, vari-

ety, and drug stores, and specialty

shops everywhere are stocking
Curlox Curlers.

The great superiority of Curlox
Curlers merits your insistence

upon them.

If your dealer does not

^1 "*
. handle Curlox, send us

his name and address
with purchase price, and
we will supply youdirect.

NATIONAL
COMMODITIES
COMPANY,

Philadelphia, Pa.

And be sure to ask for the wonderful Curlox Hair
Nets, companion product of Curlox Curlers. They
wear so much longer than ordinary nets ! Made
from the finest human hair specially processed to

retain the life and elasticity of the hair. (Stretch

a hair from a Curlox net and sec

how elastic it is.) Each net gener-
oversized, to meet modern

requirements. Twice sterilized,

hand made, inspected and guar-
anteed. The Curlox proc-

ess makes them blend
invisibly with the hair.

Cap and fringe styles,

all shades including grey
and white. The shades
of Curlox Nets arc

graded exactly. Only one quality— 15 cent for one,

2 for 25 cents. Grey and white and double mesh,
25, cents each. At leading department, drug, variety

and notion stores.
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This Deiiqntful Odor
may be had i n

EXTRACT SACH ET
TOILET WATER

VEGETAL SOAP
and also in

the Charminq.New
PrVCRToile* Accessories:

TALC CREAM and
COMPACT FACE POWDER

Other ExquisitePerfumaj
Created by the

Woujeol1 L.T. P1VGFV
Floramye letrefle
pompeia safranor
muguet violette
astri5 mismelis'

CHAS.BAEZ.SoleAejentforU.S.
116 East tSttvStreet.NewYorhCity

Cuticura Soap
—The Safety Razor

Shaving Soap
CuticnraSoapshaves withoutmaff. Everywhere 25c.

FOR EYEBROWS AND LASHES

Sed"Tox
J

-SW COL-Y-BROW
Urines out their full beauty; harmless: will not run.
Colors: Rinrk, Brown. At, dealers or mailed, si.no.

HAIR SPECIALTY CO., Dept. W. 24 E. 21st ST., NEW YORK
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Business of Making Thrills
{Concluded)

McCall when they came up. These two
boys were the ones we intended to leave

hanging with their toes in the rowboa,t

when the big crash came. "Slim" emerged
with the water streaming out of his black
whiskers and makeup. He look a look at

McCall and roared with the voice like a
Jersey bull, "Oh, Bill, you sure look sweet."
This caused a general laugh, eased the ten-

sion which had existed for a moment, and
quick action by the life guards soon restored

the members of the company to places of

safety. Rescuing all those people was re-

markable work when one considers the

roughness of the waters.

There was a humorous incident in this

connection which provided everyone a smile

after the anxiety was over. Miss Johnson,
my co-star, had spent about all summer
knitting me one of those jazz sweaters which
at the time were quiie the vogue. She had
just finished it the morning of our watery
experience.

Before starting work under the wharf
I was taking off the sweater for fear that

I might tear or soil it. Naturally I was
quite proud of the beautiful, form-fitting

garment, and everyone had congratulated

Miss Johnson upon her clever work and
myself upon how well it looked. But Miss
Johnson insisted that I keep it on, as she
declared she could darn any little tear,

whereas if I tore my coat it would require

a tailor.

After the L had broken it had been at

least twenty minutes before I emerged from
the water. Walking along the wharf I

realized that something was impeding my
progress. Imagine my disappointment when,
upon looking down, I found the beautiful,

form-fitting jazz sweater that Miss Johnson
had worked so long upon, water-soaked,
stretched and sagging in a rather pathetic

manner about my knees. It reminded one
of a shipwrecked kimono.
Members of our company traveled to the

Santa Cruz Islands, off the coast of Cal-
ifornia, for the purpose of making scenes,

among which was a dive of some eighty

feet from a cliff into the ocean. In this

particular scene I was diving to escape

guards. The guards were supposed to shoot

at their victim after he had dived and then
leave, assuming that they had killed him.
Because of the extremely rough water the

boat from which we were shooting the
picture rocked so violently that it was
impossible to get good close-ups, so we
decided to return to the studio and do the

close-ups in our tank.

THE idea was to show me sinking in the

water, apparently struck by ,a bullet

from the guards' guns, and later swimming
under water to escape. Now it is almost
impossible for a good swimmer to simulate

drowning, as the natural buoyancy of the

body tends to make him float. So, in order
that I preserve a natural appearance, we had
to recourse to artificial means.

Arriving at the studio, I had an iron ring

attached to the cement bottom of our tank,

which, by the way, is ten feet deep. A rope
was connected with this ring and the other
end adjusted in my belt. At one end of the

tank men were placed to pull the rope
through the ring and draw me down, so

that a natural appearance of sinking in the
water would ensue and show upon the film.

We discovered also that bullets shot from
a rifle did not make sufficient splash to be
very noticeable upon the screen. So we
secured some heavy iron nuts and stationed

men to hurl these as close as they could to

my head without hitting me.
Everything was ready. I gave the signal

for the camera. This also signified that

the men with the iron bolts were to begin
their bombardment. When the bullet effect

had been attained and a sufficient pepper-
ing effect shown in splashes, the men were
to start pulling, and in a relaxed condition
I was to sink below the surface. Action
went according to schedule except for one
item. Bing! Right on top of my head,
one of those iron nuts struck just as the
men started pulling me down.
Downward I went, dragged by the rope

attached to the ring at the tank bottom.
I was not exactly senseless, but for the life

of me I could not imagine why I was down
in the water. Finally it came to me that
I was attached to a rope. But what for?
I could feel it about my legs, at my belt,

in my hands when I reached for it. Try
as I might I could not think of the reason
for that rope. My brain cleared a bit and
details of the rope contrivance slowly came
back to my mind.

I grabbed for the loose end of the slip

and seemed to get hold of every portion of
it save the loose end. When I did get at

the slipknot the water had swollen it and
in my weakened condition I tugged until it

seemed as though my lungs were bursting.

At last I managed to free myself and started

swimming upward, reaching the top black
in the face from lack of wind.
My band of assistants exclaimed in chorus,

"Gee, that guy sure can stay under water
a long time." There wasn't one of those
chaps but what was absolutely sure that his

iron missile had missed me by at least two
inches. I presume had the idea been to

bean me that everyone would have claimed
credit for hitting the mark—my head.

If an actor-director engaged in the hazard-
ous roles of picture making manages it so
that his calculations are fairly accurate, he
eventually may retire to a nice, quiet,

secluded spot and rest in peace. But if his

calculations have not been fairly accurate
he may retire to a nice, quiet, secluded
mortuary and rest in pieces.

The Superman

NIGHT was approaching.

From Brooklyn bridge the lights on
New York's skyscrapers glowed with the

richness of a ruby. They were ever chang-

ing, yet ever the same. One moment richly

opalescent, then scintillating, flashing and
sparkling like a Koh-I-noor, an Orloff or a

Cullinan. They had the lure of the world in

their Argus-eyes; held out promises of

wealth, love and future fame. They were

loreleis chanting runes ot the wonderful

days that were yet to be.

Midway upon the bridge a youth who

had come from a farm to seek his fortune

stood. The lure of the lights was upon him.
His bosom heaved, his heart beat fast, his

eyes glowed.

"I shall conquer," he exclaimed with the

grandiose egotism of youth, raising his hand
to the lacquer sky. "Men and women,
greatest of the. great, shall cower beneath

my gaze; they shall shrink at my touch;

sink supine before me."
How strange are the foibles of fate ! It

all came true. He became a director in a

moving picture studio.
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Wild West Life in the

Films

(Continued jrom page 61)

knickknacks. Handicapped by such im-
pedimenta, it is small wonder that they

are consistently overtaken and defeated.

Which reminds us we must not ignore

the amazing pistols which are used in wild-

west dramas of the screen. In the first

place, they possess an incredibly low mor-
tality. Barring an occasional, and, from
all appearances, accidental fatality, these

revolvers are but slightly more dangerous
than squirt-guns. In a pitched battle be-

tween a posse of cowboys and a score of

horse-thieves and highwaymen—in which
hundreds of shots are fired at close range
—the casualty list, after half an hour's fierce

combat, is rarely more than two wounded
men and a crippled mustang. Indeed, it is

a red-letter dav when a bullet from one of

the guns actually extinguishes life; and then
death does not come until the victim has
conversed with the sheriff, made a de-

tailed confession, and signed several docu-
ments.

ANOTHER peculiarity of these western
film pistols is their apparently in-

exhaustible cartridge-chambers. They can
be discharged rapidly and continuously for

ten minutes without being reloaded. On the

other hand, these unique weapons have a

serious mechanical drawback—namely: it

requires several seconds to snap the hammer
on the first shot—sufficient time, in fact, for

a man to wrest the gun from an antagonist

who has him "covered." Time and again

in the wild-west dramas of the screen, an
expert gunman will "get the drop" on some
honest cow-puncher before the latter has
had time even to reach his holster; and
though the cowboy's hands are high above
his head (in obedience to orders), and he
w standing at least ten feet from the man
with the gun. he is invariably able—before

the latter can pull the trigger—to leap across

the intervening space, place his foot on the

other's solar plexus, grasp his extended arm
in both hands, and twist the gun out of his

grasp.

And while on the subject of personal en-

counters, attention should be called to the
incomprehensible actions of the young
ladies who are listed among the dramatis
personae of wild-west motion pictures. It

nearly always happens that at some point
during the story the cowboy for whom she

harbors a secret passion comes unexpectedly
to her rescue just as she is about to re-

ceive the unwelcome amorous advances of
*ome villainous bandit; and there inevitably

follows a lively catch-as-catch-can bout be-
tween the two suitors, in which the bandit
draws an ugly stiletto and endeavors to trans-

late his virtuous opponent into the spirit

world. TTp to the last few seconds of this

devastating melee, it appears that the heroic

cowboy is getting worsted, and that his de-

feat is imminent. Yet the young lady re-

mains motionless on the side lines, awaiting
the outcome with a sinking heart

!

Apparently, it does not occur to her to

step in and save her lover and herself

—

an act so simple, under the circumstances,

that any half-bright child could man-
age it. A jardiniere, a frying-pan, a bread-
roller, a bottle of ketchup—any handy
missile, in fact—brought down with sincer-

ity upon the villain's cerebellum, would
instantly turn the tide of battle. Even
should she leap upon the bandit's back and
sink her teeth into hi= deltoid—or puncture
him from the rear with an ordinary pin—it

would create a temporary distraction of
which the hero could take advantage.
But the life of the films has its own

stranae and original codes of conduct.
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He's "Our Dick"—

"Our Star" Now

RICHARD BARTHELMESS is a First National star now. His
pictures will be released through this organization. His first picture,

" Tol'able David," presented by Inspiration Pictures, Inc., is taken from
the Saturday Evening Post story by Joseph Hergesheimer. It is his greatest

picture, and the critics call it one of the outstanding productions of the year.

First National believes that through the work of independent stars,

directors and producers it obtains pictures that are of the highest artistic

merit and the greatest entertainment value. That is why it is offering the

public the work of independents.

Associated First National Pictures, Inc., is a nation-wide organization

of independent theatre owners, banded together to foster the production of

finer photoplays and to better screen entertainment. It accepts for exhibi-

tion purposes the work of independent artists strictly on its merit as the

best in screen entertainment.

Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
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YOU can earn from $1 to $2 an hour
in your spare time writing show cards.

Quickly and easily learned by our new simple
method. No canvassing or soliciting, we teach
you how, guarantee you steady work at home and
pay you cash each week. Full particulars and
booklet free.

AMERICAN SHOW CARD SCHOOL
238 Ryrie Building Toronto, Canada

WANTED
$135 to $190
A MONTH

Hundreds Needed £

at Once /
MEN— BOYS ? .

Over 17 /

-Railway Mail Clerks|
•* Franklin hslitule. Depl. W226. Rochester. I.T.

x;

Sirs: Sand mo, without chanrc: <T
pie Railway Mail Clerk K\aamii

< dtilr MinutiiK' pin

ft 5

no* open

PROFESSIONAL TONE
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

land lessons sent on free trial. Violin. Tenor
Banjo, Hawaiian Guitar. Ukulele, Mandolin. Cor-

net. Banjo Mandolin. Banjo Ukulele, Guitar, Banjo Guitar.
or Baujo. Wonderful new copyrighted system of i

note music by mall. Four lessons will toaob you several
pieces. Over 100.000 euecesstul players, no not mlaa
this free trial offer. Write for booklet No obligation-

SLINGERLAND SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Inc..

1815 Orchard Street, Oept. 112 Chicago, Illinois

When you writ? 10 advertisers please mention I'UOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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The Wall Flower
(Continued from page 38)

Stops Your Hair Coming Out,

Thickens and Beautifies

35-cents buys a bottle of "Danderine"
at any drug store. After one applica-
tion you seldom find a particle of
dandruff or a falling hair. Besides,
every hair shows more life, vigor,
brightness and abundance.

Stop Snuffling
Get rid of nasty Catarrh. Stop sneez-

ing, hawking, spitting and coughing. You
weren't born with that disgusting disease.

You acquired it because your Lungs. Liver,

Bowels, Kidneys, and all other organs de-
signed to eliminate waste matter are notfunc-
tioning properly. Now your vitality is fail-

ing, your tongue is coated, your breath is

foul and your No«e. Throat, Lungs and every
part of your body are loaded with Ca-
tarrh poisons. Don't waste your time and
money on dope and drugs, Sprays and washes.
pill and p nvders. Th'-se can never help you.
The only way to gain relief is to drive out
the waste matter and build up your body

—

all of it—through Nature's Laws
STRONGFORTISM-The Modern Sci-
ence of Health Promotion will rebuild
and restore every part of your body
and aid Nature in forever banishing
Catarrh and all other ailments, f

guarantee it.

Mention the subjects on which you want spe
cial information antffeend with 10c for postage
etc, on my*'Practical Talk on Catarrh'
and my freebook/'Promotion and Con-
servation of Health, Strength and
Mental Energy" Sendfor them RIGHT HOW

strongfort L I O N E L STRO N GFO RT
hs Perfect Man Physical and Health Specialist

Dept. 650 Newark, New Jersey I

TRIXIE
the most beautiful girl

in New York City's Greenwich Village, a
famous designer of costumes, created this
Coiffure for herself. Two '* Trixie " heavy-
hair waves on combs fill out the
side*. Price $10.00 pair. Most becoming
Coiffure ever designed. Write for Com-
plete FKEE Catalog of Guaranteed
Coiffures for Madame and Mademoiselle.

FRANCES ROBERTS CO.— 98 Fifth Ave., Dept. 4, NEW YORK
Let us send vou the interestlne and Instructive
"Butler-Cobb System of SonK-Writini;" In book
form for live days' free inspection Covers
every phase of art, and CONTAINS
RHYMER'S DICTIONARY. Price One Dol-
lar if satisfactory. Music Publishers Press
203 W. 40th Street. New York, Suite 10V1

pain, she told Pamela and the Doctor her
reason for trying to commit suicide.

"Oh, I've got to live, I guess," she said in

conclusion, "but I'll never have any fun,
or dancing, or a feller—I'll never have a

husband ... or a baby ... or
anything!" She burst into tears, and the
kind-hearted Pamela took her into her
arms and soothed her, and made her want
to live, after all.

When Idalene was well enough to be
moved, she was taken home. But she did
not improve very rapidly there. For her
mother scolded and blamed her for the
accident, and the trouble that she had
caused. And when Idalene cried she would
only say, by way of comfort

:

"You'd ought to be glad you're alive a-

tall."

REALIZING the harm that the girl was
receiving by this lack of sympathy,

Pamela finally decided to ask her for a visit.

And with no hesitation she bundled her into

a car and whisked her off to the charming
house where she lived. And there she pro-
ceeded to instill new ideals and new dreams
into the girl's heart.

"Think beauty," she urged, "be beauti-

ful !" And again, "For Heaven's sake do
something for your clothes. They can't

do all the work!" And then, giving some-
thing more practical than advice, she lent the

aid of an experienced maid. And the result

was that Idalene was manicured, massaged,
shampooed, and marcelled. And, last of all,

Pamela gave her a rule to live by

:

"The most gorgeous palace is not half so

lovely as a little moonlit cottage with a

lamp in the window. Light a lamp in your
heart, honey !" That was what Pamela told

her.

Idalene, made much of by Pamela's

friends, grew prettier as she regained her

strength. The women, wishing to flatter

her—for Pamela had told her wide circle

of acqaintances something of the girl's sad

story, and had begged them to be nice to

her—pretended that they were jealous of

the attention paid by the men. For nothing

is more flattering to a woman than the

jealousy of other women. And, amid all the

pretending, Dr. Walter Breen suddenly be-

gan to realize that he was in thrilling earnest

—began to realize that his interest in Ida-

lene was something other than the interest

of a physician for a patient.

And then, one evening, when Pamela and

Idalene were dressing for a party that

Pamela was giving, the two girls looked into

each other's hearts. For Idalene turned sud-

dently and, seizing her benefactor's hand, be-

gan to pour out her overwhelming gratitude.

"You've given me a new soul," she cried,

"and you've lent me your beautiful clothes.

How can I ever repay you?"
Pamela answered sweetly:

"The artist is more than repaid," she

said, "when the result is a work of art!"

Staring at her, marveling at her kindness,

Idalene asked a pointed question.

"Why don't you get married?" she asked.

"You're so—wonderful !"

Pamela was a bit jolted, but she laughed,

like the good sport that she was.

"It's far easier to tell other people how
to do things," she said, "than it is to do

them yourself!"

Idalene was silent for a moment. And
then she pointed to a certain locket that

Pamela always wore.

"Is his picture in that?" she questioned.

"And who is he?"
Despite herself, Pamela sighed. "That's

such a secret he doesn't even know it him-

self!" she answered.

Idalene only asked one more question.

"Is it Walt—Doctor Breen?" she ques-
tioned.

Pamela laughed heartily, and shook her
head. But Idalene had recognized an un-
mirthful note in the laughter. Pamela was
in love with Doctor Breen!

It was at the party, that night, that Ida-
lene had her revenge on Prue and Roy
Duncan and Phin and some others. For the

boys, not recognizing her, flocked to her
standard. And it was with an unholy joy
that she made known her identity to them.
She told one chap, after he had danced with
her, that he could now claim the bulldog

!

And she reminded another of a certain dollar

bill. But her retort to Roy was the best

of all. When he stammered, "You're not
—Miss Nobbin?" she answered, with a really

withering smile:

"Oh, no, Miss Nobbin committed suicide

when she heard your opinion of her!"
But it was later in the evening that the

big moment in Idalene's life came. For it

was then, after Pamela had gone upstairs,

that Walter Breen asked her to marry him.
"I'm going west tomorrow, dear," he told

her, "will you go with .me?"
He took her hand in his, and caressed it.

And Idalene knew, at last, that he was her

dream man But just as she was about to

submit to his embrace she remembered
Pamela, her friend. And she snatched her

hand away.
"No, I won't marry you," she sobbed.

And then she ran away, upstairs, where,

almost blinded with tears, she wrote a

letter. And then, donning her old dress,

she stole away, out of the house where she

had known happiness.

It was Pamela who, a short time later,

discovered the Doctor in the act of leaving

the house. Amazed, she had only impersonal

words of reproach for him.

"But you're not going without saying

good-bye to poor little Idalene?" she ques-

tioned.

Walt answered. "Poor little nothing," he

said indignantly, "I asked her to marry me
and she turned me down cold

!"

ALMOST staggered by the declaration,

Pamela's hand instinctively crept up
over her locket. But Walt, scarcely noticing,

went on:

"I thought I loved you," he said, "and

I did. I do. But in a different way. You're

too wonderful and brilliant for me, and for

the hard work that I do in the far places.

But that little girl, whose broken bones I

reset and whose broken heart we mended
. . . well, I thought it was pity. And
it turned out to be love. And she—she

has no love for me!"
It was then that Pamela showed the great-

ness of her love for Walter. For, making
him set down his bag, she went at once to

Idalene's room. And there she found the

little note that Idalene had written. It ran

like this:

"Dearest Miss Pamela:
"You have been a Heaven-sent angel

to me. I don't belong in Heaven, but

I'm much obliged for the glimpse you

gave me. You love Dr. Breen. You
couldn't help it, so I will take myself

out of your life and his. Don't look

for me.
"Idalene Nobbin"

Pamela, for a moment, must have felt

a surge of temptation. But she mastered it.

And, taking the letter to Walt, she told him

that Idalene's refusal of him had been a

splendid sacrifice, but a mistaken one.

"Of course I don't love you," she said,

(Continued on page 113)
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The Wall Flower
(Concluded)

and Walter Breen was too excited to note

the tremor in her voice, "but she does. And
she'll really kill herself, this time, if you

don't find her."

There isn't much more to tell. Because

they did find her, after an all-night search.

For the wall flower was back on the wall.

Idalene, despite their fears, had gone straight

home, and slept in a hammock on the porch.

And when, after combing the countryside

and even boarding outgoing trains, Walter

and Pamela reached the Nobbin home, she

was busily dishing up breakfast to the tune

of her mother's complaints and bitter sar-

casm.
Idalene was dressed in gingham. But she

wore her simple frock with a new grace, a

delightful assurance. As she came to the

door, in answer to their knock, her face

was undeniably attractive. And as Walter

took her hungrily into his arms, she was
radiantly beautiful. There was a light in

her eyes that made Pamela turn away, all

at once, as if she had glimpsed something

so glorious that it hurt, and at the same

time blessed. For Pamela, like Idalene, had

learned that self-sacrifice is one luxury that

is alike within the reach of the rich and

the poor. And she was suddenly conscious

of a wistful content.

Motion Picture Axioms
All plotters, after being shot and captured,

live .just long enough to make a complete

confession.

All mortgages on the homes of widows
are overdue.

No two men ever meet on a high piece

of scaffolding without having a fight and
falling off.

All horse races are won by hundred-to-one

shots, which beat out the favorite by a nose

at the very finish of the home stretch.

Every ship which meets with an accident

at sea goes down within a few hundred yards

of an uninhabited island.

Two drinks of liquor will produce a state

of utter intoxication.

No one when paying for anything ever

receives any change.

Anyone putting one's eye to a keyhole

can see perfectly everything that is going on
in the room beyond.

All comedians receive tragic news just

before they have to go on for their acts,

and make their entrances hurriedly wiping

their eyes.

All female negro servants are stout,

middle-aged and extremely black, and, at

the slightest provocation, burst forth into

violent fits of mirth, during which they

hold their sides and sway back and forth.

In every theater audience shown on the

screen there is always a young woman down
front conspicuously chewing gum.

All burglars turn their flash-light? directly

into the face of the sleeping person whose
room they have come to rob.

All department houses have marble pillars

and potted palms in the entrance, and an
elevator-hoy with three rows of brass

buttons on his coat.
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dLooks
Your Best
ocialAid

In the strenuous round of Winter's social

activities, it is your complexion that is lia-

ble to suffer most. It needs constant care
to protect it from the relentless tax of
many dances, suppers and parties. The
woman with theclear.girlish skin will ever
be admired, for her face is young. D. &. R.
Perfect Cold Cream will keep your skin
youthful, clear and withoutsign of fatigue.
Before retiring, apply it freely and rub in

well. You will find your skin will soon
begin to take on that healthy glow which
so greatly enhances feminine charm.

D. & R. Perfect Cold Cream has been favored by
American women for three generations. You, too,
will he just as enthusiastic over its marked efficiency

to keep your skin in its best condition. In tubes, 12c,

30c, 60c. In jars, 40c, 60c, $1.00, $1.65.

TRY IT FREE—Write for free tube of this perfect

skin cleanser and complexion beautifier. Daggett
& Ramsdell, Dept. 102^, D. &. R. Building, New
York.

DAGGETT---RAMSDELL5
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DAGGETT* RAMSDELL'S
PERFECT COLD CREAM

"TheKind T/iatKeeps" -

Mothersill's
; Seasick Remedy

Satisfaction Guaranteed or
Money Refunded

Officially adopted by Steam-
ship Companies on both fresh
and salt water — endorsed by
highest authorities— and used
by travelers the world oyer.
Contains no cocaine, morphine,
opium, chloral, coal tar prod-

ucts, or their derivatives

Sold bv leading drueuists 60eboxenough
for 24 hours. 51.20 box for ocean voyage.

THE ORE DEPENDABLE PREVENTATIVE OF NAUSEA

A cop> or Mothersill's Travel Book
sent on request without charge-

MOTHERSILL REMEDY CO., Detroit, Michigan

Also at II St. Bride sir -t. London: Montreal, New York,
Taris, Milan. Hamburg.

Stop!
Doirt Do This

You Can Have
Bobbed Hair
Without Cutting

YOUR hair may be
too straight or too

thin to look well if cut.

But you can have per-

fectly bobbed hair with-
out cutting—bobbed
hair always curled and
fluffed — without ruin-
ing your own hair.

Just slip the NATIONAL ROl'. inl 1
the ends

with Invisible liairpins. and yi

charm and style of a perfect bob without lacrincillf your

own hair. A!s.< wonderful ii your hair is already cut. No
more curling, burning or cir

Send a Strand of Your Hair and $10.00
W<- will send you a National Bob, perfacU] n auhed. Satisfae-

Hon absolutely guaranteed <r nu.rrv I.,uk. \\,' . v.r National
r free hair

goods catalog. - 1 .50 per pair.

NATIONAL HAIR
GOODS COMPANY

Dept. 72

368 Sixth Avenue,

New York City

ESSMAKINCKu
mau.

t

^^T itrst easiest most practical course, by leadinc ntit liorit irs in'stylo. drcssmakine

and taiionnc. includes Instruction In COLOR HARMONY by the Taylor Systcny.b-

tafnable from no other correspondence school Prti B^you-learn Plan

twW dsI on clothes or have t'hree times as many. Write for free booklet
.
"The Power of

/),; »„m<-„-. College ol Art. ami Tlenres. 1 .,111 l.or,i«t Street. Philadelphia. Pa.

When you write to advertisers please mention PITOTOrLAY MAGAZIXK.
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Confessions of a Modern Woman
(Continued from page 22)

KEEP YOUR YOUTH
Do not grcrw grey

The safe and sure way

There is no feature of the face or

manner that so quickly ages as the

changing of the hair to grey— which

now may be successfully prevented by

the use of NEOS HENNE.
NEOS HENNE has passed every test for

restoring hair to its natural color and luster

—

it is effective for all time and does not wash
or rub off. Blonde, all tones of brown, chest-

nut to jet black hair successfully and perma-

nently treated. We have prepared a booklet

which clearly shows the simple process of

treating the hair with Neos Henne — more-
over, you will find it helpful in caring for the

hair. Write for booklet ''P."

Price $1.60 for Full Treatment
Directions on Box

On sale at R. H. Macy & Co., and other department
stores in New York or direct from

NEOS CO., Dept. 10, 366 Fifth Ave., New York
William Efaein Hoyw, Sales Agent

Aeolian Hall, Nev> York City

Makes every skin radiantly beau-
tiful velvety, clear—almost trans-
parent in a second. No excuse for
a sallow, lifeless, muddy complex-
ion when one application of this
New Beauty Secret instantly re-

vives thai peach bloom texture.

New Beauty Secret

Whitens Any Skin4k Instantly!

APPLY it just before starting to social

functions and you will be entirely at

ease. Stays on. Absolutely harmless.
Removes shine and excess oil. Equally
effective for hands, arms, neck and bust.

Luxtone Beauty Secret, a cream-powder,
blends with the natural skin coloring. It

refines skin texture. Generous jars for sale

at all druggists or direct by mail, 60c and
S1.00. The Luxtone Co., Dept. 122, 2703
Cottage Grove Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

mater-maid
f WAVGRS I""" 1"""""

Produce a natural, beautiful ripple wave
that remains in the straightc3t hair a
week or more, even in damp weather or
when perspiring. Stop burning hair or

j

twisting with curlers. Ask your dealer I

or send 82 lor Bet ol 6 mailed with full directions. WATER-
M AID WAVES CO . A-117 W. 7th St., Cincinnati, Ohio. .

''Those who have never suffered together
can never be entirely bound, and the chief

aim of womankind today seems to be to
avoid suffering. The old-fashioned woman
who asked nothing more than the joy ol

comforting and sustaining the man she
loved through privation, sickness, and woe
has disappeared. Yet I have never seen a

woman so happy today as those women,
who found the supreme joy in the love
that spends itself over and over again, in

self-forgetting service, and their reward in

the love and respect of all about them.
"You hear a lot nowadays about the

'yes men.' A few 'yes wives' wouldn't go
amiss.

"Remember that a man always judges a

woman by his own experience with her and
by nothing else.

"How many women do you know today
who still have their husbands in love with
them—I don't mean just still married to

them, or even just decent to them, but
actually in love with them? I think I

know two. Love—it's lost its power. It's

become a sort of game. Its higher signi-

fication is entirely lost. Woman's highest

ambition today is to be the trademark of a

successful husband.

"V^ET the modern woman assumes the

I attitude that she is a superior being,

that she is doing the man a favor to marry
him in the first place, and that his only way
to discharge this debt is by remaining in love

with her.

"But it won't do. You aren't superior.

You're a flat failure. You can't keep a

man's real, splendid, deepening love and
admiration and companionship. You can't

arouse and maintain the love that bring;

peace and joy. You claim you don't want
it. That you can play the game as well as

a man. That you're through with all that

tommy-rot. But what have you in your
modern, restless, dissatisfied scheme of things

to take its place? Why do you rush about

mad only to amuse, to kill time, to feed on

new admiration?
"Your husband doesn't continue to adore

you, even though he uses you as a trade-

mark, even though he's too tired, too in-

different, too absorbed in business to make
a break.

"But for all your emancipation and your

charm, the chain of matrimony has grown
so heavy that too often it takes three in-

stead of two to carry it.

"Man is the most unreasonable creature

in the world. That's true. He wants a

woman to have all the virtues and most of

the vices—for private usage. He wants a

harem under the present laws of monogamy.
And he can't have it, because he isn't master.

But the fact remains, that unless a woman
has a real 'call' for some work, her only

happiness lies in loving him and having him
love her.

"The theory of indifference has been ex-

ploded for years—except as a rather cheap
weapon for the coquette. The man or

woman to be won by indifference isn't worth
winning. Love is worth while only when it

is leisurely, comfortable and pleasant. Only
very young girls enjoy the variety that is

somewhere between an automobile accident

and looping the loop in an airplane.

"Nowadays we are ruled by our passions

and our necessities. Therefore the woman
who is virtuous and simple is mistress of

her destiny. The rest of us clutch wildly at

everything that drifts by on life's stream

—

and nine times out of ten grasp a handful
of nettles that it is as difficult to let go of as
to keep.

"One of the greatest curses of the modern
girl is her overestimation of beauty. It is

my positive belief, founded on years of ob-
servation and study, that beauty is one of
the least of the elements in exciting love, or
holding it. No beautiful woman is ever

adored, as is an ugly one, if she is adored
at all.

"Do you know what is my greatest dif-

ficulty in the parts I play—the thing to

which I devote most time and thought?
Holding sympathy. I find people admire
my characterizations, are often thrilled or
startled by them—but how often do they
love them ? Yet I try to give a faithful

portrayal of woman today.

"Spend a little less time in the adornment
of the body and a little more in the care of

mind and heart. Love is a threefold thine
—physical, mental and spiritual. If you put
all your eggs in one basket you may find

yourself abandoned for a woman who can
talk something besides babytalk.

"You may have the most gorgeous melt-
ing eyes, the most seductive lips, the curliest

hair in the world, and some girl with a good
sound ear-drum will steal your husband
just the same. The most brilliant epigram
you can make won't endear you to him like

the stupidest one you can listen to. The
modern woman knows too much or too

little.

"A wife that always knows more about
everything from Babe Ruth's batting aver-

age to the market quotation on cotton

sounds to him about as pleasing as the alarm
clock that goes off at six o'clock.

"But the woman that can't carry on an
interesting kissless conversation is nearly as

bad.

'The most beautiful woman in the world
cannot keep a man's love unless she can be

to him a friend, an inspiration and sweet-

heart. Men will always love goodness and
fineness in woman. And no woman can be
happy unless she has these things to offer.

"But unless the man becomes her master

and she cares to please him, she will go on

just as she is today.

"So in the last analysis, it's up to the

men, isn't it?"

PLAY is guaranteed, not only i>

the advertiser, but by the publishers. When yon
write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY.

EVERY right-thinking person knows that the American public

is prone to look down on home-made things—and to over-esti-

mate the importance of imported articles. But it took Will Rogers

to administer a much needed, and exceedingly good humored, re-

buke. It was in "The Ropin' Fool" that he put a swift one across.

"If you think this picture's no good," he wrote, "I'll put on a

beard and say it was made in Germany. And then you'll call it art
!

"

Will Rogers has flashed a telling sentence across his screen of

laughter. Probably you've noticed that Will Rogers' fun is in-

variably one hundred percent American.

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Seven Heavens
(Continued from page 27)

down now," he pleaded. "I'll only stay a

few minutes."

"I'll talk to you,". she conceded, "if you

don't mind sitting out on the veranda. In

the moonlight you won't see my dress and

to notice the lack of 'do' on my hair."

They sat in a swing seat on the shrubbery

hedged porch. There were honeysuckle

vines somewhere nearby. The sweetness of

their blossoms was a little heavy in the air.

Mr. Rogers held her hand sympathetically

while he expressed himself in appropriate

terms anent her bereavement. After he

could think of nothing further in the waj

of condolence he held her hand some more

anyway. What could a man do when she

didn't take it away?
"I have brought a sort of a message from

your husband," the young man said. "You
know I sometimes exercise a certain gift

I have to receive communications from

beyond."
"Yes, I have heard. What is the message ?

:

"He wants you to know that he is near

you constantly, that waking or sleeping he

will guard over you just as he did when he

was alive."

"Do you mean to say that Corbin is here

now,—watching over me?"
"Yes."
Hortense withdrew her hand hastily.

"You need not do that," Melvin Rogers

protested, retrieving her fingers. "He does

not mind. In fact he wants you and me to

be the best of friends, eventually to marry."

Hortense gasped and then laughed. "Now
I know you're lying about the whole busi-

ness. If you knew how jealous Corbin was
you'd never seriously suggest such a thing.

However, I like you better if he isn't around
shedding ghostly approval over our friend-

ship. And I certainly thank you for having

made me the most original proposal of

marriage which any woman ever received."

"Will you accept it?" the young man
pressed eagerly.

"Of course not," she returned. "I can't

marry anyone for a year or two."

"But we could be together a lot if we
had an understanding. Please." He raised

her arm and now kissed it in the hollow

under the elbow.
She did not resist. "You have nice hair,"

she mused, bending over his head. Corbin
Banks had been partially bald.

He drew away suddenly. "Can't you
find something you like about me besides

my hair?" he asked almost crossly. "Nature
gives a man hair but his disposition is some-
thing he has a hand in himself."

"Well, hothead, if you must know you
have rather remarkable eyes. I believe that

a susceptible young girl could get so lost

in them that she wouldn't care if you had
the disposition of a fiend."

Melvin Rogers seemed of two minds as

she leaned imperceptibly nearer to him

—

better to study his eyes perhaps. He ap-
peared torn between an impulse to push her

away from him and leave the house, and
another powerful and possibly more natural

urge to cease this preliminary skirmishing

of holding hands and exchanging eye-clasps

and crush this glorious girl to his breast.

The latter impulse won. It is tradition

that it usually does when opposed by most
alternatives.

Several hours later Hortense surveyed her-

self again in her pier glass. Her negligee

would have to be given to the wash lady

to make over into a lace curtain for the

bathroom but her eyes were pools of spark-

ling Burgundy and her lips smiled.

For Hortense had been kissed and had
kissed back with a passion which she had
never felt before—surely never with her
late husband.

(Continued on page 116)

PRIZES
1st Prize
2d Prize .

3d Prize .

4th Prize .

5th Prize .

6th Prize .

7th Prize .

8th to 15th
Prize .

$50.00
40.00
30.00
20.00
10.00
5.00
3.00

. 2.00

In event of ties,

duplicate prizes
will be given.

How Many Objects in This Picture

Start With the Letter " P " ?
That's what you are to determine. Without any trouble

whatsoever you can readily see such objects as " pig," " pipe.''

"parrot," etc., can't you ? Well the others are just as easy to

see, but the idea is to see who can get the most.

Fifteen cash prizes will be given. The answer having the largest and
nearest correct list of visible objects shown in the picture that start with
the letter " P " will win 1st prize; second best, second prize, etc.

All answers must be mailed by February 28th, 1922. The prize win-
ners and the correct list of words will be announced directly following the

close of the contest. Larger Picture Puzzle Free on Request.

Unique Advertising Plan
INTRODUCINGRULES

Answer should be written on one side of
paper, numbering each word 1, 2, 3, etc.

Only words found in the English Dictionary
will be counted. Compound, hyphenated
or obsolete words will not count. Use
either the singular or plural.

Words of same spelling can be used only
once, but any part of an object can be
named.

Three prominent people, having no con-
nection with the Mayer Company, will

judge the answers and award the prizes.

Participants agree to accept the Judges'
decision as final.

Copyrighted 1921, Mayer Company

MWEIWARE
A New Brand of Aluminum Goods

MAYER-WARE is pure aluminum, heavy
gauge, with a bright, sun-ray finish. MAYER-
WARE is a long-wear product and will

prove satisfactory to the particular housewife.

Send in your answer at once—don 't delay

MAYER COMPANY
600 Washington Ave.. Minneapolis, Minn.

. .

r GIVEN TOYOU
as a Reward for Spare Moments

This beautiful Rocker is just one of 1,900 attractive

Premiums given with purchases of famous Larkin

Products. Or, you can choose from these Premiums

your reward for the pleasant, spare-time occupation of

a Larkin Secretary.

Larkin Spring Catalog FREE
Our la'esl Calalcg is In nihil of moncy-;a\ing offers for you,

vour friends and neighbors. Illustrates all ihc valuable Pre-

miums fl'Ven with purchases of Larkin Pure Foods, Soaps,

Toilet Articles, Clothing and other things everybody has to buy
every day. Tells how to make uVm yours without extra

expense. Many new offers. More prices reduced.

^MAIL COUPON TODAY

i

Larkat Co he.

Please .tend your new Spring Catalog No. 78.
YOU can make vour dreams come
true! Make HH'R spare time worth
more by actinii :is a Larkin Club Sec-
retary in vour neighborhood. Coupon
quickly brings free Catalog and full

information.

N.Y. Ihiracn. III.

IVorl.i. III.

AJi/rcss

GP-446

When you wrlie to advertisers please mention r-HOTOrLAY MAGAZINE.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
In n ri nnn:nff:nfn:n;ft:n;n :pnhvnn:n^n n h-ri hT^p

;

:n h.nn r

Rate

35 cents

per

word

All Advertisements

have equal display and

same good opportuni-

ties for big results.

]:jUU"U 'U U.Q.U U U U U'U'U U;U u u U u u u-u'li'-ltvu-ip

PriaTORtAY

5p

This Section Pays
85% of the advertisers

using this section during

the past year have re-

peated their copy.

FORMS FOR APRIL ISSUE CLOSE FEBRUARY FIRST

AGENTS AND SALESMEN

AGENTS. SOU TO $200 A WEEK. FREE SAM-
ples. Gold Sign Letters for Store and Office wln-
ilims. Anyone can ilo it. Big demand. Liberal offer

to ceneral agents. Metallic Letter Co.. 431-K, No.
t'la r lt St., Cln cago.

JUG MONEI AND FAST SALES. EVEKT OWNER
bins gold initials for bis aulo. Yon charge $1.50:
make $1.35. Ten orders daily easy. Write for

particulars and free samples. American Monogram
Co.. Pe nt. Hi!'. East Orange. X. .1

.

WE START Vol IN lU'SINE^S, FURNISHING
everything; men and women. $30.00 to $100.00 weekly.

operating our "New System Specialty Candy Factories"

anywhere. Opportunity lifetime: valuable booklet free.

\\ . UILLYER HAGSDALE, Drawer 90, East Orange,
v ew Jersey.

AGENTS—LABGE PROFITS MADE FROM SELLING
oui Saviauin Shampoo Powder. Something everyone

Reliable product. Write today fur terms. Sam-
ple 2Jc. Knox Chemical Co., Dept. B. Rockland,
Maine.

AGENTS: MAKE $75.00. A WEEK EASY, SELL-
ing .an strictly ALL-WOOL made-to-measure suits at

!6 50. You collect profits in advance and keep them.
We supply finest selling out tit in America. Many ex-

clusive money-making features. Tailoring, Raincoat

and side-Line Men. part or full time, get in touch with

us immediately. Address Dept. M. C. !I2, Goodwear,
1 1 u oi i una led. Chicago.

GAMES AN D ENTERTAINMENTS
" PLAYS. M1SICAL COMEDIES AND REVUES.
ii instiel choruses, blackface skits, vaudeville acts.

lologs, dialogs, recitations, entertainments, musical

readings, stage handbooks, make-up goods. Big cata-

log flee. T. S. Denison & Co.. 023 So. Wabash.
Dent. 70. Chicago.

HELP WANTED

I. S. GOVERNMENT WANTS HUNDREDS MEN—
women over 17. Steady positions $100 to $105 month.
Paid vacation. Common education sufficient. List po-

rtions free. Franklin Institute, Dept. W-138, Roch-
ester, N". Y. _
GOVERNMENT NEEDS RAILWAY MAIL CLERKS,

$133 to $102 month. Write for free specimen questions.

Columbus Institute, T-2, Columbus. Ohio.

WOMEN -GIRLS. BECOME DRESS—GOWN DE-
signers. $135 month. Sample lessons free. Write

immediately. Franklin Institute, Dept. W-50S, Rocli-

t ster. N. Y.
.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONET. EXCELLENT
opportunity. Experience unnecessary. Particulars free.

Wriie. American Detective System,
New V.rk.

1008 Broadway,

WOMEN TO SEW. GOODS SENT PREPAID TO
your door: plain sewing; steady work: no canvassing:

send stamped envelope for prices paid. Universal Com-
pa ny, Dept. 21, Philadelphia. Pa.
' GOVERNMENT WANTS RAILWAY MAIL CLERKS.

month. List positions free. Write immediately.

Franklin Institute. Dept. W-143, Rochester. N. Y.

BE A DETECTIVE—EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

:

good pay: travel. Write C. T. Ludwig. 567 Westover
Blilg.. Kansas City, Mo.

BECOME EXPERT MILLINERS. $125 MONTH.
Learn while earning. Sample lessons free. Write im-
mediately. Franklin Institute. Dept. W-S05. Rochester,
New York.

f^- Print Your Own
i cards, circulars, labels, tags, mentis
book, paper. Press $12. Larger $35. Job
Press$15Uup. CUTS KXPENSEIN HALF.
^ .SMALL OUTLAY. Pays for^ itself in short time. Will last

" for vears Easy to use, printed

rules sent. Print for others,

BIG PROFIT. Write factory

TODAY for press catalog,

TYPE, cards, paper.envelopes.

THE PRESS CO., 0-43, Meriden, Conn.

MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS

EEGOEEH
By Note or Ear. With or without music. Short Course
Adult beginners taught by mail. No teacher required
Self-Instruction Course for Advanced Pianists. Learn
67 stylea of Bass. 180 Syncopated Effects Blue Harmony,
Oriental. Chime. Movie and Cafe Jazz. Trick Endings
Clever Breaks. Space Fillers. Sax Slurs. Triple Bass.
Wicked Harmony, HlueObligatoand 247 other Subjects,
in (dueling Ear Pla>ing. 110 pagesof BEAL.Jazz, 25,000
words. A Postal brings our FREE Special Offer.

Waterman Piano School z*7
IXTw&'cl?,'.''*-

D0Y0U LIKE TO DRAW?
CARTOONISTS ARE WELL PAID

will not cive you any grand prize ifyou
answer tins ad. Nor will we claim
Co make you rich in a week. But it

you are anxious to develop your
talent with a successful cartoonist.

o you can make money, send a copy
of this picture, with fie in stamps for
portfolio of cartoons and sample lesson
plate, and let us explain.

The W. L. Evans School of Cartooning
850 Leader Bids.. Cleveland. O.

$35. 00 1'KOfc'lT NIGHTLY. SMALL CAPITAL
starts you. No experience needed. Our machines are
used and endorsed by government institutions. Cata-
log free. Atlas Moving Picture Company, 469 Morton
Kldg., Chicago.

MAN USCRrPTS—TYPING
SCENARIOS. MANUSCRIPTS TYPED. SEVEN

years' experience. 10c page including carbon copy.
Marjorie Jones, 1S72 Ansel Road, Cleveland, Ohio.

K. ELLINGSON,
Colorado Springs,

EDITORIAL SERVICE — JH .

Critic and MS. Broker, Box 523,
Colorado.

SCENARIOS TYPED 75c TllOt'SAXD WORDS: RE~-
vised and typed $1.00 thousand words; correct form:
neat work ; bond paper. Manuscript mailing service at
reasonable rates. National Service System, Slick,
Oklahoma.

OLD COINS WANTED
CENTS WORTH DOLLARS. DO YOU KNOW

that coin collectors pay up to $100.00 cash for certain
old I". S. Cents? As well as high premiums for alt

rare coins. We buy all rare coins. Send 4c. Get
large coin circular. It may mean much profit to you.
Numismatic Bank, Dept. 715, Fort Worth, Texas.

DID YOD EVER SEE A 10 CENT GREEN BACK
note? A genuine U. S. Greenback Ten Cent bill?
These were issued during the Civil War and are still

legal tender. As a special "get-acquainted offer," I'll

send you a good specimen and my 50-page illustrated
Coin Catalog for only 25c. Send NOW. B. Max Melil.
Numismatist, Melil Bldg., Dept. P, Fort Worth, Texas.
Largest Rare Coin Establishment in the United States.

PURE FOOD PRODUCTS

KARSTAEDTS MAMMOTH PECANS. SAMPLES
1140 W. Hugo Karstaedt, Dayton, Ohio. __

PHOTOPLAY TEXT BOOKS
AMBITIOUS WBITERS SEND TODAY' FOR FREE

Copy, America's leading magazine for writers of Photo-
plays. Stories, Poems. Instructive, helpful. Writer's
Digest. 611 Butler Bldg.. Cincinnati.

PATENTS

PATENTS. WRITE FOR FREE GUIDE BOOK
and Evidence of Conception Blank. Send model or
sketch for opinion of its patentable nature. Highest
References. Prompt Attention. Reasonable Terms.
Victor .1. Evans & Co., 703 Ninth. Washington. D. C.

POEMS

POEMS WANTED FOR PUBLICATION. CASH
paid for those available. Send one short poem today
for free examination. Idyl Pub. Co., 189 N. Clark
Street. Suite 214. Chicago.

POULTRY

U. B. FISHEL'S WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,
the most beautiful and profitable. Matured Fowls.
Eggs for Hatching and Baby Clucks that will please.
U. R. Fishel, Box P, Hope. Indiana.

MISCELLANEOUS

MUSIC RUBBER STAMPS, PHOTO TYPE. Rt'B-
ber type catalogue 25c. W. Hugo Karstaedt, Dayton,
Ohio.

Secrets of Beauty
Parlors Revealed

Formerly Closely Guarded Secrets, Now Yours
We make you expert in all branches, such as muscle strap,
mud pack, dyeing, marcel, skin work, manicuring, etc.

Earn $40 to $75 a week. No experience necessary. Study at
home in spare time. Earn while you learn. Authorized
diploma. Money-back guarantee. Get FREE book. Oriental
System of Beauty Culture, Dept 22 1000 Dlwrsey RKd.f'hlenpo

Copy this Sketch
and let me see what you can do
with it. Manv cartoonists and illus-

trators earning 830.00 to 1200.00 or <<**
more per week were trained by my /^^
personal individual lessons by mail.

Landon Picture Charts make oris
inal drawing easy to learn. Semi sketel

with 6c in stamps for sample Picture Chart,

lone list of successful students, and ^.«-

e\ id. nee of what iioii can accomplish. WT ...

Please state age. **~0>

THE LANDON SCHOOL
507 National Bldg., Cleveland, O.

Big Band Catalog Sent FREE
Anything you need for the band-
single instrument or complete equipment.
Used by Army and Navy. Send for big

catalog, liberally illustrated, fully de-
scriptive. Mention what
instrument interests you.
Sold by leading musie
dealers everywhere.

LYON & HEALY
69-95 Jackson Boulevard CHICAGO

Seven Heavens
{Concluded)

Melvin Rogers, who had also noted the

same phenomenon, sat miserably on the
curb half way down the block.

As he thought back on the unexpected
warmth of her caresses he groaned aloud
"I wish that I were dead."

Ill

"Back again I see,'' said the Boy Scout
greeting Corbin Banks briskly. "We have
been expecting you for about an hour.
Here's your saxophone. Sound your A and
follow me to the band rehearsal."

Griffith's Newest Heroine
(Continued jrom page 31)

intelligent, she has always something in re-

serve. Aloof, unconsciously. Unless she is

such an actress that she can't help acting
all the time.

Like all the girls who are the heroines of
Griffith pictures, she is gentle ; not shun-
ning publicity, but not seeking it. The great

director either selects heroines of that type,

or else he molds them into it. At any rate,

it is very refreshing. They are never blatant;

always humorous, kind, companionable;
sometimes subtle.

Not that Miss Dempster is not original.

She is. I met her at her dentist's office,

and went with her to a quiet tea-room.
She was dressed divinely. She is one of

the fortunate jemmes who can wear long

gowns and shoes and hats. She has an air

of distinction somewhat like Irene Castle's,

except that Miss Dempster is not nearly as

theatrical. She has the dancer's body and
the dancer's poise. Her face is different.

She is one of those rare women who can
think without wrinkling her brow.

Carol Dempster has a reputation for

being "up-stage." To my mind, she is only

shy. Not shy in the high-school manner,
nor yet the sub-deb; but mentally reserved.

I know that I have liked her better every

time I have seen her.

She has never had the long theatrical

apprenticeship of two-thirds of the screen

girls. She was never on the stage except in

a few brief appearances with the Ruth St.

Denis dancers, and then, I believe, never

in public. She was carefully brought up,

and has little of that camaraderie that in-

variably distinguishes the stage person. She
is not, in the patois, much of a mixer.

Consider the difference between this child

who has been in public life only three years,

and others have served years on the stage

and screen. She has, to the casual ob-

server, been very lucky in her career. She
has simply drifted into a very enviable job.

They seem not to consider that she could

very easily drift out again if she had not

the courage of her dramatic convictions.

If good taste means anything—good
taste, and intelligence, and a perfect poise,

then she will go very far indeed. She is an
example of what intelligence can achieve if

directed in the right way.
You may think you don't like her in

pictures. But you will go to see her again.

How do you explain that?

You would never think she could swim,

ride, and dance like a professional. Those

aquatic stunts in "The Love Flower" were

not performed by a double. They were

Miss Dempster's own. I should like to see

her in other active roles.

The most interesting thing about her is

her future. It holds great promise. Be-

cause she is different, she will not get ahead

as fast as others who conform to cinematic

rules and regulations. But some day I am
sure we shall see her make a fine picture,

or appear in a great play.

Ererj advertisemertl ui PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Trij this Portable
Typewriter 10Dags

Now you can buy the fa-

mous, 9-pound National
Typewriter direct from
the factory, after 10
days' trial — absolutely
free. You be the judge.
Then we give you

10 Months to Pay
Same machine as used
by thousands of doc-
tors, lawyers, bankers,

salesmen, students, writers and business men in 31
countries. Every feature of best, standard size ma-
chines. 28 keys. 84 characters. Brand new — not a
rebuilt typewriter. Neat, compact carrying case free
with every machine. Send today for our 10 Days'
Free Trial Offer and lO Mon ths'Easy Payment Plan.

National Typewriter Co., Dept. 8B, Fond du Lac, Wis.

lO Months
v toPay

$10,000 Positions
have come to men through writing to us. We have
shown hundreds how to step out of the rut of small
pay work to magnificent earnings. Charles Berry of

Winterset, Iowa, formerly a farmhand, jumped to a
position that pays him over a $1,000 a month. War-
ren Hartle of Chicago, once a clerk in the railway
mail service, is now in the $10,000 a year class. These
men discovered that the big money is in the selling

end of business. Let us tell you how you, too, can
quickly become a Master Salesman in your spare
time at home and qualify for one of the big money
positions in this fascinating field.

i n/i % t¥m/- r>o/-»/-»c Men are needed now. NeverAMAZIlNO rKUUr were the opportunities

CCWT" rncr greater. No previous ex-
5E.IN 1 rKLt perience necessary.

Our Free Employ7nent Service will also help you to secure
a position. Free Book tells everything. Write for it today.

NATIONAL SALESMEN'S TRAINING ASSOCIATION
Oept. 40-B CHICAGO, ILL.

Gets Big Play
NewGumVender
This machine is making $10 to $20
day profits for many store owners.
Install one in your
store or any public
place and get this

easy profit. Requires
no attention. Always
works. Machine's
profits pay the rent.
Write us about re-
built penny and nickel
machines. Finished
like new. In excellent
running order. Pay
their cost in 10 days.
Write or wire today for
full particulars. $25 down
payment. Balan :e C.O.D.

Mints $30 per case - 2000
5c packages. Single
boxes. 100 5c pkers, ,$2.50.

Silver King Co., 300 Williams Bid;.. Indianapolis, Ind.

ii
Don't Shout

"1 hear you. 1 can hear
"

now as well as anybody.
How"? With the MORLEY
PHONE. I've a pair in my ear:

now, but they are invisible,

would not know 1 had them in,

myself, only that 1 hear all right."

The MORLEY PHONE for the

DEAF
is to the ears what

glasses are lo the eyes. In-

. visible, comfortable, weight-
less and harmless. Anyone

an adjust il. Over 100.000 sold. Write for booklet and testimonial

THE MORLEY CO.,Dept.789.26 S. 15th St. Phila.

HOW TO BECOMEA
f-fjrf* PROFESSIONAL

PHOTOGRAPHER
EARNING $35 TO SIS5 A WEEK
An interesting illustrated book-
let (free) on choosing a voca-
tion, the exceptional opportu-
nities Photography offers you

and how to avail yourself of these advantages.
MOTION PICTURE -COMMERCIAL -PORTRAITURE
'SH'm n^i

X
„TS-

nth ^' c?"rse - pE?etical Instruction. Modem eqnip

iJI.37
" S

' Eb"w™' Callo. write for Catalog

N. Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
141 W. 36li Street, NEW YORK OR 505 State Street, BROOKLYN

(Continued from page 102)

Jim.—Glad to get a he-letter once in a

while. Don't blame yon lor liking Gloria.

She was born, not on the Nile, but in pro
Chicago, Illinois, on Lake Michigan. Miss
Swanson was divorced from Herbert K
Sanborn some time ago. She has a sweet
little daughter.

Geraldine.—The month's most popu'.u
name. Lila Lee is a featured player. She
was a star and will probably be one again.

Didn't you read "A Game Girl," that good
story about her, in last month's Photoim \\ ?

Jealous.—I'm sorry I answered Olga
before I answered you. It so happened that

Olga's missive came in first. Letters are

answered in order, no matter how charming
they may be. Elliott Dexter is not English

—he told me so himself, but he added that

every one thought he was because he was
called the English actor when he was on the

stage. Had a card from Elliott, from France.
Some of his photoplays were : "The Whisper-
ing Chorus," "We Can't Have Everything,"
'The Squaw Man," "Old Wives for New,"
"Don't Tell Everything." and "The Affairs

of Anatol." His last picture before sailing

for Europe on a long vacation was "Grand
Larceny," for Goldvvyn.

C. P., Oakland.—Well. I don't get quite

as many letters from you Californians as I

do from easterners and middle-westerners.

It's no particular treat to a non-professional
Hollywoodian to pass Gloria or Bill or Bebe
on the street. Anita Stewart has lately ap-
peared in "A Question of Honor," "Her Mad
Bargain," and "Rose O' the Sea." I think
Miss Stewart is a splendid actress but her
pictures have not been good. However, I

am not the Shadow Stage. Richard Barthel-
mess does the finest work of his worthy
career in "Tol'able David," and I don't
care who knows I think so. The depart-
ment of criticism happens to agree with me,
so it's almost all right. Mary Hay is Mrs.
Dick Barthelmess. She is not on the stage
at present—she sang and danced in the
Follies and "Sally."

Ola, Australia.—Juanita Hansen is still

living. So is Theda Bara. Wonder how
these cheerful little rumors get around, any-
way? Hope Hampton's address is Hope
Hampton Productions. 1540 Broadway. X.
Y. C. Buck Jones, 1954 Crasena Drive. Los
Angeles, Cal. Marie Prevost, 451 South
Hampshire, L. A., Cal.

Ruby and Joyce.—Honored, I'm sure.

So nice of you to be so nice to me. Now
that we have exchanged compliments, sup-
pose we proceed: Monte Blue is married.
His latest appearances are in Mae Murray's
"Peacock Alley" and Griffith's "The Two
Orphans." He's a good actor, I think.

Betty.—How demure! What a relief

from the ostentatious stationery of the two
young ladies directly above, Yours is such
a sweet, simple little combination of pale

orange and pink. I have no record of a

film called "The Wild Cat." There is a

musical comedy by that name running in

New York at present At least, it was the
last time I picked up the paper,

(Continued on page 121)
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Do You Want
A Better Job?

THE only difference between success and failure
is a matter of training. Edison and Steinmetz
and Schwab ami Vandeilip ami Thayer and

Wanamaker—these men did not reach their present
success through luck or chance.

They got into the work for which they were
best fitted—and then trained themselves to
know more about their jobs than anyone
When opportunity came—as it always comes

—

these men were ready to grasp it and turn it

into fame and dollars.

You have just as good a chance to succeed as these
men had—perhaps better! Good positions are always
waiting for trained men—positions that you can get
if you train yourself to deserve them.

You can secure this training easily and quickly
at home through spare-time study with the
International Correspondence Schools, just as
so many other men have done. The I. C. S.
way is the practical way—the fascinating way—the profitable way.

AH that we ask is this:—Fill out the coupon printed
below and mail it to Scranton. This doesn't obligate
you in the least—but it will bring you full informa-
tion about the I. C. S. Today is the day to send in
that coupon. "Tomorrow never comes."
~" —*- "——

I CAR OUT HERE ——• ——— —

^

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 6455-B 8CBANTON. PA.

Without cost or obligation, please explain how I can
qualify for the position, or In the subject before which
I have marked an X in the list below:

—

fjELEC. ENOINEEB
Electric Lighting & Bys.

D Electric Wiring
D Telegraph Engineer

Telephone Work
MECHANICAL ENGB.

D Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker
Gas Engine Operating

O CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOB'N or ENCU.
STATIONARY ENGU.
Marine Engineer
ARCHITECT

D Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

D PLUMBING & TTEAT'G
Sheet Metal Worker
Text. Overseer or Supt.
CHEMIST

D Pharmacy

BUSINESS MANAG'M'T

B
SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING
Railroad Positions

Q ILLUSTRATING
D Show Card & Sign Ptg.

Cartooning
IJ Private Secretary

Business Correspondent
BOOKKEEPER

D Stenographer & Typist

Br. 1 1. Pub. Accountant
TRAFFIC M IN IGEB
Railway Accountant
Commercial Law

n GOOD ENGLISH
D Com. School Bubjecta
I". ('IMF NFKVII ',:

AUTOMOBILES
Railway Mall Clerk

L Mathematics
Navigation

dture
D Poultry a Spanish

'-- Banking ] Teacher

Name.

Street
and No

City-

Occupation

.

ADELE MILLARS
Wonder Peel Paste

1 11, .111 Fa. ;

REMOVES FRECKLES

CompMr uitVi

$10.00

19 We

Postpaid Plus* en-

dost 4 per cral T«

Literatim- f,,r treatment

li St
. aDEiEMIUMCO 345 Mo. kton Stroet.

rk Dtp! M San Irani !-»'.'. t'nlif

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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why not ?

I

HAVE helped 100,000 women in the last 20 years to regain health, vivacity,
magnetism and self-poise. When you learn to daily build your vitality,

disease germs, srippc and colds have little effect upon you. Be free from
nagging ailments I He happy! Enjoy life! Be a source of inspiration to your
friends. In other words, LIVE.

You can WEIGH exactly
what you SHOULD

by following a few simple, healthful directions at home. I know it; for what
I have done for 100,000 women, I can do for you. Are you too fleshy? Are
you too thin? Let me help you.

Perfect Your Figure
Don't envy a friend who has a beautiful figure; perfect your own. You can have

as good a figure as any woman you see. You can do this with just a little time and
properly directed effort in the privacy of your room.

A simple dress on a well-proportioned figure looks better than an expensive gown
on a poor figure.

Here arc .samples of letters from pupils:
"Last year I weighed 216 pounds, this year 146, and have not gained an ounce

back. It is surprising how easily I did it. I feel so strong and at least 15 years
younrer."

"My weight has increased 30 pounds. I don't know what indigestion is any more,
and my nerves are so rested! I sleep like a baby."

I receive a number of such letters every day. Leading magazines editorially
endorse my work. Physicians approve it. Their wives and daughters are my pupils.

Thousands of Women Have
Done So—Why Not You?
Il you are in New York, come to see

me, but eit down and write me now.
Don't wait—you may forcet it. I will

eend you free my illustrated booklet,
slowing you tmw to Maud and walk
orrcctly and giving many health hints.

U

/i

A

Dept. 35 1819 Broadway New York City

Improve your Figure
Control Your Nerves—Enjoy Life

Be Free from Nagging Pains and Ailments

How? Correct your posture and strengthen your
muscles and nerves by using for a little while this

gentle, easy, natural support. Nearly 200,000 have
done it with the wonderful ^^
Natural Body Brace
Overcomes weakness and organic ail-

ments of women and men. Brings restful

relief, comfort, ability to do
things, health and strength.

Develops Erect
Graceful Figure

Does away with the strain and
pain of standing and walking;
replaces and supports misplaced
internal organs; reduces enlarged
abdomen; straightens and
strengthens the back; corrects
stooping shoulders; develops
lungs, chest and bust; relieves
backache, curvatures, nervous-
ness, ruptures, constipation, after

effects of Flu.
Comfortable-
easy to wear.

KEEP YOURSELF FIT
EVERY MAN with heavy abdomen, rup-
ture, stooping shoulders, backache, shat-
tered nerves or other spinal trouble,

should wear my brace.

Wear it 30 Days Free
At Our Expense

Write me in confidence today, stating yonr
condition and desires. 1 will answer quickly
and send illustrated booklet, measurement
blank and our very liberal proposition.

HOWARD C. RASH, Pres. Natural Body Brace Co,

330 Rash Building, Salina, Kansas

Prove ItAt My Expense
?

Don't send me one cent—just let me
prove It to you as I have done for hund-
reds and thousands of others in the last six
months. I claim that FA1RYFOOT is the
most successful remedy for bunions ever
made and I want you to let me send it to
you Free. I don'tcarehow manyso-called
cures, shields or pads you ever tried
without success—I don t care how dis-
gusted you are with them all—youhave
not tried Fairyfoot and I have such
confidence in it that I will send you a
•ample treatment absolutely FREE
and afterwards a fullsize box C. O. D.
which you can accept or notjust as you
wish. It is a simple homeremedywhich
relieves you almost instantly of all pain;
it removes the bunion enlargement and

thus the ugly deformity disappears—Just
send name and address and Fairyfoot
vill be sent in plain sealed envelope.
Write today.

Foot Remedy Co., 2207 Millard Ave., Dept.' 33 Chicago

$75 aWeek
as a Cartoonist
New Way Makes It Easy
To Learn at Home

At last a method has been
devised by which anyone
can enter the high-paid,
fascinating profession of
cartooning. The old "in-
born talent" theory is ex-
ploded. From years of
practical experience, one
of America's foremost
cartoonists has developed
a wonderful new way of
training, by which, in a
few hours a week delight-
ful sparetimehomestudy,
you can qualify for one of
the big jobs open in this
uncrowded field.

The Most Fascinating
Work in the World

The demand for cartoonists is growing greater
every day. Your own boss, high pay, easy
hours— these are the things cartooning holds
for you. And $75.00 a week is not at all an
unusual salary for a beginner! Many of our
students start selling pictures even before they
finish training. You can do as well or even
better! And through this amazing new method.

Send for Free Book
"How to Become a Cartoonist" tells you all about
this wonderful, easy method, what our students
have done, and all about the wonderful opportuni-
ties awaiting you in this field. Get your start in

this bi? payinc profession NOW. Write for the
booklet TODAY.
WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF CARTOONING

Room 1003, Warden Bldg.. Washington, D. C.

I WATCHES
enuine Diamonds GU

T

'R

Eo

N "

PRICES GREATLY REDUCED
Write for Free Wonderful
Bargain Catalog today.
Credit Terms fully ex-
plained. Amazing money-
' eavinpr prices on Diamonds,
Watches and Jewelry.
The "Wellealey" Diamond
Ring, shown enlarge
Solid 14-k Green Gold
Heart desifm «
in Solid White V
Gold. $125 val-
ues reduced to

CASH OR CREDIT
Proportionate reduct iona on other

KlIlKSr.l $75. $lO0, $150 UP.

L0FTIS BROS. & C0. r
National Credit Jewelers

Oept. K-502 l°s *•• State St., Chicago, III.

!d.

llbertyS^
Bonds Jv. 3
Accepted '
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The Shadow Stage
(Continued from page 67)

PEACOCK ALLEY—
Tiffany Productions

MAE MURRAY, one of our most un-
usual and interesting actresses, is

worthy of better material than is provided
for her in this. It is an old, old story—all

about the little French dancer who married

a middle-western American, and how she

disgraced him, and how he forged a check
to support her in the manner to which she

had been accustomed in that dear Paris,

etc., etc. The Paris of this photoplay is

the village deacon's idea. Miss Murray
brings to her role her misty eyes, her svelte

figure, and her accomplished technique. She
is entirely delightful as usual and some of

her close-ups are marvellously beautiful.

Robert Leonard directed, and did some
splendid work. But even the Murray-
Leonard combination and Monte Blue as a
leading man, need a good story.

THE BEGGAR MAID—Triart

AN idea ! This company is producing
little two-reelers based on famous paint-

ings. This, the first, is Burne-Jones'
"Beggar Maid." It is delightfully directed

by Herbert Blache, and Mary Astor is a

beautiful Maid. This little classic should

have your applause and praise.

LADIES MUST LIVE—Paramount

IF the late George Loane Tucker could

see his name boldly billed as the director

of "Ladies Must Live" he would probably

writhe in agony in his grave. It is difficult

to believe that the director of "The Miracle

Man" was responsible for that hodge podge,

as it appeared on the screen. Tucker started

it but died before its completion. It is not

a fair epitaph. If you can follow it through

without saying once to your friend in the

next seat, "What's it all about?" we hereby
present you with the solid spaghetti shoe

laces.

FIGHTEST MAD—Metro

WILLIAM DESMOND attempts to por-

tray an Arizona d'Artagnan in

"Fightin' Mad," and accomplishes his task

in satisfactory fashion. It is actually "The
Three Musketeers" in a Rio Grande setting,

with three border policemen in the leading

roles. One for all and all for one, they

outwit a gang of Mexican desperados, and
save the beautiful heroine from "death

—

or worse."

WHITE OAK—Paramount

THERE is nothing startling in the an-

nouncement that "White Oak," Bill

Hart's latest offering, is a western melo-

drama, concerning a straight shooting, hard

riding hero who shoots down a lot of red-

skins while they are attacking a defenseless

prairie train. There is also nothing start-

ling in the announcement that all this pro-

vides excellent entertainment.

THE SILENT CALL—First National

THE featured player in "The Silent Call"

is a giant police dog, named "Strong-

heart," and he has more claim to stellar

honors than most of the mere mortals whose

names occupy the electric signs. "The Silent

Call" is full of action. It was written by

Jane Murfin and directed by Larry Trimble,

a good combination. The work of the dog

star is remarkable.

"JACKIE"—Fox
SHIRLEY MASON being so darn cute

that you want to annihilate her. The
story is harmless enough. Take the children

—if you're not very fond of them.

(Continued on page up)

Kvery advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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The Shadow Stage
(Continued from page 118)

LA TOSCA—Paramount

AX evening of operatic entertainment is

crowded into two reels in the screen

version of "La Tosca," and there is no doubt

that the condensation has been skilfully

handled. With Pauline Frederick as Tosca,

there is a wealth of fine emotional acting.

THE BATTLE OF JUTLAND
THE BATTLE OF JUTLAND" is a

reproduction, in miniature, of the fa-

mous sea right which decided the question of

naval supremacy during the great war.

There are many real thrills in the film for

the average spectator, but it is chiefly de-

signed for the trained observer who is in-

terested in the tactics of naval manoeuver.

OUR MUTUAL FRIEND—
F. B. Warren

THE flavor of Dickens does not photo-

graph well, and consequently ''Our

Mutual Friend" is not particularly im-

pressive as a picture. Though the pro-

duction has been carefully handled, and the

characterization faithfully carried out, there

is a certain atmosphere lacking. The
picture was made abroad, and there is con-

sequently more intelligence evident in the

costumes and the mis-en-scene than is cus-

tomary in American productions of this

nature. Catherine Reese and Evan Rostrup
are capable performers in the leading roles.

DON'T TELL EVERYTHING—
Paramount

IT is surprising that so obvious a plot

could be made into so entertaining a

photoplay. Here's the everlasting triangle,

with our gorgeous Gloria Swanson engaged
to our irresponsible Wallace Reid, while the

Other Woman tries every art at her com-
mand to win him away. Elliott Dexter,

the philosophical bachelor, stands by and
renders first aid.

GRAND LARCENY—Goldwyn
THIS might be called "Much Ado About

Nothing," and it is unfortunate that

the talent of Claire Windsor, Elliott Dexter

and Lowell Sherman should be wasted upon
it. A series of forced situations lead up to

an impossible climax, the woman to all

appearances a brainless pawn in the hands
of two equally brainless men. Not so good.

RIDING WITH DEATH—Fox
THE usual western. Mortgages will be

mortgages, it seems, though locale may-

change from the Old Homestead to the

Old Ranch House. They are to be fought

over, wept over, and there's always a heroine

to be sacrificed. But she isn't. Charles

(Buck) Jones sees to that. Bullets, sudden
death, and Betty Francisco in hoop-skirt l-.

THE MILLIONAIRE—Universal

HERBERT RAWLINSON. he of the

curly hair and the iron fist, has a

smashing time of it, here, in a movie for

those who enjoy excitingly impossible stories.

Herb is threatened by a gang of murderers,
when he inherits a vast fortune. His expe-

riences would make anyone's hair curl. The
moral seems to be "Beware of West 46th

St.. N. Y. C." That's where it all happened.

WHAT DO MEN WANT?—
F. B. Warren

LOIS WEBER'S production, "Whal Do
Men Want?" is a box office attraction

in name only. However, it is well staged and
well acted by Claire Windsor and Frank
Glendon.

(Continued on page 120)

It's a

Star!

A Wonderful

Electric Hair Dryer!
$12.50
Complete

feb

Yes, wonderful. It's the lightest.

Mostly sparkling aluminum. It's the

most efficient, most convenient. Loads
of delightful hot or cold air instantly.

Just by pressing the handle button.

Packed in handsome, black, leatherized

box. Works on any current. Six feet of

cord. At Drug, Department, Hardware,
Electrical Stores. Fitzgerald Mfg. Co..

Dept. 214, Torrington, Conn. ^

-

' >w* '( - •

Your Figure
Has Charm Only as You Are Fully Developed

BEAUTY OF FORM
can be cultivated just the same aa flower- are
made to blossom with proper can Woman,
by nature refined and delicate, craves (he
natural beauty of her sex. Il»« wonderful to

be a perfect woman!

Bust Pads and Ruffles
never look natural or fed right. They are really

harmful and retard development. You should add to

your physical beauty by enlarging your bust - form
to its natural size. This is easy to accomplish with
the NATIONAL, a new scientific appliance that

KJf brings delightful results.

FREE BEAUTY BOOK
If you wish a beautiful, womanly figure, write for a

copy of the treatise by l)i C S Carr, formerly pub-
lished in the Pit lure Magazine, entitled: "The

Mow ii May Be Developed.'' < 11 tins method
1 >! (

"Indeed, it "ill bring about develop-
ment of the busts quite astonishing."

This valuable information, explaining the causes pi ..on.development.

proof show,,,,, as much as five inches enlargement by this method, will in- sen I FREE to
1
rerj woman

who writes quickly. Those desiring book sent sealed enclose I C*nl

THE OLIVE COMPANY Dept. 225 CLARINDA, IOWA
When rou wilie tn advertiser* please mention moron.ay MAGAZINE.
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The Shadow Stage

(Concluded)

SCHOOL DAYS—Warner Brothers

A
FiGnchSerge

AM wool
French serge
dress design-
ed for women
with large
figures to dress
becomingly.
Makes the fig-
ure appear slim
and those hav-
ing large busts and
hips will enjoy an
abundance of com-
fort wearing it. Has
% length sleeves and
closes down front
with buttons of self-
material. Thesilk pip-
ing and beautiful de-
sign of silk embroid-
ery in contrasting
colors add to its be-
comingness. Sash belt
all around. Color:
Navy only. Sizes:
39 to 53.

Also Suitable
For Maternity

Wear
We recommend this
dress for maternity
wear, inasmuch as we
fit it with a special
elastic band, assuring
the wearer absolute
comfort and perfect fit.

SEND NO MONEY
Mention style number R-
500, name, address and
size. Your dress will be
delivered, postage free. Pay
postman S9.98 on arrival.
Money back if not satisfied.

WELL MAID MFG. CO.
145 Madison Ave., New York

Note the remarkable improvement in the same eyes

You, Too, May Instantly
Beautify Your Eyes With

Just a wee touch of "MAYBELLINE" will make light,
short, thin eyelashes and brows appear naturally dark,
long and luxurious, thereby giving charm, beauty and
soulful expression to any eyes. Unlike other prepara-
tions, will not spread and smear on
the face. The instant beautifying
effect will delight you. Perfectly*
harmless. Used by beautiful girlsl
and women everywhere. Each)
dainty box contains mirror and
two brushes. Two shades, Brcnvn Jor
Blonds, Black for Brunettes: 75c AT
YOUR DEALER'S or direct from us.
Accept only c*nuine"MAYBELLINE"
and your satisfaction Is assured.
Tear out this ad NOW as a reminder.

MAYBELL LABORATORIES
4305-21 Grand Boulevard, Chicago^Y°n

N^yes
B,,y

jfiV/V-j But you can Promote a
for G^S^J^ clean, Healthy Condilioo

YOlID FYFXUse Murine Eye Remedy
IUUK l_I UsJ "Night and Morning "

Keep your Eyes Clean, Clear and Healthy.
Write for Free Bye Care Book.

Harlot Eye Remedy Co., 9 East Ohio Slreef. Chicago

A STORY that takes you back across the
years—with Wesley Barry as the magi-

cian. Eternal youth and sunshine in the
first three reels—and a lot of rather cheap
vaudeville hookum in the end. Wesley Barry's
parting with his dog is one of the finest

bits on the screen today. By all means take
the children

!

EXIT THE VAMP—Paramount
EVERY now and then someone gives us

an unpleasant surprise. Ethel Clayton
is not to blame for this one, though she
figures as the heroine of the unlovely tale.

It's a senseless, vapid story in which a
vamp of the 191 2 movie type seeks to wreck
the well known Happy Home. Ethel gathers
together a few beads and admirers, and
there's that.

FALSE KISSES—Universal
MISS Du Pont's second release is but little

better than her first. We find the

luckless lady the wife of a light-tender far

out from the mainland. And she just hates

the ocean. So she scowls unhappily and
unbecomingly most of the time. Pat
O'Malley scowls back. The title? Just one
of Universal's little jokes.

THE TBOAT—First National

BUSTER KEATON, out on the sad sea

waves in a trick boat which in itself

is a most ingenious contrivance, with masts
and smokestacks that obligingly flatten

themselves to go under the lowest of bridges,

is certainly a laugh-getter. The time is com-
ing, evidently, when comedies will rank far

above the average program release. Small
wonder.

HERMADBARGAIN—First National

THIS picture is exactly what the title

infers, the cheapest sort of melodrama.
It is a mystery how Producer Mayer with

as well known a star as Anita Stewart, can
turn out such trash. The story, what there

is of it, is told entirely in the subtitles.

They read like a dime novel. A crass

stupidity.

CHEATED HEARTS—Universal

ALTHOUGH the title doesn't seem to

mean anything, there's a lot of the good
old stuff about a strong man and drink

—

proving that, if the man is strong enough,

etc. A rather unnecessary moral these days.

The scene leaps from America to Paris and
then Morocco. Marjorie Daw's hair is

lovely, as usual. It can't hurt the children.

THE GOLDEN GIFT—Metro

A GOOD plot for the whole family—it

only taxes the imagination at times.

The story of a diva's struggle in choosing

between two "golden gifts"—motherhood
versus a career. Alice Lake plays the singer

rather well, John Bowers is a good leading

man, and Harriet Hammond is as decorative

in regular clothes as she was in a bathing
suit.

TRAILIN—Fox

Corns

"TTE looks like a tenderfoot," they say
1 1 of Tom Mix, "an' talks like a tender-

foot, but he ain't no tenderfoot !" And
—judging by the number of men he kills

with one revolver and no visible supply of

cartridges—they're right ! This should make
Tom more popular than ever in the prov-
inces. Eva Novak is pretty. And if the

children aren't nervous, take 'em. It's

clean.

Every advertisement in I'HOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.

Lift Off with the Fingers

Doesn't hurt a bit! Drop a little
"
Freezone" on an aching corn, instantly

that corn stops hurting, then shortly you
lift it right off with fingers. Your drug-

gist sells a tiny bottle of
"Freezone" for

a few cents, sufficient to remove every

hard corn, soft corn, or corn between
toes, and calluses, without pain, soreness.

Perfect hearing is now being' re-
stored in every condition of deaf-
ness or defective hearing from
causes such as Catarrhal Deaf-
ness, Relaxed or Sunken Drums,
Thickened Drums, Roaring and
Hissing Sounds, Perforated,
Wholly or Partially Destroyed
Drums.Discharge from Ears, etc.

Wilson Common-Sense Ear Drums
"Little Wireless Phones for the Ears" require no
medicine but effectively replace what is lacking or
defective in the natural ear drums. They are simple
devices, which the wearer easily fits into the ears
where they are invisible. Soft, safe and comfortable.
Write today for our 168 page FREE bookon DEAF-

NESS, giving you full particulars and testimonials.

WILSON EAR DRUM CO., Incorporated
361 Inter-Southern Bldg. LOUISVILLE.K&

l-«OI7|7 AMBITIOUS WRITERS, send
f* |X r,.r,. today for FREE copy of America' 8

leading magazine for writers of
Photoplays, Stories. Poems. Instructive, helpful.

WRITER'S DIGEST
611-D Butler Bldg. CINCINNATI

An Easy Way to
Remove Dandruff

If you want plenty of thick, beautiful,

glossy, silky hair, do by all means get rid

of dandruff, for it will starve your hair and
ruin it if you don't.

The best way to get rid of dandruff is to

dissolve it. To do this, just apply a little

Liquid Arvon at night before retiring; use
enough to moisten the scalp, and rub it in

gently with the finger tips.

By morning, most, if not all, of your
dandruff will be gone, and three or four
more applications should completely re-

move every sign and trace of it.

You will find, too, that all itching of the

scalp will stop, and your hair will look and
feel a hundred times better. You can get
Liquid Arvon at any drug store. A four-

ounce bottle is usually all that is needed.
The R. L, Watkins Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
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Questions and Answers
' (Continued from page 117)

John L., Spokane.—Howdy, old timer!

I thought you'd stopped reading this de-
partment for good. Webster Campbell
played the part of Craig Winchell and Frank
Currier the part of John Winchell in

"Pleasure Seekers,"' with Elaine Hammer-
stein. I don't see many of her pictures.

Lillian Mae.—You want to see pictures

and stories about Hoot Gibson ? This must
be attended to at once. I'll see to it

myself. If you write to Universal, at Uni-
versal City, Cal., Gibson will surely send

you his photograph. If he doesn't, he's an
unappreciative cuss. You sure are a Gibson
fan. May Allison is now Mrs. Bob Ellis.

There are pictures of the newly-weds in

this issue of the Magazine.

Pauline B., Chattanooga, Tenn.—So
this was your first attempt in writing to

me. I hope it will not be your last. I

liked your letter. Thanks for all you say.

Thomas Meighan is married to Frances
Ring. Wallace Reid to Dorothy Davenport,
who returned to the screen in a Lester Cuneo
picture. The Reids have one son, Bill.

H. N. B.. Brooklyn.—Alice Calhoun is

a charming girl, and entirely worthy of your
admiration. She has very beautiful brown
eyes and hair, is not married, and lives with
her mother in a Hollywood bungalow while

she is making picture", for Vitagraph in their

western studio.

Barrie Bore.—I don't think anyone who
reads and studies Barrie could be a bore.

I like the little Scotchman's books, and have
read "Sentimental Tommy" and "Tommy
and Grizel" many times. Betty Compson
plays Lady Babbie in "The Little Minister."

Mary Ann.—You want to know all about
the studios? My dear child, we can't get
out a special edition even to please you.
However—most of the studios are in Holly-
wood, California. Others are in Fort Lee,
N. J., Mamaroneck, N. Y., and Pathe, 1990
Park Avenue, N. Y. C. Tom Moore is

now the husband of Renee Adoree. The
former Mrs. Tom, Alice Joyce, is now mar-
ried to James Regan, Jr., and the mother
of another little girl. You can get a com-
plete list of studios from the directory.

Beatrice.—Mary and Doug have given
up their California home and studio, and
so I don't know where they will live when
they return to this country. By the time
you read this, they will probably be back
in America. Although they have changed
their plans so often I wouldn't count on that.
Mrs. Pickford, Lottie, and Jack, and Lottie's
little girl went abroad with the Fairbanks
party.

Hazel F., Chicago.— I don't know
whether or not Eugene O'Brien is as
popular as he was a vear ago. That's not
my business. He is still with Selznick.
Ruth Roland may be reached at 605 South
Norton Avenue, Los Angeles, Cal. Viola
Dana, Metro studios, Hollywood, Cal. Pris-
cilla Dean, Universal City, Cal. Josephine
Campbell,

(Continued on page 122)

I Teach You Piano
In Half Usual Time
To persons who have not pre-

viously heard of my method, this

may seem a pretty bold state-

ment. But I will gladly convince

you of its accuracy by referring

you to any number of my gradu-

ates in any part of the world.

There isn't a state in the Union that doesn't
contain many players of the piano or organ who
obtained their training from me by mail. I have

far more students than
were ever before taught
by one man. Investigate
by writing for my 64-page
free booklet,"How to Learn
Piano or Organ."

Myway of leaching piano
or organ is entirely different
from all others. Out of
every four hours of study
one hour is spent entirely
away from the keyboard —
learning something about
Harmony and The Laws of
Music. This is an awful
shock to most teachers of
the "old school," who still

think that learning piano
is solely a problem of " fin-

ger gymnastics." When
you do go to the keyboard,
you accomplish twice as
much, because you un-
derstand whatyou credoing.
Within four lessons I enable
you to play an interesting
piece not only in the origi-
nal key, but in other keys
as well.

I make use of every pos-
sible scientific help—many
of which are entirely un-
known to the average
teacher. My patented in-

vention, the COLOR-
OTONE. sweeps away-
playing difficulties that
have troubled st u d ents
for Kenerations. By its use.
Transposition — usually a
"nightmare" to students—
becomes easy and fascinat-
ing. With my fifth lesson
I introduce another im-
portant and exclusive in-
vention, QUINN-DEX.
Quinn-dex is a simple,
hand-operated moving-pic-
ture device, which enables
you to see, right before
your eyes, every movement
of my hands at the key-
board. You actually see
the fingers move. Instead
of having to reproduce
your teacher's finger
movements from MEM-
ORY — which cannot be
always accurate—you have
the correct models before
you during every minute
of practice. The COLOR-
OTONE and QUINN-DEX

Marcus Lucius Quinn
Conservatory of Music
Studio PH42. 598 Columbia Road, Boston, 25. Mass.

DR. QUINN AT HIS PIANO
From the Famous Sketch by Schneider,
Exhibited at the St. Louis Exposition.

save you months and years of wasted effort. They
can be obtained only from me and there is nothing
else anywhere even remotely like them.
Men and women who have failed by other meth-

ods have quickly and easily attained success when
studying with me. In all essential ways you are
in closer touch with me than if you were studying
by the oral method —yet my lessons cost you only
43 cents each—and they include all the many recent
developments in scientific teaching. For the stu-

dent of moderate means, this method of studying
isfar superior to all others; and even for the w« ahhi-
est student there is nothing bitter at any price.
You may be certain that your progress is at all

times in accord with the best musical thought of
the present day, and this makes all the difference
in the world.

My Course is endorsed by distinguished musicians,
who would not recommend any Course that did not
maintain the highest musical standards. It is for
beginners, or experienced players, old or young.
You advance as rapidly or as slowly as you wish.
All necessary music is supplied without extra
charge. A diploma is granted. Write to-day, with-
out cost or obligation, for 6-1-page free booklet.
*' How to Learn Piano or Organ."

FREE BOOK COUPON
QUINN CONSERVATORY, Studio PH 42

598 Columbia Road, Boston, 25, Mas*.

Please send me. without cost or obligation,

vour free booklet, "How to Learn Piano or

Organ." and full particulars of your Course and
special reduced Tuition offer.

Nnme

Address .

__^^^ (iljgj I Dress Designing Lessons FREE
BANISH THAT Bt/NION

ACFIELD'S
Perfection Toe Spring
Worn at night , m ith auxiliary appliance

for day use.

Removes the Actual Cause
of the enlarged Joinl

Sent on approv.il. Money back 'I

not as represented. Sen I outline o.

foot. Use my Improved [oSti
1 port for weak arches.

Futl particu .(free
in plain tti i

. R. AOFIELT). loot Specialties, Dept. 88
1*38 nniatlnuy and 4; Weit 14th Street, New York

q— Girls— 15 or over, can easily learn

and Costume nrsigninc during their sp

IN TEN WEEKS
Dress and Costume Designers

Frequently Earn

$45 to MOO a Week/
Many Slatt Parlors in Their Own Hemes

n who tinw
I <

« ing should take ui> /
Inc. .

,* Cut and Mail lo

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept. W642

Rochsster. N. Y.
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[ ] Dress Oes.tnin, [ ] Mtomtrr

HUNDREDS LEAR
MILLINERY BY

ARN 7/MAlW .

When you write to. advertisers please mention PHOTOl'LAY MAGAZINE.
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^ ART EYELASHES ^^

^0 Make Eyes Beautiful

Do look at that girl's eyes!

&fj^
Vou have heard this high tribute paid to beauty.
And do yon know the true secret of beautiful eyes?
Neither size nor expression, but long, sweeping lashes! Only
now, as never before, can every woman have lashes as curly,
long and enchanting as she has dreamed of. NestoLashes, the new
art lashes, are so widely accepted by stage stars and society women

because they are bewitchingly long, yet look perfectly natural. Charm and
romance come to the girl who wears them.
They are real lashes, threaded to a skin foundation which is invisible on your
eyes. The finest hair work in the world, but so cleverly made that they stand
long wear. Though easy to slip on and take off, they do not come off until re-
moved. Even small eyes, framed in NestoLashes, look large, brilliant, alluring.
Call or send for Private Wear NestoLashes Superfine, $1.50 a pair; or Fine, SI a
pair Can be worn in broad daylight without embarrassment. All shades. Stage
NestoLashes No. 2 are extra heavy and permanently beaded for stage use

~

a Palr - Booklet on request

Nestles are the foremost makers of fine hair goods in the world. An in-
visible parting which defies the sharpest eyes to tell it from the natural
scalp, is their latest origination. Call to see their large assortment of
quality hair goods in every texture, shade, and fashionable style.

Phones:
Vanderbilt

9086
4113

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO MAIL ORDERS

NESTLE'S Largest Permanent Waring
and Beauty Establishment

in the World
B-12 and 14 East 49th Street, NEW YORK

Miss Hazel Dawn,

fascinating musical
comedy star, here

illustrates the nat-

ural beauty of Nesto-

Lashes.

«4gfcgjWa» »j»»^3g

MEKtiymzmm

SPECIAL TERMS—Ten months' credit on
any article selected from the SWEET

catalogue. NO MONEY IN ADVANCE.
Shipment made for
your examination. First
payment to be made
only after you have
convinced yourself that
SWEET values cannot
be equalled. If not
what you wish return
at our expense.

No Red Tape-No Delay |
Every transaction CON-
FIDENTIAL. You don't
do justice to yourself and
your dollars unless you in-
spect our unusual values
in Diamonds, Watches,
Jewelry, Silverware, Lea-
ther Goods, etc. Send
TODAY for SWEET De-
Luxe Catalogue. Write
NOW to Dept. 422-G.

Capital $1,000,000

Sweet's Cluster:
7 Fine Diamonds, set
in Platinum. Looks
like m K Solitaire.

Only $3.80
a month

I »:' THE" HOUSE OF QtlAUTr _ "-,-

I tWSWEET INC
= I650>I660 BROADWAY, NEW YORIC I

111111111111°

Want 20 copies

at one typing?

Use MultiKopy No. 5 J$,
Makes twenty clear cut, permanent copies

at one typing.

MultiKopy No. 25 meets more require-

ments of general office use than any other
carbon paper.

MultiKopy No. 05 copies over 100 letters.

And the copies will last:as long as the paper
holds together.

Ask your stationer for your kind of

MultiKopy. Star Brand Typewriter
Ribbons write the best letters.

F. S. WEBSTER COMPANY
377 Congress Street Boston, Mass.

REMEMBER
That every advertisement in PHOTO-
PLAY is guaranteed, not only by the
advertiser, but by the publisher. When
you wire, please mention PHOTOPLAY.

"BOW LEGS and KNOCK-
KNEES" UNSIGHTLY

Send for Booklet showing: photos of men with

and without THE PERFECT LEG FORMS.

PERFECT SALES CO., Dept. 54
140 N. Mayfield Ave./Chicago, 111.

CARTOONISTS MAKE BIG MONEY
Every time Sid Smith makes a stroke of his pen,

millions of people laugh and every laugh means
money for the man who creates it. Andy and Min
earn big money for Sid Smith every day.

Illustrating and cartooning are paying men like

Briggs, Smith, Goldberg and Fisher from $10,000 to

5 100,000 a year. You may have ideas that are

equally good. Let Federal training develop your talent

and give you the skill to put your ideas on paper.

Get This FREE BOOK C(^tt^A
Road To Bigger Things." Send 6c in stamps to cover postage. It tells

of opportunities in the art world and explains the Federal Course of in
struction under 60 of America's leading illustrators and cartoonists. Mention age.

FEDERAL SCHOOLS, Inc., 208 Federal Schools Bldg MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Questions and Answers
(Concluded) •

Marvelxa.—Where—did—you—get—that

—name? I hope you did not make it up
for yourself. But imagine naming a baby
that—Marvella. My word ! Kenneth Har-
lan is divorced from his wife. Betty Hil-

burn had the title role of "Girl of the Sea."

Ann and Frances.—Of course I like you
kids. I like you better than the grown-up
young ladies who write to me. But don't

tell them I said so. They might think I

meant it. I like to dance occasionally but

I dont get much time. Irene Castle is now
dancing at the Knickerbocker Grill in Man-
hattan. She is not making a picture right

now. She is the wife of Robert Treman of

Ithaca, N. Y.

Lillian, Oklahoma City.—Thank you for

the bouquets, I bow, I bow. Dorothy Des
Devore is one of the Christie cavorters. She

is not married. Some of the Christie come-
dies are quite clever, I think. I like a good
laugh. I am one of those objectionable

laughers. I pound my neighbors on the

back and stamp and roar. Charlie, of

course, is the funniest person I ever saw. I

wish he would make more pictures, but I

suppose if he did the world would die laugh-

ins.

S. E., Bluffton, Indiana.—Of course if

you say I am clever, I must be. You have

such good taste, my dear. Ann Little is

now working in a new Ben Wilson serial

called ''Nanette of the North." I haven't

seen Ann since she left the Paramount
people. She was fine in "The Squaw Man."

Bobbie, Ottawa.—You call me Mister

Mystery. Wait until you see the handsome
portrait of me in the next issue among the

contributors to Photoplay. I won't be a

mystery any longer. I'll be a misery, more
likely. I should think you would be only

too glad to get an autographed photograph

of Thomas Meighan.

Madge.—I saw Madge Evans the other

day and I think she is a charming child

—

unaffected and sweet. Her mother is most
intelligent. Madge has her own company
now.

I. N., Lima, Ohio.—Theda Bara is

married to Charles Brabin. They have no
children. Theda is not making any pictures

now. I don't know when she is coming

back.

Jam.—The Talmadges are not related to

the great evangelist because they have a "d"

in their last name. It is not Talmage. but

Talmadge. It is their real name, and their

father is living. He is employed at the

Talmadge company. Charles Meredith is

married. His wife, is, I believe, very

wealthy in her own right. I saw Meredith

in a New York restaurant the other day. I

don't know what he is doing on the screen

at present.

Anne S.—The heroine of "The Haunted
Pajamas" was Carmel Myers, that was one

of the late Harold Lockwood's best pictures.

Carmel is now co-starring with Wallace

MacDonald in a Vitagraph serial.

Joe H., Boston.—Bessie Eyton in "The
Man of Honor." I think Bessie is on the

stage now. Jack Mulhall was born in New
York City, October 7, 1891. Mulhall is a

widower. He is the hero of Mabel Nor-
mand's "Molly O."

"'lien you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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World's Greatest Books /-j

1^
On Sale Till April 30th \ each
Here is the bargain of bargains! Grab it! Until April 30 we offer any" of

the following books at the unheard-of price of 10c each. Many of these books
would cost from $1 to S3 if purchased in the ordinary way in expensive bindings.
This is strictly a limited offer—on April 30 the price goes back to 25c each — the
regularly advertised price. If the postmark on your envelope shows that your
order was mailed after midnight of April 30, we shall be obliged to return your
money. Order as few or as many books as you like,— they are thejjest in the

English language—and the entire library costs so little that you can well afford
to order every book. Over three million of these book
mendous production makes possible the extremely low price. Order by number
—each book is preceded by a number—for instance, if you want Carmen, mi
write.down "21"—that makes it easy for you and insures more prompt delivery,
as we handle all book orders by number. Send orderc up to midnight of
April 30.

Take Your Pick at Only 10c a Book
Order by NUMBERS only— not by Titles— because we handle all our book orders by numbers

1 Kuliai.viit of Omar
Khayyam.

2. Oscar Wilde's Ballad
of Reading Jail.

3 Eighteen Little Es-
says. Voltaire.

6 De Maupassant's
Stories.

7 A Liberal Education.
Thomas Huxley.

8 Lady Windermere's
Fan. Oscar Wilde.

10 Shelley. Francis
Thompson.

11 Debate on Religion
between John llaynes
Holmes and George
Bowne.

12 Poe's Tales.
13 Is Free Will a Fact

or Fallacy? Debate.
1 ."> Balzac's Stories.
17 On Walking. Thoreau.
18 Idle Thoughts of an

Idle Fellow. Jerome.
19 Nietzsche: Who He

Was and What He
Stood For.

20 Let's Laugh. Nasby.
21 Carmen. Merimee.
24 The Kiss and Other

Stories. A. Chekhov.
25 Rhyming Dictionary.
26 On Going to Church.

Bernard Shaw.
27 Last Days of a Con-

demned Man. Hugo.
2S Toleration. Voltaire.
29 Dreams. Schreiner.
30 What Life Means to

Me. Jack London.
31 Pelleas and Melisande.

Maeterlinck.
32 Poe's Poems.
33 Brann: Smasher of

Shams.
35 Maxims of La

Rochefoucauld.
36 Soul of Man Under So-

cialism. Oscar Wilde.
37 Dream of John Ball.

William Morris.
39 Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

Hyde. Stevenson.
40 House and the Brain.

Bulwer Lytton.
41 Christmas Carol.

Dickens.
42 From Monkey to Man.
43 Marriage and Divorce.

Debate by Horace
Greeley and Robert
Owen.

44 Aesop's Fables.
45 Tolstoi's Stories.
46 Salome. Oscar Wilde.
48 Bacon's Essays.
49 Three Lectures on

Evolution. Haeckel.
50 Common Sense. Thos.

Paine.
51 Bruno: His Life and

Martyrdom.
r.2 Voltaire. Victor Hugo.
53 Insects and Men: In-

stinct. Darrow.

54 Importance of Being
Earnest. Oscar Wilde.

56 Wisdom of lngersoll.
57 Rip Van Winkle.
58 Boccacio's Stories.
59 Epigrams of Wit.
6<> Emerson's Essay on

Love.
61 Tolstoi's Essays,
62 Schopenhauer's

Essays.
65 Meditations of Marcus

Aurelius.
6S Shakespeare's Sonnets.
70 Lamb's Essays.
71 Poems of Evolution.

Anthology,
72 Color of Life. E.

Haldeman-Julius.
73 Whitman's Poems.
75 The Choice of Books.

Carlyle.
76 The Prince of Peace.

Bryan.
78 How to Be an Orator.

John P. Altgeld.
7!> Enoch Arden.
SO Pillars of Society.

Ibsen.
81 Care of the Baby.
82 Common Faults in

Writing English.
S3 Marriage: Its Past.

Present and Future.
Besant.

.84 l.ove Letters of a
Portuguese Nun.

85 The Attack on the
Mill. Emile Zola.

86 On Reading. Georg
Brandes.

S7 Love: An Essay.
Montaigne.

55 Vindication of Thomas
Paine, lngersoll.

S9 Love Letters of Men
and Women of Genius.

91 Manhood: The Facts
of Life Presented to
Men.

92 Hypnotism Made
Plain.

93 How to Live lOO
Years. Cornaro.

94 Trial and Death of
Socrates.

95 Confessions of an
Opium Eater. De
Qnincey.

96 Dialogues of Plato.
98 How to Love.
!>!». Tartuffe. Moliere.

100 The Red Laugh.
Andreyev.

101 Thoughts of Pascal.
102 Tales of Sherlock

Holmes.
103 Pocket Theology.

Voltaire.
104 Battle of Waterloo.

Hugo.
105 Seven That Were

Hanged. Andreyev.
106 Thoughts and Aphor-

ism. Geo. Sand.
107 How to Strengthen

Mind and Memory.

108 How to Develop a
Healthy Mind.

10!) How to Develop a
Strong Will.

110 How to Develop a
Magnetic Personality.

111 How to Attract
Friends.

112 How to Be a Leader
of Others.

113 Proverbs of England.
114 Proverbs of Frame.
115 Proverbs of Japan.
116 Proverbs of China.
117 Proverbs of Italy.
lt.8 Proverbs of Russia.
11!> Proverbs of Ireland.
120 Proverbs of Spain.
121 I»roverhs of Arabia.
122 Debate on Spiritual-

ism. Conan Doyle and
Joseph McCabe.

123 Vegetarianism. De-
bate.

125 War Speeches of
Woodrow Wilson.

126 History of Rome. A
F. Giles.

12.8 Julius Caesar: Who
He Was and What He
Accomplished.

129 Rome or Reason. De-
hate, lngersoll and
Manning.

130 Controversy on Chris-
tianity. Debate. ln-
gersoll and Gladstone.

131 Redemption. Tolstoi.
132 Foundation of Reli-

gion.
133 Principles of Electric-

ity.

135 Socialism for Million-
aires. G. B. Shaw.

136 Child Training.
137 Home Nursing.
138 studies in Pessimism.

Schopenhauer.
141 Mould Practice of

Christ's Teachings
Make for Social Prog-
ress? Debate.

142 Bismarck and the
German Empire.

143 Pope Leo's Encyclical,
on Socialism.

144 Was Poe Immoral?
Sarah H. Whitman.

1-15 Great Ghost Stories.
147 Cromwell and His

Times.
148 Strength of the

Strong. London.
151 Man Mho Would Be

King. Kipling.
152 Foundations of the

Labor Movement.
Wendell Phillips.

154 Epigrams of Ibsen.
155 Maxims, Napoleon.
1 56 Andersen's Fairy

Tab's.
157 Marx v. Tolstoi.
1 58 Alice in Wonderland.
159 Lincoln and the

Working Class.

Kit

162

km
165

l«i«

167

168

1 69

171

17^

173

174

175

176

177

17S

17!)

ISO

1 83

184

1.85

186

1.87
1S8

DM)

I!I2
195
196

l!)7

I 98

266

24) 1

262

268

264

205

[ngersoll's Lecture on
Shakespeare.
( ountry of tin- Blind.
II. (.. Wells.
Karl Marx and (be
American (nil War.
Michael Angelo'a
Sonnets.
Discovery of the Fu-
ture. H. G. Wells.
English as She Is
Spoke. Mark Twain.
Rules of Health.
Plutarch.
Epigrams of Oscar
w ilde.
Church Property Be
Taxed? Debate.
lias Life Any Mean-
ing? Debate.
Evolution of Love.
Ellen Key.
Vision of Sir Launfal.
Lowell.
Free Speech Trial of
Wm. Penn.
Science of History.
Froude.
Four Essays. Have-
lock Ellis.
Subjection of Women.
John Stuart Mill.
One of Cleopatra's
Nights. Gautier.
Constitution of
League of Nations.
Epigrams of Bernard
Shaw.
Realism in Art and
Literature. Dai row.
Primitive Beliefs.
II. M. Tichenor.
History of Printing.
Disraeli,
How I wrote "The
Raven." Pin 1

.

Whistler's Humor.
How Voltaire Fooled
Priest and King.
Darrow.
Psycho-Analysis

—

The Key to Human
Behavior. Fielding.
Evolution vs. Beligfon
Balmforth.
Book of Synonyms,
How to Keep Well.
The Marquise. George
Sand.
Witticisms and Reflec-
tions of Mine. De
Sex i^ ne.
Majestj of Justice.
Anatolc France.
Ignorant Philosopher.
Voltaire.
Satan and the saints.
II. M. Tichenor.
Survival of the Fit-
test. 11. M. Tichenor.
Rights of Women.
Havelock Fllis.
Sun Worship and
Later Beliefs. II. M.
Tichenor.
Arteniiis Ward. His
Book.

-:.<; Debate on ( apItaUsm
is. Socialism. >elig-
man and Nearirig.

207 Olympian Gods. ft. M.
Tichenor.

2IO The stoic Philosophy.
Prof, tiilbert Murray.

-I I Idea of (,,,(| in \ ;l _

tun-. John Stuart Mill.
212 Life and ( baracter.

Goethe.
213 Lecture on Lincoln.

Robt. <. lngersoll.
-14 Speeches of Lincoln.
215 The Miraculous Re-

venge. Bernard Shan

.

216 Wit of lleinrieh
Heine. Geo, Kliot.

21.8 Four Essays. .lean
Jaurcs.

21!) The Human Tragedy,
Anatolc France.

226 Essays on the New
Testament. Kohert
Blatehford.

2^1 Women, and Four
Other Essays. Mau-
rice Maeterlinck.

ii:J2 The Vampire and
Other Poems. Rud-
yard Kipling.

223 Essays on Swinburne.
Sir Arthur Oiriller-
Couch.

224 God: The Known and
I nknon n, Samuel
Butler.

225 On a Certain Conde-
scension in Foreign-
ers. .!],„. HnssHI
Lowell.

226 Professor Bernardi:
I Flay. Arthur
Scbnit/ler.

i.27 Keats, the Man. His
Work and His
Friends,

lilis Aphorisms of Thomas
Btrxlej

.

L'2f) Did. rot. Havelock
Fllis.

2."50 The Fleece of Gold.
Tiieophiie Gautier.

-•'!! light Humorous
Sketches, Samuel
Clemens (Mark
Twain ».

232 The Three Strangers.
Thos. Bardy.

283 Thoughts on Litera-
ture and Art. Goethe,

-.'! 1 McNeill-Sinclair
Debate on Socialism.

—.'55 Five Essays. Gilbert
K. Chesterton,

2.".<! The State and Heart
Affairs of King
Henry VIII.

2.'?7 Poems in Prose.
Baudelaire.

u:;v Reflection on Modern
Science, n nsJetj

.

239 Tvrenty-SIx Men and
a t.irl. and Other
Tales. Maxim <...rki.

Entire Library—239 Volumes Worth $59.75— Only $16.90 until April 30th
These books are recognized masterpieces. Many of them, purchased in the ordinary way in expen-
sive bindings, would cost $1 to $3 each. Think of getting an entire library for the usual price

of a dozen books! But your order must be mailed not later than April 30. 239 vols, for $16.90.

Sale Ends April 30th SEND YOUR ORDER TODAY Sale Ends April 30th
Wliile we liave plenty of books to fill all orders, we advise prompt action. Ml

books guaranteed— if you don't like them, send them back and we'll return your
money. All books are clearly printed on good book paper, 64 to 160 pages each.

Pocket size. Bound in heavy card cover paper. Remember this is a limited

offer—closes April 30—send your order and draft, money order or registered
letter today— if you order 20 books send $2— if 50 send SS. and so on. PostaRe
prepaid on cash orders. Carriage charges collect on C. O. D. orders. Add
10c to personal checks for exc!

E. H. Julius, Pres., Appeal Publishing Company, 1046 Appeal Bldg., Girard, Kansas
When .you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGA/.I-N't.
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Photoplay Corporation Searches

For Screen Writers Through

A Novel Creative Test

Critical Shortage of Stories can*be met only by discovering

new film writers. World's leading photoplay clearing

house invites you to take free examination at home.

THE motion picture industry faces its supreme
crisis. With its acting personnel at the artistic

peak, its apparatus close to mechanical perfec-

tion, the fourth greatest industry in the United States

acutely lacks the one thing it must have to go on—
original stories.

Literature and the drama have virtually been
exhausted. The public has demonstrated at the box
office that it wants good, original human interest

stories, not "warmed over" novels and plays. Pro-

fessional novelists and fiction writers have definitely

failed in the motion picture field. Hundreds tried—
a handful succeeded. They are trained for expression

on the printed page, not upon the screen— two widely
different arts rarely combined in the talents of a

single writer.

But excellent original stories

are being written for the screen,

and sold to producers at

from $500 to $2,000 each, by

Everyday People, Trained in

the Scenario Technique

Not just everybody— only
those gifted with creative imag-
ination and trained in the lan-

guage of the studios. The unim-
aginative, unoriginal person can
never sell a scenario, no matter
how well he masters the screen

writers' technique; and the

gifted story teller may as well

write his idea in Chinese as to

prepare it without the technique.

But how can you know whether you possess creative

imagination? Should you acquire the technique, and
attempt to enter this fascinating and handsomely
paid profession?

First, there is no way to endow you with natural

ability. Either you have it, or you have not. But if

you possess creative talent, the Palmer Photoplay
Corporation can, by its novel psychological home test,

discover it. Then, if you so elect, the Corporation

can train you to think in terms of the studio; to write

your story so the director can see its action as he reads.

These are the leaders behind the search
for screen writing talent. They form the
Advisory Council of the Palmer Photo-
play Corporation:

Thomas H. Ince, Thos. H. Ince Studios.

Lois Weber, Lois Weber Productions, Inc.

Jesse L. Lasky, Vice-President Famous Players
Lasky Corp.

C. Gardner Sullivan. Author and Producer.

Frank E. Woods, Chief Supervising Director
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.

James R. Quirk, Editor and Publisher Photoplay
Magazine.

Allan Dwan, Allan Dwan Productions.

Ron Wagner, Author and Screen Authority.

with this novel device for self-examination is highly
fascinating as well as useful. It was prepared by
H. H. Van Loan, the celebrated photoplaywright, and
Prof. Malcolm MacLean, formerly of Northwestern
University. Through this test, many successful photoplay-
wrights were encouraged to enter their profession. It is a
simple test applied in your own home. Its record is held con-

fidential by the Corporation.
The Palmer Photoplay Corporation offers you this free

test because

Seores of Screen Stories are needed by producers

Scores of good stories could be sold at once, if they were
available. The Palmer Photoplay Corporation exists, first of

all, to sell photoplays to producers. Its Educational Depart-
ment was organized for one purpose, and one only— to develop

screen writers whose stories it can sell.

Look over the list of leaders in the

motion picture industry who form its

advisory council. These leaders real-

ize (1) that the future of the screen

drama is absolutely dependent upon
the discovery and training of new
writers. They realize (2) that writ-

ing ability and story-telling ability

are two entirely different gifts. Only
a few" can write; many can tell a story,

and, with training, can tell it in scena-

rio form. The Palmer Photoplay Cor-

poration is finding these story tellers

in homes and offices all over the land.

You are invited to try:

clip the coupon

The whole purpose of this adver-

tisement is to invite readers of

Photoplay to take the Van Loan
questionnaire test. If you have read this page up to this

point, your interest is sufficient to warrant addressing the

invitation to you directly. In all sincerity, and with the

interests of the motion picture industry at heart, the Palmer

Photoplay Corporation extends you its cordial invitation to

try. Who can tell what the reward may be in your case?

For your convenience, the coupon is printed on this page.

The questionnaire is free, and your request for it incurs no

obligation upon you.

PALMER PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION
Dept. of Education, P. 2

Please send me without cost 124 West 4th St.. Los Angeles, Cal.
Send for the Free Van Loan Questionnaire or obligation on my part, your

* questionnaire.

Bv this scientificallv exact series of psychological /£kT§®\ the questions in Name
i

" i i i i r l (CM IV EMI lt- an 'l return it

test questions and problems, the degree ot natural VaRtjnEy to you for anai-

aptitude which you may possess can be accurately N^EpJ?' th^'telt.Vam Address____.

determined. It resembles the vocational tests em- .to receive fur-,,.,.,.,„ . ,
• thcr information about vour

ployed by the I nited States Army, and an evening course and Service.

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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My! that looks like

cJELL-0
cAmQiicdsMost Famous Dosser

f

A MERICA'S Most Fa-
-**- mous Dessert can be
made wherever hot "water

s available. Its conven-
ience, its economy, and
its deliciousness have ta-

ken it everywhere. The
above is one of a series

of pictures from our new
Jell-O book, sent free

upon request.

ON the other hand we
have a "Book of

Menus" written by an em-
inent authority and illus-

trated by silver and china
service from the most ex-

clusive shop on the Ave-
nue. This will be sent for,

twenty cents in stamps.
Our address is on our
package.
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•^WP n "A Skin You Love

to Touch " by

Clarence Underwood

A complete miniature set of the

Woodbury skin preparations

For 25 cents we will send you a

complete miniature set of the

Woodbury skin preparations,

containing samples of Wood-
bury's Facial Soap, Woodbury's
I* acialCream.W oodbury'sCold
Cream and Facial Powder; to-

gether with the treatment booklet,

"A Skin You Love to Touch."

Send for this set today. Address
The Andrew Jergens Co., 502
Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati,

Ohio. If you live in Canada, ad-

dress The Andrew Jergens Co.,

Limited, 5 02 Sherbrooke St.,

Perth, Ontario.

%u too.can have
Askinyou love to touch

PERHAPS you have al-

ways longed for a beau-
tiful skin—but felt that your
skin was something you
could not change.

You are mistaken; your
skin is what you make it.

Every day it is changing
in spite of you; old skin dies

and new takes its place. This
new skin you can make what
you will!

If some special condition

of your skin is giving/ you
trouble—find the treatment
that will overcome this

trouble in the booklet of
famous treatments that is

wrapped around every cake
of Woodbury's Facial Soap.
Begin using this treatment
tonight. You will be sur-

prised to see how quickly

you can free your skin from
faults that have always
troubled you.

Get a cake of Woodbury's
today. A 25-cent cake lasts

a month or six weeks. The
Andrew Jergens Co., Cin-
cinnati, New York, and
Perth, Ontario.

Q>

Copyright, IQ22, by The Andrew Jergens Co.

Woodbury's Facial Soap
V9
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OLGA PETROVA

Beginning the Great Screen Opportunity Contest!



E W.WOOLWQRTHXa 5^ io« store

EACH
Cap andFringe; Extra Large;

Single and Double Mesh

orrcune
TRADE MARK

Single and Vouble Mesk

HAIR NETS

IF you want the best there is in a hair net,

choose a Lorraine. Lorraine Hair Nets,

sold exclusively at and guaranteed by the

Woolworth stores, are the finest hair nets

money can buy.

In single and double mesh ; cap and fringe

shape; all colors, including grey and white

—10c!

Stop in tomorrow and buy a supply.

Sold Exclusively at and Guaranteed byRW.Woolworth Co. Stores
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*tMyVictor Records
shall be my biography

That was Caruso's characteristic remark when he was
once approached regarding his biography.

The one hundred and seventy-eight Victor Records by
Caruso, and many records yet to be issued, truly constitute

the best autobiography of the world's greatest singer; a
unique autobiography which has never been equalled for

vividness; an autobiography which is itselfalive and which
will continue to delight all the succeeding generations.

The Caruso records include fifty-six operatic arias,

twenty-three concert ballads, sixteen Neapolitan songs,

fifteen love lyrics, twelve sacred numbers, five patriotic

selections, and fifty-one concerted numbers, all of which
are listed in the Victor Record Catalog. Any dealer in

Victor products will gladly give you a copy and play any

numbers for you.

11

Victrola
REG. U.S. PAT. orr.

HIS MASTER'S VOICE'

I our r*o4um. Look «t4r* iSc l.J* Look on tht Ubd*
VICTOR TAIX1NC MACHINE CO, C-mb^ft. W J.

Victor Talking Machine Company, Camden, n.j.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOTLAY MAGAZINE.
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Worth

JLhE real thousand-watt stuff!

All the thrills of the finest films

!

That's Paramount!

That's great showmanship

!

That's yourdish and your delight!

Let the rest go shopping for pic-

tures !

You've shopped!

Anybody who has shopped, be-

comes a Paramount fan

!

Paramount Pictures cost the
producer more but they don't

cost you more

!

Check the list and make your
choice for tonight

!

Paramount Pictures
listed in order of release

February 1, 1922 to April 1, 1922

Ask your theatre manager when he will show them

Cecil B. DeMille's Production
"Saturday Night"

By Jeanie Macpherson

Bebe Daniels in

"A Game Chicken"
By Nina Wilcox Putnam
A Realart Production

Betty Compson in
"The Law and the Woman"

Adapted from the Clyde Fitch play
"The Woman in the Case"

A Penrhyn Stanlaws Production

William S. Hart in
"Travelin' On"

By William S. Hart
A William S. Hart Production

"One Glorious Day"
With Will Rogers and Lila Lee

By Walter Woods and O. B. Barringer

Elsie Ferguson and Wallace Reid in

"Forever"
By George DuMaurier

A George Fitzmaurice Production

George Melford's Production
" Moran of the Lady Letty "

With Dorothy Dalton
From the story by Frank Norris

Gloria Swanson in
'Her Husband's Trademark'

By Clara Beranger

May McAvoy in
"A Homespun Vamp"
By Hector Turnbull
A Realart Production

Wanda Hawley in
"Bobbed Hair"

By Hector Turnbull
A Realart Production

"Boomerang Bill"
With Lionel Barrymore

By Jack Boyle
A Cosmopolitan Production

Cecil B. DeMille's Production
"Fool's Paradise"

Suggested by Leonard Merrick's story
"The Laurels and the Lady"

Ethel Clayton in "Her Own Money"
Adapted from the play by Mark Swan

Constance Binney in

"The Sleep Walkers"
By Aubrey Stauffer
A Realart Production

John S. Robertson's Production
"Love's Boomerang"
With Ann Forrest

From the novel "Perpetua"
By Dion Clayton Calthrop

Jack Holt in
"While Satan Sleeps"

From the novel
'The Parson of Panamint"

By Peter B. Kyne

Constance Binney in
"Midnight"

By Harvey Thew
A Realart Production

Marion Davies in
"The Young Diana"
By Marie Corelli

A Cosmopolitan Production

Pola Negri in "The Red Peacock'

Thomas Meighan in
"If You Believe It, It's So'
By Perley Pcore Sheehan

\. FAMOUS PLAYERS - LASKY CORPORATION :

If it's a Paramount Picture it's the best shoiso in t<rwn

•r

^

tv

anmiouniWici

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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The Birth of the Opportunity Idea 23
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Photoplays Reviewed
in the Shadow Stage

This Issue

Save this magazine— refer to

the criticisms before you pick out

your evening's entertainment.

Make this your reference list.

Page 58
Orphans of the Storm . . D. W. Griffith

Miss Lulu Bett Paramount
Boomerang Bill

Cosmopolitan-Paramount
Page 59
Three Live Ghosts Paramount
Red Hot Romance. . . First National
Page 60
Just Around the Corner

....:... Cosmopolitan-Paramount
My Boy First National
The Little Minister Yitagraph
The Little Minister Paramount
Fool's Paradise Paramount
Hail the Woman

Associated First National
Page 61

R. S. V. P First National
Fifty Candles Hodkinson
Rent Free Paramount
The Right That Failed Metro
The Lane That Had No Turning..

Paramount
Winning With Wits Fox
Page 115
Fool Days Fox
The Fire Eater Universal
The Roof Tree Fox
Footfalls Fox
The Beautiful Liar. First National
A Question of Honor I ir>t National
A Bride of the Gods. .First National
Page 116
Whatever She Wants Fox
Across the Dead Line Universal
The Law and the Woman . Paramount
A Barnyard Cavalier . Christie

A Man's Home Selznick

The New Disciple. . .

... Federation Film Corporation
Page 117

No Parking Christie

Pardon My French Goldwyn
Three Pola Negri Pictures.

Shattered Dreams Universal
Gleam o'Dawn Fox

Copyright, 1S22. by the Photoplay Publishing Company, Chicago.
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From Elsie Ferguson's New Play (Photograph)
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The Motion Picture Alibi
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Next Month!
THE April issue of Photoplay will

be released on March 15th instead
of March 1st. Photoplay is a news-
paper of the films. The whole editor-
ial equipment is organized to dissem-
inate the news as quickly as possible.
In the past it has been all right to
issue a magazine dated a whole
month ahead, but things are moving
so fast in the motion picture industry
that no publication can be up-to-date
and release at such an early date.
Photoplay is a magazine of service
and to fulfill this mission to the best
advantage, the publishers have de-
cided on this step.

The April issue will be worth waiting
for. It will be the greatest issue of
any publication devoted to motion
pictures.

Note the Elsie Ferguson fashions this

month and you will get an idea of

what you can expect when we give
you the Mae Murray gowns in

April.

For six months Photoplay investi-

gators have been working on the
greatest history of the motion picture

ever written and the author has done
a remarkable work. It begins in the
April issue, and in addition to being
a most fascinating story it upsets
many of the facts published in former
histories and places the credit for the
motion picture where it belongs. It

is full of surprises.

You will probably hear of the
Goldwyn Screen Opportunity contest

even before you read this magazine.
The newspapers of the country are

keenly interested and 7,000 theaters

are going to throw slides on their

screens telling you about it. It is the

first contest of any importance since

Photoplay started the idea of beauty
contests four years ago and actually

brought eleven girls from all parts of

the country to New York and gave
them a real chance before real cam-
eras. Of these eleven girls three won
places as leading women in big pic-

tures.

You must read the story of intel-

ligence tests made by a famous
psychologist among the motion pic-

ture actors and actresses of Cali-

fornia. It is a remarkable fact that

of the six stars who undertook this

test all but one came out with high

ratings, equal to the rating which is

required to achieve the grade of

colonel in the Army. And the highest

marks were won by a 16 year old girl.

A portrait, of Dorothy Gish appears
on the cover.

The long delayed photographs of the

editorial staff of Photoplay will

appear in the next issue.

Don't Miss the April Issue

On the News Stands March 15th
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Play
Tiotcs

Be a Master of
JAZZ and RAXiTlME

Anyone who can remember a tune can easily and
quickly learn to play Jazz, Ragtime and Popular Songs
by ear, at a very small cost. New Niagara Method
makes piano playing wonderfully simple.

No matter how little you know about music—
though you "have never touched a piano"— if

you can just remember a tune, you can learn

to play by ear. I have perfected an entirely

new system. It is so simple, so easy, and
shows you so many little tricks of playing
that it just comes natural to pick out on the

piano any piece that is running through your
mind. Even those who. could not learn by
the old-fashioned method grasp the Niagara
idea readily, and follow through the entire

course of twenty lessons quickly.

PlayByEav in 90 Days
§

No need to devote years to study, in order to learn piano nowadays. Neithtr is

special talent necessary. Every lesson is so easy, so interesting and fascinating that

you "can't keep your hands off the piano." Just devote a part of your spare time to

it for ninety days and you will be playing and entertaining your friends almost before

you realize how this wonderful new accomplishment has been acquired. No tiresome
scales, no arpeggios to learn—no do-re-mi, no tiresome practice and meaningless
exercises. You learn a bass accompaniment that applies to ANY SONG you play
by ear. Once learned you have it for all time and become master of the piano.

Experienced and talented musicians are amazed at the rapid progress of Niagara School
students and say they cannot understand why this method was not thought of years ago.
Yet it has never been used before and is not used by any other teacher or school today.

h

A Simple Secret to Success

In Piano Playing

Be The Popular One In

Your Crowd
You, like thousands of others, have per-

haps given up trying to learn to play the
piano. You can pick out the tunes to popu-
lar songs with the right hand, but you cannot
get the bass accompaniment with the left—
you fail to produce harmony. That's been
the stumbling block of thousands—yet this

course shows you all this very clearly— so
you can do it yourself. The Niagara
Method does not give you the bass
accompaniment as written in the
music, but gives you a simple
accompaniment which applies to any
song you play by ear. Once learned

you have it for all time and
your difficulties are over.

—^
5;:^ It is simple, easy and

^w///fffi!/7 /7
reac^y developed into rag-

"'//©)j/ time and jazz. It has been
*** '

II the secret behind the
Niagara Method.

One who can sit down any time without
notes or music, reel off the latest jazz and
ragtime song hits that entertain folks —
always being the popular one in the crowd,
the center of attraction, the life of the party,

sought and invited everywhere.

As easily as hundreds of others have
learned, so you, too, can learn and profit by
it—not only through the pleasure it provides,

but also I y playing at dances, movies and
other entertainments.

Decide to begin now. Just spend a little

part of your time with my easy, fascinat-

ing lessons, and see how quickly you
"catch on" and learn to play. You will be

amazed, whether vou are a beginner or an
advanced student.

Write for my book, "The Niagara Method,"
describing this wonderful new method of

playing by ear. It is sent to you FREE.

RONALD G. WRIGHT, Director,

Niagara School of Music, Dept. 435, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Clip This Coupon Now
NIAGARA SGHOOL OF MUSIC, Dept. 435 Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Please send me your Free Booklet
describing "The Niagara Method." Nam*
Street City

Age Ever taken piano Uteonst For how long a timet

mien you write to advertisers please mention rnOTOrr.AT MAGAZINE.
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The Invisible Director

behind each R-C Picture

"TTTE will keep faith with the public" is the

VV invisible ideal written between the lines of

every story that sees the light as an R-C picture.

Pledged to this principle, R-C writers, directors,

stars and camera men, playing with all the emo-

tions and passions that sweep the human mind,

create a world of shadows that loving, daring,

naming with hate or ablaze with noble purpose,

roar and strut and creep across the screen.

We have no desire to make the most stupendous,

spectacular production ever filmed. We have no

purpose to produce all the motion pictures.

We have a very great ambition, already begun

to be realized, that wherever people see the R-C
mark instinctively they will know "There is a

clean, clever, beautifully staged and beautifully

acted photoplay."

For a solid hour of intensely interesting drama

that will send you home with a pleasant thrill of

satisfaction we invite you to see Pauline Frederick

in "Two Kinds of Women."

mulintjrdmck
in v/

Two Kinds ofWomen
At the untimely death of

her father Judith Sanford
(Pauline Frederick) inherits

one of the biggest farming
and stock raising enterprises

in the West. Coming home
to take control she finds her-

self engulfed in a venomous
plot to despoil her. To cir-

cumvent the conspirators

calls for great diplomacy,

feminine finesse and the most

audacious physical risk. The
resources of this dual-natured,

high-bred western girl are

taxed to the limit, but from
the very lips of ruin, with the

loyal support of a few faith-

ful employees, she snatches

mastery — only to lose her

heart.

R-C PICTURES
UVe<w *l/ork,

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Suppose This Happened
onYOUR Wedding Day!

Everything is ready for the ceremony. All the guests are assembled. Even
the clergyman has arrived. You arc taking your last hasty glance in the
mirror—when a messenger arrives with a gift. It is an elaborate gift, one of

the finest you have received. And it is from some one you have not invited!

What would you do? Would you immediately send a telegram of thanks'.'

Would you write a personal letter offering an apology or an excuse'? Would
you just send an ordinary card of thanks a few days after the wedding".' Would
you ignore the incident completely?

And Then After the Ceremony—
How would you acknowledge the con-

gratulations of the guests? What would be
the first thing to say to your husband, to his

mother, his father? Do you know just how
to arrange the reception, and the wedding
breakfast? And the cards of thanks, the

"at home" cards, the announcements—do
you know how to word them and when to

mail them?
The wedding day is the happiest day of

any man's, any woman's life. But one
little blunder, one little unexpected mistake
—and that happiest day becomes one so
humiliating and miserable that it brings a

blush of shame to the cheek whenever one
thinks of it.

Perhaps you do not realize how many im-
portant little things enter into the planning
and preparing of wedding receptions,

wedding ceremonies. There are so many
opportunities for mistakes, so many chances
to do the wrong thing. One must know
absolutely, before venturing upon so im-
portant an affair as a wedding, just what is

right to do and say and wear.

Were These Embarrassing
Moments Ever Yours?

Did you ever overturn a cup of coffee on
your hostess' table linen? If you did, you
know what an embarrassing moment it was.
Did you know what to do, what to say?
Should you have overlooked it? Should you
have excused yourself to the hostess?
Should you have made an apology to all the
company? If you knew the right thing to
do and say there would have been no em-
barrassment, no confusion.
And suppose your engagement were sud-

denly broken. Would you return the en-
gagement ring? Would you send back any
letters? Would you announce the broken
engagement to your friends and relatives?
If a wedding date has been set and invita-
tions issued, how would you recall them?
How would you explain the broken engage-
ment to those who had been invited?
Every day certain unexpected conditions

arise, certain awkward and difficult circum-
stances present themselves. To be able to
meet them calmly, without being embar-
rassed or confused, is to win the admiration
and respect of all those with whom you
come into contact.

How Do You Introduce People ?

If a friend visited you, how would you in-
troduce her to your parents? Would you
say, "Mother, I'd like you to meet .Vis*
Smith," or "Miss Smith, I'd like you to meet
my mother"?

If an elderly uncle were present would you
say. "Mr. Jones, meet Miss Smith," or "Miaa
Smith, meet Mr. Jones"? And when Bobby
comes running in, would you sav, "Bobby,
this is Miss Smith," or "Miss Smith, this is
Bobby"?
Now let us pretend that you are the one

being introduced. Do you know the correct

way to acknowledge the intro-

ductions? Would you remain seated
upon being presented to a gentle-
man, or would you rise? Would
you offer your hand in greeting?
Would you use any of these
terms, "Pleased to meet you,"
"How do you do," "(dad to

know you"?

Mistakes Made At
the Dance

Very often you make mistakes in

the ballroom that condemn you as a

boor, a person of no culture ami
breeding. They may be mistakes that
you are not conscious of, mistakes that

you do not realize you are making—but
every cultured man and woman in that
ballroom perceives them, and labels you
immediately as uncouth, ordinary.

Let us see what you know about the
etiquette of ballrooms. If you were
not asked to dance, do you know how
to avoid being a wallflower? Do you
know how many times etiquette allows
you to dance with one partner? Do
you know whether or not it is correct,

in good society, to wander away from
the ballroom with a fiance?

Or if you are a gentleman, do you know
how to ask a lady to dance, and how to take leave

of her when the music ceases? Do you know
the right dancing positions? Do you know
what to do and say if a young lady refuses a dance?

The ballroom is an ideal place to impress by
one's culture and delicacy. It is here that

the woman is judged as charming or awkard,
and the gentleman is judged as well-groomed or

hopelessly uncultured.

The Book of Etiquette in

Two-volumes
We all know that it is the first impression

that counts. The people who meet US Bad Bee

us every day judge us by our outward appear-
ance, our actions, our manners. They do nut

wait until they know us before they judge
whether we are fine or coarse, cultured or com-
mon-place. They judge by their first impres-

sions of us—and first impressions arc always
lasting.

Then if you want to enter the world of good
society, if you want to enjoy the company of

brilliant men and women, you must make these

first impressions perfect. You must be able to do
and say and wear at all times, under all conditions,

the thing that is absolutely correct. You must
know how to enter a room and how to leave it.

You must know how to offer a scat, and how to

accept it. You must know how to make intro-

ductions and how to acknowledge them. You
must know how to meet the most perplexing and
embarrassing circumstances with quiet dignity,
and poise, instead of becoming flustered and
confused.

If you can do these things, if you know the rules

of correct conduct—of etiquette—the world will

recognize you as a lady, a gentleman, and treat

you accordingly.

And that's just what the famous Book of

Etiquette does—teaches you the right thing
to do and say and wear on all occasions, at all

times! It solves the problems that have been
puzzling you, corrects mistakes, dispels doubt,
mikes you perfect in the art of etiquette By
knowing and understanding its wealth of valu-
able information, it brines you dignity, poise,

refinement— it prepares you to meet the highest

Even Iht *"• m< nget bo
that the uxu humiliated,

embarrassi, I. undecided.

society and command respect wherever you happen
to be.

SENT FREE for 5 Days
Do you know dinner etiquette so well thai you can

dine with the most culture;! people without feeling em-
barrassed? I>o you know the right tiling to wear to
dances, parties, I>h11s, weddings'.'
YOU will Mini Invaluable aid In the splendid iwih

voltime set of the Hook of Etiquette Vou will want
to keep It handy where you can refer to It again and
again. Lei us prove it. Lei us send you both volumes
absolutely free to read, examine and teat.

Just the coupon will do. Kill It In with >oiir name
an I address an i send it to us NOW, at once. No
money—Just the coupon. The complete nook of
Etiquette will be sent to you at once. Keep the
for .", days at our expense. Head a pace here and there
Qlance at the illustrations. Notice the table of
contents. After 5 days you may send us s;; ;,o |n foil

payment or return the books, as you please. There
i. n j obligation. You pay for the books only If you
are absolutely delighted with them.

Hut mall the coupon today, imi cannol afford
to miss this opportunity of examining for yoursell the
famous Hook of Etiquette, I'lm the coupon and mail
it NOW. NELSON DOl'BUPW. I\( . I>ci-i

Oyster Bay, New York.

Nelson Doublcday. fnc.

Dept. 77.V Oyster Day. New York.

Without money in advance, or obligation on mj part,
sen I me the Two Volume set of the Hook of Etiquette
Within r

> days I will either return the books or send
you S3 ",ii in full payment, it is understood that I am
not obliged to keep the hooks if I am not delighted
wilh them.

(heck this square if you want these books with
the lieautiful Full Leather Hindinc at Bve
dollars with 5 days' examination privilege.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Is your skin

pale and sallow?

—How you can rouse it

SLEEP, fresh air, exercise—all

these contribute to a healthy
condition of your skin.

But your skin itself must have
special care, if you wish it to show
all the beauty and charm of
which it is capable. Your skin is

a separate organ of your body.
Neglect of its special needs may
result in an unattractive com-
plexion, even though your gen-
eral health is good.

If your skin is pale and sallow,

use the following treatment to

give it color and life:

ONCE or twice a week, just be-

fore retiring, fill your basin

full of hot water—almost boiling

hot. Bend over the top of the basin

and cover your head and the bowl
with a heavy bath towel, so that no
steam can escape. Steam your
face for thirty seconds. Now lather

a hot cloth with Woodbury's Facial

Soap. With this wash your face

thoroughly, rubbing the lather

well into the skin with an upward
and outward motion. Then rinse

the skin well, first with warm water,

then with cold, and finish by rub-

bing it for thirty seconds with a

piece of ice.

The other nights of the week
cleanse your skin thoroughly in

the usual way with Woodbury's

Facial Soap and warm water, end-
ing with a dash of cold.

Special treatments for each dif-

ferent skin need are given in the
famous booklet of treatments
wrapped around every cake of
Woodbury's Facial Soap.

Get a cake ofWoodbury's today
—begin your treatment tonight.

The same qualities that give

Woodbury's its beneficial effect

on the skin make it ideal for gen-

eral use. A 25 cent cake lasts a

month or six weeks.

A complete miniature set of the

Woodbury skin preparations

For 25 cents we will send you a complete
miniature set of the Woodbury skin prep-
arations, containing:

A trial size cake of Woodbury's Facial

Soap
A sample tube of the new Woodbury's

Facial Cream
A sample tube of Woodbury's Cold

Cream
A sample box of Woodbury's Facial

Powder
Together with the treatment booklet,. "A

Skin You Love to Touch."

Send for this set today. Address The An-
drew Jergens Co., 503 Spring Grove Ave.,
Cincinnati, Ohio. If you live in Canada,
address The Andrew Jergens Co., Limited,
503 Sherbrooke St., Perth, Ontario. Eng-
lish agents : //. C. Quelch (J Co., 4 Ludgate
Square, London, E. C. 4.

Copyright, IQ22, by The Andrew Jetfeiu Co.

Every advertisement in l'JIOTOl'LAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.



'"PHE marriage of Rex Ingram, the director, and Alice Terry is the culmination
* of a real-life romance. He is directing "The Prisoner of Zenda" now. and the
lovely Alice is once again his star. She is one of our most exquisite heroines



Evans

"L-JELEN FERGUSON'S screen success was not achieved with one picture.

^r- She has been working steadily ever since she left a Chicago high-school

to be an extra. Now William deMille has made her his leading woman



Bvani

JUST when you think he couldn't possibly do finer work, Tommy Meighan
** comes along with a characterization that makes you fall in love with him
all over again— with due apologies to Mrs. Meighan, who was Frances Ring



Edward Thayer Monroe

NE of the season's surprises: Alice Calhoun. A delightful comedienne in her

first picture, she has since displayed an ability that has caused calloused

critics to predict for her an extraordinary bright future in the more serious drama
O



Donald BtrMlf Keyea

W;
rALLY AND BILL! They look a little lonesome, and there's a reason.

Mama Dot is at the studio* leaving them to the tender mercies of the neigh-

bors. Dorothy Davenport Reid has returned to the screen after a long absence



Strauss-Peyton

CHARLES SPENCER CHAPLIN : His first portrait since his return from

Europe. His strenuous receptions in England and France seem to have

agreed with him. He is now making his last two-reeler in California



1 •
.HA v
sl

f^AROL DEMPSTER is about to begin work
^^ in a new David Wark Griffith photoplay,
her first screen appearance since "Dream Street."
A dancer of unusual poise, her quiet grace is

her chief charm. She wants to try the stage

Alfred Cheney Johnston



washings

Actual photograph of
hand-made bedspread—unstreaked and un-
faded after 15 Ivory

Flakes washings

.

Spread and statement

of original owner on

file in the Procter W
Gamble offices.

—yet the creamy tint ofthis bedspread, and thepinks andgreens
ofits handapplique andembroidery are aspretty as new

Send forFreeSample
and booklet telling how
to keep silks, wools,

knitted things, and all

fine fabrics looking like

new. Address Section

45-CF, Department of

Home Economics, The
Procter & Gamble Co.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

THE Illinois woman who sent in

the bedspread in the photograph
to the manufacturers of Ivory Flakes

described the washing in this way:

"In laundering this spread I always used

waterjust warm enough for the hands, and
beat the Ivory Flakes to a lather and let

the bedspread soak for several minutes,

after which I rubbed it lightly between the

hands and rinsed it in water the same
temperature as the suds"

What Ivory Flakes has done for this

spread it will do just as easily for your
embroidered linens, cretonnes, hang-

ings, cushion covers, and counterpanes

—wash them repeatedly without fading

or streaking any color that water alone

will not harm.

The beauty about Ivory Flakes is that

it enables you to enjoy using your
loveliest household linens all the time

without fear that they will be ruined

in the washtub. The Ivory Flakes

way of cleansing them is so easy that

you can do it yourself, even if you
never have washed anything in your
life before.

Ivory Flakes gives you the proven
purity and safety of Ivory Soap in in-

stant working, rubless form. Try it

—

see how much better you will like it

for all your "special" washing, whether
it is a georgette blouse that just needs
a dipping in the bathroom washbowl, or

the colorful cretonne curtains from the

sun porch.

IVORY**' FIAKES
The Biggest, Heaviest, Lowest Priced Package of the Whitest Flakes

Makes Pretty Clothes Last Longer
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IN this issue we announce

the Photoplay -Goldwyn
Motion Picture Opportunity

— a practical approach to

the problem of finding new
faces for the screen. Read

the pages to follow and

avail yourselfor your friends

of this glorious chance.



The Photoplay -Goldwyn Screen

Producer for New Faces and New
The screen needs new faces, different faces,

ofintelligence and animation and personality

HERE is opportunity!

Goldwyn Pictures Corporation and
Photoplay Magazine sponsor this de-

mand for new personalities for motion
pictures. Mr. Goldwyn, one of the

screen's greatest producers, realizes the

need of the silversheet for different

types, different actresses, different heart-

throbs. His is the thought; Photo-
play's is the voice. Now it is up to

you.

This is not merely a contest—it is a

quest. Photoplay some years ago

sponsored the Beauty and Brains Contest, the first contest to

recruit new screen stars. Today, three of the winners of that

contest are leading women on the screen. But no Magazine

in the world has ever offered an Opportunity such as this one.

No Magazine has ever offered the fortunate winner such a

definite chance to succeed on the screen.

The young woman who wins in the quest for new faces will

be given a year's contract with the Goldwyn Pictures Corpora-

tion, sent to the Goldwyn Studios in Culver City, California,

with expenses paid, and receive a weekly salary that will be

sufficient to support herself and her mother in comfortable

style. The salary will not be fabulous. The amount will be

equal to that paid competent actresses playing in the films

today.

If you are among those who possess that spark, that ex-

pression, that face, that intelligence for which the search is

made, you will be photographed by a motion picture camera;

you will have a real camera test. Every girl who wishes may
send in her photograph. There will be a winner, assuredly.

But the real prize of this quest is the honest Opportunity which
is offered to all of you.

Here is the chance for which every girl has been hoping:

the Opportunity which means more than promises of im-

mediate stardom and assurances of fabulous salary. Because
Samuel Goldwyn and Photoplay Magazine want to give you
the Opportunity as much as you want it yourself this search

for new faces is amazing. It may be considered in the nature

of a contest. But a contest suggests a narrowing down. This

screen opportunity implies a broadening—a nation-wide search.

It is a call to the obscurest regions of the United States. It

is a ready ear to a distant cry that could not be heard until

now. But those who listen may hear it sharp and clear.

You may be one of • those ambitious girls who feels she
has it in her to make a great motion picture actress. You may
never have been able to go about the realization of your dream.
You may live too far away to make the hazardous and ex-

pensive trip to California, the home of the films. The methods
for enrolling yourself in the army of aspiring film players have
not hitherto been such as to make it easy for the new applicant.

But at last your ability, your worthiness for screen honors is

to be tested. You are to have the Opportunity for which you
have been hoping. Your way is to be made comparatively

easy for you. You are to have a hearing before a court: the

camera. Your judges will be Samuel Goldwyn, the president

of the company which bears his name, and James R. Quirk,

the Editor of Photoplay. If you have the talent—the char-

acter, determination, animation, intellectuality—you will be

given the necessary boost up the ladder of fame.

New faces are wanted—yes. But mere prettiness is not.

"Ingenues" and "vampires" are passe. The stilted expressions

of emotion are never the methods of the great actress. Do not

imitate. Be yourself.

We make no empty inducements—no glittering promises of

immediate stardom, and instantaneous fortune, and popularity.

We do not offer you stardom at all. When you have proved
yourself an actual asset to the screen, then there will be time

enough to consider your financial and artistic future. All we
offer you, the winner of this quest for new faces, is—an oppor-

tunity to work!
The girls who are really in earnest will survive this quest.

Those who are ambitious only to succeed because of personal

beauty, without at the same time being desirous to work, and
work hard, for success, will have no place. Your photograph
will not be the only judge. Your own motion picture will

be the final test.

This honest and uncompromising search for new screen

material is primarily for the benefit of the screen. It may
benefit you. It is a sincere attempt to find what is most
needed in pictures today. We have had new authors and new
directors and new artists. Now we must find new faces.

Samuel Goldwyn, in his first expression of the idea, said,

among other pertinent things:

"We all agree that the hope of the screen is to draw closer

to a true portrayal of life. Most of our stories cover an ex-

tensive period of time, not one or two episodes which is fre-

quently the case with stage plays. The intention is to give a

comprehensive view of what happens to the characters during

I
JS-::•*; linns

View of the mammoth Goldwyn Studios in Culver City,

20



Opportunity—The Quest of a Great

Personalities for Motion Pictures

-"* -w-

Samuel Goldwyn, president of the
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation

months or years. Now men and women are

quite likely to manifest a number of varying

traits and emotions during any given day, let

alone any month or year. The villain. is not

always a villain, the heroine is not always a-

gazing at the moon, the hero sometimes forgets

to look aggressively masculine, and even the in-

genue may realize that life is not all made up of

new frocks and smiles. The new artists of the

screen, then, must be actors and actresses who
are not definitely typed according to studio

standards, but whose emotional repertoire is suf-

ficiently versatile to meet the contrasting phases

of character encountered in one and the same
person.

''Taking recent records as a basis, I should

judge that there are approximately one thou-

sand persons in this country who may be called

motion picture players. But a small percentage
of this number are drawn upon regularly to fill

the important roles in our productions. Any

regular picturegoer becomes as accustomed to certain facts on the screen

as in the old stock company days when each picture was made by the

same group of players. The element of surprise is important in characteri-

zation as it is in story development, and when an audience becomes too
familiar with the mannerisms of a player through constant repetition,

it is time to give the player a chance to reveal new phases of his art.

"We have the new screen author. But have we any equivalent on the

screen? Have we 'the new screen actor—and actress'? To a large

extent we have not; and that is what the screen needs most at the present
moment

—

New Faces I"

These are words of encouragement, of inspiration, to those who have
long wished for the chance to play a part in the great unwritten
drama. It is the opportunity that comes but once in a lifetime—in

the days when ambition is at its height, when determination for suc-

cess is strong, and when zest for its enjoyment is keenest.

Mr. Goldwyn knows. Photoplay knows. The public knows. And
that is the quest's reason for being. And that is why it is destined to

give much to the screen. This great Opportunity is yours. Take it.

Send in your likeness. July first, 1922, is the closing date of the quest.

Who will occupy this room? A question mark has been
painted on a star s dressing room at the Goldwyn Stu-
dios in Culver City. It is being reserved tor the first

choice in the Goldwyn-Photoplay Screen Opportunity

California, the largest and most beautiful in the world

21



The Chief Essentials of Beauty

A COMPOSITE DRAWING OF SCREEN BEAUTY

Rolf Armstrong, the cover illustrator, has painted a

score of the most celebrated screen stars. Above is

his idea of a combination of all of them

WHAT is it that makes a woman beautiful?

Throughout all time this question has occupied
the attention of the world. The history of mankind
is in large measure the history of wo"-.a l's beauty.

Wars have been waged and dynasties have fallen as a result

of the delicate curve of a woman's chin, the appealing outline

of a woman's brow, the plastic proportions of a woman's lips,

the lucent color of a woman's eyes. It was Phryne's beauty
which rebuilt the walls of a great city; it was Aspasia's

beauty which inspired the works of Pericles; it was Helen's

beauty which cast the ancient world into a sea of blood; it was
Cleopatra's beauty which altered the course of two great em-
pires. . . . And, in modern times, one need only mention
the names of Katherine of Russia, Ninon de L'Enc'los, Mme.
Du Barry and La Pompadour to call to men's minds the dom-

V.

By

JAMES

R. QUIRK

NTELLIGENCE,
womanliness, per-

sonality and charm are

as necessary as perfec-

tion of feature and form

inant part which woman's
beauty and woman's charm
have played in the destinies

of nations.

But here is an amazing
and significant fact:—there

has never been an accepted

standard of feminine beau-

ty. Though every age has

had an ideal of woman-
hood, and every country

has possessed a representa-

tive feminine type, the

standard of woman's beauty

has changed as often as the

standard of life itself has

changed.

And so it has been with

individual taste. Nearly

every great writer and great

painter has left us a portrait

of his personal ideal of

woman—an aesthetic visu-

( Continued on page 103)

James R. Quirk, editor of Photoplay and
one of the two judges of the contest



The Birth of the Opportunity Idea
Four Letters That Tell the Whole Story

ll<rt.BLOS^*
0,,,t'*C'

Deo. 16th, 1921.

Ur. James P. Quirk:,
Editor Photoplay Magazine,
Now York City.

My dear Mr. Qulfk:-

As one who ia sincerely inter-
ested in tbo artlatlc development of motion pic-
tures I want to thank: you for publishing the ar-
ticles on "New Paces on the Screen" appearing in
recent issues of your estimable publication. Photo-
play Magazine has been the means of bringing a most
Important matter to the attention of hundreds of
thousands of devotees of motion pictures.

Bat it seems to me that our worlc
Is only started. If we have awakened the motion
picture public to a genuine need, that Is the first
step. Bow let us ta.se the second*

Let us find the new faces that
111 give fresh inspiration to our photoplays.

As president of Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation, I propose a "tfew Paces'* contest to be
conducted by your magazine and this company. I be-
lieve that in this great nation there are hundreds
of young women with screen personalities and rare
beauty whose gifts are being wasted.

I am enolOBlnff tentative terms
for what may be tenown aa'-'the Goldwyn-Photoplay New
Taoes Contest.

FHOTOPkS*
Nl-AVVOH*-

awaiting a reply, I am,

Cordially yours.
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PHOTOPLAY
;••>(« O OuiHK XrwYohk,

December 29, 1921.

Mr. fftrauel Goldwyn
President of Goldwyn Pictures Corp.
469 Fifth Avenue
Mew *ork City

My dear Mr. Goldwyn:

Your offer In regard to test pictures of entrants in the
New Paces Contest, whereby ycu agree to pay the transportation
expenses of those selected for such tests. Is a generous ono
and will assure an equal opportunity for all contestants.

I feel that I ought to say that the reason for my enthuslasv
about this search for new faces Is yourself. X know that all
through your motion picture career you have worked lndefatlgably
to raise the standard or pictures and that you have broufjit to
tha screen seme of our greatest authors and artists. Your
spirit has pervaded your whole organization and your sincerity
has Impressed the business and artistic leaders of the entire
motion picture world.

It is a great pleasure for Photoplay to cooperate with you.
We believe in you and believe the cooperation betwoen Goldwyn
Pictures Corporation and Oiotoplay Magsslne will ochiove the
results you are looking forward to,

Pleaso accept this letter as confirmation of Photoplay Map-
arlne's agreement to announce the opening of the Goldwyn-Photoplay
New Paces Contest In the issue dated March, 1922.

I?lth full confidence that the contest will be the means of
disclosing new personalities that will enrich the screen, I em
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Authors Tell Demand for New Faces
Extracts from Articles Written by Them in Photoplay

"VTEW faces come along whether we want them or not. They
1^1 appear in the audiences and must be reflected on the

screen.

"New faces mean new souls, new needs, new ideals. The
same old human soul is still doing business at the old stand

but dressing the window differently; changing its ideals some-
what as fashions come and go, and altering its ideals slightly.

Humanity does not change as

much as we pretend, but lan-

guages, costumes, knowledges,

sympathies, passions, are in a

constant flux since the dra-

matic art is devoted to holding

a more or less cracked mirror

up to nature.

"The dramatic arts must re-

flect the changing faces and
the changing souls and dra-

matic art is a business of trans-

lating manuscripts into human
flesh. Author must speak

through actors. New authors

cannot be satisfied with or ex-

pressed by old artists.

"When Mr. Goldwyn calls

for new faces on the screen he has many reasons for his de-

mand. The young girl of yesterday is not the young girl of

today. Not only does the cruel progress of time change the

faces of most actresses, but the acting itself is likely to harden
many into set methods, set expression, set gestures.

"New blood is required, and people of adaptable natures with
new smiles, new heartaches, new opinions and personalities."

Rupert Hughes

"TN every business and profession we are looking for new
* workers. But we do not want them because they are new.
We want them because time passes, and as some fall out of

the ranks there must be others trained to take their places.

"We want them because their competition is healthy and
stimulating to those already arrived; we want them because

they bring new zest, new ideas, freshness of outlook and
enthusiasm; we want them be-

cause out of the many who
start, some few will finish the

race and win out.

"We want new faces in life

insurance offices, and at our

typewriters, and in politics

and in all walks of life.

"But what about these new
faces? They are the grist

that comes to the mill. From
them, not at once but after

perhaps years, will come the

few entitled by ability to

survive in their chosen line.

They may come because they

are new, but they stay because
they are worth holding on to.

It is the rise from obscurity of vast numbers of new and
skilful screen actors which has shown up the falsity of the

belief that any place may be held without effort.

"They have brought competition, and as a result many old

familiar faces are vanishing from our pictures. Those who
remain have held their places through sheer ability and hard
work. The laws of life prevail here as everywhere else."

Mary Roberts Rrnehart

Terms of the Contest

THE Goldwyn-Photoplay New Faces Con-
test is open to all women, over seventeen

years of age, who are not professional

actresses. This does not exlude members of

amateur dramatic organizations.

The first choice of the judges in this contest
shall receive a year's contract to appear in

Goldwyn Pictures.

During the period of the contract, the
winner shall receive a salary equal to that

being paid competent actresses playing in

motion pictures at that time.

The Goldwyn Company agrees to pay for

the transportation of the winner and her

mother to and from the studios at Culver
City, California.

The Goldwyn Company shall have a three

years' option on the services of the winner.

Other entrants, in addition to the winner,

will be considered for use in Goldwyn pictures'

Motion picture tests shall be made of those

selected as the best screen possibilities.

These tests shall be made at the Goldwyn
exchanges, transportation expenses of those

chosen to be paid by the company.

Photographs from entrants in the contest

will be received from February 1st to July 1st.

All photographs and correspondence in

regard to the contest shall be addressed to

New Faces Editor, Photoplay Magazine, 25

West 45th Street, New York City.

The winner will be announced in the Sep-
tember issue of Photoplay, on the newsstands
August 1st.

Samuel Goldwyn, president of Goldwyn
Pictures Corporation, and James R. Quirk,
editor of Photoplay Magazine, will act as
judges.
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They Were Never on the Stage
A few of tlie many stars who

had no stage experience

Norma Talmadge : Entered motion pic-

tures at the age of 14. No previous
stage experience

Marie Prevost : Gained fame as a Mack
Sennett bathing girl. Now scoring a

success in dramatic roles

Alice Joyce : Was earning a living as
a model when a motion picture director

selected her

June Caprice : A school girl without
stage training who rose in a very short

time to stardom

Mabel Normand : A professional model
until friends persuaded her to try

motion pictures

Molly Malone : Started in small parts
without previous dramatic training of

any sort

May McAvoy: Fast advancing in pop-
ular favor. Made her screen debut

without stage experience

Constance Talmadge : Received first

experience at the Vitagraph studio while
still a student

Edna Purviance: Owes her success in

pictures entirely to native ability and
hard
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"She's a Nut—but I like her"

The star of "Foolish Wives"
is one of the most individual

of them all

ADELA ROGERS ST. JOHNS

THE people that like Mae Busch are crazy

about her. The people that don't like

her, detest her. Nobody as outspoken,

as honest, as natural as Mae Busch can

expect to have it any other way. I admit to

being in the first class. She intrigues me. I

never get tired of looking at her face. It is not

beauty—it is the expressiveness of it, the change-
ableness that holds.

The other day when Mae Busch happened to

pass through a cafe in Hollywood during the

lunch hour, I heard a pretty girl at the next

table say, "There's Mae Busch. She's a nut

—

but I like her." It struck me as one of the most
descriptive and accurate phrases I had ever heard.

Mae would be the last person in the world to deny
that she is a nut. She glories in it. She glories in it

chiefly because of the liberty 'of speech and action it

affords her. Of all the independence, sauciness, take-

the-starch-right-out-of-you honesty that I have ever

encountered, it is in Mae Busch. I have seen more
than one fly by night star fall before it. Of all the

exuberance of spirit, the joy and pleasure of the

moment, the ability to sap the best from every joy-

ous second, Mae Busch possesses it. Of all the down-
heartedness, the depths, the ready-to-throw-herself-off-

the-pier moods—Mae Busch.

I saw her yesterday afternoon dashing up
Hollywood Boulevard, her delightful, curly mop
of short, black hair tucked into a ravishing tarn

—her feet shod in tiny sandals—her tan coat

drawn about her with that haughty little swagger
that is all her own. She looked as mischievous
and as self-confident and as attractive as a woman
can very well look.

On the corner as she passed stood a pale,

slender young woman about thirty. In her

arms she held a little baby, a child of

about three clung to her skirt, and beside

her on the sidewalk was a huge bundle,

evidently sewing or washing. She was
waiting for the car.

Mae Busch (Continued on page q8)
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Mae Busch is
like" a piece of
Chinese silk that is

blue in the sun-
light, flame by
candlelight, and
rose by electricity
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Divorce ! Remarriage ! Easy enough. But what of the Children ?

Through the long night they watched — the mother who was married to another man. and the father who had married another woman

The Cradle
(From the play by Eugene Brieux)

Fictionization by ELIZABETH CHISHOLM

AFTER seven years of undiluted matrimony the lives

of Dr. Robert Harvey, and his wife Margaret, had
become rather pathetically commonplace. The spring-

time madness of love had passed 'by—the summer of

boredom was near at hand. The petty details of every day
overshadowed each moment; the high cost of living sat, with
the proverbial wolf, not far from the door of the Harvey
bungalow. And the husband and wife—goinp on hour after

hour in the drab routine of things—scarcely knew what they
were missing. Margaret, it is true, had her moments of sub-
dued bitterness. And Bob was almost conscious of the fact

that his natural optimism had been replaced by a grim
determination to succeed. But that was all.

The one real bond between them, the one radiant spot in

their colorless lives, was the child. Little Doris, with her
six-year old exuberance; with her small comic tragedies and
her merriment, was their only joy. She could distract her
father from the constant pressure of his work; she could
make her tired mother smile. Even the little worries—to say
nothing of the big ones—were lightened by her presence. And
the expression on her small face, glorified by the innocence of

babyhood, was like a blessing.

There are many rocks upon which the good ship "Marriage"
can be wrecked. Perhaps the most subtly dangerous of all

are "Monotony," and "Forced Economy." It made Mar-
garet restless and discontented to spend her life gravitating

between the stove and the sewing basket. It made Bob angry
to have her say, when he suggested going to a theater or a
concert: "But we can't afford it, dear!" It suggested, to

his over-sensitive and wholly masculine mind, that his lack
of success was being criticised.

It was the psychological moment for another woman to ap-
pear. And Fate is always curiously ready to help out the

psychological moment. It was fate, alone, that sent Lola

Forbes,—young, bizarrely beautiful, and as spoiled as she was
wealthy.—into the young physician's life. Worn out with too

many jazz parties, with too much of the spice and the allure

of life, she was threatened with a nervous breakdown. And
on the advice of a woman friend she sent for Dr. Harvey.

IT was unfortunate that Dr. Harvey was not an older, less

attractive man. For, as Lola herself said. "I detest doctors,

unless they are very good looking!" And it was unfortunate

that Lola was bored with her string of admirers, that she was
searching for a new sensation. The doctor, with his earnest

boyish manner, was something different from the dancing men
of whom she had tired. During her convalescence she made
the most of her every opportunity—bewitching the man with

her artful charm, with her curious impressionalistic clothing,

with her conscious physical appeal. The sensuous furnishings

of her apartment were so different from those that he was

used to in the bungalow—she lived in an atmosphere of com
fort where one never heard any talk of economy or prudence.

A stronger man than Bob Harvey might have succumbed to

such beauty and flattery—particularly when it was set in

such a frame.

A mother-in-law seldom helps to straighten the tangle of a

disturbed household. When Margaret's mother—worried over

the details of her late husband's will—came to visit her

daughter it added the last straw to the camel's back of Bob's

resistance. It made him more dissatisfied than ever with his

home and his home life. Under the excuse of working at a

near-by hospital he went to Lola's night after night. And
became more and more infatuated with her.

But. though Margaret Harvey no longer interested her hus-

band, there was another man who was decidedly conscious of
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The othe other woman

her beauty and sweetness. Courtney Webster had loved Mar-
garet for many years and had hoped to win her before she

gave her heart to Bob. They had seen each other very seldom
in the seven years since Margaret's marriage—they trad scarcely

talked together until the day when the lonely wife took her

mother to consult with him at his office over the legal matters

that were so troublesome to her. Seeing Margaret again

brought to life a smouldering flame that had never died in

Webster's heart. Perhaps little Doris, who was with her

mother and grandmother, sensed the fact, for she expressed

dislike for the man, although she could not give any reason

for her feeling.

Flattery is the sort of bad money to which vanity gives

currency. And Bob Harvey, spending evening after evening

with Lola Forbes, was even more susceptible to flattery than

most men. She said to him, one night:

"It's so wonderful to be a doctor—everyone is happier

when you come. A doctor always—" she smiled bewitching-

ly, "always understands!"' And he believed her!******

"It's almost like old times, having you
home for a whole evening, Bob!" she

said softly.

Bob nodded. And then, sobering sud-

denly, he glanced at his watch. It sur-

prised him to see the time—he had not
thought it so late. When his little

daughter had finished her "piece" he
started up abruptly. With hardly a word
of approval or applause, he turned away.

"I'm sorry to break up this party," he
said, "but I've just remembered that I

have something important to do at the
hospital. I'll try to get home early!" And
then, with an ill-controlled eagerness, he
left the room.

For a moment after he had left neither
his wife nor her mother said anything. It

was little Doris who spoke, at last.

"Daddy didn't clap!" she sobbed.
Of course Bob had gone to Lola's

apartment. Absolutely fascinated, he
found it impossible to keep away from
her—even on his birthday night. She
had her surprise for him, too, a gorgeous
platinum wrist watch. And swept off his

feet by her thoughtfulness and her near-
ness, he crushed her in his arms and
kissed her. And that was the beginning
of the end.

The evening wore on, Bob becoming
more and more enthralled—Margaret
waiting patiently at home, trying to read.

It was while she sat with a book in her
hands that an emergency call came for

the doctor. Telephoning in great haste
to the hospital where her husband was
supposed to be, she was told that he
had not been there all evening. She was
quite naturally perplexed, then be-
wildered, and finally suspicious. And her
suspicions were confirmed by her hus-
band's attitude when he at last arrived

home.
"There was an accident," she told him.

"And I tried to get you at the hospital
—

"

she paused, significantly, waiting.

There was an ugly expression on Bob's
face, as she waited. It was at that

moment that they both knew the same
• thing. Then, with scarcely more than a
word, he turned and left the room, throw-

ing his coat over a chair as he went. There was a rose in

the buttonhole of it and, from one pocket, dangled the strap

of the wrist watch that Lola had given him. Scarcely meaning
to, Margaret pulled it out of the pocket and looked at it, as

a thousand mad thoughts raced through her mind.

IT was the next day, while she was out shopping, that Mar-
garet happened to meet Courtney Webster. He was driving

his own car and suggested to Margaret that he give her a

lift. As her arms were full of bundles she gladly accepted.

And when he suggested that she should take a little ride "to

blow away the cobwebs'' she gladly assented. Poor woman

—

she had more than her share of cobwebs to be blown away

!

It was quite by accident—for Webster was seldom under-

hand in his methods—that they happened to pass Lola's apart-

ment just as she and Bob came down the walk and got into

his neat little physician's car. But it might well have been

IT was on Bob's birthday

family, never doubting

and a series of surprises.

rate ones—a new fountain

chiefs, and a birthday cake

crowning surprise of all

—

real piece upon the piano.

Margaret almost shyly laid
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that the crisis came. For his little

him, prepared a birthday dinner

The surprises were not very elabo-

pen, a neck-tie, some silk handker-

But little Doris had prepared the

she had learned to play her first

It was while she was playing that

her hand upon her husband's arm.

There are many roc\s upon which the good

the most subtly dangerous of all are



a bit of clever planning, for Webster was

madly in love with Margaret. As Bob
and Lola drove off together the disillu-

sioned wife knew well the meaning of

heartbreak. She asked the lawyer to

drive her home, at once, and as she left

him at her door she spoke sadly:

"When this sort of thing comes to a

wife, it means more than unfaithfulness,"

she said slowly. "Every wife is her hus-

band's mother, too—and she instinctively

blames herself for his wrong-doing!"

Webster shook his head slowly.

"No, Margaret," he answered. "If it

wasn't Lola Forbes it would be some
other woman. He's simply proven him-

self unworthy of you and little Doris!''

He paused for a moment, and then:-

"These years of seeing you growing

quieter and more unhappy have made me
want you more—you and little Doris,"

he said.
* * *

IT was very late, that night, when Bob
came home. But he found Margaret

up, waiting for him. And when he kissed

her, from sheer duty, her calm suddenly

broke.

"Oh, you coward!" she sobbed, brush-

ing frantically at her cheek, as if to wipe

the kiss off.

At first Bob could not meet her gaze.

And then his eyes fell.

"That's not very complimentary," he

hedged.

Margaret flared up—her anger getting

the better of her poise.

"I suppose," she said very coldly and
distinctly, "that Lola Forbes does use

more flattering names!"
The truth—naked and ugly—stood at

last between them. After a long moment
Bob spoke.

"Let's have it out, then!" he said.

And so they had it out—the husband
and wife. Quarreling furiously they

sought to arrive at some conclusion.

They faced each other; two angry, primi-

tive creatures. And as they stood there

the door opened and little Doris, her eyes

dewy with sleep, pattered in to the room.
She stood there, smiling—her baby

face alight. And as she came in the quarrel died away, sud-

denly, and the man and woman fought, panting, for com-
posure. It was Margaret who was able, first to speak. Draw-
ing the child into her arms she said proudly:

"I'll give you your divorce, but you'll never get Doris

—

she's mine I"

Bob, beginning at last to realize the enormity of the step
they were contemplating, reached out his arms to his child.

With a smile she slipped away from her mother and ran into

them, burying her head in his neck.

Margaret, almost at the breaking point, watched her. All

at once she cried out. hysterically:

"If you love me, Doris," she cried, "come here!"
The child looked from one drawn face to the other. Then

she spoke, wonderingly.

"But I love daddy, too." she said. "Please, please don't

let's fight any more!" With her arm around her father's neck
she stretched a plump little hand to her mother. But Mar-

ship "marriage' can be wrecked. Perhaps

monotony and forced economy.

The other man

garet did not respond to the appeal. Her eyes were a blank

wall, shielding her anguished soul from all eyes.

AND so the law separated them—a man and wife who had
lived together for seven years, sharing life's sorrows and

perplexities. And from the wreckage of broken hopes, two new
homes were built. Bob sought happiness with Lola, and Mar-
garet, to find forget fulness, yielded to the shelter and pro-

tection of Courtney Webster's name. And little Doris, the

small victim of the tragedy, was ordered by the court to spend
six months of the year with each parent. Like a wee pendulum
she was to swing back and forth—back and forth

To Webster the child was a torment—a constant reminder
of his wife's past. How could he forget that she had belonged

to another man when this proof of their love was always near?

How could he feel that she was wholly his when the child,

with a puzzled look on her small face, watched his every
expression of endearment? As for Lola—now Bob's wife

—

well, she frankly admitted that she was not interested in chil-

dren. That she even disliked them. To her. little Doris was
also a reminder—and she lacked Webster's self control.

It was during the child's first visit to her father that Lola's

heartlessncss came to the fore. To the selfish, pampered wom-
an, the small girl was something to be tormented, to be
goaded. For the first time since his second marriage. Bob
saw clearly how little a mistake he (Continued on pa^e wo)
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A Phrenological Study of

ANTONIO
MORENO

Antonio Moreno's
head is well-rounded

and evenly balanced

except for the weight and extreme width

of jaw; and it there ."ore falls in the Physical-

Emotional category, though with many
modifications. For instance, Mr. Moreno
takes a keen interest in material things

without being particularly responsive or

actional ; and he is capable of enjoying

gaiety and seeking pleasure, without himself

playing a leading part in them. In fact,

he has a detached mind, and is able to

dramatize life ; therefore he is not sponta-

neous and personal. His rounded top-head

indicates that he possesses co-ordinating

and balancing powers and does not go to

mental extremes. He might have been an
executant on some musical instrument, and
he could have accurately interpreted the

composer's emotions, for his full lips and
projecting chin (with the deep indentation)

indicate a warm and pliable nature. The
lines about his mouth—which is sensitive

and plastic—indicate that he is changeable

and non-aggressive, but that he intensely

believes, for the time being, in each emo-
tional experience. His deep eyes and his

straight full eye-brows are characteristic of a

quiet, introspective and reserved nature, and
of a temperament which has in it a streak

of sombreness, if not, indeed, a spirit of

actual tragedy. Both his nose and
mouth make him a lover of evanescent,

decorative beauty, not the deeper, quiet

type.

EUGENE O'BRIEN
rr
f"

1 HE long, well-balanced, semi-rugged but
1 unnccentuated head of Eugene O'Brien
belongs in the Mental-Physical type. Its

narrowness from front to rear shows a

somewhat cold and practical nature—one
deficient in the love instinct, and lacking

in susceptibility. It is the head of a man
not easily led; although its firmness and
harmony of contour indicate a capacity for

succeeding at all non-aesthetic pursuits, it

lacks the pliability necessary to creative

activities. The mouth and chin are those

of an analyst and a person interested in

knowledge, though this trait is modified by
the sharp, proportionately short nose, which,
while it is of the kind that often goes with

serious-mindedness, reveals the fact that its

owner lacks the impulse to sacrifice every-
thing toward a single intellectual goal. The
desire for greatness is clearly indicated, but
not the ready willingness to pay the price

in application and gruelling labor. The
vertical forehead, with its high bumps, shows
a lack of aggressive mental processes. The
oval eyes and slightly "broken" brows reveal

a keen instinct for humor and a fine sense of

values, which, with the cleft chin and slant-

ing ears, give one a fairly accurate prospec-
tive on life. The chin and the straight, firm
mouth are frank and opinionated, and in-

dicate a good grasp on general knowledge
and a strong self-confidence. The straight,

pointed nose, and the flat chin and fore-
head, are characteristic of a nature which
is satisfied with life's realistic values.

WALLACE REID

THE smooth, regular, balanced, oval-
shaped head of Wallace Reid is an al-

most perfect example of the Poetic-Mental
type—which indicates that he has a strongly
developed creative instinct and a marked
physical and mental sense of tempo and
rhythm. His chief emotional reaction' is

to art and beauty—especially to music in all

its rhythmically defined manifestations—and
he is highly sensitive to harmony. He could
never be a successful executive or business
man, nor is he of the plodding student type

:

he does not possess the patience to master

anything requiring long and arduous appli-

cation. However, he might have been a

musician or a writer, though he demands
immediate reactions and results, and there-

fore would excel at poems and short stories

rather than novels or sustained literary

efforts. His wide eyes and arched brows,
with the upward, mobile turn of the corner

of his mouth, show that he has a strongly

defined instinct for play and unserious ad-
venture, and needs constant change and
variety and novelty in his life. His full

lower lip, his straight nose, and his sensitive

oval chin extending directly down from the

mouth, indicate that he resents authority

and binding rules, and must have his own
way in order to be happy. His regularity

of features, and his long facial structure,

are of the romantic cast : he is full of illu-

sions, is generous, kind, extremely affec-

tionate, warm and emotional, and is easily

elated and easily downcast. His smooth

sloping forehead, and his small ears set

far back on the head, indicate that he likes

glory and thrives on appreciation, like all

true artists. The balance of his facial and
cranial contours show him possessed of an
almost dangerous facility in doing things

—

a too ready cleverness and dexterity.

RUDOLPH VALENTINO

THE head of Rudolph Valentino—with
its pyramidal structure (massive and

broad at the base and sloping inward to-

ward the top), combined with his somewhat
heavy features, and the distance from his

ears to the back of his head—places him
at once in the Physical-Romantic type. He
is fond of romantic and dangerous action.

He is not interested in the sedentary

sciences, although his head is sufficiently

balanced in its physical contours to indicate

a keen sense of purely bodily rhythm, and
a pleasurable physical reaction to music in

which the tempo is evenly accentuated. His
long, pointed, slanting ears, and his oval

eyes with their long, centrally arched brows,

reveal a nature which loves pleasure and
diversion, and is fond of luxury and material

comforts. His strong, heavy chin and jaw
indicate aggressiveness combined with an
accentuated ego and a marked self-esteem.

His features (especially his eyes and mouth)
show that he is strongly attracted by the

opposite sex, and that his emotions are

ardent but inclined to be short-lived be-

cause too intense. His nose reveals gregari-

ousness; but, with all his contact with

Rudolph
Valentino
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Some Famous Stars— by H - H - Faulkner

Charles Ray

people, the vertical structure of his back-
head does not permit of his being influenced

or taking on impressions easily.

CHARLES RAY
THE head of Charles Ray—with its

slightly sloping forehead, flat top, full

back-head, and breadth above the ears

—

belong to the Poetical-Physical type, al-

though it is modified by the hyper-sensitiv-

ity of the facial features. The bulge in the

upper forehead reveals a capacity for

scholarship, but the lack of top-head de-

velopment precludes a purely creative ability

in the fine arts, although Mr. Ray could

have succeeded at mechanics or engineering.

His inhabitiveness is strongly accentuated,

indicating a preference for home and an
admiration for the strictly personal things

of life. His self-esteem is under-developed

;

and he is particularly lacking in firmness and
in an ability to read and understand human
nature by intuition. The frontal projection

of his forehead shows a slight tendency
toward pessimism, but this is counter-bal-

anced by a spontaneous enthusiasm, as seen

in the eyes and mouth. The arched eye-

brows are signs of scepticism ; but the forms
just above his brows, reveal serious-minded-

ness; and the eyes themselves— full, oval

and deep-set—indicate sincerity, earnestness,

and straightforwardness. The even, mobile
mouth, and the full lower lip, taken in con-
junction with the eyes, tell us that he is

incapable of trickiness. The short upper
lip indicates nervousness and excitability.

He possesses a somewhat retiring nature,

PHRENOLOGICAL CHART
1—Benevolence
2—Veneration
3—Firmness
4—Self-esteem
5—Human -nature
6—Aftreeablencss
7—Imi ta ti veness
8 Spirituality

9 Hope
10—Conscien tiousness
11—Approbati veness
12—Continuity
13—Comparison
14—Causality
15—Mirthfulness
16— Ideality
17—Sublimity
18—Cautiousness
19—Friendship or Ad-

hesiveness
20—Inhabitiveness
21— Eventuality

22 Locality
23-Time
24 Tune
25—Constructivem ss

26— Acquisitive ..

27 Secretiveness
28— Individuality
29 Size

30—Weight
31 Color
32 Order
33 Calculation
34 Form
35 Language
36 -Aliment!veness
37—Destruetiveness
38—Combati* c n< .-•,

39— Vitativ< nesa
40—Conjufali y
4?—Parental -love

42 Amativeness

with bashfulness and self-consdousrj

though he is also a person who wants his

own way and can be obstinate about it.

Bert Lytell

Thomas
Meighan

The chin, oval and sloping upward and
back, is highly sensitive. He can sec things

when they are explained to him, for the

development of his back-head reveals a

high degree of impressionability and recep-

tiveness that is admirable.

BERT LYTELL
THE long, top-heavy, almo.-t cubic head

of Bert Lytell—with its prominent
bumps and its rugged, uneven outline— falls

into the Physical-Mental type, and shows
a nature positive and active, rather than
negative and sedentary. The flat top-head

indicates lack of constructiveness and organ-

ization; but the pronounced projection at

the rear apex of the head, and the curving-in

at the neck, are signs of impressionability,

although the rugged nature of this projec-

tion (taken in conjunction with the square

chin and the straight, thin lips) shows that

all impressions are at once transformed into

somewhat dogged beliefs. The hollow over

the eyes and the bumps on the upper fore-

head further modify this characteristic, and
indicate a nature inclined to hold to its own
opinion and to regard them as final. Mr.
Lytell would have made a good reformer,

or preacher, or perhaps a lawyer, for the
shape of his head goes with a temperament
that is ethical rather than artistic. The
reveal economical instincts, and a tend
to be a good trader. Perseverance i- in-

dicated in the nose and jaw ; and the bump
of locality—aversion to constant change— is

pronounced. The mouth is self-willed and
static, and reveals a strong ego—one not
easy to get on with, unless, thoroughly-
understood. The ears and the hollow- at

the rear of the cheeks indicate conceit as
opposed to vanity, together with an ability

to withstand pain and adversity. The broad
nose, with its rounded tip shows a certain
capacity for tenderness and pity; but
firm upper lip and square straight chin are
those of one practical and tint motional,
patient, frank and self-confident.

THOMAS MEIGHAN

THE solid compactness of TI

Meighan's head, together with th
tcnluated bone structure of the entire skuil,

and the breadth of lower head, indicate-

that he belongs to the Physical-Actional

type—that he has an aggressive, virile nature,

with a dominating masculinity. His full

features and straight back-head also show
that he i: anti-poetic, and lacking in mental
plasticity and impressionability; and bis

small half-circle ears and flat temples deny
him impulsiveness and quick enthusia

His high top-head, well-developed forehead,
and irregularity of features, -how' that he is

organizational, and that he possesses a rapac-
ity for applied scholarship. In war he
would have been a strategist rather than a

tactician. Hi- deep, somewhat clos
with their close brows, reveal sincerity,

methodical mentation, slowness in decision,

and simple directness, coupled with a dogged
mination. His eyes, rounded at the

bottom, indicate a kindline>- of nature: and
hi- mouth accentuate- this trait. He v

nivcr injure anyone or hurt another's
Iii- long upper lip and curved i

indentation beneath) show him as
• lively tender-hearted in-

clined to sentimentality. Hi- mouth is

s> mi

his breadth of upper fi

!•
;

•! and trustworthy, without
in the larger issues, and non-mere

ives and . thy.

:
!



From City Streets
How Harry Carey, Tammany worker
and lawyer, became the part he played

in pictures

By JOAN JORDAN

Several years ago, Harry Carey decided to buy a
ranch. He hadn't arrived at the place he holds

now, either in public 'esteem or in coin-of-the-realm

remuneration. His salary wouldn't have interested

the income tax collector much.
So he started hunting around for cheap, but good,

land.

He found it.

Thirty miles from Universal City—it takes him
an hour to drive in to his work every morning—'way

nice little ranch to go to

retires. But he has just

He has
when h
signed a new film contract, so it will

be a long while before he can settle

down. And everybody except Carey
is glad of it

Most stars have their favor-

ite portraits—and it is usu-
ally one that does them more
than justice. This is Harry
Carey's favorite. Now you
know what kind of a man

he is

Here's Harry Carey's four-thou-

sand-dollar Hereford bull. Harry
raises special, fancy cattle, Persian

lamb wool, and a baby. Don t see

when he gets time to make any
pictures, do you ?

BACK to nature, that's my motto from
now on.

The simple, the primitive, the nat-

ural, the rustic. Back to the soil!

Raise your own cows and pigs and cabbages

and onions and tell the whole world to go to

blazes.

I have become a Nature Bolshevik. I have
planted a row of lettuce in the backyard, and

bought a nice old lady hen whom I am sure

has outlived her usefulness but who is in-

valuable as atmosphere. I have subscribed to

every known seed catalogue and farming jour-

nal.

And all this is the result of a Sunday spent

on the Harry Carey Rancho. Thus do small

things change the whole course of one's ex-

istence!

Let me tell you the story of that rancho.

Because I consider it a very great credit to

the motion picture industry, the American
family and the great movement to do away
with the overcrowding of our cities and the

increase of the cultivation and productiveness

of our great land.
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To a Rancho
up in the hills above Saugus, which is only a

switching station for the Newhall grade on the

road between San Francisco and Los Angeles, he

found 1700 acres of land waiting to be home-
steaded. He could live on it fourteen months,

make certain improvements and it was his for

two dollars an acre.

As I stood on the porch of the pretty white

ranch house, looking out over hills dotted with

cattle and horses to the well-stocked white barns,

the excellent corrals, the many out-buildings," the

general production and prosperity, I had difficulty

in picturing this land as it was when Harry Carey
decided to pioneer it.

Just 1700 acres of untilled soil, miles from any
house, miles from a railroad, a telephone, a store,

a water system, lights, gas, or any other modern
conveniences. A long, hard haul for lumber,

stock, supplies. Not even a road built from the

Harry Carey. Jr.— known around the
ranch as Dooe, which is short for

adobe. He s just tour months old

branch road nearest it. It would have
stumped a lot of people who think they want
ranching.

But Harry Carey wanted it bad enough
t
to

make the grade. He had eminently practical

visions of what time and labor and intelligence

could do with that splendid soil. He had a

lot of pet theories about stock raising and
breeding fermenting in his head and he had
what so many professional people have not—

a

weather eye to the future. When his day in

pictures was done, a good, well-run. produc-
tive ranch wouldn't be so bad.

He paid fifty dollars down on a twelve-acre

piece on the river front and homcsteaded the

icst. It is now his own. In addition, he has

rented an enormous pasturage between his

holdings and Elisabeth Lake, so that he has

some 70.000 acres more grazing land.

The drive to the ranch, from the time you
leave the Universal studio, is very beautiful.

After a week of asphalt and street cars, for

even Hollywood has over-much civilization, it

seemed beautiful as heaven is- supposed to

be. I steeped myself in the giant oak trees

that bordered the road, the gray-blue sky
streaked with amber ami rose and violet, the

smell of damp earth and mountain sace and
camp fire smoke.
My mood was receptive when I arrived at

the rancho.

That may be why I fell in love with the

place and everybody on it. First with Harry
Carey himself, such a regular, human, ordinary

man, his tanned, lined face filled with the
promise of his (Continued on page 105)
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Colleen Moore and herself

at eighteen months. Rupert
Hughes says : "She is wax to

mold, and marble to retain

THE ever-p o p u 1 a r

topic, "Who shall

be greatest?" had
come up for dis-

cussion.

There were seven of us

around a luncheon table

which had reached the

coffee and cigarette stage

in a crowded Hollywood
cafe. A well-known wom-
an, novelist, a clever young
character actress, a very
able dramatic critic, one of

the biggest directors in the

industry, the head of a big

publicity department, a
scenario writer with a sense

of humor and myself.

We had just finished the

Six Best Sellers—of litera-

ture.

And drifted into specula-

tion on the Six Next Sellers

of Motion pictures.

Who will they be? Who will arise to take the
places of old favorites who seem to be falling by the
wayside? Who will earn real stardom and have a
real chance of keeping it by merit, as did Mary
Pickford, Pauline Frederick, Douglas Fairbanks,
Thomas Meighan and that class of stars?

"You know producers can't make stars," said the
dramatic critic contemptuously. "The public makes
stars. You can't make a star by writing the name on
a lot of advertising. Nobody could have kept Gloria
Swanson from being a star, because the public wanted
her. Nobody can make stars of nothing."
"How many stars and would-be stars, and trumped

up finds do you think you can get a good director to
stand up for?" asked the director. "That's the test.

If you want to find the six next sellers, go talk to
the best directors and take their say-so. Then you
can assay your star-dust."

"And," said the novelist, "add to that the general
opinion of the Hollywood studios. Gather up the

Rudolph Valentino
took her own picture
away from Navzimova.
He is already the mat-
inee idol of the screen

The Six

Next Sellers

belief of the extras, the old-timers, the rank and file of picture people.

Oddly enough, I'll make a bet that the two lists will be mighty
alike."

"Let's," said the actress, "let's make up a list of our own. We're
a rather representative gathering. We've studied pictures and
picture conditions for years. Then we can compare our list with
the other two."

We did. And I did. That is, I talked with big directors, I

gossiped with the rank and file, I questioned electricians, cameramen,
props, casting directors and actors who have been in pictures since the

beginning.

Here are the names that resulted from all three tests

—

Conrad Nagel

Rudolph Valentino

Cullen Landis

Colleen Moore
Madge Bellamy

Lila Lee

believe it is the most nearly

correct list that can be

formed. I am convinced that

this is the list of names who
ought to be the six next

sellers and would best please

the public and give them the

most for their money. That's

all I can say.

Of them all, I found the

most honest enthusiasm, the

most confident praise and
prediction, behind Colleen

Moore.
"Ah," said Rupert Hughes,

the great novelist, who wrote

for her two original screen

stories and directed her in

that last one, "Sent For

Out," "she is unlike any other

screen actress. She is wax to

mold but is marble to retain.

Cullen Landis and his three-year old-daughter. "He 1a

protected by sincerity and keen understanding, says
Clayton Hamilton
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A consensus of expert

opinion on the coming personalities

of the screen

By
ADELA ROGERS ST. JOHNS

''Colleen Moore has played the leading role in two
pictures of mine and in them she has had to run a

long scale of emotions from all sorts of comedy to all

sorts of grief and from extreme awkwardness to

exceeding beauty. She met every one of these demands
with intuition, enthusiasm and per-

fect technique. It seems impossible

for her to be insincere. She has the
final art of artlessness. Colleen
Moore is and should be a star.

May her magnitude increase."

Which is very strong

when you know Major
Hughes.

Marshall Neilan, who
ranks among the first ten
directors and who has
directed most of the

great screen stars as well

as discovering a number
of them, went into such
rapturous and lengthy

eulogies of Colleen that

I cannot find room to

set them all down.
"Blessed with a won-

derful personality that is

magnified when flashed

on the screen. Colleen
has developed her nat-

Conrad Nagel ap-
peals to all classes.

He typifies opti-

mistic youth

Penhryn Stanlaws says she is the most beauti-
ful girl he has ever seen. Maurice Tourneur

says she has enormous dramatic ability

Lila Lee never ceases to study.
"She will be very great—or noth-

ing, says William deMillc

ural histrionic talents with an
energy that will never falter. Al-

though hardly more than a child,

she has the accomplishments of

a veteran of the drama at her
fingertips. With it all, she is

acquiring a finesse to her work
that will command instant atten-

tion.

'Within another year this

young lady will rank among the

very few foremost artists of the

silversheet. It is inevitable. Also
she has the energy, the stamina,

necessary to proceed on a career

that at its best is beset with trials.

hard work and constant demands.
But the rocky road to Dublin
couldn't halt a person answering
to the name of Colleen Moore
and the bumpy lane to stardom
hasn't a jolt that can stop the fine

strength and real talent of this

beautiful daughter of Erin."

I cannot quote directly from

John Barrymore, America's greatest actor. But I do know that
'

when Colleen played opposite him in "Hidden Paradise'' he

expressed views that coincided with those above. In fact, he

urged her to leave the screen and go on the stage where a great

future awaited her, he said.

I think I was rather pleased to find Thomas H. Ince so enthusi-

astic about my own first choice—little Madge Bellamy. Mr. Ince

is one of our greatest screen astronomers. With D. W. Griffith

and C. B. de Mille he shares the title of Star-maker. With his

telescope he discovered Charles Ray, Bill Hart. Dorothy Dalton.

Douglas MacLean and Doris May and many others.

"I have seen a lot of young actors and actresses at the starting

point of their careers," said Mr. Ince, "but never one po-
of so many essentials of a real screen star as Madge Bellamy. I

have never worked with anyone whom I thought so deserved that

title.

"She has beauty, charm, and great dramatic ability, backed up
by a sound mind and a great ambition. She ha* real artistry, real

appeal and charm, of the kind that make Mary Pick ford what
she is. Above all. she is the embodiment of youth, and since she

is but eighteen, everything is before her. She is stronc enough
so that nothing can sidetrack her upon the sure road to success

where she now walks. My confidence in Madge Bellamy's ability

and future is probably best indicated in that I featured her with

several players of recognized ability in the first of my productions

in which she appeared, though it was only her second screen

appearance.

"She is now being featured and the future holds great thincs

for her." (Continued on page 104)
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The Habits of Pauline Frederick

THE Pearl of Park
Avenue; the star of

Fifth Avenue; the pet of

Paris and the favorite

"best-dressed woman" of

several great cities—has

cast aside the finery of

former days and taken up
her abode on a horse.

Pauline Frederick, in other

words, has become com-
pletely westernized. She
rides. She rides in the

morning—early. She rides

at noon. She comes home
from the studio and rides

in the moonlight. If there

isn't a moon, she rides

anyway. No more is she

the criterion of fashion

—

of sables and silk magnifi-

cence. No—she has fash-

ion queries from only

Idaho young ladies now.

POLLY wears, these

days, chiefly Habits.

She was encouraged in her

equestrienne career by a"

real western cowboy who
gave her lessons in hard
riding and fast roping, and
told her finally that she

was "fit to knock on a

horse with any cowboy
he knew of." She rode
"No Good," a wicked
bucking broncho, in one
of her new pictures. And
so we are showing you
the very latest fashion

creations in clothes for

ladies who ride. La Fred-
erick told us, herself, what
they are all about, and we
have been trying to keep
such names as duvet de
laine, which has a pretty

sound, fast in our minds.

Above : a brown and white check riding suit with straight

box coat, with which Miss Frederick wears yellow
chamois gloves, Knox sailor hat of dark brown straw
and tan facing; shirt of white silk, tie of vivid yellow,

and riding crop of ebony,
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Here is a coat of tan duvet de laine, which is worn with
striped checked breeches. (Don t ask us how they can
be striped and checked at the same time). Polly is

fond of orange and yellow, and again she wears a bright
yellow tie. There's a tricorn hat, too.



They were married on the screen three times before they decided to make it a real-life romance. This scene from
Dorothy Gish's comedy, "Flying Pat,'' shows James Rennie with the mustache he has since discarded

Largely a Matter of Love
This is the first time Dorothy Gish has ever talked about her marriage

—

for publication. But she was finally prevailed upon to write

about her husband, James Rennie.

By DOROTHY GISH (Mrs. James Rennie)

rHE only people who have ever written convincingly

about marriage are bachelors and old maids.

Married people as a rule don't write about marriage
because they know too much about it.

They are always advising others not to marry. It doesn't

) any good, of course. It's like advising a small boy not to

loke cigarettes. You know he is going to do it anyway.
You remember Barrie's "Sentimental Tommy" wrote marvel-
is essays on love. He had never been in love; that's why
could write about it.

I don't believe in talking too much about marriage. I

n't know enough about it myself to speak with much author-
r. I can only talk about the present. I am no fortune-
Uer or oracle; I cannot explain the past and I certainly can-
t read the future. I have been married exactly one year.
"Marry in haste and repent at leisure'' is one of the
vorite matrimonial platitudes. I married in haste and I

ve had plenty of leisure, but as far as repenting is concerned,
has never entered my head. I married—in fact, it has been
d that I eloped—to Greenwich, Conn. I married James

Knnie. I married Mr. Rennie before I had time to think. If

lad thought—I would have married him anyway.

The whole sum and substance of my views of my own
particular marriage may be best expressed by saying: that

you never know what—or whom you are marrying. You
marry a perfectly marvelous man—at least every one has told

you he is—and before six months are up you wish you hadn't.

I don't believe in trial marriages, but I can see a ray of light

in the idea. No matter what idea you may have formed

about your husband before marriage, nine times out of ten

you're wrong. For instance:

I didn't know James Rennie was going to be a Model Hus-
band. I didn't expect a paragon. Stage heroes, as you may
have heard, are very seldom heroes in real life. But some-
times it happens. I married one—a hero, I mean.
Of course, as he was my leading man in three pictures. I

liked him. knew he was a very good actor, always polite, never

lost his temper, and was extremely well-read. But I was not in

love with him. Perhaps I was—but at least I didn't know it.

I didn't fall in love with him when I first saw him on the

stage in "Moonlight and Honeysuckle." When I said "I want
him for my leading man." my interest was purely professional,

you understand, although newspapers have tried to make it a

Grande Passion from the very first. It just happened.
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Although you know and I know that happy marriages don't

"just happen," neither are they made in heaven. It takes a lot

of love and tact and common sense. And it takes one wonder-

ful disposition.

In the case of the Gish-Rennie co-starring combination, it

belongs to Jim.

At the risk of making him permanently puffed up, I will

tell you that he is the most even-tempered man in the world.

He is tactful. He is sympathetic. He is unfailingly cheerful.

To kid him I sometimes call him Pollyanna. I am just the

opposite. I am a pessimist. I have always said that a pessimist

is one who lives with an optimist!

My husband has a marvelous enthusiasm. While I am
critical, he is always charitable. He sees the ray of light in the

most somber tragedy. He has helped me in many a mental
drama by his optimistic viewpoint. He has always just the

right word of encouragement. On the other hand, I think I

am a good balance for him. I can't give him all the credit!

OUR marriage began in the right way. When I came home
and told my mother that I had been married—and she not

having the slightest thought of it—she wasted no time in ques-

tions or reproaches. She simply took me in her arms and

kissed me. She welcomed Jim into the family. He became at

once a son, not a son-

in-law. My mother is

an angel. With a wel-

come like that, worth

a hundred bridesmaids

and sermons, our mar-
riage couldn't be un-

successful.

Several months after

I was married, mother
became seriously ill.

She was in a New
York hospital for four

months. During that

time my husband
called at the hospital

every day to see her.

There are few men
who are unfailingly

kind and cheerful in a

trying time. Illness

makes many men in-

tolerant. Jim was the

greatest help to Lillian

and me. He kept our

courage up when it

would have been 'way

below par. He has in-

finite patience and tact.

Mother is well now,
and at home again;

and he hasn't stopped
being kind.

He has stood every
test nobly. He is the

only man in our fam-
ily—a hard position at

best. While mother
was ill, we had a

friend from home stay-

ing with us, and our

two cousins, Ruth and
Dorothy, who played

in "The Two Orphans."

With Lillian and me,
he had his hands full.

But he kept right on
smiling.

In fact, the only

fault I have to find

with my husband is

that he always smiles.

When he is angry, he
smiles. It is a habit

which might get on the

nerves of some wives.

When most men emit

The first—and, as far as we know—only picture of Mr. and Mrs. James
Rennie together, off screen. Mr. Rennie said he didn t think it was
good enough to print. Mrs. Rennie said it was. We leave it to you

who is the boss of that family

angry sounds, or growl when they are put out, Jim smilj
That's all. So many women live on scenes. Jim simply woi|
act around the house. I like it that way.
He puts the play he is in, out of his mind when he lea\

the theater. He is always on the lookout for new plays f

me and for himself, but he is not interested in the theater

the exclusion of everything else. He has helped me immeasi
ably in my work. He is giving me lessons in enunciati
in case I want to go on the stage next year. He is a seve
critic; he doesn't spare my feelings.

I know his knowledge of books and life is more compreh i

sive than mine. He has an exceptional mind. I have ne\
been to college, and I have been too busy to give as mu
time to study as I would like to. Jim has always found tii

to read. He loves poetry, and many an evening we spe
around the fireplace, listening to him reading a poem abc
pirates, by Tennyson, or something like that. I have becoi
acquainted with more worthwhile literature in my one ye
of married life than I ever have before.

I have never had a dog before. Jim has a wild Bost
bull. I guess I think a lot of my husband. I let the d
chew up all my good slippers.

We like the same things—good books, plays, music. B
we never, or hardly ever, agree about anything. This is o

of the "secrets"

successful marriage,

you are in "perfe

accord" with one a

other, don't fool yoi

self. You'll get

tired of the everlasti

"Yes, dear" and
think so too, dea

that you'll do almc

anything to start

argument. I said

didn't like scenes,

don't. But I doi

mind a little vert

argument. It is

tonic. I wouldn't s

I disagree with r

husband on genei

principles, but I

know it is a lot mc
fun to differ with h

occasionally. As 1

as he is concerned,

suppose he realiz

that if you agree wi

a woman all the tin

you'll spoil her.

The trouble wi

some married worn
is that they learn

look upon their hi

bands as a cross t

tween a grandmoth
and a garcon. He
an Aladdin with an i

exhaustible lamp whi

turns out sables a

sapphires and yacr

and trips to Euro
with regularity. Th
expect too much. 1 1

very modern, I suppo
I believe in woman 1

ing man's mental eqi

—if she can be it wit

out letting the m
realize it. I have

ways been on t

stage or screen and

wouldn't know how
act if I weren't woi

ing at it.

It has never cnter|

Jim's head or (C

tinned on page



Saying It With Smokes!

SURPRISE

BECAUSE— to paraphrase
Kipling quite a bit—acting

is only acting, but a good
cigar's a smoke! Theodore
Roberts, one of the greatest

character actors in the world,
can express more with his

than most actors can by chew-
ing the props. And besides,

Mr. Roberts gets more fun
out of his work.

DOUBT

THE various emotions regis-

tered on this p.iK'' • irt-' a"
achieved with the aid of the

Havana. At the upper left,

surprise. Note the angle of the
cigar. Glycerine tears, twisted
handkerchiefs, and quivering
lips are not in it as aids to emo-
tion with the Robert sch ief prop.
Above, interrogation. In the
circle: pure contentment.

ANGER

When he clews away at that black cigar, you
know he s angry, ana about to tell Kis erring
son or daughter never to darken His door again

SUSPICION

If this isn t suspicion, we don t know what is.

The touch of humor Theodore Roberts puts

into all his work has made him great
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RUDOLPH VALENTINO
Two years ago Rudolph Valentino was a professional dancer. Today he is one
of trie greatest box-office attractions, and even »n these days of dismal de-
pression in motion picture production his services are being eagerly sought
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Mr. Valentino
with Agnes

Ayers in "The
Sheik"

With Gloria
Swanson

"Beyond the
Rocks

Woman and Love
Bv RUDOLPH VALENTINO

WHEN you ask me to write for you what I think

about woman, I feel that I must produce for you
something that would look like the Encyclopedia

Britannica. Yet when I should be through with

this great work, I shall still have said less than nothing about
woman.
We cannot know woman because she does not know herself.

She is the unsolvable mystery, perhaps because there is no
solution. The Sphinx has never spoken—perhaps because she

has nothing to say.

But since woman is the legitimate object of man's thoughts,

and mine have been somewhat distilled in the alcohol of ex-

perience, I may be able to give to you a little draft of truth.

English is not my own tongue as you know. In Italian,

French, Spanish, I might express myself better, for there we
have such little words that have fire and understanding and
delicate shades of meaning to

which I know not yet the Eng-
lish translations.

My point of the view on

woman is Latin—is continental.

The American man I do not

understand at all. I have lived

much in Paris, in Rome, in New
York, and from this traveling,

which is of the finest to de-

velop the mind and understand-

ing soul, I have composed my
little philosophy about woman.

For there is only one book in

which you may read about
Woman. That is the Book of

Life. And even that is written

in cipher.

But those who refuse to read

it are generally more deeply

wounded than those who digest

it thoroughly.

What comes to my mind first

as I try to put into some order

my ideas on this all-important

subject, I will tell you.

It is this. Which of the

I do not like women who know too much.

The modern woman in America tries to

destroy romance. Either it must be
marriage or it must be ugly scandal.

No other woman can ever mean to a

man what his children's mother means
to him.

A love affair with a stupid woman is

like a cold cup of coffee.

I would not care to kiss a woman whose
lips were mine at our second or third

meeting.

One can always be kind to a woman one
cares nothing about.

The greatest asset to a woman is dignity.

women I have known, have perhaps loved a little, do I remem-
ber instantly, and which have I forgotten, so that I must think

and think to recall them at all?

The most difficult thing in the world is to make a man love

you when he sees you every day. The next is to make him
remember that he has loved you when he no longer sees you
at all.

Strangely enough, I remember the women who told me per-

haps their little lonelinesses, who spoke in close moments true

and sweet and simple heart throbs.

Even the highest peak of emotion is finished. It has flamed,

gone out, and told us very little about life. It was to enjoy,

to drink deeply. But never is even that treasured in the heart

as are those moments of simple, tender confidences, when a
gentle, loving sigh opened the treasure house of a woman's
heart and she spoke truly of those things within.

A man likes even the bad
women he knows to be good.

To a woman who has revealed

her soul, who has given a brief

glimpse of her heart, no man
ever pays the insult to forget;

he pays her homage. I remem-
ber a little Italian girl I once
knew. She was very beautiful

—so young. We used to sit in

a tiny cafe we knew in Naples,
and hold hands quite openly. I

do not think I ever kissed her.

We talked little, for she was not
educated. It was not her mag-
nificent eyes, nor the glory of

her hair that was like a black-

bird's wing, nor the round white

curves of her young body—

I

remember her because of those

little intimate moments when
our thoughts were bound to-

gether by her simple, tender,

gentle words. We were intimates,

and the soul is such a lonely
thing that it treasures those
moments of companionship.

•»
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And this, surrender to confidence, to real intimacy of the

soul and heart, speaks a much greater surrender to love, a
much deeper capacity to love, than all the passion of a Cleo-

patra.

There was another woman in France, an older woman, the

wife of a painter. I loved her because she was the only grave

woman I ever have known who did not depress. I never
saw her smile. But beneath that smooth, impartial beauty,

that pearl-like, moon-like
loveliness of hers, flowed a

moulten lava of shy, strong,

sentimentalism, which her

mind condemned. It has

remained with me like the

perfume of a cathedral.

THERE was a little

artist's model, too, in

Paris. Oh, of such a saucy,

impudent, swift little crea-

ture you have not heard.

She had eyes like black

coals and round little cheeks

where hung the scarlet ban-

ner of her youth and joie de

vivre. She was enchanting.

She danced like a bacchante.

Her red lips were always
laughing and singing and
flinging teasing little mots
at you. And she had a

little hat which she herself

made over every day, so

that I thought she must
have at least a dozen hats,

and I was madly jealous of

the man who must make
this extravagance possible.

Now it is not her coquetry,

nor her vivid young beauty
nor her wild youth that

makes her live in my mem-
ory, but the sweet little in-

congruity of that little hat

that her nimble fingers

changed each day.

Tenderness is absolutely

the strongest, most lasting,

most trustworthy emotion

that a woman can arouse

in a man. It is a great force that modern woman disregards.

All women are divided into two classes in the mind of a

man. Often they are so mixed up that you do not know which
is which until you go down very deep. Then it does not matter,

for in an affair of amour a counterfeit is often better than the

real thing.

In my poor English, let me say that there are what I would
call joy-women and duty-women. Now understand, the joy

woman may be very good and the duty woman might even
be bad. That is just their relation to man. The first kind are

the kind that you want to take with you on your joyful care-

free wanderings into life's highways and byways. The others

are the women who are possibilities to share the principal

things of life—home, family, children.

For a wife, a man should pick out a woman who is pretty,

has a good disposition, and is domestically inclined. They are

very rare, now, I admit. One is too apt to be deceived by
their easy method of comradeship. Let her be your inferior,

if possible. Then she will be happy with you. It is much
more essential to marriage that a woman be happy in it than

a man. I do not mean a butterfly that flits from beauty parlor

to beauty parlor. But a good woman who has the old-fashioned

virtues.

We Europeans do not expect too much of one woman.
The difficulty with love and marriage in this country is that

the man has let the game get out of his hand. A woman can

never have a happy love affair with a man unless he is her

superior. It just can't be done. The love affair where the

woman is the stronger in mind and knowledge is always a

tragedy or a farce.

I do not like women who know too much. Remember, it

Elinor Glynn, the famous
Rudolph Valentino is the

screen. She used to

was from the serpent that Eve was given that apple from the
Tree of Knowledge. Just so would I make the Tree of
Knowledge of Life today—forbidden to women. If they must
eat of it, let them do so in secret and burn the core.

Do not misunderstand this that I say. I do not mean this

in regard to intelligence, to education, even to position. The
more cultured and accomplished a woman is, the more ex-
quisite she is to love, the more like gold that is soft to touch

and handle. With her, all

is delicate and attractive,

all is beautiful and fine, her
mind is attuned to beauty
—and beauty is of itself a

religion.

No, when I speak thus of

an inferior—a superior—

I

mean in experience of life,

in power to do, in ways of

love. The man may be a
digger in the ditch, and the

woman a teacher in the

school, but he is the master
of her if he knows more of

the world than she does. It

is not becoming that a

woman should know the

world. It is not proper

that a lady should go to

places or to things where
she acquires this knowledge.

If she knows these
things, she must be clever

enough to conceal her

knowledge, like the girl

who can swim a mile, yet

with much grace and help-

lessness she allows me to

teach her swimming.
How completely the

modern woman in America
tries to destroy romance.
How ugly and cut-and-tlry

it has become— love.
Either it must be marriage
or it must be ugly scandal.

The brilliant, absorbing, de-

lightful, dangerous, inno-

cent—sometimes—sport of

love, how it goes. She
knows too much about life

and too little about emotion. She knows all of the bad and
none of the good about passion. She has seen everything,

felt nothing. She arouses in me disgust.

Sometimes a man may feel that he would rather a woman
had done many, many bad things—real bad things—and yet

been delicate, and quiet and dignified, than to see her common.
If the bloom has been rubbed from the peach, let her paint

it back on with an artistic hand.

SHOULD I try again to find me a wife, I say, let me find one
who wishes to have children and who when she has had

them, wishes to take care of them. That is the proper test for

the good woman who is to share the side of your life. No
other woman can ever mean to a man what his children's

mother means to him—if she does not let herself get fat and
ugly and old. No man can love a woman who lets herself

get fat, and careless and unpleasant. He must then constantly

make comparisons of her with the beautiful young girls about.

A wife's first duty is to keep her husband from making com-
parisons.

A man is always intrigued to see a woman with a child.

The Sistine Madonna is as famous and as beloved as Mona
Lisa.

But—for a sweetheart. Ah, that is different. To me, I

have been won always by the woman who has great ability

to feel. I have never yet seen a cold woman who interested

me. A reluctant woman, yes. But reluctant only as a flower

is reluctant to bloom in winter. Place it in the hot-house of

proper wooing—and it blossoms. She must have intelligence.

A love affair with a stupid woman no matter how beautiful,

is like cold coffee for breakfast. (Continued on page 106)

English writer, believes
"Great Lover" of the
prefer Wally Reid



Lon Chaney s

Makeup
You nave often wondered
how the famous character
actor could portray such
terrifically ugly Chinamen.
These pictures tell you.
Directly below, he is put-
ting on one of his wigs.
The wig is the simplest

part of it.

i

The oriental

slant to the
eyes is obtain-
ed by tape

drawn tightly

away from the
optics. Mr.
Chancy is per-
forming this

painstaking
operation '

above. You
may also

glance over his

make-up table,

which boasts
every conceiv-
able kind of

wig. eye-brow
and eye-lash
outfit and

teeth.

YOU have seen him as a Chinaman,
an Indian eastern and western,
a Russian Grand Duke, a Bowery

crook, a half-breed, and a madman.
Sometimes you don't even recognize
him, and wonder where the director gol

such a realistic type. Lon Chancy
has won distinction and the title of

master of make-up and a substantial

salary* and finally stardom through In-

ability to impersonate every character
[under the cooper-hew itts.

I he hideous effects achieved by Chaney are mostly due to the teeth he wears. These arc
real teeth which he places over his own and which make him the ugliest man in the movies!
(Of course, Lon Chaney is really an awfully nice chap and exceedingly popular in the Holly-
wood film colony. But he says if this is generally known it will ruin his screen reputation.)

4.3



Doug McLean and "Those lovely

local peaches.'" What a job!

Public Appearances
Some Wise Cracks—And a Few Boners

By DOUGLAS McLEAN

MAKING public appearances is one of those things

like eating drumsticks with a fork—in time you get

used to it, but you never really like it.

The object of public appearances, which are made
in motion picture theaters of course, is to give everybody
a brotherly interest in you and your welfare, so that they

will henceforth mob the theaters at which your pictures appear,

thereby greatly increasing the shekels in the Box Office.

This doesn't increase your
salary any, but it makes the

exhibitors and the exchange
men and the producers happy
and it's very gratifying to

make so many people happy.
I have been publicly ap-

pearing for many weeks. I

have held up the show in

some hundreds of movie
palaces. I have made three

round trips across the con-

tinent in five months and I

know every Pullman porter

in America by his first name
and his favorite dice point.

I hope I am not going to

hurt anybody's feelings,

either private or civic, by
dissertating a bit about my
experiences. It's as natural

to write about your travels

as it is to talk about your
troubles. Everybody was
very good and kind and
patient with me and I en-

joyed it all so much as far

as they were concerned—it

was myself I didn't enjoy.

44

Inside my own studio I have no objection to registering

anything from the emotions of the gallows to receiving a

custard pie amidnose. In the Dark Ages, before pictures, I

have even endeavored so to disport myself upon the stage

that nobody would throw anything larger at me than an egg.

But all this in the "persona dramatis."

To stand up before hundreds of dear, good, kind, well-

intentioned souls animated only by perfectly natural curiosity

I !

i I

Most men go to

prison in a Black
Maria. Doug
goes in a Stutz.

The Atlanta
Penitentiary in

the dim back-
ground
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loug and Mrs. Doug on
top of the world

nd the ordinary human
tepticism and suspicion

hich declares that no
lan is perfect and wants

3 see its theory upheld;

3 make speeches to enter-

rising young business

len who know more
bout what I am talking

bout than I do; to pass

tirough Texas shaking

ands with the entire

)emocratic party and

Finding a point

of contact, gov-
ernors, mayors,
and no end of

committees

wonder how long it'll be before they find out that I am a
Republican and cast my first vote for Grant; to meet all those

lovely, local peaches and realize that my stay in Utah must be
so brief—indeed, there were moments when I wished I had
taken my dear old grandmother's advice and earned an honest

living.

As I take my typewriter in my lap, I seem to hear in the

distance the raucous and cynical voice of the train announcer
singsonging our schedule— "All aboard for Birmingham, At-
lanta, Dallas, Austin, Beaumont, Houston, Forth Worth. San
Antonio, El Paso, Kansas City, Hutchinson. Wichita, Chatta-
nooga, Knoxville, Nashville, Ashville, Louisville. Cleveland,

Detroit, New Orleans, Chicago, Washington. Philadelphia and
New York."
My wife says I can say it in my sleep. Weil, there are worse

things a man might say.

Of course when you are making a tour like that you encounter

a lot of general phenomena. There were ten thousand people

who wanted my autograph which I thought was very nice of

them. I hope they won't show it to

the children, because it might lead them
astray. It's so much better in later

life if people can read your handwriting.

Not that it would have done me much
good. My wife doesn't believe in a

joint bank account.

One hundred thousand
people wanted autographed

photographs. We didn't have
to pay nearly as much excess

baggage going back.

And ten million wanted to

know the best way to get

into the movies. Some day
a clever young criminal

lawyer is going to invent a

new insanity defense for

murder and call it dementia
movia picturibus. I did my
best.

Now everytime anybody
comes to the studio I run

and (Continued on page 108)

Three musketeers
—Doug, his wife

and Ins business
manager
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FROM ELSIE FERGUSON'S NEW PLAY

THE gorgeous Ferguson is, right now, in Manhattan, captivating audiences in her latest per-
sonal triumph. Zoe Akins "The Varying Shore." It is a beautiful and a fragile play, and

to her role Elsie Ferguson brings her peculiar genius tor poignant pathos. James Crane, the
husband of Alice Brady, who is one of her supporting cast in the play, is shown in support of

Miss Ferguson in the portrait
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The Motion

Picture Alibi
By

ADELA ROGERS ST. JOHNS
and KATHERINE HILLIKER

If a spark of life remains in a

dying picture Miss

Hilliker generally puts it

on its feet

I
SUPPOSE there are a great many people

who unconsciously imagine that the titles of

a screen drama are photographed right along

with the picture.

Of course they know that when the handsome
young hero with the vaseline hair-cut clasps the

blonde heroine in his arms and makes an im-

passioned speech, the following subtitle

"AGNES, BE MINE"
doesn't register automatically upon the silver sheet.

But the public, which is so apt to take the

good things for granted, generally assumes that

the titles which run through a picture are as

simple as the A B C's from which they are

constructed.

Their unanalyzed conception of titles is limited

to introductory ones, such as

"LITTLE NELL, THE SHERIFFS ONLY
DAUGHTER, WHO HAD JUST RETURNED
FROM AN EASTERN BOARDING SCHOOL"
and spoken words like this:

"WITH THE GRASS NOT YET GREEN ON
MY POOR SISTER'S GRAVE, I CANNOT BE

YOUR WIFE."
Or they may even possibly remember explana-

tory titles of this caliber:

"THE BONDS HAD BEEN PLACED IN THE SAFE TO
BE OPENED ON DOROTHYS EIGHTEENTH BIRTH-
DAY, BUT WHEN THE DOOR SWUNG OPEN "

i
Beyond that, they neither know nor speculate.

The caverns of inconsistency bridged.

The holes of impossibilities filled up.

The chasms of indecency avoided.

The abyss of poor acting skirted.

The crags of carelessness leapt.

All these accomplished by the little 10 to 45 word titles.

the public does not even suspect.

Many a lady's reputation and
many a man's heroism have been
saved by a clever subtitle.

Many a censor has been tripped,

foiled, utterly routed by a few flick-

ered words that made things that

did appear to be not what they
seemed.

The title is to the screen pro-
duction what the alibi is to a criminal

lawyer.

When every other defense fails,

resort to your old friend the alibi.

When you can't get it by the
exhibitors or the censors any other
way—fix it up with a title.

Insidiously, quietly, unostenta-

This nlr

NO story you have ever

read will give you
such a clear insight into

the resourcefulness nec-

essary for the making of

good photoplays. Some-
times the subtitles tell

the story

doctor is a charming young woman with a sense of humor and
mind. Her cheerful philosophy is reflected in her own titles

tiously. titles camouflaged many a picture until you can't tell

whether it was one of the Dotty Dimple series or part of the

memoirs of Casanova.
This is an expose of the motion picture alibi—the subtitle.

Of course, it is much more than that. In the past year we
have seen titles by William deMille, Will Rogers, Rupert
Hughes, Anita Loos, and Charlie Chaplin that were gems of

wit and literary construction.

The people that are always agitating about making pictures

without any titles remind me of people who prefer a salad

without any dressing. When the

American public as a whole reads

so little, why take away one of their

few enforced opportunities to ab-

sorb literature?

Listen in on the following and I

will show you how all this is done:

I met Katherine Hilliker one very

rainy afternoon at the Goldwyn
studio, where she had reached what
in studio parlance is known as the

"raw meat stage" over some titles

she was preparing for two Italian

productions which Samuel Goldwyn
imported for release this fall. "Theo-
dora" and d'Annunzio's "The Ship."

Now Katherine Hilliker. formerly

a San Francisco newspaper woman,
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is considered one of the best title writers in America. She

first won fame by her clever educational titles for the Chester

travel pictures Since then she has titled everything from

'Passion to sausage comedies.

I fell upon her.

it is too rainy to play." said I. "and much too damp to

work. Come and tell me about some of the artistic crimes

you have prevented, some of the really difficult things you
have done with titles. Come and explain to me the hardest

situation you ever had to camouflage, the most risque thing

you ever had to get by the censors."

"They won't sound much to tell." warned Miss Hilliker;

"it's like a bridge hand—always looks easy to play after you've

done it I can only give you a few scattered, illustrative

examples.

"I just got through titling 'Theodora.' It's an Italian

picture and very temperamental. I can give you two instances

of what you want from there, if you'll soothe Mr. Goldwyn's

feelings by stating that I say, and mean, that it's a really

great picture.

"They evidently had forgotten to ship some of the film,

because they started a hectic scene in the royal box of the

amphitheater, with the Empress Theodora in the center of it,

scheming to save her former lover from death by asking the

emperor to give him to her that she may torture him properly.

About half way through the scene, the Empress is suddenly

missing. The rest of the scene proceeds without her.

"So I shot this title as she speaks just before she vanished:

"'BIND HIS MOUTH AND TAKE HIM TO MY
TORTURE CHAMBER. I SHALL GO BEFORE TO
PREPARE HIS RECEPTION.'

"Miscasting is another thing that has often and often to be
covered with titles. I did a picture not long ago in which
Alice Brady was starred in the role of a chorus girl. This
little footlight queen marries the heir-apparent of one of those

exclusive, blue-blooded Knickerbocker families that came over
in the Mayflower. (My, that boat must have been crowded.)
Anyway, the chorus gal's new mamma-in-law is the last word
in aristocracy. She still thinks the population of New York
is 400.

"Unfortunately, the actress who was cast to play this grande
dame, while she may be an estimable woman and a good
thespian, resembled nothing so much in looks, manners, and

actions as my red-headed, Irish washlady. Instead of suggest-

ing a Mrs. Van Beekman, she suggested Mrs. O'Flarety.

"So I introduced her like this:

'"CAROLINE PODGE VAN BEEKMAN'S ONLY RE-
GRET IN LIFE WAS THAT SHE HADN'T BEEN BORN
A VAN BEEKMAN. HAVING ACHIEVED, WITH THE
AID OF HER FATHER'S MILLIONS, AN AMBITIOUS
MARRIAGE, SHE HAD SPENT HER DAYS IN TRYING
TO FORGET THAT SHE HAD EVER BEEN A PODGE.'

"Naturally, her son's marriage to a chorus girl didn't sit

well on this lady's social digestion. It was more delicate

than that of a real Vere de Vere.

"But even her humble birth wouldn't have excused the way
that old hen behaved. Of course her new relative-in-law had
been in the chorus, but according to the scenario she had
remained virtuous and ignorant nevertheless. Notwithstanding

which, said Mrs. Van Beekman conspires to trap her, and
endeavors to throw her into the clutches of an unspeakable
cad of her own set.

"So, early in the story, when the poor mother first hears

of her son's mesalliance, I had the villain say to her:

"'OF COURSE IT'S TERRIBLY SHOCKING, ESPE-
CIALLY IN VIEW OF HER PAST.'
"And strengthened it later by preceding the bride's home-

coming with this:

" 'MRS. VAN BEEKMAN WAS A POOR DISSEMBLER,
AND THE SCANDALOUS INSINUATIONS TO WHICH
SHE HAD LISTENED HAMPERED HER WELCOME.'

"But here is pure invention of my own that saved a comedy
from complete oblivion. The producer brought it to me with
tears in his eyes and wanted to know if I could fix it so he
could get it by the censors; otherwise he was going to lose

a lot of money.
"I felt so sorry for him, I told him I wasn't mercenary

either and I'd take it for half that.

"The story dealt entirely with sausages. Links—miles of
them. The young couple were poor and lived in a tiny

furnished room where they weren't supposed to cook, but
where they got their meals in a tin can over a gas jet. One
day the young husband went out to hunt meat for his mate

—

having only one thin dime as a club. He bought a lot of

sausages. Now these sausages were a lot for a dime because
they were no longer on speaking terms (Continued on page q8)

THE April issue of Photoplay Magazine will be on sale on the

newsstands March fifteenth. You, as a reader of this maga'

zine, will profit by the change, as the editors will be the

better able to give you last minute news and comments covering

the entire moving picture field. Rapid changes are taking place

in the industry that are likely to make 1922 a record breaker.

You want this information as rapidly as it develops. The fifteen

days gained means closer contact with big events in the film world.

REMEMBER
In the future, Photoplay goes on sale the fifteenth of the month.



Murder and sudden death
were in trie air—the leading

lady stated that nothing
could prevent her from
shooting the leading man

Breaking In
A true story of an author's experiences

when he went into motion pictures

ANONYMOUS
Illustrated by R. Van Buren

Editor's Note—Every word of this story is true.

We knew of the author's experiences, and asked him
to write them. He consented on condition that we
did not publish his name, a name that would be

recognized at once as that of one of the best writers

in motion pictures. When you read the story you
will appreciate his reason.

THE scene was a delightful golf course in the lee of the

glorious High Sierras. Off in the far distance. Old
Baldy lounged in the eternal sunshine, with snow on his

shoulder, gazing down upon the knickered gentlemen,

whilst they tried to lay them up dead. George and I were
concluding a tense match, and George accidentally dropped a

twelve-footer into the can, thus winning himself six dollars

of my sinking fund. We then paid the caddies and proceeded
to the clubhouse, George beaming seraphically, wearing a

silly grin, as he always does when he defeats me in the joust-

ings. When stricken by defeat himself, George looks like a

condemned murderer of small children.

"Well," he said very pleasantly, "in a manner of speaking,

and to get away from golf, you're a sort of an author. Of
course, you're not what I call a real honest-to-goodness author,

though you have the customary hungry and haunted look.

How much do you make a year writing these so-called stories

of yours?"

I told him the figures, in a low voice full of emotion.

Why, that's a joke,'" he grunted. "My second camera-man
makes more than that."

George, as may be inferred, is a movie director. He wears

the conventional liver-colored spats of his species when on the

job. yells ferociously at beautiful ladies in thin negligees, has

tea served at four o'clock on the set. and believes that all

writers, beginning with Peter 1>. Chaucer, are just the same as

fleas on the dog. George is highly regarded by the corpora if

body that pays him a huge sum weekly, and he has been roaring

through a megaphone for twelve years, so when he speaks
his is the voice of authority, particularly when he is diM. ti-

the canned drama.
"In fact." he continued, taking off his shirt in the locker

room, "the head carpenter out at our shop earns more than

you do. Bill."

I told him in an offended tone that I saw nothing to be

gained by comparing me with carpenters. I was no carpenter.

True, there might be a certain amount of wood in what I

did, but I was no carpenter.
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George had told the entire population not to talk to me. He had
them warded off, as though I had a well-defined case of pellagra.

'"I have my art," I said feelingly. "It may not pay volumi-

nously, but it is my art. The reward, though not great in

forms of legal tender, comes from perusing my little things

when they appear in print in the high-class publications, with

the illustrations all wrong from having been made by an artist

whose mind has gone elsewhere and is never coming back."

"Rubbish," said George, struggling with his socks. "You
have frequently impressed me as a man who might have ideas.

I don't say out and out that you have them, but you might

have. What you need is a steady job. I'll get you a job, and

you help me make my next picture."

"Very well, George," I agreed. "You get me a job. I have

often yearned to step in and help the picture business, because,

speaking strictly as an innocent bystander, the picture business

needs help."

"You'll be a nuisance to me at first," he went on moodily.

"However, I'll be willing to stand it awhile. In time, I may
be able to pound some sense into your head. You may be

able to learn something about making pictures, though you

haven't been able to learn anything about golf in two years."

On the following Monday morning, I began working with

George on his next pic.ture. At the moment we began to

toil, the picture lay between the covers of a book, which the

concern had purchased in the vague expectation that some-
body around the lot would be able to make a melodrama of it.

It was a very noted book, in its day, by a famous old gentle-

man of the gin-rickey school, who wrote dozens and dozens
of thrilling volumes, and finally passed to his reward from
liver trouble, caused by trying to subsist exclusively on liquid

nourishment.

"Here it is," George said heartily, that sunny first morning.
He came into my luxurious office in the studio and slammed
the book down on my palatial desk. The author was Harvey
Loomis. "Now begin. We are behind time already."
"What do I do first?" I inquired, naturally, and as anyone

would under the circumstances.
"Read the book, of course," George responded, with just the

faintest shade of directorial sarcasm. "We can't make a
motion picture out of a book, unless somebody on the lot

reads it."
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"Oh, I don't know." I said. "I've seen such things done.

I paid to see 'Lot's Sister.' and the only thing they used out

of the book was the commas."
"Anyhow, you read it carefully. Pick out the high spots."

"All right," I said dubiously. At the moment, I couldn't

have distinguished a high spot from a deuce. "Did you read

this book?" I demanded.
"I did not. And I am not going to read it. It's no good.

I know that much already."

In the months that followed, 1 began to understand that this

observation of George's is a custom of the country, a heredi-

tary legend among movie directors. No book is any good.

"Les Miserables," for example, is a mere piece of cheese to a

director. Therefore, if the director succeeds in making a

picture of any degree of excellence, the credit i< his. all the

more. If the picture is a flop, the book was no good, a-

stated frankly and openly at the outset.

The name of this particular tome was "Willow Farm." It

lay between two red or maroonish covers, and as time wore
on and I became thinner, those red covers scourged me by
day and haunted my fevered nights. It was a stirring romance
of life in the mountains of Virginia, and I read it with exceed-

ing care, jumping nothing, not even the long, meaty paragraphs,

where the author stepped aside from his narrative to give the

complete history of rock format ion- and the effect of the

glacial period upon mankind.
The main character of "Willow Farm" was Henry Jones.

who used to right chickens for his own amusement. He had
a wife and a daughter, whom he also used to tight for the

same purpose. There was a jolly feud under way and four

people had been killed the day the story opened. There
was a school-teacher with high-water pants, a haughty land-

owner who persecuted the negroes; a gang of tough mountain
rowdies who lived hard by the blind pig: there was love

—

adventure—sudden death—court room trials—sweet reconcilia-

tion and. in fact, everything I had come to expect from the

silver screen when I paid thirty cents at the box office and went
in. wondering if they would let me smoke.

AT noon. George wandered in to where I -at stru

invited me to lunch.

"How goes it?" he inquired.

"Fine." I said. "This book ought to make a motion picture
of remarkable excellence."

"Is there any suspense in it?'
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and in a general way prodded the story into action,

came galloping in at four o'clock, sat down with one leu over

a stuffed chair, and read the forty scenes, When he finished,

he -aid simply

:

"Holy cripes, Hill; tin- is terrible

"What- terrible about it?" 1 asked in a hurt tone. "It

sounds fine to me."
"Why, you haven't got the idea at all. There's no story to

this."

SURE, there's a story," 1 argued "That- exactly thi

old Harvey Loomis wrote it."

"Yes, and that's the way we don't want it." said George 1

don't care what Harvey Loomis did You can't make a

picture this way, Bill."

He looked sadly out of the window, as though regretting

having got me the job at all. He seemed to be thinking

that eighteenth hole, where he had won my six dollar-, and
how in a moment of fleeting enthusia-m his heart had run

off with his judgment.
"Now take thai lir-i subtitle," I -aid defensively. "What's

the matter with that''

A- a matnr of fan. I was proud of the subtitle. I hail

clawed ii out of the empty air and written it down with a

little glow of satisfaction. It read:

"Henry Jones, a man among men. in a country of simple

and lovable people, mo-l of them in rough garments, hut.

underneath, as romantic a folk a- e'er the sun -hone on

"What's the matter with it?" I asked, reading it to him in

an eloquent manner. (Continued on />'/;'<• no)

"George," I said fervently,

suspense. The author begins

and from there on. you just

simply hang."

"How about the thematic

value?" George asked me. "Is

the thematic value good?1

"

"About that. I can't say so

much." I replied. "There is

a good deal of rum in the story

and one man stabs another in

the post-office. Another thing.

George. I couldn't tell a

thematic value from an inner

tube."

We then went out to lunch,

and during lunch George told

me explicitly just how you
write a motion picture. It

didn't sound particularly dif-

ficult. You simply sat down
in a quiet spot and wrote four

hundred scenes and about two
hundred subtitles. Later on.

they threw away all the scene-.

and had a man write new sub-

titles, and the picture was
made. Nothing really intricate

to it at all.

I returned to my office

eagerly, anxious to be at it,

as you might say, quivering

with suppressed enthusiasm. I

dashed off the first forty

scenes, which introduced you
to Henry Jones and his family.

"this book is practically all

suspending you on page two

we wra ngled.For two days
George very justly asked
me whether I was making
this double humpbacked

picture or he.



Photoplay's Fashions for Famous Screen Star

You May Have One of These Patterns

!

THIS month, I am introducing to you Le Bon Ton Patterns.
This realizes one of my great ambitions: to provide jor

the women readers of Photoplay Magazine dresses of reason-
able price and good taste and stunning style. Le Bon Ton
Patterns represent the ne plus ultra of fashionable design.

I know you will be as glad to have these ideas as I am to

offer them. And the real treat is the fact that you may have
your choice of patterns of these three gowns—particularly
designed for Miss Elsie Ferguson, one of the most exquisitely

dressed women in America. This month Miss Ferguson has
told us something of her ideals of dress, and I am sure it will

interest you. As for the dresses themselves: their materials,

as priced, may be found in most of the large and some of
the smaller stores throughout the country, and those suggested
are bound to be popular during the coming season. Moreover,
each material has been chosen because of its wearing qualities

and the becomingness of its weave and folds. Remember:
the pattern of one of these gowns goes to you! See the coupon.

( oxjcui-n Ugux. U31.cK

Miss Elsie Ferguson : representative
aristocrat of the stage and screen,
whose clothes and coiffure have
ever inspired American women.
Here, the fur collar of her evening
coat makes a frame for her face and
shining hair, and the pearls which
should accompany every modern
simple afternoon frock add just the

right note

My Ideals ofDress
As told to Carolyn Van Wyck

By ELSIE FERGUSON

IT
is difficult to imagine the motives

which govern the dress of some-
women. I cannot. The imagination
that could conceive a combination of

woolen hose and satin dress is beyond
me. The vogue for woolen stockings, dur-

ing the past winter, was all very well.

For sports wear or with street smts, they
were good. But I have been walking on
Fifth Avenue and seen a woman, other-

wise dressed in good taste, with, say,

gray wool hose and a silk .dress and
high-heeled patent leather slippers. Such
a combination is fearful. It almost
spoiled my day.

The combination of colors, of fabrics,

interests me more than almost anything
else in dress. It is so fascinating to select

a costume: the frock, the hat, the shoes,
Design 2

Design 1

An adaptable dress for spring, fashioned
of cream-colored sport silk, in a heavy
weave, with an underblouse of crepe de
chine in a lighter tone. Three and three-
quarters yards of the heavier silk at four
dollars and fifty cents a yard were used.
There were two and a quarter yards of

crepe de chine at two dollars and fifty

cents a yard. Then, with embroidery
floss and extras costing two dollars, the

price of the materials is twenty-four dol-

lars and fifty-one cents.

The entire cost of this little evening dress
of brilliant changeable taffeta is twenty-
five dollars and thirty cents, though it is

hard to believe ! There are four yards of

taffeta, thirty-six inches wide, at two
dollars and ninety-five cents a yard.
There are four yards of "double-faced
satin ribbon at two dollars and fifty cents

a yard. There are extras and beads
amounting to three dollars and fifty cents.

And the whole makes the prettiest even-
ing frock of the season
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Designs by Le
the stockings, the gloves, the veil. It is satisfying to know"

r

AA\P2Ttterns For You
uhith>"ml eolftrtiA-UltttiKage

the

Of '

Often I forget and assume

less attitudes. Because, in those days

nd corsets, " you could not slouch. I
that you have not one jarring note in your sartoriaj\^#H0e./,

After all, a costume means nothing if it! does not .exDress its of "wIsfT-rifce'vta^KVlnd mr-.^.'' you could not -louch.

wearer. Some women I know go to a moffM<?--afrd^skY.ODDdo »ot 6hA^IFOWf\lVAie But C()m
I
,arci1 with tlu' °^'

wish to be well-dressed." There- ^-^=^====s^ss^ fashioned girl the modem debutante

suit is too often disappointing I ^^^^^jt^ BM^^^^ " >loiun >' !

know, because sometime ago 1 was ^^^SJjB |r"V'-**S| Bfc^^ If I Wer<? t0 ? ' VC any l(,rrnu,a

tired and did not feel equal ^^ fcfc^^ would sax

to designing dresses for

myself, which I usually do.

So I went to a certain fa-

mous dress-maker and told

her to gown me. The lady

herself was charming and

mature. She made me
clothes which were so

sedate I immediately felt

fifty in them. Suffice to

say I never went to her

again. I do not feel right

in gowns with which I have

nothing to do. They do

not feel like my own.

I love nice things. I

love to shop. But I do not

shop indiscriminately. In

Paris I saw the most gor-

geous evening gown ever

concocted. I tried it on.

I wanted it. It was so un-

usual I could not have

worn it on many occasions.

The price was exorbitant.

So I did not buy it. The
gown is much more
pleasant in my memory
than it would have been

hanging up in my ward-

robe.

1 like capes. I have
taken a decided fancy to

capes! I have a most fas-

cinating one: of black

broadcloth with a white

lining.
- and an immense

collar of chinchilla. The
sleeves are intricately

draped so that I can wind

them about my arms on

cold days. I wore that

cape more than I have ever

worn a fur coat. Fur coats

some at best.

I have no rules of fashion. I do not

want them. I want to wear things which

become me. I like originality. For that

reason I design my own costumes for my
plays. I took great delight in the gowns
for "The Varying Shore." They are of

such a charming period; such a romantic,

sweet, and feminine time. I studied for

months from books; then I submitted my
own ideas to a skilled fashion house, and
they followed them. These gowns are ex-

ceedingly difficult to act in ! When I go

on the stage for a scene, I try to remem-
ber to keep the particularly difficult carri-

rlere is a delightful afternoon frock of

heavily woven blaclc satin crepe embroi-
dered in patches of chenille in subdued
colorings. Four yards of forty-inch crepe
were used for the gown, and the price of

each yard was four dollars and seventy-
five cents. The chenille used in the em-
broidery and the extras amount to five

dollars, bringing the total cost of the
fabrics to twenty-four dollars

c
designed a love-

lier frock than
the one above.
A skirt of black

satin slightly
draped is topped
by a waist of

sulphur- colored

silk jersey em-
broide red in

cerise silk and
banded with

fringe

only this: shop with dis-

crimination. Do not buy a

dress merely because it is

pretty. Consider what

you have for it. Do not

rush into a shop and buy a

dress you cannot afford

Be sensible about it. I

require many gowns: but I

believe I have never, at any
time, bought something I

could not wear. That i-

why I like the three frock>

de-igned for me by I.e Bon
Ton. They are practical

and pretty at the same
time.

Design I. such a simple,

such a smart frocl .
will be

wanted by every girl in

the country, particularly if

her income is modest. She

can so easily make it her-

self, if she has talent in

that direction. And right

here I wish to say how
much I admire such a

talent. It is most valu-

able, this ability to make
one's own clothes. It is

so much more satisfying

than clashing into a shop and snatching the

first frock one -

Design 2 is utterly charming It is quaint

and yet decidedly a la mode. It is graceful

and it is conservative. I approve of it

heartily. You will not quickly tire of thi<

frock. It will. I am certain, wear very well.

It is soothing rather than sensational, the

first essential of a charming costume. A
dress for evening should be quiet. It should

not be ostentatious. There is nothing to be
gained by affecting the freakish in frocks.

A momentary attention which is soon turned

o something more restful, is the only re-

ward.

Design 3—a dignified and delightful after-

noon dress. Unusual in it< draping, it has

an almost classic simplicity.

I hope that you will enjoy these frocks.

They have appealed to me greatly.

Photoplay Magazine
Department of Fashions

25 West 45th Street

New York City. N. V.

For enclosed coupon and twelve cents

in stamps for postage and handling
charges, please send me pattern of

design number in size

Name

Street and Number

City State

Not* only one puttern may he ordrred with one
coupon- Size* 32. 34. 36. 38,40 »nd 42 only.

Si



Plays and

IF this isn't a true story we don't know
Mickey Neiian.

He was shooting some street scenes in

New York one day. Along came a big

policeman. He said:

"Taking th-m moving pitchers, eh? Have
yez a permit?"
"Why, no," said Neiian. "Is it necessary?"
"It is so !" said the policeman, getting

out his summons book. "And I'll have to

give yez a summons. What's your name,
me man?"
"My name is Mickey Neiian," was the

answer.
The cop wrote it down. "And what

company is it you're working for?"
"The Shamrock Pictures Corporation," re-

plied Mickey, noting that his name had
carried some weight.

"What picture are you taking?"
"The life of Robert Emmet," answered

Neiian quickly. "You see, I'm from Los
Angeles, and I didn't know there was a law
against taking pictures here without a

permit."

"The life of Robert Emmet, by the Sham-
rock Pictures," repeated the policeman.
"Who's president of the company?"
"John McCormack," said Mickey, without

batting an eyelash.

"The Irish singer?" shouted the cop.
"Why didn't ye say so at first?"

He ran out into the street and waved his

arms wildly. "Hey, you fellows running
thim buses!" he cried. "Go around the
other side. Don't you see you're interferin'

with the gintleman who's takin' an im-
portant pitcher?"

LOTTIE PICKFORD and Allan Forrest
were married recently, at the First

Methodist Episcopal Church in Hollywood.
The Rev. Willsie Martin performed the

ceremony. Mary Pickford Fairbanks was
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They look happy,
don't they? Well,
they are! The lady
who was Lottie
Pickford — on tier

honeymoon with
her new husband,

Allan Forrest

If you keep up with these

more about film folks than

By CAL.

It looked like Old
HomeWeek at the
Lasky studios in

Hollywood when
Madame Elinor
Glyn came back
from abroad.
She s a grand-
mother but she
doesn t look it,

this famous Eng-
lishwoman

Here's Richard Daniels. That freckle

on his nose is the biggest freckle in Los
Angeles. It beats Wes Barry's. Rich-
ard plays in "The Little Minister for

Vitagrapn

bridesmaid, and Jack Pickford gave the

bride away.
In the marriage license the bride gave her

age as twenty-six, the groom as thirty-two.

Both were married before: Lottie Pickford

to Albert George Rupp, automobile salesman,

whom she later divorced; Forrest to Ann
Little. Lottie's little girl has been adopted
by her grandmother, Mrs. Charlotte Pick-

ford.

MRS. LYDIG HOYT is an honest-to-

goodness actress now.
She is playing the heroine, Diana, in Wil-

liam Faversham's revival of "The Squaw
Man," on the stage.

Critics have been kind to her, praising her

grace and dignity.

It is interesting that this famous Ameri-
can play by Edwin Milton Royle needed no
revision after all these years. Only one line

needed to be altered—one which mentioned
the Boer War.

MARILYNN MILLER issued an indig-

nant denial of the rumor that she was
to marry Jack Pickford. "I'm not engaged

to marry him or anybody else, and I wish

they wouldn't make up things about me,"
said Sally.

People did say, when Mary and Doug
rushed from Europe, that the celebrated

couple were returning to be present at the

nuptials of Jack Pickford and Marilynn
Miller.

But Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Fairbanks

tarried in Manhattan only a little while

before journeying California-ward to spend



Players
columns you will know
they know themselves.

YORK

the holidays in Beverly Hill;; and Miss
Miller is still dancing to the delight of

"Sally" audiences.
• Another perfectly good rumor gone wrong.

ALICE BRADY and James Crane, it

seems, have come to the well-known
parting of the ways.
For a while there, Alice and Jimmy were

the most ardently devoted theatrical couple

in the east. Then came whispers of dis-

cord, which are now borne out by a definite

separation. Mr. Crane is now appearing in

support of Elsie Ferguson in her new play

by Zoc Akins. "The Varying Shore," while

Alice is again acting with Robert Warwick
in a piece called "Drifting." It had Its pre-

miere in New York not long ago.

By the way. the Brady star was injured

in an automobile accident near Albany, in

which her leading man. Kenneth McKenna,
was also hurt and her Japanese chauffeur
killed. She suffered a wrenched back, but
was in danger at no time.

The first picture of
Mr. and Mrs. B.ll

Hart together— their

first breakfast in San
Francisco, where they

honeymooned

It seems some offi-

cials of Cosmopolitan
Productions vetoed her

first suggestion to bu)
<;W h e n Knighthood
was in Flower," claim-

ing there was no mar-
ket for costume stuff.

Marion was just as de-

termined that the pub-
lic would love it. She
won over the refrac

tory executives, and
now — praise be — has
secured Robert Vignola
to direct it and Joseph
Urban to design the

costumes and devise the historic setting

AFTER "Penrod," his current picture,

is released. Marshall Xeilan will have
two more productions to make on his present
First National contract.

(We say this merely to make an excuse

Gloria Swanson had to fall into the ocean and be rescued by Rudolph Valentino
in Beyond the Rocks. Gloria is receiving instructions from her director

before she rows out to the place appointed for the spill. Rudie is waiting to

rescue her in his boat in the foreground. Another boat is ready to do a real

rescue in case it s needed

MARION DAYIES has won! She h

cured the rights to "When Knighthood
was in Flower." and is at present beginning
production on this famous story and play.

It offers a splendid vehicle for Miss Davies.

Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks
made a bid for the rights. Lillian Gish at

one time was eager to play the delectable

role of Mary Tudor, fascinating sister of

Henry VIII. The Fairbankses regarded it

as almost made for a dual-star production,

with Doug as Charles Brandon. But Miss
Davies got it. She deserved to get it.

for the simple reason that she had to fight

for it a long time.

for talking about Mickey. He i- more pop-

ular than most stars, even if he is only a

producer. Have you heard he and Blanche

Sweet are to be married in the sprin--

H
left.

ARRY CARFY. Eddie Polo, and Eileen

Sedgwick, all Universal stand-bys, have

Carey has been considered, especially in

the past year, one of the best bets Universal,

or any other company, had to offer. He i-

a consistently fine actor, and always has had
a cood deal to say about his own pictures

which, contrary to formula, has helped Hi-

contract has expired with Laemmle"s com-

pany, and, as he has always threatened to

do, he is taking a Ions vacation on hi-

ranch.

Mi-s Sedgwick and Mr. Polo are two of

the biggest drawing-cards in the -erial field.

UNIVERSAL is about to release "Foolish
Wives" to an eager world. Thi-

"World's First Million Dollar Production"
has l>nn winking at Broadway from electrics

for so long now that the premiere itself

cannot possibly be much of a sensation

Have you noticed how they are billing Eric

von Stroheim? As "The Man That You Low-
to Hate!"

IT i-n'i a "pro- story." It didn't come
from the publicity department of \

graph, or a "personal representative" at all.

It's simply the story of what spoiled Alice

Calhoun's Christmas.
Mr-. Calhoun, a splendid woman who.

like Mrs Gish, has helped her daughter to

,i successful career and at the same time kepi

her sane and sweet, has always made a lot

of Christmas. She has always had a Christ-

mas tree, and the stockings hanging from
the mantel-piece, and all the good old-

fashioned festivities. In spite of the fact

that Vitagraph called the Calhoun- to Cal

ifornia, where Alice made "The Little Mm
i-ter." they went ahead with all their prep-

arations for a happy holiday. The gifts

were bought; the tree was trimmed; the

holly wreaths hung
And on Christmas day. the Calhoun-'

chauffeur had a wire telling him that bis

mother had been killed by a mail truck
in Brooklyn.
There was no more fun in that household.

The entire 'attentions of the family wen-
centered in. John. He was comforted and
cheered; his tirkrt east was bought; he was
-ent on hi- sad journey with the assurance
Of support both financial and >piritual

Alice and her mother and her uncle saw
him off in person; and his job will be wait-

ing for him when he gets back.

ON the night of the opening of Griffith's

new picture "Orphans of the Storm"
in New York. Ernest Lubitsch. the I

man Director who made "Pas-ion." I
1

ception." and other historical feature-, wa-
in the audience.

"Reminds me of the -tory of Mischa El-
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man and Godowski," said John Barrymore,
who was also an interested spectator. "They
were seated in a box at the first public

appearance of Heifetz, the brilliant young
violinist, at the Hippodrome. It was a

j

success for Heifetz and it was natural that

hi~ rival did not enjoy it nearly as much as

Godowski. Half way through the program
Elman turned to Godowski, and, running his

finger under his collar and stretching his

link, remarked:
"It's warm in here."

''Not for pianists," said Godowski.
Of course at the end of the

picture Mr. Lubitsch made highly
complimentary remarks about
Mr. Griffith's effort, but he
probably made a mental reserva-

tion that some day he was go-
ing to beat it.

More power to him if he
does. We can't have too many
good pictures.

THE divorce action filed by
Jean Acker against Rudolph

Valentino has been on trial in

the superior court of Los Ange-
les but, up to this time, as yet

no decision has been rendered.

Mrs. Valentino sued for a divorce

on the grounds of desertion and
is asking a huge amount of ali-

mony.
It is a most unpleasant and

distasteful affair. Everyone in

the motion picture colony resents

it.

But so far Mr. Valentino has
maintained a dignified silence

and has done as little fighting

as possible to protect his pocket-
book, which is apparently the

only vital point menaced by his

wife's attack.

Photoplay Magazine
THEODORE KOSLOFF, the famous

Russian dancer now under contract to
Cecil de Mille, is also head of a very exclu-
sive dancing school in Hollywood, where
the stars go for instruction and reduction
and where the society girls of the city also
attend.

He has one class of small girls, around
five. The other day a lady brought her
daughter out to enter in the class, but
upon seeing M. Kasloff, the young lady set

up such an outcry that they had to take
her away. It seemed that she had seen

MARY is going to turn the tables on
Jack. Mary's brother directed, or

helped direct, "Little Lord Fauntleroy." Now
it is the other way around: she will put
young Mr. Pickford through his paces for

"The Tailor-Made Man," which will re-

introduce Jack to the screen.

Mary, said to have suffered a nervous
breakdown abroad, has completely recovered

and is ready for work again. It is rumored
that she and Doug may make a picture of

"The Florentine Lovers." Anyway, the

world will never rest until it has seen the

Fairbanks family in the same picture, and
then it will want it done again.

CAROL DEMPSTER is the latest player

to be "loaned.''

D. W. Griffith has permitted her to

leave his studio to make one picture : John
Barrymore's "Sherlock Holmes." Mr. Barry-
more, by the way, attended the opening of

"Orphans of the Storm," with Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Parker ( Margaret Greene, who played

in Ethel Barrymore's "Declasse" company
last season). The famous young actor ap-
plauded vigorously for Miss Lillian Gish,

whose ardent admirer he has always been.

Afterwards his party went to the Knick-
bocker Grill, to watch the popular Irene

Castle dance; and he bowed low over Irene's

slim hand, much to the delight of the laymen
present.

Instead of saying "There, Little Girl.Don't Cry,'" director

Maurice Campbell is aiding and abetting Constance Uin-

ney by providing the glycerine drops.

Of course Constance really cries—but
real tears don t always photograph.
The violinist is also an aid to emotion

Theodore shoot a man in "Forbidden Fruit,"
and it seemed so real to her that she
couldn't forgive him.

"So I lose a pupil for that," said Theodore,
"and I ask you is it my fault some fool
woman take a child like that to see a
Cecil de Mille production? Mr. de Mille
do not make pictures for babies!"

JIM RENNIE is back in the east, and
maybe you think he isn't glad.

He likes California, and all that; and
he enjoyed participating in "The Dust

Flower" with Helene Chad-
wick for Mr. woldwyn's com-
pany. But, after all, Dorothy
was in Manhattan, and—that
was all there was to it. The
Gish sisters made a series of per-
sonal appearances in conjunction
with Griffith's "The Two Or^
phans"—beg pardon, "Orphans
of the Storm," in which Lillian

and Dorothy are, for the first

time, featured in the billing.

This is a distinction never be-
fore achieved by any player in

D. W.'s company. "With Lil-

lian and Dorothy Gish" is on
all the placards of the new pro-
duction, and it's safe to say that

their names mean as much to

the public as any others. Read
the review of "Orphans of the

Storm" in the Shadow Stage in

this issue.

WHEN is a star not a star?

It was only a few
months ago that Lasky an-
nounced Agnes Ayres and Jack
Holt, worthy popularities both,

as acquisitions to his stellar

ranks. Agnes made one starring

picture, "The Lane that Had No
Turning." Mr. Holt made sev-

eral. The newest production plans to ema-
nate from the west coast studios give Agnes
Ayres and Jack Holt the co-starring roles

in William deMille's version of "Bought and
Paid For."

BEBE has bobbed her hair.

It s customary to win beauty prizes, but
Arthur Trimble, aged five, won prizes

because of his intelligence as well as
his good looks. He has an important
part in Rupert Hughes new picture

to tell, when anything is on Bebe, whether
you like it or not. It always looks so nice.

Incidentally that young lady is wearing a
very gorgeous new string of real pearls,

since Christmas, and a stunning jade and
diamond pendant.

MABEL NORMAND'S health is very
bad again and the brilliant little come-

dienne has not been able to start her sched-
uled picture for Mack Sennett.

Since we saw Mabel again in "Molly-O"
we are all awaiting more productions from
her. Molly-0 was then old Mabel Normand,
and certainly nobody has arisen to take
her place.

Mabel was present at the opening of her
film at the Mission Theater in Los Angeles,
and sat between Abraham Lehr and Charlie
Chaplin.

Since then I have been daily awaiting
announcement of her engagement to Charlie,

because he never goes out with a young lady
without that result.

(Continued on page 78)

Bebe Daniels hands, demonstrating the
difference in watches, 17th and 20th
centuries. To the left, the modern
platinum-and-diamond wrist-watch. To
the right, a ring watch, inherited from

Bebe's great-great-grandmother



The Movie Comedians'

Union Holds Its

Annual Banquet

IT was a grand event. The hotel was wrecked.

The regular guests who survived were sent to

the lunatic asylum. The waiters were annihilated

to the last man. Thirteen comedians perished in

their emotional efforts to imitate Chaplin and seven

died from custard-pic poisoning. The party cost

more money than von Stroheim's "Foolish Wives."

A good time was had by all, particularly the

survivors. Tomorrow night, "East Lynne."
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MISS LULU BETT—Paramount

FOR the benefit of those \vho have not read the novel nor

seen the play (there may be one or two left in the

outlying districts) we may explain that the heroine of

"Miss Lulu Bett" is a drab, pathetic spinster who is per-

mitted to live with her married sister. She is also per-

mitted to do all the house work—cooking, dish washing,

cleaning and general shock absorbing. She has a pretty

thin time of it, until a long forgotten brother-in-law arrives

after twenty years of globe trotting, and marries her. Then
comes the discovery that he has had another wife, and isn't

sure whether she's alive or dead. So Lulu goes back to the

kitchen sink.

Mr. DeMille has shown rare skill and intelligence in his

handling of the story. What is more, he receives stalwart

assistance from Lois Wilson. It is doubtful whether any-

one else in the films could have played the part half so well.

Others in the generally excellent cast are Theodore Roberts,

Clarence Burton and Milton Sills.

BOOMERANG BILL—Cosmopolitan-Paramount

LIONEL BARRYMORE in "Boomerang Bill" gives a re-

markably finished performance, and as he is aided by
a swift moving story and a good production, he succeeds in

providing exceptionally good entertainment.

"Boomerang Bill" is the story of a crook who came to

New York and fell in love with a girl who worked at the

cash counter in a "one arm" lunch-room. He found that

she possessed a delicate mother, but not sufficient funds to

take her mother to the country where she could regain her
health. So Boomerang Bill resolved to pull one last hold-up
—and then reform. But the "last trick" is always fatal

—

and Bill was caught and sent to jail. While he was serving

his term, another man came along and offered Bill's girl

the opportunities for herself and her sick mother that Bill

himself had tried in vain to provide. The story is a sad
one, well told, and punches over a moral.
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A review of the new pictures

ORPHANS OF THE STORM—D. W. Griffith

THIS production is so colossal in conception and in

execution; its great moments move one so much; its

thrills are so stirring, it is difficult to pin it to paper.

Griffith has come back with a bang. After "Dream
Street," this great historical masterpiece brings again the

Griffith of "The Birth of a Nation" and "Intolerance," but

with an added charm, a new softness, a fresh appeal. He
tells an old, old story—the story of "The Two Orphans."

He has retitled it and remade it. Against the bloody back-

ground of the French Revolution, Griffith has painted a

beautiful picture: a tender portrait of devotion and sacrifice.

He has recreated history as no other living man has done.

And this is his greatest triumph. It is massive, but it is

human.
And let us comment on the very curious fact that the

French Revolution is perennial. Somehow it takes hold

of the human imagination as can no other great social up-

heaval in human affairs. Compared with events that have

followed, the turbulent period of the Reign of Terror is not

on a particularly grand scale: e. g., the Napoleonic wars,

and our own great Civil conflict, not to mention the recent

World war, and the cruel and bloody Russian revolution.

But it fascinates. Griffith was wise in his choice of a
theme for this production.

It is spectacular, but it has little moments of very per-

sonal appeal—tiny, heart-throbbing seconds on the screen

during which you hold your breath for fear you will break

the charm and the magic picture will vanish. You are

Henrielte and Louise, or you are the Chevalier de Vaudrey



Motion Picture Time and Money

PHOTOPLAY'S SELECTION
of the SIX BEST

PICTURES of the MONTH

ORPHANS OF THE STORM

MISS LULU BETT

THREE LIVE GHOSTS
»

BOOMERANG BILL

RED HOT ROMANCE

JUST AROUND THE CORNER

and Daiiton. You are awaiting the embrace of Madame
Guillotine; you are a part of that unforgettable page in the

book of the world. No history ever written can begin to

compare with this photoplay for genuine instruction. Every
child in the world should see it. True, it takes liberties

with actual dates and events; but the spirit is there.

There are, we said, moments of surpassing beauty

—

greater than anything ever put on the screen or the stage.

One, the love scene of Henriette and the Chevalier: touch-
ing, tender, true. Another, the most dramatic of all cellu-

loid climaxes: the almost-meeting of the two orphans. The
thrills come when the heroine is rescued from the guillo-

tine—and this is not the best part of the drama. But much
may be forgiven a director who can reach out from the
screen and put a tear in your eye and a lump in your
throat.

As for the acting—it is superb. First honors go to Miss
Lillian Gish. Each new Gish portrayal is finer than the
one before. The actress works. With a rare beauty and
personal charm, she is not content. Her Henriette is sub-
lime. Her sister, Dorothy, as Louise, has the second-best
role, which she performs with exquisite art. Joseph Schild-
kraut, as the Chevalier, is charming. But Monte Blue, as
Danton, the outstanding figure of the Revolution, is the best
man in the cast. Of heroic mold, he plays magnificent lv.

and proves himself one of our few fine actors. Honorable
mention to Lucille La Verne, Frank Puglia, Sheldon Lewis,
Morgan Wallace, Frank Losee, and the gentleman who
played Robespierre so splendfdly. The musical score is

appropriate.

Once more—don't miss this.
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THREE LIVE GHOSTS—Paramount

A COMEDY—well acted, convincing and dramatic— is

the rarest thing in the world. A jumble of impossible

situations, made thrillingly real, can show the greatest sort

of artistry. ''Three Live Ghosts" scores on both points.

The plot of the story is laid in London, and the picture was
filmed there. That, in itself, is a unique feature. It tells

of three war pals who are reported lost—and who, quite

miraculously, escape from a German prison camp. They
are a ne'er do well, in fear of the law; an aristocratic gentle-

man, shell shocked out of his identity and into the habit of

stealing; and a man of the slums. Their triple return to

life affords material that the whole family may enjoy to-

gether. Anna Q. Nilsson and Norman Kerry play the leads.

And their supporting cast is uniformly good. There are

moments when one feels an ecstasy of sheer delight—when
Spoojy, the aristocrat (done splendidly by one Cyril Chad-
wick) crosses Picadilly with a stolen sheep and a kid-

napped baby. «

RED HOT ROMANCE— First National

ASL'RE fire hit if there ever was one. This remarkable
combination of keen edged satire and sure-fire melo-

drama, which was written and produced by the indefatigable

team of John Emerson and Anita Loos, is described by
them as "a tale of young love and old hokum."
The description is about as descriptive as it is possible

for any description to be. For "Red Hot Romance" is a
remarkably good burlesque of a ham film. So effective

is it, that there are moments when even the most cynical

and sophisticated observer will be tempted to rise out of his

orchestra chair and cheer. The hero (like all heroes) is a
young American who is pining for romantic adventure. The
heroine (like all heroines) is a high bred American girl,

who is yearning for love. The plot's laid in South America.
The leading parts are well handled by Basil Sidney and
May Collins, and the entire cast enters into the spirit.
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JUST AROUND THE CORNER—
Cosmopolitan-Paramount

Just a gentle story, sometimes tragic, always charm-
ing, directed and adapted by Frances Marion who once

again proves herself an outstanding figure of our films.

She puts the woman's point of view on the screen with

rare delicacy. Her cast is fine: Lewis Sargent, Margaret
Seddon. Sigfrid Holmquist, Fred Thomson.

MY BOY—First National

Those who said that Jackie Coogan was just a kid

with a trick should see his latest stellar film. The wonder
child of celluloid gives a beautiful performance, in a

touching, if trite, little tale. He amuses you and he

makes you cry; and if that is not art. what is? Claude
Gillingwater. as his adopted father, lives up to his splen-

did reputation. Take the children—take everybody!
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THE LITTLE MINISTER—Vitagraph

Of the two versions of the Barrie classic, this seems

to us the better. It is more sincere, although not nearly

so elaborate. It puts the precious characters on the

screen as real people; you know Babbie and Gavin as

if you were in Thrums yourself. David Smith's direc-

tion is excellent. Alice Calhoun is beautiful as Babbie;
with unlimited artistry. James Morrison is delightful.

THE LITTLE.MINISTER—Paramount

Penrhyn Sta'nlaws has made many beautiful pictures,

but he has not made so many good pictures. Betty

Compson he has permitted to pose in the Maude Adams
role. Lavishly mounted, this is nevertheless a mechanical

film. George Hackathorn as the little minister is a

revelation. He should have played Sentimental Tommy.
Worthy of stardom—one of our finest young actors.

FOOUS PARADISE—Paramount

A Cecil deMille picture has got to be wonderful or

terrible. This is terrible. It is so well done in parts

that it seems sacrilege to have spoiled it so completely

in the latter reels. It is not Leonard Merrick's "Laurels

and the Lady." It is a queer hodge-podge of the deMille

of "The Whispering Chorus" and "The Affairs." Dorothy
Dalton is the redeeming feature. She is splendid.

GO

HAIL THE WOMAN—Associated First National

A fine picture—not a world-beater, but one you should

see. C. Gardner Sullivan has a big theme, and with the

exception of the too-flowery titles, it is handled in a big

way. Good entertainment always; and you'll stay for

the finish. A real all-star cast includes Florence Vidor,

the brilliant Madge Bellamy, Lloyd Hughes. Theodore
Roberts, and an adorable baby named Muriel Dana.
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R. S. V. P.—First National

Charles Ray, having exhausted all the favorite forms

of athletic sports, now turns his attention to indoor pur-

suits, and in "R. S. V. P." assumes the role of an art

student. The change is not a happy one, and Mr. Ray
does not appear to good advantage. The plot is woe-
fully thin and many of the situations ridiculous. Harry
Myers renders able support to the star.

FIFTY CANDLES—Hodkinson
A masterpiece of melodrama. If you want a chill and

a thrill, don't miss it. It is not. however, a picture that

will last; it is hardly human enough. A weird story, ex-

ceedingly well enacted by a cast headed by the charming
Marjorie Daw, who has been appearing too seldom to

suit us. Then there are Bertram Grassby and Edward
Burns.

RENT FREE—Paramount

This, for the name alone, should appeal to house-

holders. Fortunately it offers more than a name.
Wallace Reid in an artist's smock and Lila Lee with her

hair bewilderingly tumbled, do a delightfully impossible

house-breaking act—and get away with it. The titles

are clever and there is a plot. Take the whole family.

Take the neighbors, too.

THE RIGHT THAT FAILED—Metro

Why aren't there more pictures like this one? A
family film with a convincing cast, a good story, and a
mighty real prize fight is something decidedly out of

the ordinary. Bert Lytell is a charmingly tough prize

fighter, Virginia Valli is worth watching—on the score of

looks and acting—and De Witt Jennings is the perfect

thing in fathers.

THE LANE THAT HAD NO TURNING—
Paramount

Agnes Ayres is very pretty, but a bit over-marcelled
in her first starring venture. She plays a loyal young
wife with a great deal of care, but little fire. Acting
honors go easily to Theodore Kosloff. who gave a splendid

interpretation of a difficult and unsympathetic role.

Maylon Hamilton was personable, as usual.

WINNING WITH WITS—Fox

Not so bad, nearly, as the name would lead one to

suppose. The story of a good little actress who clears

her father's honor—when he is accused of robbery—and
generally fixes things for everybody. Barbara Bedford

is the Priscilla Deanish heroine. And Wilson Hummel
does fine work as the stage manager. It's worth the

price of admission.
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l\Y A Diary of

Above : Too decollete
for a fuller view—a belle

of the "Mystic Islands.

At right : In Moorea

—

the very name suggests
poetry and mystery

THE Golden Gate has clos

faint blur that is the o

But I do not look at it.

look' ahead, out across th

lands of the South Sea, whithe
"Tahiti"' sailed from San Franci
going to see the rainbow's end.

have longed to see the fairyland

lands of the cannibals, the orch
am on my way. I have been in

to do this picture.

ed behind us. I can still see a

utline of the coast of California.

I do not want to. I want to

e blue Pacific, where lie the Is-

r we are bound. The steamer

sco at high noon. I am really

Ever since I was a little girl I

of the South Seas, the strange

ids and the cocoanuts. And I

a sort of daze ever since I signed

There is the most interesting looking, dark-skinned foreign woman
on board. I wonder who she is. She is dressed very smartly in

the most expensive looking tailor suit and she smokes monogrammed
cigarettes in a gold holder. I must find out about her. She has
a fascinating history I know.

Walked on the Promenade deck with the captain. He swore if
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Taura of Tahiti

—

a native actor
of much note and

ability

I didn't kiss him, he'd sink

the ship.

Saved a thousand lives!

The interesting dark lady

of the cigarettes! I knew
she was somebody.
No less a personage than

the Princess Terii nui o'

Tahiti Pomare V. Only in

Tahiti she says they call

her Princess Boots. The
eldest daughter of the last

reigning queen of Tahiti.

The last of the royal line,

the representative of all

that is fine and best in the

Tahitian race. She is ex-

tremely cultured and intelli-

gent. Fascinating, unique.

She tells me much of Tahiti

and its legends.

Has beautiful, dark eyes

and speaks four languages

fluently. Has lived in San

Francisco and Paris for years.

She is very dignified, yet with

a royal simplicity of manner.

She is merely going over on

business and says she will

probably come back on the

same boat with us.

Says she has a thousand

cousins. The islands are more
prolific than I thought.



"the Mystic Islands"
Just crossed the equator. I couldn't see it,

but I felt it. It stole through my blood some-
how. Now we are coasting down hill.

Oh, the Princess! Now that the tropics have
engulfed us, she has changed utterly. Bit by
bit, she has reverted to native costume. This
morning she came on deck with her long, black

hair down her back, sandals on her feet, and a

loose silken garment wrapped about her. She

Miss Renick—her
eyes speak as one
fresh from a land

of dreams

:^f"p
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Above: the ship which
bore the adventurers ; at

right: Paki, one of the
most famous dancers
in all of these islands

was sitting in the salon, and quite casually rolling leaves of
crudely dried, black tobacco in pandanus leaves. When she
had finished, she calmly proceeded to light the strong thing
and smoke it. She offered me one but I stuck to my American
brand.

But what a strong land this must be to which I am going.
Already she is claiming her own.

Tonight we stood on deck beneath the blazing splendor of
the Southern Cross. A tiny shaving of a moon paled before it.

The stars swing low in the heavens, like orange Chinese

lanterns hung up against a

black velvet curtain to light

some fete. It is so decorative,

so exaggerated that it makes
me light-headed already. I

feel the lure of the South
Pacific.

Think the ship's doctor is

making eyes at me but can't

be sure, he looks so much like

Ben Turpin.

Millions of beautiful flying

fish and a school of whales

about the ship but no land.

We have sighted land. Soon,
soon, I will be in the wonder
land of the whole world. I

am too excited to write.

At last—the land of gentle

voices and wonderful reality.

Oh, it is more, much more
than I anticipated. No one
could have words to describe

it. My head is like a gallery

of beautiful pictures.

The island of Tahiti is 150
miles long, and the whole 150
is one profusion of wild fruits,

green, waving heights, and
masses of brilliant, rich, exotic

flowers. The air is the most
fragrant, delicious, intoxicat-

ing thing that ever was created. Every little breeze that

blows through the thick growths wafts a new combination of

irresistible perfumes to me.

I will not be responsible under this influence! Everything

fades into a sort of confused dream. One finds oneself won-

dering what it was all about. This—this, with its gorgeous

colors, its dreamy scents, its luxuriant growth, its simple, primi-

tive life, is the only reality.

We are living in Papiete. the main village of the island, at

the famous Tiare Hotel, where all the famous men who have

come to this Paradise have lived. It is a white, one story
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building, with the open-work Chinese roof, built on stilts as

all the houses are to allow the circulation of air beneath.

It has no bathrooms. I do not think there is a bathroom
on the island. There are pools, there is the lagoon, the beach.

Everyone bathes all the time, but they bathe in the clear, cool

water of these places nature has so generously provided.

1 am amazed at the people of Tahiti. How ignorant we
are of the other folks that inhabit our globe. How bound by
our little duties, our little home spot.

The first thing that impresses me is their immense dignity

and kindliness. They have the proudest carriage I have ever

seen and 1 adore the straight, graceful way they hold them-
selves. They are most beautifully shaped, these children of

nature, just as people ought to be. unmarred by any restrictions

or civilized ways of living. Their skin is not yellow or black

or even brown, but that lovely, lustrous tan shade that you
see on fair people in California who have become deeply tanned

by the sun. The girls live in the shade as much as they can,

to keep as light as possible."

Most of them wear nothing but their pareu (dress) which
is a strip of gaily colored cloth caught about them in the

most graceful drape. The Princess Boots says that the girls

are becoming more and more civilized and one of them wears
a corset, but I haven't seen her yet. They never are without
this pareu and use it for everything. They bathe in it, and
when they put on their good dresses, gowns made either of

cheap American or European cloth or of the gauzy native linen,

they wear it underneath as we wear our lingerie.

The girls have beautiful legs and feet and the loveliest little

hands you ever saw. It is quite amazing. It really makes them
very attractive and they are so clean and sweet and fresh.

They put cocoanut oil on their thick black hair and when they

come out of the water, where they spend so much of their time,

they give their hair a shake and it is all dry. How simple!

I began by wearing my bathing suit, but today I, too, went
to my bathing pool with my pareu on. Men and women bathe
together with the utmost simplicity and unconcern, so naturally

that you would feel prudish to object.

Already I have discovered that the national means of trans-

portation in Tahiti is the bicycle. There are very few cars

here, and those are mostly of very expensive French make
and belong to the French Government officials or people who
live on the Island.

It is impossible to sleep here at night. It is too beautiful,

too heavenly. Last night the perfume of the flowers woke me
and I went out and sat beside the wonderful lagoon, where
the stars were reflected as though in a magic mirror. The
stillness is the most exquisite thing that I have ever experi-

enced. It makes you feel as though your body were some-
where else, floating about, and only your spirit was saturated

in the wonder of the night.

We are not allowed to swim in the (Continued on page go)

Slang Dictionary of the Studio

By WALLACE REID

K
ILL that baby"—Turn off the

small spotlight.

'Cut back"—Term used in cut-

ting when director wants to

.continue a scene which was shown be-

fore.

"Knock that nigger down"—Take down
black shield used to protect camera
from glare of lights.

"Cooking negative"—Overdeveloping.

"Soup"—Developer.
"Fade out"—Gradual dimming out of

scene.

"Can't get juice"—No electricity.

"Carbons froze"—Light has gone dead.

"Hook up"—Connect the lights.

"Footage"—Order of cameraman to his

assistant to measure for long shots,

closeups, etc.

"Frame"—Order to projection machine
operator when scene is not on screen in

right position.

"Clear" —Everbody off the set.

"Hold your lights" —Don't turn them off.

"Atmosphere" -Same as supers on stage.

Persons who just stand around. "Ex-
tras."

"Lens Louse"—Person who is always
trying to crawl within camera range.

"Cut"—Word to cameraman to quit

turning the crank.

"Shooting a scene" —Taking a scene,

''Patching"

—

Putting scene together.

"Long shot" —30 to 50 feet from camera.

"Closeups" -5 feet of so from camera.
"Medium"—Half way between long shot

and closeup.

"Take 'em away"—Turn out the lights.

"Slap these together"—Film cutter's

slang for splicing scenes.

"Duping"—Making a negative from a

print.

"Hit 'em"—Turn on the lights.

"Start your action"—Director's order to
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actors to begin moving for the picture.

"On the set"
—

"in the set"; "set" being
term used to indicate the room, house,
cabaret, etc., built in the studio for the
picture.

"Turn on the sun"—Want some light,

chiefly sunlight arc.

"Klieg eyes"—The rays of the Klieg

lights strike an actor's eyes and injure

I hem and he has "Klieg eyes."

'Shoot"—Take the picture.

'Furniture Hawk"—Property man.
'Slap that desk"—One property man

tells another to place a piece of furni-

ture in a certain position.

'You've got a holiday"—Holiday means
a spot uncovered by paint.

'Rattle your hock"—Hurry up.

'Double exposure"—Trick of camera in

making one person appear in the scene
at the same time in different action, etc.

'Strike that set"—Tear down a set.

'Set dead" All of the scenes have been
taken and the set can be torn down.

'Tli, it's a strike"—The set may be torn
dow n.

'Still" A plain photograph—stationary

objects—as contrasted with a moving
picture.

'Tape it"—Cameraman's order to mea-
sure- distance from players to camera.

'Let's have some stock"—Cameraman
uses this when he wants his assistant

tf> get more film.

'( letting any Static/"—Static is elec-

trical current that exposes on film in

streaks.

'Location"
—"Out on location"—Taking

scenes some place other than the
studio' floor.

'Dress" a set—Fixing up the details,

such as hanging curtains, laying rugs,

fixing articles on a table, etc.

'Hit So and So in the face with that

mirror"—Turn the mirror so that it

will reflect light on the person's face.

'Flood the spot"—Open the spotlight

wider. "Flood" them with lights. Put
strong lights all over persons in set.

'Hogging the camera"—Some one who
always looks in the camera and want^
to be prominent in every scene.



"Mr. and

Mrs.

When the handsome
hero of"Dream Street
married little Marjone
Seaman, who was an
extra girl in the Griffith

production, the whole
world wanted to know
about her. So here
she is—in the first pic-

tures published since
she became Mrs. Ralph

Graves

Here is a real romance of
the films. Married in

the Middle-West, where
Graves went to claim his

bride, they had their

honeymoon in a Califor-
nia bungalow. Ralph is

making pictures for Gold-
wyn now. Marjone seems
to have forsaken her
screen career, being quite
content to preside over
the Graves menage in

Hollywood. She is petite

and charming. Even the
more jealous Graves ad-
miresses will find it hard
to find fault with her!



Under-

HTHIS is another of a
•*- series of satirical arti-

cles on the different phases

of life as portrayed in the

motion pictures. Mr.
Wright is one of the lead-

ing satirists writing in

English today, and is the

author of "Europe After

8:15," "Misinforming a

Nation," "The Man of

Promise," and numerous
other well-known books

The principal crime indulged in by the light-fingered denizens of the screen s un-
derworld is the cracking of safes and the removal therefrom of pearl necklaces

By

WILLARD
HUNTINGTON

WRIGHT

Decorations by

RALPH BARTON

THE underworld, as we are made privy to it in the

average screen melodrama, is one mass of subterranean
labyrinth.-, cryptic grottoes, and underground cata-

combs; and nearly every second or third building above
ground is an opium joint in which every bunk is filled with

comatose devotees.

Then there are the secret lodgings of wealthy Chinese
criminals, fitted up like Oriental auction-rooms; and the

elaborate ''trick" dwellings of the "Master Minds" of the

underworld, where, by pressing a button, panels slide away,
trap doors yawn, bookcases disappear and become stairways,

whole sections of floor revolve, arm-chairs collapse, and all

manner of similar architectural surprises occur.

Furthermore, the screen's underworld is almost entirely

populated with shady gentlemen who pursue lives of crime.

Subtract the professional crooks from the motion-picture demi-
monde, and all you would have left would be a handful of

policemen, half a dozen blonde cabaret dancers, a few Chinese
laundrymen, a score of bartenders, and a couple of pawn-
brokers who look like Sir Forbes-Robertson Shylock.

These crooks of the screen fall into two distinct classes.

The first is what is known as the "gentleman burglar." He is

a dashing devil of astounding perspicacity, a rare gift for

philosophic utterance, and an irresistible fascination for wealthy
society debutantes.

This super-Raffles is at heart an honest and upright youth
who has gone in for a nefarious life as the result of altruistic

complexes, his object, as a rule, being a more equitable re-

distribution of the world's wealth. He robs only predatory

Wall Street magnates of the tainted lucre which they, in turn,

have looted from indigent widows and orphans.
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This young philanthropic "gentleman burglar" may be dis-

tinguished by his snappily-cut suit of gaudy, checkered home-
spun, his fuzzy cap with the veranda-like visor, his light gray

spats, and his watch-chain draped diagonally athwart his bosom.

He is never without an enormous gold cigarette case and a long

ivory holder.

The other type of screen crook is a low fellow. Evil oozes

from every pore. The moment you rest eyes on him you
know he is a criminal. He simply couldn't be anything else.

He needs a shave, and his hair is a mere collection of "cow-

licks." His ears protuberate, and he constantly keeps his eyes

half-closed in that shifty, menacing way which crooks have.

HE. too. wears a cap. but it is dark and tight-fitting, and he
pulls it far down over his eyes. He is always puffing on

the stub of a cigarette in the extreme corner of his mouth,
with the tip pointing almost straight downward; and he never

exhales smoke except through his nostrils. He wears no
cravat, though sometimes he ties a soiled bandanna about his

throat; and his sack coat—which is of different material from
his trousers—is always too large for him, and minus a button
or two.

When at work at his trade, he (unlike the "gentleman
burglar") merely encircles his lower features with a handker-
chief. He is known by some such appellations as The Wolf.
Once-over Dave, Short-arm Gus, Moll-Buzzer Ben. Hop-head
Harry, or Jake the Blood. In fact, all the screen criminals

are designated in this descriptive manner. A person named
Harold Van Doozer or Percival W. Breckenridge could no more
be a "movie" gunman than could an orthodox deacon or a
male milliner.
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The principal crime indulged in by the light-fingered denizens

of the screen's underworld is the cracking of safes and the

removal therefrom of pearl necklaces.

And no wonder! Screen burglars are veritable wizards when
it comes to cracking safes. Compared with them Houdini is

an armless infant. Give any one of them ten seconds and

a hair-pin, and the door of any steel vault will fly open like

nothing at all. It is positively miraculous. To them a six-

inch, chilled-steel, reinforced, double-bolted safe offers no more
difficulties than would a shoebox or a lunch-basket.

Moreover, they are capable of performing this burgling

operation in the same room where the owner is peacefully

sleeping, without waking him up! But then, the people who
ikeep their valuables in their bedrooms are abnormally sound

sleepers; for screen burglars always jimmy open the window of

a room and climb inside without arousing the occupants; and.

in addition, they invariably turn their spot-light directly into

the sleeper's face and inspect it carefully before proceeding

to the business in hand.

A certain peculiarity of the motion-picture cracksman should

be mentioned here. It is this: he never lays his hands on any
jewelry without pausing to admire its beauties. Always before

making his getaway, he lingeringly feasts his eyes upon it, as

would a connoisseur; he holds it in the light of his lantern and
carefully appraises its workmanship, letting the gems run slowly

through his fingers, with all the ecstasy and delight of a true

artist. And he habitually does this when any second's delay

may cost him his life.

One of the most amazing points about screen burglars, is

their utter incapability when it comes to binding and gagging
their victims. Even the frail young flappers whom they tie up
to bed posts always manage to wriggle themselves loose, and
to shift their gags, within a few moments of being secured.

And, as for binding adult males—screen burglars might just as

well fasten them once around with a piece of 'laundry twine,

for they never stay put over thirty seconds.

Another incomprehensible thing about the underworld char-

acters of the screen is

that they hatch all their

plots in public cafes with-

in easy earshot of the

victim's daughter who sits

at the next table disguised

as a gas-man. And when
they are not able to call

a public conclave, they

The "gentleman burglar is a dashing devil of
irresistible fascination tor society debutantes

send each other detailed instructions in copper-plate handwrit-
ing, and always cast the note away, when read, on the floor

within two feet of the victim's son. disguised as a charwoman.
Or. if they don't send notes, they use a public telephone,

habitually selecting one with a switchboard in charge of a

policeman disguised as a working-girl.

The social life of the cinema burglar is fully as unique as

his professional existence. When not engaged in nefarious

operations in the boudoirs of the wealthy, he spends most of

his time in a basement cafe

(never one on the street-level or

upstairs), drinking straight

whiskies as fast as they can be
brought him. He sits leaning

far forward, with both elbows
on the table, his cap on, and
never smiles or moves his head
to right or left. He merely rolls

his eyes when desiring to look

about.

(Continued on page 118)

They always hatch their plots in public cafes within earshot of the victim s daughter
disguised as a gas man and the victim s son disguised as a charwoman
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$9000.00 On Christmas Eve

Octavus RoyCohen,
the veteran, earned
on the grand prize,

$5,000

Christmas eve—

a

warm fire, lots of

the season's cheer

—

contentment s u -

preme at the yule-

tide hearth. And
then the door bell

rings. It's a special

delivery letter, a

check, one of those
so temptingly pic-

tured at the right.

HERE are the four writers

who are entitled to the
distinction of being the winners
in Photoplay's short story

contest, the big magazine fea-

ture for 1021. East, west, and
south—all are represented. The
successful contestants are Octa-
vus Roy Cohen, $5,000, for

"The End of the Road"; Mrs.
Greye La Spina, $2,500, for

"A Seat on the Platform";
Adela Rogers St. Johns, $1,000,
for "Dog in the Manger"; and
Oscar Graeve, $500, for "His
Brother."

Mrs. Greye La Spina,

who is new to most
readers of popular

fiction

Yes, old Santa
was so eager to

bring the glad tid-

ings to the prize

winners that he

couldn't wait until

morning. So he
called on the post-

office to help him
in this emergency.
Result: four pre-

Christmas jubilees.

How will they spend these checks—a total of $9000?

Adela Rogers St. Johns— her prize

winning story was her first

The deciding board were
Fanny Hurst, John Farrar,

editor of the Bookman;
Professor A. F. Wilson,

School of Journalism, New
York University; Ray Long,
editor of Cosmopolitan, and
James R. Quirk, editor of

Photoplay. A tabulation of

the points each story had re-

ceived was made. A first

place was marked four

points; second, three; third,

two; and fourth, one.

When the points for each

of the contestants were
added up, the ranking of the

twenty-four candidates was
at once obvious. The four
with the highest being, of

course, the prize winners.

Oscar Graeve— seasoned both
writer and as an editor
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You cannot cut the cuticle without

piercing through in places to the

delicate nail root that lies only one-

tivelfth of an inch below the sur-

face ofthe cuticle

What causes hangnails?
You need never again

have a raw, ragged cuticle

AUTHORITIES agree that hang-

. nails are caused either by neglect

or by wrong methods of care. It neg-

lected, the cuticle will grow fast to the

nail. As the nail pushes forward, the

cuticle stretches until it can stretch no
more. Then it splits—and you have a

hangnail. Or, if you cut the cuticle with

knife or scissors, you are likely to pierce

through to the nail root and then you
get the same result.

To prevent hangnails, therefore, you
must constantly detach the cuticle from
the nail—but you must do this without

cutting or breaking it or you will have

hangnails just as surely as if you neg-

lected it.

This thin fold of scarf-skin is like the

selvage edge of a piece of cloth. When
it is cut or torn, the whole nail rim grad-

ually ravels out. This is why you can
never have smooth nail rims when

you make a practice ofcutting the cuti-

cle.

Cutex Cuticle Remover will soften

the cuticle, gently loosen it from the

nail, and take off all hard, dry edges.

If you will throw away your manicure

scissors and begin to use Cutex regu-

larly, you will never again have hang-

nails. Your very first trial will leave

your nail rims smooth and even—how-
ever rough you may have made them
by cutting.

Two new polishes to complete
your manicure

Then for the gleaming luster that you
want for your nails, try the two new
polishes that Cutex now offers you.

Cutex Powder Polish is practically in-

stantaneous. With just a few light

strokes, it gives you the highest, most

lasting luster obtainable. Cutex Liquid

Polish goes on with an absolutely uni-

form smoothness, dries instantly, and
leaves a delightful luster that keeps its

even brilliance for at least a week.

Cutex Sets in three sizes

To many thousands of people, a Cutex
Set is now an absolute toilet necessity.

You can buy them in three sizes, the

Compact Set at 60c, the Traveling Set

at 51 .50, and the Boudoir Set at

53.00. Or each preparation can be had
separately at 3 5c. At all drug and de-

partment stores in the United States

and Canada.

Introductory Set— only 15c
Send today for the new Introductory Set con-

taining samples of Cutex Cuticle Remover,
Cuticle Cream (Comfort), the new Liquid

Polish and the new Powder Polish, with or-

ange stick and emery board. Address Northam
Warren, 1 14 West I 7th St., New York, or

ifyou live in Canada, Dept. ^„j. 200 Moun-
tain St., Montreal.

The 'new Cutex

Introductory Set

MAIL THIS COUPON WITH 15 CENTS TODAY

J
Northam Warren,

• Dept. 703, 1 14 West 17 th Street,

• New York City.

: Name .

Street

.

: City and State.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLA? MAGAZINE.



"Foolish Wives 11

A review of a picture that

is an insult to every American

SO
much publicity has been given this picture, which was

released too late to be included among the Shadow
Stage reviews, that we feel our readers would like to

know what it is all about.

This—the much heralded miUion-dollar production—has
been shown at last, in fourteen reels. It is the most eccentric

film ever put together. At times startlingly beautiful, at other

times repulsively ugly, it is an amazing hodge-podge.
The American public cannot be expected to pay the million

dollars that Universal, and Erich von Stroheim, have wasted,
not spent.

An unworthy theme, the ugly amours of a pseudo-count from
Russia, it has been produced with consummate care and un-
ceasing imagination.

There is no doubt that Mr. von Stroheim probably spent
almost the press-agented million on his sets and other effects;

if he had spent as much time on his story—if he had had a
tale worth telling—he would have earned the applause of that

Broadway firstnight audience and every other audience in the
world.

As it is, he has made a photoplay that is unfit for the family
to see; that is an insult to American ideals and womanhood.
To point a doubtful moral, von Stroheim has adorned a

gruesome, morbid, unhealthy tale. That he could give to it his

admitted genius for detail and artistic talents is nothing short
of incredible.

Portraits such as Griffith himself never dreamed of. Beauti-
ful bits of acting. Monte Carlo, as real as itself. Photography
and decoration of unsurpassed appeal. And an insight into

continental morals and manners such as only, so far, we have
been able to get from certain books and paintings.

All wasted, on a story you could never permit children or

even adolescents to see. A story that sickens before you have
seen it half told. Your verdict is ready before the end.
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Absurdities and atrocious melodrama; astounding subtleties

and keen beauty—a beautiful waste.

Von Stroheim wrote the story. It is, as we have said, mor-
bid; more, it is unreal. He has lifted one of his most effective

episodes right out of Frank Norris' masterpiece, "McTeague."
At other times, he is almost original. He never knows when
to let a scene alone; he whips it into insensibility before he
lets it go. Consequently, every sequence is twice too long.

This picture, which has been advertised, actually, as "a one-

hundred per cent American" enterprise, is an insult to every

American in the audience. Consider: an American, of sufficient

prestige and importance to be selected by the President of the

United States as a special envoy in charge of a vitally important

mission to the Prince of Monaco, is depicted as a man who does

not know how to enter a room or wear formal dress!

His wife is represented as the type of woman who strikes

up a terrace flirtation with a Russian count who accepts money
from a serving maid! To say nothing of the continual innuen-

does as to American ideals; the little sly thrusts at our tra-

ditions and our sentiments.

The actors are all good. Rudolph Christians is excellent;

Miss DuPont pretty and perfumed and exceedingly common-
place as the Foolish Wife—there is only one of them. Mae
Busch is sparkling and would have been more if she had had
an opportunity; Maude George makes the most of her role; she

has it—the talent and the temperament; Dale Fuller is exceed-

ingly good. Von Stroheim, who is a competent actor at all

times, projects himself into too many scenes.

He has abused his directorial privileges.

This film may make money. That is a question. It is not

a picture that will do you any good. It is not good, wholesome
entertainment.

It is not artistically great.

It is really nothing.
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West
hair NET
a®each 6 lUotorcSrand
Hand Made Twice Sterilized

All Shades

Cap or
-f r -, T? A f^T-I Cray and While

Fringe 13C H/W^ Ll Double Price

The West "Elsie" Coiffure

A striking hair dress, becoming to almost every

type. This charming style and several others

are described and illustrated in our beautiful

little booklet, "Guide To Hair Dressing At
Home, " sent postpaid on receipt of 6c.

' /S^\

[or <Dveru Wear- (S)vervjwnere

TUTOMEN in every walk of life are learning to give preference toW the West Hair Net. The West Beach and Motor Brand is

gaining favor for every wear—everywhere. Its durability makes it ideal

for sport wear, while its liberal size, its shape and invisibility make it

the choice net for social and business wear.

Thirty inch strands of specially selected hair instead of die usual 18 inch

lengths are used in all West Nets and the West process renders them both
invisible and exceptionally strong. There is a West Net for every shade of hair,

including gray and white.

West Hair Nets are woven more closely than other nets, being 12x38
instead of the ordinary 10x38 mesh.

Ask for, Insist On and Be sure you get the

West Beach & Motor Net— The Larger Net.

West Hair Curlers

are unsurpassed in producing any
wavy effect desired. Simply
dampen the hair slightly and
wind loosely around the curler.

This simple
little curler can-
not catch,cut nr

injure the hair.

Guaranteed a

Lifetime

Card ofZ, 10c

Cardof5,25c

WES^£tECTRIC
cX^t/fatr X?urters

West Electric Hair Curler Co., Philadelphia, Pa
Canadian Distributors : H. B. Holtoway & Co.,

Toronto, Canada

SOFTEX
The Shampoo Exquisite

Softex preserves the natural oils and
will make your hair look thicker,

softer and lovelier. An absolutely safe

shampoo. With or Without Henna.

One Size Only
10c a package

Your Dealer

Should Have Them
NOTE: If your dealer can-
not supply you, order from
us direct, enclosing purchase
price and your dealer's name

and address.

When you write to advertisers please mention THOTOrLAY MAGAZINE.



Petrova's
Paee

JEAXETTE

:

I hope that my telegram, thanking you for your beauti-

ful letter of good wishes for my recovery, reached you

with due speed.

Upon my soul, it really takes some untoward happening

such as my accident to show one that so many gentle thoughts

exist. I was very much intrigued by one sentence in your note,

with that genius for contradiction, that seems to be your most

characteristic attribute you say, "Do tell me all your sensations

when you saw that the accident was going to happen, although,

when I come to think of it, you must have been unconscious,

poor darling."

As a matter of fact I was never so clearly conscious in my
life. As the street car ripped a huge gash in the side of my
beautiful new landaulet, and I saw, through the crescent of

my arm—I had put up an elbow to protect my face from the

splintering of the glass—its big shiny surface, it occurred

to me that I had never before properly appreciated the relative

size of a mere human in comparison with a metropolitan

tram.

The next thought that came to me was that something had

snapped in my back and that I was not occupying my seat

with the same dignity of poise that is usually mine, even

under the most trying circumstances. However, summoning
what was left of my sang froid to my aid, I managed to walk

across the street and into the building in which Dr. Stewart

has his office. Whereupon my third thought was that if I

were going to shuffle off this mortal coil I couldn't have chosen

a more convenient spot in which to perform the operation.

Doctor (John D.) had left for Great Neck—he did not

know of my surprise visit to drive him home—but Dr. Post,

who has an office on the floor above, came down immediately

with his nurse and had a beautiful bandage over my entire

diaphragm before the crowd had even dissolved from Fifty-

ninth Street.

By the way, Jeanette cherie, have you ever stopped to

consider what a number of people there are in the world that

always have time to spare from their personal affairs to devote

to impersonal matters, that at the best, have but a morbid
interest?

However, to resume—Dr. Erdmann (you remember did all

that wonderful work on Caruso; and by the way I shall never

cease grieving that Caruso left for Italy when he did), came
in, in about twenty minutes.

For the second time this year, Dr. Erdmann left his dinner

untouched on my account. He confirmed Dr. Post's diagnosis

of fracture of the seventh and eighth ribs, an inch from the

spine. What a little space, and yet how important is an
inch, particularly in a matter of spines!

I was sitting quite peacefully in a chair by the open window,
deep in argument on the labor situation, when Doctor (when-
ever you see Doctor spelled in it's entirety, it means Dr.
Stewart) rushed in. He was looking more perturbed than I

have seen him in many moons. I insisted on finishing my views
on the present economic typhoon before walking the interven-

ing block to the Plaza. Dr. Post and Doctor were both
possessed with the idea that I should take a bumpy ambulance
to the Post Graduate Hospital. Dr. Erdmann with a wisdom,
not often found in man, didn't attempt to combat my already

expressed intention, and merely remarked that the ribs and
bruises were mine, and that if I decided that the Plaza was
the place to take them to, there was no more to be said.

Arrived in a hastily prepared suite I sat up till eleven o'clock

arguing, or rather listening to an argument on the results of

radium on superficial cancer. I dined excellently well, on a

fine codfish steak fried in butter. Have you ever tried codfish

steak fried in butter?

Olga Petrova, who is now scoring a personal
triumph in a play she has written and directed

People that I had thought had for ever erased my image

from their memory; people that had cherished some real or

imaginary grudge against me, either sent messages of sincerity

and love, or came to express that love in person. For two

days, no queen ever held more royal court than I held then.

As I put down my pencil for a second, the tears dim my
eyes. I, that am scarcely sensible to personal suffering, am
very sensitive to gentleness of spirit. And as I sit here, at

Franklyn, Pennsylvania, looking across to the hills that border

the Allegheny; hills that pierce the low-hanging mist, I

smell again the perfume of that flowery room and I live again

the memory of hands clasped deep in understanding. I think

that the odor of those memories will be ever sweet in my
nostrils, long after those nostrils have been stopped with

dust.

On the Friday (the accident as you know, happened on

Thursday) after my dear Dr. Erdmann had left—he came
at nine o'clock before going to his office—Alan Dale called.

He sat with me for more than an hour. We talked of every-

thing under the sun, grim, serious, and gay. Everything, even

the most sardonic of subjects held a humorous quirk. Alan

Dale had broken some ribs (front ribs) some time before and

we had a wonderful time comparing symptoms.
Miss Jacobs came in as Alan Dale left, and after her my

poet. You met Adolphe Roberts at the house; you remember?
But there—if I start to tell you of all the people that came
I shall never get to the bull fight at all.

I might mention, however, in passing that we started to cast

the '"White Peacock'' that day and rehearsed the next. In

conclusion I might repeat how really glad I am that the whole

affair took place, not only on account of the new and tender

relationships it established, but also because it strengthened a

philosophy in me that needs strengthening.

I never was very materialistic, as you know. I have never

given much consideration to "The slings and arrows of out-

rageous fortune," but I have an even less regard for them
now than before. I have found a greater peace than I ever

thought possible. As I look again to the hills I realize how-

little our individual happenings matter in the collective evolu-

tion of things. (Continued, on page 86)
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AMAZING NEW EXPERIMENTS
WITH YEAST just completed by one of

America's great Scientists

Ideal health maintained on

diet "with Fleischmann's Yeast

White rats chosen because they

eat and thrive on the same

kind of food as man

ACTUAL feeding experiments of

XA. far reaching significance have
recently been completed on yeast.

The findings are of vital importance

to yeast therapy and to the millions

of men and women— 1 out of every

5 you meet—who are eating Fleisch-

mann's Yeast.

One hundred and fifty white rats

were fed meals of the same food

value that any man or woman might
eat. No element was missing except

the water-soluble vitamin B. The
rats, which were young and sleek to

start with, at once began to lose

weight and strength.

When the loss in weight had pro-

gressed to a definite point, Fleisch-

mann'sYeast was added to the white

rats' diet at the rate of .2 gram a day.

The white rats ate the yeast greed-

ily. Immediately they began to pick

up and soon reached normal weight.

They maintained normal growth
from then on as long as they ate

Fleischmann's Yeast.

Identical feeding experimentswere
made with a number of yeast prepa-

rations in tablet, capsule and other

forms now on the market, and also

with a different kind of yeast from
Fleischmann's.

In every case, instead of re-

covering, the rats lost weight
steadily until the dose was in-

creased from . 2 gram to . 7 gram
and upward to as many as two
whole grams. In two cases sat-

isfactory growth was never

Left: Diagram shows how Fleisch-
mann's Yeast maintained ideal growth
in white ratt.

Right: Diagram shows how tablet
preparations failed.

attained. The animals
remained infantile in ap-

pearance and in size.

Findings on isohite rats

hold good for human
beings

In scientific research white
rats are always chosen for

feeding experiments because
they eat and thrive on the

same kind of food as man.
Just as a white rat cannot
maintain normal vigor and
health withoutthe vitamin B,
neither can a human being.

Many of the meals that we
eat every day lack this neces-

sary vitamin. The result is a
gradual lowering of health

until the body loses its resistance and quick-
ly becomes a prey to disease. Indigestion,

chronic constipation, lack of energy, are the
first and most important symptoms.

Later in life this low-
ered vitality shows in

premature age and even
death. Each year thou-
sands of young men and
women in America die

unnecessarily of diseases

that come normally only
with old age.
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\̂ u// Fresh yeast is a food

Dotted lines A represent ideal growth.
1 and 2—low points reached on diet without vita-

min B and where feeding with Fleischmann'9
Yeast (left chart) and tablet preparation (right chart
began. 1-3 and 2-4 represent growth of white rats after being
fed Fleischmann's Yeast (left) and tablet preparation (right).

Note how closely the Fleischmann's Yeast line, 1-3, follows
the ideal line and how tablet preparation, line 2-4, fails to

follow ideal line.

which supplies the vitamin we must have in

order to preserve vigor and health. Fleisch-

mann's Yeast as a food is doing for people
what medicine cannot do naturally or per-

manently— keeping them vigorous, protect-

ing them from unnecessary disease and pre-

mature old age.

Add Fleischmann's Yeast to your regular

diet. Eat 2 or 3 cakes daily before or between
meals. Your grocer will deliver Fleisch-

mann's Yeast fresh daily.

Send for free booklet, "The New Im-
portance of Yeast in Diet." Address THE
Fleischmann Company. Dept 503, 701

Washington St., New York.

FLEISCHMANN'S YEAST is a food—not a medicine
\Vheu you write to advertisers please mention I'HOTOI'LAY MAGAZINE.



Commandments of the Films

NO respectaole member of trie fair sex may
partake of a cigarette. Smoking is a prac-

tice indulged in only by vampires, adventuresses,
pleasure-loving ladies of the ensemble, and cal-

lous leaders of the haul monde. Any woman
who inhales the fumes of tobacco through a

holder is a wanton, a Jezebel, a lost soul.

II

IT is sinful for a gentleman to confer even a

chaste kiss upon a maiden—no matter how
intimate or of how long standing their friend-

ship—until it is formally understood between
them that they are to be legally marnedin the

immediate future.

Ill

UNDER no circumstances may a man save
himself from disaster at the expense of a

woman s discomfiture or embarrassment, how-
ever unworthy or culpable she may be. For
example : even if he is falsely accused of murder
and is facing the hangman s noose, he may not
establish an alibi by mentioning the fact that on
the evening of the crime he was with a certain

lady at a cabaret; for some people might think

it was indiscreet and unconventional of her to

have gone to the cabaret unchaperoned.

IV

NO woman may shoot a man—not even in

defense of her life or her virtue. She may
draw a gun and hold a burglar or other villain

at bay—this, in fact, is very womanly; but
rather than pull the trigger and thus become a

murderess, she must let her antagonist over-
come her and wrest the gun from her hand.

NO respectable girl may ever pretend affec-

tion which she does not feel. That is, she
may not permit any man (except her fiance or
her husband) to hold her hand or place his arm
about her, even though by thus harmlessly dis-

sembling her affections, she may hoodwink a
base villain and thus save her aged parents
from the poor house.

VI

IT is improper, if not downright indecent, for

any wife to inform her husband that he is

about to become a father. This indelicate
domestic secret should be carefully and scru-
pulously guarded, so that the husband will

remain in complete ignorance of it un ll, a few
weeks before the actual event, he accidentally
discovers her knitting the prospective baby s

chemise.

VII

ANY man who dislikes pets is a scoundrel

;

and any woman who uses a lip-stick or face
powder is a hussy.

VIII

ANY banker or real-estate broker who would
foreclose a mortgage—no matter how often

he has given warning, how long it is overdue,
how much interest may be in arrears, or how
little prospect there is of the money ever being
paid—is a Shylock without heart or soul, for

whom any fate, however dire, is far too good.

A DUTIFUL daughter of poor and well-
meaning parents should consent to sacri-

fice herself to the extent of marrying her
parents choice of husband. To refuse to wed
the designated gentleman, to defy openly her
parents wishes in this respect, or to run away
with the noble and manly lover of her own
choosing, would be selfish and sinful. (But
solace may be found in the fact that always,
ere the wedding bells peal forth, the intended
bridegroom is unmasked, and the way left

open for the young lady s true lover.)

X

UNDER no circumstances may anyone tell a
lie or indulge in a deception—not even if

by so doing one may save one s life and the
lives of other innocent persons. If, for instance,

a woman is bound and helpless, and her assail-

ants give her the choice between the literal

truth and torture, she shall stick to the literal

truth and put her trust in Heaven.

XI

FOR a man to fall in love with, ana desire to

marry, a girl who does not happen to recip-

rocate his passion, constitutes a crime; ana a
man thus smitten automatically becomes a
villain.

XII

ANYONE who gives or attends a party where
there are cocktails. Jazz music, confetti-

throwing and shimmying, is an apostle of evil

headed straight for perdition.

XIII

IT is highly immoral for a woman to wear a
ring on her index nnger. This particular

style of personal adornment is an inevitable in-

dication of a Godless existence.

XIV

NO poor girl who has married a millionaire

may accept so much as a nickel from her
husband cnce he comes home liquored and
attempts to kiss her. Nor may she even remain
in the same house with him. She must leave
her palatial home at once—that very night, in

fact—taking nothing of any value with her—not
even her jewelry or furs, since her husband has
paid for them. And, penniless, she must seek
to support herself by her own labor.

xv

NO lady who at all prizes her good name ever
has breakfast served in bed, for it is a

sign of fast living and spiritual indolence.

XVI

IT is always right and proper to become parti-

ceps CT'mintSy provided you are a friend or a
lover of the guilty person. Indeed, any young
lady who would not hide a culprit, who is being
chased by the police, behind the portieres in her
boudoir and then pretend to the minions of the
law that she is alone, is not worthy of a good
man s love.
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The Happiest Time
of Her Life

Admiration, attention—groups of eager young men awaiting her

appearance, and more partners than she can dance with—this

makes girlhood days the happiest time of a woman's life.

To miss this popularity is a tragedy. Yet many girls are socially

unsuccessful because of some lack in charm.

What constitutes this charm is hard to define—but one thing is

certain. The popular girl, the successful girl, the gay, happy, all-

admired girl is always distinguished by a fresh, radiant skin.

What spoils complexions

Every day your skin accumulates a coating of dust, dirt and sjen-

eral soil. Every day you apply powder, and every day most women
use a little or much cold cream.

This dirt, powder and cold cream penetrates the tiny skin pores

and fills them. Perspiration completes the clogging. You can judge

for yourself what happens if

-- - you fail to wash these accumu-

X lations away.

Once a day your skin needs

careful, thorough cleansing to

remove these clogging deposits.

Otherwise you will soon be

afflicted with coarseness, black-

heads and blotches.

How soap beautifies

Mild, pure, soothing soap, such as Palmolivc, is a simple yet

certain beautifier. Its profuse, creamy lather penetrates the network

of skin pores and dissolves all dangerous deposits. Gentle rinsing

carries them away.

The lotion-like qualities of the Palmolive lather keeps your com-
plexion delightfully soft, fresh and smooth.

Cleopatra's way

With all classic peoples, bathing was a daily rite never neglected.

The ruins of Cleopatra's sumptuous marble bath are ample proof

of her faith in this ancient beauty secret.

Palm and olive oils were the cleansers used—the same bland

oriental oils we blend scientifically in Palmolive.

A 1 0-cent luxury

The vast volume in which we produce Palmolive to supply the

world-wide demand naturally lowers cost.

If made in small quantities the price would be at least 2; cents

Manufacturing economy permits us to offer this finest facial soap

for only 10 cents, a price within the reach ot all.

Use Palmolive for bathing and let it do for your body what it

does for your face.

THE PALMOLIVE COMPANY, Milwaukee, U. S. A
THE PALMOLIVE COMPANY OF CANAD V 1

TORONTO, ONT.
Also makers of a complete line of lollet articles

Volume and efficiency produce
25-cent quality for only

10c
Coryrislil 1«22—Tl.o Palmolive Co. I«
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poMpeiao
Beauty

cTheu ^ura tojldmire

What is it they admire so much—the radiance of her lovely color-

ing? Yes, but even more the sparkle of her eyes, the glow of her

expression, that come from knowing her skin is like a rose and that

she is looking her very best.

One bit of magic gives her this enviable position—this radiant con-

fidence. She knows the secret of Instant Beauty— the complete

"Pompeian Beauty Toilette."

First, a touch of Pompeian DAY Cream
(vanishing). It softens the skin and holds

the powder. Then apply Pompeian
BEAUTY Powder. It makes the skin

beautifully fair and adds the charm of fra-

grance. Now a touch ofPompeianBLOOM
for youthful color. Do you know that a bit

ofcolor in the cheeks makes
theeyessparkle? Lastly dust

over again with powder to

subdue the Bloom. Presto!

The face is beautified and
youth-i-fied in an instant

!

(Above 3 articles may be
used separately or together.

At all druggists, 60c each.)

TRY NEW POWDER SHADES. The
correct shade is more important than color

ofyourdress. NewNATURELLE is a more
delicate tone than Flesh, blends with me-
dium complexion. Our New RACHEL
shade is a rich cream tone for brunettes.

'"Don't &twy 'Beauty— Use Tompeian"

Day Cream (60c) . . . holds the powder
Beauty Powder (60c) ... in four shades

Bloom (60c) . . a rouge that won't break

Massage Cream (60c) . . clears the skin

Night Cream (50c) improved cold cream
Fragrance (30c) . . . talc, exquisite odor
Vanity Case ($1.00) . powder and rouge

Lip Stick (25c) . . . makes lips beautiful

Get 1922 Panel—Five Samples Sent With It

"Honeymooning in Venice." What romance! The golden moonlit
balcony! The blue lagoon! The swift-gliding gondolas! The serenading
gondoliers! Tinkling mandolins! The sighing winds of evening! Ah, the

memories of a thousand Venetian years! Such is the story revealed in the

new 1922 Pompeian panel. Size, 28x 7*4 inches. In beautiful colors. Sent
for only 10c. This is he most beautiful and expensive panel we have ever
offered. Art store value 50c to $1. Money gladly refunded if not wholly
satisfactory. Samples of Pompeian BEAUTY Powder, DAY Cream
(vanishing), BLOOM, NIGHT Cream (an improved cold cream), and
Pompeian FRAGRANCE (a talc), sent with the Art Panel. You can
make many interesting beauty experiments with them. Please tear off

coupon now and enclose a dime.

THE POMPEIAN CO., 2131 Payne Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

GUARANTEE
The name Pompeian on any package is your guar-
antee of quality and safety. Should you not
be completely satisfied, the purchase price will

be gladly refunded by The Pompeian Co., at

Cleveland, Ohio.

TEAR OFF NOW
To mail or to put in purse as shopping-reminder

THE POMPEIAN COMPANY
2131 Payne Ave., Cleveland, O.

Gentlemen: I enclose 10c (a dime preferred) for 1922
Art Panel. Also please send five samples named in offer.

Nari

Also Made in Canada ) 1922. The Pompeii

Address,

Citv

State.
Naturelle sh.de powuer sent unless you write another below.



MANGLING THE MOVIES

Scenes snowing lady having tea in bed shall be cut to thirty seconds.

Will the sense-

less-skip rules

of the future

prohibit wink-
ing and pea-

shooters?

THE reform wave
hits a high-water
mark with the
coming of sense-

less-ship for the movies.

The censor will ap-
proach his task with an
open mind and an open
pair of scissors. Prun-
ing the photoplay shall

be his life endeavor.
Senseless-ship should

be a boon for the
masses. Under its

soothing regime, Char-
lie Chaplin must dress

in tight-fitting boots

and walk the straight and narrow trail. No more hops for

Charlie. (See anti-hooch clause in senseless-ship rules.) Nor
ma)- Doug hit the high spots, howsoever
agile he feels, nor Bill Hart twirl auto-

matics on all ten knuckles. None of

that rough stuff! Under the blessings

of senseless-ship, films must be devel-

oped in Grade A mild and baby ribbon

run through the perforations. And
scenario writers heavily bonded.
The first litter of rules from the sense-

less-ship board will run more or less like

this:

Kisses will be limited to four lips and
two feet.

Scenes showing lady having break-

fast in bed shall be cut to thirty seconds,

Eastern time, and the bed quilt must be
two inches thick.

Eggs used in custard pies must be

passed by the National Board of Censor-

ship. (Western eggs permitted in West-
ern pictures.)

Crimes of the underworld, such as

spitting on the sidewalk, pointing with

the finger, walking on the grass and
making faces at policemen, are abso-

lutely barred.

Dice must not be thrown on the

screen.

Cigarettes are not to be admitted
within focus except when accompanied
by an adult.

Vampires shall wear corsets and petticoats. Roses and
poppies may not be worn, by vamps, but lilies of the valley

Kissing will be prohibited

By

NEAL
R. O'HARA

Decorations by

Ralph Barton

and sweet peas are per-

mitted. All drugs pro-

hibited from the screen

except flaxseed poul-

tices, corn plasters and
slippery elm lozenges.

Automobiles in chase
scenes shall blow their

horns when approach-
ing schoolhouses.

Photoplays directed

by ex-blacksmiths and
bricklayers must have
titles written by college

graduates.

Bare limbs forbidden
except when covered

by bark, arsenate of lead or other gypsy moth preventatives.
Bathing suits taboo except outside the three-mile limit.

Liquors and other beverages that
make one reel are positively barred.
Cracked ice may be used for Eliza-escap-
ing-the-bloodhounds scenes, but not as
accessories before the fact.

Underwear may be shown for ten feet,

except when inhabited. Filmy lingerie

must not be filmed. And' there is an
arbitrary ban on such educational films

as "How to Dress a Window Properly,"
or scenic reels such as "How Modest
Mother Nature Covers the Bare Spots."

In amorous scenes, all winking must
be done with both eyes simultaneously.
Ladies must not drop their handker-
chiefs except when suffering from nerv-
ousness. Kissing prohibited except
when couples are engaged. Husbands
kissing their wives will be allowed in

comedy films. Hugging permitted only
between long lost relatives, lodge mem-
bers and college students after a foot-

ball victory, except in co-educational
institutions.

Scenes showing the following firearms
and weapons are forbidden: Automatic
revolver, six-shooters, seven-shooters,
pea shooters, dirks, stilettos, sword-,
rolling pins, hat pins, machine gun-.

muskets, cannons, battleships, sand-
bags, vanity cases, brass knuckles, lead

pipes, umbrellas, parasols and depth bombs.
Suicides forbidden except on doctor's order.

IF the censorial folks really want to do
something worth while, they should take

a lesson from the recent New Haven mo-
tion picture theater catastrophe. When the

Rialto motion picture theater burned, caus-

ing eight deaths and a score of injuries, the

city authorities immediately closed the

theaters of the city until they complied with
the theater building laws and ordinances.

There are thousands of theaters in America
today in which these laws for the safety

Real Work for Censors
and health of audiences are being violated,

but nothing happens until somebody dies.

The busy-bodies of the films find it much
more pleasant pastime to go about the coun-

try reviewing pictures with alarm and snip-

ping their scissors than in doing some real

constructive work.
But destructive work, to certain types of

mentality, is always more delightful than

constructive. It is an impulse of undevel-

oped minds to undermine, break down, de-

stroy. Ill-mannered boys and untutored
savages come within this category. Besides,
there is money—unfortunately—in the one.
and not in the other. An English essayist

of another day made a remark once con-
cerning reformers, that is just as pertinent
now as then. In effect he said: that certain
pastimes were objected to, not because they
were injurious, but because they gave pleas-

ure to the spectators. Possibly he previ-
sioned the censor of our times.
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(Continued jrom page 56)

In order to get the accompanying picture it was necessary for Rupert Hughes
and his staff to place the camera in the fireplace. In Remembrance, which

he wrote himself, Mr. Hughes, who is directing now, wanted to get over that

POP stints himself for his family, so he photographed the family s feet, showing

POP'S old boots and the elaborate footgear of the others

EVERYBODY knows how temperamental

actors are supposed to be. Maybe they

are.

But for one actor to hold up an entire

company all day long, cost the company a

large amount of dollars, and a high priced

star and director a lot of effort of endeavor,

all on account of a tooth, seems hardly

sporting.

But that's exactly what happened on
Tommy Meighan's set the other day.

The actor, having reached the mature age

of seven months, was having a difficult time

with an impending tooth and he couldn't

see anything in the world worth smiling at.

They couldn't change him, because he was
already in the picture, so they had to wait.

Anybody that won't smile for Tommy
Meighan, must be teething.

BETTY COMPSON has the most beauti-

ful new fur coat in Hollywood.
A dark, rich seal, fitted at the waist

line with a long rippling skirt and a wide
flaring high collar of chinchilla with deep
cuffs to match, it sets off Betty's Titian

loveliness to the best possible advantage.

THE opening of "Orphans of the Storm"
was an event in the film world of the

east.

The poor picture people there so seldom
get a chance to turn out in honor of one
of their luminaries that a Griffith premiere

is an occasion.

Of course, everybody was there. Every-
where you turned you saw a celebrity. The
demand for seats was so great that many
in the Griffith organization stayed at home
playing pinochle rather than deprive well-

known screen stars of the privilege of wit-

nessing Griff's newest production. When
you hear that Fannie Hurst occupied a seat

in the last row you'll know it was packed.
In their box, Lillian and Dorothy Gish,

the stars, were the center' of attention. Both
the girls were visions in white: as simple, as

demure, as modest as if Broadway had
never acclaimed them with cheers that shook
the house. In another box was Mae Marsh,

a former Griffith player, whose applause
was generous and whole-hearted. Carol
Dempster was there, too, with the Greys.
When Mae Murray and her husband walked
down* the aisle everybody nudged every-
body else. Jesse Lasky seemed to be enjoy-
ing himself. Dick Barthelmess and his

mother were together—the younger Mrs.
Dick being out of town in a play of her
own. Monte Blue, the superb Danton of

the picture; Kate Bruce; Joseph Schild-

kraut, and all of the players were present.

After the performance, which thrilled and
moved the audience to a greater degree per-

haps than any of the other Griffith master-
pieces, the director made a speech—one of

his characteristic addresses. Then Lillian

Gish answered the applause with a sweet
and simple word that made everyone love
her more. She was undoubtedly the bright

particular star of the evening. You should
have seen the celebrities who crowded into

her box. Kate Claxton, who wrote the

original story of ''The Two Orphans," on
which the Griffith spectacle is based; Mary
Alden and Miriam Cooper, in town from
California; Nathan Burken, the famous film

lawyer; and Ernst Lubitsch, the German
producer, who later issued a statement prais-

ing Mr. Griffith, the Gish sisters, and the
whole American film industry, for this pic-

ture.

ALLAN DWAN is going to direct Doug-
las Fairbanks. This is the best news

we have heard for a long time.

The Dwan-Fairbanks combination pro-
duced some of the greatest pictures the

screen has known. Remember, "Manhattan
Madness" and "The Mark of Zorro"? Well,

the new production is to be the further

adventures of Zorro.

Mr. Dwan is in the west now, lining up
his actors and doping out his continuity.

We'll watch for this one. (Cont'd on p. gz)

When you see this on the screen, in "Yellow Men and Gold," you will never
know it isn t the real thing. It is only a miniature ocean and mountains and

ship, but it is just as convincing as actual location
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Do not omit the nightly cleansing nvith Pond' s Cold Cream

Every normal skin needs two creams
One cream to protect it against wind and dust

Another to cleanse it thoroughly
Flaws that need a protective

cream without oil

Windburn, roughness. To protect

your skin from the devastating effects of

the weather use Pond's Vanishing Cream
before going out. This disappearing oil-

less cream acts as an invisible shield, pre-

vents dust and dirt from clogging the

pores, and guards against windburn and

chapping.

Shiny skin. Pond's Vanishing Cream
used as a powder base will save you the

embarrassment of a shiny nose or fore-

head. Dry and greaseless, it leaves a soft

velvety surface to which the powder ad-

heres smoothly and evenly for an indefi-

nite period.

Tired, lifeless skin. When your

skin needs instant freshening smooth a

little Pond's Vanishing Cream into it.

Notice how the color brightens and the

texture of the skin takes on more vigor.

This reviving cream is based on an in-

gredient famous for its soothing qualities. Beforegoing out into the cold air

smooth a little Pond'' s Vanishing

Cream into the skin

Ponds *\%

Vanishing Cream

Flaws that need a cleansing

oil cream at night

Blackheads. Blackheads require a

deeper, more thorough cleansing than

ordinary washing can give.

Before retiring, wash your face with

warm water and pure soap. Then rub

Pond's Cold Cream well into the skin.

Do not omit this nightly cleansing if you

would have a clear lovely skin.

Wrinkles. At night rub a generous

amount of Pond's Cold Cream into the

skin. This rich cream acts as a tonic,

rousing and stimulating the skin and sup-

plying the oil that is needed to ward off

wrinkles. Particular attention should be

given to the fine lines about the eyes and

mouth and at the base of the nose. Rub
with the lines, not across them. Too
vigorous rubbing is often harmful, but

gentle, persistent rubbing is alwavs help-

ful, no matter how sensitive the skin.

'- Ponds
Cold Cream

GENEROUS TUBES MAIL COUPON TODAY

Start today the use of these two creams

Both these creams are so delicate in texture that they

ivill not clog the pores. t\either cream will encourage

the groicth ofhair. They come in both jars and tubes

in convenient sixes. Any drug or department store can

supplyyou. The Pond' s Extract Co., Neiv York.

The Pond's Extract Co.,

152 Hudson St., New York.

Ten cents ( I oc) is enclosed for your special introduc-

tory tubes of the two creams every normal skin needs

—

enough of each cream for two weeks' ordinary toilet uses.

Name

.

Street-

Citv State-

When you write to advertisers please uieutiou I'UOTOI'LAY MAGAZINE.
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H Ulciry Qarclen
FACE POWDER and ROUGE
Fragrant with Parfum Mary Garden

ATOUCH of Mary Garden Rouge—a puff of

_
just the shade ofMary Garden Powder that

blends with your coloring — and yours is the

bloom that vies with the petals of a rosebud.

Both are delicately fragrant with exquisite

Parfum Mary Garden—-the perfume of youth
and beauty.

Send for a Bijou Box of MARY GARDEN FACE POJVDER
for your handbag

GEO. BORGFELDT &. CO., New York, Sole Distributors

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.



Jerry.—Yes—some of these leading ladies

seem to be trying to eat themselves right off

the screen. And some of them seem to be
succeeding fairly well. Oh yes—my picture

will be among those on the page of Photo-
play's contributors. I blush—I blush.

Emma K.—I would be very glad to tell

you where you could get photographs of all

the moving picture actresses. I would be
very glad to know, myself. Would you be
content with, say, three hundred and fifty

photographs of motion picture actresses?

Personally, I would be charmed to have
ten: of Mary arid Lillian and Gloria and
Bebe and Norma and Elsie, et al.

Leo N., Chicago.—I have no formula for

success in the films. The only way to do
is to apply in person at the casting director's

office at a studio. I have never heard of a
player being engaged by long distance. You
may send your pictures in; they will be filed,

that much I know. But I don't think you
could get a part on the strength of that.

Sorry not to be more encouraging, but I am
sure you prefer the truth to a lot of opti-
mistic bunk.

Lillian H., Jersey City.—You ask if I

am really eighty years old, as it seems too
good to be true. I'm sure I don't know
why. Constance Talmadge is, I believe, in-

stituting divorce proceedings against her
husband, John Pialoglo; or perhaps it is

the other way around. You see, I leave all

that sort of thing to Cal York. Norma is

happily married to Joseph Schenck, her man-
ager and Constance's and Buster Keaton's.
Natalie is the devoted wife of comedian
Keaton. I hear that there is to be an ad-
dition to the jamille soon.

Buck.—Glad to hear from you. Glad my
columns make you laugh. Glad—glad—glad
—I'm a regular Pollyanna today. The west-
ern stars have often risen in the east. Bill

Hart was born in Newburgh, N. Y. Harry
Carey was born in New York City (read
his story, "From City Streets to a Rancho"
in this issue of Photoplay). Hoot Gibson's
birthplace is Tekama, Nebraska; and Tom
Mix's, Texas.

The Kid.—You pronounce Alla's last

name Na-zeem-ova. Although I have heard
many other plain and fancy pronunciations,

I prefer this. I don't know whether Ma-
dame does or not, but I do.

Peter, Pennington, N. J.—Mary Miles
Minter is, I believe I am safe in stating,

of age. I have her birthday as nineteen,

twenty, and twenty-one. I leave it to

you—and Mary. I wish Mary would please

step forward and recite her age. Anyway,
she is beautiful, unmarried, and five feet

two inches tall. There was a rumor not so

long ago that Mary was married and that

Mary was engaged, both of which her

mother, grandmother, and press representa-

tives promptly denied. Mary is superintend-

ing the building of a new home in the Holly-
wood hills. She has made a fortune in the

films.

T. C., Sacramento, Cal.—Of course there

is a real Barbara Dean. Very much so.

She is a gorgeous young lady who was in

Mr. Ziegfeld's entertainments and then fol-

lowed the formula by going into pictures.

She was in "Peter Ibbetson" and other
films.

John H, New Hampshire.—So you
don't believe all you hear about these motion
picture actresses? That's noble of you, John
—just noble. I am sure they will all be
very glad to hear it, too. Charles Bryant is

married to Madame Nazimova. He is not
appearing in films at present. Rudolph Val-
entino had the male lead in "Canaille." Alia

has made a film version of Ibsen's "Doll
House," for release through United Artists,

the same company which distributes Mary's
and Doug's and Griffith's and Chaplin's pic-

tures.

Marie W.—Eric von Stroheim's latest pic-

ture is "Foolish Wives." It opened in Man-
hattan recently to a fanfare and a blare

on Broadway. Eric himself is the villain in

it ; and the cast includes Mae Busch and
Marguerite Armstrong, or Miss Du Pont.
Lionel Barrymore is married to Doris Ran-
kin, who acts with him in many of his plays
and pictures.

Margaret, Shawmut, Cal.—The Holly-
wood pronunciation is Bee-bee, and La
Daniels pronounces it that way, herself, so

it should be correct. Marie Doro and
Elliott Dexter are not divorced. He is in

Europe now on a long vacation. She is

starring at present in a play called "Lilies

of the Field." While amusing, it is hardly
a masterpiece; but Marie is charming in it.

Anna B., Garfield, N. J.—I do not know
how you can obtain a photograph of the

late Robert Harron, unless you write to

the Griffith Studios in Mamaroneck, N. Y.,

and ask them what to do about it. I do
not blame you, or laugh at you for desir-

ing a picture of that great actor and fine

man. I am sorry I cannot send you one.

Sollie.—That picture is an old one of

Mary Pickford. The Photoplay-Goldwyn
Screen Opportunity is not for men. Ad-
dress Jack Pickford, care United Studios,
Hollywood, Cal. This is the former Brun-
ton studio, where now the productions of

manv of the most famous stars are made.

Irish.—Tom, Owen, and Matt of Celtic

extraction? Shure, and how did you ever
guess it? So are Colleen Moore, Mabel
Normand, the Gishes, the Pickfords. Tom
Moore was born in County Cork. He is

marired to Renne Adoree and is the former
husband of Alice Joyce. Miss Joyce, or
Mrs. James Regan, Jr., seems to have defi-

nitely retired from the screen. She is no
longer with Vitagraph. Bert Lytell is thirty-

six; he is the husband of Evelyn Vaughn.
They have no children. Yes—I think Ly-
tell is a very good actor.

D. W. H, Camp Knox. Kentucky.—
Glad to help you out. You are right.

Thomas Meighan did not appear in "The
Last of the Mohicans." Albert Roscoe
played the role of Vncas. Wallace B
was the wicked .^fugua. The picture was
produced under Maurice Tourneur's direc-

tion fcr Associated Producers, which lately

merged with Associated First National. I

consider "The Last of the Mohicans" one
of the classics of the screen, and am pleased
that Tourneur is now making "Lorna
Doone." (Continued on page 82)
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Jackie.—I missed you. Where have been

been? Abroad again? If so, I dislike you
intensely. For years and year.- I have been

saving my pennies for a European trip.

Just as I get enough saved, I need a new
suit, or the Memoirs of Casanova, in rare

binding; or a new oil stove. However, I am
patient; and I shall I am sure, get there

someday. Gloria Swanson's newest film is

"Beyond the Rocks," another Elinor Glyn
storv. Gloria made her stellar debut in

Glyn's "The Great Moment." Bebe Daniels

is with Paramount now that Realart has

expired.

Shy, Philadelphia.—My dear little girl

—I thank you a thousand times for your
splendid letter. I appreciate every word
you write. Please do not be afraid to write

to me very often. I am sure that if you

Questions and Answers
(Continued from page 81)

write Conrad Nagel as you wrote to me, he
will send you his picture and maybe a
personal letter. Pearl White, your other
idol, was born in Missouri in 1880, and
went on the stage as a child, appearing as

Eva in "Uncle Tom's Cabin." She has been
an actress ever since, gaining film prominence
in the serials, and later branching out into

features. Now, however, I hear she has
again contracted to star in the chapter
dramas. I'll let you know positively. Please

write again soon. Be assured of my best

wishes always. I like very much to receive

vour letters.

Barthelmess Booster.—You and others
should start a club. Your idol is married.
If you write to Inspiration Pictures, 565
Fifth Avenue, New York City, they will

send you a picture of Richard gratis.

Mary K„ Pottsville, Pa.—I do not need

a stenographer. I have a stenographer. She
has hair with golden glints. I don't know
the color of her eyes, or if she is long or

short or thin or fat ; I only know that she

has hair with golden glints. I have had
stenographers with red hair and titian hair

and yellow hair and brown hair and even
hair like a raven's wing. But give me, for

efficiency and all-around ability, a stenog-

rapher with hair with golden glints. Louise

Glaum played opposite Charles Ray in ''The

Wolf Woman." Vivian Martin is Mrs.
Jefferson. James Rennie is in his early

thirties. June Elvidge's marriage to Cap-
tain Badgely was her second venture in the

matrimonial market. Priscilla Dean was
born in New York. Yes, Miss Dean cer-

tainly has the most mischievous eyes, on
occasion. (Continued on page 8q)

LAMENTATIONS OF A
LADY INTERVIEWER

By GLADYS HALL

1

T is absurd to inject a person into a padded cell because
that person happens to be fundamentally a rationalist.

Once, long ago, but I anticipate. ... I am here, in

this cell, under the

supervision of frog-

like alienists
and other anemic
pedagogues, because
of two or three dem-
onstrations of my
Frobelian nature. To
wit: I shoot all Pe-

kingese on sight.

I abolish all chaise-

longues after trial.

I use a pop-gun to

shoot the electric

bulbs out of floor

lamps.
I commit a sort of

wholesale movie
matricide, in a per-

fectly painless man-
ner. They never die

in the house.

Once I was an In-

terviewer. A lady

interviewer. By vir-

tue or by vice of nec-

essity. I bought my
bread and didn't pay
for it by asking ques-

tionsof celluloid celebs

and expecting answers. At first it was easy. At first I

questioned not, neither did I listen. All I had to do was to

insert detailed descriptions of the Peke's latest cunningness

and give a word picture of the Taj-Mahal to fit a floor lamp

—

and there you are. And there I was. My ten bones for my
ten questions was forthcoming. Slinging in, as I always did

for good measure, silken soothsayings anent hennad hair

masacarad eyes and press-agents I soon had the celluloid

celebs begging to be third-degreed.

And then, little by little—ah, seditiously—ah, insidiously

—drowsy as a poppy— stealthy as a sweet narcotic— creeping

—creeping

—

They were ever, ever present—the Pekes— the chaise-

longues — the mommers — the P. A.'s. I began to grow

I shoot all Pekingese on sight.

apprehensive. I took to praying. "Oh, Confucius," 1

would bemoan me, "don't let there be a Peke .... dear

Confu, whatever ills may befall me on this my mission, don't let

it be a P.eke. I don't

wanter write about a

Peke, Con, I don't

WANTER!"
Of no avail.

After awhile I got
to the chaise-longues.

"Ai, ai, Buddha", I

would beseech me.
"let there not be on
this ONE little inter-

view a chaise-longue

whereon the silken

limbs of Felicity Foot-
lyte will be silkenly

asprawl. Let her be
upright on mission.

or Chippendale
Buddha. . . in Nir-

vana's name ..."
But the gods were

silent and heard me
not. Then I knew.
They were fans.

The Pekes were
ever-present. The
chaise-longues were
omnipresent. The
hair, hennad, the eyes

mascarad—all—were
there. Always there. Ever there. Eternally there.
Uneventfully there. Unoriginally there. Maddeningly
there.

For every star a Peke, a chaise, a Mommer, a lamp. For
every star a Chaise, a Peke, a mom, etc., etc., ad infinitum, ad
nauseam, ad padded cellem—for me.
But now! Ah, divine! Relief—transcending relief! Solace

unspeakable. Environment sublime! Here there are neither
chaises, Pekes, henna, lamps nor mascara. Here there are
but few mommers. Here, at last, is the Promised Land, denied
me by the gods.

Here, where neither chai— nor 1— aghhhhh— they're
gggggging me—they say I rave again— the needle, Watson,
the needle—ai—ai—ai—ughhhhhhhhhh

!
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Take a Kodak with you

Autographic Kodaks $6.50 up

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y. The Kodak City

When yi.ii write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.



And
They

Said

It

Wasn't

Smart

Any

More—

Oh,

Well-

DOROTHY DALTON isn't the sort of lady who abjectly follows the

fashions as exemplified by the Parisian race-track experts. She has,

in other words, a mind, and a style, of her own. No matter what
has been said about bobbed hair—and a great deal has been said,

ever since Irene Castle thought up the Castle coiffure—Miss Dalton likes it;

and so the other day she clipped her abundant tresses, with the accompanying
results.

She wears it straight, and very short, and banged. She can fix it two ways,
both of which are illustrated here: soft and frilly, for evening; or pert and
boyish, for daytime. They are equally becoming, and you'll say so too

when you see her banged and bobbed in her newest photoplays. Dorothy
has originated an absolutely new coiffure here. It isn't like Irene Castle's and
it isn't like Anita Loos'. It is unique.

When the news first got about that Dorothy had bobbed her hair, people

shook their heads sadly. It would never, never do, they said. Dorothy
Dalton was too statuesque and picturesque with her own crown of hair. She
wouldn't be La Dalton without it. And yet—here she is, and now that they've

seen her, the same people are nodding wisely and saying, "She knew what
she was doing! It's awfully becoming!"
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How keen is your mind ?

DO people like to associate with you? Are they

attracted to you or do you have to run after

them? It depends upon the alertness of your mind.

And that is great or little, depending largely upon
the recreation you indulge in. You can refresh your-

self and improve yourself at the same time. Simply

Play cards for wholesome recreation

There is nothing like a game of cards for combined
relaxation and stimulation. It makes you forget the

worries of the day, but at the same time sets to work
the mental faculties whose keenness has most to do
with that indefinable thing called "charm."

SEND FOR THIS BOOK:
"The Official Rules of Card Games" giving complete rules
for 300 games and hints for better playing. Check this and
other books wanted on coupon. Write name and address
in margin below and mail with required amount to

The U. S. Playing Card Company
Dept. U-4 Cincinnati, U. S. A. ; Manufacturers of

BICYCLE
PLAYING CARDS

Cribbage at a Glance
PLAYERS—2,3,or 4 as partners. Best . two-hand.

OI3JH r OF (.AMIC—To form various count-
ing combinations, such as pair>, triplets, (ours.
seiun.-nci.-s and fifteens.

DEAL—Cut for first deal in each game, iow
cut winning deal; deal alternates thereafi
full pack, deal <> cards to each player, 1 at a time,
Misdeal si ores 2 points for opponent imme<
Eai li discards 2 cards face down to form "crib".
It belongs to dealer but is not counted until after
band is played out. Pone (opponent) cuts pack

I "si irfr".
If it is a jack, dealer scores two points immediately.
THE PLAY—Pone plays any card from bisband

face up on table in front of him and anno
n; il (or pip) value. (All kings, queens and
jacks are announced as tens; other cards by num-
ber of spots.) Dealer then plays, announcing sum

rd and the one already played. Play con-
tinues alternately, each player keeping his cards sep-
arate and adding the value of each card to sum of
thosealready played. This sum must notexceed31.
If a player has no card which will play within the
sum of 31, he announces a "go". Pone continues
until he reaches 31, or can play no further. Then
cards played are turned facedown, balance of cards
in hands played out, hands and crib counted, (see
below), and cards dealt for new hand.

POINTS SCORED DURING PLAY—The
player who approaches most nearly to 31 during
the play, scores 1 point; if he reaches 31 exactly he
Scores 2 points. If last card played does not make
an even 31, it counts 1; if it makes 15, 3 point-.

Combinations may be formed by opponents play-
ing alternately and also by cards played from one
hand (within limit of 31) after pone has said "go".

Fifteens—2 points are scored by player of card
which makes the numerical value of the cards
played exactly 15.

Pairs—2 points are scored by player of card of
same denomination as that last played.

Triplets—6 points are scored for matching a pair
just played, provided that neither 31 nor "go" in-

tervenes. (Exam fie: Three fours in sequence.!
Fours— 1 2 points are scored by player of a fourth

card matching triplets just played, provided that
neither 31 nor "go" intervenes.

Sequences—When 3 cards in numerical sequence
are played, the player of the last card counts 1 point
for each card in the sequence, even though they are
not played in numerical rotation. Player adding
fourth card in sequence scores 4. An intervening
card, duplicate, "go", or 31 breaks sequence.

COUNTING HANDS AND CRIB—After cards
are played out, each player counts all points in

his hand in combination with the "starter", pone
counting first. After counting his hand, dealer
counts his crib combined with "starter". Pair
counts 2; triplets, 6; fours, 12;3-card sequence, 3;

each additional card in sequence, 1 ; fifteens. 2

;

and jack of trumps in hand or crib, 1 point. Double
Run of Three—(A 3-card sequence with a pair to
one of the 3 cards), counts 8 points. Double Run of
Four—(A 4-card sequence with a pair to one of the
4 cards'), counts 10 points. Triple Run—Consists
of triplets, with 2 other cards in sequence with
triplet, 15 points.^ Quadruple Run—Consists of 2

pairs and a card in sequence with both, 16 points.

Fifteens—Formed by cards totaling 15 exactly . count
2 each time they are made. L'se each card in as
many different "15" combinations as possible.
Four-Card Flush—4 cards of one suit in hand only
(not crib). 4 points. Five-Card Flush—4 cards in

hand or crib of same suit as starter. 5 points. The
crib is not a flush unless the starter is the same suit.

STARTER—Is used only in counting the hands
and crib.

MARKING SCORE—Points are scored as made
on a "pull-up" board. See cut. Each hole counts
1 point. Players start from same end. peg-
ging parallel with each other down outside edge
and up inside to the sixty-first, or game hole.

GAME—61 or 121 points.

For rules on three-hand and
four-hand cribbafie, see "The
Official Rules of Card Games"
or "Six Popular Games" offered
below.

HOW TO
ENTIRTIIIN

'* CMOS

Ciiid Stunk
AnJ^U

3pUV>
R

|«0*J

sjv*

*,w?clSV

Th-
I s

f '

CARD.' Cud i

TKICKT BW
jy" cinnati.O. Sen t

A** postpaid books
checked belrm
"Official Ruin
of Card Cinwi"

AYlNrs
7 100 games. 250 pages 20c

;
. Dr/

/ I"""| "Si* Popular Cinwi"
".'

I I Auction, Crihhagc. Pitch,

Fire Hundred,Solitam\Pinoohle fie.

"How to Entertain with Carda"
Suggestions for parties and clubs fie.

"Card Tricks." Mystifying tricks that

can be done with a deck of cards. 6

Wheu you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

\ .-tlnk''
' IHow to tell fortune wth a regular daek of

HI 1" Vw cards. 6c.

\ f
I—I "Card Stunts for Kiddies." Amusing and in-J/ I I structire kindergarten lessons. Not card games but

Hp' pasteboard stunts, using old cards aa bits of board, fie

r All 8 books 40c Writs Name and Address in margin below.
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Many men came and
went in her life

SHE fascinated each one only

for a little while. Nothing

ever came of it.

Yet she was attractive—un-

usually so. She had beguiling

ways. Beautiful hair, radiant

skin, exquisite teeth and an in-

triguing smile. Still there was
something about her that made
men show only a transient

interest.

She was often a bridesmaid but

never a bride.

And the pathetic tragedy of it all

was that she herselfwas utterly igno-

rant as to why. Those of her friends

who did know the reason didn't have

the heart to tell her.

# * *
People don't like to talk about

halitosis (unpleasant breath). It isn't

a pretty subject. Yet why in the world

should this topic be taboo evenamong
intimate friends when it may mean so

much to the individual to know the

facts and then correct the trouble?

Most forms of halitosis are only

temporary. Unless halitosis is due to

some deep-seated cause (which a

physician should treat), the liquid

antiseptic, Listerine, used regularly as

a mouth wash and gargle, will quick-

ly correct it. The well-known anti-

septic properties of this effective

deodorant arrest fermentation in the

mouth and leave the breath clean,

fresh and sweet. It is an ideal com-
batant of halitosis.

So why have the uncomfortable

feeling of being uncertain about
whether your breath is just right

when the precaution is so simple.

Listerine is for sale atyour near-

est druggist. He has sold itforyears.

Address Lambert Pharmacal Company,
2180 Locust Street, St. Louis, Missouri.

Petrova's Page
{Continued from page 72)

HALITOSIS
use
LISTERINE

All this detail of the accident because you
ask for it, and because Mr. Quirk suggested
it. By the way in his last letter he re-

marked that this note to you should contain

an account of the opening of the ''White

Peacock," but how on earth can I do that

with only a few hundred words left. That
will have to go until next month.
And now for a very brief description of

a corrida.

In turning the pages of my memory book
I find that the most impressive of the bull-

fights that I witnessed was the corrida in

honor of the fete of Corpus Christi, at

Sevilla.

As my mind travels back, I remember
that the eve of the feast is especially worthy
of description.

The festival this year happened on the

twenty sixth of May, but for days before

the people of Sevilla had been making ready.

The whole square in the center of the city

was hung with garlands, some of living

flowers, many of artificial ones. Thousands
of colored electric bulbs shed their light in-

discriminately on gardfln roses and on roses

fashioned of violent pink paper. Enormous
altars, bearing life-sized figures of the Ma-
donna and of favorite saints, stood cheek by
jowl with ice cream wagons and fruit carts.

At seven o'clock, the tall candles on the

high altars were lighted. Towards sundown
a slight breeze sprang up and played hide

and seek among the tall tapers. Now one

succumbed to its whimsies only to be res-

urrected by it's stronger next door neighbor,

as the wind veered from its course.

Dancing, games, fortune-telling—by real

gypsies from Granda—wore the hours away
till midnight, when the crowds, that had
gutted the square as well as the narrow
streets of old Sevilla, began to dissolve

gradually and the far off music of some
sleepless lover merged with the all-night

clanging of the church bells.

Doctor and I had been invited by some
of the personnel of the city to witness

the "boxing" of the bulls for the corrida on
the morrow. We left the square at five

minutes after twelve for the "field," where
the toros await preparation for their first

and last journey to the ring.

This exhibition, I was given to under-
stand, is reserved for friends of the espadas,

the bull breeders, and for guests of the city,

and is not available to the general public.

In our party, there were ten persons, all

Spanish except Doctor and me. Doctor had
a wonderful time talking English with a
very polite Sevillian, who did not under-
stand a word but who "filled in" with
pigeon French.

We set out in victorias belonging to the

various members of the party. The par-

ticular one assigned to me was drawn by
two of the most beautiful Andalusian mares
I have ever seen.

We followed the banks of the Guadalqui-
vir for about a mile before turning into

the gardens of Marie Louise. The moon
shone down a silvery blue from a far away
sky, on to the shadowy shapes of vessels

that lay at anchor.

As we turned into the park we stopped

for a minute to listen to the nightingales.

Nightingales, Jeanette cherie, not just one
nightingale, but a whole chorus of throbbing
melting throats!

We stopped again at the Pavilion of Marie
Louise. It stands in the center of an arti-

ficial lake, cradled in a grove of orange trees.

Two peacocks were roosting on the roof.

Their plumage was iridescent in the moon-
light. The scent of the orange flowers was
overpowering

—

In thirty minutes we arrived at the field.

At the entrance we were met by several.

Guardia di Sevilla, in their funny, shiny

hats. They, very politely escorted us to our
places on a high platform (one of two),

raised above an enclosure about a hundred
feet square. From these platforms one
looks down into a narrow passageway,

through which the bulls are driven, one by
one, into their boxes. Adjoining it is the

rest of the enclosure, bordered by a high

wooden fence and an equally high wooden
gate. (Concluded on page 87)

'Picking on the Pictures
1

ANEW motion picture menace is dis-

covered by the Dearborn Independent

which now finds that America is being de-

structively misrepresented in foreign lands

by the American made motion picture. It

seems that "a woman in Java gave up a

projected trip to the United States because

the movies taught her that 'bandits, hold-

ups, murders and risks' of all sorts make up

our daily fare of life," according to the

Literary Digest's quotation of the journal

famous as the property of an authority on

ten motor cars. It is also revealed that

American film makers have been given to

making special spicy scenes for the export

versions of some of their dramas, that they

have sent to primitive foreign lands films

condemned here by censors, all of which is

said to make native races look down on the

white man in general and the American in

particular.

It is fitting also in this same connection

to call attention to a number of other shout-

ing menaces:

American made sausage for export to

Mediterranean countries is heavily spiced,

often with garlic. That's bad for the oriental

temperament.

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.

American made gasoline stoves for South

American trade are often painted a brilliant

carmine.
American newspapers print murder stories

on page one.

This is a regrettable phase of all business.

Things are made to sell. The influences of

the motion picture are not wholly good.

Nothing in human expression is absolutely

pure. The American Indian got Christianity

and rum in the 'same shipload. The same

British enterprise which took Anglo-Saxon

culture to the Far East abetted opium in

China. Good is often interbound with evil.

It is the way of life.

But the world survives, even progresses,

despite all this.

Henry Ford's Independent is merely en-

gaging in that fascinating pastime now so

popular, entitled "Picking on the Pictures."

with the same brand of intelligence its

owner uses in everything he undertakes out-

side his flivver factory.

There are a good many phases of the

picture industry that could be improved.

Perhaps they will be in time, the ultimate

consumers of pictures permitting this to be

done.
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Petrova's Page
(Concluded)

In comparing the wild enthusiasm of the

actual corrida, the festival of boxing the

bulls is almost a solemn procedure.

Voices are hushed among those that ex-

change remarks on the chances of the fol-

lowing day, or on the respective merits of

the toros. But for the most part, only the

chirping of the crickets, or the occasional

whirr of a nocturnally inclined cicada, makes
itself heard. The glow of cigarettes shine

feebly in the rays of the moon.

Suddenly there is a movement in the

crowd; a restlessness, rather than concerted

action. Far away the dull tinkle of the

bells of the steers supplies the reason for

this phenomenon. Then, a still duller sound
of thumping hoofs, and one strains one's

eyes, but the moonlight fails yet to show
their owners.

Long breathless seconds—and then, dark
moving shapes far out on the edge of the

campus. Out from their native plains come
the magnificent beasts, lured by the stupid

steers to the very gate of their damnation
—or their glory.

As they come nearer, one hears the heavy
breathing of their powerful lungs and smells

the odor indissolubly connected with cattle.

The shapes of mounted herdsmen are now
plainly visible, as they stand, with long,

steel-pointed lances, to welcome them in-

side the enclosure.

There is a sound of a heavy door fall-

ing into place. The first bull has pre-

ceded his erstwhile friend, the steer, into

captivity. He looks around wonderingly

for his companion. The inexorable door

divides him from his former comrade, for

ever and a day.

He stands for a moment, both feet to-

gether. Then individually they paw the

ground. The smell of bruised grass is very-

sweet to the humans, but to the bull there

is something wrong. He lifts his enormous
neck with a bellow of rage that cleaves the

soft night. He turns. He runs. He runs

the only way he can run—right into the

narrow passage. Another door descends.

Even the enclosure is cut off.

He bellows again. The odor of the beast

is very strong now. He is right beneath
one's very nostrils. His pelt gleams with

sweat. Froth bubbles at his mouth.

He kicks desperately at the wooden walls

of the partition. He tries his luck with his

powerful horns; sometimes he may break

a tip—that is all. Suddenly he sees a door
open invitingly. He rushes through and
into his wagon lit.

He lows with fresh energy. He kicks

with renewed vigor. One feels that he will

certainly smash so frail a thing as wood, as

though it were paper, before he will resign

himself, with ignorant complacency, to his

journey to the bull ring. In the midst of

the noise a shout goes up. He is forgotten

in the excitement of the second bull.

And so eight are boxed before one makes
ready for home again, in the peace of the

moonlight, to the accompaniment of sing-

ing nightingales, that flit through the

branches of the orange trees in the garden
of Marie Louise.

Heavens! Still no description of the

corrida proper!

Until next month, Jeanette, cherie!

WILL HAYS has quit the Cabinet for

the films.

He has accepted the offer of, as quoted,
$150,000 a year to head a new organization

of motion picture producers and distributors.

M

How Puffed Grains

Disappear
The question with a million mothers is—Where do Puffed Grains go?

Girls use them in candy making. Boys eat them like peanuts in the
hungry afternoons.

For these are food confections. The taste is like toasted nuts. And the
flimsy, flavory texture is to children a delight.

Keep them supplied

Puffed Wheat and Puffed Rice, however used, supply whole-grain nutri-

tion in the ideal form.

The grains are steam exploded. Every food cell is blasted, so digestion
is easy and complete.

The}' are Prof. Anderson's inventions—the finest grain foods in existence.

Don't regard them as mere tidbits—just some regal breakfast dainties.

What greater food can you imagine than Puffed Wheat in milk?

Be glad the foods are tempting. Before they came, most children got
too little whole-grain diet. They can never get too much.

For between meals these are ideal foods. Digestion starts before they
reach the stomach.

Puffed Rice
For breakfast, Puffed Rice

with cream and sugar — the
finest cereal dainty.

Puffed Wheat
For supper, Puffed Wheat in

milk—whole wheat with every
food cell blasted.

The Quaker Qals(bmpany Sole Makers

When you write to advertisers please mention rHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Easyt
"Youcan learn
inafewweeks

True-Tone Instruments have
helped make famous such well
known professionals as Tom
Brown, Art Hickman.Clyde
Doerr, Donald Clark, Clay
Smith, GuyHolmes, Du-
ane Sawyer and thou-
sands of others.

True-Tone Saxophone
Easiest of all wind instruments to play and
one of the most beautiful. You can learn
the scale in an hour's practice and play pop-
ular music in a few weeks. Practice is a
pleasure because you learn so quickly. You
can take your place in a band within 90
days, if you so desire. Unrivaled for home entertain-
ment, church, lodge or school. In big demand for
orchestra dance music. A Saxophone will enable
you to take an important part in the musical devel-
opment of your community. It increases your popu-
larity and your opportunities, as well as pleasure.

Try It InYourOwn Home
You may order any Buescher Saxophone, Cornet,
Trumpet, Trombone or other Band or Orchestral
Instrument without paying in advance, and try it

six days in your own home, without obligation. If

perfectly satisfied, pay for it on easy payments to
suit your convenience. Mention the instrument inter-
ested in and a complete catalog will be mailed free.

Buescher-Grand Cornet

The Buescher-Grand Cornet is exceptionally easy to
blow, yet possesses a tone of wonderful volume. If

you expect to learn to play a Cornet, you should by
all means have a good instrument. With a Buescher-
Grand, yoa own an instrument similar to that with which
the greatest cornetista of America made their reputations.

Saxophone Book Free
Tellswhat each Saxophone is best adapted for; when
to use singly, in quartettes, sextettes, octettes, or in

regular band or Saxophone Band, and how to trans-
pose for cello parts in orchestra. Send for free copy.

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
Maken oi Everything in Band and Orchestra Instruments

2249 Buescher Block, Elkhart, Indiana

FREE TRIAL
EasyPayments

IMAGINARY INTERVIEWS
Constance Talmadge

GIRLS, you won't believe me! Con-
stance Talmadge's passion is riddles!

• She is the author of "Treatise on
Riddles", "Riddles, and How to

Spring Them," and .is now working on
"Wild Riddles I Have Known!"
When I was ushered into Miss Talmadge's

presence, she smiled brightly, and said,

" Good morning, when is a door not a door?
"

I stood dumfounded, and before I could

speak she added, "Oh, that's too easy

—

when is a movie star not a star?"

"
I g-give it up! " I stuttered in embarrass-

ment.
"When she goes on the stage!" She

laughed gleefully.

After I had partially recovered from my
confusion, Miss Talmadge showed me the

different books she had written and auto-

graphed eight for me. As I was leaving she

whispered, " If you promise not to publish it

I'll tell you my latest riddle!"

"What is it?" I said, hoarsely.

"Why do people live in Brooklyn?
There's no answer!"

What's Wrong With the Business?

There is a widespread impression throughout the industry that there is some-

thing wrong with the business.

There are still many persons going about the industry who are supremely

oblivious of the fact that a new order of things is in existence; that the days of

floodtide attendance, regardless of attraction and exploitation, are gone and will

not return, and that there is no longer an easy way to success in the film business

Very generally throughout this industry persons sat back and calmly watched

one industry after another come in for the inevitable readjustment. But when
the readjustment processes finally touched this industry almost every reason,

except the correct ones, has been pounced upon to explain the existing situation.

There is nothing hidden or mysterious about the situation facing this business.

It amounts simply to a shrinkage of the public purse and a tightening of the

strings around the amount that remains—which presents a problem that is peculiar

not merely to the film business but is the same today for practically every other

type of business/—Exhibitor's Herald.

Ev,-ry advertisement in I'UOTOrLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Questions and Answers
(Continued jrom page 82 '

K. W. S., Sunbury, Pa.—I try to imagine

new things every day. I don't see any use

standing still. You never do, anyway. Bebe

Daniels does not appear in Harold Lloyd's

comedies any more. But she made some
of her own, for Realart. Now she is with

Paramount, where I believe she is to be

featured in big productions. She and May
McAvoy another ex-Realartiste, are to have

the principal feminine roles in "Blood and

Sand," the picturization of lbanez' novel,

which will star Rudolph Valentino. Yes,

your Rudie is a star now. I suppose we
should all dance and sing and shout. How-
ever, I sometimes have a temptation when
I hear that a good leading man is to be

starred to quote "another good actor gone

wrong." But I won't.

Mrs. Ida D., Gardner, Mass.—Elaine

Hammerstein is not married. But I hear

she is seen a great deal with a well-known
financier who would probably like to be Mr.
Hammerstein. Elaine is a beautiful, very

alool young lady. She and Lumsden Hare
were in "The Country Cousin." She is still

starring for Selznick ; at least, her name is

still at the head of the Selznick sign on
Broadway, N. Y.

L. A. N., Eureka, Utah.—I wonder about

your gold embossed stationery, Lial. I think

it's exceedingly unusual. Was it a birthday

present? I hope you didn't buy it yourself,

or I could never believe in you again. Olive

Thomas died in Paris. She was very charm-
ing and a fine actress. Jack Pickford directed

Mary in "Through the Back Door" and
''Little Lord Fauntleroy." Now Mary is

going to turn the tables on him and put

him through his histrionic paces in "The
Tailor-Made Man," which he has been

threatening to make for a long time.

A. M. F., Canada.—So Bill Hart sent you
a picture of his Pinto. What a modest man
Bill is! He and Winifred Westover are,

according to all reports, very, very happy.
They are at home now in Hart's beautiful

Beverly Hills mansion. (It isn't a mansion
at all, they say; it's just a comfortable and
very homelike place. Hope so ; can't imagine

our Bill in a mansion.) William S. has
brown hair, blue eyes, and is six feet one
inch tall. He is forty-six years old. His
bride is twenty-two.

Gertrude, Strawberry Point, Iowa.—
Never heard of your town until today.

Glad to meet you both. Juanita Hansen's
latest picture is "A Western Princess." I

believe she is touring a vaudeville circuit at

present.

A. K., Chicago.—It's nice of you to want
the date of my birth, but I don't remember
it myself. I don't believe in birthdays,

except for other people. I love to tell about
theirs. Bebe Daniels was born January 14.

1001; Wanda Hawley, 1897; Harrison Ford.

1892; Thomas Meighan, 1887.

A. C. E.—So you like Richard Dix better

than Wally and Dick and all the rest of
them. Richard is seen to advantage in

Goldwyn's "The Sin Flood," in which your
other favorite, Jim Kirkwood, also appears.
Dix was reported engaged to May Collins,

but it never got beyond a report. May
has not married. Claire Windsor is not
married now. She has a little son. Mildred
Harris is in Manhattan right now, with her
mother. She has an offer to be starred by
eastern capitalists in her own company.
Her latest picture was "Fool's Paradise."

(Continued on page 118)

The Mistakes
That ruined millions of teeth

We offer you here a ten-day test which

will change your ideas about teeth cleaning.

The old methods failed to end film.

So millions have found that well-brushed

teeth discolored and decayed. Now dental

science has corrected those mistakes, and

we urge you to see the result.

Film—the great enemy
That viscous film you feel on teeth is

their great destroyer. It clings to teeth,

gets between the teeth and stays. It

dims the teeth, then may foster attacks

on them. When you leave it, night and

day it may do ceaseless damage.

Film absorbs stains, making the teeth

look dingy. It is the basis of tartar. It

holds food substance which ferments and

forms acid. It holds the acid in contact

with the teeth to cause decay.

Millions of germs breed in it. They,

with tartar, are the chief cause of pyorrhea.

Also of many diseases.

A daily combatant
Dental science has now found two

effective film combatants. Able author-

ities have amply proved them. Leading

dentists everywhere endorse them.

Both are combined in a dentifrice called

Pepsodent. Millions of people have come
to employ it. And glistening teeth, half

the world over, now show its delightful

effects.

Results quick and amazing
This ten-day test will surprise you.

It will give you a new idea of what clean

teeth mean. The benefits to you and

yours may be life-long in extent.

Each use will also multiply the salivary

flow. That is Nature's great tooth-

protecting agent. It will multiply the

f*-qrch digestant in the saliva, to digest

starch deposits that cling. It will mul-

tiply the alkalinity of the saliva, to

neutralize the acids which cause tooth

decay.

REG U 5. Lf^^BiHHHHH^iMB^B
The New-Day Dentifrice

A scientific film combatant, whose every
application brings five desired effects.

Approved by highest authorities, and now
advised by leading dentists everywhere.
All druggists supply the large tubes.

So five effects, now considered essen-

tial, come from every application. And
the early result is clean, beautiful teeth.

Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube.

Note how clean the teeth feel after using.

Mark the absence of the viscous film.

See how teeth whiten as the film-coats

disappear.

This test will be a revelation to you.

Cut out the coupon so you won't for-

get.

10-Day Tube Free 678

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
Dept. 625, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.,

Chicago, 111.

Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

Only one tube to a family

When you write to advertisers please mention IUIOTOI'LAY MAGAZINE.
__
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Cleans Closet BowlsWithout Scouring

Stains, incrustations and rust marks

that make a closet bowl so unsightly,

and are hard to get rid of in any other

way, are promptly and thoroughly re-

moved by Sani-Flush.

And by thoroughly cleansing every

part of the bowl and trap Sani-Flush

makes the use of disinfectants or harm-

ful preparations of any kind un-

necessary.

Always keep Sani-Flush handy in

your bathroom.

Sani-Flush is sold at grocery, drug,

hardware, plumbing and house-furnish-

ing stores. If you cannot buy it

locally at once, send 25c in coin or

stamps for a' full sized can, postpaid.

(Canadian price, 35c; foreign price,

50c.)

THE HYGIENIC PRODUCTS CO.
Canton, Ohio
Canadian Agents

Harold F. Ritchie & Co., Ltd., Toronto

PISO'S
Safe & Sane
For Coughs

and Colds

Insist on it
by name
This syrup is different from alt others

Pleasant— gives qukk. relief. Contains

no opiau-y—good for young and old-

35c per bottle everywhere

A Diary of the " Mystic Islands

'

(Continued from page 64)

lagoon any more just now because the

whales come up. Yesterday we saw a whole
family of them, mother, father and baby.

We have found beautiful locations for our
picture. It is to be called the "Lagoon of

Desire."—a perfect title. The locations are

wonderful. The Tahitians are so thrilled to

work, with us, and they are so simple and
without self-consciousness that they are very
easy to get along with. They are delighted

with seventy-five cents a day. Of course

all of them speak the most exquisite French.
Tahiti belongs to France, of course, and
they are taught it in the French schools

here. There are many missionaries here,

and churches both Catholic and Protestant.

ATTENDED a native banquet last night.

Eleven courses, consisting of Fei (red

bananas) yams, breadfruit, cocoanuts, pine-

apples, suckling pigs stuffed with nuts, and
many kinds of delicious shellfish. The food
is very highly spiced and I like it. They
use a good deal of curry. And every kind

of shellfish, some new to me and perfectly

delicious. I was also introduced to what I

was told was the Tahitian oyster. It looked
rather large, but was wonderful and I ate

a lot. Imagine my horror and surprise to

find that I had been eating raw fish.

When I came in from location today I

found Terace, my little half-caste maid,

asleep on the floor, curled up like a kitten,

with her pareu rolled under her head for a

pillow. A flower lay close beside her and
a handful of cigarettes was scattered about.

They smoke incessantly, even the very young
girls and old women. Most of them "roll

their own," though their supply of cigarettes

is larger than any other supply they have.

They do it very daintily, and you often hear

them estimate time by "in two or three

cigarettes." And everything in the future

with them I have discovered is "bime-by."
It is their favorite American term.

Today we have been on the island of

Moorea taking shots. It is a smaller island

about ten miles from Tahiti, and the name
means "The island that loves to be visited."

It is even more beautiful than Tahiti and
much more primitive. I wish I could stay

there for a while. The people on Moorea
know very little of civilization. And it is

very strange, but few Tahitians have been

there. They look on it as a sort of a

beautiful dream—a reward for virtue. The
people of Moorea are so kind and sweet

and courteous. It is almost impossible to

realize that these people were all cannibals

not so many years ago. However, few of

those now living ever ate of the famous and
horrible "long pig."

The sun goes down with a bang and it

is night—no twilight hours here. And the

sun springs into full being in the morning
without the interval of dawn.

We are spending a week taking some
scenes at the country home of the Princess,

or rather of the Queen, her mother. It is

a wonderful old place, over a hundred years

old and called Papara nui Aoro Huarea
Apateae. Which means the House of the

Highest of This Land. It has fifteen rooms
—the largest house in Tahiti, a rambling

white affair in the wildest heart of the

island.

How the people of Tahiti still revere and
adore the old Queen ! Her name is Marau-
taaroa. They call her simply Queen Marao.

She is very haughty and proud—a wonder-

ful woman. She is very old for a Tahitian,

but once a year she gives a grand fete,

and they look forward to it and prepare for

it the entire year. There is a younger sister,

Princess Manhinihi—but they call her Tecau,

just as they call the older one Boots, which
.

is a nickname she had at school.

I have never seen anything like the flower;

here. Last night a native boy named Tao
and I climbed the hills in back of the house
to gather the native orchids that grow on
the trees, sapping the life and strength from
them. They are not at all like our hothouse
orchids, but I thought them much more
beautiful. Smaller, and a delicate, ethereal

green in color, they melt along the edges to

a transparent lavender. I never was so

thrilled in my life as when I gathered an
armful of them.
The flowers here all last eighteen hours

in perfect beauty and freshness without any
water. And the way in which the Tahitians

adore flowers is the loveliest memory I take

away with me from these Islands.

They wear them, too, in their hair, where
they are like giant butterflies on their dark
tresses. Oh yes. and there is a significance

to the way in which they are worn. If

you wear a flower behind your left ear.

it means "Follow me." If you wear one
behind your right ear, it means, "I am
already engaged." And if you wear one
behind each ear it simply means, "I am
not interested. Do not waste your time."

I think I shall wear one behind my left

ear and see what happens. The Princes-

has taught me how to say "Yes" in the
Tahitian way—by the most fascinating,

nonchalant little lifting of the eyebrows.
But I have not learned to say "No," so
perhaps I had better not.

WE are back in Papiete-. Outside my
window is a group of girls, singing.

The very latest song which is now the rage
in Tahiti is, "Oh, you beautiful doll." They
have translated it into Tahitian. It is

lovely to sing the air and then put these

words to it. Almost anyone can do it

and it gives the real sound of Tahitian.

Here are the words:

Nanavae e mae va e te maupotie papara,
Na manana toroa manche nihi totau
Nei fareirei raa ivrana ve te

Atemarara ua tupu
Te tu e moua tamaiti

Ua haamaa maa te fara i mataoa
A e i o

Tero Teaue.

The Princess translated for me what is

considered a little bit of a risque song.

Compared with some of our words in pop-
ular songs now, I think they are much more
sensitive than we are. It simply says

:

"On the branches of the breadfruit tree

My thoughts of you are not what they
should be.

You taught me how to love

And how to be careless about it."

Oddly enough, what is practically the

national instrument in Tahiti is the accor-

dion. They play it marvelously well and it

is as common here as the ukelele in Hawaii.
I have seen all the dances of Tahiti and

Moorea. They had a feast in the hills for

us and we saw the most beautiful dancers

of the islands. The upaupahura, which is

the singing dance of love, the national dance
called the upaupa, which is something like

the hula, the canoe dance, the idol dance

—

they were wonderful.

These same dances are the acme of

grace and abandon and freedom of body.
They are not nearly so vulgar as our dances,

I think, because they suggest nature, splen-

(Concluded on page pi)
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A Diary of the

"Mystic Islands"
(Concluded)

did and supreme. They are pagan, but they

are natural, and they are done with such

joy in them, such delicious and exquisite

grace, that they leave you with a pleasant

memory and a desire to see them again.

Paki, one of the little native girls who
plays a part in our picture, is the queen
of all the upaupa dancers. As I sat watch-
ing them, I felt the blood begin to sing

in my veins and a mad longing took posses-

sion of me to dance, too. Afterwards I

found we all felt it, even Walt Whitman,
who at least is old enough to know better.

They dance a great deal with their eyes

—sitting quite still on the ground and only

moving their great eyes in time to the music,

with such impish, rhythmic skill that it

intrigues you at once. Then, as though
irresistibly drawn, they begin to move their

shoulders, their hands, and finally fling

themselves into the full ardor of the dance.

The rum that they make here is very
good, but I am surprised to see how little

of it they drink.

It is almost time to go. I cannot believe

it. I do not want to go. The perfume has

intoxicated me.

I have never been touched as I was last

night. The Tahitians who worked extra

in our picture had pooled their money to

give us a "party" on this last night of our
stay in their beautiful land. It was a
gorgeous banquet. The table was the most
exquisite thing I have ever seen—it took
them two days to arrange the profusion of

rare and flaming and delicate flowers upon
it. There were two barrels of rum and every
known delicacy was upon the table. I was
wreathed about in orchids and taiti Tahiti
until I could hardly move.
For the last time I heard the sense-stirring

call of the music of Tahiti. For the last

time I saw the mad, sensuous dances, as the
girls flung themselves into the joyous motion.
The whole dramatic story of the voyage of

the canoe I saw told to me in dance and
music, for the last time.

It is over. We are homeward bound. My
cabin is filled with pearls, strings of beads
and delicate shells, wreaths, flowers of all

kinds, hats, and pareus, gifts from my dear
Tahitian friends. It is over, the brief dream
on that enchanted island of bliss and beauty.
They sang us "maururu avou" as we sailed

away from the quay beside the white coral

wall of the Papiete beach. A quaint little

melody that means "We are happy to
have known you—you have our love—and
we hope to see you again."

That is all I can write as I sit here in

my cabin, for my eyes are almost blinded
with tears

—"maururu avou" beautiful, en-
chanted land. "Maururu avou."
The Princess did not return with us. She

says she will never leave Tahiti again. It

is her mother land and it has claimed her
again.

9'

Photoplay publishing

date will hereafter

be the fifteenth of

the month, instead

of the first.

Fortunes Going Begging
Photoplay producers ready to pay big sums for stories but
can't get them. One big corporation oilVrs a novel t<>t

which is open to anyone, without charge. Send for the
Van Loan Questionnaire and lest yourself in your own home.

ASHORT time ago a Montana house-
wife reqeived a handsome check for a
motion picture scenario. Six months

before she had never had the remotest idea
of writing for the screen. She did not sock
the opportunity. It was thrust on her.

She was literally hunted out by a photo-
play corporation which is combing the coun-
try for men and women with story-telling

ability.

This single incident gives some idea of
the desperate situation of the motion pic-

ture companies. With millions of capital
to work with; with magnificent mechanical
equipment, the industry is in danger of
complete paralysis because the public de-
mands better stories—and the number of
people who can write those stories are only
a handful. It is no longer a case of invit-

ing new writers; the
motion picture indus-
try is literally reach-
ing out in every direc-

tion. It offers to every
intelligent man and
woman—to you—the
home test which re-

vealed unsuspected
talent in this Mon-
tana housewife. And
it has a fortune to
give you if you suc-

ceed.

Send for the
Free Van Loan
Questionnaire

H. H. Van Loan, the
celebrated photoplay-
wright, is responsible
for the invention of

the novel questionnaire which has uncov-
ered hidden photodramatists in all walks of

life. With Malcolm McLean, formerly
Professor of short story writing at North-
western University, he hit upon the happy
idea of adopting the tests which were used
in the United States Army, and applying
them to this search for story-telling

ability.

The results have been phenomenal. In

the recent J. Parker Read, Jr., competi-
tion all three prizes amounting to $5,000
were awarded to students of the Palmer
Photoplay Corporation, which is conduct-
ing this search by means of the Van Loan
Questionnaire.

The experiment has gone far enough to

prove conclusively (1) that many people
who do not at all suspect their ability can
write scenarios; and that (2) this free ques-
tionnaire does prove to the man or woman

AMONG the leaders who super-

XV vise the educational policy of
the department of education of the
Palmer Photoplay Corporation are:

Thomas H. Inoe James R. Quirk
Thos. II. Iiice Stu- Editor and Pub-
dios lisher Photoplay

Frank E. Woods
Chief Supervising
Director Famous
Players-LaskyCorp. Allan Dwan

Allan Dwan Pro-
Lois Weber ductions

Lois Weber Produc-
tions, Inc.

C. Gardner Sullivan Rob Wagner
Author and Pro- Author and Screen

ducer Authority

who sends for it whether he or Bhe has
ability enough to warrant development.

An evening with this novel device for

self-examination is highly fascinating as
well as useful. It is a simple test applied
in your own home. Its record is held con-
fidential by the Corporation.

The Palmer Photoplay Corporation offers

you this free test because

Scores of Screen Stories are
needed by producers

Scores of good stories could be sold at
once, if they were available. The Palmer
Photoplay Corporation exists first of all

to sell photoplays to producers. Its Edu-
cational Department was organized for one
purpose and one only—to develop screen

writers whose stories

it can sell.

Look over the list

of leaders in the mo-
tion picture industry
who form its advisory
council. These lead-
ers realize (1) that
the future of the
screen drama is abso-
lutely dependent
upon the discovery
and training of new
writers. They realize

(2) that writing abil-

ity and story telling

ability are two en-
tirely different gifts.

Only a few can write;

many can tell a story,

and, with training,

can tell it in scenario
form. The Palmer Photoplay Corporation
is finding these story tellers in homes and
offices all over the land.

You are invited to try;
clip the coupon

The whole purpose of this advertisement is

to invite readers of Photoplay Magazine
to take the Van Loan Questionnaire test.

If you have read this page up to this point,
your interest is sufficient to warrant address-
ing the invitation to you directly. In all sin-

cerity, and with the interests of the motion
picture industry at heart, the Palmer Photo-
play Corporation extends you its cordial
invitation to try. Who can tell what the
reward may be in your case?

For your convenience the coupon is

printed on this page. The questionnaire
is free, and your request for it incurs no
obligation on your part.

PALMER PHOTOPLAY Corporation, Department ofEducation, P. 3
124 West 4th St., Los ingeles, Cal.

Name
Address

PLEASE send me, without cost or

obligation on mv part. TOUT qoes-
tionnaire. I will answer the ques-

tions in it and return it to you for

analysis. If I pass the test, 1 am
to receive farther information

about your Course and Service.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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*c
I'm as Good a Man as Jim!

>»

"They made him manager today, at a
fine increase in salary. He's the fourth
man in the office to be promoted since
January. And all were picked for the
same reason—they had studied in spare
time with the International Correspond-
ence Schools and learned to do some one
thing better than the rest of us.

"I've thought it all out, Grace. I'm as good a man
as any of them. All I need is special training—and
I'm going to get it. If the I. C. S. can raise other
men's salaries it can raise mine. See this coupon?
It means my start toward a better job and I'm go-
ing to mail it to Scranton tonight!"

Thousands of men now know the joy of happy,
prosperous homes because they let the I. C. S. pre-
pare them in spare hours for bigger work and
better pay.

Why don't you study some one thing and get
ready for a real job, at a salary that will give your
wife and children the things you would like them
to have?

You can do it! Pick the position you want in
the work you like best and the I. C. S. will pre-
pare you for it right in your own home, in your
spare time.

Yes, you can do it! More than two million have
done it in the last thirty years. More than
130,000 are doing it right now. Join them without
another day's delay. Mark and mail this coupon.

^————— TEAR OUT HERE —— —

—

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCESCHOOLS
BOX 6457-B SCRANTON, PA.

Without cost or obligation, please explain how I can
qualify for the position, or in the subject before which
I have marked an X in the list below:

—

ELEC. ENGINEER
D Electric Lighting & Bys.

Electric Wiring
Telegraph Engineer

D Telephone Work
MECHANICAL ENGB.

D Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Toolmalter
Gas Engine Operating

D CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOB'N or ENGR.
STATIONARY ENGR.
Marine Engineer
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
PLUMBING & HEAT'Q
Sheet Metal Worker

D Text. Overseer or Supt.
CHEMIST
Pharmacy

BUSINESS MANAG'M'T
Q SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING

D Railroad Positions
D ILLUSTRATING

Shpw Card & Sign Ptg.
Cartooning

Q Private Secretary
D Business Correspondent
BOOKKEEPER

D Stenographer & Typist
Cert. Pub. Accountant

D TRAFFIC MANAGER
D Railway Accountant

Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH

n Com. School Subjects
D CIVIL SERVICE
AUTOMOBILES
Railway Mail Clerk

D Mathematics

a
Navigation
Agriculture

Q Poultry I Spanish
Q Banking I Teacher

Street
and No.

City.

Occupation

.

RESINOL
Soothinq and He&linq

Stops Itching
and

Promptly Relieves

Skin Disorders

Plays and Players
(Continued from page 78)

George Ade looks just as he should look. The great humorist is one author
who in private life lives up to his literary reputation. He is at the Lasky studios
now, working with his friend, Thomas Meighan, on his own story, "Our

Leading Citizen"

ELINOR GLYN has returned to Holly-
wood after spending a number of weeks

in Europe. She brought back about nine

trunks of Paris clothes. And you can put
lots of Paris clothes in one trunk.

Soon after her arrival, the employes of
the Lasky studio in Hollywood gave a

dance. All the stars were invited, also

Madame Glyn. The film colony were
anxious to meet her.

The young man who issued the invitation

to her, knew her fondness for gorgeous
headdresses of golden leaves, emeralds and
diamonds mingled with her auburn tresses,

so he said, diplomatically, "And Madame,

it's very informal. Please wear something
simple. Don't dress up. Come like the rest

of us."

"I understand perfectly,'
-

said the clair-

voyant Madame Glyn, "I shall wear a hat."

And she did, and the party was a great

success.

But Madame Glyn is always doing some-
thing unusual like that.

IN spite of some rumors in the past few
months, Jack Gilbert and Beatrice Joy

are married and living most happily to-

gether in an adorable bungalow on the crest

of a Hollywood hill. (Cont'd on page 03)

The Livest Film News Printed

Don't miss a single paragraph of the Plays and Players

Department just because it is run over into

the back of the book. Some of the best things come

in late and have to be put further back in the book.
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Plays and Players
(Continued)

REX BEACH is making '-personal ap-

pearances." Stars have been doing it

for years, but it's something new for an

author. Mr. Beach is appearing in con-

junction with one of his own pictures, too.

My goodness—what next?

IT is bad enough to be in any kind of an

automobile wreck, but to be out riding

with a young man on Sunday afternoon and

run into your own limousine, is certainly

adding insult to injury.

That's what happened to Colleen Moore
the other day.

She had ordered her car for a certain

hour, but the chauffeur was late and she

had an important appointment. So she

asked the young man who happened to be

sitting on her front porch to drive her to

Hollywood.
As they came to a very busy corner, a big

blue limousine shot in front of them, and

swung out, so that unable to stop, they

hit it full amidships.

The limousine turned over, and Colleen

saw to her horror that it was her own car.

Aside from all that, she had a terrible

time explaining to the crowd and the officers

how it was that if it was her car she wasn't

in it, and if she wasn't in it, how she

happened to be there.

FRANCES MARION is on the coast, writ-

ing continuities for the Talmadge sisters.

She made the adaptation of Norma's

newest picture, "The Duchess 1'Englais,"

which is said to afford the beautiful Tal-

madge her first chance in months to do a

really imaginative and elaborate part.

THE representative of one of the biggest

publishing houses in America who is

very well known to all book lovers on the

coast and who deals in rare editions, com-
plete and expensive sets of standard authors

and fine bindings, was sent by a distinguished

woman writer to the home of a motion

picture star whose oldest tradition is her

extreme youth, and whose sixteenth birth-

day is one of the industries national holi-

days.

He showed this young lady some remark-

able old books, a birthday edition of Robert

Louis Stevenson, a new set of George Mere-
dith, and the last authorized edition of

Thomas Hardy. Only to be met with the

sweet objection that she thought, "those

books were all really a little too old for

her."

"Well," said the book man at last, "we've
got a very good set of the Dolly books.

I'll bring those out to show you. I should

think they'd suit you admirably."

THE LONELY TRAIL" is a new film

which stars Fred Beauvais.
This Fred Beauvais, you may or may not

remember, played a leading role in one of

the most sensational divorce scandals in

American newspaper history. Somebody
thought it would be nice to make a picture

about it, with the Indian guide as the star.

But nobody is showing the picture, so it

seems as if they are rather out of luck.

PEARL WHITE is, they say, going back
to serials. If she does, Pathe will

probably welcome her back. The Fox-
White features were not the artistic or

financial successes they might have been.

Pearl went abroad not so long ago and
from Paris emanated the report that she

was to return to the chapter drama which
made her internationally known.

(Continued on page 04)

Who
A Snap

for
Some-
body

It's

easier
to work
with a
BIG

PRINT
Send

for one

Read
the

prizes

Wants $2500

No Charge to try—Send Your List
How many objects doyou see that begin with "D", like donkey, dog, devil, etc. ?

Write them on paper, sign your name and send them in. The largest, nearest
correct list entitles the sender to first prize, $20.00 . Or you can try for a bigger
prize if you want to.

$2500.00 for Somebody
WHO'LL WIN IT?
acquainted with De
used exclusively in
we make this offer.

We want everybody to get
Do, tlie exquisite new odor
our toilet preparations, so
The first prize in the contest

in $30.00, but if the winner has made a $1.00 pur-
chase the first prize is $5<tO.0O, if a $2.00 purchase
the first prize is $1000. J or if a $5.00 purchase the
first prize is S2500.00. more than the averuire man
can save in a lifetime. IT PAYS TO TK1 l'OK
THE BIG I'KIZE.

W\Q T\Q Exquisite RequisitesU U for the Toilet

Exquisite is the only word that really tells how-
wonderful these preparations are. They are the
highest quality that can be made and are put up
in charming: packages. You could find nothing
that will surpass them for gifts or personal use.

-List of Offers-
tii 1 t\t\ One full size box of
<4> X . VT VP DeDo Face Powder
[white, flesh or natural (brunette)]
Prepaid for $1.00

til9 f%ft One large jar each***»W of De Do Night
Cream and Day Cream. Prepaid
for $2.00

ICC t\t\ °ne dox of De Do
M*»*»W Face Powder, one
jar each of Night Cream and Day
Cream (as above), one $1.SO bottfe
of exquisite De Do Toilet Water,
one 25c box of Nail Polish, and one
35c can of De Do Talcum Powder,
Total S5. 10. Prepaid for $5.00

Sold
Under

Absolute
Guarantee

Cash
Prizes

'IMPORTANT. READ.
1. ll costs oothing to eiltr. Anybody not connected with

this company or a relative of as; member of our organi-

zation may compete.

2. Number words 1, 2, 3, etc. Write only oo one side of

paper. Flace your name and address on each sheet

.

3. Use only words found in English dictionary, no obsolete,

hyphenated or compoundwords count Usesingalarorplnral.

not both. Do not use same word more than onct, eien to

designate eutirely different objects.

4. List baring largest, nearest correct list of risible objects

shown in picture beginning with "D" wins first prize, oeif.

second, etc. Nothing else counts.

5. Do not name any object more than once. Any part of

object may benamedin addition to object as awhole.

6. Only one prize lo a family, or to member of gronf
working together.

7. la erent of ties duplicate "prizes will be paid (• eacft

tying contestant

8. Three well known men. none having any connection will

this company, will act as judges and each contestant agrees

to accept their decision as final. These are the judges:

Mr. G. G. Strofhers, Cashier, Union State Bank
Mr. H. N. Leighlon. Contractor, Ei-Pres. Board Education

Mr. Geo. F. Womrath, Bus. Agt. Mpls. Board Education!

9. All answers will receive equal consideration whether

accompanied by purchase or not.

10. At the close of the contest a printed list of tba correct

*D" words and the names of (be winners will be seot to all

contestants who make purchases.

11. All answers must be mailed before post office closing

time March 1st, 1922.

NOTICE—The former
closing date, Feb. 15,
has been extended to
March 1st, 1922.

If No If 81.00
Purchase Purchase
Is Made Is Made

If 82.00
Purchase
Is Made

Eirst prize $20.00
Second prize
Third prize. .

.

Fourth prize.

.

Fifth prize...
Sixth prize. .

.

Seventh prize.
Eighth prize.

.

Ninth prize. . .

10th to l.-ith. .

10.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
3.00
3.00

3.00
2.00
2.00

$500.00
250.00
125.00
75.00
50.00
40.00
30.00
20.00
15.00
10.00

De Do Toilet
Water $1.50

$1,000.00
500.00
250.00
150.00
100.00
80.00
tJO.OOi

40.00
30.00
20.00

Wonderful Opportunity for Workers

If S5.00
Purchase
Is Made
$2,500.00
1,250.00
•125.00

375.00
250.00
200.00
150.00
100.00
75.00
50.00

Start in business for yourself. Be your own boss. Supply7

Heinrich products to your community, either town or coun-
try, and make $1.00 every hour you work. Writo for list of
open territories and full particulars,

Heinrich Chemical Company
I ilcriiJL^iii rll1941 East Hennepin Ave.

t f

Minneapolis, Minn., U. S. A.

De Do Night
Cream $1.00

De Do Da
Cream 9

Dc Do Face
Powder 51.00

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY M.WJA/.INE.
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C
7he French ivaij to remove hair

More than a hundred years ago,

Xavier Bazin, the French scien-

tist, invented the depilatory which now
bears his name. The women of Paris—
always exquisite in their smartness—
have found X-Bazin the simplest and

most effectual preparation for safelv

removing superfluous hair.

// 's Safe !
A flesh-colored powder, delicately rose perfumed, it

leaves the skin smooth,whitc,coolandfreefromanv
trace ofsuperfluous hair.Itmaybeusedbv any wom-
an with perfect confidence. Unlike shaving, it will

not encourage the further growth of hair.

At alldrugand department stores. 50c. and $1.00;
in the U. S. and Canada. Elsewhere 75c. and$i 50.

Send 10c. for sample and descriptive booklet.
Made by the makers of Sozodont.

GEO. BORGFELDT & CO., Sole Distributors
Dept. B, 16th St.,& Irving Place, New York

That You See Everybody
Wearing is the

Greatest Hit in Years
Wear It on Your Little Finger
Snappy—Stylish—Full of Color
Cut shows actual slze—

1

mrlfl Ive
crcen eold 1,1,1. 1, set will 19 ,reen and bli

brilliants Wot „ Iron Mh *ve to Frisco. <;

beat n.-i, ls
*

rk il n K jo n c
isfied. Sto te finger s i . sZ.A\ I
the rinK is your for.. *

THE MANGAN CO.
Dept. K GREYSTONE, R. I

An extraordinary

paperfor ordinary use

That's MultiKopy No. 25

Moots more requirements of general office

use than any other carbon paper. A!l colors
and weights.

If you want 20 copies at one typing, use
MultiKopy* No. 5, light weight.

If you want 100 writings from one sheet,
use MultiKopy No. 95, medium weight.
Ask your stationer for your kind of Multi-
Kopy. Star Brand Typewriter Ribbons
write the best letters.

F. S. WEBSTER COMPANY
377 Congress Street Boston, Mass.

Plays and Players
(Continued from page 93)

Little Wesley Barry showed his new picture, "Penrod," to some shut-ins the
other day. Plis portable projection machine threw the mm on the ceiling of the
hospital ward. Maybe you think it wasn t his most appreciative audience

THEY aren't going to let "Little Mary"
alone.

The Pickford-Moore divorce case has been
revived.

Attorney-General L. B. Fowler of Nevada
the other day called the divorce decree "the

worst of its kind and should be the last

of its kind." He is still working to have
the divorce set aside.

Another penalty of great popularity. But
surely Mary Pickford deserves peace.

THEY say that William Fox was about
to re-issue generally his old version of

"The Two Orphans," which starred Theda
Bara, to compete with the new Griffith

production of the same story.

Mr. Fox is said to have opened in Boston
at the same time that the "Orphans of the

Storm" made its bow. He withdrew his

production, the story goes, because he had
sense enough to see how it suffered by
comparison.

WHEN Paramount decided that its step-

child, Realart. had lived long enough,
it worked many miracles among the stars.

Mary Miles Minter, the pampered darling

of the screen world, with her, so to speak,

million-dollar contract with Zukor, had been
obliged to take a cut in salary. Her contract

has a year more to run. Then it will be up
to her managers to decide if she is really the

successor to Mary Pickford, and the future

film queen of the world, as she was adver-

tised when she first became a Realartist.

Constance Binney, from Boston, of Man-
hattan, had to go west to make her pictures.

Perhaps Constance likes California now. By
the way, did you ever hear anybody call

Miss Binney "Connie"? And you never

will.

SUFFERING from what appears to be

a form of shell shock, Harriet Hammond,
one of the most beautiful girls on the screen,

is seriously ill at her mother's home, be-

cause of a peculiar accident.

A terrific electrical explosion took place

within a few feet of Miss Hammond while

she was working on a set at the Fox studio

recently. She fainted and the nervous shock

was so great that, according to her mother,

physicians now state that it may be months
before she can work again, and that she

must take a complete rest.

Fortunately she was not burned by the

accident.

Max Linder, the French comedian, is also

laid up—with temporary blindness from
strong lights.

(Continued on page 05)

When you write to advertisers please mention mOTOrLAY MAGAZINE.
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Plays and Players

(Continued)

THE Katherine MacDonald Company
has had a lot of free publicity lately.

Joseph Tumulty, former secretary to

former President Wilson, has written a book
called "The White House Looking-Glass."

In it he comments on Mr. Wilson's fond-

ness for the films and says, "His favorite

screen star is Katherine MacDonald, a state-

ly and statuesque beauty."

ONLY a lot of presence of mind and
ready courage saved Barbara Bedford

from a dangerous and unpleasant experience

on a lonely road near the Universal studio

about midnight a short time ago.

Miss Bedford, who was returning home
from work, was driving toward Hollywood,

when under a dark grove of trees, a man
suddenly sprang on her running board and
attacked her. He struck her over the eye

and was grabbing her by the throat, while

he threatened her with a revolver, when the

screen star suddenly stepped on the throttle

with all her strength and with both hands
gave the thug a violent push.

It unloosened his hold and he fell back

into the road.

Miss Bedford arrived for emergency treat-

ment in Hollywood in hysterics, and with a

badly bruised and cut face and eye.

MARY MILES MINTER has just started

building a gorgeous new home in

Laughlin Park, Hollywood, the exclusive

hill-top where Cecil de Mille lives. Her
contract is up in about a year, and it is

doubtful if she will ever get nearly as large

a salary after this. But the home will be

completed long before that day arrives.

It should help Miss Minter to take changed
circumstances philosophically.

WILLIAM de MILLE celebrated his re-

turn from New York by having iiis

car painted. Like his famous hat, Bill

evidently intends to use that roadster until

it wears out.

His brother, Cecil, is still touring on the

continent.

He was scheduled to meet a great many
important men during his European sojourn,

but he stated quite positively that he was
going to rest and that the only man he really

wanted to meet was the Pope.

THIS little yarn is just too good to

keep.

A well-known man connected with motion
pictures—in what particular line it would
not be fair to mention, but whose name is

well known to every fan—has a very charm-
ing wife who is quite deaf.

Recently this husband became friendly

with a lady celebrated on stage and screen.

And something arising that this lady didn't

like, she decided to make trouble for the
man by telephoning his wife.

So she rang up the wife and in detailed

and exaggerated fashion related the story
of her friendship with this man, even we
were told, going so far as to read her some
of husband's friendly little notes.

To her amazement, the wife received it

all quite calmly, cheerfully and sweetly.
She said, "Yes," and "No," and "Indeed,"
at intervals, and seemed quite pleased to
think that so famous a lady had called her
up.

Not having heard a word, it was all right

with her.

But the stage star who was on the other
end of the line is still trying to figure out
why the bomb didn't explode. And no one
lacks the sense of humor to tell her.

(Continued on page 06)

Millions of People Can Write
Stories and Photoplays and

Dorft Know It/

Wr, lino ought to felt stories inid plays with

THIS is the .startling assertion rccent'y made by
E. B. Davison, of New York, one of the Ugli-
est paid writers in the world. Is lis aston-

ishing statement true? Can it be possible there are
countless thousands of people yearning to write
who really can and simply hurt n't found it cut.'

Well, come to think of it, most anybody ran tell a

story. Why can't most anybody write a atorj

Why is writing supposed to be a rare gift that few

possess? Isn't this only another of the M staken
Ideas the past has handed down to us? Yesterday
nobody dreamed man could fly. Today he dives
like a swallow ten thousand
feet above the earth and
laughs down at the tiny
mortal atoms of his fellow-
men below! So Yesterday's
"impossibility" is a reality

today.

"The time will come,"
writes the same authority,
"when millions of people
will be writers—there will

be countless thousands of
playwrights, novelists, scen«
ario, magazine and news-
paper writers—they are
coming, coming—a whole
new world of them!" And
do you know "what these
writers-to-be are doing now?
Why, they are the men

—

armies of them—young and
old, now doing mere clerical

work, in offices, keeping
books, selling merchandise,
or even driving trucks, run-
ning elevators, street cars,

waiting on tables, working
at barber chairs, following
the plow, or teaching schools
in the rural districts, and
women, young and old, by
scores, now pounding type-
writers, or standing behind
counters, or running spindles
in factories, bending over
sewing machines, or doing housework. Yes—you
may laugh—but these are The Writers of To-
morrow.

For writing isn't only for geniuses as most
people think. Don't you believe the Creator gave
you a story-irritina faculty just as He did lite greatest

Only maybe you are simply "bluffed" by
the thought that you "haven't the gift." Many
people are simply afraid to try. Or, if they do try,

and their first efforts don't satisfy, they simply
give up in despair, and that ends it. They're
through. They never try again. Yet, if. by some
lucky chance they had first learned the simple
rules of writing, and then given the imagination
free rein, they might have astonished the world!

DUT two things are essential in order to become
-I-* a writer. First, to learn the ordinary prin-

ciples of writing. Second, to learn to exercise your
faculty of Thinking. By exercising a tiling you
develop it. Y'our imagination is something like

your right arm. The
more you use it the
stronger it gets. Tin-
principles of writing
are no more complex
than the principles of

spelling, arithmetic, or
any other simple thing
that anybody knows.
Writers learn to piece
together a story as
easily as a child sets

ui> :< miniature In. use
with his toy blocks.
It is amazingly easy
after the mind grasps
the simple "know how ."

A little study, a little

patience, a little con-
fidence, and the thing
that looks hard often
turns out to be just

as easy as it seemed
difficult.

Thousands of people
imagine they need a
fine education in order
to write. Nothing is

farther from the truth.

Many of the greatest
writers were the poor-
est scholars. People-

rarely learn to write at

schools. They may get
the principles there,
but they really learn

to write from the great.

wide, open, boundless
Book of Humanity

'

Yes, seething all around
you, every day, every

LETTERS LIKE THIS
ARE POURING IN !
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Cba

.simple but then— MRS OLIVE MICUAIX
.LEBoI. Pa.

"I con only say that I am smnged
that it is possible to ect forth the
principlee of short story and
photo play writing in such a clear.

n inner?—G O R D O N
MATHEWS. Montreal. Can.

"I received' your Trying System

remarkable
seen Mr. Irrina
made str.ry and

ecrtsu

le and
.\i

I, ll-

ama in 13 nmnle
ALFRED HORTO
Falls, N. Y.

"Of all the compositions I have
r ,..,,l on Hi- >"b net, I find youri
tbe most helpful to aspirins
authors " — HAZEL SIM PSON
NAYI.OR. LiTiiiMi, EoiTon.
Motion PICTURE Maoasike.
Willi Him volume before him.

the veriest novice si hi be
to build stories or photoplays It

will find a ready market
treati I its kind I

I in LM years of ,,.»,.

paper sod literary work. —
II. PIERCE WELLER. Mas.
uavr. Editor, Tun Binoiiamton
Phi as.

"When I first saw your ad I

was workinc in a shop' lor S.'MI

week tlwaya having »..rked
with my hands. I doubted mv
ability to make moncv with mv
brain. So it wna with much Bkep-
t-iisin that I -cut for vonr Baa]
Method of Writine. When the
System arrived. I carelullv stud-
io! il ever line, after »ork W ,1 '

,

a month I had completed two
plays, one of whleh sold for If.'.OO.

the other (or S450. I unhcsital.
tally say tliat I owe it all to the
Irvins is. stem."—HELEN KIN-
DON, ATUKTIO City. N. J.

hour, every minute, in the whirling rortel
flotsam an<i jetsam of I.if<—even in your own I

at work or play, are endless incidents lor
and plays -a wealth of material, a world of things
happening. Every one oi these ha- Hi-

story or play in it. Think! If you went to
or saw an accident, you could come home and tell

the folks all about it. I DCOUSCiouely \ oil Would
describe if all very realistically. And il

Stood by and wrote down exactly what you
you might be amazed to find your storj would
sound just as interesting as many youVe r,

magazines or seen on the
n, Now . \ 011 will natu-

rally say, "Well, if \\ ritii

as simple as you Bay it 1-.

why can't / learn to w)
Who 801/8 you can't.'

LISTEN! A won.i
FREE book has recenth

been written on this very
subject—a book that tells all

about the Irving System

—

a Startling New I

Method of writing Stories
and Photoplays. This an ./
ing book, called "Tht II 0)

Book for Writ cis," show

-

easily stories and plaj
Conceived, written, pert'

sold. How many who don't
dream they can write.

denly find it out II-

-

Scenario Kings mid the Storj
Queens live and work. Hon
bright men ami women with-
out any special experience, learn
to their own amazement that
their simplest Ideas may furnish
brilliant plots for Plays nnd
.Stories. How one's own Im-
agination may provide an end-
less gold mine of ideas
bring Happy Success and Hand-
some Cash Royalties* Ho* m
writers get their names Into
print. How to tel! if \ 011 .1 /,/•: :.

writer. How to develop your
"story fancy." weir e rle,
word-pictures and unique, thrill-

ing realistic plots. How your Friends ma] be
worst judges. How to avoid dlscouragei
the pitfalls of Failure. How to Jr.? A!

This surprising hook 13 ASSOLUTBL Y /

No charge. No obligation. YOUR copy Is waiting for
you. Write for it .voir. GET V IT'S VOL' US. Then
you can pour your whole soul Into this magic 1 11

chantment that has come into your life

—

$to

VTiltnt). The lure of it. the love of it. the luxury of it

will till your wasted hours and dull moments will.

profit and pleasure. You will have this noble, absorb*
ing, money-making new- profession! And all in your
spare time, without interfering with your regular "t>

Who says you can't make "easy money" with >i"i

brain! Who says you can't turn jour Thoughts
into cash! Who says you can't make your di
come true! Nobodv knows—BIT THE UO(>K WILL
TELL YOU.
So why waste any more time wonderinL'. drei

waiting? simply fill out the coupon Below—you're not
BUYING anything, you're getting it ABSOLUTELY
FREE. A book that may prove the Hook of Your
Destiny. A Magic Book through which men and
women, young and old may learn to turn then
hours into cash.

Gel your letter in the mail before you sleep to-
night. Who knows— it may mean for you the Dawn
of a New Tomorrow! Just adtlres3 The Authors'
Press, Dept. 28. Auburn, New York.

MI39 Helene Chadwick, famous Goldwyn Film Star, says :

"Anyjnan or woman who will learn this New Method of

THE AUTHORS' PRESS, Dept. 28, AUBURN. N. Y.

Send me ARSOT.rTKT.Y FRFF. "Tht Win let Root
fur Writers." This does uot obligate me in an] way.

City and State.

When you write to advertisers pleas- mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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dAladdin
Save $200 to $800

Aladdin success is chiefly due to the

money saved for Aladdin Home owners.

You will save a substan-
tial amount through

eliminating dealers* profits, saving over 18% waste in lumber and lowering
labor cost in building. Aladdin Homes are cut to fit, saving waste of lum-
ber and hundreds of hours of carpenter labor. Over a hundred beautiful
homes are pictured in the Aladdin catalog. Send stamps for this catalog
No. 163 I at once.

Sold Direct— No In-Between Profits
The Aladdin Company is the greatest home building institution in the world
and it does not sell through dealers. It manufactures the lumber at the
edge of the four greatest timber-producing states. It prepares the house
complete, ready to be shipped direct to the home builder. You save the
dealers' profits. Your carpenter nails the readi-cut lumber just like in any
other first-class, permanent home. The catalog explains the details fully.

What You Get When You Buy An Aladdin
Aladdin Homes are designed to use standard lengths and sizes of lumber so
that there is practically no sawing, measuring and fitting to be done by the
carpenter on the job. You receive in one shipment all the timbered frame
work, mill-work, the siding, outside finish, porch, shingles, windows, doors,
interior woodwork, lath, glass, nails, hardware, lock sets, paints, stains and
varnish. Send stamps today for catalog No. 1631.

THE ALADDIN CO., SSSUSSi
Branches, Offices and Mills: Portland, Oregon;

Wilmington, North Carolina; Hattiesburg, Mississippi
Cilnadian Offices and Mills :

I rint, Vancouver Winnipeg St. John

A RAILWAY
TRAFFIC INSPECTOR

MEN WANTED! POSITION
GUARANTEED

EARN UP TO $250 PER MONTH, EXPENSES PAID

BIG demand for trained men in this fas-

cinating, new profession. Many splen-

did opportunities thru contact with railway
officials. Travel, or remain near home.
Pleasant, healthful, out-door work.

Start at $110.00 per Month
with expenses paid Prepare in three months' spare-
time study at home. Any average man can easily

qualify.

Position GUARANTEED
If, after completing preparations, we do not secure
for you a position paying at least $\ 10 a month and
expenses, we refund vour enrollment fee in full.

YOU TAKE NO RISK.
Don't Delay—Investigate Now. Send for free book-
let No. D-594, today.

STANDARD BUSINESS
TRAINING INST.

Buffalo, N. Y.

BohhodKdir

NdtioTldl Bobbed hair, bewitchingly
' youthful, universally fashion-

DOO able! Women and girls appreciate the
comfort and vivacity of "bobbed hair." A
National Bob "bobs" yours without cutting.
Hairpins secure it quickly to bobbed or uncut
hair. Send us$10.00and a strand of your hair,

and we will mail your "National Bob", per-
fectly matched. Satisfactionguaranteed.orwe
refund your money. Send for FREE catalog.

National Hair
Nets Special offer:

send 65c for
Boudoir Box of 6. Guar-
anteed perfect. extra
large size, real human hair.
State colors, and style
(cap or fringe). U-J a box
NATIONAL HAIR GOODS COMPANY
Dept. 73 368 Sixth Ave., New York

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE

!

BUT YOUR NOSE?
IN THIS DAY and AGE attention to your appearance is an absolute

necessity if you expect to make the most out of life. Not only should
you wish to appear as attractive as possible, for your own self-satisfac-

tion, which is alone well worth your efforts, but you will find the world
in general judging you greatly, if not wholly, by your "looks;" therefore
it pays to "look your best" at all times. Permit no one to see you looking
otherwise; it will injure your welfare! Upon the impression you con-
stantly make rests the failure or success of your life. Which is to be
your ultimate destiny?

My latest Kost-Shaprr, "TRADOS Model 25," U.S. Patent, with six adjustable
pressure regulators and made of liKlit poitehed metal, corrects now ill-shaped noses
without operation. quickly. safely and permanently. Diseased cases excepted. Is
pleasant and does not interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn at night.

Tl'rffe today for free boollrt, trhtcti tells how to correct ill-shaped Noses
without cost if not satisfactory

M. Trilety, Face Specialist, 1740 Ackerman Building, Bingham ton, N. Y
Also For Sale at Riker-Hegeman, Liggett's and other First-Class Drug Stores

Plays and Players

(Continued jrom page 95)

THE only daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Rupert Hughes was married in New

York recently, at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. George Creel—Mrs. Creel is better
known as Blanche Bates. Miss Hughes
married John Monk Saunders.
Her bridesmaid was Irving Cobb's daugh-

ter.

Her distinguished parent has been feted
frequently during his stay in the east. He
has been picture-making in California for
some months, during which time he has
made such masterpieces as "The Old Nest,"
"The Wall Flower," and "Remembrance,"
which latter film he personally directed. He
has lectured before various college classes,

and has been the honor guest at luncheons
which brought together most of the well-
known film people in Manhattan.

WHEELER OAKMAN, the husband of
Priscilla Dean, and a well-known

young actor-about-Hollywood, came to
Manhattan on business. He had to spend
the Christmas holiday season in the east.
Remember: a motion picture actor—from
Hollywood—in New York—on New Year's
Eve. That's what everybody thought. But
here was the Oakman program for the
celebrated holiday:

He went, with his friend Joe King, to
the Rialto Theater to see "The Little Min-
ister." Next they stopped at the Claridge
Grill for a pineapple soda. Then they went
up to Oakman's rooms in the same hotel
and watched 1922 being ushered in, from
their box seats high above Broadway. At
12:30 they ordered chicken sandwiches and
milk sent up, and by 1 :30 Mr. Oakman was
in bed and asleep.

You can believe this one.

MAURICE TOURNEUR has turned the
first crank on "Lorna Doone." The

noted French director started work last

week on this great literary classic, with a
cast headed by Madge Bellamy, as Lorna,
and Frank Keenan. John Bowers is to
play the hero.

A number of really remarkable sets have
been constructed in the Hollywood hills,

and anyone who has recently read the book,
which is so full of thrills, fights, excitements,
dramas, and daring escapades, can imagine
what sort of a picture it ought to make.
Mr. Tourneur is worried about only one

thing, in outlining his work. Rain.
"It would have been so simple to stop the

droughts in Europe last year," he said.

"All they would have to do was send for

me and let me start to make exteriors for

a picture. It would have rained at once."

"' 'HE most popular "between pictures"

1 recreation of the month has been at-

tendance at the famous Burch-Obenchain
murder trial, recently held in the Los
Angeles superior court. The case, a most
dramatic one—a beautiful woman accused

of having conspired with an admirer to

murder her sweetheart who was tiring of

her, and the later development of her

divorced husband rushing to her side to

defend her—and a number of dramatic stars

have found it an interesting study. Tony
Moreno was seen there nearly every day,

Florence Vidor sometimes alone and some-
times with her husband, King Vidor, has

made frequent appearances. A Leatrice Joy
spent several days listening to the evidence.

Bebe Daniels came up for the afternoon and
Bob Ellis, who once was a police reporter

on a New York paper, occupied a seat at

the press table. Mary Alden was also an

interested spectator.

(Continued on page 97)
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Plays and Players

(Continued)

WHEELER OAKMAN made a flying

trip to New York around the first

of the year, bringing with him the print

of ''Slippy McGee," the Oliver Morosco
film in which he plays the leading role.

Wheeler couldn't stay long because he had

to be back in Hollywood, January 2nd.

Rather a special date with him—the anni-

versary of his wedding to Priscilla Dean.

THE entire Universal studio was threat-

ened with destruction from the high

flood waters that arose in Los Angeles during

the recent heavy rain storm.

While employes rushed the animals to

safety, the cowboys battled to strengthen

the dam that holds the waters in a canyon

above Universal City, and which the four

day's terrific downpour had threatened to

demolish.

Every possible precaution was taken to

check the torrents if they did break through,

but for twenty-four hours it was impossible

to tell whether Universal City would exist

in another fifteen minutes or not.

The rain stopped just in time to prevent

the overflow of the dam, but much damage
was done by the cloudbursts, and the moun-
tain torrents that tore through expensive

sets on the lot.

Well, Universal seems to be having a lot

of bad luck lately.

Harry Carey has left them, unable to

agree with the methods of some of the new
executives. Carey, next to Priscilla Dean,

was the biggest" money-maker and most
popular star on the Universal lot, and it is

understood he already has arrangements for

his own company.

LUCILLE CARLISLE is back at the

Vitagraph western studios, working
again as the principal embellishment of the

Larry Semon slap-sticks.

Lucille returned to the west coast just

about Christmas time. She is now wearing

a gorgeous solitaire. Don't know whether
it's an engagement ring or a mere Christ-

mas present. But it wouldn't surprise any-
body to hear that Lucille will, sooner or

later, be Larry's leading lady for life.

ALMA TAYLOR and Cecil Hepworth, the

British star and producer, have returned

to England.

Miss Taylor made a decided hit over here.

There was something so frank and so un-
spoiled about her. I remember seeing her

one day at the Algonquin, where she lived

while in New York. She appeared at the

door of the main dining room, a shy and
wholesome little person who shone by com-
parison with some of the richly dressed

and heavily perfumed ladies present.

Larry Trimble and Jane Murfin, the pro-

ducers of "The Silent Call," saw a lot of

Alma. Mr. Trimble has known her for

years, and says she hasn't changed a bit,

except that she is sweeter and shyer, if

possible.

AFTER showing a decided spurt of great

activity, the work of the motion pic-

ture studios in Hollywood hit another terri-

ble slump around the holidays and a number
of changes of great importance to the in-

dustry seem to be taking place.

Rumor is very general that Metro is to
be absorbed by Famous Player's-Lasky. Rex
Ingram is the only person now working.
Bert Lytell and Viola Dana having been
sent on a long tour of personal appearances
in the Loew theaters all over the country.

Realart has ceased to exist. Its stars and
releases are to be taken over by Paramount
and the organization will move over to the

Lasky studio in Hollywood. Realart and
Famous Players have always been closely

associated and the complete consolidation

will save time and expense in every way.
Realart stars affected by this change are:

Bebe Daniels, Constance Binney, Alice

Brady, Mary Miles Minter, and Wanda
Hawley. Those on the inside seem to think

that all these actresses will not become
Paramount stars but will be ''kept in some
capacity." Miss Daniels is leading the pro-

gram, in fact it is understood that she is

leading all the other four stars combined,
so of course she is sure of an excellent place

under the Paramount banner.

Miss Binney and Miss Minter probably
have contracts that are ironclad, but Miss
Brady is in the east and Miss Hawley has

never assumed any real proportions as a

star. Since there is a great need for good
leading women on the Lasky lot, the problem
may be solved in that way.

IT happened at the Lasky studio on the

set where Alfred Greene was directing

Thomas Meighan. There was a parrot who
was to take part in the picture. When Mr.
Greene was about to direct an important
scene, the precocious parrot said in perfect

imitation of the director: "Ready now, folks

—camera !" The cameramen started grind-

ing, the actors started acting—and Mr.
Greene shouted in perfect imitation of an
angry parrot

:

"Stop—cut ! That wasn't me at all—it

was that d d parrot—take it away !"

THE Hollywood Hotel, which has shel-

tered beneath its roof at least as many,
and maybe more, celebrities at once than

any other hostelry in the world, caught fire

last week, and except for the fact that rain

was pouring down in bucketfuls, probably
would have been burned to the ground.
The fire started under the ground floor

apartments of Mrs. Jack Dillon, as the

result of defective wiring.

Bob Ellis and May Allison occupied the

suite adjoining Mrs. Dillon and by the time
they became aware of the fire, the halls

were impassable with thick clouds of smoke
and the hall floors were beginning to cave.

Mr. Ellis broke the front windows which
did not open, and he stood in the hot smoke
for half an hour, passing things through the

window to his pretty wife, who chucked
them into a sedan that happened to be stand-

ing there. Everything she had on was
ruined, and she was completely drenched,

but her trousseau was saved, with the ex-

ception of five hats that were spoiled by the

rain.

Mrs. Dillon lost some of her wardrobe,
and all the rooms in that wing were gutted,

before the fire department managed to put
out the blaze.

MR. and Mrs. Bill Hart played Santa
Claus to little Mary Johanna Desmond,

the temporarily orphaned daughter of Bill

Desmond.
Bill Hart is Mary Johanna's god-father;

and the baby's parents were in the east.

leaving Mary under nurses' care in their

Beverly Hills home.
So bright and early Bill and Winifred

Hart went over to the Desmond place,

laden with teddy bears and walking dolls

and stuffed animals. They trimmed a tree

and made Mary so happy she didn't much
miss her mother and father.

(Continued on page 114)
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FAMOUS movie stars have
long appreciated the excep-

tional youthfulness, good ma-

terials, and fine workmanship
of Miss Manhattan modes as

well as their moderate prices.

$25 to
$75

If your favorite store cannot
show you the latest Miss Man-
hattan creations.write usatonce,
mentioning the store name, and
we will mail you, free, a Miss
Manhattan Fashion Book of
actual photographs of Fifth
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Armand
COLD CREAM POWDER,
h<3he LflfLE PINK &> WHlTE BOXES

SPHERE is just one cold

cream face powder made
—and that is Armand!
Armand Cold Cream Pow-
der is perfectly soft, dry,

smooth and dense, yet has

an exquisite cold cream base.
It spreads evenly, blends

naturally into the skin and
stays on till you wash it off.

Just try Armand Cold Cream
Powder once. The little pink-and-
white hatbox is $1, everywhere.
If you do not love Armand you
can take it back and your money
will be returned. Send us 15c for

three guest-room packages of
Armand Cold Cream Powder,
Talcum and Vanishing Cream.
Address

ARMAND—Des Moines
Canadian customers should address

Armand, Ltd., St. Thomas, Ont.
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You Have Never Seen
Anything Like This Before
Flower Drops the most exquisite

perfume ever produced. Made from
flowers. A single drop lasts a week.
Bottle like picture with long glass

etopner, LilacorCrabapple, $1.50; Lily
of the Valley, Eose or Violet, 82.00;
Bomanza, our latest Flower Drops,
S2.50. Above odors in half oz. bottles
$8 00. one oz. 815.00. Send 20c stamps
or 6ilver for miniature bottle.

P f. R F CI.ME « TOILJTAVATER

flbwerDrops
Eieger's Mon Amour, ounce $1.50;

Garden Queen. $2.00; Alcazar, $2,25;
Parfum Bienzi, $2.50, nothing finer;
Honolulu Bonnet SI. 00At druggists or
by mail,
Send $1.00 for souvenir box of five

25c bottles, different odors.
PAUL RIEGER & CO. 142 IstSL SanFrancisco

BOTTLE 20*

The A B C of Business

Adding, Bookkeeping and Calculating

are the three great figuring operations

that constitute the A B C of Busi-

ness. To handle these operations

the Burroughs Adding Machine
Company manufactures three types

of machines in a wide variety of

styles and sizes among which may be

found a machine that will fit the

needs of any business, large or small.

The Motion Picture Alibi
{Concluded from page 48)

with the Pure Food Act. They were, one
was led to believe by the action of everyone
who came within smelling distance, absolute-
ly non compos mentis. Anyone who got a
whiff of them fainted.

"It was not funny. It was extremely
nauseous and disgusting. I lost ten pounds
myself the week I worked on it and I have
never felt really happy with a sausage
since. But you couldn't cut out the sausages

because that's all there was.
"But the Muse of Poetry sent me an in-

spiration.

"I put in this title spoken by the butcher,

as he displayed his wares to the young hus-
band, who staggered back clasping his

proboscis

:

"'TAKE THESE GARLIC SAUSAGES.
THEY IS GRAND. SO NEAR CLOSING
TIME I SELL HIM TO YOU CHEAP.'

"I never heard of a garlic sausage—but
that one little word saved the picture from
being loathsome and made it quite giggly.

Garlic is always funny—decomposition rare-

ly is.

"Sometimes title-fixing is merely a case of

psychology. That happened when I was
titling 'Star-Dust,' a picture made from
Fannie Hurst's famous novel.

"The girl has, according to time-honored
custom, married the son of the old miser

who holds a mortgage on her father's home
—the father whom she adores. It is thor-

oughly established that she is making this

marriage solely and only to Save her father's

home for him. Then, without anything hap-
pening, immediately after the marriage she

packs her things and gets out, leaving the

old man more than ever at the mercy of the

dastardly skinflint and his tighter half.

"Whereupon, since the girl didn't imagine

that this marriage was going to be easy to

take and since she had as vet accomplished

nothing by it, you decide she is a fool.

"Consequently, I inserted this title as

spoken by that ladv

:

'"WHAT'S MORE, I TOLD PAW HE
WAS A FOOL TO CARRY YOUR
FATHER'S MORTGAGE ANY LONGER,
AND HE'S GOING TO SEE HIM ABOUT
IT IN THE MORNING. I DON'T CARE
IF HE IS YOUR FATHER, HE'S NO
BETTER THAN ANYBODY ELSE, AND
IF HE HAD AN OUNCE OF PRIDE HE
WOULDN'T BE ACCEPTING CHAR-
ITY.'
"Thus the girl knows that she hasn't got

by her mother-in-law, that her sacrifice has
been in vain, and your sympathy is with
her when she takes her shoes out from under
the old lady's spare bed and beats it.

"In 'The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari,' I ured
a trick title that I considered very necessary

to sustain the suspense. I did not want the
audience to realize that the man was in-

sane. I was afraid they would begin to

see this too early, so I used a trick, such as

mystery writers use:
" 'YOU WILL PROBABLY THINK MY

STORY THE MUTTERINGS OF A MAD-
MAN, SO INCREDIBLE ARE ITS
HORRORS, BUT I ASSURE YOU THAT
I AM HOPELESSLY, ENTIRELY SANE.'

"This reassured the audience, and at the
same time was strictly true to type, since

anyone who is insane always begins by tell-

ing you he's not.

"And yet in another story—a French melo-
drama—I had to do just the opposite and
by titles declare that the villain was in-

sane. He was so darn villainous—the story

so terribly me!o

—

(this chap went about
slaughtering innocent people wholesale, steal-

ing fortunes from widows, ruining pure
young maidens, locking the hero in vaults

and turning on the poison gas, blowing up
churches and orphan asylums)—that I knew
no American audience would ever swallow
him as a sane human being.

"So instead of letting him be a villain, I

slapped him with this introductory title:

"'BROODING OVER ANCIENT
GRUDGES IS A SURE ROAD TO IN-
SANITY, AND THE MOST DANGEROUS
PERSON IN THE WORLD IS THE MEN-
TALLY UNBALANCED CRIMINAL
WHO HAS STILL ENOUGH CLUTCH
ON REASON TO SIMULATE SANITY.
HIS NEIGHBORS KNEW HIM ONLY A:<

A NEWCOMER IN THEIR
MIDST, TWISTED IN MIND AND
BODY, TACITURN AND FORBIDDING.
BUT NO ONE EVER WITNESSED THE
MANIACAL RAGES AND BITTER
BROODINGS TO WHICH HE WAS
PRONE IN SOLITUDE.'
"And you bet no one ever did, because

there weren't any.

"And then some people want to do away
with titles."

"Well," said I, "some people want to do
away with pictures altogether."

"Might as well," said Katherine Hi'.liker.

'She's a Nut—But I Like Her
1

(Concluded from page 26)

beside her, asked rapid questions, inter-

spersed with more rapid ejaculations of

horror, and little grimaces which succeeded

in making the fretful baby laugh. Ten

seconds later the woman and the babies were

in a taxicab, homeward bound, with a ten

dollar bill tucked in the woman's hand.

She will lend her fur coat to an extra

girl and forget to speak to the wife of the

president of the company when she comes

on the set.

I have never been able to understand why
it is—but it is always true. When Mae
Busch is in the room, every man drifts

toward her as a needle drifts to a magnet.

She is conceded to be utterly irresistible

where men are concerned. There may be

more beautiful, more brilliant, more famous

women present—it never seems to matter.

Nor who the men are—nor where it is.

No self-respecting woman should admit to

liking such a girl but it's strange how

Dorothy Davenport Reid and Ethel Clayton

and Olga Printzlau and Alice Lake and—
though I am not famous—even me myself,

do admit it.

Her one great claim to beauty is her

supreme grace. She came to pictures from

musical comedy and vaudeville, where sh?

was famous in New York as a dancer.

Coming to Los Angeles with a vaudevil'e

headliner, she yielded to the persuasion:- of

picture managers and stayed. She was firsf

with Sennett—where so many of our famous

stars began—was featured there and has

recently been seen in von Stroheim's "The
Devil's Passkey," and latest in "Foolish

Wives," and in support of Lasky stars.
_

There is a persistent rumor that she is

to be starred by Universal—a very wise

choice for Universal to make, wiser than

some of their past ones.

She has been married, to Francis Mac-
Donald, but it didn't take'.
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Largely a Matter of

Love

(Continued jrom page 38)

mine that I should stop acting because I

am married. I don't want to and he

wouldn't want me to. My work is a part

of my life and I could never give it up.

At least, not for years and years.

The trouble with some married men is

that a few months after marriage they

begin to look upon their wives as house-

keepers or furniture. You may argue with

a woman on morals and manners—and win;

but criticize her coiffure, and all is over

with you. You must treat women as

women. I had rather my husband said to

me, "I like that dress; did you design it?"

or "You're looking unusually pretty today

—are those new shoes?" than have him
discuss with me the Einstein theory or the

Russian situation or Freudian psycho-analy-

sis. Women should think for themselves if

in doing so they do not lose their charm.

Women's place is just as important as man's

She is trying now to step out of her place.

It is not complimentary to a woman to be

man's mental equal. She may be—she

usually is—but she must carefully keep the

knowledge from him. A charming woman
can rule the world—providing she doesn't

let man know what she is about. "Her
simple ' doom is to be beautiful." Most
women would rather be beautiful.

TO get back to the only case about which
I can speak with some authenticity:

I have been present at every performance of

my husband's new play, "Pot Luck." One
night I was sitting as usual in my aisle

seat in the second row, when I noticed in

the first act that the leading woman, Miss

Clare Moores, must be ill. Sure enough

—

I was called back-stage when the curtain

fell. The manager came to me. He asked

me to play the part for the other two acts.

I said I wouldn't. Jim asked me. I said

I would. I knew the play backwards and
forwards ; I didn't miss a cue or skip a

line. I was frightened at first but after a

while I began to have a good time. The
audience was wonderful and encouraged me.

The last line of the play is "My wife—God
bless her !" and the company drinks her

health. I was Jim's wife in the play, and
it was a happy moment when the audience

seconded the motion. I would like to go on
the stage again, with Jim. It doesn't seem
likely now, but perhaps some day—who
knows ?

If you would like to know to just what
one thing I attribute the success of my
marriage, I would give you a rule. Appar-
ently it is just a simple little thing. Act-
ually, it is the hardest precept in the world
to follow. It is: DON'T TRY TO MAKE
EACH OTHER OVER.
You are marrying a bad breakfast dis-

position as well as an afternoon exuberance.

You are marrying a girl who talks all the

time, or you are marrying a man who never

does. Unfortunately, the virtues and vices

of the matrimonial candidates cannot be
ticketed in advance. Perhaps I should say,

fortunately, for if we knew just what we
were marrying there might be fewer mar-
riages. Besides, the surprise element is an
important one.

But after all is said and done—and after

you are married, all is—there isn't any use
for snappy epigrams or painful platitudes.

There are only two kinds of men in the

world, anyway. The man you are in love
with, and the other men. You may moral-
ize; but it won't do you any good. It is

—

>ee the title!

qA Touch of Friendly Freshness

Just a dainty pit-pat with the FLAC-
ONETTE applicator rod, and you

complete the charm of your person

with the caressing fragrance or your

best-loved perfume.

r,ENUINE _

give you a choice of the 28 most

exquisite extracts of France. You
get genuine perfumes poured direct

from the maker's bottles. You
get a dainty vial that prevents leak-

ing, spilling, evaporation or discol-

oring. You get an adorable, satiny

metal container, convenient for

your hand-bag.

And you can buy FLACONETTES
at almost any perfume counter.

Or, by mail from us, adding 10c

on each for packing and postage.

IMPORTERS EXCHANGE, INC.
220 Fifth Ave. Dept. P New York

$1.00EACH
Coty, V Origan
StyxChypre

Houbiganc
Quelqucs Fieu rs

Roger & Gallet
Fleurs d'Amour

Grenoville,Bluet
Chaine d'Or

10 other extracts

$1.50EACH
Super-Perfumes

Coty, Ambre An-
tique; L'Effleuu

Houbigant,Mon
Boudoir

Rosine, Nuit de
Chine

Guerlain
L'Heure Bleue

8 other extracts

SiMil 1

FRECKLES
Don't Hide Them With a

Veil; Remove Them With
Othine—Double Strength

r anteed to remove
Simply get an OUD

strength — from any

There's no longer the slightest need
of feeling ashamed of your freckles,

as othine—double strength— Is guar-
these homely spots.

inee of Othine — double
., druggist and apply a

little of It night and morning and you should
' Boon see that even the worst freckles hav<

to disappear, while the lighter ones have vanished
entirely. It Is seldom that more than an ounce Is

needed to completely clear the skin and gain a
beautiful clear complexion.
Ho sure to ask for the double strength Othine. as this

is Bold under guarantee of money back if it fails to

remove freckles.

.(f)

$10 to $20 a Day Profit

from New Gum Vender
Pays Rent lor Store Owner
Install one in your
store or any public
place and get this

easy profit. Requires
ution. Always

works. Machine's
profits pay the rent.
Write us about re-
built pennyand nickel
machines. Finished
like new. In excellent
running order. P3y
their cost in 10 days
Write or wire today for
lull particular*. ?25 down
payment . Balance C. O. P.
Mints £10 per case - 2000
&c packages. Single
boxes. 100 5e pices .$2.50

Silver King; Co., 300 Williams Bid; . Indianapolis. Ind.
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"HeadoffthatCtvup

mthMustetole
Keep the little white jar

ofMusterole handyonyour
bathroom shelf and you can
easily head offcroupycolds
before they get beyond
control.
The moment you hear

thatwarning cough, get out
the good old Musterole and
rub this soothing ointment
gently on the chest and
throat.
Made from pure oil of mustard

end other simple ingredients.
Musterolepenetratesrightthrough
the skin and breaks up the cold
by relieving the congestion.
Musterole does its good work

without blistering the skin like

the old-fashionedmustard plaster.

Use it for treating tonsillitis,

rheumatism, neuralgia, chilblains,

colds and croup.
Sold by all druggists, in tubes and
jars, 35c and 65c; hospital 6ize, S3.

The Musterole Co., Cleveland, Ohio
BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PLASTER

$500.00
"EMPTY ARMS"

Prize Contest
THE Lester Park-Edward Whiteside

photoplay, "Empty Arms," in-

spired the song "Empty Arms." A
third verse is wanted, and to the writer

of the best one submitted a prize of

3500 cash will be paid.

This contest is open to everybody.
You simply write the words for a
third verse— it is not necessary that

you see the photoplay before doing
so. Send your name and address on a

postal card or sheet of paper and we
shall send you a copy of the words of

the song, the rules of the contest and
a short synopsis of this photoplay.

It will cost you nothing to enter the

contest.

Write postal o> letter today to

"EMPTY ARMS" CONTEST EDITOR
WORLD M. P. CORPORATION

245 W. 47th St., Dept. 698, New York, N. Y.

The Cradle
(Continued from page 29)

PLAYSLarge List New I

Vaudeville Acts,
LStage MonologH,L_
iNew Minstrel Opening*;hoi-uses
land Finales, Blackface After-
Ipieces and Crossfire, Muxical
(Comedies and Revues, Musical
Readings Novelty Entertain-
mitits, Wigs, Beards, Grease
Paints and other Make-up

Goods. ILIUSTRATEDCAIALOGBE
FREE. WRITE NOW.
T.S.DI-.SISON * CO., <i-.!3 So. WibMb, Dept, 9 CHICAGO

had made. When Doris offered him a kiss

that she had brought from her mother
(Margaret, rather than to wound her baby,
bitterly had sent a kiss to '"daddy" when
the child begged for it) a flare of jealousy

ran through Lola and she showed so plainly

what her feelings were that Doris was
frightened.

"She doesn't like me," she whispered to

her father.

It was true, Lola did not like her step-

daughter. She showed it the first night of

Doris' stay, by going out alone with a

sarcastic word about not wanting to play

nursemaid. And a few days after the child's

arrival she lost control of her temper com-
pletely and was actually cruel.

It happened this way: One of Lola's

erstwhile admirers—a man who had never

given up his attentions, despite her marriage

—sent her some imported perfume, a gor-

geous gift in a bottle of curiously tortured

glass. As she was holding it in her hand,
admiring it and smiling over the card that

had come with it, which read : "To the

loveliest flower in captivity"—Doris, coming
unexpectedly through some heavy curtains,

knocked against her. And the bottle was
dashed from her hand.

OF course the child was appalled by what
she had unwittingly done. But Lola,

shaking with fury, would not listen to her

baby grief and excuses. Shaking her,

roughly, she screamed:

"Look what you've done !" and then, as

Doris tried to pull away, she grasped a long

flat paper cutter from the table and struck

her, not once, but many times.

When Bob came home that night, he
found a very sick little girl, a little girl who
revived from unconsciousness only long

enough to sob, "I want to die!" Although
Lola refused to tell what had happened,
he wrung the truth from her maid—who
was terribly frightend. He heard of the

beating, of the lonely child crying herself

into a fever, of the broken perfume bottle.

And as he listened, his face lost its last

trace of boyishness and became the face of

a disillusioned man. When Lola, unable
to think of anyone but herself, suggested
callously that if it was anything contagious
he'd better take his daughter to the hospital,

Bob did some quick deciding. Snatching
up a silk bed quilt he wrapped Doris in it

and hurried with her in his arms to the

door. Turning, on the threshold, he made
his farewell speech.

"I'm going to take her where she belongs,"

he said huskily, "to her mother!"

And take her to her mother he did, strid-

ing unceremoniously into the Webster home.
Laying the little limp figure in Margaret's
arms, he partially explained. As she turned
from him, and started up the stairs, he
would have followed at once, but for Web-
ster's voice.

"You forget, Dr. Harvey," it said, "that
you are not in your own house!"
For a moment, Bob hesitated. And then,

thinking of his critically ill little daughter,
he faced Webster. And spoke:

"There's no law," he said simply, "which
takes away a father's rights. If you care

to face public opinion you can call in the
police, but I'm going to stay here while my
baby needs me!"

The words "public opinion" silenced Web-
ster. He did not interfere as Margaret called

down the stairs to her former husband.

"Oh, Bob, come at once," she called,

"Doris is—worse."

Through the long night the closed door
of the little nursery locked bitterness into

two hearts. For Lola would not think of
a logical explanation as she waited for Bob's
return, and Webster was feeling the anguish
of jealousy. Two other doctors and a
nurse were obtained, but the child was
suffering from a shock that was mental as

well as physical. It was only at dawn time,

several days later, that she opened her eyes

and spoke.

"Mother," she called weakly. And then,

"Daddy!" And, when they were bending
over her little bed, she essayed a fluttering

smile. "I dreamed," she murmured, "an
awful dream ! I thought that we were
all living in different houses. Wasn't that

—

funny?" And then, still smiling, she drifted

into a normal sleep.

Margaret and Bob faced each other, above
the bed of their child. And then, all at

once, realization came to them. And the

man reached out and gathered the woman
hungrily to his breast.

"My God," he groaned, "You're mine—

I

know it now!"

Margaret tried to control herself, tried

to tell him that it was too late. But even
as she spoke, her lips were meeting his. And
then she had torn herself away.

"Please go," she sobbed, her breath com-
ing in gasps, "It's got to be—goodbye!"
And Bob, understanding, stumbled from the

door, and out of the house.

When Bob reached home, he discovered

that he had not been missed. For, upon
entering the living room he found Lola
engaged in having breakfast with the man
who had sent her the perfume. First en-

raged, then disgusted, Bob surveyed them.
And then he spoke.

"I ought to shoot you," he said slowly,

"but you're not worth it!" And then,

turning to an anxious servant who lingered

near, he added: "Pack all of my things at

once—I'm leaving!"

As he went out of the door Lola's light

laughter followed him. He had given up
everything for her—but, being no longer a
novelty—he could not hold her interest. Let
it be recorded that he no longer wanted to

hold her interest!

IT was on Doris' first day up, that Mar-
garet read an item in the newspaper

telling that Dr. Harvey and his wife had
separated and that Mrs. Harvey was on
her way to Reno to establish residence.

While she was reading it Webster came in

and saw the paper in her hand. It was
then, his jealousy getting the better of him,
that he spoke out what had been on his

mind for weeks.

"During those days and nights when you
two were alone upstairs," he questioned,
"what passed between you?"
Margaret could only make one answer.

But she hesitated before she spoke.
"Nothing," she said at last, "nothing!"

Webster stared at her, unconvinced. On
the brink of a serious quarrel, he cried out,

bitterly, that which was on his soul

:

"I've tried my best," he said, "but I can't

love his child ! As long as she stays in the
house I shall be unhappy!"

Margaret, torn with emotion, faced him.
She did not know that little Doris was out-
side in the great hall, listening. She only
knew that the man was telling the truth.

"I guess," she said brokenly, "that you're
right

!"

The little girl, there in the hall, wavered.
And then, slowly, she turned and went back

(Concluded on page 101)
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The Cradle

(Concluded)

to her nursery. The nurse was there, putting

away wee dainty clothing, and it was of her

that Doris asked a vital question.

"Where do little girls go," she asked,

''when nobody wants 'em?"

The nurse was busy and pre-occupied.

"They go to the Orphans' Home," she

said shortly. And then she left the room on

some unimportant errand.

Doris, left alone, fought back the tears.

Slowly she went to the closet, got out her

hat and coat and a small suit case, which
she packed with clothing. And then, a small

dreary figure, she went down the stairs and
out of the house.

Margaret and Webster were still talking as

Doris started to leave the house. But Mar-
garet, glancing up, saw the pathetic little

picture going through the hall. And with a

yearning mother cry she ran to her baby.
"I'm going to the Orphans' Home," the

little one said simply.

Margaret was stricken. And even Webster
was hard hit. As he stood looking down,
Margaret glanced wanly up and met his eyes.

"Courtney," she said, "the love which
this child is ready to sacrifice is the thing

that God gave her. The love that you are

fighting for was only created by a frail

human law. Which is the stronger?''

It was the hardest moment of Webster's
life. Margaret, sensing it, took from her
daughter's hand a picture that she had been
carrying with her—the framed photograph
of her father.

"See," she said, "her eyes are his—her
lips and hair are mine. She is our bond in

flesh and blood." She paused for a moment,
went on

:

"You would have to kill her," she said,

"to really separate us. And—even then

—

there would be the bond of memories!"
Webster looked at her. And all at once

knew that he had lost. But, being a good
loser, he smiled sadly.

"The evidence is all against me—you win,
Margaret," he said softly. And then, almost
in a whisper, he added—"Goodbye, dear!"
And then he went out, leaving the mother
and her child together.

For a long moment Margaret, realizing
the enormity of his sacrifice, said nothing.
But Doris could not keep silent for long.
All at, once her little voice sounded—a wist-
ful little voice.

"Can we go to daddy—now?" she asked.
Margaret nodded slowly.

"Later, baby," she cried.

Her eyes were aglow with happiness as
she drew her baby closer into the cradle of
her arms.

Harold Is in Town
HAROLD LLOYD is in New York right

now; and New York is tickled to

death. The metropolis always gives him a
glad hand.

There is no more popular personage in

pictures than young Mr. Lloyd. Incredible
as it seems, he is absolutely unspoiled. He
doesn't know that Broadway is crazy about
him, and be acts just as he did when he
was the unknown comedian of the one-reel
Roach comedies. Consequently he's more
than a favorite.

Mildred Davis. Harold's adorable blonde
leading lady, with her mother; and Mr. and
Mrs. Hal Roach—Hal produces Harold's
comedies—travelled to Manhattan with the
famous comedian. They attended every
show in town and had the time of their
lives.

Guard
l/our

Complexion
A perfect complexion contributes
more than anything else to the uni-

fied beauty of your face. Protect
that, and the rest of your features

will take on added charm. D. & R.
Perfect Cold Cream will give to
your skin the rich softness of velvet.

The biting winds of winter have no
fear for the woman who knows her
skin is safe.

D. & R. Perfect Cold Cream stands guard
over your skin. It does, however, much more
than that, for it contains elements which
beautify as well as protect. You will be de-
lighted with the quick results you obtain from
its use.

Now sold at pre-war prices. Tubes,
lOc, 25c, 50c. Jars, 35c, 50c. 85c,
$1.50.

TRY IT FREE—Write for free tube of this
perfect skin cleanser and beautifier. Address:
Daggett & Ramsdell, Dept. 1026, D. & R.
Building, New York.

-w- DAGGETT&RAMSDELLS
PERFECT COLD CREAM

"TheKindTnatKeeps"

California Bungalow Books
"Home Kraft" and "Draughtsman" each con-

tain Bungalows and Two Stories. "Plan Kraft"

Two Stories. "Kozy Homes" Bungalows. $1.00

each—all four for $3.00. De Luxe Flats $1.00.

DE LUXE BUILDING CO.
524 Union League Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.

J* Face Powder .^
Not like Lablachc, pas di< tout, do I

find other powders for my complexion.

Because, ma cherie, Lablache is so re-

fined, dinging, and invisibli

— so delicately fr igrant.

I atlorc it. and must
have it always.

Refuse Substitutes
I . | i . be dao

-\ line.

Cream. SOc.
a box at drun
by mail. Over two
million boxes sold

Id inc.

lor a sample box.

LEVY CO.

125 Kingston Si., Boston, Mass

BEN.

BE POPULAR
Let Arthur Murray teach you to dance well!

In private — quickly — new easy method.

By a remarkable new easy method ymi can now i>e taught to enjoy the popularity
and pleasures oJ a real oood dancer. No longer need you envy those woo dance
the newest ballroom steps. Arthur Murray, America's greatest dancing teacher,
has Invented a < method whleh now makes it possible to learn nam
home, easily—quickly—without music or partner, and at small •

people) '" dance bv mall." You can now learn the Pox Trot,
waltx, one step. Conversation Walk, and all the- newest steps rleht In your own
home from the VanderbUt's instruct or—at a trilling cost.

FREE Dancing Lesson
For a short time Only, Arthur Murray will clve you free of eharee. a dancing

Ireson to prove to you how easily and quickly (;"" can learn to dance by his method
The Simplicity Ol Arthur Murray's method is amaslng' It is so

inpone can learn—beginners or advanced dam
To help cover cost of mallinc. handling, etc.. send lOe. a small

part of our expense, start on the road to good dancing by sending
for your lesson today! You will he surprised at the e:use « it h which
you will learn. Lesson sent In plain wrapper.

ARTHUR MURRAY SCHOOL OF DANCING, Sh*»o81, 290 Broadway, N.Y.

Half Price
Offer on
Now!
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OpentoEverybody
Send us a list of all objects beginning with "S" (saw,
spoon, etc.) you can find on this picture. Largest and
nearest correct list wins 1st Prize. 104 other cash prizes.

Costs Nothing to Try!
While this contest is for the purpose of introducing Reefer's
Yeast Tablets, you do not have to purchase any to win a prize.
Even if you do not order a single package of Reefer's Yeast
Tablets, if you are awarded First Prize you win $50.00.

Win the $5,000 Prize!
If you order one $1.00 package of Reefer's Yeast Tablets, you
can win $750 as First Prize. If you order two $1.00 packages of
Reefer's Yeast Tablets, the First Prize brings you $1500. If you
order five $1.00 packages, and your list is awarded First Prize,
you win $5,000.00. 104 other generous prizes. See the prize

list. Of course you will want to qualify for the biggest prizes.

Beauty
Health — Vim — Vigor
The world is just waking up to Nature's
greatest beauty and health secret.
VITAMINES. Contained in most pleas-

ant &nd convenient form in—

Reefer's Yeast Tablets
Embody all three necessary vltamines.

Agree with most delicate stomachs. Taste good. Help
to build up vitality, strength, endurance, induce youthful,

natural complexion. A food. Has the elements that enable
your body to derive proper nourishment from the food you
eat. Send today for Reefer's Yeast Tablets and qualify also

for the biggest prizes. $50 or $5,000—which do you want?

Start NOW-Win All You Can!
Get Your List in early. Send in your order for Reefer's Yeast
Tablets at the same time. Remember, an order for five pack-
ages qualifies you for the $5000 prize. Get started now.

Dept. 1723
9th and Spruce Sts.

Philadelphia, Pa.

A Great Big Puzzle Picture FREE on Request

!

'105 Prizes
Winning answer* will receive prizes as follows!

Itno If one SI.00 If two $1.00 If foe $1.00
Reefer's pig. Reefer's

Yeast Tablets Yeast Tablets

pigs. Reefer's pkgs. Reefer's

Yeul Tablets Yeast Tablets

are ordered is ordered are ordered are ordered

1st prize $50 $750 $1500 $5000
2nd prize 35 375 750 2500
3rd prize 25 200 400 1250
4th prize 25 125 250 600
5th prize 25 75 150 400
6th to 55th prizes each 2 4 8 25
56th to 105th prizes each 1 2 4 10

E.J.Reefer

OBSERVE THESE RULES:
1. The contest ia open to every man. woman, girl or boy living in America, except

employees or relatives of employees of E. J. Reefer, 9tb and Spruce Sts. There 1a no
entrance fee of any kind.

2. Yon mnst use only one side of paper. Yon most number yonr list of objects in
regular order—1, 2, 3, etc. Your full name and address must be written on each page in
the upper right hand corner. Use a separate sheet for anything you may wish to write
outside of your list of names and your name and address.

3. English words only will be accepted asthey appear in the English dictionary.
Obsolete words will Dot be counted. Both the singular and the plural of a word will
not count; either one of them may be used.

4. Compounds or words which are made up of two ormore complete English words
cannot be used.

5. The same spelling of a word will be counted only once even though it is used for
different articles or objects, or parts of them. Each article or object can be given only
under one name.

6. Two or more people may co-operate in answering the puzzle. However, only
one prize will be given to any one household. No prize will be awarded to more than
one of any combination outside of the family where a number—two or more—have
worked together.

7. If a contestant sends more than one list under the same name, an assumed name,
or a pre-married name then all lists of such contestant will be disqualified. If more
than one list is sent by any group or by any members of the same group who have co-oper-
ated in the preparation of such lists, then all lists of such contestants will be disqualified.

8. All answers must be received through the mail by E. J. Reefer. 9th and Spruce
Streets, Philadelphia, Pa., and must be post - marked by Post Office closing time,
April 10th. 1922.

9. The first prize will be awarded for the answer containing the largest and most
nearly correct list of the names of visible objects and articles beginning with the letter
"S" shown in the picture. No other consideration, such as neatness, style or band-
writing, will have any bearing in making the decision.

i o. The full amount of any of the prizes will be awarded to each contestant In the
evert of a tie.

11. The decision will be made by three judges entirely independent of and having
so connection with E. J. Reefer. They will judge the answers submitted and
award the prizes at the end of the contest. Participation in the contest carries with it
the acceptance of the decision of the judges as final and conclusive.

12. All answers will receive full consideration whether or not "Reefer's Yeast
Tablets" is purchased. At the close of the contest, when all lists have been graded, the
names of the prize winners will be announced and the list of words will be sent upon
request to any participant who sends us a stamped, addressed envelope.

Copyright 1912. by B. J. Reefer

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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The Chief Essentials of Beauty

(Concluded from page 22)

alization of his inner dream of beauty ; and

these portraits range from the pale ethereal

girl with golden hair and eyes of summer
blue, to the girl with midnight eyes and

hair of jet—from the simple, almost illiterate

girl with a clinging dependent nature, to

the wilful intellectual girl with a nature

at once capable and self-sufficient.

The competent, mentalized heroines of

Meredith and the sedentary, neutral-minded

heroines of Dickens represent almost the

extremes of human nature. And compare

the massive and matured women of Rubens

and Rembrandt with the frail young girls

in the canvasses of Greuze; or the cold

and stately women of Reynolds and Gains-

borough with the exotic and mystically

passionate women of the Pre-Raphaellites.

B UT although the world has never agreed

on a standard of beauty, the conditions

of life in the different countries and in dif-

ferent ages have had much to do with

influencing and developing the varying types

ot ideally beautiful women; for every wom-
an, in order to have a wide appeal, must re-

flect the color of her environment and typify

the spirit of the age in which she lives.

I

Therefore, a girl who is truly beautiful

from our present standpoint, must not only

possess certain eternal and indisputable qual-

ities of intimate fascination, but she must

also embody the ideals and tastes of her

modern surroundings. She must not only

have beauty and appeal in the abstract

sense, but she must also be an American girl

of today.

Now, what are the qualities which con-

stitute the true beauty of a modern American
girl?

Of course, one can answer this question

only in a general way, for beauty is not

to be measured by compasses and foot-rules;

and, as I have pointed out, the idea of

beauty varies with individuals as well as

with nations. However, there are certain

things which I hold as essential to the

genuine beauty of a girl of our own day
and age.

First, she must be fundamentally feminine.

That is, she must have those qualities of

sex which at once distinguish her from men,
and which instantly arouse in everyone the

consciousness of her womanliness. She
should be free from those masculine poses

and attitudes which so many young women
of today affect. But I do not mean that

she should be helpless and incompetent in

the mid-Victorian manner. That, to me, is

effeminacy, not feminineness. (A woman
who, like Alice in the old song, ''Ben Bolt,"

trembles with joy when you give her a
smile and weeps when you give her a frown,
is an anachronism.) What I do mean is

that she must be sympathetic, warm-hearted,
non-aggressive, capable of yielding, impres-
sionable, and with a sweet womanlv humil-
ity.

Xext. she must be intelligent. She must
have brains without being "brainy." Her

intelligence, too, must be feminine. To
know a great many obscure facts, to be

"up on" art and psychology and politic-, i

not my idea of being intelligent. Such

women are generally opinionated and posi-

tive and—conceited. Genuine feminine in-

telligence goes much deeper: it is almost

instinctive, for it can see values, adapt itself

to all conditions, and meet all emergencies.

One may not be able to read or write, and

yet be intelligent.

Furthermore, a truly beautiful girl is one

with personality—that is, with a subtle and

indefinable attractiveness of bearing and

manner. Personality is one's inner self—

a

thing which can not be assumed or imitated,

because it springs from one's unconscious

sincerity. Its effect is to hold people, to

focus their attention, and at the same time

to fascinate them. That is why I set down
personality as essential to feminine beauty.

Another important requisite of beauty in

a girl is charm. She should know instinc-

tively what offends and what does not

offend, under all conditions; and—more

—

she should know how and when to do the

things which delight people. She must

possess those mannerisms which are at once

graceful and gracious—never overdoing or

underdoing them. This is what I call charm.

Appeal, also, is necessary to the beautiful

girl. It is difficult to describe this trait

without being misunderstood, for, at bottom,

it is sexual. But there are two kind- of

sexual appeal—the sensuous (or beautiful >

and the sensual (or physical). It is, of

course, the former to which I refer. A girl

should have sexual appeal, for it is one of

the normal and necessary bases of life. But
this appeal should attract the highest instinct

in men, and should hold them through it-

purity and spirituality.

Poise is another quality which I deem
essential to beauty in a girl, for it embraces
maturity, self-control, restraint, adaptability

and breeding.

THERE, in brief, are the chief essentia!

of the ideally beautiful woman, as I

see her. If she possesses these qualities il

does not matter so much about her features

and her coloring. She may be blonde or

brunette, slender or well-proportioned ; she

will still be beautiful, for the traits of her

mind and her character will be revealed in

her face and in her eyes; and she will

possess a beauty far greater than that which
depends alone on the perfection of form and
feature, and which has nothing beneath it to

give it individuality and life.

There are in America literally hundreds
of such girls as I have briefly outlined here.

I have personally met many of them. And
it is this type of girl that motion pictures

desire and need. The only problem is how
to discover them. That is why we have
launched this contest. It is. in effect, a kind
of search warrant for the beautiful modern
American girl.

CHANGE IN PUBLICATION DATE
The April issue of Photoplay Magazine will go on
sale March the fifteenth. This will the better

enable us to serve you. Don't forget the date

—

March fifteenth.

YOU may now have any musical inttru-

merit for a week's trial at our risk in

your home. No obligation to buy.

Return the instrument at our expense at

the end of a week if you decide not to keep
it. The trial will not cost you a penny.

Monthly Payments
A few cents a day will pay. Complete musical out-

fit comes with most instruments—velvet lined case,

all accessories, self-instructor, etc., all at direct

factory price—everything you need at practically

the cost of the instrument alone.

Wurlirzer instruments are known all over the world
for artistic quality. Used by the greatest musicians,
bands, and orchestras. Wutlitzet his made the
finest musical instruments for over 20C years.

Send for New Book on Musical
Instruments—No Charge

Every known instrument illustrated, many in full

colors. All details and complete descriptions. A
veritable musical encyclopedia

—

absolutely free'

Wurlitzer has stores in over thirty cities But no
matter where you live, Wurlitzer is no farther than
your nearest mail box. Send the coupon today I

: The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., Dept. 1723

; 1 17 E. 4th Street. Cincinnati 12) W. 42nd Street. New York

: 700 W. Jackson Bird.. Chicago 215 Stockton St . San Francisco

1 Send me your new catalog with illustrations in color
• and full descriptions of all musical instruments, also
: details of the Wurlitzer Free Trial Easy Payment
z Plan. No obligation.

Name --

Address--

iSiau musical instrument in wKic* yo* art inurfiudj

When you write to advertisers jilease mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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DEFY GRAY HAIR
NO matter what your age, gray hair pro-

claims you old. If at 30 or 40 your
hair has grayed, "Brownatone" will be
your greatest boon. "Brownatone" is

woman's best friend in preserving the
"look of youth." It has restored girlish

charm to thousands. Easy to use and
quickly tints gray, faded, streaked or
bleached hair to any shade of brown or
black. Odorless, greaseless, will not rub
or wash off. Guaranteed harmless to
the hair, scalp or skin. Sold at all dealers
50c and $1.50. Trial bottle mailed di-
rect for 10c. The Kenton Pharmacal
Co., 783 Coppln Bldg., Covington, Ky.

BROWNATONE

Women!

M&K

Corset Comfort
Guaranteed!

This Corset Sent on Trial
Have better health—perfect corset

comfort—an ideal figure without tight
lacing by wearing the wonderful

Uplift

Corset
Itspatented, scientifically construct-

ed Uplift beltgently liftsand supports
the abdomen in its natural position.
Stops backaches, headaches, bearing
down pains and tired-out feeling.
Reduces stout figures-supports the
slender. Thousands of women would
wear no Other. Doctors prescribe it.

Dressmakers like it. Write for Trial
Offer, illustrated description and ex-
pert confidential advice. Address me
personally. (16)

CATHERINE KELLOGG
M & K CORSET CO.

304 Kellogg Bldg., Jackson, Mich.

Stops Truss
Torture

This modern, scientific
invention, the wonderful
new discovery that re-
lieves ruptuie will be sent
on trial. No obnoxious
springs or pads.

Brooks' Rupture Appliance
Has automatic Air Cushions. Binds and
draws the broken parts together as you would
a broken Jimb. No salves. No lies. Dur-
able, cheap. Sent on trial to prove it Pro-
tected by U. S. patents. Catalogue and
measure blanks mailed free. Send name and
address today.

\ Brooks Appliance Co..290-F State St., Nanhsll, rtichy

Dress Designing Lessons FREE
Women—Girls— 15 or over, ran easily learn
Dressand Costume Desiu'ninti during their
spare moments IN TEX WEEKS __-_
Dress and Costume Design- / ut

j

mu-

ers Frequently Earn / nia" to

.,,._ -.„_ ... , / FRANKLIN
$45 to $100 a Week / 'nsti T"Ie

/ Dept. A642
Many Start Parlors in / Rochester, N.Y.

Their Own Homes / SEND ME AT
Every woman who now / P

|'

C i,.„'OI!,'ji.'t™o
dO'S plain sewing should / subject here cheeked

/ DDress Designing
' ^Millinery

f Name
/ Address

take up Designing.

DANCE GOWN
Shop Price $75 00
Cont to mak e 25.25

Cour«c mvee $40.75

Hundred,.
Leurn

Millinery
Bv Moil

I
The Six Next Sellers

(Continued

Penhryn Stanlaws'; the famous American
artist, once told me that he considered

Madge Bellamy the most beautiful girl he

had ever seen. After naming Lantelme, the

great French beauty, and Queen Alexandra
of England as the two most beautiful

women he had ever seen he added, "And
Madge Bellamy is the most beautiful girl."

Everywhere I heard this "Have you seen

that little Bellamy girl yet? She's a knock-
out." Her latest release is "The Cup of

Life" and she is to be starred by Maurice
Tourneur in "Lorna Doone." Mr. Tourneur
declared to me that he had never hoped
to find a girl who could look the childish

and beautiful Lorna of tradition and litera-

ture, and still have the enormous dramatic
ability for the great tragic scenes of the

play. "But Miss Bellamy has them," he
said, "I was fortunate."

WILLIAM de MILLE, who has at last

come into his own as one of the fore-

most intellects of the screen world, told me
that after completing "After the Show" with
Lila Lee in the role of the girl, he had the

utmost confidence in her future.

"Lila has revealed a depth of dramatic
feeling which is remarkable in so young a

girl," he said. "Her work gives every reason

to believe that properly developed, she will

ultimately take her place in the very front

ranks of the screen art.

"She has a personality that is all fire and
that alternately allures and compels. One
of the rarest things on the screen today.
She is real in all she does. She has sufficient

beauty. Her natural talents combined with
a power of expression that is most unusual
are bound to give her success. It may take
her a little longer to develop than the

others, for she will be very great or

—

nothing. But no one can doubt that she
will be a very great dramatic actress. And
great dramatic actresses are so few and far

between that this must be synonymous with
screen success."

Cecil de Mille once told me something
the same thing about Lila Lee. While I

believe he himself does not find her the
type he can best use, at one time he said

to me, "If Miss Lee doesn't get fat like

her mother, she'll be the greatest dramatic
actress on the screen in ten years."

And in ten years Lila will be only 28.

Of the men, one must first regard the
very high praise and prophecy of Cecil B.
de Mille in regard to Conrad Nagel. Mr. de
Mille has the seeing eye, when it comes to

future stars, and his words carry perhaps
more weight than those of any other one
man in the industry.

"The day Fate takes a good stiff punch
at Conrad Nagel, he will graduate into the
rank of superlatively great actors," C. B.
told me just before he sailed to' Europe.
"He is a splendid actor. He typifies opti-

mistic youth. When Conrad has seen a little

more of life, has had a little more experi-
ence of the emotions which he will be called

upon to portray, he will be one of the great-
est actors on the American screen or stage.

He appeals to all classes and to all that is

best in people. That ought to make him a
universal favorite."

"Rudolph Valentino very soon will be the
greatest matinee idol on the screen," said
Rex Ingram, who introduced Rudolph to

the public as Julio in the "Four Horsemen."
"Properly handled and properly cast, he

will undoubtedly outstrip all the present day
idols and become the leading male attraction
of the screen, so far as women are concerned.
If he continues to play the romantic, foreign
types for which he is so perfectly fitted

—

nothing can keep him back. Incidentally

—

he is a splendid actor."

jrom page 35)

Sam Wood, one of the best and most
consistent directors of the Paramount organ-
ization, who is now directing Valentino in

Elinor Glyn's "Beyond the Rocks," starring

Gloria Swanson, told me that Valentino was
the one cinch bet in pictures today. "He can
act—he has all the Latin charm and fire.

He is easily the best lover on the screen
today. He has the greatest amount of

interest and enthusiasm in his work."

While Elinor Glyn, certainly a great au-
thority on matters of love and charm, de-
clared, "He is the perfect continental type.

I am so delighted to have him as leading
man in my picture. He has such great

charm and. he is such an excellent actor.

I am sure he will make all the girls' hearts
beat."

Cullen Landis seemed to be unanimously
elected as the coming light-dramatic come-
dian. Ever since Cullen did "The Curly
Kid" he has been regarded by the public

as a star, I think.

"It isn't any surprise to us that motion
picture critics and audiences look upon
Cullen Landis as a star," said Clayton Ham-
ilton. Mr. Hamilton is head of the Goldwyn
scenario department and chief advisor to

Mr. Goldwyn in many other matters, "The
public first learned to admire him as an
actor. The fact that he has an irresistible

personality is only one factor in his success.

He is adaptable. He has a shrewd sense of
character drawing. He is naturally funny
—and naturally pathetic. He could never
be a type actor. He is brimming with the

joy of life and loves his work. He is

protected by sincerity and understanding."

Mary Roberts Rinehart, in whose stories

he has appeared on the screen, wrote to

me, "Culle.i Landis is the foremost moving
picture juvenile at the present moment and
has undoubtedly a future, not as a juvenile

only, but as an excellently skilled actor for

the screen. More than that, he has that

peculiar quality of screen charm and per-

sonality which makes him such a delight

to watch in pictures. His work in my own
picture 'This is the Life' was so outstand-
ing as to be notable."

SUCH directors as Reginald Barker and
Frank Lloyd have the very highest

possible opinion of Cullen Landis' work
and his future possibilities.

Other names came up, and were rejected

only because the ones given had a little more
weight one way or another. It was almost
a tie between Lila Lee and Lois Wilson,
and Lila won because she is conceded to

have more screen beauty, is easier to fit with
stories, and is much younger. Both Fred
Niblo and Rex Ingram mentioned Barbara
La Marr—the dark haired beauty who ap-
peared as Milady in the "Three Musketeers"
and is to play the lead in Ingram's picture

following the "Prisoner of Zenda." Alice

Terry's plans are too uncertain to admit of
future prediction. She may retire permanent-
ly. Florence Vidor is already a star—as

was Gloria Swanson. Buck Jones, conceded
by the majority of the Hollywood film

colony and by most western experts to be
the coming great western star, the actual suc-
cessor to Bill Hart, has worked so long at

Fox that there isn't any well known director

or actor to vouch for him. Mae Busch has
been off the screen so long making the von
Stroheim picture that she has lost ground,
but she is considered the best bet for a sort

of feminine Rudolph Valentino and Uni-
versal may star her soon.

But the six given seem to have the best

backing and the best chance.

Whether or not the producers will agree,

only time can tell.

Every advertisement In PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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delicious sense of humor, his well-trained

mind, his deep understanding of human
nature. Then with his red-headed, four-

months-old kiddie, one Harry Carey jr.,

whom his father and the cowboys address

uniformly as 'Dobe, which I was informed

is short for adobe. And finally with his

pretty, practical, humorous young wife,

Olive Fuller-Golden Carey.

AFTER dinner we sat in the living room,
opening as it does upon the whole

vista of the ranch, before a light wood fire

that smelled heavenly, and while young
Harry Carey Jr., gurgled fatly in his

mother's lap, while twilight and peaceful

content fell and enclosed this little, com-
plete world of plenty, Harry Carey told me
something of his plans.

"No money in raising beef for meat," he
said, puffing at his inevitable pisano

cigarette, "somebody's always monkeying
with the market. I'm raising special, fancy

cattle for other ranches for breeding pur-
poses. I've some marvelous Hereford stock

now. I've one bull, Repeat 76, that I've

been offered $5,000 for.

"Then I'm working out a theory about a

cross breed in horses, two in fact. I'm
breeding a new type of constabulary mounts
—crossing a French draft stallion and a

light running mare. I've already a lot of

orders for that stuff. Then I'm crossing a

cowpony with a thoroughbred running horse

for polo stock. I sold one polo pony last

week for $4,900, which is a small price for a

good polo pony."

But it's years since I've seen a ranch of

the proportions of the Harry Carey rancho,
or the future plans that it shows. And for

this I am sure that Mrs. Carey is more than
half responsible. She even superintended the

details of the new blacksmith forge, and
argued the price of a load of alfalfa with a
neighbor.

But the kick of the whole thing is in

the way Harry Carey happens to be a

rancher.

Most of the cowboy stars now on the

screen were originally cowboys. They came
from the ranges, they were ranch-bred, out-

door men. But the city sucked them up en-
tirely. Now they spend their money for

high-priced motor cars, and their future

dreams are of houses with five bathrooms
and an electric piano.

Harry Carey is a born and bred New
Yorker and a college graduate, a lawyer ad-
mitted to practice before the New York bar.

His father was a superior court judge in

New York and a well known politician.

But the law didn't appeal to him.
Pictures came along and did. He joined

the old Biograph and because of his horse-
manship became one of the very first mov-
ing picture cowboys. He donned the big
hat, the boots, the chaps, and grew to be
the character on the screen we have so loved
in "Overland Red" and "Marked Men."

But oddly enough, it went further than
that. He became the part he played. This
child of the pavements went back to the
soil as utterly as his brother stars have
transferred their love from the ranges to
the bright lights. The convert westerner is

the worst of the bunch.

Mr. Carey is no longer bound by contract
with Universal. Troubles had developed and
he was glad to shake his boots of the dust
of the studios.

And nobody, except Harry Carey is glad
of it. But he now has his freedom.
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YOU CAN ALWAYS
SAVE MONEY BY WEARING
WL DOUGLAS SHOES

SOLD DIRECT FROM FACTORY

TO YOU ATONE PROFIT

OUGLAS
$7M &$8fi2 SHOES

SPECIAL SHOES
HAND WORKMANSHIP$10=22

STYLISH AND
DURABLE SHOES

WL.DOUGLAS PRODUCT IS GUARANTEED
BY MORE THAN FORTY YEARS

EXPERIENCE IN MAKING FINE SHOES

W. L. Douglas shoes are made of the
best and finest selected leathers the
market affords. We employ the high-
est paid, skilled shoemakers, all work-
ing with an honest determination to
make the best shoes for the price that
money can buy.

When you need shoes look for aW.L.
Douglas store. We own 107 stores lo-

cated in the principal cities. You will

find in our stores many kind sand styles
of high-class, fine shoes that we believe
are better shoe values for the money
than you can buy elsewhere.

Our $7.00 and $8.00 shoes are excep-
tionally good values. There is one point
we wish to impress upon you that is

worth dollars for you to remember.
W. L. Douglas shoes are put into all

of our stores at factory cost. We do not
make one cent of profit until the shoes
are sold to you. When you buy shoes
at any one of our stores you pay only
one small retail profit.

No matter where you live, shoe dealers
can supplyyouwithW.LDouglas shoes.

They cost no more in San Francisco
than they do in New York. Insist upon
having W. L. Douglas shoes with the
name and retail price stamped on the
sole. Do not take a substitute and pay
one or two extra profits. Order direct
from the factory and save money. 726

W. L Douglas name
and portrait Is the

best known shoe
Trade Mark In the

world. It stands for

the highest standard

of quality at (be low
est possible cost.

The intrinsic value

of a Trade Mark lies

In giving to the con-

sumer the equiva-

lent of tbe price

paid for tbe goods.

Catalog- Free.

President
W. L. Douglas Shoe Co.,

Spark St. Brockton, Mass.

WARNING ! Say "Bayer" when you buy Aspirin.

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are

not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians

over 22 years and proved safe by millions for

Colds Headache Rheumatism
Toothache Neuralgia Neuritis

Earache Lumbago Pain, Pain

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.

Handy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets—Also bottles of 24 and 100—Druggists.

Aspirin is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoacetieacidester of Salicylicacid

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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BEAUTIFIES EYES INSTANTLY
More than all else, well defined eyebrows and luxuriant
lashes create the beauty and expression of your face. The
slight darkening, the accentuation of line and shadow, is

the secret, distantly and unfailingly the eyes
appear larger, deeper and more brilliant

"MAYBELLINE" makes scant eye-
brows and lashes appear naturally
long and luxurious. Used regularly
by beautiful girls and women every-
where. Unlike other preparations,
will not spread or smear on the face. Per-
fectly harmleae. Each dainty box contains
mirror and brash for applying. Two shades.
Brown for Bfondea, Black for Brunette*.
75c AT YOUR DEALER'S or direct from
us. Accept only genuine "MAYBELLINE"
and your satisfaction Is assured.

MAYBELL LABORATORIES
4305 -21 Grand Blvd. CHICAGO

ENUINE DIAMONDS
GUARANTEED

When you buy aDiamond
you should deal with a

old established hous
where you are sure
you are getting your
money's worth, and
whose reputation is

unquestioned. Our
,

64 years of Service
to the Public is our

I

Guarantee of abso-
; lute satisfaction to
you and the safe-

I guard of your inter-
' ests.

CREDIT AT
CASH PRICES

1 PRINCESS DIAMOND I

Pin., bldew'
"

I Diaroond.Th
White Gold, which looks like plat
inum; or solid Green Gold;
pierced, $75 value reduced to

$5 a Month

THE NATIONAL JEWELERS
Dept L502,

. 108 N. State St.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

STORES IN LEADING CITIES

$Vdu!
e

s

l

pShe$
WewiUtrainyou to writeshowcardsforus: No
canvassing or soliciting; wc supply you with
steady work; distance no object; willpay you
from 115 tO$50a week. Wilson Methods, Ltd.
Dept. Q, 64 East Richmond, Toronto, Canada

NEEDED
MEN—BOYS
OVER 17

MAIL CLERKS
* Franklin Institute
f Dept. A22G. Rochester, N.Y.
, Kindly send me. by rrtum
> mail, fret* information, telliiiv

how I can quickly net into the
V.S Government jer vice as Rail-

-V iriv Mad Clerk ($11100 to $23110 a
.£ year] on Citv Mail Carrier or Post

g> office Clerk 1*1400 to $1800 a year.)

&

WANTED!
$135 to $190 j

Month
HUNDREDS
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It is coffee of course—but one would almost
rather do without. The ancient Greeks
taught the art of love to their damsels.

They understood the necessity of doing well

and wisely the things that are important
to life. Today, every man is seeking the

woman who is intelligent about love, who
understands instinctively those fine, sensitive

cords that make up passion. Love is as

delicate as an orchid.

AWOMAN must have curiosity. I have
been most captivated by the sight in a

woman's eyes of that infinite curiosity about
life. Curiosity is not a fault. It is the

cocktails of the emotions.

In one point do I disagree greatly with
the American man's philosophy of love.

I believe that the most irresistible woman
in the world is the woman who is madly
in love with you. I can resist any tempta-
tion except the incense of adoration. Noth-
ing is so flattering to a man as a woman's
adoration. More men are attracted and held

by a woman's passion for them than by
theirs for her. It is the emotion he is able

to arouse in a woman that thrills him most,
not the emotion she is able to arouse in

him.

The experienced man of the world returns'

again and again to the warm flame of a
woman's passion for him. It is the one
form of romance of which a man never
tires. He may tire of the particular flame
and see a new one, but difference in object

will not change singleness of passion.

The less experienced man, the man who
doesn't need to seek new sensations, is

thrilled by the coquette who plays with
him. But he has not yet discovered that

the most enthralling thing in the world is

an influence over the emotions and actions

and heart beats of another—when it is

genuine.

The most dangerous woman in the world
is a pretty woman who has deep wells of

passion in her nature but who has never

loved.

Of all the women I have known, the

Frenchwomen are the most nearly perfect.

No matter what their age or class may be,

they have that touch of domesticity, that

sweet and gentle something that lends a
delicacy even to the wildness of the senses.

Thy know how to amuse, how to touch

the heart, they have the sixth sense of

pleasing a man with their perfection. And
they are so very well dressed. All of them.

American women are terribly pretty.

Even when they are quite ugly, they are

pretty. They are always rather well dressed.

And they always behave as though they

were beautiful. Which gives them great

poise. But they lack softness, they lack

feminine charm and sweetness. You cannot
imagine them doing their bits of sewing,

washing, mending, and what not. They
dazzle but they do not warm. They are

magnificent when they are dressed up, but
I never have seen one who was likewise

at ease and delicious and feminine in the

kitchen or the nursery.

They are so restless, too. Nothing inter-

feres with romance like restlessness. It

destroys those subtle shadings that are the

very breath of its life.

I do not blame the women for all this. I

blame the American man. He cannot hold

a woman, dominate and rule her. Naturally

things have come to a pretty pass. He is

impossible as a lover. He cares nothing for

pleasing the woman. He is not master in

his own house. He picks and nags about
little things, and then falls down in big ones.

He expects to feed a woman on the husk~

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE Is guaranteed.

left from business and golf and money, and
satisfy her. He has learned nothing about
love and yet he expects to bestow upon her

everything she should desire.

In his blindness therefore, he despises the

young European who comes here. He laughs

at him, makes fun of him, calls him insult-

ing names. Why? Because this man, versed

and trained in all that goes to make every-
thing from the lightest philandering to the

deepest amour, exquisite and entertaining

and delicate, this man—what is it you say
—shows him up? Yes.

A woman will flirt with anybody in the

world so long as there are lots of other
people looking on. That is natural. But to

flirt in private without boredom and without
offending her delicate sensibilities, she desires

a partner whose experience of these things

is greater than her own.
The caveman method I abhor, and I do

not believe that it is ever successful with
the woman who is worth having. Who
could desire a woman taken by force? Who
would gain any pleasure from loving or
caressing a woman who did not give in

return? The giving of love to me is not
half so wonderful as the receiving. It may
be more blessed but it is not nearly so
exhilarating.

The mental caveman—ah, that is again
different. By cleverness, by diplomacy, by
superior mental force, by skill—that is the

way to win a woman. It is only a woman
who must be so won, but who after being
won can give great ardor to a love affair,

who proves attractive.

Even a woman whose passions are never
returned has a better chance of keeping
her illusions than the woman who has a
love affair with a man who is brutal and
uncouth. I have never known a woman in

my life who was not modest, who did not
have in her a certain feeling of delicacy and
a regard for herself if allowed to express it.

A man who is brutal and direct and un-
couth in his advances to a woman—and you
would be surprised to learn how many men
today push aside all the ordinary conven-
tions when they see a woman who attracts

them—looks at that woman and his purpose
with her is written in his eyes. It is plain

and ugly and it offends her at once, even
though the man himself attracts.

The second or the third time he sees her,

he—again I am American—he gets fresh.

Maybe he tries to kiss her. Then if she is

a woman worth having, she slaps his face

and says to him, "How dare you?"

QUITE right. I would not care to kiss

the woman whose lips were mine at our
second or third meeting.

The preliminaries of a love affair are the

most enticing part of the game. Let a

woman in them be sweet but cool, promising

but never encouraging, never exhibiting braz-

enly her familiarity with life.

Now we come to the skilled lover—the

European lover. He veils his purpose.

Back in his mind may be the same thought,

the same desire to kiss that woman. He
does not let her see it. No, no. He is

gentle, he is sweet. He is deferential. He
flatters her, because all woman love flattery,

though not so much as men. He tells her

that she is beautiful, that she is good, that

she is wonderful beyond all woman.
He pets her, caresses her a little to let

her become accustomed to his touch. He
lets her see that he enjoys her company,
even when they sit the length of a room
apart. He lets her know that he likes to

be near her, to speak of books and music

and paintings. He reads poetry to her.
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(Concluded)

Then when he kisses her, she gives him
back his kiss. No caveman can ever know
the sweetness of that returned kiss. What
she does, she does for love. So she is

happy in it, and makes neither herself nor

him miserable with reproaches. Even if he

never sees her again, she will cherish a fond

memory of him. She has not lost her self-

respect. The affair may last a long time,

and much happy companionship is possible

to them.

A woman loves finesse. In Europe, we
are taught to be most polite, to be courteous,

to entertain the ladies. When we go into

a drawing room, we talk of art, music,

books, we tell a witty remark or two.

Everyone is happy, and amused. One is

never rude but tries to show the greatest

attentions and charms he possesses. Then
when he goes, the ladies—and maybe one
upon whom he has his eyes, says, "What a

charming and amusing person."

You see women love with their ears, men
with their eyes.

Ah yes, in the small matters one is a

slave. But in the big things—he is master.

To argue about little things with a woman,
to get angry, is one thing that no man versed

in the arts of love ever does. After all, it

is the woman who decides whether she finds

you charming. It is only after you have
won her love that you dare be master.

One can always be kind to a woman one
cares nothing about—and to a woman by
whom one is attracted. But only cruel to

a woman one loves or has loved.

THERE are several kinds of women,
several kind of methods of wooing on

their part that are irresistible to me.

I love the dainty, little woman, who plays

seriously at being domestic. She fascinates

me. Everything womanly, distinctly femi-

nine, in a woman, appeals to me. I adore
her bird-like ways, her sweet pretenses, her
delicious prettiness. I love her almost as

one loves a cunning child, and when to this

is added the filipe of sex, she becomes
perfect. I do not like in her flippant, cold-

blooded little tricks, but those soft, lovable

ways of a little woman, those melting, help-

less little ways of hers—that bring tears to

your eyes and fire to your lips.

Then there is the silent, mysterious woman
who fences divinely. Who knows silently

and secretly the secrets of the couquette

—

that last art of woman, in always leaving

herself an opportunity to retreat. Who has
always at hand that last weapon of woman
—surrender.

The greatest asset to a woman is dignity.

It is her shield. With it, she may commit
indiscretions that a vulgar puritan could
never attempt. Dignity in a woman always
puzzles a man. He likes it. He admires it.

He feels confidence in the woman who dis-

plays it. He knows that she will never
make a fool of herself or of him.

Nothing so fascinates me as the ability of

a woman to get great pleasure from life.

It is so short. The tragedy of age is not
that one grows old, but that one's heart
stays young. Life that develops the soul,

slowly disintegrates the body. Therefore,
let us make merry while we can. I cannot
stand a woman who is afflicted with ennui.

My countrywomen possess the gorgeous
quality of enjoying life, of loving it, of

getting from it all that there is to get, more
than all other women. But they are never
hoydenish, nor restless. They have grace
and poise and polish.

Love is honey. It is a flower. It may
be fierce as a tiger lily, but it must be
beautiful, delicate, gentle too.

11
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Norma Talmadge

in her latest

First National

"Smilin' Through"

N/TORMA TALMADGE, voted the most popular star on the screen,

*• ' has just completed her latest picture for First National, " Smilin'

Through," the play that made such a wonderful hit on the stage on Broadway.

Miss Talmadge is one of the independent stars who releases through

First National. She upholds our principle that through independent

stars and directors, the best pictures are obtained.

First National encourages the work of independent artists because it

believes that only through independence are they able to carry out their

highest ideals in pictures, free from all outside influences. They make
pictures to please you, their public

Associated First National Pictures, Inc., is a nation-wide organization of

independent theatre owners, which fosters the production of better pictures

and which is devoted to the constant betterment of screen entertainment

It accepts for exhibition purposes, the work of these independent artists

strictly on its merit as the best in entertainment.
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Ask Your Theatre Owner IfHe Has a First National Franchise
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Thompson s EYE WATER
strengthens weak, inflamed eyes, and Is an
ideal eye wash. Good since 1795. Keep your
eyes well and they will help keep you.

OCT-, At All DrUEKl^ts or sent byOOC mail upon receipt, of price.
Write (or our Booklcl It Is FREE

JOHN L. THOMPSON SONS & CO.
1S3 River St., Troy, N. Y.

Secrets of Beauty
Parlors Revealed

Formerly Closely Guarded Secrets. Now Yours
We make yon expert in all branches, such as muscle strap,
mud pack, dvelng. marcel, skin work, manicurlnp etc.
Etrn J40 to *.:> a week. No experience Deeeesarj study at
home in spare time. Earn while yon learn. Authorized
diploma. Money-back guarantee, i.vi FKKK hook. Oriental
BystemofBeoDtj t uliurcDept 23 lOOOMvenej ltltd,('hfraco

BAIHASWEET
TRADE MARK REG.

Bathe with Bathasweet. It adds the final touch of dainty luxuriousness to your bath — cools,
refreshes and invigorates. Bathasweet keeps the skin soft and smooth

PERFUMES YOUR BATH-SOFTENS HARD WATER INSTANTLY
Three sizes, 25c,50c and $1. At all drug and department stores or by mail. Send 2c stamp for sample.

Bathasweet imparts the softness of rain water and the fragrance of a thousand flowers.

NEW YORK CITY
"

THE C. S. WELCH CO. Dept. P-P.

When you write to advertisers please mention l'HOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Danderine

Stops Your Hair Coming Out,

Thickens and Beautifies

35-cents buys a bottle of "Danderine"
at any drug store. After one applica-
tion you seldom find a particle of
dandruff or a falling hair. Besides,
every hair shows more life, vigor,
brightness and abundance.

"Don't Shout"
"I hear you. 1 can hear

now as well as anybody.
*How'? Wilh il.e MORLEY
PHONE. I've a pair in my e<

now, but they are invisible

would not know I had them in

myself, only that i hear all right

The MORLEY PHONE (or the

DEAF
is lo the ears what

glasses are to the eyes. In-

visible, comfortable, weight-
less and harmless. Anyone

can adjust it. Over 100.000 sold. Write for booklet and testimonials.

THE MORLEY CO.,Dept.789.26S.15th St. Phila.

Does your English
Help or Hurt you?
Every time you speak or writ* you show just what
you are. Mistakes in English reveal you as a person
who lacks education ana refinement. Lack of lan-
guage power prevents you lium presenting your
El rht in iIh- strongest possible way. No matter
what you do, real command ..f English will help you
to vnur ATOM Stop making mistakes in spelling,
punctuation, pronunciation Increase your vocab-
ulary .

WONDERFUL INVENTION
Only IE minutes a day with Sherwin Cody's New
Invention :iIU' y(M1 can actually 9EE yout English
improve It teaches by HABIT—makes ft easiertodo
the RIGHT way. Wonderful solf-correctlns lessons include Expres-
sion, Spelling:, Punctuation. Grammar Reading and Conversation.

LacK of language power may easily be cost-
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hide the way I used to in New York in

the days when my only callers were bill

collectors. I am afraid it is one of those

nice, persevering mothers, with daughters
who look exactly like Mary Pickford, who
has come to keep my promise that if she

ever came to California she must look me
up and I'd see what I could do. I am not
given to rash promises, but you have no
idea how difficult it is to escape mothers
with daughters who look like Mary Pick-

ford without incriminating yourself. I

live in daily dread that one will appear when
my wife is around and confronting me with
a deadly stare declaim "Remember your
promise to my daughter" and I shall look
and act like the hero in a bedroom farce.

Then next there were the banquets and
the climate. I had always understood that

Los Angeles had a monopoly on climate as

a civic proposition. They even kid us about
it back east. Well, let me tell you there

isn't a city I visited where they can't sing

you a cantatta about the climate. I can't

understand why so many people move to

Southern California.

OFTEN it would be at 104 when I got up
to speak. Not but what 104 is a very

nice heat if you like heat, and I do. But of

course I'd be pitifully nervous because I

am not used to making speeches and that

would sometimes cause me to mop my brow.
A fatal error. My audience generally de-

cided I was trying to razz their climate. So
I learned to begin my little piece something
like this

—

"I suppose," I'd say, smiling brightly, "I

suppose you think I'm warm. But I'm not
really. I'm merely a little nervous at ap-
pearing before this select and critical

audience. Why, your climate here is per-

fect, wonderful, ideal. And as for heat,

don't forget that I came through Yuma on
my way east. Nothing would ever seem
hot after Yuma. That may appear a broad
statement, but it isn't. Why, in Yuma, we
saw a dog chasing a cat down the street and
they were both walking."

Usually it went well. If it didn't—we
all got cooled off.

One thing was very trying to my sensitive

spirit. In every city the people were kind
enough to welcome me at the station. Some-
times they even had out the band and a

parade with automobiles with my name on
and everything. Also my business manager,

Bogart Rogers, had about as much delicacy

as Barnum and Baileys in letting everybody
know I was in town. As I'd walk along

the street about every other person I passed

would say, "There goes that MacLean now."
Strange how the use of such a little word
as "that" can make you jump.

Speaking of the heat, in Fort Worth the

heat and I clashed for a brief round and I

must admit that the heat came off best

—

that is, I actually came off but it was the

heat that was responsible. We had been
breakfasting at the hotel—a nice, southern

breakfast. For myself, I like a regular

breakfast—none of this tea and toast, coffee

and fruit stuff in mine. I may be a movie
actor, but I've got the labor point of view
on breakfast.

Thus I had been long over my meal.

When I arose I heard a faint, sad sound

—

almost a sob—suggestive of one parting

with something dear. It was. I had. Look-
ing down, I discovered that I had left upon
the chair the seat of my trousers. It was
an old suit and 'twas not the loss of the seat

of my trousers so much as the manner
of its loss that distressed me. I would
gladly have parted with it under more
auspicious circumstances.
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As it was, there was nothing left to do
but wrap a newspaper about the middle
portion of my anatomy, and dash from
the dining room, my wife and Mr. Rogers
forming a sort of rear guard, if I may
say so.

At Hutchinson, too, I was barely saved
from disaster.

They gave me a banquet at Hutchinson.
It was the sort of banquet they probably
thought I was used to, after seeing the kind
we use in the movies. But I wasn't. The
table was arranged in a giant horseshoe,
beautifully decorated and artistically ar-

ranged. My place was at the head. I was
as solitary and conspicuous as a small boy's
missing tooth.

Beside me sat the mayor of Hutchinson.

Have you ever eaten, dear readers, when
you know that several hundred pairs of
eyes were fixed on your Adam's apple?
You try to smile and chew at the same time
and probably resemble nothing so much as

a hyena with a bone.

It was also mighty tough on the mayor.
He had never been a movie star and I had
never been a mayor. We couldn't find a
point of contact. Just then, in trying to

reach for the bread, smile at a pretty lady
down the table and swallow a large piece of
steak, I upset the salt. I thought it was a
jaux pas. In reality it was an act of provi-
dence. The mayor understood me to have
evinced an interest in salt. He began to
talk. It seems that all the salt in the world
comes from Hutchinson, Kansas. That
mayor was one of the most interesting,

entertaining and well-informed men I've

ever talked to. I forgot that I was supposed
to be on exhibition and I had the time of

my life. And so everybody else forgot it and
we all had a good time.

Young Rogers was a great help to me in

one way. He's a bright boy and he used
to be a captain in the British aviation. He
moves fast but his methods are effective.

I must admit that there were times when
I bid fair to destroy the reputation of my-
self, my art and what is more important,
my director general, Thomas H. Ince, I'd
peter out completely. My best behavior and
my company manners and my personal-

appearance-try-to-make-everybody-love-you
line of action, would seem to desert me
completely.

WHEN Rogers saw I was in trouble,

saying the wrong things or not saying
anything or agreeing to buy Central Park or
the city hall, he'd canter up, pulling up his

cuff as he came. He'd burst in upon us,

holding out his wrist watch and cry, "Mr.
MacLean, do you know what time it is?"

I'd drag out my Ingersoll and we'd compare
them and I'd say breathlessly, "No ! It

isn't ! It can't be ! Why, we've only got
ten minutes. Good-by—you'll excuse us

—

only got ten minutes—" and we'd vanish still

talking and I'd have a chance to get my
breath and my wits and think up a couple
of bright things to say.

While we were in Washington, we climbed
the Monument. Climbed up in the elevator

and down on our legs. We wanted to walk
down. We thought it would be good exer-

cise. Of course, you may think we got a

little scary going up in that elevator. It

is a long way to go in an elevator, isn't

it ? You smile and whistle and remind your-
self that thousands of people have done this

same thing before and thousands more will

do it again and that there aren't many
corpses apparent. It's so safe.

Still, we walked down. I was in bed

(Concluded on page 109)
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for three clays afterwards because I couldn't

walk anywhere else. When I sot up, 1

visited the Treasury and they let me hold

^160,000,000 in cash in my hands. I had

to go to bed again after that. We saw the

Capitol with Chic Sale. He told us a lot

of things about it we'd never heard. I

don't expect anybody else ever had either.

In passing I should like to mention one

little incident that happened in Birmingham

A young man rang me at my hotel and said,

"Mr. MacLean, this is Charles Lee Porter.

You may have heard of me, I know you're

\ y busy, but I thought you might be glad

I 1 -pare me a few moments of your time.

There are a number of things I'd like to

talk with you about."

Now a couple of things had happened

on this trip that had made me wary and

shy about claiming even a little quiet for

myself. In Atlanta, Rogers went ahead to

stir up a little popular sentiment. When
he got to the hotel an unknown and rather

casual sort of bird drifted up and in an

absent-minded way inquired, ''You Doug
MacLean's press agent?" Rogers admitted

he was something like that. "That so," said

the bird, "When's Doug get in?"

I presume I will be pardoned for mention-

ing that occasionally in every community
one runs up against what are commonly
termed nuts—also pests. We had been ap-

proached by every known variety, from the

innocent old lady who wanted us to look

up her cousin who lived in California to

the smooth young man who wanted us to

buy a diamond necklace. The movie is

always fair game, you know.

Consequently, in order that we might

have the time and attention to give to the

worthy and kind admirers who had done so

much to make our trip a success, we had to

try to discriminate. So Rogers said, '"What'd

you want to know for? May I have your
name?" The man said. "Yep. My name's
Yates. I'm a cousin 0' his."

I hadn't mentioned I had any cousins in

Atlanta. You know how careless you can
be about relations. So Rogers gave him a

very high grade stare and said, "Mr. Mac-
Lean is going to be very busy in Atlanta.

Good-by."

Then in Kansas City, a fellow called up
on the phone so early in the mornim; I

wasn't much more than a moron yet, and
his voice sounded like a man in Asheville

that wanted me to endorse some new kind
of depilatory, so I told him I was Rogers
and MacLean wouldn't be in for a couple
of days. Then he said, ''Well, this is Mr. X
I'm a friend of Mr. Ince's and Mr. Ince
wired me to look MacLean up and take

him around." I fainted.

But, worse still, in ten minutes Rogers
came dashing in and says, "I just met Mr.
X. in the lobby and when I told him who
I was he said 'What kind of a damn fool

joke is this anyway?' and beat it."

It took us two days to square that.

Of course there were a few sad moments
on that trip. One little old lady in Ashe-
ville came to the theater in a wheel chair.

She'd been on invalid for years but she
said she liked my pictures because they
were always nice and clean and she wanted
to see if I was a good, clean boy myself.
I felt about as big as a fly on Babe Ruth's
bat.

I am whole-heartedly grateful for all the
wonderful kindness shown to me. I never
before thoroughly appreciated America,
Americans, American hospitality and Ameri-
can humor.

It can't be beat.
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"What the hck do we care whether he's

a man among men, or not?" George roared.

"Another thing, we haven't seen any people

in rough garments. We haven't seen any-
thing yet. This is the beginning of the

picture. Heavens, Bill, use some sense!"

He then lost his temper entirely, and
walked nervously up and down the office,

talking in his own free way.
"Anyhow," he said finally, "that's not the

way to begin it. I think we'd better run
over to Catalina. You can work better

there, Bill. I'll spend the time fishing, see-

ing I need a good rest. You can stay in

your room and write."

"Good," I said.

Catalina isn't such a bad place, under cer-

tain conditions.
* * % % & *

THE memory of that Catalina trip always
sends a cold blast down my spine.

George locked me in a sea-side room with a
blue rug and chintz curtains, and there I

wrote those first fifty scenes. I wrote them
repeatedly. George went out fishing early

each morning, and returned with the shades
of night. As often as I wrote a fresh

batch of scenes, George read them and broke
into tears.

"I don't see why we can't start this

story?" he said irritably, after five days of

it.

"We might start it, if you'd quit fishing

and do a little thinking," I retorted. My
morale was beginning to sag. I was
getting weary of doing all the thinking, and
besides that, George had told the entire

population not to talk to me. He had
warned them off, as though I had a well-

defined case of pellagra. The manager of

the hotel had been informed that I was
writing a motion picture—tearing it body
and soul out of the great romance known
as "Willow Farm." The manager took his

patrons aside and requested them not to

annoy me. The bellhops were threatened.

When I bought cigarettes, the red-haired girl

handed them out hurriedly and went away,
as though fearful she might say something
to disturb my calm.

In moments of desperation, when I

wandered from my room into the lobby and
sought to start conversation with a stranger,

he ostentatiously edged away from me.

"It's a nice day," I said to the doorman.

"Yes, sir," he said nervously. "Hadn't
you better be getting back to your room?"
Meantime, I began "Willow Farm" over

and over. I began it in the Jones house-

hold, and I removed it to the chicken yard
and began it there. I commenced that

accursed drama of mountain life in the

family kitchen, in the schoolhouse, on the

state road, up in the rocky fastness of the

hills, under a tree, in the town square, back
of the barn and down in the cellar. I moved
it suddenly to another state and began it.

I started it at noon, midnight, and vari-

ous hours between. I tried to sneak up on
it and start it before it expected it, but
all without avail. George read all the multi-

tudinous starts, after a hard day out with
the bluefins, shook his head gloomily, and
walked away with the air of a man who is

suffering, nobly and silently. After the

fourteenth beginning, my system broke
under the strain. I packed my valise and
hurried down to the clerk.

"Tell George, when he comes in from
fishing." I said, "that I have gone home to

die with my family."

I then unobtrusively took the boat back
to America. George returned later on,

wearing a fine coat of tan.

"That was a nice way to do," he said

accusingly when I met him in the studio a

week later. "Running out on me. What
have you got now?"

I showed him two brand new beginnings

and he read them unhappily, shaking his

head, as one does beside the bier of a de-

parted friend.

"If you know how to begin this con-
temptible story," I said to him. "Why don't

you tell me?"
"I don't know how to begin it," he re-

torted. "What have we got you around
here for?"

He sat still for some time and seemed to

be thinking. This was the first time George
had really thought.

"Why don't you start it," he suggested
brightly, "with Joe Hocker plowing his

corn?"
"I did begin it that way," I said. "I be-

gan it that way the very first time. You
said you couldn't shoot it."

"Try it again," he advised, and then he
went out and played golf.

A few days later, George began assembling
his company, a select aggregation of

talented actors and actresses, who were to

portray the characters of "Willow Farm."
When he finished hiring, there were forty

thespians walking eagerly to and fro under
my window. Some were young and some
were old, but each one wished to know if

the part I was writing for him, or her, was
a good part, and worthy of his peculiar

talents.

Meantime, I was back with Joe Hocker,
plowing his corn. Hocker and I spent a

great deal of time in that corn field, and
though there were forty accredited actors

milling around the door, as far as I could

see, I would never require anyone except

Joe Hocker.
"You'll have to hurry this along, Bill,"

said George, with a worried air, about
Friday of that week. "We're supposed to

leave on Monday for Pine Summit."
"Who is?" I inquired.

"The whole company. Pine Summit looks

as much like Virginia as any place else.

You'll have to come along, seeing the script

isn't finished."

"I suppose I'm going to spend some more
time in a hotel room?" I asked falteringly.

"You are," he said grimly. "We're going

to write this scenario if it kills you."
Pine Summit is two days from Hollywood

on a fast train. It perches high in the

mountains, a brown little town with rubber
boots in the shop windows.
"Very well, George," I said briskly. "I

shall work hard today and tomorrow. We
shall have many scenes ready when you
start."

ON Sunday night, we had two hundred
scenes, and to me it seemed the story

was moving brightly onward. I finally got

Joe Hocker out of the corn field and the

plot unfolded beautifully.

"This is great stuff," George said, after

having read it. "Now you're on the right

track, Bill. Keep on going."

On Monday, the troupe left for Pine
Summit in two palace cars, and I was given
as nice an upper berth as any of the camera-
men or property boys. Writers are always
given upper berths when a movie company
goes on location, the theory being that if

you give an author a lower berth, he be-

comes insufferable, and will then probably
ask to eat with the actors.

With the train moving gaily into the

north, George again read the two hundred
scenes. He lounged in his elegant state-

(Continued on page m)
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room, with two porters waiting on him.

and went carefully through the mass of con-

templated action.

"Bill," he said, wrinkling his forehead,

"this is all wrong. You can't do it this

way, and I always said so."

"I thought you said we could do it that

way?" I ventured.

"If I did, I was crazy. This stuff is the

bunk."

He thereupon tore up the two hundred

scenes, tossed them out upon the right-of-

way, and the train sped on into the night

We arrived in Pine Summit without a

single scene to our name. The town con-

sists of sixteen houses and a railway hotel,

which adjoins the roundhouse and is made
homey by the delightful odor of hot locomo-

tives. Mike Maynard runs the hotel, and

in honor of our coming, he ejected all his

regular patrons and turned his establishment

over to the artists of the silent drama. I

was immediately ushered into a small bed-

room up near the eaves, from which I

could look out upon as pretty a collection

of coal cars as I have ever seen. A boy
was sent out for a typewriter and ten

pounds of paper.

"Now go ahead," said George. "It will

take me a day or two to look over the

country. Meantime, you start it again.

And hurry it up, Bill."

THAT was Wednesday. I began sadly

once more, going back even beyond the

spot where Joe Hocker hitches up the old

gray mule to the plow, but a great deal of

my freshness had been rubbed off. I no

longer leaped at the task, singing a rounde-

lay, so to speak. I approached it with re-

luctant feet. Wednesday afternoon, George
began shooting. I don't mean that he be<ran

shooting at me, though he probably thought
of it. He began taking atmosphere sh >ts

for "Willow Farm." He shot the main
street of Pine Summit, to show the cus-

tomers what sort of town Henry Jones came
to on Saturday night for his red-eye.

And in my chaste and humble room, I

stuck to the early moments of the romance.
At intervals George came in and encouraged
me. For a week we continued thus with

the forty temperamental artists sitting on
wooden chairs in the lobby, shooting craps

and criticizing me.
"Bill," said George, "this i- getting mighty

serious. We've got five thousand a week
overhead, and we ought to start this pic-

ture."

"That's too bad," I said. It was the

first time in my life anyone ever paid five

thousand a week to have me loll around
in my bedroom.

"Something's got to be done," he said

firmly. "I can't stand this, Bill."

He then summoned the aid of a fat little

actor, a moon-faced chap, who was like-

wise a famous dramatist. No one could
ever tell whether he was better as an actor
or as a dramatist. George asked the little

man to sit in with me and help me get the-

company to work.

"There's nothing really difficult about it."

said the actor. His name was Arthur and
he had a mild blue eye and trembled if

spoken to sharply. "After discussing this

problem, I shall go to my room and write
a beginning for you."

We then discussed the problem. Arthur
retired to his room and wrote the start, and
during the evening George strolled into the
dramatist's room and read it. The language
that came over that transom was exactly

the sort George uses when he misses a seven -

(Continued on page 112)
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and illustrated booklet.
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GIVENTOYOU
as a Reward for Spare Moments

Picture this beautiful fiber Rocker in your living-

room or on your veranda. You can easily obtain it

and many other things for which vou long, without
expense, just by conducting a little Larkin Club of

friends and neighbors on your spare time.

Larkin Spring Catalog FREE
Tells how to easily become a Larkin Secretary and earn big

Rewards. Pictures and desenbes 800 famous Larkin Products —
Pure Foods, Soaps, Toilet Articles. Clothing, etc. and the
valuable Premiums given with them. Many new offers. More
prices reduced.

THIS comfortable Rocker is one of 1700
worth-while Premiums giifen with pur-

chases of Larkin Products. Or, you can
buy guaranteed Larkin Products and Pre-
miums separately at low Cash Prices.

Coupon brings free Catalog and full

information.

pMAIL COUPON TODAYi

I/'_,„^
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.**-«/«w// Ivi/ Inc. Peoria, III.
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George
moves
the dresser

Comedy with a serious side

unless something is done to

allay the pain of cuts and
bruises.

Be ready for either! Absorbine, Jr.,

is both a liniment and an antiseptic.

Used promptly for bruises or over-

worked muscles it dissipates the

aches that would otherwise con-

tinue.

Besides being a preventive of

infection, it is cleansing and
healing to all open wounds.

And for the children's magic

bottle, a trio of good properties

recommend it. It is harmless, of

a clean odor and non-staining.

At your druggist's, $1.25, or postpaid.

Liberal tiia I bottle, toe. postpaid.

W. F. YOUNG, Inc.

18 Temple St.,

Springfield, Mass.

THE ANTlSEr'TIC tINIMtNT

FASHION'S LATEST NOVELTY

BATI K-2
Tbose lovely, fascinating Batiks which have so enchanted
Paris, New York, Chicago and other fashion centers can
now be made at home—easily, quickly, inexpensively.

The Fabik Home Outfit for Batik Workers has made fill

this possible. It includes complete Instruction Book, which
assures you of truly wonderful results on the very first

Batik you make; Fabik dyes for mixing hundreds of color
combinations; Fabik wax, tjanting, brushes, dye pansand
3patterns specially designe dby leadingartists—forblouses,
lingerie, collars, curtains, table runners, centerpieces, etc.

Send No Money! Te^tuf^t^f.
dress and we will mail you the Fabik Home Outfit. When
the postman delivers it, pay him $5.00. If you prefer to send
cash with order, remit $4.75. Money back if you want It.

Send vour order today—be the first one in your set to wear
and display these rich, beautiful Batik effects.

THE FABIK COMPANY
, Studio El, 10 East Ohio St.

I

F&sU - Chicago, HI.

Girls! Girls!!
SaveYourHair
With Cuticura
Soap and Ointmentto clear dandruff and itching. 25c.
each. Samples freeof Cuticura, Dept. D, Maiden, Mass-

M -jf'vf^T*; But you can Promote a
for GQgS&Jfr clean, Healthy Condition

YAIid FVFSUse Murine Eye Remedy
I VJ U K l_ 1 l_vJ " Night and Morning."

Keep your Eyes Clean, Clear and Healthy.
Write for Free Kye Care Book.

Kir!M Cye Remedy Co.. 9 East OrUo Street, Chicago

Breaking In

(Continued from page in)

inch putt and the little fat actor-dramatist

walked hurriedly out and down the hall,

telling those he met that he had never been
so insulted in his life. That finished Arthur.

George threw the dramatic effort out upon
the main line of the railway and went to

bed.

Mike Maynard, who is as kind a hotel

man as I ever knew, asked us what the

trouble seemed to be, and then offered to

do what he could. He wrote those first

fifty scenes on some telegraph blanks, and
for two days George hesitated. He nearly

began ''Willow Farm" from telegraph blanks.

Then the thing became a game. Every-
body pitched in. The leading gentleman,
who sings tenor, wrote them in a fine,

flowing hand, but the leading lady said

that she would like to see anybody make
her work with such stuff. She wrote the

fifty herself, and when George examined
her material he found that the leading man
appeared only once and then as a dim figure

upon the horizon. The woman who dusted
out tried her hand at it, and I found the

Pine Summit baggage master doing "Wil-
low Farm" for us on the end of an upturned
trunk. So it went.

I was, by this time, an object of cold

suspicion to the entire troupe. Apparently
I was trying to pry them all out of their

jobs, and they asked me, pointedly, why
I didn't do something, so that they could

begin acting.

"IT'S all very well to sit here in the hotel

1 and be paid for doing nothing," remarked
one of the elderly actors, "but you must
realize that this cannot go on. We will

all be dismissed. And so will you."

"Can I count on that?" I asked, but the

misery in my voice was lost on him.

The days that followed will always remain
in my mind, fixed and immutable, like the

incidents of some dreadful phantasmagoric
chiaroscuro. I do not know, except vague-
ly, what a chiaroscuro is, but it must bear

a close resemblance to those endless, sodden,

merciless days in the clutch of "Willow
Farm." Every so often, George would ap-

pear with five hundred fresh sheets of virgin

paper and a word of cheer. Strangers,

stepping off the local trains for a hurried

snack in the lunch room, would hear of our
dilemma and some of them sympathized and
tried to dash off fifty scenes for us, whilst

cooling their coffee, but nothing seemed to

help us out of the dreadful hole.

In a moment of sheer desperation—the

second week—George tore his hair anew and
decided in my presence, profanely and
frantically, not to make "Willow Farm" at

all. George's hair is not particularly suit-

able for tearing. It can't be torn with

any degree of pleasure, because it doesn't

begin early enough.

"This picture can't be made," he

stormed. "If I had a regular scenario

writer to help, I might do it, but not with

you, Bill. What a mistake I made!"
"So did I, George. We both made a mis-

take."

He then dispatched a telegram to the

home office, stating in so many words that

he had found "Willow Farm" impossible to

picturize. The home office was neither im-
pressed nor excited, because George has been

telegraphing about one thing or another for

ten years. Moreover, the advertising for

this production was under way. Next day,

the answering wire came into Pine Summit.

"Do Willow Farm," it said heartlessly.

"And speed it up."

For one hour after George got the wire,

I had the rare and interesting opportunity

Every advertisement in PITOTOrLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.

of watching a man pass through the several

stages that begin with calm sanity and end
with slight frothing. He walked up and
down the quiet railway tracks and tore out
the rest of his hair.

"Better get him off the tracks," Maynard
advised. "Number Six is due in ten min-
utes."

Another thing that saddened my life dur-
ing those weeks in Pine Summit was the
great and disastrous change that came over
the entire troupe of once-happy actors, due
solely to me and my failure.

Ordinarily, a movie outfit on location,

with all meals paid for, is a joking, care-

free and light-hearted aggregation, and
George's company was all of that, during
the early days of the visit. The men were
jolly and the women pleasant-spoken. The
first meals were really gay little parties.

Coming to food, the thespians pushed Mike's
dining-room tables together, making one big,

festive board. There was laughter and the

merry quip. Many broke into song.

"They're like a happy family," said

George, beaming in from the doorway.
This was during the first week, which was
the only time George could beam. Then
the picture changed. When the troupe dis-

covered that I was deliberately loafing on
the job—that I was refusing, for sinister

reasons of my own, to get those first fifty

scenes down on paper, the actors began to

sour on the vine.

In no time at all, the company was a
seething mass of discontent. Men who
were noted for their kindly manners,
quarreled bitterly with their fellows. Each
individual ate his meals in solitary silence,

at a table by himself. Everyone growled
at everyone else. Murder and sudden death
were in the air, and at one time the leading

lady stated that nothing could prevent her
from shooting the leading man. Mike May-
nard went about miserably, trying to pla-

cate this one and that one.

"You see what you've done," George
snapped at me. "You're demoralizing my
company, Bill."

I could make no reply. I was too far

gone.

"I know now," George continued, "just

how big a fool I was in getting you this

job. This will ruin my reputation. If you
don't hand me fifty scenes by tomorrow
morning, I'm going to send the company
back."

"George," I said, in a low voice, "if you'll

send me back, I'll hand you seventy-five

scenes tomorrow."
He glared at me and walked away.*******

FINALLY "Willow Farm" got under way.
Somehow or other—in some miraculous

manner, the production actually started, and
George began shooting, starting in with
old Joe Hooker and the grey mule. Swiftly

the story grew under George's skilful

guidance, because George is really a capable

director. Other troubles, however, stared

me in the face.

"You know," he murmured, one night,

after reading as far as scene three hundred
and ten, "you're getting this all wrong,
Bill. You haven't got any drama in this

at all. I suppose you know this is a tragedy,

Bill."

"You're mistaken," I replied. "Willow
Farm is a comedy."
"Comedy nothing. This story is a per-

fect tragedy."

"To me, yes. Intrinsically, it is a comedy.
Harvey Loomis never wrote anything but
comedy, and was a famous humorist. Be-

(Concluded on page 113)
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sides, George, I guess I can tell a comedy
when I see one."

For two days, we wrangled about

whether we were doing a comedy or a

tragedy. George very justly asked me was
I making this double-humpbacked picture

or was he? Did I know more about

motion pictures than he did, or not? And
who the hek did I think I was, anyhow ?

"It's a comedy," I said drearily. "You
can't fool me. I'll bet you it's a comedy,
and we'll leave it to Harvey Loomis'
widow."

"If we do," said he, "it will be the only

thing that was left to her. This guy Loomis
was a bum. Moreover, he was a punk
story-writer. I wish he was lure so I

could tell him what I think of him."

Meanwhile, I battled on grimly. I wrote
what now seems like fifty thousand scenes

and one million subtitles. I saw little

creeping things on the wall paper, which
were not really there, because Mike Maynard
runs a good hotel. I began to have spots

before the eyes. The entire room would
frequently revolve rapidly for five minutes,

and strange figures in white robes would
appear to walk through the walls. It was
a time of phantasmagoric chiaroscuro.

In vain I tried to escape from Pine Sum-
mit. One night I sneaked out and stole

down the railway tracks in the dusk, walk-
ing softly. They caught me passing the

roundhouse and dragged me back. There
was talk of chaining me to the bedpost, but
nothing came of it.

TF you don't speed up," George said

1 brutally, "you'll never get this done."
"George," I replied, "if you don't let me

go home, you will regret it. Reason is now
tottering upon her lofty throne."

"Let you get out of here without finish-

ing this!" George laughed a harsh, metallic

laugh.

"There are only two sides to the walls of

the home for the unhinged," I continued,
'and by nest week, I will be on the other
side."

"Nonsense," he said briskly. "You're doing
all right. Now, for instance, take this

s:ene of yours where Albert says to
Clarence: 'I'll get you some day for this.

Clarence Becker.' You ought to have
Albert shoot Clarence."

"What for?" I asked. "He doesn't shoot
him in the book."

"Never mind what he does in the book.
He ought to shoot him."

"George," I remonstrated, "he never
shoots Clarence. Next time they meet,
they're warm friends."

"Bill," he said, shaking his head dismally,
"you're never going to get anywhere in
this business. You need a different mind."

"I haven't any mind at all," I admitted.
"When I left home, I had a fair working
mentality, but it's gone. This job found
a strong, rugged intellect and it leaves a
gibbering loon."

"Well," he said, in a more kindly tone,
"you keep on plugging. Have Albert shoot
Clarence, and if possible have Lillian sus-
pected of the crime. Put some pep into it,

and then think up a good, strong finish."

"I can't think of any finish but my own,
George," I returned quietly. "Be a good
fellow and let me go home."

"I will not," he declared. "You're paid
to stay here and do this finish, and by
cripes, you're going to."

I will never forget the conclusion of
"Willow Farm." In the early days of the
job, I had thought the beginning somewhat

difficult, but it was the merest child's play,

compared with the finish. We came down
to the final hundred scene- and -tuck hard

and fast. There was no way out. The
troupe laid off, began shooting craps again,

and renewed the early accusation- against

me. They said to each other, in my heat

ing, that they couldn't understand what
George meant and what the company meant
by -ending them out with a scenario writer

who deliberately laid down on the job.

I now recall that George wanted to wind
up the drama with Albert in the county
jail, dying of some dread disease, and have
a last minute marriage. This seemed to me
a trifle somber, for a comedy. My own
notion was that we ought to conclude the

entertainment in some more snappy manner.
Albert and hi- bride should be dving a

dance at their palatial home, and there

should be a lovely fade-out in the moon-
light on the veranda. Albert hadn't ki<-ed

anyone during the entire picture, and this

seemed a good -pot for a kiss.

However, he decided against the jail

scene, and I wrote two or three dozen hope-
ful finishes to "Willow Farm," all of which
George pronounced to be the most execrable
stuff he had come across in a long and busy
life.

Then, with the hundred scenes undone,
and no finish in si^'ht, I suddenly quit. I

didn't mean to quit, but the sreat forces
within me simply curled up and died.

Night after night, George entered my work-
room and asked in vain for raw material.
"There isn't any more." I said to him,

looking at him vacantly.

He refused to accept this fact for sev-
eral days.

"You're going to write a finish for this

picture," he announced, "or I'm goinc to

knock your head off."

"You knock my head off and I can write
just as good a finish as with it on," I

answered, and there the matter rested.

George suddenly melted one evening, after
a sumptuous meal. He seemed to beconv.'

nearly human and appreciative of human
woe. He walked over to where I was look-
ing gloomily out into the rain and slapped
me on the back.

"Bill," he said earnestly, "you've done
your best. Of course, it wasn't much, but
it was your best. You can go home. I'll

finish this thing myself."

I left the spot hurriedly. There was a
mail train out of that wretched town at

ten in the evening, and I took it, breathing
a long, happy sigh. George sat down, wrote
the remainder of "Willow Farm," and shot
it as he wrote it. Without the slightest
feeling of compunction, I can say that he
nearly ruined my entire picture. The cellu-
loid result, as afterward shown in our best
theaters, is one of the few motion pictures
that can be truly described as good enter-
tainment. But the finish is terrible.

OF course, I don't blame George, because
he really tried hard. Months afterwards,

when the tribulations of Pine Summit had
sunk beyond the horizon, George and I

emerged from a theater after watching the
effect of the photoplay upon an audience of
unusual intelligence.

"That's a pretty fair comedy after all,"

I remarked, a? we stood in the outpouring
crowd and listened to the comment.
George grunted emphatically.
"It's the best tragedy that's been re-

leased this year," he admitted.
We then moved over to where the light

was brighter, so that the people could step
up and tell George how good it was.

Bilh Markvvith and the Brown Saxophone ^i\.

all use Conn Saxophones

Easy to Play, for

Pleasure and Profit

IF
you are interested in music for the joy

of playing, the Conn saxophone is the
instrument for you. Its exclusive feat

ures make it so easy to master that you
.can learn a tune in one hour; play all popu-
lar music after brief, fascinating practice.

Besides, saxophone soloists trios, quartets,

sextets, like those pictured above, are in

great demand for all sorts of entertain-

ments. You can make big money "on the
side' or playing whole time, as you choose.

Free Trial ; Easy Payments, on any Conn
instrument. Everything for the band and
orchestra. All exclusive Conn features at

no greater cost. Send coupon for details.

328 Conn Bldg. Elkhart, Indiana
New York Conn Co., 233-5-7 W. 47th St.

Agencies in All Large Cities.

Free Books
New Saxophone Book, tells
how to use saxophones in
trios, quartets, etc.. and ex-
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Conn.

"Success in Music and How
to Win it," by John Philip
Sousa, tells opportunities
with all band and orches-
tra instruments. Send
coupon, checking book
you desire free.

C. G. Conn, Ltd. .328 Conn Bldg. Elkhart. Ind.
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anil details of free trial of any instrument.
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City...
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STRONGFORT
The Perfect Man

At first she pttiee him then she
haa contempt for him -next she
cordially despises blm and Anally she
deserts blm Bow about yon? Arc
you b weakling without sufficient
courage left to approacb a woman
and ask her hand jn marriage? Do
urn tremble to think what might
happen In your home if you marry a
lovely Blr] and snediscovers thatyou
area physical weakling? You dan.'
not nmrry and ruin some trusting girl's life
\(\ oathfal F ir<ir*and Kxcessrs have sapped
your Vitality find left yOB a tnim.- apology for
,11. :il.n.LM It looks h-MH-U-Hs to vfMi. but cheer
up. I wont to help too I CAN HELP YOU.
STRONGFORTISM — The Mod-

ern Science of Health Promotion
will aid Nature in restoring your
Flagging Powers and Manhood and
Fit you for Marriage and Parent-
hood. I guarantee it.

Mention the ailments on which
you want Special confidential in-
formation and send with 10c to
help pay postage on my free book.
"Promotion and Conservation of
Health, Strength and Mental
Energy." It's a man builder and
B life saver. Send for it right NOW.
LIONEL STRONGFORT

Physical and Health Specialist

Oept. 722 Newark, New Jersey

FREE CONSULTATION COUPON
Mr. Lionel Strongfort, Dept. 722. Newark, N. J.—Please

send m L- your book. •PROMOTION AND CONSERVATION
OF HEALTH. STRENGTH AND MENTAL ENERGY," for
postage on which I enclose a 10c piece 'one dime). I have
marked QC) before the aubject in which I am interested.
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Instant BunionRelief
Prove ItAt My Expense

uon i sena mo one cent—just loi me
prove It to you as I have done for hun-
dreds and thousands of others in the last
six months. I claim that FAIRYFOOT is

a most successful treatment for bunions,
and I want you to let me send it to you
Free. I don't care how many so-called
cures, shields or pads you ever tried
without success—I don't care how dis-
gusted you are with them all—you have
not tried Fairyfoot.

FREE TREATMENT
I have such confidence in it that I will
send you a sample treatment abso-
lutely FREE. It is a wonderful remedy
which relieves you almost instantly of

all pain. Just send name and address and
Fairyfoot will be sentatonce. Writetoday.

FOOT REMEDY CO.
2207 Millard Ave. Oept. 33 Chicago

Reduce Your Flesh in Spots
Arms Legs Bust Double Chin

in fact the entire body or any part without dieting
by wearinu DR. WALTER'S Medicated Reducing

RUBBER GARMENTS
Bust Reducer, $6.00
Chin Reducer, $2.50

Anklets
for Reducing and

Shaping Ihe Ankles,

$7.00 per pair.

Extra High, $9.00

Send for illustrated Booklet

DR. JEANNE P. H. WALTER
353 Fifth Ave., New York

T?Ty C C AMBITIOUS WRITERS of pho-

f* ry r* t*A toplays, short stories, poems, news-
paper articles, send today for

FREE, helpful booklet, " Sueceseful Writing."

WRITER'S DIGEST
C-611-D Butler Bldg. CINCINNATI

Plays and Players
(Concluded jrom page gj)

BILL HART, now that he has a life part-

ner to give him courage, has emerged
from his silence to tell how the "big hitch"

happened.
According to Bill's own story, their court-

ship began nearly three years ago when Miss
Wcstover played opposite him in a picture

called "John Petticoats." Bill had both his

guns with him at the time, not to mention
his favorite swift steed Pinto and his trusty

rope, but lovely Winifred, he admits, soon
had him bound and—so he claims—gagged.

He adored her in silence, and though they

were much together, and he did everything

possible to show her the feeling he had in

his heart, he couldn't get the necessary

courage to propose.

At last she accepted an offer to go to

Sweden, which is her native land though sev-

eral generations removed, to appear in pic-

tures. Bill never forgot her, he declares,

and while his name was being linked with
that of other movie stars and an interested

public was trying to marry him to the

famous Mary Garden, he was true to the

little blonde girl of his secret choice.

When she returned to America, after

many months, Bill wired her immediately,

asking her to come to California to appear
with him in pictures. But she had signed

a contract, soon after landing, with a New
York firm, so the hero of the wild west

decided to go and get her. Which explains

Bill Hart's recent visit to New York.
Bill found his dream-girl even more won-

derful than he had remembered her. They
spent several quiet, but happy weeks getting

re-acquainted, and Bill fell more and more
in love every day and determined that at

last he had really fallen a victim to the little

warrior with the bow and arrow.

But— "She was so sweet and beautiful

and my own shortcomings were so many
that I just didn't have the courage to ask

her," Bill told me shortly after the ceremony,
"and I went away to far off California

again. And I wrote her a letter and told

her I loved her and asked her to marry me.
Thank God, she answered by wire and said

she would, and she did."

For years Bill has been the subject of con-
stant matrimonial rumor, linking his name
with Mary Garden, and recently with that

of Jane Novak.

You Cannot Learn Acting

By Mail

Here is a new one. A concern in Jack-
son, Michigan, advertises (not in Photo-
play) that for ten cents they will send you
a "Twelve-hour talent-tester or Key to

Movie Acting Aptitude." It is billed as a

novel, instructive and valuable work. Any
publication that carries such advertising must
realize they are accepting money to bunco
their readers. Motion picture acting can-

not be taught by mail and we have yet to

learn of any school that can be of any
benefit commensurate with the amount
charged. Can you imagine the laugh a

mail order actor would get if he presented

his correspondence school diploma to a cast-

ing director? If you have been stung by
any of these fakirs, write to the Editor of

Photoplay. They are the bunk. Photo-
play is doing a little investigation of these

so-called schools. One of the Photoplay
staff has just taken a course and the re-

sults, when they are published, are going

to be a scream, Incidentally, post office

officials and district attorneys are cooperat-
ing. Now watch them scuttle for the dug-
outs !

Studio Directory
For the convenience of our readers
who may desire the addresses of film
companies we give the principal active
ones below. The first is the business
office; (s) indicates a studio; in some

cases both are at one address.

associated producers, inc.,
729 Seventh Ave., N. Y.

(s) Maurice Tourneur, Culver City, Cal.

(s) Thos. H. Ince. Culver City. Cal.
J. Parker Read, Jr., Ince Studios, Culver
City, Cal.

(s) Mack Sennett, Edendale, Cal.

(s) Marshall Neilan, Goldwyn Studios, Culver
City, Cal.

(s) Allan Dwan, Hollywood Studios, 6642
Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

(s) King Vldor Productions, 7200 Santa
Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

(s) J. I,. Frothingham, Prod.. Brunton Studios,
5300 Melrose Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS, INC., Bush House,
Aldwych, Strand, London, England.

ROBERT BRUNTON STUDIOS, 5341 Melrose
Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

CHRISTIE FILM CORP., 6101 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, Cal.

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP., of America.
370 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C.

FAMOUS-PLAYERS-LASKY CORP, Paramount,
485 Fifth Ave., New York City.

(s) Pierce Ave. and Sixth St., Long Island City.
New York,

(s) Lasky, Hollywood, Cal.
British Paramount (s) Poole St., Islington,
N. London, England.

Realart, 469 Fifth Ave., New York City,

(s) 211 N. Occidental Blvd., Los Angeles. Cal.

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT,
INC., 6 West 48th St., New York.

R. A. Walsh Prod., 5341 Melrose Ave.,
Hollywood, Cal.

Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven, Prod., Louis
B. Mayer Studios, Los Angeles,

(s) Buster Keaton Comedies, 1025 Lillian Way,
Hollywood, Cal.

Anita Stewart Co., 3800 Mission Road, Los
Angeles, Cal.

Louis B. Mayer Productions, 3800 Mission
Road, Los Angeles, Cal.

(s) Allen Holubar, 1510 Laurel Ave., Hollywood,
Cal.

Norma and Constance Talmadge Studio,
318 East 48th St., New York.

Katherine MacDonald Productions, Georgia
and Girard Sts., Los Angeles, Cal.

David M. Hartford, Prod., 3274 WT
est 6th St.,

Los Angeles, Cal.

Hope Hampton, Prod., Peerless Studios,
Fort Lee, N. J.

(s) Chas. Ray, 1428 Fleming St., Los Angeles.
Richard Barthelmess Inspiration Corp., 565
Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

FOX FILM CORP., (s) 10th Ave. and 55th St..
New York; (s) 1401 Western Ave., Hollywood,
Cal.

GARSON STUDIOS, INC., (s) 1845 Alessandro St.,

Edendale, Cal.

GOLDWYN FILM CORP.. 469 Fifth Ave., New
York; (s) Culv r City, Cal.

HAMPTON, JESSE B., STUDIOS, 1425 Fleming
St.. Hollywood, Cal.

HART. WM. S. PRODUCTIONS, (s) 1215 Bates
St., Hollywood, Cal.

LOIS WEBER STUDIOS, 4634 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS, 6642 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

INTERNATIONAL FILMS, INC.. 729 Seventh
Ave., N. Y. C. (s) Second Ave. and 127tli St..

N. Y.

METRO PICTURES CORP., 1476 Broadway, New
York: (s) 3 West 61st St.. New York, and
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

PATHE EXCHANGE. Pathe Bldg., 35 W. 45th St..

New York, (si Geo. B. Seitz, 134th St. and
Park Ave., New York City.

R-C PICTURES PRODUCTIONS, 723 Seventh
Ave.. New York; Currier Bldg., Los Angeles;
(s) corner Gower and Melrose Sts., Hollywood,
Cal.

ROTHACKER FILM MFG. CO., 1339 Diversey
Parkway, Chicago. 111.

SELZNICK PICTURES CORP.. 729 Seventh Ave..
New York; (s) 807 East 175th St., New York, and
West Fort Lee, N. J.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION, 729 Seventh
Ave., New York.

Mary Pickford Co., Brunton Studios, Holly-
wood. Cal.; Douglas Fairbanks Studios,
Hollywood. Cal.; Charles Chanlin Studios,
1416 LaBrca Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
D. W. Griffith Studios, Or.enta Point, Mama-

roneck, N. Y.

Rex Beach. Whitman Bennett Studio, 537
Riverdale Ave.. Yonkers. New York; Geo.
Arliss. Prod.. Distinctive Prod., Inc.. 366
Madison Ave.. N. Y.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.. 1600 Broadway,
New York; (s) Universal City, Cal.

VITAGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA. 469
Fifth Ave.. New York; (9) East 15th St, and
Locust Ave.. Brooklyn, N. Y.. and 1708 Tal-
madge St., Hollywood, Cal.

Every advertisement in 1'JlOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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The Shadow Stage
(Continued from page 61)

FOOL DAYS—Fox

AL ST. JOHN'S clowning becomes a bit

monotonous in this burlesque of

'•School Days," but his mechanical devices

contain many a helpful hint for the house-

wife (nice alliteration!). Napoleon, the

monkey, is almost uncannily clever—as

usual. He almost makes one lose faith in

the supremacy of the \v. k. human race.

THE FIRE EATER—Universal

HOOT GIBSON—a bit more appealing

and boyish than the general run of

wildwesters—works, in this picture, through

a smoke screen As a government ranger he

is more attractive than efficient. There is

an exceedingly realistic forest fire—an oasis

of interest in a badly built plot. A family

film.

THE ROOF TREE—Fox

A MURDER, a pilgrimage from Virginia

to Kentucky, a false friend, a charming

girl—and William Russell. What more

could an ambitious box office require?1

Though the story is slight the suspense is

well sustained through the first half. For

the rest—a decorative family tree, an equally

decorative Sylvia B reamer, and titles with a

southern accent. Rather strong for children.

FOOTFALLS—Fox

A PRISON drama, with an excellent idea

lurking somewhere in the background.

This idea, however, has been lost in the

: huffle of a careless and crude production,

raid is only visible at odd intervals. The re-

sult is a picture that is dreary without being

dramatic.

THE BEAUTIFUL LIAR-
First National

CATHERINE MacDONALD'S beauty is

amazing, at times. But her acting

ability is not to be classed with her beauty.

She seldom rises above posing—although, in

all fairness, this story gives her little chance.

A startling likeness, an impersonation, a

rich young man—old stuff! Charles Mere-
dith plays the r. y. m. and Joseph J. Dowl-
ing makes good as an old Scotch clerk.

A QUESTION OF HONOR—
First National

A YOUNG engineer building a dam, a

villain saying many of them, Anita

Stewart in knickers and a tweed norfolk,

and Sierra scenery. There is much plot,

much dynamite, and Walt Whitman as a

grizzled old woman-hater. The villain is,

of course, put in his place while the engi-

neer (Edward Hearn) and heroine become
an affectionate fade-out. Old stuff, but the

children mav like it.

A BRIDE OF THE GODS—
First National

A FINE story by a good author

—

hacked into a distorted mass of situa-

tions that do not ring true. What might
have been an intense drama of India, of

love and pride and sacrifice, fails to register.

James Morrison has his moments, Marguerite
De La Motte is beautiful, and, as the small
boy, Frankie Lee is unusually convincing.
Don't take the children.

. (Continued on page 116)

Trial

Bottle

Free

See Coupon
Below

24

Nothing to Wash Off
or Rub Off

You aren't compelled (<• keep your lmir dry
when you restore color with Mary T. Goldman's
Hair Color Restorer. There is nothing to wash or

rub off because it isn't a crude dye, but a real

restorer, clean and clear as water.

You can safely dry it in the sun. because the
restored color is perfectly natural — no streaks or

discoloration to betray you. Just the satisfaction
and joy of beautiful, youthful hair which takes ten
years off your age.

Very easily applied, with results sale, sure and
certain. You do it yourself, in private, with no
one to guess your sec ret.

MARY T. GOLDMAN'S
Hair Color Restorer

Mail the Coupon
Send for the free trial f

test as dii ted on n single lock Watcl
the graj disappear and the natural
color return Winn the restoration is

complete and you know ho« n

and beautiful you can mak< your hair,

cot a full-sized bottle from your druggist

or direct

MARY T. GOLDMAN
1 I |o Goldman Bldg . SI Paul. Minn

Mary T. Goldman. 1110 Goldman Bide. St. Paul. Mlnr

hl.uk
. . .. jet black.

menium brown. . . .

dark bro

I

DIAMONDS IR
For a Few Cents a Day

Send No Money
We will send you—upon
your simple request —
your choice of diamond
bargains— the greatest
in America! Do not send a
pennjr in advance. When
the ring comes examine it.

You are the judge. If it (3

not, without exception, the
greatest value you neve ever
seen, send it back—at our
expense! If you decide to
keep it, it Is youra-for a
few cents a day. You may
order direct from this ad-
vertisemnnt if you wish.
Don't Bend a cent. You do
not risk a penny.

Charge-Account Plan
By our new charge-account
plan, you may pay for your
choice <.f hundreds ofpieces
of exquisite jewelry in sums
so small that you would
never think of savin* them.
You are also g-uaranteed 8
percent yearly dividends
— and a 6 percent bonus
may be earned.

Send for Bargain Book
Send yoor name and address
today for our new 128-page
book, showing hundreds of
unmatcbabie diamond bar-
?rains. Sent absolutely
ree. It explains the divf-
d-nd offer and bonus plan.

Write today to Dent. 1723.

MLYON <SCQ
1 Maiden Lane, New York N.Y.

Big Band Catalog
Sent FREE

i*w Anythins? you need for the band
1W —tfinele instrument or complete
'iv^. roinprnent U -.] by Army and
' <~- Niiw. Sena for bis rnHJoK.
| X"' liberally Illustrated, fully de-> OcriptJva. Mention what instru-
'jf A ment Interests you. rras trial

r* / Easy payments. Sold by I'-adinjr

music dealers everywhete.

^ LYON &. HEALY
59.M Jackson Blvd.. Chlcafio

'J.PARKER PRAYS
fortef preparation ^jp^

3N usinc these distinctive preparations, one is

not experimenting with the new and i lie un-
tried. Since 1868. they pave been en ployed i

j

the American gentlewoman tor' Bneai beautifj
the hands ana complexion—or to preserve tin

natural beauty.

Gives tin face and nails :i di

ROSALINE
thi 1 m unci Is superior todn rouses for tluiiin:.

ROSALINE Is nol affected by perspiration or
1! in bathing. Jars. 2fic.

DIAMOND NAIL ENAMEL £* tZ^rS
from grit, producing an Immediate and lasting

polish Its delicate rose tint "ill not discolor the
utlcular fold of the nails. Diamond

Bbape box, 25c.

CREAM VAN OLA „£,«?. •&£
nourishes the tissues. Preservesa beautiful com-
plexion and restores a faded one. Jan
Nr./(/ bti <! 01 sent <lir.

11 it, and fOt extra for po I

stamp for Urn I

DR. J. PARKER PRAY CO.
Sole Manufacturers and

10 and 12 East 23rd St. New York City

g

2-"Z

OT I r With or without music Short <

Adult beginners tnnght by mall. No teacher n
Self-Instruction Oonrse (or Advanced Pianists.

67 styles of Bass, 180 Syncopated Effects Bine Han
Oriental. Chime, Movie and Cafe .Ih7.z. Trick Fndlnps

Wicked Harmonv. BlneObtigntonnd _'

inclndl ng. 1 n» nngesoi RE IL.Iazi
words. \ Postal brings onr FREE Special Off«»r

Waterman Piano School ~ftt2i£33£*-

When you write to advertisers please mention niOTOPLAT MAGAZINE.
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Rate

35 cents

per

word
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All Advertisements

have equal display and

same good opportuni-

ties for big results.
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This Section Pays
86% ot the advertisers

using this section during
the past year have re-

peated their copy.

WUl
FORMS FOR MAYTISSUE CLOSE MARCH FIRST

AGENTS AND SALESMEN

AGENTS, SGO TO $200 A WEEK. FREE SAM-
plea. Gold Sign Letters for Store and Office win-
dows. Anyone can do it. Big demand. Liberal offer
to general agents. Metallic Letter Co., 431-K, No.
Clark St.. Chicago.

]!1G MONEY AM) FAST SALES. EVERY OWNER
buys gold Initials for his auto. You charge $l.r>0;
make $1.35. Ten orders daily easy. Write for
particulars and free samples. American Monogram
Co., ]>c]it. 169. East Orange, N. J.

WE START TOU IN BUSINESS, FI'RNISHING
everything; men and women, $30.00 to $100.00 weekly,
operating our "New System Specialty Candy Factories"
anywhere. Opportunity lifetime; valuable booklet free.

W. Hll.I.YER RAGSDALE, Drawer 90, East Orange,
New .Irlsry.

AGENTS—!IOc AN HOUB TO ADVERTISE AND
distribute samples to consumer. Write quick for terri-

tory and particulars. Albert Mills, Gen. Mgr., 5909
American Bldg.. Cincinnati, Ohio.

AGENTS SIONS FOR STORES AND OFFICES—
entirely new—$50 week easily made. Chicago Sign
System, 1', 150 W. Austin Ave., Chicago.

$10.00 A DAY EASILY EARNED; SEVEN BAR
boxes, assorted soaps, perfumes, combination boxes:
selling like hot cakes. Men, women, 100% profit.

Catalog mailed free. Crofts & Reed Co., Chicago.

WOMEN MAKE MONEY' TAKING ORDERS FOR
our famous no-button rompers, children's dresses and
specialties. Large profits—Quick sales—Write Gofton-
Rand Co., Dept. L. Stoughton, Mass.

OLD COINS, METALS, ETC.

WILL J'AY FIFTY DOLLARS CASH FOR NICKEL
of 1913 with Lilwity Head. Watch your change. We
pay cash premiums for all rare coins. Send 4c for
Coin Circular. Numismatic Bank, Dept. 75, Fort
Worth, Texas.

MAIL OLD GOLD, UNUSED POSTAGE, WAR AND
thrift stamps. Liberty Bonds, silver, platinum, dia-
monds, jewelry, watches, false teeth, magneto points,
etc., new or broken. Cash immediately. Held ten
days, returned if unsatisfactory. Ohio Smelting Co.,
204 Lennox Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

WANT TO BUT, SELL, EXCHANGE, OHIO FLINT
Indian relics all kinds. Correspondence solicited,
Harry B. Garber, Quaker City, Ohio.

HELP WANTED

$90 TO $195 month. MEN—WOMEN OVER 17. U.
S. Government positions. Steady. Sure pay. Com-
mon education. Influence unnecessary. List positions
sent free. Write immediately. Franklin Institute,

Dept. A-137, Rochester, N. Y.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. EXCELLENT
opportunity. Experience unnecessary. Particulars free.

Write. American Detective System, 1968 Broadway,
New York.

WOMEN TO SEW. GOODS SENT PREPAID TO
your door: plain sewing; steady work; no canvassing;
send stamped envelope for prices paid. Universal Com-
pany, Dept. 21. Philadelphia, Pa.

BE A DETECTIVE—EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY;
good pay: travel. Write C. T. Ludwig, 567 Westover
li ldg., Kansas City, Mo.
WANTED WOMEN. $35 WEEK. EARN WHILE

learning. Become Dress Designers. Sample lessons
free. Franklin Institute, Dept. A-507, Rochester, N. Y.

THOSE OCT OF EMPLOYMENT OR WISHING TO
increase present income, communicate with Chautauqua
Commercial Agency, Jamestown, N. Y.

DETECTIVE AND FINGER PRINT EXPERTS Op-
portunities. Particulars free. Arthur Wagner, 186
East 79th. New York.

WOMEN—GIRLS. BECOME MILLINERY DESIGN-
ers. Earn $125 month, Sample lessons free. Write
immediately. Franklin Institute, Dept. A-805, Roeh-
ester, N. Y.

MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS

$35.00 PROMT NIGHTLY. SMALL CAPITAL
starts you. No experience needed. Our machines are
used and endorsed by government institutions. Cata-
log free. Atlas Moving Picture Company, 469 Morton
lildg., Chicago.

MANUSCRIPTS—TYPING
SCENARIOS. MANUSCRIPTS TYPED. SEVEN

years' experience. 10c page including carbon copy.
Marjorie Jones, 1S72 Ansel Road. Cleveland, Ohio.

EDITORIAL SERVICE — H. K. ELLINGSON,
Critic and MS. Broker, Box 523, Colorado Springs,
Colorado.

WRITE FOR THE MOVIES! TURN YOUR IDEAS
into Dollars! A new proposition. Full particulars
upon request. Edward Lay. 318 Temple Bldg., Chicago.

OLD COINS, LARGE SPRING SELLING CATA-
logue of coins for sale, free. Catalogue quoting prices
paid for coins, ten cents. William Hesslein, 101C
Tremont St.. Boston, Mass..

OLD U. S. SILVER COINS CHEAP. OLD BIST
type dimes dated before 1828, 25o; old half dollars
with lettered edge, dated before 1836, 75a: Columbian
Half Dollars with bust of Columbus (sold at $1 in
1893) price 75c. Five foreign coins, 1 over 100 years
old and my large 50 page Illustrated Coin Catalog for
only 20c. Or, catalog free with any order for above
coins. All kinds of Coins and Bills for Sale. B.
Max Mehl, Numismatist, Mehl Bldg., Dept. P. Fort
Worth. Texas. Largest Rare Coin Establishment in
the United States.

PHOTOPLAY TEXT BOOKS

AMBITIOUS WRITERS OF PHOTOPLAYS. SHORT
Stories, poems, newspaper articles, send today for free
helpful booklet, "Successful Writing," Writer's Digest,
S 611 Butler Bldg., Cincinnati.

PATENTS

PATENTS. WRITE FOR FREE GUIDE BOOK
and Evidence of Conception Blank. Send model or
sketch for opinion of its patentable nature. Highest
References. Prompt Attention. Reasonable Terms.
Victor J. Evans & Co., 763 Ninth, Washington, D. C.

PHOTOGRAPHY

SEND T'S YOUR KODAK NEGATIVES AND WE
will enlarge them for you. Write—The Art Studio,
809 Oak St., Carthage, Mo.

POEMS

TOEMS WANTED FOR PUBLICATION. CASH
paid for those available. Send one short poem today
for free examination. Idyl Pub. Co., 189 N. Clark
Street, Suite 214, Chicago.

POULTRY

U. R. FISHEL'S WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,
the most beautiful and profitable. Matured Fowls.
Eggs for Hatching and Baby Chicks that will please.
U. R. Fishel, Box P, Hope. Indiana.

BABY CHICKS — FIVE VARIETIES. CATALOG
free. Goshen Poultry' Farms, R-30, Gosnen, Indiana.

PURE FOOD PRODUCTS

KARSTAEDT'S MAMMOTH PECANS. CULTI-
vated papershell varieties : superior size, quality and
flavor, kernel easily removed whole. 10M: ounces, $1.25;
ten pounds, $12.50. W. Hugo Karstaedt, Dayton, Ohio.

MISCELLANEOUS

TELL THE READERS OF PHOTOPLAY WHAT
you have of interest to them. Y'ou can reach them
at a very small cost through an advertisement in the
classified section. 86% of the advertisers using this

section during the past year have repeated. The sec-

tion is read and brings results.

Music Lessons
UNDER MASTER TEACHERS

AtEHome
A Complete Conservatory Course
Dv Mail Wonderful home study music lessons under
*-*J' l»I«*n great American and European teachers.
Endorsed by Paderewski Master teachers guide and coach
you. Lessons a marvel of simplicity and completeness.

Any Instrument J™15n
i

£EKS ,

in'--

e

Piano, Harmony,Voice, Public School Music, Violin, Cornet.
Mandolin, Guitar, Banjo, or Reed Organ—and we will send
our Free Catalog with details of course you want.Send now.

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY
521 Siegel-Myers Bldg. Chicago, Illinois

$10,000 a Year
Hundreds have jumped from small pay to magnificent
earnings. Many now in $10,000 class. Their good
fortune began when they discovered an amazingly
easy way to get into the great field of Salesmanship
through the help of the National Salesmen's Training
Association. This great organization can do for you
what it did for fthem. You can become a Master
Salesman in your spare time at home and step into a
big-money position. No experience necessary.

Amazing Book Sent Free
Write to-day for big Free Book on Salesmanship.
Find out about the splendid opportunities. See how
our Free Employment Service helps you to a good
Selling position as soon as you are ready. National
Salesmen's Training Association, Dept. 40-C,
Chicago, 111.

The Shadow Stage
(Continued jrom page 11$)

WHATEVER SHE WANTS—Fox

IT is proved, not quite conclusively, in

this picture that a woman can cause as
much trouble in business as she can any-
where else. Eileen Percy is as blonde as
ever—and as futile. Good for children, and
invalids. (Especially mental cases!)

The story is lifeless, Eileen Percy is list-

less. We cannot say much for it. Stay home
and read a good book. That is a better
pastime.

ACROSS THE DEAD LINE—
Universal

THE story of a feud between two brother
—one godly, the other otherwise. There

is a dance hall, some scenery, and a family
Bible (the sort that little children sit on,
at table, when they're visiting). Frank
Mayo plays the son of the godly brother,
and Molly Malone is the feminine attrac-
tion.

THE LAW AND THE WOMAN—
Paramount

NOT up to the other productions that
have been made by Penrhyn Stanlaws

and Betty Compson. It is dramatic but
sordid, and is not designed for youthful
consumption. The plot evolves from a foul
murder, of which a man is wrongly con-
victed. His wife takes desperate measures
to save him from the electric chair, and
barely succeeds. Miss Compson and Cleo
Ridgely do good work in somewhat difficult

roles.

A BARNYARD CAVALIER—
Christie

AN exceptionally pretentious comedy de-
signed as a burlesque of the Fairbanks'

"Three Musketeers." Bobbie Vernon gives

an amusing interpretation of D'Artagnan,
introducing some funny parodies of Doug's
jumping jack tactics. The humor of the
piece, however, is laid on a little bit too
thick in spots, and consequently loses much
of its force.

A MAN'S HOME—Seknick

A DOMESTIC double-triangle drama
with an obvious plot and conven-

tional situations is provided in "A Man's
Home." But it is well directed by Ralph
Ince, and played by an unusually fine cast.

In fact, there is a minimum number of flaws
visible to the naked—or perhaps one should
say, the undraped eye. Harry Morey, Grace
Valentine, and Kathleen Williams head the
cast.

THE NEW DISCIPLE—
Federation Film Corp.

THE story—dealing with an industrial

situation that has, ever since the war,
been crystallizing into strikes—might have
made a stirring and intensely significant

picture. But it falls rather flat through lack
of subtlety, mediocre direction, and an in-

different cast. Walt Whitman, as a Scotch
workman, is convincing. And the photog-
raphy is excellent. Food for the family

—

after a tiring; day. And that's commendation
—if you think it over.

(Concluded on page 117)

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Now you can buy the fa-

moUS, 9-pound National
Typewriter direct from
the factory, after 10
days' trial — absolutely
free. You he the judge.
Then we give you

10 Months to Pay
Same machine as used
by thousands of doc-
tors, lawyers, bankers,

salesmen, students, writers ami business men In 31
countries. Every feature of best, standard size ma-
chines. 28 keys. 84 characters. Brand new — not a
rebuilt typewriter. Neat, compact carrying case fne
with every machine. Send today for our 101 Days'
Free Trial Offer and 10 Months' EasyPayment Plan.

National Typewriter Co., Dept. 8-C, Fond du Lac, Wis.

If ''iS--

AGENTS
$60—S200 a week. Free
Samples Gold Sign Letters
for store fronts and office

windows. Anyone can put
them on. No experience necessary. Big demand.

LIBERAL OFFER TO GENERAL AGENTS
METALLIC LETTER CO.. 433K. N Clark St.. CHICAGO

Perfect hearing is now being re-

stored in every condition of deaf-
ness or defective hearing from
causes such as Catarrhal Deaf-
ness, Relaxed or Sunken Drums,
Thickened Drums, Roaring and
Hissing Sounds, Perforated,
Wholly or Partially Destroyed

> Drums.Discharge from Ears, etc,

Wilson Common-Sense Ear Drums
"Little Wireless Phones for the Ears" require no
medicine but effectively replace what is lacking or
defective in the natural ear drums. They are simple
devices, which the wearer easily fits into the ears
where they are invisible. Soft, safe and comfortable.
Write today for our 168 pageFREE book on DEAF-

NESS, giving you full particulars and testimonials.

WILSON EAR DRUM CO.. Incorporated
493 Lnter-Southern Bldg. LOUISVILLE. Ktt.

A LUXURIOUS SEDAN
The Wonderful ALL-

YEAR CAR ~ Electric •

STARTER and LIGHTS

— DriTeYour Own Car
Join oar ereatAoto Club and
win Grand Prizes including
Ford Sedan! Can you make
out two words spelled by fig-
ures in picture? The alpha-
bet Is numbered—A is l.B is
2, etc. What are the two
words? Other valuable
f>rize9 and hundreds of dol-
ars in cash given. Every-
body wins! So easy you will
be surprised. We've already
given away many Autos. Whynotyou? Send answer today.
FordWillson, Mgr, 141 W. Ohio St. Dept 2'it'O, Chicago. III.

Deliveredtoymi free,

Choice of 44 Styles, colore and sizes
Of famous Ranger Bicycles, Factory-
to-Rider lets you buy at wholesale
prices, express prepaid, direct from maker

lOMonthstoPay %£i*#2«'SiSlftCv at once. Many buys and (firla easily
save the small monthly payments. The
Ranger Is a better bicycle than yoa can
boy anywhere at any price.

T:Mac lamps, boms, wheels, partaand
lrei* equipmentot half usual priceB.
SEND NO MONEY. Pimply writ* for our big. Ill

trated tree Ranger catalog with lowest prices and

MoAfl^ 1* Company.US.1

;

Kill The Hair Root
Biymetrjoaia tne only way to prevent the hair from grow
ingagain. Easy, painless. harmle«a Noacare. Bookletfree
Write today, enclosing 3 Stamps. «'e teaeh Demur Pnllnr e
O. I. MAHLER. I9-X Mahler Park, Providence, R. I

.

The Shadow Stage
(Concluded)

NO PARKING—Christie

HERE is an amusing little comedy, deal-

ing with a pair of newlyweds who
find that they cannot gain admission to

any apartment houses because they happen
to be encumbered with a baby and a dog.

So they invest in a portable house with
various results. The more or less happy pair

are well played by Helen Darling and Xcal
Burns, and the supporting cast (consisting

of the baby and the dog) is somewhat more
than adequate.

PARDON MY FRENCH —Goldywn

THE odor of uncured ham is prevalent

throughout this film. It is ostensibly a

comedy, but any laughs that it inspires arc

of a decidedly uncomplimentary nature.

The "plot" concerns the activities of a
stranded theatrical troupe and some nouveau
riche Kansas hicks. Vivian Martin does
what she can, but ''Pardon My French" re-

mains inexcusably bad.

THREE POLA NEGRI PICTURES

IX the space of one year, Pola Negri has
established herself as a decisive sensation

with American movie audiences. She has
given three startlingly fine performances, in

"Passion," "Gypsy Blood," and "One
Arabian Night." It was only logical that

in view of this amazing success, a number
of her old pictures would be resurrected and
unloaded on the American public.

Three such films have lately appeared

—

"Vendetta" (Howells), the "Last Payment,"
and "The Red Peacock" (Paramount J. The
first two of these will certainly tend to in-

jure Miss Negri's popularity. Although
she displays the same emotional intensity,

the same elemental force, that characterized
her work in "Passion" and the rest, the two
productions are so frightfully shoddy that
no amount of effort on Miss Negri's part
can lift them above the level of mediocrity.
The costumes and scenery (supposedly
"modern") are reminiscent of an "East
Lynne" road company of the vintage of
1888, and the photography has a decidedly
tin-type quality. The ball room scenes are
ludicrous beyond words.

In "The Red Peacock," however, Miss
Negri has much more material to work with,
and the result is a strongly dramatic picture.
It is a very slight variation of the old
"Camille" theme, with the usual croupy
climax. The production itself is only fair,

but the supporting cast is good, and the
scenario well constructed (a quality which
is regrettably rare in foreign films).

SHATTERED DREAMS—Universal

WHEN a shell-shocked Apache from the
wilds of Paris and a blonde she-

sculptress get together—well, keep the chil-

dren at home. And stay home with them.
Miss Du Pont (has she a first name?)
supplies a laugh or two when she putters
with her statue—her big moments fall very
flat.

GLEAM O' DAWN—Fox

JOHN GILBERT, a new star, does splen-
J did work in a unique and well directed
drama of the Hudson Bay country. The
interest of the story is well sustained and
there are certain tense moments when knives
flash in the firelight. Wilson Hummel i-

splendid as Pierre, a crazy fiddler, and Edwin
Tilton is the heavy father. Almost a fam-
ily film.

Do You Want
A Bigger Salary ?

It doesn't matter what jrou an- Today
or what you were Yesterday Tomorrow
is your bright, clear 'lay of opportunity.
Nothing can keep you down if you really
make up your mind to go up.

Maybe you've gotten a bad Start lYrhaps
you haven't had a decent raise in > -it — Or
perhaps you are one of those thousands who
nave bad their wan<-s cut— or thrown out of

a job. But you aren't goin:

quit, an- your' Right now, whin trained mm
are in such demand, you've the best chance
you ever bad to get out of the rut and do
something worth while.

But you're "too old to start over," you
say? Nous, us.; When some hi' the bin"

men of this country were your age, tiny
weren't earning half what you are get-
ting today. But they didn't quit! Tiny
worked! Tiny studied! Tiny learned
to do some one thing well.

At 3S, Henry Ford was working in the me-
chanical department of the Edison Electric
Light & 1'ower Company. At 38, John R.
Patterson, who founded the National Cash
Register Company, was the proprietor of a
small and none too successful country store.

At 25, George Eastman, president of the
Eastman Kodak Company, was a bookkeeper
in a savings bank. At 22, Edison was a
roaming telegraph operator—out of a job, too
poor, when he arrived in Xew York, to buy
his own breakfast 1

Forget what you are today and decide
on what you want to be. No man has
failed until he admits it to himself. And
no real man ever admits it. Why, man. in
just one hour a day—in the spare time
you will never miss—you can fit yourself
for a better job and a bigger salary.

This is all we ask: "Without cost, with-
out obligating yourself in any way. put
it up to us to prove how we can hell>
you. Just mark and mail this coupon.
•^*— ^— ^— T CAH OUT HERC —^—— —

—

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 645 6-B 8CBANT0N, PA.

Without cost or obligation, please explain how I ran
qualify for the position, or In the subject or/ore which
I hare marked an X in the list below:

—

DELEC. ENGINEER
D Electric Lighting & Bys.

Electric Wiring
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work

Q MECHANICAL ENGB.
Mechanical Draftsman

D Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker
Gas Engine Operating
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping

D MINE FOR'N or ENGR.
STATIONARY ENGB.

D Marine Engineer
Q ARCHITECT

Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder

D Structural Engineer
D PLUMBING & HEAT'G
O Sheet Metal Worker

Test. Overseer or Supt.
D CHEMIST

Pharmacy

BUSINESS MANAG'M'T
Q SALESMANSHIP
U ADVERTISING

Railroad Positions
D ILLUSTRATING

Show Card & Sign Ptg.
D Cartooning

Private Secretary
D Business Correspondent
BOOKKEEPER

D Stenographer & Typilt
Cert. Pub. Accountant

D TRAFFIC MANAGES,
D Railway Accountant
D Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH

D Com. School Subjects
a CIVIL SERVICE
a AUTOMOBILES
Q Railway Mail Clerk

Mathematics

B
Navigation
Agricu_ Agriculture ,

D Poultry H Spanish
Banking

I
-J Teacher

Street
and No.

City-

OccupatioD.

Print Yom* Own
cards, circulars, labels, tags, means
book, paper. Prr*., $12. Larger S15. Job
Pre88jl50up. Ct IS EXPENSE IN HALF.

SMALL in 1 LAY. Paysfor
it-elf in short time. >\ ill last

rules Kent Print f.>r others,
Bin PKoKIT. Wiite factory
Toi>\Y for pre

TYPE card*, p»i er.onvelopet,

THE PRESS CO , 0-43. Metiden. Cons.

Do You like to Draw?
Cartoonists are Paid Hell

We mil not sive you any cri>t >

you anawcr thia ad. Nor will mm
claim to make >ou rich tn a Meek.
But if >ou are anxious* to dt-vekp
your talent with a anccaaafal car-

toonist, m yon ran maka <

Bene! a cony of this picture, with 6r
In stamp* for portfolio of cartoons
and «ample Iranon plate and Irt ui
sxplaln.

the w, ;. nus SCHOOL OF cartooning
611 (.cider Bid*. Clewitnd. 0.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Photoplay for April

will be out March 15th

rjECAUSE of certain readjustments

*-* we have made, we are now able to

change our publication date from the ist

of the month to the 15 th. The gain to

you is in time.

FIRST: We have perfected arrange-

ments that permit still quicker action

between the arrival of news stories in the

editorial offices and their issuance from

the press.

SECOND : By printing at a later date

than hitherto, we can hold the forms

open for all the very latest developments

of special interest to you.

Photoplay is essentially a quality maga-

zine, both as to character of contents and

its mechanical appearance. But it is some-

thing more. Its service may fairly be

compared to that of a metropolitan daily.

To still further speed up, to perfect, this

service is the reason for our change in

publication date.

Remember!

From now on, Photoplay will go

on sale the 15th.

Underworld Life in

the Films
{Concluded from page 67)

Also, he i- much given to dancing ; and
here again he has his own individual style.

He puts both arms tightly about the lady,

as if wrestling, makes a mean face, humps
his back, and moves about in the menacing,
lugubrious manner of so-called Apache
dancers in musical-comedy olios.

Speaking of the ladies of the screen"?

underworld, it must, in justice, be set down,
that the female burglar, without exception,

is chemically pure. Her working partner,

in fact, has never so much as implanted even

a chaste and fraternal buss upon her brow.
This state of almost unearthly virtue is no
doubt due to the fact that the lady crook
of the films really detests her career of

crime, and constantly longs for the sweet,

simple domestic life of the bourgeois house-
wife. It is her loathing for her male con-
fere and all he represents, which, when he
endeavors to woo her, brings on the emotion-
al climax that turns her into a Pollyanna.

All the submerged good in her nature leaps

to the surface; she Sees the Light, and
makes a dash for liberty and righteousness.

The burglars of the screen are very' sus-

ceptible to the influence of small children in

canton-flannel night-suits. They simply

can"t proceed with their devilish work if

they happen to be robbing a house where
one of these infants appears unexpectedly.

The minute a film burglar is mistaken for

Santa Claus or some other honest and be-

nevolent individual, he goes all to pieces.

With the cops at the door, breaking in. he

is unable to leave until he has carried the

child to its crib and carefully tucked it in.

And, by thus lingering, he is not infrequently

t aught.

His virtue, however, is invariably re-

warded, for the child's father (who is a

millionaire merchant) makes him his private

secretary, and later on gives him his beauti-

ful daughter in marriage, and takes him
into the firm.

In fact, ninety-nine out of every hundred
crooks of the screen's underworld reform
and go in for honest careers, such as plumb-
ing or waiting on table. A large number
of them even retire to a cottage in the coun-
try and devote their declining years to

sprouting spuds and battling with the boll-

weevil.

Questions and Answers
(Continued from page 89)

Tony J.—Gordon Edwards took a com-
pany to Italy to film "Xero" for Fox. He
has made his picture in Rome. Violet

Mersereau is the only American in the cast,

I understand. Edwards directed ''The Queen
of Sheba" for Fox; and he was Theda Bara's

guide, philosopher and friend when the

original "vamp"' made ''Salome*' and ''Du

Barry." I don't know Mr. Edwards per-

sonally, but I have heard good things of

him, chiefly from Marguerite Clark and her

sister Cora, old friends of his, who are

devoted to him and Mrs. Edwards.

Ruth.-—I don't like to disappoint you,

but I didn't miss your letters at all. I hope
you had a good time abroad. Of course I

am just jealous because I. can't go to Europe
myself. And now you come back and want
to know about one of those French pro-

ducers. Abel Gance is celebrated as a play-

wright and a picture director. His "J'accuse.''

which in English means "I Accuse," was
shown here not long ago. He is young and
unmarried, I believe. (Continued on page no)

Every advertisement in I'HOTOPt.AY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Questions and Answers
{Continued from page 118)

Portia J., Chicago.—You wish the Editor

would give me more space in the Magazine ?

Do you want me to go into a steady de-

cline? But I know you mean well; and if

I inspired you as you say, I am even willing

to go into a steady decline. Honestly, it

makes me happy to have your apparently

sincere appreciation. I think it is Tom him-

self who is responsible for the good perform-

ances Tom Moore has been giving. After

all, a director can't make you act if it isn't

in you. I've always thought Tom a fine

actor.

E. P., Patterson, N. J.—One of the

height hounds. Well, Rod La Rocque and
Alan Hale are each six feet tall. Norman
Kerry six feet two inches and Charles Mere-
dith one inch shorter than Kerry.

Helen M. K., Ingersoll, Ontario.—Plans

for the production of "Faust" have been

abandoned by David Griffith. Censorship

is the cause. They would never let him
get away with "Faust"—that immortal
story! But Lillian Gish will, I feel sure, (hi

Marguerite some day; and she will be exqui-

site. Her Henriette in "Orphans of the

Storm" is another achievement. Hope
Hampton has done "Star Dust"; it is a good
picture. William Lawrence in "Body and
Soul." Wallace Reid, Gloria Swanson.
Wanda Hawley, Bebe Daniels, Agnes Ayres,

and Elliott Dexter in "The Affairs of

Anatol." You're rather welcome.

Dorotha.—Bless your modest little heart!

You say, "We can't all be great because

then there wouldn't be any applause."

Quite right; but I think with your sane

viewpoint you stand a very good chance

for success. You must follow our Screen

Opportunity or Quest for New Faces. Read
about it in this issue. George Fawcett, that

great actor and gentleman, may be addressed

at the Lambs Club, New York City. I am
sure he will answer your letter.

The Bat.—Sorry not to have answered
you sooner, but it can't be helped. My
mail seems to have tripled in the past

month. You are one of my first favorites,

however, said the king. Claude Gillingwater

—a splendid player. Besides his first screen

appearance as the Earl of Dorincourt in

"Little Lord Fauntleroy," he plays the old

Captain in Jackie Coogan's newest picture,

"My Boy"; and also has a leading role in

Rupert Hughes' latest Goldwyn, "Remem-
brance." Gillingwater was on the stage in

"Three Wise Fools."

E. C, St. Paul.—Chester Conklin was
born in Oskaloosa, Iowa. Somehow that

seems fitting: that Chester Conklin should

have been born in Oskaloosa, Iowa.

Janxtary.-—It happens to be March, but
that's all right. I can't possibly be a critical

department, you know. You'll have to

read the Shadow Stage for the reviews. Once
in a while I may give my opinion of a pic-

ture; but I don't make a habit of it. Lottie

Pickford is now Mrs. Allan Forrest. She
has definitely retired from the screen, I

believe. Her daughter by her former mar-
riage to George Albert Rupp has been
adopted by her mother, Mrs. Charlotte

Pickford and makes her home with the

Pickford-Fairbankses. The Long Island City
studio of the Paramount company is still

closed. They are concentrating on the pro-
duction at the west coast studios.

Valeria C—Many, many thanks. Bert
Sprotte was born in Huisum, Schleswig-
Holstein. His name may be an assumed one
but we have no record of the fact, nor of
his age. Write again. No—I haven't many
Polish correspondents.

W. P. P., Jonesboro, Ark.—Shirley Mason
was in "The Little Wanderer." She is the

original Pollyanna-girl of the screen—always
smiling. Sometimes I wish she wouldn't.
Bebe Daniels was the King's Favorite in

"Male and Female." Thomas Meighan and
Gloria Swanson were the leading players in

that Cecil deMille drama.

Lillian L., Cedarhurst, L. I.—I doubt
if Norma Talmadge will correspond with

you. She is a very busy person. You
might write to her for her photograph.

Florence Lawrence came back to the screen

in "The Unfoldment." She is in New York
at present. Leon Gendron in "Scrambled
Wives." Address him care First National,

6 West 48th Street, New York City.

Essie.—Clarine Seymour died in New
York City, following an operation, in May,
1920. She was about twenty-one. Yes, she

would have appeared in "Way Down East,"

in the role assumed by Mary Hav. "The
Girl Who Stayed At Home," "the Ido,

Dancer" were her best-known photoplays.

Everybody believed her to have a bright

future.

Barton H, Minneapolis, Minn.—
Whether or not Mr. Conway Tearle's con-
tract with Selznick has expired, it is matter
for speculation. I know that Tearle was
appearing in a stage play, "The Mad Dog,"
that died. Now I hear that he is soon to

go to California to play opposite Norma
Talmadge again. Yes—he is still married
to Adele Rowland, the musical comedy and
vaudeville star.

Oma.—What a wonderful popular song
could be written around your name—Oma

!

Mary Pickford's first husband was Owen
Moore. Wallace Reid in "Watch My
Smoke." Wally is thirty-one. Thomas
Meighan is in the west as I write this but
as you read this he will probably be in the

east—he commutes, you know.

Ena, Windsor, Colorado.—Mary Pick-
ford really played the two roles in "Little

Lord Fauntleroy" : At times she used a
double, but all the other scenes were made
by the use of double exposure, a camera
trick. I can't go into the explanation of

how the thrills were obtained in Harold
Lloyd's "High and Dizzy," and "Never
Weaken"; but Harold and company took
real risks to get them.

Buddy.—Thanks so much. I really ap-
preciate your kind thoughts. So you flunked
ancient history two years in prep school ?

Congratulations. Will Rogers, Irene Rich,

Raymond Hatton, and Jimmy Rogers were
the stars in that fine film. "Jes' Call Me
Jim." Little Jimmy is one of our best

actors, I like him, and John Henry, Jr..

and Strongheart, as well as anybody.

E. B. Roberta.—Monroe Salisbury
~
J

Monroe seems not to be working very hard
these days. His latest picture was "The
Barbarian," released through Pioneer; and
that is not very late.

(Continued on page 122)

SendNoMoney
Ladies Diamond Solitaire Ring

4* 4% Examination FREE
^J\f This exquisite, blue-

white perfectly cut Dia-
mond, in ladies' 14Ksolid-
gold setting will be sent
FREE of charge, all

charges prepaid . for
yourexamination. Then,
if you decide to keep it,

pay only $5.00—balance
at $2-00 a month for ten months.
Buying direct assures you this Rock

Bottom Price, on easy credit terms. Take
advantage of this amazing offer TODAY!
Only $2.00 a month ! You take no risk
whatever. Accept ring only AFTER you
have examined it and are satisfied you
have received the most for your money.
SWEET'S policy: You must be satisfied

or no sale.

No Security! No Red Tape!
We Gladly Trust You

Free
Send postal for

Greatest Watch,
Diamond and
Jewelry Book
ever published.

SWEETS
BOOK

Let us send you
FREE, this beautiful

De Luxe Catalog No. 422-H; also request

blank which enables you to order above
ring or any other article of jewelry for

FREE EXAMINATION. No money in

advance. Ten months to pay on every-

thing. Get the beautiful things you want
NOW — pay later on easy credit terms.

Write for details of Great Ring Offer, Re-
quest Blank and Free Catalog.

Address Dept. 422-H
Capita/ $1,000,000

"the house of quAiiTr

LW-SWEET INC-
1650- 1660 BROADWAY NEW YORK

HOW TO BECOME A
PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER
EARNING *35 TO SI85 A WEEK
An interesting illustrated book-
let <free) on choosing a voca-
tion, the exceptional opportu-
nities Photography offers you

and how to avail yourself of these advantages.
MOTION PICTURE— COMMERCIAL — PORTRAI i URE

N. Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
141 W. 36lh Street, NEW YORK OK SOS Stale Slreel. BROOKLYN

STOMACH TROUBLE
cured with Food. Send postcard foi free booklet

—

"HOW FOODS CURE.' 1

DR. EUGENE CHRISTIAN
Dint. 263 Broadway at 71st Street New Tort
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chapter XXXII
LET'S get down to business," said

* Claymore, the famous director.

"You've a—oh—well, just for instance,

you've ijcen—er—betrayed and your child

lms died and you've been accused of

murdering it and you're now being called

before the judge and the jury. You feel

your shame, but you're innocent of the
charge; yet you're overwhelmed with guilt

for your fall, rnd the father of the child
is—was killed in the war, say—and you
don't much care whether you iive or die."

She was all atremble, and her eyes
darted, her fingers twitched. Claymore
marveled at her instantaneous response to
his suggestion. His impression of Rc-

REMEMBER STEDDON
was just a small town girl, but
the famous director believed he
could make of her a great movie
star. The story of this remark-
able achievement is told in

SOULS FOR SALE
By RUPERT HUGHES
Read it today in the
February issue of

The Red Book Magazine
At All News-stands—25 Cents

member was that he had found a genius.
and he fought against the obstacles he
encountered with the zest of a man dig-
ging toward known gold.

He continued goading her. "Wring your
hands! That's it! Now let the tears come!"

She felt a fool, a guilty fool. The
music, the lights, the director's voice—all,

all was insanity. But it swept her heart-
strings with an ^Eolian thrill, and they
sang with a mad despair.

She vaguely knew that the camera crank
had ceased to purr, but her suffering went
on. She could not stop crying. Continue
this great story in the February Red Book
Magazine.

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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MISS VAN WYCK SAYS:
In this department, Miss Van Wyck will answer all personal problems
referred to her. If stamped, addressed envelope is enclosed, your questions

will be answered.by mail. This department is supplementary to the fashion

pages conducted by MissVanWyck, to be found this issue on pages 52 and 53.

L. L., New Orleans.—A high head-dress

lengthens the face, as does hair brushed

straight from the forehead. To make your

face seem wider, band your hair across your

forehead, wearing it low on the neck. You
know best what coiffure becomes you.

Practice dressing your hair in different styles

until you happen upon that which suits you

best.

Betty.—You should wear straight-line

clothes. For evening: mauve chiffon, with

a wide silver girdle and silver slippers, would
be more becoming and more simple than

gold color. Surely you should be able to

wear gowns without sleeves. If you have

pretty arms, not too thin.

Mrs. J. K., Pelham. N. Y.—The com-
bination of taffeta and organdie is very nice

for the spring. Embroidered organdie is

always charming. I do not tire of the old,

reliable colors, such as deep browns and

blues and greens. But if you do, why not

try violet—wistaria—jade green—mauve

—

orchid? I wish you would look at the three

frocks designed by Bon Ton for Elsie Fer-

guson, in the fashion pages this month in

Photoplay Magazine. They are the most
delightful designs I have seen—so suitable,

fulfilling almost every need.

Gladys, Iowa.—I am not convinced that

you need to use rouge. Powder—yes; of

the shade naturelle. You can, with your
height and figure, easily wear frilly fluffy

skirts. Your coloring, also, is convenient

—

you can affect the colder colors, and still be

able to wear the softer hues. You are ex-

tremely fortunate, and with everything in

your favor sartorially, it is absolutely up to

you to acquire the necessary poise.

Geraldine F., Houston, Texas.—You
wish me to tell you how to develop per-

sonality. There is no formula, my dear

child. But you can make yourself well-liked

and loved, by meeting interesting people,

proving yourself adaptable, kindly, and for-

bearing, and cultivating the better things

of existence: fine plays, books, music and
companionship.

Jean, Topeka, Kansas.—If you make
your own clothes, you must, by all means,
follow the Bon Ton designs. You are per-

mitted a choice of three patterns, all of

which are practical and absolutely the last

word in good taste and beauty. The even-
ing gown designed for Miss Elsie Ferguson
by Bon Ton, in this issue, is particularly

adaptable to your needs. Have you seen
that lovely tint known as "ashes of roses"?
It would be very pretty for evening.

H. G., Baltimore.—Do not wear such a
stiff sailor. It is not at all becoming to
you. You are not, it is true, the fluffy in-

genue type; but neither are you the tailored

type. Try to wear hats with irregular

brims; and frocks of graceful lines. Don't
attempt to gain weight unless you are actu-
ally thin, which the kodak picture tells me
you are not. I am sorry if this answer

seems to be all don'ts; but I am very much
interested in you and your problems of dress

and want to help you.

B. M., Canton, Ohio.—If your mother
objects—really objects—to bobbed hair, I

have nothing to say. If, however, she has

simply said she does not like it because it is

too common, or too untidy, you might at-

tempt to convince her. If properly worn,

bobbed hair is pretty, neat, and eminently

respectable ! Do not "friz" it. Wear it

straight, with bangs over your forehead.

Pearl, Fresno, Cal.—Do you read or

embroider or write much ? If you do, the

strained look and the lines about your eyes

are natural. First, consult an oculist. Then,
if he says your eyes are in good condition,

try a massage every night before retiring

with a good cold cream.

Mrs. B. C. Tarrytown—All of the Col-

gate preparations are very good. I have
used them myself and can therefore honest-

ly recommend them.

Susan F., Indianapolis.—Despite your
demure name, your photograph shows you
as the Latin type—vivid, colorful. Then
you can wear the striking shades : flame

color for evening; deep mulberry or henna
for street wear.

Anna Hotchkiss, Oakland, Cal.—I am
very glad indeed to note that women are

taking such an interest of late in suitable

colors. In this day of haphazard shopping,

it is gratifying to know that I have made
a few of you stop and think before hastily

purchasing some inappropriate frock or hat.

Capes are very good right now, for after-

noon or sports wear; oxfords for walking
unless you wish to wear boots. I think
hiking costumes of breeches and boots and
straight boyish jacket are successful if you
have the necessary slim silhouette.

Edna, Nashville.—I cannot give you the

patterns for the dresses worn by the screen

stars whose photographs have been published
from time to time in Photoplay. But be-
ginning this month, you will be able to get

patterns of beautiful frocks, particularly

designed for screen celebrities such as Elsie

Ferguson. May I offer my congratulations

on your engagement? I should like to be
asked to help with the trousseau. May I?

M. J., Rutherford, N. J.—A very simple

little frock for a sixteen-year-old would be

of rose, or blue, georgette crepe, made with
a round neck edged with silver ribbon, very
short sleeves, and streamers of the ribbon.

Knots of French blue rosebuds would be at-

tractive as a girdle. Make the skirt short

and full. Your little girl is undoubtedly
sweet and unspoiled and I should not like

to see her continue to curl her hair. Arti-

ficiality is never convincing, and it is in-

congruous with youth. At sixteen, sophisti-

cation in dress and manner seems unde-
sirable, and it is up to a wise mother to

disabuse her daughter's mind of any such
ideas. I am sure you can do it without
seeming to preach.

QIJeu)el
<S)urlinaton

Adjusted to the Second tl Rubyand Sapphire Jeire Is

Adjusted to Temperature 25 Year Gold Strata Case
A ajusted to Isoch rpn ism Mon tgomery Railroad Din I

Adjusted to JHositwns New ideas in Thin Cases

Onh

Only One Dollar Down will buy this masterpiece of
watch manufacture. The balance you are allowed to
pay in email, easy, monthly payments. A 21-Jewel
Watch— is sold to you at a price much lower than
that of other high-grade watches. Besides, you
have the selection of the finest thin model designs
and latest styles in watch cases. Write for FKEE
Watch Boob and our SPECIAL OFFEK today.

Write
WhileJhis

^Spec'wlOflerJgsts

Get the Burlington Watch Book— write today. Find
out about this great r ecial offer which is being
made for only a limited time. You will know a great
deal more about watch buying when you read this
book. You will be able to "steer clear" of the over-
priced watches which are no better. Write for
watch book and our special offer TODAY I

Burlington Watch Company
Oept. IZ53. 19th St, and Marshall Blvd., Chicago

HighSchooi
Course in
TwoYears

SOOtKeri

Lack of High School training bars you from a
successful business career. This simplified and
complete Hitrh School Course—specially prepared
for home study by leading professors—meets all

requirements for entrance to college and the lead-
ing professions.

)

No matter what your business
inclinations may be, you can't
hope to succeed without epe-

|11VC{>*2 cialized training. Let us give
***•***»>» you the practical training you

need. Satisfaction guaranteed. Check
and mail Coupon for Free Bulletin.

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Drexcl Ave. and 58th St.

Dcpt. H-371 Chicago -

American School, D«pt, H-371 Chicago. III.

Explain how I can qualify /or position checked:
....Architect Lawyer
....Building Contractor Mechanical Engineer

Automobile Engineer Sh Superintendent
...Automobile Repairman ir.v.JTi«™««* m .,„.,„.>«

Civil Engineer Emplojment Manager
Structural Engineer Steam Engineer
Business Manager ......Foreman's Course
Cert. Public Accountant Sanitary Engineer
Accountant and Auditor Telephone Engineer
Draftsman and Designer Telegraph Engineer
Electrical Engineer High School (graduate
General Education Fire Insurance Expert

Name

Address

MAKE MONEY AT MM
YOU can earn from SI to $2 an hour

in your spare time writing show cards.
Quickly and easily learned bv our new simple
method. No canvassing or soliciting. \V<- it-.ich

you how and guarantee you steady work at home
and pay you cash each week. Full particulars
and booklet free.

AMERICAN SHOW CARD SCHOOL
210 Ryrie BuildinK Toronto, Canada
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Dr. Lawton's Guaranteed

FAT REDUCER
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Will show reduction taking
place in 11 days, or money
rofimAc*r\ Results come usually inrerunaea.

three or four days but if

you <lo not eee positive reduction taking

place in I I days (the full trial period), return

the Reducer at once, together with the in-

struction book that accompanied it, and
your %5 will be refunded Dr, Lawton, shown in

picture, reduced from I I to v,2 poundsln a very
ahorttime The Reducer is nol electrical ; made
,ii soft rubber, and weighs but a few ounces.
Whether you are 10 or 100 pounds overweight,

you can reduce any pari you wish, quickly, safely

and permanently, by usinu Kedueer a few

minutes, ni -ht and morning. By a gentle manip-
ulation, the Kedueer breaks down and disinte-

grates fatly tissue which becomes waste matter
anil is carried out of the system through the

or :ans of elimination; thereby the blood circula-

tion is improved. For years. Dr. Law-son's Fa.1

Reducer has been successfully sold and is used by
thousands. It is ENDORSED BY PI1YSI-
( HANS, and its use requires no dieting, starving,

medicines or exercise. Sold generally by drug-
gists everywhere, or will be sent direct to your
home, ill plain wrapper, upon receipt of So plus

20c to cover cost of Parcel Post and Insurance
10 in all.) Send for your Fat Reducer today.

Remember, it ts gziarai

DR. THOMAS LAWTON
120 W. 70th St. Dept. 78 New York

E

Your
skin can

be quickly
cleared of Pim-

ples, Blackheads,
Acne Eruptions on the

face or body, Enlarged
Pores, Oily or Shiny Skin. $1000

Cold Cash says I can clear your
ckln of the above blemishes.

WRITE TODAY for my FREE
Booklet—"A CLEAR-TONE
SKIN"— telling how I cured

myself after being afflicted for fifteen years.

E. S. GIVENS.139 Chemical Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

An Easy Way to

Remove Dandruff
If you want plenty of thick, beautiful,

glossy, silky hair, do by all means get rid

of dandruff, for it will starve your hair and
ruin it if you don't.

The best way to get rid of dandruff is to

Ive it. To do this, just apply a little

Liquid Arvon at night before retiring; use

enough to moisten the scalp, and rub it in

gently with the finger tips.

By morning, most, if not all, of your
dandruff will be gone, and three or four

more applications should completely re-

move every sign and trace of it.

You will find, too, that all itching of the

scalp will stop, and your hair will look and
feel a hundred times better. You can get

Liquid Arvon at any drug store. A four-

ounce bottle is usually all that is needed.
The R. L. Watkins Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Questions and Answers
(Continued jrom page no)

Blue Eyes.—Can't blame you for getting

them mixed, but it was "The Crimson Stain''

instead of "The Crimson Mystery" in which

Eugene Strong appeared.

D. M., Sandusky.—I was in your town
once. Are you a millionaire? I was in-

formed once that everybody in Sandusky

was a millionaire. I have thought of moving
there on the strength of it. Helene Chad-
wick is married; there have been reports

of estrangement, but I have no details.

Helene was born in 1897; she is one of

Goldwyn's best features, and recently played

in "Yellow Men and Gold."

Mrs. Raymond M.—No British attache

is mentioned in the cast of "The Devil's Pass

Key." The American officer, and leading

man, was Clyde Fillmore. The American
consul in "Foolish Wives" was played by
Rudolph Christians, who died during the

filming of the picture.

Mrs. Billf.e.—Lottie Pickford is now
Mrs. Allan Forrest. Mary Pickford has

purchased "Tess of the Storm Country,"

which she made for Paramount some years

ago. It will be her next United Artist-

production. Norma Talmadge in "The Won-
derful Thing." Constance in "Polly of the

Follies."

Betty Joan.—Pretty name. I hope you
live up to it. Shirley Mason was born in

1 qoo. She is five feet tall. Mildred Davis

is one of the tiniest girls in pictures: smaller

even, I think, than Mary and Marguerite,

et al. She is also a mighty sweet kid. I'm

for her. Grace Cunard is at present engaged

in filming two-reel westerns. She was never

married to Francis Ford.

Just Eve.—I should say that were enough.

Natalie Talmadge and Buster Keaton are

very happily married. In fact, I under-

stand that a new little Keaton is soon to

make its deput. (Would vou, say its, or

his?)

Betty' of Taxoma.—I have no children,

I assure you. And if I had, I would not

permit pictures of them to be published.

Like Gloria Swanson, I am. Gloria had
reddish brown hair; I haven't. My hair

is ash blonde, I believe. I know I smoke
a lot. Mary Pickford has golden hair; so

has Lillian Gish. Lon Chaney may be

addressed at the Goldwyn studios, Culver

City, Cal.

Helen Jane.—I'm awfully glad to meet
you. Especially if people say yoil act like

Dorothy Gish. I like Dorothy. Viola Dana
and Shirley Mason are indeed sisters. The
family name is Flugrath. I think both Viola

and Shirley will send you their pictures.

If they don't I'll be mad at them.

A. B. McP., New York.—I don't mind
hearing from you twice a week. Because
you see I don't know it's you. I haven't

time to look up all my correspondents to

find out how often they write. To me, a

letter is usually just a letter. Sorry. Charles

Ray, 1425 Fleming Street, Los Angeles, Cal.

Charles is married. Harold is not married.

Old Dame Rumor has had him engaged to

several young ladies at various times, but
Harold never knew anything about it. But
maybe he'll succumb some one of these fine

days. Address him Hal. E. Roach studio,

Culver City, Cal.

Patty.—And now—you, calling me the

Sarcastic Serpent. I ask you— is that nice?

Douglas Fairbanks was formerly married to

Beth Sully. He has a son, Douglas, Jr.

Ralph Graves was born in 1900. He is

married to Marjorie Seaman. There are

pictures of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Graves in

this issue.

Theodore C. Roberts.—Not the Theodore
Roberts? No. Theodore is one of my
favorite actors. He's a great player. Here
are your ages: Bebe Daniels, twenty; Con-
stance Talmadge, twenty-one; Dorothy
Gish, twenty-three; Lillian Gish, twenty-
five; Mary Pickford, twenty-eight. Bebe
and Lillian are the unmarried ones.

Celia.—Rudolph Valentino is probably
the best-known Italian on the screen today.

Lina Cavalieri, the far-famed Italian beauty
and prima-donna, used to make pictures,

but has not appeared recently. Caruso
himself made one film called "My Cousin."

I believe he made two, as a matter of fact,

but the second was never released. Lucien
Murature, the great French singer, and tin

husband of Cavalieri, was her leading man
in several Famous Players picture-

Mary Ann, Winona.—Harold Lloyd i-

not married. He is one of the very lew

eligible celebrities in the films, and for that

reason he has been married off every few
days. But I have it from Harold himself

that he is not contemplating matrimony
He is a fine fellow and everybody likes him.

Absolutely unspoiled; doesn't know he's

famous and that next to Charlie he is our
greatest funster.

June E., Dover, N. J.—Here is the cast

of "Bride 13": Ruth Storrow. . . .Marguerite

Clayton; Bob Norton. .. .John O'Brien;

Zara . . . . Gretchen Hartman; Lieut. Morgan
....William Lawrence; Stephen Winthrop
....Lyster Chambers; The Mardi. .. .Ed-
ward F. Roseman ; Edmund Storrow..'..
Frank Deemish; Eleanor Storrow ... .Mary
Christensen; Mr. Whitney. .. .Arthur Earle.

And don't ask me who, or what a Mardi
may be, because I don't know; and I don't

want to know.

Elane W., Lawrence, Mass.—Thank you
very much indeed. I am sure you are sincere

and that makes a .great big hit with me.
And I am only too glad to answer every
one of your questions, since you are so nice

in telling me I don't have to, you will like

me just the same. You see I am not always
sarcastic. Ernest Butterworth, 6100 Elinor

Avenue, Niles Welch, 1616 Garden Street.

Edna Murphy, 926^2 North Western Ave-
nue, all of Los Angeles, California. Johnny
Walker was born in 1896. Address him Fox
studios western. Arnold Gregg played Ned
Klegg in "Ladies Must Live."

0. B., Hardin, Montana.—Richard Dix i-

coming right along, it seems. He never
married May Collins, although the rumor
seemed pretty well grounded.

A Fan.—Original nom de plume, isn't it?

You think Colleen Moore is the most spirit-

ual girl on the screen? How about Lillian

Gish? Colleen has one blue and one brown
eye. She was born Kathleen Morrison in

Port Huron, Michigan, August 10, 1000
She is five feet, three inches in her gym
shoes, weighs one hundred and ten pounds,
has brown hair, and is unmarried.

When you write to advertisers please mi'Miun l'HOTOl'LAY MAGAZINE.
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The Romantic History

of the Motion Picture

PHOTOPLAY Magazine will begin the serial publication

of a romantic history of the motion picture in its April
number. Step by step, with a sympathetic but unbiased

and authentic vision, the progress of the picture, from the
remote and obscure beginnings to the tremendous institution

of today, will be traced.

This history of the pictures will be told in the living affairs

and movements of the men and women who have made the
pictures and who have been made by the pictures.

It will relate their obscure beginnings, their struggles, triumphs,

loves and marriages—hundreds of facts which have never
before been printed.

It is a romance transcending fiction ; a tale of more wealth and
color than a Klondyke or a Kimberly; more daring than the

Spanish Main— more splendor than a Rome, and as much
humanity as the heart of the world contains.

Seeking the writer most effectively equipped by a combination
of experience and craftsmanship, Photoplay has commissioned
Terry Ramsaye to perform this work, which has now been in

progress nearly a year. Mr. Ramsaye is among the most
authoritative of the writers on the motion picture—young
enough to have the viewpoint of today; old enough to have had
an intimate personal contact with the motion picture through
the period of its greatest and most significant development.

begins in the April Issue of

PHOTOPLAY

Photo by Van der Weydc

TERRY RAMSAYE

The

Greatest

Motion

Picture

Story

Ever

Told

^"i«. "J...

When you write to advertisers please mention PUOTOl'LAY MAGAZINE.
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a
L. Phyllis Y. Fleming,

Phila., Pa. Tk

\
Gilbert L. Pierce, Barnesville, Ohio

&.

Junior La Salle, New Iberia, La.,

Doris C. Rutter, Atlantic City, N. J.

S. Akroyd, t^J If J I ^^
New London,

Earl E. Granger,

Hillsboro, Ohio

We wUl be nfea&ed to send you our book,
fr

The Care

and Feeding of Infants," also a Free Trial

Bottle of Mellin's Food.

Mellin's Food Company, Boston, Mass.
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COLGATE'S
Safe and Efficient

Colgate's cleans teeth

the right way. It is recom-

mended by more dentists

than any other dentifrice.

What more proof do you
want?

COLGATE & CO. Est. 1SO6 NEW YORK



The Tooth Brush That Gives You

Lots of Help >

YOU can make any tooth brush reach the inside

surfaces of the back teeth if you try hard

enough.

But the curved handle of the Pro-phy-lac-tic Tooth
Brush makes it easy to brush the hard-to-reach places.

The tufted bristles reach between the teeth and
into depressions made by crooked teeth without any

special effort on your part.

In other words, the Pro-phy-lac-tic Tooth Brush

gives you all the help in the world and makes every

tooth brushing a thorough one.

Teeth brushed with this brush are sure to be

thoroughly cleaned.

Pro-phy-lac-tic Tooth Brushes are made in three

sizes— adults', youths', and children's; and in three

degrees of bristle stiffness— hard,

medium, and soft.

Each brush is enclosed in a sani-

tary yellow box.

Buy them at any store where tooth

brushes are sold.

If you buy one that does not give

satisfactory service, let us know and

wc will replace it.

Send for the interesting book'

let on ihe Care oj the Teeth

FLORENCE MANUFACTURING CO.
Florence, Mass.

Canadian Agency: 247 St. Paul Street West, Montreal



25c

DOROTHY GISH

V THIS ISSUE

WW! qA Moral House-cleaning in Hollywood
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jpld King Gble loved
the fHint tuith a Role,

I enjoy. Life j8avers/'
said he;

'(Due after my pipe,
two after mu bowl,

Chey re always liifesavers
to me."

Pep -O-mint IVmtO-g' Cl-O- Cinn-O-mon
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Afictrola instruments are made
for use

with wctor records

Not Victor records alone,

nor yet the Victrola alone,

but both together bring

about the perfect musical

result. This is fully evident

when you play Victor

records on Victrola instru-

ments. In no other way
can you get such lifelike

reproductions, nor repro-

ductions which meet the

approval of the artists

themselves.

Victrolas $25 to $1500.

New Victor Records dem-

onstrated at all dealers in

Victor products on the 1st

of each month.

Victrola No. 330, $350
Victrola No. 330, electric, $415

!l Victrola
HIS MASTERS VOICE" REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

Important •. Look for these trade-marks. Under the lid. On the label.

Victor Talking Machine Company
Camden, New Jersey

When you write to advertisers please mention rnOTOfLAT MAGAZINE.
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Released January, 1922, to August 1, 1922

Ask your theatre manager when he will show them

PARAMOUNT Showmen every-
where are on their toes to give

you the greatest shows imaginable
this year.

Study the list. Here's rich food for
joyous anticipation!

On Paramount nights there will be
a gathering of the clans and the fans
in every town.

It's Paramount's TENTH Birthday
this year, you know, and high celebra-
tions are in order all year!

If it's a Paramount Picture it's a
fan picture!

See these sixty-two as a starter and
you'll tell the world we said it!

Wallace Reid in "Rent Free"
By Izola Forrester and Mann Page

A William de Mille Production
"Miss Lulu Bett"

with Lois Wilson, Milton Sills, Theodore
Roberts and Helen Ferguson

From the novel and play by Zona Gale

Wanda Hawley in "Too Much Wife"
by Lorna Moon. A Realart Production

"Back Pay," by Fannie Hurst. Directed by
Frank Borzage

A Cosmopolitan Production

Agnes Ayres in Sir Gilbert Parker's story
"The Lane That Had No Turning"

Thomas Meighan in "A Prince There Was"
From George M. Cohan's play and the novel
"Enchanted Hearts" by Darragh Aldrich

Marion Davies in "The Bride's Play"
by Donn Byrne

Supervised by Cosmopolitan Productions

Bebe Daniels in "Nancy From Nowhere"
by Grace Drew and Kathrene Pinkerton

A Realart Production

A George Fitzmaurice Production
"Three Live Ghosts" with

Anna Q. Nilsson and Norman Kerry

Mary Miles Minter in "Tillie"
From the novel by Helen R. Martin

A Realart Production

Cecil B. DeMille's Production "Saturday
Night" By Jeanie Macpherson

Betty Compson in "The Law and the Woman"
Adapted from the Clyde Fitch play

"The Woman in the Case"
A Penrhyn Stanlaws Production

"One Glorious Day"
With Will Rogers and Lila Lee

By Walter Woods and O. B. Barringer

George Melford's Production
"Moran of the Lady Letty"

With Dorothy Dalton
From the story by Frank Norris

May McAvoy in "A Homespun Vamp"
By Hector Turnbull. A Realart Production

"Boomerang Bill" With Lionel Barrymore
By Jack Boyle. A Cosmopolitan Production

Ethel Clayton in "Her Own Money"
Adapted from the play by Mark Swan

John S. Robertson's Production
"Love's Boomerang" With Ann Forrest

From the novel "Perpetua"
By Dion Clayton Calthrop

Constance Binney in "Midnight"
By Harvey Thew. A Realart Production

Pola Negri in "The Red Peacock"

Bebe Daniels in "A Game Chicken"
By Nina Wilcox Putnam
A Realart Production

William S. Hart in "Travelin' On"
By William S. Hart

A William S. Hart Production

Elsie Ferguson and Wallace Reid in
"Peter Ibbetson"

by George Du Maurier •

A George Fitzmaurice Production

"The Mistress of the World"
A series of Four Paramount Pictures with

Mia May. Directed by Joe May
From the novel by Carl Figdor

Wallace Reid in "The World's Champion"
Based on the play "The Champion"

By A. E. Thomas and Thomas Louden

Gloria Swanson in "Her Husband's
Trademark"

By Clara Beranger

Wanda Hawley in "Bobbed Hair"
By Hector Turnbull
A Realart Production

Cecil B. DeMille's Production
"Fool's Paradise"

Suggested by Leonard Merrick's story
"The Laurels and the Lady"

Constance Binney in "The Sleep Walker"
By Aubrey Stauffer
A Realart Production

Marion Davies in "Beauty's Worth"
By Sophie Kerr

A Cosmopolitan Production

Betty Compson in
a William B. Taylor Production

"The Green Temptation"
From the story "The Noose"
By Constance Lindsay Skinner

May McAvoy in "Through a Glass Window"
By Olga Printzlau

A Realart Production

"Find the Woman" with Alma Rubens
By Arthur Somers Roche
A Cosmopolitan Production

Ethel Clayton in "The Cradle"
Adapted from the play by Eugene Brieux

Mary Miles Minter in "The Heart Specialist"
By Mary Morison

A Realart Production

Agnes Ayres and Jack Holt in
"Bought and Paid For"

A William DeMille Production
Adapted from the play by George Broadhurst

Pola Negri in "The Devil's Pawn"

Dorothy Dalton in "Tharon of Lost Valley"

Wanda Hawley in "The Truthful Liar"
By Will Payne

A Realart Production

John S. Robertson's Production
"The Spanish Jade" by Maurice Hewlett

"Is Matrimony a Failure? "with T.Roy Barnes,
Lila Lee, Lois Wilson and Walter Hiers

Gloria Swanson in Elinor Glyn's
"Beyond the Rocks"

Mia May in "My Man"

Marion Davies in "The Young Diana"
By Marie Corelli

A Cosmopolitan Production

Jack Holt and Bebe Daniels in
"A Stampede Madonna"

A George Fitzmaurice Production
"The Man from Home"

with James Kirkwood, Anna Q. Nilsson,
Norman Kerry, Dorothy Cumming

and John Miltern
From the play by Booth Tarkington and

Harry Leon Wilson

Agnes Ayres in "The Ordeal"

Thomas Meighan in "The Proxy Daddy"
From the novel by Edward Peple

Wallace Reid in "Across the Continent"
By Byron Morgan

Sir Gilbert Parker's story
"Over the Border"

with Betty Compson and Tom Moore
A Penhryn Stanlaws Production

"Sisters" By Kathleen Norris
A Cosmopolitan Production

George Melford's Production
'The Cat That Walked Alone"

with Dorothy Dalton

Thomas Meighan in "The Leading Citizen"
By George Ade

Pola Negri in "The Eyes of the Mummy"

Jack Holt in "The Man Unconquerable"
By Hamilton Smith

Ethel Clayton in "For the Defense"
From the play by Elmer Rice

Mia May in "Truth Conquers"

Agnes Ayres in "The Three of Us"
By Rachel Crothers

"The Beauty Shop" with Raymond Hitchcock
From the musical comedy by Channing

Pollock and Rennold Wolf
A Cosmopolitan Production

Mary Miles Minter in "South of the Suva"
By Ewart Adamson

I FIT'S A PARAMOUNT PICTURE ITS THE BEST SHOW IN TOWN
Every advertisement in mOTOPLAY MAGAZINE U guaranteed.
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Photoplays Reviewed

in the Shadow Stage

This Issue

Save this magazine— refer to

the criticisms before you pick out

your evening s entertainment.

Make this your reference list.

Page 58

Penrod Xeilan Fir-t National

One Glorious Day Paramount

The Prodigal Judge Yitagraph

Page 50

Turn to the Right Metro

The Seventh Day First National

The Ruling Passion. ... United Artists

Page 60

The Wall Flower Goldvvyn

Back Pay. .Cosmopolitan— Paramount

A Stage Romance Fox

Her Husband's Trademark. Paramount

With Stanley in Africa Universal

The Grim Comedian Goldwyn

Page 61

The Bride's Play Paramount

Moran of the Lady Letty. .Paramount

Love's Redemption. . . . First National

Saturday Night Paramount

The Man from Lost River. .Goldwyn
Nancy from Nowhere Paramount

Page 95

Man to Man Universal

Smiles Are Trump Fox

Chasing the Moon Fox

No Defense Yitagraph

Julius Caesar George Kleine

Don't Get Personal Universal

Little Miss Smiles Fox

Strength of the Pines I OS

Copyright. 1922. by the PHOTOPLAY PUBLISHING COMPANY. Chicago.
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Remember

that

Photoplay

comes out

the 15th

• of the

month.

Do not

accept

a

substitute.

PHOTOPLAY changed its date

of publication from the 1st to the

15th of the month because, by
issuing two weeks later, it can give

its readers all the very latest news
of the motion picture world and
can publish reviews in the maga-
zine as soon as they are shown in

any of the theaters. This is im-
possible in a magazine that pub-

lishes away ahead of the date of

its issue.

You will be repaid when you wait

until the 15th of the month for

PHOTOPLAY. No magazine in

the motion picture field can com-
pete with it in timeliness.
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TBe GREATER RESPONSIBILITY

1
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yl druggist was compounding a prescription. With scrupulous care
he reviewed the formula and measured the necessary ingredients. Each
step in the process was taken with the utmost caution and deliberation.

At last his assistant, a younger man, became impatient and exclaimed. "I
don't see how you can make any money when you take so much time with
one prescription."

Pausing in his work, the elder man made answer, "My friend, I hold
myself responsible to the man or woman who uses this prescription. And I
regard this responsibility as greater than any thought of profit. If you
hope to gain honor in this profession you must do likewise."

It is true that every merchant who offers

his wares for public consumption incurs

a definite responsibility. It is also true,

that this responsibility varies in degree,
according to the nature of the business.

For example: If the manufacturer of
ordinary commercial goods produces a
shoddy article, the customer who buys it

loses only in pocket. This merchant's
responsibility is primarily commercial.

But the manufacturer of products which
affect the public health, pharmaceutical
products for instance, assumes a far

greater responsibility. For if his goods
are not absolutely dependable they may
do to the unsuspecting user a serious

injury.

It is important that you should think
of these things whenever you buy such
household articles as epsom salt, castor

oil, sugar of milk, etc. You should have
positive assurance that the manufacturer
of such products appreciates and accepts

the responsibility that he owes to you.

The professional druggist will tell you
that Squibb HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS
are as pure as it is possible to make them.
He will sell you any Squibb product with
implicit confidence in its efficacy.

There is a reason for this. It is that

the House of Squibb accepts the responsi-

bility of its business. Its laboratories are

constantly perfecting better methods of

manufacture. The Squibb label is a guar-

antee of uniformity, purity and efficacy.

You are familiar with the HOUSEHOLD
PRODUCTS described below. You should
be equally familiar with the quality that

is guaranteed by the name Squibb.

Squibb's Bicarbonate of Soda—exceedingly pure, there-

fore without bitter taste.

Squibb's Epsom Salt— free from impurities. Preferred
also for taste.

Squibb's Sodium Phosphate—a specially purified product,
free from arsenic, therefore safe.

Squibb's Cod Liver Oil—selected finest Norwegian; cold
pressed; pure in taste. Rich in vit amine.

Squibb's Olive Oil—selected oil from Southern France.
Absolutely pure. (Sold only through druggists.)

Squibb's Sugar of Milk—specially refined for pre-
paring infants' food. Quickly soluble. In sealed
tins. »,

Squibb's Pure Spices—specially
selected by laboratory tests for

their full strength and flavor.
(Sold only through druggists.)

[

Squibb's Castor Oil—specially refined, bland in taste;

dependable.

Squibb's Stearate of Zinc—a soft and protective powder
of highest purity.

Squibb's Magnesia Dental Cream—made from Squibb's
Milk of Magnesia. Contains no soap or other detrimental
substance. Corrects mouth acidity.

Squibb's Talcum Powder—a delightfully soft and soothing
powder. Boudoir, Carnation, Violet and Unscented.

Squibb's Cold Cream—an exquisite
preparation of correct composition
for the care of the skin.

Squibb's Boric Acid—pure and per-
fectly soluble. Soft powder for dust-
ing; granular form for solutions.

1

i

I
1

1

1

Squibb.

Sold by reliable druggists everywhere, in original sealed packages.
"The Priceless Ingredient" of every product is the honor and integrity of its maker.

Squibb
it

General Offices: 80 Beekman Street, New York City

2^§§8§gg^8^£ggSeg§!
Laboratories: Brooklyn, N. Y.; New Brunswick. N. J.M

Copyright 1922, E. R. Squibb & Sons

When you mite to adverUseis please meutiun PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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HYGLO
Manicure preparations

ofQitalitij

cmds do express
—whether through the harmo-
nies of the piano, or by their
own intrinsic beauty.

Always that beauty will be at its

best, if you care for your hands
with Hyglo Manicure Prep-
ARATIONS OF QUALITY-

With utmost ease, and at a tri-

fling cost, HYGLO will give you
the perfect cuticles and nails of
rosy brilliance that are the envy
of every woman and the admira-
tion of every man.
If time to care for your hands is

limited, use H.YGLO Liquid nail
polish. In a minute it brings
a beautiful shell-pink glow. And
HYGLO Cuticle Softener is just as
efficient in bringing baby smooth-
ness to harsh cuticles.

Ask at vour favorite toilet counter to see
HYGLO sets at 50c, $1.50 and $3.00; or
the individual preparations at 35c each.
Write us for free, postpaid samples, with
helpful booklet, " For The Hands of
a Lady."

GRAF BROS, Inc.

1 23-1 27 W. 24th St.

Eetabl'd 1873

New York

Do the Stars Shine upon You?

SCREEN STARS' PHOTOS!
Have you a photo of your favorite Screen Star?
Now is the time for all good "Fans" to collect

Photos of their favorites.

Size 8 x 10, 35c each or three for $1.00

The biggest bargain ever offered collectors!

MARY TICKFORD
TALMADGK MS I RHS
GLORIA •» ANSON
BEBE DANIELS
OlSH GIRLS

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
WAI.LI10 REID
RICHARD BARTHELMESS
JACKIE COOGAN
CHARLIE CHAPLIN

PAULINE FREDERICK RUDOLI'II VALENTINO
ACNES Wilis THOMAS MEIGHAN
ANITA STEWART HAROLD LLOYD
and a hundred other Stars. Send today
for photos of your favorite Screen Star!

SCREEN STARS PHOTO SERVICE
1357 Genesee Street Hollywood, Calif.

Want Money?
FULL or SPARE TIME
Selling Goodyear Guaranteed All-Weather Coats
Direct-to-Wearer is Profitable, Dignified, Pleasant

work. We tell you what to say and do. A real

business proposition for the man or woman who
wants more money and will work. Farris made
$48 his first week working spare time. Don't give

up your job — Costs you no money—
Complete Sales Outfit Free

Wilh Free Course in Scientific Salesmanship
sent by return mail. WRITE TODAY.

General Sales Manager
GOODYEAR MFG. COMPANY

1614D Goodyear Bldg. Kansas City, Mo.

.

Studio Directory
For the convenience of our readers
who may desire the addresses of film
companies we give the principal active
ones below. The first is the business
office; (s) indicates a studio; in some

cases both are at one address.

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.,
729 Seventh Ave., N. Y.

(s) Maurice Tourneur. Culver City, Cal.

(s) Thos. H. Ince. Culver City. Cal.
J. Parker Read, Jr., Ince Studios, Culver
City, Cal.

(s) Mack Sennett, Edenda'e, Cal.

(s) Marshall Neilan, Goldwyn Studios. Culver
City, Cal.

(a) Allan Dwan, Hollywood Studios, 6642
Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood. Cal.

(s) King Vldor Productions, 7200 Santa
Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

(s) J. L. Frothingham, Prod., Brunton Studios,
5300 Melrose Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS, INC., Bush House,
Aldwych, Strand. London, England.

ROBERT BRUNTON STUDIOS, 5341 Melrose
Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

CHRISTIE FILM CORP., 6101 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, Cal.

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP., of America.
370 Seventh Ave.. N. Y. C.

FAMOUS-PLAYERS-I.ASKY CORP, Paramount,
485 Fifth Ave., New York City.

(s) Pierce Ave. and Sixth St., Long Island City,
New York.

(s) Lasky, Hollywood, Cal.
British Paramount (s) Poole St., Islington,
N. London, England.
Realart. 469 Fifth Ave., New York City,

(s) 211 N. Occidental Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT,
INC., 6 West 48th St., New York.

R. A. Walsh Prod., 5341 Melrose Ave.,
Hollywood, Cal.

Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven, Prod., Louis
B. Mayer Studios. Los Angeles.

(s) Buster Keaton Comedies, 1025 Lillian Way.
Hollywood. Cal.

Anita Stewart Co.. 3800 Mission Road, Los
Angeles, Cal.

Louis B. Mayer Productions, 3800 Mission
Road, Los Angeles, Cal.

(8) Allen Holubar, 1510 Laurel Ave., Hollywood,
Cal.

Norma and Constance Talmadge Studio,
318 East 48th St., New York.

Katherine MacDonald Productions, Georgia
and Girard Sts.. Los Angeles. Cal.

David M. Hartford, Prod., 3274 West 6th St.,
Los Angeles, Cal.

Hope Hampton, Prod., Peerless Studios,
Fort Lee, N. J.

(s) Chas. Ray, 1428 Fleming St., Los Angeles.
Richard Bartbelmess Inspiration Corp.. 565
Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

FOX FILM CORP.. (s) 10th Ave. and 55th St.,
New York; (s) 1401 Western Ave., Hollywood.
Cal.

GARSON STUDIOS, INC., (s) 1845 Alessandro St..
Edendale, Cal.

GOLDWYN FILM CORP., 469 Fifth Ave., New
York; (s) Culv r City, Cal.

HAMPTON, JESSE B., STUDIOS, 1425 Fleming
St., Hollywood, Cal.

HART, WM. S. PRODUCTIONS, (s) 1215 Bates
St., Hollywood, Cal.

LOIS WEBER STUDIOS, 4634 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS, 6642 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

INTERNATIONAL FILMS, INC.. 729 Seventh
Ave., N. Y. C. (s) Second Ave. and 127tli St..

N. Y.

METRO PICTURES CORP., 1476 Broadway, New
York; (s) 3 West 61st St.. New York, and
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

PATHE EXCHANGE. Pathe Bldg., 3.5 W. 45th St.,

New York, (s) Geo. B. Seltz, 134th St. and
Park Ave., New York City.

R-C PICTURES PRODUCTIONS, 723 Seventh
Ave., New York; Currier Bldg.. Los Angeles;
(s) corner Gower and Melrose Sts., Hollywood,
Cal.

ROTHACKER FILM MFG. CO., 1339 Diversey
Parkway, Chicago, III.

SELZNICK PICTURES CORP.. 729 Seventh Ave..
New York; (si 807 East 175th St.. New York, and
West Fort Lee, N. J.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION, 729 Seventh
Ave., New York.

Mary Pickford Co., Brunton Studios, Holly-
wood, Cal. ; Douglas Fairbanks Studios,
Hollywood, Cal.; Charles Chanlin Studios.
1416 LaBrea Ave.. Hollywood. Cal.
D. W. Griffith Studios, Or enta Point, Mama-

roneck. N. Y.

Rex Beach, Whitman Bennett Studio. 537
Riverdale Ave.. Yonkers. New York; Geo.
Arliss, Prod., Distinctive Prod., Inc., 366
Madison Ave.. N. Y.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.. 1600 Broadway,
New York; (s) Universal City, Cal.

VITAGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA, 469
Fifth Ave. New York; (s) East 15th St. and
Locust Ave.. Brooklyn. N. Y., and 1708 Tal-
madge St., Hollywood. Cal.

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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WhySome PeopleAreNever

At EaseAmong Strangers
PEOPLE of culture can be recognized at

once. They are calm, well-poised.

They have a certain dignity about
them, a certain calm assurance which makes
people respect them. It is because they
know exactly what to do and say on every
occasion that they are able to mingle with

the most highly cultivated people and yet

be entirely at ease.

But there are some people who are never

at ease among strangers. Because they do
not know the right thing to do at the right

time, they are awkward, self-conscious.

They are afraid to accept invitations

because they do not know what to wear,

how to acknowledge introductions, how to

make people like them. They are timid in

the presence of celebrated people because

they do not know when to rise and when to

remain seated, when to speak and when to

remain silent, when to offer one's chair and
when not to. They are always uncomfort-
able and embarrassed when they are in the

company of cultured men and women.
It is only by knowing definitely, without

the slightest doubt, what to do, say, write

and wear on all occasions under all condi-

tions, that one is able to be dignified, charm-
ing and well-poised at all times.

How Etiquette Gives Charm
and Poise

Etiquette means good manners. It means
knowing what to do at the right time, what
to say at the right time. It consists of cer-

tain important little laws of good conduct
that have been adopted by the best circles

in Europe and America and which serve as

a barrier to keep the uncultured and ill-bred

out of the circles where they would be un-
comfortable and embarrassed.

People with good manners, therefore, are
people whose poise and dignity impress you
immediately with a certain awe, a certain re-

spect. Etiquette makes them graceful, con-
fident. It enables them to mingle with the
most cultured people and be perfectly at

ease. It takes away their self-consciousness,

their timidity. By know-
ing what is expected of

them, what is the correct

thing to do and say they
become calm, dignified

and well poised—and they
are welcomed and admired
in the highest circles of

business and society.

center crease be allowed to re-

main? May lump sugar be taken
up with the fingers?

There are other problems, too
—many of them. Should the
man rise when he accepts a cup
of tea from the hostess'.' Should
he thank her? Who should be
served first? What should the
guest do with the cup when he or
she has finished the tea? Is it

good form to accept a second
cup: What is the secret of

Here's the Way
People Judge Us
Let us pretend that we

are in the drawing-room
and the hostess is serving
tea. Numerous little ques-
tions of conduct confront
us. If we know what to
do we are happy, at ease.

But if we do not know the
correct and cultured thing
to do, we are ill at ease.

We know we are betraying ourselves. We
know that those who are witli us can tell

immediately, simply by watching us and
talking to us, if we are not cultured.

For instance, one must know how to eat
cake correctly. Should it be taken up in the
fingers or eaten with a fork? Should the
napkin be entirely unfolded or should the

Do You Know
How to introduce men and
women correctly?

How to word invitations,

announcements, acknowl-
edgments?

How to register at a hotel?

How to take leave of the

hostess after an enter-

tainment?
How to plan home and

church weddings?
How to use table silver in

the proper way?
How to do at all times,

under all conditions, the
cultured, correct thing?

creating conversation and mak-
ing people find you pleasant and
agreeable?

It is so easy to commit embar-
rassing blunders, so easy to do
what is wrong. But etiquette

tells us just what is expected of

us and guards us from all

humiliation and discomfort.

Etiquette in Public
Here are-some questions which

will help you find out just how
much you know about the eti-

quette that must be observed
among strangers. See how many of them
you can answer.
When a man and woman enter the theatre

together, who walks first down the aisle?

When the usher points out the seats, does the
man enter first or the woman? May a man
leave a woman alone during intermission?

There is nothing that so quickly reveals

one's true station and breeding than awk-
ward, poor manners at the table Should
the knife be held in the left hand or the

right? Should olives be eaten with the

finger or with a fork? How is lettuce eaten?

What is the correct and cultured way to

eat corn on the cob? Are the finger-tips of

both hands placed into the finger-bowl at

once, or just one at a time?
When a man walks in the street with two

women does he walk between them or next

to the curb? Who enters the street car first,

the man or the woman?
When does a man tip his

hat? On what occasions

is it considered bad form
for him to pay a woman's
fare? May a man on any
occasion hold a woman's
arm when they are walk-
ing together?

Some people learn all

about etiquette and correct

conduct by associating

with cultured people and
learning what to do and
say at the expense of

many embarrassing blun-

ders. But most people are

now learning quickly and
easily through the famous
Book of Etiquei i

splendid, carefully com-
piled, authentic miide to-

wards correct manners on all occasions.

The Book of Etiquette

The Book of Etiquette makes it possible

for you to do, say, write and wear what is

absolutely correct and in accord with the

best form on every occasion—whether you
are to be bridesmaid at a wedding or usher

Many embarrassing blunders can be made In a public restaurant.
Should the young lady in the picture pick up the fork or leace
it for the waiter to attend to! Or should one of the men pick it upt

at a friend's private theatre party. It

covers everyday etiquette in all its phases.
There are chapters on the etiquette of en-
gagements, weddings, parties and all social

entertainments. There are interesting
chapters on correspondence, invitations,

calls and calling cards. New chapters on
the etiquette in foreign countries have been
added, and there are many helpful hints to
the man or woman who travels.

With the Book of Etiquette to refer to,

there can be no mistakes, no embarrass-
ment. One knows exactly what is correct
and what is incorrect. And by knowing so
definitely that one is perfect in the art of

etiquette, a confident poise is developed
which enables one to appear in the most
elaborate drawing-room, among the most
brilliant and highly cultured people, with-
out feeling the least bit ill at ease.

Send No Money
To enable everyone, everywhere, to examine the fa-

mous Book of Etiquette, without obligation, we make
this special offer to send the complete two-volume set
free for 5 days to anyone requesting It. Entirely free—no money In advance. All that Is necessary Is your
name and address on the coupon below and the Book
of Etiquette will be sent to you at once at our expense.
You have the privilege of examining It, reading It, and
deciding for yourself, whether or not you want to keep It.

Send for the Book of Etiquette today. Read some
of the Interesting chapters. Surprise your friends and
acquaintances with your knowledge of what to do, say,
write and wear on all occasions. And when you have
been fully convinced that etiquette widens your circle
of friends, makes you admired, and respected, increases
your knowledge of society and its requirements, gives
you poise, self-confidence and charm—keep the set and
send us $3.50 In full payment, lint If you are not
Utterly delighted after the 5-day free trial, simply return
books and you won't be out a cent.

The: Book of Etiquette Is published In handsome
cloth binding decorated in gold. Send for your set
today. Just the coupon remember— no money. But
get your coupon off NOW. Nelson Doubleday, Inc.,

Dept. 774, Oyster Bay, N. Y.

NELSON DOUBLEDAY, Inc.
Dept. 774, Oyster Bay, New York
Without money In advance, or obligation on my

part, scud me the Two Volume set of the Honk of

Etiquette. Within .", days I will either return the books
or send you $3.50 in full payment. It Is understood
that 1 am not obliged to keep the books If 1 am not
delighted with them.

Name
(Please write plainly.)

Address
Check this square If you want these books with

the beautiful full leather binding at live dollars.

with 5 days' examination privilege.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Blackheads
indicate your
cleansing method is wrong

CAN your complexion stand the

test of outdoor light ? Take a

hand glass to the window, raise the

shade as high as it will go—and
what do you find? Is your skin

faultlessly clear? or do ugly little

blackheads become visible?

Blackheads are an indication

that you are not using the right

method of cleansing for your type
of skin. Use the following simple

treatment to overcome this defect

:

EVERY NIGHT before retiring,

apply hot cloths to your face until

the skin is reddened. Then with a

rough washcloth work up a heavy
lather of Woodbury's Facial Soap
and rub it into the pores thoroughly,

always with an upward and outward
motion. Rinse with clear hot water,

then with cold. Ifpossible rubyourface
for thirty seconds with a piece of ice.

To remove blackheads already

formed, substitute a flesh brush for

the washcloth in this treatment.

Then protect the fingers with a hand-
kerchief and press out the blackheads.

The first time you use this treat-

ment it will leave your skin with a

slightly drawn, tight feeling. Do
not regard this as a disadvantage
—it means that your skin is re-

sponding in the right way, to a more
stimulating form of cleansing.

After you have used Woodbury's
once or twice this drawn sensation

will disappear, and you will notice

how much firmer and clearer jour
skin is becoming.

Special treatments for each one
of the commoner skin troubles

are given in the booklet wrapped
around each cake of Woodbury's
Facial Soap.

Get a cake of Woodbury's to-

day—begin tonight the treatment
your skin needs.

The same qualities that give

Woodbury's its beneficial effect on
the skin make it ideal for general

use. A 25 cent cake lasts a month
or six weeks for general toilet

use, including any of the special

Woodbury treatments.

A complete miniature set of the

Woodbury skin preparations

For 25 cents we will send you a complete
miniature set of theWoodbury skin prepa-

rations, containing samples of Wood-
bury's Facial Soap, Woodbury's Facial

Cream, Woodbury's Cold Cream, and
Woodbury's Facial Powder; together with

the treatment booklet, " A Skin You Love to

Touch."
Send for this set today. Address The An-
drew Jergens Co., 504 Spring Grove Ave.,

Cincinnati, Ohio. // you lire in Canada,
address The Andrew Jergens Co., Limited,

504 Sherbrooke St., Perth, Ontario. Eng-
lish agents: H. C. Quelch & Co., 4 Ludgate
Square, London, E, C. 4.

Copvrifht, TQS?. by The Andrew Jergens Co.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.



White

THHERE is an old world flavor to Elsie Ferguson's portrayals. To the fragrant
A memories of a day before ours she adds this portrait: that of the heroine

of "The Varying Shore." which celebrates Miss Ferguson's return to the stage



Alfrrd Cheney Johnston

VVfE DON'T blame you for believing this to be the newest child actress of the
' * films. She scarcely looks as if she were one of the most brilliant writers of

her age. Anita Loos possesses that unusual combination : real beauty and brains



Edwin Bower He.wi

'Y'OU may scorn them and you may disdain them; you may say there are no
real ingenues in the world such as those played by Maryon Aye on the screen.

But there is something so believable about Maryon! She is in the shorter comedies



Kdwm Mov H^wer

DROOF that popularity and prestige mean more than actual stardom: Conrad
A Nagel, Esq. No matter how harrowingly dramatic his roles may be, Conrad
remains ever and always the gentleman. Perhaps that is because he really is one!



Kflwin Rowrr llfw

/"!1RIZEL—you whimsical, charming child—where have you been? We've
^"* seen a little girl who looks like you, performing in pale problem plays:
but we still have a hope that some day the real May McAvoy will come back



KeodRll Kvho»

^0 STAR in celluloid has had the literary trials and tribulations of Norma
Talmadge. This admittedly great emotional actress, continually miscast,

manages to hold her own, proving that, no matter what happens, real art will out



N'plnon Bi

'"PHEY say that Madge Bellamy has a brain beneath that crop of curls. How-
* ever that may be, Madge has earned her place among the important princesses

of the pictures because of her patrician appeal. She is a Thomas H. Ince protegee



Actual photograph showing the unworn appearance of a hand-made and hand-embroidered ecru

georgette blouse, trimmed with ecru filet, after SO washings with Ivory Flakes and propor-

tionate wear. Blouse and letter from original owner on file in the Procter A Gamble offices.

Are your blouses giving you service like this?

^C/7 <7/?//7 c/l/W £TC
—n0 breaksy even in the hand drawn work

OU UL/ClofJl/tgo _no loss of color, even in the ecru filet

Try Ivory Flakci
at our expense.
Send (or Free
Sample Package
and book of directions

for the care of garments
too fine for the family
wash. Address Section

45-DP, Department of
Home Economics, The
Procter A Gamble Com-
pany, Cincinnati, Ohio.

&

THE ecru georgette blouse in the picture

—photographed after 50 washings with
Ivory Soap Flakes—shows the service

you can get from your georgettes and silks,

if you give them the right kind of care.

The right kind of care consists of frequent,

harmless washings to prevent the acids in

soil and perspiration from drying in and
rotting the material.

To be harmless, these washings mutt be

rubless because rubbing roughens and splits

silken fabrics. The water must only be

lukewarm, since hot water dulls the lustre

of silk and fades delicate colors. And, of

course, the soap must be pure, because free

alkali and other harsh chemicals do more
harm to silk fibre and delicate colors than

perspiration acids, hot water, and rubbing,

com Dined.

To meet all these requirements, it simply is

necessary to use Ivory Soap Flakes. Ivory
Flakes melts into suds at the touch of warm
water—makes the cleansing of a blouse or a

piece of lingerie the work of just a few min-
utes in the bathroom washbowl.

It is so efficient that it does not need hot
water to help it clean. It makes rubbing
unnecessary—first because there is no solid

soap to be rubbed out of the fabric, and
second because its suds are so rich they really

dissolve the dirt so that rinsing carries it

away.

Most important, you know that you can
trust the most expensive silks to its quick-

cleansing lather, because it is nothing but a

concentrated form of genuine Ivory Soap

—

the safest soap the world ever has known
for fine laundry work.

IVORYsoap FLAKES
Makes pretty clothes last longer.

For the rubless washing of silks, wools, georgettes, and all fine fabrics.
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Just Shadows

WE call the silver screen a world of

make-believe, a magic land of Far

Away, where impossible hopes are

broken and improbable dreams come true.

We call the life stories enacted, and the

people who enact them, mere shadows.

And yet— what are we, ourselves, but

shadows?

Our film of life— it may be a long one,

unrolls across the years. Or it may be the

shortest of two reelers— destined to a sudden,

unexpected close.

Through a series of brave adventures we
may go until we meet the Last Brave Adven-

ture of All. Or we may creep quietly along,

in the simplest of tragic comedies, to the end.

The Great Scenario Writer— we wonder
what He has written into our script? Whether
He has given life and laughter to us? Or
whether our portion shall be the ashes and the

embers and the bitterness?

We wonder whether our story will sparkle

and scintillate and glow until it brings light

into the darkest of corners—or whether it will

be a failure—known only by the few who
happened to pause for a moment, and quite

lost tomorrow.

We wonder whether we will be cast for a

star part or whether the Great Director will

give the lead to another player.

We long for the heights of Achievement,

and when we cannot reach those heights, we
feel the keen anguish of disappointment.

And yet, in the final analysis, even that

anguish and disappointment will be filed away

with the dusty negatives of a forgotten yester-

day. For they, too, are only shadow shapes.

ARE our careers any less amazing, after all,

^ * than those that we follow in the tense

darkness of some crowded motion picture

theater? Are our hopes any more impossible,

our dreams any less probable?

Do our small bits of success mean any more

to us than their shadow strivings mean to

them? Are we not knowing, every hour, the

varying shades and expressions of a fiction

existence?

Does fulfilment come to us with any greater

degree of certainty—does failure embrace us

with any less of cruel force? We cannot

help wondering. . . .

Shadows they are, certainly—the person-

alities that we know upon the silver sheet, and

the stories that they live in. But they are

none the less real because they are shadows.

For we—as we go on, living our lives each

day, are shadows too.

Just shadows, destined to flicker on and on,

until the film breaks.
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The Romantic

i homas Alva Edison, who in 1887 thought of "a device that

should do for the eye what the phonograph did for the ear

CHAPTER I

OUR beginning is the year of 1888 and the place is the

experimental laboratories of Thomas A. Edison.

For a century at least, scientific men had been dream-
ing of, and fitfully working toward, the achievement

of the motion picture. In very truth this thing had been in the

mind of man from the dimmest beginnings.

But the ability of man to make pictures could not keep pace
with the swift growth of thought and ideas to be recorded. So
it came that picture writing early gave way to alphabets by
which words could tell about things instead of showing things.

About 1825 definite experimentation aimed directly at the

motion picture began in the laboratories. These efforts gath-

ered both volume and velocity as new facilities of science were
evolved to aid the development.

Materials and methods had to come first. From the begin-

ning of time the making of pictures had been limited by the
skill of hand and eye of the artist. Photography came and
reduced picture making to functions of optics and chemistry.
The camera could soon make a better record than any artist,

and do it cheaply and swiftly. Electricity came along to help.

The creeping idea of the motion picture began to walk and
soon broke into a run. Picture writing,

after the lapse of ages, was hurrying
to catch up. The motion picture was
almost here when Edison, already fa-

mous as "The Wizard of Menlo Park,"
started in earnest on the problem.

By TERRY RAMSAYE

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE herewith begins the publication

of the first history of the motion picture. The mechani-
cal evolution of the art has been written often. But this is

a story of Men, not Things.

The greater annals, the romance of the development of the

screen as an institution, have until now been unrecorded.

It is a curiously woven fabric, iridescent with spectacular

ruin and sparkling success. Great hopes have perished, small

hopes have flowered. Wars have raged, peace been made and
new wars begun. Giant chiefs have risen for their hour of

dominance, and vanished.

Honors and wealth have fallen alike on some who deserved

and many who were lucky. Out of the throng in the gold
rush of the first decade of the films scarcely half a dozen
names survive in the industry now.
The man who first beckoned the public to the screen was

rewarded with failure and poverty. He went out into a
living oblivion from which years later he emerged, a relic

of ambition, for one bitterly dramatic day, and died. Eleven

Two years before, in 1886, Edward Muybridge, one of

many investigators who had attained some promising suc-

cess with his experimental work in recording motion, had
called upon Edison. Muybridge had made some pictures of

a running horse, taken with a row of cameras, in California.

He had arrived at an instrument for showing these pictures,

This picture, never before published, is the hrst public glimpse
into "Room Five." It was taken merely to test a camera in 1889.

It has become a rare historic document. It shows C. H. Kayser,
one of the Edison mechanics, working on the first kinetoscope

"It isn't worth it," Edison decided when his lawyer wanted to

make application for patents on the motion picture abroad
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History of the Motion Picture
A STORY OF FACTS MORE FASCINATING THAN FICTION

Terry Ramsaye.
the author, has
spent a year or

exacting research
preparing to write

this history

years have passed and his name is forgotten.

Through and across it all the motion pic-

ture has pursued its destiny with the force

of empire, greater than the men who con-

ceived it, greater than the men who made it

—as great as the people it serves.

Some remarkable discoveries have come in

the quest of this tale, uncovering incidents

and facts buried in the film's stampede of

progress.

The telling embodies the confidences of

many makers of screen history who have
never talked before.

Here and there some long standing myths
and misplaced honors have been exposed.
The search has been most exacting, tracing

always the thread, often attenuated and
tangled, that connects the humble beginnings
of Then with the proud attainments of Now.

producing in a highly limited way a sort of an illusion

of motion. He called it the "Zoopraxoscope." He
showed these pictures to Edison.

Nothing seems to have developed out of that meet-

ing in West Orange at the time. Muybridge went back

to his laboratory at the University of Pennsylvania and

went on with his experiments.

Edison was not yet ready to take up any new prob-

lems. At this time he was very busy with work on the

phonograph.

AND in this story the phonograph will develop as an extraor-

dinary influence. The fact that Edison had it so absorb-

ingly on his mind at this time seems to have extended a colora-

tion over his later Work on the motion picture. The talking

machine was to set many precedents for the "seeing machine,"

in odd, remotely related directions.

As he worked along on the phonograph Edison got to think-

ing about, as he says it, "a device that should do for the eye

what the phonograph did for the ear."

In 1888 a period of something like relaxation in Edison's

busy career arrived. He had done great things. The phono-
graph was a definite commercial success, even though not

entirely perfected. Also earnings were coming in from his

electric light and power enterprises at a considerable rate.

There was time to play.

Now when Edison wanted to play he usually went into his

laboratory and set about inventing something he considered

trivial. His spirit in approaching the problem of making
the motion picture was something akin to what one might
fancy of Foch playing chess, or Galli-Curci singing the neigh-

bor's baby to sleep, or Charlie Chaplin cutting up antics in the

Los Angeles Athletic Club.

After some preliminary consideration Edison called to him
a capable young Englishman who had been on his staff of

workers and researchers for several years. W. K. L. Dickson,
full name William Kennedy Laurie Dickson. This is a name
to recur often and significantly in the first ten years of the

motion picture.

Dickson had been variously employed on Edison projects.

George East-
man, who in
1889 invented
the film that
made the mo-
tion picture of
today possible

among them the Edison General Electric plant at Schenectady
and the ore milling plant at Edison, New Jersey. Besides
being a general experimenter Dickson was an able photographer
in the clays when they were few. A great deal that survives
pictorially of the early history of Edison's works is from his

camera. It was this photographic ability that led Edison to

select Dickson for his motion picture researches.

Mysterious Room Five at the Edison laboratories at West
Orange, Edison's favorite spot, was selected as the work-
shop for the picture experiments. Room Five was under
lock and watch day and night. There was a little wicket in

the door where materials could be passed in or word given
out. Only Dickson and Edison came and went at first. Then
presently one or two other workers were called at times to do
their little bit and go. No one ventured there unless he were
called.

EDISON was inclined to go as far as he might with keeping
anything evolved, pertaining to the motion picture, as a

trade secret, as long as he could. As an experimenter. Edison
had a great deal of patience, and probably because he always
used so much of it in the laboratory he had none at all else-

where. He was decidedly out of patience with the courts on
the basis of his patent experiences.

By early autumn in 1888 the work had gone far enough to

lead Edison to seek what protection there might be in the

patent office by the filing of a caveat.

A caveat was a process, now no longer

in use. by which an inventor, having

conceived an idea, could establish cer-

tain rights of priority and protection

pending the working out of the project.

"Room Five" at the Edison research laboratories in West
Orange housed a mystery that was guarded by lock and key
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A young man from Virginia went to the World's Fair

at Chicago and saw opportunity in the "living pictures
11

In Edison's caveat he set forth rather

I

comprehensively all that the motion
picture was to be, even including pro-

jection on the theater screen. His
words indicated, as, read in the light

of today, that he foresaw the whole
motion picture, even as it is today. But Edison's subsequent

activities did not materialize completely all of the enthusiasms

of his caveat. It was destiny that he was to go but a part of

the way toward the completed attainment. Or, perhaps, it is

more accurate to say that he delib-

erately chose to go only a part of the

way.

Other experimenters were busy.

Wallace Gould Levison, in Brooklyn,

was working with glass photographic

plates on a wheel. Dr. E. J. Marey,
in Paris, was making progress with a

glass disc in a "photographic gun."
Louis Aime Augustin Le Prince, in

Leeds. England, was striving with a

many-lensed camera and strips of sen-

sitized paper. In Germany, Anschutz,

an optical worker, was experimenting

in the same direction.

EDISON, who kept himself rather
*-~'. well informed, recognized at once
the shortcomings of these materials.

He was to go an independent way.
But the impress of the phonograph

idea was deep, and it is with no sur-

prise that, now after years we are per-

mitted to survey the secrets of Room
Five, we find Edison's first motion pic-

ture efforts concerned with trying to

make pictures on what was practically

a talking machine cylinder.

And just here it is interesting to re-

cord that, in applying some years be-
fore for patents covering the phono-
graph, Edison's claims covered both
cylinder and disc talking machines.
Also, that owing to a minor techni-
cality the patent office held up the disc

claims while allowing the cylinder

patents. This seemed of little importance to the inventor.
"No matter," said Mr. Edison, when advised to modify the

disc applications to conform to the patent office requirements,
"the disc will never amount to anything, anyway."

Everyone knows what happened as a result of that slip. It

empowered competition that won millions on the Edison idea.
Technically the disc machine is probably inferior in a number
of respects to the cylinder machine. But there were commer-
cial reasons to arise that outweighed the technical factor in
the exploitation of the phonograph. Edison's mistake was
not a scientific error, but a commercial one.

All this is important here because in time we shall see the
same sort of oversight in relation to the motion picture. Tre-

mendous consequences were involved.

The cylinder motion picture device

brought up many problems that often

kept Dickson and Edison in Room
Five, working hard far into the night.

The first Edison kinetoscope, a peep show
machine which laid the foundation upon

which all later inventors worked

Edison was sure that it was necessary to make about forty

pictures a second in order to get a satisfactory illusion of

motion. This meant that he must have a highly sensitive pho-
tographic material, also that he should be able to start and
stop the revoluton of the cylinder forty times in a second
and hold it steady at every stop while a picture was being
exposed. He attained these difficult things.

The little pictures on the cylinder were hardly so large as

the end of a dance program pencil. They were photo-
graphed in spirals around the cylinder just like sound wave

records of the phonograph. Edison
was being controlled by that phono-
graph idea with extraordinary persist-

ence. From a little scratch in the wax
cylinder he could fill a room with
sound. From an almost equally tiny

record he was determined to fill it with

pictures.

Together Edison and Dickson got

this cylinder motion picture machine
to work well enough to know that it

did not offer an important probability

of success.

The labor got tedious and trying.

Room Five vapored of high tension.

This playtime job was getting se-

rious.

Edison, the man who builded the

mighty giants of the dynamo, who had
made machines that crushed five ton

boulders into dust like clods in the

hands of a gardener, was all but

stumped by a silly little device for

making pictures that would dance.

FOR hours Edison would sit in ab-

straction, scratch pad in hand,

puzzling over the picture. He sketched

out one notion after another, discard-

ing as rapidly as the thoughts grew,

tossing the crumpled drawings away.

There was a lot of tugging nervously

at his left eyebrow in that peculiar

nervous mannerism of the inventor's

moods of concentration.

Presently a better notion would

come, a swift moment of rough drawing and then Dickson

would get instructions to "try this."

And the rough sketches would be formally pasted into

the Edison experiment record books on the motion picture

and the work started.

Mr. Edison stuck to his task with grim tenacity.

He was making very little progress. He drew, without

stint, upon the reservoirs of his energy, which, though appar-

ently unlimited, seemed prodigal even to those who knew his

appetite for work.

The cylinder machine would make pictures, but they were

exceedingly poor pictures.

Again and again, after each repulse, the attack was renewed

with unabated ardor—with undiminished vigor.

The first acting for the motion pictures took place be-

fore that absurd little phonograph that was trying to be a camera.

And the first actor was Fred Ott, a mechanic and mem-
ber of the staff, chosen because he was the jester of the

George Eastman was trying to improve the kodak when
he hit on celluloid film, the thing Edison was seeking



In 1892, Edison built the first motion picture studio in

the world, the "Black Maria," at a total cost of $637.67

works. There were two Otts on the staff. John F. and Fred.

And since Fred was the first of all motion picture actors, it

is perhaps an obligation to history to set down how he hap-

pened there

ANUMBER of years before, when Edison's labors were

concentrated on the third floor of a little frame building

in Newark, John F. Ott, a mechanic, wandered into the room
where Edison was working over a machine, disheveled and

stained of shop dirt. Ott didn't know Edison and it prob-

ably would have been of no importance to him if he had.

"What do you want?" Edison

asked without looking up.

"Work."
"Can you make this work?''

Edison pointed to a heap of

junk in a corner.

•Yes."
"Are you sure?"

"You needn't pay me if I

don't."

Ott started in. He did not

know what the machine was

and he did not ask foolish ques-

tions. He tinkered until it was
all in one piece. It proved to

be a dynamo, the first he had
seen. He made it work.

That job brought the Otts

into the Edison organization

and the historic beginnings of

the motion picture. Fred Ott

was the merry one. He laughed

the loudest at Edison's funny
stories and had some of his

own.
Mr. Ott, first of all screen stars, has

officially told his own story of how
he behaved before the camera on those

historic occasions. The authenticity

of this is guaranteed, under the oath of

Ott, sworn as a witness in the case of

Thomas A. Edison vs. The American
Mutoscope and Biograph Company, in

equity No. 8289, before the day of pic-

ture press agents.

This curious machine is one of Edison s attempts
to make a motion picture on a cylinder record
like a phonograph, in 1888. Officially it was
known as "Edison Cylinder No. 3 in the records

of the patent wars

«& «* J1 »*

"T HAD a white cloth wound around
1 me and then a little belt to tie it in

around the waist so as not to make it

too baggy—look like a balloon—and
then tied around the head; and then I

made a monkey of myself."

So the motion picture was born in

slapstick comedy, staged in that sol-

emn laboratory.

Many a little cylinder full of the gy-
rations of the monkey-shining Mr. Ott
was recorded, and he got to be a fine

monkev-shiner. Those were "the fol-

lies of 1888."

Edison was meanwhile puzzling con-
siderably over photographic matters. Some place in Germany
some one was making microscopic pictures of people and build-

And here is a part ot one ot the cyl

inder picture records, an excellent

example ot the monkeyshining ot

motion picture actors

ings. mounting them in tiny tubes with a

speck of a lens to magnify them. They
became popular toys. And the little pic-

tures, no bigger than a pin head, were
perfect. But never could the researchers

find just how they were made.
At last the cylinder motion picture was abandoned. There

must be a bigger picture, which meant other methods. Edison
decided.

Then mysterious Room Five started to labor with attempts
at some sort of film. A crude and flimsy tape of collodion,

stuff like the liquid courtplaster

that one puts on a cut finger,

was made. It was rough and
fragile, highly imperfect, but
good enough to prove the cor-

rectness of the principle to the

alert Edison.

There were many more notes
for the laboratory records.

At about this time George
Eastman, who conducted a busi-

ness of manufacturing cameras
and photomaterials. was putting

out kodaks with paper films in

them. Because of intricacies of

the process the cameras had to

be sent into the plant at

Rochester to have the films de-

veloped and the camera loaded
again. Eastman know that there

would never be a big amateur
business on that basis. He had
to have something better than

those complicated paper films.

Out of his quest came East-

man's celluloid film, the kodak mate-
rial of today. Edison, now keeping in

touch with things photographic, dis-

patched Dickson to Rochester for a
sample.

Edison examined the film in Room
Five.

"That's it—we've got it—now work
like hell."

AND so it was that film came into

the motion picture industry.

This was early in i88q. perhaps a year

after Edison's beginning on the prob-

lem.

With that material in hand. Edison
knew that the solution of the picture

puzzle was but a matter of details.

There were tremendous difficulties

ahead, but now the basic quest for

material had ended.

Edison began to think more about

the phonograph and other things then.

He felt relieved.

Edison inter-

ests abroad
needed the stimulus of some personal

attention and (Continued on page no)

irt of >{ the cyl-

"You can project anything on a screen that you can see with
the eye or that can be photographed."

—

fVood'ville Latham
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A Misunderstood
She's addressed as Madame Nazimova,

_ HERE always has been an aura of mysti-

Pcism about Nazimova which awes and intoxi-

cates us Yankee moujiks.

She came from Holy Russia

considered the Holy Ter-

ror,—a dramatic fantasia

of buckets of blood, where one kissed

an icon while blessing a bomb.
Thus we accounted for her exotic

bizarrerie. She was a foreigner from
the most foreign of all countries.

Yet. upon consulting the cast sheets

of a Russian stock company with which
she played as a girl, we find in the

dramatis personae of leads, ingenues,

grande dames, tragediennes and comedi-
ennes

—

A Ua Nazimova—foreigner.

She was a foreigner even in her own
home territory!

Yet one could not precisely say that

heaven is her home. On the contrary,

there is a dash of diablerie about her.

The director of the Russian company
found her to be as effective in comedy
as in tragedy, so long as she played

—

foreigners.

In all her stage career she never
played a Russian girl.

Perhaps that was because of the diab-

lerie. The patriotic critics might have damned
her as un-Russian. Providing critics got that
way in Russia. Thus she is a woman dramat-
ically without a country.

Her director was right; she should always play
foreigners. Even her pantomime has an
accent. More the imaginative than the
realistic artist, she takes no pattern, obeys
no tradition. She gives us life, but through
the prism of her own varicolored personal-
ity. Each of her parts is Nazimovized.
Her Camille was not Camille but
Nazimova. Who has a better right

-more recently With Paul Orlenev,

to say what Camille was than Nazimova? And as Heywood
Brown opined, Nazimova is far more interesting than Camille,
anyhow.

a Russian star, and a company of

players, Nazimova came to this coun-
try eighteen years ago and appeared
at a Yiddish theater in New York's
Bowery. Soon her flame had at-

tracted the glittering butterflies of

higher Manhattan.
From darkest Russia to darkest New

York and thence to brilliant Broad-
way. Such was the course of her

star.

Six months after her discovery she

had mastered English, carefully pre-

serving an accent, of course, and was
presented to American audiences with

instant sensation.

People said at the time that she

loved Orlenev, the Russian, and that

he loved her, but. foreseeing her opu-

lent career, he insisted upon a part-

She married the original Paul of
"Three Weeks" : a stalwart English-

man named Charles Bryant

—

and lived famously ever after.

Could any star wish a better
scenario

The dignity of this famous
Russian is about as impressive as

Dorothy Gish s. Her first visit to

a film studio: Griffith's, in Cal-
ifornia, before she made her

screen debut

ing. This may be a bit

of romantic fiction, such as

people love to create around a
new celebrity. At any rate, Or-

lenev behaved like a noble soul re-

jected; he returned to Russia and was
seen no more. And Nazimova became the

idol which he predicted she would be. Later
she met a stalwart and handsome Englishman.—stal-

wart and handsome enough to be the original Paid of

Elinor Glyn's "Three Weeks" (I mean, of course, in the

dramatization of Elinor's passional opera). She married
the handsome and stalwart Englishman and
lived famously ever afterward. Could any
star wish a better scenario?

Nazimova, herself, adds a dramatic touch
to the picture. She tells me that when she
heard Charles Bryant had been engaged as

her leading man in a stage play, she was



Woman
but one thinks of her as Naz

strangely excited. Thus the suspense started. When
he strode into her presence and she saw how mag-
nificently tall he was, every inch the clean, up-

standing young Englishman, despite the

Three Weeks he'd been through, she

bounded upon a chair and held out

her hand. From the first she

was determined not to be
dominated. It was love

at first sight.

By
HERBERT HOWE

A large square house with yellow
walls, her home gives the appearance
of age and cloistered privacy—a great
piece of histnonism for a house in

Hollywood

Nazimova's first great triumph was
as a misunderstood woman, Hedda
Gabler, and a misunderstood woman
she has remained.

"The public fell for Hedda," she
mused, "and the worst of it was that

I,— I, too,—fell for Hedda. I was
young,—and what is more interesting

to one young than a misunderstood
woman?"
A quizzical smile crinkled her eyes.

There's a mockery, faintly ironic, ever
present in her humor, particularly when
directed upon herself. She is contin-

ually making faces at that dignified

personage, Madame Nazimova. This
seems out of character and completely
nonpluses those who have fallen for

the regal aura—the misunderstood
woman. Yet one is not disillusioned,

only the more mystified.

When I remarked that I, also, pre-

ferred her Hedda to her hoydens, she
smiled again, a bantering smile—roguish

"Ah, you are young." she said. Was she
I wanted to say, "Jest not at these hoary

stead I accepted the role and shyly blushed.

Her Camille
was not Camille

but Nazimova, yet
i'ho has a better right

to say what Camille was than
Nazimova? As Heywood Broun

opined, Nazimova is far more in-

teresting than Camille. anyhow

guilty about it. but it's true that I find

Nazimova an extremely interesting

woman. When I fail to find her so I

shall totter around the corner for a
bottle of Re-Jeuvo.
When she incurred the worship of

college fellows by playing Bella Donna
I conceived her a regally tall, languidly
exotic creature, given to sinuous pos-
tures and toxic witchery.

Then I saw her as the '"Ception

Shoals" infant running around wide-

eyed and clamoring to know where
babies came from. She lived on an
island where there were no storks, only

sea gulls. Such proceedincs on the part

of my sophisticated idol quite dismayed
me. I wanted the Bella Donnish lady

even at the awful price of ground glass

in my coffee.

So I remained perplexed as to the

real Nazimova. Now I think I know
her. Vet I am always mindful that

she is an adroit actress.—and she says

the hardest work of an actress is per-

forming before an interviewer.

Her home has the dignity which you
would expect of Madame. I suspect

her husband had something to do with

it. A large square house with walls

of mellow tint, situated among trees

and hedges on the road that leads to

Beverly Hills, it contrives to give the

appearance of age and cloistered pri-

vacy. And that's a great piece of his-

trionism for a house in Hollywood.

The drawing room has none of the

severity of the modern decor. In the

evening the amber light from several

lamps, heavily veiled in mauve and

black, diffuses a charm of velvet rich-

-
: the purple of great divans, the

ebony of lacquer, crystal lichts reflected

from a mirror laced with gold, the soft

folds of velvet hangings, and over all a

and challenging. faint pervasive fragrance of the Orient that always hovers to

"spoofing" me? the garments of Nazimova.
locks." But in- Madame imposes the seal of censorship except upon occa-

I felt extremely sions, especially designated, when she (Continued on page ng)
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Has Miss Logan
intellect? Rather!
Mr. Richard M.
Page found that

her gray matter
easily registered

A . in standard tests

More of an ordeal
for the examiner
thantheexaminee:
Sometimes it s
harder to face
beauty than it is a
bunch of questions

Now Let's Stop That Silly Talk About the

THIS may be a little hard to believe at first.

If you have ever permitted yourself to imagine for

an instant any of the calumnies launched against the

average intelligence of the motion picture profession,

get ready to have your mind changed.

The theory that beauty, not brains, is the only requisite to

success on the screen has been finally wiped out. The malicious

rumor that most actors are nuts and most actresses on the

celluloid are dumb-bells, is effectively done to death.

The movie actors rank in intelligence with colonels and

majors of the United States Army.
Richard M. Page, one of the best known psychologists in

America, says so. And he ought to know, because that's his

business.

After spending a great deal of time and carefully administer-

ing to a group of representative film people the army intelli-

gence tests and some of the best-known and most infallible

psychological tests, Mr. Page has figures to prove that motion

picture people are way above the average shown for most

other professions.

The group who stood the tests given by Mr. Page were:

Colleen Moore, Cullen Landis, Bryant Washburn, Helen Fer-

guson, Richard Dix, Helene Chadwick, James Rennie, Jacque-

line Logan, and Patsy Ruth Miller, the new Goldwyn "find."

Every one of these players received a grade of A, with one
exception, and this player fell only a fraction of a point below,
and was graded B.

These marks rendered men eligible, so far as intelligence

was concerned, to the rank of colonel or major in the A. E. F.

They were also the marks generally received by colonels and
majors of the regular army who took the tests.

The investigation was made by Mr. Page in the interests of

psychology, and the examinations were given strictly and hon-
estly. Every person taking the examinations was timed with
a stop watch, and the most rigid marking was used.

The questionnaire used was the regulation army test.

If you've never been up against a psychology test, you can't

imagine how conclusively these screen stars have proved their

right to be considered exceedingly bright young people.

In the formulas used by the examiner, the first page is pure-
ly one of quickness of sight, the second is mathematical and
includes twenty questions such as

—

A U-boat makes 10 miles
an hour under water and 20 miles on the surface. How long
will it take to cross a 100-mile channel if it has to go three-

fifths of the way under water?—the twenty questions to be
answered in a very short space of time.

The next is a test of common sense. There are sixteen

questions and after each statement made are printed three

The mental caliber of Richard Dix, Bryant Washburn, or James Rennie is equivalent to that of the

average colonel or major in the A. E. F.
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Only sixteen years
old and highest in

her class. Surely
Patsy Ruth Miller
didn t wear this

garh just to dis-

tract Mr. Page!

But no. we lmd
that Miss Miller
came to school in

regulation street
attire. So we can t

make out a case
with only a photo

Motion Picture Folks Having No Brains

answers. In the short space of time given, the examinee must
give the best answer to each question, by making a cross before

it; as.

We see no stars at noon because
—tliey have moved around to the other side of the earth.—they are so much fainter than the sun.—they are hidden by the sky.

In test 4, there is a list of forty, two words in each question.

Following these words, are printed also the words

—

same—
opposite. Draw a line under one of these last two words to

show the relations of the first two words to each other

—

altruistic—egotistic—same—opposite,

ambiguous—equivocal—same—opposite.

Test No. 5 offers you a list of twenty-four mixed sentences.

and when the examiner says, "Go," you take the sentences,

think what their meaning would be when the words are proper-

ly arranged, and then draw a line under either of the two
words

—

true—false—which follow them; as,

Washington canal 1776 Panama the in built—true—false,

friends in us disaster often false desert—true—false.

Again, the test states that in each of the lines below, the

first two words are related to each other in some way. What
you do in each line is to see what the relation is between the

first two words, and underline the capitalized word that is

related in the same way to the third word. There are forty

of these

—

hospital—patient: :prison—CELL CRIMIN. 1 /. BAR
JAIL

imitate—copy : -.invent—STUDY EDISOX MACHINE
ORIGINA IE.

In the forty sentences in the next test, you are given the

choice of four words with which to end a sentence. In each

sentence, draw a line under the one of these four words that

makes the true sense.

The author of the Scarlet Letter is—HAWTHORNE
POE KIPLING STEVENSON.

The Delco System is used in PLUMBING PILING IG-
NITION CATALOGUING.
Dioxygen is a DISINFECTANT FOOD PRODUCT

PATENT MEDICINE TOOTH PASTE.

In addition to these printed tests. Mr. Pake also cave a

number of sight and general information tests, including a very

thorough one on literature, art. music, and history.

The highest grade went to Patsy Ruth Miller, who is just

sixteen. You've admired her picture at top of this page?

This battery of beauty Helene Chadwick, Jacqueline Logan, and Helen Ferguson— has been officially pronounced a
battery of brains, as well



Following the

Magic Camera
On Locations

East and West

These high platforms are frequently used by
directors for shooting Dig scenes. It s the
only way a producer can see all of his set at

once. An entire street was built at Gold-
wyn s for Whims of the Gods. Rowland
Lee is pretending his principal player. Winter

Blossom, is an Oriental Pearl White

Bebe Daniels is quite at home in a
court-room. The court-room in this

case is the Lasky studio, and Maurice
Campbell is the cruel judge who s

sentencing our Bebe to shed some
tears, so the company can call it a
day. Incidentally, all those lights

would give you a terrific headache,
to say nothing of painting you a
ghastly green, unless you were

made up to suit the camera

Over in New Jersey, George Arliss

registered emotion under a cloudless
sky. But the white screens and the
mirrors helped old Sol out. The
camera needs not only sunshine, but
sunshine softened or intensified by
various mechanical devices. You
note Mr. Arliss has no illusions about
his art. He doesn t need a
stringed orchestra to make him act
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Also in Jersey, not far from Fort
Lee: a pastoral marred somewhat
by cameras ana electricians—they
do need spotlights for outdoor stuff,

sometimes. They are taking a
medium shot of Doris Kenyon

and Eddie Burns. Seated, are the

director and the continuity writer

TRAILING the capricious camera
indoors and out is like taking a

ride on the Magic Carpet. You see

country roads and city mansions

;

Chinese streets and court -rooms.
These pictures give you a glimpse
into the difficult business of making
the whole world move before your
wondering eyes.

Against a Hollywood hill, this Mexican ranch-
bouse was erected, and it. and the specially
constructed cactus, gave perfect satisfaction

—

just as real as life. If you walked around back
of the house you would see a skeleton of a
dwelling. But the camera shot it only from this
angle, so it was all right. The sun was good
this particular day, yet note the reflectors at the

left to intensify light on the actors

When you look at this, you aren't to be
blamed for thinking a studio life is the life

for you. Around the Talmadge studio
everyone wears a broad smile. Perhaps
it s because Constance's good humor is

infectious. Here are John Emerson and
Anita Loos directing a group of Follies
chorines for Polly of the Follies.'" Connie

is Miss Fatima; Anita, the French doll
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"Trouble with you is you're just a nice pretty girl. And it's not enough, not in this rhinestone
Bohemia, anyway. Everybody's more or less pretty out here and nobody wants you to be nice"

30



Miss

Dumbbell
The first of a series of remarkable

stories based on real life characters

in motion pictures

By
ADELA ROGERS ST. JOHNS

Author of the prize-winning story—

'"Tht Dog in the Manger."

THERE is one tearoom in Hollywood, high above

the boulevard, where it is always quiet and

cool and strangely alien to the gay and glitter-

ing atmosphere of the street below. On a spring

morning, Hollywood Boulevard possesses the intri-

guing and unexplainable personality that cities and

places sometimes take unto themselves, a thing dif-

ficult to define but positive as the charm of a pretty

woman.
Like Paris, New Orleans, San Francisco, the tiny

sister of the Latin Quarter, of Greenwich Village, frolics among
her hills like a milkmaid gowned in the rue de la Paix, or a

Follies' girl garbed in gingham. There is nothing about the

wide paved street, with its rows of beautiful, little one-story

shops, to account for it—nothing often in the people who wan-

der up and down. But there it is, and it tingles through your

veins like the first sip of an absinthe frappe served in a teacup.

But in this tearoom, the sunshine and the rumble of the big

red cars and the swift tire-scream and engine-purr of expensive

motors are filtered through the apricot silk curtains that veil

the long French windows, windows opening on tiny iron bal-

conies in true Spanish style. The wicker tables are very white

and clean and be-flowered. The air is peaceful and soothing,

almost tender. An oasis.

IT is the only place in Hollywood where you can go at noon

if you care to talk over your food without being interrupted

every moment by the cheers of your friends, or the sight of a

new male-and-female combination, or the entrance of a famous
personage. Or to discuss anything that you do not care to

have published broadcast before you get back to the studio. It

lacks, perhaps, that characteristic note of the popular places,

but at least the tables are far enough apart so that you can

gossip without fear of being sued for slander.

It was unusually quiet.

In one corner an art director, with a very pretty girl in the

makeup of a 16th century seamstress, had forgotten the world

and desired only to be by the world forgot. In the other, an

harassed press agent endeavored to convince a grinning news-
paper man that his beautiful star had actually been lost in the

Hollywood mountains for four days and had turned up without
a scratch on her riding boots or a sunburn on her delicate nose.

It was a yarn that needed liquid refreshment both in the tell-

ing and the listening, and the press agent was sore beset.

At a table midway between, beside an open window. Can-
dace Carr, nibbling the edge of her orange roll unhappily,

turned big, wistful eyes upon the back of the pretty girl's head,

although the pretty girl was not nearly so pretty as Candace.

"I m not what you
think me. Jack. You
think I m wonderful
and fine. I m not,
I m just a dumbbell"

The diamond on her finger winked like a tear as she stirred

her tea round and round and round.

"Why should I go?" she demanded bitterly. "What's the

use? It makes me sick. I never have a good time at parties.

I never get anything that way. You know perfectly well,

Helene, that I'm just a total loss at a party—and most every-

where else, for that matter. / don't know what's the matter
with me. Men are all nice to me, but not one of them ever

gets crazy about me. Sometimes I think I'd even like to be in-

sulted, just to be sure I wasn't the undertaker's bride. Even
the women generally call me Miss Carr."

THE girl opposite ran one nervous hand through the mop
of short, dark hair, streaked here and there with gray,

that stood up in seven different directions from her high fore-

head.

"The trouble with you. Candy," she said, and her voice

rushed so breathlessly that the words seemed fairly to trip

over each other, "is that you haven't got a line."

Candace Carr opened her big blue eyes very wide.

"What d you mean, a line?" she asked crossly. "Don't be
clever, Helene. I'm too tired."
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Helcne regarded her in cool and annoying silence. Her
little, dark eyes, as bright as a fox terrier's, never left Can-

dace's face, studying, probing, hectically interested. She

lighted a cigarette and inhaled it deeply, letting it sift

through her nostrils so that she was rather like some bar-

baric, ugly idol before whom incense burned.

All the time, t'andace Carr sat there, unhappily self-

conscious, the blood sweeping into her cheeks just below

the fair delicate skin, in a riot of color.

"I'm not being clever, I mean just what I say," the

girl's tone was only miliily insulting. "If a guy goes out to

sell something, he's got to have a line to sell and a line to

sell it with. Everybody in this business has a line, haven't

they? They've all got some stunt, some pose, some type

they set up and live by. Don't tell me.

'""TROUBLE with you is, you're just a nice pretty gfrl.

1 And it's not enough, not in this rhinestone Bohemia,

anyway. Everybody's more or less pretty out here and no-

body wants you to be nice, so you start with zero. A man
might like to spend his life with you, but there are ten

million janes in Hollywood he'd rather spend a day with

—

and nobody in this trick town is looking for a life sentence.

You're a prohibition beauty—no kick. And this gang is

used to drinking synthetic gin."

Candace Carr had lost her lovely color. It always came
and went like that. "I—I think I see what you mean,"

she said.

"Quick work," said Helene icily. "Now I'm going to

diagram it.

"What are you? You're a movie star on the small time

—the second string—the five-reel-make-'em-in twenty-one-

days program. Why? Because when the camera gets

through with you there aren't many things in this world

most people would rather look at. Sometimes you look so

good it makes me cry. But I haven't been cutting your pic-

tures for two years without knowing that you can't troop.

Your idea of expressing most emotions is to wiggle your nose
like a rabbit. As an actress, you photograph and wear
clothes. When the director says, 'Expression number three,

Miss Dumbell,' you are strangely absent.

"But I admit, Candy, that if / looked like you and had
my head piece, I'd be the first female president or some-
thing. If you're not pretty you've got to be smart, and
if you aren't either you've got to be good, that's all."

She stopped short, as though lassoed by the rope of her
own words.

"Well," she mused, lighting a fresh cigarette from the

tip of her old one, "we might team. I've got the scenario

and you've got the scenery. Anyway, here's what I mean.
You don't register because you're stacked up against a bunch
of females that could have taken Mark Anthony away from
Cleopatra the first time they met. Think of the girls that are
such riots—the ones that are the life of the party—everybody's
favorite of the harem—the ones that get the men and some-
times keep 'em, and the specially built town cars and always
keep 'em, and the big contracts that make you feel like you'd
overlooked the skull and crossbones on the bottle when you
took that last drink. They've all got a line."

"You know I don't want to
—

" Candace tried to say softly.

" T KNOW you don't. You're straight. But let me clear up
* one little point for you, Candy. So are lots of other girls

that are as popular as a case of Scotch. Some girls can get a
contract out of a producer that will make his Wall Street

backers chew the tape out of their tickers—and they won't
even give him a lock of hair to put in the back of his watch.
They've got a fast line. Of course, some of them will—but
that's another story.

"Look at Mimi Thorne. The nerve of an assistant director

to begin with, and then she takes on all this Spanish senorita

stuff. Her mother was a Spanish dancer from Brooklyn. Now
she dances the La Paloma and plays a guitar. Somebody'll
put a guitar in her coat-of-arms. Look at Lydia Brabrant, if

you want somebody to cast for the life of the party. Where
does she get it? The same place any respectable parrot gets

his line of conversation. Listens and remembers, and her de-

livery's swell. I've heard her pull some of my own lines so

good it took me ten minutes to recognize 'em. Look at Babs
herself with that kid stuff—baby dresses that show her pretty
legs and baby bonnets to set off those curls, and underneath it

When she saw the expression that lay in young Major

a mind like Du Barry and Catherine de Medici dished together.

Look at Billy Sunday and Elinor Glyn and Henry Ford.

"They picked out a good line and then they generated pep

enough to put it over. But you—you're just Candace Carr,

pretty as a marshmallow sundae and about as bright. Just

a nice girl trying to get along. Everybody likes you. Any
woman would trust you alone with her husband. Never heard

a word against you. And remember that in this town the only

reason they ever accept for a girl not doing things is that she

don't get asked.

"V/OU'D be all right running with a lot of selling platers at a
I county fair, or putting on a eye-exhibition at the horse

show, but this is a stake race on a fast track. There isn't a

thing the matter with you, only you remind me of a minnow
in a bowl with the goldfish.

"You're a Mendelssohn song without words—and nobody in

Hollywood has got time to write them in. A perfect chassis

without a motor."

Candace Carr sat quietly under the indictment, paling more
and more and stroking her silver fox collar with one nervous

little hand. "It's only—I suppose I'm silly, Helene," she mur-
mured at last, and her voice was not quite steady, "but I'd

like a real man all for myself. I'd like to get married, I think."

"Well, if you're really pulling the glycerin because the men
don't mob your limousine, we've got to think up a line. Of
course there aren't an awful lot of real men. So many were

killed in the war. He ought to have money and a good dispo-

sition. A line, that's what we need, and one that you can put

over," finished the little dark girl, shoving the table away so

that she could cross her knees in their worn tan knickers and
stained puttees.
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Grantham's eyes she stopped, almost as though poised for flight

''I don"t think
—

" began Candace.

"I know you don't," said Helene. "I do. Wait a minute."

Suddenly she sat up, slamming both hands palm downward
on the table. "I've got it," she cried. "Look at yourself,

Candy, and tell me the one thing that's written on you."

Obediently, Candace opened the top of her gray vanity box
and gazed into the depths of its shining glass pool.

She saw a face of sheer, pure, exquisite blonde beauty. Great

sapphire eyes set in sooty lashes that were flecked with gold

at the ends. Thin arched eyebrows whose curve gave a sugges-

tion of intentional hateur. Delicate, thin little nose, betraying

imperceptibly, vaguely, the barest suggestion of a hook, above
the finely curved red nostrils. A mouth whose carved upper

lip was caught outward just a trifle from the perfect, even

white teeth. A small, pointed chin that gave her face that odd,

intriguing triangle of the Creuze women. Tiny ears, set close

to her head beneath the smooth, glistening ashen hair.

THE face of an eighteenth century marquise on the guillotine.

A French print in colors. A silver birch tree.

There could be no doubt about Candace Carr's beauty. She
herself had even conceded that. It was one of the things that

made her so hopeless. Violently she shut the picture from sight

within the scented vanity box.

"Gosh," she said.

"What'd you see?"

"Me," said Candace hopelessly.

"No you didn't. You saw a lady. I've got a great idea.

Candy. Your line is going to be the aristocrat. Milady, the

carriage waits—home, James, stuff. It hasn't really been done

and somebody gave ycu a face like duchesses ought to have

and don't."

"You're making fun again." said Candace Carr, "Oh,
Helene, don't smoke another cigarette. That's six at lunch.

It'll ruin your complexion."

Helene shook her dark hair impatiently.

"Never had one," she said, "and I can't think unless I

smoke."
-Maybe if I tried—"
"Xope. You can't lubricate a motor by pouring oil down

a sand hole.

"Now listen. You're going to be an aristocrat—not a
movie one, there are plenty of them. Play grand dames
for ten a day. You aren't much of an actress but you've

got a great make-up for this part. The real air—the cool,

sweet smile that goes fluttering over people's heads like a

white butterfly looking for a place good enough to light.

Your eyebrows an eighth of an inch higher. The hand-
shake like you were bestowing them with the order of the

garter or something. Like you expected to have it kissed.

And the walk—that's the hardest, because I don't know how
it's done. They don't move their feet. The manner—not

the fake one that makes everyone hope your contract is up
next week. I mean the real manner—impersonal, kind, not

superior, because there ain't any left really worth being

superior to.

YOU haven't got any bad habits to get. rid of. You can

do anything you like if you're born in the sacred ken-

nels, but if you're trying to get in you've got to be a good
dog. You don't smoke nor swear nor row nor get cock-

eyed. So you won't be apt to make breaks. And when you
don't talk you can't say anything that'll be held against you,

so we will now adopt this motto, 'Silence is golden
'

"The next best thing to a woman that's really got some-
thing to say is the woman that knows when to keep her
mouth shut.

"Now what makes me think the whole works is screen-

able, is that woman that's always been crazy about you

—

Mrs. Bobby Hitt. She's not only the queen of this society

game around here—she's a royal flush."

Candace flushed again. "She has been wonderful to me.
But—I never just feel comfortable with her, and you know
how you feel."

"I know how you feel, and that's more important. Now
a lot of movie stars have been on the edge—you know. The
Beverly Hills and Wilshire District and the Adams street

exclusives rub elbows once in a while, because they're human
and like to say they've met the big guns in our game, too.

Or they let 'em give charity fairs and benefit programs.
But there isn't anybody has really been in yet—except Mr?.
Flint and Mrs. Devereaux and they were, before they mar-

ried, in the movies.

"If you'll listen to me, and play the women—and you're

better with them than with the men anyway—you'll have a
new line all your own, and you'll meet some men that are

at least human, and pretty soon everybody in Hollywood
will begin to remember how well they knew you."

She crushed out the tip of her cigarette.

"Maybe you'll get a husband. Some women do. What a
self-supporting woman wants to get married for. I don't know.
But I suppose life can't be all sunshine. Only don't marry
any of these fancy young sports like some stars do—mother
cuts off the prestige and father cuts off the allowance, and all

the poor girl has got is an extra mouth to feed.

"I'll take you down town to buy some clothes for the

part. I know a girl in the Unique, where all the 500 buy
their raiment. I guess she can be made to dig up some of the

things they sell to ladies, instead of the trick stuff they keep
for the movies. And you call up Mrs. Hitt to-night."

"Oh, Helene—I can't do it."

"No, but you take direction pretty well. Speaking of direc-

tors, let's get back to the studio before Chet gets to the raw
meat stage."

Candace Carr followed her slowly down the broad, car-

peted stairs. She was still pale. But there was just the sug-

gestion of a gleam in her eye.

II

HELEXE had apparently been correct in her assumption
that in any other walk of life Candace Carr's beauty.

set in the golden circle of her (Continued on page g~)



Through

the

Rogues 1

Gallery

Leatrice Joy seems such a
nice girl—and here she is

in the Rogues Gallery!
She spent three days in
the Los Angeles County
Jail and some people, we
suppose, would hold it

against her. (We might
as well tell you that she
went to jail of her own
free will, to get local color
for her role in C. deMilles
"Manslaughter" that of
a cold young heiress who
accidentally but carelessly
kills a motorcycle cop as
he is trying to arrest her
for speeding, and is sen-
tenced to jail for from
three to seven years.)

Here is Leatrice being
mugged in the iden-

tification bureau. They
placed a number under
her chin and photo-
graphed her, first full-

face and then profile.

Cheer up, Leatrice

—

you re only in for three
days, you know

Who could be so cruel to such a sweet
Miss Joy says she played her part
because to her it was like sternest
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Some Fortunate Girl Is to Occupy This Star

Dressing Room at the Goldwyn Studios

A question mark has
been painted on a
star s dressing room
at trie Goldwyn Stu-
dios in Culver City.

It is being reserved
for trie first choice in

the Goldwyn-Photo-
play Screen Oppor-

tunity

A FTER looking over the entire motion picture field for

/\ material for a big production, a famous producer said

/ \ the other day, 'The most amazing and dangerous
thing about the screen business today is that there

doesn't seem to be any new blood—any fresh possibilities

among the young actresses."

The preliminary announcements of our plan to make tests

of every young woman, not classed as a professional actress,

to see if she has the beauty, personality and talent to succeed

on the screen, has aroused so much interest that we really

wonder why it is that we didn't do it before.

Probably there has never been a
time since the very first year of the

screen industry when there was such

a chance for a girl with possibilities

to come to the screen and make
good. It's like a new start.

That is why the Goldwyn Com-
pany and Photoplay have decided

to give the young women of America
a chance to find out if they have
the sort of thing that the screen is looking for. We believe

the screen needs it—and we believe there are thousands of

young women who are longing to walk through an open door

into future greatness.

The tremendous response that has come to us since we
announced our Screen Opportunity Contest convinces us that

we are right, that the ambitious welcome the chance.

Do not wait— Send your photographs

right away to the New Faces Editor,

Photoplay Magazine, 25 West 45th St.,

New York. To make sure they are

returned at end of contest, if unsuc-

cessful, send sufficient postage for

mailing back at conclusion of contest.

This is YOUR opportunity. We
have opened the door. You may
have the greatest kind of a screen

personality. You may photograph

like a million dollars. You may have
that tiling that directors all over the

country are looking for—dramatic in-

stinct and responsiveness. If you
have, a wonderful career is yours.

The screen always needs youth.

It is a photographic art. and the

camera is clamoring for fresh, sweet young American faces.

Lack of experience or dramatic training is not a bar to

screen success. You need have neither in order to enter this

contest. All you need have is the desire to work hard and

—

we will find out if you have the other essentials. We will

give you a chance to show what you can do.

The great artists of the screen, the (Continued on page io~)

THE Goldwyn Photoplay New Faces
Contest is open to all women, over

seventeen years of age, who are not pro-

fessional actresses. This docs not exclude
members of amateur dramatic organisa-
tions.

The first choice of the judges in this con-
test shall receive a year's contract to

appear in Goldwyn Pictures.

During the period of the contract, the
v. inner shall receive a salary equal to that

being paid competent actresses playing in

motion pictures at that time.

The Goldwyn Company agrees to pay
for the transportation of the winner and

Terms of the Contest

her mother to and from the studios at

Culver City, California.

The Goldwyn Company shall have a

three years option on the services of the

winner.

Other entrants, in addition to the win-

ner, will be considered for use in Goldwyn
pictures.

Motion picture tests shall ho mi
those selected as the best screen possibili-

ties.

These tests -hall be made at the Gold-
wyn exchanges, transportation expenses or

those chosen to be paid by the company.

Photographs from entrants in tr
test will be received from February 1st to
July 1st.

Ml photographs and correspondence in

regard to the contest shall be addressed to
New Faces Editor. Photopi ay \] \r, mine,
2"> West 45th Street New York City.

The winner will be announced in the
September issue of Photoplay, on the
newsstands August 15th.

Samuel Goldwyn, president of G< Idwyn
Pictures Corporation, and James R. Quirk,
editor of Photoplay Magazine, will act

as judges.
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The Camera Photographs The Soul
By SAMUEL GOLDWYN

President Goldwyn Pictures Corporation

THERE has never been a great actor or actress who
has been deficient in imagination or soul. A face is not
merely a mask to conceal the inner emotions, it is the

external expression of these emotions. An actor must
be sensitive, a "stringed lute on which all winds can play."

In a sense, then, the accomplished actor does not merely inter-

pret and mimic another character. He tries more intensively

to be himself, and to act as he would act in the situation

that the picture demands.
In our search for new faces, we

will not consider as a possibility

any woman, regardless of the

symmetry of her features, whose
facial expression does not possess

qualities of understanding, imagi-

nation and feeling. We are not

unmindful of many criticisms

which have been made on the

subject of puppet-like, doll-faced

ingenues who have been so mis-

taken for competent actresses as

to be given prominent parts in

important photoplays. The screen

actress of today must be more
than an unemotional ornament.

We want women who have vivac-

ity, sparkle, personality. If she

reveals her soul to the camera,

then she is the true actress.

The motion picture camera has

an uncanny ability to catch "the

light that shines through." The
hostility of the camera is merely
another way of referring to the

lack of expressiveness of the sub-

ject. Helmholtz once observed
that the eye was an imperfect

optical instrument. But the

camera is not. It is an imper-

sonal observer which catches the

details that are laid before it. It is the one unpsychic soul

searcher.

The camera, moreover, is the friend of the apparently cold,

but really intense, personality. Many a player, whose per-

sonality has seemed unresponsive and unemotional to the

casting director, and whose theatrical performances may have
been commonplace, has revealed an unsuspected warmth and
depth under the relentless gaze of the camera. The reason

for this is that the human eye is unable to catch the subtle

fire of a delicately expressed emotion. The camera, alone,

can.

FEELING as I do that American girlhood and womanhood
are rich in character and beauty, I have no doubts as to

the ultimate success of this search that we have undertaken.

However. I would like to make it as clear as it is humanly
possible to make it, that mere prettiness of eyes, nose, mouth,

and chin are not enough. Character, talent, and the ability

for hard work are essentials.

Experience has taught picture producers that the actresses

who gain favor with the' public and maintain their position

have much more than the superficial externals of beauty.

One may walk along Fifth Avenue any fine afternoon and

meet a number of young women who are beautiful. Pos-

sibly, through a strict accounting of the correctness of fea-

tures, they would be found to excel many of our most popu-

lar stars. But that does not necessarily mean that they could

step into pictures and win a following.

In the early days of motion pictures, producers were much
more inclined to follow what may be called "the imitative
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In our search for new
faces we will not consider
as a possibility anywoman,
regardless of the symmetry
of her features, whose
facial expression does not
possess qualities of under-
standing, imagination and
feeling.

The screen does not
need imitators. It needs
personalities capable of
portraying mental as well
as physical action in a
distinctly individual way.

policy." If an actress of a certain type created a stir, there

was an immediate rush to find her physical duplicate. There
must have been dozens of girls destined to become Mary
Pickfords because they possessed pretty blonde hair and the

same general cast of countenance; but I don't recall any of

them threatening the laurels of this inimitable little actress.

Now it is quite possible that some of the candidates for

screen honors were no less physically attractive than Miss
Pickford. Also they may have
had acting ability; but the all-

important point is that they did

not reflect the qualities of per-

sonality, or soul, if you prefer,

that made America's favorite

actress what she was and con-

tinues to be.

I mention Miss Pickford as the

most conspicuous example of an
actress who has had many un-

successful imitators, but the same
holds true of others who have
risen to prominence. Time and
again it has been proven that the

qualities which give a player in-

dividuality and make her great in

the eyes of the public are not
superficial.

Ask the average motion picture

enthusiast why he or she admires

a certain star above others, and
the reply will not be an appraisal

of perfect features. The attrac-

tion will not be attributed to the

beauty of a profile, the curve of

a mouth, the tilt of a head, or

even to the expression of the

eyes. Eeyond all these physical

manifestations, it will be found
that the real appeal of the actress

lies in an intangible something in

her personality that sets her apart and defies imitation. It is

the same quality of personality that draws one to a friend

and gives that friend an individuality that cannot be duplicated.

The camera is quick to catch insincerity, a mere pose, an
attempt to be like someone else who thinks and feels differ-

ently. Any notion that mimicry of certain characteristic man-
nerisms carries conviction is completely mistaken. The screen

does not need imitators, it needs personalities capable of por-

traying mental as well as physical action in a distinctly indi-

vidual way.

It has been said that foreign motion picture actresess are

superior in dramatic art to ours. The reason given has been
that the foreign actress seldom achieves stardom until about
the age of thirty, and then after a long struggle up the ladder

of her profession. It is not my intention to enter upon this

discussion in one way or another. I have seen several foreign

actresses who have impressed me with their ability. I can say

as much for American actresses. But I will say that I believe

that for an actress to reach the heights, it is necessary for her

to have worked and suffered. Her soul is the dominating
influence of her art.

DO not be frightened by the word soul. There have been
many imposing definitions and contrary opinions as to what

constitutes the soul, but broadly speaking it may be said that

the soul may be gauged by the feelings we experience. It goes

without saying that in order to truly express something, it is

necessary first to have the capacity to feel it.

Granting that you possess the requisite inner qualities, the

technical part of the actor's art may be acquired.



How a Camera Test Is Made

Left and right—be-
fore and after
make-up! Theaver-
age girl of light

coloring is vastly

improved by skillful

use of cosmetics.
Beaded eyelashes,
well-made-up lips,

and carefully ap-
plied powder trans-

formed the girl at

the left into the girl

at the right. Itwould
do the same for

you ;and the camera
is more considerate
ween you are made
up to suit its taste

IN
selecting the young woman to

receive a contract to appear in

Goldvvyn pictures, the judges of

the Goldwyn-Photoplay Screen Oppor-
tunity will not be guided solely by
photographs of entrants submitted.
When the photographs have been care-

fully considered, the subjects of those
deemed the best will be given what
is technically known as a screen test.

This test is made with a motion pic-

ture camera and photographs the sub-
ject under conditions similar to those
found in a studio.

Successful screen acting depends, in

a general way, upon three things: performance, make-up, and
lighting. In speaking of them here, it is more logical to con-
sider them in the reverse order. The lighting arrangements
vary in different studios; and the newcomer often has to

with good cold cream, wiping it off

with cheese cloth after a few mo-
ments, so that only a soft coating,

practically absorbed by the skin, is

left. Bebe Daniels, whose make-up is

one of the most perfect on the screen,

always begins her work by applying
ice to her face, to close the ports ami
make the skin smooth.

After the cold cream is gone, take
the grease-paint stick and streak your
face with it. Then blend this to the

smoothest possible coating for your
skin. It must be thick enough
to cover absolutely your natural

coloring, but not too thick, or it will show. Anna Held once
said that the secret of all make-up lay in the blending. Some
stars use their fingers. Pauline Frederick uses a soft cloth.

When this is done, apply the powder.
change his or her make-up slightly in order to obtain the best
results. Inasmuch as she has no control over this, it may /'"'OYER your face thickly with powder, and then use a soft

be dismissed as being of no immediate concern to the aspirant ^ brush, like a baby's hair brush, to blend it. It ought to
for screen honors.

'

take some little time to gently brush the face to a perfectly
The art of make-up, however, is of great importance. The smooth finish,

camera looks without blinking; and if your natural color is As to the color of the grease-paint, a great many people
high, the camera will see it as black; furthermore, it will differ. Arguments are frequent as to the differing value of yel-

transform a rounded, rosy cheek into a dark hollow. This is low and a certain shade of pale pink. Mary Alden, a real artist

one of the reasons why all suggestion
of the natural complexion is covered
over with grease paint and powder.
Many experienced photoplayers have
had their faces studied by an expert
in make-up. He examines their color-

ing, the contours of their faces, their

characteristic expressions, and makes
suggestions as to how their best screen
qualities can be brought out by the
camera.

•"THE following instructions on how
•1 to put on an ordinary make-up

can be followed, by any novice, with
excellent results.

Sit down before a triple mirror with
plenty of electric light.

First cleanse the skin thoroughly

When large numbers of extras are used in

a photoplay, an expert make-up man is em-
ployed to help them put on the grease-
paint and other cosmetics. The Goldwyn
make-up man is fixing this girl for a role

and expert in make-up. prefers a light

pink. But to start with, a shade of
tannish-yellow will probably be the

best. Match your grease paint with

your powder. Sometimes an actor or

actress blends and mixes many differ-

ent shades of powder to get the riiiht

one. Wallace Reid .ias a powder of

exactly his own blend sent him from
New York in large cases. Any
theatrical make-up house will show
you different grades and shades of

face powder. Don't try ordinary face

powder. It's too light weight.

The make-up of eyes is a long and
tricky proposition and you can't take
too much pains. A dark stick is used
on the upper lid. lightly, but unless it

is there the (Continued on page 108)



A. Asti, the painter of this picture,

created a famous type of ideal woman

—

a woman with somewhat classic profile,

straight nose, large appealing eyes, full

lips, and abundant sombre red hair.

Asti was not a great artist, and yet his

women have become widely known and
admired because of their calm woman-
liness, their serene poise, and their per-

fection of feature — of universal appeal

The beautiful woman of the early Greeks was
stately and serene, with a broad, low forehead,

a straight dominant nose, and a firm, perfectly

formed mouth and chin. There was little of the

child in the classic woman ; she was poised and
mature: the suave serenity of her features in-

dicated a high intelligence : and the straight, vig-

orous lines of her body were somewhat masculine

38

Beauty of
By Frederick

WHAT is beauty in women?
The old Latin proverb, "De gustibns 11011 est dispu-

tandum" ("There can be no disputing about tastes"),

would seem almost to have been uttered with this very ques-

tion in view; for from the beginning of history the standard
of feminine beauty has been constantly changing.

Even great painters, who are specialists and experts in

beauty, have differed on this subject as radically as the rest

of mankind; and the art of painting is like a great portrait

gallery in which we may behold the various types of ideal

women who have held sway over the hearts and imaginations

of those whose occupation it was to give beauty to the world
through their art.

Praxiteles and Phidias; Leonardo, Titian, Giorgione, Vero-
nese, and Michelangelo; Rembrandt and Rubens; Gains-
borough, Romney and Reynolds; Rossetti, Millais and Hol-
man Hunt; Greuze, Boucher, Watteau, Le Brun, and Frago-
nard; Murillo and Velasquez—all these representatives of

great art eras and schools created types of feminine beauty
which represented the extremes of ideal womanhood.

And in more modern times we have still

different types. There is the jet-haired,

black-eyed coquette of Zuloago, with re-

During the great Flemish and Dutch art

era the feminine ideal became frankly

physical; and today we even regard the
women of Rubens canvases (such as the
famous one shown here) as stout and
heavy. Their faces, too, were well

filled out, and at times bordered on the
sensual. They had an intense womanli-
ness, however, despite their tremendous
physical vitality, very near Amazonian

The great English portrait school of painters—here represented
by George Romneys Lady Poulett—produced a type of ideal

woman who was fully matured, somewhat cold, dignified and
-haughty, austerely aristocratic in pose and manner; with finely

chiselled features, and a statuesque bearing. Her. face, as a
rule, was oval and slendet the nostrils patrician, the eyes
imperious, and the mouth warm and sensitive, but strong
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trousse nose, mouth curved up at the corners, and pointed chin.

She represents the dark Latin type, with superficiality,

frivolity, cruelty, and passion combined in one nature.

Even in modern America many contrasting types of femi-

nine beauty have been projected by our artists and illustra-

tors. The Gibson girl, for instance, has a sturdy, athletic

physique, an almost impertinent self-assurance, a turned-up

nose, oval chin and widely-set eyes. She is vigorous, mascu-
line and unromantic—the type which, as a rule, appeals to

the sentimental, unsexed man.
The Howard Chandler Christy girl, however, comes nearer

to the popular American standard than any other type. She
embraces those qualities of character and womanliness, and
that distinctly feminine physical charm and appeal, which
seem to epitomize the ideal American girl of today. And yet,

how different she is from the older ideals of beauty! . . .

No, there never has been, and never can be, a fixed stand-

ard of feminine beauty. Each age, and each nation, creates

a general type to meet its needs and desires; and these types

are visualized, more or less, by the artists of the time. What
Photoplay is seeking is a girl who most closely reflects the

spirit and the life, the ideals and the dreams
of the America of today.

With the English pre-Raphaelites (of

which the accompanying picture by
Rossetti is characteristic) the ideally

beautiful woman became almost Orient-
al in cast. She had a broad forehead,
deep auburn hair, a plastic sensual
mouth, and a full curving neck. There
was something mystical and mysterious
about her; and there lurked a sense of

the tragic in her dark, luminous eyes

This painting by the Frenchman. Greuze,
represents one of the most famous and
distinct types of feminine beauty in

modern art. His women are little more
than girls, with a piquant and childish

femininity. They are essentially in-

nocent—ardent and tender, sweet and
appealing—without depth or subtlety,

and yet provocative of sympathy—made
to be loved and carefully protected

The ideal woman of the Italian Renaissance (perfectly exempli-
fied in the Mona Lisa ) possessed a beauty which embodied
a deep and subtle spirituality. Motherhood, also, was one of
her dominant characteristics, as we find it reflected in the
Madonnas of that epoch. Indeed, the Renaissance standard
may be said to be primarily one of character and soul and deep

maturity—the spirit shining through the earthly mantle

The Henner ideal of beauty is known the world

over. His women—of which the accompanying
portrait is characteristic—belong to the Mag-
dalen type. Despite their immaturity, they

possess sorrowful, tragic faces, whose suggested
sensualism is touched with the spirituality of

Buffering. The auburn of their hair has become
almost as famous as that of Titian's women
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i'lioto by Edwin Bower Hesser

Marguerite de la Motte, "with few exceptions,
has the most beautiful eyes I have ever seen"

TONY MORENO and I were sitting out between
dances on the big blue divan at the end of Wally
Reid's drawing room.

Suddenly Tony abandoned his discourse on Spain

and said with a gasp, "I'm dreaming. She belongs in the

Arabian Nights."

I looked down the long room.
A girl had just come through the big arched doorway.
She wore a robe of rose and gold brocade. From its

gorgcousness her white shoulders and slim back gleamed
up to the curving line of her red-gold hair. Bands of gold

and jewels held its shining splendor close to her head. Her
skin was white, like a magnolia, and her lips against it

were the scarlet of a pomegranate.
Her eyes were long, topaz-colored, half-closed, with lashes

that gleamed from gold to black at the tips.

In her slim hands she held the. ends of a gold chain that

bound her waist.

Out of

Arabian
Nights
By MARY WINSHIP

When one looked at her—one saw
visions. Arabian Nights princesses.

Exquisite ladies from the Decameron.
Persian gardens. Barges filled with

flowers, and black slaves playing on
lutes.

That was my first sight of Marguerite

de la Motte.

IT was a terrible shock to me to find

that she was born in Duluth, Min-
nesota.

As a matter of fact, the pretty young
Fairbanks leading woman dispels in-

stantly the Arabian Nights illusion.

Perhaps she thinks it's immoral.

She reminds you rather of a high

school girl with social ambitions. She
is very young. I never can remember
just how old these girls are. It always

seems so ridiculous. But she came of

age—eighteen—only a short time ago.

"My greatest ambition in life was

—

and still is—to be Douglas Fairbanks'

leading lady," she said to me, when I

dropped into the Fairbanks studio to

see her one afternoon.

Well, that's a worthy ambition.

I am a little afraid she carries her

acting ambitions into private life. But
her pose is very effective—sweet, slow,

very lady-like. Only—I wonder what
she is really like.

With few exceptions, she has the most
beautiful eyes I have ever seen in my
ife. I used to think that no one could

ever approach those big, soft brown
eyes of Mabel Normand's, with

the continual, irresistible twinkle

behind the long, dark lashes.

But Margurite de la Motte's

eyes are so perfect, so

dreamy, so full of lights

and shadows, that they

make you forget her
conversation com-
pletely—which is per-

haps just as well.

"I was the luckiest

girl in the (Con-
tinued on page q6)

"Come on into pic~

tures. said Douglas
Fairbanks, and so she
played his leading lady

in "The Three Mus=
keteers



The Seventh
Day

By
Porter Emerson Browne

"Please forgive
me.* she said.

"I'm sorry"

Fictionization by

ELIZABETH CHISHOLM

ONE half of the world
doesn't know that the

other half lives. One half

of the world—wrapped around
with the cloak of false stand-

ards, smothered with hot house
flowers and fine raiment and
jazz music—doesn't realize that

there are simple homes, and
green country fields, and folk

who live really useful lives. One
half of the world dreams—and
the other half works that their

dreams may come true!

John Alden was one of the

workers. His name, his heritage,

all of his ideals were of New
England. But his heart, un-

touched by the breath of ro-

mance, belonged to the sea. The
sea was his sweetheart, his joy.

Always changing, never the same
—it was his constant adventure.

Of course he had a family.

Orphaned he was, but in no way
alone. His two rich old uncles

were doubly father to him, and
his Aunt Abigail— awe-inspiring

to everybody else—took a mother's place. But it was his

younger sister Betty, who meant the most. For he was a combi-

nation of Christopher Columbus, Sir Galahad and Santa Claus

to her ! And every man likes to be a hero—even to his own sister.

John was very much of the hero as he came home from his

first voyage on a fishing schooner. All of the little Maine
town was down to meet the boat—and in the kitchen of his

home there were pies and cakes and the traditional beans of

New England being made ready. A man's first home-coming
is a dramatic event.

AT the exact moment of his arrival, Patricia Vane, who be-

longed to the other half of the world, was beginning to

stir upon her lacey pillows. And to yawn, just a bit petulantly,

as she watched her maid lay out the fluffy clothes that she

was going to wear. Patricia "toiled not, neither did she spin."

But when she was arrayed in those same fluffy clothes, she got

results!

Patricia's father was a very rich man. He was also one of

the most prominent members of New York's Eighteenth-

Amendment-Dodgers. (It's a fairly new party, but it's grow-
ing!) As for her mother—well, her mother had been taught

not to interfere or to bother. And yet every once in so often

she received a jolt from her daughter that made bothering

almost a necessity. Patricia's late parties were beginning to

worry her—the fact that drinks were served at them was a

shock. And yet there was little that she could do or say, for

Patricia went to all of the parties with Reggie Van Zandt, the
fiance that her parents had chosen for her.

It was at one of these parties, given by a certain Miss
"Billie" Blair, that the climax came. Patricia was there, of

course, with Reggie. And there were a half-dozen more of the
spoiled and dissipated younger set. At the time that John
Alden, back in the New England fishing village, was enjoying
his beans and pie with a healthy boyish appetite, they were
pouring drinks, from engraved pocket flasks, into glasses filled

with White Rock.

AND at the time that John Alden was eating his third slice

of layer cake, the waiter was telling them that it was
against the law to pour out liquor in a cafe. And Miss Gerard
was haughtily informing the waiter that it was her party—and
that the law had nothing to do with it! It seemed strange to

all of them that the waiter dared remonstrate; that he should
call the captain to their table. And that the law, poor weak
thing that it is, should be upheld!

They put away their flasks, in anger—not untingcd with
consternation. And then a fat youth, named Bob. had an idea.

"Say, folks," he shouted, "dad's yacht is in the harbor. Let's

go aboard, sail beyond the three mile limit, and have a real

time!"
The crowd agreed—of course. There was a married couple

in the party, they would serve as chaperones.

"Let's go!" laughed Patricia, gaily. And they did!

While John was receiving the government papers that would
make him captain of his own ship, the "Betty Alden," the
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party on the yacht was seeing a bit of rough weather and enjoy-

ing a rare spell of seasickness. To the turtle-fed children of

luxury, seasickness should have held all the thrill of novelty.

But it didn't. Instead, it and the rough weather forced them
to put into port—the same port that was John Alden's home.
And. having once put into port, it didn't take the party very

long to make a landing. Patricia voiced the feelings of the

crowd when she remarked, wearily:

"I never want to see water again. Not even a glass of

'.niter!"

JOHN ALDEN and his sister Betty were on the dock when
the party landed. It was of John that Reggie patronizingly

asked a question.

"Where is the hotel?" he asked.

John, surprised at the tone, answered slowly and courteously.

"We haven't got one," he told them.

The members of the group from New York looked at each

other gloomily. Patricia, made snippy from seasickness, asked

the next question.

"When," she asked, "can we get a train out of here?"

Still courteously John answered:

"There isn't any train," he said.

Reggie's face was a study, as were the other faces.

"Well, for Heaven's sake what is there in this town?" he
demanded.

It was Betty, eager to be noticed by the "city folks," and
most of all by the handsome, but ill-tempered young man, who
answered

:

"Nothing," she said simply, "just nothing!"

There was keen reproof in her brother's expression as he
glanced at her. But the expression changed to amazement at

Patricia's next words.

"Oh, hell," she said sharply, "let's get out of here. Who
started this party, anyway!"

John Alden had never before heard a woman swear!

It wasn't only fear of seasickness that forced the yachting

party to stay anchored off the little Maine village. The rough
weather had damaged the yacht, not badly, but enough
to make navigation an impossibility. As there was no
way out, it was necessary to make the best of things.

Which they did.

MAKING the best of things, with the present

generation of young people, is not a quiet

matter. It means wild parties, and too loud laugh-

ter. To the village it meant a glimpse of some-
thing that they had never imagined possible. To
John Alden whose girl friendships had been limited,

it was a revelation. And to Betty, who was on
the brink of being engaged to a sober, narrow-

minded youth, named Donald Peabody, it was like

a peep into the Lady of Shalott's mirror. And
Reggie. Patricia's fiance, was the knight who came
riding

!

Perhaps it was to make more interesting an idle moment
that Patricia invited John to come aboard the yacht as her

guest. Once there, for the first time, he was initiated into

the gayer life. There was dancing (curiously enough John
could dance) and there were many cocktails. AncJ it was at

the unheard of hour of one A. M. that he finally stumbled into

his home. And there, in the formal parlor, he waltzed and

sang, happily unconscious of everything until the sound brought

the two uncles out of their beds. A first cocktail can do won-
ders—even when it has to battle with the conscience and
heredity of New England!

Sunday, in the little village, was a day of rest and of peace.

On the deck of the motionless yacht, however, the toddle

top was working overtime. But everybody was bored, particu-

larly Patricia and Reggie. When they first heard the church

bell ringing they thought it was a fire, and then the call to

school. As it kept on clanging they decided to go and investi-

"Do you call it Honor-
able to flirt with my sis-

ter, he asked, "while
you are engaged to

another girl?

OH, I know a lot about children,
-

' said

Betty Compson, "you see, I used to be a

nursemaid.''

It was at a dinner party in Hollywood, and
besides such screen celebrities as May Allison,

Bebe Daniels, Mae Busch, Bob Ellis, and the

Wallace Reids, and such literary lights as

Peter B. Kyne and Verne Hardin Porter, editor

of the Cosmopolitan, there were a number of

society people present.

Betty sat there looking like an artist's dream
of an aristocratic beauty, and it literally knocked
the company off its feet.

"I liked it," said Betty dreamily. "I was
broke and it was the only thing I could think

of to do, so I did it. And I wore a cap and
apron and everything."

gate. And the investigation led them ashore and to the general

store—which they found locked.

It was as they turned away from the- store that they met
John and Betty on the way to church with Donald, Betty's

serious-minded suitor. Reggie only asked for information when
he said: "Say, is the store locked?" but his question shocked
the three. John it was who answered quietly:

BUT it always is locked on Sunday!" And then, after a

moment, he added:
"Won't you come to church with us?"
It was mischief, and mischief alone, that prompted Patricia

to accept the invitation. Reggie reneged at the door of the

church, but the girl was game. For the first time in perhaps

years, she entered a House of God, where people really went
to worship Him.

At first the solemnity of the occasion did not strike her.

But, after a moment she began to realize the service meant a

great deal to John. Glancing around the room she was amazed
at the expression of reverence upon each face. And when the

hymns were sung she joined in, slightly abashed. For a
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moment she was almost convinced that there was something

more necessary than jazz, something more important than sur-

face pleasure. When John left her at the yacht, after the

service, she was a changed girl, indeed. In fact, she made an

appointment to meet him that afternoon for a boat ride.

WHEN she was on deck, though, and her friends were sur-

rounding her and laughing about her latest swain, Patricia

experienced a change of feeling—a swift, revulsion against all

people and everything. She joined in the laughter, but there

was a half-hearted bitterness in her mirth. Nobody enjoys

being made fun of, and Patricia was not any exception to the

rule!

And so that afternoon, when John came to take her for the

Patricia did not quite understand his calmness. If he had
stormed and raged she would have known how to handle him.

But this serious face— this steady voice! Suddenly she was
desperately sorry that she had been cruel.

"I wasn't making fun of you," she said. "Only—I am en-

gaged to Mr. Van Zandt
!"

Without a word John turned his head. He knew that the

beautiful adventure was finished, and he was sure that his

heart had broken into bits. Slowly he pulled his boat around
and rowed toward the wharf, where he made it fast. And then,

as he got out, he came face to face with Donald Peabody.

At first he did not notice his sister's suitor. Donald had
never meant a great deal in John's life. He would have gone
home, hiding his anguish behind a stony countenance, had not

the sober youth accosted him.
"1 guess." said Donald tantalizingly. '"that you've been too

busy to notice what that city Smart Aleck's been up to'"'

Shocked out of his sorrow. John stared up into Donald's dis-

torted face. "What are you talking about." he asked abruptly

—"Out with it!"

AND so Donald told. He told how little Betty had spent

the afternoon with Reggie—how he had watched them
together on a picturesque stretch of beach. And how Reggie's

arm had been about the girl's waist.

"They've seen more of each other than you know." he hinted

darkly. "He and Betty— " But John silenced him with a
look.

It was at that moment that Betty and Reggie appeared at

the wharf, and got into the launch that went from there to the

yacht. And John, with utter anger in his soul—for was not

this man engaged to the girl he cared for. even though he

would not admit it
5—jumped into his boat and followed them.

Reggie's afternoon with Betty had been harmless enough,

as a matter of fact. Unlike the villain of the melodrama, he
did not mean any wrong. He was genuinely fascinated with

the country girl—the first real woman, he told himself, that he
had ever known. How many Sunday afternoons he had spent

with other girls—and in other ways ! This child-woman made
everything seem different, and better. When he took her to the

yacht with him it was only with the idea of giving her a treat,

a real pleasure.

They happened on deck when a crap game was in progress.

To Betty, who had never seen gambling of any sort, it was
fascinating. Before either of them was really conscious of it,

both Reggie and Betty were excitedly engaged in the great

American pastime. And Betty, with beginner's luck, had
pulled two sevens and one eleven out of the fire.

It was so that John, coming on deck, found them. To his

mind, poisoned by Donald's insinuations, there was only wick-

edness in the picture. Going forward he took his sister by the

arm and said: "Come home with me. dear." And then, as

Reggie started to speak, the anger and hurt that had been
growing all through the Sunday afternoon, burst its bonds. And
with one well-directed punch, he sent the young man from the

city sprawling on the deck. .

It was a weeping Betty that John took home with him. A
saddened Betty, for he told her that Reggie was engaged to

Miss Vane, and that his attentions could mean nothing either

promised ride, she was decidedly cool to him. And when he

left her at the yacht she offered to pay him for his trouble.

It was, perhaps, the unkindest thing that she could have

done. For John was in love, for the first time in his life

—

and he realized it. As she reached for her purse and said:

"How much do I owe you?" it seemed as if the bottom were

falling out of all of his dreams.

"What—do—you—mean?" he stammered, "I don't under-

stand!"
Neither did Patricia understand, quite. She only knew that

this "different" young man interested her in an uncanny way,

and that she had been teased about him, and that she wanted to

hurt him—as folk sometimes want to hurt people and things

that they almost love. So she answered him abruptly.

"I mean," she said, "that I want to pay you for the use of

your boat!"

And then, all at once. John Alden saw a great light. All at

once the realization came to him that this girl was no wonder-

ful being—that she was only a product of another world.

"Then," he asked, and his voice was very calm, "then you

were only making—fun—of—me?"

DOUGLAS McLEAN'S father was for many
years one of the most famous preachers in

Washington, D. C. He has given up active

work, but still retains his ministerial ideas.

Doug made his father a member of the Los
Angeles Athletic Club. The other day he hap-
pened to mention that he was fond of dom-
inoes.

A chap standing near said, "Wei!, would you
like to play a little game. Dr. McLean?' And,
as they sat down to a table, "The usual game,
I suppose?" Dr. McLean nodded agreement.
At the end of two hours the young chap got

up and said, "That's the worst trimming I

ever had. Let me see—that's eighteen dollars.
"

Dr. McLean is still looking for him, to return
his ill-sotten wealth.
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good or worth while. It was a child who leaned against his

arm, a child with the picture-book romance taken away from it.

"He kissed me," she sobbed, "and said that he loved me.
. . .

." Was it any wonder that he could not help thinking

the worst?

As a matter of fact, back on the yacht, Patricia and Reggie
were being just as serious over the whole affair as were John
and Betty. Patricia had always known that she did not cherish

any "grande passion" for Reggie

—

that the engagement was not as im-
portant to her as it should have been.

It was only since she had met John,
however, that she had considered the

possibility of loving someone very
much indeed. When Reggie—curi-

ously without anger over John's
treatment of him—spoke truthfully

to her, she was relieved, rather than
sorry.

"T CAN'T help telling you." he said
* quietly. "I have to tell you, Pa-

tricia! I love that little girl very
much. More than anything in the
whole world."

For a moment Patricia was
stunned. To hear Reggie—man-
about town and millionaire—talk like

this! But her voice was level when
she spoke:

"Would you be happier," she

questioned, "if our engagement were
broken?"

Gladness swept, suddenly, across

the face of Reggie Van Zandt.

"Would you?" he demanded, with hopeful eagerness.

For a moment Patricia was silent. And then

—

"I think we could both be happier," she said slowly. "Our
engagement was a mistake from the first. But we will always

be good friends, won't we?"
"You bet we will!" agreed Reggie, heartily. And then

—

"Do you mind if I leave—right away? I've got to get into

The Seventh Day

NARRATED, by permission, from
the Inspiration photoplay by

Porter Emerson Browne. Directed

by Henry King, and with the fol-

lowing cast:

John Alden. . . .Richard Barthelmess

Uncle Ned Frank Losee

Uncle Jim Leslie Stowe
Donald Peabody . .Tammany Young
Reggie Van Zandt . . George Stewart

Aunt Abigail Grace Barton
Betty Alden Anne Cornwall
Katinka, the hired girl

Patterson Dial

"Billie" Blair Teddy Gerard
Bob Beekman Alfred Schmid
Patricia Vane Louise Huff

town and square myself with that little girl, and her people."

And he hurried away, all eagerness.

So Reggie went to the Alden home. And there, like a real

man, he told the girl and her brother and her uncles that he
really cared for her.

"I know," he said to John, in a straightforward manner,
"that you have every reason to believe me a cad. But I

have come to assure you that my intentions toward your sister

are honorable."

It was rather wonderful to see the light on little Betty's

face. But John's voice was very
stern as he spoke.

"Do you call it honorable to flirt

with my sister," he asked, "while

you are engaged to another girl?"

Reggie took a half step forward,
and hesitated. But his eyes, glowing
with love, met Betty's.

"That," he said, "is what I have
come to explain. Miss Vane and I

have broken our engagement. We
found out, before it was too late,

that we didn't really care for each
other!"

It was Uncle Jim, standing aside,

who shattered the tense silence.

"Well, well!" he said. And again,

"Well, well!"

THERE was a certain sadness in

John's smile as he turned to his

sister. But his question was busi-

ness-like:

"Do you love him?" he questioned.

"Are you sure?"

Betty nodded shyly. And went
into her lover's waiting arms.

And so it came about that everybody had found happiness
but John. And John, wishing to be alone with his sadness,

decided to go back to his first sweetheart, the sea. And so

he announced that he was ready to sail at once in his boat
—that he was going to start for the fishing banks. "I am
going to sail tonight," he told his astounded family, "or sooner."
And at just that moment the (Continued on page o:

)



And Ann

Said

to the

King

—

ANN is Ann Forrest, whose origi-

/v nal name was Kromann. The
King is Christian X, of Denmark.
Ann called on the King when she

was abroad for the purpose of mak-
ing a picture. And this is what
happens when an American film

princess meets a European monarch.
"I understand that your name is

Anna Kromann?" said the King.

"It is a good Danish name. Why
have you changed it?"

"When I first went into motion
pictures," answered Ann, "I found
that there was a difficulty in pro-

nouncing my name correctly. It

hindered me in my work. William
Farnum suggested that I change it.

I told him I would if he could find

a name for me that I liked. He
discovered 'Ann Forrest.'

"

The King mentioned the war.

"The motion picture people did

fine war work," Ann told him. "I

myself sold Liberty bonds and of-

fered a kiss for every man who
bought one."

"Were your kisses very costly?"

asked the King, gallantly though
cautiously.

"One man gave me $5,000 for a

single kiss. Wasn't he patriotic?"

"I should say it was a good bar-
gain," commented Christian X.

HIS MAJESTY and Ann were fast friends before the

audience was over.

Miss Forrest, by the way, is the leadins woman in

John Robertson's newest Paramount production,

"Love's Boomerang." most of the scenes of which were

made in England and France. When she had finished

the picture, Ann thought she would run across the

North Sea to Denmark to call upon her relative-

was hardly prepared for the enthusiastic reception that

greeted her in Copenhagen, the Danish capital. The
newspapers had notices of her homecoming, and huge
crowds were waiting. The little blonde was given the

time of her life, and to cap the climax, was asked to

meet the Kins. But she says she'll be glad to get back.

to America again, just the same!
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Bill Hart's Bride Has Him Thrown, Tied,

The final fadeout—young love—conjugal happiness—forever after—the end
of a perfect day—homekeeping hearts are happiest—and all that sort of thing

(Photos by Stagg, L. A.)

AN immaculate Japanese butler showed me into the

/\ charming breakfast room.

j[ J^ Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hart sat very close together just

around the corner.

Between them was a silver dish full of popovers.
But even popovers were too material.

If they were eating, it was invisible violets from the vale of
Venus.

I stood in the doorway. And I was glad I had learned pa-
tience in the Army.
At last I coughed—the accepted dramatic device for attract-

ing attention—and Mrs. Hart dragged her gaze away from the
eyes that we have seen strike terror into the hearts of bad men
of the screen.

"Oh—" she said, just like that; "good-morning. Will

—

will you have some—some— Bill, what is this, lunch or break-
fast?"

The famous two-gun hero took a vague look about the table,

spotted the scrambled eggs and bacon and said, "Lunch."
Well. I saved the family reputation with

the cook.

"She's as pretty as I heard she was," I said,

to relieve my own embarrassment.
"She's a good kid," said Bill Hart, looking

into the pretty blue eyes that lured him from
his famous bachelorhood.

"Just a good kid."

"Billy," said Winifred
Westover Hart, in an omi- -t

nous tone, "give me your
wallet."

Bill gave her a grim but
sheepish look. "Aw, honey,
I didn't say kiddie. I only

said you were a good kid.

That's all I said."
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"Give me the wallet, my little creampuff," said lovely Mrs.
Hart with a pretty upward glance. "Come, dear." She
stretched forth her hand. There was no resistance.

That's all it took. No guns. Didn't have to be roped or

anything. Bill reached inside the white sweater he wears in-

stead of a morning coat and handed over his wallet.

The girl who won the greatest western idol the American
public has ever known, took it serenely, examined the bills,

removed one and tucked it inside her gown.
I have been raised to try to act like a lady. But I ask you

!

"What," said I weakly, "is it all about?"
Bill grinned at me. Just between you and me—and this is

the last stages—he likes to have her take money away from him.

"Well," he said, "she—she doesn't like me to call her kid

or kiddie. Every time I do she fines me the smallest bill in

my wallet. She's nicked me for seventy-five bucks this week."
And as his wife turned to speak to a tiny Japanese maid

who had appeared, he whispered to me, "The truth is, she

doesn't like anyone to think she's younger than I am."
She isn't. She's just

right. The people who
know Winifred Westover
and have known her for

years, speak of her in that

way that makes you want

to congratulate her hus-

band.
He deserves it.

From the breakfast ta-

ble we went into the big

drawing room, hung with

famous western paintings.

Carelessly Bill Hart picked

up a big shotgun from the

corner, an ancient and

venerable weapon it was.

ogBill's h,

"Congo now
wears ribbons,
eats caramels,
and hangs his

proud head in

shame as the
other dogs give
him the merry
woof-woof. A
blonde woman

ruined him



Branded, and Feeds His Bulldog Caramels
By ADELA ROGERS ST. JOHNS

'"This is an historic old gun," he said. ''It's a real Sharp
—

"

"0—o-ooh!" there was a little shriek behind us.

The bride, holding her beaded skirts about her pretty ankles,

stood in the doorway, her eyes as round and frightened as a

kitten's. "Oh, Bill, please put down that gun. You know I'm

scared to death of guns." With a white little smile she turned to

me. "He likes to sleep with two of them under his pillow, but I

just won't have it!''

JUST then arrived the largest, the ugliest, the most beautiful bull-

dog I ever saw in my life. Name, Congo. An adorable person,

biscuit-colored and majestic.

Mrs. Bill Hart flew to him. When she moves swiftly, she

makes you think of a Viking goddess. A very famous painter

once wanted to paint her as the perfect Norse type of ancient

days.

"My precious little lamb," said she to the dog, "would you
like a caramel?"

While Congo, wriggling with ecstasy and adoration, accepted

the offering. Bill said to me in a thrilled undertone. "Gosh,

she's made a bum out of my dog already. He was a regular

he-man dog once, and now he eats caramels and wears a big

blue bow when he goes out in the car with her."

"Well," said Mrs. Hart, "if your husband's dog doesn't love

you, anything may happen."

She and I went up to her bedroom. On the wide bed was
a heavy dark blue Sioux Indian blanket, beaded gorgeously in red

and. white. On the blanket were nineteen tiny, scented, befrilled

baby pillows. It was like finding Bill Hart tied up in pink baby
ribbon. But it was a sort of fifty-fifty omen that looked promising

for future happiness.

"See my wrist watch?" she asked, showing me the most ex-

quisite diamond wrist watch I have ever seen. "It was my
engagement present. But I didn't get it until after we were
married."

"Yes," said Bill, strolling in behind us and winking at me,
"and I found out afterwards that she went to the store first

and told them which one to sell me."
Above Mrs. Hart's dressing table hung a tiny, baby pair of

Indian pants—made of leather and heavily beaded.

"HOW adorable!" I Said. OM^ Can you imagine that hard-hittin',

Mrs. Hart blushed until she was almost the wonderful color of the American two-gun-fightin\ cactus-eatm' rough
Westerner sending roses, eating pop-

overs, and buying wrist watches 7

Beauty roses Bill brought home as her

first anniversary present—a month, you
know.
"Umm." said Bill, "they're a sort of

charm. Winifred has them hung up there

so it'll be a boy."

"Bill won't let me change this house a

bit." said Mrs. Hart, a bit wistfully, gaz-

ing at the dark red Indian hangings of her

dressing room.
And after all. it is a bit hard on a

blonde bride to wear her pale pink and

lavender negligees against that brick

shade.

"A man has to have a place some-

where," said Bill, defensively. "I'd look

just as funny in a pink and white room,

wouldn't I?"
"Anyway." Winifred went over and

put her head on Bill's exceedingly manly
shoulder, "he's going to let me build a

place all my own—back on our place in

Connecticut. I'm to design the house

—

and furnish it—and everything. It's a

gorseous place. One of the loveliest in

Connecticut. (Continued on page 106)

Bill s-— pardon, stranger— Winifred s

shack in the hills outside Los Angeles.
And the happiest one in those parts
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Re-Introducing Miss Davies
It s a good-natured star who will

kid herself. Marion, combina-
tion cameraman and director,

turns the crank while Marion,
actress, registers hate

V\/E may be wrong,
but it does seem

that there is a new
Marion Davies on the
screen. A Marion of

more beauty and ex-

pression; of charm and
whimsicality and actual

dramatic ability. She
was always a great
beauty, this golden-
haired princess of cellu-

loid; but in "Enchant-
ment" and "Beauty's
Worth" she is something
more. And these new
pictures of her—taken,

incidentally, after she
had bobbed her beauti-

ful hair—prove it.

There is an honest-to-
goodness Marion Davies
Baseball Team at tne Cos-
mopolitan Studios in
Manhattan. Miss Davies
is—ei catcher. (But for

goodness sake, child,
change those shoes!)

Not to be taken too
seriously. Miss Davies,
in her latest photoplay,

plays a Quaker maid ; and
this, according to the best
authorities, is how a
Quaker maid attires her-
self when about to go in

to swim

How do you like the bob? So
do we. Just as the fashion
experts said it was out of date,,

along come Marion and Dorothy
Dalton to re-establish it

The poor girl has
to work in such
a sordid at-
mosphere—with
the L trains
thundering by,
and tenements
across the street

Her studio is

way uptown in

New York ; but
when you can
reach it in a
chariot like this,

who cares for

such a trifle ?



"Mine—forever and always.

It was at once his announce-
ment and challenge

"Moran of the Lady Letty
A tale of desperate deeds and a victory for love in a romance of high seas

By GENE SHERIDAN

TALL, blonde and daring, with the strength of her Norse
heritage, Letty Stemerson was a girl who had chosen

a man's place in the world.

If Captain Sternerson, owner and sailing master of

the staunch "Lady Letty," had had a son, all this would not

have been.

The women of seafaring folk must stay ashore and pray.

One pictures them traditionally standing on harborfront and
headland straining their eyes to sea in longing search, or maybe
setting the candle beacon in the window as evening falls.

But Letty Sternerson was not of these. She did not look

at the sea and yearn and pray. So far as any man may be
she was its master. Letty was born at sea, and those things

that one is born into one accepts, without fear, awe, wonder
or questioning. She was of the sea, undaunted.

So it came in natural course that when Letty Sternerson

had grown to full estate she had taken place beside her father

as the second in command of the worthy ship that bore her
christened name. And the manfulness of her place and work
had endowed her with another name, a man's name and a

strong one. She was "Moran of the Lady Letty." to all who
lived in or sailed from the home port of Frumholm on the

coast of Norway.

1 OYE had not come into Moran's life. It had offered itself

*-' enough as all who knew her knew, but she was unmindful
of it and indifferent. Men as a race of husbands and masters,
born into another world, did not have that meaning to Moran.
She was a person in that world herself.

So it was that when, on the "Lady Letty's" voyage to San
Francisco, Nels Larsen, first mate, spoke his mind to Captain
Sternerson and asked approval as a suitor, the old skipper made
a slow, doubting response.

"Moran is not like other girls. Nels. She has never been in

love—but perhaps if you spoke to her first—maybe—

"

It was not necessary for him to finish the sentence, for even

to the hopeful heart of Nels the situation was obvious. And
no doubt Nels' inward convictions themselves made his suit

rather hopeless.

Still Moran was so straightforward and honest in her refus-

als that, when the "Lady Letty" dropped anchor in the harbor

within the Golden Gate, she and Nels were as good friends as

always. And putting aside her sailor man's clothes of the sea

she went ashore with him to see the sights of the port that

evening.

OUT of that excusion ashore many things were to come,

among them all of the eventualities that Moran herself

would have declared impossible.

Riding at anchor nearby the "Lady Letty's" mooring was a
gala yacht, the "Petrel," conspicuously graceful, contrasting

with the dingy commercial craft of the harbor as a marcelled

and manicured debutante contrasts with the maids of all work.

The "Petrel" was gay with colored lights and festooned lanterns

about the decks.

As Moran and Nels came ashore at the dock, a luxurious

closed motor car pulled up. and the spirited figure of a young

man, handsome and dressed to a nicety, stepped down. He
was apparently bound for the evening party aboard the "Petrel."

As they passed on the dock there was a glint of approval in

the dressy stranger's eyes as he took in the stalwart woman-
hood of Moran. But there was a fine scorn in Moran's voice

as she turned to Nels.

"A softy in his sport clothes, going to cruise around the har-

bor tonight and get some sea thrills."

The young sportsman overheard the jibe, and smiled.

Moran saw this, and, embarrassed, hurried on with Larsen.

But Ramon Laredo in his smart yachting toggery stopped to

watch her out of sight. He started toward the "Petrel's" slip,

then paused. An idea had come over him and the boredom of
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another evening yachting party did not fit his mood for the

moment. He dallied about the waterfront. Of course, Jose-

phine Herrick. his almost fiancee, would be waiting for him on

the "Petrel." Laredo looked with an inward longing off into

the mystery of the harbor, with its ships at anchor, resting

from their voyages over all the world. There was romance for

him in the picture and something that seemed to beckon him
away from the narrow little life of social gaiety that hemmed
his days.

As Laredo sauntered down the docks, he encountered an old

salt of a man and together they stood looking out on the bay.

"Yes, siree—sonny—ships from every port in the world—an'

some queer creatures on 'em, too, I reckon."

Thej' fell into conversation with that and when the old man

Moran, screaming like a war
eagle, plunged into the fray

suggested that he knew a place where they might have a drink

together, the idea smacked of adventure to Laredo. It would
be something to tell the party about a little later.

So, soon they stood together, the smart young man in his

yachting suit and the salt old sea dog, lifting their glasses to

each other.

It was a swift and powerful drink. The world went whirling

for Ramon Laredo. The room swayed and it was dark, a

blank.

THE waiting party of the "Petrel" at the dock waited in vain.

One guest was not to come that night.

A dory presently put out from the shadows of a dark pier

head near that waterfront dive. In the bottom of the boat

w^as the limp and silent Ramon Laredo. Twisting its way out

among the ships at anchor, the dory nosed about in the dark
until it fetched up at a weather-stained, disreputable-looking

schooner, bearing the name of the "Heart of China."
The old salt swung up to the rail and over, beckoning to the

men in the boat. A pair of husky ruffian longshoremen picked
up their unconscious passenger and hauled him aboard the

schooner.

Frisco Kitchell, skipper of the "Heart of China," reeking of

rum and cursing with every step, came forward. Frisco Kit-

chell was any kind of a villain that one might describe, a mon-
grel of the port breeds, a quarter-blood Chinese and three-

quarters of all the rest that was worst in the broad Pacific.

His ship, the 'Heart of China," carried no honest cargo save to

mask the traffic in rum and opium between California and the

outlaw coast of Magdalena bay in Mexico.

Kitchell looked down at Laredo in his natty garb.

The smuggler burst out with a flood of oaths.

"I want able seamen—I don't figgure on workin' this boat
with dancing masters!"

THE gnarled old crimp argued the value of his prey, insist-

ing, "He's a husky young 'un, anyway, Frisco."

Kitchell paid off the crimp and called sharply to a pair of

sailors to take the drug dazed man forward.

Laredo was recovering. He pulled himself together un-
steadily, mystified and thick.

"What's this—I demand to be put ashore."

"Take him for'd." Kitchell turned away.
Off across the harbor came the sounds of music and revelry

aboard the "Petrel." The party was on without the missing
guest, hardly more than the length of an anchor chain away
from the villainous "Heart of China."

Laredo protested again'. Kitchell swung and caught him on
the jaw with a wicked punch. Laredo stretched his length on

the deck. When the sailors at his

side picked him up he was ready to

go forward.

Laredo had heard stories of men
being "shanghaied" off to sea, but
they were merely wild romances to

him. Now this was real. He
nursed his hurts with a gingerly

hand in the forecastle and grinned

a bit to himself as he thought of

the party over there on the "Petrel."

What would Josephine Herrick
think? Well, it didn't matter now.
He had wondered a bit about chuck-

ing it all and seeking adventure in

strange parts. Here was adventure
enough beginning. And no
choice but to see it through.

Josephine Herrick read the

headlines in the papers when
the story broke a few days
later
—"Young Laredo Miss-

ing, Foul Play Suspected,"

and presently

smiles toward
men in her set.

Aboard the

China," Ramon Laredo, shorn
of his finery, was rapidly be-

coming an able seaman. An
intelligence that was unfamiliar to his unhappy comrades of the

crew gave Laredo a certain power. His rapidly growing skill

won even the semblance of admiration from the gruff ruffian

Kitchell.

"Fer a greenhorn, you're gittin' on—next thing you'll be
wantin' me to give you lessons in smuggling."

The schooner was bearing away down the coast southward.

STANDING out farther to sea, bound for the coast of Chili

and laden with coal, the "Lady Letty" was sailing fair,

with a bone in her teeth and a swift white wake streaking far

behind. Moran stood at the wheel.

Then came one of those countless tragedies of the sea. Up
from the hold came straying wisps of tell-tale fumes. The
cargo was afire.

The alarm was sounded and the crew poured out.

"Man the pumps!" Captain Sternerson shouted out his

orders and seized an axe to rush below and chop a way for

the hose lines to flood the hold.

It was a desperate losing fight. The crew in the panic of

terror deserted with the life boat and rowed away into the

Pacific wastes.

Down in the hold below, Captain Sternerson and his faith-

ful first mate Nels Larsen fell victims of the deadly coal gas

and died there, in the welter of ruin below decks.

The schooner was filling, extinguishing the fire as she set-

tled into the sea. Frantic, helpless and lone Moran, sole

survivor of the "Lady Letty," caught in a gust of the fumes,
fell unconscious on the deck.

On and on and on crept the sea as the ship filled.

turned her

other young

"Heart of
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Wisps of smoke and steam rose from the gangways and up

through the widening seams of the hot deck.

The burning derelict of the "Lady Letty" drifted.

Under the shade, in a hammock on the after deck of the

"Heart of China," her desperado skipper Kitchell lay with

an idle, vicious eye to seaward.

In the remote distance the rising smoke of the burning

schooner caught his eye. It was in the course of the smuggler

as he watched with a growing interest as the "Heart of China"
bore down on it, disclosing at last the hull. He called to

Laredo to bring the telescope.

KITCHELL looked long and eagerly at the drifting schooner.

He licked his dry lips at the thought of loot.

"Not a soul aboard—what a find." He was talking more
to himself than to Laredo, who stood at his side.

"Stand by and man the boat."

Kitchell with the crew of his gig went aboard. Laredo in

the party.

"Coal gas—wiped em out." Kitchell grinned as he looked

at the ruin. He cast a cautious eye about as though to make
sure there was indeed none to stand between him and plunder.

Moran, face down and unconscious, was sprawled on the

deck.

Laredo approached gingerly and
half turned the wilted body over.

Moran's eyes half-opened, dazed.

That glimpse, despite her seaman's
garb, established a glint of puz-

zled recognition for Laredo. There
was something that reminded of

something—what ?

"Plumb loco from the

gas—take him aboard."

Kitchell went on in his

quest of loot.

Aboard the "Heart of

China" with the all but un-

conscious Moran, Laredo
called Charlie, the China-

man cook, to bring whisky
to revive the rescued sailor.

SITTING on the edge of

a forecastle bunk, Mo-
ran lurched forward and
would have fallen. Laredo
shot out a protecting arm.

Moran's hat fell back, re-

leasing her hair, and as

he caught her up Laredo
gasped with surprise. The
seaman's oilskins fell away
and betrayed her as a girl.

There was amazement
and fear in Laredo's heart.

Kitchell. remorseless vil-

lain of the high seas, must
not know a girl was aboard.

Charlie, the imperturbable
Chinaman, was standing there with a tin cup of of whiskey.

Laredo looked sharply at him as he took the liquor to revive

Moran.
The Chinaman shook his head.

"No tell boss. Charlie no tell."

On the burning "Lady Letty," Kitchell and his men were
crashing about, breaking open lockers and wrenching away
fittings. The ship's store of liquors was found, and raided,

too. But the flames were working fast and were soon to claim

the lost ship.

A hatch bursting with gas pressure opened the way for the

air, and flames swiftly enveloped the decks.

Kitchell, cursing and screaming in the anger of his disap-

pointment, fled with his men. He ordered full sail on
"Heart of China" to take her away from the danger zone of the

burning schooner, and a few moments later the "Lady Letty"

went down in a blast of fire.

"Cheated, cheated!" Kitchell moaned and swore. "All I

get off of her is a bottle of rum and a locoed sailor."

Moran, recovering, sat up and stared about her. A few
words from Laredo told her the fate of the "Lady Letty" and

5<

all hands. She took it like a man, or rather like a man is

supposed to take such tidings of tragedy.

"And don't you remember me?" Laredo looked at Moran
earnestly.

"No."
"I'm the softy in his sport clothes, that went out to cruise

in San Francisco harbor."

Moran regarded him with a puzzled look a moment and
then smiled grimly.

"What are vou doing on [\u- ship?"

"Shanghaied."

'"Shanghaied!" She broke into a hard laugh. "A toff,

shanghaied!"

Charlie, the China boy. entered.

"Boss Kitchell, he say see you now."

THIS was the summons for Moran. the newcomer on the

infamous "Heart of China."

A look of alarm swept over Laredo's face. He snatched up
Moran's seaman's hat and oilskins.

"Here, put these on—Kitchell is a demon—he must not know
you are a girl."

"No—I can take care of myself." Moran pushed them away.

. 1 -,?•

"Don t make any mistake—

I

know your kind. I am here to

take orders and nothing else

Kitchell was waiting in his cabin.

Moran strode in.

Drunk as he was. Kitchell started back amazed. "A woman!"
Moran smiled, with her answer. "Yes—and as good a sailor

as any two men."

KITCHELL leered across at her. There was wonder in his

lusting eyes. He was wondering and questioning. This

was a new sort of woman— new to him. Moran read his

mind.

She looked steadily at him.

"But don't make any mistake. I know your kind and I

have handled them before. I am here to take orders—and
nothing else."

Kitchell was impelled to bide his time. There was a mock-
ing politeness in his tone.

"I'll see how well you can take orders—you're on my watch

as an ordinary seaman—get for'd."

So it came that Ramon Laredo, wealthy scion of San Fran-

cisco society, and Letty Sternerson. daughter of a Norwegian
skipper from the port of Frumholm. (Continued on page 102)



Moral House'Clean
What's It All About?

THE governor of a great state is sued for seduction by his stenographer—a leading banker
is accused by his wife of illicit love affairs—a well-known minister with a family is arrested

for white slavery—an eminent laAvyer is mutilated by a husband for home-breaking. . . .

But does the world conclude that governors, or bankers, or ministers, or lawyers

—

as a class—
are therefore rotten, that the whole profession is given to those practices of which one of its

members has been accused or found guilty?

No! The thinking world is too just—too sane.

And yet, because two prominent figures in motion pictures have recently been the center of

scandal, the entire profession has been put under a cloud.

The reason for this iniquity is manifold:

To begin with, Hollywood is the most talked-of city in America; it is a small community
populated by famous people who exist in the white glare of a merciless spotlight. They have as

much privacy in their work or lives as a Broadway traffic policeman.

Moreover, the men and women who work in pictures are the most popular and intimately

familiar figures in the nation's life.

Also, the dishonest, scavenger press, seeing temporary profit in sensational smut, proceeds to

butcher the motion pictures to make a journalistic holiday. Motion-picture scandals are

exaggerated and dwelt upon, given exorbitant space, and played up with pictures and banner
heads.

Then again, certain despicable seekers for cheap and lurid publicity, in the motion-picture

ranks, rush into print with their ideas, tales, suppositions and opinions.

Furthermore, the public, too, is in large part to blame. It is human nature to create an idol

and then to tear it down. From time immemorial idols were made to be raised and shattered.

And so, as a result, a great industry is irreparably injured; the reputations of thousands of

decent men and women are sullied; an entire community is dragged into the mire!

It is a colossal and unforgivable injustice! I have personally visited Hollywood many times.

I am thoroughly familiar with the motion-picture industry. I know as many of its people as

anyone in this country. And this I can truthfully say:

Never have I seen the immoral conditions to which the newspapers refer. And while there

are members of the motion-picture profession who are addicted to vicious practices, the men
and women

—

as a whole—are as decent and self-respecting as the men and women of any other

profession.

Photoplay is not posing as a defender of the motion pictures. It holds no brief for the

purity of Hollywood. It prefers, in fact, to refrain from all discussion on the subject. But it

can not sit by silently and behold both public and press besmirch with lies the entire rank and
file of a great industry. This is why Photoplay has refused the recent frantic demands from
newspapers for photographs of eminent actors and actresses, knowing the use to which they

would be put.

Vice is to be found everywhere—in every profession and in every city in the world. The
motion-picture profession is neither better nor worse than any other.

Photoplay asks nothing for motion pictures but justice—that simple, fine justice which the

American public knows so well how to exercise. —James R. Quirk.
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In Hollywood
An Open Letter to Mr. Will Hays

Dear Mr. Hays:
You have just accepted a position which makes you the

representative head of the motion picture art and industry.

You are the ideal man to occupy that position. Your traits

of character and your proven ability, sanity, directness and

fearlessness qualify you for this great responsibility.

I am taking the liberty of writing you a letter; and the

things I am going to say to you are the outgrowth of a six

years' undivided association with the motion-picture industry

—its leaders, its directors, and its stars.

You are confronted by the biggest job in America. You
hold in your hands, as a sculptor holds a piece of clay, an

industry which wields perhaps a more direct and personal in-

fluence upon the public than any other in the United States.

It has become a necessity in the lives of many millions.

and because of its vastness and influence, is almost a pub-

he utility.

You have it in your power to do a greater and finer serv-

ice for this country than any other man today. You are,

indeed, not merely face to face with a gigantic task—you have

a sacred duty to perform as well.

In motion pictures, as in all great industries, there are unde-

sirables—selfish vicious persons who work injury to everyone

with whom they are associated.

There is the unscrupulous producer who, for a temporary
profit, makes his appeal to the baser instincts in human nature.

There is the actor and the actress who live loose, immoral
lives, and who thrive on scandal and lurid notoriety.

And there is the exhibitor who attempts to capitalize this

scandal and to benefit by this notoriety. (In Los Angeles,

while the press was at the height of a recent orgy of sensa-

tionalism, a local theater threw across its entrance a large

canvas banner bearing the words: "I love you; I love you;

I love you!" quoting a note which Mary Miles Minter wrote

to Taylor, the murdered director.)

There are the self-appointed guardians of public morals,

who forget the spirit of our form of government and in their

frenzy of egomania, busy themselves in bringing about censor-

ship, or exercise it in such an autocratic manner that com-
pared to them, the kaiser was a benign and humble ruler.

Whenever a crime or a scandal connected with motion pic-

tures has come to light, there have been those in various

branches of the business who have at once rushed in and
sought, through one means or another, to profit by it at the

expense of the industry's reputation, scattering lies and accu-

sations and innuendoes broadcast.

These are the facts. What, then, can be done?

Viewing the situation broadly, I believe that what motion
pictures need at the present time, more than anything else,

is a moral house-cleaning. They need it for their own good,

as well as the public's. And you are the one man who can
bring this about. It is you alone who can rehabilitate the

good name of a great industry which has been dragged through

the mire.

First of all, you should call on producers to discharge all

persons whose private lives and habits make them a menace
to the industry. This is vital. When the Stillman scandal

broke, the National City Bank dropped Stillman. Surely the

picture industry can do as much for its own good name.

Furthermore, you should eliminate all those persons who are

eager to take advantage of the sensational publicity offered by
any motion-picture scandal which gets into the papers.

Moreover, in every motion-picture contract there should be

a clause similar to the one in the new Goldwyn contracts,

providing for the immediate discharge of any actor whose pri-

vate life reflects discredit on the company.

Your problem is to restrain not only the exhibitor, but the

producer and the actor as well.

It is a general moral house-cleaning that is needed.

Then there is another point. One of the cardinal reasons

why scandals like the Arbuckle and Taylor cases are possible,

is that the motion-picture business has built up great public

characters, thus making them easy targets for sensational

journalism.

This method of production has been wrong; for the publicity,

advertising and expenditure should be spent on the pictures and
not on the stars.

And here again you can help by focusing interest and at-

tention on the art of motion pictures and not merely upon
personalities.

Indeed, the time will probably come when personalities will

be almost entirely obliterated, although you can never suc-

ceed in overshadowing the individual ability of the really great

actress and actor.

There is no need to go into the causes for the unfortunate

condition of affairs which at present exists in the motion-pic-

ture industry. No one is directly to blame, for the industry

and its problems are new, and certain recent results could

not be foreseen and met. Both cause and effect are without
precedent.

Perhaps everyone has been a little to biame—the producer,

who sat apathetically by and did nothing; the actor and actress,

who were suddenly 'oaded with riches, and sought to enjoy
them without counting the cost; the exhibitor, who gave no
thought except to the box office; the newspapers, who played

up the scandals for personal aggrandizement; the public, which
was willing, even eager, to believe whatever it heard or read.

But whatever the causes, the facts exist; and it is these

which you, Mr. Hays, must face—and face fearlessly. The
time has come to act. and I believe that you are capable of

organizing the many factors of influence in America—pro-

ducers, actors, directors, exhibitors, press and public—to join

hands and work with you for a new ideal in motion pictures.

Photoplay, for its part, will refuse to print any personality

story about any motion-picture star, who is notoriously im-

moral, or whose actions are such as to reflect unfavorably on
the industry.

It is a Herculean task you have undertaken.

You are going to find in the motion-picture industry the

same trouble that has always existed—selfishness and cut-

throat methods. Side by side with men of the highest prin-

ciples, you are going to find men who are the scum of the

earth.

But you will succeed. Neither you. nor anyone else will be

able to make the motion-picture business perfect, any more
than the railroad business, the steel business, the banking busi-

ness, or the government is perfect.

After all. just as sorrow and hardship build up character,

so out of these tribulations will come a stronger and better

business.

James R. Quirk.
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New Mae Murray Costumes Designed

Just Clothes
As explained to Carolyn Van Wyck

By MAE MURRAY

Miss Murray delights in wearing a vest

on this order under her jackets and silk

and wool sweaters

A NY woman in the world can

/\ be attractive if she under-

j£^ stands how to dress.

That's a pretty broad state-

ment, but I believe it, so why shouldn't

I say it?

And good dressing has nothing to

do with money.
Good taste and careful grooming

are the only essentials.

The day of the pretty woman is

past.

It is the well-groomed, smart, at-

tractive woman who holds sway today.

I've seen the prettiest girl in the room
a wallflower in favor of a girl who
knew how to make herself look de-

sirable.

I wonder if all you girls realize

—

all you women of America—what a
chance you have at fashions, at cor-

rectness, at new and adorable clothes

ideas that you never have before. I

wonder if you understand that the

stars of the screen spend hours—days
—and fortunes, dressing for you.

If you are a picture fan, you ought
to know more about clothes than a
New York millionairess.

There are two or three things I've

always wanted to say to women about
clothes. This is my chance and I'm
tickled to death.

First of all, I'm absolutely sincere

when I say clothes are not a matter
of money.
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You May Have One of These Patterns
\

MY enthusiasm over the fact that I am able to offer the women readers of

Photoplay Magazine these Le Bon Ton Patterns of exclusive frocks,

designed by and for screen stars whose clothes have become a model for all Amer-

ica, is growing every month. This month Mae Murray, who in her article below

tells you herself that a very large portion of her time is spent studying and de-

signing clothes, helped Le Bon Ton and Photoplay to give you examples of

spring and summer gowns for every occasion. You will find the necessary di-

rections as to material below. And the pattern of one of these adorable frocks goes

to you! See the coupon.

( Ouft-cliiV\ Uc _ui_ LlX_icis

I know two sisters,
around thirty or thirty-five.

They married—one a very

well-to-do business man in

Cleveland. The other a

young chap who writes for

a living and is quite poor.

Naturally. The older sister

has a clothes allowance that

amounts to more than the

younger one's whole income.

But it doesn't do her a

bit of good.

Her hair is always wrong
in the first place. She
doesn't understand what to

buy, and gets extreme mod-

Mae Murray looks her best for out of

doors in this suit, which was designed by
her own fair self. Its lines are charming
and it could be most attractively developed
in heavy brown bengaline, vested and
collared in biscuit bengaline. The cost of

a dress on this order would be but $34.25,

as follows :

4% yds. bengaline (40 inches wide) © $5.00 $22.50
1 yard for vest 5.00
214 yds. satin © $2.50 6.25
Extras 1.00

There is a smart distinction about this

one-piece street dress of the ever charm-
ing Mae Murray. Best of all, it could be
copied in one of the modish heavy silk

crepes for the very moderate sum of
$22.75. Here are the figures :

3% yds. heavy crepe (40 inches wide © $5.00 $18.75
V-i yd. darker crepe for cuffs and collar 2.50
Embroidery silk and extras 1.50 Design 5



by Le Bon Ton, With Patterns For You
els that are not becom-
ing. She wears too

many colors at once.

Too many frills.

The younger one al-

ways looks twice as

smart. Her little frocks

are simple, becoming,
good lines. She always
has that clean, well-

groomed look that in-

stantly intrigues.

So there you are.

The first thing to do
is to make up your mind
to your type.

There again the screen

can help you immeasur-
ably.

That is part of our
business. To establish

type.

You may be an Elsie

Ferguson, a Bebe Dan-

Design 7

Miss Murray selected soft taffeta in
sweet pea pink for this delightful eve-
ning dress. The scallops on skirt and
bodice are bound with the silk, and its

slight bouffancy is added to by the
picot edged streamers of ribbon which
are in looped effect. Isn't $21.58 a
small sum for so smart a dress?
S yds. taffeta (36 inches wide) @ $2.75 $13.75
10 ' 2 yds. ribbon (2 ins. wide), (a) .65 6.83
Extras. 1.00

Mae Murray in designed by herself negliges

iels, a Mary Miles Minter, or even a Mae
Murray type.

When you've once made up your mind,

stick to it through thick and thin.

Find your colors. For myself, I prefer

the soft, pastel shades, even in street and
sport clothes. Some women never look so

well in anything as black—or white. Some
girls can stand the vivid shades, greens, reds,

hennas. But not many.
Study yourself. And then buy the things

that suit you.

I always suggest to my friends that unless

they have an unlimited wardrobe they

should select very simple things—things

you don't tire of quickly. If you have a

scarlet evening dress—that's very nice.

Only when you've worn it twice, everyone

says "My goodness, has she got that dress

on again."

A sport costume—I prefer a silk sweater

with a batiste vest and a soft turn over

collar, combined with a plain short skirt. A
street suit or dress. The suit in the picture

is the most satisfactory garment I have ever

worn—the street suit. It is essentially

smart. And almost anyone can wear it. An
afternoon dress and an evening gown, make
a wardrobe that if carefully selected, any
woman can get by with.

There is nothing more satisfactory to any
woman than good patterns. Many of the

frocks I love best are made in my own
home by a clever little dressmaker who will

carry out my orders. All my underwear is

made at home.

I think every woman is lucky
to have the opportunity that Pho-
toplay and Le Bon Ton are offer-

ing. It ought to simplify the

clothes problem so much.
Because— I know that I myself

spend a great part of my days
over clothes. I have to. It's

part of my stock in trade. And
in these frocks and things on this

page, I'm giving you the benefit

of thing- designed for me with
hours of trouble and concentra-
tion. Anybody can make them
because my things are essentially

simple.

The woman who doesn't make
the most of herself, who doesn't

study herself and try to be at-

tractive is—well, she's very silly!

Don't you think so?

Design 6

Quite irresistible is this pajama suit

which is among the intimate garments
owned by Miss Murray. You can
duplicate it for Sib. 70.

4 ' ; vd=. crepe de cliinc ( 13.00 $13.50
9 yds. lace.. @ .30
Embroidery Boss

Photoplay Magazine
Department of Fashions

25 West 45th Street

New York City, N. Y.

For enclosed coupon and twelve cents
in stamps for postage and handling
charges, please send me Le Bon Ton
pattern of

design number in size

Name

Street and Number

City State

Note: Only one pattern may be ordered w ith
one coupon. Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 and 42 only.

b5



Plays
and

"Rotten!" says Rudy. 'Dumbbells!
says Gloria. Mjss Swanson and Signor
Valentino nave retired momentarily
from the screen to direct their director

and their scenanoist, Sam Wood and
Elinor Glyn. The working title of their

picture is "Vengeance Is Mine saith

Rudy and Gloria

IT was no surprise to me when Alice Lake
bobbed her hair.

Everybody is advancing opinions as to

why she abbreviated her locks. One says

because it's the Hollywood style, another

that it makes her head cooler, or that

shampoos cost less. Alice states that she

tried a bobbed wig in a picture and it looked

so fetching that she decided to make it

permanent. But

—

I sat near Alice and a most handsome
cavalier one evening at dinner in the highly

polished Ambassador patent-leather grill,

when Nazimova came in, rumpling her

wide-spread bobbed hair in her usual nervous
manner.

Alice's escort fastened admiring eyes on
Nazimova's abbreviated thatch.

Alice fastened thoughtful eyes on her

escort.

Next day Alice bobbed her hair.

THE small daughter of one of our loveli-

est stars enjoys watching her mother
dre~. One day at school the teacher was
explaining elementary physiology.

"And what," she asked, "does the stomach
do?"
"The stomach," replied the little lady se-

riously, "holds up the petticoat."

ALL the romances are not on the screen.

Pauline Frederick is now Mrs. Charles
Alton Rutherford.
She has married her girlhood sweetheart,

a physician of Seattle, Washington. They
were sweethearts back in Boston -when she,

Beatrice Libby then, was seventeen and he
was twenty-six. Then she went on the stage

as Pauline Frederick; became a famous
celebrity, and was married to Frank M.
Andrews, the New York architect. They
were divorced and she later married Wil-
lard Mack, the playwright and actor.

Pauline Frederick became one of the great

stars of the films; her salary was tripled;

her name became synonymous with gorgeous
gown- and handsome homes and luxury.
Her Beverly Hills estate is one of the show
places of the exclusive California suburb.
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Please pretend, when you look at the
whiskered gentleman, that you don't
know who he is. We tried this on
several and they never guessed. But
the office boy, confronted with it,

sneered: 'Anybody'd know it was
Frank Mayo!" How about you?

Players
If you keep up with these

columns you will know
more about film folks than

they know themselves

By CAL. YORK

Miss Frederick did not announce her en-

gagement. Even her most intimate friends

did not know her intention to try matri-

mony a third time. She made her decision

to wed Dr. Rutherford, at five P. M. one
Saturday in the palm gardens of the Am-
bassador Hotel, Los Angeles; and the cere-

mony was performed at seven P. M., in the

parsonage of the Christian Church at Santa
Ana. Jack Gardner and his wife, Louise
Dresser, were there ; and as old friends were
invited to be witnesses. The wedding sup-

per was at a "hot dog" lunch counter, where
ham sandwiches were served.

The Rutherfords have taken a house in

Beverly Hills. She gave her age as thirty-

seven; he is forty-six.

I OHNSTON McCULLEY, who wrote "The
«J Mark of Zorro" for Douglas Fairbanks,

has gone into esthetic seclusion with three

pots of incense and a deck of playing cards.

When he wins his game of solitaire he will

emerge with a nice plot all carefully cata-

logued in his mind. That's the way he

lures his muse. And the incense must be

Miss Betty Compson takes pleasure in presenting the director who first

declared her a genius—Her mother



Plays and Players

"Even," remarked Brownie, even if I

am half bull-dog and Half fox-terrier,

even if my mother "was with a circus, it

seems somehow that they could give

me something better to do than chasing

a white mouse in and out of cupboards.

"I wish," intoned Tweeny, "to do some-
thing big and real and lasting— in a

dramatic line, you know. And how,

I ask you, am I to go about it if they

limit my expressions to terror and
hatred?" What a world!

balsam, pine and—violet! But if he has

the luck / have playing solitaire, things

look pretty hopeless for Doug's next plot,

unless he sneaks one out from under the

bottom

!

P. S—McCulley has just emerged foi

another deck of cards and hints that the

idea is germinating. It will be "The Spirit

of Chivalry," a tale of the medieval age,

when knighthood was in flower, in which

Doug will buckle on his armor and his ideals

and fight an army of extras to save his

lady's honor. It will not be a vegetarian

picture.

Mary and Doug have purchased, for

$150,000, the Jesse D. Hampton studios in

Hollywood. They plan to own controlling

stock but will admit outside capital.

A MAGAZINE writer had arranged an
appointment to interview Cullen Lan-

dis on his much-publicized ability as an auto

mechanic. At the rendezvous, the magazine

writer waited patiently. Landis was long

overdue when the telephone rang.

The writer answered. "Hullo ! This is

Landis," came an angry voice. "Can't keep
that appointment—my car won't go!"

"S'
UNSHINE MARY" ANDERSON is

being sued for divorce by her husband,
Phinny Goodfriend, an assistant camera-
man, on desertion charges. Rumor has it

that a divorce would be agreeable to both.

DRASTIC salary reductions have been
announced in almost every Hollywood

studio within the past week. The cuts

range from ten to twenty per cent.

THE story is going the rounds of how a.

certain pretty ingenue got to be a dra-

matic leading woman.
The little girl—the convention screen

type: curls, pout, dental smile—had always

got along fairly well. In fact, her name

Not the x-ray of an egg. But Nazi-
mova as seen by a Bohemian
sculptress. Miss Renee Prahar. Per-
haps you will get a less concrete but
more complete impression of Alia

when you see her as Salome

occupied stellar space for a while. Then
the company which had put her into the

electric claes decided that, after all, she

didn't really belong there. And BO >lic was,

to put it vulgarly, out of a job.

Came a great director. A producer-direc-

tor, who has made many pretty little in-

genues into real, la-ting Star-. He -aw
the ingenue in question and liked her.

But, a> one of his premier qualifications is,

always has been, and always will be, pretty
limbs, he was in a quandary; for our little

friend was not particularly pulchritudinous
in that respect. In fact, she was knock-
kneed and clumsy of ankle. Which would
never, never do for the heroine of the great
director's pictures.

Hut camera tests of her face were made,
and wire satisfactory. And the G. I>. de-
cided he must have her. So he put her
into the hands of an artist—a regular artist

—and said, "I want you to hx up Miss So-
and-So's legs so they'll photograph like a
million dollar-."

The artist is an artist. He made shapely
plaster casts and put her into them. He
designed special shoes which made the thick

ankles surpassingly pretty. He presented
the result, and the ingenue was permanently
hired. You'll never notice it on the screen.

But the young lady had to stop work every
twenty minutes, have the ca:-ts removed,
and her poor little limbs massaged. What
we do suffer in the name of Art !

MARJORIE DAW says she isn't engaged
to Johnny Harron and she'll just keep

on going out with him and the little birdie

can whisper all it wants to, so there ! Their
childhood friendship—but Marjorie admits
it contains an element now not present dur-
ing those other days—dates back to the
time when she and brother Chandler,
Johnny, and the late Robert Harron were
"pals."

NORMA TALMADGE is still threaten-
ing to film "The Garden of Allah'' in

Africa. But don't worry—this is one of

Norma's favorite pastimes—a periodic

threat. I won't grieve until I know she has
gone. (Continued on page 80)

m
Ben Turpin no doubt enjoys his wife s goodbye kiss, but his eyes seem to

be on another subiect



To Assist You in Saving Tour

ONE GLORIOUS DAY—Paramount

OR. the amazing adventures of Ek, the small spirit. One
of the quaintest stories ever filmed, it will interest

and amuse you, whether you believe in it or not.

It concerns a spirit which comes to inhabit the earthly

guise of a meek professor. What it does to that professor

provides comedy that is almost Chestertonian—G. K.

When the professor is played by Will Rogers, the most
lovable man on the screen, and he is in love with Lila Lee,

and Alan Hale plays an almost likeable villain, you're in

for an evening of rare entertainment. And you get it.

Satire on spiritualism is so deftly done you can take it or

leave it, according to your humor. There are fantastic

scenes of the spirit world, and those of Ek on earth are

cleverly conceived. James Cruze is a director of imagina-

tion, and this production puts him into the "special" class.

There's a wonderful fight in it, and you love Will Rogers

more than ever. He is one actor who's good no matter
what you give him to do. His rare whimsicality, compar-
able to Chaplin's, was never more apparent. There is a

little more love-making than usual for him, here; and he

accomplishes it surprisingly well. Lila Lee is the lovee,

and her smooth dark beauty provides the principal decora-

tion. John Fox, as Ek, is an artist!

See this. You'll admit it's out of the ordinary.

THE PRODIGAL JUDGE—Vitagraph
IT'S a curious fact that the most satisfying photoplays

are seldom the ones involving vast expenditures and grave

warnings about leaving the children at home. "The Prodi-

gal Judge" demonstrates again that the public wants

—

and really enjoys—a clean story with a good plot and even

(whisper it!) a moral.

Maclyn Arbuckle has given many fine performances in

his long stage and screen career. But he has never done

anything more splendidly convincing than the character

of Judge Slocum Price.
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A review of the new pictures

PENROD—Neilan First National

THE children's classic of the screen.

Reels and reels of pure joy—you'll sit spell-bound

unless you are so old and sour that you've forgotten the

days when you were Penrod's age. Marshall Neilan de-

serves a special medal for making this picture. Instead

of digging up some old problem play to put on, he has

taken Booth Tarkington's comedy of boyhood and reimmor-

talized it, with the freckled Barry in the stellar role, and a

marvelous cast.

A regular review of this is impossible. A picture you can

sit through again and again and laugh more heartily every

time. Chuckles and guffaws and shrieks, according to the

scenes presented. The best parts of the famous stories

have been selected for screening by Mr. Neilan and his

scenario associate, Lucita Squier, and his associate director,

Frank O'Connor. Dedicated to that great institution, the

American boy, it is absolutely faithful to him. It presents

his little problems, sometimes almost seriously, so that you
want to go home and be as nice as possible to your small

brother or son, even to giving him a two-dollar-bill, which
plays such havoc with Penrod. Yes, it's all in the film.

The pageant—perhaps the funniest thing on celluloid. Pen-

rod's party, and the new wiggly dances—all performed for

your benefit. Almost every scene is charming or funny.

Wesley Barry, the only possible Penrod, is pretty nearly

perfect in the part, thanks to his Irish Svengali. The
children are, without exception, splendid and non-theatrical.

Baby Peggy, a star herself, provides some of the choicest

comedy. She will elicit many appreciative ah*s. Marjorie

Daw and John Harron are the youthful lovers.
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Motion Picture Time and Money
^HOLLYWOOD,

PHOTOPLAY'S SELECTION

of the SIX BEST

PICTURES of the MONTH

PENROD

ONE GLORIOUS DAY

THE PRODIGAL JUDGE

TURN TO THE RIGHT

THE SEVENTH DAY

THE RULING PASSION

.

TURN TO THE RIGHT—Metro

REX INGRAM has made a careful and intelligent pro-

duction of Winchell Smith's famous stage success

—

one of the first big hits to harp on the crook's regeneration

theme—and the picture will undoubtedly be as popular as

the play was—one of those successes which made every

producer in this last lean season sigh whenever he thought

of those good old days.

The story, as almost everyone knows, describes the vicissi-

tudes of a clean country boy who goes to the great city and
falls among evil companions; the type of low people that

one meets everywhere in the metropolis but never—no,

never!—in a small town. He is finally sent to jail on false

evidence, and when he returns home, years later, finds that

the mortgage is about to be foreclosed. With the aid

of two ex-convict pals, he thwarts the cruel old skin-flint

who is driving his mother out into the night. He then puts

the farm on a paying basis and in the end (believe it or

not) he marries the girl and goes to live in a little "dream
cottage." These are situations we have seen again and
again on the stage, long ago before the motion picture was
evenly. dimly thought of.

This is obvious stuff, it is true, but it is made generally
entertaining and occasionally credible by Mr. Ingram and an
exceptional cast that includes Alice Terry, Edward Con-
nelly, and Jack Mulhall. The scenario is by June Mathis,
and the photography, which is up to the same high stand-
ard of the previous Ingram productions, by John C. Seitz.

If plot, technique, and acting were up to this mark
in the average photoplay, the silent drama would double
its popularity.

THE SEVENTH DAY—First National

THIS picture comes from the same source as "Tol'able

David;" that is to say, it was directed by Henry King,

and Richard Barthelmess is its star. It lacks the rugged

vigor of the Hergesheimer story and it is marred by some
crude attempts at comedy relief, but for all that it is a

thoroughly worth-while picture, and proves that the talent

displayed by King and Barthelmess in "Tol'able David"
was something more than a momentary flash.

"The Seventh Day" is the story of a yacht that puts into

a little sea-coast town for repairs. Its passengers, dis-

illusioned cynics from New York, mingle with the humble
members of the local population, and two romances result.

Richard Barthelmess, as John Alden, is the son of a long

line of hardy old sea captains. Louise Huff is Patricia

Vane, the sophisticated flapper with whom he falls in

love. They are both excellent, and they are well sur-

rounded by a thoroughly good cast. As in "Tol'able Da-
vid," the direction of Henry King stands out. There is

the same quality of genuineness that was so much in evi-

dence in his previous picture.

THE RULING PASSION—United Artists

'
I 'HE story, by Earl Derr Biggers. of this title appeared
A in the Saturday Evening Post before George Arliss ac-

quired it for the films. When the picture was shown,
critics deplored the fact that once again the screen was
making use of the "passion" angle in a title to bring the

shekels through the box-office window. They complained
that "the ruling passion" meant only work, innocent ly

enough, but that the celluloid magnates meant it to mean
more—much more. The public of the Post endured such

a title in silence.

But it's a fine picture—for the whole family. George
Arliss plays the leading part with consummate skill; he
brings life and sympathy to an every-day character. Doris
Kenyon is a charming daughter.

I



THE WALL FLOWER—Goldwyn

This may be listed as a near-hit. Rupert Hughes has

provided a good story, and the production is well handled.

But Colleen Moore is inadequate as the tragically .un-

popular wall-flower who finally blossoms out into an
American beauty, with the usual inevitable consequences.

Richard Dix lends his customary pleasant personality to

the cast. It's a good family picture.

BACK PAY—Cosmopolitan-Paramount

Almost a great picture—despite the fact that the

action is slow, in spots, and the ending drags. Seena

Owen pla}'s the part of a chiffon-souled girl, who eventu-

ally finds herself, with sincerity and conviction. Matt
Moore has one or two big moments. Not in the Imperial

Granum class—but strong food for the adult mind. And
thafs saying something.

A STAGE ROMANCE—Fox

Charming entertainment for the entire family, thanks

to the brilliant art of William Farnum. The Dumas tale

of Edmund Kean, picturesquely and artistically related,

with Farnum doing his best work in some months. A
great actor impersonating a great actor, he is lifelike and
lovable, and makes a strong appeal. His leading women
are splendid: Peggy Shaw and Myrtle Bonillas.

HER HUSBAND'S TRADEMARK—Paramount

A thoroughly entertaining film, at least for the ladies.

Gloria Swanson has been draped, in her inimitable way,

most becomingly by Clara Beranger and Sam Wood, and
shines with particular brilliance even for her. The story

is highly improbable and highly absorbing. Stuart

Holmes returns auspiciously as her husband. It's pure

hoakum, but you can't help liking it—and Gloria.

WITH STANLEY IN AFRICA—Universal

A serial—but a serial plus. Good jungle scenery,

logical adventure, and a historical background that is

always authentic. George Walsh is a young scientist

who goes with Stanley on his search for Livingston, and
Louise Lorraine is a newspaper reporter. Your evening

won't be dull, for there's thrills a-plenty for the most
exacting. An all-around picture.

60

THE GRIM COMEDIAN—Goldwyn

A story of fate and Broadway—two themes that never

grow tiresome. An actress who decides to go straight

for her daughter's sake, a villain who transfers his affec-

tion from mother to child; not new material, of course,

but it's an intensely dramatic narrative for all that. Jack

Holt scores the acting honors. Not for children. Nor
for adults with child-like minds. (Cont'd on page 62)
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Just two things to do
for a perfect manicure

Cutex Cuticle

Remover

Cuticle smooth and even—Nails polished and pink
Here is the quickest, easiest way to get them

SHAPELY nails, exquisitely pink

and polished, framed in smooth

cuticle— at last you can have them

without the time-consuming bother it

used to mean. Now, with Cutex,

there are just two things to do, in-

stead of half a dozen, to make your

nails look as ifthey had just been pro-

fessionally manicured.

Instead of tedious soaking, and in-

stead of dangerous cutting, you just

work carefully about the nails with

an orange stick dipped in Cutex Cuti-

cle Remover, then rinse, and the hard

dry edges ofdead cuticle will simply

wipe away.

You can form no idea of how this

one thing alone has simplified mani-

curing until you have tried it for your-

self. In just a fraction of the time that

soaking and cutting used to take, you

can achieve the smoothness ofthe nail

Cutex
Introductory Set

rims that was never possible when
you cut the cuticle—and with none

of the ill effects.

In a flash, the brightest,

most lasting polish

Here are two new polishes too, that

help to make the manicure infinitely

quicker, easier than it used to be.

Cutex Powder Polish is practically

instantaneous. Just a few swift strokes

across the palm of the hand is suffi-

cient to bring out the shine. And it is

more brilliant and lasts longer than

the luster you get from any other

polish. The texture is velvet smooth

—and it has a body and firmness

that prevent it from scattering waste-

fully. It has a somewhat stronger tint

in order to give the faint pink to the

nails that is now so fashionable.

The new Liquid Polish used as a

finishing touch will make your man-
icure last twice as long. It goes on

swiftly, easily and with uniform

smoothness, dries instantly, and leaves

the most brilliant luster. It will keep

its even brilliance for at least a week.

When it begins to grow dull, you do

not have to put on a separate prepara-

tion to take it off. You simply put on

a fresh coat of polish, and wipe it off

quickly before it dries.

Cutex Sets come at 6oc, $1 .00, $1. 50,

and $3.00. Or each article separately at 35c.

At all drug and department stores in the

United States and Canada.

Introductory Set—now 12c
Fill out this coupon and mail it with nc in

coin or stamps for the Introductory Set con-

taining samples of Cutex Cuticle Remover,
Powder Polish, Liquid Polish, Cuticle Cream
(Comfort), emery board and orange stick.

Address Northam Warren, 1 14 West 1
_th

Street, New York, or if you live in Canada,

Dept. 704, 200 Mountain St., Montreal.

MAIL THIS COUPON WITH 12 CENTS TODAY

Northam Warren,

Dept. 704. 1 14. West 17th Street,

New York City.
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THE BRIDES PLAY—Paramount

The basis of this story is an ancient Irish legend

about a bride who is snatched away by a young Lochin-

var at her wedding. It has not been made into an
effective picture, largely because of weak continuity,

but Joseph Urban has devised many scenes of marvelous

beauty. Marion Davies and Wyndham Standing have
the leading roles. The climax is well carried out.

MORAN OF THE LADY LETTY—Paramount
More or less pure hoakum that you're almost ashamed

of yourself for enjoying. Whether it is the presence of

two sparklers such as Valentino and Dorothy Dalton, or

whether it is the original power of the Frank Norris

novel, we don't know; but it's good strong entertainment.

Sea stuff; fights; love. Rodolph as usual; Dorothy with

bobbed hair—yum yum!. You're bound to like it.

LOVE'S REDEMPTION—First National

Norma Talmadge has a weakness for incongruous roles

—perhaps it's her love for the unusual—but she has sel-

dom been so mis-cast as in this picture. She is called

upon to portray a diminutive wisp of a girl who lives in a

semi-civilized state in the West Indies. There are some
good scenes, but that is about all that can be said for

this production.
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SATURDAY NIGHT—Paramount

Cecil B. de Mille seems to be running a bit wild, of

late, and this is one of his wildest excursions. Two matri-

monial tragedies which could never have happened, many
extremely lavish sets, Leatrice Joy doing her very best,

Edith Roberts failing to register, and Conrad Nagel, who
hasn't a ghost of a chance,—all are lost in the mad sad

scramble for spectacular effect.

' "jU1
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THE MAN FROM LOST RIVER—Goldwyn

Another of those vital, gripping, red-blooded dramas

that deal with life in the big woods. There is the usual

eastern weakling, and the usual uncivilized, true-hearted

brute, and the usual girl. The brute, of course, wins

out, to the satisfaction of all. House Peters, as the

he-man hero, helps considerably to satisfy the audience's

supposed desire for the primitive.

NANCY FROM NOWHERE—Paramount

Bebe Daniels' beauty and charm absolutely wasted in

an impossible picture. It's not even up to the standard

of her other stellar films. It can't even be classed as

juvenile stuff. You can't take the children because

there is an unpleasant theme. Bebe has exceptional

pantomimic gifts. Why throw them away on stuff like

this? (Continued on page 95)
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{jjreat sil\ manufacturer makes tests

and finds safest way to wash silks

TODAY silk is used as much as cotton in

making women's washable garments.

Silkblousesand silk stockings everywoman
owns— and many of her underclothes are

of silk.

Silk can so easily be ruined in the first

laundering that the safe way to wash it is a

real problem to the manufacturer as well as

the wearer.

William Skinner& Sons, the largest satin

manufacturers in the country, felt it was so

important to solvethis laundering problem,

that they had thorough washing tests made
to work out the safest way to wash silks.

Read the letter from William Skinner &
Sons. It tells you why, as a result of the

tests, they unqualifiedly recommend Lux.
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How to launder silks

Whisk one tablespoonful of Lux into

a thick lather in half a bowlful of very

hot water. Add cold watei till luke-

warm. Press suds repeatedly tnrough

garment. Rinse in 3 lukewarm waters.

Squeezewater out—do notwnng Roll

in towel. When nearly dry, press with

a warm iron—never a hot one. Be care-

ful to press satins with the nap.

Send today for booklet of ex-
pert laundering advice — it is

free. Address Lever Bros. Co.,

Dept.S-4, Cambridge, Mass.
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Won't injure anything pure water alone won't harm
When you write to advertisers please mention I'llOTOrLAY MAGAZINE.



"Zukor Had An Idea"
The famous

head of the

Famous
Players Co.

changed the

whole mo-
tion picture

business

with it

when he

brought

Sarah

Bernhardt

to the

screen

By
TERRY

RAMSAYE

'Adolph Zukor Presents"
Sarah Bernhardt in "Queen Elizabeth

ONE afternoon, just ten years ago now, an inconspicu-

ous, square-set little body of a man went hurrying

along with the crowds in Times Square. He had an
abstract look on his face, busy with his thoughts within

as he stepped along in automatic haste. He hesitated in the

thick of it, paused, and came to a sudden stop.

More than likely some one stumbled over him and mut-
tered things about people that didn't have "sense enough to

get out of the way." People in crowds are like that.

But this preoccupied man had neither mind nor ear for the

crowd just then. He elbowed his way to a quieter eddy in

the stream of traffic, and hurried to jot down a note of just

two words on a scrap of paper. Then he jammed it into his

pocket and plunged into the surging traffic again. An ex-

pression of relief took the place of abstraction. Something
important was settled.

That evening at home he remarked across the dinner table

—

"I have got a good name for our new company."
"What is it?"

He thought a moment, then felt in his pocket and brought
forth the crumpled paper with the note on it.

"It's—it's—why, I can't make it out, now, myself!"
The soup got cold while he turned the paper, first this way,

then that, trying to decipher those two scrawled words. But
in the middle of the coffee it came back.

"Now I remember—'Famous Players!'"
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The man, of course, was Adolph Zukor.

It was a good name, because it embodied and represented

an actual idea. The name and the product it represented are

ten years old now and, by way of memorializing this decade

of Famous Players history, various pleasant affairs and func-

tions have been announced, chief among them a visit and
tour by Sarah Bernhardt, first of the Famous Players.

BECAUSE this idea that came to that man in the crowd has

survived and grown to vast estate in these years, its history

is peculiarly worthy of inquiry.

One may pass lightly over the earlier facts of Adolph
Zukor 's arrival, at sixteen years of age, in 1890, an immi-
grant from Ricse, in Hungary, and his early employment
sweeping a fur store in New York. It was an humble be-

ginning, dramatically humble, but that is an essential nature

of true beginnings. It is sufficient that he swept well and
learned the fur trade, which he came to pursue with profit

in Chicago. There is perhaps a glint of significance in the

fact that he saw a need for some better device for fastening

furs than the old fashioned "frog," and proceeded to invent

and patent a snap fastener. It paid because it was needed.

Doubtless the world lost an excellent furrier when Mr.
Zukor returned to New York in 1903 and began to look about
for something else, and in 1905 ventured into the penny
arcade business, with Marcus Loew. The penny arcade of the

day presented phonographic versions of song hits and peep
show machines in which were motion pictures of a sort made
by the American Mutoscope & Biograph Company.

MR. ZUKOR had an arcade at Sixth Avenue and Fourteenth
Street and another at Fourteenth Street and Broadway.

Motion pictures projected on the screen were gaining a bit of
attention and shortly Mr. Zukor decided to try their drawing
power by converting the Sixth Avenue arcade into a theater.

His Mutoscope friends and others advised him against the
move. They assured him he was "crazy." So he went ahead.

In time this "crazy idea" was applied to his Broadway place
and it became the Comedy Theater, presenting motion pictures.

But the time came when the (Continued on page iij)
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In America's Great Orchestras
WHAT a significant fact it is, that the artists who interpret the

works of the masters, who paint again the great tone-pictures of

the symphonies, use Conn instruments in the expression of their art

!

The standards of these conductors, and of the players with them, are

indeed exacting. Conn instruments meet these standards in every

detail, giving life and color to the composition with the brilliant beauty

of their tone, and responding instantly to the player's control in the

most difficult passage.

Exclusive processes of manufacture developed in the Conn great

laboratories, the painstaking care of artist-craftsmen, and the skill

developed in half a century of instrument building are responsible

for this excellence. The nameConn on a band or orchestra instrument

means but one thing : Highest in Quality.

FREE "Success in Music and How to Win It"

'By John Philip Sousa

A short period of practice with a Conn will prepare you for the profit and pleasure of play-

ing a band or orchestra instrument. This book illustrates and describes all instruments, tells

use and opportunities of each. New Saxophone Boole explains superiorities ofConn saxophone;
popular stars tell why they choose the Conn. Send coupon now for copy of book you desire and
details of FREE TRIAL, EASY PAYMENT PLAN. Mention instrument that interests you.

C. G. CONN, LTD., 428 Conn BIdg., Elkhart, Indiana

i

&
New York Conn Co., 233-5-7 W. 47th St.

Detroit Conn Co., 59 Grand River Ave. Southern Conn Co., 317 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.

Northwest Conn Co., 708 3rd Ave., Seattle.Wash. McDougal Conn Co., 129 10th St., Portland, Ore.
Cleveland Conn Co.. 1220 Huron Road. Chicago Conn Co., 61 East Van Burcn St.

C. G. CONN, Ltd., 428 Conn BIdg., Elkhart, Indiana :

Please send me Free Book, "Success in Music and How to Win It,

easy payment plan. (Mention Instrument.)

Name

and details of your tree trial.

Street or Rural Route

City, State, County..

Instrument

PIERRE MONTEUX, Boston Symphony: "The
Conn Instruments used In my orchestra are very

,

satisfactory."
Boston Symphony Artists who play Conns:
G. Mager, J. Mann. L. Kloepfel, trumpets:
E. Adam, A. Mausebach, L. Kenueld,
trombones; M. Kunze. tuba.

OSSIP GABRILOWITSCH. Detroit Symphony:
"I greatly appreciate the Quality of your Instru-
ments, they are a valuable addition to our
orchestra."

Detroit Symphony Artists who play Conns:
S. Miller, C. O'Hara, A. Kearney. E. Van
Amburgh, trumpets: M. Smith. S. Van
Amburgh. W. Addison, trombones; W.
Webster, tuba.

ALFRED HEBTZ. San Francisco Symphony:
"I have selected Conn instruments as the only
make for my entire brass section, an indication
of my regard.''

San Francisco Symphony Artists who play
Conns:
D. Rosebrook. 0. Kegel, A. Arriola, A.
Stephen, trumpets; F. Tait, O. Clark, F.
Bassett, trombones; A. Storch. tuba.

JOSEPH STRANSKY, New York Philharmonic
Orchestra, endorses Conn quality. The follow-
ing artists playing under Stransky use Conns:

V. Buono, M. Schlossberg, M. Grupp,
trumpets; M. Falcone, L. Haines, \V. Lille-
back. trombones; F. Qeib, tuba.

W. H. ROTHWELL, Los Angeles Philharmonic:
"Conn instruments used in our orchestra aro
very satisfactory in tone quality and pitch."

Mr. Rothwell's players who use Conns are:
V. Druckcr, G. Parheco, trumpets; H. Bel-
tel. L. Stelnbereer. J. Wallace, F. Shell-
house, trombones.

WII.I.EM MENGELRERG. the famous guest
conductor of the- New York Philharmonic Orches-

tra, appreciates the effects obtained by the
Conn brass section of his orchestra.

LEOPOLD BTOKOW8KI, Philadelphia Sym-
phony. Artists undei -

S. Cohen, trumpet; Q. Simons. C. Gerhard.
P. Lotz, trombones: (; Prey, tuba.

EUGENE Y8AYE, Cincinnati symphony. Art-
ists under Ysave who play Conns are:

F. Weiss. w. McC.ee. \V. Kopp, trumpets:
J. Huston, tuba.

NIKOLAI SOKOLOFF, Cleveland Symphony:
"Your Instruments In the Cleveland
are of excellent quality and beautiful tone."

iv Artists who use Conns:
\ ( i

: 1 \ i

I to, trombones.
EMIT, oiiERHOKKF.lt. Minneapolis Symphony.
Artists under OliorhoflVr who ui I

W. Tbleck, II U Baxbl , A Koehler, IT.

Bossenroth. M. Hahls. O. Lit

trumpets: R. Llndenhahn. French
horn: m. Sery, V, Qebbardt,
F. Wagner, trombones.

Conn Instruments are also used
and endorsed by the following
NEW YORK STMPHO N Y
Artists:
H. Olantz. F. Venezla, C. Heln-
rlch. trumpets: M. Wockenfuss, S.
Tilkin. trombones: J. Perfetto. eu-
phonium: D. Rllcllo, tuba.
METROPOLITAN OPERA OR-
CHESTRA, N. T.
O. Nappl, A. Arhano. trump
Mantia. C. Cusumano. II. WankoflP,

LaCruis, trombones.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.



Why'Do-They

Do -It
Title Ree. U. S. Pat. OR.

' I 'HIS is TOUR Department. Jump right in with your contribution.

•*• What have you seen in the past month, that was stupid, unlifelike,

ridiculous or merely incongruous? Do not generalize; confine your

remarks to specific instances of absurdities in pictures you have seen.

Your observation will be listed among the indictments of carelessness on

the part of the actor, author or director.

E3

Where Can You Buy 'Em?

IN "Bar NothinV Buck Jones is in the desert—alone. He
is not even accompanied by his boots or hat. His socks,

naturally, are filled with holes. And yet, when he gets into

town again, they are as good as new.

Eugene Smith, Columbus, Ohio.

Mixed Dates

IT happened in David Butler's picture, "Girls Don't Gamble."
A calendar in Mr. Latimer's office shows plainly that it is

the month of May; but in the store a large sign reads, "July
Clearance Sale!" J. E. Horan, Dalton, Georgia.

Serial Complications
\ NOTICED this in the serial, "Breaking Through," which
* stars Carmel Myers and Wallace MacDonald.

Both are trapped in a tunnel after an explosion which
started a landslide. In the tunnel MacDonald lights a candle,

which gives off a steady flame. In the next scene Carmel
notices the flame flickering. They start out to find the source

of the draft. Then the candle is about five inches long. Later
when they are groping their way along the tunnel, the candle
is twice as long. They find a hole in the roof of the tunnel and
climb through. Wallace puts the candle, which has now
diminished to three inches, in his shirt pocket. When they
return to camp there is no sign of the candle.

F. J. S., Chicago, 111.

Showing Up The Sheik

THOSE wonderful soft lights in the desert tent of "The
Sheik!"

And the rose that apparently bloomed in the desert so that

The Sheik could put it on Diana's breakfast tray!

It was such a darn exciting picture, though, that I almost
overlooked these things! Ruth F. B., Bronx, New York.

Permanently Waved
YV7YNDHAM STANDING, the hero of "The Iron Trail,"
»» rescues Natalie from the shipwreck. He swims with

her to shore, then carries her to the house. On the porch, he
stops an instant, revealing the girl with her hair wet and
straight. A second later, she is inside the house, in her mother's
arms with hair perfectly dry and beautifully curled.

Laura Levy, Tacoma, Wash.

Well-Titled, Anyway
MANY unusual things have happened in the various episodes

of "Terror Trail"; but one of the most unique occurred
in Episode 16. An automobile dashes off while its only (?)
occupant is stepping on the running board.

George Teis, Homestead, Pa.

"Stepping On" the Future

BETTY LEE, an eighteen-year-old flapper in "The Speed
Girl," is introduced as a child five or six years old. By

subtraction, the year of Betty's sixth anniversary is 1909, yet
death threatens her at that time by means of a 192 1 model
automobile! Rutson Lutz, Montgomery, Alabama.

Many Noticed This

IN Mary Pickford's "Little Lord Fauntleroy," she is fighting

with the rival Fauntleroy. He punches her in the chin, and
she gets a black eye. R. Lang and Others.

Just a Little Variety

IN "The Branded Woman," Norma Talmadge's picture, one
scene shows a long table, on one end of which is a full-

face photograph of Norma. The scene shifts, and when the

table is again shown, the picture is no longer there—but on
the opposite end of the table rests a profile likeness of the

fair Norma. E. Z. S., Springfield, Vt.

We'll Forgive Her This Time

1
LIKED "A Prince There Was"—it was a fine picture. But
I noticed this:

Little Peaches Jackson left her room to go upstairs to see

Mildred Harris. When she arrives there she was fondly
carrying a doll that she had left down in her room a minute
before. Edwin N. Richardson, Boston, Mass.

He's the Hero, Isn't He?
TOM MIX, as Whistling Dan in "The Night Horsemen,"

chases Buck in an all-night ride. When Buck reaches the

house, his face, hat, coat and other clothing are very dirty,

while Dan looks exceedingly spic and span and none the worse
for his all-night ride. How come?

Harry Farkas, Dayton, Ohio.

It Must Have Kept Him Busy

BILL FARNUM, in "The Scuttlers," appears before the

first mate ^with quite a full-sized set of whiskers. The
first mate shows him a mop and sends him on deck to get

to work. A few minutes later, the Captain's daughter, Laura,
slips on the wet deck and Bill helps her to her feet. And
it is noticeable that he is clean-shaven.

H. V. B., Minnesota.

How Heroic!

IN "Under the Lash," after Robert Waring (Mahlon Hamilton)
frustrates the attempt of the Boer farmer Krillet (Russell

Simpson) to murder his wife Deborah Krillet (Gloria Swan-
son) Waring rushes into the barn, releases Deborah, and then,

overcome with emotion, places his hand on a lighted kerosene
lantern and keeps it there for two or three minutes without
even flinching. R. A. Heilman, Allentown, Pa.

Attention o,f Miss Talmadge

IT was only recently that we of this town were privileged to

see "Good References," with Constance Talmadge. starring;

and we think Constance ought to mingle more with the typical

modern American girl. Now what modern American girl would
ungracefully wave her arms in the air and scream, "Murder

—

help—thieves!" when a man appears at her bedside? Why,
Constance acted exactly like a mid-Victorian Clarissa or

Charlotte. She was portraying a self-assured, capable, and
efficient young woman equal to any emergency and did get

up and go with the aforesaid man, Peter, to get Bill out of

jail at the midnight hour. Now wouldn't the modern American
girl have looked with wide eyes at the man and demanded,
"What do you want?" Heart beating, of course, and voice

trembling slightly—but oh, that arm-waving of Constance's!

Mrs. C. M. Locke. Mansfield, Ohio.

Entefprisin' , B'Gosh!

IN "The U. P. Trail," which is a tale of the early days,

before prohibition and jitneys, we find a nice, big, modern
safe—such as are used in the best equipped Broad Street

business offices today. Just a little ahead of the times!

P. V. K., New York City, N. Y



Pretty Girls Have Always Known
the Secret

These two pretty girls share the same beauty

secret, although one lived 3,000 years ago.

Girls who both know that a fresh, smooth,

radiant skin is not only woman's greatest

charm, but one within reach of every woman.

For pretty girls used a form of Palmolive in

the days of ancient Egypt, just as they do to-

day. The crude combination of palm and

olive oils, which served as a beautifying
cleanser, was the inspiration of the familiar

Palmolive cake, famous for its mildness the

world over.

Modern science, with all its progress, can

find no milder, more soothing cleansers than

these two ancient oils. It can only perfect

their combination and offer it in the most
efficient and convenient form.

Gives a Perfect Sf^in

To state that just washing your face every

day will give you that all - desired, fresh,

smooth skin may sound too simple to be true.

But such cleanliness is the foundation of com-
plexion beauty, for this reason.

The accumulations

of dirt, oil and per-

spiration, cold cream
and powder must be

removed or they will

collect and clog the

tiny pores which com-
pose the surface of

the skin.

Such clogging en-

larges the pores,
which soon results in

coarse texture, and the imbedded dirt causes

blackheads and when it carries infection,

eruptions follow. There is no beauty in such

a neglected skin, which repels when it should

attract, and prevents popularity and social

success.

Soothes While It Cleanses

Some women will complain that soap is

too harsh, that it ages and dries their skins.

This proves they are using the wrong soap.

The smooth, creamy lather of Palmolive

soothes while it cleanses. It removes every

trace of injurious dirt and skin accumulations

and secretions, leaving the face becomingly

soft and smooth, with radiant freshness and
natural color.

The use of cosmetics isn't harmful if the

basis is a skin that is thoroughly, healthfully

clean. In case of dryness, apply your favorite

cold cream both before and after washing.

Not Extravagant at

the Price

If Palmolive was a very expensive soap,

such advice would mean extravagance. But
the firm long-wearing cake of generous size

costs only ten cents.

The reason is gigantic production which

keeps the Palmolive factories working day
and night and the importation of the bland,

mild oils in vast volume which reduces cost

Thus this finest facial soap, which if made
in small quantities would cost at least 2<

cents, is offered at the popular price which

all can afford for every toilet purpose.

THE PALMOLIVE COMPANY
Milwaukee, V S. A.

THE PALMOLIVE COMPANY OF CANADA, Limited

Toronio, Onl.

Also makers of a complete line of toilet artidei

Not Only for Faces

Don' t forget that your neck and
throat are also conspicuous for skin

beauty or the lack of it, and that this

is where age first shows.

Arms and shoulders should be kept

smooth and white and hands must be

beautified.

Use Palmolive for bathing and these

results are insured, with the comfort of

a skin which always feels luxuriously

smooth.

Copyright 1922—The Palmolive Co.

my.i

Volume and efficiency produce
25c quality for



For trial we invite

you to send 15c, and
we will be glad to

mail you three guest-

room packages of
Armand Cold Cream
Powder, Talcum and
Vanishing Cream.

CJOU cannot buy a better powder than
07 Armand Cold Cream Powder. It is

smooth, dense and delicately perfumed. It

spreads easily and blends naturally into the
skin. And it stays on till you wash it off

!

Armand Cold Cream Powder is the only
dry face powder with a base of exquisite
cold cream ! It actually improves the skin,

protecting it from dust and dirt. Because
of its unusual density, there is twice as
much value in the little pink-and-white
hat-box of Armand Cold Cream Powder as
there could be of ordinary powder.
Buy a box of Armand Cold Cream Pow-

der today. It is $1 everywhere. Armand
Bouquet, a less dense powder, in the square
box, is 50c everywhere. And if you do not
like it better than any powder you have
ever used, take it back and your money
will be returned to you.

ARMAND—Des Moines
Canadian customers should address

Armand, Ltd., St. Thomas, Ont.

Armand
COLD CREAM POWDER
h cJhe LITTLE PINK (PWHlTE BOXES



The Ballins
Chasing an

incorrigible coupi,

By DELIGHT EVANS

IT'S
downright discouraging. There's

nothing you can do about it. I've

tried—goodness knows I've tried.

Imagine two people— but you
couldn't. Nobody could. I couldn't

either, if I didn't know.

I've watched them—sometimes secretly.

Then I've met them at dinner and at

luncheon and at tea. I've been to their

house. I've watched them work. I've

run into them unexpectedly at banquets

and balls and first-nights. I've followed

them up the Avenue. I have slunk

around corners and peered from door-

ways at them. It doesn't do any
good.

They're real.

Their life is an

Open Book. There
are no eccentricities.

Nothing you can put

your finger on and

say triumphantly,

"There — I k n e w !

They are artists, after

all!"

She is little and
slim, with gold hair

recently bobbed by
herself. Her beauty
has been solemnly
classified as chis-

eled and cold. I

suspect she laughs
at that

Photos by J. R. Diamond

She might be the wife of a banker or some other business man. He
might be her husband. They have a nice apartment in town in a nice lo-

cation. They have a nice country house in Connecticut. They have
a nice car. There's nothing to give them away.
The apartment is young and quiet. She hasn't a boudoir draped

in purple—or even rose-color. He hasn't a portrait—by himself.

There are no photographs of her about. Their dog is a nice white
bulldog that barks at strangers. He smokes a pipe—not the bull-

dog. Once in a while she smokes a cigarette. When she takes out
her cigarette case she shows it to you and says it came from Italy.

She bought a dress the other day that she likes but thinks it is too

grand for her—she doesn't feel like herself in it—it has rows and
rows of pearls all over it—she hides it in the closet but gets it out

sometimes and gloats over it

—

They go to the studio together. Here, I was sure, an eccentricity

would rear its ugly, but interesting, head. But no. He wouldn't show
off worth a cent. He was excited about a set and said so. He didn't

swear; he smoked. The actors came up and offered some suggestions.

He called her Mabel.
At night when they're too tired to go to a theater and aren*t enter-

taining she reads to him. Scenarios—just scenarios. They have to;

all the time. Because they can't afford to spend a million dollars on
every production, they have to be economical; and so they do the work

of readers and continuity writers and cutters and designers and film editors

and just about everything.

The other day I met her. rushing up Fifth Avenue. "I'm on my way to

the library," she said breathlessly, "to look up an old English melodrama that

Hugo may do; we've looked and looked and can't find it." And it did remind
me of "Alice in Wonderland.''

He writes the continuity all by himself, principally to (Continued on page 115)
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Photoplay Magazine Folks
Delight Evans

interviews
nave endeared
her to thou-
sands of

readers

Terry Ramsaye, whose "The
Romantic History of the Motion
Picture" begins in this issue

The West Coast editor— Adela
Rogers St. Johns. Screen author-
ity, and Cosmopolitan fiction writer

J

Willard Huntington Wright,
critic and novelist, does
those satirical "Life in the
Movie" articles you enjoy Rolf Armstrong'paints the lovely cover

ladies. Known as one of the country s

foremost portrayers of screen beauty

Margaret E. Sangster— becoming as

famous as her grandmother of the

same name—poet and story writer

Robert E. Sherwood, a veteran of
the famous Black Watch, now does
reviews for Photoplay and Life

Ralph Barton needs no introduction.

The French artists copy his style,

and are called "tres Parisian
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Safe-
Efficient

Most people call a doctor for

pneumonia. They don't depend
on "cure-alls."

So with pyorrhea—see your dentist

if you fear it. Don't depend on a
dentifrice.

Colgate's cleans the teeth— and
prevents trouble—keeps teeth sound
between times of visits to your
dentist. Colgate's is safe. That is

why more dentists recommend
Colgate's than any other dentifrice.

COLGATE & CO. E*t. 1806 NEW YORK

: II asa-r
Large size tubes OC*

at your favorite store t-t*D

Truth in advertising implies honesty in manufacture

When you nrtte to advertisers please mention I'llOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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How to Shampoo Your Hair Properly

A Simple, Easy Way to Make Your
Hair Beautiful—Keep It Soft and Silky,

Bright, Fresh-looking and Luxuriant

1 Use plenty of lather.
* Rub it in thoroughly

and briskly with the finger

tips

Illustrated

by

WILL GREFE

THE beauty of your hair depends upon the care you give it.

Shampooing it properly is always the most important
thing.

It is the shampooing which brings out the real life and lustre,

natural wave and color, and makes your hair soft, fresh and
luxuriant.

When your hair is dry, dull and heavy, lifeless, stiff and gummy,
and the strands cling together, and it feels harsh and disagreeable

to the touch, it isbecause your hair hasnot been shampooed properly.

When your hair has been shampooed properly, and is thor-

oughly clean, it will be glossy, smooth and bright, delightfully

fresh-looking, soft and silky.

While your hair must have frequent and regular washing to

keep it beautiful, it cannot stand the harsh effect of ordi-

nary soaps. The free alkali in ordinary soaps soon
dries the scalp, makes the hair brittle and ruins it.

That is why discriminating women, every-

where, now use Mulsified Cocoanut Oil Sham-
poo. This clear, pure and entirely greaseless

product cannot possible injure, and it does
not dry the scalp or make the hair brittle,

no matter how often you use it.

If you want to see how really beautiful

you can make your hair look, just follow

this simple method:

A Simple, Easy Method

FIRST, wet the hair and scalp in

clear, warm water. Then apply
a little Mulsified Cocoanut Oil Sham-
poo, rubbing it in thoroughly all over
the scalp, and throughout the entire

length, down to the ends of the hair.

Two or three teaspoonfuls will make
an abundance of rich, creamy lather.

This should be rubbed in thoroughly and
briskly with the finger tips, so as to loosen

"2 When thoroughly clean,
~* wet hair fairly squeaks
when you pull it through

your fingers

*) The final rinsing
** should leave the hair

soft and silky in the water

» \

the dandruff and small particles of dust and
dirt that stick to the scalp.

After rubbing in the rich, creamy Mulsi-
fied lather, rinse the hair and scalp thor-
oughly—always using clear, fresh, warm
water.

Then use another application of
Mulsified, again working up a lather
and rubbing it in briskly as before.

Two waters are usually sufficient

for washing the hair; but sometimes
the third is necessary.
You can easily tell, for when the hair

is perfectly clean, it will be soft and
silky in the water, the strands will fall

apart easily, each separate hair floating

alone in the water, and the entire mass,
even while wet, will feel loose, fluffy and
light to the touch and be so clean it will

fairly squeak when you pull it through
your fingers.

Rinse the Hair Thoroughly

THIS is very important. After the final wash-
ing, the hair and scalp should be rinsed in at

least two changes of good warm water and followed

with a rinsing in cold water.

When you have rinsed the hair thoroughly, wring it as dry as

you can; finish by rubbing it with a towel, shaking it and fluffing

it until it is dry. Then give it a good brushing.

After a Mulsified shampoo you will find the hair will dry quickly

and evenly and have the appearance of being much thicker and
heavier than it is. If you want to always be remembered for

your beautiful, well-kept hair, make it a rule

to set a certain day each week for a Mulsified

Cocoanut Oil Shampoo. This regular weekly
shampooing will keep the scalp soft and the

hair fine and silky, bright, fresh-looking and
fluffy, wavy and easy to manage—and it will

be noticed and admired by everyone.
You can get Mulsified at any drug store or

toilet goods counter anywhere in the world.

A 4-ounce bottle should last for months.

WATKINS
4 When the hair is dry,

always give it a good,

thorough brushing

Every advertisement iu PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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M. M. H., Fairmont, Va.—So I talk in

mystics, do I? And what, may I ask, are

mystics? If you mean I am mysterious, I

beg most humbly to differ with you. In

polite language, you're 'way, 'way off. I'm

the most obvious person on earth, I assure

you. Do I think sixteen or seventeen too

young for a young girl? No, I think six-

teen or seventeen is just a nice age for a

young girl. I am not Doug Fairbanks or

Bill Hart. If I were, I couldn't spare so

much time from my work to make all those

pictures.

Carrie.—I'm with you, Carrie—not Na-
tion, but McCager—in wishing that fine

actress, Edith Storey, would come back,

come back, oh, come back our Edith to us

!

Was anything finer than her "Island of Re-
generation?" Nothing. Her last pictures

were for Robertson-Cole: "The Beach of

Dreams" and "The Greater Profit." I don't

know where she is, or what she's doing now.
I wish she'd let me hear from her, and so

do several thousand others.

Alice B., South Dakota.—You're a nice

kid, Alice. I've always liked you. But
you expect too much when you ask me why
Marguerite de la Motte didn't marry
Mitchell Lyson when they were reported to

be engaged. Mr. Lyson is an art director.

There's a story about Marguerite in this

issue of the Magazine. She was Doug's
leading lady ' in "The Three Musketeers."
(By the way, I wish someone would invent

a fitter term to apply to the pulchritudinous
ones who play opposite male stars. "Lead-
ing Lady" sounds so stilted; "leading
woman," uninspired; and you don't

"leading girl," do you? No.) Elinor Glyn
appeared in one scene in "The Great Mo-
ment."

Blackie.—How's Wallingford? You say
you wish you had my job. After you'd had
my job a while you'd say you wish you had
yours back. My job. I think you think,

is one round of pink paper and pretty
girls' pictures and meeting marvelous stars.

Occasionally I work, even though after read-
ing my colyums you might be inclined to
doubt it. Which is really a great compli-
ment, you know. "The Rosary" has been
filmed again by Selig-Rork. Selig made an

earlier version of the story with Kathlyn
Williams, Charles Clary, and Wheeler Oak-
man. Lewis S. Stone, Jane Novak, Robert
Gordon, Wallace Beery, and Eugenie Bes-

serer have the leading roles in the new
production.

Eugene Strong in "The Crimson Stain," not

"The Crimson Mystery," although it must
have been a mystery.

Gloria III.—Yes—seeing Gloria Swanson
in puttees and stetson amid Mexican cacti

and things is like watching a china doll at

a bull fight. I prefer our Gloria in the

silks and sables which were made especially

for her.

John K., Scranton, Pa.—Charles Emmet
Mack came from your city, where he first

faced life's camera in iqo2. (Not bad!) He
was a property boy at the Griffith studios

in Mamaroneck when the director decided

he was just the type for the role in "Dream
Street," after a long search had been made
for the ideal Billy McFadden. Mack is

unmarried, is five feet eleven inches tall,

and weighs 165 pounds. He is still with

Griffith but has not appeared in any recent

films.

Lloyd Huches Admirer.—One more vote

for Mr. Hughes! He's married to little

Gloria Hope, who has evidently retired from
active picturedom since her marriage to the

Ince-ite. Lloyd Hughes was born in 1899;
he has greenish gray eyes—I never saw any,

but they say he has 'em—is six feet tall,

and weighs 150 pounds. He was originally

intended by Thomas Ince, as the successor

to Charles Ray, I believe; but his roles have
been along different lines, although he al-

ways plays them well. His work in "Hail
the Woman." a fine picture by the way,

jood.

A. de I.. Manila.—Thanks for your kind

words. They were mostly in favor of Ruth
Clifford and Violet Mersereau, but I thank
you just the same. Edward Hearn was born
in 18S8. Ruth Clifford February 17. 1000.

You'll have to wait till next year to send
her that birthday card. Violet Mersereau is

twenty-seven. She has gone abroad aeain
to rejoin J. Gordon Edwards' Fox company,
for whom she made "Xero." Edwards di-

rected "The Queen of Sheba" and all of the

mere spectacular Theda Bara pictures. But
he's really a good director. Miss Clifford in

"Tropical Love," filmed in Porto Rico.

Hilda.—You like Hoot Gibson better than
any other western stars? Well, Universal

does, too, and they are starring him now
that Harry Carey left. Hoot is Helen Gib-
son's husband. I don't know about the

other Gibsons, Jack and George ; but Charles

Dana Gibson is—oh, won't he do? Sorry.

William S. Hart announces that he will con-
tinue to make pictures as long as the public

wishes him to; which probably means that

Bill will go on forever.

Jasmin*.—The minute I opened your let-

ter, I knew it was you. The subtle fra-

grance of your praise announced you. Which
is one way of putting it. Pauline Fred-
erick is married to Dr. Rutherford, her child-

hood sweetheart. It's a real romance. Read
all about it in Mr. Cal York's Plays and
Players. Miss Frederick has been on the

screen since 1914. Her first appearance
was in the Hall Caine play, "The Eternal
City." which she and Hugh Ford went to

the eternal city to film. "Roads of Destiny"
was a Frederick-Goldwyn picture made in

1920, in California. She is now working for

R. C. Pictures, in Hollywood. No—Holly-

wood and Holyrood are not the same. Mary
Pickford lives in Hollywood, Mary Stuart

lived in Holyrood, and we leave it to you
which is more famous.

Babs.—For a fourteen-year-old girl your
art isn't so bad ; but you have a lot to

learn, as I am sure you realize. "Little

Women" made a charming but not a great

picture. Here is the casl : Mr. March,
George Kelson; Mrs. March. Kate Lester;

Aunt March. Julia Hurley; Jo. Dorothy
Bernard; Mcz, Isabel Lamon: Beth. Lillian

Hall; Amy, Florence Flinn; Hannah, Mrs.
Anderson; Laurie, Conrad Xagel ; John
Brooks, Henry Hull; Mr. Laurence, Frank
de Vernon ; Professor Bhear, Lynn Ham-
mond.

V. D., ViRcrNiA.—You didn't bore me at

all. A Virginia from Virginia wouldn't.

Madge Evans. 15.^1 Broadway. New York
City. Others answered c'sewhere in this

issue. {Continued on page -4)
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Mary Forever.—Rah—rah—rah! Your
idol is at the present time only about three

blocks from me—over at the Ritz Carlton,

with her husband. They came, Doug and
Mary, to attend the trial of the Cora Wil-
kenning case—the agent who started suit

against Mary for money she says was com-
ing to her for past services. Fairbanks has
begun rehearsals for his new production, the

working title of which is "The Spirit of

Chivalry." Mary is planning a revival of

"Tcss of the Storm Country." I don't see

how she could possibly improve upon her
original performance of Tess, but evidently

she does.

Pearl.—That's right—root for old Chi-
cago. I like the Windy City and will never
entirely go back on it, despite the fact that

Manhattan is my home now. It's a good
old place. Mary Carr in "Over the Hill"

for Fox—not "The Old Nest" for Goldwyn.
Another Mary, Alden, was the mother in

the latter piece. Mrs. Carr is the mother
of six herself, and is just as fine a character

as you would imagine from her screen self.

Mary Alden has no children; she is a very
brilliant woman, I understand. Miss Alden
plays another mother role in Goldwyn's "The

Questions and Answers
(Continued from page 73)

Man with Two Mothers." Sounds as if she

played a dual role, doesn't it?

C. W. de R., Alaska.—I hope honestly

that you discover Rubye de Remer to be a
long-lost cousin or something. Not long

lost, because Rubye is too youthful ; but at

least a lost relative. She has just returned

from abroad, and is in New York at present.

I liked your letter. You want to know why
directors never picture the real Alaska in-

stead of putting an entirely fictional repre-

sentation on the screen. I don't know, but
I'll ask them. Call again ; and if you ever

come to Manhattan, don't neglect to drop
in and see us.

Arline, Washington, D. C.—Oh, yes, I'd

love to go to the South Seas. Always have,
long before Frederick O'Brien and Captain
Traprock and those fellows began writing

about it. Have always wanted to see the

flora and fauna of the islands—especially

Flora. Vivian Martin is still starring in

"Just Married" at the Shubert Theater, New
York City. She has made several pictures

since her Paramount contract expired, among
them "Pardon My French." She is married
to William Jefferson. She has no children.

I don't know whether she's going on tour
with the company or not.

Mildred.—If you look anything like Mil-
dred Davis, I'm for you. Mildred is one
of the sweetest girls on, or off, the screen.

"Remorseless Love" was a Selznick picture.

Here's the cast: Ruth Baird, Elaine Ham-
merstein; Enoch Morrison, Niles Welch;
Dave Hatfield, Jerry Devine; Hester Mor-
rison, Ray Allen; Cosmo Hatfield, James
Seeley; Cameron Hatfield, Effingham Pinto.

Gordon Young.—How do you like my
portrait on the page of Photoplay Folks?
Now you know I'm not eighty. And that's

all you do know. Dorothy Greene in "A
Parisian Romance." "A Ridin' Romeo" and
"The Night Horseman" are two Tom Mix
pictures packed with thrills.

H. Dumont, Chicago.—Florence Law-
rence made one picture since her return to

the screen, "The Unfoldment," for Producers
Pictures Corporation. Ask your theater
manager if he is going to show it; that's

the only way I know to insure your seeing

it. Miss Lawrence is in New York now. I

believe. (Continued on page 121 '•

Pictures may be improving, but we still have with us:

THE MISUNDERSTOOD SISTERHOOD
By

DELIGHT EVANS

BY this we Mean
One of

Those Long Ladies
With Lots of Hair

Who Saves the Little Sister

From a Calling-down
By her Irate Husband.
She Always
Takes the Blame.
Greater Glory
Hath no Film Actress
Than that

She Hide her Little Sister

When the Husband Comes

—

And while

Little Sister Suffocates
In the Bad Boudoir
Of the Other Man (the Little Dear
Always Rolls herself Up
In the Priceless Persians—you'd think
She'd Smother—too bad she doesn't)

The Misunderstood,
With a Joan of Arc Expression,

Steps Out to Face the Music

—

Sung
In an Uncertain Falsetto

By the

Irate Husband.
The Small Sister

Is Blonde—

a

Fluffy Little Thing who is

Rather Well Worth
Sacrificing for,

If you Ask the Audience.
Her Honor
Is More Precious than the Heroine's:
Don't Ask us why, but
She's Chemically Chaste.
So the Heroine
Never Hesitates: she
Gives, and

She Saves the Little Sister From a
Calling-down by her Irate Husband.

Gives, and
Gives.

(Sometimes we Wonder
Why it is More Blessed
To Give than to Receive.)
With a Tortured Soul—she Looks it

—

She Goes Bravely On, even
Letting the Man who Loves her
Think the Worst.
We Know he Does:
The titles Say So, with
Little Flames of Jealousy
Simply Burning him Up.
The Other Man, whose
Chief Occupation is

Badgering Fluffy Blondes and
Making them
Draw their Capes about them
In Injured Innocence

—

(They Always
Go Out into the Night

In Capes—they've Got to Do It

—

It's in their Contracts—-)

The Other Man
Breaks his Long Rule
Against Brunettes
And there's a Misty Close-up
Of Him, Narrowing his Eyes.
And we Know
That the Poor Misunderstood
Is in for It.

She'll Do her Old Familiar Act
Of Saving the Family Name.
Ah—but Wait!
The Hero
Has Penetrated the Plot

—

(With the Aid of Two
Detective Agencies)
And he Appears to

Blame the Blonde,
Hit the Husband, and
Hug the Heroine—sometimes we wish
It was the Other Way Around.
The Other Man? Oh, he
Goes his Wasteful Way
To Be the Awful Angle
Of another Triangle—you'll meet him
In the Next
Problem Picture you see.

And the Picture Ends

—

As it was Bound to do

—

Sooner or Later

—

In a Cradle Close-up, and
A Tearful Title that Says:
'And so

With the Soft Light
Of Motherhood
In her Eyes, our
Heroine Looks Forward
To the Dawn
Of a Happy New Day."
She has Nothing On Us.
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Essential to the beauty and
health ofany complexion, yet

they destroy woman's chief

charm, if they are neglected
Since 1893, thousands of mothers have kept their skins youthful

by using the same Melba Creams their daughters now apply

EACH pore, brimming with natural oil, traps and holds

any floating particle of dust which comes in contact

with it daily. Unless removed, this dust and grime

combines with the oil, clogs the pores, hinders their cleansing

work and makes complexion health and beauty impossible.

Soap and water alone will not remove this foreign matter

and the impurities dammed up behind them. Washing merely

clears the surface of the skin— the trouble-maker lodges

below the surface. Left undisturbed, it enlarges the pores,

undermines skin health and causes unsightly blackheads.

How certain oils dissolve impurities

To acquire and keep a clear, radiant complexion, you must

give your pores a thorough cleansing every night. The way
is easy. Certain oils, correctly compounded, will penetrate

the pores, dissolve the oily mass in each and bring it to the

surface. A soft cloth will then remove it.

These oils have been combined in Melba Skin Cleanser.

Thousands of women have used this cream for twenty-nine

years, and thus kept their skins youthful and radiant. If you,

too, would have the satiny clear complexion women and men
alike admire, begin tonight to cleanse your pores. Apply
Melba Skin Cleanser, giving it time to enter the pores. Within
a week you will be amazed at the smoothness and softness,

the new, fine texture of your skin. Then, to remove or prevent

wrinkles and bring added color, massage lightly with Melba
Face Cream Skin Massage. This will bring more blood to

nourish the tissues. The cream is astringent and will narrow
and refine the pores.

To add the final touch of beauty, you must use the right

face powder. The "calcimined" look you see so often comes
through use of a coarse face powder. To blend evenly with
the tone and texture of your complexion, face powder must
be infinitely fine. By a wonderful new process of air-sifting,

Melba face powders are now made so fine they float on an,

blend admirably with any skin and cling perfectly.

Fill out and send this coupon

You will find Melba products for sale at toilet goods counters

of all drug and department stores. If you wish liberal samples

for trial first, fill out the coupon, enclosing only 25 cents, stamps

or silver, and we will send you a generous trial package of

Melba products, including a trial tube of Melba Skin Cleanser,

Melba Face Cream Skin Massage, Melba Vanishing Cream, a

trial bottleof Melba Skin Lotion and sample packets ofair-floated

Melba face powders. We will include, free, a copy of "The
Art of Make-up," a little de luxe book that tells how beauty
may be emphasized.

ELBA
MAIL THIS COUPON WITH 25 CENTS

Melba Skin Cleanser, 50 cents
Melba Face Cream Skin Massage, 50 cenu
Melba Lov'me Face Powder, 75 cenu
Melba Skin Lotion, 35 cenu

MELBA MFG. CO. PA
4237 Indiana Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

I enclose 25c (stamps or silver) for which send me 1 trial

tube of Melba Skin Cleanser, 1 trial tube of Melba Face
Cream Skin Massage, 1 trial tube of Melba Vanishing
Cream, 1 trial bottle of Melba Skin Lotion, and sample
packets of Melba air-floated face powders. You are to
include your book, "The Art of Make-up," free.

Print plainly with a pencil

Name

Street No.

City State-

When you mite to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.



Fans I Have Known
(NOTE: In all the volumes that have been written about the

movies, there is one element that has been carefully overlooked—
the fans. Thousands of pages of publicity have been given to

the stars, the directors, tlie producers, the camera men and the

press agents, but no one ever hears about the folks who support

them. However, we intend to remedy this as nearly as possible

by shedding a little light on the natures of the people out front.)

APPROPRIATELY enough, I first came across the Pathetic

Parent at a performance of Mary Pickford's "Little Lord

Fauntleroy" in our local neighborhood house. He came in

during the news reel, leading his six-year-old daughter by the

hand. They occupied the seats directly in front of mine.

He was a pitiful fel-

Jow—short and slight

—with that tired look

that is so characteris-

tic of the man in the

nerve cure advertise-

ments.

Scarcely had they

sat down, before Eu-
nice (the daughter)

opened fire. She
pointed up to the

screen.

"Poppa," she cried,

"oh. Poppa-! Is that

Mary?"
"No, dear," he mur-

mured, "that isn't

Mary. This is only

the news reel. That
lady up there is Mrs.
Wellington Koo, the

Chinese ambassador's
wife."

Finally "Little Lord
Fauntleroy" started. It

first showed a scene in

old New York.
"P o p p a, where's

that?"

"That's New York,
Eunice?"
A short silence.

"Poppa, which is the Woolworth Building?"

"The Woolworth Building wasn't built then."

"Poppa, I thought it was always built."

Fortunately, that discussion was terminated by the timely

appearance of Little Lord Fauntleroy himself.
• "Oh, poppa, is that Mary?"
"Yes, dear, that's Mary."
"Oh, goodie, goodie, goodie!"

Just then an old fashioned street sprinkler lumbered across

the scene.

"Poppa, what's that funny thing?"

"That's a water wagon, dearie."

A two-second pause. Then:
"Oh, is that the thing that Momma said to you why don't

you stay on it for a while?"

The Poor Parent, realizing that everyone within a radius of

four rows was listening in on his conversation, tried to laugh

it off. It was a feeble attempt.

dear," he murmured, "that
news reel. That lady up there
'No,

Chinese ambassa

By ROBERT E. SHERWOOD

No. i—The Pathetic Parent

"Poppa, who's that?"

"That's Mary, dear."

A puzzled silence.

"But you just said that the little boy with the curls was Mary."
"Well, it was. You see, Mary is playing a dual role."

There was further

thought on the part of

Eunice.

"Poppa—is a dual

role one of those

things you eat for

breakfast?"

"No, dearie, a dual

role is
—

"

"Oooo look, Poppa!
Who are those two
people kissing each

other?"

"They're both
Mary."

"But, poppa, how
can anybody kiss her-

self?"

The Poor Parent

look very, very tired.

"I don't know, dear,"

he sighed.

"But. poppa, you
know everything, don't

you?"
"Yes dear. I know

everything."

"Well, then — Oh,

poppa, what does that

say?
"

He read the sub-title

alcud to her.

"What does 'ancestral' mean, poppa?"
"Well, it means sort of—having to do with your ancestors."

"Have to do what with your an-cestors?"

"Oh, having to do lots of things with them."
That explanation seemed to satisfy Eunice, for she remained

quiet for as much as sixty-eight seconds. Then:
"Poppa."
"Yes, dear."

"Poppa—can I have a drink of water?"
He got up and started to climb out to the aisle in search of

the required refreshment.

"Wait a minute, Poppa."
He turned around, using a lady's toe as a pivotal point.

"What is it, Eunice?"
"Which one of those is really Mary?"
I saw a recent interview with Miss Pickford, in which she

stated that Little Lord Fauntleroy was the most difficult role

she had ever played.

She doesn't know the half of it!

isn't Mary. This is only the

is Mrs. Wellington Koo, the

dor s wife

IN scenes for Thomas Meighan's "The
Proxy Daddy," a parrot was being used.

The scene was supposed to be in a Pullman
car—where the transcontinental Tommy
was quite at home. But Polly wasn't.

Tommy hung his hat on the rack and
waited for the porter to call "Chi-ca-go !"

But Polly refused to play her part. One
of the characters plays a saxophone at night
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The Tale of a Parrot
in his berth and an old lady raises a fuss

because her parrot is being kept awake.
Then a close-up is shown of the parrot
dancing to the music.

But the bird wouldn't dance. The set

was cold and Polly was in no mood for

shimmying. Director Al Green coaxed;
Arthur Freed, composer of "Hindustan,"
played sinuous Oriental melodies on the

piano—all to no avail. The spirit of the

dance was not in Polly's soul.

Finally Polly spoke. "My feet are cold,"

she grumbled.
Heaters were brought and Polly deigned

to dance.

Incidentally, the saxophone later was
"missing." It and Wallie Reid were discov-
ered off in a corner getting acquainted.



"Don 9
t Envy Beauty—

Use Pompeian '

'

You, too, can have the clear, warm tints of

youth, the alluring beauty of lovely coloring if

you know the secret of instant beauty, the

complete "Pompeian Beauty Toilette."

First, a touch of Pompeian DAY Cream (vanishing). It

softens the skin and holds the powder. Thin apply Pom-

peian BEAUTY Powder. It makes the skin beautifully

fair and adds the charm of fragrance. Now a touch of

Pompeian BLOOM for youthful color. Do you know that

a bit of color in the cheeks makes the eyes sparkle? Presto!

The face is beautified and youth-i-fied in an instant!

(Above 3 articles may be used separately or together.

At all druggists. 60c each.) They come in shades to match

your coloring.

TRY NEW POWDER SHADES. The correct powder

shade is more important than the color of dress you

wear. Our new NATURELLE shade is a more delicate

tone than our Flesh shade, and blends exquisitely

with a medium complexion. Our new RACHEL
shade is a rich cream tone for brunettes. See

offer on coupon.

Pompeian BEAUTY Powder—naturelle, rachel.

flesh, white. Pompeian BLOOM— light, dark,

medium. Pompeian MASSAGE Cream (60c), for

oily skins; Pompeian NIGHT Cream (50c), for dry

skins; Pompeian FRAGRANCE (30c), a talcum

with a real perfume odor.

owpeian
DAY I CREAM /

Get 1922 Panel—Five Samples Sent With It

"Honeymooning in Venice." What romance! The golden moonlit,
balcony! The blue lagoon! The swift-gliding gondolas! The serenading
gondoliers! Tinkling mandolins! The sighing winds of evening! Ah, the
memories of a thousand Venetian years ! Such is the story revealed in the
new 1922 Pompeian panel. Sue 28 x 7

'«' inches. In beautiful colors. Sent
for only 10c. This is the most beautiful and expensive panel we have ever
offered. Artstore value 50c to$l. Money gladly refunded if not wholly
satisfactory. Samples of Pompeian BEAUTY Powder, DAY Cream
(vanishing), BLOOM. NIGHT Cream (an improved cold cream), and
Pompeian FRAGRANCE (a talc), sent with the Art Panel. You can
make many interesting beauty experiments with them. Please tear off
coupon now and enclose a dime.

r

GUARANTEE
The name Pompeian on any package is your guaran-
tee of quality and safety. Should you not be com-
pletely satisfied, the purchase price will be gladly
refunded by The Pompeian Co., at Cleveland, Ohio.

TEAR OFF NOW
To mail or to put in uur»e as >uopp nc reminder.

THE POMPEIAN CO.. 2131 Payne Ave.. Cleveland. O.

Cemlemen: I enclose 10c fa dime preferred) (or 1922
Art Panel. Also please send five samples named in offer.

I

I Address

THE POMPEIAN CO., 2131 Payne Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio |

City-

Also Made in Canada
(QI922. The Pampelu Co.. I Sta:-_

.1 Naturells shade powder sent unless roa write smother below.
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Are you in good company
when you are alone ?

CAN you pass an evening alone without boring

yourself? Can you be your own companion
for two or three hours and feel that you are a better

man or woman afterwards?

Play cards for wholesome recreation

and you will find yourself the most charming com-
panion in the world. You'll be surprised the way
the time will fly and, all the while, you'll be sharpen-
ing your memory, improving your mental concen-
tration, strengthening your foresight. You'll sleep

soundly after a game of solitaire and you'll be a
keener man or woman the next day.

Send for this book:
"The Official Rules of Card Games" giving complete
rules for 300 games and hints for better playing.
Check this and other books wanted on coupon. Write
name and address in margin below and mail with re-

quired amount to

The U. S. Playing Card Company,
Dept. U-5, Cincinnati, U. S. A., Manufacturers of

»* '^ BICYCLE
PLAYING CARDS

(Also Congress Playing Cards. Art Backs. Gold Edges.)

Solitaire at a Glance
Shuffle two entire packs of cards together

and deal off on to the table, face up, four
rows of ten cards each, from left to right,

—

forty cards in all—called the tableau.

The object is to release the cards from
the tableau and talon (see below), accord-
ing to the following rules, so that they can
be built up in eight suits, beginning with
ace, then deuce, three etc., to king.

In building, only the top card of the
talon or a bottom card in the tableau can
be used; the rule regarding the tableau
being that no card can be used that has
another card lying beneath it. Thus, at

the beginning of the play, the cards in the
bottom row of the tableau only are avail-

able, but as soon as one has been used the
card which lies just above it can be used.

To play: If there are any aces in the bot-

tom row of the tableau, release them, and
lay them in a row beneath the tableau, the
aces forming the foundations for building.

Then examine the tableau and endeavor
to release cards so as to build up on the
foundations (following suit, or to build
down in sequence within the tableau itself,

following suit). Thus if you have a king
of hearts near the top of the tableau, and
a queen of hearts which is available for

use (no cards beneath it), the queen may
be played on the king, and so on, playing
available cards in descending sequence on
to any card in the tableau. This should
be done as long as such a play can be
made, as it releases other cards desired
for use. It is called marriage, and should
be proceeded with with caution, as a
sequence formed in a lower row may
block a desired card above it, which might
soon have been released.

As fast as aces are released place them
in the foundation row.

In plays in the tableau, create, if possi-

ble, a vacancy (in a straight line) in the
top row. This space will be of great
advantage in releasing other cards in the
tableau or talon. Vacancies in the top
row may be filled with any available card,

either from the tableau or talon. The
player will use his judgment about filling

the vacancies as created, or wait for a
more opportune time.

When all the available cards are played,
deal out remainder of the pack one card
at a time, playing all suitable ones in

descending sequence on the tableau.

The cards that cannot be played, either on
the foundations or tableau, are laid aside, one
on top of the other,face up, forming the talon.

If the foundations cannot all be com-
pleted in the ascending sequence to the
kings, thus consuming all the cards in the
tableau and talon in one deal of the cards,

the game is lost. There is no redeal.

For seven other kinds of Soli-

taire see "The Official Rul<
of Card Games" offered below., '"

'*The
U. S.

Playing
Card Co.

|

TRicy Dept. U-5,& Cincinnati, O.
Send postpaid

hooks checked below.
''Official Rule*

of Card Games*'
^M\HG'' 30 ° games. 250 pages. 20c.

PC f~~l
"Six Popular Games'

"'
I I Auction, Cribbage, Pitch.

FiveHundred.Solitaire.Pinochle. 6c-

"How to Entertain with Card*."
Suggestions for partiesand clubs. 6c.

Card Tricks." Mystifying tricks that
:an be done with a deck of cards. 6c

' p~| "Fortune Telling with Playing Cards.'*
I I How to tell fortune with

l\\
\\ T' l \|l' I

' How to tell fortune with a regular deck of
H \ y* cards. 6cK V S r~

|
"Card Stunts for Kiddies." Amusing and in-

^L* I 1 structive kindergarten lessons. Not card games but
Wfr pastt-board stunts, using old cards as bits of board. 6c
' All 6 books 40c. Write Nameand Address in margin below.

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.



A Motion Picture Dictionary
Compiled and edited by

WILLARD HUNTINGTON WRIGHT

ACCENT, n. A peculiarity of speech
ZA 'which has always afflicted actors,

causing them to pronounce literary,

litry; really, rilly; were, ware; burglar,

burgular; can't, cawnt; and so on. The
complete elimination of this accent from
the silent drama constitutes one of the
principal advantages of the cinema over
the speaking stage.

ACCIDENT, n. That to which is largely

attributable a motion picture's success.

ACME, n. That point of perfection to

which each successive motion picture attains

in the advance announcements.

ADMISSION, n. The price one pays for

disappointment. A fixed overcharge.

ADONIS, n. An ancient deity of surpass-

ing facial beauty and perfect bodily propor-
tions, of whom the average leading man
secretly regards himself the modern rein-

carnation.

AFLOAT, adv. A state

which no boat manages
to maintain once it gets

within sight of an un-
inhabited island.

ALMOST, adv. As far

as any seducer ever succeeds with a screen
virgin.

ALTAR, n. The goal, the climax, the pur-
pose, and the reward of human existence.

The end of sorrow and the gateway to
perfect bliss.

ANTIMACASSAR, n. A doily placed on
the back of chairs to protect the upholstery
from the oiled and pomaded heads of

motion-picture actors. Macassar oil, from
which these protectors derive their name,
has been discarded because of its low visi-

bility, and has been supplanted by bril-

liantine, patent-leather polish, Jap-a-Lac,
ebony veneer, bear grease, and liquid

vaseline—all of which produce a superior
gloss.

ARTLESSNESS, n. An attitude studi-

ously and painstakingly cultivated by
young lady stars.

ASTRIDE, adv. The in-

elegant but safe position
assumed by motion pic-

tures which deal with
the problem of capital

and labor.

AUDIENCE, n. An as-

semblage of incorrigible optimists, who,
though having been consistently disap-

pointed, are ever looking forward to a
change for the better.

BAG, v. i. To hang loose, like

a bag. That which no leading
man's trousers have ever done
at the knees.

BALCONY, n. A high, narrow veranda,
over the railing of which, after a desperate
struggle, the hero at length succeeds in

flinging his antagonist.

BALDNESS, n. A histrionic handica
great as that of having Dundrearys. The
art of acting depends largely upon what
part of the head an actor's hair is located.

BAN, n. A formal prohibition or interdict,

originally ecclesiastical in nature, but toda)
an arbitrary censorship imposed upon a

great industry by a handful of narrow-
minded, self-righteous busybodies of both
sexes, who cause both producers and public
to suffer as a result of their own Freudian
inhibitions.

BANDIT, u. An honorable, courageous
and handsome young gentleman with a

purely academic interest in holding up
trains and stage-coaches, who not only
returns his booty, but risks his life to save
the sheriff's daughter from the Indians.

BANK, n. A depository for

money, characterized by its

accessibility to burglars.

BEARD, n. A hirsute growth
on the face, which at pnee
renders its possessor an object
of grave suspicion.

BECAUSE, adv. & conj. Formerly a
woman's reason, but of late extended to the
motion pictures, and constituting the only
apparent explanation for three-fourths of
the things done in the average film drama.

BLAME, n. That which invariably falls

on the innocent.

BLEMISH, ;;. Something which the
characters of both heroes and heroines are
entirely without.

BLIZZARD, n. A climatic disturbance
which overtakes unmarried couples in
Alaska, forcing them to spend several days
alone with each other in a primitive hut,
during which time the young lady comes
face to face with the Great Realities of
life, and emerges somewhat chastened and
humbled.

BOOZE, ii. Any spirituous bev-
erage one drink of which is suffi-

cient to create a state of com-
plete intoxication. Likewise,
that which the villain invariably
partakes of just before he makes his unsuc
cessful advances upon the young lady whom
he has lured to his apartment.

BOUNCE, v. i. An ingenue's habitual man-
ner of locomotion.

BRILLIANTINE, n. A cosmetic for the
hair, which, in many instances, constitutes
an actor's chief source of brilliance.

BULL, n. A more or less domesticated
pachyderm from which all

comedians and young ladies

from the city erroneously
believe that milk may be
obtained.

BUSHY, adj. Similar to a
bush, such as the sideburns
worn by butlers.

fl

CALAMITY, n. That
which inevitably befalls

the impious.

CANDLE, ;;. A wax taper
which gives forth a diffused

illumination of greater brilliancy and pene-
tration than the average arc-light.

CAST, n. An aggregation of actors each
one of whom gives his or her own interpre-

tation of a role as the author should have
conceived it.

CENTRE, >;. That part of a picture where
one will at all times find Nazimova.

CHAISE-LONGUE, n. A long chair, or
semi-sofa, upon which undulating brunettes
in abbreviated sheath-gowns recline lan-

guorously and smoke cigarettes through
long slender holders. A chaise-longue is

apparently regarded as a highly indelicate

piece of furniture, for it is never found in

respectable homes.

CHASE, n. The plot on which the major-
ity of screen comedies are founded.

CHEESE, 11. An edible which exudes a
terrific and penetrating aroma capable of

asphyxiating any person who approaches it

too closely. Because of this characteristic

it lends itself readily to all manner of hu-
morous "business," and is always a source
of the most uproarious mirth.

CHEF-D'OEUVRE, n. A masterpiece; a

supreme work of art: a super-achievement:
what every producer assures us his forth-

coming picture will prove to be, although
only one suppresses his modesty to the ex-

tent of billing himself as "the
master."

CHRYSANTHEMUM, ;;. A
large cabbage-shaped flower

which comedians consider ex-

tremely funny when worn as a
boutonniere.

CINDERELLA, ;;. A poor but
virtuous young woman the story of whose
life forms the plot-motif of every two mo-
tion pictures out of three.

CLAIRVOYANCE, u. The gift of fore-

sight, the possession of which is wholly su-

perfluous in determining what is going to

happen next in the average motion picture.

CLUB, 11. A lodge for men whose regalia is

a form-fitting dress suit, and whose method
of salutation is a slap on the back.

COWBOY,;;. A handsome
young man, freshly shaved,
stylishly coiffured, and ele-

gantly manicured, who
wears spotless hair pants
and spends his time chas-

ing Indian- and pursuing
bandits.

CYCLONE, ;;. A violent

wind storm which, were the

motion pictures a dependable basis of de-

duction, would seem to constitute a per-

manent condition of the earth's climate.

(To be Continued.)

,
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Plays and Players— East and W est
HAROLD LLOYD is back from New

York with a beautiful new Pathe con-

tract. He didn't lose his charming bash-

fulness in Gotham. Nor did he lose Mil-

dred Davis, who is to support him in a few

more pictures, preparatory to launching her

own company. Harold isn't a bit puffed

up because a Chicago theater will show
nothing hereafter but Harold Lloyd pic-

tures, running one until the next one is

ready for release.

THE recent rainy spell did things to our

fair city's water supply, owing to the

mountain drains. It had a distinctly muddy
look. And little Billy Reid has an aversion

to bathing in dirty water. Some children

are that way.
"That isn't dirty," papa Wallace assured

his offspring solemnly. "It's just scorched.

We left it in the heater too long."

Which explanation was quite satisfactory

to young Billy.

HERE'S one on Guy Bates Post, that

dignified stage star now filming "The
Masquerader" for Richard Walton Tully.

In the gray, drizzly dawn, clad in pajamas,

Post looked out of his window and saw a

man fumbling at the window of the living-

room below. Forgetful of his state of de-

shabille, Post dashed, hero-fashion, down
the stairs and out of the door. The fellow

hopped a bicycle and rode off, with a
panting and slightly less dignified Post close

behind. When he caught the chap and pre-

pared to give him a piece of his mind, Post

discovered that the fellow was merely de-

livering the morning paper ! He had been
placing the paper in the window-box to pro-

tect it from the rain.

And Guy Bates Post, all draggled and con-

siderably UNdignified, hurried sheepishly

home in his pajamas, while the early-rising

tourists gaped.

EDNA PURVIANCE is to achieve star-

dom through the interest of Charlie

Chaplin, who is planning to launch her

production. It is not known whether her

stellar pictures will be comedies or dramas.
Charlie's action is a touching example of

Most of Conrad Nagel' s close-ups are,

contrary to report, not shared by Lois
Wilson, Edith Roberts, or any of the
Lasky ladies. Ruth Helms Nagel is his

favorite leading woman, and they don t

need Mr. deMille to direct them, either

appreciation, a reward for unselfish serv-

ice, for Edna has refused many times to

leave him though splendid contracts were
offered her.

THE day after the news of Valentino's

divorce decree leaked out to a palpi-

tating world, Famous Players-Lasky stock

jumped two points.

Lila Lee is the latest little lady to achieve

the honor of having her name linked with
Charlie Chaplin's. They do say he's calling

You have heard of stars who can't, or won't, emote without the aid of their
personal musicians. Guy Bates Post goes them one better, and brings with
him from the "legitimate" a penchant for making up to music. Chopin for
the grease-paint; Brahms for the mascara; for the lips, a little thing by Greig
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on her. (Everybody hold onto your Para-
mount stock! Lila may do something for

the market yet.)

THE young son of one of the stars ob-
jects strenuously when his mother and

father exhibit pictures of themselves and
relatives together, taken before his birth.

"Oh, Daddy," he wails, "why didn't you
wait for me?"

RUDOLPH VALENTINO, having been
awarded a decree of divorce from Jean

Acker, is now free to peruse his "lady-fan"
mail, which has increased astonishingly

since it became known that the gentleman
of the sealskin hair was seeking his freedom.
Blue and lavender and passionate pink are

most of the envelopes containing fervid ex-

pressions of admiration for him. Each mail
brings numberless poems, they tell me,
penned by lily-white fingers, which Valen-
tino refuses to get at all excited about. One
dear soul even wanted to come out and
"flutter" with him—which is a new one on
me. We have a number of sports here in

Hollywood, both indoor and outdoor—but
we haven't yet learned to "flutter." Can the

Effete East be putting something over on
us?

Incidentally, "Rudolph" is no more.
Grieve not, fair dames, he hasn't passed
away. But his name is to have a slight

operation. Henceforth it will be Rodolph.
Apparently the Great Joss of the Lasky
stronghold deems an "o" more conservative,

more elegant, or more something

—

Rodolph ha* purchased a new home in

Whitley Heights, an idealized adobe affair

set in artistic grounds. But he denies that

Mme. Natcha Rambova, art director lor

Nazimova, whom rumor credits with hav-
ing captured Rodolph's heart, is to be its

chatelaine. He will next film Ibanez' "Blood
and Sand" with Bebe Daniels as the Spanish
vamp and May McAvoy as the wife.

RICHARD DIX, Launcelot of the Long
Beach team, was telling a Sweet Young

Thing—name deleted—about the members
of his football team. "Now, there's Smith,"
he said, "he'll be our best man soon."

"Oh, Richard," she lisped, "how sudden

!

You dear thing!"

Richard ha; sworn off women for life

—

again.

THE Little God is getting busy, with the

promise of Spring. Marie Mosquini and
Harry "Snub" Pollard have announced their

engagement. The hymeneal rites will occur
in a couple of months, to be followed by a
honeymoon in Australia to visit Snub's par-
ents. As a wedding-present, Hal Roach is

"graduating" Snub from one- to two-reel
comedies. Marie will continue as his vis-a-

vis.

LEAH BAIRD narrowly escaped death
from asphyxiation when the gas radi-

ator connection in her dressing-room at the

Ince studio became loosened. Both Miss
Baird and her maid were overcome, but the

prompt action of a carpenter who chanced
to be passing and smelled the fumes un-
doubtedly saved both.

HERE'S the sort of a helpmate to have,

says Bill Desmond. Called to New
York by the sudden death of his sister,

Bill left a personal-appearance tour suspended
in mid-air. He delegated his wife, Mary
Mclvor Desmond, to make his bow for him
and speak his little piece in a Toronto the-

ater. She proved that a wife can be more
than a pancake-pitcher—in fact, in view of

the popularity she acquired for herself, Bill

is wondering if he did right in letting her
take his place

!

(Continued on page 84)
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Every normal skin
needs two creams

Oneforprotection and to hold thepowder
A wholly different cream to cleanse at night

To cleanse the skin thorough If **
Pond's Cola C'?am before r?>rr'ng

To protect the skin against wind and dust,

apply Pond's Vanishing Cream each time

before you go out

ONE cream alone cannot supply the

skin with all the elements that are

needed to keep it in perfect condition. Cer-

tain flaws to which the skin is subject can

be prevented only by a softening, protective

cream. Other flaws need a cream rich in

oil that cleanses and stimulates.

Flaws that require a daytime
cream without oil

If you do not protect the skin against sun

and wind, it will protect itself by develop-

ing a rough, coarse surface. To give the

needed protection apply a little Pond's

Vanishing Cream before going out. This

cream is based on an ingredient famous for

its softening effect. It leaves the skin fresh

and invisibly shielded. Dust cannot work
into the pores, wind and sun cannot dry out

the skin and make it rough and coarse.

Before you powder, smooth a little

Pond's Vanishing Cream on the face. It is

absorbed instantly, removing any shinethere

may be on the skin. Moreover, it cannot

come out in a shine later, for there is not a

Pond's

drop of oil in it. With this softening cream

as a base, powder just as usual. You will

find that the powder lastsmany times longer,

and that it shows less, for there are no rough

places for it to catch on.

Whenever your face feels drawn and
tight touch it lightly with Pond's Vanishing

Cream. It brings instant relief to a tired skin,

relaxing the muscles, .softening the hard,

set lines, giving the whole face a fresher

color and added vigor.

Flaws that need an oil cream
at night

Have you begun to notice little fine lines

under the eyes, depressions at the corners

of the mouth and the base of the nose, a

tendency to flabbiness under the chin r The
way to prevent little lines from becoming
wrinkles is to give your skin regularly a

tonic rousing with an oil cream.

Pond's Cold Cream is a rich oil cream

that stimulates the skin, lubricating it and

restoring its elasticity. Smooth the cream
into the little fine lines, rubbing gently with

Cold Cream fird*****

tyanishino CreamMJ to pre-vent chapping

and to hold the pouudf

the lines, not across them. By the faithful

use ofthis rich cream, you can keep the lines

from fastening themselves on the skin and
forming real wrinkles.

The dust and dirt that clog the pores,

working their way under the surface of the

skin, help to form blackheads. Ordinary
washing will not remove them. They de-

mand a deeper, more thorough cleansing.

After washing the face with warm water
and pure soap, rub Pond's Cold Cream
into the skin. Let it remain on a few mo-
ments, then wipe it off with a soft cloth.

This rich cream contains the oil necessary

to penetrate the pores and rid them of every
particle of dirt.

Begin using both these

creams today

Use regularly these two creams that every
normal skin needs. Neither will clog the

pores nor encourage the growth of hair.Y
druggist and the department stores carry
both jars and tubes in convenient sizes. The
Pond's Extras C . New York.

GENEROUS TUBES—MAIL COUPON TODAV

The Pond's Extract Co.,

'33 Hudson St., New York.
Ti-n cents

1 loci it enclosed for four special introduc-
".ibttor~t.hr mo creams every normal skin needs —

enough of each cream for two week s' ordinary toilet uses

Street .

City__ State-

When you write to adVertisere please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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THE MEIGHANS

NEXT to John McCormaclc's "Mother Machree." Tom Meighan's favorite record is "When
Frances Dances With Me." His permanent partner—the lady who s the mistress of maison

Meighan, the lady of our photograph—is Frances Ring, the famous comic opera star, Tom s wife
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From 700 letters
83

from those <who are eating Fleischmann's Yeast

Doctors,mechanics, stenographers, housewives, teachers,

nurses, clergymen, farmers, policemen, architects— in

all,men andwomen in 113 different occupations recently

told their experiences with eating yeast for health

THE reports came from all parts
of the United States. Lawyers, •

artists, lumbermen wrote in. House-
maids and private secretaries. Dress-
makers. Even a boxer told why he
was eating Fleischmann's Yeast and
what results he was getting.

Nearly 300 of those who wrote in

were eating yeast tobuildupstrength
and vigor. 25 1 were freed from con-

stipation by it. A great many others

had digestion and appetite restored.

Almost as many had been freed of

pimples and boils.

"After using every known
cathartic"

Hundreds ofmenandwomen depend
day after day on cathartics. Yet this

never corrects their trouble. Here
was a man who had used "every
known cathartic" ever since he was
eleven years old. At last he solved his

problem. A simple food, Fleisch-

mann's Yeast, eaten like cheese or

butter, had stimulated the activity of

the intestines and restored regular

functions. Another whohad been eat-

ing yeast for three months wrote
"Since eating Fleischmann's Yeast I

have had no bowel trouble." A wo-
man eating yeast for constipation and
gas had "greatly benefited" and also

was delighted with the way her skin

had cleared.

"Suffered with gas for years.

Fleischmann's Yeast has cured

me after takingfor three weeks"

Many suffer for years with some di-

gestive disturbance without ever re-

alizing that faulty eating is the trouble.

Since the fresh yeast cake has been
known to have a bene-
ficial effect on the entire

digestive process, it is

Fleischmann's Yeast builds up
the system naturally by correct*

ing digestive disturbance and
restoring normal elimination

now being advised in cases of stom-
ach and intestinal trouble.
Many men and women who had been suf-

fering from poor appetite have regained ap-
petite and vigor. One of them wrote: "My
vitality is back to normal. I have a ravenous
appetite and every morning I get up full of

'pep' and ambition."

Severe cases ofpimples
Both men and women suffering from boils

or pimples—over one hundred men and over
seventy women—reported rapid relief from
these troubles through adding to their diet

Fleischmann's Yeast, the food which is now
known to correct the basic cause of these
troubles. One man who had been eating
Fleischmann's Yeast for over a month wrote,
"I have no more pimples and have gained
four pounds."

"Flu left me very weak and painfully

thin. Tried numerous remedies, even
sent to Germany for serums, but to no
avail. Took Fleischmann's Yeast and
have greatly benefited by it."

"Can now do all of my work without
feeling tired."

— "Has relieved and
strengthened me."—"Has made me full

ofenergy."—"Now have the pep 1 need."

In cases of rundown condition—men and
women—astonishingly quick response came
after the addition of the health-stimulating
Fleischmann's Yeast to the regular food. In
some of these cases, improvement was no-
ticed in less than one month.

The ways they liked to

eat it best

Some of these men and women did not like

the taste of yeast at first. Almost all grew to
like it. Most people took it in water. A number
liked it in milk. It tastes something like an
egg-nog. Many of the men liked it plain.

Women liked to make sandwiches with it, or
they took it in fruit juices. Two or three liked
it in ice cream. One took it in soup. Several
liked it in coffee.

Add 2 to 3 cakes of Fleischmann's Yeast
to your own daily diet and notice the differ-

ence. Place a standing order with your
grocer. 200,000 grocers carry Fleisch-
mann's Yeast. Ifyour grocer is not among
them, write to the Fleischmann agency in
your nearest city—they will supply you.
Send for free booklet telling all about yeast.

Use coupon, addressing
The Fleischmann
Company, Dept504, 701
Washington St., New York.

The Fleischmann Company
Dept.504,701 Washington St., New York. N. Y.

Please send me "The New Importance of Yf.nt
in Diet.' (Please write plain'* I

Name

Street

City, _State

When you write to advertisers please mention rilOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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NAIL LOVELINESS
THAT'S LASTING

In five brief minutes

Without buffing, your nails can always

have that freshly-manicured look

The modern woman knows the

importance of looking her best,

always. And, because she's a

very busy person, she appreci-

ates this time-saving,simple new
manicure.

All she need do is brush each nail

lightly with Glazo, onceor twice a week.

This is the modern liquid nail polish. It

dries instantly, with that lasting, high

lustre which fashion now decrees. Noth-

ing can dim its beauty, and the nails

always have that dainty, freshly-mani-

cured look.

To give nails an attractive setting

Stubborn, uneven cuticle will become
soft and smooth under the beautifying,

soothing influence of Glazo Cuticle Mas-
sage. Use it with your orange stick to

shape the nail sheaths; massage it in

and leave it overnight, and your cuticle

will always be trim and velvety.

Ask today for the Complete Glazo
Manicure, at any of the better toilet

counters.

For lovely hands, send for this book

Written in an intimate, chatty way, it

tells many important new things about
the hands and their care. It is free

—

simply send name and address. The
Glazo Co., 28 Blair Ave., Cincinnati, O.

GLAZO
Glazo' Liquid Polish

with Remover, 50c
Glazo Cuticle Mat-

sage - - - 50c
Combination Set, 75c

John A. Huston Co., Selling Agents for Canada
60-62 Front St., West, Toronto

Home, sweet home with the Fairbankses : or, how they act when they're
not acting, featuring Mary and Doug. The camera pursues them, from
Europe to the Beverly Hills house, which boasts the name of Pickfair. Isn't

that—well, isn't it?

(Continued from page So)

THE health officer of San Francisco said

Dorothy Dalton would have to be vac-
cinated, as she had been in contact with
typhoid or something. Dorothy said no in-

deedy she wouldn't. Health Officer said

"Yes!" in that positive way men have when
they think they mean it. Dorothy became
just as positively negative. The debate
waxed to a point where H. 0. threatened
Dorothy with a sojourn in the isolation hos-
pital, but Dorothy sneaked a base on him
by showing an honest-to-goodness vaccina-

tion scar made some time ago. Dorothy
won.

THEY'RE at it again.

Vividly colored, an advertisement for

a film called "The Love Slave" reads thus:

"A tremendous drama of passion. . •.
.

A beautiful Arabian slave girl—madly in

love with the handsome young Parisian who
rescued her from a beast.

"A flower of the East transplanted to

Paris—the ages-old clash of East and West
—a mad, jealous passion that would destroy

one once beloved—then, prison walls that

close in on another form of slavery.

"A thrilling escape from a living death

—

freedom and peace—the re-kindling of dead
fires—and a climax so powerful—so satis-

fying—that it brings a profound sigh of

relief."

"Sigh of relief" is right

!

OVERHEARD in the Algonquin during
the luncheon hour.

A pretty sub-deb was lunching with a

young chap who might have been the origi-

nal of the collar ads one sees but never

believes.

Said she, gazing dreamily into space,

"Wouldn't it be strange if there really is re-

incarnation? Imagine if we were all to be
reincarnated as aromas in the next life.

What would you like to be, Teddy, if you
were reincarnated as an aroma?"

"I'd like to be Corinne Griffith's bath-

salts," said her young man earnestly.

MICKEY and Mary—hurrah !

We have just heard that Marshall
Neilan is again to direct Mary Pickford in

"Tess of the Storm Country."
The Pickford-Neilan combination made

such classics as "Stella Maris" and "Rebecca
of Sunnybrook Farm." Mary has never
made such pictures since Neilan stopped di-

recting her. The revival of "Tess"—espe-

cially if Frances Marion makes the scena-io,

which is also reported—should be a knock-
out.

SAM WOOD has directed Gloria Swanson
in every one of her stellar pictures. "And

I haven't won an argument yet," says Sam
lugubriously.

AT the Ritz the other evening, I saw Pearl

White, with the most adorable chin-

chilla coat on and a big, droopy white hat,

black velvet on top, and white silk roses

underneath. About her slim ankle, clad in

this fashionable new stocking whose color is

described by salesladies as "nude," Pearl had
the daintiest little bracelet of platinum and
diamonds.
A friend of the famous serial star told me

the other day that Pearl returned from Eu-
rope engaged to a Grand Duke—I've forgot-

ten the nationality. As a duchess, Pearl

ought to be thrilling if nothing else.

(Continued on page 86)

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAT MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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"NERVES" A subtle and dangerous malady which is under-

mining the vitality of the American Nation

By PAUL von BOECKMANN
" NERVES"—We hear it everywhere.

The physician tells his patient—"It's your
Nerves." Sensitive and high-strung women
complain of their "Nerves." You see evi-

dence of "Nerves" everywhere—in the
street, in the cars, in the theatre, in busi-

ness, and especially in your own home

—

right in your own family. We Americans
are a nation of nervous people. This is

known the world over. Our own Nerve
Specialists admit it. It is caused by our
"Mile-a-minute" life; the intenseness of

our Natures in everything we do. It is

making us the most progressive nation on
earth, but it is also wrecking our people.

Our crowded insane asylums prove it.

Medical records prove it. Millions of peo-
ple have sub-normal Nerve Force, and con-
sequently suffer from endless organic and
physical troubles, which make their lives

miserable. What is meant by "Nerves?"
By "Nerves" is meant Nerve Exhaustion
(Neurasthenia), lack of Nerve Force.
What is Nerve Force? We might as well

ask "What is electricity?" We do not
know. It is the secret of Nature. We do
know that it is the vital force of life, a
mysterious energy that flows from the
nervous system and gives life and energy
to every vital organ. Sever the nerve which
leads to any organ and that organ will cease
acting.

Eyes—Nose
Ears

Throat

Bronchial

hest Breathing

Diaphragm

Stomach

SOLAR PLEXUS

Liver

Intestines

Kidneys

Colon

Bladder

Pelvic Organs

The Sympathetic Nervous System

Showing hcno Every Vital- Organ is governed by the

Nervous System, and hono the Solar Plexus, com-
monly known as the Abdominal Brain, is the Great
Central Station for the distribution of Nerve Force.

The wonderful organ we term the Nerv-
ous System consists of countless millions of

cells. These cells are reservoirs which
store Nerve Force. The amount stored rep-

resents our Nerve Capital. Every organ
works incessantly to keep the supply of

Nerve Force in these cells at a high level,

for Life itself depends more upon Nerve
Force than on the food we eat or even
the air we breathe.

If we unduly tax the nerves through
overwork, worry, excitement, or grief, if

we subject the muscular system to exces-

When

sive strain, or, in any way, consume more nr drastic treatment of any kind are employed-

Nerve Force thnn the nrir-ins nrnrhiee the Mv " ltl "" 1 is remarkably simple, thoroughly scien-i\er\e rorce man trie organs produce, tin
tific, and alv . I shall agree to send you

natural result must be Nerve Bankruptcy, furthei irdlng my system of

in other words, Nerve Exhaustion, Neuras- ment FREE and without any obligation on your
thotiia nr "Van»c "

i
,l,! Everything is confidential and seniinenia, or .Nerves.

in a plain envelope.
I here is but one malady more terrible y u Bhoold read my 64-page book, "NERVE

than Nerve Exhaustion—its kin, Insanity. FORCE." The cost of this hook la only 2S

Onlv thnse nrriri hive naesoH tlirnncrh •> 'coin " r Stamps). The book is not an advertise-uniy tnosc wno nave pusMd tiirougn a ment of any treatment I may have to offer. This is
siege of Nerve Exhaustion can understand proved by the fad thai large corporations
the meaning of this statement. It is bought and are buying this book from me by the

HELL : no other word ran express it. At h"n,
?
redj and thousands for circulation, among their

r ., . . . / •
i i mi i- i employes—Efficiency. Physicians recommend the

first, the victim is afraid he will die, and i,. li patients—Health. Ministers re-com-

as it grips him deeper, he is afraid he will mend it from the pulpit —Nerve Control. Happiness,

not die—so great is his mental torture.
>>v ;" 1 " 1 " o great a i of valuable infor-

rr i • . •
i i •

i
niation been presented m so few words. It will

He becomes panic-stricken, and irresolute, enable you to understand your Nerves, your Mind.
A sickening sensation of weakness and your Emotions and youi Bodj for the first time.

helplessness overcomes him. He becomes
obsessed with the thought of self-destruc-

tion. Nerve Exhaustion is not a malady
that comes suddenly. It may be years in

developing and the decline is accompanied
by unmistakable symptoms, which can
readily be recognized.
The symptoms of Nerve Exhaustion vary

according to individual characteristics, but
the development is usually as follows:

FIRST STAGE: Lack of energy and
endurance; that "tired feeling," especially
in the back and knees.

SECOND STAGE: Nervousness; sleep-

lessness; irritability; decline in sex force,

loss of hair; nervous indigestion; sour PAUL VON BOECKMA1
Stomach; gas in bowels; constipation; ir- Author of Nerve Force and scons of other boots

reo-iilar heart- nnnr mpmnrv laelr <->f men on Health, Psychology. Breathing, Hygiene andregular neart, poor memory, lacK 01 men- kindred subjects. Oter a mmion of his various
tal endurance; dizziness; backache; head- books have been sold during the last sb years.

i ... , ' • j .« He is the scientist who explained the nature of
aches; n?untis; rheumatism, and other the mysterious Psycno-phvsic Force tnmired in

nains .
tlle Coulon-Abboll heals, a problem that had baffled

T^iitr,r-\ c>i^as^t- c • i j< ""' leading scientists of America and Europe for1H1KD SIAGL: Serious mental dis- more than thirty years, and a fult account of which

turbances; fear; undue worry; melancholia; c&uSTf&rtnf '" ""'" '""" "' />Al'"ca '

dangerous organic disturbances; suicidal

tendencies, and, in extreme cases, insanity. Read the book at my risk—that is if it does notHe. j i c i • meet with your tullest expectations. I shall refundow often do we hear of people, running yollr money PLUS yollr olUlay for postaKC . M y ad-
from doctor to doctor, seeking relief from vcrtisements have been appearing in this and other

a mysterious "something the matter" with standard magazines for more than 20 years. This
.i „ ,i i . j ° •.• c •

. is ample evidence of mv integrity and responsibility.
them, though repeated examinations fail to Tml following extracts are quoted from letters

show that any particular organ is weak or written by people who have read the book:

diseased? How often do we hear of people : '7 haye gained 12 pounds since reading your
i

• .i i • .j- »u book and I feel so energetic. I had about given up
racking their brains, trying to discover the hope of ever fi ,ldinR the cailS( . of my low woight."
reason of their failure in business, in a "I have been treated by a number of nerve spe-

profession, love, or any undertaking? They cialists. and have traveled from country to country
.j • ' i . i .i • c. in an endeavor to restore mv nerves to normal.

would give anything to ay their finger On Your little book has done more for me than all

the stumbling block of their lives—the other methods combined.

door that locks out their ambitions, the "Your book did more for me for indigestion than
ii .l i li i ,\ t-1 two courses in dieting.

wall that blocks their progress. The an- • Mv heart is now regular again and my nervc3
swer is: Lack of Nerve Force. In short, are fine. I thought I had heart trouble, but it

Nerve Force means Life Force—Brain was, simply a case of abused nerves. I have re-

ir T,"i i r" r\ t? r-» read your book at least ten times.Force—Vital Force—Organic Force—Dy- A woman writes: "Your book has helped my
namic Force—Personal Magnetism—Man- nerves wonderfully. I am sleeping so well and in

liness and Womanliness. the miming I feel so rested."

XT iittttt m r- i The advice given in your book on relaxation
No man VVIIH Nerve frorce has ever and calming of nerves has cleared my brain. Before

stood in a bread line. 1 was half dizzy all the time."

No man WITH Nerve Force has ever A physician says: " Your bookjhowsiyoiLhave
, , , scientific and profound knowledge ot the nerves and
been down and OUt. nervous people. I am recommending your book to

No man WITH Nerve Force has ever my patients."

ael-nnvelerWrl himself "lielcerl" A Prominent lawyer in AnsoTua, ( 01111., Bays:acknow ledgeci nimselt licked. .. Your book^^ nu , from a nervoua co iiapsi.. such
No man WI I H Nerve I<orce has ever as 1 had three years ago. [ now sleep soundly and

failed to attain success. am gaining weight. 1 can again do a real day's

This, of course, applies to women as well as men.
wor

'

And, on the other hand, WITHOUT Nerve Force ••——••• • .......

no person of either sex in any walk of life has ever PAUL von BOECKMANN,
reached the top, has ever achic\ or has

, 1B .V , ftth „
t o t„Hi« 52 New York N Y

ever gotten the fullest enjoyment from life itself.
"0 West 40th St., Studio 52, New York, IN. r.

WITHOUT an abundant supply of Nerve Force _. . ., ,. »-.„„_ _„»u_j „; t i,

our lives are wrongly adjusted we fail to utilize our Dear Sir: I desire to "vest.gate your method with-

full powers, and we cheat ourselves of our birthright ou* obligation of any kind. (Pnnt name and

of health and vigor.
address plainly.)

"A sound mind in a sound body" depends upon
sound nerves. And to be a WINNER even in a
small way, demands, first of all—NERVE FORCE. varae .

If your NERVES have reached any ol the '

stages of depletion, you ought to take immediate
steps to determine the cause and to learn what to

do u> build up your Nerve Force. Address
I have made a life study of the mental and ph\

characteristics of nervous people, having treated
more cases of "Nerves" during the past 25 years
than any other man in the world (over 90,000). '

My instruction is given by mail only. No drugs Enclose 25c if you wish the book.

you write to advertisers please mention THOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Make your

little girl

happy

WITH AN

Gcld-a-|iearJ!

NECKLACE

The Family and Friends

will keep it Growing

For clean, sharp

carbon copies

Use MultiKopy No. 25

Meets more requirements of general office
use than any other carbon paper. Makes
clean, legible, permanent copies.

MultiKopy No. 5, light weight, make?
20 legible, permanent copies at one writing.

MultiKopy No. 95, medium weight,
copies over 100 letters from one sheet.

Ask your stationer for your kind of Multi-
Kopy. Star Brand Typewriter Ribbons
write the best letters.

F. S. WEBSTER COMPANY
377 Congress Street Boston, Mass.

Carbon Paper
.
<J kind for euciy purpose

HAIR REMOVED FREE
Send for FREE sample of Hairine which will remove all
'races of hair from face, neck. arms, limbs or any other
part of body. Where others fall, this works. Try it' Free.
Address: THE HAIRINE CO., Dtpt. C. 26 W. .Quincy Strut, 'CHICMO, ILL.

"Lady Godiva on her white horse has ridden right into pictures. The lady
is an importation, presented here by Wistaria Productions.

(Continued from page 84)

WHILE the engagement of Marshall Nei-
lan and Blanche Sweet has not ex-

actly been announced, it is understood by all

their friends to be a fact, and plans for the
wedding are well under way. Blanche and
Mickey have been friends for years, and
their marriage won't surprise anyone. If
Miss Sweet's health, which has been bad for
some time, improves, she may return to the
screen under Neilan's direction.

ANITA STEWART is going to have her
•*V own company.
Our consolatior is that she cannot possi-

bly make worse pictures for her own com-
pany than she did for Louis Mayer.

JOHN EMERSON and Anita Loos, who
** besides being co-directors and scenario
writers of great note, are also man and wife,
recently went down to Smith College to
deliver a lecture on the art of motion pic-

tures, to a group of college girls.

Mr. Emerson had rather a bad sore throat,

and before mounting the platform he said to
his pretty wife, "I'm going to take this box
of throat lozenges with me, and eat them
while I talk, so I won't lose my voice en-
tirely."

At the end of his interesting discourse, he
said, "Now young ladies, if there are any
questions you'd like to ask, I'd be glad to
answer them. Write them out on a piece

of paper, and bring them up, and I'll be
very glad to tell you anything you like."

The second question he opened read,

"What are you eating and why?"

WHEN Madge Bellamy, newest Thomas
H. Ince star, was on the stage in New

York, a certain famous stage-producer, finan-

cially interested in Paramount, discouraged

her film aspirations. "Oh, you'd never do in

pictures," he told her. "You're too thin."

HERR ERICH VON STROHEIM has
sobbed on many shoulders since the

opening of the foolish "Foolish Wives."
He has, they say, made various complaints

anent the cutting of "my picture." He
wanted to reduce the many thousand reels

himself, but Mr. Laemmle wouldn't let him.

Universal's president's patience finally gave

out, and he put the picture in the hands of

a regular cutter, who worked day and night

to finish the job.

Herr von Stroheim at first wept because

they wouldn't let the film run two nights,

thirty-six reels in all. He wanted to have them
hire two theaters, sell tickets for two per-

formances, first and second acts; sort of a

Chinese effect. But, strangely enough, these

Americans couldn't see the idea.

After all, doesn't it seem silly to waste art

on us plebeians, anyway?
(Continued on page 87)
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(Continued from page 86)

IS
Mary Miles Minter engaged to Tommy

Dixon, son of the pencil manufacturer and

heir to one of the largest fortunes in the

United States'

It's sort of hard to tell.

Mary says she isn't—but Mary's mother,

in what was apparently an unguarded mo-

ment—says she is.

Mr. Dixon, naturally, must be discreetly

silent.

Certainly there is a very deep and constant

friendship between the two young people,

and there was a time when the thing ap-

peared to be about ready for wedding bells.

Now Mary says there isn't anything in it.

I wonder if the fact that I saw Miss Min-

ter with that stunning young navy officer

again the other evening had anything to do

with her apparent change of heart.

And then there was that Taylor tragedy,

which we dislike to refer to.

MAY ALLISON has -old her beautiful

Beverly Hills home to a Seattle mil-

lionaire, for $50,000. and moved to the

Hollywood Hotel.

May's husband—Robert Ellis—decided he

didn't like the house much, because May
built it and lived in it before they were

married, so they intend to remain at the

hotel until they can build a real home of

their own, which he will build with his

own money.

VfOLA DANA, proud possessor of a new
home and several hens, shows visitors

around her domain. Escorting a party

through the grounds, she left a child of one

of the guests eagerly anticipating events in

the chicken-yard. When the child reluctantly

joined them, Viola asked if she had found

any eggs.

"No'm." the youngster replied disappoint-

edly, "the hens were scratchin' all around,

but they couldn't find a single egg."

MR. AND MRS. ALLAN FORREST (nee

Lottie Pickford) are settled cozily in

their Hollywood honeymoon nest, with Lot-

tie playing a lovely obligato on the kitchen

range. . If everybody continues getting mar-
ried this way, and being nice and everything,

I don't know what we'll do to get our names
in the papers and attract the tourists. Hol-
lywood is getting as prophylactic as a hos-

pital.

WHAT'S in a name?" asked Mr. Shake-
speare. Here I've been eating lunch

on the same bench with Silvion De Jardins

and didn't know it. If I had— ! I couldn't

get enthusiastic about a name like a jardi-

niere, so it's just as well that I came to

know Bobby Vernon before I learned the

title his parents bequeathed him. Bobby is

having a legal operation to change it to his

film-name.

DARRELL FOSS has a habit of slipping

away on vacations, laden with pack-

ages, his destination unknown. This habit—
coupled with its secrecy—has had all Holly-

wood curious. But a friend discovered the

secret rendezvous, and has given the whole
thing away.- Up in the mountains there's an
old Frenchman who hasn't left his home
since he "squatted" on the land twenty-
seven years ago. Foss discovered the hermit,

on a tramping trip, and spends his vacations

with the old fellow, carrying him tobacco,

papers, etc. When Darrell cut his hair for

him, it was the first "trimming" the old

man had had in years. And now Hollywood
sleeps peacefully again, having satisfied itself

that Darrell is still a nice boy.

(Continued vn page 88)

The Diary of a Lonesome Girl

September 12
Dear Diary:

I promised to tell you everything. Dear Diary,
and I'm going to keep my promise. But it's

awfully hard sometimes to write down just how
I feel. For I am so discouraged. Met Edith
Williams today on the car. She was going some-
where with Jimmy. And her clothes were so
becoming that I envied her. My hair is prettier
than Edith's, isn't it ? And my eyes—and my
complexion ? Then why am I always so lone-
some—so much alone? Can't you help me,
Diary? Bobbie's better today.

September 15
More trouble. Diary. Mother said today that

the money she'd saved for my new dress would
have to go to pay Bobbie's doctor bill. I'm try-
ing to be brave. Diary, but I'm so disappointed.
I wanted to go to a dance on the 26th. Shall
I go. Diary ? I wonder if I .can fix up that
white organdie from last season ?

September 18
Went to church this morning. Walked home

with Alice Browning. Saw Jimmy. He's always
with Edith Williams. Oh, if I only had some
pretty clothes—just a few of them. Diary, how
happy I would be ! Mother tries so hard to
save, but Dad never earned a large salary. And
everything I earn goes toward keeping house.
But I can still smile, can't I, Diary?

September 23
I've decided to wear my organdie to the dance.

I do hope none of the girls remember it from
last i'ear. That new sash may help. Do men
everTemember dresses. Diary? Jimmy will be
there with Edith. Always Edith Williams. Oh,
if I only had some becoming clothes

!

September 27
I couldn't write to you last night, Diary

—

I just couldn't. I cried myself to sleep when I

got home from the dance. Every girl had a
new dress but me. I think Edith Williams' was
best of all. Do you think Jimmy will marry her?
He hardly looked at me last night. I came home
all alone—so tired and discouraged. Isn't there
something I can do to get pretty clothes?

October 15
Met Mrs. Peters today, with her two children.

Poor woman—she hasn't had a new dress in
years. She can't afford those in the shops and
she can scarcely sew at all. I wish I could sew.
Diary—then I could make my own clothes. Saw
Jimmy walking down the street today while I

was buying a magazine, but he didn't see me. I

guess he was thinking of Edith Williams.

October 10
Remember that magazine I bought yesterday ?

Well, I sat up late last night reading it. I just
couldn't put it down. For in it I found the story
of a girl just like myself. She couldn't afford
pretty clothes, either, and she was, oh, so dis-
couraged. And then she learned of a school
that teaches you, right at home, to make your
own clothes for a half or a third of what you
would pay in the shops. Do you think I could
learn too. Diary? I'm going to find out anyway.

October 10
Early today the postman brought me a good

thick letter from the Woman's Institute. I

fairly snatched it from his hand. Guess he
thought it was a love-letter. Why, Diary, do
you know the Institute is the most wonderful
school I ever heard of ? Think of it, while I've
been so unhappy, thousands of other girls have
been learning right at home to make just the
kind of pretty clothes they've always wanted, at,
oh ! such wonderful savings. If they can do it.

why can't I? I can, Diary, and I'm going to!

' December 1(5

I know I've forgotten you for some time.
Diary, but I've been awfully busy since I en-
rolled with the Woman's Institute. Think of
it, Diary, I'm learning how to make the pretty
clothes I have always wanted. I've finished the
first three lessons, and already I've made the
prettiest blouse. Just think of being able to
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sew for yourself and have pretty things for

just the cost of materials

!

January :tO

Well, it's happened, Diary. There was another
dance last night and I wore my new dress. You
should have seen the girls. They were so sur-
prised. They all wanted to know where I bought
it. And when I told them I had made it my-
self they would hardly believe me. And the
men! Don't tell me they don't notice pretty
things. My dance card was filled in five minutes.
I've never had such a good time in my life.

Jimmy and Edith aren't engaged yet. Diary.
Jimmy's coming to see me on Wednesday night.

April 15
Here it is only the middle of April and already

I have more pretty spring clothes than I ever
had in my life. And altogether they have cost

me no more than one really good dress or suit

would have cost ready made. Oh, there's a
world of difference in the cost of things. Diary,
when you make them yourself ind pay only for
the materials. Besides, I've made over all my
last year's clothes—they look as pretty as the
new ones and the expense of new trimmings and
findings was almost nothing at all.

May 8
Awfully busy. Diary. I've started to sew for

other people. I made a silk dress for Mrs. Scott
and a blouse for Mrs. Perry last week. Mrs.
Scott paid me $10 and Mrs. Perry $3.25. Think
of it, Diary—little me who couldn't sew a stitch
a few months ago, making clothes for other
people. Mother just can't get over it. She's
actually smiling these days. Says I'm going to
earn $30 a week, soon.

May 20
The most wonderful, wonderful thing has

happened, Diary. Jimmy has asked me to .marry
him. It's to be in the fall. And my trousseau will

be the finest that any girl ever had, because I'm
going to make it myself. Jimmy wanted to
know what had caused the change in me and I

told him all about the Woman's Institute. He
wouldn't believe it until I showed him my les-

sons. He looked them over and then said they
were so easy and simple that he thought he
would take up dressmaking himself. Imagine
Jimmy sewing. Diary!

May 2C
Gladys Graham came in to see me today. I

think she had been crying. Said she was dis-

couraged because she didn't have pretty clothes.
Then I told her all about the Woman's Institute.
I think she's going to find out about it. I

hope so. Think where I would be if I hadn't
seen that magazine. Goodbye, Diary—Jimmy's
here and I can't neglect him even for you.

What this "Lonesome Girl" has done you can
do, too. There is not the slightest doubt of it.

More than 125,000 women and girls, in city,
town and country, have proved by the clothes
they have made and the dollars they have saved,
that you can easily learn at home, through the
Woman's Institute, to make all your own and
your children's clothes or prepare for success
in the dressmaking or millinery profession.

It makes no difference where you live, because
all the instruction is carried on by mail. And
it is no disadvantage if you are employed during
the day or have household duties that occupy
most of your time, because you can devote as
much or little time to the course as you desire
and just whenever it is convenient.

Send for Handsome 64-page Booklet

I
T tells all about the
Woman's Institute.

It describes the courses
in detail, and explains
how you, too. can learn
easily and quickly, in
spare time at home, to
make your own clothes
and hats, and dress bet-
ter at less cost, or pre-
pare for success in the
dressmaking or milli-
nery profession.

Use the coupon be-
low or write a letter

r poet caul to toe Woman's Institute. Dept.
17-D, Scranton. Prima. A eopy of this hand-

booklet will come to you. absolutely free.

by return mail

TEAR OUT HERE
WOMAN'S INSTITUTE

Dept. 17-11. Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation, please send me one

of your booklets and tell me how I can learn
the subject which I have marked below:

Home Dressmaking (Z Millinery"

Professional Dressmaking Q Cooking

Name
(Please specify whether Mrs. or Miss'

Address..
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MOVIE
SOUVENIR

Playing Cards
Your favorite picture stars in this

beautiful deck of cards. 53 different

portraits, one to each card, including
suchstarsasCharlie Chaplin,Thomas
Meighan, Geraldine Farrar, Tom
Mix, Wallace Reid, TalmadgeSisters,
DustinFarnum, Pearl White, Lenore
Ulrich, June Caprice, Louise Glaum,
Sessue Hayakawa, Mabel Normand,
Wanda Hawley, Dorothy Dalton,
etc., etc., etc. Back design is a full

color reproduction of the famous
painting "The Chariot Race'CGold
edges, telescope case. In every way
the finest pack of cards produced.

Give a Movie Card Party

Surprise and delight your friends by
using these novel cards for your next
party or club meeting.

Give Movie Cards for Prizes

Any one of your guests will be glad

to receive a deck of these cards as a

prize.

Movie Cards as Gifts

Any of your relations or friends who
play cards or go to the Movies will

appreciate a pack of these cards as

a birthday or holiday present.

Add New Interest to your Family
Card Games

Think of a Queen beatinga King (the

Queens of the Movies happen to be
Aces in Movie Cards). Think of

Charlie Chaplin vanquishing Tom
Mix(CharliehappenstobetheJoker).

A Portrait Gallery for Movie Fans

Even if you don't play cards you'll

enjoy having these 53 portraits of

your favorite players. They make
attractive wall decorations when
grouped together.

Cost No More Than Any
Other High-Grade Cards.
Only 75c per pack postpaid.

FREE
With Every Order

If your dealer can' t supply you, send us
your order for one or more packs and
we will mail you free of charge the 48
page book "Entertaining with Cards"
giving suggestions for all kinds of nov-
elty card partiesfrom thewordingof the
invitation to the kind of refreshments

to serve. Order at once as
this offer is for a limit-
ed time only.

The U. S. Playing Card Co.
Selling Agents

The Movie Souvenir
Card Co. Dept. M
Cincinnati, Ohio U. S. A.

The Movie Souvenir Card Co., Dept. M., Cincinnati.O.

Send me postpaid packs Movie Souvenir Playing
Cards at 75c per pack and the book "Entertaining with

Cards" free. I enclose $

NAME „„,

ADDRESS „

P.O STATE ,^»

Plays and Players
(Continued from page 87)

ALL the little girlies are wailing and
handing back their new installment

frocks—for Ernest Lubitsch isn't coming to
Hollywood after all. He saw New York

—

and turned right around and sailed back to
Europe. Can it be that Herr Lubitsch feared
the battery of girlies, who were all thrilled

'way down to their pink toe-nails as the
prospect of meeting this foreign genius not
yet harnessed to domestic yoke? Lots of
little extras can spend their frock-money on
meals now.

THE other day an astonished—and, whis-
per it gently, a highly indignant—-Jack

Holt perceived his name upon thercallboard
as an extra to take part in a "mob scene" in

another star's picture. But it developed
upon investigation that there was really an
extra by that name working in the other
play. And, what's more, he's getting a lot

of the Star Jack Holt's lady-fan-mail

!

CHARLIE RAY has cast his lot with the
United Artists, joining the assemblage

composed of Mary and Doug, Chaplin and
Griffith.

A LION in the arena at Universal City
became too playful with Gladys Wal-

ton, reached through the bars, and slashed

her fur coat from shoulder to hem. Gladys,
unhurt, was angry as anything. It was a
new fur coat.

HABITUES of the Algonquin, that al-

most-club of Manhattan stage-and-
screen stars, have been startled out of their

skins.

Fancy seeing a very vampish lady: gor-

geous in sables and diamonds—walk into the
dining room, closely followed by a tall,

handsome man. Fancy seeing them sit down
together, and, oblivious of everybody else,

calmly—er, more or less—hold hands: And
when a page calls the gentleman, fancy see-

ing him rise and first kiss her before leaving

to answer the telephone:

That's what happened when Frank Mayo
and Dagmar Godowsky Mayo were in New
York. The beautiful exotic daughter of the

great Leopold and her film-star husband
have, contrary to rumor, not separated. In

fact, they are shocking people by their con-

stant devotion. It really isn't done. But it

seems reasonable to expect the unusual from
Dagmar. One cannot imagine her and the

commonplace at the same time.

Mr. Mayo has old-fashioned ideas about
wives. He doesn't want his wife to keep
on with her motion picture work.

MADAME SARAH BERNHARDT will

visit America—which means Hollywood
—during March as the guest of Famous
Players-Lasky, who plan a big party to cele-

brate the tenth anniversary of the birth of

the film industry.

HC. WITWER was so pleased with the

• way his football yarns had been filmed

under the title of "The Leather Pushers,"

that he wired Carl Laemmle, president of

Universal, congratulations to the tune of

$25 (paid).

The Universal poo-bah acknowledged the

compliment with a $30 wire—collect.

Witwer's sense of humor is now in cold

storage.

BILLY" RHODES, widow of the late

"Smiling Bill Parsons," is asking a di-

vorce from her second husband, William

Jobelmann, a publicity man. One of her

complaints is that he swiped a bottle from
her private stock! (Continued on page 89)
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Plays and Players

(Continued from page 88)

THESE "all star casts," which used to be

such fun, have lately, with the decrease

in salaries and the de-starring movement, be-

come the real thing.

Imagine, all in one picture: Forrest Stan-

ley, Harry Mestayer, Ernest Glendenning,
William Norris, Pedro de Cordoba, Charles

Gerard, Lynn Harding, Ruth Shepley, The-
resa Maxwell-Conover, and Macey Harlan

!

All these appear in "When Knighthood was
in Flower," which stars Marion Davies, as

an additional inducement.
In Norma Talmadge's "The Duchess of

Langlaise," the cast includes Conway Tearle,

Irving Cummings, Adolphe Menjou, Rose-
mary Theby, Wedgewood Nowell, Otis Har-
lan, and Kate Lester.

By the way, Frances Marion wrote the

scenario from Balzac.

ART ACORD and a friend of his were
sued for $25,000 damages because they

ran down a man with their speeding auto-

mobile. The man was standing on a "safety-

zone."

WONDER if these exclusive, "formal,"

private showings or pre-views of new
photoplays are the thing, after all?

There's something about a first night

which prejudices you. When you get an
engraved card, with "The Umph Film Corpo-
ration Request the Honor of Your Presence
at the Initial Showing of 'Blind Brides,' at

8:17 P. M." with "Formal" in the corner of

your card, and you go, and there's the pro-
ducer in the lobby, waiting to shake your
hand; and there's the director in the upper-
left-hand box, beaming at you ; and there's

the star, who waves to you ; and there is a
special orchestra, and a speech,—where does
the poor picture come in?

Sometimes when the picture is extra

grand, they hire a hall ; the grand ballroom
of one of our best hotels. If you are lucky,
you can stand on tiptoe in the rear of the
room and catch a glimpse, occasionally, of
the top of the heroine's head—her real

head; you never see the picture at all.

These showings affect different people dif-

ferently. Some newspaper reviewers just

dote on them. Others just don't. Either
way, the reviews are biased. We think
these showings :are little games which the
dear producers will outgrow. Or else they
will be sensible, and save the money which
otherwise would go towards paying for the
engraved invitations.

MARY HAY made a big hit in "Marjo-
lane," the musicalized version of "Po-

mander Walk."
Although the piece stars Peggy Woods

and Lennox Pawle, little Mary seems to
have captured the audiences completely, if

public opinion is any criterion.

The first-night audience included,! as it

generally does, many celebrities. Mae Marsh
was there to lend a hand; and the husband
of Mary Hay. a promising youngster named
Richard Barthelmess, was enthusiastically
present.

ON one of the winding drives of Beverly
Hills the other afternoon, I met a

future screen star taking a ride in her per-
ambulator.

She had on a real lace bonnet with pink
satin rosebuds over each ear, and tiny pink
booties tied on with knots of French blue.

Little Miss Niblo, the four months' old
daughter of Fred Niblo and Enid Bennett,
is the cutest thing in Hollywood—brown
curls and great bis brown eyes that promise
to screen very well in the future.

(Continued on page 03)

Bread
has part of the food

cells broken

Puffed Wheat
has all the food cells broken

Toast
has more of the food

cells broken

WhyWe Explode
every food cell in Puffed Grains

Over 125 million food cells exist in a grain of wheat. All

must be broken to digest.

In bread you break part of them—in toast you break more.
But Puffed Wheat alone breaks them all.

Grains shot from guns
Prof. A. P. Anderson studied for years to make whole grains wholly diges-

tible.

He did it at last by sealing the grains in guns, then supplying an hour of

fearful heat. Thus the moisture in each food cell is changed to super-heated
steam.

When the guns are shot, every food cell explodes. All become available

as food.

More than cereal tidbits

Puffed Wheat and Puffed Rice arc delightful dainties. You never tasted

cereals so good. They are bubble grains, airy, flimsy and toasted. ,i~ flavory

as nuts. They seem like food confections.

But they are also whole grains, supplying 16 needed elements. Every
element is fitted to feed. The greatest food you can serve a child is Puffed
Wheat in a bowl of milk. But serve them Puffed Rice also. That is the
morning dish.

Puffed Wheat
Whole wheat steam exploded.

Puffed to 8 times normal size.

Puffed Rice
With cream and sugar is the finest

breakfast dainty children ever get.

The Quaker Qals (bmpany Sole Makers
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—the Finest Reproducing
Phonograph in the World

IT brings all of the world's great-

est artists to your home. In all

features that distinguish the really

fine phonograph— in artistic

appearance, in scope of repertoire,

in sheer musical quality—above
all, in its ability to reproduce with life-

like fidelity the voice of the singer or the
music of any instrument, the wonder-
ful Steger stands alone, unrivalled.

And its appeal is universal—because it

plays all disc records correctly without
change of flarts. Hear and play the
incomparable Steger. Style brochure on
request.

STEGER & SONS
PJANO MFG. COMPANY
STEGER BLDG., CHICAGO, ILL.

Factories.STEGER, ILLINOIS,»>A«-* Ik?
"Lincoln" and "Dixie" Highways meet

*Ifit's aSTEGER—it's the most valuable piano t

the -world'

'

THEIR EYES
FOLLOW

Wherever you go

—

on the street—at the
dance—their eyes fol-

low your ankles. Are
they lingering glances
of admiration ? If

not, you need

EMC

Bonne Forme
ANKLE REDUCERS

They are worn at night with perfect ease and
comfort. They not only reduce and shape one's
ankles to their correct lines, but also relieve the
strain of a busy day.

MARION DAVIES says:
"/ am glad to give my endorsement

of your BONNE FORME ANKLE
REDUCERS. One can easily achieve
graceful ankles with these reducers.*'

They are guaranteed and sold on a money back
basis. Order by mail, $5 per pair.

Send for free illustrated booklet.

L. R. TAYLOR CORPORATION
Dept. M-2., 18 W. 34th St., New York City

MAKE MONET AT HOI
YOU can earn from $1 to $2 an hour in your

spare time writing show cards. Quickly and
easily learned by our new, simple "Instructograph"
method. No canvassing or soliciting; we teach you
how, sell your work and pay you cash each week.

Full particulars and booklet free.

AMERICAN SHOW CARD SCHOOL
210 Ryrie Building Toronto, Canada
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He tackled her at the five yard line, picked her out of the saddle
and yelled, "Home, James!"

Giving "The Sheik" the Once
Over From the Ringside

By DICK DORGAN
LAST week I had a couple of hours off,

so I parked myself in a ringside seat

at a Movie Palace and took in the

"Sheik," and let me utter right here that

if you haven't seen it as yet, go ferret it

out and give it the "north and south." It's

a cuckoo.
It's a story of a little English "twist and

twirl," Diana Mayo, who got terribly sen-

timental over the "Kashmiri Love Song,"
and being tired of hanging around with a
bunch of yahoos who couldn't tell pepper
from salt, thought she'd like to try her

luck with the "Sand Fleas"' of Arabia. So
she gives a swell feed and shindig, in Biskra,

on the edge of the desert, as a farewell to

her friends, before leaving for the land of

"free life and fresh air."

Well ! just as everything is going along
smoothly, who comes tearing along like

Broncho Billy with a few of his pals, but
Ahmed Ben Hassen, the Sheik. He spots

Diana over in a corner and gives her the

"Igotcha look" ala Ben Turpin, and departs
into the night, leaving Diana all het up.

After everyone is knocking over the big

sleeps, he sneaks over under her window
with his ukelele, and warbles, in accents

disconsolate, the "Kashmiri Love Song."
Then climbs into her boudoir and steals a
few eyefuls, along with the lead pills out
of her pearl-handled gat. In the morning,
Diana dons the riding make-up and joins

her party with Mustaphi Ali, her guide,

nd they start off.

Now it appears that "Musti" is one of

he Sheik's henchmen. So on the second
lay out, when he was pretty sure that

io revenue men or Mack Sennett cops
were around, he led her to a lonely spot

near some dunes where the Sheik was hid-

ing with a picked bunch of supers. Two
or three dozen of them rode out and started

some side arm entertainment for the lady,

but she pulled up short and then broke for

the open.

This was just what the Sheik wanted, so

with a wild yell like a Cherokee chief to

call off the hounds, he tore after her like

a prairie wolf and tackled her at the five

yard line, picked her out of the saddle and
yelled, "Home, James," meaning to the col-

lapsible bungalow on the sound—or rather

the oasis.

The next scene is in the tent, and let me
say that it had more entrances and exits

than a Chinese gambling house. And as

for the appointments—Well ! the living room
alone would make the grand ball room in

the Plaza look like a hall bed room in the

Bowery.

THE Sheik was no small time guy. He
was one of the real hot dogs of the des-

ert, and the bell cow of this herd. This scene

in the tent is where he vamps Diana. He
struts around her like a prize turkey, every

once in a while stopping to give her a
Svengali glare. Then when she would shrivel

up on the divan again he would smile—oh,

boy, what a wicked one—and start strut-

ting again, all the while smoking yards and
yards of cigarettes.

He must have been reading Elinor Glyn
pretty closely or else he was stealing Theda
Bara's stuff, 'cause he had all the fourteen

points down great, with a couple of the

amendments tacked on. He certainly was
some La La.

He kept this up for a week or so and
in the meantime he broke in a few horses

and made the rounds to smaller camps,

to see if all his subjects were well and
happy, to break the monotony.

All this time Diana was hating him some-
thing awful—but between us two I know
she had a soft spot in her heart for him,

'cause I saw her smile with glee one time

when he gave her a dig in the ribs and said,

"Kiss me, kid."

Well! a month or so later the Sheik was
(Continued on page gi)
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"The Sheik
•)•>

(Continued from page go)

off on a week-end trip, visiting some other

chicken, I guess. So Diana, thinking it was
a good chance, took a run out powder and
left the place flat. Gaston, the frenchy,

who was chief cook and bottlewasher about

the place, accompanied her.

About three hours later they were rid-

ing along blissfully when without a word
of warning out comes a bevy of Klu KIux
Klan from behind a small dune. They
belonged to Amair's gas house gang of the

desert.

They were as harmless as a lot of baby
rattlesnakes.

Diana and Gaston ducked behind a dune
and then the free-for-all started and it was
a case of each man for himself. It was one
grand and glorious scrap and it looked more
like "Custer's last stand" than anything so

far filmed. From the way in which Gas-
ton was picking them off, it looked to me
as though he was the open champion at all

styles in a shooting gallery. Diana was a

close second, though—why, she would make
Annie Oakley look like a wooden Indian.

When they called time, Amair had Diana
in his clutches and was heading for the

old homestead. Gaston had thrown up the

sponge and lay where he had fallen. And
there were so many dead Arabs laying

around the place that I think the camera
man cheated and used a machine gun from
the sidelines.

HERE the scene shifts to Amair's country
estate. Diana was locked in a room

with two ebony babies, about two hun-
dred pounds displacement apiece, guarding

the door. After knocking over a few high-

balls, Amair makes his entre, and, gazing

at her youthful beauty, starts to waddle
after her with the ferocity of a wild clam
after an oyster. The bout was at catch

weights. I couldn't make out what it was
all about at first, but after the first round
I decided that it was a catch as catch can
affair. Amair was the Jesse James of the

desert. He was a fat old stiff, whose fra-

cas was entrenched in a network of shrub-
bery, and a bad baby at that.

All during the quarrel Diana kept calling

for her Ahmed, the Sheik, and I knew she

was stuck on him all the time.

Well, Amair cornered her at one point,

and feinted her into a half-nelson. He
was a regular Zybysko. He knew all the

tricks. Everybody was rooting hard for

something to happen that would save our
heroine.

In the meantime the Sheik arrives home
and finds out that Diana and Gaston have
given him the raspberry. So he takes a

little stroll of ten or twelve miles before

supper and ponders over his losses. Finally

he reaches the battlefield where Diana was
made a captive and what think ye?—the

property man had picked up all the dead
Arabs and cleaned the place up great so

that the only thing the Sheik saw was
Diana's note in the sand,

—"Ahmed, I love

thee"—very prettily done. Then he spied

Gaston, posing as the "Dying Gladiator," in

the dell. He carries the poor frog home
and learns the "low down" on Amair and
rallies his keystone kops together to rescue

Diana.

The Sheik gives Gaston to his boyhood
pal, St. Hubert, to take care of, as he is a
Hindoo at the medicine game. Then gal-

lops to the head of the bunch and yells,

"Let's go." And the best twenty mile

cross country run I ever saw began. Right
here the girl I took began to cry, and I

had an awful time trying' to read the cap-
tions to her and follow the story at the

same time. (Continued on page 02)

Use only Evcrsharp Leads
— 12 in a box. They fit

accurately. Seven grades

from extra soft to very
hard; also indelible. Look
for the name Evirsharp
on the red-topped box.

A Necklace of

250,000 words
Ever at hand, hanging by its

ring on the attractive ribbon guard,

is her EvERSHARP Pencil. She uses

this handy pencil at home, for office

writing, for the jotting down of

countless daily items that are not

to be forgotten. In Eversharp is

ead enough for a quarter of a

million words.

Eversharp has helped to

emancipate woman. It has multi-

plied her business efficiency. No
more pencil sharpening; no more
hunting for a pencil. Women carry

Eversharp with them, as they

would a watch. It indicates alert-

ness and efficiency. Ar.d like a

watch, it is mechanically perfect.

No other pencil can be

like Eversharp

Eversharp Pencils are in gold, silver

and enamel, in many styles
;
priced from

50c to $50- Each is matched in writing

perfection by the Wahl Fountain Pen,

with the all-metal barrel that holds more

ink.. Factory-tailored to fit your hand.

Sold everywhere.

THE WAHL COMPANY, Chicago

matched by

WAHLPEN
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$95 an Hour!
"Every hour I spent on my I. C. S.

Course has been worth $95 to me! My
position, my $5,000 a year income, my
home, my family's happiness—I owe it all

to my spare time training with the Inter-

national Correspondence Schools!"

Every mail brings letters from some of

the two million I. C. S. students telling of

promotions or increases in salary as the
rewards of spare time study.

What are you doing with the hours after

supper? Can you afford to let them slip

by unimproved when you can easily make
them mean so much? One hour a day
epent with the I. C. S. will prepare you
for the position you want in the work you
like best. Yes, it will ! Put it up to us to

prove it. Mark and mail this coupon now !

TEAR" OUT HERE
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

BOX 8458-B SCBANTON. PA.
Without cost or obligation, please explain how I can

qualify for the position, or in the subject before which
I have marked an X in tbe list below:

—

QELEC. ENOINEEB
Q Electric Lighting & Bys.

Electric Wiring
Q Telegraph Engineer
O Telephone Work
MECHANICAL ENGB.

D Mechanical Draftsman
D Machine Shop Practica
D Toolmaker
D Cas Engine Operating
D CIVIL ENGINEEB

Surveying and Mapping
D MINE FOR'N or ENGB.
D STATIONABY ENGB.
Q Marine Engineer
G ARCHITECT

Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

D PLUMBING & HEAT'O
D Sheet Metal Work»r

Text. Overseer or 8upt.
CHEMIST
Pharmacy

BUSINESS MANAG^M'T
D SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING

D Railroad Positions
Q ILLUSTRATING

Show Card & Sign Ptg.
Cartooning

d Private Secretary

B
Business Correspondent
BOOKKEEPER

D Stenographer & Typist
Cert. Pub. Accountant

D TRAFFIC MANAGER

B
Railway Accountant
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH

a
Com. School Subjects
CIVIL SERVICE

~
1 Railway Mail Clerk
AUTOMOBILES

J Mathematics

a^ce
u
a^ne|g|P

f
n|sh

D Poultry I U Banking

Q Airplane Engines

Name-
Street

City-

Occupatlon
Persons reading in Canada should send this coupon to ifie

International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited,
Montreal, Canada.

RESINOL
5oothinq and HeaJinq

Thoroughly Reliable

Treatment
for

Skin and Scalp Disorders
Stops Itching

"Come Lome
With me.

|

dear, said
John to his

sister. And
then angrily,

he turned to-

ward Reggie

The Seventh Day
(Continued from page 44)

captain of the yacht was announcing that

everything was in readiness—that the party
could start back, any time, for the city.

And he blew the whistle hard, to tell every-
one the glad news.

Patricia, leaning against the rail, heard
the whistle. And all at once she knew that

—even if she did go back to the city—she

would leave her heart behind in the little

fishing village. With a sudden uncontrol-
lable impulse she turned to the others.

"I must go ashore, after Reggie," she said,

"I must!"
There was an annoyed murmur from her

friends. "Then," said someone sarcastically,

"we will have to go ashore after you!"
But she ignored them, and went. She had
never wanted to ignore them before.

It was not after Reggie that she went,
though, once she was ashore. For on the

wharf she met one of John's uncles, and
she hesitated beside him.

"Please," she said, and her voice was
almost bashful, "we are going to sail. Will

you give John a message for me?"
John's uncle answered gruffly: "Why don't

you give it to him, yourself?" he asked.

"There he is now." And he pointed toward
the deck of John's boat. And sure enough,
Patricia saw John's head rising above the

gangway of his boat. And the uncle, being

a tactful man, turned away.
Slowly Patricia started forward. As she

came within speaking distance of John he
heard her voice. It was sweet and tremu-
lous.

"Please forgive me," she said. "I'm
sorry

!"

And then, somehow, the space between
them was suddenly bridged. And all at

once she was in his arms.
Out across the village the church bells

rang, calling folk to evening service. The
world was at peace.

"The Sheik"
(Continued from page 91)

They took Amair's place like Grant took
Richmond, and the Sheik didn't lose much
time finding Diana. He broke in the door
with a terrible rush, only to face a couple
of gats held by the desert bandit, Amair.
This sly old dog laughed in the Sheik's

face, as he figured he was all the merry
with his two cannon and a couple of black
babies in the doorway waiting for the show-
down.
But the Sheik just snickered as he held

an Egyptian straight. One mighty howl
of joy from Diana and "Hell broke lose,"

as we say at the club. Everything that

wasn't nailed down was flying in the air

and everybody was taking a sock at some-
one else. It was a grand little party.

When peace was finally declared, Amair
was on the floor punctured from the Sheik's

battle iro/is. The two African dodgers were
behind the divan resting peacefully. The
Sheik lay in Diana's arms with a chunk
of his cranium missing, and Diana shout-
ing the battle cry of freedom, while racing

around the place were the finest bunch of

pirates who ever scuttled a ship, or made
a landlubber walk the plank.

Back in the Sheik's canvas bungalow,
Diana sat up all night long with St. Hu-
bert, beside the Sheik's bed. The Saint

tells her that the Sheik is a bum Arab,

that he really is an Englishman whose
mother was a wop or something like that,

to help make the story end well. All of a

sudden the Sheik moves for the first time

in twenty-four hours and opens one eye

and winks at Diana. Then they fall into a

clinch that only the fadeaway stops. Believe

me, some clinch!

The last scene is a week or so later to give

the Sheik time to patch up his busted

noodle. Diana is standing outside the tent

amongst some bum palms, with the moon
shining very pretty like and the musicians

playing, "Sweet Lady," when out steps the

Sheik all dolled up like a reg'lar guy, with

putties and slick hair, N'everything. He was
a real "Limey" all the time. And then

—

aw—gee

—

"Aint Nature Grand?"

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Plays and Players

(Continued from page 80)

THE very latest Hollywood combination

is Gloria Swanson and Monte Katter-

john, who is a member of the Lasky scenario

staff and a very influential member of the

writer's colony in Hollywood. Monte acts

as the beautiful Gloria's escort on any num-
ber of occasions and they may be discussing

the script of the star's next story.

BEFORE long, we expect to be able to

announce Lois Wilson's engagement.

Details still lacking.

Lois admits that she's just about decided

to get married, but she hasn't picked the man.

AT the Midnight Frolic, above Broadway
on the New Amsterdam Theater Roof,

you'll meet Doug and Charlie and Harold

and Larry and John and Bill.

The Messrs. Fairbanks, Chaplin, Lloyd,

Semon, Barrymore and Hart appear nightly

at the popular Ziegfeld entertainment.

Astonishing news, but

—

Of course they're only masks, designed

by John Held, Jr., and worn by famous
Follies beauties, above their usual—er—at-

tire. But they have created a metropolitan

sensation—something, we are told, which is

hard to create.

As a famous foreign visitor remarked

—

a man honored in every capital of the

world—"Everywhere I go I see them, these

moving pictures. All over. In a group of

intellectuals, they are criticized—but they

are there. In the theaters—every play, al-

most, that I have seen has had some refer-

ence, somewhere, to the silent drama. The
stars are blazoned on Broadway. I see

them on Fifth Avenue; I run into them
in every smart hotel or cafe. Nowhere can

I escape them. Try as I may, I can't shake

them off. And the peculiar part of it is,

I don't want to!" -

THE air in motion picture theaters is to

be tested and analyzed by the Health
Department at Washington.

Chemists have begun the inspection of the

ventilating systems of all the film theaters

and have taken samples of the air breathed

by patrons of the houses. The report, when
it is made, should give the motion picture

theaters a clean bill of health.

The air in even the average motion pic-

ture theaters of larger cities is decidedly

better than that in "legitimate" houses.

Perhaps because almost all of the film houses
are new or almost new.

TAMES CRUZE, one of the very best di-
<J rectors on the Lasky lot, and his wife,

Marguerite Snow, one of the first popular
screen stars, have separated and Mrs. Cruze
and her daughter, Julie, have taken a little

house in Hollywood.

MARGUERITE DE LA MOTTE has a
new town car. Attending a theater,

she instructed the chauffeur to call for her
at the close of the performance. Emerg-
ing from, the theater at 11 o'clock, Mar-
guerite stepped into a town car drawn up
at the curb. The chauffeur looked at her
quizzically. Marguerite blushed. She was
in the wrong car! When she attempted ex-
planations, the chauffeur looked doubtful.
Fortunately her own machine drove up and
Marguerite hastily changed. She'll get used
to them in a few weeks.

CULLEN LANDIS' elder child, an old
lady of almost five, objects strenuously

to being told to "mind the baby." "Oh, my,"
she wailed yesterday, "I wisht I'd been
borned the after one."

(Continued on page 94)

Mr. Wells writes

:

July 22, 1921.

"I am glad to take this opportunity to
tell you of my complete satisfaction
with this machine. It is exactly the
typewriter for an author like myself. It

is so tight and small that it can be
taken anywhere, and it is so sound and
fool-proof that it is always in good con-
dition. * * I have needed a typewriter
for years, but I could not find anything
sufficiently portable, hardy, willing and
easy, until I discovered Corona."

H. G. Wells.

Coronatyped:
With Corona's help, H. G. Wells has written

the story of the human race — "The Outline of
History" — and achieved a literary masterpiece.

You, too, can hasten your success with this

wonderful, modern writing machine.

CORONA helps men to success because it

' enables them to put their thoughts on
paper swiftly, clearly, legibly, anywhere and
any time.

Corona is so light and so compact that it can
and does travel anywhere — yet it is so sturdy
that it practically never gets out of order.

Why Corona is the most trouble-proof

of all typewriters

Mr. Wells says, "Corona is so sound and fool-

proof — it is always in good condition."

And this is the reason: Corona was designed
from the beginning as a portable typewriter.

It is by far the simplest of typewriters, so there

are fewer parts to get out of order. And its

sturdiness has stood the test of sixteen years of

actual use.

Send for the free booklet

It is full of the actual experiences of men and
women whom Corona has helped to success in

many lines of endeavor. Ask about our liberal

easy payment plan.

/

Facts about Corona

Weighs only 6J4
pounds, folds and
fits in a neat carry-
ing case. Costs $55
in easy payments

—

$50 cash.

Mail this

CouponI

CoroNA
The Personal Writing Machine

REG US PAT.OFF.

Built by

CORONA TYPEWRITER CO., Inc.
131 MAIN STREET GROTON, N.Y.

For Booklet
No. 31, which

tells how Corona
has helped others to

increase their output
and income. Also de-

tails of our liberal easy
payment plan. Address Co-
ma Typewriter Company,

Inc., Groton, N. Y.

Address

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOfLAT MAGAZINE.
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The Favorite Hosiery of Well-Dressed Men

THE decided preference of well-dressed men for Hole-

proof Hosiery is but natural — the lustrous elegance

of Holeproof appeals to good taste as much as its famous

wearing qualities appeal to sound judgment.

You can &et Holeproofin a wide variety ofstyles in Silk, Silk Faced,

Silk and Wool, and Lisle. Ifyour dealer cannot supply you. write for

illustrated booklet and price list. Made for women and children too,

HOLEPROOF HOSIERY COMPANY, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Holeproof Hosiery' Company of Canada, Limited, London, Ontario

Fun Every Minute

with Your Gibson
Popular/'jazz.^or Classic—wherever you are

and whatever music your taste or the occasion

demands, is at your ringer tips with yourGIBSON. Learn at

home in spare time. No previous musical knowledge re-

quired. No long drudgery or practice. FUN from the start—
thit's why

$tfm

Men or women can make
$5,000 or more yearly ia ex-
clusive territory.

Instrument*
are "the Music Pals of the Nation.** The modem stand-

ard of construction—guaranteed for life. Features such as

Stradivarius arching (violin construction), tone of unex-
celled quality and volume, superb finish, make Gibsons
the preference of America's leading artists. And what a

variety of instruments to choose from.

$5.00 a Month Buys a Gibson
Mark your choice: [ ]Mandolin, [ ]Mandola, [ ]Man-
do-Cello, [ ].Mando-Bass. [ ]Guitar, f lHarp Guitar,

I ].MandoI:n-Banjo, [ ]Guitar-Banjo, [ ]Tenor Banjo,

[ ]Cello-Bacjo. We supply handsome Carrying Case,

instruction Book, Pitch Pipe and Music Stand. Liberal

allowances on old instruments.
Give name and address: we will send FREE Gibson Book,
112-page catalog, free trial orxerand complete information

about instrument you prefer. If you are a teacher mark
here[ ];if yoa want agency, mark here[ ]. Tear out

and mail today—NOW.
Gibson Mandolin-Guitar Company
1484 Parsons Street Kalamazoo, Michigan

Plays and Players

(Continued from page 93)

AFTER a series of tedious rehearsals

William De Mille was ready at last

to "shoot" a scene in which appeared Jack
Holt, Agnes Ayres, and a baby. (Mr. De
Mille requires that his players speak lengthy
dialogues and has them memorize tbeir lines

as for a stage-scene.) But every time he
would call "Camera!" the baby would com-
mence to squall. The afternoon wore on,

with De Mille striving by means of pepper-
mint sticks, making funny faces and other
lures to persuade the infant to cease crying

and look pretty for the camera. When,
some time later, the baby had been silenced

and the scene was about to progress, it tran-

spired that Holt had meantime forgotten his

lines!

IF it wasn't for the movies—welcoming
home stars and presiding gracefully at

studio functions and saying pretty things

at the motion picture industry—I don't

know what our good Mayor Cryer would
do to kill time.

A delegation composed of the Vitagraph
staff, Larry Semon and the Mayor solemnly
convened on the "lot" and laid the corner-

stone for Semon's new film-factory. It's

going to be all his, from the name-plate
to the ceiling, and nobody can enter with-
out his permission—not even the Mayor.
The Mayor rendered a touching selection

from Appreciation of the Fourth Largest

Industry (cheers!) of our Noble Country
(cheers!) and its fun-giving comedians
(riot!). "Zigoto" (as the French call Larry!
did a graceful back-fall by way of celebra-

tion. Guests included our City Fathers.

President Albert E. Smith and his Vitagraph
family, Semon, hizzoner the Mayor and the

American Flag.

JACKIE COOGAX is making a picture

about plumbing, in which he plays a

pipe-fixer's helper. But Jackie, in spite of

his million-dollar publicity campaign, re-

mains just a little boy with an itching de-

sire to investigate things which he should
leave alone. What boy could resist a bursted
water pipe? During lunch-recess he beck-
oned "Sherbit," a little colored boy who
works with him in the picture, to follow
his leadership. The broken-pipe and flood

scene was to be taken after lunch
But when director and company returned
to the studio after the midday meal they
had to wade in. Jackie's investigation had
been eminently successful—from his point of

view ! The set had to be bailed out and
another pipe erected. Jackie would be pain-

fully mortified if I told you what his mother
said—and did—to him.

MARY tells a good one on Doug. In

Pompeii he met "the best sport we
encountered abroad." The boy did some
handsprings and passed them his hat, which
Doug filled with coppers. Then, grinning.

. Doug performed some acrobatics—and the

boy, appraising him in open-mouthed awe.
calmly took the coins from his own hat and
put them in Doug's sombrero

!

And Doug tells this one on Mary—how
she was left as hostage for a dinner bill in

a cafe in Venice. Doug is very absent-

minded about carrying money and often

wanders out with empty pockets. After
eating their dinner—they were out sight-see-

ing alone—he discovered he had no money
to pay for their meal. And the proprietor

of the cafe made him leave Mary there for

two hours while he hunted up his brother.

Robert Fairbanks ! "Possibly," smiles

Mary, "he doesn't like our pictures!"

Erery advertisement in PHOTOPLAT MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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The Shadow Stage

(Continued from page

MAN TO MAN—Universal

HARRY CAREY gets off to a running

start in an unfamiliar South Sea set-

ting—but inside of two reels he's back again

in the great West. This is a good picture

of its kind—the plot is logical, there are

>ome legitimate thrills, and the lighting is

worthy of mention. The whole family will

remember the stampede scenes for a long

while

SMILES ARE TRUMP—Fox

MAURICE FLYNN, ex-football star,

driving wild engines and working hand
cars and having fights with section hands.

A railroad story with too many thrills, but

the children will like it. So will some of

the grown-ups—but they'll never admit it

!

CHASING THE MOON—Fox

ABIT more outrageous as to plot than

any other Tom Mix picture—and a bit

less clever, despite a pitiful attempt at ultra

smart titles. Send the children with a

neighbor.

NO DEFENSE—Vitagraph

AX artificial melodrama in which Wil-

liam Duncan, the heavy hero, wears

a sport shirt and white shoes when there's

no excuse for so doing. There is a breath-

-.aking fall over a cliff, and a dull court room
scene. "No defense" is right '.

JULIUS CAESAR—George Kleine

ANOTHER Italian Film with much spec-

tacular value and little subtlety.

Rather wonderful scenery and well handled

crowds and a sound historical background.

But not enough of the so-called human
touch. Anthony Novelli paints a true pic-

ture of Caesar, but the rest of the cast is not

convincing.

DON'T GET PERSONAL—Universal

MARIE PREVOST, provocatively pout-

ing as usual (alliteration's artful aidL
does what she can to tangle the domestic

affairs of a typical screen family. Of course

her intentions are high and noble, and she

ends by marrying said family's only son. It

can't hurt the children.

LITTLE MISS SMILES—Fox

SHIRLEY MASON—supported by a fairly

good cast, including Gaston Glass, Arthur
Rankin, and a nice Jewish baby—in a story

of the ghetto. There are the usual weak
spots in the plot, but it gets by because

Shirley is less appallingly saccharine than

usual. The children—bv all means.

STRENGTH OF THE PINES—Fox

A MELODRAMA of the mountains,

featuring a husky hero ( William Rus-
sell • and Irene Rich. Also three bad men.
a lot of shooting, a thunder storm, a

missing deed, and a very impressive moun-
tain lion. It may scare the children slightly,

but it won't hurt them.

The Price You Pay
For dingy film on teeth

Let us show you by a ten-day test

how combating film in this new way
beautifies the teeth.

Now your teeth are coated with a vis-

cous film. You can feel it with your

tongue. It clings to teeth, enters crev-

ices and stays. It forms the basis of

fixed cloudy coats.

That film resists the tooth brush. No
ordinary tooth paste can effectively com-

bat it. That is why so many well-brushed

teeth discolor and decay.

Keeps teeth dingy

Film absorbs stains, making the teeth

look dingy. Film is the basis of tartar.

It holds food substance which ferments

and forms acids. It holds the acids in

contact with the teeth to cause decay.

Millions of germs breed in it. They,

with tartar, are the chief cause of pyor-

rhea. Thus most tooth troubles are now-

traced to film. And, despite the tooth

brush, they have constantly increased.

Attack it daily

Careful people have this film removed
twice yearly by their dentists. But the

need is for a daily film combatant.

Now dental science, after long research.

REG U S I^^bh^^bhhmi
The New-Day Dentifrice

Endorsed by modern authorities and

now advised by leading dentists nearly

all the world over. All druggists

supply the large tubes.

has found two ways to fight film. Able

authorities have proved their efficiency.

A new-type tooth paste has been per-

fected to comply with modern requirements.

The name is Pepsodent. These two film

combatants are embodied in it, to fight

the film twice daily.

Two other effects

Pepsodent also multiplies the starch

digestant in saliva. That is there to di-

gest starch deposits which otherwise may
cling and form acids.

It multiplies the alkalinity of the saliva.

That is Nature's neutralizer for acids

which cause decay.

Thus every use gives multiplied effect

to Nature's tooth-protecting agents in the

mouth. Modern authorities consider that

essential.

Millions employ it

Millions of people now use Pepsodent,

largely by dental advice. The results are

seen everywhere—in glistening teeth.

Once see its effects and you will adopt

it too. You will always want the whiter,

cleaner, safer teeth you see. Make this

test and watch the changes that it brings.

Cut out the coupon now.

10-Day Tube Free

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
Dept. 712. 1104 S. Wabash Ave.,

Chicago, 111.

Mail 10-day tube of Pepsodent to

OMT OVE TCBE TO A FAMILY

When you write to adverti- "•HOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Standard Underwoods!
GreatestTypewriterBargainEverOffered

Right now we want to
make you the greatest
typewriter offer you
ever dreamed of. An
eye-opener. Only $3
down and this newly
rebuilt Shipman-Ward
Standard visible writ-

ing Underwood will be
shipped to you now—
at a very special price
on easy monthly pay*
ments or cash.

lO DAYS* FREE TRIAL
Let us ship you this machine direct from out biff

factory. Try it for 10 days and use it in your work. If

you or anyone else can get finer work or better Bervice

out of any other typewriter in the world, regardless of
price, don't keep it. Simply ship it back to us and get
your money, together with any express charges you
may have paid.

At left is shown the
largest typewriter
rebuilding plant in
the world. Estab-
lished 1892— 325.000
satisfied customers.

TYPEWRITER EMPORIUM
SHIPMAN-WARD MFG. CO.
2014 Shipman Bldg. Chicago, Illinois
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EasytoPlay
Easy toPay

Saxophone Book Free
Tells when to use Sax
ophone—singly, in sex-
tettes or in regular
band; how to trans-
pose cello parts in
orchestra and many
other things you
would lik. '

know.

True-Tone

Saxophone
Easiest of all wind instruments

to play and one of the most beao-
tif ul. You can learn the scale

J in an hour's practice and play
popular music in a few weeks.
You can take your place in a
band within 90 days, if you so
desire. Unrivalled for home
entertainment, church, lodge or
school. In big demand for or-
chestra dance music. The por-

trait above is of Donald Clark,
Soloist with the famous Paul White-

man's Orchestra.

Buescher Instrument
(34)L]ffl }/& . without paying one cent in advance, and try
^W^^ it six days in your own home, without obliga-

tion. If perfectly satisfied, pay for it on easy payments to
suit your convenience. Mention the instrument interested
In and a complete catalog will be mailed free.

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
Makers of Everything In Band and Orchestra Instruments

2234 BUESCHER BLOCK ELKHART, INDIANA

STUDY AT HOME
Become s lawyer. Legally
trained men win high positions
and big success id tmsiness
and public life. Greater oppor-
tunities now than ever before.
Be independent—be a leader.
Lawyers earn.

1.000 to $ 10,000 Annually
„w by step. You can train at home

duringsparetime. Letus Bend you records and letters
from LsSslle students admitted to the bar in various
states. Money refunded according to our Guarantee_ Bond if dissatisfied. Degree of LL. B. conferred.

Thousands of successful students enrolled. Low cost, easy terms.
We furnish all text material, including fourteen-volume Law
Library. Getour valnable 120-page "Law Guide" and "Evidence"
books FREE. Send for them-NOW.
La&alle) Extension University* Dept. 4302-L, Chicago

.ReduceYour Aakles
Bring" back the charm ofyour Youth by wearing the I

* DELRAY ANKLE REDUCER
reduces. suppoktscshafes the ankle«r*i lower limb. Made I

of strong Elastic. Acts like a corset. Worn DAYorNicHT.]

immediate improvement in appearance. Order a pair
today. <?rvmy ankle and calf" measurements.
Postpaid in plain wrapper » 2.00 per pair. (cod*2.I0)|

sump brings Sealed Booklet
Delrav Meg.Co 30 East 23rd Street
Mew York City Dopt.G.
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**I*ra dreaming. Ske belongs in Arabian Nights/* said Tony
Moreno ot Marguerite de la Motte

Out of Arabian Nights

(Continued from page 40)

world, the way pictures opened up to me,"
she said, with her slow, sweet smile. "I

went out to the Lasky studio one after-

noon and just as I walked up to the door
I met a friend of mine who was talking

to Douglas Fairbanks. Of course I was
covered with confusion" (a lovely mid-
Victorian phrase, that) "and I couldn't say

a word. Mr. Fairbanks looked at me very

intently and said, 'You ought to go into

pictures. Come on in, and you can play in

my next picture.' So—I did, of course.

Whatever I have done, I owe entirely to

his training and to the inspiration of Miss
Pickford."

A FEW days later I was in a drug store

on the Boulevard, indulging in an ice-

cream soda. Behind me, I heard a voice that

seemed familiar and I turned around to

identify it.

Marguerite de la Motte had come in with

a good-looking youngster of about 13 or

14 and she was laying down the law to him
like a good fellow. I don't know what it

was all about, but Miss de la Motte cer-

tainly did. As she heaped up jars and
jars of creams and perfumes and lovely

thing:, like that, she continued her decisive

monologue. She was talking like the pro-

verbial "Dutch uncle."

And the be-lectured one was taking it all

quite humbly.
It was the best big sister act I've ever

seen put on; she was in such dead earnest

about it.

Evidently her young brother has a whole-
some respect for his sister and for her opin-

ions as well.

Marguerite's engagement to Mitchell Ly-
son, art director, was announced some time

ago, but she told me the other day she

didn't expect to get married for years and
years. Youth has so much of life ahead
of it.

"Oh yes, I'm engaged to him," she said,

"but—I don't think I'll get married for a

while. Life is so full and I love my work
and—marriage is rather a problem, isn't

it?"

I conjectured that it was.

Her next production will be an all-star

Ince cast, called "Gems."
But I think everyone knows and remem-

bers her best as Douglas Fairbanks' lead-

ing lady in "The Nut," "The Mark of

Zorro," and that screen classic, "The Three
Musketeers."

Every advertisement in P1I0T0PLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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habitual silence, would entitle her to con-
sideration.

The new world into which Helene and
Mrs. Bobby Hitt ushered her accepted her

at her. face value—which was high.

Undoubtedly, without Mrs. Bobby, the

plan must have failed. With her it tri-

umphed gloriously. The campaign which
began with Candace as a sort of parlor lion

and ended with her as a familiar and inti-

mate member of everything socially worth
while in Southern California, was too intri-

cate, too subtle, too feminine to bare tran-

scription. It must be judged wholely by
its fruits.

SOMETHING less than a year after

Helene's inspiration in the tearoom, no

social gathering was complete that could not

boast of Candace Carr's presence. And be-

cause she never had a free evening and was
occasionally—only occasionally—seen at the

Ambassador or at Sunset Inn or at the au-

tomobile races or opening nights, with men
whose names were in both the Social Reg-

ister and Bradstreet's, and because Helene

had secretly hired a good press agent, who
silently and by underground channels saw to

it that Candace Carr appeared frequently in

certain exclusive weekly and monthly maga-
zines, not as a motion picture star but above
such captions as "Mrs. Bobby Hitt, Miss

Candace Carr, and Mr. Templeton de R.

Duer at the Santa Barbara Horse Show,"
or, "Judge and Mrs. Peter Martindale, Miss

Candace Carr, and Mr. Robert Archer III

on the beach at Coronado," Candace Carr

was discovered by her own people.

Thus Candace, monosyllablic and beauti-

ful as ever, became famed along Millionaire

Row, at Montecito, and even in the exclusive

polo set of Pasadena, Santa Barbara, Coro-
nado, and Riverside. Famed for her dig-

nified stateliness, which Hollywood had
called being a stick; for her cool, imper-
sonal sweetness, which had previously been
referred to as lack of pep; for her aristo-

cratic beauty, which had failed to register;

for her ability as a listener, which had so

often been taken for sheer stupidity.

Let us sum it up by relating that they

titled her "Madame la princesse," instead

of "Miss Dumbbell."
It was all exceedingly well done. Even

the debutantes and the other stars on her

own lot did not resent it.

Beyond a reasonable doubt, Candace Carr
now had a line.

It is, however, a logical fact that if you
hold one end of a line, you also hold the

other.

Let us consider where this led, though
Fate had probably not untangled it and
certainly Candace had not dimly foreseen

it, until the evening of Mrs. Bobby Hitt's

dinner party in honor of Major John Grant
Grantham, V.C., D.S.O., D.S.C., Croix de

Guerre, M.C. late of the British Royal Air
Force.

On this particular evening, at exactly the

same moment that Helene and a colored

maid were wrapping the folds of an ermine
and satin cloak about Candace Carr, Major
John Grant Grantham laid down his razor,

squinted malevolently into the hotel mirror,

and cursed long and fluently.

He had cut himself three times in the

process of shaving one side of his face, on
an evening when he especially desired to

keep his countenance as presentable and
unscarred as possible.

He held his lean, brown hand between
himself and the light and noted its tremor
with a sheepish grin.

Major Grantham, as the initials which it

was his privilege, but never his custom, to

(Continued on page 08)
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We sold her first scenario to Thomas H. Ince
Yet Elizabeth Thatcher never dreamed she could write for the

ice tested her story-telling ability. Will you send for the same led—FREE
Elizabeth Thatchek is a Montana house-
wife. So far as .she could see there was
nothing that made her different from thou-
sands of other housewives.

But she wrote a successful photoplay.
And Thomas H. Ince, the great producer,
was glad to buy it—the first she ever tried

to write.

"I had never tried to write for publica-
tion or the screen," she said m a Letter to

the Palmer Photoplay Corporation. "In
fact, I had no desire to write until I 3aw
your advertisement."

This is what caught her eye in the adver-
tisement :

"Anyone with imagination and good
story ideas can learn to write

Photoplays."

She clipped a coupon like the one at t ho
bottom of this page, and received a re-

markable questionnaire. Through this test,

she indicated that she possessed creative
imagination, and proved herself acceptable
for the training course of the Palmer Photo-
play Corporation.

And Thomas H. Ince bought her first

attempt

Only a few weeks after her enrollment, we
sold Mrs. Thatcher's first scenario to Mr.
Ince. With Mr. Inee's check in her hands,
Mrs. Thatcher wrote:

"I feel that such success as I have had is

directly due to the Palmer Course and
your constructive help."

Can you do what Mrs. Thatcher did?
Can you, too, write a scenario that we can
sell? Offhand you will be inclined to
answer No. But the question is too im-
portant to be answered offhand. Will
you be fair to yourself? Will you make in

your own home the simple test of creative

imagination and
story-telling ability

which revealed
Mrs. Thatcher's
unsuspected talent
to her?

Send for the Van
Loan question-

naire

The test is a ques-
tionnaire prepared
by H. H. Van Loan,

Advisory Council

Ince
Thomas H.

Thos. H.
Studios

Frank E. Wood*
Chief Super-
vising Direc-
tor Famous
Players-Lasktj
Corp.

Rex Ingram
Director of

. 'The Four
Horsemenaf the
Apocalypse"

C. Gardner
Sullivan
Author and
Producer

Lois Werer
Lots Weber
Productions.
Inc.

Allan' Dwan
Allan Dwan
Productions

the celebrated photoplaywright, and Prof.
Malcolm MacLean, former teacher of short-
story writing at Northwestern I'm versify.

If you have any story-telling instinct at
all, send for this questionnaire and find out
for yourself just how much talent you have.
We shall be frank with you. The Palmer

Photoplay Corporation exists first of all to
sell photoplays. It trains photoplay writers
in order that it may have more photoplays
to sell.

With the active aid and encouragement
of the leading producers, the Corporation
is literally combing the country for new
screen writers. Its Department of Educa-
tion was organized to produce the writers
who can produce the stories. The Palmer
institution is the industry's accredited
agent for getting the stories without which
production of motion pictures cannot go On.
Producers are glad to pay from SotX) to

$2,000 for good original scenario-.

Not for ''born writers."* hut for story-
tellers

The acquired art of fine writing cannot be
transferred to the screen. The same pro-
ducer who bought Mrs. Thatcher's first

story has rejected the work of scores of
famous novelists and magazine writer.-.

They lacked the kind of talent suited for

screen expression. Mrs. Thatcher, and
hundreds of others who are not professional
writers, have that gift.
The Palmer Photoplay Corporation cannot endow

you with such a cift. Bu£ we can discover it, if it

exist- And we can teach you how to employ it for
your lasting enjoyment and profit.

We invite you to apply this free test

Clip the coupon below, and we will send you the Van
Loan questionnaire. You will assume no obligation.
If you pass the test, we will send you interesting
material descriptive of the Palmer Course and
Service, and admit you to enrollment should you
choose to develop your talent. If you cannot pass

this test, we «ill frankly
advUe you to civc up the
idea of writiiiK for the
screen. It will be a waste
of their time and ours
for children to apply.

Will you give this
questionnaire a little of
your time? It may mean
fame and fortune toj OU
In any event, it will sat-
isfy you as to whether
or not you should at-
tempt to enter tli

cinating a n d highly
profitable field. Just use
the eouponbelow and do
it nowbeforeyou forset.

James R. Quirk
Editor and
Publisher
Photoplay

Magazine

Rob Wagner
Author and
Screen A u -

,
thority

PALMER PHOTOPLAY Corporation, Dept. of Education. P. 4

124 West 4th St., Los Angeles. Cal.Please send me. without cost
or obligation on my part, your
questionnaire I will answer
the Questions in it and return
it to you for analysis. It I

pass the test. I am to receive
further information about
your Course and Service.

Name.

Address.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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tParis, fraruxs-

Thia Deliqhifu] Odor
may be had in

FACE POWDER
SACHET

TOILET WATER
VEGETAL SOAP

and also in
the Cherminq. New

PIV&R ToiletAccessories

TALC CREAM and
lOMPACT FACE POWDER

Other ExquisitePerfumes
Createdby the
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o4cDancer,
s Charm

lies in graceful freedom of beautiful
shoulders and arms. In wearing this
season's sheer waists and low gowns
your charm also is enhanced by
natural freedom of arms.

is a well-known scientific preparation
lor removing hair from neck, face
and underarms.

It is safe and sure, leaving the
Bkin clear, firm and perfectly
smooth. Easy to apply.

Druggists sell Delatone, or an
original 1 oz. jar will be "mailed
to any address on receipt of$l.

SHEFFIELD PBARMACAL CO.

Dept, L.339S.WabishAv« .Chicago

ii
Don't Shout"

"I hear you. I can heat
now as well as anybody.
'How'? With the MORLEY
PHONE. I've a pair in my ears
now, but they ate invisible. 1

would not know I had them in

myself, only that I hear all right

The MORLEY PHONE for the

to the ears what
glasses are to the eyes,

^visible, comfortable, weight-
'rss and harmless. Anyone

can adjust it. Over 100.000 sold. Write for booklet and testimonials.

THE MORLEY CO.

,

Dept. 789.26 S. 15th St. Phila.
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write after his name, will thoroughly tes-

tify, was not prone to tremors. He had
shaved himself with that same razor not
ten minutes before he took his squadron
into the Ypres mess. Nor had he scratched
himself upon that occasion.

During the process of the Big Show, when
each day seemed surely selected to be young
Major Grantham's last, his fellow aviators

had called him all the endearing terms which
a man, who apparently takes exquisite pleas-

ure in doing absurdly, impossibly brave
things, merits. "Damn fool" was the

mildest.

After he shot down Germany's star ace
in a single-handed combat two thousand feet

in the air and beyond the German lines,

they cheered him madly and added adjectives

to the things they had called him before.

Because certainly no man can for long con-
tinue in that vein without ending badly.
When the war was over, Major John

Grant Grantham, to his infinite chagrin
and their unqualified delight, found himself
one of the few advertised and authentic
heroes—a sort of symbol of adventurous
boy-courage and ability.

And now he had been out of uniform
only two weeks and already

—

But this evening was different.

Candace Carr, by reason of the sweet,
restful, comforting decency of her beauty,
"lad been the idol of that particular section

of the British Front where Major Grantham
lived and flew. They were very tired,

dirty men, a long, long way from home and
they cared less than nothing for scintillat-

ing vampires and intriguing temptresses.
When a man is engaged in that most thril-

ling of all flirtations, with Death as his

mistress, he desires to be soothed, not
stimulated.

Candace Carr was like a letter from home.
The men of Grantham's squadron felt that
she was safe and sane and sweet and a
great many other things whose existence
they were beginning to doubt. So they
adopted her as a sort of patron saint, asked
for her films, and occasionally got them at
the H. Q. cinema show.
Major John Grant Grantham was the

most ardent of her admirers.

Now he was going to meet her.

It meant less than nothing to Major
Grantham that the occasion of this meeting
was a dinner given by Mrs. Bobby Hitt in

his honor. He had ceased to think of his

famous hostess, of her distinguished guests,

of the coming evening's events.

Nor did it lessen his excitement that, dur-
ing his service with the British, he had met
duchesses, countesses, and even a queen or

two.
He was still an American and in spite

of his achievements, a surprisingly young
American, and his favorite movie star out-
shone these titled ladies completely.

AS he settled his new and excellent dress

coat with minute attention, and tied

his tie for the third time with nervous care,

and brushed his dark, coarse curls into

something resembling submission and the

traditions of a British officer, he considered 1

how he should behave in her presence.

Of course any friend of Mrs. Bobby Hitt's

must be the thing. That was conceded.
He knew it, although he did not as yet
know Mrs. Hitt. He had met Bobby Hitt
himself at a dinner given by the American
Legion in honor of Major Grantham, and
had found the handsome young tennis cham-
pion a nut about the war.
Major Grantham, having spent long

months in France and having seen the mar-
tial goddess in her least engaging and most
unseeming moments was not keen about the

war. But he liked Bobby Hitt and he had
always cherished a passion for tennis, which
he considered the best sport in the world
next to flying, so he compromised. He
talked tennis and Bobby Hitt talked about
the war.
The precarious nature of his shaving op-

erations and the extra five minutes he had
given his hair, to say nothing of the third
struggle with his tie, had cost him dear.
He was very late.

Consequently, he had to endure a fright-
ful scolding from his hostess before she pre-
sented him to Candace Carr.
Now Mrs. Bobby Hitt's tremendous so-

cial prestige and influence were due equally
to three causes—impregnable family connec-
tions, Bobby Hitt's enormous wealth, and
her own amazing social genius. She had
ruled Southern California society for ten
years—at least that of the younger sets

—

even since her marriage, and she expected
to rule until the distinguished pallbearers
grasped the silver handles.
She had a crop of outrageously hennaed

hair, a stormy but infectious smile, and an
absolute naturalness before which every sort
of pretense, intrigue, discomfort or boredom
fell never to rise.

For an instant as her guests settled in
their seats, she sent a practiced eye about—
gave one of her brusque little nods to her
young husband, seated between a portly lady
whose permanent wave was her only conces-
sion to modernity, and a piquant girl whose
expression implied that what little of her
gown appeared above the table was a relic

of barbarism.

IT was an exceedingly brilliant gathering.
Outwardly ill-assorted as to age and in-

terests, but actually blended as to conversa-
tional possibilities as only Mrs. Bobby Hitt
knew how to blend. Not knowing her guest
of honor, she had placed Candace on his
right and washed her hands of him. He
would enjoy his evening. And the next
morning the society editor would mention
all the names with awe and impressiveness,
the news columns would speak of the Ameri-
can hero, Major Grantham, in their usual
superlatives, and the movie notes would
mention reverently that Miss Candace Carr
was among those present.

Something for everyone.
Mrs. Bobby leaned over and whispered in

the ear of the oil millionaire on her left,

"What was this young aerial hero before the
war?"
The millionaire shook his head, which was

beginning to show a tiny bald spot. "I
don't know. Splendid stock, though. Look
at that head."

Mrs. Bobby Hitt looked, with those yel-

low-brown cat's eyes of hers, looked, and
twisted up one corner of her mouth as she
contemplated the finely shaped head, with
its thick brown curls cut close, the steady
light gray eyes, the big prominent nose, the

straight young mouth under its correct

brown moustache. She particularly liked

the slimness of his waist and the way he
wore his coat on his big shoulders.

"D-mra," she murmured. "Is he good
enough for Candace, d'you think?"
Her friend threw up his hands. "Little

Bob," he cried softly, "are you going to

match-making again? Remember, please,

what you once did to me. And if you must
match make for Candace, don't forget me."

Mrs. Bobby shrugged, her stormy smile

breaking out as Candace glanced up at her.

"Don't be silly," she said. "It was all your
fault, Dan, that you couldn't get along with

Alicia. You're the most devilish known va-

riety of a husband—filled with conscious-

(Continued on page oo)
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ness of your own virtue. A sort of better-

than-most-men-anyway brand of self-right-

eousness that is particularly obnoxious when
it leads a man to nag a woman for her

small imperfections."

She leaned over and began listening

shamelessly to the conversation on her

right.

Phrases only she caught.

"The duchess said to me the last time I

took her across the channel—" "The future

of the airplane depends entirely upon the

government, because the young enthusiast

hasn't sufnc';nt capital to pioneer." "That's

what I told Senator." "The chap who was

my bunkie played the best game of bridge."

Candace's silvery, "Yes." "No." "Really?"

"Oh, how wonderful !"

How splendidly consistent Candace was

!

From that evening dated the ideal court-

ship.

Even before they began to dance that

night, it was apparent that it was a court-

ship.

Major Grantham had surrendered to a su-

perior force.

It seemed only a matter of time before

the Social Register should insert: "Major
and Mrs. John Grant Grantham (Candace
Carr), Beverly Hills, California."

Mrs. Bobby Hitt moved out to her coun-

try place in the canyons of Beverly Hills

and invited Candace to stay with her. It

was as beautifully stage-managed as a John
Drew comedy.

Mrs. Bobby was delighted to have an
heroic lion who, for once, pleased her

husband.
Golf. Candace in tweed knickers and

soft silk blouse, her soft hat crushed over

one eye at. precisely the angle that marks
the difference between the Municipal Links

and the Country Club. Major Grantham
didn't play golf any more. Something
about his eyes, he said.

Tennis. Candace on the sidelines in frilly

white, while Major Grantham cleaned up
all comers and even gave Bobby Hitt a

worth while set or two.
Dancing. In Mrs. Bobby's softly lighted

flowery music room.
Moments alone. In the exquisite gardens

back of the Hitt mansion, or on horseback

along the mountain bridal paths of Holly-

wood.
Swimming. Young Major Grantham,

tanned and splendid as a life guard, teach-

ing Cande, in black taffeta ruffles, to swim,
while Mrs. Bobby sat on the edge of the

green tile pool and beamed.
Sometimes even at the studio, where Mrs

Hitt and Grantham sat on the set and
watched Miss Carr make pictures.

No wonder people whispered here and
there about the perfect romance. No won-
der that Candace sank into a blissful dream

Mrs. Bobby Hitt was already planning a

perfect wedding. Wedding presents were
such a help to a young couple.

Ill

YET oddly enough, Candace Carr's tiny

dressing bungalow at the studio proved
the setting for the great moment of this

perfect romance.
Major Grantham had driven to the studio

with Miss Carr. Her call was for two
o'clock and they had been swimming in the

morning and had lunched alone at the

Ambassador.
While Candace made up, he wandered

about the tiny sitting room, smaller by
far than the traditional hall bedroom. A
strange, unexpected little room. Comfort-
able but commonplace. Helene had never

(Continued on page ioo)
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The hat in the
picture, a beau-
tiful mitan, in
various colors,

$3.50.

Superior in Style,

Beautyand Value
"The prettier the hat, the prettier the girl."

Both the girls and their mothers appreciate that
fact. That is why they prefer PRISCILLA DEAN
HATS— for in a PRISCILLA DEAN HAT they find
the individual touch of design, the smartness, the
style that add to the charm and beauty of the
wearer. And yet these cost no more than ordinary
hats— often less.

From the superb Spring array of styles and colors
you will find it easy to select the hat you want. The
range of head sizes is exceptionally complete for all

ages—for little ladies of six up to misses of eighteen.
Be sure to look for the PRISCILLA DEAN HAT label— gold on the rich purple silk lining —

it is your guarantee of value and superior
quality.

The advertisements in your news-
paper will tell you at which store

you can purchase Priscilla Dean
Bats. There you will get full value

and satis/action in girl's hats—hats
that are stylish, beautifully made;
yet inexpensive.

Writefor style booklet— sentfree!
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Chicago, III.
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Cleans Closet Bawls"Without Scouring

Always keep Sani-Flush on hand
and have a closet bowl that always
looks like new—a bowl and trap so

clean that odors are eliminated and
disinfectants unnecessary.

Just a little Sani-Flush sprinkled

into the bowl according to directions,

and flushed out, will eliminate all the

work and the danger involved in other

methods requiring mops, pails and
acids.

Sani-Flush will positively not injure

bowl or connections. Keep it handy
in your bathroom.

Sani-Flush is sold at grocery, drug,

hardware, plumbing and house-furnish-

ing stores. If you cannot buy it

locally at once, send 25c in coin or

stamps for a full sized can, postpaid.

(Canadian price, 35c; foreign price,

50c.)

THE HYGIENIC PRODUCTS CO.
Canton, Ohio
Canadian Agents

Harold F. Ritchie & Co., Ltd., Toronto
an

- 7. - n a

Easiest and most fascinat-
ing of the applied arts.
The Fabik Home Outfit
contains instruction book,
designs,wax,brushes, pans,
dyes and tjanting. Sent
C.O.D. for $5.00, or $4.75
inclosed with order. Send
for descriptive circular.

THE FABIK COMPANY
Studio E2, 10 East Ohio St.

CHICAGO

changed the studio ' bungalow. A victrola,

not even hidden in a lamp or a chair-arm.
A big, heavy davenport upholstered in blue

velvet, and heaped with old-fashioned cush-

ions. Cretonne hangings in bright blue. The
walls hung with framed autographed pictures

of the great and the near-great of movieland.
The inscriptions always held a fascination

for him.
"To dearest little Candy, one of the very

best, from Mimi Thome."
"Hello Candy, wishing you every success

in everything in the world, you know I do,

your loving friend, Barbara Collingwood."
"To my dear friend Candace Carr, from

her friend, Mary."
He was reading the one written by a very

famous man in the industry, the one that

referred to Candy as a girl in a million, when
she came in.

She had on her funny yellow make-up

—

thick grease paint spread in a layer over
every feature without a touch of rouge on
the cheeks to relieve the unnaturalness.

Her lips were incarnadined with lip rouge
that was almost black, thickly, heavily,

violently scarlet, like the patches on a
clown's cheeks. Her lashes hung with black

beads as big as those strung on a French
girl's rosary. The lids were a dark, smooth
gray.

But her lovely smooth hair was down
her back in a big braid that fastened at

the nape of her slim, round neck with a
narrow black bow. She wore a gingham
apron of pale blue and white checks, tied

behind with a fresh, organdy bow.
The door behind her was open and

through its gray frame the man had a
glimpse of white tiling in the infinitesimal

kitchen—a heap of clean clothes not yet put
away by the maid, folded on a chair. Quite,

quite different from the setting of the per-

fect romance.
She said something to the maid, "Tell

them to send over here for me when they're

ready, Hattie," and closed the door.

When she saw the expression that lay in

young Major Grantham's eyes she stopped,

almost as though poised for flight.

BUT it was too late.

The hot, humble, hopeful words
tumbled out upon her like a love barrage.

"You must know I love you. I've loved
you ever since I cut your pictures out and
pasted them on the walls of my hut. I

never thought I'd know you or that our
paths would cross—you were like a star,

a shining star, so far above me. I love
you so much I want to ask you to marry
me but I can't. You're too wonderful.
You're everything. And I'm only—oh,

Candace !"

Candace Carr crumpled up on the big,

comfortable sofa and buried her face in a
pillow. The very angle of her braid and
the scarlet of the one tiny ear that showed
were suggestive of more emotion than her
director had ever extracted with a whole
orchestra.

The silence was long. Then Major John
Grant Grantham forgot who and what man-
ner of man he was. Quite simply and nat-
urally he knelt down on the floor beside

her, so that he could put his arm about
her shoulders. He did not try to kiss her,

only protected her from himself with that

arm like a changeless bulwark.
In a moment she raised her head and

looked at him . The tears stood out
strangely on the black beads of her lashes,

like pearls set in black enamel. But it

did not run. Cosmetic doesn't, you know.
It is mascara that makes them think you're
doubling for Al Jolson.

"Sit down," she said. "Because I can't
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talk very well anyway and I've got to."

The young man who had been "out since
Mons" sat down beside her but he seemed
still, by the expression of his face, to be
kneeling.

"Jack, I've got to tell you about me.
Then if you still feel that way—but you
won't. And even if you did, I wouldn't let

you. It's too terrible."

Major Grantham went utterly white under
his tan for the first time in all his twenty-
six years. But the expression of his eyes
did not alter.

"I'm not what you think me, Jack. You
think I'm wonderful and fine. You've only
seen me at Mrs. Bobby's. You don't know
how I got there. You've only known one
side of my life. You think I'm what I seem.
But I'm not."

THE boy did not move. He had heard
a great many things about the movies.

He had seen a good many horrible things.

But oh, he said in his heart, not Candace.
Yet what was this she was saying?
"Now, listen. Please. I'm not what I

seem. I was born in my mother's boarding
house in Chicago. My father was a street

car conductor. Summers, I used to wait
table for ma up the lake. I never even got
to high school. I've never been to New
York but once, and that was to make a
picture. I don't even know where some of
the places are you talk about.
"I'm so common and stupid and—and—the

terrible part of it is, I like it.

"I've got a brother that—that drives a
laundry wagon."

"Oh, my God," said Major John Grant
Grantham, V.C., D.S.C., D.S.O., Croix d.e

Guerre and MC, and there are even some
more I can't remember.

"Yes, and the worst of it is, I'd just as
leeve be like that. Nothing about me be-
longs in the pictures but my face. I only
did all this—this society game because I

was such a flat failure in Hollywood, and I

thought if I went over big with these other
people it'd make me popular with the folks

around here.

"I was so darn lonesome.
"Lots of girls in this game are. We fall

between—like a Texas leaguer. We aren't

up to the girls that lead the movie crowd
and we're where the ordinary fellows think
they wouldn't have a chance.

"The truth is, I wanted to get married. I

wanted a good husband. I was sick of liv-

ing alone. I never had a proposal before in

my life. There are some girls men just don't
propose to. I'm the star of that piece, all

right. I'm just good old Candy—a nice old
girl. Men don't even insult me.
"Oh gee, I've laid awake a lot of nights

lately. I knew how fine and wonderful you
were, and how much store you set by all

that grand stuff. I knew if you knew about
me, it'd be all off. I ought to have told

you before—but I just couldn't.

"Some days I'd think I could go on and
marry you and let you find me out after-

wards. But I ain't even got the nerve to do
that. I don't believe in people marrying out
of their class, ever, ever. No, no, please.

I've got wound up and I got to finish this,

because I never talked this much at once

before in my whole life and when I stop I'll

probably pass out.

"You mustn't marry me, Jack, even if you
do love me. I don't believe much in love.

You like my being a star—but it's only-

honest to tell you I won't be one when I

lose my looks. That's all I got.

"You like all the things I hate and it's too

hard for me to live up to. I'm just a hick,

that's all. I like five hundred instead of

(Continued on page 101)
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Miss Dumbbell
(Continued jrom page 100)

bridge and I like picnics and moonlight

rides in automobiles and—and kids. I hate

golf so it makes me sick. I get a crick in

my neck when I try to dance elegant like

you do. I haven't read any books at all,

except the ones they make my pictures

out of.

"I'd of chucked it all months ago, but
Helene and Mrs. Bobby wouldn't let me.
They'll think I'm cuckoo telling you this

now, but I don't believe in divorce and I

can't let you marry me. Your mother
probably would never speak to me. We
don't belong, that's all, Jack. I'm not a

society girl, nor even an actress, nor even a

lady. I'm just—what the girls at the studio

call a dumbbell. Miss Dumbbell, that means
me."

"Oh, my God,
-

' said Major John Grant
Grantham again.

He sat looking like a man who has seen a

ghost. His face was pearly white. He
seemed tongue-tied, miserably embarrassed,

struck dumb.
Candace wiped the tears from beneath

her lashes and made a start toward the

door.

When he had kissed her a great many
times—kissed a little warm yielding into her

stubborn, cold lips—he looked down into

her beautiful, clown face and laughed light-

heartedly.

"My little Candy," he said.

"Oh no, Jack," and he felt in her voice

and her slim body that placid, sweet, un-
bendable obstinacy which has held working
girls out on strike when they were starving,

that has pioneered nations and held Belgian

trenches. "I won't. It's not right. You'd
get tired kissing me. I know that much.
I'm not one of your sort. I—just don't

belong."

1
WOULDN'T worry about that, Candy,"
he said, "maybe you're not quite one of

us, but you're pretty near.

"I was a mechanic in a garage myself,

before the war busted. I never owned a
dress suit in my life until I bought that

one to go to Mrs. Hitt's party. I couldn't

a gotten in there with a hand grenade if

it hadn't been for the fool name I got from
what luck I had in the war. If it hadn't

a been they brought the silver on with

each course now, I'd have wound up with

an oyster prong for my ice cream. Yes,

I'm just like that.

"All I had to get by with was the line

of patter I got from my bunkie in England

—

be was a swell guy and the heir to a great

dukedom over there. Gosh, it's been awful
these last weeks trying to live up to you.

I'm nearly a nervous wreck. But I loved

you most 'cause I was willing to go on with

that fool stuff to get you.

"Now I'm going back to Indianapolis

where my father owns a hardware store.

He's going to buy the garage I used to work
in and there's an auto agency will give me
the territory because of the advertising I

been getting since I got back.

"It won't be soft at first, but by the time

you want to quit movie-ing, I'll be ready to

get you a nice, little red brick house and a

hired girl. And you can put your savings

away to send the kids to college.

"Would that suit you, Candy? And oh.

my God, how I love you, sweetest little

angel girl in the whole wide world. Just

made for me."
Fifteen minutes later Hattie poked her

head through the door.

"They're waiting for you on the set, Miss

Candy," she said.

"Gosh," said Candace Carr, with a gasp,

"and I've got to put on a whole new make-
up."

How the Shape ofMy Nose

Delayed Success
By EDITH NELSON

I
HAD tried so long to get into

the movies. My Dramatic
Course had been completed

and I was ready to pursue

my ambitions. But each direc-

tor had turned me away be-

cause of the shape of my nose.

Each told me I had beautiful

eyes, mouth and hair and
would photograph well — but

my nose was a "pug" nose —
and they were seeking beauty.

Again and again I met the

same fate. I began to analyze

myself. I had personality and
charm. I had friends. I was
fairly well educated, and I had
spent ten months studying Dra-

matic Art. In amateur theatri-

cals my work was commended,
and I just knew that I could suc-

ceed in motion pictures if only

given an opportunity. I began to

wonder why I could not secure em-
ployment as hundreds of other girls

were doing.

FINALLY, late one afternoon, after an-

other "disappointment," I stopped to

watch a studio photographer who was tak-

ing some still pictures of Miss B , a

well-known star. Extreme care was taken

in arranging the desired poses. "Look up,

and over there," said the photographer,

pointing to an object at my right, "a pro-

file ." "Oh, yes, yes," said Miss B ,

instantly following the suggestion by as-

suming a pose in which she looked more
charming than ever, I watched, I wonder-

ed, the camera clicked. As Miss B—

—

walked away, I carefully studied her fea-

tures, her lips, her eyes, her nose . "She
has the most beautiful nose I have ever

seen," I said, half audibly. "Yes, but I re-

member," said Miss B 's Maid, who
was standing near me, "when she had a

'pug' nose, and she was only an extra girl,

but look at her now. How beautiful she is."

IN a flash my hopes soared. I pressed

my new-made acquaintance for further

comment. Gradually the story was un-

folded to me. Miss B had had her

nose reshaped—yes, actually corrected—ac-

tually made over, and how wonderful, how
beautiful it was now. This change perhaps
had been the turning point in her career!

It must also be the way of my success!

"How did she accomplish it?" I asked
feverishly of my friend. I was informed
that M. Trilety, a face specialist of Bing-
hamton. New York, had accomplished this

for Miss B in the privacy of her home!

I
THANKED my informant and turned
back to my home, determined that the mean',

of overcoming the obstacle that had hindered my
progress was now open for me. I was bubbling
over with hope and joy. I lost no time in writing

M. Trilety for information. I received full p
ulars. The treatment was so simple, the cost so
reasonable, that I decided to purchase it at once.
I did. I could hardly wait to begin treatment
At last it arrived. To make my story short— in five

weeks my nose was corrected and I easily secured .1

regular position with a producing company. I am
now climbing fast—and I am happy.

1

ATTENTION to your personal appearance
is nowadays essential if you expect to succeed

in life. You must "look your best" at all times.
Your nose may be a hump, a hook, a pug. flat, long,
pointed, broken, but the appliance of M. Trilety can
correct it. His latest and newest nose shaper,
"TRADOS," Model 25, U. S. Patent, with six

adjustable pressure regulators and made of light
polished metal, corrects now ill-shaped noses without
operation, quickly, safely and permanently (diseased
cases excepted). Is pleasant and does not interfere
with one's daily occupation, being worn at night.

CLIP the coupon below, insert your name and
address plainly, and send it today to M.

Trilety. Binghamton. N. Y., for the free booklet
which tells you how to correct ill-shaped noses Your
money refunded if you are not satisfied, is his guar-
anty.

r
M. TRILETY,

1619 Ackerman Bldt»., Binghamton, V 'S .

Dear Sir: Please send me without obliga-
tion your booklet which tills how to correct
ill-shaped noses.

Name

Street Address

Town

.

State.

Wlen you write to advertisers please mention rnOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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The Most Liberal
Offer Ever Made

You can now own a fine new standard
Oliver, latest model, for half the usual
price of standard typewriters, even for
less than rebuilt or second-hand ma-
chines. It is shipped direct from the
Oliver factory to you—saving all selling

cost.

You can have it for free trial. You
can keep it, or return it. We leave the
whole decision to you. You can pay for
it on easy terms. Never was such an
offer ever made before.

If you were to pay double, you cannot buy
a finer typewriter, nor one more durable, nor
one with so many superiorities. Over 950,000
have been sold. So investigate at once.

FREE TRIAL—EASY TERMS
Our offer makes renting unnecessary. It

brings such a fine typewriter at such a low
price that all can now own Olivers. It takes
but a moment to clip the coupon and mail it

to us. We send you immediately all the details
regarding this remarkable offer—the sensation

of the typewriter industry. You
will be astonished.
Sending the coupon does not

obligate you in the slightest.
It merely gives you an oppor-
tunity to be your own salesman
and by buying direct from the

I N factory, save half of what you
I THE OLIVER N would otherwise pay.

TYPEWRITER * ^° ma '' jt a' once. Learr
' COMPANY

X
x

the faCtS '

* 1474 Oliver Typewriter > The Oliver Type
B Bldg., Chicago, III. % writer Company
a Please send me details of ^« 1474 Oliver
I your price reduction offer: v. Typewriter
, ^ x Bldg.

,

Name S Chicago.
^ HI.Street

.

City<~ity ..State..

ANewPerfume
Ao a lover of rare perfumes, you will be
charmed by the indescribable fragrance of
Kieger's new creation

—

Honolulu Bouquet
Perfume $1.00 per oz. Toilet water, 4 oz.
$1.00. Talcum, 25c. At druggists or de-
partment stores.

Send 25c (silver or stamps )for generous
trial bottle. Made by the originator of—

....\^E * TOOgT-'WATEW

nowcrDrops
Flower Drops is the most exquisite perfume
ever produced. Made without alcohol. Bottle
with long glass stopper, containing enough
1

'
>r*i months. Lilac or Crabapplc $1.60; Lily

of the Valley, Rose or Violet $2.00. At drug-
gists or by mail. Send 20c stamps for

[miniature bottle. Send $1.00 for Souvenir Box of five

25c bottles—5 different odors.

PaalRieierCo. (Since 1872!) 143 First St., Sad Francisco

Send 25 « for
TRIALBOTfLE

were sailors together before the mast on a
smuggler's schooner, bound for Mexico and
trouble.

In the night with stealthy steps Kitchell

went forward where Moran slept in her
sailor hammock. Just as stealthily behind
him, watching, went Laredo.
Moran, stirring uneasily, awoke and peered

about as Kitchell neared. Still feigning
sleep she watched his approach. There was
no mistake. She drew up tense.

Kitchell drew back and a marlin spike,

hurled with terrific strength, quivered in

the bulwark beside

him.

The smuggler
skipper went white.

This was indeed a
new kind of woman.
"Make up your

mind," she said,

"that I am just one
of the crew."
Laredo stepped

in. Kitchell, aware
in a flash that he
should have two to

fight, strolled away
with a casual air.

"I'll stay on
watch the rest of

the night," Laredo
volunteered.

But Moran was
accepting nothing,

making no friends,

"Moran of the Lady Letty"

NARRATED, by permission, from
the Paramount photoplay,

adapted by Monte Katterjohn from
the book by Frank Norris. Di-
rected by George Melford with the

following cast

:

Letty Sternerson ("Moran") .

.

Dorothy Dalton
Ramon Laredo. Rudolph Valentino
Captain Sternerson. Charles Brindley
Nils Emil Jorgenson
Josephine Herrick . . . Maude Wayne
"Frisco" Kitchell Walter Long
"Chopstick Charlie" Wong....

George Kuwa

yet.

Moran shook her head. "I can take care

of myself."

As they spoke, Charlie the cook' dropped

from the rigging above, bearing a heavy

knife. He smiled and bowed himself away.
Moran had won another guardian and friend.

LAREDO, sitting on a hatch, spent the

_i night looking off to sea and thinking.

Here was such a woman as he did not

know there could be in all the world. He
tried to think again of the life he had left

behind in San Francisco. It and it's people

seemed flat and unreal. Here was reality,

savage reality. Josephine Herrick could

not stand out very clearly against that

background.
It was under the spell of the tropic dawn

that Laredo came upon Moran. She had a

sense for these things. It was nothing that

she had word for, or even defined thoughts

perhaps. It was a feeling. She was all un-
conscious when Laredo's hand closed on hers.

"I never knew a girl could be like you—

"

But in starting to speak he had broken the

charm.
Moran drew her hand away, suspicious.

"I don't like that kind of talk—I'm not

used to it—and I don't know how to take

it."

She saw the hurt look come into Laredo's

eyes and wondered if she might be mis-

understanding him.
When the "Heart of China" dropped her

anchors in Magdalena Bay, there was a mur-
mur of stirring and excitement in the little

hut settlement of mongrel half-caste Chinese
and Mexicans ashore.

Kitchell, arrayed in the elaborate silks of

a Chinese merchant and reeking of white
man's rum, went over the side into his boat

to be taken ashore. In this miserable vil-

lage he was "Hoang-Ho," ("the Magnifi-
cent").

In a dingy adobe hut ashore a wretched
white girl, slave of a Mexican halfbreed, was
making herself as beautiful as she could
under the abuse of her master, "Hoang
Ho" must be entertained when he arrived to
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lord it over the village. Among the thatched

shacks there was a sudden air of activity,

making ready for his coming.
From the rail of the schooner Moran

stood watching. Laredo came to join her.

"He'll be up to something, but we don't

need to face it until it comes," Moran
spoke with an air of anxious confidence.

The boat had reached the beach and
Kitchell had passe'd up into the village when
Moran was inspired with a notion. She
turned to Laredo.

"Let's see how it feels to be ashore in

Mexico."
Laredo looked at

her wonderingly.

Kitchell had taken
the schooner's only
boat. She kicked
off her shoes and
poised at the rail

for a dive.

In a moment
they both were
swimming, side by
side, into an ad-
venture of un-
known portent,
bound for the rock
girt beach.

They landed in the

rocks where the

spray from the roll

of the sea dashed
high with each on-
coming wave. The
wreckage of a ship

floated about in the cove and dashed and
splintered against the rock.

Moran shook the water from her, stand-
ing, wild and stalwart against the big boul-
ders, a wonder creature in the eyes of
Laredo.
They moved about cautiously, along the

shore, out of sight of the village above.
"Moran—you are wonderful—

"

The Norse girl gestured him to silence.

"It's wrong for you to care for me that
way—I'm not your kind of a woman."
But for all that Moran could not really

conceal the fact that she was beginning to

care. There was a response that she could
not control.

Together they went exploring. At a turn
of the rocks they came abruptly upon a scene

of conflict. Two Chinese, locked in death
grip, rolled in the wash of the tide at the

water's edge. Nearby, among bits of wreck-
age was a bag, heavy with coins and strewn
about on the rocks, was the glint of gold
pieces.

"Gold—and they died for it, fighting like

cats in a bag."

IAREDO bent over and gathered up the

l_j scattered coins. There was a matter of

thousands there, in good American gold tens

and twenties.

"We'll divide up with the crew—they've

stuck up for us." Moran's generosity puzzled

Laredo a moment.
"But not Kitchell ?" He eyed her narrowly.

"Yes—if he keeps his place and. lets me
take the next passing steamer back to San
Francisco."

Laredo grinned and shook his head.

"He won't, if he can help it."

Up in the village Kitchell was busy with

the- nefarious affairs of his smuggling expedi-

tion, making terms for the exchange of his

contraband cargo of guns and ammunition
for opium and rum.
The smuggler chief passed by the white

girl slave in her finery with a glance of sneer-

ing scorn. He had better prey in mind.

(Continued on page 103)
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Her Spanish garb attracted his eye for a

moment.
"But I'll buy that dress," he said to the

girl's master. Then he turned and bid

Charlie, the cook, who followed in attend-

ance, to get it and take it back to the boat.

Protesting and whimpering, the abject girl,

under the lash of the Mexican, went off to

remove the dress. Kitchell turned into the

most pretentious hut of the village to drive

his bargainswith the Chinamen gathered there.

Charlie, lurking outside in his casual Chi-

nese way, overheard Kitchell's talk, which

led to mention of a suspicion of mutiny
among his crew and of the strange capture

of the girl sailor, Moran.
"We will take the crew prisoners—and the

she sailor, I'll look after myself," Kitchell

announced.
Hastening away, alarmed and disturbed,

Charlie went to carry out his errand per-

taining to the dress. He could now conjec-

ture its purpose.

TO his surprise the Chinaman encountered

Laredo and Moran, wandering close to

the village huts. They were hunting a dory

to get back to the ship with their bag of

gold.

Rapidly, feverishly, and with his eyes

dilated with fear, and many glancings back
over his shoulder, Charlie told them the

story of Kitchell's fiendish plan.

Moran threw back her head with the laugh

that welcomes strife.

Charlie joined with them and led the way
to a dory concealed among the rocks. They
pulled for the ship. Back on board the

"Heart of China," Moran, assuming a leader-

ship, called the crew about. She displayed

the treasure that they had found, and told

the story of Kitchell's plot.

"So it's share and share alike—we'll take

the ship, and fight if they overtake us."

Admiration shone in the eye of Laredo as

she spoke.

But the mettle of Moran and all who
followed her was soon to be put the test.

For Kitchell, with an uneasy sense of cau-

tion, taking a look at his ship, had seen the

strange dory alongside and followed out in

his craft to make observations. Stealthily

creeping along the deck above he had seen

and heard enough.
Quickly he went ashore to array his Chi-

nese bandits for the attack and capture of

girl and gold together.

The "Heart of China" and its mutinied
crew must wait for wind and tide to sail.

There was yet time.

Within the half hour Kitchell, with two
boat loads of the beach combers of Magda-
lena Bay, set out to take his own vessel

from the crew.

But with arms from the contraband cargo

and Moran in command, the crew was alert.

"Stand off and don't try to board. We'll

shoot to kill."

With that challenge Moran leaped to the

rail and shouted her defiance at Kitchell. In
a flash the battle was on.

The old trade muskets of the crew roared

a volley and then came firing at random.
Wild with rage and lust for the treasure,

Kitchell urged on his villainous band and
boarded the "Heart of China." The fight

became a hand to hand conflict like those of

the pirate days of long ago on the Spanish
Main.
Moran was laughing and screaming like a

waring sea eagle, as she plunged into the

fray, clubbing an empty gun.
Laredo, for the first time up against the

raw primitive struggle to kill lest he be
Killed, was making a brave beginning. He
dodged a blow from the Chinese hatchet and

(Continued on page 104)

Your Life May Be a Gold-
Mine of Ideas for Stories

and Photoplays
DOESN'T YOUR life have its stories of love,

its trials, joys, surprises, partings, misunder-
standings, and reconciliations? Doesn't

EVERY life have its Btories—and its photoplays?
Don't nil of us take part daily in plots and situ

of comedy ami tragedy? Isn't life a iucci

changes, of variations, of new experiences seen, heard,
taken part in?

And the stories you read, the plays you see, any
one of them might well be stories of your OWJD. hie,

changed around a bit to bring out a certain effect.

"Hut," you say, "no one would be interested in me
or my life." Right there is

where you might be doing
yourself a grave injustice.

Just think of the countless

stories starring heroes or

heroines of every-day lifi

housewives, stenographers,
mechanics, teachers, doctors,
lawyers, and men and women
of all stations. Every occu-
pation has been written of

and excellent story and play
material made from each.
Would it not be splendid to
see some story of your own
life amusing, thrilling, and
uplifting readers and theater-

goers all over the world?

The dashing buccaneer,
the wild-west hero, the blood-
thirsty villain, and other ex-

aggerated, impossible char-
acters play an extremely
small part in the fiction of

today. Small town and
country folk are being fea-

tured more and more, as

witness the rube roles of

Charles Ray, and Sinclair Photo© by Evans L. A.

Lewis's "Main Street." Miss Claire Windsor, famous film Star

So, you see, every section Read her inspiring message in "The Wonder
of the country, no matter Book for Writers" sent free lo anyone.
how small or insignificant,

every person, regardless of position or education, has
a story, a place in the pages of our magazines and
on the screens of our movie theaters.

Every day new wi iters spring up. Are they any
different from you? The old superstition that
writers were magically endowed has thankfully gone
the way of so many old-fashioned and harmful
prejudices. People now realize that a story is noth-
ing more or less than a snap-shot of some particular

phase of life, some incident, some character, idea, or

setting. The happenings and persons making up a
plot may be fictitious, but they must be true to the
elemental impulses of life nevertheless.

Writing, then, has become an ordinary occupation
stripped of all its fearful aspects. So many things we
do not quite understand become quite simple when
they are explained.

The most surprising part of it all is that editors

seem most anxious to get hold of the stories and plays
of those who never even have tried to write, or even
thought of it. Editors realize that the ideas of such
people would flow forth in pure, fresh, natural,

human, and sincere upwellings from their very hearts.

The Editor of Col-
KIND OF PROOF
YOU LIKE TO SEE

"There n.

a market for
is today. Thl
age tor writers

ha9 been BUcti

d Actum aa there
13 ti the golden

Any man or
inal idea

- - .riginat way of hnndlm :

an old idea, ran sell their manu-
scripts as fast aa thev can turn
them out."—ROUT. H. DAVIS.
of Mousey'- Macaaine.

" It requires no literary ex-
perience or ability "—MARION
FAIRFAX, writer for Mary
Pickford.
"In every man and every

woman there ) great 1

Thai
il for screen masterpiece

in the life of the dullest peraon
you meet on the itreet
Vou neighbors are living stories
that, if told notnrafly ind
spiritedly, w Id touch and thrill

the world"— D W. GRIK-
FITH. producer of "Birth of a
Nation." "Way Down East."
"Intolerance."

"Original five-reel plot- l>v

ii»h» >iu
1500.00 to 15.000.00."—JOHN
EMERSON, sraU-known photo
playwright.
"The best reading n.att.-r i-

a* fnquonuy obtained from

'jo'iix
M. SIDDALL, Editor of

iean Magaiine.

Hers, in sending out an
appeal for new writers,

says:

"There is a popular
impression that the new-
writer has no chance

—

that his contributions
are given scant atten-

tion. The impression
would be quickly die-

pelledif the public could
see how eagerly d

zinc editois go through
each mail—hoping al-

ways that the great
Unknown may at last

have appeared."

\ n. < her famous edi-

tor make- the startling

statement:

"Every editor of

every magazine and
studio in the United
States is searching for

aterial. Headers

in the employ of the various companies are delving
hungrily, aye ravenously, for new writer.-, an. I the
appearance of even a gleam of genius i-* haded with
acclaim. It is sale 1., ,-, that any well-conceived
story, no matter how obscure may be the author, will

not pass three- editors for whom it is available before
it is snapped up." AND HUNDREDS OF
OTHEB EDITOE8 HAVE MADE LIKE
STATEMENTS!

People are curious by nature. They are always
ill eil I . ee what the other fellow is doing,

saying, discovering. A man in Cairo is jusl as inter-
I in you anil your mode

of living as you are in him
and his circumstances. City
dwellers go to the country
and read stories of country-
life, while country and small
town dwellers do the reverse
A person's interest is piqued
by something that is not his

And since we arc all different

from each other, every per-

son is a source of wonder
to every other person,

And that is why YOUR
life has it.s stories and pho-
toplays which the public is

so anxiously waiting to read.

There is a new book
awaiting you that amaze-.
every leader—and the most
amazing thing of all is IT'S
FHEE! Within its <

are surprises and revelations
for doubting beginners that
have caused a sensation
everywhere i it is

crowded with THINGS
THAT GRATIFY YOUB
EXPECTATIONS -
news that is dear to the
heart of all those aspiring to
write; stories of .-uccess,

brilliant instances of literary

fame coming unexpectedly; new hope, encourage-
ment, helps, hints—things you've long wanted to
know!

"THE WONDER BOOK FOR WRITERS" tells

how stories and plays are conceived, written, per-

fected, sold. How both men and women, young
and old, suddenly realize they can write after years
of doubt and indecL?ion. How the scenario and
story' writers began. How they quickly p
fame and fortune. How simple plots and ordinary
incidents became thrilling stories and plays through
New Easy Methods that simplify everything! How
ono's imagination may bring glory and greatness
How to really test your natural writing ability. How
stories and plays are built up step by step. How to
turn Uncertainty into Success.

This book and all its secrets aie YOURS! You
may have a copy absolutely free. You need not
send a penny. You need not feel obligated You
need not hesitate for ANY reason. The book will

be mailed to you without any
charge whatever.

There is no need to let your
laudable ambition stand still

—

no need to starve the N •!>!.•

Flame that burns at the Altar
of your Dearest Hope—

n

to wait, to wish—to merely
dream of being a writer. Your
brilliant opportunity, your gold-
en chance, is HERE AND
NOW! Get your pencil—use
the coupon below This little

act may prove the big lucky-

stroke of your destiny

THE AUTHORS' PRESS,
Dept. 177, Auburn, N. Y.

1 me VB80LUTELY FREE. "T '

Book for Writers." Ttis does not obligate me in

any way.

Name .

I Slate.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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saving over

18% waste in lumber and lowering labor costs in building. Aladdin

Homes are cut to fit, saving waste of lumber and hundreds of hours of

carpenter labor. Over a hundred beautiful homes are pictured in the

Aladdin catalog. Send stamps for this catalog No. 1632 at once.

Sold Direct—No In-Between Profits
The Aladdin Company is the greatest home building institution in the world and it

does not sell through dealers. It manufactures the lumber at fche edge of the four

greatest timber-producing states. It prepares the house complete, ready to be shipped
direct to the home builder. You save the dealers* profits. Your carpenter nails the

readi-eut lumber just like in any other first-class, permanent home. The catalog
explains the details fully.

What You Get When You Buy an Aladdin
Aladdin Homes are designed to use standard lengths and sizes of lumber so that
there is practically no sawing, measuring, and fitting to be done by the carpenter on
the job. You receive in one shipment all the timbered framework, mill-work, the siding,

outside finish, porch, shingles, windows, doors, interior woodwork, lath, glass, nails,

hardware, lock sets, paints, stains and varnish. Send stamps today for catalog No. 1632

jpThe Aladdin Co., Michigkn
Branches (Offices and Mills): Wilmington, N. C;

Hattiesburg, Miss.; Portland, Oregon
Canadian 'Offices and Mills: Toronto, Vancouver, Winnipeg, St. John

Aladdin success is chiefly due to the
money saved for Aladdin Home owners.
You will save a substantial amount through

eliminating dealers'

profits

CARTOONISTS
MAKE BIG MONEY

Every time Sid Smith makes a stroke of his pen, mil-
lions of people laugh. Every laush means money for the
man who creates it. Andy and Min earn big money for
Sid Smith every day.

Illustrating and cartooning are paying men like Briegs.
Smith. Fontaine Fox. and J. N. Darling from 510,000 to
$100,000 a year. Yon may have ideas that are equally
good. Let Federal training develop your talent and give
you the skill to put your ideas on paper.

Get This Free Book
Write today for a free copy of the book, "A Road To

Bigger Things." Send 6 cents in stamps to cover postage.
It tells of opportunties in the art world and explains the
Federal Course of instruction under fiO of America's lead-
ing Illustrators and cartoonists. Mention age.

FEDERAL SCHOOLS, Inc.,
408 Federal School Building MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

That You See Everybody
Wearing is the

Greatest Hit in Years
Wear It on Your Little Finger
Snappy—Stylish—Full of Color

mde in sterling eilve:

. 19 green and blu.
5th Ave. to Frieco Get

atyourfri*
to it—money back if not
iefted. State finger eize
the rinK in youra for. . .

.

THE MANGAN CO.
Dept. K GREYSTONE, R. I

$2.00

possible to destroy superflu-
ous hair and roots instead of
removing merelysurface hair.
Why leave the roots to
thrive? Try ZIP once and
you will be astonished in see-
ing that it is possible to re-
move the roots with the hairs
and thus destroy the growth
without electricity. Rapid,
simple to use, safe, painless,
harmlessand fragranti Guaranteed
not tn harm the most delicate skir
Which of the three types of euperflu-

oue hair have you? Write for FREE
BOOK, "Beauty's Greatest Secret,"
which telle you, or call at mv Salon
to have free demonstration. At all
good stores or direct by mail.

Also MADAME BERTIIES
Massage and Cleansing £

h
°™i"f uS

a
fo'Cream—Guaranteed not superfluous i ai

to promote hair growths growth. I am
jar 60c for ,t-"

Antiseptic Talc—Delightfully fragrant can 25c
Emollient Balm—For the Hands and Face. . . bottle 50c
Ab-Scent—Ideal Liquid Deodorant—cannot stain bottle 50c
Lash-Life—Beautifies the Eyes box 50c

©
Prevost nays: "Zip

y^cla^tj^^i
Specialist

with

Dept. 9A, 562 Fifth Avenue (46th St.) New York

Learn to Dance
W\ 11 By Arthur Murray's

WVPiI New Easy Methocl at
''" Home in One Evening

Let the Vanderbilts' instructor
teach you to be a good dancer.
Learn the latest steps by the remark-

able new ARTHUR MURRAY SYS-
TEM: surprisingly easy and fascinating — you
need no music or partner. "60,000 taught
dancing bit mail." Learn at home, privately in
a few hours. Results guaranteed. HALF PRICE
OFFER ON NOW.

FREE DANCING LESSON
One lesson fin plain wrapper) absolutely free

to prove I can make you an accomplished dancer
Quickly! For mailing, send 10c today.

ARTHUR MURRAY, Studio 143, 290 B'way, N. Y

BATHASWEE
TRADE MARK REG.

Bathe with Bathasweet. It adds the final touch of dainty luxuriousness to your bath— cools,
refreshes and invigorates. Bathasweet keeps the skin soft and smooth.

PERFUMES YOUR BATH-SOFTENS HARD WATER INSTANTLY
Three sizes, 25c,50c and $1. At all drug and department stores or by mail. Send 2c stamp for sample.

Bathasweetimparts the softness of rain water and the fragrance of a thousand flowers.

____^__^ THE C. S. WELCH CO. Dept. P-P. NEW YORK CITY

"Moran ofthe Lady Letty"
(Continued jrom page 103)

dashed out the brains of his adversary with
his gun butt.

The parlor pet of San Francisco had be-
come a slaying demon of the high seas.

It was his first kill. The blood of the
primeval tiger man leaped through him. He
laughed a high derisive cry and plunged on.

In the thick of it, blind with the blood
of battle, Moran and Laredo met. The bat-
tle was won but they did not know it, or
each other. They closed and clinched and
rolled and bit and fought over the deck.

Kitchell, crafty in defeat, ran to hide on
the boat, biding his time for another move.
He had heard the clink of treasure. Some-
way, somewhere he would get it.

Laredo, aware at last that he was at grips

with Moran, called in vain to stop her. The
rage of combat was in her, and she heard
nothing.

Round and round they went, the crew
standing by, in wonderment at this turn of

things.

At last, with superhuman effort, Laredo
seized Moran and, whirling swiftly, tossed

her high over his shoulder and into a head-
long heap on deck. She was knocked
breathless and senseless. He hurried and
knelt over her. The fight was all gone out
of them both. He was all tenderness, the

suitor once more.
Moran opened her eyes at last. She

smiled weakly.
"You win, mate. And I love you for it."

So that was the victory of Laredo, a few
short days before the "society softy."

Evening was falling and the land wind
freshened.

Laredo leaped to his feet and took com-
mand.

"Full sail—here's the wind."
The "Heart of China" was under way on

the back course to California, with Kitchell

the smuggler a stowaway, lurking in hunt
of the treasure.

Laredo took the wheel for the first watch.

It was a night of tropic moonlight. Pres-

ently Moran came on deck and joined

Laredo. She was wearing the girl's dress

that Charlie had brought aboard, the dress

that Kitchell had purchased ashore in the

crafty planning of his misguided hopes.

Moran came close. She was all feminine

now. Laredo was her master and she joyed

in it.

He drew her to him there at the wheel.

That was triumph.

IT was another nightfall when the "Heart
of China," making for the first touch with

civilization, dropped anchor in the harbor
of San Diego. And there by her lights

Laredo discovered the yacht "Petrel." Here
at once was a contact with his old life.

What a month it had been

!

"I am going ashore to report the capture

of the schooner to the port authorities.

The crew must remain aboard with you in

charge," he told Moran, bidding her a ten-

der farewell.

Very quickly Laredo learned ashore that

the "Petrel" party was dancing at the Hotel

Coronado. His steps led him that way. He
could not resist the drama of it.

In the hotel office he encountered a mem-
ber of the party, who dashed awav to stop

the dancing for an announcement.
"Ramon Laredo is back from the dead !"

There was a hush, then a cheer as Laredo
entered, in his garb of the sea—Captain of

the "Heart of China."

The old friends crowded around and La-
redo spun his yarn of adventures. From the

waterfront of San Francisco to Magdalena
Bay and back.

They hung breathless on his tale.

(Continued on page 105)

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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"Moranof the Lady Letty'
1

(Continued from page 104)

"And now you've come back to us—and
to me." Josephine Herrick was going to

make the most of this colorful situation.

A cloud swept over Laredo's face.

"Come get on some decent clothes and
join the dance—you're the hero of the hour."

Laredo turned to the friend who spoke.

"No, I've a ship on my hands—besides I'm

through with this sort of thing. It isn't

real."

Laredo went out in the midst of a hush.

But no more had he been gone than out of

the empty headed throng came a suggestion

that they visit his ship in the harbor, as

a bit of a skylarking surprise.

Down at the schooner Moran waited on
deck. Below, skulking in the dark places.

Kitchell the stowaway was searching for the

treasure.

'I TOW is it ashore, mate?" Moran
1 llooked up at Laredo anxiously as he

came aboard again.

"It is a world of little things, Moran, but
soon we'll be going out to where things are

real again."

As they talked, dreaming a future to-

gether, the visiting party from the Coronado
came, laughing and chattering down the

dock.

"Oh, Ramon ! We are here to see your
yacht. May we come aboard?"

Josephine Herrick's voice rang out above
the murmurs of merriment.

So they went trooping over onto the deck
of the "Heart of China," curiously looking

about in surprise at the rough old vessel,

grimy with dirt and redolent of sea smells.

"Oh, I didn't think it would be like this."

Miss Herrick sniffed about in alarm. This
was not the flavor of polished romance
that she had expected.

She looked curiously at Moran. Laredo
stepped in.

"And Miss Herrick, meet Moran—Miss
Letty Sternerson."

Laredo might have started to explain.

One glance told him it was hopeless to ex-

plain. Instead he started to divert the party
by a tour of the boat with tales of the

excitement it had seen.

Moran, feeling herself neglected, fearing

that perhaps Laredo, back with his old
friends, was ashamed of her, started to go
below.

In the cabin she surprised Kitchell intent

on his hunt for the gold. Once she would
have engaged him in fight. But now she

was just Letty Sternerson, not Moran any
more.
"Oh, Ramon—help !" Her cry ran clear

to the crowd above.

Laredo leaped down the companionway
into the cabin, just as Kitchell, dagger in

hand, stood threateningly over Moran.
Laredo and Moran clinched in battle.

Kitchell broke away and ran above on deck.
Laredo tackled and threw him, and together
they rolled about on the planking while the
crowd of visitors, helpless and in the hyp-
notic fascination of terror looked on.

Laredo twisted Kitchell 's knife from his

hand. Kitchell leaped and ran, taking
refuge out on the bowsprit. Laredo followed
after, knife in hand. Out there over the
water at the end of the bowsprit they closed
again in conflict.

There was a flash of steel. Kitchell loosed
his hold, clung a second, and then dropped
into the bay.

Laredo made his way back to the deck,
and, exultant, gathered Moran to him.

"Mine, forever and always." It was at
once his announcement and challenge.

In silence the society party departed.

M. J. McGowan, of whose remarkable discovery the eminent Dr. Woodruff
says: "It leaves less use for us specialists, and for beauty preparations."

Scientist Discovers
a Skin Laxative!

Evacuates Pores and Purges Skin of Every Impurity in An Hour;
A Beautiful Skin Now Mere Matter of Personal Cleanliness

WOMEN, give thanks to Mr. Mc-
Gowan—an English scientist
scarce out of his twenties. His

discovery means every woman can have
her skin made beautiful while she waits.

After five years of experiment, an ele-

ment has been found that physics one's
skin. Its action is gentle, but positive.

Its use is delightful, not distasteful, for
it is applied outside. Put it on; slip into

your easy chair to dream or doze; in less

than an hour the skin pores move. Im-
purities that are clogging your facial

pores come out as if squeezed from a
tube. It's a wonderful feeling, this flush-

ing of the pores. They tingle with relief

and relaxation. When you pick up your
handglass you'll almost drop it with sur-

prise—for the new bloom of color and
velvety texture of skin are simply mar-
velous. Such is the magic of modern
chemistry. It always works, because it

is Nature.

How It Works
The scientific name of this new ele-

ment is Terradermalax. It is blended
into a soft, plastic clay of exquisite
smoothness. Place it on the face like

a poultice, and you soon feel this laxa-
tive working on every inch of skin.
In an hour, orless, wipe off with a towel
—and with it every blackhead, pimple-
point, speck and spot of dirt. That's all.

For a week or two, it is well to move
the skin every other day. Then once a
week suffices. In the end, the skin is

trained to function without aid.

Terradermalax is a scientific achieve-
ment, not a cosmetic, cream or other
beauty nostrum. Not only harmless, but
hygienic and helpful to the skin . Women
on whom Mr. McGowan experimented
daily for months, show skins and com-
plexions of striking health and beauty.
Men's skins, too, are similarly benefited.

Not on Sale
Unfortunately Terradermalax cannot

be stocked by druggists. The active in-

gredient that loosens the pores of the
skin structure must be fresh. The labo-
ratory carefully seals each jar and dates
every label. On store shelves, this laxa-
tive element would lose its force, and
then the application would have no more
effect than the ordinary massage. So
the laboratory supplies the users direct.

How to Obtain a Supply
of Terradermalax

Making this new material isslow work.
But the laboratory fills requests for
single jars in the order received. Each
jar is a full two months' supply; with it

comes McGowan's own directions. Send
nomoney,butpaythepostman?2.50when
he brings it. Furthermore, McGowan,
says: "Anywoman whose skin and com-
plexion do not receive instantaneous
and perfectly astonishing benefits that
she can feel and see may have this small
laboratory fee back without question."

Sallow, oily or muddy skin will soon
be looked on not as a misfortune, but
evidence of neglect. So if you desire a
skin of perfect purity, softness and
coloring, fill out this application now; if

you expect to be out when postman
calls, send $2.50 with order. Same guar-
antee applies.

DERMATOLOGICAL LABORATORIES
329 Plymouth Place, Chicago:

Please send two months' supply of freshly com-
pounded Terradermalax soon as made. I will pay
postman just $2.50 for everything. My money to

be refunded if asked. ( 1 5

)

(Write your name very plainly on this line)

(Complete mail address here or in margin)

Wlieu you nrlte to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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AgoodddyHend
Remember the good old-

fashioned mustard plaster

grandma used to pin around
your neck when you had a
cold or a sore throat?

It did the work, but my
how it burned and blistered

!

Musterole break9 up colda in

a hurry, but it does its work more
gently,— without the blister.

Rubbed over the throat or chest it

penetrates the skin with a tingling

warmth that brings relief at once.

Made from pure oil of mustard,
it is a clean, white ointment good
for all the little household ills.

Keep the little white jar of
Musterole on your bathroom shelf

and bring i t out at the first sign of
tonsillitis, croup, neuritis.rheuma-
tism or a cold.

Sold by druggistseverywhere, in jarsand
tubes, 35c and 65c; hospital size, $3.

The Musterole Co., Cleveland, Ohio

BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PLASTER

11 fekjBMSJ »»i

E
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WHITING-ADAMS
BRUSHES

For Household and Family re-
quirements. Best quality, long
wearing, perfect working. Ex-
tensive assortment,—every
brush needed for home life.

Send for Illustrated Literature

JOHN L. WHITING-J. J. ADAMS CO.
BOSTON, U.S.A.

Brush Manufacturers for Over 112 Years and the
Largest in the World

That isn't a napkin Bill has around Lis neck. It's his white
sweater coat. Winifred would never permit anything like that

Bill Hart's Bride

(Continued from page 47)

It used to belong to Thomas Jefferson, or

George Washington, or somebody."
"Quincy Adams," said Bill patiently.

"Oh yes; well, he's dead anyway. But I'm
going to have a real Colonial mansion there

—stately drawing rooms, and lovely bed-
rooms."

"Don't suppose there'll be a place in the

house where a man can smoke in peace."

"My little creampuff," said the lady of

the house, "you know that you can smoke
anywhere you want to in my house."

The Harts also have a new ranch, up in

the Newhall country, where Bill's sister is

spending her honeymoon.
"That's really Mamie's house," said the

bride. "We want her with us as much as

she can be—but it's nice for everyone to

have a little place that is their own, don't

you think? Bill built an awfully nice house

up there. We're going to spend six months
in the east and six months out here. Won't
that be ideal? I'm going to start east quite

soon, to begin building, and I'm absolutely

so excited about it I can't see. Next to

• getting married—to Bill—the nicest thing in

the world is building a home of your own
just exactly the way you want it. I'm going

to have white staircases, real old fashioned

carved chandeliers, a blue room and—

"

"Oh gosh," said Bill Hart feelingly, "what
a lot of funny ideas women have."

"But you love my ideas, don't you, dar-

ling?" said she.

He looked down into her pretty, smiling

face, and grinned. "You bet!" he said.

l6°-°StartsYoa
Big opportunity to become inde-
pendent. Develop your own busi-
ness. Send $6.00 for Trial Outfit
of 1 grow* Napo Bags and Display
Easel. Money back if they don't,

eelL Sample dozen SL00. Dept. 54.

THEJAY COMPANY.,
^ WASHINGTON. NEWJERSEY.'

IT IS TO LAUGH!
She's all dolled up and looks like she has a black eye.

HER MAKE-UP RAN. Can't happen if you use Wm. J.
Brandt's Bed Fox Liquid COL-Y-BROW. For eye-
brows and eyelaehe*, WILL NOT RUN. Colors: Black
anrl Hrown Uv mail $1.00.
HAIR SPECIALTY CO.. Dept. W, 24 EAST 21ST ST.. NEW YORK

Five Little Spaniels all in a row When their mother died they were raised

on Mellin's Food. They belong to E. K. Lincoln, who would rather raise do£s

than star in films

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Some Fortunate Girl

(Continued from page 35)

women who today earn enormous salaries

and are the idols of a nation, often—more
often than not—began without experience

and without training. They had to go up
against some pretty stiff disappointments,

some pretty hard knocks. They played

small parts until they gained poise. They
were given bits until they demonstrated

their right to a better chance.

Experience and training will come in due
time if you convince us that you have the

other essentials.

Mary Pickford walked to save car-

fare and climbed six flights of stairs

while she was getting her training.

Mabel Normand took chances with

her life every day for years while she

was preparing to be the screen's great-

est comedienne.
The Gishes and the Talmadges gained

their training in a studio. Now look

at these women and what they stand

for.

All they needed was an opportunity.

And we are offering that same thing to

you. It is all that anyone can truthfully

offer you. But opportunity is the greatest

factor of success that the world has ever

known.
Nothing worthwhile has ever been gained

without sincere effort.

The young woman awarded a Goldwyn
contract to act in pictures at the beautiful

Culver City studios, and others selected to

fill engagements at those studios, will be

given every opportunity and every encour-

agement to prove their worth.
They will have the chance to start in

motion pictures under the most favorable

conditions, and they will be allowed to rise

as high as their ability can carry them.
Certainly nothing could be fairer than

that.

The Poor Fish

IT was in a deserted spot of the great park.

There were few people about, although it

was a beautiful, bright day.

Suddenly on the scene appeared a girl

—

very young, very slim, very lovely. She
walked slowly, despondently, to the edge of

the bridge over the river. For a moment she

stood there, gazing into the water. She
raised her eyes, supplicatingly, to heaven.

Then, with one last look around, she jumped
from the bridge.

The young man who had been watching
ran and jumped in after her. She fought
him. He struggled. After a desperate en-

counter he waded with her to shore. How
lovely she was, he thought, gazing down at

her. Even with wet hair she was lovely.

Then—horrors—she opened her eyes and her

mouth and her hand, and hit him quite

hard. He recoiled.

"You poor fish!" she hissed, "look around
you—see that camera—see those men?
Couldn't you see we were making a picture?"

Several months later, the young man was
walking in the park.

There was a girl standing on the bridge.

She was gazing down into the water, de-

spondently. She was vaguely familiar. Ah
yes—he knew ; she was that motion picture

actress that he had tried to rescue from
death by drowning and she—she had called

him a poor fish.

As he watched, the girl raised her hands
to heaven—and jumped.
The young man walked on, smiling.

$25022inR-ize8
forAmateurArtists
DoYou Like toDraw? gw 'g
and send us your drawing—perhaps you'll win
first prize. This contest is for amateurs only (17

years of age or more), so do not hesitate to enter, even
if you haven't had much practice.

1st Prize $100.00

2nd Prize 50.00
3rd Prize . $25.00 5th Prize .... $10.00

4th Prize . 15.00 6th to 15thS5
' 5.00

FRFF \ Everyone entering a drawing in this contest
*• JV rvrV . wjh receive a beautiful full-color reproduc-
tion (suitable for framing) of a painting byte nationally
known American illustrator—and also a FREE TEST LES-
SON IN DRAWING prepared by the Federal School faculty.

If the thing you most long for is to be a
real commercial artist, listen! Capable
artists readily earn $50, $75, $100, $150
a week and upwards. Hundreds of ambi-
tious young men and women have found
their true work in life— often have
quickly doubled and trebled their in-

comes — through the Federal Home-
Study Course, recognized by authorities

as America's Foremost Course in Com-
mercial Designing. With proper train-

ing of your ability, you, too, should
succeed. By all means enter this con-
test— see what you can do.

Rules for Contestants

:

This contest open only to amateurs, 17

years old or more. Professional com-
mercial artists and Federal students are

not eligible.

Note these rules carefully:

1. Make your drawing of girl exactly
4^2 inches high, on paper 3^j inches
wide by 7 inches high.

2. Use only pencil or pen.

3. No drawings will be returned.

4. Write your name, address, age, and
Occupation on the back of your drawing.

5. All drawings must be received in

Minneapolis by May 1st, 1922. Draw-
ings will be judged and prizes awarded
by Faculty members of the Federal
Schools, Inc. All contestants will be
notified of the prize winners. Make your
drawing of the girl now and send it to

Federal School of

Commercial Designing
310 Federal Schools Building,

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
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Woodrow Wilson's

screen favorite

Katherine MacDonald

""PRESIDENT WILSON'S favorite screen star was Katherine

IT MacDonald, a stately and statuesque beaut)'."

That is the statement made by Joseph P. Tumulty, secretary to

the president during his eight years as head of the nation, in an

article in the New York Times.

The "White House favorite" has just completed her latest picture

for First National, " The Infidel," one of a new and better series

of pictures releasing through this organization.

Miss MacDonald is one of the independent screen artists making

pictures for First National, which is a nation wide organization of

independent theatre owners that fosters the production of finer

photoplays and that is devoted to the constant betterment of

screen entertainment.

It accepts for exhibition purposes the pictures of these independ-

ent artists strictly on their merit as the best in entertainment.
l

*|

ASSOCIATED FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES, Inc.

CA First

cM^ational

CAttvaction

AGENTS
860—$200 a week. Free
Samples Gold Sign Letters
for store fronts and office

windows. Anyone ran put
them on. No experience necessary. Big demand.

LIBERAL OFFER TO GENERAL AGENTS
METALLIC LETTER CO.. 433K, N. Clark St.. CHICAGO

Stops Truss
Torture

This modem, scientific

invention, the wonderful
new discovery that re-
lieves rupture will be sent
on trial. No obnoxious
springs or pads.

Brooks' Rupture Appliance
Has automatic Air Cushions. Binds and
draws the broken parts together as you would
a broken limb. No salves. No lies. Dur-
able, cheap. Sent on trial to prove it. Pro-
tected by U. S. patents. Catalogue and
measure blanks mailed free. Send name and
address today.

\ Brooks Appliance Co.. 290-F State St.. Marshall, flichy-

How a Camera Test

Is Made
(Continued from page jy)

eyes will lack expression. Simply cover the

upper lid with a soft gray shade. With a
black make-up pencil, draw a faint line right

under your lower lashes. Bring it out a

little beyond the corner of your eyes.

Many actresses use mascara for the lashes,

but more use cosmetic. That is because
mascara runs, from heat, or tears, or from
touch. Cosmetic doesn't. If you use mas-
cara, put it on carefully, separating the

lashes. Cosmetic has to be heated and
beaded. Viola Dana, whose eye make-up is

probably the best on the screen, takes an
hour every morning to get her eyes ready
for the camera. She melts a little cosmetic

on the end of an orange-wood stick. Then
she beads each lash separately. So does Ma-
bel Normand.

In drawing the black pencil line of the eye-
brows, be careful to follow the shape of your
eyes, even if it misses the eyebrow a trifle.

And extend it a little beyond the end of the

eyes, so that it will show in profile.

The mouth make-up is also vitally im-
portant. It would probably surprise you
greatly to find out how some stars have ab-
solutely created certain mouths for them-
selves, that do not follow overmuch the

actual modeling of nature. A dark red, or
bright red rouge may be used. Take your
little finger, cover it with paint, and make
your upper lips. You can make it any
pretty shape that suits your face. Just re-

member that you have to use your lips, and
if you go too far off, it may show. Then
make a pretty deep curve for the lower one.

Some stars use a little flat stick to put on
the lip rouge with, putting it on in a delicate

line a little at a time.

And the one thing to watch above every-
thing else—is evenness.

With the question of make-up fairly met,
the screen aspirant may want to know of
what the actual test to which she will be put
consists. Usually, the director arranges sev-

eral scenes which will test the ability of the

actress to register definite emotional re-

sponses to information conveyed by other
players or by a situation in which she finds

herself.

As in the making of a film, the director

gives the subject full instructions, the cam-
eraman stands at his machine, the lights are

turned on, and the young woman is thrown
upon her own resources from then on. One
of the most popular tests is the letter read-

ing episode.

LET us outline a scene as it takes place.

The stage is a drawing room set. There
is a telephone on a table near the fireplace

and a door at the opposite side of the room.
Miss Newcomer is waiting outside the door.

The director calls, "Lights." The room is

"flooded," and the director then gives the

word for the cameraman to begin.

Miss Newcomer enters the room, idly,

crosses to the table, takes up the telephone,

changes her mind and puts it down again

(registers doubt and indecision). A maga-
zine on a sofa catches her eye, she walks
over to the sofa, sits down, takes up the

magazine and opens it aimlessly. All this

walking, standing, sitting, and handling

things is to test her ability to be natural,

gracefully and unself-consciously. Miss

Newcomer finds an article that catches her

interest; she begins to read. A maid enters

with a letter on a salver. The subject lays

the magazine down, marking her place, takes

the letter, nods dismissal to the maid. A
glance at the envelope brings a smile. She

(Continued on page iop)
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How a Camera Test

is Made
(Continued from page 108)

rises quickly, hastily tears open the flap and

reads. Good news, evidently. She is facing

the camera. "Hold that expression," says

the director, and the cameraman moves his

machine up to get a close-up.

Back to the scene again. The end of the

letter contains a shock for the reader. She

looks up, registers the expression she believes

the news demands; perhaps she begins to

go to the telephone again, then stops and
sinks back upon the couch. "Cut," shouts

the director. Then, "You did very well,

Miss Newcomer," he compliments her.

When the test is run off, however, the

director may change his opinion. The few
hundred feet of negative may disclose an

ungainliness of carriage that didn't disturb

the director in watching the test, an awk-
ward use of her hands, or other minor
details that may or may not be corrected.

If Miss Newcomer has power to express emo-
tions on command, shortcomings in the

matter of gesture can be easily remedied.

The Importance of

Looking the Part
COLLEGE women, not so many years

ago, were supposed to uphold a certain

dignity—the tradition of years of scholar-

ship and mature judgment. But in this

age of sophistication and home brew—in

this generation of jazz and flappers and
false standards—the college woman has

slipped, more than occasionally, from her

pedestal. The word "collegiate" has come
to stand for scenery instead of achievement.

When a girl wears sport clothes, now,
she is being "collegiate." When she dances

with her left hand placed at a certain

angle on her escort's curving back, she is

also being "collegiate." If she walks with
her head thrust forward and her chest in,

she has a "collegiate" appearance.

We are quoting, word for word, from
a letter signed "Varsity Woman" that came,

a few days ago, to our fashion department.

"I'm just another of those darn flappers.

You see them every day, something like

this effect" (there followed a sketch of a

short-skirted, sport-coated, soft-hatted young
girl), "supposed to be COLLEGIATE. The
whole appearance is sporty. I like these

sort of clothes, in fact, I wouldn't dress

in frills and ruffles for anything. But
mother has the idea that I should change
off—in fact, dress real cute on Sundays.
Now I assure you that I know my TYPE—
I have irregular features, blue eyes, a good
complexion without artificial means, and
brown bobbed hair that stands way, way
out from my face—in Bramleys, sport hats
and shoes I feel at home—now don't you
think I should persuade my mother that she

has the wrong idea. I'm sure you will

speak for the best and mother and I have
decided to take your advice—you see, Miss
Van Wyck, I travel 'round with a terrible

Varsity crowd and if I become a 'sharpie'

I'd hate awfully to go around with them

—

so don't you think I should remain COL-
LEGIATE—of course I'll follow your ad-
vice—but imagine—a salty dresser becom-
ing cakey—oh, that's ghastly! Please an-
swer this in Photoplay, for remember—my
clothes depend on it

!"

We should suggest that a little time spent
on punctuation and rhetoric would help the

young lady to be collegiate in the real sense

of the word. And that, after all, ruffles

—

used correctly—have never lessened feminine
charm.

FOR MEN AND WOMEN

YOU can always
SAVE MONEY BY WEARING
WL DOUGLAS SHOES

SOLD DIRECT FROM FACTORY

TO YOU AT ONE PROFIT

OUGL
nm &$8°2 SHOES

ALSO MANY STYLES AT $500 &$6fio
W L.DOUGLAS PRODUCT IS GUARANTEED

BY MORE THAN FORTY YEARS
EXPERIENCE IN MAKING FINE SHOEb

W. L. Douglas shoes are made of the
best and finest selected leathers the
market affords. We employ the high-
est paid, skilled shoemakers, all work*
ing with an honest determination to
make the best shoes for the price that
money can buy.

When you need shoes look for aW.L.
Douglas store. We own 107 stores lo-

cated in the principal cities. You will

find in our stores many kindsand styles
of high-class, fine shoes that we believe
are better shoe values for the money
than you can buy elsewhere.

Our $7.00 and $8.00 shoes are excep-
tionally good values. There is one point
we wish to impress upon you that is

worth dollars for you to remember.
W. L. Douglas shoes are put into all

of our stores at factory cost. We do not
make one cent of profit until the shoes
are sold to you. When you buy shoes
at any one of our stores you pay only
one small retail profit.

No matter where you live, shoe dealers
cansupply you withW.L.Douglas shoes.

They cost no more in San Francisco
than they do in New York. Insist upon
having W. L. Douglas shoes with the
name and retail price stamped on the
sole. Do not take a substitute and pay
one or two extra profits. Order direct
from the factory and save money.

BOYS'

'

SHOES
-4.00«S4.50

W. L. Douglas name
and portrait Is the

best known shoe
Trade Mark in the

world. It stands for

the highest standard

of quality at the low-

est possible cost.

The intrinsic value

of a Trade Mark lies

in giving to the con-

sumer the equiva-

lent of the price

paid for the goods.

Cntaloe Free.

President &
W. L. Douglas Shoe Co.,

126 Spark St., Brockton, Mass.

$1800 for a Story!
RECENTLY an

single Bliort story.
rican writer was paid J1R00 for
By learning to tell the stories of hue

ireams trna woman lias found her way to fame and for-
tune. You can learn to write, too. A new practical <

instruction will give you the training right in your o
during your spare time. Endorsed by eminent writers i

the late Jack Loudon.

Write Today
Special offer now being mai

HOCSIER INSTITUTE, Short Story Dept.
Dept. 1724 Ft. Wayne, Indiana

for a w^
of lier ^T

r>d for- »

llu'dmg I

Vrite." I>,_
*-
rid 1 ana |

By Note or Ear. With or without music. Short CoursO
Adult beginners taught by mail. No teacher required
Self-Instruction Course for Advanced Pianist**. Leam
67 styles of Bass, 180 Syncopated Kffects Blue Harmony,
Oriental. Chime. Movie and Cafe Jazz. Trick Endings
Clever Breaks, Space Fillers. Sax Slurs, Triple !';i--%

Wicked Harmony, BlueObligatoand 24? other Subject*.
including Ear Playing. 110 pngea of KEA L Jazz, 25.0(0
words. A Postal brings our FREE Special Offer.

Waterman Piano School 247t^U^:™**

£DO -rtMU nv FmUMUU INSTKU.MtNT MAKING W

Jff*

OnTrial
ANY instrument sent with complete

musical outfit, for a week's free
trial at home. No obligation. Return it

at our expense after trial if yon wish.
Outfit includes velvet lined ca-^c. ^elf
instructor, music and all accessories at
factory cost. A tremendous saving.

Monthly Payments
A few cents a day will pay. Wurlitzer
instruments arc known all over the
world for artistic quality. Every in-
strument known, including pianos and
Victrolas included in this plan.

Send for Catalog
All instruments illustrated with price,
easy terms and free trial blank. Catalog
free. No obligation. Send coupon now.

Dept. 117 E. 4th St.. CincinnatiTho D.Jnlnh W.iri.tvn. ( ,.
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The Romantic History of the Motion Picture

Corns?
—just

say-

Blue^ay
to your druggist

Stops Pain Instantly

The simplest way to end a corn is

Blue-jay. A touch stops the pain in-

stantly. Then the corn loosens and
comes out. Made in two forms—

a

colorless, clear liquid (one drop does

it!) and in extra thin plasters. Use
whichever form you prefer, plasters

or the liquid—the action is the same.

Safe, gentle. Made in a world-famed
laboratory. Sold by all druggists.

Free: Write Bauer& Black. Chicago. Dept. 8,

for valuable book, "Correct Care of the Feet."

9* Face Powder *i
Not like Lablache, pas du lout, do I

find other powders for my complexion.

Because, ma cherie, Lablache is so re-
fined, clinging, and invisible
— so delicately fragrant
I adore it. and must
have it always.

Refuse Substitutes
They may be dan-

gerous. Flesh White,
Pink or Cream, SOc
a box of druggists ot

by mail. Over two
million boxes sold
annually. Send 10c.
for a sample box.

BEN. LEVY CO
French Perfumers, Dept.57

125 Kingston SL, Boston, Mass.

MOVIE SECRETS DISCLOSED!
Inside Secrets of the Studios

given to the public tor the first

_ time by an expert who has spent
j^sn'7 years in Hollywood Studios.

' Carefully guarded details that
are absolutely necessary for the
successful scenario writer told.
Camera tricks— Illusions—Trick
Scenic effects— Building sets—
lightings — costume values ex-
plained in detail.
Have you wondered why your

scenarios do not sell? Have you seen an effect in

pictures and asked: "How do they do it?" At last

the Secrets are out.
Information NEVER BEFORE TOLD is contained

inMelvin M Riddle's new book, "PEN TO SILVER-
SHEET." Limited edition just off the press. While
they last—and they're going fast—SI by mail, postpd.

HARVEY A. WHITE PUB. CO.
1357 C«n»*« Str.ol HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

WAT€R-MAID
/WAVERS: 1

" 1
"""""""

Produce a natural, beautiful ripple wave
that remains in the atraightesfc hair a

j

week or more, even in damp weather or i

when perspiring. Stop burning hair or
j

twisting with curlers. Ask your dealer
or aend *2 for act of 6 mailed with full directions. WATER-
MAID WAVER CO., A.-117 W, 7th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

(Continued from page 23)

there was time for even a bit of a joy

ride. So it came that, after leaving a mass
of instructions in Room Five, he said good-

bye to West Orange. When the then pala-

tial La Burgoyne sailed from New York on
the bland third of August, 1889, Edison
stood at the rail waving goodbye toward
the dock, clutching a miniature phonograph,
delivered at the last moment, under his arm.
That was the year of the Paris Exposi-

tion. Edison had a hundred-thousand-dol-
lar exhibit of his works there, centered

about the marvels of his new incandescent

electric light. Mr. Edison took a look at

the Eiffel Tower, sundry titled persons,

some art galleries of note, and the orthodox
show places.

Europe did not excite Edison very much.
In a letter home he shrewdly observed that

the much-lauded old masters of the galleries

seemed to depend for their value on the

rarity of them and the long purses of col-

lectors. He was glad to start home.

EDISON sailed again from Havre, and
walked ashore on the familiar soil of

New Jersey at 8 o'clock on the bright Sun-
day morning of October 6, 1889. He went
directly to West Orange to look into that

matter of the motion picture—-the "kineto-

scope," he had decided to call it.

There was a bit of surprise in store for

Mr. Edison. The sanctuary of Room Five
had been moved.

Dickson, for weeks before Edison's depar-
ture for Europe, had been asking for bigger

quarters. "Don't need it," Edison decided.

But with Edison on the seas Charles
Batchelor, left in charge, was prevailed

upon and authorized a special photographic
building. It was duly erected in Septem-
ber, 1889, total cost, $516.64.

Into this new building alongside the big

laboratory structure Dickson proudly led

his chief. There was the kinetoscope, the

peep show ancestor of today's motion pic-

ture.

Edison took a look into it.

"It's a pretty fair machine," he com-
mented.
And just about here the records begin to

differ and the first note of a new motif in

our story is sounded.
There was a picture of Mr. Dickson in the

machine.
In a book on the life of Edison, published

in 1895, written by William Kennedy Laurie
Dickson and Antonia Dickson, occurs this

paragraph

:

" The crowning point of realism

was attained on the occasion of Mr. Edi-
son's return from the Paris Exposition of

1889, when Mr. Dickson himself stepped
out on the screen, raised his hat and smiled,

while uttering the words of greeting, 'Good
morning, Mr. Edison, glad to see you back
I hope you are satisfied with the kineto-
phonograph.'

"

In this deft fashion one is told in effect

that not only were talking pictures achieved
in 1889, but that they were thrown upon a

screen in a darkened auditorium, all as a
surprise greeting to the homecoming boss
of the West Orange Works.
The time was to come when in a des-

perate war of patent litigation this was to

be a fact of vital issue. Years later this

paragraph from the book was read to
Edison in court.

"There was no screen," he said dryly.

In fact, six years were yet to pass before
the motion picture was put on the screen.

The whole history of the industry turns on
that point.

But after his homecoming in October of

1880 Edison was busied with important

affairs in the phonograph and electrical field.

The phonograph was going out to the newly
founded trade. Slot machine parlors, where
one might drop a nickel, put the tubes to

his ears and hear the band play, were
springing up in the cities. Out in the lesser

places entertainers soon were taking to the

road with phonograph entertainments. The
phonograph was a sensation.

Among those early day itinerant phono-
graph entertainers was Lyman Howe of

Wilkesbarre, Pa. On a circuit through the
smaller towns of his territory Howe gave
phonograph entertainments in connection
with Ladies' Aid Societies and church
boards, dividing the profits with the

churches. He was pioneering for a motion
picture business of renown, but he little

suspected it then.

At about the same time over in Paris an
enterprising Frenchman heard about the

wonderful Edison phonograph that had
come to London. He was busy, but he had
a young friend, one Charles Pathe, who had
little to do. He pressed a bundle of francs

in Pathe's hand and told him to go to Lon-
don and get one of those talking machines.
It was natural indeed that there should be
a market for talking machines in France,
the home of conversation. M. Pathe came
back with a phonograph, and it was a
vast success. He made more trips to Lon-
don, this time on his own account, and built

up a phonograph business that survives yet
in these days of 1922. But more important
still to Pathe, he established a contact with
the genius of Edison and the greater thing

to come.
There were scientific whisperings about

and wee bits of news of the Edison kinet-

ograph and the kinetoscope, camera and
viewing machine, in a few publications

meanwhile. Harper's Weekly, in the issue

of June 13, 1891, came out with a two-page
spread on the subject of the invention, dis-

cussed in glowing but conservative words.
Meanwhile Edison came to the opinion

that after all secrecy could hardly protect

his invention much longer, and so August
24, 1891, he made application for a United
States patent.

At this time it was suggested to Edison,

as a matter of routine, at least, that per-

haps application should also be made for

foreign patents, including France and
England.

"IlOW much will that cost?" Edison
1 1 asked casually.

"Oh, about $150."

Edison waived the suggestion aside.

"It isn't worth it."

In this one sees a striking parallel to his

attitude toward the disc phonograph pat-

ents, repeated here in terms of the motion
picture.

Of course there was again a modifying
element in the situation. It had been Edi-
son's experience that the more patents he
took out abroad the more he lost. Foreign
patents sometimes have an effect of adver-
tising possibilities to imitators.

But if Edison, on that day in August of

1891, had said "Yes," he would have put
himself in a position to get many, many
millions of dollars in the foreign field. Also

he might have withheld from a number
of Europeon opportunists a temptation to

what may have been a lawful but an un-

moral piracy.

Putting aside for the moment considera-

tion of Mr. Edison's just but neglected

rights in the matter, the sum total of the

effect of his failure to patent the kineto-

scope abroad undoubtedly was ultimately to

(Continued on page in)
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make for the progress, of the motion pic-

ture as an art. This was a result to come,

not because of any special genius of those

able "borrowers" of his idea overseas, but

because of strange conditions that were to

arise at home in America presently.

After this application for a patent was
filed, experimentation with the kinetoscope

went on quietly for months in the little

photographic building at West Orange. Out-
wardly the project remained rather inac-

tive. Dickson was busy making pictures

and trying out films. The Eastman re-

searchers at Rochester were striving for

better quality, nearer and nearer to the

ideal requirements of the Dickson-Edison
experiments. Both were making progress.

Now and then samples of another kind of

film came from the Anthony-Scoville con-

cern, which had acquired the celluloid film

patent claims of the Rev. Hannibal Good-
win, an inventive Newark clergyman. In

this rivalry another great film war was
brewing, one that was to parallel in time a

vast motion picture war to come.

THE kinetoscope was. then, not heavily

on Edison's mind for long at a

time. It was something that he might
show a favored friend or visitor now and
then among those who so often came to

the haunts of the "wizard" looking for

wonders. But there were many, many
other things, more vital pressing on the

busy scientist's attention. His interests

were growing vastly in many directions and
business as personified by his various de-

partmental and business managers were urg-

ing and demanding attentions of him that

he would doubtless rather have given to

the laboratory. Then, too, this kinetoscope

was after all a toy. It was not a part of

Edison's view of the vaster scheme of things,

the world where power, electricity, and
light were battling to conquer new conti-

nents of development and bring natural

forces to the service of man.
It is simple enough now to look back

and smile at Edison thus casually neglect-

ing the institution that was- within a quar-
ter of a century to prove the only real

rival the printing press has ever known.
It is very simple looking back—but in that

day Edison saw farther ahead in the mo-
tion picture than any other man in the

world, even though he saw hardly at all.

This kinetoscope, it must be borne in

mind, was not the motion picture as we
know it now, but only its immediate an-
cestor, the little moving picture in a box
into which one person at a time could look.

And by reason of his preoccupation with
other things, or his indifference to it, or
some of both, this was nearly as far as

Edison was to go with the motion picture

as an inventor.

In December of 1802 the photographic
work in connection with this young kineto-

scope demanded a building for itself—the

first motion picture studio in the world.
So work was started on a curious struc-

ture, the like of which had never been
seen before. It was a little house of light

timbers and black light-proof tar paper,
built on a turn table. The speed of photo-
graphic materials and camera lenses was
much lower then than now and the snap-
shots for the kinetoscope had to be made
in full light. There were thirty to forty
pictures a second then. Therefore, the
building was pivoted so that the tiny stage

could always be turned to catch the sun,
regardless of the hour of day. This little

(Continued on page 112)

Free Lesson
mercialArt

A Little Short Cut in Drawing
This exercise illustrates a little draw-

ing secret not everyone knows,— i. e.

the outline of the human head remains
the same in one-quarter and three-
quarters views, and is turned merely
by adding a few little lines. Take your
pencil and trace carefully over this out-
line a few times.—then copy the heads
as closely as you can. We will gladly
criticise your work free if you care to
submit it with the coupon.

1. The Profile Outline

Trace tin-- through
oil your paper. (Don't
hold your pencil too
tight!) Then along-
side of your tracing
make a copy of the
outline. Do this sev-

eral times untilyou are
satisfied fl itli result.

2. The One-Quarter View

Do the same a? above.
Don't be nervous
bout the details See

pie tli

Use strong, broad
rokes. Don't scratch.

3. The Three-Quarters View

When you have 6n-
ished this sketch, you
will lun e learned how
the human head is

drawn. Remember.
t in- is really advanced
work, so do not be
disappointed with
> >iir firs!

they are not as e<'<><!

as those shown here.

The Wonderful Graphic-
Correction Method

The work above shows a beginner's drawing with
the instructor's corrections. Many of our most
successful students could not do as well as this

when they started.—See how easy it is to improve
your work this way. No wonder our students go
ahead so fast!

How This Wonderful New Home-Study
Short-Cut Method Makes Artists of
Those Who Think They Cannot Draw!

DO you wish you could draw? If your answer
is "yes," there is u wonderful opportunity
knocking tit your door! Now, this very

minute, the splendid profession of commercial art
i> c;il I inn you, and through an amazing new method
of instruction you can answer this call! No mat-
ter what your present ability may be, with this

truly astonishing method there are only a few-

short steps between you and a splendid position!

Students of ours who have " never touched a draw-
ing pencil " before studying with us, are making
splendid salaries. Many are famous artists!

With our method you learn in spare time ri^ht

at home. Instead of work, learning under this

method becomes a fascinating game. And because
of many new short cuts and our truly wonderful
Graphic-Correction Method, you find yourself draw-
ing pictures that sell almost before you realize it!

$75 a Week as a Beginner in

This Fascinating Profession
The great and evergrowing demand for artists in

all branches of business has made commercial art
one of the highest-paid professions in the world.
$75 a week is by no means unusual for a beginner.
Many of the simplest drawings bring $25, S50 or
$100 apiece!

And now, through our new method of teaching art. you
can easily enter this fascinating field. Such well-known
artists as Wynn Holcomb, Margrita Mason. Clyde Bane.
M. G. Major, Frank Godwin, and many other? say they owe
their great successes wholly to this amazing method. Can
you afford to pass by such a chance to enter this splendid
profession ?

Write for This Great FREE Book
Our beautiful booklet, "How to Become an Artist." will

be of vital interest to you. We will gladly send it to you
upon request. It tells you all about our school and our won-
derful method. In this book, our students tell you in their
own words what this method has done for them. Their
success will astonish you until you see for yourself how simple
it really is to learn drawing this new way.

Write for this great book today. No money, no obliga-
tion; just clip the coupon and mail.—And if you wish, send
us your work on the lesson at the left for free criticism.
Mail the coupon Now

!

Washington School of Art
1798 Marden Bldg. Washington, D. C.

I Washington School of Art,
1798 Marden Bldft., Washinftton, D. C.

I PKase send me your book. " How to Become an Art

Name.
is or Mr.)

Address

.

FRECKLES
Don't Hide Them With a

Veil; Remove Them With
Othine—Double Strength

S7^ as utmne—uouoie sir

fly anteed to remove these
1/ Simply tret an ounce of 1

'" strength — from any drugs

There's no longer the slichtest need
of feeling ashamed of your freckles,

as Othine—double strength—is guar-
iMinely spn!s

" othine — double^ strength — from any druggist and apply m

J' little of it night and morning and you should
r soon see that even the worst freckles hav.

to disappear, while the lighter ones have vanished
entirely. It Is seldom that more than an ounce is

Deeded to completely clear the skin and gain a
beautiful clear complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double strength Othine. as this

Is sold under guarantee of money back if it fails to
remove freckles.

KEEPS SHOES SHAPELY
HIDES LARGE JOINTS

c^^^Protector
1

Affords instant relief for bunions and large joints, hides irregu-

larities of foot form. Worn in any shoe: no larger size re-

quired. Over one-half million in use. Ask your shoe dealer

or druggist. Write today for special free trial offer. No pay

if no relief. State size of shoes and if for right or left foot.

The Fischer Manufacturing Co.
First National Bank Bldg., Dept. 35. Milwaukee. Wis.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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The Romantic History of

the Motion Picture

ucuxLy Jl\raj

'cmuun

Claire Windsor

Beautiful Qoldwyn

Picture Star

Memorize the name—
LASHLUX

More than half her witchery

lies in the shadowy depths of

her eyes. Real charm is in their

expression. Cultivate the pos-

sibilities of YOUR eyes. In-

crease their depth, darken their

mystery, make your lashes

longer by using LASHLUX. If

youreyes are large and dark,play

them up by grooming the lashes

and eyebrows with Lashlux.

If your eyes are light, shadow them by

darkening the lashes with Lashlux.

Apply it to the lashes and brows with

the fingertips after powdering. It dark-

ens them immediately and makes them
smooth and glossy. At the same time

it provides the natural oils which nour-

ish the roots and encourage the

growth of long curling lashes. Use
Brown or Black LASHLUX during

the day. Rub Colorless into the roots

at bedtime. This treatment produces

luxuriant lashes in a few weeks.

50c at Drug or Department stores,

or by mail. Accept no substitutes.

ROSS COMPANY
73 Grand Street, New York

LASHLUX
means luxuriant lashes

A RAILWAY
TRAFFIC INSPECTOR

MEN WANTED! EARN UP TO
$250 per Mo., Expenses Paid!

This fascinating profession de-
mands trained men ! Unusual
opportunities ; meet big railway
officials; travel, something new
every day.
itart at $110 per Mo., expenses
piiid. Prepare in 3 moe. spare-time
home study. Any average man

can qualify.

POSITION GUARANTEED
or money refunded. You take
no risk. Write Today for Free
Booklet No. D595. Don't belay.

Standard Business
Training Institute

BUFFALO, N. V.

WE TEACH
COMMERCIAL

Properly Trained Artists Earn $100 a week and up.
Meyer Both College— a Department of the Meyer
Both Company— offers you a different and practical train-

ing. If you like to draw, develop your talent. Study tbis

practical course— taught by the largest and most widely
known Commercial Art Organization in the field with 20

years' success—which each year produces and sells to ad-
vertisers in the United States and Canada over ten

thousand commercial drawings. Who else could

give you so wide an experience ? Commercial
Art is a business necessity— the de-
mand for commercial artists is greater

every year. It's a highly paid,

intensely interesting profession,
equally open to both men and

women. Home study instruction. Get
facts before you enroll in any school. Get

our special booklet, "Your Opportunity"
—for half the cost of mailing— 4c in stamps.

MEYER BOTH COLLEGE
of COMMERCIAL ART
Michigan Ave. at 20th Street
Dept. 31, CHICAGO, ILL.

Richelieu Pearls $4.95 Send no money, just

your name. Lustrous i

24 inch graduated strand. Coloring and weight so perfect cannot
ik: distinguished from Thirty Dollar Pearts. Absolutely indo-

le. Solid cold clasp. This value cannot be duplicated

re .
Satisfaction Guaranteed. Sent upon approval. P.iy af-cr I

you see them. SCHOENMAN CO., Desk P. , Wootaorth Bldg. . Omaha, Neb.
I

FREE AMBITIOUS WRITERS, send
today for FREE copy of America's
leading magazine for writers fo

Photoplays, Stories, Poems. Instructive, helpful

WRITER'S DIGEST
611-D Butler Bldg. CINCINNATI

(Continued jrom page in)

studio has survived in history as "The Black
Maria."
The "Black Maria," then known officially

as the "revolving photographic building,"

on the Edison account books, was completed
February i, 1893, at a total cost of $637.67.
The making of motion pictures for ultimate

public presentation was begun in that build-

ing. All picture making before that had
been but the simplest of laboratory work
for the testing of the machines.
Early in 1893, the kinetoscope was shown

to a scientific gathering at the Brooklyn
Institute, and not long thereafter it was
presented to the public for the first time as

an exhibit at the Columbian Exposition,

greatest of the world's fairs, held at Chi-
cago. With this exhibition, trivial as it

seemed then, the greater events of the his-

tory of the motion picture had their begin-
ning.

There were a number of devices at the

World's Fair that indicated how close the
motion picture was then crowding its way
forward into a part in the world's affairs.

Among them was Muybridge's "Zoopraxo-
scope" and a machine rather closely related

to it, called the "Tachyscope." Those were
the elegant days when if any inventor was
in doubt about what to call his machine
he promptly christened it with a decoc-

tion of Greek roots. This was bound to be
impressive and awe-inspiring, at least. The
name plate alone was always worth the

price of admission.

Muybridge's Zoopraxoscope presented
thrilling but alarming views of a gallop-

ing horse. The horse was remarkable.
He stood still while he ran and kicked
the landscape past him. He was really a
slow horse surrounded by fast scenery. The
Tachyscope, which came from Germany by
way of the laboratory of Herr Anschutz,
gave one the joy of peeking in to see one
of Mr. Hagenbeck's best elephants waddle
across the view. Whereas the Edison kine-

toscope had the stellar merit of presenting

people, with a great all star super cast of

Fred Ott in his great monkeyshine act and
W. K. L. Dickson lifting his hat. All these

were peep show machines.

A GREAT many dropped their nickels

in the slots to see the marvels of the

living pictures. Mostly they passed on and
mayhap made an entry in their diaries that

night or wrote a letter home about it amid
the massive Victorian grandeurs of the

Palmer House, that lavish wonder of hotels

with silver dollars in the bar room floor.

Those were the happy days of long ago.

The Christopher Columbus, the first whale-
back leviathan of the Great Lakes, was
making daily trips carrying marvelling

thousands. Mrs. Potter Palmer was the

ascendant and right royal grand high queen
of all society west of the Hudson River,

entertaining crowned heads amid the

plaudits of the press and populace.

Rails and telegraph wires were busy web-
bing the open places in the continent. The
last feeble Indian wars of the West were

being fought with the unruly, meandering
remnants of the red buffalo hunters. It

was the day of sweeping skirts, when ladies

had no legs whatever and women had
nothing else. In the theaters it was the

great era of tragic drama, broad variety

shows, remarkable minstrelsy successes, and

a deal of most haughty and elevated opera

and concert.

Among those who came in the thronging

thousands to the great World's Fair on
(Continued on page 113)
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Chicago's lake front were a number of young
men, unimportant and as unheralded of

fame then as now, who were to have a large

-.hare as the agents of destiny in the coming

of the Age of the Motion Picture.

One of these was Thomas Armat, a young

man of cavalier stock, from classic Rich-

mond in Virginia. He was engaged some-

what in real estate in the office of a .cousin

in Washington, D. C, but his heart was

really in scientific affairs. More especially

he was interested in electricity and its

application to traction. Along with him

was a brother, J. Hunter Armat, also of

technical bent.

Under a railway cross-over, near the

entrance to the fair grounds, Hunter Armat
came upon the sideshow of the Anschutz

Tachyscope.
"Here is a great thing, Tom," he said.

SO they both played their money on the

funny elephant picture that moved.

They did not penetrate the living picture

wonders of the fair enough to see the Edison

Uinetoscope. There were too many exciting

things to take in.

"If you could connect that up with a

magic lantern, it would make quite a

show," Thomas Armat remarked as they

walked away. He had played a bit with

a magic lantern at home.
Also there came a couple of foreign per-

sons, Greeks interested in toys and novelties,

no doubt, but Greeks at any rate one is

assured by Frederick A. Talbot's book de-

voted to the laudation of the European
opportunists of the motion picture. These

visitors came upon the Edison kinetoscope

and saw possibilities for business abroad.

They made note of West Orange and deter-

mined to take one of the machines over-

seas with them on their return.

And there came a handsome young gal-

lant and adventurer, also of Virginia blood.

Grey Latham, bent on sightseeing and the

pleasures of the blithe and breezy city of

Chicago. He, too, looking for swift op-

portunities, saw the kinetoscope and
fancied the idea. It was rather up to the

dashing young Mr. Latham to gather a

fortune somewhere, since he wanted one

and could use it. Between his generosi-

ties both to himself and all those who came
within range of his prodigal sympathy and
hospitality he found demand always step-

ping up in front of supply.

Grey Latham's interest, perhaps the

lightest and most casual, was destined to

grow out into a web of extraordinary drama
in the pioneer affairs of the motion picture.

Thomas Armat went home to Washing-
ton and real estate affairs with the idea

of the picture on the screen in his head.

The two Greek gentlemen sailed for London
taking with them a specimen kinetoscope of

Edison's and a scheme all their own. Grey
Latham played yet a while and came back
East with a plan of doing something profit-

able and immediate with the kinetoscope.

By this time the Edison machine was
rather automatically forcing its own career.

A firm of promoters and exploiters, Raff

and Gammon, headed by Norman C. Raff,

became the Edison agents for the kinetoscope

with a plan for putting it before the public

through the sale of the territorial or state

lights on the exhibition of the machine.
The year 1804 had arrived.

Through the instrumentality of Raff and
Gammon, the kinetoscope slot machines were
to cover the world with arcade peep show;
and swiftly open the way for the coming
of the real motion picture—the picture pro-

jected on a screen.

By April i, 1894, twenty-five kineto-

scopes had been manufactured at a total

cost of $1,227.48 and on April 6, ten of

them were shipped across the Hudson to

Holland Brothers, at 11 55 Broadway, in

New York City, the first customers of Raff

and Gammon. A week later the films for

the machines went forward. By this time

Edison had invested a total of $24,118.04

in the motion picture business. In the next

few years millions were to come back to

him, and others who capitalized the oppor-

tunities opened by his efforts were to gather

a great many millions more.

Grey Latham, back in New York by
now, and established in a comfortably prom-
ising position with a wholesale drug firm

downtown, was one of the young men who
passed up and down Broadway for their

diversion. Now from out of the south came
a school mate, Enoch J. Rector, a youth
looking for something to do. The year

before had brought a panic and in the dull-

ness of business in the metropolis Rector

found nothing alluring to engage him or

his efforts. By way of showing the new-
comer the sights of the town, Grey Latham
took young Mr. Rector into the kineto-

scope show at 1155 Broadway. He came
out enthusiastic with an idea.

"There's something to get into,'' Latham
exclaimed. "It's your chance. Everybody's
crazy to see prize fights. All we have
to do is to get Edison to photograph a

prize fight for this machine and we can

take it out and make a fortune!"

The young men sought action on their

inspiration at once. At West Orange tech-

nical difficulties were in the way. The
capacity of the kinetoscope was too small.

They argued. The kinetoscope was im-
proved and enlarged until it could carry

enough film to depict a shortened round of

a prize fight.

THEN one morning in July an unusual

fight was staged at West Orange.

Michael Leonard, then of fame as "the

Beau Brummel of the prize ring," met Kid
Cushing, a likely contender for the light-

weight title, in a ten foot ring on the

platform of a flatcar, equipped as an out-

door stage. They went six savage, abbrevi-

ated rounds of desperate fighting. In the

sixth, Cushing, trapped by a feint, dropped
his guard and stopped a swift right and
left chop to the jaw. He was out two
minutes and the first prize fight picture was
complete, a thriller in six parts. A total

of about a thousand feet of film had been

exposed. It was to be several years before

so long a picture was photographed again.

In August the prize fight show opened at

83 Nassau street in downtown New York.
It was owned by Grey Latham, his brother

Otway, a dashing younger brother, and
Rector, their schoolmate. Six kinetoscopes,

standing in a row in the storeroom, each

,
containing a round of the Leonard-Cushing
battle, presented the show. New York was
hungry to see.

The price was five cents for a peep at a

single round, all six rounds for twenty-
five cents. Throngs packed the place and
by the second day two long lines of wait-

ing patrons trailed back into the street on
either side of the entrance. The police

came to keep order in the queues. In the

vernacular of the theatrical business, they

were "holding them out."

The Latham brothers were started on
their way to a swift, transient burst of

prosperity. There were lively parties on
Broadway, with pretty girls, dinners at the

Hoffman House, and a sprightly sprinkling

of champagne.
(Continued on page 114)

Only Women
Know the Real

Net Cost
What an annoyance and constant

expense it is to use a net only once or
twice! Women who have deplored the
frailty of hair nets will welcome a
new and decidedly different kind.

Only the longest and finest human
hair is used in fashioning Curlox Nets.
The hair is slowly processed to retain

its natural life and elasticity.

Curlox hairs stretch, but do not easily

break. Since the original lustre of the
hair is preserved, Curlox Nets blend
invisibly with your hair.

CURLOX
TRADE MARK REG.U.S.PAT.OFF.

OVERSIZE HAIR NET
Another exclusive feature of Curlox

Nets will appeal to every woman. Each
net is generously oversized.

Curlox Nets are made in both cap and
fringe styles, in every wanted shade, in-

cluding white and grey. Shades always
match perfectly. 1 hey come in only one
size, OVERSIZE, and only one quality,

the best. 15c each—2 for 25c. Grey and
white and double mesh 25c each.

Notion, department, va-
and drug stop

ywhere are stocking
this better hair net.

If your dealer

/^ (gs docs not handle
'^s^ \^ Curlox. send us his

name and address.

/^-^\ L
'

er'y

~ ZZ together with pur-A hnlr from a Curlox Net t>
,

'

stretehra and resists breaking. CT18SG pHCC 3nd We
will supply you dirccc.

NATIONAL COMMODITIES COMPANY
PhQadelphi

You'll welcome, also, these clever,

convenient Curlox Hair Curlers.

Curved curling bar prevents cutting or break-
ing the hair. Open or close at merest pressure
of the thumb and forefinger, yet cannot lly open
accidentally, no matter hew much h.nr in wound
on them. Cost no more than 4 10c, 5
for 25c. At 5-and-10c, notion, variety, depart-
ment and drug stores everywhere.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
H QJ1£U

Rate

35 cents

per

word

innnihnpi.no aiuLQ
All Advertisements
have equal display and

same good opportuni-

ties for big results.

J -u -U U 'U U U,U : u.y.y ,u u;u u

n.fLn.n n n n n 'cmfig n n r

This Section Pays
86% ot the advertisers

using this section during

the past year have re-

peated their copy.

lTlTlTC U U U U'U'TJCH?
FORMS FOR JUNE ISSUE CLOSE APRIL TENTH

AGENTS AND SALESMEN
AGENTS. $60 TO $200 A WEEK, FKEE SAM-

lU'S. Qokl Sign Letters for Store and Office win-
dows. Anyone can do it. Big demand. Liberal offer
to general agents. Metallic Letter Co., 4 81-K, No.
Clark St.. Chicago.

BIG MONEY AND FAST SALES. EVERT OWNER
Im.vs gold initials for his auto. You charge $1.50;
make $1,185. Ten orders daily easy. Write for
particulars and free samples. American Monogram
Co.. l>epl. Ifiit. East Orange. N. J.

WE START YOlt IN BUSINESS. FUBNISHINQ
everything; men and women. $30.00 to $100.00 weekly,
operating out- •'New System Specialty Candy Factories"
anywhere. Opportunity lifetime: valuable booklet free.
W. 1I1M.YER KACSDALE, Diawer 90, East Orange,
New -leisev.

EARN QI'ICK MONEY. EVERY WOMAN IS A
.possible customer for these fast selling National Hair
Nets, You make a handsome profit. Full proiwsition
Free, or at nd 25c fur sample box of 3 perfect, human
tiair nets. National Hair Goods. Dept. A, 36S-6tli Ave.,
New Ym !

.

LARGE MANUFACTURES WANTS AGENTSTsELL
advertised brand men's shirts direct to wearer. No cap-
ital or experience required. Free samples. Madison
Mills. 505 Broadway, New York.

AGENTS SIGNS FOR STORES AND OFFICES—
entirely new— $50 week easily made. Chicago Sign
System. I'. 150 W. Austin Ave., Chicago.

ART PICTURES
WE HAVE COMPLETE LINE ART PICTURES SxlO

for 2'w. Write The Art Studio. Caithage, Mo.

GAMES AND ENTERTAINMENTS
FLAYS. MFSICAL COMEDIES AND REVFES.

minstrel choruses, blackface skits, vaudeville acts,
monologs, dialogs, recitations, entertainments, musical
readings, stage handbooks, make-up goods. Big cata-
log free. T. S. Denison & Co.. 623 So. Wabash,
Dent. 76, Chicago.

HELP WANTED
YOU ARE WANTED. GET U. S. GOVERNMENT

Jobs. $92-$192 month. Men—women, over 17. Com-
mon education sufficient. List positions obtainable

—

free. Write today. Franklin Institute, Dept. B-137,
Rochester, N. Y.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. EXCELLENT
opportunity. Experience unnecessary. Particulars free.
Write. American Detective System, 1968 Broadway,
New York.

WOMEN TO SEW. GOODS SENT PREPAID TO
your door; plain sewing; steady work; no canvassing;
send stamped envelope for prices paid. Universal Com-
pany, Dept. 21, Philadelphia, Pa.

WANTED- WOMEN. BECOME MILLINERY DE-
signers. Big Easter demand. $25 week. Sample les-
sons free. Franklin Institute, Dept. B-805, Rochester.
New York

.

BE A DETECTIVE—EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY;
good pay; travel. Write C. T. Ludwig, 567 Westover
BIdg.. Kansas City, Mo.
DETECTIVE AND FINGER PRINT EXPERTS OP.-

portunities. Particulars free. Arthur Wagner, 186
East 79th, New York.

WOMEN—GIRLS. LEARN GOWN DESIGNING.
$35 week. Learn while earning. Sample lessons free.
Franklin Institute, Dept. B-507, Rochester. N. Y.

MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS
$35.00 PROFIT NIGHTLY. SMALL CAPITAL

starts you. No experience needed. Our machines are
used and endorsed by government institutions. Cata-
log free. Atlas Moving Picture Company, 469 Morton
BIdg.. Chicago.

MANUSCRIPTS—TYPING. ETC.
SCENARIOS, MANUSCRIPTS TYPED. SEVEN

years' experience. 10c page including carbon copy.
Marjorie Jones, 1872 Ansel Road, Cleveland, Ohio.

WRITERS: MANUSCRIPTS REVISED; MARKETS
suggested. $1 per thousand words. Author's Bureau,
West Webster. N. Y.

PHOTOPLAYS AND STORIES CORRECTLY TYPE-
writteii. Edward Lav. 3 IS Temple Building, Chicago.

SCENARIOS, MANUSCRIPTS TYPED, STORIES.
books, poems, etc. loo page. Reliable; references.
Lydia Johnson, 2314 South Eighth Street, Sheboygan,
Wisconsin.

WANT TO WRITE: LET WRITER OF WIDE Ex-
perience aid you. Advice, criticism, etc. Correspondence
welcomed. Author, Box 186-H, Madison Sri. Sta.,

w York City.

OLD COINS. METALS. ETC.
HOW'S THIS FOR TEN CENTS: MAIL 10O WITH

your name and address, and you'll get a genuine old
coin over 100 years old and a 50-page illustrated Coin
Catalog. A "just-to-get-acqualnted offer." Coin Col-
lecting will prove pleasant and profitable to you. Start
now. Ii. Max Mehl, Numismatist, Mehl BIdg., Dept.
P, Fort Worth. Texas. Largest Rare Coin Establish-
ment In the United States.

OLD COINS WANTED. HAVE YOU AN ODD OR
old coin or bill? It may be worth several dollars.
Get posted. Send 4c for coin circular. May mean
much profit to you. Send now. Numismatic Bank,
Dept. 75. Fort Worth. Tex.

MAIL OLD GOLD. UNUSED POSTAGE, WAR AND
thrift stamps. Liberty Bonds, silver, platinum, dia-
monds, jewelry, watches, false teeth, magneto points,
etc., new or broken. Cash immediately. Held ten
clays, returned if unsatisfactory. Ohio Smelting Co.,
204 Lennox Building. Cleveland, Ohio.

OLD COINS, LARGE SPRING SELLING CATA-
logue of coins for sale, free. Catalogue quoting prices
paiil for coins, ten cents. William llesslein, 101C
'Fremont St., Boston, Mass.

BEAUTY AND HEALTH BOOKS
BEAUTY, HEALTH, HOUSEHOLD, THE WHOLE

world's book. Shows nature's way to Beauty, to Health,
and every Household hint you will wish to know. Every
woman blessed with beauty, learn how to retain it.
Those on whom the Gods have not smiled so kindly,
learn how to gain beauty of face and form to a marked
degree—learn how to ward off approaching age, to have
large stiong eyes, a dimpled back, graceful carriage and
oh, so many things dear to a woman's heart. Some-
thing unusual. Don't miss it. One Dollar, postpaid.
Winton Publishing Co., 439 West End Avenue, New
York City.

OF INTEREST TO WOMEN
YOUR PICTURE DRAWN FROM PHOTOGRAPH.

12 x 16 inches—$2.00. H. Kirchner, Elkhorn, Wise.

PHOTOPLAY TEXT BOOKS
AMBITIOUS WRITERS SEND TODAY FOR FREE

copy America's leading magazine for writers of photo-
plays, stories, poems. Instructive, helpful. Writer's
Digest. 611 Butler Building. Cincinnati.

PATENTS
PATENTS. WRITE FOR FREE GUIDE BOOK

ami Evidence of Conception Blank. Send model or
sketch for opinion of its patentable nature. Highest
References. Prompt Attention. Reasonable Terms.
Victor ,1. Evans & Co.. 763 Ninth. Washington. D. C.

PHOTOGRAPHY
SEND US YOUR KODAK NEGATIVES AND WE

will enlarge them for you. Write—The Art Studio,
809 Oak St., Carthage, Mo.

POEMS-VERSES
POEMS WANTED FOR PUBLICATION. CASH

paid for those available. Send one short poem today
for free examination. Idyl Tub. Co., 189 N. Clark
Street. Suite 214. Chicago.

$500.00 PRIZE CONTEST. IF YOU WRITE THE
best third verse for our song "Empty Anns" you will
receive $500.00. Send your name and we shall send
you free the contest rules and words of this song.
World Corporation. 245 West 47th St., Dept. 669-A,
New York

.

PURE FOOD PRODUCTS
KARSTAEDT'S MAMMOTH PECANS. ASSORTED

samples, $1.30. W. Hugo Karstaedt, Dayton. Ohio.

SCENARIO WRITER
EXPERIENCED SCENARIO WRITER WANTED TO

eollaljorate with me in i>erfecting new plot for which
sale assured. Lilieral proposition to right party. Ad-
dress—LocJt^

MISCELLANEOUS
HAVE A LOS ANGELES MAIL ADDRESS. BE

represented in Moneland. Mail forwarded. Make use
of our office service. Special missions efficiently and
confidentially executed. Write for information. Mor-
mark Company, Garland Building, Los Angeles.

"BOW LEGS and KNOCK-
KNEES" UNSIGHTLY

Send for Booklet showing photos of men with
and without THE PERFECT LEG FORMS.

PERFECT SALES CO., Dept. 54
140 N. Mayfield Ave., Chicago, 111.

Print Your Own
cards, circulars, labels, tags, menus
book, paper. Press $12. Larger $35. Job
Press SliO up. CUl'S EXPENSE IN HALF.

5 s35> SMALL OUTLAY. Pays for
~-^S itself in short time. Will last

"* for years. Easy to use, printed
rohs sent. Print for others,
lU(i PROFIT. Write factory
TODAY for press catalog,
TYPE, cards, paper.envelopes.

THE PRESS CO ,
0-43, Mender,, Conn.

Kill The Hair Root
My method in the only way to prevent the hairfrom grow-
ing again. Eas.v. pain I ess, harm lees. Noscare. Booklet free.
Write today, enclosing 3 stamps. We teach Beauty
Culture. 25 years in business.

D.J. MAHLER
19-J Mahler Park Providence, R. 9.

Copy this Sketch
and let me eee what you can do
with it. Many cartoonists and illus-
trators earning $30.00 to S200.00 or
more per week were trained by my
personal individual lessons by mail.
Landon Picture Charts make orig-
inal drawing easy to learn. Send sketch
with 6p in Btampa for sample Picture Chart,
long list of successful students and
evidence of what you can accomplish.

Pitas* stale age.

THE LANDON SCHOOL
S07 National BIdg., Cleveland, O.

The Romantic History of

the Motion Picture

(Continued from page 113)

With an indulgent, hopeful interest, their
father, Woodville Latham, looked on. He
was an old man, past sixty in years and old
in the experiences of life. He was anxious
indeed for the success of his sons. His pa-
ternal instinct was very strong.

Mostly his family hopes had gone down
with many another Southern pride at the
surrender of Lee at Appomattox Court
House. Latham, as well became a Latham
of Virginia, had served the Confederacy
well, first as a major of artillery in the
field and then as the executive officer of
the greatest Confederate arsenals, at Colum-
bus, in Georgia. But at heart Latham was
neither a soldier nor a business man, but
rather a scientist and scholar. The part he
was attempting to play was distasteful.

Woodville Latham had fifteen brothers
and sisters to share the inheritance of ruined
estates left from the War of the Rebellion.
That meant nothing each. Business beck-
oned to him with an appointment as resi-

dent engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio's
lines, between Pittsburgh and Chicago, but
the scholar in him, or perhaps the South-
erner, rebelled and he chose rather to become
a professor of chemistry at the University
of West Virginia—at' a professor's salary.

But financial pressure increased, and in

1894 we find him in New York. He lived
in most modest quarters at the old Bar-
tholdi hotel in Twenty-third street, seeking
in that late day to establish himself as a
chemical and consulting engineer—a rather
dispiriting task.

It is necessary that we review these facts

that we may know the manner of man who
was to figure spectacularly in the making
of the motion picture, and perchance to
expain why he was to gain neither reward of
money nor fame.
So it came that one day in that fall of '94

Otway Latham prevailed on his father
to come to the little show down at 83
Nassau street.

"You see, if we could project that on a
screen, like the slides in a stereopticon,
there'd be a fortune in it." The young
man was anxious to enlist his father's

scientific aid. Empiricism could go no far-

ther in this work.
"You can project anything on a screen

that you can see with the naked eye and
that can be photographed." Woodville
Latham was very positive in his answer.
He was also correct.

The vision of the motion picture theater

was then before them.
They set to work to attain it.

The making of the motion picture, which
entertains twenty million people a day in

the United States alone, had begun.

(To be continued)

Censor-Proof

THIS is hard to believe. But The
Morning Telegraph vouches for it.

A Texas exhibitor booked a picture which
starred Pauline Frederick, in which the hero-

ine goes away with her lover without the

formality of a wedding ceremony.

"Not married!" said the exhibitor. "I

can't have that in my theater."

So he hunted through a collection of old

film that he had, and discovered to his sat-

isfaction a wedding scene with Florence Reed
in bridal attire. He patched this to the

Pauline Frederick film and with the air of a

man who has done his duty, remarked:

"Now no one can say a word. She is

married !"

Every Advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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$500.00
"EMPTY ARMS"

Prize Contest
THE Lester Park-Edward Whiteside

photoplay, "Empty Arms," in-

spired the song "Empty Arms." A
third verse is wanted, and to the writer

of the best one submitted a prize of

$500 cash will be paid.

This contest is open to everybody.

You simply write the words for a

third verse — it is not necessary that

you see the photoplay before doing

so. Send your name and address on a

postal card or sheet of paper and we
shall send you a copy of the words of

the song, the rules of the contest and

a short synopsis of this photoplay.

It will cost you nothing to enter the

contest.

Write postal or letter today to

"EMPTY ARMS" CONTEST EDITOR
,

. VVA/rCT4^> ftaWORLD M. P. CORPORATION .LYWOODf, -Qd-

245 W. 47th St., Dept. 699, New York, N. Y.

Reduce Your Flesh in Spots
Arms Legs Bust Double Chin

in fart the entire body or any part without dieting

by wearing DR. WALTER'S Medicated Reducing

RUBBER GARMENTS
Bust Reducer, $6.00
Chin Reducer, $2.50

Anklets
for Reducing and

Shaping Ihe Ankles, «

$7.00 per pair.

Extra High, $9.00

Stud anklr mtaaurrmrru when orderino-

ili ust rated BookletSend Jo,

DR. JEANNE P
353 Fifth Ave.,

H. WALTER
New York

Remember

—

The sale date of PHOTOPLAY
has been changed to the fifteenth.

The May issue ofPHOTOPLAY
will be on sale at the news-

stands, April 15 th.

NONPAREII

x^§^-Just^TfeD'
far/srAcrro* Guaranteed
A OnYouR.Mo'JEr Back

KonPAkEIL CO. 6 Beach St.

BsVB Boston. Mass.^BHBI

f
f ONE" BOTTLE

MAKES
12 QUART S>

I'hoto by J. R. Diamond

Hugo Ballin: artist and direct,

would never be referred t<> as

husband any more than she
referred to as Hugo a wii.

>JlNCES

"Here'sanExtra$50!
"I'm making realmoney now ! Yes, I've

been keeping it a secret until pay day
came. I've Deen promoted with an in-

crease of $50 a month. And the first extra
money is yours. Just a little reward for
urging me to study at home. The boss
says my spare time training has made me
a valuable man to the firm and there's
more money coming soon. We're starting

up easy street, Grace, thanks to you ana
>ej. C.S."
[T*day more than ever before, money is what
Ws. You can't get along on what you have

been making. Somehow, you've simply got to in-
crease your earnings.

Fortunately for you there is an unfailing way to

C7"^HDfvi 1 4/> 't- Train yourself for bigger work, learn to dj
f IN|IAme one thing well and employers will be glad to

Drice FerBoWe&mtooA

TireAdenfs\fcftte
l An auto owner In .B An aofo owner
each localit.

oseandintroduce
Mel linger Extra-Ply and Cord Tires.
Make bis money part or full time. No
capital or experience needed. Snmple
Sections Furnished. GUARANTEED
8,000 & 10,000 Miles
fNo Seconds). Hand made. Finest materials.

filVFM T,RES FOR YOUR CAR to
UlWtll one user In each locality.
Be first to write quirk for special
Agents Offer and LowWholesale Prices.
MELLINGER TIRE & RUBBER CO.
966 North Oak St., Kansas City, Mo.

(Continued jrom page 69)

save money and not because he wants to

be the whole show. She, of course, being

his leading woman, gets a regular salary

;

but because she has the success of every

picture very much at heart, she spends

much of it for clothes.

She is really very lovely. Little; slim;

fine brow, which she doesn't persist in cov-

ering; gold hair recently bobbed by her-

self; white white skin; an intelligent, rather

than kissable, mouth ; eyes like the early

Italian Madonnas, until she smiles; then

—

like something else. Her beauty has been

solemnly classified as chiselled and cold. I

suspect she laughs at that.

Mabel is intensely feminine. Dislikes to

order her own luncheon, and is never quite

sure about the change, and how much to

give the waiter; given to dropping things;

vocally, the original ingenue.

Indirectly she rules her particular world.

Gentle persuasion, soft smiles, rather than
conversational brilliancy or intellectual mag-
netism or even obvious femininity. Buys
little things for the house that she likes,

ostensibly gifts for Hugo. The way she

speaks her husband's name is an uncon-
scious analysis of her character and, inci-

dentally, her charm.
Hugo Ballin would never be referred to

as Mabel's husband any more than she is

ever referred to as Hugo's wife. They are

The Ballins. Nobody knows her by her for-

mer name of Mabel Croft. She was an
actress, who had appeared with some suc-

cess on the stage and screen. He was,
and is, an artist of genuine merit and pres-

tige: member of the National Academy, and
all that. He was abroad for years. Re-
turning, he became interested in the films

and went in for them seriously. He was
the art director for Goldwyn, supervising

the settings for the first and some of the

most famous Goldwyn productions.

When Ballin felt he had learned some-
thing about the films, he formed his own
company and made "The Honorable Gen-
tleman," retitled "Pagan Love,'' or some-
thing like that, for publicity purposes. He
followed it up. with an interesting "East
Lynne," and the fine "Journey's End.'' a

picture without sub-titles, of real beauty.
In it. Mabel gave a performance of sweet-
ness and spirituality—ask any critic. They

(Continued on page 116)

pay you real money for your special knowledge.
You can get the training that will prepare you

forthe position you want in the work you like best,
whatever it may be. You can get it at home, in
soare time, tbroufh ihe International Correspond-
ence Schools.

It is the business of the I. C. S. to prepare men for
better positions at better pay. They have been do-
ing it for 30 years. They have helped two million
other men and women. They are training over
130,000 now. And they are ready and anxious to
help you.

Here is all we ask—without cost, without obligating
yourself in any way, simply mark and mall this coupon.

TEAR OUT HERE
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

BOX 6459 -B SCBANTON. PA.

Without cost or obligation, please explain bow I ran
qualify for the position, or in the subject before which
1 have marked an X in the list below:

—

D BUSINESS MANAO'M'T
D SALESMANSHIP

OELEC. ENGINEER
Electric Lighting & Bys.
Electric Wiring
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work
MECHANICAL ENGB.
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker
Gas Engine Operating

D CIVIL ENGINEER
D Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOR'N or ENGB.
STATIONARY ENGB.

D Marine Engineer
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
PLUMBING & HEAT'O
Sheet Metal Worker
Teit. Over=eer or Supt.

n CHEMIST
D Pharmacy

D ADVERTISING

B
Railroad Positions
ILLUSTRATING
Show Card & Sign Pig.

D Cartooning

§
Private Secretary
Business Correspondent
BOOKKEEPER
stenographer & Typist
Cert. Pub. Accountant

D TRAFFIC MANAGES
8 Railway Accountant

Commercial Law
D GOOD ENGLISH
8 Com. School Subjects

CIVIL SERVICE
8 Railway Mail Clerk
AUTOMOBILES

Q Mathematics

a
Navigation i(-] Spanish
Agriculture H BankingD Poultry

lUBanhin*

D Airplane Engines

Name

—

Street
Address.

City

Occupation ™

I
rraidino in Canada should rend thit coupon to the

International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited,

Montreal, Canada.

factory to Rider
A Saves eni to SB on the Ranger Bl«

cycle you select from 44 Styles, colors
and sizes. Deliver) I m e on approval ex-
press prepaid for 30 Days' Free Triar

nQMoTittistoPay
Ift nur liberal year to pay j>

Tires
litn'W [tnci__.

MPAri iyc\* c^p*Py ess Br
sVAVU\l Dept. S-40 Chicago treses'

_t at half
;..r r>»r<rlc,ui

ondarfel BQdw tssslofl

DO YOU LIKE TO DRAW?
CARTOONISTS ARE WELL PAID
Wo willnnt give vim inr Brand prtM IfFpi

atiHwer thin ad. Nor will we d»in
to make you rich in a week Hut 1

you are anxious to develop Jf' 1

talent with a auecesaful eat
SO you can make money, wer
of thin picture, with t> in iitampri for
portfolio of rartnonsand -ample Icaaon
plate, and let u« explain.

Tha W. L. Evan* School of Cartooning
650 Laadar Bide.. Cleveland, O.

When you write to advertisers please mention 1'IIOTOrLAY MAGAZINE.
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Wouldn't You Like to Earn

aWeek
in This

Fascinating
Field of Fashion?

Two wonderful new
high-salaried professions
which any woman can now
enter— Dress and Costume
Design which is the creating
of new styles, and Fashion
Illustration which is the draw-
ing of costumed figures for
reproduction. Hundreds of
attractive openings right now
in both of these fast-growing,
uncrowded fields.,

Easy to Learn
At Home in Spare Time

Regardless of your
past experience or your
present lack of ability, you
can now become eit her a Fash-
ion Illustrator or Designer.
The Fashion- Correction
method devised by a famous
fashion artist now makes it

possible for you to qualify
n either of these profes-
sions right in your own
home just as if you

were studying in

the studio of a
famous fashion ex-

pert.

Send for

FREE BOOK
Tells about great opportunities in both

these fascinating " women's professions,"
and explains how this new method enables you to
learn Fashion Arts in your home. Get more infor-
mation about this " world's most attractive high-
salaried field." Write for Free Book. No obliga-
tion. Merely send postal or letter to

Washington Fashion Institute
Room 130, Marden Building, Washington, D.C.

"O

Play By Ear

b»ff

{Be a Jazz
Music Master

Yes, yon can, even if yorj
ere JUST A BEGINNER
or en advanced student.
The Niagara School of Music
has perfected a method of in-
struction which will enable
yoa to play all the popular

\

song hits perfectly by ear.
\

All yoa need to know is how
to hum a tune. Our method

;
—only 20 lessons, which yoa

: can master in & little while
—will enable you to trans-
form the tune which is
running thru your head into
actual JAZZY music on the
piano. ALL BY EAR.

It Is Easy To Learn
Many masters of Jazz and

Ragtime music don't know
|
a note. Be a Music Master
yourself. It is easy—the les-

j

eons interesting and simple
—no tedious ding-dong daily

]

practice with the do, re, mi,
until yoa think yoa will go

|

crazy; not at all. Just 20
brief, entertaining lessons
and you have a musical

__ 'ability at which your
friends will marvel. YOU SIMPLY PLAY BY EAR.

Hum the Tune, Play It By Cap
Hear a new popular song hit, hum the tone, play it
yoarself. All by ear. Just think how many doll hours this
easily acquired ability will make happy, how many friends you
will ma.ee happy, how popular you will be when you JAZZ
the newest eontr success of Broadway after hearing It. All
done by car. Be a JAZZ MUSIC MASTEB.

>;rAR';p emails: a n o- ;.
: rvrv-E -'C ; -E3 \J fc*:i\-':

NIAGARA SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Dipt. 442, NIAGARA FAILS, H T.

Without obligation mail me booklet "The Niagara Method"

20

MAIL

Age. Ever take piano

leaRone? How many?.

The Ballins

(Continued from page 115)

were established, then. People began to

talk about them—in a nice way, you un-
derstand.

Their real triumph was "Jane Eyre," into

which both of them put their best, be-

cause it's the sort of thing they like to do.

A delicious Jane, La Ballin experienced the

thrill of seeing her name in large letters

and warm praise in the papers; Hugo, too.

They took it calmly and went right ahead
with their next production. "The Luxury
Tax" isn't what they particularly like to do

;

it's "society stuff," and these two quaint

creatures much prefer the lavender-and-old-
lace of "Jane." Obviously, this couple is

"old-fashioned."

You may wander into a picture gallery

and see one of his paintings. You may
hear that she is getting to look more and
more like Bernhardt—and she really has a
quality which is reminiscent of the great

Frenchwoman when she was twenty-four;
you may hear he is making a picture forty-
five reels long; you may even, some day
hear them being discussed by somebody or
other and learn that they are temperamen-
tal, like all these artists

—

If you do, don't believe it. I know bet-
ter. The Ballins will always be—the Bal-
lins. In spite of all I've said, I'll be tre-

mendously disappointed if I ever do find

out that there is an eccentricity lurking
about somewhere.

The Difference

THE critics of the films have always
bemoaned the fact that the producers

are quick to make capital of scandal. They
have wept and wailed at the publicity-
seeking actors and actresses; at the undigni-
fied uncommercialism of it all. A few of
them are foolishly grasping. But not all.

We wish they would consider a certain

recent case. In the Roscoe Arbuckle trag-
edy, there was involved an actor named
Lowell Sherman. He had appeared on the
stage for some years and was known as
the most popular "villain" on Broadway.
He played in Griffith's "Way Down East,"
and then was engaged by Goldwyn to come
west and make pictures. He made one
film for that company—"Grand Larceny."
He had a contract with another company
which, we understand, was broken when
the "Fatty" Arbuckle scandal filled the
newspapers.
Goldwyn had the name of Lowell Sherman

erased from the billing of "Grand Larceny."
His prominence in connection with the case
was not played upon; it was ignored. The
film company, in a quiet and dignified man-
ner, chose to pass up any publicity of this

nature. Decency, he felt, was preferable to
dollars.

A Broadway producer of plays, yclept
A. H. Woods, made Lowell Sherman one of
the stars in a new production called "Law-
ful Larceny." His name is blazoned on
Broadway.

ANEW YORK woman, who accused a
man of pinching her in a motion pic-

ture theater, has been exposed by the judge
before whom the case was tried, as a fraud
whose favorite indoor pastime seemed to
be making false charges against men. Men
paid no attention to her, so she had to
attract attention some way. It developed
that only a few months before a respect-
able married man had been unjustly sen-
tenced to jail on a similar charge which the
young lady had made.

Ain't men awful?

f*hylU§ Eavtr. Lovely Comtiv Star, ommenda IdavbeUin*

BEAUTIFIES EYES INSTANTLY
More than all else, well defined eyebrows and luxuriant
lashes create the beauty and expression of your face. The
slight darkening, the accentuation of line and shadow, is

the secret. Instantly and unfailingly the eyes
appear larger, deeper and more brilliant.
"MAYBELLINE" makes ecant eye-
brows and lashes appear naturally
long and luxurious. Used regularly
by beautiful girls and womenevery-
where. Unlike other preparations,
will not spread or smear on the face. Per-
fectly harmless. Each dainty box contains
mirror and brush for applying. Two shades.
Brown for Blondes, Black for Brunette*.
75c AT YOUR DEALER'S or direct from
os. Accept only Renuine "MAYBELUNB"
end your satisfaction is assured.

MAYBELLINE CO.
4305-21 Grand Blvd. CHICAGO

jfiji New Shoes

f Old Shoes

( Tight Shoes

all feel the same
if you shake into

them some

ALLEN'S

FOOT-EASE
so Easy to u.o The Antiseptic, Healing

Powder for the feet

Takes the friction

from the shoe, fresh-
ens the feet and gives
new vigor. At night
when your feet are
tired, sore and swollen
from walking or danc-
ing, sprinkle ALLEN'S
FOOT-EASE in the
foot-bath and enjoy
tbe bliss of feet
without an acbe.
Over 1,500,000 pounds

of Powder for the Feet
> were used by our Army
1 and Navy during the

J war.
\ In a Pinch, use ALLEN'S FOOT-EASE

Rests the Feet

We will tra inyou to writeshowcardsforus . No
canvassing or soliciting; we supply you with
steadv work; distanceno object; willpay you
from % 15 to $50 a week . WilsonMethod s, Ltd.
Dept. Q, 64 East Richmond, Toronto, Canada

f)9east{£) superfluous hair

Depilatory
Destroy the YEASTO Way
all hair on arms, limbs, under
arms and face—quickly and
painlessly. Does not injure

the most delicate skin but leaves it smooth and clean*

Contains no caustic or other harmful ingredients. A
large bottle sent prepaid in plain wrapper for 75 cents.

VERNOY CHEMICAL CO., SUMMIT. New Jersey

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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"Zukor Had an Idea"

(Continued from Page 64)

novelty of pictures that merely moved was
wearing away. Mr. Zukor had the revolu-

tionary idea that perhaps pictures that said

something and meant something beyond the

intricacies of "Horse Eating Hay," a current

Lubin success, might be valuable.

Something of a demonstration of the

merit of the idea was afforded by the

Comedy Theater's presentation of Pathe's

three-reel version of the Passion Play, made
in Paris. But the producers generally took

that as no precedent.

In this period the Marcus Loew Enter-

prises was formed and Mr. Zukor became
an officer of the concern. He had less to

do than formerly, and as he saw vaudeville

take the ascendency in the theaters again,

he got to turning over his idea. Pictures

were reduced to "fillers'' and "chasers'' on
the vaudeville programs.

In 1910, Mr. Zukor took a trip through
Europe and noted that in Paris and Vienna
the motion picture was being taken some-
what more seriously by the show men and
the public. Theaters presenting pictures

were in the better neighborhoods and
patronized by better people than in the

United States. The American admission
price was standardized at five cents. In
Europe the admissions ran from twenty-five

to seventy-five cents. That was evidence
in support of his persistent idea.

In the fall of 1911, Mr. Zukor came back
to talk about his idea and to receive once
more discouraging advice.

THE motion picture magnates of the pe-
riod would not listen.

Then came the determination to do the
the thing anyway, independently.
Mr. Zukor brought to the service of his

idea the theatrical ability and prestige of

Daniel Frohman and the motion picture

experience of Edward S. Porter, formerly
of the Edison picture concern. The idea

was to make motion pictures which should
tell a story long enough to constitute a com-
plete entertainment in a single subject, and
to do it in a quality way. It was also

proposed to draft for the screen the box
office values of the stage by the employ-
ment of well known and highly competent
actors—in other words, famous players.

In 191 2, the Famous Players was incor-
porated and plans were put into motion.
The first move was naturally enough to
seek for the initial production the most
famous of all famous players in the world.

Louis Mercanton was commissioned to
engage Sarah Bernhardt and produce a pic-

ture with her in the title role. Famous
Players was to finance the picture and to
receive, in return, the American rights. In
due time and after a deal of negotiation
Mme. Bernhardt agreed and the picture was
made in Paris, entitled "Queen Elizabeth."
The cost of the picture, four reels, was

$35,000.
It was a success. Then Famous Players

started producing.
The next picture was "The Prisoner of

Zenda," with James K. Hackett. The
roster of Famous Players since has included
most of the great names of the screen.

Among the earliest to adopt the Zukor idea
was the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Com-
pany, formed in 1913 and long since ab-
sorbed, with others, into the present Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation.

"Adolph Zukor presents" is a phrase that
has gone around the world on the screen,

and the interests built up on the original
notion born in the penny arcade are of
international scope. Adolph Zukor had an
idea.

<enu^^

SPIRIN
WARNING! Say "Bayer" when you buy Aspirin.

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are

not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians

over 21 years and proved safe by millions for

Colds Headache Rheumatism

Toothache Neuralgia Neuritis

Earache Lumbago Pain, Pain

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.

Handy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets— Also bottles of 24 and 100—Druggists.

AspiriD is tlie trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoaeeticacidester of Salicylicacid

- 1

)

No Gray Streaks

to Spoil Your Coiffure
Graying, faded hair just can't be smartly dressed and it adds ten years

to your age. But don't be discouraged—you can restore it this safe, sure,

easy way. Prove it by accepting our free trial offer and making your
own test.

The beautiful, even color of the lock you treat will convince you how
easy it is to keep your hair from ever turning gray. No danger of streak-

ing or discoloration, nothing to wash or rub off.

Mary T. Goldman's
Hair Color Restorer

Dainty, clear, colorless, applied by
combing through the hair. Easy, simple,
safe, results are ^ure. Mail the coupon
today, filling out carefully, if possible en-
closing a lock of hair. When ready to
restore all your hair get a full-sized bot-
tle from your druggist or direct.

MARY T. GOLDMAN
1112 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

Mary T. Goldman,
111-' (.oldman Bids., St. I'aul. Minn.
Please send me your FHEE trial bottle

Of Mary T. Goldman's Hair Color Re-
storer. The natural color of my hair is

black Jet black dark brown
medium brown.. light brown

Name
Address

Please print your name and address plainly.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOrLAT MAGAZINE.
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Corns
Lift Off with the Fingers

Photoplay Magazine—Advertising Section

Doesn't hurt a bit! Drop a little
"Freezone" on an aching corn, instantly

that corn stops hurting, then shortly you
lift it right off with fingers. Your drug-

gist sells a tiny bottle of
"Freezone" for

a few cents, sufficient to remove every

hard corn, soft corn, or corn between

toes, and calluses, without pain, soreness.

GENUINE DIAMONDS
GUARANTEED

Our Diamonds are distinc*
j

tive in fiery brilliancy.blue
white, perfect cut. Sent
prepaid for your inspec-
tion, on

CHARGE ACCOUNT I

Send for FREE !

Catalog
A wonderful book. Every-
thing fully explained.There\
are over 2000 i [lustrations of >

Diamond-set Solid Gold and '

Platinum Jewelry, WatchesA
x

Wrist Watches, Pearls, Mesb\
Bags. Silverware, etc., at

REDUCED PRICES
The Diamond Ringillustratedisonly',

one of a multitude shown in our large"".

Catalog, from which you can make selections. Exqui-
site Diamonds, from $25 up to as much as yon wish to
pay. Liberty Bonds Accepted at Par.

THE NATIONAL JEWELERS
Depl.M.S02 108 N. State St.

CHICAGO. ILL.
I BROS & COL 1053 STORES IN LEADING CITIES

WANTED—Railway Mail Clerks)
$1600 First / Franklin Institute. Oepl. B230, Rochester, N.Y.

Year £ s ' rs: Send me. without charge. (1) sam-
f pie Railway Mail Clerk Examination

M-„ R«„. ,# question": (2) schedule showing plareaen DOyS S> n.-xr examination!*; <?,) list of many irov-

Over 17 r?
"nimntjoba now obtainable.

Send Coupon f Name
Immediately •

MISS VAN WYCK SAYS:
In this department, Miss Van Wyck will answer all personal problems

referred to her. If stamped, addressed envelope is enclosed, your questions

will be answered by mail. This department is supplementary to the fashion

pages conducted by MissVanWyck, to be found this issue on pages 54 and 55.

Janet G., Indianapolis.—Capes are to be

very generally, worn this spring. I think

a cape is charming if properly worn. It is

a most graceful thing and has almost the

power of a fan, in a pretty woman's hands,

to please. The costumes of dress and cape

in tweeds and other sports materials are

going to be exceedingly popular. Look for

the new Photoplay Le Bon Ton Patterns.

They are unusually good this -saonth.

Anne M. F., Minneapolis.—Henna, if

properly applied, does not "ruin the hair."

The shampooer should not use too much of

it, but a little henna rinse cannot be harmful.

A greenish heather mixture would be nice

for the wool dress. Nile green, or even

black, for your afternoon frock would be

better than purple. Purple is a difficult

shade at best, is not smart, and is too old

for you anyway.

R. D., Florida.—I am as excited as you
are about your vacation trip. And it is so

nice to be able to spend such a goodly sum
for your apparel, isn't it? Let's see: you
will need a morning dress of some light ma-
terial or of gingham, if you like it—I do

—

two sports skirts, pleated, preferably, and
slip-on sweaters; a silk or taffeta frock or

two for afternoon; and two evening dresses

—one formal, and one of the "semi" variety.

A bathing suit—of course; a more or less

fussy white frock with a wide floppy hat;

and if you have a suit, all the better, and
a sports hat and a little sensible turban.

Shoes? Low-heeled oxfords; boots; slippers

to match your evening and afternoon frocks.

I hope you'll have the best time you ever

had, my dear. You might write and tell

me about it later, n'est ce pas?

Dorothy.—I would never advise anyone
to henna her hair. A henna shampoo would
give it a pretty glint, however, and is not
harmful. I think your friend Jean would
be very foolish indeed to bob her pretty long
blonde hair. As you say, it takes only a
moment to cut it, but it takes some time for

it to grow long again. Bobbed hair is not
as smart right now as it was; but many
women whom it particularly becomes have
kept right on that way. But be sure to

find out, if possible, how you're going to

look with bobbed hair before you do it.

You can't be too careful! The commonly
accepted "ingenue type" looks very well

;

but the more mature woman is not' so at-

tractive with shorn tresses. It depends, too,

upon the shape of the face. A .jound-faced
girl would be very silly to bob her hair.

There

!

L. C, Boston, Mass.—Are you sure you
are in perfect health? A sallow complexion
is very often the result of indigestion. If

your eyes are not bright, it may be eye
strain, as you say you use your eyes most
of the time. I would, if I were you, consult
my physician; then, if he cannot help you,
come to me again and we'll see what we can
do!

Jenny.—Why should you try to gain
weight ? Your picture shows you to be
just about right, with a splendid figure for
modern dresses. Follow our patterns—you
know, except for stamps, you can have one
absolutely free—and you will always have
the assurance that you are very well gowned.

Edna.—May I congratulate you? I think,

too, that June is the very nicest month of

the year to be married in. I hope you'll be

very happy. If you will send me a stamped
addressed envelope I'll give you suggestions

for your gowns in detail. The Patterns de-

signed by Le Bon Ton for Miss Elsie Fer-

guson in the April issue would be very apt

for you, I believe. Those made for Mae
Murray, in this issue of the Magazine, are

also well worth your attention. I know if

you make your own dresses you will find Le
Bon Ton Pattern Service in Photoplay in-

valuable.

G., Long Island.—Your letter interested

me very much. I wish you would send me
your photograph so that I might form some
idea of your type. I wonder if it is your
manner rather than your clothes which is

at fault? A little reserve might be very
valuable to you. Cultivate depth—consid-

eration of others

—

poise. Poise is a gift,

very often; but it can be cultivated. I'm
going to write you a personal letter and keep
in touch with you.

Evelyn.—If your hair is short and thin,

why not bob it and give it a new start?

Treat it with a tonic for dry hair—you can
purchase a good one from Simonson's,
Fifth Avenue at Forty-second Street, New
York City. To give it gloss you might
use brilliantine, but very sparingly. Let me
know how you come out.

B. W., Detroit.—It is very sweet of you
to want to buy your mother a new dress,

and I would love to be able to tell you
just what kind to buy her; but you see I

know nothing about her—whether she is tall

or short, her coloring, or anything. Why not
tell her about it and go with her while she
selects a frock? It would be much more
satisfactory that way, and I am sure she will

appreciate it just as much—if not more!

Ursula, Hyde Park, Illinois.—I have
been in that beautiful suburb of Chicago,
and heartily agree with you that it is a
charming place to live. However, my home
has always been in the east although Paris

is a second home to me. I am afraid the

only way successfully to curl very short hair

is with a heated iron. And I dislike to

recommend that. Especially if you do it

yourself. A capable hair-dresser can curl

short hair without injuring it. Straight

bobbed hair is charming—if it becomes you
at all. Why not try it?

J. K., Dayton, Ohio.—As a foundation
for a wardrobe, a well-dressed woman should
have one street suit, with as many blouses

as she can afford; one sports coat; one after-

noon dress of silk or crepe or taffeta; one
evening frock, with a cape; one simple street

hat, one hat for the afternoon, and a sports

hat of some sort. Wool stockings became
very popular in New York during the win-
ter, for street wear. Your best colors should
be shades of blue, brown and violet.

A. L., Connecticut.—You would be a
golden girl—charmingly gowned in gold
color. So many girls wear blue, pink, or-

chid, and yellow. With your coloring,

either nile green or gold with gold slippers

and stockings would be delightful. Have a
good time at the wedding!

Every advertisement in PIIOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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A Misunderstood Woman
(Continued jrom page 25)

permits one to become reportorial. So
an appointment wa's made for ten o'clock

one morning. I was afraid it might interfere

with her rest, having in mind my own
feather complex.

"I am up every morning at seven!" she

cried.

I bowed respectfully and went home to

set the alarm.

"Madame is not in," lied the butler

suavely when I called at the hour of the

appointment.

"But wasn't she expecting me?" I ven-
tured, lifting my sun glasses, the better to

see.

"Oh, pardon me," said he. "I didn't rec-

ognize you with the glasses. Come in.

Madame will be down in a moment."
He wasn't a bit abashed at reneging on

his fib.

Naturally an English butler owes nothing

to the memory of George Washington. That
is why English butlers are so much more
efficient than American.

I heard the click of typewriter keys above.

Then footsteps came skipping, in the tripled

rhythm of three steps at a time, down the

staircase, and the august Madame entered,

whistling.

"QHE enters whistling," I observed aloud.

O Nazimova made a moue and twirled

into the corner of a divan, drawing her feet

up after.

The effect was boyish: shining black hair

cropped very short and parted on one side,

a white Eton collar over a dark blouse, a

short plaid skirt and flat-heeled brogues,

and an abnormally long cigarette holder

properly functioning.

Bella Donna, Hedda Gabler, Madame Pea-
cock, Madame Nazimova—she's none of

them. There is not a suggestion of hauteur
or languor about her. Her dignity is about
as impressive as Dorothy Gish's.

She has a handclasp, direct and energetic,

which any politician might envy. It's the

essence of sincerity. It's inimitable.

I have been in the presence of Nazimova
many times and have yet to find her static.

She never walks but she runs, or skips or

scuds or bounds. When at work she wears
Chinese pajamas to expedite progress. Her
ancestors undoubtedly were cossacks. Had
she been born in this country I would al-

most have been tempted to think they were
taxi drivers. When required to sit she ex-

ercises her hands and shoulders. She's never

still.

Once I asked her the secret for this su-

perior pep, hoping half-heartedly for the

name of a reliable bootlegger. Instead,

—

"Hot water for breakfast."

"Hot water?"—a weak squeak.

"Well, a dash of lemon if you wish. For
lunch, a three-minute egg and dry toast

—

and a cup of tea without sugar. For din-

ner, a little meat."

She assured me that such a diet would
not only generate energy but keep the figure

youthful. But remembering Uncle Tom I

silently declared that my soul might belong

to God but my figure certainly belonged to

me, and rather than treat it with hot water

and soft-boiled eggs I would suffer a pre-

mature senility, be a listless and paunchy old

gentleman. Yet like all cravens, I admire

the Spartan spirit. After observing Nazim-
ova's supple slenderness, just five foot three

in height, and an energetic youthfulness

that claims to be mathematically forty-five,

I would gladly write a testimonial to the

efficacy of her diet. It would read like

Will Roger's endorsement of a certain

cigarette: "I don't smoke, but if I did I'd

smoke your brand."
(Continued on page 120)

I Teach Piano a FunnyWay
So People Told Me When I First Started
in 1891. But now, after over twenty-
five years of steady growth, I have far
more students than were ever before
taught by one man. I am able to
make them players of the piano or
organ in quarter the usual time, at
quarter the usual cost.

To persons who have not previously heard of my
method this may seem a pretty bold statement.
But I will gladly convince you of its accuracy by
referring you to any number of mv graduates in
any part of the world. There isn't a state in the
Union that doesn't contain many players of the
piano or organ who obtained their training from

me by mail.

Investigate by writing for
my 64-page free booklet,
"How to Learn Piano or
Organ."

Myway of teaching piano
or organ is entirely different
from all others. Out of
every four hours of study
one hour is spent entirely
away from the keyboard —
learning something about
Harmony and The Laws of
Music. This is an awful
shock to most teachers of
the "old school," who still

think that learning piano
is solely a problem of " fin-

ger gymnastics." When
you do go to the keyboard,
you accomplish twice as
much, because you un-
derstand whatyou aredoing.
Withinfour lessons I enable
you to play an interesting
piece not only in the origi-
nal key, but in other keys
as well.

I make use of every pos-
sible scientific help—many
of which are entirely un-
known to the average
teacher. My patented in-

vention, the COLOR-
OTONE, sweeps away
playing difficulties that
have troubled st ud ents
for generations. By its use.
Transposition — usually a
"nightmare" to students—
becomes easy and fascinat-
ing. With my fifth lesson
I introduce another im-
portant and exclusive in-

vention, QUINN-DEX.
Quinn-dex is a simple,
hand-operated moving-pic-
ture device, which enables
you to see, right before
your eyes, every movement
of my hands at the key-
board. You actually see
the fingers move. Instead
of having to reproduce
your teacher's finger
movements from MEM-
ORY — which cannot be
always accurate—you have
the correct models before
you during every minute
of practice. The COLOR-
OTONE and QUINN-DEX

Marcus Lucius Quinn
Conservatory of Music
Sludio PH44, 598 Columbia Road, Boston, 25, Mass.
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DR. QUINN AT HIS PIANO
From the Famous Sketch by Schneider,
Exhibited at the St. Louis Exposition.

save you months and years of wasted effort. They
can be obtained only from me and there is nothing
else anywhere even remotely like them.
Men and women who have failed by other meth-

ods have quickly and easily attained success when
studying with me. In all essential ways you are
in closer touch with me than if you were studying
by the oral method— yet my lessons cost you only
43 cents each—and they include all the many recent
developments in scientific teaching. For the stu-
dent of moderate means, this method of studying
isfar superior to all others: and even for the wealthi-
est student there is nothing better at any price.
You may be certain that your progress is at all

times in accord with the best musical thought of
the present day, and this makes all the difference
in the world.

My Course is endorsed by distinguished musicians,
who would not recommend any Course that did
not maintain the highest standards. It is for
beginners, or experienced players, old or young.
You advance as rapidly or as slowly as you wish.
All necessary music is supplied without extra
charge. A diploma is granted. Write to-day. with-
out cost or obligation, for 64-page free booklet,
" How to Learn Piano or Organ."

FREE BOOK COUPON •

QUINN CONSERVATORY. Studio PH 44
598 Columbia Road, Boston, 25, Mass.

Please send me, without cost or obligation,
your free booklet, "How to Learn Piano or
Orcan." and full particulars of your Course and
special reduced Tuition offer.

Name

Address .

73 FOR THOSE EYES!

QUIP"
01111, tfful CSCW, I

SOCIETE LA FRANCE. O.oU P. tS W. 26th
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50c i iir. brush inchdal.

SU HEW YORK CITY

H/riU PROFESSIONAL TONE
1 1 V fcri MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
land lessons sent on free trial. Violin. Tenor
Banjo, Hawaiian Guitar, Ukulele, Mandol

net, Banjo MandoMn. Banjo Ukulele. (Jul tar. Banjo Guitar.
or Banjo. Wonderful new copyrighted system of teaching
note music by mall. Four lessons will teach you several
pieces. Over 100.000 successful players. Do not nils
this free trial offer. Write for booklet. No obligation:

SLINGERLAND SCHOOL OF MUSIC. Inc..

1815 Orchard Street, Depl. "2 Chicago, Illinois

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOl'LAT MAGAZINE.
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SendNoMoney
Ladies Diamond Solitaire Rin^

ExaminationFREE
This exquisite, blue-

white perfectly cut Dia-
mond, in ladies' HKsoIid-
gold setting will be sentFREE of charge, all

charges prepaid, for
your examination. Then,
if you decide to keep it,

pay only $5.00—balance
at $2.00 a month lor ten months.
Buying direct assures you this Rock

Bottom Price, on easy credit terms. Take
advantage of this amazing offer TODAY!
Only S2.00 a month ! You take no risk
whatever. Accept ring only AFTER you
have examined it and are satisfied you
have received the most for your money.
SWEET'S policy: You must be satislied
or no sale.

No Security! No Red Tape!
We Gladly Trust You

Free
Send postal for

Greatest Watch,
Diamond and
Jewelry Book
ever published.

Let us send you
FREE, this beautiful

De Luxe Catalog No. 422-H; also request
blank which enables you to order above
ring or any other article of jewelry for

FREE EXAMINATION. No money in

advance. Ten months to pay on every-
thing. Get the beautiful things you want
NOW — pay later on easy credit terms.

Write for details of Great Ring Offer, Re-
quest Blank and Free Catalog.

Address Dept. 422-J
Capital $1,000,000

'THE HOUSE OF qUALITX"

LW-SWEET INC
1650-1660 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Itoiir Hair 'Bobbedi
WithoutCuttingly
Be occasionally Bobbed and keep ;*^r *
your friends guessing. My new deviceX-««y
will do this for you in a jiffy. S2.00 will

bring to you, postpaid, my device complete
with full instructions. Satisfaction guaranteed.

MME. GR4CE BOND. Hairdresser Specialist

2380 Amsterdam Avenue New Vork City

Skin Tortured Babies Sleep

Mothers Rest
After Cuticura

Soap,Ointment,Talcum,2fic. everywhere. For samples
address: Cuticura Laboratories, Dept. D, Maiden, Mar s.
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A Misunderstood Woman
(Continued jrom page ng)

For happiness she recommended work.
There again we differed.

"I am mis-er-able when I do not work,

—

mis-er-able" she cried, her rapier eyebrows
lifted tragically in tune with her inflection.

It's Art when anyone can make me feel

sorry because there isn't any work to do.

If her hardest bit of acting is swaying
an interviewer, as she alleges, I solemnly
proclaim Nazimova the world's greatest.

They say Sarah Bernhardt can shake you
with sobs by reciting "Poor Little Ice-Cream
Soda" in French. But fancy being stricken

by a number in English entitled "Nothing
To Do But Loaf."

Yet Nazimova really can sweep you into

her mood. She's vibrant. Her thought
flows in pictures which she externalizes

by gesture, pose, and facial nuance. With
Stendahl she might say, "My head is a
magic lantern."

She lives in art. Disengage her and she
would die of boredom because there are no
other interests sufficiently vital to her. Her
bantering, slightly satirical, humor conceals
her sensitiveness. She is extremely sensitive

toward her work. Adverse criticism of her
last Metro pictures cut her sharply. Yet
to all appearances she was untouched; she

continued to assume production responsibili-

ties which critics declared were too much
for her. Some thought that her ego was
running rampant, unbridled. That is not
true. She may not have as clear a per-

spective or understanding of production as,

=ay, Mary Pickford, but she will gain it or
die in valiant defeat. There's a strain of

perversity in her that will not let her pass

up a challenge where her art is concerned.

If some one told her that she could get

away with an Oriental dance all right but
that she'd never be able to do a good buck
and wing, she'd start clogging immediately.

Outside the theatrical domain, however,
she quickly yields. She has no business abil-

ity. She cares nothing about money. She
never accumulated any until she married
Charles Bryant and he became her business

manager.

Her character is in the lines of her hands.

She is proud of her hands.

"They are not the hands of an artist,"

says she. "They are the hands of a work-
man."

BECAUSE she is an aristocrat of the arts

we make the mistake of considering her

an aristocrat in caste. In the very name
Nazimova there is something grandiloquent,

sonorous, ritualistic,—like the notes of a
cathedral organ. But in her heart there are

no such notes. She scorns all artificial

caste. In common or with most young in-

tellectuals under the autocracy of the Tsar
she had nihilistic sympathies, a devout loy-

alty toward al! workers. She still has that

loyalty, and like Pickford and Griffith, she

has the faculty for inspiring loyalty and
adoration in those around her.

She wants to be thought a good fellow.

And, apparently, she has no difficulty what-
ever in achieving that ambition.

She confesses she used to think herself

quite "Ibsenish and highbrowish," in high
heels and long trailing gowns, but how the

pose wearied her!

She's not an aristocrat, but a rebel. That
sums her up in a line.

She's addressed as Madame Nazimova, but
one thinks of her as "Naz."

She's the sort of jazz that Tschaikowsky
might have written had he studied under
Irving Berlin.

She's a Misunderstood Woman who wants
to be understood

—

And if you don't think she's interesting,

you're old.
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Dr. Lawton's Guaranteed

FAT REDUCER
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Will show reduction taking
place in 11 days, or money
refunded. !*esults c

f
ome usually -in

three or four days, but if

you do not pee positive reduction taking
place in 11 days (the full trial period), return
the Reducer at once, together with the in-

struction book that accompanied it, and
your $5 will be refunded. Dr. Lawton. shown in
picture, reduced from 11 to 152 pounds in a very
short time. The Reducer is not electrical; made
of soft rubber, and weighs but a few ounces.
Whether you are 10 or 100 pounds overweight)
you can reduce any part you wish, quickly, safely
and permanently, by vising Reducer a few
minutes, night and morning. By a gentle manip-
ulation, the Reducer breaks down and disinte-
grates fatty tissue which becomes waste matter
and is carried out of the system through the
organs of elimination; thereby the blood circula-
tion is improved. For years. Dr. Lawson's Fat
Reducer has been successfully sold and is used by
thousands. It is ENDORSED BY PHYSI-
CIANS, and its use requires no dieting, starving,
medicines or exercise. Sold generally by drug-
gists everywhere, or will be sent direct to your
home, in plain wrapper, upon receipt of $5 plus
20c to cover cost of Parcel Post and Insurance
(S5.20 in all.) Send for your Fat Reducer today.
Remember, it is guaranteed.

DR. THOMAS LAWTON
120 W. 70th St. Dept. 78 New York

Your
skin can

be quickly

f
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^^U-^^^ pies, Blackheads,

1^^;I=17 Acne Eruptions on them^ mr face or body, Enlarged^ Porea, OilyorShiny Skin. $1,600^ Cold Cash says I can clear your
Wr skin of the above blemishes.
•W-k w~ W+ WRITE TODAY for my FREE

»#*. K Booklet— "A CLEAR-TONE
> AVi^aWSKIN"—telling how I cured
myself after being afflicted for fifteen yeara.
E.S.GIVENS. 1 39 Chemical Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

7 Jewel, 10 yr. Case
Watch

RUSH your name and address and we will telisw
you HOW you can get this handsome 7-Jewel. "

10-year guaranteed gold-filled Bracelet Watch
WITHOUT COST TO YOU

Remember, with our plan it WON'T cost yon a
cent. Bracelet Watch comes to you in an elabo-
rate velvet box.
Write at once for GIVE-AWAY Watch Plan.

HOME SUPPLY CO.
1 16 Nassau St., Dept. 85 - New York City

Comics, Cartoons. Commer-
cial. Newspaper and Maga-
zine Illustrating. Pastel
Crayon Portraits and Fash-
ions. By Mall or Local
Classes. Write fortermaand
List of successful students.
Associated Art Studios,

12A Flatiron Bldg. .NewYork
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Questions and Answers
(Continued from page 74)

Peggy H., Summit, N. J.—Straightfor-

ward and honest, Peggy H. ! Clarence Bur-

ton was the husband, and Forrest Stanley

the well-known "other man" in Cecil de

Mille's "Forbidden Fruit," with Agnes Ayres.

Pearl White was born in 1880. Cullen Lan-
dis and Ralph Graves, Goldwyn. Landis

has two children. Address Dorothy Daven-
port, care of Lester Cuneo Pictures, 635 H.

W. Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles.

Green.—Well, you are, you know. I

wouldn't emphasize the fact by using green

ink either, if I were you. Those scenes in

"Food for Scandal," the Wanda Hawley
film,' may have been filmed in Ramona's
Marriage Place in San Diego. If it's really

a matter of vital importance to you, write

the publicity department of Paramount and

ask them about it.

G. G., Indiana.—When I read your letter

I reached for my silver-handled meat axe,

but remembered in time that I had sent it

out to be sharpened, anticipating the arrival

of your missive. (Of course I don't really

mean that—not all of it. It really hasn't a

silver handle.) Wallace Reid is thirty-one.

Yes, he is married. Yes, to Dorothy Dav-
enport. Yes, he has a son Bill Reid. I

wish you would take a memory course or

something. I've answered those questions

about Reid for you every month for three

years.

E. B., Bennington, Vt.—Mahlon Ham-
ilton opposite Gloria Swanson in "Under the

Lash," the adaptation of "The Shulamite."

William Russell was Blair Stanley in "The
Diamond from the Sky"—ah, a voice from
the past. Jay Belasco is about twenty-five.

He is unmarried, born in Brooklyn and ap-

pears in Christie comedies. Percy Marmont
is married. Wallace MacDonald is Mr. Doris

Mav.

M. G. K.—I appreciate your thinking of

me and love to get colored postcards of

L'Arc de Triomphe, Notre Dame, and the

Bay of Naples. It mitigates my prosaic

existence, if such a ihing is possible. When
you return, I'll answer all your o.uestions

about the cinema, I promise you.

A. N., Oakland.—Buck Jones is married,

but that won't stop him from sending you
his photograph. In fact, Mrs. Jones prob-

ably attends to his correspondence herself.

He's with Fox western. Lionel Barrymore
in "Boomerang Bill"; address him at the

Cosmopolitan studios, N. Y. C. His wife

is Doris Rankin. You pronounce it Thomas
J/ee-an. Theda Bara's play, "The Blue
Flame," went out. She's Mrs. Charles Bra-
bin.

Phyllis.—I refuse, absolutely. The idea

!

Imagine ! A nom de plume of "Just Me"

!

Great Grecian gods ! Margery Wilson was
the girl in "Crooked Straight." She hasn't

been seen on the screen for a long time;
don't know why. Speak up, Margery

!

W. S. H., Arkansas.—To quiet my read-

ers I hasten to assure them that these initials,

while the same as Bill's, do not belong to

him. Mr. W. S. Hart was born December
6, 1874. Harold Lloyd lost the thumb
of his right hand in an explosion over a

year ago and had a narrow escape from
blindness. Lloyd is one of the finest chaps
I know. Warner Oland in "The Fatal
Ring."

(Continued on page 122)

Reduce or Increase Your
Weight— to Music
NOW you can have the lessons by which I have reduced

or built up the weight of over 100,000 women— in a

new form—set to music on phonograph records. Every
exercise, I know from twenty years' work with women, i?,

safe and beneficial for them.

My exercises are individual, with directions for breathing,
bathing, diet (when needed), adapted to your special needs.
I study your case as a physician, giving, instead of medi-
cine, exercises to help Nature to restore you to normal
health and figure. Let me help you to

GetWell— In a Delightful New Way
Let me hcJp you build up vitality, stimulate circulation, strengthen
vital organs, be free from nagging ailments. My pupils say:

"I have gained 31 pounds and it is just four months today since I began your work."

"When I first took up your course I weighed 190 pounds. 1 have reduced myself to
about 158 pounds. It is such a joy to know that I do not have to be fat."

"I am entirely cured of indigestion. My friends remark on my robust appearance
and good health."

"I cannot realize that six months ago I was a physical wreck and under the doctor's
care all the time; and now I feel perfectly well all the time. My friends all think my
case nothing short of a miracle."

Send for My First Lesson
Record A—for reducing weight
Record B—for increasing weight

Each record includes my fascinating walking jesson.

May I prove that I can reduce or build up your
weight, improve your health and figure ? Let me
send you my first exercises, set to[music. // costs you
nothing to try them. Mail the coupon NOW, telling

me your faults of health or figure that I may advise
you individually. If you do not want the phono-
graph records, write for information about my
regular course for reducing or increasing flesh and
building health. I will send you FREE my booklet
of helpful hints to women.

OU^sO^frl^tZ^ O-C^iy,5^t
^~-

Five Day FREE TRIAL Coupon
Miss Susanna Cocroft
Dept. 35, 8 9 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Please send me your new record, together with
complete information about your work. At the
end of five days' free trial. I will either enroll for
the full course, or return the record in good con-
dition.

My weight is my height is my age is

Name

Street

.

Town. -State- .(13)

Have a beautiful, healthy com-
plexion. Don't let unsichtly
blemishes hide the real beauty
of your skin. Use

Prof. I. Hubert's

MALVINA
CREAM
You'll be surprised

at results. Best when
Used With Mutv.nal.ollnn
andftUIvlnfttehUiyoISoap.
Sold everywhere. Cream

60c. Lotion 60c. Soap
30c. Postpaid on receipt

of money order.
Write for free booklet with story
"She Won a Husband," and

beauty hints and helps.

PROF. I. HUBERT,
Dept. S42 TOLEDO. OHIO

CompleieConservalory

Course by Mail
Wonderful home study music

lessons under great American
and European teachers. En-

dorsed by Paderewski. Masterteachers guide and coach you.
Lessons a marvel of simplicity and completeness.

Any I
netrnmani Write naming course you are interested
n51lUineilIi n :Pi ano,Harmony. Voice.PublicSchool

Music, Violin,Cornet. Mandolin.Guitar, Banjo or Reed Organ
—and we will send FREE CATALOG. SEND for it NOW!
UniversityExtensionConservatory, 557 Sieje!-M»erjBM[„Chicage

For a Few Cents a Day
Diamond barrwlnt— 123 paffeaof them. The eTeateat Diamond book
ever published sent treat r four name and address. Your choice of
milllona of dollar* worth of diamond a Bant upon request. No money
down. Termita low a» a faw cent* a day. 8 per cent yearly increase
lo Tilue guaranteed. Extra 6 per cent bnnue may be earned

book, thousand* of bargain?
[724.

1 Maiden Lane. New York, N. Y

Big Band Catalog sent free

th«cornets
the Army ami
lute catalog: '
fully <.carripti<
instrument int
trial. Easy p

Used by
Send for

LYON & HEALY
50-64A Jackson Blvd.. Chicago

six-room house;
given:

™ ture
or

I WILL BUY THE LOT
This means just what it

don't want your money. Thi
a true offer and I positively mean
what I say. I give the house, and if you don't own a I

lot. I will arrange for the lot for you. This i
|

chance to free yourself from the landlord 'a clutches, i

Rush me vour name and address quick for a hip. pic-

and full description and plans of the home. You risk nothing. PAY ME NOTHING NOW I

ANYTIME. Remember. I do not want any of your money. The house is GIV1
|

Address C. E. MOORE. Prcs., Home Builders Club. Dept. 429. Batavta. III.
j

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOl'LAY U VG \ZING.
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Hair Remover
Genuine—Original

BY actual test genuine De Miracle is

the safest and surest. When you
use it you are not experimenting with
a new and untried depilatory, because

it has been in use for over 20 years,

and is the only depilatory that has ever

been endorsed by Physicians, Surgeons,

Dermatologists, Medical Journals and
Prominent Magazines. 1

De Miracle is the most cleanly, because

there is no mussy mixture to apply or

wash off. 'You simply wet the hair

with this nice De Miracle sanitary liq-

uid and it is gone. De Miracle alone

devitalizes hair, which is the only

common-sense way to remove it from

\ face, neck, arms, underarms or limbs.

Try De Miracle just once, and if you
are not convinced that it is the perfect

hair remover return it to us with the

De Miracle guarantee and we will re-

fund your money. Write for book free.

Three sizes: 60c, $1.00, #2.00

At all toilet counters, or direct

from us in plain wrapper

Resist the elements^ of weakness
and ill-health that are dragging you
down and sapping your very lite

forces. Get rid of the nagging com-
plaints that make your life a
wretched failure. Shake off Catarrh,
Constipation, Indigestion, Dyspep-
sia, Biliousness, Headache.jNervous-
nes3, Rheumatism, Asthma, Weak
Lungs, Weak Heart, Rupture, Bad
Habits, Lost Power and the numer-
ous other results of neglect and
abuse. Don't put it off until you
are down and out. Get busy NOW.
STRONGFORTISM—The Mod-

ern Science of Health Promotion
will show you how to Banish
Your Ailments, Conquer Your
Weaknesses and fit yourself for
the Joys of Life. I guarantee it.

Mention the ailments on which
you want special confidential in-
formation and send with 10c for
postage, etc., on my book, "Pro-
motion and Conservation of
Health, Strength and Mental
Energy. ** It will point your way to
health and happiness. Sendfor my

STRC1PF0RT free book Ri Sht Now—TODAY.
LIONEL STRONGFORT

Physical and Health Specialist
Dept. 785 Newark, New Jersey

Tt:o

Perfect Man

Questions and Answers
(Continued jrom page 121)

The Yellow Jacket.—No, no—I'm not
Carolyn Van Wyck. And not so loud—she

might hear. I know absolutely nothing

about fashions, and Miss Van Wyck knows
just about everything. I'd suggest you
write to her. She'll probably tell you they're

not wearing yellow jackets this season.

You'll have to get a new now, de plume.

Miss Gray.—Tom Mix is coy as to age.

He refuses to give his. William Farnum is

married, and very happily, to Olive White,

a very charming lady. His new picture,

"A Stage Romance," is his best in a long

time. Peggy Shaw and Myrtle Bonillas are

his leading women.

H. B., Dallas.—Billie Burke is on the

stage now in ''The Intimate Strangers," a

nice fragile play by Booth Tarkington, in

which Glenn Hunter also appears. Young
Mr. Hunter has made a new picture called

"The Cradle Busters." Billie was born in

1886, is married to Flo Ziegfeld, and has one
little girl, Patricia.

Ynez.—How on earth do you pronounce
that? A gulp and a grimace—Ynez. It may
be a really pretty name, though. Carol
Dempster's bronze eyes and hair undoubt-
edly have it. Address them at the D. W.
Griffith studios, Mamaroneck, N. Y. Miss
Dempster first opened those eyes on Janu-
ary 16, 1902.

Millie.—You don't mind the Millie, do
you? Mildred is so darned formal. Ann
Pennington left the screen some years ago.

I liked her pictures, too, but the general ver-

dict seemed to be that she was better on the

stage than the screen. She's the star of

George White's "Scandals" shows now. She
is not married.

Dorothy K. J.—Dorothy Kelly has not
been in films for years. She was a Vitagraph
player, and a fine one. She married one
Herbert Havenor, a non-professional, I be-
lieve; and has not been on the screen since.

The photograph you enclose is of Betty
Blythe, the erstwhile "Queen of Sheba," now
in Rex Beach's United Artists feature, "Fair

Lady." Yes—of course, Betty has the title

role. She's Mrs. Paul Scardon in private

life.

GONQ5IER
\burWeaknessesll

A. M., Detroit.—I stayed up until nine

P. M. answering yours and others' letters.

I really work awfully hard, but nobody be-
lieves it. I have the art—ahem !—of achiev-

ing these paragraphs with ease and equanim-
y. Douglas McLean was born in Philadel-

hia, but declines to say when. So do I,

these days.

C. J., Park Falls, Wis.—The abbrevia-
tions of states have always been sore trials

to me. I hate abbreviations, and yet I must
use them all the time. William and Neal
Hart are not related; neither are Doug and
Bill Fairbanks. Elsie Ferguson was born in

1883. Ethel Clayton is thirty-one. She is

the widow of Joseph Kaufman.

Lola A. E.—Sweet youth ! A problem in

geometry your chief trouble, and making
fudge your greatest joy. I never could do
geometry and fudge never appealed to me.
I would much rather be old, as I am. Jack
Perrin and Kathleen O'Connor in "The Lion
Man." Kathleen is the wife of Lynn Reyn-
olds, the director, and her latest appearance
is in Goldwyn-Rupert Hughes' "Darlin',"
which features Colleen Moore.

(Continued on page 123)

Bobbed
Hair

Wear a
National

Bob
The woman who is "up-to-the-minute" from head to

foot, appreciates the rare comfort and charm of our

youthful "National Bob."

Since fashion decreed "Bobbed Hair" there was a "Na-
tional" demand for the "bobbed" effect—especially from
the woman who hesitated to cut her own hair.

So we originated the beautiful
"National Bob" to eliminate
curling and burning—can be
worn with long or bobbed hair;

attached with two tiny combs,
on and off in a jiffy.

We sell Artificial $1 50

Eye-Lashes * Pr.

HOW TO
ORDER
Juat send Btrand of your hair,

and $10.00, and we ship your
"National Bob" immediately.
Satisfaction guaranteed or
money refunded. Ask your
dealer or send for FREE cata-
logue.

National Hair\
J\Ja f r Send 65 cents for
X V C l J Boudoir Box of 6.
Guaranteed perfect, extra size.

State color and style (cap or fringe.)

NATIONAL HAIR GOODS COMPANY
Dept. 74 368 Sixth Ave., New York

u can produce most wonderful, soft, sweet music from
any common carpenter's saw with a violin bow or soft
hammer, if you know how. No musical ability required

—you need not know one
note from another.

Easy to Learn in 3 Weeks
I ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEE to
teach you to play popular mueic
within 3 weeks. I will eiveyou ail

the secrete and tricke I have learned
in my 30 years'

vealed, and unkn
be fort

to otlie

calentertainei b. Very little practice
required—it's all in knowing how.

MAKE BIG MONEY
Amaze your friends with this remark-
able, _.
You'll be the most popular person in
your crowd. Your Bervices will be
in demand at Clube, Lodges, Church
Affairs and Dancee all over your
state. Your act will always be the
big hit, and you'll be paidasmucit
money for a few minutes' entertain-
ing as most men make i n a day.
Send today for compUte FREE infor-

mation, "how to Play a Saw."

C. J. MUSSEHU 328 Mack Bldg., Fort Atkinson, Wis.

eaNurse
Learn in spare tEmeathome
Earn $30—$35 a week
HSvery woman should learn. We
train Beg inners,Practical Nurses,
Mothers and Religious Workers
by our Fascinating Home-study
Method.Leading Chicago System.
Endorsed by physicians. Estab-
lished 22 years.

Earn while learning
If you are over 18 and under 55
years of aire write for Illustrated cata-
log and 32 Sample Lesson Faces with
FREE details of Money-Back Guaran-
tee andFREE NURSES EQUIPMENT.

Chicago School of Nursing, Dept. 004, 421 Ashland P.I vd. Chicago

An Easy Way to

Remove Dandruff
If you want plenty of thick, beautiful,

glossy, silky hair, do by all means get rid

of dandruff, for it will starve your hair and
ruin it if you don't.

The best way to get rid of dandruff is to

dissolve it. To do this, just apply a little

Liquid Arvon at night before retiring; use

enough to moisten the scalp, and rub it in

gently with the finger tips.

By morning, most, if not all, of your
dandruff will be gone, and three or four

more applications should completely re-

move every sign and trace of it.

You will find, too, that all itching of the

scalp will stop, and your hair will look and
feel a hundred times better. You can get

Liquid Arvon at any drug store. A four-

ounce bottle is usually all that is needed.
The R. L. Watkins Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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GOOD LUCK!
From the deep in-

I

terior of the Mystic
Orient comes this

odd token ring of
t Chinese Prin-
' ces. Through
countless cen-
turies it has
been surround-
ed with deep
superstition,
believed to be

almost uncanny in its power to bring to each
and every wearer Good Luck, Health,
Happiness, Long Life and Prosperity.
It is true that Oriental superstition cannotf of
course, be ' accepted as fact, but scores 1 of wear-
ers testify that it haa brought good luck to them
even In this modern age. Actresses, bankers,
mechanics, card players, women and men every-
where assure U9 that a turn in their luck for tho
better came after they started wearing this ring.

The popularity of this ring has been instantaneous
and wulespread. The fad of the hour in fash-
ionable New York Society. Be the first in your
neighborhood to wear this curious talisman.
Complete instructions on how to get best re-
sults with each ring. Write name and address
plainly. Made in solid sterling silver. State
whethermen's or women'eis wanted.You can adjust

size to fit finger exact*
ly. Money refunded
if not pleased.
Price, Postpaid:—
Cash withorder,$1.50
(C. O. D.) $1.60

The ZANZIBAR CO.
Dept. PH

353 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

WARNING!
tiona. This is tho original
Luck Ring, anil is stamped in

If you are looking for Good
Luck. Don't waste money on
useless, lower priced imita-

nti.i genuine Chinese Good
lide with the ^

YOU CAN PLAY THE HAWAIIAN GUITAR

JUST LIKE THE HAWA1IANS!
Because Our Native Hawaiian Instructors

Will Help You.

The lessors are so simple,
plain and easy that in halt an
hour you can play.

ONLY 4 MOTIONS
and you acquire these in a few
minutes. Then it is only a mat-
ter of practice to play
any kind of music, both
the melody and the ac-
companiment.

FpLTp Our completerl«"» course of 52
lessons includes a beautiful
HawaiianGui tar, picks,steel
bar and 52 pieces of muiic.

Special Arrangements for Lesson* if you
have your own Guitar.

First Hawaiian Conservatory of Music, Inc.

233 Broadway (Woolworth Bld g.), NEW YORK
Address Dept. P.P.-'.

$10,000 Positions
Lave come to men through writing to us. We have
shown hundreds how to step out of the rut of small

pav work to magnificent earnings. Charles Berry of

Winterset, Iowa, formerly a farmhand, jumped to a

position that pays him over a $1,000 a month. War-
ren Hartle of Chicago, once a clerk in the railway

mail service, is now in the $10,000 a year class. These
men discovered that the big money is in the selling

end of business. Let us tell you how you, too, can
quickly become a Master Salesman in your spare

time at home and qualify for one of the big money
positions in this fascinating field.

miiTiMr' npnnr Men are needed now. X^verAMAZING PROOF were the opportunities

cfMT E-Dirr1 greater. No previous ex-
it. IN 1 rKLt penence necessary.

Our Free Employment Service will also help you to secure

a position. Free Book tells everything. Write tor It today

'NATIONAL SALESMEN'S TRAINING ASSOCIATION
Dept. 40-O CHICAGO, ILL.

HOW TO BECOME A
PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER
EARNING S35TO SIE5 A WEEK
An interesting illustrated book-
let (free) on choosing1 a voca-
tion, the exceptional opportu-
nities Photography offers you

and how to avail yourself of these advantages.
MOTION PICTURE — COMMERCIAL — PORTRAIT URE
Three to six months' course. Practical Instruction. Modern aqolp
men! Day 01 Evening <"las9C9. Easy terma. Call or write for Catalog
No. 37.

N. Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
141 W. 36th Shed, NEW YORK OR 505 Stale Slreel, BROOKLYN

Questions and Answers
(Continued from page 122)

F. B., Lima.—So you look like Ralph

Graves. Can you act like Ralph Graves?

Anyway, Ralph Graves was born in iqoo,

June 9, to be exact; has brown hair and

blue eyes; is six feet one inch tall, and

weighs 170 pounds.

D. H., Boston.—Doris Pawn was once

Mrs. Rex Ingram. The present Mrs. In-

gram is Alice Terry, the gorgeous blonde

of the Ingram successes, "The Four Horse-

men,"' '"The Conquering Power," and "Turn
to the Right." Doris Pawn is from Nor-
folk, Nebraska. James Rcnnie is back in

New York again after making ''The Dust
Flower" for Goldwyn on the coast. Reg-
inald Denny with Elsie Ferguson in "Foot-

lights" and as the star of "The Leather-

Pushers," from H. C. Witwer's well-known

Dexterite.—You are very clever, and I

am wary of a clever woman. However, if

you like Elliott Dexter I'm a friend of yours.

I like him also. Your letter will not be

framed for its fourteen pages bound in en-

graved gilt would not part too much of my
meager wages from my pigskin wallet; but
it shall be treasured—that I promise you.

(I am making many promises—I hope I

keep a few.) Mr. Dexter is abroad now. He
told me he was going to stay until his money
ran out, so I suspect we shall not see him
for many, many months. The screen will

miss him; and so will you; and so will I; so

will everybody.

Miriam of Main Street.—Are you Carol

Kennicotting around your town? Sinclair

Lewis' best seller has not yet been filmed

but undoubtedly will be before long. Bebe
Daniels is twenty-one; Viola Dana twenty-
three; Jack Mulhall thirty. James Kirk-
wood is abroad now, making pictures for

Paramount.

Bubbles.—I think Eugene O'Brien will

send you his photograph. He is good-na-
tured. He's not married. (In spite of my
bachelordom, I hasten to assure you that

these last two remarks are in no wise re-

lated.) Elaine Hammerstein is singly

blessed.

B. S., Hollywood.—At last—one Califor-

nian who is still thrilled when she sees a film

player ! You say you met Lila Lee and she
wasn't a bit stuck up. Of course not. Stuart
Holmes' latest picture is Gloria Swanson's
"Her Husband's Trademark," in which Stu-
art villains as the husband and gets killed,

as usual, in the next-to-the-last-reel. Charles
Ray Howard played the leading juvenile role

in "Courage." However, I think this is the

only prominent part in which he has been
cast recently. He played in several govern-
ment films during the war and was on the

stage with Guy Bates Post in "Omar the
Tentmaker." By the way, Post is making a
picture of his stage success, "The Masquer-
ader."

Miss M.—George Loane Tucker made but
one picture after "The Miracle Man." This
titled "Ladies Must Live," was released by
Paramount. Betty Compson heads the cast.

Thomas Mcighan does not appear in it.

Robert Ellis has the leading male role. Both
Miss Compson and Mr. Mcighan won star-
dom for their work in "The Miracle Man"
—at least it was directly responsible for their

promotions. Betty is not married. Tom is— to Frances Ring, sifter of Blanche. The
Meighans have no children.

Have A Clear, Rosy,

Velvety Complexion
ALL THE WORLD ADMIRES
A PERFECT COMPLEXION

Don'tdoubt—because I give you aguarantee which
dispels doubt. I refer you towomen who testify to

the most astonishing and gratifying results. Tour com-
plexion may be of the muddiest, it may be hide-
ously disfigured with pimples, blackheads, whiteheads,
red spots, enlarged pores, wrinkles and other blem-
ishes. You may have tried a dozen remedies. I do not
make an exception of any of these blemishes. I can
give you a complexion, soft, clear, velvety beyond your
fondest dream. And I do It In a few days. My state-

ments are sober, serious, conscientious promises. I

want you to believe, for I know what my wonderful
treatment wilt do.

YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD OF ANOTHER METHOD
LIKE MINE. SCIENTIFIC— DIFFERENT.

My method is absolutely different. It has to be to
warrant my statements. You know that. I get away
.from all known methods of cosmetics, lotions, salves,
soaps, ointments, plasters, bandages, masks, vapor
sprays, massage, rollers, or other implements. There ir-

nothing to take. No diet, fasting or any interference
whatsoever with your accustomed way of life. My
treatment is absolutely safe. It cannot injure the most
delicate skin. It is pleasant, even delightful. No messy,
greasy, inconvenient applications. Only a few minutes
a day required. Yet, results are astounding.

I want to tell you in detail about this wonderful
treatment. So send for my booklet. It is free. You are
not obligated. Send no money. Just get the farts, the
indisputable proofs. This is the one method that has
restored to beauty the complexions of tens of thou-
sands of women. Don't say your case is an exception.
You have my unqualified promise. You have nothing
to lose—everything to gain. Mail Coupon today!

DOROTHY RAY
14 E. Jackson Blvd. Suite 53

.
CHICAGO , ILL.

! Dorothy Ray,
I 14 E. Jackson Blvd., Suite 53, Chicago, III.

I
Free and without obligation send me your I

booklet "Complexion Beautiful" telling of your
scientific, harmless method of cleansing and I
beautifying the complexion.

I Name _

I Street

City State !

California Bungalow Books
"Home Kraft" and "Draughtsman" each con-

tain Bungalows and Two Stories. "Plan Kraft"

Two Stories. "Kozy Homes" Bungalows. $1.00

each-all four for $3.00. De Luxe Flats $1.00.

DE LUXE BUILDING CO.
524 Union League Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.

Remem ber—
The May issue of PHOTOPLAY will be on sale April 15th.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY M.VG-V/.I.NE.
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WITH the echo of a tragedy in her youthful heart and tears of suffering in her eyes

Remember Steddon laid siege, alone, and unsustained, to the capital of Movieland.

She offered herself upon the altar of celluloid, fearlessly, perhaps recklessly— a sacrifice

to the indulgence of her emotions. <I Her story as told by Rupert Hughes, one of the few
authors of first distinction with personal knowledge of the motion-picture world and the

curious manners and customs of its inhabitants, is the first authentic revelation of what
life in Movieland and its world-famous capital— Hollywood— really is. Read Remember
Steddon's story today. It is being discussed all over America.

You will find it, under the pertinent title "Souls for Sale," in the March issue of

—

At All News Stands THE RED BOOK MAGAZINE Price 25 cents

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAT MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Now-as to economy

ECONOMY is not onlv a matter of saving. It

consists also of spending money to best advan-

tage. You can often add materiallv to the effective-

ness of your purchases by reading the advertisements

in this publication.

Advertising identifies goods of unquestioned value.

When a manufacturer puts his name on a product

and tells you about it, vou may rest assured that it is

worth while. It does not pay to advertise merchan-

dise that is not sound. The comebacks are too costly.

Make a practice of reading advertisements. Read
them as news from the business world, published for

your benefit.

Sometimes, they keep vou from making an unwise

purchase bv pointing out just why one article suits

your needs better than another. A step toward real

economy!

Often, they help you live better and dress better

and make more of your income in every way. A/so,

real economy.

And you will find that they frequently save you

money.

Economy, certainly

Every advertisement in I'UOTOI'LAT MJOAZINE :s ruaiatttid.
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Will your complexion

bear close scrutiny?

CAN you be sure that an intimate gaze will

find your skin fair and wholesome—your
complexion fresh and clear? Are you confident

that your skin bears no trace of sallowness, no
hint of coarseness?

You can be sure of a fresh, radiant skin.

You can achieve a new beauty of complexion,
just as thousands of attractive women have, if

you begin at once the daily use of Ingram's
Milkweed Cream.

Ingram's Milkweed Cream, you will find, is

more than a face cream. It has an exclusive

therapeutic property that serves to "tone-up"

—

revitalize—the sluggish tissues of the skin. Ap-
plied regularly, it heals and nourishes the skin

cells, soothes away redness and roughness, ban-
ishes slight imperfections. Used faithfully, it

will help you to gain and retain a complexion
that is genuinely fresh and wholesome.

Read the booklet of health hints

Wrapped around your jar of Ingram's Milk-
weed Cream you will find a booklet of Health
Hints. This booklet tells you the most effective

way in which to use Ingram's Milkweed Cream

—

tells you how to use it in treating the common
troubles of the skin. Read this booklet care-

fully. It has been prepared by specialists to
insure that you get from Ingram's Milkweed
Cream the fullest possible benefit.

Go to your druggist today and purchase a
jar of Ingram's Milkweed Cream in the fifty-

cent or one-dollar size. Begin at once to gain
a new charm of complexion. It will mean so
much to you.

Posed by Enid Bennett in "Hairpins," an Ince^Paramount-Art-

craft motion picture. Miss Bennett is one of many attractive

women "in pictures" who use and endorse Ingram's Milkweed

Cream for promoting beauty of complexion.

Ingmmfe
Range

"Just to show a proper glow"
use a touch of Ingram's Rouge on
the cheeks. A safe preparation for
delicately emphasizing the natural
color. The coloring matter is not
absorbed by the skin. Subtly
perfumed. Solid cake. Three
perfect shades— Light. Medium
and Dark — 50c.

Ingram's
*\/tlveola.
ySouveraine

FACE POWDER
A complexion powder especially

distinguished by the fact that it

stays on. Furthermore, a powder
of unexcelled delicacy of texture
and refinement of perfume. Four
tints — White, Pink, Flesh, Bru-
nette — 50c.

Tk^rr IS

Beauty

Inqtizirts^ MilKweed
•"" Cream

Frederick F. Ingram Company
Established 1885

102 Tenth Street Detroit, Michigan
Canadian residents address F. F. Ingram Company,

Windsor, Ontario.
Australian residents address T. W. Cotton Pty., Ltd.,

383 Ffinders Lane, Melbourne.
New Zealand residents address Hart, Pennington, Ltd.,

33 Ghuznee Street, Wellington.
Cuban residents address Espino & Co., Zulueta 36J4,

Havana.

Ingram's Beauty Purse—an attractive, new souvenir packet of
the exquisite Ingram Toilet-Aids. Send us a dime, with the cou-
pon below, and receive this dainty Beauty Purse for your hand bag.

Frederick F. Ingram Co., 102 Tenth St., Detroit, Michigan.
Gentlemen:— Enclosed please find one dime, in return for which please

send me Ingram's Beauty Purse containing an eider-down powder pad,
sample packets of Ingram's Velveola Souveraine Face Powder, Ingram's
Rouge, and Zodenta Tooth Powder, a sample tin of Ingram's Milkweed
Cream, and, for the gentleman of the house, a sample
tin of Ingram's Therapeutic Shaving Cream.

(27 )
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Talette

Purse Size

2V* inches

Double Vanity Size

Without exception, my gen-
uine Dorin preparations,
made especial), for the
women of America, have
this label on the bottom of
every box. Only Rouges
and Poudres that bear the
name F. R. Arnold & Co.,

New York, in addition to

my own label, are genuinely
guaranteed by me.

Signed

CATATURE'S greatest triumph of beautiful coloring is the

V flush of a perfect complexion. Dorin of Paris has stud-

ied in Nature's atelier for more than a century, producing

and improving dainty aids to beauty. Dorin rouges and

powders have now been perfected so that when properly

combined they reproduce exactly Nature's coloring— the

exquisite tone of perfect health.

You may choose from eight tints ofpowder and ten shades

of rouge to effect your natural coloring. All these are sold

in the standard Dorin packages. The same products are

now offered in dainty gilt ormolu boxes fitted with mirrors

and puffs. They have been named Dorind'or.

If you are not familiar with Dorin's

products you can learn their charm
by sending us 25 cents in stamps
together with a description of your
coloring—your hair, eyes and skin.

In return we will mail two compactes,

one of rouge and onebof powder.

with a booklet telling the secret of

correct blending. Or 10 cents will

bring the booklet and samples of
the rouge and powder in powder
form. Address your letter to F. R.

Arnold 6c Co., 79 West 22nd St.,

New York.

Single Vanity Size

/0^^-

or//?<

Paris, 26ieme mars, 1921

Insist that every box

bear this label

^ougcs&mpa^^.

ar/s
|^om(^actes(fa3)orinG)

©
To be genuine. Darin' § product! made for the U. S. A. mutt alwayt bear the name

"F. R. ARNOLD & CO.. Importer:"
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(jecret of the

ROM Paris a secret of

beauty— a secret of the

harmony of the toilet

comes now to les dames Ameri-

caines. From the fashionables

who frequentL'OperaComique,

who strollon theChamps Elyste

is sent this conseil de beaute:

In the toilette offashion there

is a harmony quite complete.

Non, Madame, there is no mix-

ing of perfumes! Each specialite

must be of the same bonne

odeur delicieuse as the fragrant

extract itself. The Face Pow-
der, Talc, ToiletWater, Sachet,

must, decrees the fashion of

of la Uoilette Jany

Paris, be of one and the same

French fragrance. So, too,

the Cremes, the Soap, the

Rouge, are graced with that

same French Parfum which so

characterizes the dressing hour

of Madame.

So now with assurance that

the very mode du jour will be

yours, do you select and use

always—not one, not two or

three, but all of these bewitch-

ing specialities de Djer-Kiss. So

do you in the perfect harmony
of your toilette obey that law

of fashion— the. very words

of Parisian beauty.

arisienne

^Announcing the new Djer-Kiss

Adherent Face Powder

From the Djer-Kiss parfumerie to you

comes this new adherent face powder
— it clings. So smoothly it clings

—

without being heavy. Fragranced in

Francewith Parfum Djer-Kiss this new
Adherent Face Powder comes to you

now in the new oval box. As always

before, Madame, you will find in the

round box the light Djer-Kiss Face

Powder— for so many years the

chosen powder of American ladies

of fashion. Both kinds are packed

for you in shades of Blanche, Chair,

Rachel and Rose.

Special Sample Offer:
Send 25c and receive the dainty "Week-end
Specialty Box" containing serviceable sam-

ples of Djer-Kiss extract, face powder, cold

cream and vanishing cream with dainty satin

sachet. Address Alfred H. Smith Co.. 26 W.
34th Street, New York City.

EXTRACT • FACE POWDERS • TALC • TOILET WATER
VEGETALE • SACHET • SOAP • ROUGE • COLD CREAM • VANISHING CREAM

These specialties, Rouge, Soap, Compacts and Creams temporarily blended here -with pure 'Djer-Kiss concentre importedfrom France
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IVORY

ralin
ASIDE from its evident beauty and

^-S J. lasting usefulness, one of the most

appreciated features of Pyralin toilet-

ware is that all patterns are standard,

always easy to match at the leading

stores everywhere. Many graduation

gifts will be complete sets of Pyralin, but

a great number will be a few essential

articles, which can be added to from

time to time until all twenty-five pieces

adorn the dressing table.

E.I.DU PONT DE NEMOURS 6c CO.,INC
Pyralin Department

ARLINGTON, N. J.

Each piece is plainly stamped

-with the name "pyralin", your

assurance of life -long service.

ik HEpopular DuBarry pattern,

in Ivory Pyralin, is illustrated.

It is made also in Shell Pyralin

and Amber Pyralin, with exquisite

decorations in colors, if desired.

Or you may prefer the delightful

LaBclle pattern— or the Plain

pattern.

IS YOUR OWN SET COMPLETE?
HAIR BRUSH
CLOTH BRUSH
I IAT BRUSH
BONNET BRUSH
MILITARY BRUSI i

COMB . . . MIRROR
NAIL POLISHER
NAIL FILE
CUTICLE KNIFE
SHOE HOOK

SCISSORS
SOAP BOX
CREAM BOX
PUFF BOX
HAIR RECEIVER

SHOE HORN
DRESSER TRAY
PIN TRAY
PICTURE FRAME
JEWEL BOX

CLOCK
PIN CUSHION
PERFUME BOTTLE
BUD VASE
TALCUM STAND
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New models that are
true musical instruments

Victrola No. 240, $115
Mahogany or walnut

Victrola No. 280, $200
Mahogany or walnut

Victrola No. 280, electric, $265
Mahogany

Being musical instru-

ments the first requirement

is quality of musical per-

formance and in these new
models the design is deter-

mined by their musical
requirements. These
requirements have been

learned through twenty-

four years devoted solely

to the talking-machine art.

See and hear these new
Victrolas which, while new
in design, have all the

characteristic tone-quality

which has made the

Victrola pre-eminent.

Victrola No. 330, $350
Victrola No. 330, electric, $415

Mahogany

Victrola No. 260, $160
Mahogany or walnut

Victrola No. 300, $250
Victrola No. 300, electric, $3 1

5

Mahogany, oak or walnut

1; victrola
"HIS MASTERS VOICE" reg u s pat off.

Important : Look for these trade-marks. Under the lid. On the label.

Victor Talking Machine Company
Camden, New Jersey

When you write to advertisers please mention I'llOTOl'LAY MAGAZINE.
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Areyou talkingtotherightman
about your motion pictures?

Get acquainted with the manager of your theatre

You people who care more

about better motion pictures

than any other section of the

community, must act.

There is one man in your

midst who desires nothing bet-

ter than to be guided by your

wishes.

If your ideals of quality in

photoplays are as high as Para-

mount's he wants to know
about it, and he wants to show

you and your friends all the

Paramount Pictures he can get.

It's no good simply talking

among yourselves when your

indignation is aroused by some
inferior picture.

Talk to the man who can
change it, the manager of your
theatre. If you like the show,

tell him—if you don't like it,

tell him.

His creed is the survival of

the fittest pictures, which
means Paramount Pictures

—

the photoplays that bring large

and admiring audiences.

If you want the world's

greatest entertainment all you
have to do is act,—and re-

member that

If it's a Paramount Picture
it's the best show in town

£l&•'';'

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
ADOLDH ZUKOR 0-n.d.«t •

,

Listed in order of release

March 1, 1922, to June I, 1922

Ask your theatre manager when he will
show them

"The Mistress of the World"
A Series of Four Paramount Pictures

Directed by Joe May
with Mia May

From the novel by Carl Figdor

Wallace Reid in
"The World's Champion"

Based on the play, "The Champion"
By A. E. Thomas and Thomas

Louden

Gloria Swanson in
"Her Husband's Trademark"

By Clara Beranger

Cecil B. DeMille's Production
"Fool's Paradise"

Suggested by Leonard Merrick's
story "The Laurels and the Lady"

Mary Miles Minter in
"The Heart Specialist"
By Mary Morison

A Realart Production

Marion Davies in "Beauty's Worth"
By Sophie Kerr

A Cosmopolitan Production

Betty Compson in
"The Green Temptation"

From the story, "The Noose"
By Constance Lindsay Skinner

May McAvoy in
"Through a Glass Window"

By Olga Printzlau
A Realart Production

"Find the Woman"
With Alma Rubens

By Arthur Somers Roche
A Cosmopolitan Production

Ethel Clayton in "The Cradle"
Adapted from the play by

Eugene Brieux

Constance Binney in
"The Sleep Walker"
By Aubrey Stauffer
A Realart Production

Agnes Ayres and Jack Holt in
"Bought and Paid For"

A William DeMille Production
Adapted from the play by

George Broadhurst

Pola Negri in "The Devil's Pawn"
Dorothy Dalton in

"The Crimson Challenge"
By Vingie E. Roe

Wanda Hawley in
"The Truthful Liar"

By Will Payne
A Realart Production

John S. Robertson's Production
"The Spanish Jade,"
with David Powell

From the novel by Maurice Hewlett

"Is Matrimony a Failure?"
With T. Roy Barnes, Lila Lee,
Lois Wilson and Walter Hiers

Gloria Swanson in Elinor Glyn's
"Beyond the Rocks,"

Mia May in "My Man"
Marion Davies in

"The Young Diana"
By Marie Corelli

A Cosmopolitan Production

Jack Holt and Bebe Daniels in
"Val of Paradise"
By Vingie E. Roe

Agnes Ayres in "The Ordeal"

In Production; two great
Paramount Pictures

Cecil B. DeMille's
"Manslaughter"
From the novel by
Alice Duer Miller

George Melford's
"Burning Sands"

From the novel by Arthur Weigall
A man's answer to
Mrs. E. M. Hull's

"The Sheik"

Every advertisement In PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Who Is the

Future

Film Star?

OOMEWHERE in America there

^ is a Girl who is destined to

make a name for herself in motion

pictures. In some city or town
or hamlet in this country, she is

dreaming her dreams, hoping for

the opportunity to realize them.

A way has been provided for her

to test her talents; her picture pos-

sibilities. The chance that thou-

sands of girls have been waiting for

has come. It is The Screen Oppor-

tunity Contest, sponsored by
Photoplay Magazine and the

Goldwyn Pictures Corporation.

A practical, sane, and fair oppor-

tunity for young American women
to win success in the films. No
promises of immediate stardom or

magnificent salaries; simply a good

chance to work for fame. Every

girl who has longed to act before

the camera, who feels she possesses

film qualifications, should enter her

photograph. If she has ability,

she will have ample opportunity to

prove it.

The world wants new screen

faces. The screen must have them.

Photoplay and Goldwyn Pictures

are cooperating to find these faces

and to photograph them. It is the

most unusual and far-reaching en-

terprise the screen has seen.

Don't delay. Send in your

photograph now.

If you are one of these girls, send

in your own likeness to the New
Faces Editor, in care of this Maga-

zine. If you know one of them,

secure her picture and send it in for

her.

'Njzxt month there will be

the latest developments in

the Screen Opportunity

idea. Watch for them.
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THEY have just returned from a dance.

It is rather late, but the folks arc still

up. Should she invite him into the

house or say good-night to him at the

door? Should he ask permission to go

into the house with her? Should she a-k

him toeall at some other time?

There are countless other problems that

arise every day. Should a woman allow

a man she knows only slightly to pay her

fare on a car or train? Should a man
offer his hand t<> a woman when he is

introduced to her? When walking with

two women, should a man take his place

between them or on the outside?

Those who know how to act under all

circumstances are usually considered

Charming and cultured. Hut those who
are always committing embarrassing mis-

takes, who do and say the wrong thing at

the wrong time betray themselves as un-

cultured. .

The Value of Social Knowledge

Evcrvono loves to attend dances and
theatres, to mingle with cultured, bril-

liant people, to take part in social func-

tions. Without the social knowledge

which gives one polish and poise, one

cannot hope to be happy and at ease in

these circles. Social knowledge, or et-

iquette, serves as a harrier to keep the

crude and unpolished out of the circles

where they themselves would be embar-
rassed and where they would cause mor-
tification to others.

Through generations of observation in

the best circles of Europe and America,

these rules of etiquette have come down
to us—and today those that have stood

the test of time must be observed by those

who wish to be well-bred, who wish to

avoid embarrassment and humiliation

when they come into contact with cul-

tured people.

The man or woman who knows the

rules of etiquette should be able to mingle

with brilliant cultured people and yet feel

entirely at ease, always calm and well-

poised. And if one knows how to con-

duct oneself with grace and confidence,

one will win respect and admiration no
matter where one chances to be. The
charm of manner has a greater power
than wealth or fame—a power which

admits one to the finest circles of society.

What Do You Know
About Etiquette?

Perhaps you have often

wondered what to do on a

certain puzzling occasion,

what to wear to some un-

usual entertainment, what
to say under certain cir-

cumstances? Do you know,
for instance, how to word
a wedding announcement
in the newspapers? Do you
know how to acknowledge
a gift? Do you know the

correct thing to wear to a
formal dinner?
Do you know how to in-

troduce a man to a woman,
how to plan a tea-party,

how to decorate the home
for a wedding? Do you
know how to overcome self-

consciousness, how to have
the charm of correct speech.

how to be an ideal guest
,
an

ideal host or hostess? Do you know all

about such important details as setting a

dinner tabic correctly, addressing mvita-

How Many of These
Questions Can You

Answer?
Should the engaged girl cm-

brolder her linens with her own
Initials or the Initials of Iter

future married oamet

What la the correct way to

cat corn on the 00b In a public
dlnliiK-room?

Does the woman who marries
for the second time wear a veil?

Is It correct for B woman te

wear a hat In a restaurant or

hotel dining-room In the eve-
ning.'

How should wedding idfts or

birthday gifts be acknowledged?

In sending an Invitation or
announcement to a family in

which there arc adult children.

is It correct to use the form
•'and family" on the envelope?

tions correctly, addressing ser-

vants correctly? Do you know
the etiquette of weddings
funerals, of dances?

The Famous "Book of Eti-

quette" In Two Volumes Sent
to You Free for Examination

Then- art- two met hot

gaining the social polish,

social charm that every man
and woman must have before

he or she can be always at

ease in cultured society. One
method is to mingle with society for years,

slowly acquiring the correct table manners,

the correct way to conduct oneself at all

times, in all places. One would learn

by one's own humiliating mistakes.

The other method is to learn at once,

from a dependable authority, the etiquette

of society. By knowing exactly what to

do, say, write and wear on all occasions

tinder all conditions, one will be better

prepared to associate with the most highly
cultivated people and yet feel entirely at

ease. At the theatre, in

the restaurant, at the dance
or dinner one will be
graceful and charming

—

Confident in the knowledge
that one is doing or say-

ing only what is correct.

The famous two-volume
set of the Hook of Eti-

quette has solved the prob-
lem in thousands of fam-
ilies. Into these two vol-

umes have been gathered

all the rules of etiquette.

Here you will find the so-

lutions to all your etiquette

problems—how to word in-

vitations, what to wear to

the theatre or dance, how
much to tip the porter or

waiter, how to arrange a

church wedding. Nothing
is omitted.

\\ ould you like to know
thrown after the bride, why

a tea-cup is usually given to the engaged

girl, why the woman who marries for the

you write to advertisers please mention IUIOTOl'LAY MAG

second time may not wear white'.' Even
the origin of each rule of etiquette is

traced, and, wherever possible, explained.
You will learn why the bride usually has a maid-of-
honor, why Mack was ohoaen as the color oi mourn-
in", why tin- man raises his hat. As interesting as a
story— vet while you read you will be acquiring the

knowledge that will protect you against embi i

moot and humiliation.

Examine these two famous volumes at our expense.

Let us send you the Book of Etiquette free for

."> days Read the tables of contents in the books.

Glance at the illustrations. Read one or t

the interesting chapters And then decide w]

or not you want to return the spies a will

wonder how you could have hit done so long with-

out it.

Within the 5 days' free examination period, you

have tin' guaranteed privilege of returning the books

without obligation. If you decide to keep them, as

we believe you will, simply send]S8.50 in full pay-

incut and they arc yours, lint be sure yoll take

advantage of tins free examination offer. Send the

coupon at onccl Nelson 1 )ouble<lay 'Inc., Dtp'

Oyster May. X. V.

NELSON DOUBLEDAY, Inc..

Dept. 775. Oyster Buy. New York
without money in advance, send me the two-'.

set Of the Hook of III. luetic free (01 .inilna-

-,s i win either return I

keep them ami sen. i yon only <! 60 in tun payment.

i Write Plainly

why rice

Ailclrcs-

Clty Slal °

i ICheck this square It you want these books with the

brnuttful full-ttalhtr binding at $5.00 with 5 days ex-

amination privilege.

\Z1NE.
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How Did They Do It?

DO you ever wonder how the ancient folk got

along without the comforts and conveniences

of today?

Without window-glass, without tooth brushes,

without automobiles, without soap, without tele-

phones, breakfast foods, stoves, and virtually all the

items we consider bare necessities of life.

And have you ever wondered at the part adver-

tising has played in the world's development? It

has made and is making the world better housed,

better fed, better dressed. It has increased the

world's capacity for things that elevate, improve

and idealize the important business of living. It

is a big, vital force in fostering convenient and com-
fortable life.

Home! Can you imagine your own empty of

advertised products?

Advertising is an authentic and essential guide

to the markets of the world. Without its direction

you lose much, and overlook much.

Don't fail to read the advertisements you find in

this publication. Follow their guidance.

They will prove invaluable to you

Every advertisement In PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Wonderful Clay Brings New
Beauty to Every Skin!

Almost at once the complexion becomes clear and

beautiful through this amazing scientific discovery.

SCIENCE is giving new complexions for old through JB
a marvelous new discovery! Dull, coarse, blem- . A^
ished skins are being transformed into exquisite

softness and smoothness—almost at once. Years of C_
scientific research and experiment have finally revealed M*
the elements which, when combined in certain exact f . *^^
proportions, remove the dead scales on the surface of ^mA «k Mm
the skin, clear the pores of every impurity, and leave tWmk m
the complexion as clear and charming as a child's. '^, \
The skin is provided by nature with millions of Mk !> v

- J ^~^^MW
tiny pores with which to expel acids and impurities. v \ ^
When dust bores deeply into these pores and the use

of harmful cosmetics clog them even more, the im-
purities remain in the skin. The result is not always ^fl /*

noticeable at first. But soon the complexion becomes VZ
dull and harsh. Suddenly the face "breaks out" in A\
pimples and blackheads. And if the impurities are m\
still allowed to remain, the complexion becomes ruined AM
entirely.

The use of harmful cosmetics will not correct this

condition. Creams very often clog the pores only 1 ^V i

more. Many lotions and tonics cause enlarged pores
and make the skin dry and coarse. Massage helps
temporarily, but it stretches the skin and
eventually causes it to droop and wrinkle.

The natural, scientific way to remove both
the blemishes and the impurities at once is p "T

explained by the remarkable discovery. j^fc ^J
The New Discovery Explained

Certain elements, when correctly com- ^Vkpww-
bined according to a chemist's formula, ^^H
have been found to possess a powerful J^^flflHi^Ll
potency. These elements, or ingredients, H^
have been blended into a soft, plastic,

cream-like clay, delicately scented. It is

applied to the face with the finger tips

—

just as a cream would be applied.

The name given to this wonderful dis-

covery is Complexion Clay. The moment
it is applied, every one of the millions of

fac j a [ pores are re- Tae beauty of the face is more largely determined by the skin. This guarantee of

tiny pores in the skill awaken and hungrily ljpyed as the maeie texture atid quality of the skin than by the features. The satisfaction to every user

absorb the nourishing skin-foods. In a „1„„ ,'],.''

„ t RZ marvelous new discovery actually absorbs: all blemishes is backed by a deposit <

;

f

fW minn+ps trio .I., HriM nn,l borrlorw -V dl
,

aws
,
ou* th

.

e and i">Pfrltles. lifts array the coarse, dull, unsightly $10,000 in the State Bankiew minuub me ua> anu aim naru' lis, accumulated Self-poi- complexion and unmasks an entirely new complexion cf Philadelphia, which in-

and there IS a COOl, tingling, pleasant Sdl- sons .,,1( [ jmnurities underneath—one as soft and smooth and charming as a surcs the return to any
sation as the powerful clay draws out every Vnn will ho «mo ™»i

c"m '

s! Because " is "<" " <*>«""*< "'" a »'"< KtmMfle pilrr |, :isc. r of the I

skin impurity. You will' actually feel the whL you see theTe MST prepara"on
- " cannot "arm "" mo" "- ?">ount paid for CompU*

tiny pores breathing relaxing, freeing su l t .s f onlyone treat- mti&ta? Tif our
themselves with reliet trom the impurities men ^ ^ h

'

e whole face will appear reiuve- statements in this announcement in any way mis-

that clogged and stifled them.
nat(1(1 Not only wiU the beauty of your

represent this wonderful new diacoveiy.

Allow Complexion Clay to remain for a comp iexi()U De brought to the surface,' but Mail th*> fnnnnn NOW '

little while. You may read, or sew, or go eniarKec} pores will be normally closed tired
coupon l\KJ W .

about your household duties All the while
,j ncs &J 1)a inpss wi „ vanish , maturo d^^^J^^^^^^rhafSeyou will feel the powerful beauty clay lmps wi] , he ^ftened. Complexion Clay SonditioVrf^S complexion r£y^e!comXdoS

doing its WOl'k, gently drawing OUt lm- brings life and fervor to even,' skin cell and leaves Clay will srivcit a new radiant beauty

—

foritisa natural

purities and absorbing blemishes. A warm the complexion clear, firm, smooth, fresh-looking. preparation and works atony*. You won't have to

fr.TOPl will Qf^ftPii trip pliv nnrl von will he wait for results, either. They are lmmedMtely evident
towel will sottentne ciaj, ana you \v ill ne . Just mail the coupon—no money. Test for your-
able to roll it off easily with your fingers, bpecial Free Examination Utter self this remarkable new discovery that actually lifts

And with it you will roll off every scale of ., .... , , ,
away blemishes and reveals a charming, beautiful

rleorl sl-in pverv lmrmful imnuri'tv every
In order to enable ever>-one to test this wonderful new complexion Don't delay Clip and mail the

lead skin, every narmlUl lmpuritj
,
every new preparation, we are making a very special free- rmlpon „„w . while you are thinking of it Domino

blemish. A hidden beauty Will be unmasked examination offer. If you send in your application II,,use 289 South 9th St., Dept 265, Philadelphia, Pa.

—beneath the old complexion will be re- nowa jar of Complexion Clay will be sent to you at .'

i j *u 11 ii„ „„r* „„„„tl, once. Complexion Clay is not on sale. It is sent to DOMINO HOIISF Dent 265Vealed a new one With all the Soft, Smooth you diroct , freshly made. Although it is a $8.50 269 South 9th St.^hiradelphia, Pa.
texture and delicate coloring of youth! product and will cost that much ordinarily, you may Without money in advance, yen may send me a full-

pav the postman only $1.95 (plus a few rents postage) size 13.50 ar of Complex wnen It Is In my
-. _ .- r> l in full payment. And despite this special low intro- bands I will pay the postman only $1.95 (plus few rents'

Not a CoSmetiC J
Guaranteed duetory price you have the guaranteed privilege „f postagg .n full pigment

(
,^» ^f^'n^one?

Harmless returning the jar and having your money refunded
rer"riVio«l tf 1 am not surprised and pleased with thewa.nniM at once if you are not delighted with results. wonderful results. I am to be sole judyc.

Complexion Clay is not a cosmetic. It

is not a skin tonic or beauty lotion. It Our Guarantee Backed by
does not cover up blemishes and impurities Million-Dollar Bank Address

—but removes them at once. It cannot _ .

i..m fU„ m^ct apnaitivp okin Thprp is
We g«arantee Complexion Clay to be a prep- C|ty Statefiarm tne most sen-ltive SKin. imrc is

aratlon of marveln,is potenoy— and a beautifier // apt to be out u-hen postman coils sent remittance

a feeling almost Oi physical relict as the that is absolutely harmless to the most sensitive right u-Uh this coupon.
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In herface—the charm
he seeks to find

Nothing quite erraces

that momentary disappointment
TNSTINCTIVELY—perhaps with-
* out even stating it to himself—

a

man expects to find daintiness, charm,
refinement in the women he knows.

And when some unpleasant little

detail mars this conception ofwhat a

woman should be—nothing quite ef-

faces his involuntary disappointment.

Don't let a neglected condition of

your skin give an impression of un-

tidiness in your toilet. Any girl can

have a smooth, clear skin, free from

little defects and blemishes. Each
day your skin is changing—old skin

dies, and new takesits place. By giving

this new skin the right care, you can

keep it flawlessly smooth and clear.

If you have the type of skin that is

continually breaking out with ugly

little blemishes, use every night the

following simple treatment to over-

come this defect:

JUST before retiring, wash your

face with warm water and
Woodbury's Facial Soap, finishing

with a dash of cold water. Then
dip the tips ofyour fingers in warm
water and rub them on the cake of

Woodbury's until they are cov-

ered with a heavy, cream - like

lather. Cover each blemish with a

thick coat of this and leave it on

for ten minutes. Then rinse very

carefully, first with clear hot

water, then with cold.

Use this treatment until the blem-

ishes have disappeared. Then con-

tinue to give your face every night, a

thorough bath with Woodbury's
Facia! Soap and warm water, ending

with a dash of cold.

This treatment and other special

treatments for all the different types

of skin are given in the booklet

wrapped around every cake of Wood-
bury's Facial Soap. Get a cake

of Woodbury's today and begin to-

night the treatment your skin needs.

A 25 cent cake lasts a month or six

weeks.

A complete miniature set of the

Woodbury skin preparations

For 25 cents we will send you a complete mini-

ature set of the Woodbury skin preparations,

containing samples of Woodbury's Facial

Soap, Facial Cream, Cold

Cream, and Facial Powder,

together with the treatment book-

let, "A Skin You Love to

Touch"

Address The Andrew Jergens

Co., 505 Spring Grove Ave.,

Cincinnati, Ohio. IJ you live in

Canada, address The Andrew

Jergens Co., Lim-

ited, S°S Sher-

brooke Street,

Perth, Ontario.

English agents:

H. C. guelch &
Co.,4Ludgate Sq.,

London, E. C. 4.

Cofyright, 1921, by The Andrew Jergens C«.

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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T-IERE is Madge Bellamy, for whom critics are predicting a bright

future. She has given several performances of astounding beauty

Edwin Bower Hesser J
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A GRACE of early Italy lingers about Alma Rubens. Actually
** a charming, modern young woman, artistically Alma
possesses a poignancy too subtle to be exactly twentieth-century

Ira L. Hill
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41
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/^IPSY O'BRIEN lives up to her unusual name. She has
^-" contributed portrayals of a depth seldom attained by

seasoned stars. You've seen' her opposite Lionel Barrymore

Sarony



VX7E ARE -worried about the Follies. What are they going to

' * do if beautiful girls like Betty Francisco persist in pur-

suing celluloid careers? Betty is much in demand as a featurette

I Edwin Bower Hesser
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"VOU never hear of a thrilling jewel robbery or a rescue from

bandits in connection with Katherint MacDonald. The
lady is content to rest upon her laurels as an American beauty

Edwin Bower Hesser

"



A LOVELY profile has governed the destinies of nations.
** Claire Windsor started in pictures "just for fun" but has

found it a serious and highly remunerative profession

Edwin Bower Hesser
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CHE has grown up. Not so long ago, Edith Roberts was just

^ a pretty little ingenue. Xow, Cecil deMille has made
her the dramatic heroine of his latest silk-lined problem plays

fas^
S««ly

— '



Actual photograph

offrail lilk lace stocking'

aftmr ij yean of wear

and the core that Ivory

Soap Flakes giro. There

it not a hole in toe, heel,

late or garter top.

tSilk Lace Stockings 15 Years Old!
Kept unbroken and lovely by the purity that is in Ivory Soap Flakes

17IFTEEN years ago, in Paris, France, a Kentucky

* man purchased the pair of delicate, hand-em-

broidered silk lace stockings shown in the photograph,

as a gift for his wife. During the years that' followed

she wore them occasionally, dipping them into Ivory

Soap suds after each wearing, to rid them of the per-

spiration which always, though perhaps unnoticeably,

clings to a stocking which has been worn, and which

rots the silk if permitted to dry into it.

In the past year and a half the daughter of the orig-

inal owner has worn these same stockings at least

twenty times, continuing to wash them after each

wearing. The only change in method was that the

daughter made the washing suds with Ivory Flakes,

which sudses and cleanses almost instantly, instead of

Send for Free Sample
of Ivory Flakes

with instruction book
on the care of delicate
garments of silk, wool,
and all fine fabrics.
Address Section 45-EF,
Department of Home

Economics, The
Procter& Gamble
Co., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

going through the more tedious process of preparing

the suds with cake Ivory Soap.

Mother and daughter both attribute the wonderful

wear from these stockings to the fact that they never

have been touched with anything but Ivory Soap.

They never have been subjected to the chemicals in

harsh soaps, which are as harmful as perspiration acids

to silk fibre. They never have been rubbed—the rich

Ivory suds remove dirt simply by dissolving it so that

rinsing carries it away.

To rinse out a pair of silk stockings with Ivory Flakes

takes just a few minutes in the bathroom washbowl.

It is as easy as washing your hands, and you will find

there is nothing quite so satisfactory for giving you

long wear from silk hose and other dainty finery too

delicate for the family wash.

Ask your dealer for

IVORYsoap FLAKES
Snowlike Flakes of Genuine Ivory Soap

MAKES PRETTY CLOTHES LAST LONGER
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WHAT DO YOU WANT?
YOU know what you want.

Ask for it.

Don't murmur. Shout'
If there ever was a democratic

institution it is the motion picture.

In a few short years it sprang up among
the skyscraper industries of the world,

—

because it appealed to the masses.

It was created by you. It will live by you.

But it needs your attention.

Every motion picture producer is striving

to please you.

What does the public want 1—that is the

constant query of the motion picture.

The boxomce reports supply a fair gauge
but it is not absolute. It merely states that

a certain picture did a big business. But
why? Was it because the theme was mother
love, or because the players in it are popular,

or because the director of it always pleases

you?
The motion picture is not a luxury, it is a

necessity. We realized this poignantly in

war times. We must have recreation. The
motion picture supplies it at a lower cost

than any other form of entertainment.

Furthermore, it is one in which all members
of the family may participate.

Since it is a necessity it deserves your
study.

You know the brand of coffee you like and
you demand it. You know the newspapers
that supply you with the kind of news you
want, and you ask for them.
Accord the same interest to your enter-

tainment.
If the exhibitor is charging you more than

you can afford, more than you believe the

entertainment justifies, kick!

If you would rather have the price lowered
than to have the present prologue numbers of

music, song and dance, tell the exhibitor.

He's not conducting a theater for his own
amusement.

If you like certain stars, tell the exhibitor.

If you dislike certain others, tell him that,

too.

We believe the exhibitor should find a
means of direct communication with patrons.
Some of them have. But it is not easy.

A merchant knows what you want. When
you examine a piece of goods you express your
approval or disapproval and give your
reasons. Why not do the same with the
motion picture

1

Don't leave the theater grumbling. Step
up to the manager or an attendant and state

your opinion. He won't be offended. He'll

pass it on w ith emphasis to the man who sold

him the picture. That man will tell the
producer. Don t think for one moment that
the motion picture industry can afford to

ignore what you say. It is too directly

dependent upon you.

Some exhibitors make reports to trade
papers as to how a picture draws, how you
liked it and what the virtues and weaknesses
were.

We ask that you make similar reports to
the editor of Photoplay.
From our two million readers throughout

the world we now receive on the average of

twenty-five thousand letters a month. We
want more. We consider very carefully

your opinions as to Photoplay magazine,
and we put into it the personalities and the
information which you indicate you want.

If your theater manager does not supply
you with what you want, tell us. We'll pass
the tip on to the producer.

Start in today being your own critic o
stars, stories, directors and producing com-
panies. Learn to know them by their brand
names. Learn to know what you want

—

and Ask For It.
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Pola Negri is a lavish hostess at her estate near Bromberg
Her hospitality admits of no class distinction. She is no
of artificial dignity, and is as democratic as in her days of

POLA NEGRI is a screen product, as are the great women
of the screen. In that lies her astounding success, just

as in that fact lies the success of Lillian Gish, Mary
Pickford, and Norma Talmadge. While it is true that

both Miss Gish and Miss Pickford had some slight experience
in the legitimate theater, they did little more than learn the
alphabet of their art.

So with Pola Negri. Her dramatic experience prior to en-
tering motion pictures was negligible. She was a dancer and a
pantomimist, learning thereby the rudiments of gesticulation.

Now, at the age of twenty-seven, she is a meteor flashing

through the heavens, a product of the screen, and not a trans-

planted stage actress.

In Germany, many screen fans are still dazed and bewildered
at the phenomenal reputation she has already acquired in

America. For in German filmland she is not so esteemed as

not to have competitors. Asta Neilsen and Henny Porten have
quite as great a following as has Pola Negri. Much finer

work in the subtler forms of acting has been done by Henny
Porten. Pola Negri has one advantage over both Henny Por-
ten and Asta Neilsen—she is better to look at.

Is this the reason for her American popularity? ask the

Germans. Is it possible that mere looks are any criterion to

histronic excellence? they inquire.

20

. Poland,
adherent
climbing

She

Delivered

the Goods
The first authoritative per-

sonality sketch of Pola Negri,

the Polish Star, written in

Berlin for Photoplay

By

MAXIMILIAN VINDER

The reasons for Pola Negri's immediate
American popularity were threefold: first of

all she was new; secondly she appeared in a
"vamp" part—a type of part which, having
been rendered ridiculous by Theda Bara and
subsequently abandoned, stood in real need
of resuscitation; and, most important of all,

she was not camera-wise. If she had to rave,

she raved; if she had to laugh or cry, she

laughed or cried.

AND she didn't care whether the emotion
made her look pretty or ugly. She deliv-

ered the goods.

The other established American screen fa-

vorites were beginning to sicken the public

by their insistence on looking pretty at all

times. Too many close ups, too many left

profiles, too many soft focusings; it was all

of the same school. The cameraman was
prettifying the screen to death, and the stars

liked him for it.

In "Passion" the photography was dull, the

lighting was flat, there were few close ups of

Negri. She, with her wide intelligent forehead

and her big restless eyes, her unascetic mouth,
dashed about from one scene to another, and

went through all sorts of emotional changes. But when the

director said "Go to it!" she went to it like one doing an

honest day's job for a day's pay.

There were times when she looked hideous; in "One Arabian

Night" there were scenes when she was nearly ghastly. She

overacted scandalously in "The Last Payment," but the audi-

ences in the higher priced American movie houses had been

so surfeited with underacting that they were ready for the

Medusa of the Loud Pedal.

Actually, in "Passion" the best characterizations, exempli-

fied by technique were those of the King and De Choiseul.

They needed no tuition by the director; but Negri did. Nat-
urally emotional, temperamental in every sense, she let herself

go. From the viewpoint of absolute art her Du Barry was not

wonderful. But it got the audiences in America all worked

up, just as they get aroused by Al Jolson or Billy Sunday or

anybody who puts his heart into his job.

MUCH has been written, still more talked of, concerning

Negri's life before she became celebrated. Really the

details are commonplace, with a record of hard work, strug-

gle for recognition first of all as a dancer in Poland and
Austria, until 1014 when, Poland getting to be the cockpit

of Europe, ravaged with destruction equally by Slavs and Teu-
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tons, she fled to comfortable Berlin. She worked as an extra

in the studios of the Ufa Company.
So little was she thought of that when Lubitsch made his

first big picture, "The Oyster Princess," in 1915, the young
Polish woman did not have even a small part. It was a com-
edy purporting to show the adventures of an American million-

aire and his marriageable daughter—the story by Lubitsch,

vulgar and coarse, and the stellar "honors"(!) fell to Ossi

Oswalda.

At this time there was a director named Stern who was
beginning to direct pictures for the Ufa Company in Berlin.

His pictures had to be cheaply made; and when economy is

the order of the day, if conviction cannot be obtained by
elaborate settings, it may be attained by casting to type.

THE story that Stern was scheduled to direct was one of

those gloomy things in which German art delights to

gloat. A young married woman in high society is unfaithful

to her middle-aged invalid husband, selecting his nephew as

her lover. The husband discovers her treachery; and before

he dies makes a new will, leaving her the castle and grounds

and other appurtenances of wealth (which would otherwise

pass to the nephew) upon two conditions: that she never

remarry, and that she spend eight hours, alone, each day in

a certain room.
She has no qualms about continuing her intrigue with the

nephew of the defunct ; but a revelation awaits her in the

room where she has to remain the prescribed eight hours,

for the walls are almost entirely covered by life-sized portraits

of her husband with the eyes staring accusingly at her. Not
unnaturally, she becomes a raving lunatic, which is the end

of the story.

AS the sophisticated will see, this is the sort of part that

can scarcely be overacted, with its scenes of passionate

abandonment to her lover in the garden, its no less passionate

denial of her husband's deathbed accusations, and the foam-
ings at the mouth in the scenes of insanity.

Stern needed a woman just like Negri in looks for the part,

saw her, found her salary was small, and made his picture.

Later when Lubitsch saw the picture, and various well-known
actresses had rejected, for one reason or other, the part of Du
Barry in the film now known as "Passion," he selected Negri
for the leading woman.

This was the beginning of four years of excellent team
work in which both director and star increased their reputa-

tions. Such team work is not unknown in America also;

those who saw the pictures of Mary Pickford directed by
Marshal A. Neilan—Rebecca, M'liss, Daddy Longlegs, and

Pola Negri is highly emo-
tional in private life as
well as on the screen. She
never spares herself. Her
restlessness probably ac-

counts for the tact that

although two or three
years younger than Mary
Pickfc rd she screens so

much older

She doesn t care whether
an emotion makes her

pretty or ugly

the other s—will remember,
sighing for the days that are no
more.

Together, therefore, Lubitsch

and Negri made their pictures

—

Carmen ("Gypsy Blood") Sum-
urun ( "One Arabian Night'")

and a host of others. The asso-

ciation was broken, temporarily,

when Lubitsch left the Ufa last

summer to make "The Loves
of Pharaoh." Their last picture,

a woeful comedy of the Polly

Moran School, called the

"Mountain Cat." written by
Lubitsch. was badly received in

Germany. Its appearance in

America seems unlikely.

WHAT is much more interest-

ing is to speculate on Lub-

itsch and Negri again joining

their forces. Neither is so suc-

cessful individually as when
working with the other.

Having decided to take a rest

last year. Tola Negri went back

to Bromberg in Poland, near

which city she had bought a

chateau and estate. She and her

husband had been divorced two

years previously and thus she

is no longer the Grafin Apol-

lonia Dwomska. Her taste in

thus selecting Bromberg as a

place of residence whilst her ex-

husband was actually Military

Commandant of that city was
much questioned at the time.

Negri's hospitality at the cha-

teau was boundless and she rec-

ognized no class distinction.

But. after all. her democratic

tendencies in a country of aris-

tocracy ( Concluded on page log)
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'Drawn from the life by Mr. Flagg especially for Photoplay Magazine.
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"Bill Hart"
By JAMES MONTGOMERY FLAGG

AN extraordinary thing this personality business. Out

of the hundreds—thousands rather—of actors in

America a few that you can count on your right hand
have burst the ropes that tied them to the pretty-goods

of the legitimate to become the damwonderfuls of the screen.

What these players have is as rare and as precious as radium.

Maybe it is human radium. When they are found, nothing

the world has is too good for them—everything is poured into

their laps that the needful old world has to give to those that

give to it—affection, praise, limousines, terrapin, pearls, vin-

tages, purple and gold raiment, and palaces!

They are the chosen of the fickle old world—the old repro-

bate of a world—and a few of the few can stand it. Stand the

furious glare of the world limelight, the terrific admiration

and fatuous idolatry and the riches. One of the few of the

few is Bill Hart.

I had never met him, although I had corresponded with him.

I wanted to paint him in his war clothes, as I have always

admired him and what he stood for on the screen. What
does he stand for? For the great West, young feller, for the

one and only epic romance of America—the pioneer—the

frontiersman, that's what! The strength, courage, resource-

fulness, the chivalry, simplicity and the clean-heartedness of

American manhood, if I must tell you-all! The laughing

opposite to the pallid, nervous timorous time-serving insects

of the East! And I say this, an Easterner.

I_I E came to my studio on his trip East— You no doubt
* * detect a faint aroma of hero-worship in my sentences?

Well, suppose you do! Haven't you ever done it yourself?

He wore a cap. He carried one of his forty Stetsons and
an old silk bandana—for me to draw him in—at my request.

He is what you see him on the screen—only much bigger and
taller than you would think. The screen tells almost every-

thing but the age and height of the player. It is dumb on
those scores. He is magnificently built, but two weeks of

New York have strained his waistcoat and it will take another

two weeks' hard riding on "The Paint"—(which is what he

calls his little fourteen year old pard, his horse)—to get down
to normal.

HE looks about forty-five, is an easy talker, modest and
simply nuts about that paint pony! He said that when

he gets back to his ranch he has to be darn careful to watch

his step, as the pony in his delight in seeing him is likely to

"rare" up when Bill isn't watching and come down on him
with his front legs. He has ripped his sleeve from shoulder

to wrist in just such affectionate cavortings. He told me
dramatically how he and the pony nearly cashed in in a water

hole in doing the "Toll-Gate" and about the fight in "Brand-

ing Broadway."
He had a fight in the story with a number of waiters and

he had to get a lot of new fighters for the scene. It doesn't

do at all to fight with amateurs, as it is much more dangerous

than with professionals, so Bill says. He had a talk with

the fighter whom he was supposed to mix with last, and told

him to pull his punches when he could, but that if he hurt him,

Bill, never mind and on the other hand he wasn't to mind if

Bill hurt him—BUT—when Bill got to a good place he was
going to knock him cold apparently and the pug was told to

wait for the signal, "Go!" and then drop.

All the time that Bill was giving his instructions he was
rather annoyed and curious at the man's peculiar furtive ex-

pression and at his silence, which came into his mind again

when he had cleaned up the other waiters and had reached

this last one. At the propitious moment in the mill Bill yelled

"go" and swung on him.

The man to his surprise paid no attention but went at him
harder than ever. It flashed through Bill's mind as he now
fought in desperation to keep from taking the count that this

was a plant and he saw the hand of an ex-partner of his who
was a blood relation of some hydrophobia skunk—so sailing in

like a demon he managed to get an opening and landed on
the man's jaw.

Then in a cold fury he corralled the fighters and accused them
of a plot to knock him out—one of them begged to be allowed

to explain. It wasn't a plant—my God. no! Then what in

Tucson was it? Why the feller was stone deaf!

Bill has had his hands broken several times, and some few
ribs, and several teeth loosened—but as I can't remember a
picture of his in which there wasn't a fight I have come to the

conclusion that somewhere in the dim past among his ancestors

there must have been a strain of Irish

!

Although I see the funny angle to lots of his pictures—the

bad man being miraculously regenerated by one look into the

blue eyes of a pure young girl—and I guess he does too—still

I hope he goes on making the same kind of pictures because I

and millions of others love them

!

More power to Bill!

Sonnet Impressions
By

MARGARET E. SANGSTER

SHIRLEY MASON
There is a boyish freedom in the way
You laugh at life—there is an elfin thrill

That clings about you, half-elusive, 'till

Some grown-up comes to frighten you at play

—

For then you put your toys and games away,
And act the lady, quite against your will,

And say and do things you should, until

One longs to see you young again, and gay!

When years have passed, when time has
left it's trace

Of silver in the sunlight of your hair,

When you sit, idle, in an easy chair,

And smile into an unguessed future's face.

You'll keep, laid in some place that no one knows,

A doll, a ribbon, and a faded rose.

PAULINE STARKE
Your hands are slim and very pale,

Your dark hair lies against your face.

As if it loves its resting place;

And wistfulncss is like a veil

Across your eyes. . . . Your form is frail

And yet unbending. Winsome grace

Fights with an urgent pride of race,

That binds you like a coat of mail.

One always thinks of songs unsung
When seeing you—of words unsaid.

Of youth that never will be dead.
Yet, deathless, never will be young.

One wonders if your dreams are lies.

Or shadow things, or butterflies!



Larry Semon is no
John Barrymore,
but he isn't kidding
himself, and that s

a great start He may say he's crazy,

but he isn t. If it s crazy

to get $100,000 a year
to stop custard pies,

bring on your bakeries

It's No Laughing Matter
This business of making comedies

Y'OU'VE got to be crazy to do it." says Larry Semon.
I'll say you do!

A fat man stood on a platform about twenty feet

high and dropped a large pail filled with very gooey,

smeary, thick soapsuds on the unprotected and innocent head
of another fat man below. The pail, which had been previously

broken and tied up with string, broke and the soapsuds

Niagaraed all over the man's head and eyes and mouth and nose

and ears and down his open shirt front, and seeped through
his collar and trickled down his back.

Then they took a big towel and wiped him off and dried

his hair and brushed it, so that it looked all nice and then

—

they did it all over again.

When they began to do it for the ninth time, I emitted
what I suppose sounded like an exclamation of protest. It

felt like one. so I suppose it sounded like one.

"What'd you mean, you got to be crazy to do it?" I asked.

"Well," said Larry Semon. "Don't you?"
"Do you think anyone that's sane is going to stand up there

and let you throw soapsuds on their head like that for two
hours and enjoy it? Do you think anybody that can have a

good time saying good morning to a custard pie or falling on
their anatomy continuously all day and not mind it a bit, can
get by an alienist?

"No wonder most comedians are sad away from their work.
They ought to be.

"A comedy is only as funny as its gags. The comic is of

secondary importance. I have thirty-two members of my
company in stock, including property men, technical men,
cameramen, assistant directors and actors. I expect them not
only to be ready to do any doggone thing I ask 'em to, but
to eat, sleep, think and read gags. Now you can't do that

and not go crazy.

"How can people spend their lives falling into ponds and
pies, and off tressles and girders, and chasing up and down
hills, without getting a trifle different? Now, understand, I
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don't think it's a thing in the world wrong to be a little crazy.

I'd rather be crazy and successful and happy, than so darn
sane, and a failure and miserable."

He got up. took a small, black leather book from the

voluminous pockets of his short high pants. It was just an
ordinary, commonplace little book—the kind of little black
book that always makes all the trouble.

Larry Semon consulted this one earnestly and I was trying

to determine whether he was planning to blow up the Vita-

graph studio—when he said, "Now my script says that the

next thing we do is in the theater, so let's go over to the
theater set."

I
TROTTED patiently by his side as we crossed the rough and
rugged hills that divided us from the lot. Finally I gathered

up courage enough to ask, "Is that your script in that little

black book?"
"Sure." said the slapstick comedian. "I write it up every

night, like a diary, with the next day's work."
Oddly enough Larry Semon comes of a good old Quaker

family, too. New England.
But perhaps Larry Semon comes by his comical antics

naturally, after all. New England, like Indiana, has been
noted not only for poets and fiction factories. It has turned
out a multitude of antis and pros. Most of these legitimate.

Occasionally, though, there is a tendency to the freakish, the

bizarre.

But not many like Larry Semon. If he's eccentric his

brain cells are all there. He knows how to coin them into

dollars. Every caper he cuts adds to the national exchequer.
His income tax grows that fast.

This character he is establishing in his films, he originally

drew when he was a famous cartoonist on the New York Sun
He left there to act 'em instead of draw 'em—that's all.

Like a nightmare come true.

And—well, you know what cartoonists are!



Night Life in Paris
If there was none there before there was when Teddy Sampson breezed in.

Garcon ! Attencion ! Toute suite !

By ADELA ROGERS ST. JOHNS

thisAND I said to Lottie, 'So

Paris'."

Teddy's voice came across the

bank of orchids and roses and I

left my dinner partner flat.

He was only a business man.
In the first place, we had waited dinner

half an hour for Teddy.
It is one of her charms that you always

wait dinner for Teddy—and sometimes she

comes.
Then, just after we sat down and the

butler served cocktails (don't break any
commandments, they were only lobster)

there was a burst of conversation at the

outer door, a whirl of silk and perfume and
fur, and Teddy stood in the doorway, re-

garding us with that pugnacious little glance

of hers, like a cross baby boy.

"Say, listen," she said, holding her mole-
skin tight about her and regarding the glitter

of silver and glass and flowers, ''before I

swallow a bite of that food, I want to ask

you fellows a question. What do I have
to do for this dinner? It looks too

grand to be moral."

She dropped her fur cape on the

floor with a swift aside. "Only paid

$175 for that in Berlin," flung her

smart turban upside down on the

nearest serving table, and dropped
into her chair.

And grinned. Black, impish
eyes, little white teeth between
her carmined lips, wrinkled pug
nose. Even her flying bobbed
black hair. Gamin.

It was almost ten minutes later

that I heard her remark about
Paris, and I shamelessly listened in.

"When we got into the railroad

station in Paris, a fellow in uni-

form rushes up to us and begins

to deliver the President's message
in Chinese. I understand French
perfectly—I took six lessons be-

fore I went over—but this guy
was talking against time or some-
thing. I said to Lottie, 'It's all

right. Don't pay any attention

to him, and he'll go away in a

minute.' I was right. With a

gesture of his good right arm, he
cast us into outer darkness."

I don't see what need Teddy
Sampson would have for French
or any other language as long as

they didn't tie her hands. If they

did that, she couldn't talk English

over a telephone. I don't know
whether the Frenchman who wrote

the delicious gamin story of "Ki-

ki" for Lenore Ulrich ever saw
Teddy or not. If he did, she

ought to get a royalty.

Teddy went to Europe with the

Fairbanks-Pickford party—to keep
Lottie Pickford company and help

Mother Pickford manage the ex-

pedition. It was her first visit.

Black, impish eyes; little teetk white between
carmined lips; flying bobbed black hair—Teddy
Sampson. In the circle : a scene from one

of her first pictures, "Sympathy Sal

Next Time, Jim

TIM KIRKWOOD is noted for being a good
J actor and an unfortunate investor. He
probably owns more oil stocks than any
star in the movies.
But the other night his title was seized

by Julius Tannen, the famous monologist of
the varieties.

Julius declared that he had invested in a

proposition to plant rubber bands in Mexico
and raise automobile tires.

"My Gawd," sighed Jim, "I wonder why
they didn't let me in on that."

'"It "d be a great little place if it wasn't

for the money."' she went on. "But after

all any countrv'd be better off without that.

I bet the French nation could pay its

war debt with the bills Lottie and I threw
away because we thought they were tele-

phone numbers we were through with. We
couldn't read 'em. much less talk 'em.

Guess that phrase about dirty money origi-

nated with some bird that had been to

Paris for the first time."

"How did you like the climate? " asked

her neighbor.

"Never saw any." said Teddy. "Did you
ever ride in a French taxi? When I got

back to New York I thought I was in a

funeral procession every time I took a ride.

Mother Pickford said to me. said she,

'Teddy, learn just one word of French.

Learn to tell those war-eating chauffeurs

to go slow.'

"So I did. The next time we went out in

a taxicab and the driver started to vol-

plane. Ma Pickford yells. Oh. Teddy.
tell him. Tell him to Lr <> slow!'

"And like a dumbbell I'd forgotten

the combination. But I took a
chance—after all, what in the

world is the difference, you're only

here for a little while, anyway.
I shrieked, 'Vile, vite, for the

love of St. Patrick, vite!'

"By the time I brought
Mother to, we were in Ver-

sailles."

Teddy sipped her wine reflec-

tively.

"We stayed in a grand old

French hotel in Paris. If I told

you the name of it in French,

I'd probably get mixed up and
insult you, so I won't. Lot and
I had a royal suite.

"They must have built those

old French hotels for conven-
tion purposes only. The draw-
ing room we had would have
held the French army. Lottie

said to me, 'Teddy, if you don't

stop trying to see the ceiling.
" you'll break your fool neck.' So

I quit. I'm no Lillian Lorraine.

"Oh, the night life? Well—

I

saw enough of it to hold an
intelligent conversation with the
other nuts who have been to

Paris. It's a great idea, but it's

too expensive. Every time you
throw a party in Paris it costs

you a couple of years' income
tax. D'ye know. I thought I

looked French—I'm not, my
real name is Xora Stitch and
I'm proud of it—but I've always
been told I looked French and I

fell for it until I got my first

peep at the checks they handed
me in those Paris cafes. Then
I knew they had my number.

(Concluded on page 109)
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*'She might not be a clever woman but she
was an intuitive one. She coula, for in-

stance, recognize a cat when she saw one
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The
Last Straw
An entertaining tale of motion picture life,

illustrating again the adage that the worm
—in this case the pretty, patient wife of

a pompous film star—will eventually turn

By
ADELA ROGERS ST. JOHNS

Illustrated by

R. Van Buren

•TUC

L
UCY! Lu-cc-eee!"

The ting-aling of a

, little bell. Then,
"Luc-ee-eee?"

Lucy Beresford winced,

swallowed a final bite ot

egg. grinned and flew to

the stove, where she lighted

the gas under the coffee

pot.

Hugh simply couldn't

bear coffee made in a per-

colator. In fact, he often

declared that his old col-

ored mammy used to say a

coffee pot should be colored just like

a meerschaum pipe.

Lucy went to the foot of the back
stairs and called sweetly, "Yes dear.

Coffee in just a minute. It's getting

hot."

A moment's silence. Then the voice from above
declared, "Too damn bad it couldn't be hot. when
I wake up. You know, Lucy, what I'm like in the

morning before I've had my coffee. And for good-

ness' sake, have the toast hot, too, and see if you can

find a ripe melon."
Without waiting to hear the end, Lucy had returned

swiftly to the stove and with tiny, deft hands made
the toast, buttered it with sweet butter, and chose a melon
from the basket on the back porch.

She was a pretty, trim little woman with big, dark serene

eyes and a humorous mouth. In her morning dress of pink

crepe with its white embroidered collar, she was a goodly siizht

for the eyes of any man to rest upon when he arose in the

morning.

But Hugh Beresford failed of so much as a glance in her

direction when she came in a moment later, bearing the tray

with its steaming fragrant coffee, crisp toast and ice-filled,

golden-hearted melon.

He was absorbed in his paper.

"Where's the Times?" he asked briefly.

"It's not come yet, dear." Lucy was arranging the tray on
the little swinging table over the bed.

"For a quarter of an
Hour she sat there

sputtering

"It seems funny. Lucy, that you couldn't even tend to a

little thing like my having the p'apers in the morning. Why
don't you call up the silly office and tell them I must have

my paper in the morning by eight? I shouldn't think that

would be a great deal of trouble, when you haven't a thing to

do all day long."

Lucy shut her lips tightly, then her usual cheerful smile

spread over her face. "I did phone, dear. I'll try again to-

day. They don't seem to pay much attention to me. Every-

one around here complains of their delivery service."

The man threw down the paper in his hands and sat up in bed,

his handsome brown eyes snapping. "Lucy, don't argue with

me. Please don't. You know how I hate to be argued with

in the morning, 'specially before I've had my coffee. Why
will you do it?"
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Mrs. Bercsford ig-

nored the remark and
went quietly to the

big walnut chifforobe.

With the efficiency of

long practice, she be-

gan laying out clothes

—socks, handkerchiefs,

a colored one and a

white one, a shirt in

which she carefully

placed all the buttons,

a soft collar to match,

a suit of pongee under-

wear. Opening the

door of the big ward-

robe closet, she took

out a pair of tan and
white sport shoes.

She glanced at the

bed, where her hus-

band was placidly consuming his

melon and the paper at the same
time. Then she hurried into the

bathroom, laid his shaving things on
the plate-glass table and ran his bath, test-

ing it carefully with a thermometer cased

in wood.
A bellow from the bedroom made her

drop it and, with little beads of perspira-

tion beginning to stand out on her fore-

head, she flew back to his side.

"My God, Lucy, this coffee is stone cold

—absolutely stone cold. Isn't there some
way

—

some way—that I could arrange to

get ray coffee hot in the morning? Heav-
ens knows I don't ask for a great deal.

You know I can't drink my coffee unless

it's hot."

"Well, dear," said his wife, taking up
the cup from his tray, "you took so much time to read your
paper that

—

"

"Lucy! Let's not argue about it. Of course it's my fault

that you give me cold coffee morning after morning. I admit
that. But could you figure out some way to get me a hot

cup of coffee without my listening to endless condemnation
and explanation?"

MRS. BERESFORD ran down the narrow back stairs to

the kitchen and with hands that trembled just a little,

reheated the coffee. This time she carefully carried the pot

to the head of the stairs and poured out a clean cup, but when
she carried it in to him her former smile had completely

vanished.

She waited until he had finished and she heard him leap out

of bed. Silently she flew to test the bath water again, ran an
added stream of hot and shook in a handful of scented bath

salts. Dextrously, she sharpened a safety razor blade on the

patent sharpener.

Then she went to her own room to wait.

Outside her window was a bush of climbing roses—yellow

roses. A few blocks away over the tops of the trees, she

could see the sun glinting on the glass roofs of the stages at

the studio. She stood, one little foot tapping, until as usual

her smile came back.

Gracious, what was the use of paying any attention to

Hugh?
She heard him splashing. Then whistling as he shaved. He

came back to his room. She waited, poised.

Nor did she have to wait long.

"Lucy! Lu-ce-eee!"
There were times when Lucy passionately wished that her

mother had selected some name for her that did not lend itself

so well to shouting—anything, Bridget, or Augusta, or

Mehitable.

"You haven't laid me out a tie."

"But, dearest boy, you said that you—

"

"Lucy. I don't even know where my ties are. Please find

me that knitted blue one with the henna stripes that I bought
last week."
With the greatest care he finished brushing his hair—he

always brushed it ten minutes

at night and ten minutes in the

morning—adjusted his tie, set-

tled his coat, gave himself a final sur-

vey in the mirror, and turned to his

wife with a beaming smile.

"All right, sweetheart,"

"Now, is the car ready?"

"Yes, dear, it's been at

for twenty minutes."

He slipped his arm about her as

they descended the broad front stairs,

and Lucy, still holding herself tense for the last moment explo-

sions, patted his cheek with her free hand.

"Will you be home to dinner, dear?" she asked.

"I can't tell yet, love." He paused to choose a flower from

the little vase on the hall table that always held several flowers

for his morning selection.

There was an instant of pregnant silence.

"I don't see a white carnation," he said evenly, ominously.

Lucy started. "Why, dear, the man didn't have a white

carnation, and so
—

"

"V/OU mean there wasn't a florist in town that had a white
I carnation?"

"Why yes, dear, I suppose they did. But my arms were full

of bundles and it was so hot and quite a long walk to the next

place. If I had the car for a little while each morning—

"

"In other words, it was too much trouble for you to walk a

few steps to do something that I had specifically asked you to

do. As for the car, Lucy, I didn't think you'd bring that sub-

ject up again. You know how it distresses me to be kept wait-

ing. I shouldn't be able to work all day, if I weren't sure

James was there with the car in case I needed anything done."

"Yes, dear, of course."

He took a gardenia from the glass, adjusted it, and kissed

her affectionately.

"Better prepare dinner, darling, in case I do come home. I'll
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ttle patter on the stairs, and
he landing, flushed but quiet

have James let you know. I may go to the club. But be
careful about your selection of food, Lucy. This hot weather,

you know—something light and cool, but nourishing, some-
thing that will tempt my appetite and still give me the right

strength. Don't forget the clothes to be pressed—both light

suits. And darling, make out the checks for all the first of

the month bills, and I'll sign them when I come home. Good-
bv, sweetheart. Oh, yes, you might order those new books
Tom Mdnncs spoke of. Don't forget. My lamb is such a

forgetful little girl, though you'd think with so little on her

mind and when she's been married eight long years, she'd learn

how to think.

"Oh, yes, dear, be sure to have my two new dress shirts

—

the two I like, you know—clean, will you? I think we'll get

to the dinner stuff in a day or two. Better do them yourself.

sweetheart, since you haven't anything else to do, because I

don't always like the way they're done when anyone else does
them. And are my dinner clothes all ready to put on?

"By the way, midge, perhaps
you'd better come over to the

studio this afternoon and look

over the dressing room. I'm

nearly out of powder and cream
and you know, darling, how it

upsets me if I get in a mess.

Good-by, darling."

He climbed in. The motor
started. Lucy held her breath.

There was a wail from the ton-

neau—no other word could de-

scribe it. She rushed down the
slops.

"What is it, dear?" she cried.

She was not calmed by the
sight of two heads—blonde and
curly, and belonging to a couple
of girls who worked at the studio
and had crushes on Hugh—which
appeared in the window across the
street at that moment.

"My stick, Lucy. You almost let

me go away without my stick."

.Mrs. Bercsford ran back into the
house and brought out a polished
brown stick with a curved handle
which she handed him. Her temper
was getting out of hand. Why didn't

he go?
He contemplated the

cane for a long moment.
Then, slowly, "X-no,
dearest, not this one. The
gray one with the ham-
mered silver handle.

Quickly. Lucy. I'm getting

late and you know how it

upsets me if I'm late and
have to rush with my
make-up."
Lucy Beresford flew

back into the house and
—could not find the stick.

She hunted, desperately

now. through the down-
stairs closet, ran up-
stairs and searched fran-

tically through every

closet.

Her head was throbbing

with confusion and her

pretty face was drawn.

Hopelessly she decided

to try the hall closet

again. It must be there.

She started violently when she

saw a figure in the front doorway.

Hugh would be so—but it wasn't

Hugh. It was the liveried chauf-

feur. He touched his cap. Mrs. Beres-

ford nodded, gasping.

"Mr. Beresford says he's in a hurry.

But I think myself—that is, I'm sure he left that

gray stick with the silver handle over to—that is, at Miss Sut-

ton's last night. Mrs. Beresford."

Lucy set her teeth and marched to the car again, followed by

the chauffeur.

<:V/OL"YE left your gray stick at Maud Sutton's." she said.

A "So you'll have to carry that one."

"All right, dear, if I did. That was careless of me. But

why couldn't you have remembered it sooner, love?"

this time the car was really cone and Lucy Beresford

—

after a final glance through the window to see it actually

disappearing.—sat down in the cool, quiet drawing room and

kicked off her hinh-heeled slippers. (Hugh simply couldn't

bear to see her around in house shoes.)

He was gone!

For a quarter of an hour she sat there sputtering. Gradu-

ally, she began to laugh. She (Continued on page 101)
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Will H. Hays—A Real Leader
A word portrait of .the man selected

to head the motion picture industry

By

MEREDITH NICHOLSON

IF
I were asked to state the qualifications of the Hon. Will

H. Hays for the general directorship of the motion pic-

ture industry I should answer in these words:

He knows and loves America!
Not lightly does a man of Hays' intelligence and ambition

relinquish a position of honor in the cabinet of the president

of the United States

to enter a new and
unfamiliar field. The
governorship of his
state and, in due
course, a United States

senatorship were clear-

ly indicated in Hays'
horoscope on the day
he resigned the post-

master- generalship.

And there are those in

the corn-belt who even
visualized him in the

White House.
It has been said that

money was the com-
pelling motive for the

change, but to any one
who really knows Hays
this is a contemptible

slander. H i s reason

for taking the job may
be set down in exactly

the same phrase that I

have used to describe

his qualifications:

He knows and loves

A nierica

!

He not only knows
the heart and mind of

the nation but he is

animated by a passion-

ate desire to serve the

people—the folks as he
likes to call them.

Try your best to

think of some man who
is like Hays and you
will give it up. Hays
is different. He baffles

classification. I have
eaten with him, trav-

eled with him, sat up
all night with him
and exchanged views
with him on every
subject, from the literary productions of Isaiah to the latest

political rumpus in Raccoon Township, and I will say that I

am unable to forecast with any certainty just what will be

his views on a given matter.

This isn't because he is erratic or thinks queerly or loosely;

it's because being original and not an imitation he has his own
individual way of looking at things.

And God Almighty clearly intended that Hays should do a

good deal of looking at important things, for He gave him
about the clearest, seeingest pair of brown eyes that were
planted in a human head.

To any foolish persons who may feel disposed to dissimu-

late, equivocate or lie to Will H. Hays I utter this solemn
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When Hays walks quietly into

at once that some

warning: Don't do it! Hays' ears are large "roomy ears, con-

structed for service rather than beauty. Bill hears every-

thing. He will listen to a fool up to a certain point. When
this point is reached the fool will be aware of it.

He hates with the greatest cordiality liars and side-slepper«.

This may have an odd sound when you remember that the

man's training was in

politics, a game in

which a highly special-

ized talent for lying is

popularly believed to

be essential to success.

Hays' political ac-

tivity began in his na-

tive town of Sullivan,

Indiana, when he was
twenty-one. and for

the succeeding twenty-

two years he continued

his apprenticeship until

he became the Repub-

lican National Chair-

man, conducted the

Harding campaign, and

was rewarded for his

brilliant services with,

the cabinet seat he re-

linquished to become
the Supreme High Po-

tentate of the motioa

picture world.

He always played

politics straight. He
believed and proved by

many experiments that

clean politics will win.

Nobody ever ''got"

anything on Hays be-

cause there wasn't any-

thing to get!

When Hays walks

quietly into a roomful

of people you know
at once that somebody

has arrived. He's a

dynamic person; tre-

mendously vital, all

alive. When you've

shaken hands with him

and met the gaze of

his friendly brown
eyes you feel that

you've known Hays
a long time. Through

a roomful of people you know
body has arrived

no conscious effort on his part you get the impression that for

years he's been hankering to meet you and that the meeting is

an event in his life.

Alone on a desert island Hays would die; he's simply got

to be where there's folks! But if he found a savage on that

island Hays would make a friend of him; if he discovered two

savages he would tame and organize them and put 'em to work.

People who are easily fatigued will do well to avoid Bill

Hays. Laziness and slipshod work are painful to him. His

own method is to work till he's tired and then begin all over

again. I have seen him dictating letters while he listened at

the telephone. I have gone motoring with him when he read

his mail and talked cheerfully for miles at a stretch. Sleeper-
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jumps have no terror for him and if he misses a couple of

meals in a day it doesn't worry him a particle. He doesn't

have to feed or rest his enthusiasm; it's always keyed to the

highest pitch.

I
ONCE asked him to lunch to meet a man twenty years

his senior—a dignified white haired gentleman I knew
very well myself but never thought of addressing by his first

name. Within fifteen minutes Hays, in the most natural and
casual fashion and without a hint of familiarity, was calling

him Louis! And this wasn't just a political trick for estab-

lishing an intimacy with a man likely to be of use to him: it

was the spontaneous expression of Hays' big, friendly heart.

He liked that man and he wasn't afraid or ashamed to let

him know it. And you may be sure he made a friend of

that man.
Hays is a graduate

of Wabash college at

Crawfordsville, Indi-

ana, where General

Lew Wallace wrote

"Ben Hur." If given

his choice he would
prefer to live right

on at Sullivan with

the rest of its three

thousand population,

practice law and go

on Sunday to the

Presbyterian Church,

of which he's an el-

der, with his wife and
boy, and otherwise

live the quiet coun-
try town life.

But fate has played
all kinds of tricks

with Hays. Some big-

ger job has always
been looking for him.

Hays likes hard jobs
•—things that resist

and fight back and
require all the ginger

that's packed into his

slim body—which is

some ginger!

But the doubting
ones are asking, what
does Mr. Hays of

Sullivan, Sullivan

County, Indiana,
know about the pic-

torial drama? This
is a foolish question.

Of course he knew
nothing about pic-

tures the day he took

the job, but the skep-

tical may rest as-

sured that before

Hays is many moons
older he's going to

know all there is to

know about the business. The past proves the future.

That's Bill's way. He's a regular human sponge for

soaking up facts. He wants to be shown; he's simply got
to know! He has the healthy curiosity about all things of a
boy who attacks an alarm clock with a hammer to see how
the darned thing works. Only Hays can take the wheels out
and oil 'em up and put the machine together again. What-
ever he organizes is organized. During the war he made the
Indiana State Council of Defense known all over the country
for the scope and effectiveness of its work. In politics, he
built fences so tight a gnat couldn't squeeze through.

In 1920 he perfected a national organization that was the

best the Republican party had ever known. There were dif-

ficulties and perplexities innumerable. Discordant elements
had to be brought into line. Hays was a marvelous peace-
maker; his appeals for harmony were irresistible. He got
men together who hadn't spoken since the Progressive kick-up,

Cartoonist Cesare s idea
motion pictui

and made them sing the doxology out of the same hymn book.
Hays has always puzzled the prophets and baffled the mind-

readers. It has been said that he was going into the picture

business to use the screen for political propaganda. Or that

he was to become merely a high-priced lobbyist to assist mo-
tion picture interests in defeating censorship legislation. This,

of course, is all sheer rot.

Hays isn't a fool. He views life in long broad vistas. He
considers this world a pretty grand old place and it's a habit

with him to think the best of his fellow man. He's that

rarest of birds, a practical idealist.

And there's no bunk in Hays; no pharisaism, no hypocrisy.

He will talk religion if you open the way. and will express his

views in the same tone in which he discusses politics or any
other subject about which he has definite views. Xo simper-

ing; no sniffling or

evasion.

Hays has gone into

motion pictures
wholeheartedly
and enthusiastically to

give the industry the

benefit of his organ-

izing and executive

genius. He will strike

snags. There will be
criticism; perhaps in

some quarters weep-
ing and wailing and
gnashing of teeth.

But you can bank on
this: Hays is on the

job with a definite

idea of what needs to

be done and how he's

going to do it. It's

not his way to shoot
with his eyes shut.

Knowing America
as he does, he has a

vision of the throngs

that daily view the

comedy and tragedy

of life in picture the-

aters, seeing them as

one vast assemblage:
and it seems to him
a pretty fine thing to

serve these people, to

be as a Master Ma-
gician waving his

wand to win them to

laughter and tears.

He sees in motion
pictures the greatest

of all mediums for

increasing the enlight-

enment and promot-
ing the happiness of

the millions.

Hays believes the

enormous possibilities

of the screen to en-

tertain, instruct and
inspire have been only partially realized, and that in the task

of developing and advancing the newest of the great arts lies

an opportunity worthy of his best endeavors.

Hays' manner and words inspire confidence everywhere.

Even the skeptics who have to be shown with a microscope,

are soon converted into loyal adherents and ardent boosters.

Anyone who has watched the man in action knows that he
knows. They see the loose threads of organization tightening.

the broken ones replaced, the whole fabric taking on a new
form. Hays weaves with the certainty of knowledge, and
with equal facility he can use the materials at hand, or im-

provise others.

With business in all lines a little dull, with industrial leaders

eager for new ideas, with the nation going through a period of

cautious readjustment, the leaders of the most astounding

amusement enterprise in the history of the world, have wel-

comed this forceful, compelling personality to their ranks.

of Hays going into the

e business



The Romantic History
A Human Story of Amazing Interest

Woodville Latham, scientist and scholar, had set out
to make a machine to put the motion picture on the
screen in behalf of his sons Otway and Gray Latham,
who had become interested in the exhibition of the

Edison kinetoscope at peep show arcades

Known as the Beau Brummel
of the prize ring in the days of

1894-5, Mike Leonard fought
the remarkable six round fight

that the Latham brothers pre-

sented in a series of six peep
show machines

CHAPTER II

tway

THAT August day in 1894
when Woodville Latham
walked out of the peep
show exhibition at 83

Nassau street, he was very sure

he could soon put the motion
picture on the screen.

The dignified old chemist was
impressed with the interest of

the crowds that lined the street,

waiting to peer in at the Leon-
ard-Cushing fight pictures in the

little Edison kinetoscopes, pre-

senting the show that his sons,

Otway and Gray Latham, were
conducting.

At well near the same time in not less than three other places,

widely separated from each other, other men saw the same
opportunity and were about to go to work on the same prob-

lem. Within a few months all of them were to reach some
degree of success.

Commercial opportunity was the tool of destiny, as always.

Any of these men would have ultimately given the world the

motion picture projection machine of today. In the first period

of picture development we found many
minds independently working: Muy-
bridge, Levison, Marey, Anschutz, Le-

Prince, and Edison. The motion picture

was inevitable. So now the screen, too,

was inevitable.

This is the second instalment

of the amazing history of the

films—the first history. The
mechanical progress of the

screen has been followed be-

fore, but this is the first story

to describe the fascinating evo-
lution of the art, involving its

great men and its most inter-

esting movements. The ro-

mantic aspect of the industry

has never before been consid-

ered. There has never, in the

world's history, been an art or

an industry which has such a

wealth of romance connected
with its development. The out-

standing figures have been
giants. Many who helped to

make the films the great in-

dustry they are have been for-

gotten. But with a mighty
force its celluloids have rolled

on and on, until today it is far

more powerful than those who
conceived it and helped to de-

velop it. This, then, is its his-

tory; its colorful biography,

woven and interwoven with
the stories of its makers.

But never again in the motion
picture field was another success

to be so independent, isolated

and clean cut as Edison's kineto-

scope. Each successive step

since has brought more and
more minds to bear on the prob-

lems of the picture. This in-

creasing ratio is evident in the

history of projection machines

which give us screen pictures.

It is natural at this point to

raise the question as to why
Edison seems to have paused

after capturing the secret of

the motion picture and locking

it up in the kinetoscope box
where one might peek at it.

Now that this had been done there were many anxious to see

it put on the screen so that whole audiences might see it at

once—and pay an admission for the pleasure. It was relatively

a small thing to do, after the basic work of Edison in record-

ing the picture on the film.

WHY did not Edison go forward with the next step and
build the projection machine?

The astounding answer is that he did not think it worth
while.

He had other things to do that were more interesting to him.

It is true that Edison had done some casual experimenting

with projection and had in his work with Dickson got a

flickering promise of a picture by projection. The screen was

In London, Paris, Washington and New York inven-

tors were trying to wed the films to the magic lantern

Copyright 1922 by Terry Ramsaye
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limited to five feet square and the

results were unsteady and unprom-

ising. These experiments were

abandoned. That they did not rep-

resent true projection is evidenced

both by expressions of Mr. Edison

at the time and by later experi-

mental efforts of W. K. L. Dickson,

his laboratory assistant.

There is a bit of tragic humor
in the fact that if at that time they

had taken the shutter off the Edi-

son camera, used for making kine-

toscope pictures, and put a light

inside of it they would have had

the modern projection machine in

all essentials.

With the completion of the kinp-

toscope, Edison paused. The next

step, the step to the screen, so lit-

tle to take and so great in its result,

was left to others. It was as

though Edison had. exposed the ore

of a gold mine and left it for any

one who came along to dig.

AMONG others early to acquire

kinetoscopes along with the

Lathams, were the two Greek
speculators who had seen the ma-
chine at the World's Fair. They
hastened away to London with it

and sought the services of Robert

W. Paul, a mechanic famed for his

skill. Paul had his workshop at

the top of a three story brick

structure, at 44 Haddon Garden,

in the midst of a busy district of

minor manufactures. There they

took the kinetoscope and asked
Paul to make them many duplicates of it. They saw money.

Being a person of principle and caution Paul made in-

quiries, and found that the Edison machine and its wonder
of living pictures had not been patented in the United
Kingdom. This obviously left him legally free to execute

the orders of his clients. So the duplicate kinetoscopes

were made. The enterprising Greeks went out to startle

Europe with their pictures. Meanwhile Mr. Paul proceeded

to make many more of these machines on his own account
and disposed of them to a swiftly growing trade.

Birt Acres, another Englishman with photographic and
pictorial interests, had a notion that brought him to Paul

with an order. This man had evolved an idea for putting

the pictures on the screen, and he thought that the capable

Paul could help.

Meanwhile over on the Continent in France at the estab-

lishment of Louis Lumiere, the kinetoscope bearing Edison's

idea had planted the same inspiration. Lumiere was then,

as now, one of the world's most able makers of photographic

materials. He was interested in wedding the kinetoscope

to the magic lantern.

At about the same time in Washington, D. C, Charles

Francis Jenkins, a young stenographer in the coast guard
service division of the Treasury Department, was tinkering

Carmencita. famous in Her days of the early 90 s, as

a Spanish dancer and music hall favorite. She
appeared at Koster & Bial's music hall in 23rd

Street near Sixth avenue, in New York, a theater

identified with the start of motion pictures

It was at this location. Number
35 Frankfort Street. New York
City—now a vacant lot—that

Woodville Latham built his first

projector. Here, in April, 1895.

he gave an exhibition of his de-

vice, called the "Pantoptikon

with photographic experiments and

developing a growing interest in

the kinetoscope. An acquaintance,

E. F. Murphy, who was conducting

exhibitions of the kinetoscope and

the phonograph, supplied Jenkins

with bits of Edison film from the

machines. Jenkins' first efforts

were toward the building of a machine that would do as much

as the kinetoscope would. Late in 1894 he achieved a sort

of kinetoscope and called it the "Phantoscope.'' In it he

showed Edison films. He, too, was taken with the idea of

putting these pictures on the screen.

AN interesting bit of coincidence arrived to complicate the

workings of motion picture destiny.

Jenkins' technical interests took him to the Bliss School of

Electricity in Washington. There he confided his motion pic-

ture aspirations.

"There is another young man here working on the same

thing." the instructor remarked, and proceeded to introduce

Jenkins to Thomas Armat. It will be remembered that Armat

had seen the Anschutz tachyscope pictures of a lumbering

elephant at the World's Fair. Out of this introduction grew

a brief but eventful partnership. Jenkins and Armat joined

forces in their effort to produce a device to put motion pic-

tures on the screen.

So the pioneering of the screen was

left to the endeavors of a Virginia pro-

fessor who wanted to leave a fortune to

his sons, to a British mechanic serving

a customer, to a French photographer,

All of the experiments toward the projection machine

started with films from the Edison peep show device

a3



Edison's studio put James Corbett into a knock-
out film feature that was nearly fifty feet long

and to a couple of young electrical stu-

dents in Washington.
It was a race in which no contestant

knew of the other. Small wonder that

the honors of that achievement have re-

mained in casual dispute until today,

that some of them have been mis-awarded, and that even yet

each nation points with pride to its own laurel crowned in-

ventor of the motion picture.

It is a caprice of fate that among these the only men who
were not to come in for some share of the honors were the

man who first put the picture on the screen for the public,

and the man who was the first to build a truly effective pro-

jection machine.

The most dramatic interest of the period centers about the

efforts of the Lathams, now for twenty-seven years in the past,

and for a decade forgotten and unmentioned in the world of

the motion picture art. A remarkable web of consequence grew
out of their work. A train of events was set in motion that

continues today. In a direct line of heritage are some of the

most remarkable of the developments that we may expect in

the motion pictures of tomorrow.

While Woodville Latham, in his patient scientific way, was
thinking over the problem of picture projection, his impatient

and impulsive son Otway was taking other steps of his own
that the expediency of the moment seemed to suggest.

When the special kinetoscopes to carry

the Latham pictures of the Leonard-

Cushing fight were built at the Edison

plant at West Orange, Otway spent a

great deal of his time watching the work.

It seems that the young man was at

some pains to build up a warm friend-

ship with W. K. L. Dickson, who con-

tinued the chief of things photographic

around the Edison establishment. Otway
Latham, as events were later to bear wit-

ness, had a notion that Dickson might

be of value to him.

that Edison, between his good nature and his concentration

on scientific affairs, had allowed many to impose upon him.

Meanwhile the Edison interests had been increasing in mag-
nitude and complexity. There were problems of financing and
administration. It is not that Edison might not have been
able to cope with these problems, but rather that his stronger

interests were elsewhere. Among other elements of the situa-

tion was a maze of patent litigations. It seems to have been
painfully true that every important patented development from
the Edison laboratories was sure to result in a flock of com-
peting claims, seldom in good faith and not a few of them
downright frauds conceived in criminal cleverness. The con-

THE blithe young Southerner made a

less interested friendship with Wil-

liam E. Gilmore, then general manager of

the Edison enterprises at West Orange.

Gilmore, big of stature and with a dom-
inating personality, had been called to

West Orange from a post with the Edison

General Electric works at Schenectady,

N. Y. He was due at West Orange on
April i, 1894. He reported promptly at

his new desk at 8 o'clock on the morning
of April 2.

"I wasn't going to start anything on
April Fool Day," he explained.

It may be set down here that this was
probably the first and last evidence of

anything akin to superstition in all the

brass-tacks career of William E. Gilmore.

Gilmore's first official act has not been
recorded, but it is a safe assumption that

he brought down a hard fist on a sur-

prised desk and demanded action.

There was neither superstition nor
sentiment in the new order of things at

West Orange under Gilmore. He found

1 his is Woodv
jection machine

lh

the

The Latham Brothers first used the en-
larged kinetoscope to throw pictures on
a screen. This has caused controversy
to this day, Edison declaring the ap-

paratus was essentially his invention

spicuous successes of Edison made him
an object of continuous attack.

"Damn the patents, give me the goods

with your name on it and we will do
business." Gilmore's advice was as sharp

cut as his judgments.

It is no testimonial to the court made
justice, that the thousands upon thou-

sands expended by Edison in defensive

litigation probably never saved him a penny
or gave him a nickel's worth of protec-

tion as measured by ultimate results.

GILMORE started some house cleaning

and some merchandising. He was
disposed to be friendly toward Otway
Latham, on two counts. Latham was a

customer, also he was an entertaining and
cordial young man. He breathed of the

spirit of Broadway and the gaiety of the

period. He was a contact for Gilmore,
with this amusement world, in which it

seemed probable that this kinetoscope

was likely to figure. He was interesting

to Gilmore.

It was also to be noted that Otway
Latham was being rather friendly toward
Dickson.

Meanwhile the Edison kinetoscope busi-

ness was growing as Raff & Gammon
gained new clients and sold more and more territorial rights.

The little revolving photographic building, the famous "Black
Maria," was busy with its first year of production, making
motion pictures for the peep shows. Minor celebrities of the
stage and the heroes of the prize ring were the actors.

The success of the Lathams with their Leonard-Cushing

Latham s pro-
The picture is of

third which he manufactured
at 101 Beekman Street

Naturally the first girl pictured was a "vamp" but
in those days they called her "a music hall favorite"



Latham's first screen showing started a contro-

versy in letters to the papers that continues today

picture indicated the drawing power of fight pictures and a

number of them were made. James J. Corbett, the mighty
champion of the day, was employed to star in a massive pro-

duction of fifty feet of motion pictures.

A husky darky from Newark was cast as the champion's

opponent. The black boxer was locally famous and highly

self-esteemed.

Only a few days before the making of the picture, Corbett

scored one of his most sensational ring victories by an aston-

ishing knockout.

A sudden realization that he was face to face with something

sudden and drastic came over the darky

as he squared off before the camera.

Corbett made a single pass.

The Black Terror of Newark went
down in a heap. He had not been

touched.

THEN the picture had to be started

all over again.

This picture, a precedent in early pro-

ducing policy, was merely an effort to

utilize for the motion picture the ready

made fame of the renowned in other

fields. Not a year passes without many,
more or less ineffectual, attempts of the

kind. Borrowing fame, however, has

never been a complete success.

There was, incidentally, quite another

reason for the popularity of the prize

fight as an early motion picture subject.

This lay within the limitations of the

first cameras. The picture taking ma-
chine was not the facile portable instru-

ment of today. It was a vast bulky
device of about the dimensions of a large

dog house. It was heavy. It had a

rather fixed viewpoint. It could not be
swung to cover panoramas and it could
not be tilted up and down to follow mov-
ing centers of interest. It had about
the same pictorial availability as a knot-
hole in a ballrield fence.

The ropes of the prize ring automat-
ically limited the radius of action. It

was simple to set the ponderous camera
to cover the ring. The cameraman could
then grind away, secure in the certainty

that the picture was not getting away
from him, unless indeed the combatants
jumped the ropes and ran away.

For the same photographic reasons dance acts were espe-

cially available for the camera of the period, the kinetograph.

as Edison called his picture taking machine. Also New York
was as dance mad then as since. But in this period the per-

formance of the sexy, jiggling jazz was left to professionals

on stage, to be enjoyed vicariously from the comfort of music
hall seats. The World's Fair at Chicago had brought to our
hospitable shores some of the best work of the justly famous
"Ouled Nail" dancing girls of the North African coast. Both
more and less polite versions were being presented for years

after at New York shows.

To Koster & Bial's Music Hall at the northwest corner of

Sixth avenue and Twenty-third street came Carmencita, a

dancer after the Spanish manner, and a sensation of national

Carmencita. the clever "vamp of
tier day— the term had not yet

heen coined—was very
first woman to appear

created :pictures

woman
She

scope in those days of 1895-6. A half
square away in Twenty-third street at

the Eden Musee a damsel of lithesome
grace known as Otero was presented in

ardent rivalry. Self-appointed commit-
tees of the sportive gentry of old New-
York, in their long tailed coats and silk hats, spent a deal of
time comparing the merits of the dancers, and to this day it

is impossible to get a real decision on their relative merits.
But this vast interest did result in one milestone for our

history of the motion picture. Carmencita was drafted for

the films. She went to West Orange and
performed before the kinetograph. So
far as can be ascertained by careful

search, Carmencita was the first woman
to be pictured in the films: certainly she

was first to be photographed for public

presentation. The verb to vamp was then

uncoined, but the art itself was well es-

tablished.

Otway Latham and Dickson talked

motion picture a great deal in this period.

Young Latham was afire with the pos-

sibilities of profit which seemed to be
promised by showing pictures on a

screen. The line of standing patrons, at

83 Nassau street, waiting to drop their

coins and peek into the kinetoscopes

annoyed him with the tediousness of the

process. He wanted the screen so that

they could all see the pictures at once.

The profits would come quicker that way
and one machine and one film would do
the work.

DICKSON encouraged Latham's hope
for the possibility of the picture on

the screen. What all their conversations

may have covered will have to be left

to assumptions based on subsequent
action. There remains, however, in

various sorts of records, evidence that

Dickson was not entirely satisfied at the

Edisou establishment. Otway Latham
once testified in court that Dickson had
let it be understood that he, rather than

Edison, had really invented the kineto-

scope. If so, it is not remarkable. Other
laboratory assistants have had similar

ideas.

There can, however, be little doubt that

Dickson saw farther than Edison into the commercial future

of the films. He was restive and anxious to push the business

ahead.

An examination of old Edison accounting records indicates

that in this period Dickson was paid thirty dollars a week for

his laboratory services, a rather sizeable salary for 1888-89.

Others have said that Dickson was paid considerable sums by
Edison as bonuses. This is not verified by inquiry addressed

to the best authority.

Late in 1894, at just about the time

that the other experimenters in London.
Washington, and Paris were starting.

Woodville Latham's study of the prob-

lem of pro- (Continued on page 95)

likely the

in motion
sensation

It was on Broadway, the world's greatest show street,

that the public first came to see "living pictures"
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Alas, Poor Hamlet
As some producers would do it

By ROBERT E. SHERWOOD

Ophelia climbs out of the tub in a rage

CECIL B. de MILLE

presents

"UNDER THE BED"

BY

Jeanie Macpherson

(Suggested by Shakespeare's story)

CAST

J. Hamlet Frothingham Wallace Reio
Ophelia, his wife Gloria Swanson

SUPPORTING CAST

Charles S. Chaplin, Bebe Daniels, Nazimova,
Ben Turpin, Mary Pickford, Charles Ray, Har-
old Lloyd, Theodore Roberts, Jackie Coogan, etc.

Settings designed by
Eureka Plumbing and Bathroom Fixtures Co.

Mr. de Milk's megaphone by Tiffany

The Story

presses another button, and a Rolls-Royce
rolls into the drawing-room. Ophelia climbs
out of the tub in a rage. (Close-up of the

rage.)

The next scene is in the gentleman's room
of a gigantic cabaret. Hamlet stalks in dis-

consolately, and produces a gem-studded
pocket flask, from which he takes a sip.

He immediately becomes uproariously in-

toxicated, and reels into the main salon,

where an orgy is under way. Everyone
wears paper caps and throws confetti. All

the men are insulting all the women, who
are offering no argument. In the center
of the place is a swimming pool filled with
champagne. The various guests are execut-
ing high and fancy dives into it. As the
ladies emerge from the pool, their wet
evening gowns cling to their bodies.

This is too much for the susceptible Ham-
let, who falls in an alcoholic stupor. He
dreams that Ophelia is in trouble, wakes
with a start, and dashes home to find that
his wife is trying to drown herself in the
bath-tub. He throws her a cake of Ivory
Soap to which she clings, and is saved.
They embrace. (Close-up of Ophelia's left

thigh.)

FADE-OUT.

HAMLET is a wealthy young New
Yorker of the better sort, who lives

in the residential district. His house
(which he shares with his wife, among
others) is full of trap-doors and bath-rooms.
(Shot of Hamlet pressing button, which
causes wall to slide away, revealing Ophelia
in a tub full of opaque water. Close-up of

Ophelia's right knee.)

Hamlet lectures Ophelia, telling her that
she must stop going around with her father-
in-law—his step-father. Ophelia pettishly

tells him not to be so damned mid-Vic-
torian. Hamlet, in a rage, extracts a tele-

phone from a basket of fruit, and hurls it

through a Louis XIV pier-glass. (For cost

of pier-glass, see program.) Hamlet then
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WILLIAM S. HART

IN

'HELL-FOR-LEATHER HAMLET"

Adapted from a story by

W. Shakespeare

in the Argosy Magazine

Sergeant ("Hell-for-Leather")
Hamlet William S. Hart

Ophelia Winifred Westover

(Note: Since the Danish

production of "Hamlet" ap-

peared, the suggestion has been

made that one of our native

film producers should attempt

to reproduce Shakespeare's im-

mortal tragedy on the screen.

The accompanying article

speculates on the manner in

which this task would be han-

dled by a number of represent-

ative American impresarios.)

The Story

HELL-FOR-LEATHER" HAMLET, as

the boys up Dawson way call him,

is a sergeant in the Canadian North-

west Mounted Police (close-up of a C. N.

M. P. badge, with words, "Get Your Man,"
superimposed). He is summoned by his

colonel and told that there is a bad man,
named Windy Pete, operating the territory

between Skull Gulch and Cut-throat Creek.

"It may take ye a year t' ketch him," says

the bluff old colonel, ''an' it may take ye

ten. But yew go git him, Hell-fer-Leather,

an' don't fergit t' write." Sgt. Hamlet
squints, salutes, and exits. Close-up of

Hamlet and his horse. (Hamlet is the one
with the hat on.)

Hamlet rides into Skull Gulch, which is

full of mesas, arroyos, and the like, and
the first object to meet his eye is something
that shines brilliantly. "Can that thar be a

nugget?" he inquires of the welkin.

Upon closer examination, however, the

object proves to be something more than

a mere nugget : it is the golden head of a

pure young girl, who is sobbing bitterly,

mingling her salt tears with the alkali ot the

desert. She tells Hamlet that they call her

Ophelia, but that she "ain't got no other

name." Hamlet winces. (Close-up of wince.)

Ophelia then directs him to Windy Pete's

cabin, and as he enters the place, he starts

back, horror-stricken, for Windy Pete is

none other than his long-lost step-father.

One of his own kin ! But Hell-for-Leather

Hamlet does not flinch. (Close-up of not
flinching.) He proceeds to kill Windy Pete
with his two fists in the third round of a

scheduled ten-round bout.

Then Hamlet goes after Ophelia, who is

trying to drown herself in the Old Swim-
min' Hole in Cut-throat Creek, and seizes

her in the nick of time. Purged in the

holocaust of a mighty love, they saunter off

together into the great, clean sunset.

FADE-OUT
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WILLIAM FOX

presents

THE SUPER-COLOSSAL SPECTACLE

"SIN ETERNAL"

BY

William Shakespeare

Whose writings are known and beloved in

every town and city where Fox Films

are shown. Ask your local exhibitor

Cast includes William Farnum, Betty Blytlic.

Annette liellermann, Theda Bara, and Pearl

White,—With 6 8,9 7 8 elephants, 2,456,-
04 5 camels, 4,63 8,2 91 fatimas and

7,4 60,318 luck? strikes

Produced under the personal direction of Jlr.

Fox and a directorial staff of 97,863.
The harem scene alone commanded the services

of 68,94 5 people, for whose costumes no less

than eight yards of material were used.

Expense of production computed to be $41,-
987,3 71.16, at which time the adding ma-
chine broke.

The Story

AT the start, a picture of Shakespeare

(played by Mr. Farnum) is shown.

He is smoking a cigarette, and scrib-

bling with a fountain pen. Mr. William

Fox walks up to him, pats him on the

back, shakes hands with him, and hands
him a fat contract. Shakespeare registers

gratitude. (Close-up of figures on contract.)

(Fade-out.)

The first scene is in Hamlet's home in Fort

Lee. He is reading a book called "Hamlet."
Half-way through he falls asleep. (A pretty

tribute to Mr. Shakespeare.) (Fade-out.)

He is walking through a gigantic castle

with canvas walls. The rooms are size five

by nine (miles). The architecture of the

place varies from Babylonian to Colonial,

with here and there a touch of the early

Ohioan. The people wear the sort of cos-

tumes that you rent for those parties to

which you are invited with the stipulation

that "no one will be admitted who is not
dressed in old-fashioned garb."

Kills Windy Pete in the third round of a scheduled ten-round bout

He goes to the parapet of the castle, and
sees Ophelia (Miss Kellermann) trying to

drown herself in the waters below. She is

c'ad in the North Sea. (Close-up of the

North Sea.) Hamlet dives in to rescue her,

and the cold water awakens him. It was
only a dream—a bad dream.

FADE-OUT.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

IN

"THE GREAT DANE"

Shakespeare's Masterpiece

BY

Edward Knoblock

Hamlet Douclas Fairbanks
Ophelia Marguerite De la Motti.

The Story

Hamlet carves the King into the likeness of a Sweitzer cheese

HAMLET, the dashing young Prince of

Denmark, has everything in the world

that his heart can desire, except ex-

citement.

He is bored stiff with the daily routine

of teas, dansants and petting parties, and
his soul yearns for adventure, thus proving
he is a real hero.

Every day he goes out and hurdles the

Skagerak and the Catcgatt, or vaults the

Schleswig Holstein peninsula.

But that is mere child's play, in view of

the fact that he has a Douglas Fairbanks
reputation to maintain. (Close-up of Doug-
las Fairbanks's reputation.)

Among other things, he has conceived a

m*t intense dislike for his step-father King
Claudius, who is a tyrant and an oppres-

sor of the poor. Hamlet is extremely popu-
lar with all c'asses, because of his engaging
personality and his Douglas Fairbanks's

smile.

(Close-up of Douglas Fairbanks's smile.

Hold it long enough for the audience to

count the teeth.)

It so happens that Hamlet is in love with
a wide-eyed slip of a girl named Ophelia,

w ho doesn't know that he is the Prince of
Denmark.
So Doug—I mean Hamlet, to carry out

the illusion, pretends to be a revolutionary
desperado and, as such, breaks into the palace
and does battle with the entire Danish army,
which has been more or less patiently wait-
ing for a little excitement, too.

They chase him all over the State of Den-
mark and surrounding countries, up cliffs,

down waterfalls, across deserts, through
polar oceans, until he reaches the palace

again, hurdles the walls, and engages King
Claudius in a duel. After three-quarters of

an hour of steady fighting, the Kim: re-

sembles a side of Sweitzer cheese, and is

ready to cry. "Yes, Uncle," or it- Scandi-
navian equivalent.

So Hamlet lets up—for Douglas Fairbanks
maims his victim-, but doe- not kill them
as it might displease the ladies.

Hamlet unmasks and discloses his true

i 'entity and the grateful populace proceeds

to crown him, as he should have been
crowned long ago.

Hamlet. I mean Doug, then magnani-
mously permits Ophelia to come on the

scene and pose with him during the tri-

umphant finale.

fade-out.

(Continued on page 106)



Great excitement on a California Beach following a terrible

catastrophe. One of the Mack Sennett's Bathing Beauties,

Too Intent On Realism In Her Art, Got Her Feet Wet
38
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Would ICA^ff Regain?

HOLtYllKaCC&h SaiffALIFORNIA

w:
'OULD you do it over again?

I asked.

She gave me a stricken

look, a sudden red flag of

defiance in her cheeks.

"No—no. Never. Oh, never

Work on a farm—scrub floors.

Anything

!

"But go through again what
I have gone through, work as I

have worked, know in g,—

I

couldn't."

A vibrant silence fell on the

room.
Lillian Gish sat looking into

the fire with her head bent.

Schopenhauer said that not one

of us, given the privilege of a

choice, would live again the life

already lived.

Yet here sat a girl who in her

early twenties is not only the idol

of a nation, but a great artist

—

perhaps the greatest tragic artist

of the screen. A girl who had
climbed from obscurity, poverty,

to the top rung of the ladder.

What more could she want?
That is why I asked her that

question.

I have given you her answer.

The road had been too hard, the

sacrifices of personal life and privacy

too great.

And yet—I didn't believe her.

It was my great good fortune, in the

first place, to find Lillian Gish furious.

I realize this rings heretical to those

confirmed in the belief that she is a sister

of the saints and speaks never a word
that could not be incorporated in a Book
of Good Thoughts. Dervish devotees,

celebrating her virtues in a dizzy fervor,

have made one almost suspect her kinship

with that Asiatic trinity which hears no
evil, speaks no evil, sees no evil. After
reading certain of these hymns, purport-
ing to be works of portraiture, I have
felt that their subject was not in reality

a human being but a sweet floral token
velvetly inscribed "At Peace."

But Lillian was in a rebellious mood.
Pushing back her hair from a forehead

that is high, she inveighed gloriously

against law,—government—its tyranny-
democracy—its mockery.

It was good old-fashioned indignation.

But it was far from lily-like.

She had just come from the office of
an income tax Shylock.

"It makes you feel like leaving the

country when you realize the things that
are going on. What is the government
thinking of? What is the matter -with

everything? Laws, laws, laws,—but where
is justice? I tell you—it makes you feel

like
—

"

"A bolshevist. Bravo, Comrade Gish!"
That soothed her. She wearily accepted

the arms of a big chair.

Let me tell you this, Lillian Gish is

no broken blossom.

Photo by Frank Diem

"Spiritual, fragile and wonder-
fully tolerant-yes. But she's
also practical, firm and shrewd
in the ways of picture making

She has been painted for you as a

rushed lily—a saccharine goddess.

1 found her strong fibre.

No meek and unassertive yes-girl

She has stamina and surprising vitality.

Practicality is one of the keynotes of

her character. She possesses en-

tirely the faculty of calculation.

Her decisions are instantaneous

when necessary to enforce respect

from those under her.

Not one ounce of mawkish
sentiment.

While she was workinc with

Director Jerome Storm. I heard
her argue many a point. Always
with brilliant logic, but with an
almost stubborn determination.

Upon one occasion when the di-

rector remained unconvinced, she
said, "Let me act it for you. It

is always best to demonstrate
what you mean if you can. Any
good salesman can tell you that."

Don't ever let anyone tell you
that Lillian Gish's genius is tribu-

tary to Griffith's. She did—by
way of demonstration for us—

a

bit of impromptu acting, in a

cold rehearsal hall, that had the
entire company in tears. When she
had finished she turned to us in

a matter of fact manner and said.

"Is that it?"

It is understanding rather than sweet-
ness that looks from Lillian Gish's eyes.

I wondered how she, among the stars
of the tinsel realm, had attained such de-
tachment, such tolerance, such forgetful-
ness of self. I put the question bluntlv.

"Perhaps—" she hesitated, "perhaps it is

because I started on a career so young.
Yes, I think that is it."

"I d rather work ten weeks in a
sweat shop than one day in that
closet of 'Broken Blossoms!*'

exclaims Lillian

If Apollo goes to sec "Orphans of
the Storm" he'll walk right out and
have his face lifted so as to look like

Joseph Schildkraut. So say the ladies.

Joseph is a gay and gallant Vien-
nese who acknowledges but one
master,—his father, Rudolph Schild-
kraut. a fine old actor now appearing
in a Yiddish theater in New York.
Joseph invited papa out to the

Griffith studio to watch the taking
of the love scene in which the
Chevalier Joseph creates an ecstatic-

ally purple moment with Lillian Gish.
The elder Schildkraut watched his

son and Miss Gish with rapt atten-
tion. When it was over Joseph
asked, "Did you like me. papa?"
The old gentleman, still spell-

bound, his eyes on Lillian, finally said:

"Oh. you— I can't see you when
that girl is around."

This proves our contention that
even a god couldn't win laurels when
Lillian Gish is around,—not even
when she hides her face and turns
her Grecian profile camera-ward.
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There was a young lady who came to see me about screen
work. The moment she entered my office I was impressed
by her. She had youth; sparkle; beauty; refinement—every-
thing I was looking for. I talked to her and discovered she
was also intelligent. She seemed too good to be true.

Well, she was. In her screen tests she registered an
entirely different personality. She lacked soul

IF
I were not firmly convinced that somewhere in this coun-

try there is at least one girl who possesses every require-

ment for screen success, I should not be writing this.

When I left California for the east, it was with a def-

inite object. I was to find a filmable girl. That's all. But
it was enough. I was not to pass up a single possibility. I

was to make a thorough search for beautiful, intelligent girls,

and to have screen tests made of them. As far as it was
possible, I was to scour the country, personally, and bring

back with me, all tied up in celluloid, the most interesting

young woman I could find.

I have done this. I have interviewed literally hundreds of

young ladies. I have passed upon thousands of feet of film.

And now I want to tell you the conclusions I've arrived at,

after this pleasantly harrowing beauty quest.

Don't think it's been easy. I am aware it sounds some-
thing like a permanent first-row seat at the Ziegfeld entertain-

ments, or a perpetual stroll up Fifth Avenue, or daily pil-

grimages to the smartest, the most individual restaurants of

Manhattan. Well, I've done that. I have even followed a

certain woman for blocks and blocks and blocks, simply be-

cause her marvellously grace-

ful walk made me think she

might be a future film star.

I have looked into limousines

and disgraced a dowager by
asking her granddaughter if

she could arrange to meet
my wife, Mrs. Mclntyre, for

an interview. I have been
watching interesting women
for weeks. Mr. Ziegfeld is

not the only critic of Amer-
ican beauty.

Interesting women. Not
particularly pretty women, or
intelligent women, but inter-

esting women. If a girl is

interesting, she very probably
meets our requirements of

THE FOUR ESSENTIALS
FOR SCREEN SUCCESS

Personality; Intelligence;

Youth ; Beauty. I put
beauty last because it is

at best, an illusion. A girl

may seem to rival Venus
off-screen ; photographic-
ally she may be a failure.

By personality, I mean
charm ; magnetism ; that

indefinable something
that hits you when you en-
counter it, and that you
can t forget. Intelligence
and youth you must have

The Still Hunt
Getting down to business in the Photo

the actual canvass

By ROBERT

Robert E. Mc-
lntyre, casting

director for
Goldwyn Pic-

tures, who
canvassed
Manhattan for

girls with pic-

ture possibili-

ties, made
daily pilgrim-

ages to smart
restaurants in

his quest

Mr. Mclntyre probably knows as much
world. As the casting director for the
interviewed thousands of girls, tested
had parts which gave them opportunities to
nearly as anyone can know, what consti-
screen; if she has the dramatic spark. Mr.
Goldwyn, commander-in-chief of the Gold-
literally to canvass it for filmable girls,

hunt; a practical search for screen beauty,
results of his hunt, besides giving you an
beauty and brains. He is, by the way, one
play-Goldwyn Screen Opportunity. He will

judgment is correctly considered of vital

personality, intelligence, youth and beauty. If she does not

interest you, it is hardly possible that she will interest the

camera. On the other hand, the most beautiful young woman
I met while in New York proved a perfect frost in her screen

tests. I'm sure I don't know why. The camera is psychic;
that's all I can tell you. The girl had perfect yet piquant
features; a beautiful body; a plasticity, very valuable; mar-
vellous hair; gorgeous, soulful eyes. On the screen, cold as

ice, and as interesting. Another girl possessed exactly half

her beauty and charm; yet, because of a tilt to her head,
re-inforced by a curve to her lips, she was an absolute knock-
out in the films. And that's the way it goes. Which makes a search

for screen material exceedingly interesting, but a little difficult.

Primarily, what we are seeking is a representative American
young woman, who will get across on the screen the qualities

Aspirants before the
see the man who may
Goldwyn Screen Op-

we most admire. This girl may be in Manhattan; she may
be a native daughter of Kalamazoo. That's what we are
going to find out in this PHOTOPLAY-Goldwyn quest. I served
as a sort of courier in the quest because it has been my busi-
ness for some years to pass upon women and girls who are,

or who want to be, actresses. My mission, to discover the
young woman to play a certain famous part in a forthcoming
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For New Faces
play-Goldwyn Screen Opportunity—
for filmable girls

E. McINTYRE

about him requirements as any man in the
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, he has
them, and put them in pictures where they
exercise their abilities. He knows, as
tutes a screen face; whether a girl will

Mclntyre was commissioned by Samuel
wyn film forces, to visit Manhattan and
It was to be a real, almost house-to-house
In this story, Mr. Mclntyre tells you the
actual insight into the essentials of film

of the men chiefly concerned in the Photo-
help to pass upon all entrants because his

importance in this search for new types

The screen
authority
walked on
Fifth Avenue
for hours
watching the
crowds. In this

6tory he tells

you the results

of this practi-

cal search for

the motion pic-

ture actresses
of the future

Goldwyn photoplay; and incidentally to keep an eye open for

other screen possibilities.

My conclusion is that the winner in the Screen Opportunity
is going to be a girl from a small town. A girl who was born
and brought up in a small town; a girl who has never been
away from a small town. That's the girl who will have the

necessary sincerity, the earnestness, the wholesomeness, the de-

termination. Her sister, who got restless at home, and went to

the city, to seek her fortune there, is by this time a little tired,

a little disillusioned. She may even be cynical. She has seen

perhaps too much of the seamy side of life, and it has given a

droop to her mouth and a lack-lustre look to her eyes. Whether
she is successful or not, she has become imbued with New York-
itis: she would probably not be content with any other exist-

ence, but she is not enthusiastic about her own.

JP IHI(

casting director s office, at any him studio, all waiting to

give them parts to play in pictures. The Photoplay-
portunity eliminates the necessity for standing in line

She would screen just like that. The little girl at home,
the seventeen-to-twenty-two-year-old girl, with her fresh out-

look, her enthusiasm, her undulled emotions, her bright,

wholesome, I-am-willing-to-work-and-to-learn quality, has ten

times more promise. She will work, she will fight, for success.

She will not expect or demand sudden fame and fortune. She
will take direction.

One ofthe most famous beauties in Manhattan came to see
me while I was east in my quest. I had seriously considered
offering

"Well,"
her a

she sa

contract
d, 1 in

but hrst I as

lght consider a
ked her
contract

her terms.
for a year.

to make four p ctures, once as a lead. to be starred in the

rest. I shall also expect
a personal maid, and oth

—and she named an exorbitant sum.
er items. That girl didn t get the job

Another thing: this small town girl, and by small town you
understand I do not mean, necessarily, the village or hamlet,

but the smaller cities—has a very valuable sex unconscious-

ness. She would be able to wear an abbreviated ballet skirt

with a complete and delightful unconsciousness. Her home
surroundings, the influence of her mother and her brothers

and sisters, of her Sunday-school and dancing-school existence,

all helped to make her the kind of a girl we want.

The Goldwyn studio is the safest and sanest place in the

world. Healthy morally, mentally, and physically. A place

every mother would be content to have her daughter be. In

fact, the mother of a little girl whom I cast for several roles

—

Patsy Ruth Miller is her name—a girl of unusual mind

—

had always accompanied her daughter around the studios.

For about a week she came with her to our studio. She,

or her husband, Patsy's dad. Then one day she didn't show
up. I didn't see her for a month. Then I asked her. "Don't

you ever come here any more, Mrs. Miller? I thought you
always chaperoned Patsy everywhere." Mrs. Miller smiled.

"I don't have to come with her to Goldwyn 's. Mr. Mclntyre,

I know she's safe here—as safe as she'd be at home."
There is to be a morality

clause in every new Goldwyn
contract. We don't want

immorality in our studio. As
soon as we discover it. we
take immediate steps to re-

move its cause. There is no

reason why a motion picture

studio should not be the

cleanest place under the sun.

It's got to be if good pic-

tures are to be made there.

That's why I say: a good,

wholesome home influence

counts for much in a girl's

character. The girl. I am
willing to wager, will be a

girl from home—the kind of

girl you'd like to know.

The most accurate repre-
sentations of American
girlhood are to be found
in the small towns. You
are not likely to find the
Screen Opportunity win-
ner in New York. She
may come from one of

the other large cities in

the country, but I doubt
it. The small town girl

has a sincerity, a direct-

ness, an unforced appeal
which her city sisters

often lack. There may
be more real star-dust in

a gingham apron than a

French gown



rrWho's the Prettiest Girl

Here is Miss Georgia Hale of Chi-
cago: a vivid brunette, whose deep
eyes predict the depth and sincerity

essential for emotional work, and
whose vivacity indicates an ability

for light comedy. Hei- hands are
worthy of notice. They will un-

doubtedly help her

Hcre are the representative young
ladies whose pictures were among the
first thousand—the immediate response
to Photoplay's call for new screen

faces. A glance at these girls will

show you the high standard of the en-
trants for the Screen Opportunity.
Every one of these young women is a
potential screen star, provided she pos-
sesses as much intelligence as her
features would indicate and the ability

to pass the acid test—the camera

!

Every one has beauty—if not classic

features, then a piquancy or prettiness

which more than makes up for their

lack. Every one has refinement, too.

DO you know her? If you do, mail a pic-

ture of her to Photoplay Magazine at

once. You will be doing a favor to her and to

the motion picture, for the screen needs that

girl. Put your town on the map. Find her.

Already we realize that a choice is going to

be difficult. Mr. Goldwyn has agreed to en-

gage the winner of the contest on a year's con-

tract at a salary equal to that of a competent

actress. For more than a year he has been seek-

ing new faces with little result. Within a few

weeks after the announcement of Photoplay's

quest he has seen more promising faces than ever

enter his studio gates. Mr. Goldwyn has ex-

pressed his surprise and gratification.

The response has been quick and straightfor-

ward, demonstrating the faith which our two mil-

lion readers have in Photoplay's integrity.

More of Miss Hale. A
little hke Bebe Daniels

Louise Lavison, a blonde beauty from the south-

land-—Memphis, Tennessee, to be exact. Her
intelligent brow, her sensitive mouth, and her

calm eyes all proclaim her the patrician. A
relative sent in her photograph because Louise

was too shy to send it herself!

1?



in Your Town?
BUT we want to reach out still further. We

want to be sure that we have a photograph

of every screen possibility in America.

The American girl is distinguished for her di-

rectness and frankness. We do not believe she

would withhold a photograph through a mistaken

sense of modesty. But she might not realize

her own qualifications; she might feel that it was

not worth while to enter the race with so many
thousands. Therefore, if you know an attractive

girl—one whom you believe would develop into

an excellent screen actress—obtain her photograph

and send it to us.

The screen has taught us to see personality and
character in pictures. These are the attributes

which are more important than beauty of out-

line. The photos herewith shown prove that

many girls in America can meet our requirements.

Poignantly charming; seeming to possess potentialities

for tragedy, yet with a saving sense or humor—Dolores
Jernigan. of Little Rock, Arkansas. She is an accom-
plished singer and sportswoman, at twenty-two. Many

emotions may be mirrored in that expressive face

The fragile femininity of Gladys Andrews
would provide the canvas for many characteri-
zations. Her beauty is versatile; she might

portray either debutante or mature woman

Helen Andrus of Manhattan is young and shy and sweet.

There is a wistful appeal in her eyes which, if the camera
can catch it, will help her to "register on the screen.

She has, besides, a piquancy extremely interesting
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Great Authors' Ideals of Beauty
Feminine Preferences of Master Writers

WITH great writers, as with great painters, the fem-
inine ideal has radically varied—each one reflecting

in his heroines his own personal ideas of woman's

beauty. Here are a few famous authors, and the types of

women they generally depicted:

George Meredith:—The subtle, mentalized, brilliant, intel-

lectual woman, with a gift for repartee, and a somewhat cold

nature; capable of calculation; well poised and self-confident.

She is mature, slender, imperious, with classic features, an im-

pressive manner, and a graceful body, healthy but not athletic.

Joseph Conrad:—
Strange, tense, semi-mys-

tical women, of deep pas-

sion and powerful person-

alities, to whom love is

everything, and who are

capable of the most in-

tense suffering and trag-

edy. As a rule, they are

dark, womanly, tall, state-

ly and regal, with some-

thing of the mysterious

East about them.

Dickens :—Weak, hy-

per - feminine, domestic

women with the frailty of

girls— naive, unsophisti-

cated, and without any
particular intelligence.

Many of Dickens' hero-

ines (like Dorrit) are the

sedentary, clinging - vine

variety, with petite bodies,

and sweet, characterless

faces—women who are

narrow and prim, but lov-

ing.

Balzac: — Intensely

feminine, primitive and

loyal—women who sub-

merge themselves in the

men they love. They are

the genuine, warm, emo-
tional, spontaneous, unpre-

tentious, sensuous type,

with all the feminine van-

ities—the true daughters

of Eve. And their phys-

ical beauty is a direct re-

flection of their natures.

E. Phillips Oppen-
heim :—The neatly tai-

lored conventionally beau-
tiful modern girl, medium
sized and refined of fea-

ture, who, though possess-

ing a strong feminine appeal, is capable, self-reliant, and
cosmopolitan. Her inner nature is warm and emotional, but

her surface is somewhat cold and sophisticated.

Edgar Allan Poe:—Dark, strange, mysterious women, "like

the night," with deep cryptic natures, and. eyes like luminous

black pools—women who symbolize the sorcery and the mys-
ticism of the decadent East, and who breathe an atmosphere
of the uncanny and the abnormal.
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Terms of the Screen Opportunity

Contest

THE Goldwyn Photoplay New Faces Contest
is open to all women, over seventeen years of

age, who are not professional actresses. This
does not exclude members of amateur dramatic
organizations.

The first choice of the judges in this contest

—

Samuel Goldwyn, president of Goldwyn Pictures

Corporation, and James R. Quirk, editor of

Photoplay Magazine—shall receive a year's

contract to appear in Goldwyn Pictures. During
the period of the contract, the winner shall receive

a salary equal to that being paid competent
actresses playing in pictures at that time. The
Goldwyn Company agrees to pay for the trans-

portation of the winner and her mother to and
from the studios at Culver City, California, and
shall have a three years' option on the winner's

services.

Other entrants, in addition to the winner, will

be considered for use in Goldwyn films. Motion
picture tests shall be made of those selected as the

best screen possibilities, tests to be made at

Goldwyn exchanges, transportation of those

chosen to be paid by the company. Photographs

of all entrants will be received from February

1st to July 1st, 1922; and shall be addressed to

New Faces Editor, Photoplay Magazine, 25

West 45th Street, New York City. No photo-

graphs will be returned unless sufficient postage is

enclosed.

The winner will be announced in the September
issue of Photoplay, on the newsstands August 1 5th.

Jane Austen :—The heroines of this author are products

of early victorianism—prudish, prim, religious, conventional,

frail, clinging, narrow-minded women, who dress plainly and
have plain features. They make a virtue of their weakness,

and consider it inelegant to show their emotions.

Robert W. Chambers:—The Chambers heroine is a literary

counterpart of the Christy girl. She is dashing, healthy, nor-

mal, independent, athletic, capable, and slightly aggressive

—

with a lithe, well-rounded body, fair hair, large blue eyes, and

a mouth in which sensuousness and restraint are combined.

John Galsworthy:—
The matured, dignified,

aristocratic woman—with

a leaning toward social

revolution and unconven-
tionality; cold of exterior,

self-controlled and re-

pressed, but with an al-

most tropical warmth be-

neath the surface. Tall,

healthy and vigorous, and
possessed of semi-classi-

cal, semi-voluptuous fea-

tures.

Turgenev :
— Dark,

flashing, competent girl-

women of an Oriental type
of beauty — passionate,

tragic and vital—with the

eyes of martyrs, and a

mouth of sensuousness

and purposeful sincerity.

They have quick, active

intellects, are self-reliant,

and capable of doing
whatever a man can do.

James M. Barrie:—
The wistful, ethereal,
dreamy, fragile, girlish

type of woman—with a

quaint, old-fashioned na-

ture, breathing forth a
delicate atmosphere of

lavender and old lace.

Her features are small

and piquant, her eyes shy
and vivid, her nose deli-

cate, and her mouth at

once sad and playful.

James Makepeace
Thackeray:—Two types

—one the essence of prim
propriety, the other the

dashing, daring kind,

whom women instinctively

mistrust and fear, and
men openly seek. The outstanding example is Becky Sharp,

green-eyed and blonde. Thackeray secretly admires her.

William Shakespeare:—Strong-limbed young women,
slender and athletic, keen of mind and quick ©f tongue. Self-

reliant, yet they have their tender moments. Even then, how-
ever, their alert mentality is never dormant. Great facial

beauty is always an outstanding attribute, judging by the re-

marks of others of the dramatis personae.



When Valentino

TaughtMe to Dance
By MARY WINSHIP

He's changed the Rudolph to

Rodolph since he has been
made a star. Otherwise he

Is the same Signor Valentino

NATURALLY, I was scared to death.

Who wouldn't be?

I'd seen Rodolph Valentino dance on the screen

—

and in the ballroom. You know how he dances.

I must borrow a word from Elinor Glyn and simply say,

'•Divine."

So. when we had finished our coffee and he asked me
to dance with him. right there in the Ambassador ball-

room. I was petrified.

And yet—I simply couldn't resist it. Like Oscar

Wilde. I can resist everything except temptation.

I said. "I'm a perfectly rotten dancer."

And I am—or was.

Rodolph Valentino smiled. "Oh, that's all right

I've taught dancing, you know. This music is

corking. I'll see you through somehow."
I got up. He put his arm around me.

Well, there never was such a dancer. In a

couple of minutes I had decided I was Pav-
lowa.

"Xow." he said, as he swung into the most
fascinating little step, "don't be stiff. That's

the first essential. You know, good dancing

is not a matter of knowing a lot of fancy

steps. It's purely a sense of rhythm—and
of control of your muscles that makes them
flexible to follow your will.

"Shut your eyes and listen to that music.

You must feel its variations: not only in

your feet but in vour soul."

I did.

"That's great." he said. "It is the grace with which your
body follows the music that makes a really good dancer. If

women forget self-consciousness they usually have grace and
elasticity.

"Do you mind if I tell you something?"
I shook my head. I didn't. He could have told me any-

thing.

"Well, you don't hold your shoulders and neck erect enough.
A woman should always hold her shoulders well back from
her partner and her head tipped back just a little. That's
fine. See how much easier that is? And hold up the weight
of your own right hand and arm. You have no idea how a
woman tires a man when she lets him support her right hand
as though it was a piece of iron."

The music stopped. Rodolph gallantly applauded. He's
really awfully sweet.

"Why. you're a corking dancer," he said.

Anybody not on crutches could dance with that man.
"Most women dance too close to their partners—or too

clumsily far away. You can't dance with a woman that gets
too close. See—this is right. I hold you close to me about
the waist. Then, with your shoulders back, we are several
inches apart from the waist up.

Remember
the fascinating
tango in the
Argentinian
episode of
"The Four
Horsemen

of the
Apocalypse ?

That picture

established
Valentino as
an actor as well
as a dancer.
But he hasn't
forgotten how

"Now. see if you can
follow me. I'm going to

do a fancy step or two."

His arm supported me like

a brace. I swung myself
back, closed my eyes,

breathed in the music and
—followed. I couldn't have

been so proud if I'd swum the

English channel.

We sat down and Rodolph
ordered more coffee and lit my

cigarette.

"You know." he said, "the se-

cret of good dancing lies in the

knees. You must be elastic in

your knees. Always dance on the ball of the foot. The most
terrible woman in the world to dance with is one who dances

on her heels. Never touch the heel to (Concluded on page 118J

CHARLES YVHITTAKER, the well known
English dramatist, had just completed the

screen adaptation of Ibanez* ** Enemies of

Women" for the Internat onal, and he was tell-

ing Ruhye de Remer about it when they met
in Paris.

"But how," said Rubye, "can you write a
whole scenario about wrinkles?"

THERE'S a new descriptive phrase concern-

ing the de Mille brothers that was heard on
the Lasky lot—you know, William and Cecil

B. de Mille. You know what their pictures are

like. Somebody called them "Sacred and Pro-

fane Love."
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"Come On Over!
r About a lass who came all the way from

Ireland to answer the call of her heart

Shane O'Melia—what
pretty name

!

Judy as she signed the

book

iS Shane O'Mealia sat on the driver's

/\ seat of the express wagon, he was
/ \ musing—thinking of his home land
* * across the sea and of the dreams
and hopes that were waiting for him there

in America they were just as dear to him, and just as remote
as they had been when he landed at Ellis Island—as fresh and
green as the very sod of the "auld country." After two years

in America he was just as far from making them come true!

Moyna Killiea—she was the very essence of these dreams.

He could still see her as he had last seen her, sitting upon a

stone wall waving her farewells to him. The rising sun had
made magic with her unbound hair, it had made the tears

upon her cheeks glisten like jewels. Small wonder that he
had come running back to her, that shaken with sobs of hon-
est emotion, he had taken her fiercely into his arms.

"It's because I love you so that I'm lavin' you," he had
told her. "But in New York I'll be soon makin' a million

shillin's a day and I'll send for you out before you know I'm
gone!"

Moyna's voice had trembled as she answered him.

"There's beautiful women there in droves," she told him,

"and they'll soon have your heart in their hands."

But he answered ardently,

"How will they get my heart when I'm lavin' it here under
your feet?"

Well, the million shillings a day had not materialized. So

often modern Jasons come sailing to America to find the well
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By RUPERT HUGHES
Fictionized by Elizabeth Chisholm

After two years

advertised golden fleece, and so often they

are doomed to disappointment! For the

streets of our city are not covered with

coin of the realm. Sometimes even the

silver lining of our storm clouds would seem to be only nickel-

plated.

Shane had gone at once, upon landing, to the home of

Michael Morahan, the well-to-do son of an old neighbor in

Ireland. And there he had made his home, while he found
jobs and lost them, in rapid succession. There he had made
his home and there he had built plan after plan to send for

his sweetheart. But the plans never seemed to come to any-

thing

With a sigh Shane got down from the driver's seat of the

express wagon, and started to lift down a box that he was
to deliver at a fashionable shop. It was at that moment that

a big touring car drew up at the curb, and a little fat man
with a belligerent expression climbed out. The little man was
gloriously full of the stuff that Volstead made famous—and
so were his companions, who remained in the car.

"DOYS," said the little man, turning to address said com-
*-" panions, and pointing to the shop that was Shane's des-

tination, "Thass my daughter's new store— Smartes' girl in

the world. My little Judy Dugan!"
With bewildered eyes Shane looked upon the name plate

upon the door. "Mile. Julie Du'Ganne, Modes de Paris," it

said in gold letters.
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As he was puzzling over the matter the little man's voice

came to him.

'"Course, Milly Joolie DuGanny ain't her name!" the little

man snorted. "She's a milliner an' that's her nom de plume.

People pay twice as much for a French name as they do for

an Irish one—in a hat."

Shane turned, with a suppressed grin, and entered the store.

It was his introduction to Judy Dugan.

DELIVERY men usually don't get along very well with

French modistes. They don't move in the same circles.

But, after all, Judy Dugan was not French. Shane, while

waiting for his receipt, was forced to witness an unpleasant

scene between the girl and her intoxicated father. And it put

them, at once, upon a common meeting-ground.

Shane was immediately only a willing-to-help Irishman and

Judy was only an Irish girl in trouble. Before he had left

the shop with his receipted

book, Shane was a friend who
had promised to get Judy's

father a job as night watchman
with the express company that

he worked for.

For, as Judy said,

"He's a dear old

daddy, when he's

himself. But
since he's lost his

job again, and he's

drinking hard, I'm

in despair."

So Shane went
to his boss to beg

a job for old Du-
gan. And he got

one.— for Dugan.
But for himself

there was only

another disap-

pointment.

"Sure, I'll give

your friend work as a night

watchman," the boss told him,

"but say, I'm sorry—but I'll

have to fire you. We're selling

our horses and buying motor
trucks. And you can't drive a

motor truck, can you?"
Sadly, Shane had to admit

that he couldn't. And still

more sadly he went back to the

Morahan flat to write to Moyna
of another bitter disappoint-

ment that had come to him.

Somehow life seemed very hard.

In the meanwhile, back in Ireland, old Bridget Morahan
was reading a letter from her son, and Moyna, close beside

her, was reading one from Shane in which he told her that he

had a grand job driving a truck, and would soon be sending

for her. Her eyes were joy-filled as she read the letter, for

how could she know that the "grand job" was a grand job no
longer?

THERE must be something, after all, in mental telepathy.

For, back in New York, Michael was feeling shades of

remorse for leaving his mother so long alone. In response to

Shane's heartbroken remark,

"Every time I save up a little to send for Moyna, me job
drops away from under me," Michael answered sadly,

"Moyna is pining away for a year, and me mother has

brooded there for twenty-five!" He sat thinking of the old

home as Shane stole out of the room. And as he sat there

a resolve was born to go for his mother, and to bring her back
with him.

Shane, in the meantime, depressed and hopeless, wandered
out of the flat. And, drawji as if by some magnet, he found
himself walking in the direction of the Dugan apartment.
And something made him go in.

Judy was glad to see him, of course. For Shane was a very
personable young man. And before he had been there long,

he was cheered up again—almost smiling. Judy had a way

with her—she could teach a man to dance almost as easily as

she could give smartness to a plain little hat. And she could

teach other things, too. It was the first of a series of calls

that Shane made.
The days drifted on—not too eventfully. Shane, with the

little money that he had saved up. decided to take lessons as

a chauffeur. He studied hard, and it was small wonder that

he should want relaxation of an evening. It was to Judy that

he turned—Judy who had troubles of her own. what with a

new business and an old sot of a father, and could under-

stand the heart of a fellow who was lonely and discouraged.

Moyna had never seemed so far away, before—the little money
that Shane had saved had been to bring her to America, and
soon there would be none of it left. The situation was hard

—

but Judy was always comforting.

Yes, Moyna had never seemed so far away. But in reality

she had never been much nearer—since that day when Shane

"If he truly loved me. said

Moyna, "he d feel it in his

bones I was here !

bade her goodbye in Ireland. For Michael Mornahan. who
had made good his determination to visit his mother in the

old home, had decided that he could not say goodbye again.

His mother should go back with him to America, he declared,

and Moyna should go with them.

"We'll surprise th' boy," he told the radiant Moyna. "He's

a good boy, so he is!" And it was speedily arranged.

It was the morning of their arrival that Shane, at the Morna-
han breakfast table, exploded—or was instrumental in ex-

ploding—a real bomb shell. The family—Delia, Michael's

wife. Miles and Barne\—a policeman and a fireman respec-

tively, as well as the sons of the family—and Kate, the daugh-

ter, were all seated there teasing Shane about Moyna. and

his inability to send for her. And as they were talking, a

sudden knock came at the door and Judy flounced in. She

had smiles for everyone, but her most glorious smile went to

Shane.

"IT'S all right!" she told him, in a low voice, and Shane an-
* swered, "Then I'll see the priest as soon as you get your

father's consent."

Was it any wonder that the Mornahan family believed there

was a wedding in the air? Especially, when Shane refused

point blank to answer any of their questions, and woufd say,

"It's something I can't tell anybody. It's a sacred secret!"

After Shane left, Delia was much disturbed. She talked
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"I can explain,

cried Shane. But
Moyna ran out

of the room

over the state of affairs with her daughter while together they

cleaned the house preparatory to the expected arrival of her

husband and his mother. It was while they were talking that

a second knock came at the door and they opened it to greet

Moyna, who had been too impatient to wait for the others

and had come on in a taxi. She had only one thing to say in

response to their excited, amazed and slightly worried exclama-

tions, and that was—"Is Shane home?"

HURRIEDLY, Delia answered, but her mind was in a tur-

moil as she thought of Judy's remark, that very morning,

and of Shane's answer!

"He's away at his work," she answered, and then to change

the subject, "shure. it's a born blossom you are! Shure you've

had the use of the May dew on yer cheeks!"

Moyna waved aside the compliment. She felt somehow
that Shane should have been there to greet her, even though

her coming was a surprise.

"Ooh! the slathers of beautiful ladies I passed on the streets,

she said sadly, "better dressed in a week day than I'll be in

Heaven. I misdoubt Shane will blush for me!"
Delia and her daughter exchanged a glance fraught with

meaning. Frankly they were nonplused, worried.

Moyna was strangely excited, and suspicious. And they real-

ized the fact.

The morning dragged on. Michael Mornahan and his mother

were held up by the customs and in the Mornahan flat the

time passed heavily. Moyna became more and more upset,

Delia and Kate more and more nervous. And, just as the un-

rest was becoming unbearable, the door was thrown open and

Judy Dugan came breezily into the room. Almost ignoring

Moyna. who had been hurriedly introduced to her, she asked

for Shane. And, when told that he was not at home, she left a

message for him.

"Tell him," she said briskly, "that I've talked with my
father and forced him to give his consent, and we'll all three

meet at the priest's at four o'clock." And then she hurried

out, leaving a white faced girl and two inarticulate women who
did not know how to comfort her.

They're goin' to th' priest to arrange to be married," said

Moyna, and her voice shook, "to have the banns called. Oh!
this is the beyant the beyants!" She burst into tears, but
after a minute she spoke again.

"Oh! it's a bitter day for me," she sobbed, "that I ever set

foot on the ocean. Is it a heart Shane keeps in his breast,

or is it a hotel?" she paused, and then— "But why," she cried

in sudden anger, "should he care for me when there's queens
like her about?"

Striving to calm her, Delia took the overwrought girl in her
arms. But Moyna tore herself free of the comforting embrace.

"I'll be going." she cried. "It's not blamin' you I am,
Ma'am dear—but I can't stay anywhere where Shane is at all!"

Without waiting to put on her hat she started for the door.

Delia stood aghast. But Kate, her daughter, spoke.

"Where will you be afther spendin' th' night?" she ques-
tioned.

Moyna's hand was upon the door knob, but she half turned

to answer.

"I've a brother in Chicago," she said. "I'll go over there

for the night, or push on to Boston!" And the door closed

with a bang behind her.

|\ /TOYNA had scarcely run from the flat when Shane came
** * in. His head was bent in dejection, for the firm who had
employed him since he had gotten his motor driver's license

had gone into bankruptcy and he was again without work.
As he came in at the door, he smiled at Delia ruefully.

"I lost me job as usual." he said, trying to make his tone
light and cheerful. "It died on me, and thin I went to the

church as I promised Judy."
It was then that Delia, almost hysterical, told Shane what

had happened. She told him of Moyna's pilgrimage to sur-

prise him, and of Judy's call. As she talked, Shane went white
with astonishment and fear. Without an explanation he
dashed out, leaving Delia and her daughter in a state of col-

lapse—a state from which she woke suddenly with the thought
of her policeman son. Going to the telephone, she called him
and told him to give in a general alarm for a red-headed, grey-

eyed girl with a wild look about her.

With Shane and Moyna both (Continued on page 112)



Ten Years From Now—Edison

The inventor of the motion picture tells

what he thinks of the screen in education

By TERRY RAMSAYE

A BOUT thirty- four years ago an ingenious scientific

/\ and industrial investigator over at West Orange, in

/ \ New Jersey, completed a new camera device and
^ *> photographed the first motion picture. He had a

notion that it was an

interesting thing to do

and that it might prove

a largely useful thing

in the world of affairs.

By the use of this

interesting instrument

the inventor found that

it was possible to show
things in the process of

happening and to show
things being done, in-

stead of merely telling

about them in words.

Words had the fault

of being limited, not

alone by the person

using the words but

also by the capacities

of the persons who
heard them. It does

not make any differ-

ence what a word
means to the man who
uses it, if it means
something else or noth-

ing to the person who
hears it

This idea concern-

ing instruction in gen-

eral and schools in par-

ticular was pretty
deeply set in the mind
of the inventor, and he
labored quite a while

to make the motion
picture of service to

education.

These thirty-four

years having elapsed, it

occurred to me that
possibly sufficient time

had passed now to en-

able this man—who by
the way is Thomas A.

Edison—to have ar-

rived at some conclu-

sions of interest and value about the motion picture, the insti-

tution of his creation.

I was waiting in that three-storied, high-vaulted office of his

over at West Orange, sitting between the world's biggest roll

top desk and a long work table, when Mr. Edison dashed in.

"Dashed" is correct. It was well near a run. I had heard
rumors that he was getting "pretty feeble." Those rumors
seemed incorrect, extremely incorrect. Mr. Edison is in his

seventies.

Edison tossed his derby down on the long table, snappily
jerked a chair up, and sat down, beckoning me to one along-
side. I had had it in mind to interview him. He apparently
decided to interview me, and he has a way of doing what
he pleases.

We talked motion picture affairs, past and present, for a time.

The educational picture is coming into a great sphere of useful-

ness in the next ten years. The motion picture will be a part

of the equipment of every class room, says Thomas A. Edison

"I got out of the picture business when I saw where it was
headed at the time," he remarked. "The people getting into it

were too smart for me—they had more business ability. The
world is too big to bother about a thing like that—there are

so many interesting

things to do—opportu-

nities everywhere."
Edison stopped and

looked reflectively up
a moment.
"Do you think it is

always going to be like

it is now?"
He leaned forward

and added the penetra-

tion of his eyes to his

question.

"There are some of

us who think that one
day the theater and the

amusement field will be
the small end of the

pictures—just as in the

art of printing the pub-
lication of fiction is but

a fraction of the work
that keeps the printing

presses busy.''

The answer seemed
to please him.

"Oh, the educational

picture?" He lighted

up and gestured wide

with a toss of his arms.

"That's an ocean—

a

whole ocean of possi-

bility.

"But not yet." He
raised a hand as though
in caution.

"In ten years from
now— maybe— about
ten years.

"You see it does not
matter how much any-
thing may be needed
or how much the peo-

ple want it, it takes a
long time to get them
to accept it. It is very

strange."

Edison swung about vigorously in his chair and raised an em-
phatic finger.

"Why. do you know it took about half a dozen years to

introduce the electric light?

"It took eight years—eight whole years—to get them to take

the typewriter seriously.

"It took years with the telephone—it is that way with evcrv-

thing!"

Edison came to a halt and laughed.

"There are many things in the way of the educational pic-

ture, yet. Boards of education—teachers—school book pub-
lishers, the text book trusts—that is a powerful group. They
will have to be interested first.

"Ten or eleven years ago I thought I would make a start. I

had a little boy and a little girl (Continued on page no)
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Mme. Petrova, as she appears in one of Ker costumes
in the stage success, the "White Peacock

One Night Stands

JEANNETTE cherie:

It doesn't seem possible that over a month has passed

since my last letter to you. Once on a time I had an idea

that I was somewhat original, but as moons wax and wane
I find myself uttering such banalities as "time flies," with a

conviction that goes to prove that a sense of originality belongs

only to extreme youth.

The last few months have been busy ones. My play, the

"White Peacock," is now an acknowledged success in New
York, after two weeks of one night stands and a Boston run

of. two weeks. As you don't understand the jargon of the

theater, I might explain that "one night stands" means all that

the term implies. I doubt that I did must else but stand

during the entire two weeks.

Even when my day's work of rehearsals, matinee, reception

(which consists of snaking hands with some odd hundreds of

people), interviewers, lectures to the Rotary Clubs or the Elks,

evening performance, and what-not, seemed about finished, I was
hurried off to some sleeper (that word is distinctly humorous)
located anywhere within half a mile of the station proper; to

which one wallowed one's way through mud and snow, only to

be pulled off it again, at about seven in the morning, in time

to start all over again.

I am glad for some things for the experience.
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Petrova's Page
I have gathered many mental photographs along the way,

which I shall develop later for your amusement, Jeannette

cherie, but—and I say this with the most profound seriousness

—I would rather scrub floors than go through the ordeal again.

I wondered oft times to myself, as I saw play bills announc-

ing other plays and players, that I was told put in about thirty

weeks a season in this way, what can he the possible attraction

in such an apology for existence.

Is there some pot of gold at the rainbow's end that I do not

see?

OR is it just a dumb acquiescence, which in the long run

brings atrophy of sense and feeling? And what a bubble

is this thing called the theater! What a huge circumference of

nothing, as far as the player is concerned. Is there one among
them that really considers the noisy plaudits of a public any

equivalent for the peace of home, the association of a few dis-

criminating and cultured minds, the time to read and to think?

There may be some glamor from the "front" of the house, but

surely there is none in the stinking alleys that lead to most of

the "stage entrances."

Ton my soul, I think that when a group of financiers gets

ready to build a theater they go to much trouble to find the

dirtiest and narrowest back street in the town. Having found

it they clap hand to thigh and say, "Ha ! this will be a splendid

location for the stage door." And Jeannette! It is impossi-

ble to conceive of the filth of some of the dressing rooms. With
one or two exceptions only, they were in underground cellars,

without either light or air. Windows, of course, do not figure

in cellars. An acrid odor of bug killer battles with the smell of

plain dirt in many of them. If there were any preference, I

think the bug killer had the advantage.

Pornographic sentences adorned many of the walls. Placards

(I annexed one from one of the dressing rooms allotted to me,
and am keeping it as a curiosity) instructed the artists not to

spit on the floor as the wall was just as handy.
Of all the tawdry sights I have seen in my span of life, and

I've seen many, these two weeks will stand out forever in my
consciousness as silhouettes carven in black stone.

I should love to tell you of some of the "hotels" where they
charge you almost Ritz Carleton prices for fare that would
shame a poor house.

One in mind is the Exchange Hotel at Shanklin, Pa. Here
we dined in a restaurant which contained also a lunch counter.

Men ate with their hats on their heads and spat abstractedly
on the floor during unoccupied intervals.

I could cover more pages than I have time to write or you
would have patience to read, but last month I promised to tell

you in this letter of the corrida, so the other must go for an-
other time.

For at least a quarter of a mile, approaching the plaza, the

entire traffic moves only in one direction—the direction toward
the bull-ring. I am carried, rather than motivated by my own
legs, through the enormous gates of the plaza. There are some
twenty thousand chattering human monkeys gathered in the
enclosure, which rises to the height of many hundred feet. I

place my little cushion (price one peseta) on the stone ledge
which forms the seat, and I look about me.

There is so much to see; such a tremendous kaleidoscope
unfolds itself, that after taking a hasty mental picture of the

whole, I prepare to specialize in detail. Before and below me
is the enormous arena covered with yellow sand. We are on
the shady and therefore the most expensive side of the ring.

Directly opposite is the low white gate, through which, our
courier tells me, the first bull will soon emerge. At this

moment the ring is empty except for a few attendants in red
caps and blouses who are giving a few finishing touches to the
primrose sand, so soon to be trampled, and stained scarlet.

Above the door, a little to the right and high up on the last

tier, there is the orchestra. It is a colorful affair both as re-

gards players and the noise that they manage to evoke from
their brass instruments. On this side (Continued on page no)



"Nothing counted but you

—

held out his arms. And with a

little cry she went to him, swaying
a little, so that he had to catch her

IT
was just because she liked Stafford so instinctively and

so much that his attentions bothered Virginia Blaine and
rather frightened her. She had always listened with dis-

dainful contempt to the people who talked of the dangers

to which, her work in the hotel, at the telephone switchboard,

exposed her. Dangers! The word amused her. Of course,

men annoyed her, sometimes. But you weren't in danger from
that sort of thing, Virginia felt, unless you were tempted, and
she wasn't.

Clara, at the telegraph counter, was different. For all her

youth and inexperience Virginia could see that—just as she

could see the envy in Clara's eyes when Stafford was bending
over the switchboard beside her. Oh, Clara complained about

how fresh men were! But—she went out to dinner with them.

She liked a good time; the sort of thing such men offered her

did tempt her.

But Virginia had never liked any of the men who gave her
invitations—until Stafford came along. So it had been easy
for her to say no; she had made no sacrifice. She would have
liked to know Stafford; to be able to talk with him. She wasn't

in love with him, or in any danger of being in love with him,

she thought. When it came to love Virginia was pretty well

walled in and guarded.

It wasn't that she hadn't had. didn't still have, dreams, hopes,
ideals. But she thought of her sister, Fanny, and Jimmy
Gilley, waiting till Jimmy got his raise from twenty-five dollars

a week to thirty. Virginia wasn't mercenary, but she knew that
the sort of life Jimmy and Fanny would have to lead would
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choke love, romance, beauty,

in marriage for her. And, on

the other hand, the sort of

men who asked her to dinner,

or to go out to dance, the

prosperous men of the hotel

lobby, didn't think of mar-

riage when they tried to

flirt with girls like her.

Yet it hadn't always been

easy to say no to Stafford.

She must, though. What had

they in common? Why. in

one of the magazines, right

now, there was an article

about him and his tremen-

dous success—his great man-
ufacturing business, that he

had built up under every sort

of handicap. There were pic-

tures of his home, of his art

collections, of his yacht ! And

then he was beside her, smil-

ing.

"Miss Blame!''

She did like his voice. She

couldn't help the smile it evoked from her.

"I've thought of something."

"Yes?" she said.

"You don't have to dine with me alone, you know. ' he said.

"Bring some one along. Can't you?"

"I_» She hesitated. He had taken her by surprise. Why
—I suppose—I might bring my sister

—

"

He laughed like a boy. and she sighed. He was so nice— so

simple. Wasn't she silly? Clara said so—even Fanny did.

As for Jimmy—

!

"Do!" he said. "Tomorrow night? At my place?" She

hesitated still; nodded, at last. She was curiously excited.

"Good!" he cried. He laughed again. He was like a little

boy! "And—some one to talk to sister?"

She had to laugh herself then.

"VV7ELL—she's engaged-
That's"Splendid! Bring her fiance—of course!

settled, then!"

She was smiling when she reached home. As she opened the

door she could hear Fanny and Jimmy Gilley talking. Fat.

good-natured, old Jimmy! You couldn't take him seriously,

but he was rather sweet. Not good enough for Fanny, of

course. She supposed Jimmy was a pretty good shipping clerk.

And he was always talking about how he was kept down:

about his big ideas, and what he'd do if he could ju-t bring

himself to the attention of the bic fellow-'

Dinner was nearly ready. Fanny got home earlier from
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her millinery shop than Virginia did from the hotel, and cooked,

always. Jimmy brought something—frankfurters, tonight, Vir-

ginia saw, with a little pout. She hated them, but Jimmy
revelled in them; you couldn't begin to get anything so filling

for the money, he always said!

"Go and sit down, dear," Virginia said. "I'll put the things

on the table. You've done enough."

She brought the food and put it down on the oilcloth cover.

Was it the thought of Stafford's invitation that made it all

seem so distasteful? Jimmy had been reading a magazine; she

saw now that it was the one that had the article about Stafford.

"/^EE!" said Jimmy. "If I could just get next to that guy
vJ Stafford! That's what holds me down—not being able

to meet men like him! They talk my language! These dubs

I'm with—!"
Virginia glanced at Fanny. But Fanny looked acquiescent.

Well, she loved Jimmy; she took him seriously, of course.

"Has—has he asked you to dinner again?" said Fanny.
Virginia nodded. And after a moment, when she said noth-

ing, the others exchanged puzzled, disgusted glances. Until

Jimmy broke out:

"Say—didn't you ever think what it'd mean to me and Fanny
if you knew this chap—really knew him?"

Fanny nodded at that. Virginia smiled.

"Why, no," she said. "I hadn't thought of that. But—it

just happens that I'm dining with Mr. Stafford tomorrow
night. And—

"

"You are?" Fanny cried out. And: "Say—that's the stuff!"

Jimmy exclaimed.
"—and so are you two," Virginia went on.

"Us!" Jimmy whistled. His expression grew solemn. "Say

—

"Has he asked you
to dinner again ?

said Fanny. Virginia

nodded. "Say, that's

the stuff!" Jimmy
exclaimed

I guess you haven't been as dumb as I thought! If—say—if

he asks your folks along he must want to marry you!"
Virginia just looked at him. But she said nothing. What

was the use? He wouldn't understand.

Virginia sat back in a deep, soft chair, her eyes closed. She
couldn't quite believe that if she opened them they would
show her the luxury that was all about her, and Stafford, smiling

at her a few feet away. Married! Away, forever, from the

lobby and the switchboard; from the tiny apartment, with its

kitchenette and its frankfurters and canned soups! How ab-

surd her doubts, her struggle, seemed now.
"Dreaming?" Her husband's voice broke in upon her

thoughts, and she opened her eyes to look at him. He was
smiling at her.

"I suppose so!" she said. "Oh, Bob—I'm so happy! You've
made me so happy."

He came over to her, sitting on the arm of her chair.

"I knew I could," he said. "I wouldn't have dared to ask

you to marry me if I hadn't been sure."

"But what a chance you took! Marrying a girl who—who
didn't love you—only liked you—oh. ever so much—

"

"I think you loved me," he said. "It was just that you
didn't know it. I was sure you did—and that what I had to

do was to wait till you found it out
—

"

"Perhaps," she said. "But how many men—oh, Bob— I'll

never forget how sweet you were—how patient
—

"

"Look!" he said. There were roses on the table nearby.

"See that bud—and the full blown rose. You can cut the bud
—and it's lovely. But if you cut it you'll never have the

flower in all its beauty. And that was what I wanted—and

what I could wait for."

She laughed; drew him down to her.

"V/OU have it!" she said. "Bob—I never dreamed what lov-

I ing anyone could be—would be—

"

"Oh!" he said, a moment later. "I asked Jimmy and Fanny
to come to dinner tomorrow." He laughed. "Jimmy's a jewel!

He's worth the two hundred a week I'm paying him just for

the joy he adds to life around the office!"

"You've been wonderful about him," said Virginia. "When
I think of how happy Fanny is—and the baby—

"

"Nonsense!" he said. "I tell you Jimmy's worth it. He's

immense!"
He got up; rang a bell. And when the Japanese butler

came in:

'"Scotch, Oku! I'm thirs-

ty!"

Virginia frowned faint-

ly. When Oku had gone

she hesitated a moment.
"Bob!" she said. "Dear

—it's the one thing—I do

wish you wouldn't drink

quite so much—

"

"You little Puritan!"

He laughed. "I don't

drink enough to hurt me!
It's a relaxation—I go to

it pretty hard when I'm

at work, you know—

"

"I know—but I wish—

"

She shuddered. "Do you

remember—in the hotel

one day—a man who was

bothering me? He was

—

he really was drunk. And
you burned his hand with

your cigarette? Oh — if

you knew how I felt about

it—"
"Sweetheart—because a

chap takes a drink now
and then it doesn't mean
that he has to let go! I

used—oh, I suppose I've

taken too much, some-

times — you get started

with a crowd—but you

don't want to take things

so seriously! Everyone—

"

"I don't care what everyone does! It's you—you—" The
passion in her voice surprised her almost as much as it did him.

But it roused in him. too, a curious, defiant stubbornness that

was really the necessary complement of the boyish quality

that she most loved in him.

I
CAN take care of myself," he said. "If you—" He
caught himself, and laughed. "Let's not quarrel, dearest.

After all, I'm not a youngster who needs looking after."

She sighed; he had silenced her, though. Yet she was wor-

ried; this was the first time she had spoken, but not the first

time she had thought, of this. He did drink more than he

should; she was sure of it.
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Happy Virginia was. certainly—and with reason. The com-

fort, the luxury, that surrounded her had its part in making her

so, but it was, she was sure, only a small part. What really

counted was her husband. She loved him; the completeness

of her love, the utter satisfaction of it, amazed her. It was

splendid to be able to do everything and have everything she

wanted; it was even more splendid to do everything with him.

Vet she did worry about his drinking. It changed him so.

She felt that he was a stranger. And it hurt her, too, that he

did show a sort of remorse, often

—expressed, as a rule, in the gift

of some costly jewel a day or two

afterward. She shrank from those

gifts.

She wanted to talk with Fanny
about her trouble, but it was not

easy. Yet one night such a talk

was thrust upon them both. Fan-

ny and Jimmy were to spend the

night, since they were going with

Virginia and Stafford to the opera,

and they had come in, with the

baby, to avoid the necessity

of catching the last train to

their suburban house. And
just before dinner Stafford

telephoned to say that he

was detained, and they must
go without him. Virginia

came back from the tele-

phone tight-lipped; she knew
Stafford's voice.

"Oh!" Fanny laughed,

when she had the explanation.

"Men! If it's not one

thing it's another! He adores

you. What more do you
want? Lots of men drink a

little too much sometimes.

It's no great harm."
"It is!" said Virginia, hot-

ly. "It changes him—he
isn't himself

—

"

Fanny shrugged her shoulders.

"You want too much!" she said.

Late as it was when they came home. Stafford was later still.

And Virginia realized at once that things had gone further than

ever before. She shrank from him when he kissed her; he
laughed.

"T^ANNY won't mind my kissing my own wife!" he said.

* He insisted on seeing the baby
;
Jimmy brought her out,

and Stafford, who adored her, was delighted. But Virginia sat

apart, brooding. And when Fanny and Jimmy had left her
alone with Stafford she moved toward the door of her room.

"Oh, wait a bit!" he said. He caught her in his arms; tried

to kiss her.

"I'm dreadfully tired." she said. "Please—I think I'll go
right to bed

—

"

He chuckled and rang the bell.

"Know the very thing for that tired feeling!" he said. "Oku
—champagne!"

She stood still as he poured the sparkling wine and held out
a glass to her. And she shook her head.

"No," she said. "I don't want any. And you've had
enough."

But he only laughed and drank, and leaned toward her,

then, to kiss her arm.
"Please!" she said.

"Oh!" His irritation broke out. "What's the matter?
Don't you love me?"

"I—I love the man I married!" she cried, desperately. "But
when you're like this—when you make love to me like this—

I

hate you!"
And, eluding him, she moved swiftly toward her door. His

face darkened; he was at her door before her, barring her way.
"Please!" she said. She was beginning to be frightened.
He shook his head. The veins in his forehead were swollen.
"I've had enough of this!" he said. "You—with your talk—your preaching! You didn't love me when I married you,

either—but I bought you and paid for you—

"

He touched the necklace at her throat, the rings on her fin-

gers. She shrank back, appalled, incredulous. She stood still.

For a moment he was touched by a confused remorse.

"Come on!" he said. "Give me a kiss and I'll let you go!"
She stood still, passive. And he caught her in his arms sud-

denly and kissed her. But in a moment he let her go, with

an exclamation of angry disgust. For a moment she looked at

him. shuddering: then turned and rushed into her room. In-

stinctively she slammed the door and turned the key; stood

She shook her head. "No, "she said. "I don't want any. And you ve had
enough." But he only laughed and leaned toward her, then, to kiss her arm

still, then, panting, shuddering. The doorknob was turned;

then shaken; she heard him calling to her.

And then, incredulous, appalled and frightened as she had
never been in all her life before, she heard a crashing blow
fall upon the door, followed by another and another. The
wood splintered and broke; the panel was driven in. She saw
her husband's face, inflamed and furious; saw his hand reach

in and turn the key. Then, as he came in, she cried out, once.*****
It was as if nothing that she remembered had ever been;

as if the memory of her marriage, of luxury, of comfort, were

only a dream. To Virginia, going each morning to her work

in the factory, returning each night to the cheap flat in which

she lived with Fanny and Jimmy and the baby, sharing the

expenses, there was no future and no past.

FAXXY and Jimmy, bickering, quarreling, getting on each

other's nerves. She could see the disintegration of the

life they had been building up. And she felt, always, their

reproach, seldom as they dared to put it into words. She

was making them suffer poverty, discomfort! She—because

she had left Stafford the morning after that unforgivable and

deadly scene!

They could not understand. How should they? How could

she expect them to see that she had had to leave him just

because she loved him, and had to tell him. and had now to

stick to her word, that she would never go back unless he

came for her, with his promise to stop drinking forever? Oh,

if he had made that promise the next day—instead of trying

to buy her off with another gift of jewels!

He had been sorry—oh, yes! Even ashamed—bitterly

ashamed, she knew. But that had not been enough. He had

not understood—or else, he had not loved her enough to meet

the only terms she could impose. It didn't matter which. And
now she had to go on. knowing how Jimmy and her sister felt.

Dinner—as wretched, as unappetiz- (Concluded on page m

)



Rubye de Remer s New Clothes, Designed

Some New Ideas

About Dress

As outlined to Carolyn Van Wyck

By RUBYE DE REMER

I
AM a very practical person.

I have been told I don't look it

by artists who have painted my por-

trait, and I hope that is true.

Nevertheless, underneath I have a sort of

practical, school-ma'am way of looking at

things.

And I believe that the best thing to

be about clothes is practical.

I have absolutely no use for the woman
who declares that she buys things she

thinks she likes in a store, and when she

gets them home finds they aren't what
she wanted at all. That is stupid and
impractical and I should like to show
women how to avoid it.

The secret of remaining young is

never to wear an unbecoming hat. Noth-
ing ages a woman like the feeling that

her hat detracts from instead of enhanc-

ing her good looks. And nothing wor-

ries a woman so much, not even her

husband, as the knowledge that there

is something wrong about her clothes.

I really love beautiful clothes. If I

• went to interview a producer and found

that my gown had two buttons off, I

know I shouldn't make the least sort of

an impression on him. Every woman's
morale depends upon her clothes.

Now there is only one way to insure

against mistakes in dressing—both in

selecting clothes and in wearing them.

And that is to be practical and use good
common sense about it.

I wouldn't love the most beautiful

dress ever designed if it wasn't practical.

That is the reason I distinctly prefer

American clothes to Paris models and
why, though I just returned from the

French capital, I have as many Ameri-
can made and designed things in my new
wardrobe as I have Parisian things.

When you want to buy things for a

new season, sit down quietly and decide

what you need and what sort of things

you want to fill that need. Go to see

some of the new films in which stars.

who spend fortunes and invaluable hours

in selecting their garments, are appear-

ing. If possible, go to see a star who is

something of your own type. Get a

pretty good idea of what you are going

to have. That is the way to avoid buy-

ing things you don't want. Then, either

go to good shops or, what I believe is

much more satisfactory, get good pat-

terns and a good sewing woman, and
have them executed in your own home.
If you are clever along that line, you
can make your own dresses.

Then you are sure of the value of

what you have. It is certainly much
more economical in every way.

Never select things that are easily

torn, that are very difficult to put on,

that have a lot of fancy trimming or a
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One of these Patterns Goes to You
ONE of the three charming frocks, especially designed by and for Rubye de

Remer, the screen star, may be owned by you. You may have the pattern

of any one of the three, and with the knoivledge that you have a costume compar-
able to the smartest and most exclusive design conceived this season. Because Le
Bon Ton Patterns are celebrated for their originality and good taste; and Miss de
Remer is one of the celluloid celebrities who set fashion standards for all America.
She has cooperated with Photoplay and Le Bon Ton in presenting to you these

frocks. ^~a
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Design 8
A one-piece dress especially

designed for Miss de Remer
of heavy sport crepe. The
severely simple lines are smart
and becoming to her youthful
figure. The necessary ma-
terials and their costs are as

follows

:

3H yards sport crepe @ $3 . 00 $10 . 50
3
i yard filet lace.. . ® 7.50 5.62

Silver clasps about 5.00

$21.12

lot of buttons to come off,

or that are composed of a

number of different pieces to

put on.

The American woman is a
pretty busy person. I don't

know a single woman in New
York or in California, the

two places where I spend
most of my time, or in my
home town of Denver, who
hasn't interests outside of her

clothes. While we all have
the instinct to be well

dressed, in this country,

there are very few of us that

will spend hours over a toi-

lette or devote our chief mental and
physical energy to our personal appear-

ance. I have to do a lot of it, because
it's my business, but at that I don't pre-

tend to make a sacred rite of dressing, as

French women do.

Therefore, I say again, be practical

about your wardrobe. Get things that

are easy to put on, that don't need a lot

of repairing every time you've worn
them, that continue to look attractive

after they've had some wear. I have a

more extensive lot of gowns than the

average woman. But except when I buy
a gown for a certain purpose, I always

Design 9

Miss de Remer's long circular cape designed to be
worn witn one-piece dress. It can be obtained at a

ridiculously small cost. It has no lining

4 Yi yards sports crepe @ $3.00 $12.75
Silver clasp about 2.50

$15.25
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buy things that I know will continue to

look nice after I've worn them a while.

I design a great many of my own gowns
and have them made under my personal

supervision. I find I get the best results

that way. And I always take into con-

sideration how they will hold up, how
convenient they are to put on, for, except

at the studio, I do not keep a personal

maid.

I am personally very fond of one-piece

dresses that slip on over the head, without

hooks and eyes or buttons. I like cape-

coats that do not wrinkle your frocks. Be-

ing a blonde, I prefer dark colors, be-

cause I think they bring out my hair and

. :iu

Design 11

skin. But color is always an absolutely

personal matter. You must judge that

for yourself.

There is one thing I want to say to all

American women and girls.

Don't be hard on yourselves.

Don't wear clothes, even though they
make you look smart, that mar your
sweet, feminine softness.

That is one thing I learned in Paris,

and if we have a fault in fashions in this

country it is in wearing and popularizing

things that are chic but trying.

In getting your summer wardrobe, keep
that in mind. Avoid severe lines. Avoid
harsh effects. Avoid hard glaring colors

and—this is my own personal taste, of

course, but I believe I am right—avoid
the masculine note.

LYWOOD of course. But try to look sweet,
-v,Look smart,

ALIFORW*
Spore things are always the order of the day dur-

ing the summer season. But in choosing them,
keep the feminine note as much as possible.

I myself prefer dainty, soft things in summer to

too much of the sport effect. For evening, I always
prefer soft, lacy, delicate things to hard sequins,

glistening bead effects and severely classic lines.

And I must admit that for the average woman I

prefer veiled effects to too much nudity.

The models I have chosen to give Photoplay are

things I really love, and I think they ought to be of

great service to American women. Everyone of

them is practical. Mostly they are my own ideas

carried out by Le Bon Ton.

I hope you'll like 'em.

Design 10

A charming dinner frock of flesh pink
Corticelli Satin Patria uniquely draped
with the front turned under in loops.

The bead and floss embroidery on sash
ends and across the front of blouse is

also worked on the underbodice between
the panel front and back. It totals but

$21.75.

5J^ yard's Satin Patria @ $3.50 $19.25
Embroidery silk and beads 1 .50
Extras will cost about 1 .00

$21.75

Design 11

An afternoon model of figured foulard

smartly trimmed with plain foulard. It

favors a double surpliced bodice which
terminates in sash ends at the left side

and a skirt with a simple cascade drapery
on the right lapping from the back. The
approximate cost will be $22.00.

S yards figured foulard @ $3 . 50 SI 7 . 50
1 yard plain foulard 3 . 50
Extras about 1 .00

$22

.

00

Design 12

Plain and plaided gingham are used with
effective results in building this model.
The dress of plaided gingham is buttoned
to the long front panel of white gingham
and the scalloped edges are worked in an
over and over stitch. Neck of panel is

finished with a cross stitch embroidery.
The materials can be bought for the
very moderate sum given below:

4H yards plaided gingham (if SI. 00 S4.50
1 yard plain gingham 1 .00
Muttons, emboidery silk and extras 1 .50

$7.00

Design 12
lb 6.

Photoplay Magazine
Department of Fashions

25 West 45th Street

New York City, N. Y.

For enclosed coupon and twelve cents
in stamps or coins for postage and
handling charges, please send me Le
Bon Ton pattern of

design number in size ....

Name

.

Street and Number

City State

Note: Only one pattern may be ordered with
one coupon. Sizes, 32, 34, 36. 38, 40 and 42 only.
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Almost any handsome young man can outwit an entire Camorra of old
experienced Wall Street magnates

Business

THIS is the seventh of

one of the most un-

usual and talked-of series

of satirical articles to ap-

pear in any American
magazine. Not only is

Mr. Wright recognized as

one of the foremost sati-

rists writing in English

today, but Mr. Barton,

who is illustrating this

remarkable series, is

America's greatest carica-

turist. Next month these

two famous humorists will

collaborate on "The The-
atrical Life in the Films."

By
WILLARD

HUNTINGTON
WRIGHT

Decorations by

RALPH BARTON

SOME years ago an impassioned speculator and literatus

inflamed the corpuscles of the Great American Common
People with a series of lurid articles entitled "Frenzied
Finance," in which he told astounding tales of Wall

Street's goings-on, and set down fabulous descriptions of the
practices and habits of the financiers themselves. But though
he gave a new phrase to the language, his revelations were tame
and commonplace in comparison with the business life which
is presented to us nightly in the dramas of the screen.

Let us look first at the stock market of the films. It not
seldom happens that the fate of Wall Street depends, in large

measure, on whether or not an earnest and virginal young man
with polished hair, arched eyebrows, and a skin-tight suit with
slanting pockets and peaked lapels, can land some sort of a
contract or other. The entire financial district awaits the
result with bated breath and popping eyes. The curb is a

howling pandemonium; prices have collapsed; panic reigns;

and at least six capitalists are about to blow their brains out.

If the young man puts the deal across, the market will pull

together and go on. But if not! .... Well, the bottom will

just simply fall out of everything.

Moreover, almost any handsome young man, if he is honor-
able and pure, and really sets his mind to it, can completely
outwit and ignominiously ruin an entire Camorra of old expe-
rienced Wall Street magnates.

Luckily these youths do not often invade the financial dis-

trict. As a general rule, in the films, the stock market is com-
pletely controlled by a middle-aged gentleman with a square
jaw, who tries to look like Tarzan of the Apes. Single-handed,
he can wreck the works, and bring the entire financial struc-
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ture of the country crashing down about the heads of his

enemies. And he often does it, just to get even with some-

body against whom he has a grudge. He merely calls up his

broker on the telephone, speaks a few words out of the corner

of his mouth—and, in five minutes, the entire Street is tot-

tering.

And this brings up another curious point in the financial

life of the screen. All millionaires habitually arrange their

affairs so that it is possible for them to be wiped out clean

in half an hour—so clean, in fact, that their old family servants

are inspired to come forward and proffer them their meagre
savings.

MOREOVER, despite the fact that they are always thus on
the brink of ruin, and liable at any moment to have to

face disaster, the shock of any catastrophe inevitably bowls

them over. They all suffer from some serious cardiac disturb-

ance; for whenever they get bad news over the ticker, they

immediately have a stroke, as of acute apoplexy. Their chins

sag; their eyes dilate; and they clutch at their breasts, sway
back and forth, and then collapse on the floor, all tangled up
in the tape.

Before passing on to the more general aspects of business

life as depicted on the screen, attention should be called to the

fact that all dishonest Wall Street plotters sooner or later

come to grief. Virtue and honesty always triumph—one of the

reasons being, no doubt, that all financial schemes of a crimi-

nal nature are invariably concocted and arranged over a tele-

phone with a switchboard, so that the beautiful and- chaste

young daughter of the intended victim—enacting the role of



Life in the Films
substitute operator—can not only listen in and
thwart the nefarious plans against her unsus-

specting father, but incidentally collect sufficient

evidence to send the would-be perpetrators to

the bastille.

Business men and financiers of the screen

possess many peculiar traits and idiosyncrasies.

Their eyebrows are always
shaggy, and there are always
gray tufts above their ears.

Courtesy and geniality are antip-

odal to their natures. They
are at all times gruff and ag-

gressive, and wear mean, bel-

ligerent expressions. When they

talk they roll a large cigar viciously about in the

corner of their mouths, and thrust their jaws

forward in menacing fashion. Moreover, they

gesticulate angrily, pound the desk with their

fists, and constantly shake their fore-fingers

threateningly under the noses of their listeners.

Another thing: they apparently have a deep and ineradicable

suspicion of banking houses; for they always keep their

money at home in the library in a circular wall safe, where

any burglar can get to it with but slight difficulty. And this

suspicion of the banks would seem to extend to the storage

vaults, as well; for no business man or financier ever puts his

important papers, or his bonds and stock certificates, in a safe-

deposit box. Instead, he keeps them in his desk drawer at his

private office. And, because of this eccentricity, he is nearly

always robbed by someone who, posing as a customer, picks

the drawer open with a pen knife or hair-pin when his back is

momentarily turned.

Another invariable practice of the motion-picture business

man is that of keeping a long, pointed, double-edged, highly

sharpened, stiletto-like paper-cutter on his desk, so that any
enemy or professional burglar will have a convenient and ef-

ficient weapon at hand with which to stab him. And it is

nothing short of amazing how many commercial magnates are

translated into the Beyond by this means.

The sons of wealthy
business men of the
screen are, without
exception, a bad lot

Then there is the peculiarity possessed by every wealthy
financier in his manner of employing help. No matter how
crooked he may be, or how urgent his needs for caution and
secrecy, he will engage a new stenographer without giving her
a try-out or even asking her for references. The young lady

simply walks into his inner private office, states her mission,

and is accepted on the spot. The next minute he is turn-

ing over to her his confidential correspondence and making her
privy to all his illegal and nefarious schemes.
Thus the daughter of the niece of one of his former victims,

who is now in the Poor House, works herself in as a spy, check-
mates all his dastardly plots, and gathers sufficient evidence
to bring him, humbled and chastened, to the bar of justice.

The wives of all wealthy and successful business men of the

screen are shallow, brainless, extravagant creatures, who live

only for social diversions, and who spend their entire time
buying new gowns and giving soirees and costume balls. They
know nothing whatever of business matters, and when the finan-

cial crash comes and they are in- (Concluded on page qi)

When the watchman finds the secretary with a smoking pistol in his hand, there is nothing for him
to do but turn the innocent young man over to the gendarmes
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THE possibility of producing the Life -of

Christ in motion pictures was being dis-

cussed at a tea.

There were some doubts expressed as to

whether there was an actor who could plav
the Christ.

"Or one who would," interposed Madge
Kennedy dolefully. "I know a very capable

actor who was offered the chance to play

Lincoln in a picture based on the Life of

Lincoln.
" 'Play Lincoln?' said the actor. T should

say not ! Not with that ending'."

DID you know that D. W. Griffith pre-

dicted Rodolph Valentino's success sev-

eral years ago?
Valentino was playing a villain's part in a

picture with Dorothy Gish.

Turning to a man who was standing on
the set at the time, Mr. Griffith said:

"There is a boy who is going to be a
great idol some day, if fortune is kind to

him."

WHILE Rubye de Remer was motoring
through Europe she stopped at a small

German inn for lunch. The little red-
cheeked girl who waited on the table was
so eager to please and so obvious in her ad-
miration of the unusual guests that she at-

tracted Miss de Remer's attention.

"She was so cute and so desirous of pleas-

ing us that I gave her a good tip," explains

Miss de Remer.
It was such a tip as an American waiter

would accept as his due and say nothing.
But translated into German marks it was
quite a munificent sum. The little girl re-

garded it for a moment, then handed it

back to Miss de Remer with a curtsy.

"You have made a mistake, madame," said

she. "You have given me too much."
For a moment Miss de Remer was dum-

founded. She believed that her knowledge

"Baby Stars"—Left to right, lower
row: Mary Philbin, Patsy Ruth
Miller, Bessie Love, Louise Lor-
raine, Helen Ferguson and Kath-
lyn McGuire. Upper row: Pauline
Stark, Maryon Aye, Jacqueline
Logan, Claire Windsor, Colleen
Moore, Lila Lee and Lois Wilson
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Plays and
Engaged ? Although
they re still playing
flapper and juvenile
respectively in real life

as well as films, Mar-
jone Daw and Johnny
Harron are old enough
to have made up their

minds they re in love

As a tropical lovess,

Connne Griffith has
few equals. She
didn't have to play in

a story of South Sea
locale to prove that

If you keep up with these

more about film folks than

By CAL.

of the German language had suddenly failed

her and she was not hearing aright. She
asked the child to repeat.

"You have made a mistake, madame. You
gave me—see !—too much."

Miss de Reme/ hastily thrust her hand
into her purse and bringing forth its entire

contents in silver forced them into the girl's

hand.

"And the poor little thing wept," says
Rubye. "She said it was more than she made
in a whole year."

"Yes," interrupts Teddy Sampson, who
was in the party, "and Rubye wept, too!"

FRANCES MARION, between scenarios
for which she receives sums amounting

to a pretty penny, has found time to
turn out several plays. No—nothing to do
with films. But the celebrated scenario
writer is branching out, and her new literary

efforts are along widely different lines than
the Mary Pickford and Constance Talmadge
screen stories she has done. One one-act
play from her trusty typewriter is a little

masterpiece, according to those who've been
fortunate enough to get to read it. It will

soon be produced, with two other one-act
plays by her, by an artistic group which has
done most of the worth-while theatrical

things of Manhattan. Besides the plays
there's a book in the process of construc-
tion, and a few other little things. And in

spite of all this work, Frances Marion con-
tinues to look as beautiful as the stars she
writes for.

DID you see that kid with the black
bobbed hair and the white hair-ribbon

in the country drug store show scenes of

"Polly of the Follies"? She was the pret-

tiest little girl in the audience which watches
Connie Talmadge as Polly cavort in her
impromptu play. Anita Loos played an
extra just for fun and to see how she would
photograph. She has no intention of be-

coming an actress instead of a writer.



Players
columns you will know
they know themselves

YORK

IT looks as though Jack Picklord had won
Marilynn Miller, the Ziegfeld star of

"Sally," and that they would be married

this summer. Anyhow, George Stewart, the

debonair brother of Anita Stewart, who was
also an ardent courtier at Marilynn's court,

has withdrawn from the field to devote

himself to his art. He will star in Christie

comedies.

In New York, at the recent Sixty Club

Ball, which attracted all the stars of the

cast, Jack Pickford escorted Miss Miller to

the royal box, where she was presented to

King Doug, Queen Mary, and Dowager
Charlotte.

A FEW years ago, when the motion pic-

ture industry had more pompous prel-

ates than it has today, a certain director

was expostulating with a certain producer

about a picture. The producer demanded
that the director make radical changes in

his plans. The director became vehement in

the argument and blasphemed slightly.

"My young man!'' shouted the producer,

aghast. "Do you realize to whom you are

talking? Do you realize that you are

speaking to the man who made the greatest

picture ever filmed, the man who made
more good pictures than Griffith, the man
who has made more stars and directors than

anybody in the business?"

The producer was purple with outraged
dignity.

"I can't help it," said the director meekly.

"I would say the same things to the Lord
himself."

The producer gave a moment of solemn
thought to the reply, then said:

"Well, I guess that's fair enough."

HEDDA HOPPER, the presiding genius

of the Algonquin dining room, the idol

of the literary lights who congregate there,

. and an all-round, one-hundred-percent hu-
man being—plays a part in the popular

stage comedy, "Six Cylinder Love," which

Mrs. Anna Townscnd
celebrated her seven-
ty-third birthday by
playing Harold Lloyd s

grandmother in his

new comedy. She s

been appearing in pic-

tures without her
daughter's consent

Our old friend and
comrade, Robinson
Crusoe, come to life

—

celluloid life, at any
rate. He is played by

Harry Myers

features Ernest Truex. She lends her aris-

tocratic presence to several scenes, utters a

few pleasant or poignant lines, and then is

seen no more.
The other day the lovely Hedda was pre-

sented to an elderly lady from up-state who
had seen the play and admired Mrs. Hopper.
The lady looked at Hedda adoringly, then

remarked embarrassedly:

"I liked your play, I must say; and I liked

you—always have. But Mrs. Hopper—I'd

like to ask you something. In your last scene

there—why don't you enter into the conver-

sation more?"

IT is one of the curses of fame that every

few months you are reported demised.

Charles Whittaker, the famous play-

wright and scenarioist, has several times

been obliged personally to deny the reports

of his death. The latest rumor circulated

several months ago, when an assistant di-

rector of almost similar name but different

spelling died suddenly in California.

Mr. Whittaker, in denying this newest re-

port, said:

"Even amongst those who are aware that

I am in the flesh, I am constantly under

the necessity of vociferously asserting my
own existence or else get shouted down, but

it's too bad to have my friends rejoicing and

my enemies deploring an unjustified demise,

—why, David Powell, upon arriving from

England, was staggered to realize I am still

on this oblate spheroid."

This expression may serve to explain why
it is that Mr. Whittaker. in spite of the

awe-inspiring and academic initials which,

belong after his name, and his literary

prowess, is often called by his friends

"Charlie."

AND speaking of queer kinds of rumors,

. John Barrymore at a party not long ago

spent the whole evening talking about his

baby boy. (Continued on page 74)

Every kid wants to ride a fire

engine. One of Jackie Coogan s

ambitions was realized in San
Francisco recently when most of

the fire department met him at the

station on his arrival. After all,

being an actor has its compensations.

Jackie admits it's the life for him
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FOR THE DEFENSE—Paramount

IT is good to see Ethel Clayton in a picture that is worthy

of her efforts. An actress of unquestioned ability, she

has lately devoted herself to films of patently inferior qual-

ity. But she scores emphatically in "For the Defense."'

It is a vivid melodrama, describing the adventures of a

young prima donna who is victimized by a sinister Hindu
hypnotist. She falls under his spell, as many other women
have done before her, and is only saved from an unspeak-

able fate when one of the hypnotist's former inamoratas

steps in and punctures him.

Use is made in one place in the story of a cubistic Cali-

gari setting, in order to convey the impression of the hero-

ine's hypnotic dream. This is remarkably effective, and
serves to heighten the dramatic interest considerably. In

fact, everything in the picture is well done, and Paul Powell,

who directed it, deserves a resounding salvo of cheers for

his work on this production. He has not missed a single

trick. Moreover, he has assembled an excellent and ap-

propriate cast to carry out the idea.

COME ON OVER—Goldwyn

DUPERT HUGHES goes to Ireland, this time, for his

* * inspiration and brings back with him a little story of
pathos and laughter.

Colleen Moore plays the part of Moyna, a young Irish

girl who is waiting for her lover to "send for her out"
—which, translated, means come across with transporta-
tion and a wedding ring. But the lover, Ralph Graves,
finds many an obstacle in his path. One of the most insur-

mountable obstacles is his inability to keep a job, the other
is a blonde modiste with a Fifth Avenue address. And so
Moyna waits until, weary of waiting, she decides to take the
journey on her own. The complications that ensue go to
make up a picture that is one hundred percent family stuff!
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A review of the new pictures

SMILIN THROUGH— First National

DEMINISCENT of a gorgeous valentine,—one of those
•» v ornate lace-and-celluloid creations that remained in the
drug-store window year after year because no one in town
had enough money to buy it.

The subtitles are tinted and adorned with love birds on a

twig, roses dropping their petals, a lily and a Bible,—every-
thing but the clasped hands and the gates ajar.

The photography is thrilling. Charles Rosher, camera
painter, is the co-star of the show. He creates shimmering
splendors and then again quaint pastorals as charming as a
Watteau.
The story would have been clarified and tremendously

increased in dramatic power had it commenced at the be-
ginning and smiled steadily through. As it is, there is some
confusion and diffused interest. Yet it holds more real

feeling than most of its contemporaries and its enchanting
beauty lifts it among the peers of the season.

Norma Talmadge seems of late to be playing in a flapper

key. There's not so much of that wistfulness and depth of

feeling that she once displayed. She reminds us here of a
lovely French doll with adroit and pretty surface emotions.

Delectable, but a doll. Toward the end of the picture how-
ever, she delivered some tender moments that brought real

tears from the spectators of the Ritz ball-room where the

picture was previewed. And it requires rare acting ability

to bring tears into the Ritz.

Harrison Ford is here; and with him as a vis-a-vis Miss
Talmadge is at her finest. You will find that this is one of

Xorma's best numbers, pictorially a Kohinoor.



Is/lotion Picture Time and Money

PHOTOPLAY'S SELECTION

of the SIX BEST

PICTURES of the MONTH

SMILIN THROUGH

THE LOVES OF PHARAOH

FOR THE DEFENSE

A DOLUS HOUSE

COME ON OVER

POLLY OF THE FOLLIES

THE LOVES OF PHARAOH—Paramount

PROF. ERNST LUBITSCH is the great humanizer of

history.

He was undeniably successful in applying the quicken-
ing touch to Louis of France and Henry VIII of England.
But we feel that he went a little beyond his depth in at-

tempting to excavate Egypt from the sands of 1,000 B. C.
It is pretty hard to put life in a mummy, and Lubitsch

was unfortunate in selecting a Pharaoh who insisted upon
shaving his head until it resembled a poultry product. At
times he seems not so much a king of Egypt as a king
of the dairy products combine. However, that impression
may be overlooked in the real power of the performance.

Although Herr Lubitsch failed to generate the regular

blood pressure in his characters he came as close to it

as anyone could with mummies who were such freak dress-

ers. His spectacular moments are gorgeous. The scene
of the slaves working in the quarries resembles a hill swarm-
ing with ants. In a flash it suggests the panorama of man.
The film is a magnificent, dazzling orgy of splendors.

And therein is its failing; the spectacle dims the individual.

Dagny Servaes. the heroine, has a pure Greek profile and
acts with distinction, but she is no Pola Negri. Emil Jan-
nings as the Pharaoh is expert and effective in spite of his

eccentric haircut. Henry Liedtke, called "the Wally Reid
of Germany," is sometimes florid; but when he is content
just to smile genially he does bear an amazing likeness to

our native Apollo.

By all means see this, if only to exclaim that even the
mighty Lubitsch is not always at his holy best.

A DOLUS HOUSE—United Artists

A MENTAL masterpiece. The emotions are not called

upon for such great exertions as is customary in the

cinema. The spectator is asked to use his imagination and
his mind.

By sticking as closely as adhesive • plaster to Ibsen's

original, Madame Nazimova has seen to it that none of the

vitality has been lost. It is a literal translation. The
atmosphere is not Hollywoodian; it is Norwegian. The
very pictures on the walls are true to type. The sets are

absolutely faithful. The acting is magnificent.

The story is a little bit old-fashioned in these days when
nearly every wife enjoys the privilege of living her own life.

But it will be preserved as a perfect record of its period

and personality. The Russian star, usually eccentric, curbs

her Camille tendencies, and as Nora, one of the drama's
most absorbing women, really acts. Or rather, thinks. At
times she is over-expressive. Charles Bryant is a truly good
director; he knows the value of restraint and uses it. If

this film is any indication of her state of mind. Madame
Bryant is regaining her artistic balance and her next cellu-

loid should restore her to her first high histrionic standard.
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POLLY OF THE FOLLIES—First National

THIS is one of the most uproarious comedies that has

ever been permitted to roam about wild on the prosaic

surface of the silver screen. It is absolutely crazy—mak-
ing practically no sense at any given point—but it is gor-

geously funny, for all that. The story is a vague affair

about a little slavey in the drug store of a blue-nose town,

who scandalizes the folks by running away and joining the

Ziegfeld Midnight Frolic. Needless to say, she is an in-

stantaneous hit, not only with the suave Mr. Ziegfeld. but

with a handsome young millionaire.

Constance Talmadge is at her best as the latest Emerson-

Loos heroine and you know what Connie's best is.
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THE WORLD'S CHAMPION-Paramount

Wallie Reid, as the middle-weight champion of the

world, gets the money, the girl and the social position.

He also foils the villain—who isn't a bad sort, though
fat. The picture is extremely well directed and cast.

Splendid entertainment, of the cleanest sort, for the

whole family. Lois Wilson plays the titled heroine with
charm and a real ability. She is worth watching.
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THE LEATHER PUSHERS-
Universal'Jewel'Colliers

If the last nine instalments are up to the standard of

the first three, Universal will have made a real super-

serial. H. C. Witwer's stories have lost nothing in the

filming, and the prize-fights in each episode are packed
with real, and convincing, thrills. Reginald Denny is the

hero and Harry Pollard the director. And the cast is up
to standard in every way. Follow this—by all means !

YELLOW MEN AND GOLD-Goldwyn
This picture should be popular, if only for the fact

that nearly everybody has day-dreamed about the find-

ing of buried treasure. Richard Dix, Helene Chadwick,
and Rosemary Theby—with a Chinese chorus. And
some most convincing villains! If you hate adven-
ture, don't see it. By Gouverneur Morris with all of the

thrills that made his first stories famous. A clean plot.

THE DEUCE OF SPADES— First National

Charles Ray in a typical role—that of the "from Bos-
ton" owner of a lunch room in a tough Montana town.

Although the action drags, in spots, the comedy is good
and the sub-titles are really clever. And the cast, as a
whole, could scarcely be improved upon. A family film

—

in the Ivory soap class! In other words—the best sort

of wholesome entertainment for young and old.

WILD HONEY—Universal

And oh, how wild it was! Priscilla Dean, lots of

scenery, Robert Ellis, and both the Beerys thrown away
to make a Universal holiday. As dull an evening's en-

tertainment as you can find anywhere, up until the last

few reels, when an ice jam is introduced to send you
away with a shiver. . What a waste—this star was once
one of the most promising persons in pictures.

WHERE IS MY WANDERING BOY TONIGHT
—Zeidman

Glycerine tears are all right when kept in their place.

A drop now and then never did any harm. But when
they are allowed to flow in the same volume as Niagara
Falls, there is reason for protest. "Where Is My Wan-
dering Boy Tonight?" empties all the glycerine glands

in existence. And it is a stupid, trashy film.
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Two New Polishes—just perfected

Entirely new formulas—a quicker,

higher brilliance—that lasts
* ( lfe have made good pol.*hts before, as have other

manufacturers, but in these t-ivo new polishes ive have
introduced entirely nevu improvements that place them

far ahead ofanything oftheir kind.''''

I Originator cf Cutex.

VTOW, at last, two new nail

* ^ polishes that you will hail

instantly as something distinctly

beyond any you have ever used.

They are in the two most pop-

ular forms ofthe moment—Pow-

der Polish and Liquid Polish.

The Powder Polish is prac-

tically instantaneous. Just a few

strokes of the nails across the soft part of

the hand is sufficient to bring out the

shine— a dazzling, jewel-like luster that

is more brilliant and lasts better than any

you have ever had before! It resists fre-

quent washing—in fact, soap and water

only improve it.

The texture of the powder itself is

exceptionally smooth—the unpleasantly

gritty quality that is so characteristic of

powder polishes having been entirely

overcome. And it has a "body" and

The new Powder Polish
At last—a powder polish that is

practically instantaneous anJ that

retains its brilliance despite fre-

quent -washings.

The Nero Liquid Polish

Just stroke each nail daintily -with

the rosyfluid, and behold—a jewel-

Hie luster that ivill last a "week. A
•wonderful protection to the nails.

it begins 10 grow dull, you

do not have to use a separate

preparation to remove it. You
simply put on a fresh coat ofthe

polish, taking one nail at a time,

and wipe it off quickly before it

dries. This will leave the nail

clean and ready for the new ap-

plication. The Liquid Polish is

the besr possible protection to

the nails. Used as a finishing

touch, it will make a manicure

last just three times as long. The
Powder Polish is 35c a box

and the Liquid Polish is 35c a

bottle.

firmness that prevent it from scattering

wastefully.

In the new Liquid Polish we have

one that is entirely free from the objec-

tions to all former liquid polishes. It

flows over the nail from the brush with

an absolutely uniform smoothness, it dries

instantly and leaves the most brilliant,

delicately tinted luster— just like the

inside of a sea-shell. It requires no buff-

ing, of course, and it will keep its even

brilliance for at least a week. When

Cutex Sets come at 60c,

$1.00, #1.50 and $3.00. Or
any Cutex article may be bought separate-

ly, at 35c. At all drug and department

stores in the United States and Canada.

Send5c today for samples of

these two new polishes

We wan tyou to try these two new polishes without

delay. Filloutthiscouponand mail it to us with five

cents in coin or postage to cover cost of packing

andmailingand we will send you samples of both.

Address NorthamWarren, 1 14 West 1 7th Street,

New York. Or, if you live in Canada, Dept.

705, 200 Mountain Street, Montreal.

The new Cutex Five-Minute Set with these

two new polishes

Cutex announces a new assortment called the Five-

Minute Set, containing full sized packages of these two
new polishes, with a full-sized bottleof the Cutex Cuticle

Remover, orange stick, and package ofemery boards

—

exactly what you need for the quickest, easiest mani-

cure. The price is $1 .00.

MAIL THIS COUPON WITH 5 CENTS TODAY

Northam Warren,

Dept. 705, 1 14. West 17th Street,

New York City.

Name.

Street-

City and State.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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MISTRESS OF THE WORLD—Paramount

If a picture's merit were measured by its size, this

German production would be too good to be true. It

is twenty reels long, and consequently 'has to be issued

in serial form (five reels at a time).

The title role is played by Mia May, a German star

of ample proportions. There are tremendous scenes,

and vast crowds. But—what is it all about?

THE SHEIK'S WIFE—Vitagraph

A drama of the great desert where there ain't no votes
for women and a man may raise anything that he wants
to—including a thirst! The story proves that two races
can't mix—matrimonially speaking. And then a happy
ending is dragged in and the point of the whole thing

is lost. Splendid photography and lighting and some
good bits of acting. An importation from the French.
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A DANGEROUS LITTLE DEMON—Universal

Marie Prevost as an ultra-modern flapper—in frocks

that are too short, now-a-days, to be fashionable. She
endures an arrest, a business failure, and an engage-

ment with a very good young man. And still manages
to come up smiling at the end, all ready to marry
another young man who is not so good! Light, but
entertaining, with a laugh or two for good measure.

LOVE'S BOOMERANG—Paramount

This is a beautiful production, marked with John S.

Robertson's usual artistry, but rather lacking in dra-

matic value. The interest is buoyed up periodically,

and then allowed to drop. There are many fine scenes,

taken in England and France, and there is some good
acting by lovely Ann Forrest, David Powell, and Geof-
frey Kerr. Robertson should do another Barrie story.

THE CRADLE BUSTER—Warren
This is a simple, unpretentious little picture, with

Glenn Hunter in the leading role. It is amusing in a
quiet, Tarkingtonian way, and works up to an exceed-

ingly effective climax. Frank Tuttle, who wrote and
directed it, reveals himself as a producer of great in-

telligence. Beside Mr. Hunter, the cast includes Mar-
guerite Courtot and Osgood Perkins.

WOMAN'S SIDE— First National

This is too tragic to be funny. It looks as if a band
of earnest amateurs had got together and decided to

make a picture. The theme, politics, with all the old

tricks. Even the tender-hearted would have to work
overtime to find an excuse for this. Katherine Mac-
Donald is very beautiful, but you can't spend two hours

exclaiming over the fact. (Concluded on page 04)
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^Jests made by great manufacturer

of blankets show safest way to wash them

FINE woolen blankets will last a life-

time if properly cared for, but a single

careless laundering can ruin them— felt

them and make them harsh.

The manufacturer is as interested as the

owner in finding the safest way to wash

fine blankets. For this reason, the makers

of the North Star blankets had extensive

washing tests made.

The letter fromThe North StarWoolen
Mill Co. tells what these tests showedthem

about washing blankets and why they en-

thusiastically recommend Lux.

When you write to advertisers please mention PIIOTOrLAY MAGAZINE.



How To Do It

The secret is revealed

for the first time by "the Mansfield

of the Screen"

By

HERBERT HOWE

I
REALIZE that this is a daring and sensational thing

which I undertake.

It may get me in bad with other members of my pro-

fession less generous than myself.

My disclosure may be declared unethical; I may be ac-

cused of breach of faith toward my art ; this magazine may
be denounced for permitting revelations so startling as to

shake stardom to its very foundations.

For the first time in any publication the secret will be
revealed, namely

—

How to make good in the movies.

I realize full well the seriousness of the task which your

editor has imposed upon me.
And you will perhaps realize the sacrifice I am making in

telling you how to do it.

Thoughtless of self and the price I have paid, I will en-

deavor to reveal my own experiences in attaining what some
critics have been kind

enough to call the supreme
pinnacle of pantomimic
perfection.

From the top of the lad-

der, if I may be so bold as

to say the top, I look back
over the long, long trail of

hardships and harrowing ig-

nominies through which I

stumbled to my present po-

sition as—again I quote

—

'•The Mansfield of the

Screen."

In showing you how I do

it—that is, how to make
good in the movies—it will

be impossible to avoid cas-

ual reference to myself.
Much as I despise egotism,

for which, as one kindly in-

terviewer put it, I stand in

a place by myself, I must
in the interests of your wel-

fare use the personal pro-

noun occasionally.

As a child I showed marked signs of artistic temperament. I

played the mouth organ uninstructed, drew striking likenesses of

people on the sidewalk, caught on wagons, and shot craps. But
my parents objected to a movie career. Needless to say, they

are now quite won over and enjoy my weekly letters with

inclosures.

MY first stage experience was "The Wreck of the Hesperis,"

which I recited at the Fall Fair and Festival of Minnehaha
county. This led to my engagement as choir boy in the lead-

ing church of the village, where my strong, resonant voice

soon caused me to be transferred to operating the bellows

of the organ.

It was but a step from this to ushering and cleaning out the

local opera house, where I came in close contact with such ar-
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"My first appearance
the Griddle

**I recited at the Fall Fair and Festival
of Minnehaha County"

tists as Corse Payton. Grace Hayward. and Anna Eva Fay.
Every night I studied the work of these artists, hanging on their

every word.

Soon I knew every word of ''St. Elmo" by heart. I became
the favorite subject of hypnotists, and now and then was
picked out from the other usher to play a part.

MY first regular stage experience was that of a toreador in

"Carmen," a somewhat difficult role to get over because
all the action transpired off stage.

Finally I determined to set out for New York to play under
the direction of David Belasco. Mr. Belasco was out when I

arrived. This was a fortunate circumstance, although I did

not know it at the time. His personal representative in the

outer office urged me to

come back, but I was deter-

mined to wait on no one

but find my niche at once.

Belasco being out, I went
to Childs, where I secured

an instant engagement. My
first Broadway appearance
was thus made as The Grid-

dle Cake Man. This gave

me the poise I so badly

needed. And let me say
here that anything which
takes you before the public

is training you for a career

in acting.

One day a famous movie
director noted me and was
instantly struck by my
gestures. He asked me if I

had studied Delsarte. I

told him no.

"You are very hand-
some," he said.

I blushed and slipped him
a cake.

"You would photograph like a young Adonis," he said.

I slipped him two cakes.

"With a little training you could become another Will

Rogers." I slipped him the griddle.

He left me a card on which he scribbled his address.

Although I was new to New York I sought until I had found
the address. It was just off the end of the Twenty-Third
street pier. I asked an uncouth sailor if he had seen a movie
studio around there. He looked at me and with a leer said,

"Give me a shot of it."

I learned that there were studios across the river a few
hundred blocks further up, so I decided the gentleman had
made a mistake. I trudged the entire distance and worked
my way on the ferry which conveys actors across to Ft. Lee.

(Continued on page 6q)

on Broadway was as
Cake Man"



Nothing So

Beautiful
As a wealth ofwell-groomed hair

Nothing so beautiful and nothing more easily

attained— if you know how. Satiny, silky, glossy

hair is the reward of intelligent care. Follow the

suggestions we give you here and prove it.

Begin by learning how to shampoo, for this is

all-important. The first step is a bottle of Palm-

olive Shampoo, the blend of palm and olive oils.

L'se as directed and watch results.

First is the wonderful softness you have never

before experienced after washing. There is none

of the usual harsh dryness and flyaway brittleness.

Your hair is wonderfully silky in texture, with

a beautiful satiny gloss. Most important, your

scalp is healthfully cleansed from every trace of

scurf and dandruff. Ordinary shampooing doesn't

get these results. They come from the action of

palm and olive oils, the softening, soothing cleans-

ers discovered 3,000 years ago in ancient Egypt.

Olive oil for gloss—palm oilfor richness

Olive oil possesses softening qualities which

neutralize the drying effects of washing. Palm oil

contributes body, richness and lasting qualities.

In combination they produce a thick, mild, pro-

fuse, penetrating lather which softens the scalp and
reaches every root and hair cell.

This lather loosens the dandruff scales, dislodges

and dissolves them, leaving the scalp and hair free

to function healthfully.

The greatest benefit

This thorough removal of dandruff, which doc-

tors call seborrhea, is most necessary, as even the

accumulation on healthy scalps injures the hair.

The dry, oily scales clog the roots of the hair,

preventing proper nutrition. Soon the hair begins

to fall out. The blend of palm and olive oils you

s;et in Palmolive softens and penetrates the scales,

loosening the cap like accumulation.

Gentle massage forces it into the tissue of the

scalp, leaving it healthfully purged and clean. Hair

shampooed with Palmolive is never dry, harsh and

brittle. The blending of these soothing oils leaves

it soft, glossy and silky.

Trial bottle free

We will gladly send you a 1 5-cent trial bottle

of Palmolive Shampoo, free, if you will write a

postal-card request. Just say "Send me the free

trial bottle of Palmolive Shampoo" and sign your

name and address. It will come to you by return

mail, accompanied by a valuable book of directions

for simple home treatments which beautify your

hair and help it sjrovv. Address Dept. 8-279.

THE PALMOLIVE COMPANY
MILWAUKEE, U. S A.

The Palmolive Company of Canada. Limited. Toronto. Ontario

Also manufacture* \fa camfi Hi lineoftoilet articles

New size,

price 50 cents

PALMOLIVE
SHAMPOO

The Blend of Palm and Olive Oils
Copyright l*-22-The PrlmMAe Co. 1476
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Goodrich55
CLINCHER FABRIC TIRE

The NEW 30*3%
for $10.90
JlTERE is a real tire of real quality, at

a price most remarkably low. It has
everything that youdemand—construc-

tion, appearance, long life, low price.

It's a Goodrich— Qreat Value!

Made with all the skill of Goodrich, of
high-grade quality throughout and per-

fected with its scientifically constructed,

anti-skid tread of thick,tough, specially-

compounded rubber.

Ask your dealer to show you this re-

markable tire. Remember the name

—

Goodrich "55"—price $10.90. Also
made in 30 x 3 size.

THE B. F. GOODRICH RUBBER COMPANY
cAkron, Ohio

MAKERS OF THE SILVERTOWN CORD

99

Goodrich
I'he Tire for Small Cars

— Goodrich Tires give longest service with Goodrich Tubes
Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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'Possessed of an imposin
ploughing on the

There I found somj studios. No one knew my kind friend,

however, and there was a sign which said "No Casting."

Nevertheless, I went to the studio every day and asked for

my friend and for work. Finally the casting director said:

"Oh, go to Hollywood," or words to that effect.

Hungry, penniless, my watch gone, my cuff links gone, my
shoe leather going, I went.

"How?" you ask.

To him who will there is a way. Always hold that thought

in mind. Keep saying it over and over to yourself. Eventu-

ally you will attract attention. The elect know no failure.

I will pass lightly over

the method in which I pro-

cured money for transpor-

tation. Money is a thing

which some procure one

•way and some another.

Only remember this: never

do anything which is liable

to come out later and hurt

your following with the

fans.

And so I reached Holly-

wood, that great fairyland

where dreams come to,—
thanks to Mack Sennett.

I immediately started vis-

iting the studios.

Possessed of an imposing
physique, due to early

ploughing on the Dakota
prairies, and a rhythmic
grace, due to the Childs'

endeavor, I had the advan-
tage, perhaps, of many who
go to Hollywood. But the

gatemen whom I inter-

viewed little suspected the stunts of which I was capable or

the chest expansion under the tattered flannel shirt.

Soon I was again penniless, home-sick, foot-sore, hungry,

unshaven, and almost incoherent—but always well-mannered.

I had parted with everything but my integrity and appendix,

and I couldn't afford to part with that.

I became a bit discontented, but never disheartened.

IT was now four years since I had left my home for success

in the realm of Art.

Finally I got a letter of recommendation from the man who
conducted the Choosy Chow lunch room, for whom I had per-

formed certain services. It was addressed to a casting director,

who had owed the Choosy Chow for meals for several years.

I took it to the casting director. He glanced

at it then glared at me and exclaimed char-

acteristically

—

"What! Another rotten old dun?"
When he saw what it was he became more

genteel. He looked at me intently, studied

my profile in different lights, inspected my
teeth, looked at my tongue, and then struck

me so violently on the chest I nearly bit it off.

I seemed to please him, for he smiled and
gave me a card to fill out.

The questions were:

Age. Where Born. Parents in case of acci-

dent. Color. Nationality. Height. Ward-
robe. Names of children, wives, etc. If ani-

mal, what tricks can it do? Where last hired?

Fired? Do you Swim, Dance, Ride, Drink,

Shoot Craps, Sew, Paint, Yodel, Read and
Write, Wear Dress Clothes, and Use the Tooth
Pick Properly?

To all of which I answered, "With a little

training I could."

The casting director seemed impressed. He
said that they had all the stars they could use

at present but if I came back later, or left

my telephone number, I would get something

eventually. As I thought it would take him
longer to get me by telephone than to come
back, I came back. I came back every day
for three years.

At the end of the seventh year my great chance came. The
casting director told me to report the next day for a big ball-

room scene in a super-special-spectacle de luxe.

1
APPEARED early, carefully dressed in tan shoes, checked
trousers, pink shirt, blue collar, red necktie and felt hat

caught up on one side with a Roosevelt button. I had been
studying harmony in dress from Tom Mix.
When I arrived before the casting director he demanded

that I wear dinner clothes.

"But these are my dinner clothes," I said.

"I mean evening dress,"

he bellowed.

"These also," I said.

He swore. I tried to get

through the gate. He
knocked me down. I got

up and smiled at him.

"I can take hard knocks,"
I said. "I'll make good
yet."

This impressed him. He
kicked me out of the

studio.

Such are the little disap-

pointments one has to ex-

pect in the movies.

To make matters short,

at the end of ten years I

met a director in a cafe

and told him I wanted to

work.

He said I couldn't expect

to make a living right at the

outset, not for six or eight

years more at least.

I said:

"I don't expect to, but I'm game to stick."

Seeing the stuff I was made of he told me to come around
the next day.

"What wardrobe shall I wear?" I asked, trembling in every
limb for fear he would want evening clothes. But he didn't

seem to be a slave to convention.

"Nothing at all," he said.

"Nothing?" I stammered, a trifle uncertain, yet joyful in

the realization that I could qualify.

"Your part will be that of a cannibal," he explained, "in

Miss Razehell's new production, 'Take It or Leave It'."

"I'll take it," I said.

In the morning I debated whether to undress for my part

at home or at the studio. I finally (Continued on page q8)

g physique, due to early

Dakota prairies

I leaped upon the villain and commenced pounding him on the head
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^Jrom Coast to Coast
ConnSMusicTJills the o/fir

HEAR THESE RADIO CONCERTS
WHEREVER you live you may now enjoy the music

of America's most popular orchestras and renowned
soloists by Radiophone.

C. G. Conn, Ltd., world's largest manufacturer of high
grade band and orchestra instruments, has arranged a series

of programs, broadcasted from New York, Chicago, Denver
and San Francisco. Each may be heard within a radius of
1,500 miles.

Watch for local announcement ofdates. Tune your instru-
ment to the nearest station. Invite in your friends. Enjoy with
them, the solos of great artists. Dance to music that carries
you along on the crest of its irresistible, peremptory rhythm.

Conn dealers in most cities entertain at these concerts.
Look for your dealer's invitation in the papers. He wants
you as his guest, particularly if you have no Radiophone.

Another striking evidence of Conn Leadership — a
Leadership acknowledged by the world's great artists. Their
appreciation of Conn instruments is reflected in the enthu-
siasm with which they are co-operating in these concerts.

Beauty and clarity of tone, as well as mechanical per-
fection in Conn instruments, make them the choice of the
world's most famous players.

C. G. CONN, LTD., 528 Conn Building, Elkhart, Indiana
Watch for date ofsecond series ofconcerts broadcasted from:

The Conn Saxophone, acknowledged by popular Stars as the
World's Finest". Possesses improvements found on no other.

Beautiful tone, perfect scale, simplified key system. Write
for New Saxophone Book, Free, and details of Free

Trial, Easy Payment Plan.

Chicago Conn Co.,
61 E. Van Buren St.

New York Conn Co .

233-5-7 W. 47th St.

Detroit Conn Co.,
243 E. Grand River Ave.

Cleveland Conn Co.,
1220 Huron Road

Northwest Conn Co.,
708 3rd Ave., Seattle, Wash.

Southern Conn Co.,
317 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.

McDougal Conn Co..
129 10th St., Portland, Ore.

Conn Concerts Will be Broadcasted From ,

CHICAGO
Westinghou.se Radiophone
BroadcastingStationKYW
Morgan L. Eastman, send-
ing director. Wave length
360 meters. Concert 8:00 to

9:00 P. M. Central Time.

NEW YORK
Westinghouse Radiophone
Broadcasting- Station WJZ
at Newark, N. J. W. H.
Easton, wireless director.
Wave length 360 meters.
Concert 8:00 to 9:00 P. M.
Eastern Time.

DENVER
Reynolds Radiophone
Broadcasting Station
ZAF Mr. William Rey-
nolds, sending director.
Wave length 360 meters.
Concert 8:00 to 9:00 P. M.
Mountain Time.

SAN FRANCISCO
Fairmont Hotel Radio-
phone Broadcasting Sta-
tion KDN Mr. S. Peter-
son, operator. W a ve
length 360 meters. Con-
cert 8:15 to C:15 P. M.
Pacific Coast Time.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE,



QUESTIONS
AND

ANSWERS
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VOU do not have to be a subscriber to Photoplay
*• Magazine to get questions answered in this Depart-
ment. It is only required that you avoid questions
that would call for unduly long answers, such as

synopses of plays, or casts of more than one play. Do
not ask questions touching religion, scenario writing or
studio employment. Studio addresses will not be
given in this Department, because a complete list of
them is printed elsewhere in the magazine each month.
Write on only one side of the paper. Sign your full

name and address; only initials will be published if

requested. If you desire a personal reply, enclose self-

addressed stamped envelope. Write to Questions and
Answers, Photoplay Magazine, 25 W. 45th St.,

New York City.
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Edward F.—There, there! I didn't mean
to offend you. What have I done, what
have I done? With the best of intentions,

as usual, I have made you mad. The only

reason that I can see is that I said I had
a red-headed typist—and you don't like red

hair. However—that is Joseph Schenck's

real name.

Beatrice B. K., New York City.—After

telling me all about the grand spaghetti and
lemon meringue pie you can make, you say,

I await with bated breath an invitation to

dinner, or at least a promised hamper of

goodies—just like the girlies always get in

the boarding school books at Thanksgiving
time. "And while you are sweltering in

your hall bedroom, remember I am waiting

impatiently for information about Lowell

Sherman." Well, Lowell's most recent pic-

ture was "Grand Larceny" for Goldwyn—

a

fetching title, isn't it ?

Barbara.—Oh, come, come ! You are put-

ting me in the mental class of the Bella

Coola people. Have you, or Robert Bench-
ley, ever heard of the Bella Coola-ists? I'm
sure you would both love them. They were,
and are still, I believe, heathenish red-skins

who worshipped the One-Who-Must-Be-
Worshipped—the Sun. But they were a
trifle crude, for all that. Yet you expect

me to be up to date on Ralph Graves'
matrimonial status. As it happens, I am
versatile. Ralph is married to Marjorie
Seaman. He was the older, Charles Mack
the younger, brother in "Dream Street."

Carol Dempster is about twenty.

Helen.—Thank heaven you are a dear
sweet child, and believe in letting who will

be clever. And a lot of them will. Or make
an awful effort. You say you have become
spoiled because you can't get along without
Photoplay (note to Editor: Helen added,
"and in particular the Answer Department")
and that you are going to subscribe to it

until you die. Betty Compson's first emot-
ing was done with the aid of a violin she

played herself—in vaudeville. She was with
the Christie comedies before George Loane
Tucker's "Miracle Man" made her famous.
Now she is a Paramount star. Charles Ray
in "The Barnstormer," "Gas, Oil and Water,"
and "The Deuce of Spades."

Verna.—How like the spring! How I can
sit here calmly and answer questions about
films, with the sun shining on the reddish

gold hair of my stenographer, and the warm
wind wafting itself through the open window
—naturally—and the beautiful dull bricks

of the opposite office building being shown

Here's Real Scandal

DURING the investigations in

the Taylor murder case, when
each day the sensational news-
papers would come out with fresh

"clues" and scandals only to cast

them aside the day following for

new ones, a certain noted motion
picture star was approached by re-

porters of a Los Angeles daily with
an interesting proposition.

They wanted him to "disappear"
over the Mexican border so that
the paper might run a sensational
story fixing the guilt temporarily
upon him. Of course, they said, he
could return immediately and be
cleared by an alibi.

The idea behind the proposition
was that the star would get a lot

of front page publicity and the
newspaper would get a corking
new yarn to excite the fans—and,
consequently, sell the paper.
But they picked on the wrong

star. The gentleman they chose

—

we will call him Mr. M.—-hurled
the reporters out of the room.
Another paper got wind of the
stunt and attempted to interview
Mr. M., but he refused on the
ground that too much sensational
stuff had been woven about the
unfortunate tragedy.
We recite this episode to show

the lengths toward which certain

papers went in an attempt to

vilify the motion picture industry
and its people. There are probably
other instances which have not
come to light.

up by the beautiful blue sky—it is almost
too much—it is almost too much. I hon-
estly don't see how I do it. Oh, I may get

a slight vacation. I may take a Sunday
off, in August and go down to the beach.
That is, I hope to. I am a simple fellow,

with conservative tastes, yet I confess to a
fondness for hot dogs and sands and salt

water in August. It's my peculiarity. What?
Oh, yes—Alice Joyce has retired from the
screen for good, it seems. Vitagraph knows
her no more. She married James Regan, Jr.

Sunshine Sue.—Your optimism is fright-

ful. It's slowly but surely making a con-
firmed pessimist out of me. Mary and
Douglas inhabit a house in Beverly Hills,

named by some exuberant press person
"Pickfair." I'm sure Mary and Douglas,
having at least one sense of humor between
them, could never have actually approved
the p.p.'s choice of names. Mary and
Douglas were in New York about three

weeks to attend a trial. Mary won. She
and Mother. They would. Elaine Hammer-
stein was born in 1897. She is not married,
although she has been the heroine of the

usual number of reported engagements.

Georce H.—I never heard Bull Montana
called Jack before. But then I haven't
heard of lots of things, and nothing ever

surprises me. .However, I think Bull is more
suitable to Mr. Montana. Eddie Polo was
born in 1881. His latest serial is made for

his own company, not Universal, and is

called "Captain Kidd."

Jackie.—I likewi-c bows, my dear. Caro-
lyn Van Wyck is a lovely lady. I don't

know much about women's dresses but I

know what I like, and it seems to me Miss
Van Wyck wears wonderful clothes. Norma
Talmadge has brown eyes—very soft, very
appealing—and very humorous. Norma
doesn't take herself too seriously. Maybe
in her case it would be better if she did,

because her pictures haven't been all they
should be, although Norma's work is always
sans pcur el sans rcprochc. (This is no place

to drag in that classical allusion, but I love

it, so I always use it on the slightest provo-
cation.) (Continued on page T2 >
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Paul B., Oklahoma.—So you spoke to

Bill Hart! May I shake your hand? Yes,

I know Winifred; she's a splendid girl and
Bill is a lucky man. His latest picture to be

released by Paramount is "Travelin' On."
Mrs. Hart is not making any films at pres-

ent.

Eleanor.—Thanks for typewriting your
letter with so much trouble to yourself. It

was awfully good of you. I like you for it,

and wish I could send you a dozen auto-

graphed photographs of Wanda Hawley.
But I don't know just what the blonde's

future film plans are, now that Realart is

no more. She is the wife of J. Burton Haw-
ley, an automobile man of Los Angeles, Cal.

Antonio Moreno is making features now, still

for Vitagraph. I wish with you they would
give him better stories. See "Secret of the

Hills" if you want to see Moreno in six

reels.

Another Alice.—If you have a cook
who's been with you for ten years you're

the luckiest woman in the world. Most
cooks are against their mistresses from the

start. No wonder you have plenty of time
to go shopping for amusement. Harrison
Ford appeared in "The Passion Flower" and
"Smilin' Through,' with Norma Talmadge;
and "Wedding Bells" with Constance Tal-

Questions and Answers
(Continued from page 71)

madge. Richard Barthelmess has been in

"Broken Blossoms" and "Way Down East"
for D. W. Griffith; and since his stardom
by Inspiration Pictures (First National) he
has made "Tol'able David," "The Seventh
Day" (the fictionization of this appears in

this issue of Photoplay), and is now work-
ing on "Sonny," from George V. Hobart's
play. I consider "Tol'able David" one of

the greatest pictures ever made; and think
young Mr. Barthelmess has won a long-

deserved success. Everybody who knows
this boy likes him.

W. A. E., Fremont, Neb. — You are the
pianist in a picture house and the cue-sheet

said to play a waltz in the ball room scene

of "The House that Jazz Built," and you
played a waltz and the manager told you
to play a one-step ! The cue-sheet was un-
doubtedly correct. That's what a cue-sheet

is for. (For the benefit of those who came
in late: a cue-sheet is supplied with every

picture to indicate what music to play dur-
ing the screening.)

Mavis.—Kay Laurell is starring in a
vaudeville sketch called "The Naughty
Wife." Her last film was "Lonely Heart,"
the story of an Indian girl. Kay is very
blonde and very beautiful. I don't know
what her plans for pictures are, if any.

Just Billte.—Your other questions wen
answered by mail. Anita Stewart is Mrs
Rudolph Cameron; she has no children

Priscilla Dean was born in New York; she

is of New England parentage, although you
might not think it of the fiery film Priscilla

Jane and Katherine Lee are in Keith vaude-
ville.

Jerry.—You wish that actor was a star?

He probably wishes so, too. But the trenf

seems to be towards de-stardom nowadays
Edward Burns in "To Please One Woman, ,:

for Lois Weber, and "Fifty Candles," with
Marjorie Daw, for Hodkinson. You are

really quite welcome, and invited to come
again any time. A toi.

Mildred W., Phoenix, Arizona.—

I

should like nothing better than to grant
your wishes: namely, to know Mary Pick-

ford to grow up to act like her. For
an eleven-year-old you have excellent taste.

Here's the cast of "Pollyanna": Pollyanna
Mary Pickford; her father

Wharton James; Aunt Polly .... Kath-
erine Griffith; John Pendleton Wil-
liam Courtleigh; Dr. Chilton .... Her-
bert Prior; Nancy Helen Eddy;
Tom George Barrell; Jimmy Dean

Howard Ralston.
(Continued on page 8g)

JSS,

THIS is the finest collection of guns outside of a museum in America. The gun 'in his hand
belonged to Kit Carson and was presented to Bill by the State of Nebraska. Two guns in

the collection belonged to the James brothers. The rest were the property of famous Western
"Bad Men." Some have six "notches'' in them—a notch for every man killed. They also include

examples of the best known models for the past fifty years.

The saddle was presented to Bill by his cowboys, and is the finest example of Spanish work-
manship ever constructed. Mrs. Hart seems to be registering extreme interest.
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Safe-
Efficient

Just one set of teeth, to last the

rest of your life. Is it sensible to

experiment with them by using

gritty, druggy dentifrices that

claim to do things that only strong

chemicals can do?

The reason why more dentists

recommend Colgate's than any
other dentifrice is that Colgate's

cleans the teeth, surely, efficiently,

safely—and makes no absurd claims

to do the miraculous.

COLGATE & GO. Est. isoe NEW YORK

Large size tubes ^C'
at your favorite store —»3

Truth in advertising implies honesty in manufacture

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.



Plays and Players—East and West
COMMENTING on the recent attempt to

vilify everyone in the motion picture

business, Douglas Fairbanks remarked:
''Gosh, it isn't safe to admit you know

anyone in Hollywood except Jackie Coogan."

TONY MORENO is not one of those

actors who are too exclusive to associ-

ate with any but members of the Thespian
profession. He has lively interests and many
friends in other lines of work.

Recently when he had nothing to do he

asked a surgeon, a friend of us, i-f he might
go to the hospital and study the methods
employed in operating.

"Certainly," said the doctor.

"Fine, I'll be your assistant," cried the

enthusiastic Spaniard.

And so he went. They permitted him to

hold the sponge or bandage or whatever
is needed after an incision is made. Tony
admits he was scared ashen when the surgeon

made a gesture with a knife over the inert

form of the patient.

"I expected blood to squirt all over the

place," he said. "But it didn't."

It was nothing at all compared to a gory

bullfight, so Tony averred in relating the

incident at the studio. The studio publicity

forces were on the job at once, preparing

to send out a story about Tony's surgical

activities, when they got a frantic telephone

call from Tony.
"Say, you birds!" cried the fiery Cas-

tillian. "Don't you use what I told you
for publicity. The doctor says that if you
do it will ruin the reputation of the hos-

pital. Nobody want to come if they know
I'm there."

No, indeed, not after seeing Tony's reck-

lessness with life in the serials.

THE Talmadge family is in the east again,

and the east and the Talmadges are

glad.

They have to bury themselves in the western

studios for two-thirds of the year, but they

Do you see the resemblance? Joseph
Schildkraut, the Chevalier of "Orphans
of the Storm, and Prisolla Dean,
fiery heroine of the thrill-dramas,
might be twins. Or maybe his white
wig and her chapeau have something,

to do with it

will come east to shop, see plays, and vaca-

tion, declare Mama, Norma, and Constance,

to say nothing of business-manager-husband-

son and brother-in-law Joseph Schenck.

Norma and Joe are domiciled in a huge

suite at the Ritz; Mama and Connie are at

the Ambassador, New York's newest and
gorgeous hostelry. With the family is a

retinue of maids and valets and secretaries.

With them also is Frances Marion and her

husband, Fred Thomson.
(Frances is to receive a munificent sum

for the scenario of "East Is West," the pop-

ular stage play which Schenck has purchased

for Constance, he having just finished Nor-
ma's latest film, "The Duchess de Langlais,"

said to be the best thing the elder Talmadge
has done in years.)

Teas and theaters and dances have occu-

pied the stellar sisters. Norma has acquired

a magnificent new diamond solitaire and tons

of new clothes. She is still, however, the

unspoiled kid she was in Vitagraph days.

We saw her the other day lunching at the

Ritz. Simply gowned, she strolled in, obliv-

ious to admiring glances, ordered a healthy
lunch and ate it with evident enjoyment.
She went to a fashion opening at Frances',

in an old suit and hat, and relished the dis-

appointment of the other ladies, who have
always looked to Norma for the latest in

fashions. And—wonder of wonders !—this

paragon-star left for Palm Beach for a rest

on the afternoon of the opening of her pic-

ture, "Smilin' Through," at the Ritz. We
doi\'t know of another star who would skip

out of town on the eve of such an event.

Not in these days of frantic premiers and
personal appearances.

Constance, before she left California, was
escorted about by Maurice, the famous
dancer. Connie likes to dance and there's

no one more accomplished than Maurice,

RUBYE DE REMER is such good copy
she should really have a stenographer

to follow her around the house to take
down her bright sayings—the way they
used to do with Will Rogers. The other
day Rubye was posing for the fashion pic-
tures you will see on Carolyn Van Wyck's
pages in this issue of Photoplay. Between
poses she found time to scatter a little sun-
shine as follows

:

"If things don't begin to break soon in

the film business I'll have to put my dog
in pictures and retire. I got him in Ger-
many—his name is Lux; no advertisement;
it's a German name. He speaks three lan-

guages—I wish I'd had his education.

"Oh, yes, we were in Italy, too. In
Venice, my dears, in Venice. More than
anything in the world I'd longed to see

Venice and a singing gondolier. Well, we
swam all over town trying to find one. We
finally landed a boy who looked like a Ger-
man butcher. He said he could sing. When
he got through I was willing to do a kel-
lerman from the Bridge of Sighs. Kind
friends stopped me, but I now prefer silent

gondoliers."

A pastoral, performed by Frank and Dagmar Mayo in their front yard in

California. The daughter of Leopold Godowsky and her film star-husband
have a reputation for matrimonial devotion which is not at all difficult for

them to live up to
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THE following amazing yarn, which only
goes to show just how far rumors about

screen celebrities are sometimes carried, came
to the alleged hero of it, Conrad Nagel, via
a letter to Lois Wilson from an intimate
friend in her home town, Birmingham,
Alabama.

This friend was on a street car when a
group of high school girls got on. They
had just been to see William de Mille's

"Midsummer Madness." The following con-
versation took place:

"Wasn't Jack Holt wonderful?"
"I never thought Lois could act so well.

She was fine."

"Well," said one girl, with a blush, "I
just adore Conrad Nagel. He's so refined

looking."

"I guess you wouldn't adore him if you
knew all about him. He's got cork legs,

you know. Doesn't he handle them won-
derfully?"

"I don't believe it," said Conrad's ad-
mirer.

"Oh, but my dear, I know. My sister

saw him when the accident occurred. He
was run over by a truck in New York last

year. But I think it's great the way he
gets around with those cork ones."

Conrad declares he can prove to anybody
in the world that his legs aren't cork.

They're ordinary flesh and blood legs.

But the positiveness with which such
yarns are told is something that no star is

proof against and that does a great deal of

injury to innocent people.

(Continued on page 84)
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One cream to protect

against wind and sun

A different cream to cleanse the

skin thoroughly

WIND and dust whip the natural moisture

out of the skin. Sun burns and tans it

and coarsens its texture. To keep your skin

from becoming permanently rough and coarse,

you must protect it yourself before you go out.

The cream to use before going out

Pond's Vanishing Cream gives the skin just

the protection it needs. It is a softening cream
based on an ingredient famous for its soothing

effect on the skin. This cream acts as an in-

visible shield against the drying effect of wind
and sun. It keeps the natural moisture in the

skin and prevents dust and dirt from clogging

the pores.

The moment you smooth Pond's Vanishing

Cream on the face it disappears, leaving the skin

delightfully soft and velvety. Moreover it can-

not reappear to make the face shiny for it is

entirely free from oil.

The smooth surface which it gives the skin forms

a perfect base for powder. In warm weather when
the face has a greater tendency to shine, use Pond's
Vanishing Cream to hold the powder and see how
much longer you can go without powdering.

The cream to use for cleansing

AT night, just before retiring, or right after you
. have come in from an automobile trip or any

unusual exposure to dust and dirt, cleanse your face

To protect your skin against wind and sunburn
and to hold the powder, »pply Pond's Vanishing

Cream before going out

thoroughly with Pond's Cold Cream. This cream
is entirely different from the protective daytime
cream. It is made with just enough oil to pen-
etrate the pores and rid them of dirt with o\xi over-

loading them with oil.

When you have smoothed Pond's Cold Cream
well into the pores and allowed it to work its

way out of the skin again, wipe it off with a soft

cloth. This deep cleansing leaves the skin free

from the grime that bores too deep for ordinary
washing to remove.

Once or twice a week after this nightly cleans-

ing, give the face a second application of Pond's
Cold Cream. Work it in gently where lines are

starting to form. The oil in this delicate cream
lubricates the skin and keeps it elastic, so that

little lines cannot fasten themselves on the face

and form wrinkles.

Start today to use these two creams

Both these creams are too delicate in texture to clog the pores
end neither cream will encourage the growth of hair. Get them
in jars or tubes in convenient sizes. Drug and department
stores can supply you. The Pond's Extract Co., New York.

PON D'S
Cold Cream
^VanLskinq Cream * hoi* thep^

for cleansing

GENEROUS TUBES— MAIL COUPON TODAY

The Pond's Extract Co.,

134 Hudson St., New York.

Ten cents (lOc) is enclosed for your special introductory tubes

of the two creams everv normal skin needs—enough of each

cream for two weeks' ordinary toilet uses.

\a

City. Stt

Wlien you write to advertisers please mention rnOTOPI.AY MAGAZINE.



Solving the Million Dollar Mystery
A Slang Review

NO doubt you have heard of

the $11,000 lemon, and the

$25,000 quince, if so, then

allow me to present to you the

Million dollar hash, entitled, "Fool-

ish Wives." They say that they

used 320,000 feet of film and then

cut it to 10,000 feet, but I fail to

see why they had to stop there.

The story is about a silly looking

bimbo, posing as a bum Russian

count, but who is really a second

story man. For some unknown rea-

son the women all fall for his stuff

and are a bit balmy over him.

He and two dames of the ancient

order of yeggmen, who are supposed

to be his royal cousins, decide to get

in right with the American envoy
to Monaco, and his wife, Helen. It

seems that the business of taking

people in was commencing to get

pretty hard and the counterfeit jack was getting pretty low.

They needed the prestige of a couple of important babies

like these to bring in more fallguys. So they sick Count
Sergius onto the wife while the poor dummy of a husband

is busy exchanging bows with the Prince of Monaco.
Sergius shows her all the bright lights and high life about

She was batty over th

dog when it cam

DICK. I

The Count s brand of chin goods was immense, and his

line of attack made Don Juan look like a bush leaguer

the town and plays up to her to beat the cards. And maybe
she didn't like it.

The Count's brand of chin goods was immense and his line

of attack made Don Juan look like a bush leaguer.

One day he took her for a ride out in the country and after

putting on the feed bag they took a long hike. A big rain

storm came up and they had to play the "Paul and Virginia"

stuff till she took a header and sprained her dog. Then,
Sergius pulled the strong arm act and carried her through
swamps and creeks to an old shack in the woods where they

had to stay all night on account of the storm.

Helen puts it over next morning by telling her husband that

she got in just after he had hit the feathers.

The next scene is in the Count's boudoir at the villa. Attired

in a set of white silk PJs he was parked in a haypile that was
all black—pillows, sheets n'everything. It looked like a set

for a funeral parlor.

He leans out of the hay, yanks a long cord, and in steps

the maid, Maruschka. One look was enough. She may have
been a flower once but she certainly had gone to seed. She

76

Words and Art

By DICK DORGAN

had a pallbearing fracas with a gap
in it that when she started to cry,

I thought it was the fadeout for the

intermission. She was clean batty

over the Count and a real human
dog when it came to taking abuse.

It seems that the Count had vamped
her and had promised to scamper up
the aisle with her someday.

It didn't seem according to Hoyle
that a real hot cruller like the

Count who was batting around .400

with all the Sweet Patooties of the

elite would fall for a one cylinder

hick like Maruschka.
Well! he kisses her with all the

ardor of a wild clam, and soothes

her with a lot of oil about the sweet

bye and bye, and sends her about

her work.

The scene in the casino at Monte
Carlo looked like the "Get together"

night of the boiler makers' union. Here the Count bets Helen's

jack for her and wins a roll of notes that resembles the pre-

amble to Wilson's "League of Nations."

It's such a shock to her that she decides to go home, but

the others, including her meal ticket, leave for the Count's

villa for a friendly little game of poker.

On the way out Sergius slips the lady a note to meet him

outside the villa at midnight as it means life or death to him.

The poker game was really immense.

They took the envoy for everything he had but the shirt

on his back and only passed that up because it was pleated.

Oh! they were the clubby little folks and as harmless as a lot

of baby rattlesnakes.

The envoy then decides he's had enough and spots, "Princess"

Olga taking the rest of the bunch with a trick roulette wheel,

as he passes out through the room. (Concluded on page 100)

count and a real human
e to taking abuse

.or some unknown reason, the women all fall for his stuff
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PRISCILLA DEAN, Famous Universal Film
Star, admires Qarda Face Powder

MANY women— perhaps you

—

have promised themselves they

would learn, at first hand, the

wonderful new fragrance of Garda
Face Powder. Why wait longer? A
One-Week Sample of Garda awaits

only your request. Send for this free

sample today; test for yourself Garda's
fineness ana smoothness — its rare

clinging qualities— its new, entrancing

fragrance! In addition to Garda's
other unusual features, there is a

fresh, clean puff in every box.

IMatfcifrt

FACE POWDER.
Garda products on your dressing table

assure complete harmony of fragrance

and quality:

Garda Face Powder Garda Cream
Garda Toilet Water Garda Perfume
Garda Nail Polish Garda Rouge

Garda Talcum Powder

Garda toilet requisites—and over 150 other
Watkins Products—are delivered direct

to the home by more than 5500 Watkins
Dealers. The Watkins Dealer who calls

at your home is a business person of in-

tegrity. It pays you to patronize him (or
her), for he renders a distinct service.

He saves you time and money. And he
brings you real Watkins Products, known

The finest private ad-
ministration building
in the world.

for their quality throughout 54 years and
used by more than twenty million people

today! If a Watkins Dealer has not
called recently, write us and we will see

that you are supplied.

One-Week Sample FREE!

Send today tor liberal One -Week Sample of
Garda Face Powder perfumed with the dainty
new Garda odor; also our attractive booklet on
beauty and Garda products.

Territories open for Watkins Dealers. Write!

THE. J. R. WATKINS CO.
Dept. 265 Winona, Minn.

Established 1868
The Original

1
§
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Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.



The Winning Doubles

Little Iva McHatton, of Coving-
ton, Ky., has that whimsicality
and delicate appeal that dis-

tinguish Betty Compson. Both
features and spirit, Betty s twin

Iton ! exclaime
tors. This is Erna Hughes, a
young lady of Louisville, Ky.
Same smile—same dimples

Dorothy Dalton

The Priz,e Winners
FIRST PRIZE—$100

Iva McHatton,
323 Garrard Avenue,

Covington, Ky.

SECOND PRIZE-$50
Mary Mayock.

1011 Mt. Vernon Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Betty Compson

HERE are the four prize-winners: the lucky recipi-

ents respectively of $ioo, $50, $25, and $25

—

because they look so much like screen celebrities!

Photoplay's Doubles Contest brought hundreds of

photographs of girls—men and boys, too—resembling
well-known film stars. Those pictured on this page
are the most striking likenesses. The young lady who
looks so much like Betty Compson won the first prize

of one hundred dollars. May Collins' double took
second prize of fifty dollars. The girls who resemble
Dorothy Dalton and Anita Stewart won third and
fourth prizes, each of twenty-five dollars. Honorable
mention goes to the doubles of Pauline Frederick, Bebe
Daniels, and Charles Ray—the three shown below.

Here is Charles
Ray the second
—at least, O. N.
Olsen looks
very much like

him
Pauline Freder-
ick s double is

Gay MacLaren,
a concert singer
of Washington
Square, in New

York

Ayleen Howard,
of San Antonio,
Texas, doubling
for Bebe la

Daniels

In Philadelphia they often stop
Mary Mayock on the street to

ask her if she isn t May Collins.

Mary smiles as brilliantly as
her picture and says, "No."

Louise Greer, a Chicago de»
butante, and Anita Stewart,
celluloid star— which is

which ? Louise and Anita
are photographic sisters

Anita Stewart

The Prize Winners

THIRD PRIZE—$25
Erna Hughes,

654 South 4th Street,

Louisville, Ky.

FOURTH PRIZE—$25
Louise M. Greer,

1549 Birchwood Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois
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Mae Murray, who is star-

ring in her latest feature

picture "Fascination."

The Power to Fascinate
Mae Murray tells where it comes from

V\7"HEN Mae Murray's newest
" Metro Photoplay "Fascina-

tion" was started, she found that

she had more than a usual role to

perform.

And the way she carried through

her part—dazzling and fascinating

all who came near her — making
this picture the greatest of all her

successes—proved that she knew
the secret of loveliness.

"This picture," she said, "taught
me that not only must a girl do all

in her power to keep her face and
figure beautiful, but she must sur-

round herself with an atmosphere
of charm that will make her differ-

ent from all the rest.

"It taught me too that the real

secret of this atmosphere of loveli-

ness and charm lies in the hair

—

just waiting to be brought out.

"For the girl with soft, fragrant,

wavy hair is the girl who stands out

in every gathering—the girl who
has true loveliness and charm.

"That girl has learned that even if

her clothes are faultless—even if

her complexion is perfect — she

must make her hair charming and
attractive if she is to be truly

lovely."

You can use this secret oj loveliness

It doesn't matter whether your hair

is dull, lifeless, impossible to arrange

or even full of dandruff. The fol-

lowing treatment, discovered by a

hairdresser, will bring out loveli-

ness you never knew you possessed.

And your friends will soon notice

a remarkable change.

Apply Wildroot Liquid Shampoo,
(cocoanut oil base), and wash as

usual, rinsing three or four times.

After drying, massage

Wildroot Hair Tonic

WILDROOT
Hair Tonic and Liquid Shampoo

into the roots of the hair with the

finger tips.

Send two dimes for four

complete treatments

Send in this coupon, with two dimes,

and we will send you enough Wild-

root Liquid Shampoo and Hair

Tonic to give you four complete

treatments.

Or vou can get these Wildroot prod-

ucts at any drug or department

store, hairdresser or barber, with

a guarantee of absolute satisfaction

or money refunded. Wildroot Co.,

Inc.. Buffalo, N. Y.

WILDROOT COMPANY, Inc.,

Dept. P5, BUFFALO, X. Y.

I enclose two dimes. Please send me your
traveller's size bottles of Wildroot Liquid

Shampoo and Hair Tonic.

Name

Address

Druggist's Same

Druggist's
A ddress

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.



Why'Do'They

Do -It
Title Rei. U. S Pat. OH

' I 'HIS is YOUR Department. Jump right in with your contribution.

* What have you seen in the past month, that was stupid, unlifelike,

ridiculous or merely incongruous? Do not generalize; confine your

remarks to specific instances of absurdities in pictures you have seen.

Your observation will be listed among the indictments of carelessness on

the part of the actor, author or director.

E2J

Just A Moment While We Look Out the Window

IN "Foolish Matrons," Doris May, while having a clandes-

tine luncheon with "the other man" in a private dining room
at a smart restaurant, goes to the window and gazes enraptured

at Fifth Avenue and the Public Library below her. Since

when was there a "ritzy" hotel on the northwest corner of the

famous thoroughfare?

Charles Dickinson, Richmond, Va.

That Overworked Wind Machine

IN "Rent Free," with Wally Reid and Lila Lee, there is a

terrific wind storm in which the tent on the roof is blown
down, but as one gazes a little farther there are lines full of

clothes unmolested by the wind.

Ann M., Northampton, Mass.

Seen in "The Sheik"

AFTER a wild ride through the desert the cavalcade arrives

at its destination, each member of it boasting nicely pol-

ished boots.

L. H., Jersey City, N. J.

MILTON SILLS, in "At the End of the World," hands
Betty Compson a pair of oxfords to put on in place of

her wet French slippers. Betty appears a moment later in

oxfords—but an entirely different pair.

F. N. D., Findlay, Ohio.

Quick Changes in China

IN the Chinese release, "The Lotus Blossom," Sung hastens
to his love, Moy Tzai, who is waiting for him in the garden.

She is wearing the usual Chinese kimona which is trimmed in

a checkered material; yet upon entering the house in the com-
pany of Sung, she appears wearing a dress trimmed with solid

black material. Also, Sung in the same scene, appears to have
a small moustache; but when he takes leave of Moy Tzai, to

go to school, we have a close-up of him minus the moustache.
R. Feldman, New York City.

Screen Climate

THE most unusual climatic conditions prevail in "Don't Tell

Everything." The morning after the storm, which knocked
down a wall of Jessica's lodge, heroine Gloria Swanson drives

up to the lodge in her motor, which raises an enormous cloud
of dust.

Charles Townsend. Quitman, Georgia.

Ask Miss Van Wyck
KINDLY tell me how, in "Not Guilty," Margy manages to

start out with bobbed hair, go to India where she does her
hair in a knot at the back, and wind up at a consular dinner

with bobbed hair again?

Minnie S., Berkley, Cal.

And Yet Again—
T NOTICED a mistake in Priscilla Dean's picture, "Conflict."
* She is riding the logs down the river to save her sweetheart.

In the process she falls into the water, getting, as is natural,

good and wet. In the scene in which she rescues Herbert Raw-
linson she is perfectly dry and her hair is done beautifully.

A. H. Presslar, Galveston, Texas.

Page Ponce De Leon
1AM puzzled. In "Over the Hill," we see Johnny as a boy,

I should judge about ten. The next part of the picture is

supposed to take place twenty years later, which would make
Johnny about thirty. He spends three years in prison; he
should be thirty-three. He was away two years—thirty-five.

Is that the age he is supposed to be at the end of the film?

If so, how did he keep his twenty-five-year-old look?

Mrs. F. K. Donnelly, Jamaica Plain, Mass.

One or Two on Mr. Hart

IN William S. Hart's picture, "White Oak," I notice these

anachronisms.

First we are shown a caravan in a western desert in the year

1830. Indians rush in for slaughter and in the scuffle I per-

ceived a woman with a French aviation cap on. Later Bill

hides behind rocks and shoots Indians continuously with his

twenty-century automatic.

In the dance hall scenes, the girls have silk stockings of the

present day type and many have French heels.

Katherine Pauly, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Don't Ask Us

IN "The Mistress of Shenstone," Pauline Frederick and Roy
Stewart are forced to spend the entire night on a cliff, be-

cause the tide rose. According to this picture, the tide starts

rising about the middle of the afternoon and stays up until

nearly dawn. How about it?

Jack Cunningham, Ohio.

She Changed Her Mind
EVIDENTLY Shirley Mason didn't care much about the

costume she wore when she went to see the hero in

"Jackie": light colored fur, dark dress, and dark hat with a

bunch of cherries on it. Because after she and the hero leave

his house she has on a dark fur, a light dress, and an entirely

different hat. T. P. O'Rourke, Galveston, Texas.

Patent Pending

MARION DAVIES is seen walking down the steps to carry

out "The Bride's Play" in the picture of that name, wear-

ing slippers with ribbons wound round the ankles, yet in the

scene where she strikes the presumptuous suitor's face she has

but to reach down suddenly and lo, the slipper is ready for the

deed. No unfastening necessary. Where did she get those

shoes?

A. B. B., Germantown, Pa.

Attention Charles Ray, Director

IN "R. S. V. P.," Charles Ray's studio was decorated with a

pennant which had on it the Greek letters which stand for

Alpha Chi Omega. I presume it was supposed to be his college

fraternity. If so, there were only two things wrong with'it. In

the first place, fraternities use banners but never pennants, and
in the second place, Alpha Chi Omega is the actual name of a

national Greek letter college women's fraternity.

In the same picture, the same studio is located on some lofty

floor of a certain building. Charlie's visitors are frequently

shown rounding the various landings on the different floors, but

out of the window on each level the same view of a row of

stores across the street is seen at the same angle.

E. W. L., Asbury Park, N. J.
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gelatin salad

sugar

potatoes

buttered peas

veal cutlets

coffee

mince pie

The crime you commit against

your body tissues

Each year more than 100,000 men and women still

youngpay the penaltyfor this wrong habit ofeating

VEAL cutlets, boiled potatoes,

buttered peas, gelatin salad,

mince pie and coffee—all good foods.

Recognized by thousands of Amer-
ican families as a satisfactory dinner.

And yet this dinner unless sup-
plemented with certain vital food

factors, is a crime against your body
tissues. Because thousands of men
and women do not supplement this

diet with these factors they under-
mine their health and succumb to

diseases which prove fatal.

It was easy for primitive man to

secure an abundance of vitamin and
other necessaryfood factors from his

fresh meats and green leafy vege-
tables. But our modern diet—con-
stantly refined and modified— too

often lacks these vital elements.

A protective food—not a medicine

Yet each one of us canmake good this

lack. By adding Fleischmann'sYeast
to their daily diet, men and women
ail over the country are securing for

themselves the health and vigor that

is their birthright.

As a result many are being freed

from minor ailments, are building up
increased resistance to disease; and

best of all are feeling a vigor and
energy they have not known for

years.

Theyhave betterappetite and their

digestion is greatly improved. They
also find that waste matter is elimin-

ated regularly and naturally as a re-

sult of supplementing their diet with
Fleischmann's Yeast.

Fleischmann's Yeast is a fresh
food. It contains in a natural form the
elements your body tissues crave. It

is rich in the water-soluble vitamin,

for yeast is its richest known source.

In addition Fleischmann'sYeast con-
tains a number of important mineral
salts and otherfoods factors essential

to health.

What laxatives can never do

Doctors are agreed that laxatives never re-

move the cause of the trouble. Indeed one
physician says that one of its chief causes is

probably the indiscriminate use of cathartics.

Fleischmann's Yeast as a food is just the

natural corrective you need.

A noted doctor says fresh yeast should be
much more frequently given in cases of in-

testinal disturbance especially ifconstipation

is present.

Hundreds of men and women who have
long been in bondage to laxatives are now
free. The addition of
Fleischmann's Yeast

FLEISCHMANN'S
j

YEAST
corrects these wrong habits of eating

to their daily diet has restored normal action
of the intestines.

The 'ways they like to eat it

Many like to nibble Fleischmann's Yeast
from the cake a little at a time. Some prefer

it spread on crackers or bread. Others take it

in boiling hot water, still others like it in milk,

fruit-juices, coffee or cocoa. It is very nour-
ishing with malted milk drinks. You will

grow to like its distinctive flavor just as you
grew to like the taste of olives or oysters.

The vitamin which Fleischmann's Yeast
contains in such abundance improves the

appetite, stimulates and strengthens diges-

tion. Because Fleischmann's Yeast is a food
it does for you naturally and permanently
what habit forming drugs do only artificially

and temporarily. One cake of Fleischmann's
Yeast gives you ten times the amount of

yeast-vitamin found in most of the so-called

yeast-vitamin preparations to which drugs
of various kinds have been added. Be sure
you get Fleischmann's fresh yeast. Do not
be mislead by substitutes.

Begin today by eating Fleischmann's
Yeast— 2 or 3 cakes regularly each day.

Place a standing order with your grocer.

200,000 grocers carry Fleischmann's
Yeast. If your grocer is not among them,
write to the Fleischmann agency in your
nearest city—they will supply you.

Send for free booklet telling the fascinating

story of "The New Importance of Yeast in

Diet"—what it has done for others—what it

can do for you. AddressTHE FLEISCHMANN
COMPANY, Dept. 505, 701 Washington St.,

New York, N. Y.

Mail this coupon today

i The Fleischmann Company
Dept. 505, 701 Washington St., New York

j

I Pleasesendme"TheNewlmportanceof !

! Yeast in Diet." (Please write plainly) ',

'. Name :

! Street

! City State
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Rises at 10 o'clock: bathes
in scented Roman bath

2-4. Receives interviewers
and newspaper men

POPULAR
CONCEPTION
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W/^
1 o'clock.

Off to work

OF A
FILM STAR'S

WORKDAY—

-/-. M* %W

11-12. Breakfast, opens mash
notes and flowers
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4-6. Tea with famous
male star

Rises at 6 a. m
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8-12.

Shooting
scenes
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Rides 40 miles to location

Makes up in the open. Temperature 90° 10 minutes for lunch and hack to work
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HopeHamptonsaysalt'sEasytoGetThintoMusic 1

f i I 1 1HEN one meets the famous screen star

v* / 1/ J Hope Hampton in person, the superbly

^±S^S beautiful figure her picture reveals is

seen to be indeed a reality. Those inclined to flesh-

iness will be interested to know how she achieved
a trim, perfectly - proportioned figure—and how
she keeps it so.

Miss Hampton used to be heavier. She took off

her surplus flesh with Wallace reducing records.

They played away the excess weight until her pro-
portions became as you see them here. Even now,
she uses them occasionally—just twelve or fifteen

minutes—to avoid the return ofunwelcome weight.
"it's easy, and lots of fun" is the way Miss Hamp-
ton describes her own experience with Wallace's
melody-method of reducing.

No woman—in the public eye or in private life—can afford to stay stout. Fat is a burden which
no longer need be carried. Overweight is out of date—and already looked on as a sign of neglect. For
Wallace reducing records remove superfluous
flesh like magic.

Whether fifteen pounds too heavy, or fifty, this

novel but natural means of reducing will bring
your weight down to normal. Wallace's scientfic

movements will take off the last ounce of super-
fluous flesh, and in a most pleasurable way. There
is something irresistible about it all—photographic
poses of each position— the crisp commands of

Wallace himself direct your every move on pho-
nograph records—a full orchestra sweeps you
through the entire lesson. Why say to yourself "I

wonder if Wallace could reduce me?" Proof that he
can is free. Mail your name now for trial record.

|

INVITATION
J

WALLACE, 630 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago: 1 accept
your invitation to prove what your course can do for

me. Please send record for first reducing lesson free

I

and prepaid. I will either enroll, or mail back your
record at the end of a five-day trial. (

2,s
)

Na

A ddress

When you write to advertisers please mention niOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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IP remove hair!''

The appeal a million women
made to us to complete for
them the underarm toilette

ROUGH you, who
ave us Odorono,wehave
come to recognize a new

standard of personal cleanli-

ness. Won't you now complete

the underarm toilette by giving

us a really pleasant, a dainty,

feminine way to remove hair?"

Letters daily brought this re-

quest. So the chemists in the

Odorono laboratories tried and

tested until they perfected The
Odorono Company's Depila-

tory—a method as appealing

in its use as a French talc or

sweet scented cold cream.

With its delicate almond fra-

grance it is a delight to use.

Swiftly and surely effacing every

trace of unsightly hair, it leaves the

skin as white and smooth as the outer

arm. And it is as harmless as soapsuds,

giving never a twinge of after irritation.

No repellent odor, no irritating

chemicals no dangtrous Wades. The
Odorono Company's Depilatory is the

easiest, most pleasant way to remove
hair. Try it tonight before you dress

to go out. At drug stores and toilet

counters everywhere, 75c.

Send for a dainty sample

For 6c in stamps, we will send you
a sample of The Odorono Company's
Depilatory—-enough for one thorough

underarm application. Mail the cou-

pon below now to Ruth Miller, The
Odorono Company, 905-D Blair

Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Sr^
Miss Ruth Miller, The Odorono

Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

Enclosed find 6c in stamps for which
please send me your sample package of
The Odorono Company's Depilatory.

Name

Address

Mail today and we will include

a sample of After Cream free.

The successor to Geraldine Farrar: Marie Jeritza, trie new soprano at the
Metropolitan. Farrar recently refused to renew her contract at the opera
house, preferring to sing in concert. Jeritza, a blonde from Vienna, in private

life the Baroness Popper, has captivated Manhattan as Toscct

Plays and Players
(Continued jr

IT'S getting mighty hard to find anything
to write about, the way all these couples

that go to the Cocoanut Grove remain faith-

ful.

It's positively dull, the way you always
see the same people together.

For instance, the other evening, I saw,
as usual, May MacAvoy and Eddie Suther-
land, and Helen Ferguson and Bill Russell,

and Colleen Moore and John McCormick,
and Lila Lee and Charlie Chaplin. To say
nothing of the married ones like Leatrice Joy
and Jack Gilbert, Mr. and Mrs. Meighan,
and the Douglas MacLeans.
One dinner table was surrounded by a

group of screen and literary celebrities, in-

cluding Ray Long, editor-in-chief of the
Hearst magazines, Claire Windsor, Mr. and
Mrs. Peter B. Kyne, Micky Neilan and
Blanche Sweet, and Allan D\v;in.

Edna Purviance was there, too, dancing
with a handsome gray-haired man.
Mhs Purviance is to be starred by Chap-

lin. Sort of a reward for faithful service,

apparently, as other companies have tried to

get her away from the comedian before
and she has always refused to go.

However, the always fair Edna looked
a bit heavy on the dance floor the other

night. That sort of peaches and cream
loveliness has a tendency to embonpoint

—

and if she isn't careful Edna will be more
popular in Turkey than anywhere else.

ONE of the principal calls Ethel Barry-
more paid during her visit to Los An-

geles, where she appeared for a week in

"Declasse," was upon Jackie Coogan.
"I couldn't go home to my children," said

the great actress, "if I didn't go to see

Jackie Coogan."

THERE'S an awful lot of transcontinental

travel going on just now.
Anita Stewart and her husband, Ruddy

Cameron, left recently for their home in

Long Island.

Anita has bobbed her hair. The latest

Every advcitlsement In PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.

om page 74)

victim, as far as I can see, of the clippers.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Ince left their

three boys at home and went for a jaunt to

New York—on a combination business and
pleasure trip.

In the meantime, George Fitzmaurice and
his wife, Ouida Bergere, were due to arrive

in Los Angeles, and John Robertson, who di-

rected "Sentimental Tommy," and his better

half, Josephine Lovell, arrived. Tom Ger-
harty has also returned to Hollywood.

SOMEBODY asked Charlie Ray what he
did during his recent trip to New York

—

his first, by the way.
"Well," said Charlie slowly, "I saw twen-

ty-one shows in twenty-two days. The other
day I had to appear at a charity benefit."

CERTAINLY, after this one, nobody
should say that all motion picture stars

are extravagant and improvident.
When Douglas MacLean went to file his

income tax return, he had a neat little lift,

among his other exemptions, of the war
tax he had paid during the past year.

All war tax is exempt from income taxa-

tion, and Douglas has prudently kept a

record of tax on luxuries—hats, his wife's

gowns, etc.

It amounted to about a thousand dollars.

But I'll bet there are a lot of sound, hard-
headed business men that didn't think of

that.

THE entire film colony of Hollywood has

felt the deepest sorrow and depression

over the recent death of Kathlyn Williams'

son.

The boy was sixteen, a student at the

Hollywood High School, and he passed on
during the "flu" epidemic that invaded the

west.

Kathlyn Williams is married to Charles

Eyton, manager of the Lasky studio.

The actress was prostrated at her home
by the boy's death. He was her only child.

(Continued on page 8j)
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MAURICE TOURNEUR lias, inched/
filming 'Xorna/Daoj^', with Madge

Bellamy, and a lot of
1

pebpfr'Wr» haW >EfctD _)

a peep at it and who claim to know, declare

it is the greatest costume film ever made.

One young man who played a minor part

had great ambitions, and during the filming

of the story insisted on being near and in

front of the camera as often as possible.

Sometimes, he even got in front of the star

himself.

One day Tourneur lost his patience.

"You," he said, waving an arm in the

young man's direction, "move out a little.

A little more. Cheat out a little bit fur-

ther." Then, to the camera man, "Is he out

—clear out?"
"Yes," said the camera man.
"Now," said the director, "stay out.

You've got your directions for the rest of

the picture."

DOUG and Mary returned from their trip

to New York—where Miss Pickford
went to appear in the $108,000 suit brought
against her by Mrs. Cora Wilkenning and
which, incidentally, Mary won—with Mr.
and Mrs. William G. McAdoo. The Mc-
Adoos are to make their home in Los Angeles
and as the former Secretary of the Treasury
and Mr. Fairbanks are great pals, they will

probably see a lot of the famous screen

couple.

The Fairbanks went direct to their Bev-
erly Hills home, which wasn't sold after all

during their trip to Europe.
In two weeks, Mary Pickford will begin

work on her production of "Tess" and Mr.
Fairbanks is to start filming "Robin Hood,"
under the direction of Allan Dwan.

THE latest movie palace under construc-
tion is the Priscilla Dean-Wheeler Oak-

man home in Beverly Hills.

This interesting couple decided they
wanted to have a place of their own, so
they put the money they had been saving
up for a trip to Europe, into bricks and
plumbing instead.

I saw the beginnings of their place the
other day—a charming colonial effect on one
of the prettiest spots in Beverly Hills.

Priscilla, who is between pictures, while
Wheeler is busy being a hero for some cam-
era or other, is on the job most of the time
supervising details of her plans and bossing
carpenters.

A swimming pool is to be one of the fea-

tures.

"And a nice large kitchen," says Priscilla;

"you know Wheeler has a mania for cook-
ing and he would wreck any ordinary kitchen
in no time."

Mr. and Mrs. Oakman expect to be at

home after June first.

WHEN you read on the screen that
Elinor Glyn supervised a picture, you

probably don't realize the full meaning of
that statement.

But Madame Glyn is a thorough work-
man.
During the filming of her story "Beyond

the Rocks," with Gloria Swanson and Ro-
dolf Valentino, Madame Glyn was on the set

every morning at nine o'clock.

In the big ball scenes, she even dressed
the hair of all the extra girls with her own
hands, to give it the proper "look" of
English society.

And Miss Swanson wears several of the
famous Englishwoman's pwn gowns, which
she brought back from her recent trip to
Paris.

(Continued on page 86)
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A Delightful Test
To bring you prettier teeth

This offers you a ten-day test which
will be a revelation to you. It will

show you the way to whiter, cleaner,

safer teeth.

Millions of people of some forty races
now employ this method. Leading den-
tists everywhere advise it. You should
learn how much it means to you and
yours.

Clouded by a film

Your teeth are clouded more or less

by film. The fresh film is viscous

—

you can feel it with your tongue. It

clings to teeth, enters crevices and
stays.

Old methods of brushing leave much
of that film intact. The film absorbs
stains, so the teeth look discolored.
Film is the basis of tartar.

How it ruins teeth

That" film holds food substance which
ferments and forms acids. It holds the
acids in contact with the teeth to cause
decay.

Millions of germs breed in it. They,
with tartar, are the chief cause of pyor-
rhea. So most tooth troubles are now

REG U S. UHMHHMHHia^M^M
The New-Day Dentifrice

Endorsed by modern authorities

and now advised by leading dentists

nearly all the world over. All drug-

gists supply the large tubes.

traced to that film, and they are almost
universal.

Now we combat it

Dental science, after long research,
has found two film combatants. Many
careful tests have proved their efficiency.

Leading dentists everywhere urge their

daily use.

A new-day tooth paste has been created,
called Pepsodent. It complies with modern
requirements. And these two great film

combatants are embodied in it.

Two other effects

Pepsodent brings two other effects

which authority now deems essential.

It multiplies the starch digestant in the
saliva.

It multiplies the alkalinity of the saliva.

That is Nature's neutralizer for acids
which cause decay.
Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube

and watch these effects for a while. Note
how clean the teeth feel after using. Mark
the absence of the viscous film. See how
teeth whiten as the film-coats disappear.
Then judge the benefits by what you

see and feel. You will be amazed.

10-Day Tube Free
829

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
Dept. 871, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.. Chicago, 111.

Mail 10 -Day Tube of Pepsodent to

Only one tube to a family

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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a Day

through new d/scovery
Without painful diet, exercise, massage, drugs,
bitter self-denials or discomforts. Free proof
that anyone can lose from 7 to 10 pounds a week.

"In just three weeks I reduced 20 pounds—just what
I wanted to—through your wonderful new way. And
without one bit of discomfort."
Thus writes Miss Kathleen Mullane, famous Artist's

Model and Ziegfeld Follies Beauty. Recently, excessive
weight threatened to blight her stage and artistic career.
She began to take on flesh rapidly and in a short time
she was 20 pounds over-weight—and increasing dally.

In alarm, she tried dieting, eating only one meal a day.
This brought on a weakness which was worse than obesity.
Exercise, Appliances, Massages, Special Baths, Rubber
Clothing and Drugs were all tried—but without success.
Then ca-ne the marvel. Miss Mullane learned of the

new, simple, easily-followed, natural method that has
been discovered, whereby she could quickly regain normal
weight, a slender perfect figure, firm smooth flesh and
abundant health and energy. And this could be done
quickly—and without any self-denial, exercise, starving
or any other discomforts. It sounded too good to be
true. But after all the discomforting things she had done
it would have been foolish to fail to try a method that
was so simple, so easy, so rapid and actually delightful.

In three weeks she reduced to normal weight. And
she can retain her present figure without gaining or
losing. This is under her own control.

The SecretcS
tian, the famous Food
Specialist discovered that
certain foods which ordi-
narily cause fat can be eaten
in combination with certain
other everyday foods in

such a way that no fat will

be formed—only blood,
tissue and muscle. Mean-
while, your excess flesh is

consumed and lost, often
at the rate of a pound a
day or more!

Best of all, these correct

combinations, which re-

duce, are regarded as even
more appetizing than the
wrong combinations. So
reducing this way Is de-
signed to INCREASE the
pleasures of the table rather
than cause painful self-

denials. Thousands of men
and women who under-
stand this simple secret are
enjoying their meals more
thoroughly than ever, are
much more healthy and are
rapidly approaching their
normal weight.

Sent Free wonderful
new method has been ex-
plained by Christian in 12
interesting little booklets
calIed"Weight Control—the
Basis of Health." Send no

money. Just fill out and mail the coupon and you will

receive the 12 books. As soon as they arrive weigh
yourself so that you may be able to see how much weight
you lose and how quickly. Under this Free Proof offer
you risk nothing. Pay the postman SI. 97, plus postage,
when he delivers the books—but if you are dissatisfied
after using them you have the privilege of returning them
at any time and your money will instantly be refunded.
Don't delay. Remember our money back offer abso-
lutely protects you against risking a single penny.

CORRECTIVE EATING SOCIETY, Inc.
Dept. W-2085, 43 West 16th St., New York City

You may send me, In plain wrapper, Eugene Christ
tlan's Course "Weight Control—the Basis of Health'
In 12 books. I will pay the postman only Si.97 (plus
postage) In full payment on arrival. If I am not satisfied
will) II I have the privilege of returning the course at any
time and my money is to be instantly refunded.

Loses 13 pounds in
8 days

"Hurrah! I have
lost 13 pounds since
last Monday. I feel

better than I have
for months."
Mrs. Geo. Guiterman

420 E 6Gth St.
New York

Loses 22 pounds In
14 days

"I reduced from
175 pounds to 153
pounds in two weeks.
Before I started I

was flabby and sick.
I feel wonderful
now."

Ben Naddle
102 Fulton St.
New York City

Name.
(Please write plainly)

Address
Price outside U. S., $2.15 cash with order.

Constance Talmadge is determined to learn golf if she has to knock down
all the sets on the lot. She hasn't time to go to the links, so Jock Hutchinson,

world s champion, instructs her at the studio

Plays and Players
(Continued from page 85)

ON the very best authority we understand
that Rodolf Valentino is not going to

remain a free man long.

As soon as his divorce decree from Jean
Acker, recently granted him in the Los An-
geles courts, is final, the handsome Italian

will wed Madame Nastasia Rambova, for

some years past Nazimova's art director.

As a matter of fact, the Russian name is

a professional one only, and Valentino's fu-

ture bride is a San Francisco girl, daughter
of Richard Hudnut, the millionaire perfume
manufacturer. In her native city she is well

known in social circles as Winifred Hudnut.
The friendship between the screen's latest

matinee idol and the brilliantly clever young
artist has existed for some time. During the

filming of "Camille" for which Madame
Rambova designed the sets and. in which
Ruddy p!ayed the hero, they were thrown
in constant contact. But romance entered

their lives only very recently, it is under-
stood, and the engagement has not yet been
made known to even their intimate friends.

Madame Rambova speaks several lan-

guages and is an extremely intellectual and
cultured woman. It is understood that the

match has the approval of her father.

OF course, Shirley Mason is a welcome
visitor in anybody's beauty parlor.

Still, when she brings all the dogs along,

it's not so good.

I saw Shirley in a well-known shop on
Hollyw6od Boulevard the other day, having
her pretty bobbed hair shampooed.

She was accompanied by three dogs, an
enormous police dog that looked so ferocious

it fairly terrified you with a look, a beautiful

Boston terrier, and a handsome Irish setter.

Between barks, antics, and high spirits,

the dogs certainly made that shop look more
like a circus than a beauty parlor.

And how Shirley could be beautified be-
tween her constant commands and dashes

after her three pets I don't know. But
when she emerged into the bright sunshine

of the Boulevard she certainly was adorable.

'•VV7HEN I have to go out the next day,"W said Jackie Coogan, gazing at his

bare knees with serious, almost sad eyes,

"mother has to cold cream my knees the
night before, so we can get some of the dirt

off.

"She makes an awful fuss about it. But
I don't see anything very dreadful about
that. Do you?"

AN old friendship is being revived with
great gusto on the Lasky lot and some

of its reminiscences are charming theatrical

history.

The handsome young blond chap who is

Tommy Meighan's constant companion is

Larry Wheat, well known stage actor, who
was "Stubby" when Tommy played the foot-

ball hero, and his wife, Frances Ring, played
the title role of the great stage success, "The
College Widow."
Mr. Wheat was best man at the Meighan

wedding, which occurred during the run of

the play.

Now all three of them are bridge friends.

A lot of their evenings are spent in a few
quiet rubbers in the Meighan sitting room at

the Ambassador.
Larry Wheat is appearing with the star

in his Lasky productions.

(Concluded on page 87)
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(Concluded from page $6)

AGAIN and again and again, we hear

the rumor that Bebe Daniels is going

to marry Jack Dempsey.

Bebe says she i>n't.

But it doesn't seem to do her much good

Frankly, I don't think there's a chance.

Bebe doesn't want to marry, in the 1'ir^t

place, and if she did, I don't believe the

heavyweight champion, while he is her very

good friend, would be the man of her choice.

Bebe, while she look? exotic and almost

too lovely to be smart, has one of the wisest

young heads on her shoulders of any girl

in pictures. She is as intelligent as they

make 'em.

Whatever Bebe does, will be the right

thing.

That you can count on.

CECIL de MILLE, who returned from his

European trip literally on a stretcher, is

recovering rapidlv at his home in Laughlin

Park.

He was suffering from inflammatory rheu-

matism.

We only hope he won't start to direct

until he has completely recovered. Both be-

cause we admire C. B. tremendously and
wouldn't like to see him have a relapse and
because—well, we've seen him direct when
he was in the best of- health, and we'd hate

to imagine him directing during convales-

cence.

It is generally understood at the Lasky
studios that Tommy Meighan is to play the

lead in the new Cecil de Mille production,

"Manslaughter."

The part of the young Irish fighting dis-

trict attorney was certainly written for

Tommy.

MAE BUSCH has moved.
She had to.

Peter B. Kyne, the well known author,

gave her a German police dog. He'd never

lived anywhere but on a ranch before, s«

the Hollywood Boulevard apartment which
Mae lived in didn't appeal to him at all.

"I shall probably have to buy him a

ranch in the end," said Mae, who named
him "'Pete" after his donor. ''That's the way
it is. Dogs are very expensive present-."

T HIS apparently is the day of the ex-

otic star.

Consider the tremendous vogue, created

over night, of Pola Negri and Signor Ro-
dolph Valentino.

And now we hear that Senor Antonio Gar-
rido Monteagudo Moreno is about to with-

draw from the Yitagraph domain where he

has so long been confined to the galleys of

the serial and dime-feature-thrillcr.

There are rumors of a law suit impending
between Senor Moreno and Yitagraph. The
star, it is said, alleges that the company has
not lived up to its contract with him.
What the company has to say we do not
know. Suffice to say, we hope that Tony
will at last find his proper role. In addition
to being one of the most handsome men on
the screen, a romantic, fiery and dash-
ing young Spaniard, Moreno is an actor of
such fine record that his following is world-
wide, and even those who eschew the serial

remember the day when he starred in wor-
thy features.

It seems to us that Moreno is one of the
best stellar bets of the hour. But he needs
colorful characters,—not the Nick Carter-de-
tective things he has been assigned recently.

fctft^,
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Posed by Wanda Hawley, a Paramount-Artcraft motion picture star.
Miss Hawley is one of many beautiful women "in pictures" who use
and endorse Ingram's Milkweed Cream for proper care of the complexion.

^oes Spring bring a fresh, healthy glow

to your cheeks?
AFTER a winter spent inside, after

a season of indoor activities

—

wha t

ofyour complexion ? Do spring sun-
shine and balmy air restore freshness
to a sallowed skin ?

You can aid nature to bring back a
fresh, healthy glow to your cheeks.
You can attain new beauty of complex-
ion if you begin. at once the daily use
of Ingram's Milkweed Cream.

Ingram's Milkweed Cream, you will

find, is more than a face cream. It has
an exclusive therapeutic property which
serves to refresh and nourish the skin
cells— to "tone-up," revitalize, the
sluggish tissues of the skin. Applied
regularly Ingram's Milkweed Cream
soothes away redness and roughness,
heals tiny eruptions. Used on the
hands it protects against the coarsening
effects ofgardenwork or household tasks.

For the most effective
way in which to use
Ingram's Milkweed
Cream read Health Hints,

the little booklet packed with every jar. It
has been prepared by specialists to insure
that you get from Ingram's Milkweed Cream
the fullest possible benefit.

Go to your druggist today and purchase a
jar of Ingram's Milkweed Cream in the fifty-

cent or the one-dollar size. Begin at once to
gain the clear, soft skin, the fresh glowing
complexion that should be yours.

Ingram's Rouge—"Just to show a proper
glow " use a touch of Ingram's Rouge on the
cheeks. A safe preparation for delicately em-
phasizing the natural color. The coloring
matter is not absorbed by the skin. Subtly
perfumed. Solid cake. Three perfect shades
—Light, Medium and Dark—50 cents.

Ingram's Velveola Souveraine Face
Powder— A complexion powder especially
distinguished by the fact that it stays on.
Furthermore, a powder of unexcelled delicacy
of texture and refinement of perfume. Four
tints—White. Pink. Flesh, Brunette—50 cents.

Frederick F. Ingram Company
Established 1885

102 Tenth Street Detroit. Michigan
Canadian residents address F. F. Ingram Company,

Windsor, Ontario. Australian residents addresi
T W Cotton Pty, Ltd.. 383 Flinders Lane, Melbourne.
New Zealand residents address Hart , Pennington, Ltd.,
33 Ghuznee Street. Wellington. Cuban r«sidents ad-
dress Espino 4 Co., Znlueta 364. Havana.

InotUtii's^ Milkweed

Ctearti
Ingram's Beauty Purse—An attractive, new souvenir packet of the

exquisite Ingram Toilet-Aids. Send us a dime, with the coupon below, and
receive this dainty Beauty Purse for your hand bag.

Frederick r INGHAM Co.. 102 Tenth St., Detroit. Mien
Gkntlkmen: Enclosed please and one dime, in return for whieh please send

me Ingram's Beaut> Parse c attaining an eider-down powder pad, sample packets
of Ingram's Velreola Souveraine Fare Powder. Ingram's Rouge, and Zodenta
Tooth Powder, a sample tin of Ingram's Milkweed Oreem. and. for t he gentleman
of the hoase, a sample tin of Ingram's Therapeutie Sharing Cream

N>«t

sum i .

When >uu writs to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Are you a
sensitive person?
NATURALLY, you are.

Every person of cul-

ture and refinement possesses

those finer sensibilities that

mark the gentleman and
gentlewoman.

And particularly are such

people sensitive about the

little personal things that so

quickly identify you as a

desirable associate—socially

or in business.

Attention to the condition of your

breath ought to be as systematic a

part of your daily toilet routine as the

washing of your face and hands. Yet

how many, many men and women
neglect this most important item!

The reason is a perfectly natural

one. Halitosis (or unpleasant breath,

as the scientific term has it) is an in-

sidious affliction that you may have

and still be entirely ignorant of.

Your mirror can't tell you. Usu-

ally you can't tell it yourself. And
the subject is too delicate for your

friends—maybe even your wife or

husband—to care to mention to you.

So you may unconsciously offend

your friends and those you come in

intimate contact with day by day.

Halitosis (unpleasant breath) is

usually temporary, due to some local

condition. Again it may be chronic,

due to some organic disorder which

a doctor or dentist should diagnose

and correct.

When halitosis is temporary it

may easily be overcome by the use of#
Listerine, the well-known liquid an-

tiseptic, used regularly as a gargle

and mouth-wash.
Listerine possesses unusually effective

properties as an antiseptic. It quickly

halts food fermentation in the mouth
and dispels the unpleasant halitosis in-

cident to such a condition.

Provide yourself with a bottle today,

and relieve yourself of that uncom-
fortable uncertainty as to whether your

breath is sweet, fresh and clean

—

Lambert Pharmacal Company, Saint

Louis, Missouri.

HALITOSIS
use
LISTERINE

Children and the Movies
By DOLLY SPURR

UP until the past few months I was en-

gaged in the theater business in the

small mid-west town of Marion, Ind. I

had managed three theaters for eleven years,

and for the greater part of each season

these houses ran pictures. Being a woman
and intensely interested in children, I gave
a great deal of thought to suitable recreation

for the kiddies.

While I was particular to select, at all

times, clean, wholesome pictures for all my
theaters, I nevertheless realized that some of

the most ordinary dramas and comedies
were beyond the understanding of the aver-

age child. I wanted my home town young-
sters to see pictures they would understand
and enjoy, and I figured that it was up to

the parents to co-operate with me and se-

lect the pictures that were suitable.

To make this selection possible, I issued

each week a 1 6-page booklet, containing pic-

tures of each production and a complete
story. I used both newspapers and adver-

tised heavily, so that I could carry out
this same idea. I called the public's atten-

tion to the pictures most suitable for the

children, and urged the parents to read the

synopsis of each picture carefully so they

would KNOW what their boys and girls

were seeing.

It was quite an experience, but after

keeping at it for more than five years I

grew disgusted and discouraged. A few of

the parents saw the wisdom of selecting

their children's amusements, but the major-
ity kept right on in the same old line of

flinging a dime or quarter to son or daugh-
ter, saying, "Yes, you may go to a movie."
They either wouldn't take the time to find

out, or didn't care whether the picture

was suitable or not. In talking on this

subject to one bright little mother she

laughed and said, "Oh, what's good enough

for me is all right for Bobby !" Another
mother bitingly remarked that, "If a picture

isn't suitable for my child, it isn't fit for me
either."

Both views are dead wrong. A film story

of love, life, mystery, or temptation can be
understood and appreciated by any grown
person, but the same picture has little or
no meaning for a child. As for the men and
women who go to the other extreme, they
may be rightfully careful of what their

children see, but that's no reason why they
have to be prudes about themselves. Maybe
they would really enjoy playing "London
Bridge" or "Ring around Rosie," and read-
ing Mother Goose—but I have my doubts!

I kept a record one year of pictures I

had shown that were particularly suitable

for children. I found I had run one hun-
dred and two, which is an average of two
a week, and two shows a week is certainly

enough for a child to see.

Children must have recreation, and the

movies are a cheap amusement that can
never harm the kiddies, if the parents will

only use a little judgment about what they
allow them to see. It's simply a matter
of co-operation between the theater man-
agers and the parents. Even the smallest,

cheapest theaters nowadays, issue some sort

of a program each week that gives a short

description of the pictures. If there is no
program, there is always a 'phone, and if a
manager doesn't know what productions are

the best for the children, he'd better get out
of business. I've met hundreds of theater

managers in various parts of the U. S., and
I've never talked to one who wouldn't gladly

co-operate with the parents, even so far as

to put on special Saturday shows for chil-

dren exclusively. But the theater men com-
plain that the parents don't seem to take

any interest in such moves.

^ J\ur» , ..

1

|

You'd like to visit a studio, would you? Here's what would probably happen

if you did: you'd trip over the beastly hose that has something to do with

the lights; you'd walk in front of the camera and mess up the scene; you d

come away with the worst headache you ever had—from those lights you

see here. But don't let this discourage you

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Questions and Answers
(Continued from page 72)

J. C.—Dorothy Gish and James Rennie

ire still happily married. Mr. Rennie made
1 picture for Goldwyn—in California, "The

Dust Flower," and is again in the east, hav-

ng made an appearance in a new stage play,

TSJadelaine and the Movies," by George
Cohan.

Kitty, Buffalo.—David Powell is mar-
•ied. He has just returned from England,

where he made pictures for Paramount, and

s now in Hollywood, where he will continue

is a Lasky leading man. He is thirty-seven

years old, doesn't look it, and is an all-

round nice chap.

Curious.—Yes, it is true that the stork is

soon to visit the Buster Keaton bungalow
n Los Angeles, Mrs. Keaton being the

Former Natalie Talmadge. The Talmadge
listers, Norma and Connie, are delaying their

departure for Europe until the interesting

:vent takes place. Anita Stewart has ho
:hildren. She has bobbed her hair, she is

summering at Bayside, Long Island, and
she is soon to make pictures for her own
company—the latest information I have
ibout the fair Anita.

Mabel of New Jersey.—Jackie Coogan
is to make "Oliver Twist." I've always
wanted to see a real boy p'.ay the famous
Dickens hero. Jackie is a genius, sure

:nough. Alice Brady is getting a divorce,

>r has already got a divorce, from James
Crane. Crane is the son of Dr. Frank
Crane, the writer. Earle Williams is

jetting a divorce, is being divorced by, or

has already been divorced, from Florence

IValz, unless the rumor is all wrong. Earle

is still starring for Vitagraph. The Vita-

jraph stars should all rise and sing, "Once
with Vitagraph, always with Vitagraph;
we'll live and die, with Vitagraph," or
sounds to that effect.

I. M. and L. G., Cotulla, Texas.—Ah, a

new town ! Another pin in the map. Any-
one who thinks he is fairly familiar with
lis country should look at my correspon-
dence. He would see many strange post-

narks. Mae Murray is married to Robert
Z. Leonard, her director. Theirs is one of

the most famous happy romances in the

51ms. Their latest picture is "Fascination,"

[or their own company, released through
Metro. Mae wears one of her celebrated

scanty costumes in it, scantier even, ac-

cording to advance notices, than those in

'Peacock Alley." Don't miss it. You won't.
Viola Dana is twenty-four. She is in the

;ast right now, making personal appearances.

The Cowboy Kid.—Clever, clever boy.
How did you ever think that up? Ethel
Clayton in "Her Own Money," "For the De-
fense," and "The Cradle." Miss Clayton is

the widow of Joseph Kaufman; she lives

with her mother and brother in Hollywood.
5he is still with Paramount. Dorothy Gish's
latest film is "Orphans of the Storm," in

which she co-stars with her sister Lillian.

(Miss) R. G., Newark, N. J.—Well,
(Miss) R. G., you win the silver-plated

banana skin for your questions. Such gems
of wit and humor as, "Do you remember all

[he questions that people ask you or do you
have somebody to help you?" and "Do you
ever feel as if you'd like to see the people
who write in to you?" make me realize my
own shortcomings in no uncertain way. Just
the same, I hope you win your wager, which
was, all the rest of you, that (Miss) R. G.
could get me to answer her letter.

(Continued on page go)

Just what are the require-

ments of Scenario Writing?
[Thousands are asking that question as the

motion picture industry calls for more, and
yet more, stories. The answer is on this page. ]

Briefly the requirements are these:

[1] Creative imagination (such as

successful fiction writers mani-
fest;)

[2] Dramatic instinct (to a higher

degree than conventional fiction

requires;)

[3] The story construction tech-

nique of the studio.

The first two rank as talents. You are

either born with them, or without them.
No human agency can endow you with
either. The third is an accomplishment.

It can easily be mastered
by home training. It is

useless without the two
talents; and, for screen

purposes, the two talents

—creative imagination and
dramatic instinct—are use-

less without screen tech-

nique.

In- short, natural ability

to think out and tell a hu-
man, dramatic story is use-

ful to the screen only when
written in the language of
the screen. And literary

skill is not required for

scenario construction.
Writing style cannot be
transferred to the screen.

Persons who do not meet the test

are frankly and confidentially told so.

Those who do indicate the natural gifts

required for screen writing may, if they
so elect, enter upon the Palmer home
training course. This course equips them
in every detail, to turn those talents

to large profit. The Palmer plan is

actively inspirational to the imaginative-

mind; it stirs the dramatic instinct to
vigorous expression. So stimulating are
the forces brought into play for screen
dramatization, that the Palmer course has
become a recognized aid of incalculable

value for authors who write for the printed

page; and for men and women everywhere
whose field is creative, its effects are im-

mediate. Primarily, how-
ever it is for the screen.

A test for you—and
what it may mean
The Palmer Photoplay

Corporation, encouraged
by leading motion picture
producers, is conducting a nation-wide
search for creative and dramatic story-
telling ability. By a remarkable psycho-
logical questionnaire test, which is sent

free to any serious man or woman who
clips the coupon on this page, natural
aptitude for screen writing is discovered
—often among people who had never
even suspected its presence. This ques-
tionnaire, which was prepared by H. H.
Van Loan, the well-known photoplay-
wright, and Prof. Malcolm MacLean,
formerly of the Northwestern University
faculty, is a searching, scientifically ex-

act analysis of the creative qualities of

mind. Through it scores of men and
women, in all walks of life, have had
opened to them the fascinating and
well-paid profession of screen writing.

THESE are the leaders be-
hind the search for screen

writing talent. They form
the Advisory Council of the
Palmer Photoplay Corpora-
tion.

Thomas H. Ince
Thomas H. Ince Studios

Frank E. Woods
Chief Supervising Director
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.

Rex Ingram
Director of "The Four
Horsemen of the Apoca-
lypse."

C. Gardner Sullivan
Author and Producer

Allan Dvvan
Allan Dwan Productions

Lois Weber
Lois Weber Produtions, Inc.

Rob Wagner
Author and Screen Au-
thority

James R. Quirk
Editor and Publisher, Photo-
play Magazine.

$500 to $2000 for a
Single Story

The Course, and the
questionnaire test which
must be passed before
enrollment is invited,
sprang out of the desper-
ate need of the motion
picture industry for orig-

inal stories. The Edu-
cational Department of

the Palmer Photoplay
Corporation was organ-
ized for the sole purpose
of developing new writers

for the screen. The Cor-
poration, which exists
primarily to sell photo-
plays to producers, must
train new writers in order
to obtain stories to sell.

The producers are now
paying from S500 to $2000

for original stories by new writers.

Above are the simple, sincere facts.

This advertisement is just a part of the
Corporation's search for talent worth
developing. It is not an unconditional
offer to train you for screen writing; it is

an offer to test you absolutely free, in your
own home—to test you for the creative and
imaginative faculties which you may have,
but are not conscious of. When you have
passed the test, if you pass it, the Cor-
poration will send you, without obliga-
tion, a complete explanation of the Palmer
Plan, its possibilities, its brilliant success
in developing screen writers, and an in-

teresting inside story of the needs of the
motion picture industry today.

Will you give an evening to this fascinat-

ing questionnaire? Just clip the coupon

—

and clip it now, before you foi

F6

PALMER PHOTOPLAY Corporation, Department of Education,

124 W. 4th St., Los Angeles, Cal.PLEASE send me, without cost
or obligation on my part, your
questionnaire. I will answer
the questions in it and return it

to you for analysis. If I pass
the test. I am to receive further
information about your Course
and Service.

Name.

Address.

When jou write to advertisers please mention PHOTOrLAY MAGAZINE.
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FOR MEN AND WOMEN

YOU CAN ALWAYS
SAVE MONEY BY WEARING
WL DOUGLAS SHOES

SOLD DIRECT FROM FACTORY

TO YOU AT ONE PROFIT

THE STAMPED PRICE
IS YOUR PROTECTION

AGAINST
UNREASONABLE PROFITS

$7^0 &$8.flQ SHOES
$5SQ &$622ALSO MANY STYLES AT

WHEN YOV BUYW1L.DOVGLAS SHOES
CONSIDER THE EXTRA QVALITY

YOV RECEIVE FOR THE PRICE PAID

W. L. Douglas shoes are made of the
best and finest selected leathers the
market affords. We employ the high*
est paid, skilled shoemakers, all work-
ing with an honest determination to
make the best shoes for the price that
money can buy.

When you need shoes look for a W.L.
Douglas store. We own 108 stores lo-

cated in the principal cities. You will

find in our stores many kind sand styles

of high-class, fine shoes that we believe
are better shoe values for the money
than you can buy elsewhere.

Our $7.00 and $8.00 shoes are excep-
tionally good values. There is one point

we wish to impress upon you that is

worth dollars for you to remember.
W. L. Douglas shoes are put into all

of our stores at factory cost. We do not
make one cent of profit until the shoes
are sold to you. When you buy shoes

at any one of our stores you pay only
one small retail profit.

No matter where you live, shoe dealers

can supplyyouwithW.L.Douglas shoes.
They cost no more in San Francisco
than they do in New York. Insist upon
having W. L. Douglas shoes with the
name and retail price stamped on the
sole. Do not take a substitute and pay
one or two extra profits. Order direct

from the factory and save money. 726

W. L. Douglas name
and portrait Is the

best known shoe

Trade Mark in the

world. It stands for

the highest standard

of quality at the low-

est possible cost.

The intrinsic value

of a Trade Mark lies

in giving to the con-

sumer the equiva°

lent of the price

paid for the goods._

Catalog free.

President &
W. L. Douglas Shoe Co.,

Spark St., Brockton, Mass.

Makes MoreThan

$200 3ADAY

for six drawings a week—more than $80,000 a year.
Briggs, Smith, Darling and many others get immense
incomes from simple cartooning and illustrating ideas.

These men and more than 60 others of America's
leading illustrators and cartoonists comprise the
Federal Staff.

If you have talent for drawing, capitalize your abil-

ity. Make it earn big money for you. Be successful
by learning drawing from artists who have achieved
fame and fortune.

SEND FOR OUR FREE BOOKLET—"A Road to Big-
ger Things." Read of opportunities in the art world. Learn
how you can qualify. Your name, address and age together
with 6c in stamps to cover postage, will bring this book.

Federal Schools, Inc.
508 Federal Schools Bldg. Minneapolis, Minn.

s

petuated the charm of petal-complexion and
lily-finders by the consistent use of these dis-

tinctive preparations. Today, made exclusively
in our own laboratories—under the same careful
supervision—as in 1868!

DA? A! INF Gives the face and nails a delicate
I\l/i3r\Lll"L rose tint. Softens and veivetizes
the skin and is superior to dry rouges for tinting.
ROSALINE is not affected by perspiration or
displaced by bathing. Jars, 25c.

DIAMOND NAIL ENAMEL VH7XS.
Free from grit, producing an immediate and last-

ing polish. Its delicate rose tint will not discolor
the skin or cuticular fold of the nails. Dia-
mond shape box, 25c.

TDEAM UAM HI A For softening and whiten-
LKtAffl VAN ULA ing the skin. Feeds and
nourishes the tissues. Preserves a beautiful
complexion and restores a faded one. Jars, 25c.

Sold by dealers everywhere, or sent direct on
receipt of price and 10c extra for postage. Send
stamp for illustrated catalogue of prices.

DR. J. PARKER PRAY CO.
Sole Manufacturers and Proprietors

10 and 12 East 23rd St. New York City

I

BATHASWEET
cools,

TRADE MARK REG.
Bathe with Bathasweet. It adds the final touch of dainty luxuriousness to your bath-

refreshes and invigorates. Bathasweet keeps the skin soft and smooth.
PERFUMES YOUR BATH-SOFTENS HARD WATER INSTANTLY
Three sizes, 25c, 50c and $1. At all drug and department stores or by mail. Send 2c stamp for sample.

Bathasweet imparts the softness of rain water and the fragrance of a thousand flowers.a^_^^ THE C. S. WELCH CO.

Questions and Answers
(Continued from page 89)

Betty Blue.—If you were my child, I*d

spank you soundly and put you to bed.
You're not, and it's lucky you're not. In
spite of the fact that you say you have just,

oodles and oodles of fun reading these col-

umns. I can't return the compliment even
to the extent of saying I get a very small
oodle of mirth out of yours. For goodness
sake if you're going to write on blue paper,
why can't you select a round, ringing blue

—

a real, unashamed blue, not that pale, picay-
une blue? Mary Pickford's hair is naturally
curly. Wallace MacDonald was born May
5th, 1801, in Canada. He is five feet ten
inches tall and weighs about 145 pounds.
His hair and eyes are brown. His wife was
Doris May. That is, she's still his wife and
still Doris May on the screen, where she
stars in such things as "Boy Crazy."

Gladys D.—Thank you for both pictures,

chiefly that one of yourself. The drawing
of Constance Talmadge was very much like

Mary Pickford, but then Connie and Mary
are good friends, and wouldn't mind a little

thing like that. Why not enter the Screen
Opportunity Contest? Mary Fairbanks has
no children. Little Mary Pickford the Sec-
ond is the daughter of Lottie Pickford, who
used to be Mrs. Rupp, but who is now Mrs.
Allan Forrest.

Henrietta.—The new? Of course. I just

saw your snapshot. All you girls are send-
ing me photographs nowadays. My office

begins to look like a photograph gallery.

Gloria Swanson is divorced from Herbert
K. Somborn. She has a small daughter.

Harry G., Houston, Texas.—"In Old
Kentucky" was made in old Los Angeles.
That's the way it goes, Harry old fellow.

Thomas Chatterton Admirer.—Your ad-
miree, to whom you have been faithful all

these years, is not in pictures now and I
have no record of his whereabouts. I'm
awfully sorry, because such devotion as
yours should be rewarded at least by an
autographed picture. Perhaps Mr. Chatter-
ton, wherever he may be, will see this and,
in the patois, condescend to come across with
his likeness.

P. L., Port Washington, L. I.—Wesley
Barry is thirteen, but it isn't an unlucky
age for Wesley. He's been starred in "Pen-
rod" by Marshall Neilan, and if that isn't

luck! Of course, little Barry's ability and
hard work had something to do with it.

Red-Head.—I am sure your hair must be
charming. I love red or auburn hair. You
are wrong when you say that auburn-
haired women are so limited as to colors.

I know of no more charming shades than
apple green or jade green, violet or mauve
with a crimson coiffure. Billie Burke, whose
beautiful hair is auburn, wears a gold frock
in the last act of her new play, and it is

most effective.

Dept. P-P. NEW YORK CITY "

"~

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.

Maxine L., Columbus, Ohio.—I'm sure

I don't know what to say ! You wish to
look like Lillian Gish and wish to know how
to go about it! It is a very good thing
to wish, but Miss Gish is such an individual

person I doubt if anyone could look like

her. But you might emulate her in this

respect: wear only the quietest and simplest

frocks and hats. You would mistake Miss
Gish for a smart debutante were you to see

her walking on the Avenue.

(Concluded on page 122)
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Business Life in the Films

(Concluded from page 57)

ormed that the only piece of property

avetl from the wreckage is a little rustic

:ottage in the country, they pout and weep,

md become very angry and caustic with

heir husbands for being so careless as to

ose all their money.
But these seemingly feather-brained help-

neets always reform under the sweet agra-

ian influences of the pastoral atmosphere,

rhey come to see the error of their former

wodigal habits; and they inevitably wind

ip by laying out their husband's slippers

md learning how to make pan-dowdy.

Then there are the sons of wealthy busi-

less men of the screen. These youths,

without exception, are a bad lot. It would

,eem that business men are incapable of

>egetting sons who do not turn out to be

Jlack Sheep. These wild and no-account

nale offsprings always wear fuzzy checked

:aps with their evening clothes, and drive

porting-model cars at break-neck speed,

rhey spend their nights gambling for high

takes at fashionable clubs, despite the fact

hat their luck is consistently bad. Indeed,

hey have never been known to win a

lickel; and they always wind up by forg-

ng their father's name to a check with

vhich to meet their I. O. U.'s.

A GAIN, all wealthy screen business men
r\ are cursed with crooked and caddish

)artners of suave and elegant mien. These

aAer gentlemen are invariably bachelors of

oose habits, who surreptitiously speculate

m the side with the firm's funds, and make
ove—with masterly technique, let it be con-

fessed—to their partners' wives-.

In the matter of male secretaries, however,
nagnates in the films have much to be

hankful for. These trusted young men are

is pure as the driven snow, and as scrupu-

ously honest as the day is long. Their

/irtue, indeed, is almost unearthly in its ex-

quisiteness and perfection. Nevertheless,

:hey are always getting caught in serious

Dredicaments, and being falsely accused of

leinous crimes. Their troubles and tribula-

dons are enough to discourage any young
man from trying to live an honorable and
upright life. Yet they never weaken or

swerve from the narrow path.

For instance, when their employer's son
forges his father's name to a check-, it is the

righteous secretary who is at once suspected;

ind he is in honor bound to shoulder the

blame for the sake of the young man's
doting sister, for whom he harbors a chaste,

unworldly love.

Then, again, the one night on which he
returns alone to the office to do some spe-
cial work, is the identical date decided upon
by a burglar to rob the office -safe. And,
to make things even worse, it is also on this

eight that trfe magnate himself has business
it the office. Of course, when the watch-
man hears the shots and finds the magnate
dead and the secretary kneeling beside him
with a smoking pistol in his hand, there is

really nothing for him to do but turn the
innocent young man over to the gendarmes.
To be sure, in the end, he is always

cleared of the charges against him, and a
few weeks later, he leads his employer's
beautiful daughter to the hymeneal altar.

But, even so, his life is no bed of roses

—

what, with going to jail as a forger, beina

tried for murder, and having the unju-t

suspicions of everybody focused upon him.

A few facts concerning the offices of mo-
tion-picture business dramas should be men-
tioned here. For instance, all these offices

are on the top story. What the rooms on
all the lower floors of skyscrapers are used

for, has never been revealed in the filnv

And the windows of these offices never give

on a shaft or a court. They invariably

overlook the surrounding housetops, and,

no matter where they are located, one al-

ways gets a fine view of the Metropolitan

Tower from them.
Furthermore, the signs on all the glass

doors of business offices are printed back-

wards, so that only the people inside the

office can read them without a mirror.

Moreover, the light in all these offices is so

arranged that whatever is going on inside

is distinctly and accurately silhouetted

against the frosted glass panels of the doors.

And apparently anyone may enter—unmo-
lested and without announcement—into the

private office of any busy financier. In fact,

there is always a veritable procession of

flappers, vampires, book agents, job-hunters,

and female members of the family, con-

stantly coming in and sitting on the edge

of the desk to converse.

In the Western purlieus, where business

has to do with mills and mines and fac-

tories, equally unique conditions obtain. In

these commercial organizations there are al-

ways plotters and bomb-throwers and sa-

botage artists constantly on the job. And
when a week goes by without a strike, it

means that some debilitating epidemic has

spread among the workmen and rendered

them temporarily helpless.

All that is necessary to start a perfectly

good strike is for some amateur orator,

with an imaginary grievance, to mount a

box and make a brief speech. Before he has
gotten well under way, his listeners begin

growling, throw down their tools, and rush

for the door of the president's office, shaking
their fists over their heads. This means the

strike is on.

ALL that is necessary to put down an up-
rising of this kind is for one of the

handsome young laborers (who, in reality, is

well educated and comes from a fine old fam-
ily which has run out of funds) to demon-
strate his fistic superiority over the burly
agitator. The workmen, to a man, are at

once won over through admiration for his

physical bravery and pugilistic prowess, and
immediately pick up their tools and return

happily to work.
It is this same handsome and aristocratic

young laborer, who, when the president's

beautiful daughter visits the plant and gets

caught in the machinery, or falls into a
boiling vat, or is accidentally hoisted by a
steam crane, saves her life, and thereupon
becomes a partner in the business and a

son-in-law in the family.

In fact, in the commercial dramas of the

films, no young man—however poor or in-

experienced—has yet succeeded in winning
the affections of a wealthy business-man's
daughter without being instantly taken into

the firm as a partner.

'T'HE press agent for Harry Rapf, a producer, with great gusto sent out the
-*- following notice, which we think should be framed, preferably in old oak:
While sojourning in Atlantic City (or words to that effect) Mr. Rapf noticed

that everyone was reading a book called "Brass." On the boardwalk and in
the hotels and the roller chairs, they were reading "Brass." So Mr. Rapf
decided that if everyone was reading it, it must be a good book and though he
has not read it himself, bought it lor pictures. We bet they'll make a hit.

Wlicu you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

Cleans every part of every

tooth every time it's used.

And"ACleanTooth Never
Decays." Always sold in

the Yellow Box.

FLORENCE MFG. CO., Florence, Mass.

Canadian Agency

247 St. Paul Street West, Montreal
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Have A Clean Rosy,

Velvety Complexion
ALL THE WORLD ADMIRES
A PERFECT COMPLEXION

Don't doubt.—because I give you assurances which dispel
doubt. I refer you to women who testify to the most
astonishins; and gratifying results. Your complexion
may be of the muddiest, It may be badly disfigured
with pimples, blackheads, whiteheads, ovef-redness,
enlarged pores, and other blemishes. You may have
tried a dozen remedies without success. But do not be
discourased. You may now secure a complexion, soft,

clear, velvety beyond your fondest dream. And results

are obtained in a short time, or you get your money
back in full. My statements are sober, serious, con-
scientious promises. I want you to believe, for I know
what my wonderful treatment will do.

YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD OF ANOTHER METHOD
LIKE MINE. SCIENTIFIC—DIFFERENT

My method is absolutely different. It has to be to
warrant my statements. You know that. I get away
from all known methods of cosmetics, salves, soaps,
ointments, plasters, bandages, masks, vapor sprays,
massage, rollers, or other implements. There is nothing
to take. No diet: fasting or any interference whatso-
ever with your accustomed way of life. My treatment
Is absolutely safe. It cannot injure the most delicate
skin. It is pleasant, even delightful. No messy, greasy,
inconvenient applications. Only a few minutes a day
required. Yet. results are astounding.

I want to tell you in detail about this wonderful
treatment. So send for my booklet. It is free. You are
not obligated. Send no money. Just get the facts, the
indisputable proofs. This method has restored to beauty
the complexions of thousands of women. Don't say
your case is an exception. You have my unqualified
promise. You have nothing to lose—everything to

gain. Send to Dorothy Ray, 14 E. Jackson Boulevard,
Chicago, Illinois.

Mail This Coupon For Free Booklet Today!

rflADATUV DIV 14 E. Jackson Boulevard |
UUnUltll I1AI Suite 66, Chicago, Illinois

|

I
Free and without obligation send me your booklet I

"Complexion Beautiful" telling of your scientific,

I

harmless method of cleansing and beautifying the I
complexion.

Name I

Street I

| City State .J

EasytoPlay
Easy toPay

True-Tone

Saxophone
Easiest of all wind instruments
play and one of the most beau-

tiful. You can learn the scale
*) in an hour's practice and play

popular music in a few weeks.
You can take your place in a
band within 90 days, if you so
desire. ^ Unrivalled for home
entertainment, church, lodge or
Bchool. In big demand for or-
chestra dance music. The por-

rait above is of Donald Clark,
oist with the famous Paul White-

man's OrchuBtra.

I
You may order any
Buescher Instrument

without paying one cent in advance, and try
it six days in your own home, without obliga-

tion. If perfectly satisfied, pay for it on easy payments to
suit your convenience. Mention the instrument interested
in and a complete catalog will he mailed free.

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
Makers of Everything In Band and Orchestra Instruments

2234 BUESCHER BLOCK ELKHART. INDIANA

Ignorance

An obnoxiously moral morality play, suggested by
" Experience.

"

(The story was written for Ben Turpin)

By AGNES SMITH

TITLE: In the Valley of Slumbering
Beans, Ignorance enjoys bliss.

Scene i. A farmyard. Ignorance
dusts off the cows and chickens.

Scene 2. Ignorance is seen standing at

the door of a cottage decorated with par-

ticularly prim roses.

Title : In this quiet spot, with Ignorance
as her only friend, dwells Censorship.

Scene 3. Censorship, a girl, is seen cutting

the petals from wild flowers with her
scissors. Ignorance enters and speaks:

Title: (Spoken) "It takes two to make
a quarrel. Will you marry me?''

Scene 4. Censorship raises the pair of

scissors menacingly.
Title: (Spoken) ''I will, provided that

nothing obscene, salacious or inciting to

crime—

"

Scene 5. The interior of Ignorance's

cottage. Ignorance is seen playing ping
pong with himself. The telephone rings.

(Closeup of telephone ringing.) Ignorance
answers it.

Title: (Spoken) "Hello, this is the Big

City speaking. Why don't you come down
to buy your trousseau and make a fortune?"

Scene 6. Ignorance registers delight.

Scene 7. The Big City, a large prosper-

ous gentleman, gives the camera a wicked
and meanful look. A chorus girl, who
happens to be playing around his apart-

ment in her stage costume, slaps him merrily

on the head.

Scene 8. Ignorance bids farewell to Cen-
sorship at the little railroad station.

Title: (Spoken) "I will return before the

cider gets hard." Closeup of Censorship

in tears. She speaks:

Title : (Spoken) "Once you have seen the

Big City, you will no longer love Censor-

ship."

Scene 9. A three-foot-kiss.

Scene 10. Closeup of train whistling.

(This has nothing to do with the story,

but it always happens in the best pictures.)

Title: The Great Metropolis, where souls

are lost, where hair is bobbed, where in-

nocence is a thing to be scorned and where
a baby's tear falls unhear-d amid the roar

of limousines laden with human cattle.

Scene n. Long shot of Broadway taken
from Times Building. (This scene is a
stock bit in every Hollywood studio that
goes in for wicked New York atmosphere.)

Scene 12. Ignorance alighting from the

train at the Santa Fe Station in Los Angeles.
Title: Armed only by his love for Censor-

ship, Ignorance comes to do battle with the

gun men of Evil.

Scene 13. The Big City welcomes Ignor-
ance with one hand and picks his pockets
with the other.

Title: That night.

Scene 14. A cabaret, made entirely of
glass. This setting should cost $100,000
to be effective. Twelve bathing beauties

in fur bathing suits climb up a ladder of

champagne corks and dive into a pool of

champagne.
Scene 15. At a ringside table. Ignorance

registers delight.

Scene 16. The Big City throws the

camera a mean leer.

Scene 17. Ignorance looks at girls in

pool fade into

—

Closeup of Censorship with scissors.

Scene 18. Ignorance, considerably de-

pressed. The Big City speaks

:

Title: (Spoken) "Cheer up, my fine fellow,

you must learn to be a man-about-town
if you want to be successful and buy these

pretty toys for your own. Here comes
a friend of mine, the Flapper."

Scene ip. The Flapper enters and is

introduced to Ignorance by the Big City.

She begins to roll a sock with one hand
and a cigarette with the other, thereby

putting one over on Bill Hart. She speaks:

Title: (Spoken) "Buck up, o'd Silo, the

evening is yet young."
Scene 20. Jazz enters. The Flapper

brings him to Ignorance.

Title: (Spoken) "Meet my friend Jazz

Scene 21. Ignorance gets on the dam
floor with the Flapper. As they pass n

the orchestra, conducted by Jazz, the f;

of a saxaphone player fades into

—

Closeup of Censorship with scissors.

(Concluded on page 93)

Every advertisement in PHOTOFLAT MAGAZINE Is siiaranteed.
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Ignorance
(Concluded from page 02)

Same scene. They stop dancing.

Title: The crimson night fades into the

grey dawn.
Scene 22. An office in Wall Street. Ignor-

ance is seen at a desk, working busily. He
doesn't know that the Big City calls, not

for honest and brave hearts, but for souls

to ruin.

Title: And here the underpaid workers
roll up the wealth that the rich man spends

so freely at night on chorus girls, cabarets

and hat check boys.

Closeup of clock registering the hour of

five.

Scene 23. Ignorance arises from his desk

and looks for his hat, which has been

stolen. The Big City comes from his private

office. With him is a thin gentleman evi-

dently suffering from malnutrition. The
Big City speaks:

Title: (Spoken) "Meet Pay Envelope, take

him out but don't lose him."

Scene 24. Ignorance and Pay Envelope
leave the building together.

Scene 25. A joint in Chinatown. Ignor-

ance and Pay Envelope are sitting at the

same table eating chicken chow mein. The
more they eat, the thinner grows Pay En-
velope. Seated around them are murderers,

thieves, wife beaters, gun men and broken
blossoms. In other words, lots of atmos-

phere.

Scene 26. Another table. Fake Oil Stock

is selling engraved paper to two Chinamen.
One Chinaman speaks:

Title: (Spoken) "Me allee likee same
rich Rockefeller water."

Scene 27. Fake Oil Stock sees Ignorance

with Pay Envelope and approaches. They
talk. Pay Envelope becomes transparent.

Ignorance takes the pretty papers and says

:

Title: (Spoken) "I'm on my way to riches.

The treat's on me."
Scene 28. Ignorance puts his last nickel

into the tin-pan piano. Pay Envelope dis-

appears and Jazz takes his place. Ignor-

ance welcomes Jazz. The Flapper enters,

but, seeing Ignorance without Pay En-
velope, she snubs him. And then

—

Closeup of Censorship cutting coupons
with her scissors.

Scene 2q. Ignorance looks a bit gone.

Jazz slaps him on the back

:

Title: (Spoken) "Come, come, Iggy. I

will bring to you Near Beer and perhaps

he will take you to his cousin Home Brew."
Scene 30. Near Beer approaches. He

has no legs and therefore no kick. Ignor-

ance still looks worried. Chinese proprietor

presents him with check. He looks around
for Pay Envelope and finds that he has
deserted him. Jazz and Near Beer also

leave. The Chinaman winks at a low look-

ing tough who is lurking in the background.

Scene 31. Ignorance meets Rough-Stuff
and gets thrown down stairs.

Title: Out, out into the night.

Scene 32. A park bench. Ignorance has
a revolver pressed to his temple. Censorship

enters.

Title: (Spoken) "Ignorance, have you for-

gotten that the display of firearms is for-

bidden?"

Scene 33. Censorship cuts revolver with
her scissors. Ignorance rises and speaks:

Title: (Spoken) "I cannot do without you.
I cannot look life and the Big City in the

face. I cannot stand Jazz and Near Beer."

Scene 34. They embrace according to the

requirements of the best censor boards.

Censorship speaks

:

Title: (Spokenl "Ignorance, you are my
love and my friend. You are my natural

partner, in marriage, of course." Title

fades into scene of the Big City roasting in

papier mache Hell.

ike Short Cut to Successfulwfitina
By Della Thompson Lutes J

Editorof 'ToDays Housewife, author ofc'-t Soldier ofthe Dusk'
andotherbooh

I
WAS sixteen when my first poem was printed.
I was nearly thirty before I had a story printed.
In the meantime I had written a great many

things, but nobody wanted them. I didn't know
how to write the things I wanted to write, nor what
to do with them if I did. There didn't seem to be
any way to get such information, either, since one
couldn't go to college.

Then a Sunday newspaper printed two stories,

and this was encouragement. Years went by,
however, three of them, perhaps four, before I got
anything more in print. I wrote and wrote and
wrote. I sent things out and faithfully they came
back to me. Always with rejection slips, and never
with any advice. J couldn't net any advice. I

couldn't get any help. Finally, however, my
stories were good enough by sheer persistency and
struggle, so that the magazines began to accept
them. One went to the Delineator, one to Good
Housekeeping, the Designer, the Ladies' World, the
Ladies' Home Journal, and others. But always
I had to cut and prune and rewrite after ,he story

was accepted, because I

didn't know how to do it in

the first place. I had some-
thing to say that they were
willing to pay for, but I didn't
know how to say it. It took
me ten years, and more, to
learn what I could have
learned in one or less if I had
had such an Easy System of

Writing as came to my desk
the other day. Ten years
and more, and the loss of

thousands of dollars for what
I could have learned in six

months at a cost of a few
dollars if I had had a chance!

A most astonishing asser-
tion was recently made by
by one of the highest paid
writers in the world. He
said, "Millions of people can
write stories and photoplays
and don't know it."

I know from my own ex-
perience that almost every
person longs at times to ex-
press himself in writing but
doesn't know how. I have
had thousands of letters from
people saying, "Oh, I wish I

could write. I know I could
tell a story or write a good
article if I knew how."
There is a technique to

story or play writing just as there is to piano playing
or painting. If you had that technique you could
certainly express yourself better than you can with-
out it, and you might find that you have an ability
to do something that before you have only thought
of vaguely as a wish.

Every heart has its own story. Every life has
experiences that are worth passing on. The man
who clerked in a store last year is making more
money this year with his pen than he would have
made in the store in a life time.

The young woman who earned eighteen dollars
a week last summer at stenography sold a story last

week for one hundred dollars. The woman who
wrote the serial story which is now running in

Todays Housewife hadn't thought of writing a story
until about five years ago—didn't know for sure she
could write a story. Now her name appears almost
every month in the leading magazines.

A woman of over fifty fame into my office one day
last week to see me about a story we recently bought
from her. Ten years ago she had never written a
word. Within the last six months she has sold ten
stories to leading magazines averaging over a hundred
dollars each. You don't know whether you can write

or not until you try.

Once there was a tradition that writing was a
"gift" miraculously placed in the hands of the
chosen few. We still believe in genius, and not
everyone can be an O. Henry or a Stevenson, but the
great majority of writers who are turning out. the
stories and photoplays of to-day, for which thou-
sands and thousands of dollars are being paid, are
not geniuses. They are simply people who have
been taught how to tell a story and who then look
about them and get a story to tell.

There are just as many stories of human interest
right in your own vicinity, stories for which some
editor will pay good money, as there are in New
York City or anywhere else. Magazine editors are
hungry for good stories. They will welcome a story
from you just as quickly as from any well-known
writer if your story is good enough. And they will

pay you well for it, too. Big money is paid for
stories and scenarios today — a good bit bigger
money than is being paid in salaries.

There is a tremendous demand for writers—writers
of stories, of articles, of photoplays. Money is being
spent like water by magazine publishing houses and

.

DELLA THOMPSON LUTES

photoplay companies. Big sums of money. Ami
names do not count — until they have done some-
thing good.
This is the word I want to leave with you: If you

have said to yourself, "I wish I could write." or "If I

only knew how to do it, I believe 1 could write," or if

you have plots for stories, ideas for articles, or if

screen pictures come to you and you don't know how-
to put them in marketable form, don't be discouraged
and think, "Oh, what's the use of my trying! I don't
know how." And don't get the-idea that all great
writers were born knowing how to write. Almost
without exception they have struggled to the top
through years of bitter work and waiting. They did
not have the help that lies at your hand.
The Authors' Press of Auburn, X. Y., has, to my

mind, solved the problem for the would-be writer.
They have prepared an Easy System of Writing
that is at once so comprehensive and so simple
that it covers every point of the principle and tech-
nique of short -story writing and photoplay writing,
and yet is so clearly and pleasantly written that

the perusal of it is an inspi-
ration and a delight.

This New System is tre-
mendously inspirational. I

have read it three times to bo
absolutely sure it is what 1

should want to recommend
to the hundreds of writers
who ask me for help. Each
time I read it I am BO filled

with enthusiasm that I want
to run away from the edito-
rial desk and write a story or
a scenario. It is good read-
ing even for the person who
isn't filled with the desire to
write, for it tells how it is

done. A study of this New
Method of Writing will help
anyone to think better and to
express himself more force-

fully in conversation or writ-
ing than he otherwise could.
I am glad to have the oppor-
tunity to recommend to all

writers the inspirational, help-
ful, and most reasonably
priced System of Writing
published by The Authors'
Press of Auburn, N. Y.

The New System of Writ
ing recommended by Mrs.
Lutes—and also endorsed by
many more of America's fore-

most magazines, editors, pub-
lishers, and authors—is fully described in a wonderful
FREE book called "The Wonder Book for Writers.'
This amazing book shows how easily stories and
plays are conceived, written, perfected, sold. How-
many who don't even dream they can write, suddenly
find it out. How the Scenario Kings and the Story
Queens live and work. How bright men and women,
without any special experience, learn to their own
amazement that their simplest ideas may furnish

brilliant plots for Plays and Stories. How one's own
Imagination may provide an endless gold-mine of

Ideas that bring Happy Success and Handsome Cash
Royalties. How new writers get their names into
print. How to tell if you ARE a writer. How to

develop your "story fancy," weave clever word-
pictures and unique, thrilling, realistic plots. How-
to avoid discouragement and the pitfalls of Failure.

How to WIN!

This surprising book is ABSOLUTELY FREE.
No charge. No obligation. YOUR copy is waiting
for you. So why waste any more
time wondering, dreaming, wait-
ing? Simply fill out the coupon
below — you're not BUYING
anything, you're getting it AB-
SOLUTELY FREE. A book
that may prove the Book of
Your Destiny. A Magic Book
through which men and women,
young and old. may learn to
turn their spare hours into cash. .

Get your letter in the mail I

before you sleep tonight. Who
knows— it may mean for you
the Dawn of a New To-morrow!

^NDEP. UoOK
AAVRITERS

:^?^y

THE AUTHORS' PRESS, Depl. 23. Auburn, N. Y.

Send mc ABSOLUTELY FREE "The Wonder Boot
for Writers." This does not obligate me In any way.

city State.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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^Hnd now-

a Liquid
Lashlux

May Allison,
Metro Star,
famous for her
expressive eyes.

Send 10c for a
generous sam-
ple of the new
Liquid Lashlux

IT is but the work of a moment to
bead your lashes with this won-

derful new liquid, making them
appear longer and blacker instantly.

LIQUID LASHLUX is unaffected
by moisture and will not run or
smear. Its use accentuates the
beauty of your eyes and transforms
your whole expression. Made in

black and brown—it is sure, harm-
less and lasting.

Use Colorless Lashlux Cream when
retiring. It will keep your lashes
oily and well nourished and promote
their growth.

Liquid Lashlux costs 75c and Cream 50c,

at Drug and Department stores or by mail.

ROSS COMPANY
73 Grand Street New York

LASHLUX
means luxuriant lashes

1
Play Well in
4 Weeks

—Seven Months to Pay
Latest C Melody Saxophone Outfit complete, only 185—

lowest price ever quoted. Sent on 5 days' trial. If satisfied,
pay only 110 a month for 7 months. No interest to pay—no ex-
tras. Outfit includes finest nickel trimmed and richly lined
Case, Instruction Book, Album of Popular Saxophone Solos,
Mua ;c Lyre, Carrying Strap. Mouthpiece and three fine Reeds.

"Masterbilt" Saxophones
Highest quality, built in perfect tune, assembled and tested by
experts. HaB all lateBt key improvements ^ light, quick action
and beautiful finish. Order direct from this advertisement or
write for Free Catalog Folder today.
The Saxophone Shop, 421 S. Wabash Ave., Chicapo
Largest Exclusive Dealers in Saxophone Supplies in the World

WANTED—Railway Mail Clerks
j

$1600 First

Year
Men-Boy» / J%"i
Over 17 /

o
Send Coupon * ^
Immediately *

Franklin Institute, Oept. C227, Rochester, N.Y.

Sirs: Send me, without charge. O) sam-
ple Railway Mail Clerk Examination

~!) Hchedule showing places
ions: <3> list of many gov-

• w obtainable.

Want Money?
FULL or SPARE TIME
Selling Goodyear Guaranteed All-Weather Coats
Direct-to-Wearer is Profitable, Dignified, Pleasant

work. We tell you what to say and do. A real

business proposition for the man or woman who
wants more money and will work. Farris made
$48 his first week working spare time. Don't give

up your job — Costs you no money—
Complete Sales Outfit Free

With Free Course in Scientific Salesmanship
sent by return mail. WRITE TODAY.

General Sales Manager
GOODYEAR MFG. COMPANY

1615D Goodyear Bldg. Kansas City, Mo.

HOW TO BECOME A
PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER
EARNING $35 TO $125 A WEEK
An interesting illustrated book-
let (free) on choosing a voca-
tion, the exceptional opportu-
nities Photography offers you

and how to avail yourself of these advantages.
MOTION PICTURE— COMMERCIAL — PORTRAITURE
Three to six months' course. Practical Instruction. Modem equip-
ment. Day or Evening Classes. Easy term,. Call or write for Catalog
No. 37.

N. Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
141 W. 36lh Street. NEW YORK OR 505 State Street, BROOKLYN

The Shadow Stage
(Concluded from page 64)

BRUCE WILDERNESS TALES—
Educational

ROBERT BRUCE has completed four
scenic pictures of such remarkable

beauty—not only in their conception but
in their treatment—that they deserve the at-
tention of everyone who is interested in the
development of motion pictures as an art.

They are called, "My Country," "Missing
Men," "And Women Must Weep," and "The
One Man Re-union"—and they are all ex-
cellent. The others combine little stories

with their pictorial appeal—"And Women
Must Weep" being the best.

ANOTHER DOG STAR—
Post Nature Pictures

FOLLOWING in the paw-steps of Strong-
heart, the magnificent star of "The Silent

Call," comes a diminutive dog that plays
the lead in two short pictures, "Western
Ways" and "A Winter's Tale." In fact, he
goes Strongheart one better by wearing
costumes, and undertaking character roles.

He is not very convincing as a heavy, but
in his more frivolous moments he is thor-
oughly delightful. He seems to have some
sense of artistry.

HEADIN' WEST—Universal

HOOT GIBSON, blond and smiling as

ever, in exhibitions of riding and
wrestling. A thin thread of plot, all about
cattle rustling and impersonations and vil-

lains in furry panties. Send the children

—

they'll like it. Juvenile grown-ups mayn't
be disappointed either.

IRON TO GOLD—Fox
DUSTIN FARNUM as a misunderstood

bad man who falls in love with the

wife of his enemy. Very heroic and noble

and not at all convincing. Marguerite Marsh
is the lady in the case.

FOR LOVE OR MONEY—
First National

WHEN Mack Sennett makes bathing girl

comedies he gives the public an eye-

ful. But when he attempts anything more
serious the result is disappointing. Some
families may like this—at any rate, it's

harmless.

THE WISE KID—Universal

SOME jazz, a few clever titles, a slightly

mutilated story and Gladys Walton

—

who plays the part of a cashier in a cheap
restaurant. Not much to think about, but
fairly good entertainment. It will teach the

children some new slang. Some of the

characters are well taken, and one glimpse

of the settlement workers, looking in on
the modern dances, is almost worth the

price of admission. All in all it's reason-

ably good.

THE RAGGED HEIRESS—Fox

SHIRLEY MASON, very likable despite

her cute ways and her eternal sweetness,

does good work in this picture. The plot

is as old as Cinderella, but there are quite

a few thrilling moments and a real sympathy
for the down-trodden little heroine is de-

veloped. John Harron, as leading man, is

more like his brother Robert than ever.

Send the children—although you can take

them without wasting an evening!

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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The Romantic History of the Motion Picture
(Continued from page 35)

lection, that his son had put up to him,

:urned to definite experimentation.

A one-room workshop was set up in the

5cott Building at 35 Frankfort street in

iowntown New York. It was a little four-

itory red brick relic of Civil War d;iy-,

in old building in the days when the Brook-
yn Bridge towering above it was opened,

:en years before the time of our present

nterest. The Latham laboratory, at the

:op of the last flight of stairs, was in a

pace twelve by fifteen feet. In it was
m alcove and a bed where the employed
nechanic slept. In dingy little Frankfort

treet, were pattern shops and silver platers'

:stablishnients. Half a block away was
?ark Row, vibrant with the thunder of

lewspaper presses, then as now. Only four

rears ago the Scott Building burned, finish-

ng its days as a leather warehouse.

Otway Latham had chosen the location

)f the shop. He wanted it handy to the
!

erry from New Jersey. He had it in

nind that he would want Dickson to find

t convenient to come often. He inquired

)f Dickson for a competent workman.
Dickson recommended Eugene Lauste, a
7renchman, who until a short time before

lad been employed by Edison.

THEN one Sunday in October the

Lathams, including Woodville, the

ather, took dinner with the Dicksons at

;heir home at 166 Cleveland Street in

)range, New Jersey.

A proposal was made to Dickson involv-

ng the plan to make a machine to put mo-
ion pictures on a screen. Dickson, accord-

ng to his subsequent testimony relating to

he incident, tentatively discussed the propo-
rtion and said he would ask Edison about
t. Edison demurred, said Dickson, point-

ng out that he had a contract covering all

lis motion picture activities, with Raff &
3ammon, the agents for the kinetoscope.

But work went ahead in the little Latham
ihop at 35 Frankfort street, where Lauste,

inder the supervision of Otway and the

occasional advice of Woodville Latham,
abored on models.

Then came a significant happening. Dick-
ion, who had written in his book of pro-
ecting motion pictures as a greeting to

Sdison's return from Paris in i88q, now
n 1894, set about trying to see if it could
je done. He took parts of an Edison kine-

scope and a film picture to a laboratory
it Columbia University in New York City

make these experiments.

It seems that the try-out at Columbia
lid not achieve projection, but it did not
liscourage the experimenters.

Dickson at times visited the little work-
ihop where Lauste was materializing Wood-
pile Latham's designs. •

Experiments were made with films from
:he Edison kinetoscope. These Edison
ilms were the starting point in the work
)f every motion picture inventor of the

:ime. The Lathams, just as others after

:hem, were influenced by the stereopticon
>r magic lantern and decided that for pro-
ieciion the films would have to be larger

:han the tiny one inch tapes of the kine-
toscope. They felt that a film more nearly
ipproaching the size of a lantern slide would
be required.

So the Frankfort street shop turned to

the production of a camera to make a
arger picture for the screen.

In December of 1894, Woodville Latham,
frith a view to putting his efforts into

business shape, and for the purposes of

financing, decided to form a company. With
1 degree of modesty that has not always
characterized the christening of motion pic-

ture companies since, he translated the "L"
of Latham into the Greek and incorporated

as the Lambda Company. Perhaps it had
a classic flavor that he relished, too.

It was Latham's intent that his stock

should largely go to his sons, and to them
he looked considerably for the execution

of business affairs pertaining to the enter-

prise. So it happens that Otway made a
proposal to his friend Dickson over at the

Edison establishment that he accept a quar-
ter of the stock. Mr. Dickson hesitated

and demurred. So the stock was turned

over to the safe keeping of his friend

Edmond Congar Brown, an attorney.

As Dickson afterwards explained on the

witness stand he was not at that time sure

just how far he might care to go with the

Lathams. And yet he felt there might be

something ahead for him in the screen ex-

hibition of pictures ; screen possibilities did

not interest Mr. Edison, then.

Woodville Latham's health was failing.

He had weakened heart action, resulting

from some of his ordeals in the Civil War
and his addiction to strong black coffee to

aid him in his long laboratory vigils. It

was growing increasingly difficult for him
to spend long hours over the problems of

the workshop. For days on end he kept
to his bed in his room of the suite that

he and his sons occupied at the Hotel
Bartholdi.

Another technical problem was puzzling
the Lathams considerably. It was the ob-
vious necessity of giving an intermittent

motion to the film in the camera and in

the projection machine they hoped to bui'd.

Edison had an intermittent motion in his

camera, but of that they seemed to know
nothing. In the Edison kinetoscope, with
which they were familiar, the film ran
continuously and the spectator got only
transient glimpses of it, so brief as to pre-

vent blurring of the little images because
of the motion. In a little picture under a

magnifying lens as presented by the kine-

toscope this was sufficient. But for a large

picture on the screen there was not enough
light in these transient flashes to impress
an image on the eye. That meant that the

projector must have an intermittent mo-
tion starting and stopping the film say
twenty times a second.

This problem was mentioned to Dickson,
and he replied by referring to the old and
familiar device for interrupted motion used
by the Swiss watchmakers of Geneva. Sev-
eral variations of this were tried and one
was adopted. By various ways most of the

inventors of the motion picture were to

arrive at this same solution, resulting in a
ereat deal of patent controversy and litiga-

tion.

EARLY in February the machine took
more promising form and a model was

hurried through as rapidly as possible.

Woodville Latham was ill and unable to

be on hand for the finishing touches and
the first test.

Late on the night of February 26, Otway
Latham, Dickson and Lauste gathered about
the workbench to look over the assembled
machine. It was time to try it out.

Otway swung an electric light by its cord
and Dickson turned the crank and made
the picture.

With feverish haste and anxiety they de-
veloped the film. It had a clearly defined

record of the swinging light. It was a

victory for their new machine. But their

problem of getting the picture on the
screen was yet before them. Thus far they
had done only what Edison and Dickson

(Continued on page 96)
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had done long before them. They had
recorded the motion picture on the film.

But this was progress.

After an uncomfortable, restive night,

Woodville Latham awakened early the next
morning. It was not yet daylight. He con-
sulted his watch and found it was five

o'clock. When he turned up the gas he
caught a glimpse of a note that had been
pushed under the door. Curious, he stopped
and picked it up. Folded within it was a
bit of film with the pictures of the electric

light and a notation :

To my friend, Woodville Latham:
Compliments of W. K. L. Dickson.

The note itself read:

Experiment most successful. We
took a picture. Don't wake us up as

we did not reach the room until 3
A. M. Otway.

There was a vast encouragement in this

for the patiently hopeful Professor Latham.
When some days later his health per-

mitted, Latham went down to the shop
and looked over the machine. There was
about this time just a hint of friction with
Dickson. Otway Latham remarked to his

father that Dickson had developed a pen-
chant for talking in French to Lauste.
Otway did not understand French. The
father then issued instructions that orders

to the workman would come from his

son and that English would be more popu-
lar about the place.

Meanwhile over at West Orange, William
E. Gilmore, the new Edison general man-
ager, had been accumulating observations
and information. He was not entirely

pleased with what he had gathered.

It was April 2, 1895, just one year to the

day after Gilmore 's arrival, that a long
impending explosion occurred.

There were three of them in the room,
Gilmore, Edison, and Dickson.

"I was accused to the effect my relations

with the Lathams were not honorable," is

the way Dickson described the situation,

relating the event on the witness stand many
years later.

" 'I don't believe a dam word of it,'

"

was the way the witness quoted Edison's
response.

Thereat, Dickson, filled with a brief con-
fidence, suggested that either he or Gilmore
should leave the Edison establishment.

There was, it seems, an awkward silence.

Then since Edison's "decision was not
sufficiently whole hearted" as Dickson de-
scribed on the witness stand, he resigned on
the spot.

SOME days later Dickson, returned to

the Edison laboratories and removed his

personal effects. It was an abrupt parting
that was not without its elements of regret

to Edison. Dickson had been with him
many years.

This was the end of relations between the
two men who had labored through the
tedious days and nights in "Room Five" to
achieve the motion picture.

Both were to continue for a time as
significant factors in motion picture develop-
ment. Out of Dickson's departure and
subsequent connections was to come the
great war that for ten years filled the courts
with bitter litigations and hampered the
development of the screen.

For a short time after this parting with
Edison, Dickson continued his relations, in-

definite as they had been, with the Lathams.
By this time the Lathams had often pro-

jected pictures on their laboratory walls.

On the afternoon of Sunday, April 21,

1895, Woodville Latham gave an exhibition
of his projection machine to reporters. He
was ready to tell the world about it. The
next morning the New York Sun carried a
story about the showing. It was illustrated
with an old fashioned chalk plate draw-
ing, depicting something that was new to
the world—Motion pictures on a screen.

It was a somewhat partisan piece of
reporting. The Sun was obviously influ-

enced strongly by the name of Edison and
the fame of the kinetoscope. The Sun said:

MAGIC LANTERN KINETOSCOPE
Edison Says Latham's Device Is Old and

Promises to Beat It.

An exhibition of what Edison considers
a kinetoscope so arranged as to throw the
pictures, enlarged, upon a screen, was
given yesterday afternoon at 3 5 Frank-
fort Street by Woodville Latham. He calls
his arrangement the Pantoptikon. The il-

lustration gives a very good idea of what
it looks like. The continuous film of pho-
tographic pictures with slots cut in the
edges to catch the teeth of a sprocket that
keeps it from slipping is reeled in front of
the electric light of a sort of magic lantern,
and so the pictures are thrown successively
on the screen with sufficient rapidity to
produce the well known kinetoscope or
zoetrope effect of animated pictures.

The pictures shown yesterday portrayed
the antics of some boys at play in a park.
They wrestled, jumped, fought, and tumbled
over one another. Near where the boys
were romping a man sat reading a paper
and smoking a pipe. Even the puffs of
smoke could be plainly seen, as could also
the man's movements when he took a hand-
kerchief from his pocket. The whole pic-
ture on the screen yesterday was about the
size of a standard window sash, but the
size is a matter of expense and adjust-
ment. Mr. Latham's camera will take forty
pictures a second, and it can be set up
anywhere, in the street or on the top of
a house.

Mr. Latham says that he will try to ob-
tain a patent on his apparatus, which
thus enables the exhibitor to show kine-
toscope effects to a large audience at one
time.
A Sun reporter saw Mr. Edison last eve-

ning and described the Latham machine to
him. Hearing the description, Mr. Edison
said

:

"That is the kinetoscope. This strip of
film with the pictures which you have
here, is made exactly as the film I use.
The holes in it are for the spokes of the
sprocket, which I devised.

"The throwing of the pictures on a
screen was the very first thing I did with
the kinetoscope. I didn't think much of
that, because the pictures were crude,
and there seemed to me to be no commer-
cial value in that feature of the machine.

"In two or three months, however, we
will have the kinetophone perfected, and
then we will show you screen pictures.
The figures will be life size, and the sound
of the voice can be heard as the movements
of the figures are seen.

"If Mr. Latham can produce life-size

pictures now, as we will do with the kine-
tophone, that's a different matter.

. "When Latham says he can set up his
kinetograph anywhere and take the pictures
for his machine, he means that he has
simply a portable kinetograph.
"We have had one of those for six

months. The reason that our pictures all

had to be taken here at first was that our
kinetograph was unwieldy.

"If they exhibit this machine, improve
on what I have done, and call it a kine-
toscope, that's all right. I will be glt.d of
whatever improvements Mr. Latham may
make.

"If they carry the machine around the
country, calling it by some other name,
that's a fraud, and I shall prosecute who-
ever does it. I've applied for patents long
ago."

THE next morning in his room at the

Hotel Bartholdi, Woodville Latham
turned to the paper to see what had re-

sulted from his exhibition—the first screen

publicity show in the world.

We can well imagine the scene with Major
Latham, hot with anger as he strode the

floor with the paper clenched in his hand.
(Continued on page 97)
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A generation before in the Latham family

this would have been provocation for a

challenge and an affair of pistols and coffee.

But presently he was Professor Latham
again. He sat down to his desk and with
painstaking care and control, wrote such a

letter as he deemed compatible with his

dignity and the situation.

The first article in the Sun had won a
double column space at the top of page 2.

The next day on page 5, under a patent
medicine advertisement, the Sun published
Woodville Latham's letter:

LATHAM'S PANTOPTICON

97

The Inventor of It Denies That It Infringes
Upon the Kinetoscope.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE SUN—Sir

:

You take notice in this morning's issue of
a device of mine fcr projection on a screen
photographs of moving objects, and if you
had stopped at that I should now be in

your debt. But along with your account of
the apparatus you publish certain invidious
utterances of Mr. Thomas A. Edison,
which, if they went unchallenged, might re-
flect on me personally in the estimation of
persons who do not know me or are unac-
quainted with the facts, and I, therefore,
very respectfully request that you will give
similar publicity to a word of reply from
me.

I am not acquainted with the interior
structure of Mr. Edison's kinetoscope, and
am unable, therefore, to tell whether there
are points of similarity between bis ap-
paratus and mine or not. I have, however,
seen the outside of his, and I do know
that mine is not half as large, though it

includes an appliance for projection, which
his does not. Another obvious difference
is that my machine can carry thousands of
feet of film as well as shorter lengths, and
can be used for making long exhibitions,
while as I am creditably informed, his
larger machine (first made by the way, on
the order of one of my sons) , can carry
no more than one hundred and fifty feet
of film, and can afford an exhibition of
only about one minute. These facts would
seem to indicate a very material differ-

ence of make-up. However, I applied some
weeks ago for letters patent on my ap-
paratus, and it will not be a great while
before the public will have better evidence
that Mr. Edison's mere ipse dixit as to

the priority of claim.
As to Mr. Edison's threat to "prose-

cute" anybody that exhibits my machine
under any other name than the one he
chooses to call it by, it is something a
great deal worse than puerile. I refer not,
at this time, to characterize it more point-
edly. So far as his even qualified charge
of "fraud" is concerned, I have only to

say he would probably not have made it if

he had reflected that the men to whom he
is indebted for ideas touching his kineto-
scope are quite as numerous, both in this

country and abroad, as are. those who, by
any possibility, could appropriate his own.

If Mr. Edison can project pictures of
moving objects on a screen, as he says he
can, why does he not do it as publicly as
I have done, and do it at once?

WOODVILLE LATHAM.
HOTEL BARTHOLDI,
April 22.

In this exchange of charges and challenges

of twenty-seven years ago is reflected the

coloration of all the embitterments that

were to run down through the years of

picture history.

IT was natural, in view of the events of

April 2, that Edison should look upon
Woodville Latham as an interloper and an
infringer. Just as it is obvious today that

Latham was a man of rigid principles, of

old fashioned rectitude, conducting himself

in this complex situation in a manner that

squared with his own conscience. It is per-

haps just as natural, too, that Latham
should have misjudged Edison and belittled

his attainment of the kinetoscope. Latham
had heard some prejudiced testimony in the

matter.

(Continued on page g8)
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It was a large misfortune to the motion
picture. There was to be no peace from
that day until the remote end of 1908,

thirteen battle wrung years away.
To give this period its proper place in

the sense of time, it is of interest to note
that the newspapers in this week of the

motion picture's birth were spicy with the

sensational disclosures of the Oscar Wilde
case. Also that week Kaiser Wilhelm an-
nounced the coming opening of the Kiel

Canal and the United States accepted an
invitation to send warships to the cere-

monial.

Meanwhile the problem of screen pro-
jection was not so nearly solved as might
be surmised at this point. The pictures

which the Latham machine projected were
highly imperfect and unsatisfactory. They
came near to complete motion picture illu-

sion, but their fault lay in a minor but all

important technical detail. The time in

which each successive "frame" or step of

the film was stopped and exposed to the

eye did not sufficiently exceed the interval

of motion, or the time in which the film

was moving from one position to the next.

But the Latham enterprise was not amply
financed. It was desirable to get it to

earning an income as soon as possible.

Hasty steps were taken to get the products
of the Lambda company before the public

as soon as possible.

The next move was the making of a pic-

ture. In view of the success that the

Latham brothers showing of their six round
(To be co

prize fight special in the kinetoscope peep
show in Nassau street, it was an easy con-
sequence that they should decide upon
another fight as their first production for

the screen.

A bright sunny day, just after the first

of May, Otway Latham in the role of direc-

tor staged a fight between "Young Griffo"

and "Battling Barnett" on the roof of

Madison Square Garden. W. K. L. Dickson,
now no longer connected with the Edison
enterprises, assisted at the making of this

picture.

May 20, 180s, the Griffo-Barnett fight

went on exhibition to the public at 153
Broadway. It ran its flickering way in

about four minutes.

So the motion picture opened for the

first of all first runs on Broadway. How
far was that little four minute picture on
the magic lantern sheet in a storeroom from
today's motion picture magnificences of up-
per Broadway, with its multi-million dollar

screen theatres!

Simultaneously with that opening on
lower Broadway the Lambda company
started its commercial career by offering for

sale state rights on the use of their pro-
jection machine. The Lathams started to
build a number of machines and to make
pictures to be shown on the new born
screen.

The beginning had been made. This was
the founding of the motion picture indus-
try. Potential millions of profits w:ere

waiting.

ntinued)

How To Do It

(Continued from page 69)

decided to do so at the studio. To my sur-

prise, upon arriving at the gates I was ad-
mitted without a word or blow.

Director Punch was in the yard. He told

me where to find my dressing room. Imag-
ine my indignation upon reaching it to find

it full of cannibals ! That was my first real

disillusionment,—finding my part was to be
shared with a hundred others. What chance
is there for individual expression when one's

part is shared with a hundred others? I

thought of entering an objection but decided

to wait until I was starred.

Let me say here, never raise any objections

to anything during your struggle. Just save

them up until you are a star and then enter

them all at once.

A friendly cannibal showed me how to

put on the tropic complexion and gave me a

little shrub which he told me to drape to the

best of my advantage. This I did.

With my heart throbbing openly, I ar-

rived on the "set." Miss Razehell, the little

star, was at that time very democratic, al-

though I hear she has become very upstage

recently. Her kindness toward extra men
was well-known. Although I was just one
of the mob, she noted my personality and
when it came time for the big rescue scene

where she was borne on the stalwart shoul-

ders of a Christian cannibal out of harm's
way, the director came right over and
picked me out.

There was to be a fight between the villain

who had lured Miss Razehell to the lonely

island for the dire purpose of kissing her,

and one of the noble savages, whose sis-

ter, Little-Sloe-Foot, had been overtaken

and harmed by the same monster. I was
to play the pal of the savage who fought

the villain, and during the fight I was to

bear Miss Razehell out of harm's way.
Well, the fight was staged, the villain

punching at the noble savage and the n. s.

stroking back. I was loitering in the back-
ground shooting craps with another cannibal

when I heard Miss Razehell exclaim:

"For Gawd's sake, Punch, this jazzbo

fights like a sissy. Where'd you get him?"
She was referring to Lawrynce Jasmyne,

the boy who was playing the noble sav-

age.

"As the red man's hope you're a fine Mel-
on's food product," screamed Miss Razehell.

"Take him away before he tickles some-
body."

I had crowded near to observe the fight

and show my interest. Lawrynce Jasmyne
was leaping about, making queer gestures

at the villain.

"What's he doing?" I asked, eager to ab-
sorb knowledge.
Miss Razehell glanced at me.
"Why, don't you recognize the swan

dance?" she cried. "That's what you get,

Punch, for engaging a Denishawn dancer
for a prizefighter."

"Oh, Hell !" said Punch, stepping on the

assistant director's derby. "Here you"

—

he was addressing me!—"Can you fight?"

Without waiting for further opportunity,

I leaped upon the villain and commenced
pounding him in the head.

"Here, here ! you fool," cried Mr. Punch.
"This is a movie fight—not a murder!"

I said, "Oh !" and released the villain's

head from under my arm. He sighed and
sat down heavily, but they brought him to

with the aid of Miss Razehell's smelling salts

which she always carries in a flask. Then
I learned how to fight fiercely without doing

any harm to the opponent's make-up. All

the time Miss Razehell was cheering me on
with bright smiles and such kindly appreci-

ation as "That a bo!"
(Concluded on page 99)
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How To Do It

(Concluded from page q8)

FROM that point on Miss Razehell showed
a personal interest in me. Everybody

referred to me as "Lotta's new one," mean-
ing her new "discovery."

The next day Miss Razehell had a row
with the director. Of course she triumphed,

great artiste that she is. The subject of the

row was, I learned, none other than me.

Miss Razehell had seen my talents and knew
I possessed the attributes of the ideal screen

lover. So she insisted that my part be

changed so I would win her in the end.

This necessitated some trivial changes in the

plot, and the director stupidly was against

them.
"The public wont stand for you marrying

a naked cannibal," roared Punch to Miss
Razehell.

"I could put some clothes on," I suggested.

"Oh shut-up," said Punch.
Finally they fixed the scenario so that I

would be only half-cannibal, the daughter

of a white missionary mother and a cannibal

father who had been reformed by the mis-

sionary and culinary work of my mother.

Thus over night I became a leading man
and was hailed as a discovery by the public.

But my struggle was not over. The di-

rector, jealous because he hadn't discovered

me, wanted to fire me. Professional jealousy

is a terrible thing. Then, too, the producer

couldn't see me in anything but half-can-

nibal parts. That is another thing—as soon

as you triumph in one type of part they

want you to keep on playing it. If it

hadn't been for Miss Razehell, I might have
gone on playing cannibals eternally. In her

next picture I played an English lord with

the same daring as in the cannibal part.

Contrary to persistent rumor, Miss Raze-
hell and I have never become man and wife.

We were just co-stars. Here again I must
admit that professional jealousy crept in,

although not on my part. Seeing that Miss
Razehell was becoming jealous over the way
the exhibitors were featuring me above her,

I went to the producer and suggested he

star me alone. He said the best he could

do would be to put me in a serial playing

the Man-Ape. I was not in sympathy with
the part, as I am ambitious to play such

parts as Ibsen and Shakespeare. Anyhow,
the company had given me rotten stories

with all the fat parts going to Miss Raze-
hell, despite the fact that the exhibitors

and fans were clamoring for me. And my
salary, even though it was in the four fig-

ures, was ridiculous in comparison with
what I was earning the producer. I have
figures to show that I was earning the old

usurer a half million a year clear profit on
each of my pictures.

So I am about to form a company of my
own, as soon as the capital has been raised.

In conclusion, let me say that there is

nothing to "pull" in the movies. You have
to make good on your own talent without
the aid of anyone. I do know a few stars

who have been made through the love inter-

est on the part of someone, but they are

waning fast and soon will be seen no more.
To make a success in the movies you've
got to have brains, intellect, and be a gen-
tleman of culture. But above all you've
got to be a Genius.

GEN. FRANCISCO VILLA, once the
leading Mexican rebel leader, who made

his peace with the De la Huerta Govern-
ment and retired to a large estate at Canu-
tillo, in Durango, given him by the Govern-
ment, has complained to President Obregon
that bandits robbed him of 200 head of
horses. Villa asks for more adequate pro-
tection from marauding bands.

—

Louisville

Courier-Journal.
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is Everlasting
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the "Music Pals of the Nation" easily and quickly enable you tc

play the music of the day Dcliglit your friends, increase your pop-
ularity, income and pleasure by playing for social affairs, concerts,

entertainments, etc. Organize a Gibson Orchestra; we help; you re-
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for a Gibson ; brings you wholesome ycar-'round entertainment and
profit. Gibsons are the recognized world standard. Guaranteed for life.
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Guitar Co.
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RIP VAN WINKLE, Jr.

(Alias Ray McKee)

RIP VAN WINKLE fell asleep, in the

depths of the Catskill Mountains, for

twenty years. But Ray McKee fell

asleep for three months—in the heart of

Hollywood ! Of the two, it's almost easier

to believe Rip's story ! For Rip had been
drinking heavily of the cup that cheers

while Ray had been working hard, mak-
ing a picture.

He began to feel drowsy on the lot,

where they were filming "Merely Mary-
Ann." He was Shirley Mason's leading

man—it was a good part, and there was no
reason for him to fall asleep over it ! But the

drowsy feeling persisted, and finally, he

stole away from the set. He was almost
overcome with sleep when he reached his

bungalow, and so he went straight to his

bed room and threw himself, fully clothed,

across his bed. And when Pat O'Malley,
a close friend of his, came to call on him

—

some six hours later—he hadn't moved.
Of course, Pat tried to waken him. But

no amount of trying did any good. Ray
slept on—and on. So finally, a doctor was
sent for. And then another doctor. And
then a Specialist. But he never woke up.

For the dreams had begun.

Strange, fantastic dreams, they were.

Dreams of murders, and railroad wrecks,

and Chinamen with long black hair that

swept all about him in great oily tangles.

Dreams more thrilling than the most lurid

serial—dreams more full of crime and terror

than Lon Chaney's newest picture. (It is

called, "The Blind Bargain," and Ray, by
the way, plays second lead in it.) Some of

the dreams made him cry out in terror

—

some of them sent him cowering into the

corner of his bed. But they didn't waken
him.
The specialists, after many consultations,

pronounced Ray's trouble "Sleeping Sick-

ness," a disease almost unknown in North
America. People marveled and asked ques-

tions. But Ray kept on dreaming.
His hair grew long, and he acquired a

beard. And then the long hair turned
white. He changed, in appearance, from a

joyous boy to an emaciated old man. And
then, he suddenly woke up.

His first idea was to go back to the set,

and to the filming of "Merely Mary-Ann."
For he thought that his sleep had only been
of the normal, one-night-stand variety. "I
have a call in for nine o'clock!" he pro-
tested weakly. And, because they were
afraid to cross him in his weakened con-
dition, they carried him out to his car and
took him to the studio. It was only then
that he understood, for they were making
an entirely different picture.

"I broke down and cried," he said, "when
I saw it—for I thought they'd left me out.

I didn't know what had happened until I

caught a glimpse of my reflection in a mir-
ror. I don't wonder that only Rip Van
Winkle's dog recognized him !

"There have been only twenty-two cases

of 'Sleeping Sickness' in this country, I be-
lieve. The other twenty-one? I'd rather

not talk about them. I got well, and my
white hair came out, and then when other
hair grew it was as dark as ever. So I

don"t feel that my long nap has really

hurt me. Only—I'm three months younger,
really, than I am."
Ray McKee was a child of the theater.

He doesn't remember any part of his life,

he says, that has not been identified with
the drama. He made his screen debut in

the days of the old Edison Company, went
back on the speaking stage for a short

time, and then entered the pictures again

—

through the medium of the War Depart-
men. With Claire Adams and Helen Fergu-
son he worked in several stories. And then,

the war was over and he put on civilian

clothes and went West to play leads in

Fox films. The "Sleeping Sickness" came at

the end of a two year engagement.
Rip Van Winkle didn't do much work,

after his long rest. But Ray McKee feels

that he has slept away all hope of a vaca-
tion. He is even now launched upon a
new experience for he is, at present, sailing

toward the Caribbean Sea, where he will

catch, all alone and with a hand-harpoon, a
monster whale. This is the big moment of

a new picture, made to keep green the

memory of the old whaling days. And Ray
is the star of it

!

Solving the Million-Dollar Mystery
(Concluded from page 76)

He points the beezer towards the exit and
beats it home to his storm and strife.

In the meanwhile, said storm and strife

meets the Count and they park themselves

in the tower room, where Sergius puts the

B on her for 90,000 francs, after peddling

a lot of noise about his family honor and
how hard it was to make a touch from a

Jane. He even turned on the weeps for her.

Maruschka, the miad, goes balmy in the

belfry and sets fire to the joint and then

hoofs it to a nice peak where she takes a

brodie into the briny deep to end her sor-

rows.

Soon the tower is a mass of flames, and
Sergius forgets the lady and starts tearing

around like a prairie dog looking for an out.

He believed in the tradition of "Women and
children first," but when the firemen arrived

with the life net he jumped first to show
her how and incidentally to make sure of

himself.

Just as she leaps, her husband, the envoy,
arrives on the scene and rushes her home in

a taxi. He finds Sergius' note stuck in her
waist and goes back to the Villa and socks

the Count in the kisser. Sergius believed

that it was against the Queensbury rules

to take another, so stayed where he was till

the envoy had left.

That seemed the tip off to pull up the

stakes and blow. So late that night, Olga
and her pal packed like a couple of one-night
standers and had everything set for a nice

getaway, when in blew a half a dozen fly

cops who were as welcome as a bad disease.

They doffed the kellys, produced the brace-

lets, and escorted the two broads to the

hoosegow.
Here is where the Count proved what a

sap he was. He knew that the two dames
were taking a run out powder, as the game
was up, and his only play was the tall pines.

But, instead, the smelt-faced rummy
sneaks over to the counterfeiter's shack and
climbs the trellis to the half-witted daugh-
ter's room.

Here he gets a dirk stuck in his ribs and
is bundled up like an Egyptian mummy and
dumped into the sewer—a most appropriate

resting place for the silly-looking dumb-bell
and his playthings, "Foolish Wives."
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The Last Straw
(Continued from page 29)

laughed heartily, with real enjoyment.
What a screamingly funny old idiot Hughie
was! Anyway, he still handed her a lot of

laughs.

She began to straighten the house. She
iid all the work herself—except for the

weekly washing and cleaning—because she

rouldn't get a servant Hugh would put up
ivith who would put up with him. For
;hat matter, she had never found one whose
:ooking suited him. He never let her know,
){ course, until five minutes before meal
ime, but over half the time he came home
:o dinner. He liked her cooking.

She understood Hugh so well.

And—she loved him.

She didn't exactly know why, but she

lid.

2 HE was meditating on the fact as she

J gathered up the dishes, when she heard

t step and a moment later her mother, in a

aded gingham house dress, came through
he back door.

"Hello, mama," said Lucy, giving her a

juick hug and kiss.

"Hello, Lucy," said her mother, regard-

ng her under bent brows with her sharp,

ittle old eyes. "How did he behave this

nornin', by gosh?"
"All right. He's gone."

"Yes, I heard the car"—Mrs. O'Bannon
at down in one of the kitchen chairs—"else
M not have come over. I've not a dis-

>osition like yours, Lucy, my angel. It's

louncin' a frying pan off his bean, I'd be.

*Jot," as Lucy shook her head, "not, in-

leed, that it'd do a mite of good. That I

;rant you. Had I had the ill luck to marry
dm, I'd have been hanged long ago, a dis-

;race to my family and my church. How-
ever, in lots of ways, Hugh's a good man

—

i good man. He's a hard worker, and a

ooney maker—though he don't consider you
inder the head of necessary expenses, I'm
ure. And he's a success, which you like

lest of all, though what good it is to you,
'm not able to say.

"You would have him, Lucy. You was
et on marryin" him, three years before he
sked you—wantin' to marry an actor you
fere from the time you could cry. You
eas stuck on him, Lucy, my girl, and you
vere that pretty, though you've gone off

:onsiderable since, I must say, that he
:ouIdn't but fall in love with you. Well,

oo, I think he's faithful to you."

"Think? Oh, mama dear, you know that

whatever else he is, Hugh is a good, true

lusband. I've no women to worry about."
"If there exists on the face of this planet

i man like that, may I be forgiven for the

iinful wrong I've done him in my thoughts.

[ never knew but one husband that I was
;ure was faithful to his wife—and that was
Patsy Donavan's husband that was para-
yzed."

"Oh, mama. Hugh has his little ways—

"

"Ways, indeed! He has. But, men are
men, daughter. You can never say I de-
reived you in your bringing up. You knew
is well as a woman can that hasn't had to

live with one of them, what they are. I

told you myself. And an actor—for a girl

is had been raised respectable among hard-
tvorkin' God-fearin' folks. But girls get like

that. And as I say, you might have done
worse if marry you had to. He don't drink.

It's too expensive now. And he don't beat
fou."

"Mama!"
"Well, Lucy, as good women as yourself

have been married to men that knocked
em about now and again. Your father was
the kind of a man that every now and then

(Continued on page 102)
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Spring display of Priscilla Dean Hals

for Girls. And yet, with all their excep-

tional quality, they cost no more than ordi-

nary hats. Every hat is a beauty, every price

a delightful surprise. And the range of
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(Continued from page 101)
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* *J. W. KOBI COMPANY, 151 Spring St., Seattle.
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would let fly wid his fists and they'd connect

up wid me somewheres. What have you to

do today, Lucy? Can you go to a show
with your mother this afternoon?"

"Oh, mama, I just can't. I'd love to.

But he may be home to dinner, and I've got

to wash his dress shirts and clean up and
look over his dinner things and go over to

the studio this afternoon and, let me see
—

"

"Not a thing to do, you lazy critter, as

Hugh would say. Well, now, I'll tell you.

My own little work's been done since six

o'clock. I'm too old to lie a-bed mornin's

now that I can. Now, Lucy, you do your
housework and I'll wash them shirts. 'Tis

really my washing that he likes did he but

know it. Then I'll fix your dinner for you,

child, and you git over to the studio. If

you can get home in time, 'phone to me,
and I'll take you out to a cool place for

something refreshin'. I might even blow us

to a taxi-cab. Have you got any money?"
Lucy mopped the sink with her dish rag

and shook her head.

"Well, I have, and what's more, Lucy, I

want you never to forget that though I'm
not a woman who would interfere between

a man and his wife—not even my own
daughter would I ever advise to leave her

man if I knew him to be a mean, picking

devil that didn't treat her nowhere nears

right—but just the same, my girl, remem-
ber your father was not a poor man when
he passed to his reward, whatever that may
have been. Mama has kept it safe for

you, and if ever you want to come home,
there'll be more clothes and a servant girl

and a flivver
—

"

Lucy Beresford began to laugh.

"Mama, what an old fraud you are.

Don't worry about me, dear. Hugh's odd,

but I understand him. And I do love him,

mama."

"Do you, indeed? Well, there's no ac-

countin' for tastes, as I once told your
father' when he got himself mixed up with

that thin, lanky Judy Dellamore. But

—

mightn't you get tired sometime, Lucy?"
"I don't believe so, mama dear. He's

a good man at heart. He's funny, but I've

loved him so long he's a habit with me
and nobody else would put up with him.

Sometimes I'm not as patient as I might be

and I know I'm not wise enough to help

him get over his foolishness as some women
might. Sometimes, when I can't laugh for

quite a long time, I get fed up, but a

woman ought to stay with her man as long

as she's able, oughtn't she, mama? You

—

did."

"Yep. I did. But your father only

—

well, I suppose to each wife is given the

things she can bear with—one can bear

women and another can bear liquor and
another can bear poverty—and so forth.

You're a fine little woman, Lucy, a fine

little woman. A better woman than your
mother, which is as it should be. But
you're not an angel yet, and as I said to

your husband, on one of the few times I

addressed myself to him, I said, 'Hugh, my
lad, there's always that last straw as breaks

the camel's back. Be careful and remem-
ber what better men than you have forgot,

that had good, patient wives—there's always

a last straw with a woman the same as

with a camel !' And now what'll I get for

his dinner?"

II

MRS. HUGH BERESFORD, very trim
and neat in her blue, home-made

dotted Swiss, started briskly on the eight-

block walk to the studio.

Her house was in order, mama was pre-

paring her delicious chicken salad and a
cold boiled tongue and a strawberry short-

cake for Hugh's dinner. She had made out

the checks, and the shirts were washed and
it was not yet noon. The Hollywood
streets were cool and had for her that

same fascination that had so ensnared her

imagination on the day Hugh had brought
her to their first little home.
As she stepped gaily along, her easy

laughter and love of fun welled in her

eyes and came from her lips in a little tune-

ful whistle.

She stopped short to admire a gorgeous
wistaria in full bloom before she realized

that the gray pergola it covered was at-

tached to the charming mansion of Miss
Maude Sutton. She didn't know Miss Sut-

ton very well, though this was the third

picture in which Hugh had appeared with
her. (Hugh liked to ' refer to himself as

a juvenile or a juvenile lead. He never re-

minded her that they had been married
eight years except in private.)

AS a matter of fact, Hugh was thirty-

/"\ four, though he really didn't look more
than the twenty-eight which he claimed.

Mrs. Beresford gave a quick sigh. She was
five years younger than Hugh, yet she knew
most people thought her older. Well, women
grew old faster than men and she didn't

have the time nor the money to keep her-

self up as Hugh did.

Hugh needed so much, a man in his posi-

tion always had to make a showing. And
though Hugh was such a good actor he

wasn't a very good business man. She
knew she was rather stupid and hadn't had
Hugh's advantages—he often reminded her

of it—but sometimes she could see busi-

ness advantages that he couldn't. He didn't

always get his salary and sometimes he lost

his temper with directors or producers and
lost a good engagement. He wasn't a man
everybody liked to have around the lot.

As she gazed at the gray house beyond
the wistaria, thinking on these things, she

suddenly remembered Hugh's stick. He'd
want it. She didn't know Miss Sutton
well, but she was probably at the studio

anyway and the servants could give her the

stick.

But Miss Sutton wasn't at the studio and
the butler asked Mrs. Beresford to come in.

Lucy smoothed her skirts and pulled out the

little brown curls over her ears. She hadn't

meant to call.

Maud Sutton was a beautiful woman.
Otherwise, of course, she would not have
been a star. She was almost forty, but she

still held her following.

Little Mrs. Beresford felt embarrassed at

first and then somehow she felt quite at

ease. After all, Miss Sutton was only a

woman and there was dust all over the top

of the grand piano and the rooms hadn't

been aired. They were very gorgeous, but

there wasn't much light and sunshine. The
iced tea the butler brought in wasn't made
properly and there wasn't enough ice in it.

Poor Hugh. How that must have annoyed
him. And poor Miss Sutton. With all her

fame and money not to know how to run

her home and not to have anybody to look

after her nicely.

The butler brought the stick and Lucy
took it—she couldn't keep her hands nice,

and she was conscious of their rough red-

ness when she looked at Maud Sutton's

lovely, white soft hands.

Afterwards, Lucy could not remember just

when she became conscious that Miss Sut-

ton was patronizing her. Nor when some-

(Continued on page 103)
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thing within her registered quiet suspicion.

Phrases only stood out.

"Your husband's marvelous intellect.

Dear Hugh's immense appreciation of the

new poets. Hughie's great love for good
music. Did Mrs. Beresford play? No?
What a pity. Wasn't she fortunate to be

married to such a high, artistic soul as

Hughie? Wives often didn't appreciate their

husbands but she knew Mrs. Beresford did.

Sometimes, unfortunately men like Hugh
were bound to narrow, jealous wives who
limited their viewpoint and experience.

Did Mrs. Beresford mind if she, an old

friend, congratulated her on her sensible

outlook?"
Mrs. Beresford said goodby rather hastily.

She might not be a clever woman but

she was an intuitive one. She could, for

instance, recognize a cat when she saw one.

What did the woman mean, with such talk?

There was an expression on Lucy's face very

like her mother as she concentrated.

The chauffeur's face that morning when
be mentioned Maud Sutton. The butler's

startled expression when she gave him her

name. The atmosphere of that house—un-
wholesome, unaired, messy. This untidy,

scented, beautiful woman with her tangle

af golden hair.

She nodded to the gateman and ran up
the white, wooden steps to her husband's
dressing room. In one hand she carried

tier little bag of cleaning things and, in the

Bther, Hugh's stick.

He was eating luncheon which James
brought him every day from a nearby tea-

room. His make-up was bright pink—he

held that a pink make-up made him look

younger—but even with it on, he was a fine,

landsome chap.

''Hello, darling," he said, "you're early,

i'ou mustn't start cleaning until I'm gone,

i'ou know how it upsets me to have clean-

ing going on around me. Never mind. I

tjave to be back on the set at one."

V/IRS. BERESFORD did not sit down.
.VI She looked her husband squarely in

:he eye—she even pointed at him with his

>wn stick.

"Hugh, what's this between you and Maud
Sutton?"
Now Hugh Beresford was a man who

arely troubled himself to lie, even to save
:hose he loved. What he did, he did by
livine right. The king could do no wrong.
His face, therefore, openly showed annoy-
ince.

"Lucy, what's this, what's this? Don't
ton know you mustn't come in here when
I'm trying to relax and strengthen myself
or the afternoon and upset me by firing

questions at me? Really, darling, you
ihould have a little more consideration."
Inwardly, Lucy could not control a spasm

)f laughter. How consistent the brute was!
"Never mind your digestion for a min-

ite, Hugh. What is it? I've just been
:here," she waved the stick by way of
:xplanation, "and I don't like it. Have
fou been having an—an affair with Maud
sutton?"

Hugh looked embarrassed. "Now, Lucy,
ny loves can't you see you mustn't ask me
:hings like that, dear? You know what a
lentleman's code is. One can't speak of
:hose things even to one's wife. However,
n this case, there's nothing to conceal. I'm
1 good bit fed up with Maud Sutton. She
las such a bad cook. Plays the piano well,
:hough. But you know how these movie
[tars are. She has some really wonderful
irst editions—poems. And she insists upon
reading them outloud herself. And of

(Continued on page 104)
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"Our Dick"—"Our Star

First National's Adopted

Son, Makes Good In His

Second Starring Picture,

? ?

"The Seventh Day »

FRESH from his triumphs in "Tol'able David," Richard Barthelmess

has scored another big success in "The Seventh Day," presented

by Inspiration Pictures, Inc.

Richard Barthelmess' popularity as an actor has long been estab'

lished, and now he has made good as a star in the Inspiration Pictures

productions.

You will be delighted with "The Seventh Day" and also with his

coming picture "Sonny." It is such pictures as these that First Na'
tional is proud to release— and they are the pictures that will appeal

to you for their sheer entertainment value.

Associated First National Pictures, Inc., is a nation wide organization

of independent theatre owners which fosters the production of finer

photoplays and which is devoted to the constant betterment of screen

entertainment. It accepts for exhibition purposes the pictures of inde-

pendent artists strictly on their merit as the best in entertainment.

Ask Your Theatre Owner IfHe Has a First National Franchise
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-«^ TACE HOWDER ^
^l^r* Per BoxOW^ Pre-War Price
"Queen of Toilet Po
ders." The favorite
of three generations,

Refuse Substitutes
They may be dan-

Rerous. Flesh White.
Pink or Cream. 50j.
a box at druggists tr

by mail. Over two
million boxes sold
annually. Send IOC.
for a sample box.

BEN. LEVY CO.
Preneh Prrfitmera, /Vpf

1 25 Kingston Si.. Boston. Mass.

California Bungalow Books
'Home Kraft" and "Draughtsman" each con-

tain Bungalows and Two Stories. "Plan Kraft"

Two Stories. "Kozy Homes" Bungalows. $1.00

each—all four for $3.00. De Luxe Flats $1.00.

DE LUXE BUILDING CO.
524 Union League Bldg., Los Angeles. Calif.
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By Merit Alone—
Chiropractic

Ask Your Local Chiro-

practor for Booklet, "The
Last Word."

DEFINITION
The practice of Chiropractic

consists of the adjustment, with

the hands, of the movable
segments of the spinal column
to normal position for the

purpose of releasing the

prisoned impulse.

has grown from an idea in the mind of one man in 1905 to

the second largest health profession in the world.

<] There are now approximately 14,000 practitioners, more

than a hundred schools and about 8,000 students.

<fl Twenty-one state governments have recognized the

science as distinct and different from anything else on earth.

<0 This growth in less than seventeen years has been, not

only without the aid of other professions engaged in getting

the sick well, but in spite[pf their utmost efforts to prevent.

<J Chiropractic has never had a single dollar of endowment
from state or national governments. It has overcome the

prejudice of the public, the opposition of other professions

intent on its extermination, and adverse laws in every state

in the Union.

<I It has recruited its patients from among those upon
whom other methods failed, and with these failures of other

methods upon which to prove its efficiency it has grown

like a green bay tree.

Write for information'regarding Chiropractors or Schools to the

UNIVERSAL CHIROPRACTORS ASS'N
DAVENPORT, IOWA

Do You £
know a girl beautiful enough for pictures?

you do, send in her photograph at once.

FOR DETAILS SEE PAGES 40-44.
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The Last Straw
(Continued from page 103)

course, she doesn't read well. I can say
that to you, Lucy. While 1, you know,
darling, how well I read. So I daresay I

sha'n't go there any more."
Lucy went slowly very white. She was a

normal little person and she had been
"raised respectable." Her sense of right and
wrong was unconfused and very definite.

"Hugh Beresford, you answer me this

minute. Did you—have you—or haven't

you done anything that I
—

"

"You mean anything technically wrong?
No, Lucy. Maud Sutton didn't appeal to

me in that way. I enjoyed her mind, her
artistic understanding of a certain side of my
nature. That was all. But, my dear, what
a way to talk. You're not a baby. You
surely realize that now that we have been
married for years and years, I must have
women friends, feminine interests, new ex-

periences. You women mustn't be selfish

about those things. A man's brain must be
fed. You can't expect to keep a man, say,

like myself, all for yourself. No."
He came over and sat down in the big

chair, pulling her down on his lap.

"You're just a little home midge. Don't
be silly, sweetheart. You know I love you
better than anything else in the world. I

don't say that if Maud Sutton had appealed

to me—or that if the future should bring

me some woman who could actually win
a higher love—but I doubt it. Didn't I

marry you, Lucy, when it couldn't mean a

thing in the world to me, either socially or_

financially? Lots of young actors would'
have been looking about for a rich society

girl. Haven't I always been a good, devoted
husband to you, and put up with your
funny ways and your carelessness and your
—your mother? Now run along, dear.

That is—I'll run. But I shouldn't be sur-

prised if I could manage you a little car

for yourself soon. I've just signed a new
five year contract here that

—

"

"O-oh, Hu-ghie. I'm so glad. Then you
did take my advice—

"

"Your advice? Well, darling, I daresay

I did if that's what you advised, though
I'd forgotten it. I'm old enough to think

for myself, you know. Anyway, love, don't

you worry your little head that you'll lose

me. You shall continue to be Mrs. Hugh
Beresford. Only don't let your mother put

any provincial notions in your head. This

is Hollywood in the twentieth century re-

member. And I'll be home early to dinner."

He slipped out of his dressing gown and
she helped him into his coat.

AS she scoured and straightened the

dressing room, mixed new powder to

match the old, cleaned brushes with gaso-

line and put fresh paper in the drawers,

Lucy Beresford was thinking hard. The
more she thought, the more hurt she be-

came. It was only a technical—the word
was Hugh's—faithfulness he was giving her.

He was going to have other women friends.

He had at the least been spending heaven
knew how much time with that odious

Maud Sutton while she herself hadn't been

to a theater or -a cafe with him in weeks.

She was a sensible little thing, but she

had to stop polishing the triple mirror and
put her head down and cry bitterly. .

How nonchalant he had been about it.

Didn't worry a bit. But to her it meant
a great deal She wasn't twentieth century

Hollywood. There could be only one end

to such talk. Marriage was marriage or

else it wasn't, to her. Up to now, as she

had told her mother, the woman question

had not concerned her.

Well, she still loved him. She wiped her

eyes. She had enshrined him years before

(Concluded on page 105)
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The Last Straw
(Concluded from page 104)
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she married him—even before she met him.

Now, he was a habit.

If her mother knew this—but her mother
shouldn't know. She would just have to

forgive Hugh this, take comfort that it

was not worse, and try to win him more
and more to his home.

She had rather an awful moment when
she wondered if she was doing the right

thing—if her indulgence and petting and
forgiveness weren't aiding and abetting

Hugh in his selfish egotism. Perhaps a

stronger woman would take her stand and
force him—but she was not a strong woman.
She couldn't do that. Only going on doing

the best

—

It was nice anyway that she knew so far

ahead that Hugh was coming home to din-

ner. It had been sweet of him to tell her.

Mama had everything ready and she could

spend her time making the house lovely and
herself pretty. She counted the remainder

of her household allowance. Yes, she'd stop

for some of that cheese he loved so.

He had been sweet. He'd said he loved

her better than anything else in the world.

Perhaps he felt a little ashamed. They'd
have a lovely evening together and forgive.

She had fixed her hair, put on her new
tan dinner frock, and completed her dinner

preparations when she heard the car stop.

Hugh came briskly up the walk. As he

stood in the doorway, she thought how good
looking he was.

"Hello, sweetheart," he called. And
Lucy, trying to prepare everything so that

it would be just right if he wanted to eat

now and so that it wouldn't spoil if he

wanted to wait half an hour, called back,

"Hello, dear, I'm in the kitchen."

He came into the spotless white kitchen

and pulled her ear, as she turned the bat-

ter-dipped cucumbers in brown butter.

"Never mind that for me, sweet," he said.

"I don't think I'll dine at home, after all.

Tom Mclnnes has asked me to go down to

the yacht club. He's going to call for me.
You know how the water rests me after a

hard day."

The last sentences floated down the stairs.

Lucy Beresford, her throat throbbing

with sobs, her eyes blinded with hot, angry
tears, went on mechanically frying cucum-
bers. She was never able to eat them
afterwards. Well, she knew how flattered

Hugh always was to be asked down to the

yacht club. He liked to get in with that

gang of big important men. She ought to

be glad Tom Mclnnes, Hugh's director, liked

him well enough to want him to go. Not
all men liked Hugh. It was a wise move.

It was all right. She'd had rather a
trying day, that was all. She'd call her

mother to come over and eat the dinner

and they'd have a visit and go to a show.

SUDDENLY upstairs she heard a terrific

bang—bang—followed by the sound of

shivering, exploding glass.

She ran to the stairs and called up, "Oh,
Hughie—oh, what is it?"

"Damn it," he yelled down. "I threw that

burned out light globe over my shaving
mirror on the floor, that's what it is. I've

told you already it was burned out and now,
by God, maybe I'll get a new one."

The echo of his feet going into his room.
Flung open doors. The drop of shoes

—

vicious. The creak of drawers hauled open.

Then—
"Lucy ! Luc-ee-eee ! What are you do-

ing? Why don't you help me? Where are

my best white pants? The other ones, with
the tan stripe in them. I can't find the

cursed things anywhere. What in the world
do you do with things? I can't imagine."

On the last words, Lucy walked quietly

into the room. From the nearest hanger
in the closet, not two feet from Hugh's face,

she took the best white pants.

Then she went deliberately to the open
window and threw them out, as far as

she could throw them.
They lit grotesquely, on a cactus plant

in the middle of the front lawn.

"There they are," she said. "Now go get

'em, if you want 'em. I'm going home to

my mother." And walked out.

Ill

"TN the name of hiven, what's this?"

1 Mrs. O'Bannon stopped before the

front window of her small, plush drawing
room and looked out intently.

A very handsome, dark blue coupe, driven

by a chauffeur in livery, had just drawn up.

The door opened instantly and Hugh
Beresford, resplendent in a Palm Beach ef-

fect, and bearing in one hand a bouquet of

American Beauties jumped out.

"Hello, mother," he said, as he took the

steps two at a time.

Mrs. O'Bannon regarded him silently, ag-
gressively from the doorway.
At last she said, "Did you want some-

thing?"
Hugh crimsoned slowly. "I—I wanted to

see Lucy," he said.

"U—um," said his mother-in-law. "Well,
the child's having her breakfast in bed. I

doubt if she wants to see you."
Hugh's eyes sought the brightly shining

coupe. "I—I wanted to show her the new
car I bought her," he said in a voice that

was quite new.
"That's nice," said Lucy's mother, "but it

may be 'twill take more than a new car to

mend a camel's back when you've broke it."

There was a little patter on the stairs,

and Lucy stood on the landing, flushed but
quiet.

"I thought I heard your voice, Hughie."
she said. "Why don't you ask Hugh to

come in, mother?"
"He can come in if he wants to," said

Mrs. O'Bannon. "I'm not stopping him."
Lucy, her little head very high, led the

way into the parlor.

"I brought you these roses," said her hus-
band.

"They're lovely," Lucy admitted, taking
them into her lap. "Thank you."
"And—if you'll just peek through that

window, Lucy, you'll see the little new car

I bought you—and I've got a maid for you
at the house. I think she's a very good
one."

"It's a beautiful car," said Mrs. Beres-
ford, "but—I don't think I want it. Cars
—and servants—well, that isn't it, Hughie.
I—I just can't come back."

There was a tense little silence. Lucy's
finger slowly plucked the rose leaves in her
lap, turning the petals back and forth.

Then suddenly the man knelt down be-
side her chair. "But Lucy—I can't live

without you. I—I'm sorry. I love you.
I know I was a pig—a fat headed pig.

Tom Mclnnes made me see things a little

last night from—from your point of view.
I'm sorry."

Lucy's lips were pale, but she shook
her head. "I'm glad you're sorry, Hugh

—

but I—don't think I could—start in all over
again. It's too much. No—I just can't."

"But Lucy—I need you. I need you."
The shaft of sunshine that sifted through

the drawn curtains fell just then on Lucy's
face. But 'it was a pale, cold thing com-
pared to the gorgeous light that came into

her eyes.

"Well," she said softly, "if you really

know you need me, Hughie—I guess I'll

come home "
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Foot-Bath

Allen's FoolEase
The Antiseptic, Healing
Powder for the Feet

Takes the friction from the [shoe, relieves

the pain of corns, bunions, callouses and
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Ophelia is to be immersed in oil and lit up

Alas, Poor Hamlet
(Continued from page 37)

DAVID WARK GRIFFITH

presents

"HEARTS OF ETERNITY"

A Moon-Tale of the Ages

Suggested by characters in one of Shake-

speare's plays

Hamlet Richard Barthelmess
Ophelia Lillian Gish

Foreword

In the mighty breasts of time beat the

hearts of eternity, sending their thrilling

throbs through the arteries of space, to warm,
with their life-giving corpuscles, the vast

anatomy of the universe. And so, good

friends, bear with us while we feel, ever so

tenderly, the rhythmical pulse beats of these

great organs of love.

(Close-up of hand turning leaves of a huge

volume, on each page of which are the ini-

tials D. G.)

The Story

SUB-TITLE: "In the little old town of

Elsinore dwelt a Girl and a Boy, lov-

ing, as you and I have loved, yearning,

as you and I have yearned, weeping, as

you and I have wept." (Close-up of Ham-
let and Ophelia kissing each other on the

brow, followed by close-ups of two doves,

two ducklings, two rabbits, two turtles, and
two gold-fish in similarly amorous prox-
imity.)

Hamlet is a wealthy youth, but he is

sadly maltreated by his cruel step-father,

who won't let him marry Ophelia because

the gal has had a scarlet past. Ophelia
realizes this, and the thought preys on her
mind. (Misty close-up of Ophelia's mind
in the act of being preyed upon.)

Hamlet goes out into the orchard and,

leaning against an apple tree in full bloom,
gazes at the distant hills and broods on the

inexorableness of fate. (Close-up of the

doves, ducklings, bunnies, turtles, and gold-

fish also brooding. Close-ups of the broods.)

He realizes that intolerance is as age-old

as time itself.

(Flash-back to a scene in ancient Rome
when Clementius the Licentious was Em-
peror. Hamlet appears as his step-son, and
Ophelia as a Christian martyr. A gladia-

torial exhibition is being conducted in the

vast Coliseum [reproduced in its every de-

tail from plans submitted to Mr. Griffith

by the American Archaeological Institute and
the Societe Royale Geographico ItalianoL

The Christian martyrs, including Ophelia,

are to be immersed in oil and lit up, like

so many Pain's Fireworks, to provide il-

lumination for a Roman holiday. Hamlet
pleads for mercy, but the Emperor com-
mands that the festivities proceed, at a cost

to Mr. Griffith of $641,000.)

This vision brings Hamlet to his senses,

and he dashes home to tell his step-father

where to get off. Imagine his horror upon
learning that Ophelia has gone mad. (Close-

up of Ophelia going mad, followed by
similar close-ups of the doves, the duck-
lings, the bunnies, the turtles, and the gold-
fish.) Furthermore, she has run away up
into the mountains looking for an avalanche.

An ominous roar from behind the scenes

indicates that she has found one. Hamlet
sprints to the rescue, finding her lying pros-

trate in the path of an onrushing maelstrom
of crushed rock. The hot breath of the
avalanche is upon her. But it is an ac-
commodating landslide, and it marks time
for two whole reels until Hamlet comes up
and pulls her from its very jaws to a place

of safety.

Then the pair receive the step-parental

blessing, and together with the doves, the

ducklings, the bunnies, the turtles, and the
goldfish, they live happy ever after.

And so, through limitless infinity, goes the
eternal message of perfect love—deathless,

immortal, without end.—D. G.

Prolonged Fade-out.

(Concluded on page 107)
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Alas, Poor Hamlet
(Concluded from page 106)

VON STROHEIM

Carl Laemmle takes pleasure (?) in an-

nouncing that he has expended $1,973,-

468,592.18 (latest figures available

before adding machine broke)

on the colossal spectacle

"FOOLISH LIVES"

WITH

Erich Von Stroheim

in the title role

Sub-titles by

Miss Amy Lowell

Foreword by Mr. Laemmle

"Aside from the fact that this film was
based on a play by the late Wilhelm Von
Schakschpier and adapted by Erich Von
Stroheim, who also directed, photographed

and developed the picture, and played the

leading parts—'FOOLISH LIVES' is a real,

100 per cent American production, and any-

one who says it isn't is a roscher."

The Plot (if any)

THE Herr Kapitan Hugo Von Hemlet,

a well-known homewrecker from Pots-

dam, arrives in Monte Carlo to collect

a few assorted blonde, brunette, and henna

scalps for the collection in his trophy room.

(Long shot of the entire principality of

Monaco, showing every detail of the place

including the Prince.)

Sub-title: "MONTE CARLO
GAY LOOSE SEDUCTU-
OUS GRAVEYARD OF BANK-
ROLLS."

(Close-up of Hemlet licking his lips.)

Our hero starts his first day right by
ruining sixteen parlor maids, assaulting nine

cooks and outraging two coachmen's wives.

He is about to accord similar privileges to

a Grand Duchess, when the censors inter-

fere. So he decides to go after Ophelia, the

wife of a wealthy American Ambassador.
Hemlet visits her at her hotel, and finds

that her husband is away visiting the Prince.

(Close-up of the American Ambassador eat-

ing with his knife, and offering his royal

host a quill tooth-pick.)

The American girl looks good to Hemlet.
(Close-up of Hemlet licking his lips;—the
same one will do.)

Sub-title: "PASSION SOFT
INSIDUAL SEXITIVE THE
RADIATOR OF THE SOUL."
So Hemlet decides to possess Ophelia.

The trouble is, however, that he doesn't
make up his mind quickly enough. It takes
him eleven reels to do it, and by that time
the American Ambassador has finished his

banquet and has come home. When he dis-

covers the perfidy of Hemlet, he adds a few
more scars to the already extensive assort-
ment on our hero's Heidelberg brow, and
then heaves him into the sewer.
At this point, Ophelia becomes a mother

—the baby being her contribution to the
evening's entertainment.

This brings us to the end of the 32nd
Reel, and the conclusion of Episode I. Epi-
sode 2 will follow later.

IT'S A UNIVERSAL SUPER JEWEL
FADE-OUT.

ifr-

Betty Blythe, radiant star of "The
Queen of Sheba," keeps her under-
arms daintily smooth and her skin like living

satin with Neet, velvety and fragrant cream hair-

remover. She says she likes it "best of all" because

it requires no mussy mixing and is so swift and
soothing to utterly banish every trace of annoying

hair-growth. Neet is delightful too because, by
freeing the underarm of hair, it thus healthily

reduces the distressing armpit perspiration chiefly

due to hair-growth there. Comes all ready to

use ; never fails ; wonderful in its charm-giving effect.

Regular size 50c, 60c in Canada, at all drug and
department stores, or if you wish first to prove its

wonderful results, send 20c for a liberal trial size

to Hannibal Pharmacal Co., 659 Olive, St. Louis.

Neet

Have Baby Comfy
In a Cordon Motor Crib. More pleasure for you when
motoring: with baby tucked snugly in this convenient
crib. *'The safest way, the doctors Bay." Crib easily
strapped in any touring car. Spring arrangement ab-
sorbs all shock over roughest roads. Hood when raised
protects against weather. Fold crib flat or detach when
not in use. Sold everywhere or sent parcel post prepaid.

Send for illustrated booklet and dealer's name

CORDON MOTOR CRIB CO.
219 North State St., Dept. 26. CHICAGO

BOOKKEEPING
^M M T^"— l'°u can learn easily and quickly
ItI 4\U^i at h°me In your Bpare time. In-
^^" ™'^^.^^. dividual Instruction. Thousands
K? ^k C2 Tr of successful students. Largest
Mm*jT^.^9 M. correspondence school In the

world. Write for particulars.
Internationa I Correspon dene*

Schools. Box 6462-B,
Scrantoo,
Pern,

$500.00
"EMPTYARMS"
Prize Contest

The Lester Park - Edward Whiteside photoplay,
"Empty Arms," inspired the song "Empty Arms." A
third verse is wanted, and to the writer of the best one
submitted a prize of $500 cash will be paid.
This contest is open to everybody. You simply write

the words for a third verse— it is not necessary that you
see the photoplay before doing so. Send your name and
address on a postal card or sheet of paper and we shall

send you a copy of the words of the song, the rules of the
contest and a short synopsis of this photoplay. It will

cost you nothing to enter the contest.

Write postal or letter today to

"EMPTY ARMS" CONTEST EDITOR
WORLD M. P. CORPORATION

245 W. 47th Street, Dept. 696A, New York. N. V.

Free
Bead Making

Outfit
Yes, wo give you free a comploto bead making
outfit and materials. We teach you by mail to

make beautifully colored beads—jade beads, t. r-

toise. jet and amber beads. Fascinating and
profitable. More than $15 daily can bo made w .

teach you every detail at very small cost. Writ.

as now for descriptive rircularsfree. Write new.
HOME INSTITUTE OF TRADES. Dept.2165

445-446 Houseman Bldf. Grand Rapid., Mich.

When you write to advertisers please mention TIIOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
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In bediorhis
carelessness
A nail— infection— worry and
anxiety— loss of time and money.

And to prevent it all, it is un-

necessary to keep an army of
salves.ointments, lotions and cures.

Know how Absorbine, Jr. acts

quickly in all such emergencies.

J7 is an antiseptic and germicide — an
application ofonly a few drops suffices

to cleanse the open skin ; kills germs
and prevents infection.

Jt is a liniment— tired, aching muscles
get instant, soothing relief; lameness
and soreness are dissipated.

It is antiphlogistic — reduces inflam-

mation in a natural manner.

And, withal, it is perfectly safe;

of a clean, pleasant odor and
cannot stain. It is the children's

magic bottle!

At your druggist's, $1.2), or postpaid.
Liberal trial bottle, 10c. postpaid.

W. F. YOUNG, Inc.
18 Temple St.,

Springfield, Mass.

Absorbine,J
THE ANTISEPTIC LINIMENT

THADC M**n *ICWSN>t O

Standard Underwoods
S-Year Guarantee

Yes, thisgenuine StandardVieibleWrit-
mg Under-
wood newly^

1

rebuilt, at
much leas
than factory
price, yours

for$3.00down
and then easy

Monthly payments.
10 Days FREE Trial

Try it for 10 days at our risk.
Money back guarantee. Send now for
free book Bl« barK-ain offer.

TYPEWRITER EMPORIUM 2015 Shipman Building
SHIPMAN.WARO MFG. CO. Chicago, Illinois

Stand-
_ ard
Keyboard

Make Your Trousers
Hang Straight

New Patented Garter

For Men with Crooked Legs
Circular free, plain sealed envelope.

The T. Garter Co. Dept. S South Bend, Ind.

An Easy Way to

Remove Dandruff
If you want plenty of thick, beautiful,

glossy, silky hair, do by all means get rid

of dandruff, for it will starve your hair and
ruin it if you don't.

The best way to get rid of dandruff is to

dissolve it. To do this, just apply a little

Liquid Arvon at night before retiring; use
enough to moisten the scalp, and rub it in

gently with the finger tips.

By morning, most, if not all, of your
dandruff will be gone, and three or four
more applications should completely re-

move every sign and trace of it.

You will find, too, that all itching of the
scalp will stop, and your hair will look and
feel a hundred times better. You can get
Liquid Arvon at any drug store. A four-

ounce bottle is usuallv all that is needed.
The R. L. Watkins Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

'A hair-cut, eh! Jack Barrymore get a hair-cut!" She gave
a dry, mirthless laugh.

FANS I HAVE KNOWN
By ROBERT E. SHERWOOD

II.—The Neglected Lover

AS I sat down in a more or less deserted

section of the balcony, I received a
mean look from a youth who, together

with his girl, occupied the seats directly in

front of me. The two of them were so

close together that they could easily have
occupied one seat if the usher hadn't been
watching them.

The theater was dark and fairly empty,
and the lovelorn swain was evidently at-

tempting to make the most of those fleet-

ing moments that he was spending with his

lady friend; and she was not unresponsive.

In fact, they were having a pleasant spoon.

He therefore resented my intrusion.

But he was soon to forget about me,
for just after I arrived the feature picture

started, and the lover was confronted with
competition from an opposite source. It

was John Barrymore in ''The Lotus Eater."

As the star's name was flashed on the

screen, the girl cried out gleefully and
slangily. "Yea, Bo !" and I knew then and
there that the hapless young man was in

for a bad evening.

"Why the 'Yea Bo' stuff?" he asked.

"Don't you see who's in the pitcher?"

The youth evidently had not.

"Why, it's Jack Barrymore!" her empha-
sis was extreme. "Jack Barrymore!"

"Whonell's Jack Barrymore?" inquired

the irreverent youth. "I never heard of

him in pitchers."

"Say"—her voice flamed with scorn

—

"I spose you never heard of Warren Hard-
ing or General Poishing or Babe Ruth or

—

"

"Lissen, kid. I didn't mean it. Don't
you see, I was kidding?"

He tried to laugh it off, but wasn't very
convincing.

"Well, save your kidding for someone
else," she conceded.

He took her hand and leaned closer, whis-

pering something in her ear which I de-

liberately tried not to hear.

Suddenly she emitted a joyful squeal, and
almost jumped from her chair.

"Oooo lookit!" she cried. "There he is.

That's him !"

"That's whom?"
"That's him. Jack Barrymore, you hick.

Ooo, lookit him. Lookit those eyes, that

profile, that throat !"

"He looks to me like a ham," was the
youth's caustic observation.

He might as well have cast aspersions on
the American flag.

"Say, listen to me, Ed Necker," said the

girl, in a voice that carried far and car-

ried authority, "you shut up this minute,
or I'll never speak to you again. Never—a;

long as I live!"

Ed was only slightly chastened.

"Well, why don't he get a hair-cut?" he
asked.

The girl, for a moment, was stunned by
the enormity of this insult.

"A hair-cut, eh! A HAIR-cut! Jack
Barrymore get a HAIR-CUT!" She gave
vent to a dry, mirthless, and highly insult-

ing laugh, snorted, and then relapsed into a

frigid silence that lasted throughout the

rest of the picture.

Ed attempted to reason with her, and
said "Lissen, honey," several times, but she

paid no attention to his pleas. Her only
response was a series of tremulously ecstatic

sighs, delivered in the direction of the screen

whenever the divine John succeeded in sil-

houetting his profile against the setting sun.

Finally, when the picture came to an end,

and the pair left the theater, I could see

at least three feet of daylight between them.

Ed Necker has a new girl now, and he

occasionally brings her to our local movie
palace, but only to see films of which Ben
Turpin, Will Rogers, Bull Montana, or

"Snookey" are the stars. Ed doesn't relish

competition.

Every advertisement in PHOTOrr.AY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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She Delivered the Goods
(Concluded from page 21)

looked like having the industrial and metalli-

ferous portion of Poland taken away from

its Empire; Korfanty, the Polish insurgent,

was raising Cain in a series of raids. Negri

replied to the newspaper attacks by stat-

ing that she had also contributed to Ger-

man war funds and war charities. It was a

reply, even if not an explanation.

It has already been said that Negri is

highly emotional. Not only is this so in

her work but she is intense in her private

life. She never spares herself; and that she

is so restless probably accounts for the fact

that although two or three years younger

than Mary Pickford she screens so much
older. In person she is much prettier in

life than on the screen. Her face is not at

all reminiscent of Theda Bara or Norma
Talmadge, as had been suggested.

Like most of the Berlin actresses she has

a tendency to overdress, obtaining her

clothes from Vienna. She revels in luxury,

but although she is now possessed of what
is an enormous income in Germany, she

has not altered her character to any great

degree from the days when she was an

extra. She is no adherent to artificial dig-

nity, and is just as democratic in her asso-

ciations and friendships today as in the days

of her climbing.

Is her future assured, or is she just a

meteor? Up to now her limitations have

not been exactly defined; but if the Ameri-
can public should ever insist on her playing

parts of the Pollyanna school, it may prove

that she is emotionally and temperamen-
tally unsuited for them, and that her place

on the screen is that of a tragedienne and
not of a comedienne pure and simple.

Night Life in Paris

(Concluded from page 25)

I was an American in Paris, all right, all

right.

"I went to the museums, too. If some
of those janes they painted pictures of in

those days were alive now, they'd take our

jobs away from us. But, say, they didn't

have any censorship on statues, did they?

After I looked at some of those works of

art, I blushed when I passed the guard go-

ing out.

"But the churches—those are what I call

churches. Every time I saw a cathedral, I

resolved to lead a better life. And I'm
pretty near too good to be true, now.

"I got in a regular kink over Berlin,

though. That's a great town. The chamber-
maids in the hotel stole all our nightgowns.
And it's just as cold in Germany in the

winter as it is anywhere else. As the

French would say, for a couple of nights,

Lottie anj I were 'poulet an natural.' I hope
that means what I think it does.

"I wanted to go to England. But I gave
out an interview on the Irish question and
I didn't dare. By the time I go back, so
many people will have said things about
the Irish question, I can put on a pair of
false whiskers and slip in.

"Now I'm going to lead a quiet life and
make a couple of pictures."

Our hostess rose. And of course I never
got near Teddy again all evening. There
were eight men in the room.
Of course you suspect by this time that

Miss Sampson is a motion picture star.

I'll say she is. If you haven't seen her
recently speak to your exhibitor.

How'd she get in? Where did she come
from? What does it matter? She's been in

for several years, via the' Sennett route,
and we wish there were more like her.

This attractive French Blouse Sweater— one of the newest sweater designs—
is fully described with directions for
making in Corticelli Yarn Book Xu. in

New Corticelli Yarn Book now ready

Contains latest styles in knitted
sweaters and dresses

THE newest and most exclusive

ideas for knitted sports wear are

described in the new Corticelli Yarn
Book No. 18.

It illustrates several of the fashion-

able knitted dresses — so much the

vogue in London and Paris, so popu-

lar here this season— and gives detailed

instructions for making them.

French blouses and Tuxedo sweaters,

slip-overs and dresses — the new Yarn

Book tells you how to knit them all.

It describes the fashionable colors;
suggests the kind of wool or silk yarn

to use to get the best results for each

style; gives you many helpful sug-

gestions to make your knitting easier

and more successful. Price 15 cents,

by mail 18 cents.

Corticelli Yarn Book No. 17 con-

tains 11.any fashionable designs for knitted

and crocheted overdresses, slip-over

sweaters, capes, tarns, etc. You will

find it full of interesting ideas which

will be of great help to you in select-

ing models you want to knit or cro-

chet. Price 15 cents, by mail 18 cents.

Get these books today from your

dealer, or address the Corticelli Silk

Company, 1305 Nonotuck St., Florence,

Mass. No Canadian orders accepted.

FRECKLES
Don't Hide Them With a

Veil; Remove Them With
Othine—Double Strength

There's no longer the slightest need
of feeling ashamed of your freckles,

as Othine—double strength—is guar-
anteed to remove these homely spots.

Simply get an ounce of Othine— double
strength— from any druggist and apply a

little of it night and morning and you should
soon see that even the worst freckles have begun

to disappear, while the lighter ones have vanished
entirely. It is seldom that more than an ounce is

needed to completely clear the skin and gain a
beautiful clear complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double strength Othine, as this
is sold under guarantee of money back if it fails to
remove freckles.

TRADE i

_ MARK
,£*vREGiWURUlzER

200 VE»RS-
INSTRUMENT
MAKERS „

@ Any musical instrument sent on a
week's free trial with complete
outfit, case. self-Instructor, etc. No
obligation to boy*

I Monthly Payments
' Easy terms, only a few cents • daj.

Send forCatalog
e. Shows all Instruments. Trial blank enclosed.

Rudolph WurliUer Co., Dept. 1725
"117 E. 4th St.. Cincinnati 120 W. 42nd St.. New York

onblvd., Chicago.250 StocktonSt..SanFrancisco

fromPovertylbRiches
I STARTED WITH $60

and built up a

$100,000.00 Business
When I resigned my U. S. Army commission <

July 19. 1919. 1 discovered that I was dead broke.
Unrle 8am handed me a bonus of 160. lam now I

head of a S100.000.00 corporation and another $2.">.000.00 corporation,
going to make more money than ii

the

ever and you can help me while
learning the secret of my success.

I DON'T CARE WHO OR
WHAT YOU ARK—you may be
established In a business or pro-
fession; at school or college; at
skilled or unskilled work. I can
help MEN AND WOMEN to
euccess. whether they retain their

Waller Mlshael Barry present vocations or apply them-
selves exclusively to the NEW

OCCUPATIONS I can indicate to them.
Do you want to make big money in whole or spare time?
I can help you. No! I have not discovered a mysterious

unknown power; It is all so simple that any MAN, WOM-
AN, BOY OR GIRL who can read plain English will un-
derstand and appreciate it Instantly. It does not require
weeks of study.
Let me tell you. without obligation, the amazing story ofmy sueeettsana show vouhow my plan will benefit you.

___.._—.. _ WALTER MISHAEL BARRY.ECONOMY EDUCATOR CORP. (Dept. 3)
1664 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.

!CClin lin MftllCV mail this coupon or
iOCIIU IIU rrtUnCI a Written Copy of Sam,-

! ECONOMY EDUCATOR CORP. Dept 3

J
1664 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Kindly send me Mr. Barry's story. Enclose
copyrighted Economy Plan Introducing 30 methods

J of making and saving money, personal efficiency
secrets for business and social success, etc.

When the above Is delivered to me I will hand
i the postman 65 cents to pay for preparing, postage,

J or save 15 cents P. O. fees by remitting 50 cents
! with this coupon, without further obligation. tN.>

personal checks.) If your terms which accompany
J it'are satisfactory I will comply with same. I am

to be sole judge of this.

Name

.
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Ten Years from Now—Edison
(Concluded from page 49)

Corns?
~:

,

© B & B, 192.'

—just

v£* say

Blue =jay
to your druggist

Stops Pain Instantly

The simplest way to end a corn is

Blue-jay. A touch stops the pain in-

stantly. Then the corn loosens and
comes out. Made in two forms—

a

colorless, clear liquid (one drop does
it!) and in extra thin plasters. Use
whichever form you prefer, plasters

or the liquid—the action is the same.
Safe, gentle. Made in a world-famed
laboratory. Sold by all druggists.

Free: Write Bauer& Black, Chicago, Dept. 8,

for valuable book, "Correct Care of the Feet."

100 writings

from one sheet

That's what MultiKopy

No. 95 TetoT
will give you.

If you want 20 copies at one typing, use
MultiKopy No. 5, light weight.

If you want the best all-round carbon paper for
general office work, use MultiKopy No. 25,
all weights.

Whatever your work, there is a kind of Multi-
Kopy made for your purpose. Ask your stationer.

Star Brand Typewriter Ribbons write the
best letters.

F. S.WEBSTER COMPANY
377 Congress Street, Boston, Mass.

Garbori Paper
A kind for every purpose

First Aid For
cuts, burns,scalds
and all itching
skin troubles ,**». . ,

,

RESINOL
Soothinq &rid He&liruj

No
home
should

be
without

perform some simple chemical experiments.

We went through them very carefully, before

the camera. Then we brought the pictures

in here and showed them to an audience of

children. They understood the experiments

perfectly—although I think some of my office

men didn't." Edison enjoys a bit of sarcasm.

"Then we went down to Long Branch and
made a picture showing and explaining the

undertow.
'•Then," continued Edison, "we showed the

pictures to a group of teachers. They saw
the point. They liked the pictures and
wanted them."

Edison smiled broadly but with a wry
face under it, by way of illustrating the

temporary, fleeting character of his satisfac-

tion at this point.

"And then we got the Board of Educa-
tion over from New York.
"They were enthusiastic and said the pic-

tures should be introduced in the public

schools at once.

"They returned to New York.
"I have never heard from them since.

"There evidently was some influence that

caused them to drop it.

"That was about ten years ago—and it

will take ten years more.

"But the pictures are the thing. You can
make an educational picture just one hun-
dred per cent effective.

"You can make the picture and try it

—

keep trying it on the dog—until it works a

hundred per cent. You can show it to the

same audience time and again and locate

exactly the places that they do not all

understand, and then make those over until

they all do get it."

MR. EDISON was warming to his subject

by now. He has opinions about the

educational institutions of the day that are

perhaps rather well understood.

"Are you a newspaperman?" He shot the

question with evident purpose.

"No—not now—but still a reporter."

"Not the university kind, are you?"
"No—engineering student gone wrong."
"I see," Edison nodded. "Journalism in

the Hard Knocks School. I've had some

dealings with the professors and the phys-
icists myself," he continued. A reflective

light came into his eyes.

I wondered if he was thinking of the days
when the physicists were firm in agreement
that a dynamo could not possibly have a

greater efficiency than fifty per cent. They
contended that it was an axiomatic certainty

that the internal resistance of the generator

had to equal that of the external circuit

where work was being done. They proved
it neatly on paper and wrote their proof into

a flock of equations in abstruse calculus.

Then Edison went into his workshop and
started the work that has brought the

dynamo up to an efficiency of about 98 per

cent.

Edison brought me back to the present

with another shot.

"Have you heard about my question-

naires?" He laughed as he put the question.

He has enjoyed the storm that his new em-
ployment test has raised. He knew his ques-

tion was about like asking, "Have you
heard of the late war in Europe?"
"The schod people," remarked Edison,

"the professors, have put up a defense that

they do not try to teach a lot of 'isolated

facts,' but that they teach their students

where they can find them.

"Well, the other day Mr. Hopkins, over
on the Scientific American, went up to Co-
lumbia with a questionnaire and they pre-

sented it to a batch of students. He said,

'Here are the questions and here is a Uni-
versity full of reference books—go to it.'

"

Edison treated himself to another laugh.

"The result was just the same—they
couldn't find the answers in the books.

They didn't know where to look."

That was the end of that for Mr. Edison.

He dismissed the subject with a gesture of

finality, leaning back in his chair with one
of his frequent interludes of relaxation.

"I have just run on to a great book, just

published—Mme. Bleucher's story—she was
on the inside of things over there in Ger-
many in he.- day and she was a smart
woman—it's great stuff. I was awake until

four this morning reading it."

Edison is still getting his education.

Petrova's Page
(Concluded from page 50)

On this side of the ring are the "common"
people. But it is they, like the gallery of

olden times, that are loudest in their appro-

bation or in their disapproval. It is really

they that are the makers or breakers of

the matador's popularity. Many of them
have removed their hats and have covered

their heads with brilliant handkerchiefs.

They patronize the lemonade merchants with

princely magnificence.

As my eye travels around the ring, my at-

tention is attracted by the president's box.

There is a huge shawl embroidered with

vivid crimson and blue flowers pendant be-

fore it. The royal princess sits beside the

president. She wears a black mantilla.

As I try to distinguish her features with

the aid of an opera glass, a great shout goes

up. I turn. A gate to my left and almost
directly opposite opens. The music blares

forth. There is a tremendous rustle of ex-

citement and craning of necks to get the

first peep as the procession begins its march
into the arena.

First come the matadors (the actual killers

of the bulls) on foot. Then the banderillos

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.

(they that stick the banderillas into th<;

necks of the bulls). Then the picadors on
mere apologies for horseflesh. These horses

have a red handkerchief tied over one eye,

sometimes over both eyes. Behind them
come the mule team, consisting of eight

splendidly caparisoned beasts, dragging the

little carriage which is later destined to

carry off the slaughtered bulls.

The procession makes a grand tour of

the ring, saluting under the president's box

as it passes. As it draws near the gate again

it disappears, leaving behind only the steel

armored picadors that are to engage with

the first bull.

They take up their stations. Another
blast of brass and wind; another shudder

of animal magnetism passes through the

crowd; a sense of the primeval lust of kill-

ing still at the snbeonscious bottom of most

humans is borne in upon one's consciousness.

I hold my breath. The excitement is tense.

My eyes are glued to the little white door.

It opens and the bull rushes into the ring.

Heavens ! again over . space." • Until next

month, Jeannette cherie.
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Bought and Paid For
(Concluded from page 53)

ing, as it always was! Jimmy putting his

cheap cigar away until he had finished, and
lamenting Stafford's Havanas. Fanny, look-

ing tired and worn, with all her old prettiness

fading out.

Yet Virginia was grateful. For once they

weren't hinting, working upon her feelings.

They usually did at dinner; the contrast

seemed to be sharpened then. Perhaps they

were beginning to understand, to be a little

Bought and Paid For

NARRATED, by permission, from
the Paramount Photoplay,

adapted by Clara Beranger from the

play by George Broadhurst. Copy-
right, 1922, by the Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation. Directed by
William C. deMille with the follow-

ing cast:

Virginia Blaine Agnes Ayres

Robert Stafford Jack Holt

Fanny Blaine Leigh Wyant
Jim my Gilley Walter Hiers

considerate of her. And then the door bell

rang, and Jimmy jumped up.

He came back a moment later.

"Some one to see you," he said to Virginia.

"Me?" She went into the next room, list-

lessly, without suspicion. And the next mo-
ment she was in Stafford's arms.

"Robert!" she cried. "Oh, you did come
—you did!"

He couldn't speak and for a time there

were just murmurs between them, little in-

articulate sounds of love and joy. Until:

"Oh, my dear—I'm so glad you came for

me—at last—at last
—

"

"Dearest—surely you knew I'd come the

moment you sent for me?"
"Sent for you?"
Virginia started away from him. They

stood staring at one another, with under-

standing dawning in their eyes.

"You didn't send?" he said. "Then Jim-
my—

"

• Her head was bowed ; she was shaken
by great sobs that racked and tore her.

"Then—" she said. "Then—it is all a mis-

take
—

"

"No!" he cried. "Virginia! You said—
that day—you said that when I was ready

to make you that promise—you'd come
back. My dear—oh, my dear—I'm ready
now ! I wasn't big enough to come to you

—

but I've not touched a drink since you left

me—I never will again! Nothing counts

but you—

"

He held out his arms. And with a little

cry she went to him, swaying a little, so

that he had to catch her.

GLORIA SWANSON has been in the very

depths of despair.

She has had four wisdom teeth pulled in

one week.
Well, we are glad to know she got her

wisdom teeth, even if the nasty old dentist

insisted on pulling them.
When she came back from San Francisco,

Gloria brought a tiny Chinese suit for her

daughter. You should have seen that lovely

young person, Gloria second, strutting about
in the infinitesimal panties and wee coat.

She can walk all over the house now, by the

way, and she has all her first teeth. Which
is much more important in Gloria's life than
losing a few wisdom ones.

How's Your Eyesight? Can You Find Very Many Objects In Picture Beginning With "T"?

You May Win $1,000!

Free Gift For Everyone!

RE yon good at solving: Puzzles? Let's see how many
objects you can find In the picture above starting
with "T" like Trunk, Tub, Telescope, Etc., who knows
you may win a $1,000 or a new Buick Touring Car.
There will be two $1,000 prizes, besides many others.

NoCosts--No Obligations
No, there is no cost,

you need not buy a thing
to win. All we want is to
get you aonuainted with
our new Henber Silver and
Gold Pencil while you are
trying tor a free cash
prize. Extra special
prizes are offered if you
care to assist in our ad-
vertising plan by order-
ing one or two of our
pencils This is optional,
you can win without or-
dering a Henber pencil.

Plan In A Nutshell
If your solution ia

awarded first prize and
you have ordered two of
our S3. 50 Sterling Silver
Pencils (special price two

for $5> yon woold win under Class A. $1 000 or the Buick; if you had ordered one
53.60 PenciKspccial price S3) you would win under Clasa B.S300; i"
do Pencils you would wio.unde:

; $3)you would wi'n under Class B.S300: if youlhad ordered
».under Class C, $&o. There are fifty prizes In all.

Everyone To Receive Free Gift!
Everyone who sends In a solu-

tion will receive a free Gift—

a

Cuban Linen yard tape measure
a useful article for every house-
hold. This Gift will be mailed
to you absolutely free.

Others Have Won $1,000
In our last puzzle advertising campaign.

Mrs. Hiram Elliott. Lakemont, N. V.. won
$1,000. Walter Rice. Tenstrike. Minn., and
Mrs. Ella Phillips. Clifton. Colo., also won
$l,000prizes. Vou may be the next winner If
you try. Itdoesn't cpst^anvth'jT^totry.try. ItNUNYOU CANNOT WIN UNLESS YOU TRY.

RULES
Who

rill be

ends in the hlEC*9t
ty correct number ol

visible objects appearing
puttie qtartinc with "T
awarded firnt prize and eo _._

the lift of oO Free prizen. One point
will be allowed for each correct
word ond one point deduited (or
each omission or incorrect word. In
case of tic duplicate pri2ea w ill bo
awarded.
2. Use only words found in
Webster's Inter national Dictionary,
Your eolution must not include hy-
phenated, obsolete, compound or
foreign words. 3. It is permissible to
name either aimtular or plural, but
both cannot be used. Words naming
any object will count only once, but
any pait of an object can be named
4. Write words on one side of
paper only numbering each one, 1,

2, 3. 4. etc.
o. Three prominent people ol Min-
neapolis have consented to act as
Judeee, A. H. Gilberi8on.Vice-Pre>-
Republic State Bank; B. K. Woods.
Principal. Omce TraininE School:
Mrs Acnes Ryder, High School
Supt. Their decision must be ac-
cepted as final and conclusive,
ti. Anyone may compete for the
free Prizes except employees or
their relatives of the Henber Com-
pany.
7. Your solution must be received
by May 27. 1922. The judges will

meet two weeks later. Enlarged
picture on request. List vbuuBf
first prize will be published at the
close of contest.

Advertising Campaign for Henber Pencil

Mall y«ur
solution to

The Henber Co.
Dept. 205

Minneapolis, Minn

We want every maD,
acquainted with tli

Pencils, the most useful
ances. That's why

ting appli- lal style of pencils, the Lady's Sterling Silver, (re*-'
_„ vine away these olar $3.50 now $3 or two for $5.) The Gentlemen s

pi Its. You will like the Henber Pen- size Is similar except the barrel Is longer and c

fully guaranteed, your money with a safety clip, the barrel Is beautifully cha
if not satisfied. Henber Pencils engraved. The Henber has many distinctive fe_

.make most suitable gifta for every tures repelling lead devise; safety claap; non-clog-
" .occasion. ging mechanism; lightness of pencil, etc. Your

money back if not satisfied.

Styl
factory. SAVE 810 to $26. Cash or easy pay-
ments. Delivered free on approval, ej>
VTt*9 prepaid, for 30 Days' Free Trial. No
charge unless you are satisfied.

T-__
A — Best quality at factory prices

irfc9 press paid. Lamp:
rxent, low prices. Write Ti

tory pricedand marvelous offers ana terms,

heels, equip-

Me&d

-

ycl* ^™p4?y
i 15315

"'-
> D«P«- S-40Chicago ircac.uk>.

PLAYSLarge List New
|

VaudevllleActs,
iStage Mnnnlmm I

[New Minstrel Opening Choruses
land I inales, Rlackface After-
Ipieces and Crossfire. Musical
| Comedies and Revues, Musical
Readings Novelty Entertain-
ments. Wigs, Beards, Grease
Paints and other Make-up

Goods. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
FREE. WRITE NOW.
T. 8. UfcNISON A CO., «2» Be W.bub, Ufpi. 9 i 11 li 160

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOFLAY MAGAZINE,
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And then, all at once.
toe two of tnem were

dancing together

DeJuiracfc
Every 'Womans Vtpi/a/ory j

Removes Hair
Immediately—safety

BY actual test genuine De Miracle is

the safest and surest. When you
use it you are not experimenting with
a new and untried depilatory, because
it has been in use for over 20 years,
and is the only depilatory that has ever
been endorsed by Physicians,Surgeons,
Dermatologists, Medical Journals and
Prominent Magazines.
De Miracle is the most cleanly, because
there is no mussy mixture to apply or
wash off. You simply wet the hair
with this nice De Miracle sanitary liq-

uid, and it is gone. De Miracle alone
devitalizes hair, which is the only
common-sense way to remove it from
face, neck, arms, underarms or limbs.

Three sizes: 60c, $1.00, $2.00

At all toilet counters, or direct

from us, in plain wrapper,
on receipt ofprice.

Bejflliracfe
Dept. 1-23 Park Ave., and 129th St.

New York

ANewPerfume
YOU will be delighted to hear of the

newest creation of the Rieger labora-
tories, known for nearly a half century

as makers of the choicest perfumes that can
be produced. The new odor is

Honolulu Bouquet
Lovers of good perfume are charmed with
its fragrance, an exquisitely indescribable
mingling of the rarest odors. It is unlike

* anything you have ever seen before.
Perfume $1 .00 per oz. Toilet water. 4 oz. $1 .00.
Talcum, 25c. At druggists or dept. stores.
Send 25c (silver or stamps) for generous trial
bottle. Made by the originator of—

lr-—
PEnrl

17c rops
known everywhere as the mosl precious

perfume in the world. Send $1.00 for Souvenir Box of
I five 26c bottles—6 different odors.

lPaulRie»»r4Co.(Sinc«l«r«) 173 First St. San Frucuco I

Send 2 5* for
Trial Bottle

"Come On Over'

(Continued from page 48)

running about the city, it was not the best
time for Michael to bring his old mother
home. But it was then they arrived at
the flat, and one of the first questions
they asked was about the meeting of the
pair. But Delia and her daughter had made
up their minds not to spoil the old woman's
big adventure, so they answered evasively.
It was only when Delia was able to take
Michael aside that she told him the truth.

"A fine mess you
make of things with
your surprises," she
told him, "and, on
top of it all, Shane
lost his job again !"

For a moment
Michael glowered.
And then, all at

once, an idea struck

him and he slapped
his knee.

"I'll get him a
job," he exclaimed,

"I'll rob him of
that excuse!" And,
without more ado,

he went to the
phone and called up
Daniel Carmody,
the president of a
great railroad, who
had crossed with
him on their first

visit to America.
After reminiscing,

he asked Carmody
to give his young
friend a job, and Carmody promised to do
so, also promising that he would call at the

Mornahan flat and visit the family.

It was four o'clock when Moyna's feet

gave out. And she was no nearer Chicago

than the Bronx. Sinking down upon a park
bench, she would have given way to utter

discouragement, had not a policeman sud-

denly stopped in front of her.

"You're arrested," he told Moyna, after

"Come On Over"

NARRATED, by permission, from
the Goldwyn Photoplay by Rupert

Hughes. Directed by Alfred Green
with the following cast:

Moyna Killiea Colleen Moore
Shane O'Mealia Ralph Graves
Michael Mornahan

J. Farrell MacDonald
Delia Mornahan Kate Price

Carmody James Marcus
Judy Dugan: Kathleen O'Connor
Bridget Mornahan Florence Drew
Myles Mornahan Harold Holland

Kate Mornahan Mary Warren
Mrs. Van Dusen Elinor Hancock
Dugan Monti Collins

Barney C. E. Mason
Priest C. B. Leasure

secretly comparing her with a slip of paper
that he took from his pocket.

Moyna was frightened, but still game
enough to be belligerent.

"What for?" she questioned.

"For sitting on a park bench without a
hat," answered the policeman, concealing a
grin.

Moyna rose, wearily. "And they call this

a free country?" she questioned feebly.

The policeman
chuckled.

"You must be a
foreigner," he said,

"or you wouldn't
remimber the Dec-
laration of Inde-
pendance !"

He took Moyna
to the station house
and there she met
Miles, who, under
the excuse of identi-

fying her, took her

home to the Morn-
ahan flat.

It was just as

Miles and Moyna
were arriving home
that Carmody, the

railroad man,
made his appear-
ance. He was by
himself but he
brought an invita-

tion for the whole
family to come that

night to the home
of his sister, the rich Mrs. Van Dusen (.once

Maggie Carmody), for a reunion. They
accepted, and Carmody was just about to

leave when Moyna stepped into the room.
He started back, as if he had seen a ghost.

"It's never Moyna O'Gara?" he ques-

tioned shakily, "the same that I loved and
left?"

Moyna looked at him sadly.

(Continued on page 113)
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"Come On Over"
(Continued jrom page 112)

"That was me mother's name before

she married me father," she told him, "she's

restin' by him now, in th' churchyard." She

did not know that her mother's romance
with Carmody had been the sort of a trage-

dy that she and Shane might have known

—

one of unfulfilled waiting.

Shane came back at last, to the flat.

But Moyna refused to see him. She ran out

of the room when he entered and locked

herself into a bedroom. And, when he tried

to force the lock she threatened to jump
from the window. At last, still refusing to

explain matters to the now angry Delia, he

left. And Moyna accepted Carmody's invi-

tation to come with him to his sister's

home until she had made her plans for the

future.
^c :(c )fc ^c :;

The party ! Moyna in an evening frock

loaned to her by Mrs. Van Dusen's daughter,

Michael Mornahan in a dress suit, Michael's

third son, a priest, and his two other sons,

as well as his pretty daughter. Delia, in

satin, and the old mother. . . . The Van
Dusen mansion had seen larger and more
fashionable throngs, but never a noisier mob,
or a happier one

!

They had all arrived when Shane came
in. He was pale, and nervous, but his eyes

were bright with joy as they fell upon
Moyna. He was in a daze of admiration

as he said to her.

"Girl, you're wonderful. I never dreamed
of you like this

!"

Moyna tossed her head as she answered.

"You like your ladies dressed up, don't

you?" she said shortly. And just then the

irate butler announced, "Miss Judy Dugan
and Mr. Dugan."
At once the Mornahans froze, in a body.

And Shane was frantic. He hurried to Judy
and begged her to release him from his

promise. And then, in desperation, he went
to the young priest. But the priest had
also promised. Things were going badly for

the party when an old blind piper made
his way past the butler and into the house.

He was the piper who had played for them
all, years ago, in Ireland. Everyone crowded
up to him, and Moyna whispered, throwing
herself into his arms, "I'm Moyna Killilea."

THE o'd piper ran his hands affectionately

over the girl's face.

"Shure it's my little Moyna," he whis-
pered back. "Only your voice is taller than
it was!"
Moyna was crying—the long hard day had

been too much for her. The old piper felt

her warm tears upon his withered hand.
"There's only one way to shake sorrow

off, honey," he told her, "and that's to

dance it off."

The word dance seemed to electrify the

company. It made Delia smile suddenly.
"You may be the rich Mrs. Van Dusen

now," she said to her hostess, "but I used to

dance you down when you were only Maggie
Carmody."

Mrs. Van Dusen bristled with anger.

"Nobody ever danced Maggie Carmody
down," she answered.

"Shure, I could do it again," Delia an-
swered, "but not on these rugs. I used to

dance out in the fields on a door."
Without more ado, Mrs. Van Dusen

turned to the shocked butler.

"Bring a door," she ordered, "a smooth
door."

And it was brought.

Everybody was dancing wildly. The
young people were doing a modern jazz,

the two women were clogging. Dermot, the

priest, crept silently out—the old piper was
nearly exhausted. And then Mrs. Van Du-

(Concluded on page 114)

Amazing New Method
MakesDrawingEasy

With This Wonderful New Graphic-

Correction Method You Can Easily Learn

Drawing in Your Own Home in Spare Time

NO matter what your present ability may
be— no matter if you feel that you
have no special "talent"— by this

wonderful new method you can quickly qualify

for the fascinating and highly-paid profession

of Commercial Art. Even those whose work
was not as good as the figure shown, have
quickly and easily learned to qualify for big,

highly-paid positions in this splendid mi-

crowded field.

From his years of experience as artist, cartoonist, illus-

trator and teacher one of America's foremost commercial
artists has evolved a system of instruction, which cuts
tin- time usually necessary for such training practically
in half. You study at home, but it is exactly the same
as if you were working in his studio.

How This Method Makes Big Artists

Out of ThoseWho Think They Can't Draw
This remarkably easy method teaches you

to draw just as you learned to write. First,

straight lines and curves, then shading,

action, foreshortening, etc.—it takes you
step by step through all the phases of mak-
ing pictures. Each step is explained in

detail, and then your work is corrected and
each criticism illustrated. It brings you,
simply and easily, right up to the point

where you are drawing pictures that bring
from $25.00 to $300 a piece or higher.

You Learn to Draw Pictures

that SELL !

And this is the great point. The Graphic-
Correction Method breaks away from the
old, hard-to-understand methods, which are
based on "talent," and instructs you in the
business of making salable pictures quickly
and easily.

The fact that such famous artists as Frank Godwin
and Wynn Holcomb (VVynn) have used this method
proves its worth. (Mr. Godwin writes: "I feel that
my present success is due in a great measure to your
wonderful method of instruction.") And these are
but two of hundreds and hundreds of successful
students. Many have more than paid for their
course even while they were still learning. And
dozens of them have started at work at a high salary.

Alfred B. Flemming of Newark, N. J., writes:
"Since the last lesson was returned, I have sold
S85.00 worth of drawings (3)."

And another, J. B. Barwell of Staunton, Va., tells

us. "Have just sold the first installment of twenty
drawings on a comic series."

And again,—O. B. Blake, Old Town, Me., says:
"I am certain that anyone, whether he has talent
or not, cannot fail to make rapid progress under youi
instruction."

Trained Artists Needed
Right now Commercial Artists are at a picmiuml

Resumption of business on the old pre-war basis has
caused a crying demand for them. Newspapers,
advertising agencies, magazines, business concerns

—

all are looking for men and women to handle their
art work. Designers, illustrators, layout experts are
needed. Opportunities and salaries are practically
unlimited. And now, through this wonderful
Graphic-Correction Method, you can quality for
one of these high-salaried jobs.

Send for FREE Book
Mail the attached coupon, and we will send you

our handsomely illustrated book, "How To Become
An Artist," by return mail. The book tells you all

about the course in detail. And shows you how the
wonderful Graphic-Correction Method works. Send
the coupon TODAY. Washington School of Art,
Room 1812, Marden Bldg., Washington, D. C.

I The Washington School of Art, Inc.

I
Room 1812, Marden Bldg. .Washington, D.C. |

! Please send me, without obligation on my part, !

• your free book, "How To Become An Artist."

J Name.
(State whether Mr., Mrs., or Miss)

Address

.

%
SUPERFLUOUS HAIR

I

Destroy the YEASTO Way
all hairon arms, limbs, under
arms and face—quickly and
painlessly. Does not injure

the most delicate skin but leaves it smooth and clean.
Contains no caustic or other harmful ingredients. A
large bottle sent prepaid in plain wrapper for 75 cents.

VERNOY CHEMICAL CO., SUMMIT, New Jersey

Depilatory

WATCR-MAIDyjAwrpc <ii>iiiyiiii/,</;

Produce a natural, beautiful ripple wave
that remains in the straightest hair a
week or more, even in damp weathi
when perspiring. Stop burning hair or
twisting with curlers. Ask your dealer

or send $2 for set of 6 mailed with full direction*. WATER-
MAID WAVER CO., A-117 W, Vth St., Cincinnati, Ohio,

Parlors Revealed
Formerly Closely Guarded Secrets, Now Yours
We make you expert In all branches, such as muscle strap,
mud pack, dyelnjr, marcel, skin work, manicuring, etc.
Earn $40 to $75 a week. No experience necessary. Study at
borne In spare time. Earn white you learn. Authorised
diploma. Money-back guarantee. Get FRKE book. Oriental
System of Meanly Culture, Dept 25 1000 IH versry Mhd. ( hleavo

Thompson s EYE WATER
strengthens weak. Inflamed ryes, and is an
Ideal eye wash. Good since 1795. Keep your
eyes well and they will help keep you.oe« At All DruEKl^ts or sent by

'-'"*» mall upon reeelpt of price.
Writ. for oar Bookl.t It I. FREE

JOHN L. THOMPSON SONS & CO.
183' River St., Troy. N. V.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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WARNING ! Say "Bayer" when you buy Aspirin.

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are

not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians

over 22 years and proved safe by millions for

Colds Headache Rheumatism
Toothache Neuralgia Neuritis

Earache Lumbago Pain, Pain

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.

Handy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets—Also bottles of 24 and 100—Druggists.

Aspirin is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoacetieaoidester of Salicylicacid

GOOD LUCK!
From the deep in-

terior of the Mystic
Orient comes this

odd token ring of
.Chinese Prin*
' ces. Through
countless cen-
turies it has
been surround-
ed with deep
superstition,
believed to be

almost uncanny in its power to bring to each
and every wearer Good Luck, Health,
Happiness, Long: Life and Prosperity.
It is true that Oriental superstition cannot, of
coarse, be accepted as fact, but scores (of wear-
ers testify that it hag brought good luck to them
even in this modern age. Actresses, bankers,
mechanics, card players, women and men every-
where assure us that a turn in their luck for the
better came after they started wearing this ring.
The popularity of this ring has been instantaneous
and widespread. The fad of the hour in fash-
ionable New York Society. Be the first in your
neighborhood to wear this curious talisman.
Complete instructions on how to get best re-
sults with each ring. Write name and address
plainly. Made in solid sterling silver. State
whethermen's or women'sis wanted.You can adjust

size to fit finger exact-
ly. Money refunded
if not pleased.
Price, Postpaid:—
Cash withorder,$1.50
(C. O. D.) $1.60

The ZANZIBAR CO.
Dept. PH

353 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

WARNING! If you are looking for Good
Luck. Don't v. : t - r - - money on

s, lower priced imita-
tions. This m the original and genuine Chinese Good
Luck Ring, and is stumped inside with the ^

Copy this Sketch
aiifl let me see what yon can do
with it. Mnny rnrtoonist* and illus-
tratore earning $30.00to -SiiOO.OOor
more per week were trained by my
personal individual lessons l>y mai"
Landon Picture Charts make or.R
fnal drawing easy to learn. Send rikotct
with 6c in stamps for sample Picture Chart,
long lint of Huecenijful students, and
evidence of what vim can accomplish.

/!.„„ ,,„„„,„.
THE LANDON SCHOOL
507 National Bldg., Cleveland,O.

New Discovery
Clears Skin
No more freckles,blackheads
or pimples! No more redness,
roughness, sallowness or
"muddy" complexion! Sci-
ence has made a new discov-
ery that clears and whitens
your skin with amazing
quickness. As if by magic
your skin imperfections
harmlessly vanish—and your
complexion takes on that
clear, smooth beauty that
everyone enviesandadmires.
There ishidden beauty In i/ourskin.
Inan amazingly short time you can
bring It out.

Make This 3-Minute Test
Yon havealways wished for a smooth, white ekin, free from
all blemish. Now thru this new scientific discovery you can
quickly have it. Make this 3-minute-before-bed-time test.
Smooth this cool, fragrant cream upon your skin. The
very next morning look into your mirror. Note the results.
See how the skin has already begun to clear. Notice how
quickly frecklea give way to unblemished, milky whiteness. Black-
heads and other imperfections have already started to vanish. Get
this magic key to renewed beauty. Order a jar of Golden Peacock
Bleach Cream—this harmless now discovery. It within five days you do
not already see satisfactory results your $1 will instantly be refunded.
Ask your dealer—or enclose a $1 bill with your order and mail direc*
tothe Paris Toilette Co., Dept. 35 Paris, Tenn.

"Don't Shout"
"I hear you. I can hear

now as well as anybody.
'How'? With the MORLEY
PHONE. I've a pair in my <

now, but they are invisible

would not know I had them in

myself, only thai I hear all right."

The MORLEY PHONE for the

Kill The Hair Root
My method ig the only way to prevent the hairfrom grow-
ing again. Easy.painlesB.harmlesR. Nogcara. Booklet free.
Write today, enclosing 3 stamps. He teach Beauty Culture.
D. J. MAHLER. 19- X Mahler Park, Providence, R. I.

DEAF
19 to the ears what

glasses are to the eyes. In-

visible, comfortable, weight-
less and harmless. Anyone

cao adjust it. Over 100,000 sold. Write for booklet and testimonials.

THE MORLEY CO..Dept. 789.26 S. 15th St. Phila.

"Come on Over"
(Concluded jrom page 113)

h

sen fell back, panting—Delia had danced he
down. And Moyna, who had been standinj

by, alone and silent, heard, as in a daze

Judy's father speaking to the butler.

"Is there a sthick in that punch," sh
heard him . asking.

The butler answered. "It's as innocen 1

as water," he said grimly.

Moyna, listening, heard Dugan groan
All at once, Shane's secret was out.

"What do you think that daughter o!

mine did to me?" old Dugan questioned
thickly. "Dragged me to a priest and made
me swear never to drink again so's I could
hold a job that villain of a Shane got for

me!"
Above the general noise rose the piper

voice. •

"Moyna, honey," it said pathetically, "let

me that can't see your face hear your feet
!"

And Moyna's face was suddenly a-smile

with joy as she called back.

"Aye, I can dance for you now. Play
your wildest!"

Have you ever seen summer moonlight on
the sea? Or a humming bird in a flowering

vine, or the wind in the orchard, whe--

cherry trees are a-bloom? Moyna's dancin

was like that. The room grew still as she

danced, and the words died upon the lips

of the party.

Straight to Judy Dugan danced Moyna.
And when she was quite close she spoke.

"Forgive me," she said, "I did you an in-

justice!" And then she danced on, even
though Shane was crying, "Oh, Moyna, my
own, have you guessed the truth at last

!"

On and on she danced, never heeding, and
then, suddenly, Shane was dancing after her.

His feet that had been busy learning jazz

were remembering the old Irish jig.

The dancing was not moonlight any more.

It was love and youth and springtime. And
then, all at once, Shane was not dancing

after Moyna. He had ceased to follow her.

All at once two of them were dancing to-

gether. And, as they danced, their lips met
in an all-revealing kiss.
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Reactions

(Proving that "Evil to him who evil thinks''

is still a good line!)

AUNT MARIA, a maiden lady from a

small town in well-censored Pennsyl-

vania, saw a certain star in a certain pic-

ture. This is what she thought:

"She acts just like a little child,

And yet they say she's very wild

—

They say the goings-on of her,
Have set all Hollywood a-stir.

Sho wears her skirts too short, her hair

—

Was black before it grew so fair!"

Reggie Van Alstine—who saw the same

star in the same picture—came across with

this:

"Some doll! I think I'll take a trip

Out to the coast. . . . Perhaps she'll slip

A glance or two at me—they say
She'll meet a chap like me half way.
I'd like to see her on the beach,
Dressed & la Sennett—she's a peach !"

But—when they showed the same star in

the same picture at the Sunnyside Orphan-

age—Jennie, aged eight, spoke in these

words

:

"Her hands are awful white an' kind,

I sorter think she wouldn't mind
If just a little girl like me
Should snuggle up against her knee ....
Her eyes seem wide an' soft an' grey

—

7 guess most mothers look that way!"—M. E. S.
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\ Close-Up of the Scenario Editor

By ROSE GLEASON

Former Scenario Reader for the Norma and Constance Talmadge Film Companies

XTTlTH those eager screen devotees who
Uy so often ask for criticism of their

photoplays—and seldom get it—this

rticle hopes to get in touch. Its object is

) introduce them to the scenario editor, a

ersonage, whom I don't doubt, many of

lem have wondered about.

First off, though I want to ask you, Why
it that the average photoplay dramatist,

'hen entrusting his mental offspring to the

ire of Uncle Sam, invariably summons up
frightful vision of a malignant ogre who is

/entually to pass on its merits? With few

rceptions, it seems to me, writers figura-

vely see the scenario editor seated at his

esk, their brain child at the mercy of judg-

lent, crude and ruthless, whereas—if the

uth were known

—

Well, far be it from me to spring the sob

u'ff, but if you had the line on the scenario

iitor that I have, you'd know that more
kely than not the poor grub, instead of try-

g to bring about the literary infant's

emise, is really analyzing the child with the

ope of making a man of it.

Following this little prelude, it seems to

le that no better time could be found to

itroduce the editor than while he's reading

letter which has come to him enclosed in

manuscript. The letter tells him this:

'ear Editor:

You will please find enclosed, a story en-

tied, "The Kiss That Enthralled," in 4765
ords. Criticism will be appreciated in case

ou decide you can't use this.

Very truly yours,

E. J. Jones.

Despite its highly colored title, the scenario

iitor to whom the above mentioned 'script

sent, turns the pages of it. They bear

larks of many erasures and the type is so

legible that he must, perforce, take the

uthor's word for it that there are 4765
ords. Somewhere, perhaps, within it is a

lot; if so it would take a better reader

lan he to discover it.

Mr. Jones gets his 'script back. He has

ot enclosed return postage, but a two cent

amp will carry it to the given address.

Another letter says

:

•ear Sir:

Ten days ago I sent you my manuscript
illed "Love With Honor." I shall expect
decision and criticism by return mail as

believe I have a right to expect square
reatment on this..

Respectfully,

R. K. Brown.
P. S. I have heard all about the way

:enario departments steal plots. If you try
tiat with me, don't think you can get away
rith it.

Mr. Brown's story goes into its return en-
elope. It is not even read.

You will conclude, no doubt, that an editor

eceives the foregoing letters only from li-

terate or unthinking writers. Judging from
he first, of course, that fact is very evident,

ut many similar to the second epistle come
editorial desks from the better class of

writers, who, if not firmly established au-
hors, are, none the less, men and women
vho should be capable of thinking sensibly.

Suppose also — while we're glancing
hrough the editor's mail—that we read the

kind of letter a disappointed author, who
has received his 'script back, very often

writes:

Dear Sir:

My manuscript has been returned to me
with only a rejection slip enclosed. Nat-

urally, I am disappointed. It seems the

least you could have done was to have

given your reason for rejecting it. I shall

not bother to send you any more.

Yours very truly,

And so it goes.

When a scenario editor first undertakes

his (or her) job, he answers these calls for

criticism. Very painstakingly, and with in-

finite sympathy he reads every script, and
then dictates a letter telling the author

what's the matter with it. The result is

—

what?
A regular correspondence, which—if he

were to keep it up—would occupy all his

time.

One of the writers whose work he gives a

written criticism on, thanks him most heartily

and is honestly appreciative. Another ac-

knowledges the receipt of his letter and prom-
ises to do better next time. A third is quite

certain the editor couldn't have read his

—

or her—manuscript very carefully or he

wouldn't have written what he had about it.

A fourth regrets that the critic so completely

misunderstood the thought she intended to

convey, and states she would not be averse

to calling at the studio personally to en-

lighten the editor on a subject he has utterly

failed to grasp.

Incidentally, she mentions that while dis-

cussing this particular story with him, she

has a good stock of others she would be
willing to talk over.

All this, while the editor's desk is piled

high with stories which he must pass on, and
which, if not attended to promptly will

bring a flood of complaining letters to him.
The fact that he has also to review books

and plays and other material which literary

agents send in, as well as to dig up old

classics some director wants to get a line

on, is one that has never, I'm certain, entered

the average writer's head. Nor does it seem
to matter to the literary public, that, be-

sides keeping in touch with everything that

is published, an editor's real job is to find

good stories for the producer whose check he
receives every Saturday.

All of which is to say that if you don't

get a criticism from the editor to whom you
have sent your 'script, such a fact indicates

that either he hasn't any particular reason

for giving one, or that he hasn't the time.

It may also indicate that some unpleasant

experience in the past has prejudiced him
against such a policy.

You wouldn't believe—would you—that

editors have decidedly unpleasant experiences

with unsolicited manuscripts which come to

their desks? Well, they do. These manu-
scripts are sent by mail—brought in by the

author, himself—or come through the hands
of unreliable agents.

Because of such experiences, editors must
avoid setting down on paper well intentioned

statements, which may go to some unknown
literary crook who sees in them a double
meaning that some shyster lawyer will be
able to construe favorably for him.
At least one such experience fell to the

lot of an editor I know.
(Concluded on page 116)

The Hair Must
BeWound

— but Not Wounded
To achieve the rippling waves which

make the hair lovely, abundant and
easy to dress, stern measures are not
required.

Never subject the sensitive strands to

heat or the sharp, cruel edges of old-
fashioned curlers. Hair waving is very
safe and simple when the new Curlox
Perfected Curlers are employed. (The
curling bar is correctly curved to pre-
vent the slightest harm to the hair.)

CURLOX
TRADE MARK REG.US.PAT.OFF.

PERFECTED HAIR CURLERS
These curlers are as easy to fasten and

unfasten as a safety pin. The merest
pressure of thumb and fore-finger

suffices. Yet no matter how much
hair is wound on a Curlox Curler,

it cannot fly open of itself.

These three striking improve-
ments are protected by pat-
ents and can be found only in

Curlox Curlers.

Yet you are not asked
to pay more for these
ultra-modern, convenient
curlers. A card of two
costs 10c; a card of

five, 25c.

Sold by department,
notion, variety and drug stores and at

5-and-10-cent stores.

If your dealer does not handle Curlox, send us
his name and address, together with purchase
price, and we will supply you direct.

National Commodities Co.
Philadelphia, Pa.

After Curlox Curlers have waved the hair, pre-

serve its appearance with a Curlox Oversize Hair
Net. Curlox Nets wear longer because each is gen-
erously oversized and unusually clastic. The life

and stretch of the human hair is retained by a spe-

cial process. (Try stretching a hair from a Curlox
net. See how elastic it is.) Longer life means

lower net cost, and the natural
lustre of Curlox Nets makes
them invisible when worn. All

v. anted shades, including
white and grey. Curlox

shades arc graded ex-
actly 1 5c each. 2 for

25c. Double mesh, and
white and grey, 25c
each. Sold by depart-
ment, variety, notion
and drug stores.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPI«AY MAGAZINE.
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REDUCE Your Weight

Why not weigh exactly what you
should, be free from sluggishness, short-
ness of breath, torpid liver—feel light;

young and athletic? You can. I'm
sure of it! I can help you— as I have

helped 110.000 other women. To
music, if you have a phonograph.
Without music, if you have none.

Send for Trial Record Free
Learn how simple, sure, actually fun, it all is. My

course, planned by a woman, is safe for women. I

give personal advice for correcting your individual
ailments. Entirely different from "set" exercises

sent broadcast on phonograph records. Lf not
convinced, alter 5 days, return record. The trial

is free. Write fori, ii, record today.

Susanna Cocroft
Dept. 35 1819 Broadway New York City

Stops Truss
Torture

This modern, scientific

invention, the wonderful
new discovery that re-
lieves ruptui e will be sent
on trial. No obnoxious
springs or pads.

Brooks Rupture Appliance
Has automatic Air Cushions. Binds and
draws the broken parts together as you would
a broken limb. No salves. No lies. Dur-
able, cheap. Sent on trial to prove it Pro-
tected by U. S. patents. Catalogue and
measure blanks mailed free. Send name and
address today.

\Brooks Appliance Co.,290-F Stale St., Marshall, Michy

Your
skin can

be quickly
cleared of Pim-

ples, Blackheads,
Acne Eruptions on the

face or body, Enlarged
Pores, Oily orShiny Skin. $1,000

Cold Cash says I can clear your
skin of the above blemishes.

WRITE TODAY for my FREE
Booklet— "A CLEAR-TONE
•SKIN"—telling how I cured

myself after being afflicted for fifteen years.
E.S. GIVENS, 1 39 Chemical Bldg.,KansasCity,Mo.

That You See Everybody
Wearing is the

Greatest Hit in Years
Wear It on Your Little Finger

Snappy—Stylish—Full of Color
Cut shows actual size—made in sterling silver,

ereen eold finisii. set with 19 ereen and blue
brilliants. Worn from 5th Ave. to Frisco. Get

jw, beat your
loney back if

Stat« finger I $2.00
THE MANGAN CO.

Dept. K GREYSTONE, R. I

$1800 for a Story!
RECENTLY an American writer was paid $1800 for a

single short story. By learning to tell the stories of her
dreams this woman has found oer way to fame and for-

tune. You can learn to write, too. A new practical course of
Instruction will give yon the training right in your own home
during poor spare time. Endorsed by eminent writers in'
eluding the late Jack London,
tprlfA TaHqv f°r nrVf booklet "The Art of StoryYVriie lUUdV writing." No obligations-booklet is
free, 8peclal offer now being made. Write Today — Now)

HOOSIER INSTITUTE, Short Story Dept.
Ft. Wayne. Indian*

rC "Ingle sho^ dreams th
tune. You car
Instruction wil
during roar s
eluding the lat

Write T<
free. Special

HOOSIE
Pept. 1725

A Close-Up of the

Scenario Editor
(Concluded from page 115)

Late one afternoon, some time ago, a

man, who seemed a pleasant enough sort

of chap, and whom the editor met for the

first time in the editorial office that day,

left there the manuscript of a play, the screen

rights of which he wanted to dispose of.

The play was read and found to contain

some fairly good picture possibilities, but
was turned down on the score that the

story was too improbable. On returning the

manuscript, a courteous letter of rejection

was enclosed. .

Some months later, the editor was sum-
moned to court to say whether or not the

agent's statement was true that an actual

offer had been made for the play. It had
not.

This particular incident led to nothing
more serious than the loss of numerous
hours spent in waiting around city magis-

trates' rooms in response to various sub-

poenas. But it was an experience annoying
enough to make that editor wary of un-
known agents next time.

YET very often, despite this and a few
other drawbacks to free expression, a

scenario department head will throw dis-

cretion to the winds when he sympathetically

dictates a reply to a letter which has come
to him filled with the emotions of the writer

—a writer who has written there something
that has touched his heartstrings. Editors

really do have 'em, you know. Heartstrings

!

The appeal of such a letter lies in the cor-

respondent's piteous acknowledgment of his

inability to write, coupled with his explana-

tion that the accompanying story is not sub-

mitted with any hope of acceptance. Rather,

he says, it is sent in a desperate attempt to

obtain criticism that will prove helpful when
writing others. With money obtained from
the successful output of future work, cer-

tain little ones may be provided for—or

some loved one made well again.

Queer, pathetic little life stories, these,

which unroll themselves from the manu-
scripts onto the editors' desks.

Importunities to the stars (professional

stars—not celestial ones) from some poor
maimed creature who begs to be made whole,

and whose script accompanies the written

request that haste be used in dispatching

whatever sum is sent. An editor always
answers these.

Less appealing, too, in a way perhaps, yet

equally pathetic, are those letters which
reach the editor now and then, coming from
some ex-convict (very often a woman) who
stipulates a certain sum to be paid for the

true story of a crime which he (or she)

claims contain great film possibilities.

Oh, the endless number—and the stories

beneath the surface of them !.

But don't get the impression that all the

scenario editor's correspondence is gloomy.
It is not. Some of his letters are laughable

—others whimsical—all are interesting.

Wouldn't you laugh if you got this one

!

Editor in Chief:

I am sending you a sixteen page story

called "Go At 'Em." I wrote it myself and
it is original. You may find some mistakes

and corrections in it, but I don't care if

there are. I don't want to be a photoplay
writer—I want to be an actor. I think if

I start now it will mean something when I

grow older.

If you cannot take my story will you at

least send it back and tell me what's the

matter with it. I much rather go on the

stage than get my story accepted, anyhow.
Hoping for your answer,

Sammie.

Studio Directory
For the convenience of our readers
who may desire the addresses of film

companies we give the principal active
ones below. The first is the business
office; (s) indicates a studio; in some

cases both are at one address.

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.,
729 Seventh Ave., N. Y.

(8) Maurice Tourneur. Culver City, Cal.

(s) Thos. H. Ince, Culver City, Cal.
J. Parker Read, Jr., Ince Studios, Culver
City. Cal.

(3) Mack Sennett. Edenda'e, Cal.

(s) Marshall Neilan, Goldwyn Studios, Culver
City, Cal.

(s) Allan Dwan, Hollywood Studios. 6642
Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

(s) King Vidor Productions, 7200 Santa
Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

(s) J. L. Frothingham, Prod., Brunton Studios.
5300 Melrose Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS, INC., Bush House.
Aldwych, Strand, London, England.

ROBERT BRUNTON STUDIOS, 5341 Melrose
Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

CHRISTIE FILM CORP.. 6101 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, Cal.

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.. of America.
370 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C.

FAMOUS-PLAYERS-LASKY CORP. Paramount,
485 Fifth Ave., New York City.

(s) Pierce Ave. and Sixth St., Long Island City,
New York,

(s) Lasky, Hollywood, Cal.
British Paramount (s) Poole St., Islington,
N. London, England.

Realart, 469 Fifth Ave., New York City.

(8) 211 N. Occidental Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT,
INC.. 6 West 48th St.. New York.

R. A. Walsh Prod., 5341 Melrose Ave.,
Hollywood, Cal.

Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven, Prod., Louis
B. Mayer Studios, Los Angeles,

(s) Buster Keaton Comedies, 1025 Lillian Way,
Hollywood. Cal.

Anita Stewart Co., 3800 Mission Road, Los
Angeles, Cal.

Louis B. Mayer Productions. 3800 Mission
Road, Los Angeles, Cal.

(s) Allen Holubar, 1510 Laurel Ave., Hollywood,
Cal.

Norma and Constance Talmadge Studio,
318 East 48th St., New York.

Katherine MacDonald Productions, Georgia
and GIrard Sts., Los Angeles, Cal.

David M. Hartford, Prod., 3274 West 6th St.,

Los Angeles, Cal.

Hope Hampton, Prod., Peerless Studios,
Fort Lee, N. J.

(s) Chas. Ray. 1428 Fleming St., Los Angeles.
Richard Barthelniess Inspiration Corp.. 505
Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

FOX FILM CORP., (s) 10th Ave. and 55th St..

New York: (s) 1401 Western Ave.. Hollywood,
Cal.

GARSON STUDIOS, INC., (s) 1845 Alessandro St.,

Edendale, Cal.

GOLDWYN FILM CORP.. 469 Fifth Ave., New
York; (s) Culv r City, Cal.

HAMPTON, JESSE B., STUDIOS, 1425 Fleming
St., Hollywood, Cal.

HART, WM. S. PRODUCTIONS, (s) 1215 Bates
• St., Hollywood, Cal.

LOIS WEBER STUDIOS, 4634 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS. 6642 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

INTERNATIONAL FILMS, INC., 729 Seventh
Ave., N. Y. C. (8) Second Ave. and 127tli St.,

N. Y.

METRO PICTURES CORP., 1476 Broadway, New
York; (s) 3 West 61st St., New York, and
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

PATHE EXCHANGE, Pathe Bldg., 35 W. 45th St..

New York, (s) Geo. B. Seitz. 134th St. and
Park Ave., New York City.

R-C PICTURES PRODUCTIONS. 723 Seventh
Ave., New York; Currier Bldg.. Los Angeles;
(s) corner Cower and Melrose Sts., Hollywood,
Cal.

ROTHACKER FILM MFG. CO., 1339 Diversey
Parkway, Chicago, III.

SELZNICK PICTURES CORP.. 729 Seventh Ave..
New York; (s) 807 East 175th St., New York, and
West Fort Lee, N. J.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION. 729 Seventh
Ave., New York.

Mary Pickford Co., Brunton Studios, Holly-
wood. Cal.; Douglas Fairbanks Studios,
Hollywood, Cal.; Charles Chanlin Studios.
1416 LaBrea Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
D. W. Griffith Studios, Or enta Point, Mama-

roneck, N. Y.

Rex Beach, Whitman Bennett Studio, 537
Riverdale Ave.. Yonkers. New York; Geo.
AHiss. Prod., Distinctive Prod., Inc.. 366
Madison Ave., N. Y.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.. 1600 Broadway,
New York: (s) Universal City, Cal.

VITAGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA, 469
Fifth Ave.. New York: (s) East 15th St. and
Locust Ave.. Brooklyn. N. Y., and 1708 Tal-
madge St., Hollywood, Cal.

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Williston, X. D.

Editor Photoplay Magazine,
New York.

Dear Sir:—Was glancing over my Photo-
play Magazine this morning and caught

sight of the headlines of an article, "You
Cannot Learn Movie Acting By Mail."

Now I must admit that I was stung by
this some years ago, myself. But no casting

director ever had the chance to laugh at me,

for I never finished the course. If there

is anything I can do to assist you, please

let me know, and use this note wherever
you like. Sincerely yours,

Alfred Vote.

705 So. I St., Tacoma, Wash.
Editor Photoplay Magazine,
Dear Editor:

Human beings are queer creatures, aren't

they ?

For instance in the March issue of your
magazine is a most wonderful article by the

supreme lover of the screen (for the present)

Rodolph Valentino, concerning love and
women. Mr. Valentino defends the gentle

art of loving. For the cave man he has no

use. Especially, does our beloved American
come in for his share of criticism. He is

depicted as being an impossible lover. He
nags. He fails to please his wife. May I

at the risk of being thought unladvlike, say

"Rot"?
The American man suits not only his

country women but women of other coun-

tries as well. He does not nag, and he does

please. Because he isn't always waiting in

some secluded corner to carry on a sly love

affair, he is called an impossible lover. At
least he is not that one thing we American
women abhor—sly. Foreigners weary me.

Personally I prefer Conrad Nagel, a typi-

cal American, to all the Latin lovers on the

screen. I note his stardom predicted in your
latest issue. He deserves it more than any
other actor on the screen. His acting shows
him to be quiet, well bred, and intelligent,

and I have always felt, since seeing him in

"Red Head," three years ago, that his was
one of the magnetic personalities of the

screen.

And may I say in closing, that charm,
poise, magnetism and, above all, good breed-

ing, are going to be the deciding factors of

your New Faces contest. Beauty is sec-

ondary to these. Sincerely,

Joan Clayborne.

Hollywood. Cal.

Editor Photoplay Magazine,
Dear Editor:

In reference to Mr. C. H.'s (of New Or-
leans) contention about Mr. Ingram's pro-
duction ''The Four Horsemen of the Apoca-
lypse" which appeared in Photoplay of

February 1922, I beg to say that Mr. C. H.
is entirely wrong.

Julio, as the son of a Frenchman and
though born in a foreign country, is not to

be looked at, strictly speaking, as a foreigner,

it being considered from the standpoint of

the French Government, which dees not of-

ficially recognize the foreign naturalization

of any Frenchman, nor any of his sons. Born
in a foreign country a Frenchman's son may
keep on as a foreigner, but should he please

to claim himself as a Frenchman, he is by
this very fact registered as French, enjoying
all his citizenship rights, providing he does
his military duties. Therefore, Julio enlist-

ing, was becoming a Frenchman and had to

serve in the Regular French Army and not
at all in the Legion Etrungere.

Very careful to surround himself with the

required technical talent for his pictures, Mr.
Ingram engaged precisely a French Non-Com
(myself), born in Paris and living in America
since twenty years. When the war broke out
I was one of the first to answer the call.

As such I lived nearly three years in the
trenches and was decorated with the Croix
de Guerre. Needless to say I must know
something about the uniforms worn by the
French, Allied and foreign armies.
With besides ten years' practical experi-

ence in the moving picture business under
masters by the names of D. W. Griffith, C.
B. de Mille, and others, up to the present
celebrities, I may say without any boasting
that I am entitled to qualify as a technical
man for certain pictures.

Trusting that you will see fit to insert the
present rectification in the next copy of your
very valuable magazine, with my thanks, I

beg to remain, Yours very truly,

Eugene Touyet.
Assistant to Mr. Ingram, Metro Picture;

Corporation.

Clearwater, Fla.

Editor Photoplay Magazine,
Dear Sir:

I have read with enthusiasm the review
of Von Stroheim's "Foolish Wives" published
in the current Photoplay, and hasten to
congratulate you upon it. It exactly ex-
presses my own feelings about this picture
and I am delighted that at last proper pub-
licity is being given to this most objec-
tionable feature.

I can only add that it is my sincere hope
that others will follow your courageous ex-
ample and that the picture will be with-
drawn in response to public opinion.

Yours always sincerely,

Nina Wilcox Putnam

Alexandria, Va.
Editor Photoplay Magazine,
Dear Sir:

Recently I saw "Tol'able David" at the
Metropolitan Theatre in Washington, D. C.
I thought it the greatest picture I had seen
since "The Birth of a Nation." The next
day I bought the February number of your
magazine, hoping to find some review or
appreciation of the picture. I was delighted
to find your review of it on page 64 and to
find that you agreed with me in thinking it

a great picture, a masterpiece. I only wished
that your review had been fuller, much,
much fuller.

One sentence in the review struck me:
"See if you can't prove to the doubting
magnates that you do appreciate fine things
on the screen." This had been my feeling,

too, that I owed it to the makers of the
picture to express my appreciation. I did
not know any other way of doing it than
to write them (and, of course, to tell all my
friends to see the picture). So I sat down
and wrote a letter to the producing com-
pany, a letter which very poorly expresses
my admiration.

I hope you will publish more photographs
taken from the play, more reviews of it.

more appreciations, and keep writing and
writing about it until everyone shall have
seen the picture and recognized the greatness
of it. Yours very truly,

Frances Valiant Speek
(Mrs. Peter A.)

Uhe French tuczt/ to remove hair

FOR more than a century, discriminating

Parisiennes have used X-Bazin to remove

superfluous hair. In all that time, it has done

its work safely, effectively, and with exquisite

cleanliness. Delicately fragrant with rose-

perfume— magically quick in its effect— it

is guaranteed to leave the skin soft, smooth,

cool, and white, and not to encourage the

further growth of hair.

It's Safe!
So pure and antiseptic is X-Bazin that it 19 as

safe for the face as for arms or under the arms.

At all drug and department stores. 50c. and $1.00
in the U. S and Canada. Elsewhere 75c and $1.50.

Send lOcfor trial sample and descriptive hooklct.

Made by the makert of Soztodont

GEO. BORGFELDT & CO., Sole Distributors

Dept. 1J l6tb St and Irving Place, New York.

» ^ vv

Beautiful
Catalog FREE

Write Today for the
Sweet Catalog—Shows
thousands of beautiful
gift suggestions in Dia-
monds, Watches and

\ Jewelry. Every article

^_^--s is the greatest value at^^-^^~^ the very lowest price.
\ Ask for Catalog No. 422-K.

DIAMOND SOLITAIRE RING

Only $3.50
a Month

A fiery b I u c-w h i t o
Diamond in a grace-
ful UK Solid Gold
mounting. The ideal

Engagement Ring.
Sent Free for your
complete examina-
tion. If satisfied, pay
only So.00 upon ar-

rival, a 11 d to .50 a
month for 10 months.
Send for this exquisite
gem Today.

Capital $1,000,000.00

» 'THE HOUSE OF QUALITY" —
LW-SWEET INC
1650-1660 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

"BOW LEGS and KNOCK-
KNEES" UNSIGHTLY

PERFECT SALES CO.. Dept. 54
1 40 N. Maylicld Ave.. Chicago. 111.

When you write to aJveitlsers please mention PHOTOrLAY MAGAZINE.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
S n rV fin rt n'.ri -rrrm nann h rt

:h^.n/rim^h'n"ri-

Rate

35cents

per

word

^TTT

All Advertisements

have equal display and

same good opportuni-

ties for big results.

U'U UjJqj UUUU U.'U u

This Section Pays
86% ot the advertisers

using this section during

the past year have re

peated their copy.

J^U'U:U-U^U,U'UpV4tiJ mm,
FORMS FOR JULY ISSUE CLOSE MAY TENTH

AGENTS AND SALESMEN OLD COINS, METALS, ETC.

AGENTS. $60 TO $200 A WEEK. FREE SAM-
ples. Gold Sign Letters for Store and Office win-
dows. Anyone can do It. Big demand. Liberal offer

to general agents. Metallic Letter Co., 431-K, No.
Clark St.. Chicago.

$2,5(10.00 FOR ONE DOLLAR. MR. MANNING OF
Albany, N. Y., received this amount from us for one
silver dollar. YTou may not have this dollar but we
buy all other rare coins and pay high cash premiums.
Send 4c. Get large coin circular. It will pay you

AGENTS—HERE'S BIG MONEY AND INDEPEND-
ence. $6 starts jour own business, lie independent—
our Hue assures your future prosperity. Jaco Comb
Strops are not a novelty, but a necessity—a quick seller

and big repeater. What others have done, you can do.
Act now—write for proposition and exclusive territory.

25c brings sample. The Jay Company, Desk 7, Wash-
ington, N. J.

BIG MONEY AND FAST SALES. EVERY' OWNEK
buvs gold initials for his auto. You charge $1.50;
make $1.35. Ten orders daily easy. Write for

to be posted. Send now* Numismatic Bank, Dept.
75, Fort Worth, Tex.

FIRST COIN WITH "IN GOD WE TRUST" WAS
the 2c piece, first coined in 1864. As a special offer,
I'll send you a genuine 2o piece, and 50-page illus-
trated Coin Catalog for Ten Cents. Send for this now
and you'll send for more. B. Max Mehl, Numismatist.
Mehl Bldg., Dept. P, Fort Worth, Texas. Largest Rare
Coin Establishment in the United States.

PHOTOPLAY TEXT BOOKS
particulars and free samples. American Monogram
Co.. Dept. 169, East Orange, N. J. AMBITIOUS WRITERS SEND TODAY FOB FBEE

copy America's leading magazine for WTiters of photo-
plays, stories, poems. Instructive, helpful. Writer's
Digest. 611 Butler Building, Cincinnati.

WE START YOU IN BUSINESS. FURNISHING
everything: men and women, $30.00 to $100.00 weekly,

operating our "Now System Specialty Candy Factories"
anywhere. Opportunity lifetime; valuable booklet free.

W. HILLYEB RAGSDALE, Drawer 90. East Orange,
New Jersey.

PATENTS

PATENTS. WRITE FOR FREE GUIDE BOOK
AGENTS — 200% profit. Wonderful little article;

something new; sells like wildfire; carry in pocket;

write at once for Free Sample. Albert Mills, Gen.
Mgr., 5910 American Bldg.. Cincinnati, Ohio.

and Evidence of Conception Blank. Send model or
sketch for opinion of its patentable nature. Highest
References. Prompt Attention. Reasonable Terms.
Victor J. Evans & Co., 763 Ninth, Washington. D. C.

LARGE MANUFACTURER WANTS AGENTS; SELL
advertised brand men's shirts direct to wearer. No cap-
ital or experience required. Free samples. Madison
Mills. 505 Broadway. New York.

POEMS-VERSES

POEMS WANTED FOR PUBLICATION. CASH

THE SUPER TIE—SFEEDY SELLER; THEREFORE
more commissions for you; men's knitted fiber silk four-

in-hand neckties. General agent or manager of active

crew needed. Pol & Treadwell, Inc., 25 West 33rd
Street, New York City.

for free examination. Idyl Pub. Co., 189 N. Clark
Street. Suite 2 14, Chicago.

$500.00 PRIZE CONTEST. IF YOU WRITE THE
best third verse for our song "Empty Arms" you will
receive $500.00. Send your name and we shall send
you free the contest rules and words of this song.
World Corporation, 245 West 47th St., Dept. 669-A,
New York.

GUARANTEED HOSIERY, LOWEST PRICES,
manufacturer's complete line direct to nearer. Samples
without charge. We deliver. Part time acceptable.

Joseph Bros., 339 Broadway, New York.

HELP WANTED LADIES' CIGARETTES

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. EXCELLENT
opportunity. Experience unnecessary. Particulars free.

Write. American Detective System, 1968 Broadway,
New York.

CARTON OF FIFTY OF THE FAMOUS MME.
Briand Ladies' Cigarettes and silver mounted cigarette
holder, $3.50. Shipped by mail. Remit by money or-
der or stamps. Briand Products Co., Dept. 5, Youngs-

WOMEN TO SEW. GOODS SENT PREPAID TO
your door; plain sewing; steady work; no canvassing;
send stamped envelope for prices paid. Universal Com-
pany, Dept. 21. Philadelphia, Pa.

MANUSCRIPTS—TYPING, ETC.

PHOTOPLAYS- MANUSCRIPTS TYPED. 10c PAGE.
DETECTIVE AND FINGER PRINT EXPERTS Op- Marjorie Jones, 1872 Ansel Road, Cleveland, Ohio.

portunities. Particulars free. Arthur Wagner, 186
East 79th. New York.

MANUSCRIPTS TYPED. 8c SHEET. BOND PA-
per, carbon copy. Emma Hunter, 27 Amaranth Ave.,

$92-$192 MONTH. MEN — WOMEN OVER 17. Medford, Mass.
Steady work. Get U. S. Government positions. Com-
mon education sufficient. Influence unnecessary. List
positions obtainable—free. Write today sure. Frank-
lin Institute. Dept. C-136. Bochester, N. Y.

WRITERS: MANUSCRIPTS REVISED. MARKETS
suggested. $1.00 thousand words. 11 successful years.
Forward yours today. Authors' Bureau, West Web-
ster, N. Y.

MEN—WOMEN: $40.00 to $150.00 weekly. Become
writers of advertising, booklets, circulars, folders, let- WKITEKS—PHOTOPLAYS, STORIES TYPEWRIT-

ten. Lowest rates. Chas. Fesing, Sheboygan, Wis.

come while learning. Prepare in short time. Write
for full particulars. Applied Arts Institute, Dept. 133,
Witherspoon Bide., Philadelphia.

PHOTOPLAYS AND STORIES CORRECTLY TYPE-
written. Edward Lay, 318 Temple Bldg., Chicago.

BECOME MILLINERY DESIGNERS. $125 MONTH. PHOTOS—PHOTOGRAPHY
Learn while earning. Sample lessons free. Write im-
mediately. Franklin Institute, Dept. C-805, Bochester.
New York.

AT ONCE—LADIES TO TRAVEL. DEMONSTRATE
and sell dealers; $40 to $75 per week; railway fare
paid. Goodrich Drug Co.. Dept. 59. Omaha, Nebr.

CALIFORNIA MOTION PICTURE STARS' ORIGI-
nal photos, size 8x10, 50c each. 3 for $1.25: Postcards
Stars or Bathing Beauties, 50c per doz. Send for free

list. Homer B. Howry Company, 424 S. Broadway,
Los Angeles, California.

MO^ IE STARS' ORIGINAL PHOTOGRAPHS, 8x10
size, 5 for $1.00; assorted postcards. 50c a dozen.
•I. P. MacKinnon, 815 N. Francisco Ave., Chicago. 111.

GIRLS—WOMEN. BECOME DRESS DESIGNERS.
$35 week. Learn while earning. Sample lessons free.
Franklin Institute. Dept. C-507. Rochester. N. Y.

MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS MISCELLANEOUS

M5.00 PROFIT NIGHTLY. SMALL CAPITAL
starts you. No experience needed. Our machines are
used and endorsed by government institutions. Cata-
log free. Atlas Moving Picture Company, 469 Morton
Bldg., Chicago.

HAVE A LOS ANGELES MAIL ADDRESS. BE
represented in Movieland. Mail forwarded. Make use
of our office service. Special missions efficiently and
confidentially executed. Write for information. Mor-
marlc Company, Garland Building, Los Angeles.

EELZEEEEQ
By Note or Ear. With or without music. Short Course
Adult beginners taugbt by mail. No teacher required
Self-Instruction Course for Advanced Pianists. Learn
67 styles of Buss, 180 Syncopated Effects Blue Harmony.
Oriental. Ohime, Movie and Cafe Jazz, Trick Endings
Clever Breaks, Space Fillers, Sax Slurs, Triple Bass.
Wicked Harmony, HlueObligatoand 247 other Subjects,
; .... I ...1 : T? ¥,i : it t\ £ -r,** . r »_ - - -including K
words.

Phi
. 110 pages of REAL Jazz, 25,0('0

A Postal brings our FREE Special Offer.

Learn Advertising
You learn easily and quickly by mall
in spare time at borne. We assist you
to earn $20 to 140 weekly while
learning. Highest paid profession,
tremendous demand, positions wait-
ing. Write for handsome book of
particulars. Applied Arts Institute,
Dept. 113. Wltherspoen Building,

I Philadelphia. Pa.

$YuU»
e
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ar( iIH£*
We will train you to write show cards. No
canvassing or soliciting; we supply you
with work; distance no object; you can earn
from $15 to$50aweek. WilsonMethods.Ltd.
Dept. Q, 64 East Richmond, Toronto, Canada

CompleteConservalory

Course by Mail
Wonderful home study music

lessons under great American
and European teachers. En-

dorsed by Paderewski. Master teachers guide and coach you.
Lessons a marvel of simplicity and completeness.
A nu IhaIviihiaiiI Write nami ng course yon are interested
Any InSir Umeill in:Piano.Harmony.Voice,PublicSchooi
Music Violin.Cornet. Mandolin, Guitar.Banjo or Reed Organ
—and we will send FREE CATALOG. SEND for It NOWI
UniversityExtensionConserviiory, 589 Siegei-Miir>BM|„ Chicago

When Valentino Taught

Me to Dance
(Concluded from page 45)

the floor. I hate a woman that drags her
feet as though they were floor-polishers.

Skip lightly, yet always keeping the ball of
the foot on the floor.

"The most common mistake I find with
American women in dancing is that they
shake their shoulders. That's terrible. Even
when you dance the shimmy—do you?"

I said I didn't. But I made a mental res-

ervation. I decided that if he asked me to

shimmy, I would. You know how those
things are.

"Well, in the shimmy—or in ordinary
dancing—never move your shoulders. Never
move from the waist up. Shake your hips

lightly and gracefully, or pivot from your
waist, but above everything don't move your
shoulders."

The music started again.

"Come on," said Rodolph, "let's dance."

I did.

And since I've been following his instruc-

tions to the letter and practicing in my
bedroom, I find I have more partners at

dances than I know what to do with.

That's why I'm passing it on to you.

Too Sharp to Trick

HAROLD LLOYD has a wholesome hor-
ror of appearing in public. He never

has made a personal appearance and says he
never will. While he was in New York
recently on a vacation, he attended many
theaters. On one occasion he went to see

his friend, Al Jolson, in "Bombo."
Jolson knew he was in the audience; and

just before the curtain fell for the last time,

called the audience's attention to the

presence of the famous film comedian.
Lloyd, in the face of the honest applause,

left his seat and rushed madly up the
aisle to the nearest exit. Most of the
audience rose at the same time and kept
right on applauding.

On his mad rush Harold heard a comment.
"What are they trying to pull?" remarked

a man disgustedly to his companion. "I

know Harold Lloyd when I see him, and
I like him; and that ain't him!"

Lines to Any Movie Star

// I should write a note to you,
About my deep regard;

If I should tell you that your charms.
Have hit me very hard—

Say, lady, would you answer it?

Or would you merely frown,
And turn away your lovely eyes,

Of blue (or grey, or brown?)

If I should send a gift to you,

Some candy, or some flowers,

And verses, on a card—enclosed—
Of love-shine flooded hours;

Say, lady, would you sigh a bit,

Or would you turn your back,

And proudly toss your flowing curls,

Of auburn (blonde, or black?)

If I should try to make a date,

The Claridge, say, for tea—
Would you consider it, a mite,

Or would you laugh at me?
Dear lady, would you meet me there,

Or would you turn and go,

And leave me, all alone, to face

Your husband (lover, beau?)
•

• M. E. S.

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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MISS VAN WYCK SAYS:
In this department, Miss Van Wyck will answer all personal problems
referred to her. If stamped, addressed envelope is enclosed, your questions
will be answered by mail. This department is supplementary to the fashion

pages conducted by MissVanWyck, to be found this issue on pages 54 and 55.

Miss W., Texas.—Two very good colors

for you—and for summer—would be Nile

green and periwinkle blue. An evening frock

of the latter would be charming, with a silver

girdle. Apple green, tulip yellow,—how very
springy these sound—would also be suitable

shades.

Mrs. L. 0., Indiana.—Crochet your an-
gora collar and cuffs in rib stitch, about four
inches wide, unless you like the collar slightly

wider than the cuffs; in that case make it six

inches.

Jessie R.—Ruffles tend to make the wearer
look stouter, not slimmer. Do not wear your
hair puffed over the ears. Try dressing it

lather high, in a modified Spanish effect.

The simpler your clothes and coiffure, the
slimmer you will look, my dear.

Anne.—Thank you for your sweet letter.

I surely appreciate such praise, because it

rings true. I am so very glad you are de-
lighted with your dress made from one -of

Le Bon Ton patterns. I am sure you will

always be pleased with these patterns and
won't be able to get along without them.
Sweaters are still being worn for sports.

R. I. O., California.—I wouldn't wear
black gloves in summer. They might be
more serviceable, as you say, but they would
not be nearly so pretty as white, a very soft
grey or beige. Unfortunately, it is rather
difficult to find pretty things which are also
practical; but it can be done.

Clarise.—If you are tall and very slim,
wear fluffy things. Soft hats; pastel shades.
You should look very well in a cape, and
capes are very smart. All the shades of
brown should become you. Jade, orchid,
mauve, blue—any of these shades for evening
rather than black.

Mrs. H.—If your husband approves of
bobbed hair, by all means wear it. Many
husbands do not ! Bobbed hair is still being
worn a great deal, principally by younger
women. It is easy to care for and particu-
larly becoming to the outdoors type of girl,

which you say you are.

C. W. H., Denver.—I see no reason why
you should not enter the Screen Opportunity
Contest. The snap-shots you enclosed are
very pretty and sweet. Do not send snap-
shots to the contest; send a regular photo-
graph. It is certainly worth trying for, this
Opportunity. I have never heard of any-
thing so fair and so attractive to promising
young women. The screen is a wonderful
profession, with unlimited possibilities.

Dorothy, Salt Lake City.—A sports skirt
with sweaters is a solution of the before-
afternoon summer problem. Ginghams are
going to be worn again this season. A tweed
suit is always sensible and attractive. Taf-
feta is not so good for warm weather.

Margaret S., North Adams, Mass.—You
should use the shade naturelle in face pow-
der. I have no objections to rouge if skil-
fully applied. Do not, however, use a heavy
make-up for the street or daytime. A
healthy complexion is much more alluring
than cosmetics, particularly out of doors.

Jacqueline.—I do not advocate the curl-

ing iron. Straight hair may not be momen-
tarily as charming as curly hair, but if it is

not naturally curly, it has an artificial look

which is not at all pretty. Besides, curling

the hair eventually deadens it. So, if you
possibly can, wear your dark tresses straight.

There are many coiffures for uncurled hair,

you know.

Corinne H., Long Island.—Of course

your aunt is right. Wear your hair down
as long as you can. Once up, it can never
come down again, my dear child. Sixteen is

a very delightful age, as those who have
passed it always agree. Your aunt is a

sensible person, I am sure ; and if I were you
I should accept her judgment in all things,

for a year or two longer, anyway.

Polly.—Why do you wear such severe

things? You are the ingenue type, and ex-

cept for office wear, should not confine your-
self to tailleurs. The lighter colors are be-
ing worn for the street this season. More
and more the conventional dark blue is be-
ing supplanted by the more youthful and
frivolous periwinkle blue and tomato red and
nile green and lavender. And it is a most
satisfactory change. With your coloring you
can wear almost any shade. Follow your
inclinations in the matters of color and lines

;

you won't go far wrong.

Ruth B., Louisville.—You are a lucky
child. You can wear almost any type of

dress and your coloring permits a wide
range of colors. From your photograph it

would seem, however, that you are addicted
to fuzzy hair. It is not particularly becom-
ing, Ruth, and I should try to devise a sim-
pler coiffure.

Beatrice K., Evanston, III.—Eat starchy
foods—rice, potatoes, and bread. Drink
milk and cream. Avoid acids. This should
help you to increase your weight. I was
chatting with Miss Rubye de Remer, the
charming film star—her designs by Le Bon
Ton appear in the fashion pages in this issue

—and she was telling me that she is putting
on weight rapidly by practicing a series of
exercises. Imagine the fortunate Miss de
Remer—so many women are trying to lose
weight, not acquire it. Incidentally, (he
blonde star has one of the most distinctive

costumes I've ever seen—her dress and cape,
photographed for us.

. Marian.—Study your profile carefully be-
fore you bob your hair. It is not a becoming
style if you happen to have a large nose, for
instance. Bangs are not good for everyone.
Why cut your hair, Marian, if it is so long
and curly? Remember it takes a long time
to grow again.

Katherine H., Ithaca, N. Y.—Treat your
skin in the following manner every night be-
fore retiring. Wash your face with very
hot water and a good skin soap, working
the lather into the skin. The hot water
will loosen the blackheads. After a few
minutes rinse off the soap, still using hot
water, and then apply cold water. Follow
this if possible with an ice rub, to close the
pores. During the day, before applying
powder, use a good vanishing cream. I
think this will help.

"Here's Where We
Got Our Start"

•'Look, Nell—this coupon ! Remember
the night you urged me to send it in to
Scranton ? Then how happy we were
when I came home with the news of my
first promotion ? We owe it all, Nell, my
fdace as Manager, our home, our com-
orts—to this coupon."
Thousands upon thousands of men now

know the joy of happy, prosperous homes
because they let the International Corre-
spondence Schools prepare them in their
spare time for bigger work. You will find
tnem in city, town and country—in office,

factory, stiop, store, mine and mill, on
farms and on railroads.
There are clerks who became Advertising Man-

agers, Salesmen and Executives ; carpenters who
became Architects and Contractors ; mechanics
who became Engineers and Electrical Experts

;

men and boys who rose from nothing at all to
splendid responsible positions.

More than two million men and women in the
last 30 years have advanced themselves in posi-
tion and salary through I. C. S. help.

The first step to success in the I. C. S. way is

to choose your career from this list and mark
and mail this coupon here and now.

TEAR OUT HERE
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

BOX 6460-B SCEANTON, PA.
Without cost or obligation, please explain how I can

qualify for the position, or in the subject be/ore which
I have marked an X in the list below:

—

BUSINESS MANAG'MT
D SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING

Q Railroad Positions
ILLUSTRATING
Show Card & Sign Ptg.
Cartooning

D Private Secretary

3 Business Correspondent
BOOKKEEPER

D Stenographer & Typist
HCert. Pub. Accountant
TRAFFIC MANAGER

D Railway Accountant
O Commercial Law
3 GOOD ENGLISH
3 Com. School Subjects
G CIVIL SERVICE
3 Railway Mail Clerk
3 AUTOMOBILES
J Mathematics

H Poultry I D Banking

3 Airplane Engines

DELEC. ENGINEER
G Electric Lighting & Bys.

Electric Wiring
D Telegraph Engineer
D Telephone Work
Q MECHANICAL ENGR.
D Mechanical Draftsman
D Machine Shop Practice
D Toolmaker
D Gas Engine Operating
D CIVIL ENGINEER
D Surveying and Mapping
D MINE FOR'N or ENGR.
D STATIONARY ENGR.
D Marine Engineer
D ARCHITECT
Q Contractor and Builder

Architectural Draftsman
D Concrete Builder

Structural Engineer
D PLUMBING & HEAT'O
D Sheet Metal Worker
D Text. Overseer or Supt.
CD CHEMIST
G Pharmacy

Name-
Street

City-

Occupation-

-State-

Persons residing in Canada should send this coupon to the
International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited,

Montreal, Canada.

Print Your Own
cards, circulars, labels, tags, menus
book, paper. Press $12. Larger $35. Job
Press$L30up. CUTS KXPKNSKIN HALF.

^ SMALL OUTLAY. Pays for
itself in short time. Will last

for years. Easy to use, printed
rules sent. Print for others,
BIG PROFIT. Write factory
TODAY for press catalog,
TYPE, cards, paper.envelopes.

THE PRESS CO ,0-43. Meriden, Conn.

1
For 67 years these little marchers
have led band instrument borers
to better quality and value!

FREE—84-Page
BAND CATALOG

describes, prices everything
-the band-f:

.~^*plete ( M uii
Na»y. Sold by leadinj? music merchants ei
payments. State Instrument Interested .

4
n v and
ere. Pre* trial. Easy

for Book today I

LYON & HEALY, so 65a Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO
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Dr. Lawton's Guaranteed

FAT REDUCER
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Will show reduction taking
place in 11 days, or money
rofn nAaA Results come usually inrerunaea.

three or four daySi but if

you do not see positive reduction taking
place in 11 days (the full trial period), return
the Reducer at once, together with the in-

struction book that accompanied it, and
your S5 will be refunded. Dr. Lawton, shown in

picture, reduced from 11 to 152 poundsln a very
short time. The Reducer is not electrical; made
of soft rubber, and weighs but a few ounces.
Whether you are 10 or 100 pounds overweight,
you can reduce any part you wish, quickly, safely
and permanently, by using Reducer a few
minutes, night and morning. By a gentle manip-
ulation, the Reducer breaks down and disinte-
grates fatty tissue which becomes waste matter
and Is carried out of the system through the
organs of elimination; thereby the blood circula-
tion Is Improved. For years. Dr. Lawson's Fat
Reducer has been successfully sold and Is used by
thousands. It Is ENDORSED BY PHYSI-
CIANS, and Its use requires no dieting, starving,
medicines or exercise. Sold generally by drug-
gists everywhere, or will be sent direct to your
home, In plain wrapper, upon receipt of S5 plus
20c to cover cost of Parcel Post and Insurance
(S5.20 in all.) Send for your Fat Reducer today.
Remember, it is guaranteed.

DR. THOMAS LAWTON
120 W. 70th St. Dept. 78 New York

"SYLVIA'
Diamond Ring

Blue white, radiant,
perfect cut Diamond.,
The ring U 18-kSohd\
White oold. carved and

V

pierced. Extra special
stSlOO. Credit terms:

^2 52 »

cashprcredit

Genuine Diamonds
GUARANTEED
Our Diamonds are dis-
tinctive In fiery brilliancy. blue
white, perfect cut. Sent pre-
paid for your Free Exami-
nation, on Cherg* Account.

-week!

. Others at STS,
S150. S20-6.

Wedding
Ring

All Platinum »2S.
SolldGold r '

dins
SIC

PRICES ARE DOWN
Our IMMENSE BUYING
POWER for our Chain of
Storee in leading cities and
our large Mail Order House
enables as to make lower
prices than email concerns.
We Invite comparisons.Yoo
will be convinced that you
can do better with LOFTIS.
Money back if not satisfied.

SEND FOR
FREE CATALOG

There are over 2,000 Ulna-
trations of Diamonds,
Watches, Wrist Watches.

. Pearls, Mesh Bags. Silver-

ware, etc., at Reduced Prices.
Catalog explains everything.

BONDS ACCEPTED AT PAR.

Every woman wants
Wriat Watch. Every
high school girl should
have one. Every wage-
earning Birl needs one.
You can open a charge
account with LOFTIS
and pay a little each
week. Any price you
wiah.

Watch and Bracelet clasp are 18-k
Solid White Gold. 17 Jewel movement.
guaranteed. Special at $60. Other fancy
shapes — Octagon, Tonneau, Cushion.
as low as $30. Easy Credit Terms.

THE OLD RELIABLE ORIG-
INAL CREDIT JEWELERS

DEPT. N-502

108 N. State St., Chicago, 111.

REMEMBER!
The June issue of Photoplay will be on

sale on the newsstand. May 15th

10 Years Ago
LOOKING backward into the past of the photoplay to the

' year of 1912 we find a curious period perfumed of the
quaintness that pervades an excursion into grandmother's
attic on a rainy Sunday afternoon, or an idle hour over the
old plush album on Aunt Mary's black walnut whatnot in

the little cottage home upstate.

MARY PICKFORD was an unknown lit-

tle girl who had played a part in "The
Warrens of Virginia" for David Belasco.

THERE was a director by the name of
D. W. Griffith working for the Bio-

graph Company in New York. He had
some ideas about a big picture to be called

"Judith of Bethulia." Biograph thought
Griffith was a pretty capable man in some
ways but they never advertised anybody.

THEDA BARA, having not yet discov-

ered that she was born in the Egyptian
desert of royal and ancient lineage, was
acting in a little theater in New York's East
Side.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS had about de-
cided that he was not so fond of Wall

Street and the study of corporation law as

he had once supposed, and was heading
back at a stage career.

AN actor by the name of Francis Xavier
Bushman was beginning to be men-

tioned a bit.

MARY MILES MINTER, who was
probably then, as ever since, just six-

teen years old, was in a theatrical road
company.

THE Moving Picture World, the leading

trade paper of that day, remarked:
"There is power in a good name and evil

in a bad one. 'Nickelodeon' is dead; 'Pho-
toplay' is being so seldom used that it may
soon be forgotten."

MISS ASTA NIELSON burst into Ameri-
can fame in 191 2 as the star of

"Gypsy Blood," one of a series of pictures

made by the Deutsches Biograph Company
of Berlin.

THE Mutual Film Corporation was or-

ganized by a group of sessionists from
the Motion Picture Sales Company, the

association of "independents" then fighting

the "trust" as represented by the General
Film Company operating under license of

the Motion Picture Patents Company.
There were only two kinds of film in those

days, licensed and unlicensed.

lAUL RAINEY'S African Hunt pictures

arrived with a vast blare of publicity.

THE American Film Company announced:
"A new version of 'Get Rich Quick

Wallingford' in a subject entitled 'The Other
Wise Man,' for release May 13, 1912.''

VITAGRAPH was advertising violently,

giving great space to titles and none
to the names of stars, although its roster

of players then included John Bunny, Flor-

ence Turner, Earle Williams and many
others of equal rank.

PA. POWERS captured Florence Law-
• rence, a Lubin , player, and . started to

feature her as an "Independent" star.

THE Solax company fired a thrilling

broadside at the motion picture trade

with the announcement of "Fra Diavolo
in three reels, a $25,000 production."

ANNOUNCING that he hoped to inter-

est "successful writers like Richard
Harding Davis, Rex Beach and other peo-
ple of that sort in this new and coming
field of art," William H. Clifford set forth

that he would, in behalf of the Pacific

Motion Picture Company, pay a royalty
to authors of five dollars per print of the

production issued. Mr. Clifford said that in

view of the prospect of issuing as many as
a hundred prints this would bring the au-
thor's reward up to maybe $500.

IN seven lines of type, the coming of
"Twins," for release June 18, 1912, a

Thanhouser production featuring a couple
of little girls, was given publicity. Some
years later the Fairbanks Twins were world
famous.

THE names of the leading producers of
the day included among the "trust" or

licensed members of the General Film Com-
pany: Biograph, Kalem, Lubin, Pathe, Selig,

Vitagraph, Cine, Edison, and Melies; and
among the "independents:" Rex, Italia,

Champion, Thanhouser, Gaumont, Majestic,
Solax, Bison, Gem, Reliance, and Universal.

CONSIDERING the status of the close-

up and its value in dramatic focus and
accent in the motion pictures of today, re-

gard the following comment from the col-

umns of the Moving Picture World of
April 6, 1912.

Sometime ago in the columns of the

World there was voiced a polite pro-
test against the tendency of many mo-
tion picture makers to cut the feet of
the actors out of the scene. There were
fond hopes hereabouts that the mor-
sel of suggestion thus cast upon the
waters would some day come back
twice blessed, having blessed the sen-

der as well as the giver. But the
fond hope was not fulfilled; for, in-

stead of following that bit of wise
counsel, the film makers straightway
began cutting off the figures at the
knees. Nor did it end there. Things
kept getting worse, until now it is a
common sight to witness a photoplay
the greater part of which is acted so
close to the camera that the actors are
seen only from the waist upwards.
.... Actors are sent to the tropics

and to lands that are rugged in nature
for the sake of their excellent back-
grounds. When the pictures they make
are thrown on the screen, the actors so

completely block out the scenery that

they could as well have saved their

carfare and done the work at home.
.... An arrangement with the feet

cut off is not a complete and harmo-
nious whole. There is something lack-

ing

(Concluded on page 121)
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io Years Ago
(Concluded from page 120)

UNIVERSALE players included: Lois

Weber, Ethel Grandin, Anna Little,

Owen Moore, King Baggot, Margareta
Fischer, Marion Leonard, and John Manley.

121

Mildred Davit t Photoplay Beauty, uses and recommends Maybellinm

You, Too, May Instantly
Beautify Your Eyes With

ast a wee touch of "MAYBELLINE
lake light, short, thin eyelashes
nd brows appear naturally dark,
mg and luxurious, thereby giving
lumi, beauty and soulful expret
lay eyes. Unlike other preparations, ab-
mitelv harmless and greaseless, will not

fljread and smear on the face. The instant
heautifylnty effect will delight you. Usedy beautiful girls and women everywhere.
Ilacb dainty box contains mirrorand brush.
wo shades: Brown for Blondea, Block
lw Brunettes: 75c AT YOUR DEALER'S
If direct from us. Accept only genuine
,maybelmne" and your satisfaction la

bsured. Tearoutthlsadnowasreminder.

laybellinc Co., 4750.52 Sheridan Road, Chicago

YOU CAN
UKULELE

You can easily play
quaint, dreamy Hawaiian
music or latest songs on

the Ukulele. Prof. Harry J.

Clarke's latest method enables
you now to play the Ukulele In a

few weeks. We give you a genuine
Ukulele Absolutely FREEwithcom-

llete course of lessons. Write at once for FREE narra-
ve of Hawaiian music and offer. No obligations! Send

Hawaiian institute of music
IoO W. 34th Street Dept. 3-Y New York

MkEIHlkTM
YOU can earn from $1 to $2 an hour! in your

spare time writing show cards. Quickly and
easily learned by our new, simple "Instructograph"
method. No canvassing or soliciting; we teach you
how, sell your work and pay you cash each week.

Full particulars and booklet free.

AMERICAN SHOW CARD SCHOOL
210 Ryrie Building Toronto, Canada

toe You Written a Photoplay?
Ifou consider it has merit, otherwise you wouldn't
fiave written it.

1)0 you want a candid opinion of its value, its

Ift'eak spots, its possibilities'

'erhaps we can give some suggestion which will

enable you to sell it.

I )ur detailed criticisms are instructive and explicit.

Vnd a dollar with your synopsis, together with a
• elf-addressed envelope.

MITH CRITIC SERVICE Box 465 CLEVELAND, OHIO

DOYOU LIKE TO DRAW?
CARTOONISTS ARE WELL PAID
We willnotgive you any grand prize ifyou

answer this ad. Nor will we claim
to make you rich in a week. But il

you are anxious to develop your
talent with a successful cartoonist.

Bo you can make money, send a cony
of this picture, with 6c in stamps for
portfolio of cartoons and sample lesson
plate, and let ua explain.

The W. L. Evans School of Cartooning
650 tender Bldg.. Cleveland. O.

I7T>T 17 AMBITIOUS WRITERS, send
[B* IX r, r. today for FREE copy of America's

leading magazine for writers fo
Photoplays, Stories, Poem*. Instructive, helpful

WRITER'S DIGEST
IU1-D Butler Bldg. CINCINNATI

NAT C. GOODWIN appeared in "Nathan
Hale," proclaimed as "A complete show

of two big reels, four colored posters, four

page herald, ten original photographs."

THE Selig Polyscope Company, of Chi-

cago, announces:
A feature of features: Last Rites of

the Maine and the Burial of its Dead.
Perfectly photographed. Under official

auspices. Special release for Wednes-
day, April 3rd, 1912, 1,000 feet.

ESSANAY, with much flourish of black

type, announced four releases for the

week of April 9, 1912:

"Broncho Billy and the Girls"—G. M.
Anderson and a superb cast.

"All in the Family"—A 1,000 feet of

comedy-drama.
"Lonesome Robert"—A plot based on

wireless telegraphy.

"Under Mexican Skies"—With G. M.
Anderson, taken on the Mexican bor-
der.

IA Y0UNG feIlow by the name of Adolph
j/x Zukor, who was in business with
Marcus Loew, had an idea that big stage

stars ought to make a hit in pictures. He
wanted a license from the "Trust," but
they laughed him out of the office. So he
organized Famous Players and imported a

foreign picture entitled "Queen Elizabeth,"

featuring Sarah Bernhardt.

CHARLES CHAPLIN was beginning to

get across pretty well in a bit in a

drunk act in an English skit called, "A
Night in a Music Hall." He had funny feet

and baggy pants.

SAMUEL L. ROTHAPFEL, a young
showman, was making something of a

sensation by insisting that the motion pic-

ture was an entertainment for our best

people, demonstrating his theories at the

Lyric in Minneapolis.

Backing the Bobbers

THE bobbed hair brigade has come in for

a lot of criticism ever since it organized.
But now that it is going down in defeat
before newer coiffures, several eminents are
rushing to its rescue. Among them, the dis-

tinguished artist, Augustus John.
"What objection could there possibly be

to bobbed hair?" he asks. "Personally, I
think it is convenient and not at all objec-
tionable when worn by the right person.
What kind of head should the right person
possess? Ah! that is impossible for me to
define."

You have to trust to luck. But you never
saw a bobbed-hair girl whose shorn coiffure

was not becoming, did you?

ROBINSON: "It is awfully late, Brown.
What will you say to your wife?"

Brown: "Oh, I sha'n't say much, you
know. 'Good-morning, dear,' or something
of that sort. She'll say the rest."

—

Tit-Bits.

IN Massachusetts a man who speaks ten
tongues has just married a woman who

speaks seven.

.We are betting on the lady.

—

Philadelphia
Public Ledger.

-Andnownev.r -§*,- ZIP gently
a care for bothersome J^mr lift Q r,,,* fhoSUPERFLUOUS HAIR. ^^ i i

Snehaalearnciltoili.fi- JgT Toots With the
nitely free herself uf it ^M hairs; fl n rl trine
with the root, -a secret umrssna I All 8
ti A^f destroys the
JSETifS ^gttggffi MM B r o w t h without
have ueed <> ^P electricity.
depilatories, a| ^^W
electrolysis ^H ^V Rapid, Simple to ll-f,
•r the razor, ^m fragrant, safe and pain-wnicb leave HBJ Haw t *.. i .l i •

the roots to V less, it leaves the skin
thrive and uR^V s "' t : ""' smooth. Guar-
often ran.,, J| anteed not to harm even

Irrow 'liter 4 the m°St deUCate Sk!n '

and coarser ^H Women everywhere are

medTateTy ^9 I discarding the Old danger-
appreciate ^^H "'is methods for ZIP.
this superior ^^H Avoid imitations.
remedy. ^tr

Which of the three types of superfluous hair have you?
Write for FREE BOOK, ' Beauty's Greatest Secret,"

which tells you, or call at my salon to have
FREE DEMONSTRATIONA

The ideal liquid deodorant—Cannot stain, harmless, 50c
Also MADAME BERTHE'S
Massage and Cleansing Cream
Cannot promote hair growths 60c

Antiseptic Talc
Delightfully fragrant 25c

Antiseptic Solution 25c
Emollient Balm
For the hands and face. Softens the skin
and an excellent base for powder 50c

Lash-Life*—Beautifies the eyes SOc
At AH Good Stores or Direct by Mail

Free Demonstration at my Salon. Free Book by Mail
9

Specialist

Dept. 9C, 562 5th Ave., (46 St.) NEW YORK

CREATIONS

^J0RDER\)^c

When Marriage
is a GrimeA

The man who marries a good pure
woman, knowing that he is not physi-
cally fit commits the worst Crime
known to civilization. Where do you
stand? Are you lit to marry? Pome
sweet, innocent girl is trusting In your
honor. You must not deceive her.
You dare not marry until you are
physically lit. The way looks hopeless
to you, l.ut cheer up— I can help you.

STRONGFORTISM The modern Sci-
ence of Health Promotion will aid
Nature in restoring your Flagging
Powers and Manhood and Fit you
for marriage and Parenthood. I

guarantee it.

Mention the ailments on which you
W:int specinl confidential information,
end send with lOcto help pay postage,
etc.. on try freel ook "Promotion and
Conservation of Health, Strength
and Mental Energy." It's a man-
hullder and life-saver. Send for it

Right Now.

LIONEL STRONGFORT
Physical and Health Specialist

STRONGFORT Dept.8.t2 Newark, New Jersey

The Panel Man HagaaBgaaMataaBaiaBaiaMaBaBBBaaaaaaaa

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINK.
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Takes 10 Years
From the Age
r Graying hair ages a young face and
makes you seem middle aged, even
when it is premature. Restore it to
its original natural color and look 10
years younger. This is simple, sure

and easy, no
risk of the
streaked, dis-
colored, freak-
ish hair which
is worse than
gray. Nothing
to wash or rub
off.

Mail coupon
for free trial
bottle of Mary
T. Goldman's
Hair Color Re-
storer, a clear,
colorless liquid,
clean as water.
Be sure to state
exactly the

natural color of your hair. Better, enclose
a lock in your letter. Test as directed on
single lock and abide l»y results. Then get
ful^sjzed .bpUh^ at ^ruggis^or- ^irect._ _ _ .

Mary T. Goldman, 1113 Goldman Bids., St. Paul Mino.

\
Please send me your FREE trial bottle of Mary T. Gold- |

J
man's Hair Color Restorer. The natural color of my hair .

• is black jet black dark brown ,

l medium brown light brown, light auburn or
(

blond.. _ I

I
Name ..... ...... ......... . i

Addrest.

YOUR ANKLES
MARK YOU

Wherever you go,

whatever you do, the
eyes of the world
follow your ankles.

Your ankles mark
you. Are you proud
of them? If not you
need

BONNE FORME
Ankle Reducers

Bonne Forme easily worn at night, in a surpris-

ingly short length of time produces splendid
' results. It gives definite rest and comfort to tired

aching feet and ankles.

MARION DAVIES says:
"/ am glad to give my endorsement

of your BONNE FORME ANKLE
REDUCERS. One can achieve grace-
ful ankles with these reducers."

Just send us $5.00 by mail and we will forward to
you Bonne Forme, also send for our Free
Illustrated Booklet.

L. R. TAYLOR CORPORATION
Dept. M-3., 18 W. 34th St., New York

F/KRN MONFYM AT HOME V
"Y"OU can make $15 to $60 weekly in your spare
* time writing show cards. No canvassing or

soliciting. We instruct you by our new simple
Directograph system, pay you cash each week
and guarantee you steady work. Write for full

particulars and free booklet.

WEST-ANGUS SHOW CARD SERVICE
65 Colborne Building Toronto, Can.

DoYouPerspire?
Send us 4c for Tastingr
Sample and what med-
ic al authorities ray of
Armptt Perspiration

(Am Anihiptit Li,uid) Keeps thearmpitssweetand
dry. Use it TWICE a week. No perspiration ruined
dresses — No armpit odoi—What a relief I 60c at
toilet and drug dealers or by mail direct.

NONSPI CO., 2641 Walnut St.. Kansas City, Mo.

Questions and Answers

{Concluded from page 90)

Quiz, Newport News.—It may be true

that hundreds of elephants go to make
piano keys. But they don't go of their own
free will. Albert Roscoe in "Cleopatra"

and "City of Comrades." He is six feet

tall, weighs about 17s pounds, has brown
eyes and black hair, and may be addressed

at the Lambs Club, New York City. He is

married. Jerome Patrick played Adrian
Maitland in "Her First Elopement."

Virginia.—Rudolph Valentino? I really

don't know whom you mean. In case you're

referring to the Latin lover known as Signor
Rodolf Valentino, I'll tell you he is divorced

from Jean Acker and reported to be en-

gaged to Natalya Rombova. (Please don't

be too hard on me if I've got the latter

lady's name wrong. Cal York is out right

now, and he's the only one I trust for things

like that.)

James W. Johnston, Akron, Ohio.-
I am overwhelmed. Positively you ha\
saved my day—and many other days, if

can only hold the thought you express j

your letter. Understand, I don't hand m
self all those bouquets, but I like to smt
'em, anyway. Come up to see me whenevi
you are in Manhattan; I'll be really glad
see you. If I had a wife she wouldn't mil,

the letters I receive from the fair. She'd t

too sensible. (This may lead you to son
philosophical observation as to why I'm sti

single.) Charles Ray makes his own pit

tures for First National now.

E. W. K.—Bessie Love? Yes, yes—boy,
page Miss Love ! Why, she's playing an
Oriental maiden in "The Vermilion Pencil,"

Sessue Hayakawa's latest screen adventure.
Bessie has sort of dropped out recently. Re-
member those dear old days when she was
"The Heiress at Coffee Dan's," and D. W.
Griffith was predicting for her a future as

bright as any screen child's?

Peg.—So you saw Lillian and Doroth
Gish in person at the opening of "Orphan
of the Storm," and think they're just as nic

as they look in pictures? Well, you're right

they are. Lillian is a very delightful youn
woman, with much intelligence and humor
and Dorothy is a lovable and lovely chile

You see, I've known her a long time, an>

in spite of the fact that she is Mrs. Renni
and very much grown-up and all, I feel

still have the right to a fatherly "child

once in a while. Dorothy Dalton ha
bobbed her hair. She is in "Moran of th

Lady Letty" with Valentino and is makin
a new Paramount picture.

M. H., Seattle.—I went to visit the

American Museum of Natural History the

other day. (I say I went to visit, not to

stay.) It always renews my faith in human
nature to look at the extinct dodo birds and
dinosaurU?) and things. Charles Ray is

married to Cora Grant. She was an extra

girl once. Charles is now his own director,

scenario writer, I believe, and star. Must
keep him pretty busy. Constance Talmadge
is obtaining a divorce from John Pialoglo.

Miss Hughes.—Some film star may hav
neglected to write you a three page persona

letter at one time. That's the only reasoi

I can assign for your gloomy disposition

I can't help you and I can't answer you
because you see my own disposition is s<

unfailingly charming, so beautifully cheerful

I don't feel that we are in the same class a

all. (Chorus of protests: "Who does h
think he is, anyway?" "Where does he ge

that good disposition stuff?")

You may have heard how awfully temperamental these film stars can be.

Disliking to disappoint, it is nevertheless our duty to show you Pauline

Starke and Alice Calhoun, both working on the same Vitagraph lot, sharing

the same box of candy—and still smiling

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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IT
was such a contest as Movieland had never seen before—a contest of tears. And
Remember Steddon won. Under the biting raillery and lashing invective of the
famous director the soul of this country girl spilled out of her eyes and a wonderful

actress came into being. Thus are made the stars that twinkle in the celluloid sky.

Remember's story, as told by Rupert Hughes, best known of American authors, is

the first authoritative account of life as it is really lived in Hollywood. That is why
it is the most discussed novel in this country today.

Its significant title is "Souls for Sale," and you will find it in the April issue of

THE RED BOOK MAGAZINE
On Sale Everywhere Price 25 cents

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Mellin s Food
Baby

Mellin's Food and milk has raised thou-

sands of bright and healthy babies.

Write for a Free Trial Bottle of Mellin s Food and our helpful

book, "The Care and Feeding of Infants."

Mellin *s Food Company, Boston, Mass.
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Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.



Insist on

If your dealer can't

supply you, write your

name and address on
margin below, enclose

7 o cents— mention ing

color and shape desired

MEgm
Product

ainsborough
Genuine HAIR NET

IheNet oftheLife-LikeLustre

eMatchless in

quality—yet,

only 10 cents

—everywhere!
THE WESTERN COMPANY

402 W. Randolph Street, Chicago

1170 Broadway, New York

Completes the ttairdress

Gainsborough Double
Cap, 15 cents each or

2 for 25 cents.

Qainsborough Double
Fringe, 15 cents each

or 2 for 25 cents.

Qainsborough White
ot Qray, 20 cents each.

Ask for this package. For sale

by the better stores everywhere



Keep the story with a KODAK
Today it's a picture of Grandmother reading to

the children. Tomorrow it may be Bobbie playing

traffic policeman or Aunt Edna at the wheel of her

new car or Brother Bill back from college for the

week-end or—
There's always another story waiting for your Kodak.

Free at your dealer's or from us
— "At Home with the

Kodak," a well illustrated little book that will help in

picture-making at your house.

Autographic Kodaks $6.50 up

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y. TheKodak City
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J THIS ISSUE The Girl Who Was Too Beautiful



.ansiennes

achieve a true oMarmonu of the oJoilette ?

IT
IS so necessary if Madame

would be in tune with the

French fashion of the day, la

mode du jow, that she follow the

decree of Paris for a perfumed

unity of the modern toilette.

That decree so known in the bou-

doirs of the elite among Parisiennes

—each necessite de la toilette shall

gently breathe but a single fragrance

—a fragrance of French charm.

Dames Americaines! For the sake of

your beauty, do obey. And what

fragrance brings to you more qualit'e

frangaise than Djer-Kiss itself?

For the bath, par exemple, savon

Djer-Kiss—that soap so pure, fra-

granced with the French essence of

Djer-Kiss itself. Apr'es le bain—
Talc Djer-Kiss, and for the smooth,

gently rounded arms a little Djer-

Kiss Toilet Water sprinkled on the

bath sponge.

As Madame proceeds, soft Djer-

KissVanishingCream forthe slender

throat and the delicate complexion.

Then a wise natural touch of Djer-

Kiss rouge with the soft finish of

Djer-KissFacePowder«ex^« ise.And
for the final comble de triomphe, adrop

of Djer-Kiss Extract, so fragrantly

chic, and Parisian. C'est fini, merveil-

leusement! How beautiful isMadame!

Announcing the new Djer-Kiss

Adherent Face Powder
From the Djer-Kiss parfumerie to you
comes this new adherent face powder

—

it clings. So smoothly it clings— with-

out being heavy. Fragranced in France
with Parfum Djer-Kiss this new Adherent
Face Powder comes to you now in the

new oval box. As always before, Madame,
you will find in the round box the light

Djer-Kiss Face Powder— for so many
years the chosen powder of American
ladies of fashion. Both kinds are packed
for you in shades of Blanche, Chair
Rachel and Rose.

FREE—A Beautiful Calendar
The six exquisite paintings by Willy Pogany are
reproduced in the new Djer-Kiss ca'endar. To
receive this calendar free simply send your name
and address to the Alfred H. Smith Co., 26
West 34th St., New York City.

EXTRACT FACE POWDERS TALC • TOILET WATER
VEGETALE SACHET SOAP ROUGE COLD CREAM • VANISHING CREAM

Trance ^^^ ^J

O These specialties—Rouge, Soap, Compacts and Creams temporarily

blended here with pure Djer-Kiss concentre imported from France
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STEADFAST THROUGH THE YEARS
It was midsummer. In the forest a traveler paused beside a mighty fir tree to

rest. Seated there he was attracted by the beauty that surrounded him—gay wild
Sowers caught and pleased his eye; a darting dragon By, brilliant in green and
gold, excited admiration; the cheerful babbling of a little brook brought him
delight.

The fir tree that sheltered him he scarcely noticed.

Months later the traveler passed that way again. Winter winds had driven
away the flowers, the dragon By had lived its little life and died; the brook lay
silent, a twisted ribbon of ice.

But the fir tree stood as in the .summer—strong and straight, its branches
covered with eternal green.

Every industry produces its commer-
cial fir trees—business houses rooted
deep in honesty and trustworthiness,

whose growth is steady and sure, whose
products are of one high quality under
all conditions.

Since 1858 the chemical and pharma-
ceutical business of E. R. Squibb &
Sons has been of this type. Its prod-
ucts are always as pure and efficacious

as it is possible to make them. Its

laboratories conduct a constant search
for better methods of manufacture.

The fact that you find a Squibb prod-
uct for sale upon the drug store counter
is a guarantee that its ingredients are

correct. Rather than lower its stand-

ards Squibb has frequently suspended
the manufacture of certain products
until the right materials could be se-

cured.

When you use a Squibb product its

finer quality is immediately apparent.
Examine Squibb's talcum powder for

example. Note its exquisite smooth-
ness, its fineness of texture, its velvety
touch on the skin; or try Squibb's cold

cream and note how cooling and sooth-
ing it is. This fine quality is the result

of years of laboratory experiments
directed to the one end of producing a

perfect powder, a perfect cream.

Most of the Squibb products are in-

tended for use only by the physician
and the surgeon. But every Squibb
Household Product is made with equal

regard for purity and efficacy.

For some of the Squibb Household
Products described below you may
have only an occasional need. But for

Squibb quality your need is endless.

Squibb's Bicarbonate of Soda— exceed-
ingly pure, therefore without bitter taste.

Squibb's Epsom Salt—free from impurities.
Preferred also for taste.

Squibb's Sodium Phosphate—a specially
purified product, free from arsenic, there-
fore safe.

Squibb's Olive Oil

—

selected oil from
Southern France. Absolutely pure. (Sold
only through druggists.)

Squibb's Sugar of Milk—specially refined
for preparing infants' food. Quickly
soluble. In sealed tins.

Squibb's Boric Acid—pure and perfectly
soluble. Soft powder for dusting; granu-
lar form for solutions.

Squibb's Castor Oil— specially refined,
bland in taste; dependable.

Squibb's Stearate of Zinc—a soft and pro-
tective powder of highest purity.

Squibb's Magnesia Dental' Cream—made
from Squibb's Milk of Magnesia. Con-
tains no detrimental substance. Corrects
mouth acidity.

Squibb's Talcum Powder—a delightfully
soft and soothing powder. Boudoir, Car-
nation, Violet and Unscented.

Squibb's Cold Cream—an exquisite prep-
aration of correct composition for the
care of the skin.

Squibb's Pure Spices—specially selected
by laboratory tests for their full strength
and flavor. (Sold only through druggists.)

Sold by reliable druggists
everywhere, in original
sealed packages.

"The Priceless Ingredient"
of every product is the honor
and integrity of its maker.

Squib
Copyright 1922.

E. R. Squibb & Sons

General Offices: 80 Beekman Street, New York City Laboratories: Brooklyn, N. Y.; New Brunswick, N. J.

When you write to advertisers please mention rilOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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When are these coming^ Use the phone!
M (WJten are cWlien are %
1 these coming ? fake the little trouble lhese coming ? §<^— Use the bhone

!

- .. Use the r>hni»p I 3x

cWlien are
these coming ?

Use the phone

!

BETTY COMPSON
"The GreenTemptation"

See beautiful Betty Compson as the
dance-idol of Paris! This picture is the
real thing in Parisian night life.

From "The Noose," by Constance Lindsay
Skinner. Scenario by Monte M . Katlerjohn
and Julia Crawford Ivers. Directed by
William D. Taylor.

'VheWowiait
moWalkeddlone

with

Dorothy Dalton
A GEORGE MELFORO PRODUCTION
Dashing Dorothy Dalton as the mad-

cap sportswoman of English social life!

Lovers galore, and then—the terrible
scandal, the trial, and "the woman who
walked alone!"

From the story. "The Cat that Walked
Alone,' by John Collon. Scenario by WillM Ritchey.

THDM A C Tom Meighan play-
* 1 l\Jlw\i\& ing Daddy to five

Xl ri/»ii * «• children orphaned by
iULIUrlAN a bandit's bullet!

jn From the novel by Ed-

44 s^-S uard Pefyte. Scenario by

inO> Olga Prinlztau. Directed
tS'lV by Alfred E. Green.

Bachelor Daddy"
GEORGE FITZMAURICES

tl
PFtpDVCTION

theManfxpmHome"
An Italian Prince makes with

passionate love to a pret- JAMES
ty American girl, in an Tr .aV rAmr\n
attempt to win her mil- KIHKWOOO
lions. "The Man from Home" arrives,
and then the lightning begins to fork
and play!
From the play by Booth Tarhington and

Harry Leon Wilson, Scenario by Ouida
Bergere.

Take the little trouble

to telephone the theatre

If you can get a good show simply by
asking a question, ask—

"Is it a Paramount Picture today?"

Your theatre manager will appreciate
your interest. He is always puzzling how
to please most of the people most of the
time.

When he finds that you like to know
where a photoplay comes from, as well as

its title and star, he will take care to an-

nounce it in future.

Paramount has finally taken the best

film entertainment out of the stunt class

and put it into the class of the world's

greatest entertainment.

The stars, the directors, the plots, the
sumptuous presentations, make every Para-
mount Picture an artistic event and a per-

sonal thrill.

It is a real loss to let many days go by
without seeing a Paramount Picture.

So—make a bargain with us—if we con-
tinue to make the better pictures, as we
shall

—

Paramount, you verify the dates
of their showing at your theatre!

Quit paying your good money for any-
thing short of the best!

fc FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORP.
ADOLPH ZUKOR. President

•NEW YOUK CITV

^Wlien are
these coming ?

llse the phone/

"Is Matrimony „
a Failure ?

mth
T. RoyBarnes In a certain village

Llla. Lee a group of young
T fits Wi1«;r»« couples suddenly find
L.015 WllSOn that their marriages

WalterHierS are illegal. There
they are, sweet-

hearting without regular license! Enough
laughs in this tangle to make a mummy
laugh!

From Leo Ditrichstein s adaptation of the

play by Oscar Blumenthal and Gustav Kadel-
burg. Directed by James Cruze. Scenario
by Walter Woods.

William de Mille's
.. PRODUCTION

Bought ajdJPa id For
Agnes Ayres ajidJack Holt

How do things work out when a young
millionaire marries his pretty stenogra-
pher? This fascinating drama, which has
thrilled thousands of audiences on the
stage, shows you.

From the play by George Broadhurst.
Scenario by Clara Beranger.

WAttACr
REID

Wallace Reid in a
cracker-jack auto-
mobile picture ! Gaso-
line, perfume, pretty
faces, a mile every
minute — that's the

mixture in this

great show!

By Byron Morgan. Directed by Philip E
Rosen.

^PcLrarnount GPictur&s
If it's a Paramount Picture it's the best show in town

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMIMI
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The July PHOTOPLAY
will be the greatest maga*

zine ever published about

motion pictures.

Samuel

Merwin

One of America's most

celebrated fiction writers has

just completed for Photoplay

the most remarkable novel

of screen life ever written.

Daring in its truth and superb

in its writing, it will be the

sensation of the screen world.

Mr. Merwin spent months

in Hollywood to gather

material and color. It appears

in the July issue, and is illus'

trated by Frank Godwin.

In addition there will be

twenty other fascinating spe'

cial features.

Many newsdealers sell out

PHOTOPLAY a few days foV

lowing publication. There will

be a great demand for the July

issue—so play safe and order

yours in advance.
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How "\^uld Itbu Introduce

This Newcomer?
WFyou were the hostess of a dinner
M party and your out-of-town guest
arrived rather late, how .would you
present him? Would you introduce
him to all at once? Would you in-

troduce him to the person in whose
honor the dinner is given? Would
you take him to each gutst individ-

ually? Which is correct?

THE man who would be cultured, well-

mannered, and the woman who would
possess that coveted gift of charm,

must cultivate the art of introduction. For
he who can create a pleasant atmosphere be-

tween strangers, who can make conversa-

tion run smoothly and pleasantly, distin-

guishes himself as a person of breeding.

Every day, in both the business and social

worlds, occasion arises for the introduction.

Perhaps it is a business acquaintance who
desires to meet your brother. Perhaps it is a

friend who would like to meet another

friend. The next time you introduce two
people, notic s whether the feeling you create

is friendly and pleasant or whether it is

uncomfortably strained.

Let us pretend that you are at the club

with Mr. Jones, a young friend. There you
meet elderly Mr. Blank. In introducing

your two friends, would you say "Mr.Blank,
let me present Mr. Jones," or "Mr. Jones,

let me present Mr. Blank?" If Mr. Blank
is the cultured, well-bred gentleman he

seems to be, would he say, "Pleased to meet

you?" What would be the correct thing for

him to say?

As he is an old friend of the family, you
take Mr. Blank home for dinner. But your
sister has never met him. Would you say,

"Mr. Blank, this is my sister, Rose," ' or

"Rose, this is Mr. Blank?" Is it correct for

Mr. Blank and Rose to shake hands? If she

is seated, shall Rose rise and acknowledge
her brother's introduction?

Later in the evening you go with Mr.
Blank to the theatre. In the lobby, Mr.
Blank recognizes some friends of his wife,

and he greets them. You have never met
the ladies; never spoken to them. Should
you lift your hat, or merely nod and smile?

In the box at the theatre is Mrs. Blank
with several friends. Mr. Blank presents

you—do you shake hands with the ladies?

Do you bow to Mrs. Blank? Would you
use any of these expressions: "How do you
do?" "Pleased to know you," "Delighted."

Ordinary, haphazar ' introductions are as
ungraceful as they are ungratifying. If cor-

rectly tendered, the introduction becomes a
graceful andbecoming art.To be abletointro-

duce correctly is to command the respectand
honor of all whom you come in contact with.

How Do You Ask a Lady
to Dance ?

One breach of etiquette in the ballroom condemns
you as a hopeless vulgarian! One little blunder and
people begin to wonder whether you are such a
tremendous success, after all!

If you are truly a gentleman your gallantry will

distinguish you in the ballroom. If you are a cul-
tured woman, your grace and delicacy will make
you the envy of less charming women. The ball-
room is, without doubt, the ideal place to impress
by one's culture and refinement.

Let us pretend once again. You have
taken your fiancee to a dance. The first

few dances were hers, of course. But for

the fourth you decided to ask a young
lady, who happens to be a wall-flower, to share
with you. How shall you excuse yourself to
your fiancee? How do you ask the other young lady
to dance? Which are the correct and which the
incorrect forms? Can you make the young lady
feci happy and at ease, or will she feel uncomfort-
able and embarrassed?

The music ceases and you must return to your
fiancee. Do you find another partner for the young
lady you have been dancing with? Do you escort
her back to her seat? What is the proner thing to
do; to say?

It is growing rather late, and you are warm and
tired. Is it in accordance with etiquette's laws to
wander out on the veranda? What is the correct
thing to do if you cannot, for any reason, fulfill a
promised dance?

And the woman at the dance. What shall she
wear? May she under any condition ask for a dance?
May she refuse to dance without reason? What
are the usual forms of refusal? How many times is

it correct for a girl to dance with the same partner?
What shall the young girl who is not asked to dance
do?

Both the man and woman must know the etiquette
of the ballroom—must know just what to do and
what to say. It is the badge of culture and refine-

ment, and not even poverty can hide it.

What Shall I Wear Tonight ?

You have asked yourself that question many
times. "What shall I wear to-night?" Whether
you are a man, or a woman, it is utterly essential
that you wear only what is perfect in taste and
correct according to the etiquette of the occasion.
What does a man wear to an afternoon dance?
What does a woman wear? What is worn to the
evening entertainment? to the wedding? to the
funeral? Do you know what a Tuxedo is? When
is it worn? We will pretend, once again, that you
are invited to an important afternoon function.
What would you wear? Is the high silk hat correct?
And if your sister accompanies you, what should
she wear?

Are pearls worn in the afternoon? When are
diamonds worn, and to what functions? What is

the proper dress for the young lady's chaperon? Is

it permissible to wear black to a wedding, even if

one is in mourning?

The world is a harsh judge. It judges you by
what you wear even more severely than by what
you do and say. If you would be respected, if you
would be conceded a success, you must dress cor-
rectly and in full accordance with etiquette's laws.

Book of Etiquette

In Two Comprehensive Volumes
The world demands culture. If you can hold

yourself well in band, if you have the polish and
poise that come with the knowledge that you are
doing and saying only what is absolutely correct,

you will be admitted to the highest society. If you
are refined, well-bred, you will command respect
wherever you go.

The "Book of Etiquette" makes it pos-
sible for everyone to be polished, culti-

vated. It tells you just what is right to

do and wear and write and say at all
times. It corrects the blunders you have, per-
haps unconsciously, bee!) making. It dispels the
doubt that you may have had. It helps you,
with its rich illustrations, to solve the problems
that have been puzzling you. It ermes to you, in
fact, as a revelation toward perfect etiquette.

With the "Book of Etiquette" to refer to. you
will be without question cultured in your dinner
etiquette. You will know what to do and say,
without embarrassment, when you overturn a cup
of coffee on your hostess's tablecover. You will

know how to cat lettuce leaves, and how to use your
knife correctly. You will know how to dispose of
cherry and grape stones. You will know how to use
the finger-bowl, and the napkin with the ease and
grace that bespeaks culture of the highest degree.

The splendid two-volume set reveals to you the
definite conventions that the world demands at the
wedding and the funeral. It reveals the secret of
correct introductions and acknowledgments. It

tells you how to word your calling cards, your
wedding invitations, your cards of thanks. It helps
you to be cultivated and refined at all times.

Send No Money !

A complete and enlarged two-volume set of the "Book
of Etiquette" is being offered to meet the increased de-
mands. This new edition will go quickly. Each vol-
ume is attractive and well bound. And the two volumes
will be sent you absolutely free for rive days.
Are YOU sure that you know how to introduce two

people correctly? DO YOU know your dinner etiquette
so well that you can dine with the most cultured people of
your acquaintance, and be thoroughly at ease? Do
YOU know just what is right to do and say and wear and
write on every occasion?

You will find invaluable aid in this splendid two -

volume Book of Etiquette. You will want to keep it

handy where you can refer to it again and again. Send
for your set now— just the coupon will do—and discover
for yourself how much there really is to know in the
world of good society.

Don't delay. Send the free examination coupon for
your set today. Examine it. Read a chapter here and
there. Keep the books and read them for live days.
Then when you find that they are the two most interest-

ing and instructive books you ever read, send us only
$3.50 in complete payment and the set is yours. Or. if

you are for any reason not satisfied, return them and you
won't owe us a cent. Mail the coupon now! It costs

you nothing to discover for yourself how delightful and
how valuable the "Book of Etiquette" is! Nelson
Doubleday, Inc., Dept. 776. Oyster Bay, New York.

NELSON DOUBLEDAY, Inc.

Dept. 776, Oyster Bay, New York
Without money in advance, or oblieatinn on my part,

send me the Two Volume set of the Hook of Etiquette.
Within .

r
> days I will either return the books or send you

S3.50 in full payment. It Is understood that I am not
obliged to keep the books if 1 am not delighted with ihem

(Please write plainly)

Address
Check this square if vou want these hooks with tne
beautiful full leather binding at $5.00. with

5 days' examination privileges.

When you write to advertisers please mention PIIOTOrLAY MAGAZINE.
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A Love Story

That Will Go
Down the Years

H<

C. C. Burr presents:

Edwin Carewe's Production

I am the

LAW!
A Photoplay by Raymond L. Schrock
Adapted from ' The Poetic Justice of

Uko-San" by

James Oliver Curwood
Author of "The River's End"

.OW an American girl came to the frozen North;

—how she fell into the clutches of the notorious Fu Chang;

—how a handsome, dashing sergeant of the Royal Mounted
rescued her;

—how he confessed a crime of his brother's, only in the end

to be compelled to track that brother down;

—how the three—the girl, the tracker and the tracked—were

snowed in by a blizzard—this is but the beginning of one

of the most stirring love stories ever told
—

"I am the Law".

Adapted from a story by James patience and study lavished on

Oliver Curwood, directed by it than most productions on the

that master of outdoor produc- legitimate stage. It is Belasco-

tion, Edwin Carewe, "I am the like in its perfection. Don't

Law" has Ihadl more time, miss ir.

EDWIN CAREWE
PICTURES CORP.
B. P. FINEMAN, Pres.
B. F. Z EIDM AN, V. Pres.

Distributed by
A F FI L I ATED
DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
133 WEST 44TH ST.. N. Y.

THE GREATEST GALAXY OF STARS EVER ASSEMBLED FOR ONE PICTURE
Kenneth Harlan Alice Lake Gaston Glass Rosemary Theby Noah Beery Wallace Beery

Every advertisement iu PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Itbu Can Weigh
Thirty Pounds Less

One Month from Today

Read How Others Have Lost

Weight

Loses 13 Pounds in 8 Days
"Hurrah! I have lost 13 pounds since last

Monday and I feel better than I have for
months."

Mrs. Geo. Guiterman,
420 E. 66th St., New York City.

Loses 22 Pounds in 14 Days
"I reduced from 175 pounds to 153 pounds (a

reduction of 22 pounds) in two weeks. Before I

started I was flabby, heavy and sick. Stomach
trouble bothered me all the time. I feel wonder-
ful now."

Ben Naddle,
102 Fulton St., New York City.

From 187 to 143 Pounds
"I will always be thankful that I wrote for the

course. I weighed 187 pounds. After getting
the course I secured results right away and now
am down to normal weight, having lost 44 pounds.
It is grand to have a girlish figure again."

Mrs. Eric Capon,
Manhasset, L. I.

Lost 28 Pounds in 30 Days
"I found your instructions easy to follow and

your method delightful. In 30 days I lost 28
pounds—8 pounds the very first week. My
general health has been greatly benefited."

(Signed) Earl A. Kettel,
225 W. 39th St., New York City.

Amazing new discovery makes it easy to take off a pound
or more a day. One woman reduced 13 pounds in 8 days.
Another lost 65 pounds in a few weeks and her health was
improved a hundred per cent. Still another lost 22 pounds
in two weeks. All without tiresome treatments, discom-
forts or bitter self-denials. Results in 48 hours. Free Trial.

AWONDERFUL new method of losing

disfiguring, burdensome excess flesh

has been discovered. A method that
can give you the type of figure you ad-
mire so much—one month from today—or

less. It is a simple, self-followed law of

Nature. Any one can apply it at once,

without any bitter self-denials, and results

are often gained in only 48 hours.

It requires no appliances, medicines,

special baths or massage. There is no dis-

tasteful diet to follow; in fact, many say
they enjoy their meals more than ever
before.

But, in spite of the simplicity of this

wonderful new method of reducing, the
experience of thousands of stout men and
women has shown that a pound a day is not
too much to look for at the very start.

Many women have taken off 10 pounds a
week, and even more.

Lose Flesh Quickly—and
Improve Health

And the beauty of this safe, natural

method of reducing is "that it gives you
renewed vitality and energy, in addition to

restoring your normal youthful figure.

Your general health will improve. You
obtain a clearer complexion, a brighter eye,

a more elastic step and greater zest in life.

Your nerves are improved, your sleep is

more refreshing. The years seem to drop
away as the superfluous fat vanishes, and
you may even find, as others have, that
wrinkles which seemed permanent have
also been effaced.

Hundreds of women have reduced 20, 30,

40, and more pounds in astonishingly short

times. And they did all this without being

harassed by rigid rules of diet.

If you wish to avoid the necessity for

making sudden changes in your clothing,

you can easily control the operation of this

natural law of reduction so that your loss

of weight will be more gradual than a
pound a day. While you are steadily re-

gaining your slender, graceful, youthful
figure, slight and inexpensive changes in

your garments can be made from time to

time. Then, when you have arrived at

your ideal weight, the new discovery will

enable you to maintain it steadily, without
gaining or losing. Your weight is thus
largely under your own control.

In reducing through this remarkable new
discovery you make little change in your
daily routine. You continue to do the
things you like and to eat food you enjoy.

In fact, far from giving up the pleasures of

the table, you actually increase their va-

riety. All you do is to follow an extremely
simple and easily understood law of Nature.

The Secret Explained
It was given to Eugene Christian, the

well-known food specialist, to discover this

one safe, certain and easily followed method
of regaining normal, healthful weight. He
discovered that certain foods, when eaten
together, take off weight instead of adding
to it. Certain combinations cause fat,

others consume fat. There is nothing com-
plicated and nothing hard to understand.
It is simply a matter of learning how to

combine your food properly, and this is

easilv done.
These CORRECT combinations, which

reduce your weight, are regarded by users
as so much more appetizing than WRONG
combinations that it seems strange to them
that their palates could have been so easily

satisfied in the past. You will even be able
to eat many delicious dishes which you
have denied yourself in the past. For you
will be shown how to arrange your meals in

such a manner that these delicacies will no
longer be fattening.

Free Trial—Send No Money
Elated with his discovery and with the new hope

and energy it offers to stout men and women,
Eugene Christian incorporated this method in the
form of simple, easy-to-follow little lessons under the
title of "Weight Control—the Basis of Health."
This is now offered to you on free trial.

Although you would probably be glad to pay
many dollars for such a simple, safe and certain
method of obtaining normal weight, we have made
the price as low as we can, because we want every
sufferer from excessive flesh to secure its benefits.

Send no money; just put your name and address
on the coupon, or send a letter if you prefer. The
course will be mailed to you in PLAIN CON-
TAINER, and $1.97 (plus postage) to the postman
will make it yours. Then, if you are not fully sat-
isfied in every particular, you may return it within
five days after its receipt, and your money will be
immediately refunded. If more convenient, you may
remit with coupon, but this is not necessary.

As soon as the course arrives, weigh yourself.
Decide how much weight you wish to lose the first

week and each week thereafter. Then try the first

lesson. Weigh yourself in two days or so and note
the result. You'll be as happily surprised as the
thousands of others who have quickly regained a
normal, beautiful figure in this simple, scientific way.

Remember, send no money; just mail the coupon
or a letter. You are thoroughly protected by our
refund offer. Act today, however, to avoid delay,
as it is hard for us to keep up with the demand for

these lessons. Corrective Eating Society, Inc.,

Dept. W-2086, 43 West 16th St., New York City.

If you prefer to write a letter, copy wording of coupon
in u letter or on a postcard,

CORRECTIVE EATING SOCIETY, Inc.
Dept. W-2086, 43 West 16th St., New York City

You may send inc. IN" PLAIN CONTAIN Kit. Eugene
Christian's Course. "Weight Control— the Hasls oJ
Health," In 12 lessons. I will pay the postman only
S1.97 (plus postage) on arrival. If I am not satisfied

with it. I nave the privilege ol returning it to you within
five days after its receipt. It Is. of course, understood
that you are to return my money if 1 return the course
within this time.

Name.
(Please write plainly)

Address

.

City State
Price outside United Stales iZ.lS cash with order

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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To free your skin

from blemishes

—

the right way
YOUR skin was so smooth and clear

yesterday—today it is spoiled by
unsightly little blemishes! How did

they come there? And how discour-

aging it is—just when you were most
anxious to appear at your best!

A skin specialist would tell you that
blemishes are generally caused by in-

fection from bacteria or parasites which
are carried into the pores of your skin

by dust in the air.

Don't let your skin lose the clear-

ness that is its charm. To free your
skin from blemishes, begin tonight to

use this treatment:

JUST before you go to bed, wash in

your usual way with warm water
and Woodbury's Facial Soap, finish-

ing with a dash of cold water. Then
dip the tips of your fingers in warm
water and rub them on the cake of
Woodbury's until they are covered
with a heavy, cream-like lather.

Cover each blemish with a thick coat
of this and leave it on for ten minutes.
Then rinse very carefully, first with
clear hot water, then with cold.

Supplement this treatment with the
regular use of Woodbury's Facial Soap
in your daily toilet. Within a week or
ten days you will be surprised at the
improvement in your complexion.

Special treatments for each type of

skin and its needs are given in the
booklet of famous skin treatments
which is wrapped around every cake
of Woodbury's Facial Soap.

Get a cake of Woodbury's today, at

any drug store or toilet goods counter
—find the treatment your skin needs,

and begin using it tonight.

The same qualities that give Wood-
bury's its beneficial effect on the skin

make it ideal for general use. A 25
cent cake lasts a month or six weeks if

used for general cleansing of the skin

and also for any of the special Wood-
bury treatments.

A complete miniature set of the

Woodbury skin preparations

For 25 cents we will send you a complete minia-

ture set of the Woodbury skin preparations,

containing:

A trial size cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap
A sample tube of the new Woodbury's Facial

Cream
A sample tube of Woodbury's Cold Cream
A sample box of Woodbury's Facial Powder
Together with the treatment booklet, "A Skin
You Love to Touch."

Send for this set today. Address The Andrew
Jergens Co., 506 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati,

Ohio. If you live in Canada, address The Andrew
Jergens Co., Limited, 506 Sherbrooke St., Perth,

Ontario. English Agents: H. C. Quelch y Co.,

4 Ludgate Square, London, E. C. 4.

Copyright, IQ22, by The Andrew Jergens Co.

Brciy advertisement In PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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npHEjrte^ 0/ <Ac continental cinema, t'ola Xegri, posing for
*• Photoplay in her home. She is to startle A merica in person
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HpHlS mysterious, midnight-eyed young woman—would you believe her

name is simply Estelle Taylor and thai she hails from prosaic Penn-
sylvania? She is still featured by Fox, who discovered her
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A NY minute they may step from their jrame and swing into a quaint
•** dance to the tinkling strains of an old tune—(if the director

doesn't call Gloria Swansotl and Rudolph Valentino back to the set)

i
L,

H Donald Hirldle Reyes
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A SUB1LE and very quiet charm which is almost oriental,

^* and a very -vivid sense of humor. Leatrice, not Beatrice

Joy reveals the combination as Cecil deMille's permanent heroine

Gl^SilS



GAZE upon this lovely lady long. A n expert farceusc in

public life, and the wittiest ofwomen in her private existence.

Meet Hedda Hopper, otherwise known as Mrs. dell oil

Abbe

gy&gp-'
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VOL* may have wondered why Alice Calhoun always plays the correct

and charming young lady whom you'd like to introduce to your

mother. The answer is obvious—She is. Her most recent portrait

Kenneth Alexander
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YOU know i 'Tombo\ Taylor,'' the heroine of a certain celebrate,!

cartoon series? We will wager Gladys Walton, stellar hoyden, was

just that kind of a kid, and not vo very many years a*o, cilhu

"%n~L
Edwin How or Hesser
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QjPCTUAL tlioio-
^*- graph of green
Shetland drop - stitch

sweater edged with
silk, afltr nine wash-
ings with Ivory Flakes
and proportionate
wear Qarment and
letter from original
owneron fllein the i 'roc-

ter & Gamble of7iiv.<.

To Wash Wool Sweaters
—and her friends said it wouldn't wash

Pour a quart of boiling water over two table-

spoonfuls of Ivory Flakes, add three quarts of cold

water, and whisk up a thick suds. Immerse the

sweater carefully, and press it gently under water,

to remove the din. Do not lift garment from the

water and do not rub. When clean, lift it from the

suds on a towel and put it through three rinse waters

of the same temperature as the suds, each of which
contains enough Ivory Flakes to make the water

milky. Alvcayi use towel in lifting sweater from
bowl.

After final rinse, place sweater in dry towel ind
pat out the excess moisture, or run towel and sweater

through a loosely set wringer. Dry garment flat on

thick towel away from sun or strong heat or cold.

Turn it frequently, and keep pulling it into proper

shape, according to a paper pattern cut before gar-

ment was washed.

If clear water causes color in sweater to run. set

color bv soaking garment in salt water, or in a gallon

of cold water containing one table joonful of pow-
dered alum for black, black and white, gray, yellow,

pink, brown, red, or green; or one tablespoonful of

sugar of lead for purple or blue.

Send for Free Sample
with complete directions for the care of dainty gar-

ments, and interesting pi.-tures of blouses, dresses.

and lingerie which have given remarkable wear under
the care of Ivory Flakes. Address Section 4S-FF.
Department of Home Economics, The Procter *

Gamble Company Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

THE original owner of the

green drop-stitch Shetland
sweater in the photograph was
advised not to purchase it,

because it "wouldn't wash".

Previous experience with

many delicate garments had
given her such faith in the fine-

laundering ability of Ivory
Soap Flakes that she bought
the sweater in spite of her

friends' warning, and popped
it into Ivory I lakes suds the

moment it was soiled. All

told, she has now washed the

sweater nine times, without
stretching, shrinking, fading, or

breaking it, or discoloring the

white silk edge either yellow or

green.

She says that the present

beauty of the sweater is due
to Ivory Flakes, because even
the greatest care in washing
would have been useless if the

soap had been strong, or the

suds not rich enough to dis-

solve the dirt without rubbing.

Ivory Flakes—simply snow-
like flakes of genuine Ivory
Soap — has the purity and
thick-sudsing quality essential

for fine laundering. With it,

you are equipped to take per-

fect care of your sweaters and
other pretty clothes, no matter
what they are made of. With-
out the sure safety of Ivory
Flakes, your utmost care in

handling can not always pre-

vent the things you wash
from having "that
laundered look"

IVORYs°AP FLAKES
Makes pretty clothes last longer

^}^SS&!XXz^\\&^^
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TOO MUCH MUSTARD
THE motion picture business has ;i

pain in the box office.

It has not yet reached the acute

stage where the agony forces it to

seek a cure.

But the pain is growing every day and

capable physicians must be found.

The public, has the motion picture habit.

If you producers and exhibitors continue

to surfeit it with cheap pictures and in-

sincere advertising the public will lose the

habit and you deserve to lose your business.

The motion picture patrons are ab:>ul

"fed up" on the screen slop served under

the guise of wholesome food.

The stomach revolts at too much
mustard, red pepper or tabasco. The
public is revolting against too much spice

in pictures.

The world's greatest stories are simple

ones, simply told. They have themes—not

thrills.

The heart of the world is always young.

It is this deathless youth of the world

that the motion picture must serve. The
art of (heart must be ils perennial freshness.

Too often the motion picture screams,

when it would be heard with more effect if

it would just talk.

Fortunately now and then a fresh mind
breaks through the clannish cordons of the

studios.

One of the best pictures of the year has

been made by an artist with no motion

picture traditions behind him, his first work

for the screen.

More like him are to come.

Your exhibitor does not have to show

tawdry pictures. Here are a few splendid

ones, each a worthwhile entertainment.

each built on a great theme, all released

within the past few weeks: Smilm'

Through, Turn to the Bight, Sisters, The

Cradle, Hail the Woman. These are not all,

but they prove the case.

Throughout the whole history of man-

kind when evils have grown insufferable

they have reached the point of cure. \nd

the cure in this case will be a major opera-

tion in which the art and industry will be

freed of its ulcers and obstructions.



A KINDLY old judge with a

fringe of white hair around
his bald spot leaned down
from his bench.

"You're too beautiful to be alone

in a big city while you're so young,"
he said. "Go back to the country,

back to your folks. You're too

beautiful, my child. You don't un-
derstand where it might lead you."
The tall, slim young thing before

him turned away her wonderful eyes,

bowed her head in its cheap, gay
straw hat, touched her lips once
with a little hand in a ragged glove

—and left the courtroom.
That girl was Barbara La Marr.
And that was the day—eight, nine,

seven years ago—that we christened

her the "Too Beautiful Girl."

I was there, a reporter on an after-

noon newspaper.

Then, she was a sixteen-year-old

country girl with a face that might
have launched a thousand ships. A
face that was to lead her, as one like

it led Trojan Helen, into the very
thick of the elemental things of life.

Today, she is the alluring young
dramatic actress whom you will re-

member as Milady in Douglas Fair-

banks'" "Three Musketeers," and who
is soon to be seen in the superb
leading role of Rex Ingram's newest
production, "Black Orchids."

Between the two lies a page from
the Book of Life that is written in

scarlet and green and black and gold.

She is so very lovely

thai other women aren't

jealous of her. And
that's going some!

Rex Ingram directing

Barbara La Marr in a
scene from his new
production, "The
Prisoner of Zenda"

The Girl who
The real life story

of Barbara La Marr is stranger

than fiction; it

will amaze and thrill you

It isn't often that the Great Flaywright shows us naked,
human drama.
When he does it is like gazing from the top of the Bright

Angel trail into the stupendous miracle of the Grand Canyon.
The story of Barbara La Marr is just the real-life yarn of

a girl who was too beautiful—and didn't know what life was
all about.

But it is the sort of thing we progressive women of today
ought to read and consider. It is elemental.

I have always wondered how Helen felt during the Trojan
war.

The thoughts of her heart, while death made her face an
unwitting instrument to slaughter thousands and lay her lover's

country in ashes at her feet, make an epic poem worth dream-
ing over.

BARBARA LA MARR'S face at fifteen, when I first knew
her, was the kind that could no more go peacefully through

a world of men than a cobblestone could pass through a plate-

glass window without busting things up.

At sixteen, the girl, who is now Barbara La Marr and is

now no prettier than numbers of other women, was so beauti-

ful that a woman couldn't even be jealous of her.

As well be jealous of the crescent moon in June—or an

American Beauty rosebud—or a Keats sonnet.

The face that launched a thousand ships—the face that lost

Mark Antony the world—the face a million poets have sung

—

that was her face at sixteen.

I am trying to avoid exaggeration.

I have seen a good many beautiful women in my time.

Of them all, Barbara La Marr was the most exquisite girl I

have ever seen.

And at sixteen her beauty threw her suddenly into the whirl-

pool of life, quite without warning, quite without prepara-

tion, knowledge, or protection. You have read about things

like that. This time I saw it happen.

Then began the series of adventures that go to make up
her story—a story from which David Graham Phillips might

20



was too Beautiful
By

ADELA ROGERS ST. JOHNS

I am willing to salute the unconquerable soul

of a girl who can beat her own destiny and
with her bare hands climb back up the cliff

over which life has thrown her. As ivomen,

we ought to be eery proud of Barbara La Marr

.<>,;

have written a tremendous novel, full of the tumult and
tragedy of youth and beauty.

I think she was only fifteen when she was kidnaped from
her peaceful little home in a small

village a few miles out of Los Ange-
les.

Leading there a quiet sort of life

with her father and mother, simple,

hard-working, ordinary people, she

quite suddenly disappeared.

For days the police of Los Angeles
sought her, urged to frantic efforts by
the pleas of her father.

At last they found her, miles away,
carried there by a fast automobile,

with her stepsister and a man who
was the stepsister's friend. The po-

lice took her home, a shaken, bewil-

dered, beautiful child. The matter

came up in court. But the girl was
safe and the family only wanted to

forget it all. She had come to no

As Milady, the en-

gaging and very effi-

cient villainess of
" The Three Muske-
teers," Barbara La
Marr came into her

own. Audiences
found it hard to

dislike tier!

And <Ki(i in in " The
Prisoner of Zendc"

.

The role of Antoi-
nette de Ma uban
would not be an easy
one for most women—but with those eyes

anything is easy

There is something spirituelle

about tier face, on elusive ivislfill-

ness. The struggles of tier extreme
youth hare left their mark upon

hei—but ;/ is a charming one

harm. A few months later, still suffer-

ing from the shock of her experience,

she went to visit friends in Arizona.

She was not particularly interested in

men, but already she had learned that
men were always interested in her.

One young man, a nearby rancher, lost

his head completely over the girl. He followed her about all

day and spent the nights watching the house where she slept.

One day as she and a girl friend rode across the open coun-
try in a car. he stopped them, dragged her from her seat, put
her up behind him on his horse and rode away with her, a

veritable young Lochinvar.

DERHAPS the dash of his wooing appealed to the girlish

* heart. Perhaps in her simplicity she couldn't control the

situation. Anyway, she rode to the altar for the first time

—

behind hirn on his fiery broncho.

If her husband had lived, the girl's beauty might have faded

in the glare of an Arizona sun. and the grind of a desert exis-

tence. But in a few months he died of pneumonia, and the

sixteen-year-old widow went home to her family.

To me the next act of her drama was one of the most tragic

things I ever covered.

Blossoming daily, daily more lovely to look at. she fell in

love with and married a man who shall be nameless here.

He was a lawyer, good-looking, cultured, romantic, of goo 1

family—everything that the child's heart was beginning to

envision; everything that the men she met normally in her

own sphere were not. The wedding was performed by one of

the best known ministers in (Continued on page



Most Famous Hat in Picturedom
THERE is probably no more famous piece of property

in all Hollywood than William deMille's directorial

hat. Even Theodore Roberts' all-expressive cigar does

have to be renewed occasionally. But Bill deMille's hat is

like Tennyson's celebrated brook— it goes on and on forever.

Six years ago when William deMille began directing pic-

tures for Paramount, he brought with him this hat. He has

never directed a picture since without it. He never changes

it. It is a barometer of his feelings concerning the work of a
picture. And a good luck charm which never fails him.

Probably no oilier headpiece

is as disreputable

He has just arrived on the sel for a

day's ucrk. Hearing the famous
directorial hal. It looks as if there

is going to be a good day ahead

He is in deep thought between
scenes, trying to evolve the fullest

dramatic symbolism or value out of
the next one. Note position of hal

Expression and position of hat

show William deMille has just

dismissed one idea and doggedly

settled down to arrive at a belter one

Better satisfied. He's beginning to

gel hold of the idea he wants
Now everything is all sel. "Let's

just rehearse it that way!"
The preliminaries have worked
smoothly.

tl
Noiv, let's shoot it!"

" That's 0. K!" William deMille's

sense of dramatic, satirical humor
is one of the keenest of all motion
picture directors and playwrigh's

Here he is seen reflecting a little

of that quality for which he is

famous as the players inject it into

a scene which is in progress

The day's work is over and he is

satisfied with the results. Soon the

directorial hat will be removed and
another substituted for street wear



Must They Be Beautiful?
Answering a pertinent question of qualification for

the Photoplay-Goldwyn New Faces Contestants

BEAUTY—that overworked word! Just what does it

mean, anyway? The world has always worshipped

beauty. Its poets and painters and singers and actors

have been beauty's press-agents. Through the ages

beauty, almost always in the guise of the feminine, has held

sway over men and empires. Consider Cleopatra and Helen
and Du Barry. These ladies may not have been actually

beautiful in the strictest sense of the word, but they pos-

sessed that mystic qual-

ity that made them seem
beautiful whether they

really were or not. They
ruled the world because

the world thought them
beautiful. The world was
right. Whether the

beauty's nose was classic

or retrousse, whether her

mouth was large or small.

her ankle ungainly or

shapely, if she had charm.

or wit, or spirituelle, she

was called beautiful.

IN America there are

many beauties. They
may not all have classic-

contours, but they un-

doubtedly have a mag-
netism that makes up for

the lack of them. In

every town in the coun-

try, there is a Beautiful

Girl. She is pointed out

at church, on the street,

at parties, as "our pret-

tiest daughter." She may
have competition ; there

may be half a dozen con-

tenders for her crown.

She probably dreams her

dreams of empire; she is

ambitious; she wants the

world to know she is

beautiful, even though
she is modesty personi-

fied. In the cities there

are other girls; lovely

young women the world
would worship if the

world knew them.

'"THESE young Ameri-
* cans have had the
opportunity of many life-

times extended to them.
Through the medium

of the motion picture, they may make their bows to the world.

The PHOTOPLAY-GOLDWYN New Faces Contest is at-

tracting national—international—attention.

Thousands of girls are sending in their photographs. The
winner, or winners—for there are so many pretty girls to

choose from that it is very probable more than one will be
selected—will be given camera trials and, if successful, will

be sent to California under the auspices of Goldwyn Pictures
and Photoplay Magazine, where every available resource
will be called upon with the purpose of presenting the world
with a new screen star.

Newspapers all over America have evinced an extraordinary
interest in the Contest. Motion picture theaters are co-

operating enthusiastically. Exhibitors have joined in the

TERMS OF THE NEW FACES
CONTEST

THE Goldwyn Photoplay New Faces Contest
is open to all women of the United States or

Canada, over seventeen years of age, who are not
professional actresses. This does not exclude
members of amateur dramatic organizations. Men
are not eligible.

The first choice of the judges in this contest—
Samuel Goldwyn, president of Goldwyn Pictures

Corporation, and James R. Quirk, editor of

Photoplay Magazine — shall receive a year's

contract to appear in Goldwyn Pictures. During
the period of the contract, the winner shall receive

a salary equal to that being paid competent
actresses playing in pictures at that time. The
Goldwyn Company agrees to pay for the trans-

portation of the winner and her mother, relative,

or chaperone, to and from the studios at Culver
City, California, and shall have a three years'

option on the winner's services.

Other entrants, in addition to the winner, will

be considered for use in Goldwyn films. Motion
picture tests shall be made of those selected as the

best screen possibilities, tests to be made at Gold-
wyn exchanges, transportation of those chosen to

be paid by the company. Photographs of all

entrants will be received from February 1st to

July 1st, 1922; and shall be addressed to New
Faces Editor, Photoplay Magazine, 25 West 45th
Street, New York City. No photographs will be
returned unless sufficient postage is enclosed.

The winner will be announced in the September
issue ofPhotoplay,on the newsstands August 1 5th.

search for new film facts, partly because of the great interest

they naturally have in such a remarkable enterprise, and partly

because Photoplay Magazine is offering a cash prize of one
thousand dollars to the motion picture theater manager who
is successful in landing the winning girl.

The entire film industry is watching the outcome of the

Contest. It realizes that here is no commonplace contest;

but that behind the idea is a real desire to give the motion
picture public new faces.

The sincerity in the

search has manifested
itself, and producers are

waking up to the fact

that here is an actual ef-

fort, a determined drive

to put new life on the

screen. In fact, several

producers have gone so

far as to write to the

Editor of Photoplay to

ask if they may look at

the photographs of the

entrants after the winners
have been selected. It

takes a lot to make old

showmen, callous critics,

and skeptical producers
sit up and take notice,

but the Contest has done
it.

If the censors and other

critics of the photoplay
could read the letters the

Editor receives from cler-

gymen, from mayors,
from women's clubs, about
the New Faces Contest,

they would be forced to

alter their ideas. Three
ministers' daughters are
among the entrants. The
Mayors of six cities have
accepted the challenge to

find the "Prettiest Girl in

Town." They are urging

their young women to par-

ticipate. In fact, "Who
is the Prettiest Girl in

Your Town" has become
a national slogan.

We will repeat: "Who
is?" She may be you.

She may be the girl next

door. She may be your

daughter, your sister, your
.sweetheart. Whoever,
wherever she may be,

send in her photograph to Photoplay. If she is beautiful

—

and by beauty remember that we mean character: purpose;

charm; magnetism; intelligence—she may be the winner.

A girl may be a good photographic subject.

She may take a charming "still
-

' picture.

She may seem to possess all the qualifications her likeness

indicates. But she must really have them. She must be able

to do much more than merely "take a good picture." Because

the camera, the film camera, will find her out every time. It

is an unflinching recorder of truth. It is impossible to de-

ceive it.

The enthusiasm with which Photoplay Magazine and

Goldwyn Pictures Corporation first approached this New Faces

idea, has grown, not abated. With every new entrant, inter-

23



Some Charming Girls Who Have Been

l

The eternal ingenue; the quintessence of very young
America: little Polly Day of Harrisburg, Pa. As
far as measurements are concerned, she is in the

Pickford-Clark class: five feel—one hundred pounds!

Twenty-one year old Julia Clarkin of Kansas City is

another nut-brown maid. She has studied dancing in

the Denishawn School in Los Angeles, but has had no
actual theatrical experience

est is strengthened. For the photographs have been amaz-
ingly good.

They have set a high standard.

Feminine charm gathered from different quarters of this

broad land.

American beauties—the loveliest girls in the world—one of

them a future film star!

We have tried to make the Terms of the Contest, given else-

where, as plain as possible, but the New Faces Editor is

receiving scores of letters asking for additional information

—

for a further interpretation of the conditions that, each month,
are printed in Photoplay.
Many Canadian girls have written in to ask if they are

eligible.

They certainly are.

Art knows no boundary between us and our neighbors to

the North.

If Canadian girls were barred from the screen, Mary Pick-

ford would not be with us.

QUERIES on the subject of matrimony often are made.
Matrimony is not a bar.

That is a question of domestic relation in which the New
Faces Editor does not care to participate.

Don't be too modest in your descriptions of yourselves.

Call attention to your attainments; describe yourselves as fully

as possible.

Remember that any stage or screen appearance that you

24

"My daughter has always been ambitious for a screen

career; so we are sending her photograph for your
Contest to give her her opportunity," writes the mother

of lovely Anne W. Gardiner of Lima, Ohio



Entered in tKeD^sTe^%[|eKiScreen Contest
_ ) oCiENCFS

>LLYWOOD,

Soft and southern and .vitrei: Marguerite C. Smith.
One of Montgomery, Alabama's, "Prettiest G'irfe,"

Miss Smith is just eighteen. She is the kind of girl

you want to introduce to your mother!

Margueritta Mehrlens—as distinctive as her name— is

a Florida beauty, born in Jacksonville. She is a vivid
brunette, with her dark hair and velvety brown eyes.

There is an instant allure in that smile

If she possesses all the qualities contained in her photo-
graph, Edith May Patterson stands <m excellent chance
of becoming a got d sen-en subject. She has grace and
charm. Pine Bluff. Ark., will be proud of her some day

may have made is an absolute disqualification to your entry in

this contest.

Men are not eligible. This is a Contest for girls!

This may seem unfair; actually it is not.

For one thing, there are more opportunities for women on
the screen.

For another thing the supply of actors is greater than the

demand.
New feminine faces are in great demand.
There are more parts for girls in film stories.

The public never wearies of womanly charm, ami the public

welcomes new types, new ideals of beauty.

If the winner should be so unfortunate as not to have a

mother living, expenses of a relative or suitable chaperone will

be paid in addition to her own.
Thus no one need hesitate because of a timidity of traveling

to a strange place alone.

If there's anything else you wish to know, just write to the

New Faces Editor.
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New Amer
The statuesque and

of a generation ago has given

By ADELA ROGERS

IT'S
an old line, but it's still good.

Times certainly have changed.

The corset, the gas jet, the saloon, and the buggy ride

have gone the way of all flesh.

In their place, we have the rolled stocking, the toddle,

wood alcohol whiskey and the taxi.

A lot of people declare they don't know what the world is

coming to.

Still, way back in the 16th century, we find Catherine de

Medici rebuking her beautiful daughter, Marguerite de Valois,

for her modern tendencies, and uttering much the same senti-

ment.

At least we have dropped a bunch of idle superstitions

—

for instance, the stork intrigues the youthful fancy of Amer-
ica no more today than the

dodo-bird—and we are grateful

for the aeroplane, electricity, and
the motion picture.

And above everything else, we
have radically changed our ideas

and ideals about feminine beauty.

In spite of the 19th Amend-
ment, the last ten years have
seen the American beauty soft-

ened, feminized, and reduced to

an amazing extent.

DID it ever occur to you that

this is a metamorphosis for

which the screen abstractly and
D. W. Griffith personally are al-

most entirely responsible?

That may sound a trifle far-

fetched to you at first.

It did to me, when a brilliant

young artist sprung it on me one

night at dinner.

But after consideration, I had
to admit that if was true.

The screen has had an effect

upon our national life that can-

not be estimated.

And it has certainly revolu-

tionized our thought about what
is charming in the female of the

species.

Oscar Wilde once declared that

Life imitates Art far more than

Art imitates Life.

It seems to me that

this is largely true in

this case. As our

popular, profes-

sional beauties

-of the

© 1897 by
Charles

Scribners'
Sons
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ican Beauty
fulsome pulchritude

way to the fragile, girlish type

ST. JOHNS

screen have become small women, have changed from the

stately and statuesque to the petite and ingenue, I find myself

intrigued by the fact that women in general seem to be follow-

ing the same trail.

ANYWAY, think back to the days before there were any
L movies. I know it's hard to do, but try.

What was then the nation's ideal of the American beauty?
The Gibson girl.

Tall, stately, impressive. Juno rather than

Psyche.

Who were the really famous beauties of

that day—the women whose names were
actually synonyms for American loveli-

ness?

Lillian Russell and Maxine Elliott.

Both very big women, with the

then popular Junoesque figure. Both
nore than average in height, with

full, developed figures boasting

tiny waists.

Fritzi Scheff, Lotta Faust, even
:he glorious Edna May, while not

;o large, were built along lines

Mae Marsh

(Photo by Frank l> om)

Lillian and Dorothy Gish, fragile, girlish types
entirely unlike the famous beauties of yesterday

(Photo b) I

Wary Pickford represents today's

petite ideal type of beauty

that always suggested the woman,
never the girl.

The famous original Floradora

sextette were all good-sized girls.

The show girls of the Irene Bent-

ley period, who were the real beauties

of the time, were selected for impres-

siveness as well as beauty.

Even in the social realm, we remem-
ber the aristocratic Katherine Elkins. the

lovely American girl who became inter-

nationally famous as Lady Randolph Churchill,

the first Mrs. John Jacob Astor.

All big, stately women.
Of course there were little women who were

favorites. Women like Delia Fox and Polly Chase. But

they did not rank professionally as beauties. They were

soubrettes.

No. in all honesty, the American beauty was big, athletic,

stately.

Julia Marlowe, Nance O'Neill—a veritable giantess—Mar-

garet Anglin, Olga Nethersole—the dramatic and tragic artists

of the day, followed the tradition.

AND then—and then

—

The motion picture and D. W. Griffith.

Today we find beyond question that the new and reigning

American beauty is small—the tiny, childish, girlish type.

Before the days of the cinema. Lillian Russell was the most

adored woman in America. Our prized American beauty.

Now, who is America's sweetheart?

Mary Pickford.

Mary Pickford. who stands four feet and eleven inches in

her shoes.

If England or France or Italy stops to think what the beau-

tiful woman of America is like, the ideal type, to whom do

their thoughts naturally turn?

Mary Pickford and' the host of other screen beautic- we
send them.

Who is today conceded by the majority of critics and audi-

ences in this country to be our great- (Concluded on page 109)
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"/ know you," he went on pleasantly. "You folks came
over to Pasadena and used our home in one of your pictures"
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Behind the

Curtain
A remarkable

love story from real motion picture life

By

FRANK CONDON

Illustrated by R. Van Buren

">S/ie's probably the finest girl in

the world, and she's got common
sense, in spite of her being will-

ing to marry that boy of mine"

I
HAPPEN to know a good bit about
the movies, because I've been
knocking around in the studios for

seven years, and what I say is as

follows: The movies are not vastly different from any other
business. Canning the drama is a good deal like canning
salmon, although there are points of variance, some of them
in favor of the salmon. The fish-canners are nice people,

with, of course, the usual exceptions. Similarly, the movies
have their nice people; and they have their sour babies, too.

We have, on our own lot, a sprinkling of these sour babies,

but we also pay off every week a large congregation of God-
fearing actors and actresses who settle their bills promptly,
tend to their morals, speak kindly of their fellow-men, wash
their soiled linen in private, and otherwise behave like people

you wouldn't object to as next-door neighbors.

"Here comes another of those horn-rimmed movie defend-
ers," I can hear the tired reader mourn. . . . Not so. . . .

I am only repeating a few hackneyed truths at the beginning

of this little narrative, because it concerns a very sour baby,
and I would like to have it understood that the trade is not

composed exclusively of such.

This particular one was a female, who slippered along through
the ranks of the extra persons and into semi-stardom under
the name of Sarah Bradley Aiken. She never really became
a hot-dog star, with red letters up and down the main avenue,
and a secretary to talk to little wet-eyed interview ladies from
the movie magazines; but she was, nevertheless, up there among

what they describe as

the promising girls.
She was coming right

along. Newspaper
critics prophesied that,

in time, Sarah B. Aik-

en would be pushing
Lillian G i s h off the

end of the bench.

Maybe so. It hasn't

happened yet, but

you never can tell.

Sarah was a bird
with beautiful feathers

and two hazel-brown eyes

under perfect brows—two
pools of feminine mystery,

which, when she focused

them upon a hapless adult

of the opposing sex, caused
him forthwith to forget ev-

erything in the copy-book,

starting with "Be Good and You Will Be Happy."
Sarah was not a vamp in the accepted meaning of that silly

and overworked word. A vamp, as seen in L. A., is a beautiful

woman who is either wicked now, or will be without delay.

Miss Aiken was nothing of the sort. She was anything but

slinky and she never wore black. Sweet and lovely innocence

was her middle name.

SHE seemed a good deal like a misplaced nun. and when she

first fluttered into the Federated shop to play leads, our

battle-scarred staff had a quick look, and wondered who would
protect the angel child. She looked timid and fragile. I ex-

pected to see signs on her. such as. "With Care," or "This Side

Up." But no. . . . And my good Gosh! How that lady

did not need protection!
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Sam Perry was the genial director of our company, and my

own duties were those of assistant. We had as fine a staff as

there was on the Federated lot. and while we remained together

as a working unit, we certainly knocked off some celluloid

masterpieces. Naturally, we had a few failures. Now and
then they gave us a story out of the cook-book, and we pro-

duced a banyan on the screen, which is what anyone might
expect. But with a fair start, having a good story, we gener-
ally came through with an interesting and entertaining collec-

tion of galloping photographs. And thanks to Sam Perry, a

fjood director, whose art is be-

ing injured, because he has a

wife who throws knives at him dur-

ing moments of high emotion.

TOWARDS the end of Sam's ten-

ure in office, Sarah Bradley

Aiken joined up with the Federated,

and, as I said, we gazed upon that

beguiling countenance, and marvelled

that one so fair and sweet should

have to mingle with the coarser

breeds. You looked at her and con-

cluded that by rights she should be

always standing in the middle of a

pure, white tablecloth, with a lily in

her hand and her eyes raised to

Heaven.
Sarah was probably twenty-six

that year, and she could seem six-

teen, except at certain grim hours in

the morning, or when abruptly de-

prived of her cosmetics. What she

could do with a little dab of scarlet

paint is beyond human belief. We
learned about women from her

—

boy, we did indeed.

With Miss Aiken playing the lead,

we finished one picture, and did the

job quickly and largely in the studio.

It was one of those all-interior yarns

and we rolled through it with speed.

Nobody on the lot knew Sarah very
intimately, but we were all prepared

to take a solemn oath upon seven
bibles that here was one of God's
few noblewomen. She was. during

the making of that first picture, a

sweet and simple soul. If she

bumped against an obscure prop boy,

she apologized. If she kept Sam wait-

ing for a scene, she begged his for-

giveness with such earnestness that

Sam with difficulty restrained him-
self from bursting into tears. She
was too good to be true.

Towards the start of the second
picture, I began to notice a strange

young gentleman, who anchored him-
self outside the studio every after-

noon, and leaned against a tree at

a point opposite the gate. He didn't

look like a film person, and yet he
was there so persistently for a week
or more that I cast the eye of curi-

osity upon him. He was a kid of

twenty-two; a bright-eyed, clear-

skinned youngster with a round face that ended in a noticeable

rhin. When he talked, he looked you in the eye. One day he

hailed me, as I pawed my way through a crowd of extras.

•'1\ /TV name is Gilbert Nordahl." he said. '"You're Mr.
* ** Perry's assistant, aren't you?"
I admitted that this was the guilty truth.

"I know you," he went on pleasantly. "You folks came
over to Pasadena and used our home in one of your pictures."

I then remembered him. The year before, we had need for

a mansion and Pasadena is where we generally go for our man-
sions. The Nordahl dwelling was the one chosen by Sam, and if

that isn't an elegant domicile, I don't want a dime. Towers
everywhere with turrets protruding. Ivy climbing over balus-

trade and portico. Half-a-mile of velvet lawn and a squad of

Japs chasing weeds. The garage is just one size bigger than
the Boston City Hall, and on the front lawn is an iron reindeer

fleeing on three legs. The place is like a French chateau that

has been kept up, and the owner is old Dave Nordahl, who
built the first bandit-proof railroad into Mexico, and who now
has a dollar for every flea in China.

Certainly, I recalled the kid. Sam Perry and I knew his

father, and not only that—we knew him well. Dave took me
down in his cellar, while we were getting those mansion shots,

She stood in the center of the dininy room
in sight and ivished we were all

and showed me enough Scotch to make me realize, for the

first time, the pure bitterness of poverty. Every drop straight

from Glasgow. Dave told me he had just enough for one
hundred and thirty-eight thousand high-balls, by which time

he hoped he'd be dead.

This Dave Nordahl is a regular human being, without any
accessories. He has six automobiles, beginning with a flivver

finished in the natural rust and ending with a British limousine

with eight doors in it. And the old boy can be observed any
day, bounding from crag to crag in the tin coupe. He drives it

by choice, the same as he chews fine cut, instead of telling

young men the cardinal rules for success.

And this was Dave's boy.

''Miss Aiken is now in your company, isn't she?" young Gil-
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bert said next. I glanced at him and ah-ha'd me a couple of

quiet ah-ha's. So, that was it? The young man was buzzing

around that lovely drop of human honey.

"She is," I answered. "Know her?''

"Slightly," he said smiling, and blushing a twelve-ampere

blush—the kind that gives the ears a warm apricot-red. No
grown man can do it. After a male passes the critical age of

thirty-five, he simply runs out of blushes. In moments of

extreme stress, he gets goose-pimples and lets it go at that.

"Are you allowed to enter this temple of art?" I demanded.

rug and announced thai she haled everybody

dead and buried in quicklime

"Well," he replied, "not exactly. You see, I don't want to

make a nuisance of myself. I know you studio people hate

to have strangers messing about. If I wanted to get in, I sup-

pose I could arrange it somehow."

T LOOKED at that chin of his—the Nordahl chin. Old
* Dave Nordahl has a jaw of his own. It was what he built

the Mexican railroad with, when they said he and his gang
would be cut up into frijoles and fried, and the kid has the

family chin—square, solid and sort of Gibraltaresque. I re-

flected that he certainly could get inside the Federated gate,

if he wanted to.

"Well," I said, "glad to have met you again. So long."

I wanted to add that if he would hang around for about ten

3 J

minutes, he would probably see Miss Aiken come out, but I

felt that this wouldn't be news.*****
Sam Perry and I rushed the preliminaries on our new picture,

and the department turned over to us what they claimed was
the script of the story. Maybe it was. 1 read it carefully,

and I don't know now and never did know what it was all

about. I can understand scenario English as well as anybody,

and if that script was a story, I'm a kangaroo. Sam read it,

cursing bitterly all the way through. Sam's theory is that

all scenario writers are the off-springs

of moron parents, and that there

should be a law allowing them to be

put out of their misery.

"We never can make this," said

Sam, throwing it away from him.

"Of course not," I agreed. "Still,

you said that about the last one."

The Nordahl scion continued to

be there or thereabouts whenever
the closing whistle blew, but he
made no effort to swarm himself

into the studio. He had his tree

out by the automobiles, and he was
content to wait for a vision of his

goddess. Every evening at five, the

resplendent Sarah appeared, looking

more young and beautiful than ever,

and she never lacked for protection.

Four or five eager youths were on
hand always, to take her home to

her aunt, and to guard her from the

wickedness of the world. Suffering

scarabs! She needed protection the

same as the British fleet.

AT any rate, young Gilbert Nor-
**• dahl learned very speedily that

there was competition afoot.

Though he drove a gray automobile
that had cost his father all of one
season's profits in steel, still there

were other automobiles, and Sarah
distributed her favors like a duchess.

Many a night, Mr. Nordahl stood in

the shadows, biting his nails, and
watching the lovely young thing step

into another lad's machine.
One day, probably two weeks

after I had first noticed the kid,

who comes tearing around the end
of Number Four Stage but Dave
Nordahl himself, wearing his Pasa-

dena golf uniform and chewing on

the fag end of a cigar. His mind
was elsewhere, and he all but ran me
down.

"Hello, Bill." he said, coming
back to earth. "I'm glad to see you.

There's something I want to talk

about."

"Go ahead." I said.

"I may need some help from you,

Bill. I'm working out a little proj-

ect that may or may not go through.

It's that kid of mine."
"Gilbert," I said, and it dawned

on me. I knew at once what had brought Dave into the

Federated lot.

"You might be able to help me, later on. Can we go

somewhere and sit down?''

I steered him into Sam's office, opposite Number Three.

"You treated us to the best there was," I remarked. "Now
it's our turn. Sit down, and what's on your mind?"
Dave unbuttoned his coat, hooked one of Sam's cigars

and began. It seems that young Gilbert had been talking

things over with him on a previous occasion, and since that

chat, Dave had been reflecting. Without warning, Gilbert

had walked into his father's library and had announced cer-

tain personal intentions. The news had astonished Dave

—

but not outwardly. (Continued on page 78)



Inside the Battle Line at Hollywood

Ihillywood's Main Street—the Boulevard

named after it. On the right, observe the

newest Hollywood skyscraper

THE siege of Hollywood
has been on for a year.

In the good old days

they built stone walls and
moats around cities to with-

stand attacks. When the city

fell the invaders sacked it of

treasure, put the defenders

to death, and carried off the

women as slaves. Today the

scandalmonging newspapers,

reinforced by professional re-

formers, use poison gas, and
ruin the reputations of decent

men and women, in the hope
of carrying off rich reward in

the shape of increased circula-

tion and self-advertising. Poor
Hollywood, "the modern So-

dom and Gomorrah"—"the

world's wickedest city." And,

by the way, here's something

the newspapers are not serving

up in headlines—that the Los
Angeles police are convinced

that William D. Taylor was
assassinated by a gang of drug

peddlers and bootleggers, such

as ply their trade in every

large city, whom he was trying

to put out of business.

Reverend Neal Dodd, the favorite

clergyman of the motion picture

industry, who has married scores

of actors and actresses in real life

weddings as well as film ones

The Hollywood Hotel, which has housed as many or more film and literary

celebrities than any other hostelry in the world. Among those who have lived

there are Mary Pi'ckford, Douglas Fairbanks, Thomas Meighan, May Allison,

Elinor Glyn, Gloria Swanson, the Talmadges, Sir Gilbert Parker, Mary Roberts

Rinchart and Someresl Maughan. The Hollywood's fame is ivorld-ivide



The interior of the Blue Fronl—any day at noon, If
you look closely you will see Tommy Meighan, Conrad
Nagel, Lois Wilson, and Larry Wheat lunching to-

gether. "Ruddy" Valentino is over in a corner

The Armstrong Carleton Cafe, familiarly known as the
Blue Front, where most of the film stars lunch. The little

group snapped in the doorway includes the director,
George Melford, Mae Busch, star, and Hezi Tale, direc-

tor, who paused a moment for the cameraman

The Garden Court Apartments on Hollyicood Boulevard—
the largest and most beautiful apartment house in Holly-

wood. It has been the home of many screen celebrities

because of its convenient location and its unpretentious,

homelike atmosphere— inviting after a hard day's work
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Perhaps the one
actor's estate in

Henrly Hills thai

lias never before been

photographed. J Iere.

Hie retiring Hays are

viewing Iheir do-
main from Hie for-
mal back garden.

Their house is white

plaster with a dark
green roof

A Little Ray Home in the West
Photography by Stagg

Their dining room—considered by artists and
designers one of the most beautiful in America.
The colors are pistachio green and pale violet. The
mirrors are really panel doors opening into the hall

In Hie den it is permissible to call

him Charlie. A real mans room,
done in carved old English oak.
The rug is a real Persian of great
value and the hand-carved oak
desk is an antique. The curtains

are a pale gold

1 punorama of Holly-

mood from the Japanese
house that lops a hill over-

looking the famous Cali-

fornia suburb. Here you
have a vieiv which includes

practically all of the

cinema community
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Mrs. Charles Kay—
formerly Cora iitani— in her favorite

corner of lite garden.
This Harden is (lie

/lays' particular
hobby. The iron

lilies of the fountain

contain electric

globes. {Don I over-

look Whiskers, an
aclor of reputation)

Just a cottage in the California hills— but
it's good enough for Charlie and Cora!

In the Japanese tea house—a decidedly futuristic
room, in black patent leather and red enamel. The
floor is of black linoleum. The Rays entertain here

informally a great deal in the summer time

-Www
^ .*.

#•^B

This hilltop must provide
the Hays with a satisfying
sort of "all-(he-world-at-

our-feet" feeling. In the

distance lies the moun-
tain-rimmed city of Los
Angeles, gleaming in the

bright sunshine

1 glimpse of Hie lady of the house,

in her very French boudoir. The
silken draperies are in all the

pqstel shades. Notice the vase of
ostrich plumes and the basket of
ribbon flowers. Furniture is gilt

with satin upholstery
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A remarkable chapter of hitherto untold facts

picture— an epic story of human ambition,

The Romantic History of the

THIS remarkable chapter in Mr. Ramsaye's
narrative of the development of the motion

picture unfolds an amazing wealth of previously
untold stories of the highest romantic color. They
are the more amazing because they are documented
in a large degree by the veracity of the camera
itself and the long forgotten records of early film

litigations. Here is given a prospect of the tre-

mendously human story back of the statis-

tical boasts of the motion picture. Research has
revealed a treasure trove of glamourous historical

material, until now untouched, and without parallel

in the annals of art and industry.

—

The Editor.

<>'. ;»<»••

Rose O'Neill, sketching by lite road in

remote Missouri, one day caught the

attention of Grey Latham, and came to

New York to be the bride of the first

motion picture romance—and, later, to

rise to fame as an artist. The whole
world knows her "Kewpie" dolls

CHAPTER III

THE fires of anticipa-

tion illumined the
efforts of the Lath-

ams when they started

manufacturing their motion
picture projecting machine
in the early summer of

1895. Successes in the lab-

oratory had kindled high
hopes.

True enough, the Lath-
am eidoloscope was hardly
more than the Edison kinet-

oscope, with an arc light

behind it, but in that day
of beginnings it was enough
foundation for hope.
Major Woodville Latham

saw the possibility of

This machine is one of (he

three first successful film pro-
jectors built by Thomas Armal
(ind C. Francis Jenkins in

the year 1895

achievement that might
well crown a lifetime of devotion to scientific effort, and per-
haps equally important, might rebuild for the Lathams a
fortune and estate worthy of the family's traditions in Virginia.
To the Major's sons, Grey and Otway, vigorous young

gallants fond of the taste of life, the motion picture on the

screen seemed to promise wealth and all of the things that

youth fancies wealth can buy. They had prospered in a
promising degree with the Edison kinetoscope peep shows and
that success had given them a foretaste of what might be

ahead. They found amusement successes came rapidly, when
they came, and their experiences in showmanship consisted

of just one successful venture—pictures of the Leonard-Cush-

ing fight. On the basis of that precedent they had a large

faith in the future. It seemed bright and certain then.

It was in this period of radiant hopes that love first came
to tilt with the destiny of the motion picture. And it

will be interesting for a moment to recall the romances
which at this time came swiftly into the lives of these

two young motion picture adventurers.

Journeying into the West, Grey Latham came in

his travels to a little town in remote Missouri, where

he idled the hours between trains with a stroll

through pleasant byways and village streets. He
came upon a pretty girl sketching by the road. She

was uncommonly pretty. The handsome young man
from Broadway approached with his best Southern

grace and discretely begged

permission to compare the

sketch with the view. But
his eyes were not for the

landscape, at least not the

landscape alone.

"I think," he said, "that

you are to be an artist, and
that you must come to

New York for real oppor-

tunity, a career."

What else may have been
said before Grey Latham
left the town that bright

day in June we can perfect-

ly well leave to conjecture.

For it was not so very long

before the rarely beautiful

girl took her sketching kit and bid goodbye to the little Mis-

souri town. She was on her way to New York on her glorious

adventure.

When this girl reached New York Grey Latham was at

the station in courtly attendance, seeing her established in

great propriety and comfort at a church school. Young Mr.
Latham knew the studio life of New York exceedingly well,

and there was something that made him think it better that

the pretty girl from Missouri should live with the Sisters at

a convent. He was exceedingly busy, the while, with the

y> Cooyripht 1922 by Terry Ramsaye



about the beginning of the motion

love, conflict, and achievement

MotionPicture
By TERRY RAMSAYE

budding picture affairs of the Lambda com-
pany. But his fair protege got much of his time

and her work a great deal of his discriminating critical

attention.

By way of an odd and pretty compliment to her

sponsor the girl artist signed her work
"O'Neill Latham." Presently editors

grew interested in the bizarre whimsy
of her style and O'Neill Latham be-

came a familiar name in the publi-

cations of the day. For a long time

there was a public impression that

the O'Neill Latham who drew those

weird fantasies in line was a man,
probably some extraordinarily mod-
est young man who refused to be
seen or known.
Then one day Grey Latham,

the aspirant of the films, and the

girl from Missouri were mar-
ried. She was Rose O'Neill.

Now the whole world knows her

fame. The "Kewpie" doll has

taken a smiling glint of her

genius the world around. But
that and her major successes

were waiting in the years to

come, and Grey Latham was never
to share in the rich attainment of

the forecast that he made that

guileless day by the roadside out

in Missouri. Today the studio of

Rose O'Neill in the timestained old

red brick mansion house in Washing-
ton Square South is one of the places

pointed out to the visitors

Annabelle the
Dancer, who uas
probably second
only to Carmen-
cita amony the

first women to ap-

pear in motion
pictures

to New York's Green-
wich Village. And not
one in a hundred thou-

sand of them know that

the secrets of the first

motion picture romance
are enshrined by that

spot.

"The Black Maria" the

first motion picture studio,

at West Orange, New Jer-

sey. It cost Thomas Edi-
son $637.67. In i! were
mode practically lite only
pictures used in the
world from iHM until late

in 1896

It was in this same time, too. that

Otway Latham was married to Natalie

Lockwood, a gifted young member of one
of New York's art colonies. She was
soon to share with her husband the

thrills of the first motion picture expedi-

tions. Destiny awaited them, too, with

a dramatic adventure of tragic termina-

tion that was one day, many years after

their parts had been played, to come
again into motion picture history. But
we must wait a long time before complet-
ing the telling of their strange story.

This same spring of 1895 while the

Lathams were busying themselves with

the building of their eidoloscope projec-

tion machines for state's rights buyers,

competition was germinating in hidden
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distant places. We have mentioned Louis

Lumiere in Paris, Robert W. Paul in Lon-
don and the partnership efforts of Thomas
Armat and C. Francis Jenkins in Washing-
ton. Two new names now came into the

race for the screen.

Drifting southeast from California into

Texas went William N. Selig, a young show-
man. He was a versatile inventive person

with considerable photographic skill and ex-

perience. In the town of Dallas he came
upon a kinetoscope parlor where the Ed
son films were displayed in a peep
show, just such an establishment

as the Lathams had conducted _^^
in downtown New York.

Selig spent several days
investigating the machine
and its films. He, like

the rest, got a magic lan-

tern idea and a notion of

pictures on a screen.

This Selig was s o m e-

thing of a plunger in his

methodical, sure way.

Showmanship in the open
west had given him that.

And since his name and
works run in a continuous

thread through all the

subsequent motion picture

history down to today

and now, it is significant

to turn back the pages

even a little earlier than

that day in 1895. From
his home in Chicago some
years before Selig went
into the West in quest of

his health, lingering a

while in Colorado and
then journeying on to Cal-

ifornia. He became man-
ager of a health resort

known as Chicago Park.

Renewed energy came and
he went on the road with

a bit of entertainment. It

consisted mostly of tricks

of parlor magic, deftly

done, including the old

master performance of ex-

tracting the Belgian hare
from the tall silk hat.

That rabbit might be said

to have been the progeni-

tor of the famous Selig

Zoo, but that is a decade

and a half ahead in our

chronology.

Mr. Selig was rewarded
so handsomely for his suc-

cessful manipulation of

the docile rabbit and the trick hat that

he developed his show business into a

full-fledged minstrel attraction. It was

a genuine fast black show and it had the

flavor of genius about it. In a little up-

state town in California, Selig paused in

the street one day to observe a lonely,

forlornly idle darky. He was a yellow

boy. He yawned a

deep, wide open water-

melon expanse of mouth
and settled himself to

let the sunshine soak

in. He saw Selig look-

ing at him and smiled.

The smile was approxi-

mately one foot on its

major axis. Selig admired it greatly.

LeFtoy Latham, who
opened thefirst "store

show" of motion pic-

tures in the world

Historic "Firsts"
in this Chapter

The First motion picture romance, in which hand-
some Grey Latham of Broadway found Rose
O'Neill, a Missouri beauty and brought her to
New York to be his bride.

The First motion picture exhibitor and state's

rights buyer, LeRoy Latham, a nephew of Wood-
ville Latham, inventor of the eidoloscope, who
gave the first "store show" entertainment ex-
clusively of films, in Norfolk, Virginia, in 1895.

The First appearance in the amusement world of
the late Bert Williams as a minstrel in the employ
of William Selig's wagon show in California.

The First motion picture presentation based on a
popular song, "The Sidewalks of New York,"
pictured by the Lathams in New York.

The First motion picture advert ising man. Henry
Southall, a colored boy, who urged a handbill
campaign on LeRoy Latham.

The First vaudeville act in a picture show, when
Jack McConaughey, a circus clown, padded
the Latham show at Newport News, Va., with
poses of "ebony statuary."

Tut: First Selig zoo, consisting of one Belgian
hare, used by Colonel Selig in the famous
rabbit-out-of-the-hat piece of parlor magic.

The eidoloscope

tilm, actual size,

from the Latham
picture of the
Duncan rtoss-

J'Jrnest Ttoeber
wrestling match

"Boy—want a job?"
"Whut at, boss?" The

yellow boy was casually

interested.

"In a minstrel show

—

just stand up and open
your mouth, that's your
act."

"I most suttinly kin, boss—when does we
start?"

That was the beginning of the ca-
reer of the late Bert Williams, a
genius whose death a few weeks
ago was a matter of world news
and regret. When Williams
joined the Selig show that day
he found in the cast the man
who was later for years to

k share his fame as the other

^ half of Williams & Walker.
Walker was surly. Wil-
liams was all smiles.

This was. incidentally,

Bert Williams' first ap-
pearance on any stage.

Being light of hue, fif-

teen-sixteenths white in

ancestry, he was ordered
into burnt cork make-up.
Stage fright overtook
Williams in the first en-

semble number and the
sweat of distress poured
down his face. His
make-up ran in streaks

of alarming perpendicular
zebra effect. When the
end man fired his funny
question at Williams, the

novice's eyes opened in

terror and beads stood
out on his forehead.

He couldn't remember his

lines. In dismay his

mouth flew open. The
house roared.

"If Ah says anything
those folks'll laugh at

me." Williams backed
out into the wings. His
hit was made, in spite of

him. With the little Se-

lig wagon show in 1892
he laid the foundation of

the fame that took him
into every great world
capital, and which quite

incidentally one day got

him a transient motion
picture success of sensa-

tional brevity.

William Selig had the

bankroll of his minstrel

show profits in his pockets when he
discovered the kinetoscope in Dallas

and saw the greater promise of the

picture that could be put on the screen.

Selig went back to Chicago and rented

a workshop on the second floor of a

most humble building in the midst of

the hectic night life of Chicago's tender-

loin. It was the now historic 43 Peck
Court, and probably the only reputable

tradition of that redlighted byway.
But the space was inexpensive and

Selig saw a long task ahead of him, a

costly one. While Woodville Latham's
shop was at work in New York build-

ing eidoloscopes, Selig was toiling in

Chicago trying to find a way to put the

motion picture on the screen, and dosu
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The Six

Inventors

it well. He had samples of Edison kinetoscope film to experi-

ment with, like the other workers. And by the way of pot-

boiling for current incomes he took on large orders to make
carbon prints for Chicago portrait photographers and made
giant photographic enlargements for railway advertising. For
a year nothing more was heard of Selig at 43 Peck Court.

Hardly more than an hour's ride away to the north of Chi-

cago, up at Waukegan, a lake shore village and manufactur-
ing center, another inventor, Edward Amet, was at work on
the same problem. He also had a handful of Edison kineto-

scope films. It is now twenty-five years since the name of

Edward Amet figured in motion picture affairs. As this chap-
ter is written he lives in quiet retirement at Redondo Beach
in California, and only a few of today's figures in the motion
picture industry can recall the time when he figured impor-
tantly for a moment as one of several contestants for patent
office recognition and first motion picture honors. Yet the
efforts of Amet led to the founding of the one time powerful
Essanay concern of Chicago.

Amet was a most traditionally typical inventor. He needed
money to go ahead with

his work. He had just

completed the invention of

an automatic platform

scale which for one cent

handed you out a ticket

with your tonnage on it.

So now in his backroom
workshop at the plant of

the Chicago Scale Works
down by the railroad tracks

in Waukegan he had turned

to the business of trying

to get the kinetoscope pic-

ture on the screen. In

point of time his efforts

were slightly later in their

inception than those of the

Lathams, Amet and oth-

ers. His machine was half

done and as a banker
would gracefully say it,

funds were low. He thought

that perhaps when his pic-

ture machine was com-
pleted it might have some
value for theater use, if it

worked. There was a show
playing a one-night stand

in the Waukegan Opera
House. Mr. Amet noted

the date and bent his steps

that way with an idea of

consulting a regular theatri-

cal magnate.

At the close of the show
Amet applied at the box
office and found the man-
ager of the attraction

counting the receipts. They
shook hands and the show-
man gave his name, George
K. Spoor.

With the dignity and calm reserve which characterizes all good poker players and
Scotchmen, Spoor listened to the inventor's story with a profound but outwardly

casual attention. He had heard of moving pictures, but he had not seen them move.
He agreed with Amet that if they could be made to move, in sight of an audience,

on a screen they might have an entertainment value. He would look at the

machine. He even admitted that he might just possibly invest if the thing looked

right.

Mr. Spoor did not mention at that time that his capital consisted of the twenty-

eight dollars and eighty-five cents profit on the night's show, and that his regular

employment was the management of the newsstand and lunchroom at the North-
western Station in Chicago. That night he was magnating.

The two of them, inventor and magnate, talking in terms calculated to impress

each other favorably, walked across lots from the opera house to Amet's work-
shop. There they surveyed the array of gears and miscellany of parts of the

machine as it stood incomplete before them.

Spoor and Amet talked for an hour. Reluctantly and with a faint heart down
under his firm voice, Spoor ventured to ask the one important question:

"About how much capital, Mr. Amet, do you think you will require to finish this?"

In the year of 1895 six busy laboratories were close upon
the solution of the problem of putting the motion picture
on the screen. All of them based their efforts upon the
beginning made by Thomas Edison and W. K. L. Dickson,
his laboratory assistant, in 1889 with the invention of the
kinetoscope. The workers were:

Woodville Latham, in New York, who with a staff made
up of former Edison employes, and the temporary co-

operation of W. K. L. Dickson, produced the eidoloscope.

Thomas Armat and C. Francis Jenkins, of Washington, who
built a "beater" type projection machine with which the

first commercially successful picture projects were
conducted.

Edward Amet of Waukegan, Illinois, who with the financial

assistance of George K. Spoor, developed a projection

machine. From it came the famous Essanay concern.

Louis Lumiere, famous French photographer, whose pro-

jector had for a time promised an international success.

Rorert Paul of London, who first copied the Edison
kinetoscope and then attacked the problem of projec-

tion, with important early success in England.

William Selig of Chicago, who went from showmanship to

invention and became the founder of the world known
Selig Polyscope Company.
Edison had captured the secret of motion picture

photography and locked it up in a little box where one per-

son at a time could see it. These inventors' function was
to liberate it on the screen.

Thomas Annul, of Wash-
ington, who bu ill Ihe lype of
projection machine which
came lo dominate the in-

dustry and who continues
today to experiment for the

technical betterment of pic-

ture projection. In his

early work he was in part-

nership with C. Francis
Jenkins (shown at bottom

of page), also an inventor,

still at work on motion
picture problems

Spoor stiffened and set

himself for a shock. He
expected a suggestion of

anything from five to

twenty-five thousand dol-

lars.

Amet stood thoughtfully

silent. He did not want
to make a mistake in front

of this theatrical man. He
did some elaborate figur-

ing.

"Well, Mr. Spoor, I

should say that I'll need
(Continued on page 100)



Jackie Turns
Author

"The Kid's" Own Page—he wrote
every word of it, all by himself

She is telling me how to

IHAV a new teacher.

I am glad.

Her name is miss Newell,

spel what I put down here.

I talk very good but I am just learning how to write. I

hate spelling, miss Newell can spel fine.

Peepul that write must be smart. I could never. I forget

what I think before I can make the letters to write it down.
What I like to do better than anything else in my whole

life is climb.

Yesterday at the Kinema theater I saw a man 104 years
old. He was still alive.

That is very old.

Moody who is what I call my mother wanted to know
would I like to live until I get that old. I would like to be
twice that old.

My grandpa that I went to visit

for my last birthday is 70 years old.

He can hunt and fish swell.

The trouble about being so old is

teeth. I know about that. I had
false teeth in my last picture.

I lost two teeth right in front like

a jack o' lantrin. They stuck some
ones in. It felt funny when I

talked.

Now my new ones are coming in

fast. One is grown. The other is

little.

I pulled one of my teeth.

It was in the Ritz in New York. Moody was cross. Weil.

I was afraid I would eat it with my lunch.

Poody, that is my father, said the Ritz was an all right

place to pull a tooth. But we had ladies at lunch.

I turned my head away. I said excuse me. Then I pulled

it out.

I like the new house I live in.

TV /fAYBE Moody will buy the lot next door.

L 'FET /f CLJM3

Then we can

have a swimming pool

I will have a slide from my bedroom window right int

the swimming pool.

It will be a long slide but I am not afraid of anything

I bet Wes Barry would be afraid of that. My bedroom is

very high. It is in the second story.

I will learn to swim. I can some.

At Catalina Island last summer I

did. The man 'put me on the bot-

tom. He put his foot on me in my
stomick.

You bet I kept my eyes wide

open.

Wes Barry had a hard time to

learn to swim. Now he is a fine

swimmer.
He is bigger than me.
Moody read to me in a newspaper

today. (Concluded on page 112)

:

is



"Kiss Me, Frank
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Just a domestic scene in a hotel restaurant

By DELIGHT EVANS

SHE undulated into the Algonquin,

swathed in sables—or very good
mink—and veils, and oriental per-

fumes. Everybody watched her.

Everybody waited. The Young Men's
Thanatopsis Club—composed of such
high-browed herculeses as Marc Connelly
and Roberts Sherwood and Benchley and
F. P. Adams—even these stopped and
stared. She was a good round eyeful.

And in her wake was a mere man—

a

good-looking, well-set-up, modest man.
He followed her into the dining room.
They seated themselves—she slid out

of her wrap, disclosing a svelte figure in

a Russian thing—she took off her gloves,

disclosing diamonds—she threw back her

veil, disclosing a white, white face, with

scarlet lips and slanting, provocative eyes.

She tilted her head; and adjacent
luncheon parties listened breathlessly.

The beauty was about to speak. The
California Cleopatra was on the verbal

brink of elucidation. She looked at her

companion.
"Kiss me, Frank!" she said.

He kissed her, and the audience drew
a long, long breath.

And then they had lunch.

Which would seem to disprove all

those stories about the present Mrs.
Frank Mayo and her husband not get-

ting along very well.

Of course, the kiss—it might have
been a stage kiss. If there had been
only one—but there were many more.

She used to be Dagmar Godowsky, the

daughter of Leopold, the great pianist.

Dagmar
Godowsky
set the

Thanatopsis
Club
on its ear as
she undulated
into the

dining room
with
friend husband,
Frank Mayo

You have followed Frank, no doubt, through various vicissi-

tudes in his screen career. She came east to do some shopping

and to see papa and mama. He followed.

WHAT I always say is," remarked Mr. Mayo after the

grapefruit had been served by a breathless waiter,

''give me a good story. If I only had a good story. Now,
take that story I had not so long ago—called—Daggy, what
was that story called?"

"I cannot remember the name of your story, my sweetheart,"

purred Dagmar. "But was it not the one where you were

buried in the sand?"

"No, not that one, dear," he said. "That other one

—

well, I can't remember the name of it. but it was a good

story. Daggy, what was that man's name I was supposed

to call up? If you don't mind, I'll go and call him up now.

What was his number, darling?"

"Vanderbilt oooo," said his wife smoothly. "Kiss me."
He kissed her. She turned to me. "We haf been so busy.

There are so many things to do (Continued on page gg)

ii



The story of a nobody

who turned out to be
.somebody after all.

Two women. One, the

beautiful Barbara; the

other, starved Little

Letty. Which did

Allerton choose ?

''Ilul." lie said, "you cun'l run
off' and leave me in your debt like

tliis." She smiled sadly. "I'm
paid—I've gol remembering, al-

ways"

The Dust
RASHLEIGH ALLERTON was furiously angry; he was

desperately hurt. His pride was up in arms; it urged
him on to extremeties of action, to finalities, from
which all his love and his longing for Barbara made

him shrink. A dozen images of her were before him as he
strode along through the park. He saw her beautiful, full of

a lovely, gracious charm, the remote Barbara of those days
when he had known her first. He saw her yielding, later,

giving herself—and yet withholding herself, too, always; tempt-
ing him, maddening him, with laughter, always, faintly on her
lips and in her eyes.

He saw her flushed with the knowledge of her power, her
mastery of him, capricious, driven to test her strength and
—his weakness. It was the knowledge of his own weakness
that angered him now; he resented that, had he only under-
stood himself, far more than anything that she had ever done.
And he feared it; that collapse of pride and will that she had
induced, again and again.

This last quarrel—yet, was it a quarrel, exactly? He
couldn't reconstruct the scene in his memory in any convinc-
ing detail. Some trivial cause, in the beginning. Queer, how
trivial the causes of their quarrels had been, as a rule! And
how quickly occasions sank into insignificance beside the ugli-

ness, the bitterness, of word and gesture arising from them!
Just now—how swiftly irrevocable things had sprung from a

forgotten cause!

He had declared himself at last—demanded surrender from
her, in the name of his own self respect and any chance they
had for lasting happiness. And she had refused. He could
remember her, flaming, as she took his ring from her finger

and held it out to him, and the tiny sound, thunderous, though,
as a hammer stroke of fate, as it had fallen to the floor.

She was, she had been, so contemptuously sure that his

love, his aching longing for her, would bring him back to her,

abject in his surrender. It had done so before, and he ground
his teeth at those memories. Yet he had never said so much
before. He had warned her. Melodrama? Oh, yes! To
threaten to marry the first woman he saw who would have
him! Yet wouldn't it be better? What chance, what hope,
could there be for him and Barbara, now?

42

By BASIL KING

He was at the very climax of the emotional storm that was
sweeping him when he first saw the girl by the fence that ran

around the reservoir. Something about her struck through the

tremendous self absorption that had enveloped him. He had
a glimpse of her white face, exalted by a sort of desperate

determination. She had dragged a bench over to the fence.

He sensed her purpose, suddenly, and began to run. He
reached her just in time; laid violent hands upon her; drew
her back and down.
And she sank down on the bench, and hid her white face

in her hands, and began to sob. He was curiously detached,

curiously without either sympathy, or blame, or any emotion,

as he stared at her. Only a mild curiosity moved him.

"Oh!" she said, at last. "Why did you stop me? I had my
courage all screwed up—

"

He laughed, rather grimly.

"Yes," he said. "Exactly! You're better off than I, though!

At least it wasn't some weakness in yourself that stopped you!

That's been my case
—

"

She stared at him a moment; hid her eyes again. He picked

up stick and gloves to move away. Something stayed him.

WHY?" he said. "You needn't tell me, of course—but

you might as well
—

"

"Why—why not?" she said. "There's nothing else for me
to do. I—I've been living with my stepfather. He takes all

my money. He took my mother's before she died. He killed

her. He'd just as soon kill me. Today—he was going to

make me go to work in a—in a place
—

"

She grew crimson, suddenly.

"I ran away," she said. "While they thought I was putting

on the—the clothes the girls there wear. I knew he'd beat me
if he found me, and make me go back. So—

"

She stopped; sat, crying. He stared down at her. There
was no dignity about her; there was scarcely pathos, even.

She was drab, sodden, colorless. Yet, suddenly, a thought

flashed through his mind; he stared, and chuckled. Here was
a climax of irony!



"/ told you I'd marry
the first girl I met— and
I did!" Barbara was
tolerant. "A girl like

that ean be bought off"

Flower
Fictionization by William Almon Wolff

'"Look here!" he said. ''Can't go back, can you? You're

at the end of your rope? Nothing ahead but that?"
He made a gesture toward the reservoir. She looked up at

him.

"You might do better if you married me," he said.

She straightened up, staring at him in her amazement. Her
eyes wandered over him, taking in every detail of his well

groomed figure.

"Marry me—you?" she said. Her voice rose to a shrill

note. "Why—why?"

"/^H, because!" he said. His voice rang out bitterly. "The^ woman I love—the woman I was engaged to—has just

thrown me over!"

She stared.

"You can travel a lot of different roads, you see," he said,

"and still come to where you were when I pulled you back!"
Quietly he began to tell her of Barbara. Strange expres-

sions flew back and forth in the girl's eyes as she listened. He
might have seen wonder, sympathy, anger—an anger that,

gradually, banished everything else. She must have been
visualizing Barbara, in her cold pride.

"There it is!" he said. "You can't lose. You'll have all

that she's thrown away—

"

• "No," she said, in a whisper so low that he did not hear.

"Not all."

"You'll be protected—clothed—fed—sheltered. I—it doesn't

matter about me."
She sat, brooding, hesitating. Then, suddenly, she rose.

"All right!" she said. She laughed harshly. "I guess you're

a bit mad—but what's the odds?"
It was a long time before AUerton could remember just

what happened after that. Details were lost in a haze. An
official's droning voice; the girl's voice, answering questions.

Giving her name—Letty Gravely—and her age. His own
voice, answering like questions, assuring a clerk that he was
white. Another droning voice; portentous sentences. Then
a moment on the sidewalk, with the vast bulk of the Municipal

Building looming up, and his wife—his wife!—waiting beside

him, patient, docile.

Then, later, old Steptoe's amazed eyes as he opened the

door for them. Curious reflexes, moving him to turn to Letty,

with a grave courtesy, once they were in the house.

"This is your house—you are its mistress, now," he said.

Slowly he led her into the old fashioned drawing room.
She sat down, wearily, in a great arm chair. And his eyes
fell upon an envelope, placed conspicuously; an envelope
addressed to him in Barbara's hand. He stared at it a moment
before he opened it. His eyes were entirely expressionless as

he read the few lines of the note. She was sorry. Yes. She
hadn't meant what she had said, earlier in the day. She was
wearing his ring again.

Sheer horror held him still. Every memory of pain and
bitterness was banished. Only his love for her, his longing,

remained. His eyes turned toward Letty. And all his agony
was in them. She sat still, watching him.

"Steptoe
—

" Allerton raised his voice slightly, and the butler

came in. "Steptoe—this is Mrs. Allerton."

The training of his years of service saved Steptoe. For a

moment he was silent; then he bowed, gravely, to Letty.

Madam is very welcome here," he said.

Allerton made an impatient gesture. He turned to Letty.

"You're tired," he said. "Steptoe will show you your room.

We—I think we won't disturb the maids tonight. Steptoe. The
guest room is ready?"

"Yes, sir. If madam will come this way— ?"

OLD servants know more than is supposed, sometimes;

permit themselves, too, sometimes, strange liberties.

Downstairs, that night, after Allerton. too. had gone upstairs,

Steptoe read Barbara's note. It told him the little, the very

little, that all that he had observed for a long time had not

enabled him to guess. Above him were the portraits of his

master's father and mother. He looked up at them; smiled,

with an ancient wisdom.
"Maybe you two are looking down in 'orror. if you know!"

he said. "But I'm not so sure vour boy 'asn't 'ad a hit o'

luck!"

43



" My stepfather
lakes allmy money.
He took my
mother's before she

died. He killed

her. He'd just as

soon kill me. So—/ ran away"

44
It was Steptoe, in the morning, who answered Barbara,

telephoning nervously, long before Rashleigh Allerton awoke
from the troubled sleep into which he had fallen just before

daybreak. But Allerton himself spoke to her; shrank, though,

from telling her the truth. Yet she must have known that

something was desperately wrong. And Allerton, turning to

Steptoe, showed a stricken face. But Steptoe faced him,

smiling.

"If Mr. Rash will only be calm, like," he said, "something
may 'appen to straighten things out."

Allerton shook his

head.

"Take care of—Mrs.

Allerton," he said. "See

that she has whatever

she wants. I—I'm going

out—"
He had to see Bar-

bara; that duty couldn't

be evaded. She had
guessed the incredible

truth; that made things

easier.

"I told you," he said,

"that I'd marry the first

girl I met—and I did!"

She was furious, and
yet, it seemed, she had
begun already to learn

the lesson that threat-

ened to cost them all so

dearly. For the first

time she mastered her

passion; came back to

him, penitent and kind.

"It's bad," she said.

"Oh, Rash—it's awful!

But it's my fault as

much as yours—I know
—I know ! Still—what's

done can be undone."
"How?" He cried out

eagerly.

"Oh, Rash!" She smiled tolerantly. "A
girl like that! She'll consent to an annul-

ment if you pay her money enough—can't you
see?"

Hope dawned in his eyes.

"T NEVER thought of that!" he cried. "Of course! Oh,
* Barbara— ! My dear—

"

He sank on his knees before her, burying his head in her
lap. And with a curious, motherly gesture, new to her, she

stroked his head.

If Allerton could so forget and neglect his wife, however,
he was well represented in his absence. Steptoe had his ideas,

as he was wont to say. And some strange flash of sympathy
had been kindled in him by his first sight of Letty. He was
waiting for the first movement of her door. Already he had
said his say to the furious women servants, set by the ears

by a maid's chance opening of the guest room door and her

sight of Letty—and Letty's clothes.

For once in his life Steptoe cast reserve and discretion alike

away. He knew what he knew; foresaw what he foresaw.

And—he had read Barbara as some men read a printed page.

Allerton had told him to see that Letty had whatever she

needed. And to that order he gave the widest, the most liberal,

of interpretations. What she needed! What didn't she need?
Understanding—the knowledge of a thousand things, hidden

from her through all her starved and stunted life. But Steptoe

knew them all. Little things, like the way to eat a grapefruit

and use a finger bowl. And the quality he had discerned in

Letty at first sight, that astonishing simplicity of hers, made
her accept what he offered in the very spirit of his offering.

The outraged maids served Steptoe's purpose well. Letty,

in the morning, was as sure as Allerton himself that they had

done a terrible thing, committed a ghastly blunder. Her
solution was simple—flight. But Steptoe's will was otherwise.

And the maids, insulting her, roused in her an angry pride.

"Insolent upstarts they are, madam," he said. "I should be

proud to show madam how to put such in their places."
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Incredibly Letty found herself taking her cues from him,

dismissing cook and maids who came to give notice! Incredi-

bly, again, she let him take her to places where, once his

authority to give orders in Rashleigh Allerton's name had been
made plain, there was only eagerness to touch her with the

magic wand of clothes from Paris, shoes of a slender grace,

silks, laces, wonders of which she had scarcely so much as

dreamed!
It was a Letty transformed, lovely in a wan and wistful way,

whom Allerton saw when he came home at last. Steptoe ex-

plained what he had done; Allerton nodded, dumbly. Yet,
though, in some strange way, this made it more difficult, he
knew that he must carry out Barbara's plan. Gently he told

her what she knew—that they had made a great mistake.
"She wants you back, then?" said Letty, going to the heart

of things. He nodded.

"All right," she said. "I'll go whenever you please."

"No," he said. "You will stay here. My lawyer will make
the necessary arrangements. You will, of course, have a suit-

able settlement—money—

"

"No." She shook her head. "I don't want to be paid."

A CURIOUS pride in her tugged at his heart. By George

—

**• she was rather fine! Yet he argued, until, at last, she

yielded.

"You are right, I suppose," she said. "I don't understand
such things."

He watched her go upstairs. She was wearing a black velvet

gown; a lovely thing that might have been designed for her.

Steptoe was watching, too; he sighed, a moment later, when
the telephone rang, and he had to tell Allerton that Miss Wal-
brook wished to speak to him.

"Well?" Barbara's voice was pitched high, in its nervous-
ness. "Have you told her?"

"Yes," he said. "It—it's all right." Yet his conscience

troubled him strangely.

"Ah!" She laughed. "I suppose you've forgotten the

Benedicts' dance tonight? Well—hurry and dress. We'll stop

and pick you up."

He went upstairs, and Steptoe went with him.

"Steptoe," he said. "She—she doesn't want to take any
monev."
"Maybe she's right, Mr. Rash," said Steptoe. "Money's not

for them as 'asn't learned its use."
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He started.

"I hadn't thought of that! By Jove, Steptoe—I can't just

pay her off like—like a taxi, can I?"

"I shouldn't presume, Mr. Rash—but if you'd keep 'er 'ere

a bit and—and—learn her, like?''

But Allerton wasn't minded to talk any more, and, when he

was dressed, Steptoe left hirn. Rashleigh went on down to

wait. And, as he descended the stairs he saw Letty, slipping

down before him—the Letty he had married, in her old, worn

clothes. She was at the door when he called to her.

"Oh— !" she said. She had the hunted look of the park. "I

— I wanted to get away so you couldn't make me take the

money—

"

"But—you can't run off

and leave me in your debt

like this—"
She smiled sadly.

"I—I'm paid—I've got

remembering—always
—

"

He grew more and more
excited and nervous. Until

Letty, smiling, held up her

finger and began to count,

slowly, up to ten.

"What—?"
"Don't say a word till I've

finished
—

" She laughed. "I

used to calm Mother so,

sometimes—

"

"I—I've always been nerv-

ous—ever since I was
born
—

"

He slumped down beside

her on the sofa; they had
gone into the drawing room.
Instinctively she began to

stroke his forehead.

"I—I'm so tired

—

and overwrought
—

" he

said. "That's—you
make me feel easier.

If you'll do that—

I

can rest
—

"

"I'll stay as long as

you need me—there,

there—"
He dozed, and she

watched him, as a

mother might watch a

fretful child. Until he

fell asleep, and she sat

waiting, smiling. And
it was upon that
picture that Barbara opened the

door, hard, smiling, coldly angry

behind her mask of disdain.

Letty started up. She knew who
it must be. And with a cry she

ran out, past Barbara, and upstairs.

Rashleigh awoke with a start.

Shamefaced he tried to explain.

Barbara stood still, smiling con-

temptuously.

"So you wouldn't let her go!'' she said, finally.

"Barbara—it would be cruel—she needs training
—

"

"Keep her, then—till she can take care of herself
—

"

He turned toward her eagerly. But Barbara averted her
eyes.

"You—you Quixote!" she cried stormily. But then she

laughed. "I suppose it's because you are just that that I love

you, though—

"

"And I love you because you're a good sport!" he said, and
caught her in his arms.

So the curious menage went on, and grew into something
strangely permanent. Letty saw little of Allerton. His life

was oddly unaffected by her presence in his house. He took
his meals at his club; spent much of his time with Barbara.

Yet he did see Letty; watched, without any real perception,

her growth, the way she chanced. Luxury did nothing to spoil

her; only gave her a new, delicate beauty. She learned much.
Steptoe, wise in his own way, taught her much; suggested ways
she could learn the things he was not qualified to teach.
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For Letty her old life was like a nightmare, dimly remem-
bered in the hour of waking. Flack, her stepfather; Ott,

owner of that place from which she had fled—these were
terrible, unreal figures. Vet they had substance enough. There
were times when the memory of them was sharp and vivid

enough to rouse her to a terrified wakefulness in the night.

Allerton lived in a curious state of suspension during this

time. His love for Barbara was still a living thing, yet it was
dimmed by a growing feeling of what he owed to Letty; his

responsibility to her and for her weighed upon him. There
were sharp quarrels with Barbara as she grew more and more
impatient, less and less able to see why he should delay the

dissolution of his shadowy mockery of a

marriage.

And then, abruptly, fate played into Bar-

bara's hand. For Ott had seen Letty in her new
guise; had followed her to her home. Assum-

ing what a creature of his stamp would
necessarily assume, he hastened to tell

Flack—and to sneer at him for suppos-

ing that a girl capable of selling herself

for such a price would work in his place

for a stepfather's profit! And Flack,

furious, moved by greed, tracked

her down—and forced his way past

the outraged Steptoe on the very day
when Barbara had at last determined
on a bold stroke anil gone to see

Letty!

"He won't decide anything." Bar-

bara said to Letty, coldly angry.

"So—he must be made to act. Now
— if I give him up, will you? Free
him—to make a real choice?"

She stripped off, once more, the

solitaire she flaunted; wrote a note.

"Read it!" she said, handing it to

Letty. And Letty read: "I am
returning your ring again.

This must end sometime
—and now is the time."

And. as Letty tried to

understand, and' to make
up her mind, Flack, brutal,

leering, came in! Bar-
bara, coldly triumphant,
heard and understood his

insinuations and his
threats. He went, at last.

But his coming had won
for Barbara ; had made
Letty realize the impossi-

bility of everything. Her
mind was made up.

"All right," she said.

"I'll slip away tonight."

"It's for the best." said

Barbara. For a moment
a real flash of sympathy
warmed her. "I'll make
Rash take me out tonight

—that will give you your
chance."

Yet if Flack had aided Barbara in the afternoon he was to

aid Letty that night. His greed drove him back to the house.

And this time he found Allerton. It was blackmail he had
in mind; not for a moment, of course, did he believe that

Allerton had married Letty. And before, half cowed, he slunk

away, he told Allerton where he could find him—at Ott's place,

half saloon, half dive.

Allerton, sick with disgust, saw him go. Barbara was com-
ing—but he must see Letty first, and warn her. He sent Step-

toe for her—and, just as Barbara's footman came to the door,

Steptoe came down, white with fear.

"She's gone!" he cried. "There's a note, sir
—

"

Grimly Rashleigh Allerton read the note. She had gone

—

he must not follow her. He turned on Steptoe.

"Miss Walbrook—she was here this afternoon—Mrs. Allerton

was greatly hupset, sir—and that person you saw, Mr. Rash

—

he was here
—

"

Barbara, impatient, had followed her footman. And now
Allerton turned on her. (Concluded on page 105

)

I nderstanding—the knowledge of a thousand things, hidden
from her through all her slurred and hunted life. But Steptoe

knew them all. And he helped her



They Can t Fool
Are stars the same on and off the screen, or have

they dual personalities? The question is answered
in this story. The truth about personalities is that

only the real survive. Remember that, when you
send in your photograph to the Screen Opportunity
contest, with high hopes of winning. It isn't your
photograph that counts nearly as much as what that

photograph reveals of your real character— the soul

that the camera can catch

The world
has not li red
ofCharlieChap
tin. He lias devel-

oped mentally a
histrionically, and his

drawing power has devel-

oped in Hie same proportion

' V

WHAT are they like off screen? That
is the question invariably asked a

person who has encountered stars off

duty.

Although the fan has been told that the villain

in reality is often a sweet soul who raises daisies

instead of the proverbial Hades and that the

vampire is addicted to prayer meetings instead

of orgies de jazzerie, he cannot help but believe

his eyes and the subtitles.

And it would appear that most of our lead-

ing directors are siding with the fan. We know
that D. W. Griffith, John S. Robertson and Rex
Ingram cast their pictures with careful eyes for

"types,"—persons who are the characters por-

trayed rather than those who may be able to

enact them.

Indeed, Mr. Ingram's selection of types for ''The

Four Horsemen" is the chief point on which he
scored a directorial knockout, if not the B. A. degree
from Yale. "He knows how to cast," we said.

I do not mean to say that a player must be the exact

duplicate of the fictional character. He need only to look

as though he might be such a character. Signor Ro
Valentino was a superb Julio in "The Four Horsemen," not

because he is a great actor but because he has the foreign air.

the sleek and urbane appearance that was Jidio's.

There used to be a lively discussion as to whether a player

should be chosen for his acting ability or because he looked
the part. Actors from the stage snorted at the idea of "types"
and contended that a good actor could give life to any part.

T-
" HEREIN do the stage and screen differ. The stage is

* chiefly vocal; the screen entirely visual, save for sub-

titles which must be in harmony with expression. On the

stage a player may characterize by his voice and create the

necessary optic illusion as to his appearance by the use of

make-up and lights. Distance lends enchantment, and there

is considerable distance between the man behind the footlights

and the man in the orchestra chair.

On the screen a player must characterize entirely by facial

and bodily appearances. Subtitles which say he is a dirty

dog will not make him one unless his face has the canine
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Tommy Meighan is the

regular, sane, all-round

man (hat everyone—
particularly men—like

to see come out on top.

He deserves his success.

This is a typical picture

of Tommy, off-screen

There are Iwo Mabel
Normands: separate and
distinct personalities.

One , the brilliant,
charming, intellectual

Miss Normand, of spar-

kling mind and light-

ning wit

The other Mabel: the

roguish, mischievous chi'd—captivating, good fun,
slapstick comedy incarnate



the Public By
HERBERT HOWE

qualities. He may fool us to some extent by make-up, but

the inevitable close-up is a severe exposure, and we no longer

tolerate elaborate make-up.

The eye of the camera penetrates all artifice and exaggerates

what it sees. And it has trained our eyes to see. At first we
were not very discerning. Our gaze stopped at externals. If

a vampire waved a peacock fan and puffed a cigarette, how-
ever amateurishly, we were content. She was a soulless, home-
wrecking hussy, she was.

But those were the days when we were little Red Riding

Hoods, when a wolf in granny's clothing raised but a few-

doubtful queries.

Today we read character through the camera.

Neither ruse nor rouge can fool us long concerning the soul

within.

No less an authority than David Wark Griffith declares

absolutely that the camera goes straight to the heart and that

the eye of the director must be keen if it is to see what the

spectators out front are going to see when the player faces

them.

YOU may not know that you are judging a person's char-

acter when you see his face on the screen. You only

know vaguely—subconsciously—that you like or dislike that

person. You have often said, no doubt, that a certain star is

a good actor but that there is something about him that you
do not like. Instinctively your eye has recorded an impression
which your mind has not taken the time or effort to analyze
and formulate.

The regular motion picture public is infallible in its election

of stellar favorites.

Mary Pickford can-
not play a pari s!i<>

does not feel. She
has tried to appre-
ciate and guard the

trust which the pub-
lic has imposed in

her; consequently
she has progressed

Tlial essentially
masculine punch
thai .Jim Kirkicood
puis in his pictures
is the real thing.

There is nothing of
the aclor in him,
though he is con-
tinually striving to

improve artistically

The charm oj

Lillian dish is

enhanced by
personal con-

tact. Her fragile

loveliness is not

exaggerated by

the camera

Wally Ftcid cannot lake himself

seriously. He does not brood over

himself and his future. He lives

by the day

Such is my conviction after several years' close contact with

famous stars. I have known players of all ranks and, with a

few exceptions to prove the rule, I've found that those who

are the most attractive on screen are the most attractive off.

The policy of Photoplay since its inception has been to

mirror the personality of players as truthfully as it is humanly

possible. An interviewer must neither gloss nor besmirch.

He must take an absolutely impersonal position, just as a

portrait artist does before his subject. There is no one since

the year of our Lord of whom it might be said, here is a

perfect creature. Therefore, with humanity toward all and

malice toward none the writer (Continued on page no)
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CloscUps
odiiorial Expression and Timely Comment

MOTION pictures will go the way of the

saloon unless they reform or are re-

formed," says "Columbia," the official maga-
zine of the Knights of Columbus. Legislation

to kill motion pictures would be about as ef-

fective as prohibition. Can you imagine what
bootleg pictures would be like? Some of them
are bad enough now, but if picture prohibition

would have the same effect as the eighteenth

amendment the product would be as deadly to

morals as prohibition whiskey is to the system.

It's a hard world to reform.

IT is a well known fact that no two censorship

boards agree on the same standards of

morals, or on what should or should not be

eliminated from pictures.

There is one thing, however, according to

W. D. McGuire, Jr., executive secretary of the

National Board of Review, on which all censors

do agree, and that is they want their salaries

raised as often as possible.

WE wonder what the newspaper writers

and churchmen who painted William D.

Taylor so black would feel like if it developed,

as is likely, that the man was killed by a gang
of drug bootleggers whom he had threatened

—

that he died trying to save a woman who was
in their power.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN is suing a young man
by the name of Amador (whom no one

ever heard of) for wearing his shoes and trousers

and even his moustache.
Mr. Amador didn't actually steal Charlie's

own famous shoes, but according to the com-
plaint, he stole the idea and has been making
some two reel comedies in which he tries to

look as much like the great comedian as possible.

Well, he may steal all the external appliances,

but fine feathers, as you have heard, don't

make fine birds, and shoes and trousers don't
make Charlie Chaplin. Mr. Chaplin doesn't
need to worry much about imitators. There
are some things that can't be imitated and
Charlie's fine artistry is one of them.

Rillie West tried to imitate him, and where is

he now? Screen dead, with only a wreath of
raspberries, and not a single mourner.

Tl I E radio rage is sweeping the nation with a
wave of novell y interest and popularity that

has had no parallel except in motion pictures.

This new competition has the picture barons
worried a trifle. It is estimated that there are

not less than a million amateur radio receiving
stations in the United Stales.

The radio concerts have a tendency to keep
picture goers at home nights, the picture makers
suspect. But their concern is hardly justified.

The theater is "some place to go." We like to

have our thrills and laughs with the crowd. The
radio is relatively a solitary pastime.

In two or three remote obscure laboratories

dreamers are now at work on the problem of

sending pictures broadcast by radio. There is a

thought for tomorrow!

NEW YORK pictures are not censored; they
are reviewed," said Mrs. Eli Hosmer, one

of the New York State Censors. Well, well,

even the censors themselves are disgusted with
the word. Mrs. Hosmer complains that the
Federal government won't give them a free hand
to exercise political statements in pictures when
the subject of prohibition is treated. Why not
give them license in matters of religion, science,

and everything else?

HERE is a new company that comes along,

Pyramid Pictures. On one of its first pic-

tures it starts out with the old hokum and
changes the title "The Mayor's Wife" to

"Should Husbands Know?"
Bunk! Bunk! Bunk!

WHAT we see on the screen is only a part of

the drama and comedy in the motion pic*

lures. For example, there is the great "serving
the papers" scene staged the other night in the
wars of litigation between Mack Sennett, maker
of comedies, and Charles 0. Baumann, maker of

money.
Mr. Sennett had been evading process servers

with the agile grace of Ben Turpin in a screen

free-for-all. Then in the dim theatrical twilight

of one evening Mr. Sennett went softly up the

elevator to a conference at First National's
offices. Into the dark street below nosed a taxi-

cab. It stopped, and the driver snapped down
the lights. In the dark interior only the glow-

ing ends of two cigars betrayed occupancy. The
hours passed, one, two, three of them.

Across the street a Sennett henchman stepped
out and looked about furtively. The street was
still, but for that ceaseless lulling murmur that is

the beating of the heart of New York itself.

The coast seemed clear. The scout stepped
back and spoke to someone in the hall.

Mr. Sennett strolled out. The taxicab swiftly

whirled across the street. Out jumped Mr.
Baumann and his lawyer, clutching the papers.

They were served, thus legally informing Mr.
Sennett of the suit. Fade out. "Part Two will

follow."
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Lewis Stone has made
romance — good, old-

fashionedromance—live

again on the screen. He
is not a sudden success

as a leading man; he
has had years of train-

ing on the stage and in

the films to enable him
to portray the famous
dual role of Rudolf Ras-
sendyll and King Ru-
dolf in " The Prisoner of
Zenda," the picturiza-

tion by Rex Ingram of
Anthony Hope's popu-
lar novel and play. To
the right, a scene from
the picture, with Stone
and Alice Terry (Mrs.
Ingram) who plays the

lovely heroine. Princess
Flaria

Lew Stone is a little older,

but he will make Reid and
Valentino look to their mat-

inee idol laurels

"Just a Good Actor"
WHEN I went over to the Metro

studio the other day to interview
Lew, he eyed me suspiciously and
said, "What did you come clear over here to inter-

view me for? Can't you see it's raining? You already know
everything there is to know about me and if you tell it all

I will probably land in jail. You never came over here in

this rain just to interview me. You're going to play some
darn joke on me and get me to say the wrong thing about
something. I know. Well, I won't."

I was righteously indignant. I almost decided to take him
at his word and write about his past.

But I found I couldn't.

I have since attributed his lack of ease and courtesy to

the fact that the Metro tailor—being of an economically in-

clined race, anyway, and having heard that the studio was going

to close for three months on account of hard times besides—
had made the oants of his dress uniform much, much too

tight.

By MARY WINSHIP You know that can handicap a man's style

considerable.

If he wanted to sit down, he had to lower

himself into a chair without moving any portion of his anatomy
between his collar button and his shoes laces.

The fact that he was supposed to battle to the death in

that economical garment, added to his mental unrest.

We were on the gorgeous drawing set designed for Rex
Ingram's forthcoming production, "The Prisoner of Zenda."

Lew Stone is the hero—the dual hero of the romantic young
Englishman and the equally romantic King Rudolf.

BUT as he walked up and down before me, his usually free

and dashing stride was hobbled, as it were, by the mistakes

and misapprehensions of that tailor.

Lew Stone is a very charming chap.

But he also has a disposition.

In fact, I've never known anyone in the world who reminded
me so much of the little girl in the rhyme—you know the one :
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When she was good, she was
very, very good

Hut when she was bud—she

was T .V T.

Lew is one of those

people, you know. I have

never understood in the

twelve years I've known
him, how anyone so charm-

ing and entertaining could

be so contrary and satiri-

cal.

I have known Lew Stone

since the days of the old

Belasco Theater, in Los

Angeles, where Lew was a

very young, very talented

and very handsome leading

man.
He and his first wife, a

clever young actress named
Margaret Langham, who is

now dead, had a charming

home in the exclusive resi-

dential section, where used

to gather a distinguished

set of budding theatrical

and literary geniuses. Mar-
jorie Rambeau, Richard

Bennett, Bessie Barriscale,

Dorothy Bernard. Harry
Mestayer and. even on oc-

casion, Laurette Taylor

and her husband. Hartley
Manners, to name a few.

Lew Stone is a cultured

gentleman, and conceded
by all critics and managers
to be one of our best ac-

tors.

New York still remem-
bers him in ''Behind the

Lines" and "The Bird of

Paradise." New York told

him he was a fool when
he forsook the stage and
returned to California, which he adores, to enjoy his home and
make pictures.

He is now married to Laura Oakley, a beautiful young
actress, who was once his leading woman.
Lew has been on the stage since he was a boy.

His real ambition in life was to be a soldier. He ran away
from home to enlist in the Spanish-American war.

Photoplay Magazine

WHAT IS THE MATTER WITH
PICTURES?

THERE has been a noticeable diminution of
attendance in the thousands of motion pic-

ture theaters throughout the United States
during the past year.

What is the answer?

Is it the continued high admission charges?

Are exhibitors overdoing the vaudeville and
orchestral features?

Is the public losing interest in the personal-
ities of the screen?

Is it because of the failure of producers to

provide consistently good pictures?

Is the public wearying of this form of enter-
tainment?

Is it because of unemployment?
Is it due to the over-exploitation of pictures?

There is some fundamental reason.

The Editor of PHOTOPLAY wants to hear the
voice of the two million readers of this magazine.

$100 FOR LETTERS
To the person writing the most intelligent and

convincing letter on this subject (within two
hundred words) a check for $50 will be mailed.

For the second best letter—$20.

For the three next best—$10 apiece.

Think this problem over and sit down today
or tomorrow and write me your opinion.

James R. Quirk, Editor

When he asked me so

impertinently why I came
to interview him—it's ter-

rible interviewing people
you've known all your life

—I told him frankly that

as a motion picture actor

he was an unknown quan-
tity and we'd have to for-

get the past and begin all

over again.

He laughed. And when
Lew actually laughs, his

eyes light up so that they
warm the very cockles of

your heart—whatever those

may be. His eyes are the

most alive things I have
ever seen. And even though
his hair has a few distin-

guished threads of gray

—

the youngest eyes I have
ever seen.

"I'm not a motion pic-

ture actor," he said. "I'm
just an actor trying to act

in motion pictures. I do
my best, but—it's hard
sledding."

But Rex Ingram tells me
that as the dual hero of
"The Prisoner of Zenda"
he is superb.

"No other actor on the

screen could have done it

so well," he told me. "He
is marvelous. His acting,

his carriage, his appearance
—well, he is the complete
return of the romantic,

daring, young hero we al-

ways love so well."

I saw Lew Stone play

Rudolf in "The Prisoner of

Zenda" on the stage.

If he is anything on the

screen like he was then, some of these pert young matinee

idols of the screen—yes, even Wally Reid and Rodolf Valen-

tino, will have to look to their laurels.

He was lured from the stage to do pictures a few times

in the old days—his first was as Bessie Barriscale's leading

man—and recently he made "Beau Revel" for Ince and "No-
mads of the North" for First National.

DREAM SHEET
By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

THE little dreams, the childhood dreams,
The dreams that never were;

The dreams that touch the edge of tears,

That make the pulses stir.

The dreams that I have laid away,
The dreams that are to be:

They flicker from the silver sheet,

Into the heart of me!

THE tiny homes where I have dwelt,

The paths that go untrod;
The struggles that my soul has known,

When just to live was hard!

The brave adventures I have missed,

The thrills that passed me by;
They flicker from the silver sheet,

Before my eager eye. . . .

THE longings and the vain regrets,

The heart throbs and the tears

—

The happiness, the tender joys,

The ache of lonely years,

The romance, and the call of life,

And all that is to be

—

They flicker, from the sheet of dreams,
Into the heart of me!



Bathing De luxe on Saturday Night

A Slang Review

HAVING just been appointed

a knight of the Bath, the

editor has requested me to

see that no dirty work was

pulled and that there were clean

breaks between reels at a picture

called "Saturday Night!" He thought

that it would be quite apropos of my
recently acquired honors.

Now, that I've seen the picture, I'm

striving hard to be made a Knight of

the Garter and review a few of Mack
Sennett's pictures.

"Saturday Night" is a story of a

rich young cake-eater, named Dick
Prentiss, who gets google-eyed over

his washwoman's pocket edition, a

trim little filly, called Shamrock, who
wielded a pair of wicked lamps.

One night the Prentisses give a swell

shindig at their home on upper Fifth

Avenue. Miss Van Camp (I think

that was the name), the cake-eater's

sweetie, was there. She was one of

those babies who are "Meat" for the

parlor snakes—you know what I mean—3-in-i

and beautiful.

Well! the cake-eater sneaks out into the corridor for a

smoke and spots the filly up on the balcony, dancing with a

pillow. She had just brought back the laundry and was grab-

DeMille's idea

uniform i

-rich, young,

Words and Art

By DICK DORGAN

trestle and gets stalled in the middle of

it, just as a train is taking the curve.

Tom, the chauff, gels a headlock

on her and hangs down off the side of

the trestle—holding onto the ties with

one hand, when beginners should al-

ways use two—but then he was a

chauffeur and no doubt had had lots of

practice.

After that noble act friend heiress

decided to fall in love with him. No
wonder!—DeMille's idea of a chauf-

feur's uniform is immense. I used to

be a buzz-wagon conductor and I

never saw anything like the outfit this

II Vj bird had on. It looked like it was
U \l designed for a Mexican General by the

J§ II house of Kuppenheimer.
"^

y They rush back to her home, to tell

her uncle, old man Van Camp, that

they're going to be hooked up. He
nearly throws a fit and cuts her off his

wad entirely and demands the trick

uniform back— (I think he was going

to join Villa).

Dick, the cake-eater, was calling on Shamrock when he heard
the news, so he follows suit and packs the filly off on a honey-
moon, which was all pansies and roses while it lasted, but when
they arrived home—mercy! what a difference in the morning.

It was a pretty tough job for the little filly (who was a

gum-chewing expert and a Saturday night bather) to put on
the high hat and be a perfect lady, doing the bath act twice a

day, without any spring training. When she saw her bath

—

one of those deMille geyser effects—the poor kid thought she

was sight-seeing in Yellowstone Park.

At a dinner party she took an awful shine to the sparkle

water 'cause it tickled her head and then nearly crabbed the

party by parking her ear on her (Concluded on page gj)

of a chauffeur'
s immense

She nearly crabbed the parly by parking her ear on her escort'a shoulder

bing a free earful of jazz like an innocent little child.

He calls to her to come down to finish the dance in the hall-

way. His sister comes out and insists that they dance in the

ballroom—unless Dick is ashamed of her. So they bust in on
the floor, where everyone is in soup and fish but Shamrock,
and they all give her the laugh and leave the floor for that

dance.

While Prentiss is saying goo'-bye to the filly, his sister calls

the gang together and announces the engagement of the heiress.

Miss Van Camp, to her brother. That started things going

anyway, even though it was all of a sudden.

The next day the heiress goes for a spin in the country with

her chauffeur. He was one of those good-looking birds, dead
weight from the neck up. But nevertheless she liked him and
he was good scenery.

They bumped into a closed road, and not caring to make
the three-mile detour, she starts tearing over the railroad

Dd' -\j Alio

She was une of those three-in-one babies rich, y<>un<i ami beautiful

5t



Can this be Constance Talmadge? This super-sophisticated young woman, posing
here as the dancing partner of Maurice? They are executing a difficult step of the

Talmadge fox trot, which Florence Walton s former husband designed especially for
the blond star, who, by the way, is just gelling her divorce from John Pialoglo.

Constance, an edition dc luxe flapper, seems to make dancing her chief interest

WILL the American screen soon boast
a real Duchess among its stars?

A report from Paris says it will. Not
that a titled Frenchwoman is about to en-
ter pictures. No, no ! A film star is ex-
pected to enter the French nobility.

Pearl White, you may have heard, has
been commuting from New York to Paris
regularly in the past year. She would make
a picture in America, and then catch the

next boat to France, where she would stay

as long as she could before hastening back
home to appear in another photoplay. She
appeared at the Folks Bergere in the French
capital and scored a success. She has made
no secret of her adoration of that dear
France. And now there has been discov-
ered a good reason for the reports that she
would make Paris her future home.

THE distinguished, valiant, and wealthy
young Louis, Due de Vallombrosa, is

said to be the most adoring of all Miss
White's admirers. He is the proud scion of

a famous family of Bourbon loyalists, has
fought three duels, is seen at the smartest
Parisian haunts of fame and beauty, and a
little more than a year ago obtained a di-

vorce from his wife, who was Ml e. de Bo-
zas, very young and very beautiful. Al-
ready it reads like a romance. Add the

piquancy which the blonde Pearl of the
serials supplied when she arrived in Paris

and so captivated the young Due that he
recently scoured Paris at midnight to find

a particular piece of jazz music that the
film queen expressed a desire to hear!
When Pearl White dropped from an air-

plane into the heart of Paris, the Due de
Vallombrosa was one of the first to welcome
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her. He presented a huge bouquet of roses

and made a charming and complimentary
speech. Since then, she has been seen,

while in Paris, much in the company of

Louis, who has revealed a constancy which,
the gossips declare, will end surely in mar-
riage. In spite, of course, of the compli-
cations presented by the distinguished rela-

tives of the young man.
Miss White has been married twice: once

to Victor Sutherland an actor; and the sec-

ond time to Major Wallace McCutcheon,
also an actor and a hero of the British

army.

THE humorous relief of the film month
in Manhattan was the effort of a pro-

ducer of Hebraic extraction to pronounce the

phrase, "infinitesimal possibilities of the mo-
tion picture."

He fired the press agent who wrote that

speech next morning.

A SON was born to Alice Brady in a
New York hospital in March.

He is called Donald Crane.

A few days later the divorce decree of

Alice Brady Crane and James Crane became
final.

William Brady's famous stellar daughter
and the actor-son of Dr. Frank Crane, con-
ductor of a column of calm philosophy in one
of the Manhattan papers, were the principals

in a stage romance which attracted national

attention. They were for over a year one
of the most devoted couples in the theatrical

world. James Crane, or Jimmy, was starred

in one of the Brady plays, "Personality."

He was his wife's leading man in a number
of her photoplays. Rumors of differences

Plays
were at first denied; then it became apparent
that the Cranes had come to a parting of

the ways, with an actress reported the

cause of the rift in the domestic lute

—

my goodness, we're talking exactly like Dr.
Crane.
Anyway, divorce proceedings were insti-

tuted by Alice, in spite of the fact that a

new arrival was expected.

It is said an effort was made by Miss
Brady to keep the birth of a son a secret

from the world at large; but the news was
published. She will doubtless continue her

screen work, as she is believed to be still

under contract to Famous Players.

A WELL-KNOWN scenario editor tells

this one on himself.

He was sitting at his desk when a star

blew in. She was a very mad star.

The editor looked up from the pile of

manuscripts he was plowing through and
politely requested to know on what errand

she came.
She waved a manuscript. "Do you expect

me to play a part like this?" she asked in-

dignantly.

"Of course—I okayed the script," replied

the editor imperturbably.

"Did you actually think I would act in

such a story?"

>*

It's hard enough to wring tears from an
dog star emote, it requires the talents of the

making a scene for a Fox fdm. The villain

in the yard Lassie, the dog, discovers him
ladder lady is Lassie's trainer, playing a

two hours and three hundred feet of



and Players

Ifyou keep up with these columns

you will know more about film

folks than they know themselves

By
CAL YORK

"Why, it's a great story," answered the
editor.

The star went on: "Do you mean to say
you expect me to play a part where I have
to dine at a man's house alone, shoot him,
and then do a dougfairbanks through the

window?"
"I certainly do," said the scenario editor.

"Well, there's nothing like that in the
manuscript at all," said the star triumphant-
ly. "I knew you'd never read it!"

SAD news for the young ladies:

Joseph Schildkraut is married.

His bride was Elsie Porter, a charming
young New York girl who has appeared on
the stage. It's a real romance, for the

Once upon a time there ivas a vampire named Thcda Bara. Remember? Then sin-

go! married. Here's the man who, besides directing many of Theda's vamping pic-

tures, became her husband in private life: diaries Brabin. They have been making
personal appearances lately for Marcus Locic. This is their first published portrait

ingenue. But when it comes to making a
entire sladio staff. Here is Jack Ford
climbs over the trail to steal Hie girl. Down
and warns Hie liero by howling. The step-

moulh-organ to induce the howls. II took

film to get the correct canine expression

Apollo-esque hero of "Orphans of the Storm"
fell in love with pretty Miss Porter and
made the most convincing love of his life.

They were married in Philadelphia, where
Schildkraut is playing in "Liliom," his great

success.

MARY HAY'S husband, according to re-

port, would be quite content to have
her stay at home and simply be Mrs. Rich-

ard Barthelmess.

But Mary—and the Manhattan managers
—have other plan-;.

The little dark-haired wife of the star

made such a hit in ''Marjolane," although

she had only the second lead, that the pro-

ducer of that musical comedy has placed

her under contract for five years, and will

star her as soon as he can find a suitable

play.

Quite a combination: the serious-minded
young tragedian, Richard Barthelmess; and
the sprightly, bobbed, babyish little dancer.

THE publicity which attended the story

of a mother's accusation of Herbert
Rawlinson the actor, in connection with an
alleged attack upon her daughter has been
most unfortunate.

While it has been discredited absolutely

except in the more sensational newspaper-,
it has once again focussed unpleasant atten-

tion upon the motion picture industry.

The story is so absurd it seems incredible

that it could have gained such circulation.

The mother, said to be unbalanced, alleged

that Rawlinson had attacked her daughter,

Dorothy Clark, when she was fourteen. The
mother, by the way, made her accusations

from her bed in a hospital. The daughter
is now seventeen, and emphatically denied

the story. She is now married to a young
piano salesman, and they evidently wish to

drop the matter completely.

But how about Herbert Rawlinson? While
the accusation was undoubtedly untrue and
malicious, it has left its evil impression

—

an impression which will be hard to over-

come. The whole affair is disgusting to the

Dt-minded member of the public, but
that does not alter the fact that Rawlinson's

film career has suffered a -crious set-back.
\ " tin the yellow journal- lave profited by

an affair of this kind.

APPARENTLY," remarked Cecil de
Mille the other day, "women arc now

divided into two classes. Those who write

letters to Rodolf Valentino and those who
can't write."

The Valentino fad seems to continue with-

out abatement. The girls at Hollywood
High School, for example, frankly admit
that they scour the school for boys bearing

a faint resemblance to their hero and that

the Spanish and Italian boys—the Valentino
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WE ARE

GO/NG TO Be
MARRIED

Jn spile of the fact (hat Marjorie Daw and Johnny Harron went to all this trouble

to convince us—and Marshall Neilan, their director—thai they are not engaged,

we are still skeptical. Too many limes have ive denied an engagement, only to

hear the next day (hat the participants changed their minds and eloped

boys, as they call them—are the only ones

who are universally popular with the fair

sex this year.

Bebe Daniels brought her small cousin, age

fifteen months, out to the studio the other

day. The young lady proved there was no
age limit on Ruddy's attraction for the fem-
inine, for after scorning the advances of

such an idol as Jack Holt, she gave a gurgle

of delight and flew into Ruddy's arms the

moment he appeared on the scene.

THE California Christian Endeavor held

its week's annual reunion and festival

in Hollywood recently.

IT begins to look as if the only appearances

of some of the stars lately have been
personal.

When their contracts, made in the picture

period when salaries were high and prospects

rosy, have expired, they go in for "personal

appearance" tours.

Few have been successful in their face-to-

face encounters with audiences. A lady who
was once a champ vamp makes solemn jokes

which fail to register. An erstwhile emo-
tional star undergoes a complete metamor-
phosis, merging as an ingenue, and display-

ing the entire bag of coy and kittenish tricks.

There are, of course, always the exceptions.

Bert Lytell makes a good impression because
of his splendid voice and convincing stage

presence—he was an actor of reputation on
the stage, you remember. Viola Dana doesn't

attempt to be highbrow, but she succeeds in

maintaining her celebrity as the flapper de
luxe. Clara Kimball Young seems to have
made good. Lew Cody was favorably re-

ceived.

But deliver us from most of the others!

WALLACE WORSLEY, the well known
director, was discussing with Arthur

Beck, producer, the cast for a production
which he was to direct, starring Leah Baird.

They had arrived at the discussion of an
actor for the leading role.

''There's really just one man for it," said

Worsley, mentioning a well known leading

man. ''Of course, he wouldn't play it, and

you couldn't afford to engage him and if

you did, I wouldn't direct the temperamental
son of a gun, but aside from that he's

really the man for the part."

THE funniest thing that happened in Hol-
lywood this month was Jim Kirkwood's

return.

Not that Mr. Kirkwood's arrival in the

film colony after some months abroad and
in New York would be funny under ordi-

nary circumstances. But this is what hap-
pened.

Tommie Meighan was making a picture

by George Ade called "Our Leading Citizen."

In it was a scene in which Tommie, coming

home from war, is supposed to be welcomed
by his fellow citizens. The scene was filmed
at the Los Angeles Salt Lake station, and a
large crowd of extras, waving flags and car-
rying flowers, to say nothing of a couple
of brass bands playing the national anthem,
were on hand. But according to the scenario,

Tommie, being a modest young man, left the
train at a way station to avoid the con-
quering hero business.

The cameras were out of sight on a bridge.

Consequently, when Jim Kirkwood poked
his head out of the vestibule door as the
limited pulled in, he was amazed to see a

large and festive throng, including a number
of familiar faces. At first it meant nothing
to him, then he began to see a lot of his

very good friends, pretty Lois Wilson, Al
Green, the director, Larry Wheat and a
few others.

Poor Jim knew he was welcome back,
but he certainly hadn't expected such a re-

ception. He turned several shades of crim-
son, alighted painfully and tried to behave
according to Hoyle on such occasions. But
he was overcome with embarrassment nev-
ertheless.

Then, after trying to play the role of the

welcomed hero with becoming modesty, he
was overwhelmed with confusion to discover
that it wasn't meant for him after all.

WE have it on very excellent authority
that the stork is soon to pay a visit

to the home of William S. Hart. In fact,

we suspected and suggested as much when
Bill blushingly told us that his bride was
wearing an old Indian charm around her
neck so that "it would be a boy."

Mrs. Hart was Winifred Westover, the
pretty blonde screen actress who had ap-
peared with the western star in some of

his films.

By the way, Bill has just made his semi-
annual denial that he is to retire from the

screen. He isn't going to, he says; his pic-

ture, "Travelin' On," is not going to be his

last; he expects to begin work on a new one
any day now, one that will be released in the

early fall.

Bill has Bernhardt beaten.

HARRY (SNUB) POLLARD is married.
His wife is a charming young widow

not connected with motion pictures.

(Continued on page 74)

A democratic duchess! The ncble lady of the de Langeis family takes fifteen

minutes for lunch with Frank Lloyd, Conway Tearle, and Wedgwood Nowell. A
ham sandwich on a California cliff tastes just as good as pale de foi gras al the

Rilz to Norma Talmadge



"The Germans are

coming," screamed

some American
producers a year

ago. White faced

and trembling with

fear they awaited

the impact of the

onslaught

re
<i*\

Who proves to be a pigmy

C
lALIGARI" refused

a showing last sum-
mer in Los Angeles

—under a fusillade

of protest from the Ameri-
can Legion, the Actors'

Equity Association, the
Motion Picture Directors'

Association, and goodness
knows what else in the

shape of other lesser groups

—was peacefully exhibited

later at the same theater

that was the center of the

summer maelstrom of in-

dignation. The eighteen

hundred Herren Direktor

Generals of the eighteen

hundred German motion
picture companies snuffled

and chatted and snorted

delightedly over this piece

of news in their Film Club
in the Friedrichstrasse;

with true German reason-

ing they will conclude that

at last America has been
conquered and the invasion

complete. They are sitting

there, waiting—like the

Kaiser on his white horse before the town of Nancy in 191

5

—waiting to take part in the triumphal procession of the con-
querors.

CO much fuss has been made of the Ogre, the Goliath of the^ German film invasion by the craven-hearted that it is time
to look at mere facts. Of an output of seven years' intensive

productivity, with its largest company assisted financially by
the German Government, with the brainy presence of Von
Ludendorff sitting at the deliberations of that company's meet-
ings, the entire German industry has produced so far as Amer-
ica is concerned, one 100 per cent financially successful picture—"Passion"—three or four mediocrely successful pictures

—

"The Golem," "Gypsy Blood," "One Arabian Night"—and sev-
eral failures, such as "Hamlet" and "Deception." A series of Pola
Negri features has added nothing to the popularity of that star.

"The Loves of Pharaoh" has not- yet proven a sensational success.

The screen is a reflection of popular thought and national
taste. A successful picture is elected into popularity, exactly
as a political candidate either wins or loses. All the false trials,

all the ballyhooing will never make a bad picture successful.

This does not mean that all successful pictures are necessarily

good. "Passion" succeeded
largely because of its unjus-

tifiable title; because it was
a novelty in that no big

costume picture had been
seen here on the screen for

years; because the curiosity

as to an oddly-named star

got the first idlers dribbing

and drabbing into the the-

Others, less cra-

ven-hearted, cried.

'"They inusl DOl

pass." But the

"I id a I wa v e" I

German pictures

id o \ ed liardh a

pe hhl c on I lie

beach

The Ogre of German Film Competi-

tion has been shown to be as mythical

as the ogre of fairy tales

aters; and its success be-

came confirmed because of

the excellence of the acting.

But all the Germans have
given us since is a lot of

Kings and Queens, beings

in whom, as a class, the

Germans take an intense

interest—because audiences

admire the screen character

whose social or moral attri-

butes they aspire to pos-

sess.

Now, the American male
sees an etherealized ver-

sion of himself in Thomas
Meighan. Douglas Fair-
banks, or, Charles Ray;
but the German sees an en-

viable form of himself in

a puppet king because a

monarch orders somebody
about. The whole basis of

his life is the fact that he

is master of the man im-

mediately below and the

servant of the man immedi-
ately above, himself. The
basis of American idealism

is the life of Abraham Lin-

coln. "If God did not exist it would be necessary to create

one," said Voltaire; to the German, if a Kaiser had not ex-

isted it would have been necessary to create one.

There are no two countries so widely separated in their

aspirations, ambitions, and manifestations as Germany and

America. Since 1014, America has made the following obvious

but amazing discoveries: that Germany is eaten up with class

distinction; that there are not and never were any self-made

men in Germany; that no Jew can be an officer in the Ger-

man Army or Navy or a Judge; that—with the exception of

Mosse—Germany has never produced any philanthropists; that

Berlin is notoriously a city of open vice; that not one of the

many German songs of home was ever written by a woman;
that in the order of procedence in the home and on the street,

papa always comes first and mother and the children nowhere.

AT the present time, the novel which is the best seller in

Germany deals with a woman s adventure in eugenics of so

monstrously obscene a sort that it would be impossible to

allude, however faintly, to its character outside the columns

of a medical journal. That such a novel is successful is one

of the many manifestations of the blighting morbidity in

which the German soul

gloats. Nor is this appal-

ling sordidness confined to

literature. It finds its ex-

ponents in the theater (as

in plays like "Reigen"),
and it has scores of ex-

amples in German pictures.

There is "The Four Dev-
(Continucd on page go)
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Lillian Gish's Summer Frocks Designed

You May Have One of these Patterns

!

MISS LILLIAN GISH is as individual in her ideals and ideas of dress

as she is in her acting. Celebrated for her tragie portrayals on the screen,

she is equally famous for her quaint costumes, her quiet tastes, in real life.

Photoplay and Le Bon Ton have never presented more charming frocks than

those on these pages. f \ ( , ^ y ~~\
<^~

i

Gn her dressing table Lillian

<:iah has a powdzr bur ::\ quid,

with blue and pearl shines

in an intricate design. II is

an importation front France

Individuality in Dress

DRESS is largely a matter of instinct.

Good taste may of course be acquired.

But the true feminine intuition- for

what is most becoming must be born in one.

If you are fortunate enough to possess this

instinct, you need never worry about being

(\r< rl^n Uo-ul ,xx

*v_
•

Design 13

One of lite seaspn's smartest afternoon

frocks has been designedfor Lillian (iish.

II is one of the neir one-piece draped
dresses lapping to the left side. The
drapery is held with a sash of the

material, the right side having a group

of pink lucks. Materials as follows:
ards Corticelli crepe <le chine,

quality I03S, 40 in. wide. . . (« $3.00 Si 1 50
1 ' "> yards Corticelli printed Castle crepe

(for sleeves) (a 3.00 1.50
Extras 1 .no

S16.00
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Miss dish's favorite collar and cuff set is of
ruffled voile. The collar lias a black ribbon

lie. Just the thing for a dark dress or suit

well dressed. On the other hand, you may.
with careful study, learn what is best for

you to wear. The woman without good
taste might buy the most expensive gowns
from the most exclusive house, and still be
dowdy. The woman with the flair for

clothes looks well in a ginaham gown.

An exquisite lace hand-
kerchief, presented to the

star by lite Brazilian con-

sul general and his wife,

is here shown

As told to Carolyn Van Wyck

By LILLIAN GISH

Simplicity—first, last, and always.

And imagination.

You don't like to pass, on the street, five

women with costumes exactly like yours.

You don't have to. You may not be able

to afford importations but you can always,

add to a dress or a suit your personal touch.

I don't get as much time as I'd like for

shopping. I am not clothes-crazy. I love

Lillian Gish's favorite dance frock, of while

taffeta, is caught up over Hie hips and draped
over a lace petticoat. The hem, shoulder

straps and quaint bodice are beaded

Design l'i

A charmingly informal evening dress of

Crepe Chenetie is cut in four pointed

panels. The sash ends of the crepe are

knotted at the right siile. over which hang
ends of metal-edged picot which also bind

the sleeve edges. The materials are as

follows:
5 yards Crepe Chenette (40 inches

wide) @ S3.00 $15.00
3 vards of ribbon @ .33 1.05

Extras 100
$17.05



by Le Bon Ton with Patterns for You
pretty things; but you may re-

member that I seldom get a

chance to wear them on the screen.

And I am "on the screen'' almost
two-thirds of my life ! In "Broken
Blossoms" I was a child of the

London slums. In "Way Down
East," I was a poor little country
girl, although I did have several

charming dresses in that picture.

In "Orphans of the Storm" I play

a girl of the French Revolution.

So I do not select my dresses with
their film appearances in view.

My wardrobe is my own. It be-

longs, except as far as Photoplay
readers are concerned, to me and
not to the world. Consequently,

all my frocks represent my own
taste.

My clothes have been called

"quaint" and "old-fashioned,"

often. Perhaps this is largely be-

cause I so rarely play modern
girls in pictures, and that I may,
unconsciously, have followed this

type of thing in selecting my own
dresses. It is true, I suppose, that

I do go in for the more conserva-

tive styles ; that I favor the longer

skirts, the more graceful sleeves.

The more modest and quiet a cos-

tume is, the better I like it. To be
well dressed one should be conspic-

uous only by one's simplicity.

It's not the size of your ward-
robe, but the things in it, that

counts. I grow attached to the

things I own. One of the nicest

dresses I ever had is four years

old. I have it still. I never wear

Design 16

A blouse of crepe de chine on which the
bell is embroidered in basket weave stitch

in heavy Jloss is very smart. The collar

and cuffs are organdie finished in the

Jloss. The material requirements are:

2 ' > yards crepe de chine (40 inches
wide) © $3.00 $7.50

14 yard organdie (36 in. wide) . @ 1.00 .SO
Embroidery silk and extras 1.00

$9.00

This afternoon dress of tucked white chiffon and
lavender taffeta was designed by Miss Gish after

the mid -Victorian manner so popular just now

Design 15 (to the right

)

A good summer frock is tliis of gingham,
bound with organdie which is also used
with the vestee cut in one with the sash.

The bottom of the blouse is cut in tabs

buttoning on to the sash with pearl but-

tons. 11 may be made for $6.75, from
the following materials:
4 yards gingham (36 in. wide) <S SI.00 S4.00
1 'i yards organdie (40 in. wide) («; 1.00 1.50
Buttons and extras 1.25

it now, of course, but it's an evening dress,

and the only dance I have attended in recent

years is associated with it. It is—again!

—

quaint ; it looks like a gown grandmother
would have worn, except for a few decidedly

twentieth-century touches. I remember the

Editor of Photoplay was present that eve-
ning. He came directly over to me. "I

like that dress!" he said. Editorial com-
mendation !

I like to have every frock I own absolutely

individual. I think every woman should.

And it isn't impossible at all. All it requires

is a little planning.

It is so very easy to take the first frock

you come to in a shop, if it pleases you at

all. I don't believe that's the way to do
it. So many frocks are just—frocks; things

to wear. Consequently they never seem to

belong. They are not part of you. They
should be so distinctive that when people
see them they exclaim, "That dress belongs
to you!" .

Expensive things are not necessarily good.
I think it idiotic to dash into a shop, buy
something, and dash out again, no matter
how much money you may have to spend.

Mary Pickford, one of the world's wealth-
iest young women, exercises the same care

and discrimination as you or I would do

—

or should do. She doesn't believe in the

careless purchasing of pri<

dresses or furs or hat-.

So don'l ti'l rebellious if

haven't all the money in the world
(o spend on clothes.

Select your style, hind out

what you should wear. Discover
whether the long, -traight line-, or

the fluffy silhouette i> more becom-
ing to you. Then dress to your
idea of how you would like to

look; don't imitate someone else.

I think the Photoplay Le Bon
Ton pattern idea is a splendid one,

and that every girl and woman
should take advantage of it.

These frocks combine good
taste and style and you will, I am
sure, want to make at least one

of them for yourself.

I Photoplay Magazine '

I Department of Fashions

25 West 45th Street I

I New York City, N. Y.
|

I For enclosed coupon and twelve cents
I in stamps or coins for postage and
I handling charges, please send me Le .

I Bon Ton pattern of

design number in size

Name.

Street and Number I

I

I

I City

1 Note: Onlv one pattern mav he ordered with |

one coupon. Sizes. i2. 34, J6, JX. 40 and 42 only. .

State |
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SISTERS—International'American

THIS picture was made because women love to cry.

If they didn't, there wouldn't be any picture.

Kathleen Xorris, one of our foremost women writers,

may or may not have a secret business arrangement with

the sealpackerchief people. Anyway, she provides more
material for tears than anybody else in America.

The picture is an improvement upon the book. Whereas
the novel has a highly melodramatic and emotional climax,

and a sorrowful fade-out—the kind that the films are always

criticized for—the film presents a saner version, with an

ending that isn't dramatic, but that undoubtedly would

occur in the best middle-class families. The story of the

sisters. Alix and Cherry, and the husband of Alix, whom
Cherry almost succeeds in claiming, gave Albert Capellani,

the director, a series of strong situations of which he made
the most. The photography is inexcusably old-fashioned

but you can overlook that. Seena Owen is great as Alix; she

has made a human being out of a martyr. Gladys Leslie

and Joe King are particularly splendid in their roles.

TOO MUCH BUSINESS—Vitagraph

A LAUGHTER barrage with Ethel Grey Terry, Edward
Horton (who has moments of being delightfully remi-

niscent of Sidney Drew) and Tully Marshall in charge of

the artillery—which is never heavy! All about a young
man who gets engaged on a strictly business basis, and loses

his job because of his engagement, and starts out in busi-

ness for himself—as the director of a hotel for babies. How
his enterprise is started and then wrecked, all in a month,

is worth a year of commonplace living.

The story is an Earl Derr Biggers-Saturday Evening

Post combination. And the idea back of the story is a new
one. The cast functions well. And Tully Marshall in a tan-

trum is one of the best bits of comedy ever screened.
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A review of the new pictures

PAY DAY—Chaplin-First National

T F we ever get to the point where Charlie Chaplin fails to
* make us laugh, we are going right out and order a nice,

large, beautifully engraved tombstone. There will be noth-

ing left in life for us. We would blame ourselves, not
Charlie.

"Pay Day" made even the ushers laugh in the theater

where we saw it. Ushers see a picture more times than
anybody else, excepting the policemen. It had been running
almost all week when we saw the ushers laugh. We can
never hope to offer a critique as poignant as this. And
Charles Spencer's epitaph could not be more glorious than,

"He made even ushers chuckle."

Chaplin's European trip has not spoiled him; it has done
him good. He has a keener appreciation, a more tolerant

viewpoint. There is not one kick in this picture. It almost
has an accent—an English accent. It savors of the London
'alls.

It's a little cameo cut from the life of "a hard shirking

man:" just one day, Saturday. He is the earnest fellow

of all the Chaplin essays, but his solemn efforts to arrive

home safely after a night with the boys are funnier than
the gymnastics of his predecessors. There's a quartet which
renders "Sweet Adeline;" the ponderous arguments of the
intoxicants; Charlie's desperate attempts to board a

crowded street car; and his final failure to get away with
it with the wife—real comedy, all of it. If the satire

doesn't saturate, the broader tricks will.

Mack Swain, brother Svd, and La Purviance perform,
but briefly. It is all C. C.

'



SAotion Picture Time and Money

PHOTOPLAY'S SELECTION

of the SIX BEST

PICTURES of the MONTH

PAY DAY

FAIR LADY

SISTERS
»

IS MATRIMONY A FAILURE?

TOO MUCH BUSINESS

THE CRADLE

FAIR LADY—United Artists

WOMAN has been called a snare—more than once.

Perhaps that is why the title of this Rex Beach
story has been changed from "The Net'' to "Fair Lady."'

There doesn't seem to be any other reason. At least, so

far as we can see.

The Mafia—one of the most terrible of the Italian secret

societies—has been taken as the basis of the picture. And
the action starts in Sicily with Betty Blythe, almost heart-

breakingly beautiful in a bride's cloth-of-silver gown, as the

heroine.

The bridegroom is killed on the way to his wedding and
the bride, still in her veil and silver finery, declares ven-

detta against his unknown murderer. The bridegroom's

American friend, who was with him at the time of his death,

is sent away in disgrace.

Five years pass and the scene changes to the Italian quar-

ter of New Orleans, where the rule of the secret society

has become a terror and a menace. There the story be-
comes melodrama of the most satisfying sort, with the

American friend (Robert Elliott) as the hero, and the bride

—under an assumed name—as the heroine. The action is

fast enough to satisfy, we should think, the creator of the

original story.

The cast is good, and the Sicilian settings are exquisite.

Especial mention should be made of Gladys Hulette who,
in a blonde wig, plays the part of a candy-eating flap-

per. Thurston Hall is everything that a villain should be

—

all villains please take notice if you want to play the game
a la Hoyle. Florence Auer makes good as a Sicilian maid.

IS MATRIMONY A FAILURE?—Paramount

""THE scene of this picture—especially recommended to

* couples who have passed the five-year limit—is laid in

a commonplace little town where husbands and wives fight

in private and make love in public. Prayer meetings are

the main form of evening entertainment. Cherished razors

are used as pencil sharpeners. Poker sessions are taboo

and socks go undarned. And yet youth, in the face of it

all, insists on committing matrimony. In this case Lila Lee
and T. Roy Barnes are the optimistic boy and girl.

They elope. They get a license. And then, after their

flight is discovered it comes to light that the license has

been issued by a notary public who has never been sworn
in. In the commotion that follows, half—the male half—of

town who had their licenses from the same source are given

an excuse to leave home. The comedy situations that en-

sue have been left in the hands of an all star cast—with

Lois Wilson, Zasu Pitts, Walter Hiers and Tully Marshall

as the fun-makers in chief. They settle everything except

the question embodied in the title. Perhaps they forgot that.

THE CRADLE—Paramount

ALL sermons aren't delivered over a pulpit by a man in a

black gown. Told from the point of view of a little

child, this picture is an enthralling and at times poignant

sermonette against the evils of divorce. It proves that,

despite minor details of production, a feature film may be

both entertaining and really inspiring. The plot is a simple

one about a man and his wife who separate and re-marry

at the cost of their small daughter's happiness, and though

the pathos seems a bit overdone at times, any amount of

emphasis may be excused on the grounds of the message
involved. Ethel Clayton is an appealing mother but Charles

Meredith seems a bit—shall we say collegiate !* Leave the

children at home—this is a problem for adult minds only.
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OTHER WOMEN'S CLOTHES—Ballin-Hodkinson

Hugo and Mabel Ballin can serve the most delicious

whipped-cream confections—but afterwards you want to

order corn beef and cabbage. When it comes to bringing

a light story back to life, they should call in consulting

physicians. Here is a series of rarely lovely pictures;

exquisite acting by Mabel; imaginative touches—but

lacking the necessary wallop for the best effect.
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THE ROSARY—First National

A picture built around the human interest of a little

fishing village and the life of its priest—whose every-

day existence, is a monument to good and self sacrifice.

Wallace Beery, the villain, is killed, as usual (may he
some day get the girl, the money and everything!),

Lewis S. Stone is the priest, while Jane Novak and Rob-
ert Gordon supply the love interest of the pastoral tale.

THE ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON
CRUSOE—Universal

When Universal can produce such fine serials in the

most casual manner it seems a shame that they should

stoop to exploiting "Foolish Wives" and gathering "Wild
Honey." Robinson Crusoe strikes the bell again. Harry
Myers plays the title role splendidly and Noble Johnson
portrays the Man Friday. Gertrude Olmstead, beauty

prize winner, has the leading feminine part.
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THE MAN FROM DOWNING STREET—
Vitagraph

The background is India. The star is Earl Williams.

And the good old British Secret Service is the shadow

in the wings. Murder, intrigue, treachery, and disloy-

alty to the government give the hero a busy week in

which his every finesse works. The plot is dramatically

spun out, with a genuine surprise ending. Betty Ross

Clarke and Eugenia Gilbert share leading lady honors.

THE GLORIOUS FOOL—Goldwyn
A pleasant pastel—a warm evening's cool and charming

entertainment. The romance of a pretty nurse and a

patient, by Mary Roberts Rinehart, skillfully directed

and humanly acted, it will not startle; it advances no
theories and hasn't a sermon to spin. But you find

yourself more than usually interested in the love affair

of clever Helene Chadwick and likeable Richard Dix.

THE CRIMSON CHALLENGE—Paramount

A lot of scenery—including Dorothy Dalton with

bobbed hair. A street battle with revolvers, a horse

race—and Dorothy Dalton in knickers. Jack Mower
with a bandaged head, an affectionate fade-out, and Dor-

othy Dalton shows that she is still an alluring woman
despite her new boyishness! Special mention should be

made of the divorce scene in the frontier town.
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The right and the wrong
way to manicure

JUST as many people spoil their nails

by mistakes as by neglect. No
matter how careful you are, you simply
cannot cut the cuticle without causing

it to look ragged and unsightly.

For this thin fold of skin at the base
of the nails forms the only protection

of the delicate nail root which lies less

than 1-12 of an inch beneath. When
you cut the cuticle, you can hardly
avoid piercing through to this sensitive

living part. Then Nature immediately
begins to build up new tissue to protect

it. This is tougher than the rest of the

skin and thus gives the nail rim that
ragged, uneven look that you are espe-

cially anxious to avoid.

Yet when the cuticle grows up over
the nails, dries, splits and forms hang-
nails, it must in some way be removed.

Never cut the cuticle

You can remove it easily, quickly,

harmlessly with Cutex Cuticle Re-
mover. Apply it about the base of the
nails with an orange stick, and then
rinse the finger tips. When drying
them, push back the cuticle with a

towel. All the hard dry edges will

simply wipe away.
There are two wonderful new Cutex

polishes that come in the two most

Try a Cutex Manicure today. A
few minutes once or twice a week
will keep the nail rims smooth
and even and the nails polished

and pink.

popular forms of the moment powder
and liquid. The new Powder Polish

gives a brilliant luster instantaneously

—just a few strokes of the nails across

the soft part of the hand is sufficient to

bring out the shine— and it lasts bet-

ter than any you have ever had before.

The new Liquid Polish is practically

instantaneous. It flows over the nail

from the brush with an absolutely uni-

form smoothness. It dries instantly

and leaves the most brilliant, delicately

tinted luster which will keep its even
brilliance for at least a week. Used as

a finishing touch it will make a mani-
cure last just twice as long.

Cutex Sets come at 6Oc,"j51.0O, 21.50

and 23.00. Or any Cutex article may
be bought separately at 35c. At all

drug and department stores in the

United States and Canada. Begin to-

day to see what this way of manicuring
will do.

Introductory Set— now only 12c
Fill out this coupon and mail it with 12c in coin

or stamps for the Introductory Set containing

samples of Cutex Cuticle Remover. Powder
Polish, Liquid Polish, Cuticle Cream (Comfort),

emery board and orange stick. Address Northam
Warren, 111 West 17th St., New York, or if you

live in Canada, Dept. 706, 200 Mountain St.,

Montreal.

Mail this coupon with 12c today

The new
Introductory

Set

X

Northam Warren, Dept. 706

114 West 17th St.,

New York.

Name

Street ,

City and State

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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ARABIAN LOVE—Fox

More sand, more caravans, more Sheik! With John

Gilbert—a new star—in a Valentino setting. (Inciden-

tally he could show Rodolph a thing or two in the mat-

ter of wearing turbans and climbing balconies.) Two
beautiful ladies with the same front name make the cast

more than ordinarily decorative—Barbara La Marr. in a

character part, and Barbara Bedford as leading woman.

BOUGHT AND PAID FOR—Paramount

Sex o'clock—and all's as well as could be expected!

A Broadway success that seems too strong, in spots, for

screening. In this enlightened day it is unpleasant to see

a man break in a bedroom door with a poker—the fact

that he is intoxicated doesn't help, either. Jack Holt,

Walter Heirs, and the charmingly unreal Agnes Ayres

—

all wasted. Leave the children at home, by all means!

THE BEARCAT—
Universal

"The Singin' Kid" thought he was a bad man—and
then a lady with a smile went out of her way to prove

that he was only a nice boy. And, after a heap of fight-

ing and shooting, every thing ends happily. Hoot Gib-

son is the musical hero and Lillian Rich the lady who
smiles. Those titles that are verses of the Kid's song

are especially good and quite out of the ordinary.

FIND THE WOMAN—
Cosmopolitan-Paramount

A good picture—though the story, as it originally

appeared in Cosmopolitan Magazine, would have made
a better one. Why was it changed? A murder mystery
with three women and several men involved in such a

way that the ending comes as a complete surprise. Some
problems that supply good mental exercise, with Alma
Rubens, Eileen Huban, and George MacQuarrie.

SEEINGS BELIEVING-Metro

Viola Dana as a high-powered. 1922 model flapper—

a

role that she puts across with her characteristic ease. A
near scandal, almost too innocent to be true, that almost

separates her from the man she loves, supplies the thin

but amusing plot. The characterization is unusually

good and a checker championship game, in a country

hotel, is a unique and laughable touch.

THE GREEN
TEMPTATION Paramount

Highly colored and improbable, but if you are not

too literal-minded you will get an average amount of

enjoyment out of the hectic adventures of Betty Comp-
son, a beautiful crook, Theodore Kosloff—a great actor,

by the way—as a master robber, and Mahlon Hamilton
as the rescuing angel. Betty reforms but Theodore
doesn't, and then the fun begins. (Continued on page 120)
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TIRES OF DISTINCTION
With silvertown cord tires on your car you can park it anywhere on earth

with the comforting assurance that whoever sees it will credit you with good

taste and good judgment. They are the finest examples of tire craftsmanship, a

remarkable combination of beauty and durability. Thoroughbreds in appearance,

with sleek, creamy white sides and glistening black treads— they have within

them the rugged strength that means long wear, long life and long service.

THE S. F. gOOTil^ICH %U S 2 €^ Q° <%C "F^ <?vCr
zAkron, Ohio

Goodrich

ILVEPCTOWN
Cords

When you write to advertisers please mention niOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.



Filmed

in

Four

States

A Irdnsconlinenlal ftlmplay is just coming
to the screen. It is director E. H. Griffith's

'''Free Air," from Sinclair Lewis' novel.

Griffith and his company travelled across the

country in automobiles, just as the original

characters did in the hook, taking scenes en
route. Montana furnished the background

for some of the prettiest "shots" in (he pic-
lure. Here is Griffith directing

This happened in Kansas. The Jiero in Iiis car

follows the heroine in her car and catches up with

her—of course, or there wouldn't be any picture.

Mr. Griffith—no relation to I). \\ ., but well known
as the director of Marguerite Clark, Corinne
Griffith, and other stars— is viewing the proceedings
with as much interest as if he liadn'l directed them

himself

A Wisconsin wheat, field, an assistant

director, a leading man, a producer, and
a leading woman. In a minute they are

going to get all mixed up in an exciting

scene. The young lady is Marjorie
Seaman, who married Ralph Graves just

before she went on location for this pic-

lure. The hero is Tom Douglas

Main Street—one of the many models for
"Main Street," Mr. Lewis' bestseller.

Its prototype may be found in hundreds

of middle-western towns. This partic-

ular scene was shot in Minnesota. This
picture, by the way, has not a single

studio-made scene. Every foot of film
was shot by Mr. Griffith in the locale
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9amous makers of lingerie fabrics and dresses

make washing tests

Find this is safe way
to wash fine cottons

FINE cottons are as perishable as silks. One
careless laundering is enough to fade the

delicate colors or to ruin the fine textures that

women now demand for their lingerie dresses

and blouses.

The manufacturers are as concerned as the

wearers to find a safe way to wash expensive

cottons.

The makers of Anderson ginghams and Betty

Wales Dresses felt it was so important to solve

their laundering problems that they had thof

ough washing tests made. Their letters tell

many interesting things these tests showed, and

why, as a result, they are urging the use of Lux.

Send today for booklet of expert laundering advice

—

it is

free. Address Lever Bros. Co., Dept.S-6, Cambridge, Mass.
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Why'Do'They

Do -It
Title Ree- L'. S. Pat ' IH.

'I 'HIS is TOUR Department. Jump right in with your contribution.

* What have you seen in the past month, that was stupid, unlifelike.

ridiculous or merely incongruous? Do not generalize; confine your

remarks to specific instances of absurdities in pictures you have seen.

Your observation will be listed among the indictments of carelessness on

the part of the actor, author or director.

Social Errors Among the Indians

I
SAW several mistakes in "Cardigan."

Unless I am greatly mistaken, when Indians declared

war. the ceremonies often lasted for days. But when Cardi-

gan comes to the Indians with the belts, Walter Butler con-

vinces the Indians that he is an enemy and they take him to

the stake. Then we see scores of Cayuga warriors attacking

the fort with Cardigan still on his way to be burned.

And why did Felicity wear buckskin socks in such a decor-

ous place as Johnson Hall?

Anne L. New, Orlando, Florida.

Thoughtful of Her

HOW did it happen in "Perjury" that when Bob Moore
comes to his wife's cafe, which has been closed for some

time for repairs, the tables are all provided with cream and
sugar, salt and pepper, etc., and Martha, the wife, has a pot

of hot coffee all ready to pour?
M. L. R., Walters, Oklahoma.

Pity the Poor Goldfish

SATURDAY NIGHT" was an entertaining picture. But
when Miss Edith Roberts knocks over a fish bowl on a

staircase and it does not break, and what is more remarkable,

some water remains in it, and later Mr. Conrad Nagel again

knocks over the said fish bowl and it still remains intact—it

is to laugh, is it not? Brice Disque, Jr.,

William J. Griffin,

Dartmouth College. N. H.

Too Much Action for Those Extras

IN "Cameron of the Royal Mounted," a pay car is robbed

by Indians. When the "Mounties" are seen approaching

in the distance, the crew stand up and cheer lustily. In the

next scene they are all lying down, apparently wounded, and a

nurse is attending them.

Marguerite N. Sidener,
.

Springfield, Illinois.

Well Done

IN "Scrap Iron," Charlie Ray, as John Steel, places three

eggs in a pan to fry. The clock on the table registers

12:10. When he removes the eggs, it is one-thirty-five. Yet
he takes them from the pan, and they form the main part of

his lunch! R. McQuiston, Oskaloosa, Iowa.

Why Worry?
TX ELAIXE HAMMERSTEIXS picture. "Why Announce
* Your Marriage?" I noticed this. Niles Welch and Elaine

have married secretly and are trying to keep it so, by living

apart. Xiles gets lonesome and comes to call on his wife.

They decide to eat, and our hero declares his intention of

going out and getting something to eat, which he does. But
when he returns he has nothing. Were the groceries closed

or couldn't Xiles get any credit?

J. E. Mulligan, Louisville, Ky.

The Month's Most Popular Mistake

WHEX the little bride jumps from the boat in "Theodora."
she leaves her scarf, but when she is found later, around

her like a silvery mantel lies the scarf.

Cherry Glenn, Tampa, Florida.

(6

Coiffures a la Swanson
TX "Her Husband's Trademark." Gloria Swanson and her
* lover, being followed by a band of Mexicans, are com-
pelled to swim across a river. Gloria's hair looks lovely as it

floats in the water, but when on the shore the hero takes her
in his arms to carry her—once more Gloria is correctly coiffed,

even with a splendid Spanish ornament to add the deMille
touch. Meta Hamilton. Evanston, 111.

Those Egyptians!

IT MIL JAXXTXGS, who plays Pharaoh in "The Loves" of
*-J same, is completely bald until he is left on the battlefield

presumably dead. When he returns to his palace no one recog-

nizes him, for his long hair and beard act as a disguise. The
action of the play indicates that but a few weeks at the utmost
have elapsed, yet it would have taken years to grow such a

hirsute crop! Louise Heidelberg, New York City.

An Eccentric Electrician

IN "Queenie," Shirley Mason, the star, starts to explore

Mr. Pepper's house. She enters a room with a lighted

candle in her hand. She looks at a portrait on the wall which

can be seen plainly, although the candle is out. She gazes at

another portrait and this time the candle is lit. Who's respon-

sible for this?

Floyd B. Harlow, Louisville. Ky.

More Fun in the Great Northwest

IN "The Golden Snare," Wallace Beery rescues a baby girl

from the burning ship of an Arctic explorer. The baby, as

I remember, is scantily clothed, so Wallace rolls it up in a

b'anket and takes it to his hut. Yet some years later the

girl, now grown, brings forth a chest of her baby clothes, also

some identification papers and a pair of high-heeled shoes.

And where do they get these super-men who romp around the

frozen Xorth in their shirt sleeves?

Also: in "Nan of the Xorth Woods," the hero rides over

to Nan's (Ann Little's) cabin. When he starts, his horse has

a wide white blaze the entire length of its nose. By the time

he reaches his destination, its face is black except for a tiny

white star in the middle of its forehead.

Gertri'de E. C. Shaw, St. Louis. Mo.

Why, Mr. deMille!

IN "Fool's Paradise." Cecil deMille 's picture, which by the

way I enjoyed, Dorothy Dalton as Poll Patchouli sketches

a goatee and moustache upon the pictured face of Rosa Du-
chene, the dancer, which adorns the walls of the hero's cabin

in poster form. But later, the poster is shown without her

decorations. And the poor hero had not time to acquire an-

other before he was stricken with blindness.

In the same picture, Dorothy takes some burning biscuits

out of the oven and Theodore Kosloff takes the pan in hi«

hand almost immediately without flinching.

Donald A. Steele, New Bedford, Mass.

Attention of Frederick O'Brien

JOHX BARRYMORE, in "The Lotus Eater." is on a ship

bound for a south-sea isle. One can plainly see in the

background numerous trees, although the ship is supposed to

be in mid-ocean.
Mrs. W. H, Ventura. Cal.



SOMETIME soon there will be an occasion
when you would give anything to dazzle

your friends with unaccustomed beauty and
radiance, and enjoy tor one glorious night the
admiring homage of everyone.

Well, do not imagine that this is impossible.

There may be no fairy godmothers nowadays,
but there is Lournay ! And Lournay has de-

vised a treatment that will do more in one
hour to improve your appearance than ordi'

nary treatments do in weeks. It involves a

trio of preparations—Greme au Citron to cleanse

the skin, the Lournay Masque to transform it,

and Lournay Powder to give the final touch of
blossomy daintiness.

The Masque is a facial pack composed of
beautifiers famous for centuries, such as almond
meal, balsams of benzoin and myrrh, and
crushed lupin seeds. As the Masque dries, it

draws all impurities and particles of dead cuti-

cle from the face, at the same time making the
skin taut so that wrinkles disappear

When you remove the Masque, you see a

new and lovelier "you" smiling back at you
from the mirror—clear-skinned, aglow with the
freshness of youth ! It is the real you, that has
been obscured by the effects of atmospheric
irritants, unscientific care, and the tense life we
lead nowadays. Knowing that you look more
charming than ever before, you go forth to

conquer and enjoy!

Lournay wishes you to try this treatment
for your next grande occasion, so if you will

send the coupon below with SI for the full-

sized box of Lournay Powder (its regular

price), you will also be supplied with a com-
plete treatment of the other preparations. If

after trial you are not entirely satisfied, just

return the unused portion of the powder ,\nd

your money will be instantly returned.

In filling out the coupon, be sure

to supply all the information

requested, so that m the future

you will be personally advised

of any new treatments suited

to your needs.

7 Jyiio de L Ssii), .Paris, Jranco

36b Tfifth ^Avenue, ' Vc/r IJork

LOURNAY, 366 Fifth Avenue. New York
Enclosed is $1 for a box of Lournay Powder. In addition, send me a

free trial treatment of the Lournay Masque and Creme au Citron.

Complexion coloring

I am troubled by: Wrinkles

heads Sagging Muscles-

Double Chin

.Coarse Pores .Black-

Dry Skin

Unhealthy Hair.

Name

_ Sallowness . _

.Scrawny Neck
.Scanty Lashes and Brows.

COUPON Addre»-

My dealer's name-
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"-and so they Lived

happily ever after"

She looks confidently into a happy future.

She knows that the clear, fresh loveliness of

youth, which first attracted him, will always

be hers. The charm that won his admiration

will hold it through the coming years •— for

she knows the secret of instant beauty. She
uses the complete "Pompeian Beauty Toilette."

First, a touch of Pompeian DAY Cream
(vanishing). It softens the skin and holds

the powder. Then apply Pompeian
BEAUTY Powder. It makes the skin

beautifully fair and adds the charm of fra-

grance. Now a touch of PompeianBLOOM
for youthful color. Do you know that a bit

ofcolor in the ch eeksmakes
the eyes sparkle? Presto!

The face is beautified and
youth-i-fied in an instant

!

(Above 3 articles may be
used separately or together.

At all druggists, 60c each.)

Be certain that you get

Pompeian.

TRY NEW POWDER SHADES. The
correct shade is more important than color

of your dress. New NATURELLE is more
delicate tone than Flesh, blends with me-
dium complexion. New RACHEL is rich

cream tone for brunettes.

'Don't €nvy 'Beauty— Use 'Pompeian

Day Cream (60c) . . . holds the powder
Beauty Powder (60c) ... in four shades

Bloom (60c) . . a rouge that won't break
Massage Cream (60c) . . clears the skin

Night Cream (50c) improved cold cream
Fragrance (30c) . . . talc, exquisite odor
Vanity Case ($1.00) . powder and rouge
Lip Stick (25c) . . . makes lips beautiful

HONEYMOONING
•2 pompeian Beauty ft

Get 1922 Panel— Five Samples Sent With It

Honeymooning in Venice." What romance! The golden moonlit
balcony! The blue lagoon ! The swift-gliding gondolas ! The serenading
gondoliers! Tinkling mandolins! The sighing winds of evening! Ah, the
memories of a thousand Venetian years! Such is the storv revealed in the
new 1922 Pompeian panel. Size 28x7 14 inches. In beautiful colors. Sent
for only 10c. This is the most beautiful and expensive panel we have ever
offered. Art store value 50c to $1. Money gladly refunded if not wholly
satisfactory. Samples of Pompeian BEAUTY Powder, DAY Cream
(vanishing), BLOOM, NIGHT Cream (an improved cold cream I, and
Pompeian FRAGRANCE (a talc), sent with the Art Panel. With these
samples you can make many interesting beauty experiments. Please tear
off coupon now and enclose a dime.

THE POMPEIAN CO., 2131 Payne Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

GUARANTEE
The name Pompeian on any package is your guaran-
tee of quality and safety, bhould you not bo com-
pletely satisfied the purchase price will be gladly
refunded by The Pompeian Co., at Cleveland, Ohio.

TEAR OFF NOW
To mail or to put in purse as shopping reminder

I THE POMPEIAN CO.. 2131 Payne Ave., Cleveland, O.

Gentlemen: I enclose 10c (a dime preferred) for 1922
Art Panel. Also please send five samples named in offer.

Name .

Address

City_

Also Made in Canada ) 1922. The Pompeian Co. btate_

Natureiie snaue powuer teni uniesa you write anotner below.



Some blondes
suggest ging-
hams; others,
crepe de chine.
Claire II indsor
would look lovely

in either, bat why
serve corn beef
and cabbage on
lioyul Do lion?

Give Credit to Kansas
THIS is really a wonderful country. Sometimes it is

astonishing the things it does. No—not the Vol-
stead Act or Congress. But people.

Would you ever believe that a girl like this could
be born in Kansas? Not but what Kansas is a wonderful
state. But even its most ardent boosters could hardly call

it decorative. It's the kind of a state you sleep through,
when you dash across the continent. It conjures up thoughts
of cyclones and prairies and things.

But that it could produce a bit of expensive porcelain or
hand-woven tapestry like Claire Windsor seems incredible.

Yet we have the young lady's word for it that she first

opened her pansy eyes in Kansas.
Claire suggests cloth of silver and brocaded satin. She is

decorative to the nth degree; polished; perfumed; lovely. As
the heroine of such photodramas as "Grand Larceny" and
"One Clear Call" she is one of the most captivating sights

of the screen.

Her name, originally, was Ola Cronk. She spent her girl-

hood in Seattle, where she was a popular debutante. Then
she married and went to Denver to live. There she used
her talents to ornament society in the role of a young society

matron. But the marriage was not successful, and four years
ago Claire, her mother, and her baby boy came to California,

where the beautiful blonde girl began the upward grind of

a screen career as an extra girl.

She might still be playing small parts if Lois Weber had
not seen her. The director saw in the slim patrician the
exact type she wanted for the young society matrons of her
domestic dramas. Claire took at one leap the rungs of the
ladder that lie between extra and leading lady. She was
with Miss Weber for a series of pictures; then with Gold-
wyn. Now she is so much in demand that she can afford

to pick and choose her parts.

She's proud of the fact that she came from Kansas; and
maybe Kansas isn't proud of her!

What? No, she isn't. She and Mr. Chaplin are good
friends, that's all.
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How Famous Movie Stars

Keep Their Hair Beautiful
The Secret of Having Soft, Silky, Bright,

Fresh-Looking Hair

STUDY the pictures of these beauti-

ful women and you will see just how
much their hair has to do with their

appearance.
Beautiful hair is not a matter of luck,

it is simply a matter of care.

You, too, can have beautiful hair, if

you care for it properly. Beautiful

hair depends almost entirely upon the
care you give it.

Shampooing is always the most im-
portant thing.

It is the shampooing which brings out
the real life and luster, natural wave and
color, and makes your hair soft, fresh

and luxuriant.

When your hair is dry, dull and
heavy, lifeless, stiff and gummy, and
the strands cling together, and it feels

harsh and disagreeable to the touch, it

it because your hair has not been sham-
pooed properly.

iWhen your hair has been shampooed
properly, and is thoroughly clean, it will

be glossy, smooth and bright, delight-

fully fresh-looking, soft and silky.

While your hair must have frequent
and regular washing to keep it beautiful,

it cannot stand the harsh effect of ordi-

nary soaps. The free alkali in ordinary
soaps soon dries the scalp, makes the
hair brittle and ruins it.

That is why leading motion picture
stars and discriminating women, every-
where, now use Mulsified cocoanut oil

shampoo. This clear, pure and entirely

greaseless product cannot possibly in-

jure, and it does not dry the scalp or
make the hair brittle, no matter how
often you use it.

If you want to see how really beautiful
you can make your hair look, just follow
this simple method:

A Simple, Easy Method
tjTRST, put two or three teaspoonfuls

of Mulsified in a cup or glass with a
little warm water. Then wet the hair

and scalp with clear warm water. Pour
the Mulsified evenly over the hair and
rub it thoroughly all over the scalp and
throughout the entire length, down to
the ends of the hair.

Two or three teaspoonfuls will make
an abundance of rich, creamy lather.

This should be rubbed in thoroughly and
briskly with the finger tips, so as to
loosen the dandruff and small particles

of dust and dirt that stick to the scalp.

After rubbing in the rich, creamy
Mulsified lather, rinse the hair and scalp

thoroughly—always using clear, fresh,

warm water. Then use another applica-

tion of Mulsified, again working up a
lather and rubbing it in briskly as before.

Two waters are usually sufficient for

washing the hair, but sometimes the
third is necessary.

You can easily tell, for when the hair

is perfectly clean, it will be soft and
silky in the water, the strands will fall

apart easily, each separate hair floating

alone in the water, and the entire mass,
even while wet, will feel loose, fluffy and
light to the touch and be so clean it will

fairly squeak when you pull it through
your fingers.

Rinse the Hair Thoroughly

' I ''HIS is very important. After the
* final washing, the hair and scalp

should be rinsed in at least two changes
of good warm water and followed with a

rinsing in cold water.
When you have rinsed the hair thor-

oughly, wring it as dry as you can; finish

by rubbing it with a towel, shaking it

and fluffing it until it is dry. Then give

it a good brushing.

After a Mulsified shampoo you will

find the hair will dry quickly and evenly
and have the appearance of being much
thicker and heavier than it is.

If you want to always be remembered
for your beautiful, well-kept hair, make
it a rule to set a certain day each week

Erery advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.

for a Mulsified cocoanut oil shampoo.
This regular weekly shampooing will

keep the scalp soft and the hair fine and
silky, bright, fresh-looking and fluffy,

wavy and easy to manage—and it will

be noticed and admired by everyone.
You can get Mulsified at any drug

store or toilet goods counter, anywhere
in the world. A 4-ounce bottle should
last for months.



Marjorie and Ernestine.—At last I have
had a song dedicated to me ! You're aw-
fully nice girls to go to all that trouble for

me, and I certainly appreciate it, and kiss

you—figuratively speaking—on both cheeks.

I would try it over on my piano, but I

didn't pay my instalments in time and they

took it away from me. However, I will

keep it among my treasures.

Helen H. B., Columbia, S. C.—I believe

in suppressionism, not impressionism. I lived

too long to learn any new artistic tricks. I'll

leave the vers libre-ing and the Paul Gaguin-
ing to those who like them. Rudolph is

now Rodolf Valentino. He played with Ag-
nes Ayres in only one picture, "The Sheik."

He is starred in "Blood and Sand;" but be-

fore that he made "Moran of the Lady Let-
ty" with Dorothy Dalton and "Beyond the

Rocks" with Gloria Swanson. He is di-

vorced from Jane Acker.

Wanda.—I'm sure I don't know why you
call me Richard, unless you see in my like-

ness a resemblance to Richard Barthelmess,
and I don't flatter myself to that extent

However, if by being called Richard I ob-
tain also a snapshot of you, I'm satisfied.

The snapshot, Wanda, is very coy and cun-
ning, but I cannot publish it in the Magazine
because we don't go in for snapshots, how-
ever coy and cunning. Dick Barthelmess is

still married to Mary Hay, and I have not
heard of any rift in the domestic lute.

There—I'm getting to be a regular writer.

(Miss) L. C, Pittsburgh, Pa.—So you
say you had a case on a bootlegger's son.

Well (Miss) L. C., all I can say is that you
are extremely fortunate, but that there is

no place for you in this department. It is

strictly prohibition. And when I say prohi-

bition I mean prohibition—yes, it's as dry as

that. House Peters in "The Alibi," "The In-
visible Power," and "Human Hearts."

John H, Vermont.—Virginia Valli is the

pretty brunette whose work you have ad-
mired in Bert Lytell's pictures. She is not
married to Mr. Lytell; she is married to

George Lamson. Virginia is now playing the

heroine in "The Storm," for Universal. Ad-
dress her U City, Cal. I think Virginia's

husband will not object to her sending you
a photograph, but I can't promise—that

she'll send you one.

V. S., Alliance, Ohio.—Robert Sherwood
who writes reviews for Life always writes for

Photoplay. He's a clever little chap—

a

little over six and a half feet tall. He and
I are always good friends. I always read

his stuff. Tom Mix is the father of a baby
daughter. Her name is Thomasina, heaven
help her. But having Tom for a dad and
Victoria for a ma probably more than makes
up to her for being called Thomasina. The

PROTECT YOUR EYES!

TO obviate the annoyance experi-

enced in entering those motion
picture houses which still refuse to

consider seriously the problem of

lighting, close the eyes for half a

minute before walking down the
aisle or attempting to find a seat.

By so doing you will accustom your
eyes to the darkness and will avoid
the embarrassment of stumbling
over some one's feet.

If your eyes feel strained or tired

after a performance, it may be that

you should have taken a seat in the

balcony. The human eye is un-
accustomed to looking up for very
long at a time. We spend most of

our lives looking down—at our
desks, at a book, at billiards or golf.

Gazing up at the screen from the
pit of the theater brings into steady
use a set of eye muscles unac-
customed to this angle.

Front seats are an abomination.
Yet here it is that children eagerly
flock or are guided by attendants
anxious to dispose thus of seats the

adult usually shuns. Not. only is

the range too close but the sight

suffers from screen flicker that is

greatly diminished for those sitting

farther back.

Mixes make their home at 5841 Carlton
Way, Hollywood, Cal. Thomas Meighan is

still with Paramount. Buck Jones is mar-
ried; his address is 1954 Crasena Drive, Los
Angeles. They certainly have fancy names
for their streets out there.

Marietta.—No, I don't know Johnny
Hines, so I can't send him your love. I

wouldn't anyway. That's how mean I am.
Johnny's address is 548 West 164th Street,

Manhattan. (Manhattan is just a lofty way
of saying New York City, so don't let it

scare you.)

Helen, Metropolis, III.—We have some
very finished players; you're right. My ob-
jection is that more of them are not finished.

Eugene O'Brien is thirty-seven; he's not
married. O'Brien-Selznick contract is up, I

understand, and he is going to Europe for

a vacation before making his future film

plans. Vincent Coleman opposite Constance
Binney in "Such a Little Queen." The chief

difference between Constances Binney and
Talmadge is that people call the former Con-
stance and the latter Connie.

Anna Erminie.—Pretty name. But don't
call me a perfect stranger. I am far from
perfect, I promise you. Johnny Walker
played Johnny in "Over the Hill." Lillian

Walker has been playing in vaudeville. She
was in "The Woman God Changed," which
Vignola made for Cosmopolitan Produc-
tions.

H. H. H, Piedmont, Cal.—Why. I sup-
pose you can learn to play the piano in

your spare time; but you do so at your
own risk. If I were as sarcastic as you I

would get a raise in salary. Mae Murray
says she is twenty-five years old. Agnes
Ayres doesn't say.

Jackie
of "The
Wynham
Thurston
Denny;
Natalie,

Carpenter
Tom Sla

Knight.

—Welcome home. Here is the cast

Iron Trail:" Murray O'Xoil....
Standing; Curtis Gordon....

Hall ; Dan Appleton. . . . Reginald
Eliza, his sister. .. .Alma Tell;

Gordon's step-daughter. . . .Betty

Dr. Cyrus Grey.... Lee B<

ter, O'Neil's foreman. . . . Harlan
(Continued on ptigc 87)
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And here Lady Beatrice (Fair Lady Diana Manners) has received the bloodstained

rose that carries the false message of the doom of her gallant Hugh Argyle

The First

Photoplay

in Colors

AND now comes the first feature pho-
L\ toplay in natural colors, "The
* * Glorious Adventure," a tale of

seventeenth century glamours, with Lady
Diana Manners in the role of heroine.

To the picture patron the greatest in-

terest of this drama is in the colorful rep-

resentations of the gay and ruthless life

of the period, with its dashing, duelling

gentlemen in their scarlet doublets and
sweeping hats, and its graceful, dainty
ladies in the exuberant finery of that ro-

mantic day. There is the great fire of

London, done with an indifferent skill in

spots and with a shuddering, desperate

reality in others, at the climax of adven-
turous doings on land and sea. And of

course there is the love triumph in the

end.

A rather topical interest, second only to

the element of color, centers in this first

screen appearance of Lady Diana Manners,
acclaimed by critics of the pen and brush
(not forgetting the press agents) as Eng-
land's greatest beauty. She was used in a

bit by Griffith in "Hearts of the World,"
but only for atmosphere.
The secret may perhaps be found a

simple one—a screen salary of handsome
and attractive proportions. The English

nobility are not averse to piecing out their

incomes—especially since the war.
This picture is the first to be made by

a newly-invented color camera from the

laboratories of William Van Doren Kelley

of Prizma.

Never Told Tales
About Stars

THE Humble Self-effacing Hero of a Hundred
Interviews Gives Some Interesting Extracts

from his Notebook. Unexpurgated Impressions
of Certain Cinema Celebrities—Incidents about
Famous Screen Sirens that have Never Before
Been Published.

Soon after he wrote this story, the author left

for Russia. Read it, and you will understand
why.

It is the frankest and the most unusual ac-
count of the stars you have read. Besides, it is

illustrated in delightful fashion by Rae Van
Buren.

DON'T MISS THIS STORY
In the July Issue—
Out June Fifteenth
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"Of course I believe you re not married" said

the interviewer. "What a snappy new over-

coat your husband has!"
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Take a Kodak with you

It's all so easy the Kodak way, and the pictures, precious at

the time, will be priceless to you later. You can spend your

vacation and have it, too—in pictures.

Autographic Kodaks $6.50 up

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y. The Kodak city

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.



nays ana r layers—Last ana West
A /TILDRED HARRIS is now a vaudeville

She has a sketch which she has been play-

ing iD various Manhattan theaters.

It's a far cry from the famous wife of

Charlie Chaplin, sought after by film pro-

ducers who wanted the privilege of billing

her last name in large letters, the mistress

of a fair estate in Hollywood, the possessor

of many fur coats and motor cars, to an
actress earning a good but not startling sal-

ary in the varieties.

Many of her friends aver that it will be
good for Mildred, after her sudden fame
and fortune, almost to begin all over again

as an actress absolutely on her own. They
say, some of them, that the prestige she
acquired as Mrs. Chaplin turned her blonde
head a little; that it accustomed her to a
mode of existence more luxurious than most
princesses, before she was ready for it. She
and her mother are now living quietly, when
they are not on tour, in a modest New
York hotel.

It is also added that her acting has taken
a decided turn for the better.

AT a recent dinner attended by several

leading lights of the screen, speeches
were made by the most prominent guests.

A star whose husband addressed the table

was talking to a friend the next day.
"My dear," said the friend, "I'd no idea

your husband was such a brilliant after-

dinner speaker."
The star eyed her skeptically and sighed,

"You should hear him before breakfast 1"

PAULINE FREDERICK has gone back
to the vocal.

She will speak, after six years of silence.

A reorganization of the Robertson-Cole
company, which had Miss Frederick under
a stellar contract at a munificent salary,

caused her to plan her return to the stage.

The new executives of R-C are said to have
suggested that her salary be cut. So Polly,

We don't know how an introduction is accomplished in the best French circles,

but anyway, readers, we beg to present to you the Due and Duchesse de Vallom-
brosa. That is, the former duchess, now divorced. It is said that the Due aspires
to share his title with Pearl While, who has been a film queen long enough not to

become disconcerted by another title
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who recently became Mrs. Rutherford,
thought it was a pretty good time to make
good her threat of returning to the legiti-

mate.
She was one of the most captivating stars

in America in "Innocent" and "Joseph and
His Brethren," before Famous Players lured
her away to play in "The Eternal City,"
"Bella Donna," "Zaza" and others. She
promised A. H. Woods, her manager, that
when she returned to the speaking stage it

would be under his guidance. After her
gold-crowned years as Paramount and Gold-
wyn star, she has kept her promise. Con-
tracts have been signed and she will soon
leave for London, where she will accomplish
her return in a new play.

Rumors that she and Dr. Rutherford had
quarreled were absolutely denied by both.
Whether or not her husband will accompany
her to London is not yet settled, but accord-
ing to them they are ideally happy, and
nothing but her work could separate them.

AS if a birth announcement which read,

"Just Arrived—One Good Cowgirl,
Thomasina Mix, At home on rainy Days,"
were not enough for a baby to bear, we
hear that Tom Mix, the proud father, has
just presented his brand-new daughter a
beautiful bootjack of carved California red-
wood, delicately inscribed with the Tom Mix
cattle brand.

IN Harold Lloyd's new picture "Grand-
ma's Boy" appears one of the most vil-

lainous villains ever seen. He is uglier than
Bull Montana.

His face was new to me and his acting
so excellent that I said to Harold: "Where'd

that fellow come from? He's new. How'd
he get into pictures."

"Prohibition," said Harold.
"What?" I gasped.
"Oh yes, he used to be a whiskey sales-

man. Isn't he a great argument for pro-
hibition? Saved from the life of a liquor
dealer to go into pictures."

The new Lloyd picture is something of a
departure from Harold's usual line of splen-
did comedies. It is just as funny as ever,

but it has a touch of drama and a little

touch of pathos that are very pleasing and
that raise it considerably from an artistic

standpoint.

BERT LYTELL has left Mfetro.

He made a personal appearance tour
before definitely parting company with the
concern. Now he is back in Hollywood,
co-starring with Betty Compson in George
Fitzmaurice's production of "To Have and
To Hold."

After a series of indifferent program pic-

tures, Lytell should be seen to advantage
as a Paramount player. He is one of the

best actors on the screen when he has a
chance.

HOW long will it be before music by
radio will take the place of orchestras

in film theaters?

At the radio show in New York, there

was a demonstration that made many thea-

ter owners give a thought to the idea.

Music for dancing was furnished in a hotel

ballroom by a New Jersey orchestra, the

strains being perfectly transmitted by means
of the wireless telephone.

If an exhibitor has six theaters in New
York, for instance, with an orchestra for

each house, he could install instead radio-

phones in each theater and let one cen-

trally located orchestra say it with music
to six audiences.

On the other hand, the present radio craze

has made many who used to go to the

neighborhood picture shows every night for

amusement, stay home. (Cont'd on page 80)
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Powder will stay on for hours with the right vanishing cream as a base

A cream that really holds

the powder
It will not reappear in a shine

HOW many times, especially in summer, you have
wished your nose would not get shiny and that the

powder would stay on.

You need never permit this shine. The way to make
powder stay on is to provide a base for it to cling to.

Powder put directly on the skin catches on little rough
places and then flecks ofF leaving your face as shiny as if

it had never been powdered. These little rough places

may not be apparent but they prevent the powder from
going on smoothly.
The ideal powder base is absorbed instantly, giving your

skin a velvety surface to which the powder will hold. Try
Pond's Vanishing Cream for this. Smooth on a little.

Now powder. The powder will go on smoothly and evenly,

giving your skin a lovely transparent tone. You need not
worry about your face getting shiny—the cream cannot
reappear because it contains no oil. And the powder will

stay on for hours.

More than that, Pond's Vanishing Cream is the best

possible protection against exposure to sun and wind.
Always smooth it on before you go out. It is made of

ingredients famous for their soothing effect. You will

notice, the moment you apply it to your cheeks, what a
freshened feeling it gives you.

A very different cream just as necessary

No one cream can contain all the ingredients necessary to

take perfect care of your skin. You cannot have in a
vanishing cream the oils you need for cleansing and stim-

ulating the skin.

FOR cleansing a different cream—Pond's Cold Cream

—

must be used. It contains just enough oil to penetrate

the pores and remove every particle of dirt, and to lubri-

cate the skin.

Every night and whenever you come in from a dusty
railroad or automobile trip, smooth this delicate oil cream
into your face. Then wipe it off with a soft cloth.

Use both these creams every day. Both are too delicate

to clog the pores. They cannot promote the growth of

hair. You will find them in convenient sizes of jars and
tubes at all drug and department stores. The Pond's

Extract Co., New York.

PON D'S
Cold Cream,

^vanishing Cream.
^S to hold the powder

GENEROUS TUBES—MAIL COUPON TODAY

for cleansing

The Pond's Extract Co.. 135 Hudson St.. New York

Ten cents (loc) is enclosed for your special introductory tubes

of the two creams every normal skin needs—enough of each

cream for two weeks' ordinary toilet uses.

Name

Street

City State

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.



Mary's

New Clothes

To the right: rrc can't say much
about this picture, although we think
it's one of the cutest ever published,
because we prefer to meet Mary Pick-
ford face to face any time. However,
it illustrates the lines of a useful-as-

well-as-ornamental and patriolicfrock
of blue with loop trimmings of red

and white

Mary Pickford went to Paris! The
whole world knows that, but here's Us
first glimpse of ivhat Mary brought
back—gowns by Jeanne Lanvin, the

designer for the jeune fdle (French
fur flapper). Above, a suit of velvet,

with collar and cuffs of white
moufflon. Mary neglected to mention
just what moufflon means, and Miss
Van Wyck isn't in, so your guess is

as good as ours
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Above: Mary calls this her
"Water lily" dress. It is of
shimmery silver-green silk with
bands of silver lace and a silver

ribbon around (he waist lying

in a bow at one side and hang-
ing nearly to the bottom of the

uneven hem line. It's bad
enough trying to describe these

gowns: imagine designing one!

Another one of the forty-nine

frocks ivhich Mary boughtfrom
Lanvin, on which she paid a
fearful duly, and which she will

wear in her photoplays. This
informal evening gown of white

chiffon has loops and streamers

of the same material in a pretty

shade of coral. The girdles as
well as the band of trimming
across the front and around the

sleeves are made of iridescent

beads in coral and white
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Prizes

Ho*w many words can you build from the letters in

the phrase, " Use Elam's Irish Laisun When You Write"?

TO the person submitting the largest number of
correct English words built from the letters in

above phrase and written on Elam's Irish Lawn,
a first prize of $500.00 will be paid, besides twenty-nine
other cash awards as shown in prize list Number One.
However, the use of Elam's Irish Lawn is not essential

to win a prize, for words can be submitted on any paper
you choose and be eligible for prizes in list Number Two
if you do not care to compete for the big prizes.

Anyone can compete except persons connected with
our organization. Competent and unbiased judges will

make the awards. Contest closes July 31st, 1922.

Most good stationers, druggists and department stores

carry Elam's Irish Lawn. If unable to obtain it send us

50 cents for full sized box containing 24 sheets of paper
and 24 envelopes to match. Specify color: White,
Gray, Buff, Blue, Pink or Lavender.

Rules of Contest

Only words found in Stand-
ard or Webster's dictionary

will be counted. Do not send
foreign, hyphenated or com-
pound words. Words of the

same spelling can be used
only once even though they
express different meanings.

2. Letters may be used in each
word only as often as they
appear in the contest phrase.

For example, s may be used
three times, but m only once.

Contest closes noon, July 3 1

,

922.

I sc either singular or plural,

but where plural is used,

the singular cannot be
counted also, and vice versa.

5. The list showing the largest

number of English words
will be awarded first prize;

the next largest, second
prize, etc.

6. All answers should be
written on one side of paper
only and words numbered
1 ,2, 3,4, etc. Write your name
and address on each sheet.

7. In the event of ties the full

amount of the prize will be
paid to each contestant
tying for that prize.

8. All lists will receive the same
consideration whether
written on Elam's Irish

Lawn or not

9. The decision of the judges
will be final and awards will

be made and checks mailed
to winners as soon as possi-

ble after close of contest.

10. So-called "master lists'

such as are sometimes
offered for sale, will be
barred.

ELAM 3 Irish *I#Wn
50C andup Aristocratic Stationery at a Democratic Price

Stationery which pleases the most fastidious

—

men as well as women. A letter written on Elam's
Irish Lawn expresses your own personality, and
implies a delicate compliment to the person
receiving it. A wide variety of shapes, colors,

and sizes of boxes.

Address your letters to

Department "P "

"Do it Now"

ELAM PAPER CO.
General Offices Marion, Indiana

LIST OF PRIZES
$1000.00 Prize List $ ISO.00 Prize List

No. 1 — For words No. 2 — For words
written o n Elam's NOT writte n on

Irish Lawn. Elam's Irish Lawn

1 prize of - - $500.00 1 prize of $50.00
1 prize of - . 200 00 1 prize of 25.00
I prize of - - 100 00 1 prize of • 15 00
1 piize of - - 50.00 1 prize of 10.00
1 prize of - - 25.00 1 prize of • 5.00
5 prizes of • • 10.00 5 p: izes of - 3.00
10 prizes of • - 5.00 10 prizes of • 2.00
10 prizes of 2.50 10 prizes of - 1.00

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.



7° behind the Curtain
(Continued from page 31)

For a year and a half, young Nordahl had been engaged to

marry a girl named Helen Marsh. The two had known each
other all their lives, and had been sweethearts for years. The
engagement pleased her family and particularly Dave.

"1 approved of that marriage," he told me, "because I

know Helen. She's probably the finest girl in the world,

and she's got common sense, in spite of her being willing

to marry that boy of mine. She'll make Gilbert a fine wife,

and he needs a sensible wife, because he's a wild ass of the
desert. He's got to have a sensible wife—Helen's my pick."

'•'V/'OU ought to know something about it," I said grinning,
1 and going back over Dave's past in my mind.
"I do," he admitted. "I learned and I paid for it. Why

should the kid pay all over, when he can ride on my pass?"
The railroad builder sketched out the situation as he saw

it, acquainting me with the various facts. He had heard about
a Sarah Bradley Aiken abruptly. His boy was not the kind
to carry on in an underhand way, so he had laid his cards

on Dave's table. He had stood over his father and said:

"Dad, I'm going to break off with Helen."

"Why?" Dave asked, showing neither alarm nor surprise.

"Because I'm in love with another girl."

"Who?"
"Her name is Sarah Aiken. You domt know her."

"Never heard of her. What's the rest of it?"

"There's nothing, except that it wouldn't be fair to Helen
for me to go on, when I love another woman."
Dave had leaned back in his chair and surveyed the

youngster with a thoughtful eye. He knew his kid's ways.
He looked at the family chin and decided not to indulge in

parental indignation. He continued to discuss Sarah as

though she was weather. He asked a few questions, seemed
only casually interested in

the whole business, and
learned what he could.

Among other things, he
discovered that young Gil-

bert had met Sarah only at

rare intervals—a few times

altogether. Infrequently Gil-

bert had had Sarah to him-
self. Usually they encoun-
tered in some gilded cocoa-

nut grove or on a dance
floor, and there were always
other young swains hovering

•>><•

SAMUEL MERWIN
has just written for this Magazine the greatest fiction

story of motion picture life ever written. He spent six

months in Hollywood gathering material and color for it.

The characters are all drawn from life.

IN THE JULY PHOTOPLAY

about, eager for a smile or a word with the star-eyed siren.

Gilbert, despite his lack of true acquaintance, was for im-
mediate action. He desired to start at once for the Helen
Marsh home, walk in on the girl and tell her that he could
never marry her, because he had fallen in love elsewhere.

"I stopped that," Dave said, grimly. "Of course, Gil is

making a damn fool of himself, but that's unimportant. I

expect him to. I did. He wouldn't be my son, if he didn't.

The thing that's quite unnecessary is to inflict pain upon Helen.
There's no use telling her anything, because in the end, there

won't be anything to tell her. Gil thinks he is going to marry
this Aiken girl. But he's not."

I watched Dave's jaw settle upon that last sentence, and
perceived that the only son was heading straight for the con-
cealed rocks.

"Of course," continued the father, "I don't know anything
about Sarah Bradley Aiken, except that she's a movie actress

and works on this lot. She may be one of earth's rare angels,

for all I know, but the chances are, if she is thinking of my
son and marriage, she is also thinking of my money. I've had
actresses think of my money before now, Bill."

"I believe you," I said. "Have you ever met Sarah?"
"Today. That's why I came over. Looked at her long

and carefully. She had on her best Pullman dining-car man-
ners and she talked pretty to me, I being the boy's old man.
Well, I've had 'em talk pretty to me, and they used to get

away with it. But you can't fool an old dog, and I am now
the oldest dog west of Council Bluffs. And lej; me tell you,
Bill. This Aiken person may be a peach on parade, but under-

neath, she is counterfeit money. She's bogus. She is imita-

tion goods, with a fake wrapper."

"She stands well with her fellow-workers," I said, defend-

ing the lady, as I felt in justice bound to do. "Everybody on
this lot has a good word for

her."
"<"• "Sure," Dave grunted.

"How long have you known
her?"

"One picture."

"Not long enough. Wait
till you all know her better,

and then come in with your
verdict. She has a lovely

smile a~d a cherubim face,

but she has something in her

eye that she never got in

(Continued on page 93)
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QAfter 2000 years-a suPEBfinefacepowder
THE more delicate the texture ofyour

skin, the finer should be the face

powder you use to enhance its beauty.

Enchanting to the eye, the smoothest

skin reveals itself under a magnifying

glass as made up of countless tiny

mounds and valleys.

To lay a transparent, even bloom on
such a varying surface, a face powder
must be super-fine. Ordinary powders
show because their coarse grains fill the

depressions and give that coated lock

which is so common. Yet women have
waited twenty centuries for the inven-

tion of a superfine face powder.

Hand-sifting a primitive process

Cleopatra's powders, we know, were
hand-sifted through gauze. Queen Eliza-

beth,MarieAntoinette,Empress Eugenie
used powders made in the same primitive
way. Not until the remarkable new
Melba process of air'sifting was per-

fected, was the first super-fine face
powder created.

Compare Melba with any other face

powder, imported or domestic. Apply
them side by side. Note how much
finer Melba air-sifted powder is. How
closely it clings. How difficult it is to

blow or even wipe away. How natural

and transparent is the effect it gives.

How smoothly it blends with the tone

and texture of your skin.

Clinging and blending as it does,

Melba air-sifted powder is hardly
affected by wind, heat or moisture. It

stays on. You can motor or dance, play

golf or tennis without fear that your
complexion will lose its freshness.

How complexion charm is gained

Melba air-sifted powder gives an ex-

quisite bloom to a woman's beauty. But
complexion health and charm lie deeper.

Every inch of your face contains hun-
dreds of oil-laden pores, which are

almost invisible until this oil and body-

wastes, mingling with outside dust and
dirt, accumulate and clog them.

Washing with soap and water only

clears the surface. MelbaSkin Cleanser,

applied daily, will penetrate the trouble-

breeding stuffwithin the pores and little

by little bring it to the surface for re-

moval. Following this, a stimulating

massage with Melba Massage Cream
will flush the tissues and refine and
restore the pores to normal.

This test is easy to make

Melba air-sifted powders and Melba
face creams can be bought at 40,000 drug
and department stores. Send the coupon
below with 25 cents for a test package

containing generous samples of

Melba air-sifted Face Powders
Melba Skin Cleanser

Melba Massage Cream
Melba Vanishing Cream
Melba Dry Rouge
Melba Skin Lotion

To the first twenty thousand wno
accept this test offer, we will send our
new booklet, "The Art of Make-up."

ELBA
"Melba Massage Melba Skin Cleanser
Cream, 50 cents 50 cents

Melba Skin Loti<

35 cents

MAIL THIS COUPON WITH 25 CENTS

Melba Rouge Compact
Largesizc, $:.oo; small, ;ocents

Melba Face Powders
50 cents to $2.co

MELBA MFG. CO. P. J.

4235 Indiana Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

I enclose 25c (stamps or silver) tor which send me 1 trial

tube of Melba Skin Cleanser, 1 trial tube of Melba
Massage Cream, 1 trial tube of Melba Vanishing Cream,
1 trial bottle ofMelba Skin Lotion, sample ofMelba rouge,
and sample packets ofMelba air-floated face powders. You
are to include your book, "The Art of Make-up," free.

Print plainly with a pencil

Name

Street No.

City State-

When jou write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Irene Castle in her new Country Club

costume of Corticelli crepe de chine in

white accented by facings of black

velvet.

4'The

best dressed woman
in America"
No one knows better than Irene

Castle how beautifully silk crepe

lends itself to the present styles.

This season Irene Castle is finding

in Corticelli silk crepe a new medium
to express her charm and taste in

dress.

There are Corticelli silk crepes in

the fashionable Canton weaves, heavy,

closely woven crepes, crepe de chine

in all the newest colors.

There are many other Corticelli

Dress Silks in the most fashionable

colors. Satin Princess, Satin Patria,

Satin Crepe, Taffetas, Poplins. If

your favorite store cannot show you

these, please write us.

Free booklet showing Irene Castle's

new frocks

Send for free copy of new booklet

which illustrates in color seven dresses

made from Corticelli Dress Silks for

Irene Castle. No Canadian orders

accepted. Address, the Corticelli

Silk Company, 1306 Nonotuck Street,

Florence, Mass.

The

Corticelli
Silk Company

Also makers of Corticelli Spool Silks

Ladies' Silk Hosiery, Yarns, and
Crochet Cottons

Wallace Beid's motor mania isn't assumed for the screen. When he isn't driving
this Stutz, he's getting into practice for a special performance in (he International
500-mile Sweepstakes at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. He wins every race

in his pictures, but this will be the real thing

Plays and Players
(Continued from page 74)

THE Gish girls dropped into the White
House not so long ago for luncheon.

It was at the particular invitation of

President and Mrs. Harding.
They are the first film stars ever bidden

to be the special guests of the Chief Ex-
ecutive and the First Lady, although in-

numerable screen people have journeyed to

Washington to shake the Harding hand.
Lillian and Dorothy and D. W. Griffith

were at the national capital to be present

at the premiere there of "Orphans of the

Storm." The three went to the White House
and had an awfully good time : partook of

a luncheon which included such Ohio dishes

as salt-rising bread, and were shown per-

sonally through the executive mansion by the

President's wife, who sent home by them,
for Mrs. Gish, flowers from her own gar-

den.

We were asking Lillian all about it the

other day. "Oh, it was wonderful," she

said. "But please don't say anything about

it for publication, because we wouldn't for

the world have the Hardings think we want
to make publicity out of our visit."

The Hardings know the Gishes well enough
not to suspect them of publicity seeking.

A SPECIAL showing was given of an im-
ported film, "Lady Godiva," based on

the famous legend of the lady who rode

through Coventry's streets.

A representative of the State Federation

of Women's Clubs, motion picture commit-
tee, was present. Regarding the well-known
ride, she is said to have remarked

:

"This incident . . . has been very del-

icately and artistically handled by the pro-

ducer. Any member of the family may view
it without fear of offense."

Won't the censors—and some others—be
disappointed, though?

MARY THURMAN and May Collins vis-

ited Manhattan last month.
They shared a bungalow in Hollywood

and Mary is going back with a nice contract.

But May-
May is going to Duluth, Minn.
Just why May Collins, one of the pret-

tiest ingenues in pictures, who won added
fame as the reported fiancee of Charles
Chaplin, should go to Duluth, Minn., may
be a matter for conjecture.

The answer is that Miss Collins wants
more dramatic experience before she con-
tinues her film career. To get it she is going
into stock—in Duluth, Minn. There is no
better training for a young actress than a
season in stock in a small city.

HUGO and Mabel Ballin were working on
a scene for their newest production,

which is supposed to take place in a den of

thieves; a criminals' rendezvous.
After taking some close-ups of the lead-

ing man, Mr. Ballin called across the set

to his wife. "All right, Mabel—get ready
for the dive scene."

Mabel's Irish maid stood by with the

makeup box, and at this she turned to the

little star with surprise written large on
every Gaelic feature: "Why mum," she said,

"I didn't know you did any fancy swim-

A YOUNG Los Angeles business man,
married to a screen star of some prom-

inence, had had trouble with his theatrical

wife.

"But she's so beautiful on the screen, so

lovely, I don't see how you could quarrel

with her," said a friend.

"I know," said friend husband, "she's great

on the screen but not so good in a flat."

THE Bryant Washburns may make an at-

tempt to succeed the late Sidney Drew
and Mrs. Drew as exponents of the domestic
comedy-drama on the screen.

Mabel and Bryant have been ambitious
to do this for some time, and since the

star's "own company" went the way of

most own companies, and he has been play-

ing leading roles again, it seems probable that

their ambition will be realized.

Remember "Skinner's Dress Suit," which
Washburn made for Essanay? Mabel For-
rest Washburn hasn't been seen in pictures

since she married.

(Continued on page 82)
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For reasons which every woman will understand,
I have concealed my name and my identity. But
I have asked the young woman whose pictures you
see here to pose for me, so that you can see exactly
how the marvelous new discovery remakes one's
complexion in one short half hour.

I
COULD hardly believe my eyes. Just thirty

minutes before my face had been blemished and
unsightly; my skin had been coarse, sallow and

lifeless. Now it was actually transformed. I was
amazed when I saw how beautiful my complexion
had become—how soft its texture, how exquisite its

coloring. Why, the blemishes and impurities had
been lifted right away, and a charming, smooth,
clear skin revealed underneath! What was this new
kind of magic?

You see, I never really did have a pretty com-
plexion. My skin is very sensitive. It always"

used to be so coarse and rough that I hated to use
powder. Sometimes pimples and eruptions would
appear overnight—and as for blackheads, I never
could get rid of them!

To be perfectly frank with you, I

tried everything there was to try.

I greeted each new thing with hope
—but hope was soon abandoned as

my skin became only more harsh and
colorless. Finally I gave up every-
thing in favor of massage. But sud-
denly I found that tiny wrinkles were
beginning to show around the eyes
and chin—and I assure you I gave
up massage mighty quick.

Wasn't there anything that would
clear my complexion, that would
make it soft and smooth and firm?

Wasn't there anything I could do

—

without wasting more time and more
money? It was very discouraging,
and I was tempted more than once
to give it up—especially when I saw
that after all my efforts my skin was
more dull and coarse than ever before.

In fact, on one very disappointing occasion I firmly
resolved never to use anything but soap and water
on my face again. But then something very wonder-
ful happened—and, being a woman, I promptly
changed my mind!

Why I Changed My Mind
Did you know that the outer layer of the skin,

called the epidermis, is constantly dying and being
replaced by new cells? I didn't—until I read a very
remarkable announcement. That announcement
made me change my mind. It explained, simply
and clearly, how blackheads, pimples and nearly all

facial eruptions are caused when the dead skin-
scales and bits of dust clog the pores. Impurities
form in the stifled pores—and the results are soon
noticeable.

The announcement went on to explain how
scientists had discovered a marvelous clay, which,
in only one application, drew dust, dirt and other
impurities and harmful accumulations to the sur-
face. This Complexion Clay, in only a half-hour,
actually lifted away the blemishes and the impuri-
ties. And when it was removed the skin beneath
was found to be soft, smooth, clear and charming!
Can you blame me for wanting to try this won-
derful discovery on my own blemished complexion?

My Extraordinary Experience

With Complexion Clay
I won't bore you with ^ ;tails. Suffice to say that

I applied the Complexion Clay I had read about to
my face one evening at nine o'clock and settled my-
self comfortably for a half-hour of reading. Soon
I was conscious of a cool, drawing sensation. In a
few moments the clay on my face had dried into
a fragrant mask. And as it dried and hardened
there was a wonderful tingling feeling. I could
actually feel the millions of tiny pores breathing,
freeing themselves of the impurities that had stifled

them, giving up the bits of dust
and the accumulations that had
bored deeply beneath the sur-

face. It was a feeling almost
of physics] relief; every inch of

my face seemed stirred sudden-
ly into new life and fervor.

At nine-thirty I removed the
Complexion Clay and, to my
utter astonishment, found that
I had a brand new complexion!
Hidden beauty had actually
been revealed! Every black-
head had vanished; the whole
texture of the skin had been
transformed into smooth, clear,

delieately-
colored
beauty.

I shall
never forget
myestraor-
d i n a r y
experience
with Com-
p 1 e x i o n
Clay. It ac-
complished in a half-hour what other prepara-
tions had not accomplished in years. With
gentle firmness it drew out every impurity
from the stifled pores and revealed beneath a
skin of exquisite texture and delicate coloring.
I would never have believed it possible, and
it is because it did it for me, because I actually
had this wonderful experience, that I consented
to write this story for publication.

Domino House Made This
Offer To Me

The formula from which the amazing Complexion
Clay is made was discovered by the chemists of the
Domino House. I have been asked to state here,
at the end of my story, that Domino House will

send without any money in advance a $3.50 jar of
Complexion Clay to any one who uses the special
coupon at the bottom of the page. If I would write
my story for publication the Domino House agreed
to accept only $1.95 for a S3.50 jar from my readers,

You, as my reader, should not miss this oppor-
tunity. I am sure that the marvelous Complexion
Clay will do for you what it has done for me. It is

guaranteed to do so, and a special deposit of 810,000
in the State Bank of Philadelphia backs this guaran-
tee. Your money will be promptly refunded if you
are not delighted with results and return what is left

of Complexion Clay within 10 days.

Do not send any money with the coupon. Just
pay the postman SI.05 (plus few cents postage)
when the jar of Complexion Clay is in your hands.

Three simple
steps — and the
complexion is
made clear

,

smooth and ra-
diantly beauti-
ful!

Complexion Clay will be sent to you freshly com-
pounded, direct from the Domino House. The
coupon is numbered with a special department, and
the Domino House will know that you have
my story and are to receive a full-size $3.50 jar for
only $1.95, according to their offer to me.

Don't delay

—

I'm glad I didn't! .Mail this coupon
today. Domino House, Dept. 2G0, 269 South 9th
Street, Phila., Pa.

Domino House. Dept. 266,
269 South 9th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
You may send me a S3.50 Jar of Complexion Clay,

sufficient for 3 months of beauty treatments. According
to the special agreement. I will pay postman onl:
(plus postage). Although I am benefiting by this special
reduced price, I am purchasing this tl r.- 1 jar with the
guaranteed privilege of returning it within 10 days and
you agree to refund my money if I am not delighted with
the results in every way. 1 am to be the sole judge.

Name.

Address.

City State

// you wish you may send money with coupon.

When you write to advertisers please mintion PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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The Hand that

Wears His Ring
Keep it ever dainty and
charming with this

smart, new manicure

You do want lovely hands— the dainty,

well-groomed hands that everyone ad-

mires. And to have them, always, is so

very easy with this smart, new manicure.

Instead of bothering with old-fash-

ioned methods whose beauty at best is

lost in a day, simply brush your nails

lightly with Glazo, the wonderful new
liquid polish. Instantly, without a

moment's buffing, you will have an
exquisite, fashionable lustre that will

last five to seven days. Could any-
thing be simpler?— time and expense
saved, and never a fear of being sur-

prised with untidy nails!

And don't mistreat the Cuticle

Preserve the beauty of your nail sheaths
by using Glazo Cuticle Massage with
your orange stick. It softens and per-

fects the cuticle, removes stain from
under the nails, and lends a new charm
to tapering fingertips.

Call for this simple, two-item mani-
cure today, and have lovely hands
always— nails modishly manicured;
cuticle smooth and velvety.

Writefor this booklet

It tells you much that's interesting and
new about the care of the hands. Sim-
ply send your name and address and
we'll gladly mail you a copy free—The
Glazo Company, 28 Blair Avenue, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

Canadian Sales Agents, The John A. Huston
Company, 60-62 Front Street West, Toronto.

GLAZO
Clar.o Liquid Nail
Polish, with re-
mover y 50c; Glazo
Cuticle Massage,
50c; or the two in

Combination Set,

75c— at any toilet

counter.

*

As an experiment to prove that talking pictures are possible, Frank Bacon, star of
"LigHtnin'," at the Walterson R. Rothacker studios in Chicago, enacted a spoken
sketch while the motion picture camera recorded his actions and a stenographer
look down his words. Later Bacon radiophoned his "lines" to a projection room
ivhere the fdms ivere being screened. Bacon s ivords from tlie radio and Bacon s

action on the screen synchronized

(Continued from page 8o)

IT used to be a custom in the old world
for actors to carry revolvers with them

for self-defence while they were on the

stage.

We would suggest a revival of this cus-

tom for some of the film stars who make
personal appearances.

VIOLA DANA has been making personal

appearances, now, for months and
months.

She left her happy home in California

last Christmas, and has been out on the

road ever since in the interests of Marcus
Metro Loew.
These personal appearance tours are great

institutions. Hardly one star of note has
escaped. Neither, we might add, have the

audiences.

But if they were all like Viola, the audi-

ences wouldn't mind.
The pert little ingenue recently delivered

herself of several original remarks about

her "appearances."

"They're fine," she said. "Fine—but I

think you ought to be over five feet tall

to enjoy them—and I'm not. I'm not exact-

ly of a retiring nature, but neither do I be-

lieve in pushing. Well, at first, when we

—

all the other stars and me—attended these

meetings en masse, so to speak, I kept mod-
estly in the background; I stayed where I

was shoved. Especially when we went to

see a certain Governor. There were about

twenty of us—all kinds and sizes. Vamps;
ingenues; leading men. I found myself some-
where in the middle distance; I could barely

see the top of the governor's head. But he

looked like a regular guy at that. So when
I finally got to where I could see all of

him, I smiled expectantly and extended my
little hand. Just as he was about to take

it, a battle cruiser who has made consider-

able fame and fortune out of vamping on
the screen, pulled her line in real life and
rushed up to the governor. 'Oh Governor,'

she gushed, 'I'm so thrilled !' and pushed into

his hands her bunch of flowers—we all car-
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ried flowers. The governor went right on
smiling at me. He asked me how I was
and I said 'Fine.' He said he always liked

my pictures. I got real red and prepared to

fade out. He called me back. 'Miss Dana,'
he said, 'I'd like to have one of your roses

to put in my button hole.' He got it, bless

his heart."

THE film event of the season, as far as
the east coast is concerned, occurred in

March in Manhattan. It was the dinner and
dance given in honor of Will Hays, who had
just assumed his duties as head of the new
producers and distributors association, at the

Hotel Astor.

Everyone turned out to do him honor, this

little man with the keen eyes and command-
ing presence who is at the helm of the screen

ship. The great motion picture magnates,
the celebrated stars, the famous writers, and
the lesser lights were there.

It was much more than the usual film din-

ner; it had a significance, a dignity, and
a prediction of big things.

Everybody made a speech. Mr. Emerson's
was probably the longest. Mr. Hearst ex-

pressed himself on the film industry for the

first time since his connection with it. The
burden of most of the addresses was that

the picture industry needed a leader and that

it had found one in the former Postmaster
General. The general note was one of de-
cided optimism ; it was a gala event and
seemed to inspire gaiety and good will on
every hand.

THE Luther Reeds are the parents of a

son.

He was born in April, in Manhattan.
His mother was Naomi Childers, who has

been celebrated on the screen since her early

Vitagraph days.

She made her biggest successes last year
in Goldwyn pictures.

His father is a scenario writer for Cosmo-
politan Productions.

(Continued on page 84)
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Are you the girl? If you are—listen!
You will be the guest of the Metropolitan for one

whole week in New York. All your expenses

traveling and while in New York will be paid

by the Metropolitan. You will stop at one of

New York's famous hotels and visit the

smartest shops in the world. You will walk in

the brilliant fashion show of Fifth Avenue in

a saunter up to—say, the Ritz—for tea; dinner,

and then into the fairyland of Bagdad-on-the-

subway, which is New York aglow with lights,

at play.

Every evening of your New York stay you will be
a Metropolitan guest at a Broadway" theatre.
From the Hippodrome to the Metropolitan
Opera you will see all of the fascinating and
colorful life of the greatest city—the people
and places at the rainbow end of the wit and
genius of two worlds.

If you know the sweetness of ambition, this may
be the Cinderella opportunity of your life. All
yours without effort, expense or obligation of
any kind—if you are the Girl! Your photograph
is the test.

ALL
NEWSSTANDS

TODAY

SEE PAGE 6 OF THE JUNE

Metropolitan
ALL

NEWSSTANDS
TODAY

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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leasant, salt,

lemtntnerMs way

tp remove iiair

Ruth Miller tells how the

makers of Odorono came to

complete the underarm toilette

With the same eagerness with
which women adopted the Odo-
rono standard of the underarm
toilette, they appealed to us to
give them what they have so long
lacked and wanted—a pleasant
way to remove hair.

"We want a method as satisfying
as Odorono. Pleasant. Effective.
Dainty. Safe. Easy. Feminine."
A large order, this. But the

chemists in the Odorono labora-
tories have finally perfected Odo-
rono's toilet complement, The
Odorono Company's Depilatory.

First of all, it has a new quality for a
depilatory— it is pleasant. No disagree-
able odor, here; it is fragrant with burnt
almond scent.

And so easy and effective! It removes
the offending hair like magic, leaving the
underarm smooth and while. There is

never a twinge of irritation.
Relieved from using dangerous blades

which coarsen and increase the growth,
women find in Odorono Depilatory the
ideal method for this important phase of
the underarm toilette. A complete 12
weeks' supply, at toilet counters every-
where, 75c. If your dealer hasn't it, we
will send it postpaid. Address, Ruth
Miller, The Odorono Company, 906-D
Blair Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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A little landscape entitled. "Summer in California." We are not spoofing; it's

actually sunny California—Truckee, where almost all the dramas of the (treat

northwest are filmed. This latest story of the snows is "I Am the Law." Yes—
sounds like the Mounted Police had something to do with it

(Continued from page 82)

THERE is a new young man on the

screen who threatens to become as spec-
tacularly famous as did Rodolf Valentino.
He is another Rex Ingram discovery, a

Spaniard, Ramon Samanyagos. The director

considers him one of the most promising
actors he has ever worked with. He plays
Rupert of Hentzau in "The Prisoner of

Zenda," a role which permits a fascinating

set of false whiskers, a monocle, and a mili-

tary cape.

If Samanyagos doesn't make good in a

part like that, he never will.

BETTY BLYTHE is now a star.

She will remain in the ea^t to make
four special productions.

After "The Queen of Sheba," Betty's fame
increased, and now she has been given the

reward of all good little motion picture

actresses.

Wonder if Sheba's tiara, or whatever they
called crowns then—would still fit.

MARIE JERITZA may make "Thais" for

the screen.

The Viennese prima donna came to this

country, sang at the Metropolitan, and im-
mediately scored an amazing success. It is

said to have been because of Jeritza's singing

of two of her favorite roles that Geraldine
Farrar left the opera house and went into

concert. Manhattan was Jeritza-mad during
the past season. Portrait galleries exhibited

her in striking oils by famous painters.

She became an idol almost over-night.

Then came motion picture managers who
according to report wish her to exhibit her

acting for more thousands. She is almost
as fine an actress as she is a singer. She
sailed for home in the spring, but will be
back soon, so we may have another songbird

in the shadows.
But do you remember Mary Garden in

the filmed "Thais"?

AFTER five years under their banner,
Antonio Moreno has left Vitagraph

under circumstances which include law suits

and various other exciting elements that

often accompany such circumstances.

Tony was notified by wire from Albert

Smith, president of the company, that he

was fired.
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Whereupon the handsome Spanish star

filed a suit for $127,000 due on his contract
which had about two years to run.

The next day he went to work in the
leading role of the new Rupert Hughes pro-
duction at Goldwyn, playing opposite Col-
leen Moore.

According to Tony, after taking him out
of the serials in which he had been enor-
mously successful, Vitagraph made only two
five-reel features with him. He has not
worked for several months and had refused

to play certain types of heavy roles and
to be co-starred under what he considered
most harmful conditions.

His fans will probably have a chance to
see Tony now in some good roles. It's a
cinch he hasn't had the proper chance of
late with Vitagraph and he's not only a
good actor but distinctly the type of which
matinee idols are made, if he's given proper
parts.

THE very latest fad in Hollywood is

magic vases.

Colleen Moore is the proud possessor of
one.

It is a handsome thing of gorgeous Chi-
nese pottery, but it isn't only for ornamental
purposes.

When you go to see Colleen, she asks you
if you want to ask any questions of the
vase. Of course you do. And when you
ask it questions, you are immediately an-
swered from its depths by a strange voice
which tells you a lot of things you want to

know and sometimes reveals some of our
hidden secrets that you'd just as soon not
have shouted in a drawing room.
You may carry it about from one room

to another, but it still retains its magic
qualities.

Sometimes Colleen will take you out in the

garage and show you the intricate telephone

connections that make it possible, so that

your mind is relieved.

A number of homes have them installed

now and the chauffeurs are kept busy play-
ing spirit to the vase, and trying to remem-
ber all that its owners have told them about
the guests who are going to ask questions

about it.

(Continued on page 85)
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Just exactly 187 months ago Patsy Ftutfi

Miller posed for this portrail. Patsy is

a (/real big girl now. as van know if yon
hare seen the pretty little ingenue of
Goldwyn pictures: but she has the same

smile

(Continued from page 84)

JEANIE MacPHERSON, while in New
•f York recently, went up to one of the

big prisons for women, to spend a few days
in jail. It was all done from an artistic

point of view because Jeanie wanted to get

proper color and atmosphere and mood for

writing the scenario of "Manslaughter," in

which the heroine spends some time in

prison.

Thus far, the story is well. But thereby

bangs a tale which is absolutely too good
to keep.

Jeanie, it seems, did not wish the other

prisoners to know that she wasn't one of

them. So she made all her arrangements
with the assistant superintendent, the agree-

ment being tha f Jeanie should be committed
for ten days and released any time she felt

like she'd had enough.
So, the famous scenario writer was locked

up in her cell and began to live according

to regular prison discipline.

After forty-eight hours, Jeanie decided

that she'd had enough and that art for

art's sake could not be served by her remain-
ing longer in this role.

So she sent frantically for the assistant

superintendent. He was not there.

She would soon straighten out this stupid

matter of course.

But unfortunately for her, the assistant su-

perintendent had had a row with the super-

intendent the night before and been fired.

And there was one of the great lights of the

movie industry condemned to shine beneath
the bars of a prison for some time longer,

before the affair could be straightened out
and her liberty returned to her.

JACQUELINE LOGAN, formerly of the
•J Follies and most recently Goldwyn lead-

ing woman, has gone in for classic dancing.

Jacky, with her red hair and her pretty-

blue eyes, is one of the prettiest girls of

the film colony, but, according to all reports,

it might be just as well if she stuck to jazz.

MARY and Doug are in their own new
studios.

If you drive out Santa Monica Boulevard,
you can see the big signs that say "Mary

(Continued on page 86)

n Cashmere Bouquet Talc qou have a fraqrant,

refreshinq after-the-bath powder to comfort"

the skin from head to foot. As a finish inq

touch to the complexion, qou will enjoq the

same fraqrance in a soft, clinqinq face Powder

COLGAT -\

^
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How was
she to know?

FINALLY he appeared one

evening—the man who stirred

her heart—the man, at last, who
captured her instant interest.

All the rest had seemed only

casual, arousing never a single,

serious emotion.

But he seemed so different!

The moment their eyes met there

seemed to be an understanding.

They felt drawn to one another.

Through a mutual friend an

introduction was arranged. Then
they danced.

But only one dance!

He thanked his partner and

went his way. She saw no more
of him. Why he lost interest was
a mystery to her.

How was she to know?

+ + *
That so often is the insidious thing

about halitosis (the scientific term for

unpleasant breath). Rarely indeed can

you detect halitosis yourself. And your

most intimate friends will not speak of

your trouble to you. The subject is too

delicate.

Maybe halitosis is chronic with you,

due to some deep-seated organic disorder.

Then a doctor or dentist should be con-

sulted. Usually, though, halitosis is only

local and temporary. Then it yields

quickly to the wonderfully effective anti-

septic and deodorizing properties of

Listerine.

Fastidious people prefer to be on the

safe and polite side. They make Listerine

a systematic part of their daily toilet

routine—as a gargle and mouth wash.

It is so much easier to be comfortably

assured your breath is sweet, fresh and
clean; to know you are not offending your

friends or those about you.

Start using Listerine today. Be in

doubt no longer about your breath—
Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.

GTor

HALITOSIS
use
LISTERINE

Tlie tough customer is doing his best

to terrorize Marcia Manon and it

looks as if he is going to get away
with it

But wait! It was only Milton Sills

in make-up for a new drama, "Skin
Deep." He's a crook in the first pari;

then he reforms

(Continued from page 85 )

Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks'' studios.

For some years Mary has made her pro-
ductions at the Brunton studio, but when
that was purchased by Joe Schenck recently,

Miss Pickford decided to have her own
plant. So Mr. Fairbanks closed the old

place where he has worked and they bought
the Hampton studios on Santa Monica Boul-
evard.

Already the huge and artistic sets which
Mr. Fairbanks is to use in filming "Robin
Hood" are nearing completion and Mary is

almost ready to start shooting her new ver-

sion of "Tess of the Storm Country."

AFTER bringing in their verdict of ac-

quittal, the San Francisco jury who
tried Roscoe Arbuckle gave out the follow-

ing statement:

"Acquittal is not enough for Roscoe Ar-
buckle.

"We feel that a great injustice has been
done him. We feel also that it was only
our plain duty to give him this exoneration,

under the evidence, for there was not the

slightest proof adduced to connect him in

any way with the commission of a crime.

"He was manly throughout the case and
told a straightforward story on the witness

stand, which we all believed.

"The happening at the hotel was an un-
fortunate affair, for which Arbuckle, so the

evidence shows, was in no way responsible.

"We wish him success and hope that the

American people will take the judgment of

fourteen men and women who have sat

listening for thirty-one days to the evidence,

that Roscoe Arbuckle is entirely innocent
and free from all blame."

ALL I can say for everybody who wasn't
at the Wampus Ball is that I'm sorry

for 'em.

They surely missed the time of their

lives.

It was a galaxy of stunningly beautiful

women and handsome men.
Of all the perfectly grand parties that

the Hollywood film colony has ever, ever

given, this was it.

The Wampus, the nickname for the West-
ern Motion Picture Advertisers, and the

ball, their first social attempt, was held in

the ballroom of the Ambassador. It was
certainly a glittering affair for all the stars

of the Movie Way were on hand to enjoy

themselves.

Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Meighan had a box,

of course, and Mrs. Meighan made us regret

more than ever that we only see her privately

nowadays. She looked stunning in a frock

of orchid spang'es. I think Gloria Swanson
was in her party, in a frock of gleaming
black jet beads—large fiat beads that cov-
eied the entire dress and were most effective

in that setting.

THE "Stars of Tomorrow" were hostesses

and they were like a big bunch of

fresh rosebuds. Lois Wilson wore pale lav-

ender georgette, delicately beaded, and had
a large and very handsome suitor in attend-

ance. Lila Lee was all in white and silver,

with a wreath of flat silver leaves in her
dark hair. In fact, white seemed to be the

popular color with the younger girls, for

Claire Windsor wore a gown of white satin

with straight rows of white beads accentuat-
ing the lines of her slender figure and Helen
Ferguson, escorted as usual by Bill Russell,

was in a fluffy affair of white lace and net,

with ropes of pearls twisted in her hair.

Colleen Moore looked perfectly adorable in

the loveliest creation of pale yellow taffeta,

a full, billowing skirt edged with real lace,

and a tight-fitting bodice, laced up the front

with a satin cord. Patsy Ruth Miller was
the most gorgeous of all, simply swathed in

cloth of gold, in a plain but stunning way
that showed the lines of her figure and left

her back and arms bare.

Bebe Daniels flitted in and sang a little

Spanish love song for us—all wrapped up
in the most stunning new full length ermine
cape.

Betty Compson wore orchid chiffon

trimmed with ermine, and ermine cape and
an adorable little turban of ermine and sil-

ver. Mr. and Mrs. Buster Keaton were
there, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Niblo (Enid Ben-
nett), and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ellis (May
Allison). It was a surprise to see May
in a Paris creation of black chiffon velvet,

simply draped and held about the waist

with a flexible golden snake with jade eyes.

I saw Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Reid just for

a moment, Mrs. Reid in a lovely shimmering
gown of opal taffeta. Mr. and Mrs. Rex
Ingram were there, Mrs. Ingram, who is

Alice Terry, of course, in her favorite shade
of rose.

Lottie Pickford and her husband, Allan
Forrest, Mary Thurman and May Collins,

with their escorts, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Lloyd, Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Reynolds (Kath-
leen O'Connor) pretty Barbara La Marr,
in a gown of black net that revealed tiny

golden and pastel chiffon roses underneath,

Mrs. Charlotte Shelby, mother of Mary Miles

Minter, Bessie Love,—oh, it's impossible to

remember everybody who was there.
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Questions and Answers
(Continued from page 71)

Miss Manhattan.—Of course, I live in

New York City. But not in the same ex-

clusive section that you do. I am a poor

but proud and struggling author,—guess

where I live? It's awfully decent of you
to ask me to tea, but I don't like tea

—

I never drink it. I always spill it, stumble

over my own feet, and disgrace my hostess.

No, I won't come to tea, thanking you kind-

ly all the same. I'm not a social lion.

Gareth Hughes. Metro studios, Hollywood,
Cal. Bert Lytell opposite Betty Compson
in "To Have and To Hold," for Paramount.
That was made before with Mae Murray
and Wallace in the leading roles.

T

Nell of North Carolina.—You should

sell the title rights to your nom de plume
for a scenario. June Caprice should ap-

pear in it. I don't adore Norma Tal-

madge because if I did, and in print, too.

Joe Schenck might not like it. But I do
think she's a splendid actress and a fine

girl. She's always been very nice to me
She was born in Brooklyn, May 2, 18Q5.

Constance is as charming off the screen a

she is on it.

W. E. N, Pawtucket, R. I.—Hoot Gib-
son was born in Tekamab—note to my
stenographer—put a new pin in the map
Nebraska, in the year 1802. His latest pic-

tures are ''The Bearcat" and "The Fire

Eater." He has light hair and blue eyes.

Frances.—Elaine Hammerstein is the

daughter of the late Oscar Hammerstein.
She was born in New York in 1897. She
has a fair complexion—by fair I mean light,

not indifferent—gray eyes, and brown hair,

and weighs just 120 pounds. Her latest

films are "Why Announce Your Marriage?"
and "Reckless Youth."

Dolores.—Peggy Hyland's real name is

Gladys Hutchinson ; she is married to her

director. Peggy is an English girl, and made
her American film debut with Yitagraph.

C. F., Holyoke.—I'm not superstitious. I

never sit down at a table if I am the thir-

teenth guest; I dislike intensely to walk
under ladders and I have never whistled in

a dressing-room. But as for superstition—

I

laugh, I sneer! You won't be thirteen very
long—only a year; so don't worry. Viola
Dana is not married; she is John Collins"

widow. She has dark brown hair and green
eyes and a sister named Shirley Mason.
Bobby Connelly in "Humoresque" and "The
Greatest Love." Bobby's getting to be a
big boy now.

Marguerite L.—Billy West is married.
So is Ben Turpin. There must be a chance
for me. Galdys Walton is married. She
wa? born in 1004. Carmel Myers is Mrs. I.

Komblum. Carmel is twenty-one. Frank
Mayo was born in 1886. Dagmar Godowsky
is the present Mrs. Mayo.

Ruth D.—Colleen Moore is not married
or engaged. She told me so herself, and
I believe her. Clyde Fillmore isn't married,
either. Vivian Osborne as Marie Cliff in
"The Restless Sex." Vivian was also in

"Over the Hill," which starred that great
actress, Mary Carr. Mrs. Carr's perform-
ance as Ma Benton is one of the classics

of the screen. She is a splendid woman in

real life. You would love her. Everybody
does. (Continued on page 88)

/he Hinds Cre-Aaids hare beauty rare

Each one is a perfect dream
For they always use each day with care

Hinds Honey—Almond Cream

Cifyright IQ2J A. S. HINDS CO.

These are the dainty maids who bring

To vou this useful, beautiful thing,

To soften your skin in a healthful way
Making it lovelier every day;

Dry, rough hands grow fresh and smooth,

Windburn and Sunburn, Hinds will

soothe.

"Catchy fingers" soon disappear,

Muddy complexions change and clear;

Daily use on your hands and arms
Gives you the skin that always charms.

Health and Comfort are hidden there

A smoothness fine and a perfume rare,

Truly a treat in life's daily scheme,

You'll find Hinds Honey and Almond
Cream.

All druggists and de-

partment stores sell

Hinds Honey and Al-

mond Cream. We will

mail you a small sam-

ple for zc or trial bottle

for 6c. Booklet Free.

Ask your dealer for

Hinds Cream Superior

Toilet Requisites, but

if not obtainable, order

from us. We will send

postpaid in the U. S.

A. S. HINDS CO.
DepL 28

Portland Maine
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Take a
ScenicVacation
Glacier National Park, set

down in the wild heart of the

Rockies, is your ideal vaca-

tion land. Ride horseback

—

camp— fish—walk—motor

—

hike. Modern hotels and
chalet camps provide comfort

in the wilderness.

Glacier
NationalPark
Open June 15 to September 15

Reduced Fares this Summer. All expense
tours of two to seven days' duration ar-

ranged. Longer trips if desired.

Through trains from Chicago and Kansas
City via Burlington Route-Great
Northern Ry. (main line) to Glacier Park,
Spokane, Seattle, Tacoma and Portland
stop at Glacier Park Hotel—Eastern en-
trance. En route to North Pacific Coast,
Alaska or California visit Lake Chelan,
and Rainier and Crater Lake National
Parks. "In all the world no trip like this."

For free books and information
apply any ticket or tourist agent or
offices of Great Northern Railway.

226 West Adams St.

Chicago, 111.

708 Empire Building
Pittsburgh, Pa.
280 Broadway
New York City

516 Railway Exchange
Kansas City, Mo.

g1»EOT NORTHERN RAILWAY

A. J. DICKINSON, Passenger Traffic Manager
St. Paul, Minn.

Questions and Answers

(Continued from page 87)

G. J. S., Michigamme, Michigan.—
That's a new one for my map. Very nice

word, too—Michigamme. And it ought to

be in Michigan, and it is. How splendid.

The class in pronunciation will now rise

and say, Sheshue Hy-a-kaw-wa and Zu-ru
Oaky. Once again, now—Sheshue, etc.

D. W., Pelham N. Y.—Charles Coghlan
did not play in Marion Davies' picture,

"Buried Treasure." You may address him
The Clinton Apartments, 53 West 42nd
Street, New York City.

Mrs. M. P. S., Driftwood, Pa.—Add to

discussions as to Tom Mix's birthplace:

Tom was born in Driftwood, Pa. Not in

Dubois, Pa., nor Texas, but Driftwood,
Pennsylvania. This lady says she has passed

the house where Tom was born ; knows
Tom's cousin, who was a Mix before she

married, and also knows of a good many
Mixes who are related to Tom. Now it is

up to Tom.

Genevieve Scott.—I'm covered with con-
fusion. If all these bouquets are com-
posed of roses without a single rock con-

cealed within, my conceit will increase. I

shall have, too, to grow whiskers to hide

my blushes. Bebe Daniels played child

parts with Burbank and Belasco stock

companies in Los Angeles, Bebe has been
on the screen for about nine years. She
was Harold Lloyd's leading woman before

she graduated into drama under Cecil de
Mille's guidance. She and Harold are not

engaged. Mildred Davis is the most likely

candidate for the position of Mrs. Lloyd.

Yellow Jacket.—The welcome mat is

out for you to trip over. Elinor Field

is the young lady opposite Joe Ryan in

the Vitagraph serial, "The Purple Riders."

She's the same Miss Field who used to

cavort in comedy. Ryan is no longer a
Vitagraph star. I don't know where he
can be reached at present.

S. J. J.—Francelia Billington is Mrs.
Lester Cuneo. She took the role of Lady
Winifred in "Hearts are Trumps." I

haven't seen her on the screen since.

Dorothy Davenport Reid played with Mr.
Cuneo in one of his western pictures; and
Bill Reid was in it, too.

Marjorie C S.—It's awfully nice of you,
Marjorie, to wish me all those good things.

I feel I have found a real friend, and real

friends are indeed rare. (It's so hard for

me to be kindly in the copy-book manner,
Marjorie; but I know you'll understand.)

You are a good critic and you write very
well. King Vidor's "Jack-Knife Man" was
not a commercial success so I suppose he

has decided not to make any more like

it, for a while anyway. He directs his

wife, Florence, in her new series of stellar

pictures for Associated Exhibitors. The
first one is called "Woman, Wake Up!"
The Vidors have a daughter, Suzanne. The
young brother in Lionel Barrymore's "Mas-
ter Mind" was Percy Helton.

Alice-Carolyn, Ohio.—There may not

be many college men in pictures, as you
say ; but there are a good many gifted

ones. Of course, I am not of the opinion

that a college is an institution which
teaches one to do nothing in an artistic

manner; but neither do I believe a college

education is absolutely essential. Rex In-

gram received a B. A. degree from Yale

for his work on "The Four Horsemen."

Alice Terry is a brunette—her hair is red-
dish brown; but it is true that she wears
a golden-blonde wig on the screen. She is

five feet one inch tall and weighs one hun-
dred and fifteen pounds.

Gertrude T., Canton.—Marie Doro is

thirty-nine; she is in Europe now, after

concluding the run of the stage play, "Lilies

of the Field." Elliott Dexter is back home,
working opposite Clara Kimball Young in

Clara's new picture for Metro. Annette
Kellerman is thirty-four. Dorothy Dalton,
twenty-eight.

Alice A. K., Philadelphia.—Al Kauf-
man is a Paramount executive, in charge
of the European affairs of the company.
He is in Germany now. His wife is not
a professional. Jack Hoxie is married to

Marin Sais, who was an actress in the old
Kalem pictures. Mrs. Hoxie has not ap-
peared in pictures for some time.

Ernie.—I cannot help you to write scena-
rios. If you have a good idea, put it into

a brief synopsis and send it to a com-
pany. Norma Talmadge is in the west
now. The name of her new picture,

adapted from Balzac's novel, "The Duchesse
de Langeais," is "The Eternal Flame."
Meaning, presumably, love, n'est ce pas?
(It's a French picture, so we can use that
phrase without seeming to be ostentatious
about it.)

Lillian J., Jersey City, N. J.—Does
Bebe Daniels really dance around in real

life like she does on the screen? That's
a hard one. I never noticed that Bebe
did any dancing around. Elliott Dexter
is about five feet eight inches and weighs
160 pounds. He has brown eyes and coal
black hair. You like him "because," you
sigh, "he has such sad eyes." I wish my
eyes were sad. It seems to be the thing.

Betty Bpown.—Is it possible that some-
one doesn't know who played Julio in "The
Four Horsemen?" None other than Rodolf
Valentino, my dear Betty, whom all the
young ladies are asking about right now.
He is the newest, the slickest-haired, and
the most romantic of them all. And a
good actor, too. You'll see him soon as the
toreador-hero of "Blood and Sand," the
Paramount picturization, directed by Fred
Niblo, of Ibanez' book and the play in
which Otis Skinner starred on Broadway
last season. What a sentence, my dear
Betty

!

Agnes F. P., Chicago, III.—So Conway
Tearle has "sad eyes," too! Wonder what
I can do to make mine look sorrowful? I
suppose someone will offer to oblige. Con-
way is married to Adele Rowland. He
is the handsome hero, General de Montri-
veau, in Norma Talmadge's "The Eternal
Flame." You want Mr. Tearle's tearful

gaze in the rotogravure section? You
shall, Editor willing, have it.

Peggie C.—I'd change that second letter

to i. You asked altogether too many
questions. But you won't get them an-
swered, so it's all the same to me. May
McAvoy was born in Manhattan in 1001.

She is four feet eleven inches high and
weighs just ninety-four pounds. She has
dark brown hair and Irish blue eyes. May
is not married. Of course there have been
rumors; but then there are always—rumors.

(Continued on page 8g)
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Questions and Answers
(Contitiued from page 88)

Mildred, Indiana.—Niles Welch has a

wife, and they are very happy I under-

stand, so he is not considering matrimonial

candidates. Dell Boone is the lady. He has

been playing opposite Elaine Hammerstein
for Selznick in a series of pictures. Mary
and Douglas Fairbanks have no children.

They are both working now at their Holly-

wood studios. Mary in "Tess of the Storm
Country" and Doug in "Robin Hood"

—

but that title will probably be changed.

Billie, Le T—Crane Wilbur, he of the

wavy locks and the —again:—sad eyes, is

now doing a turn in vaudeville. His last

picture was "The Heart of Maryland," with

Catherine Calvert, for Vitagraph. Martha
Mansfield appeared with him in the varie-

ties for a while, but now Martha is back
on the screen and Crane has another leading

woman.

Theresa.—Maria? Often wondered if

that Lady even remotely resembles the bust

of her one sees about? Edna Murphy
played Lucy, the silly wife, in "Over the

Hill." Later, Fox co-starred her with

Johnny Walker in some films. I don't

know where she is now.

Mary Alice Murray.—Valentino began
as a player of very small parts, in Dorothy
Gish's pictures and others. Rex Ingram
really deserves the credit for his discov-

ery, as he had never had an opportunity

to show what he could do before the di-

rector put him in "The Four Horsemen"
and "The Conquering Power." Of course

the actor had it in him, or he would not

have made such a tremendous success in

such a short time.

I. K. Wilmington.—Billie Burke is

Mrs. Florenz Ziegfeld. Mary Miles Minter
will make a new picture as soon as she

returns from her vacation in Honolulu.
Bebe Daniels, May McAvoy, and Lois Wil-
son may all be reached at the Lasky studios.

Bucky.—Glad the pictures of the Mexi-
can motion picture actresses interested you.

So you know Emma Padilla and Maria
Conesa. Well, well ! I have never seen

any movies made in Mexico, but I would
like to. Creighton Hale, D. W. Griffith

studios, Mamaroneck, N. Y., or his per-

sonal address is 18 Windsor Road, Great
Neck, L. I. Hale has been a member of

the Griffith stock company since his hit

in "Way Down East." He provides the

comic relief in "Orphans of the Storm."
He is I believe, married. Thanks for your
picture. It is a refreshing sight to me,
cooped up in a stuffy office on this warm
day. If I ever come to Mexico, I shall

call, I promise you. My Mexican ac-

quaintanceship is somewhat limited.

Miss Bowman.—You ask me, in all se-

riousness, "Are you sarcastic? One of your
answers looked that way." I refuse to

diagram my remarks; it's hard enough to

write them. Frances Ring, Mrs. Meighan,
has black hair and brown eyes. Bebe
Daniels was the King's favorite in deMille's

"Male and Female," from "The Admirable
Crichton." Tom Meighan and Gloria

Swanson played the title roles.

Ethel.—I refuse, flatly, to call you
Ethyle. I suppose your sister Edith signs

herself Edythe. Bah ! Carlyle Blackwell

in "The Restless Sex." Write to him at the

Lambs' Club. (Continued on page go)
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Home Notes
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Eversharp brings freedom— from smudgy
fingers, dull points, stubby pencils. It is

always ready; comes filled with enough lead

to write many months' notes. For refilling,

the Redtop Box of Eversharp quality leads

may be purchased anywhere for 15 cents.

Once you use Eversharp, you will carry it

with you always. There's a style to fit your
purse. If you would follow the vogue of

pendant jewelry, suspend Eversharp from
ribbon or sautoir, ready for instant use.

No other pencil can be like Eversharp; the

exclusive tip keeps the lead from slipping or

wabbling. Made with watch-like precision

from strong, durable metals; finished

in many beautiful designs in gold,

silver and enamel. Priced from 65c
to $65—with the name Eversharp
on every pencil. Sold everywhere.

Made in U. S. A. by

THE WAHL COMPANY, Chicago
Canadian Factory, THE WAHL CO., Ltd., Toronto

REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.
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Red Woven Label
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MADE FOR THE.

BVD.
BEST RETAILTRADE

(TrudeMarkRezUSPatOlfandForeignCounMcs)

No Underwear is'BV.D'Without It

-Advertising Section

Questions and Answers
(Continued from page 8g)

Elinor James, Frisco.—Yes, I received
your Valentine and your Easter card, and
I admit I should have written right away
to thank you; but I was so busy, Elinor.

I'm sorry, and if you send me a Christ-
mas card I vow I shall wire you my ap-
preciation. James Kirkwood and Ger-
trude Robinson are now divorced. Kirk-
wood is the leading man in "The Sin Flood"
and "The Man from Home," the latter pic-

ture made by George Fitzmaurice in Italy.

Address him Paramount studio, Hollvwood,
Cal.

^^

^eBVKRedWoven Label

is theTrade Markbywhich
TheBVD. Company assures
you the far-famed comfort,

londwear and dependable
quality of its product.

TheBVD.Company
.

New-York.
SOLE MANUFACTURE!^ OF "BVJ3." UNEEIWEAjV

"B.V.D" Sleeveless Closed
Crotch Union Suits (Pat.

U.S.A-)Men's$1.50thesuit.
Youths' $1.00 the suil

L
" B.V. D." Coat Cut Under-
shirts and Knee Length
Drawers, 85c the garment.

California Bungalow Books
'Home Kraft" and "Draughtsman" each con-

tain Bungalows and Two Stories. "Plan Kraft"
Two Stories. "Kozy Homes" Bungalows. $1.00

each—all four for $3.00. De Luxe Flats $1.00.

DE LUXE BUILDING CO.
524 Union League Bids., Los Angeles, Calif.

12,500 ,

UNIQUE LITTLE BU/TV g^j

CAStUSO I
TO BE £2

GIVENJttiWr |§

Here at last is a beautiful little 1

of Art, ideal for mantel or piano, that
is indeed a fitting tribute to the memory
of the incomparable CARUSO 12.500
of these unique little Ivory Finish busts
of the great tenor are to be GIVEN
AWAY by us each month! One of them
will be YOURS, absolutely without
C09t—merely for the asking.
Our attractive 5x7" Art Wall Plaque,

portraying a bas-relief and fac-simile

autograph of ENRICO CARUSO costs

but 98c at this time. Our offer is this: Clip this ad. send

your name and only 98c for this Caruso Art Wall Plaque

and we will ALSO send you, absolutely free—charges paid,

one of these little De Luxe Caruso bustB. 1 his generous

offer is limited to 12.500 bustB. Many more will want
them. You will be SURE of yours if you act quickly—
Send at once, write us to-dayl

MODERN ARTS COMPANY, Deaf. 100. 296 Broadway,, NEW YORK
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StudyCM I FLO PRACT I C
c_<// chiropractic "fountain /featf

You can become independent for life and bring health, the greatest blessing,

to thousands. You are not too old or young to learn this greatest of all sciences.

Ask for literature giving course, cost and -p» | Write today to

advantages to you. Join the big 3,000 T^el alllier School of ChirOpraCtlC
student body in our spacious classrooms. 802 Brady Street Davenport, Iowa Z

We Have No Branch Nor Affiliated Schools

Harriett.—My word ! More Valentino !

I never heard of so much incense being
burned for any popular hero. He has as

many admirers as the president or the
Prince of Wales. He may be addressed
at the Lasky studios, Hollywood, Cal.

Beatrice.—So you can impersonate most
of the leading characters appearing on the
New York stage. Goodness me—what a
versatile young woman—what a very ver-
satile young woman ! The fact that you
can assume a French dialect like Irene Bor-
doni and a French-Canadian dialect like

Leonore Ulric won't help you much in the
motion pictures. They are, as you may have
heard, the silent drama. Why not try to
get a part on the speaking stage, where
all your dialectic talents will stand you in

good stead? (Spoken like a grandfather.)

Of course, my province, such as it is, is

pictures; so I can't help you very much.
Write and tell me more about yourself if

you care to.

J. M., St. Louis, Mo.—I can't give you
Dick Barthelmess' home address, because
the young man wants, and deserves, a lit-

tle privacy. He would, if I published his

address to an eager world, stumble over
young ladies draped about his doorstep,
find floral offerings choking up the apart-
ment, and have to have the telephone taken
out. No, no—I can't do that. Write to

him care the Lambs' Club, West 44th Street,

New York City.

(Continued on page 121)

The Ogre
(Continued from page 55)

ils,'' a depressing five reelcr on the same
subject as Germinie Lacerteux except that

the protagonist is a young circus acrobat

;

there is "Scherben," a five reeler which for

unmitigated gloomy realism and horror has
no competitors. Both these pictures are

acclaimed as masterpieces in Germany be-

cause the German goes to a picture theater

analytically, as he goes to a concert. He
likes horror and suffering on the screen

—

not indeed to sympathize with the sufferer,

but to enjoy watching the sufferings. He is

the true dissectionist, vivisectionist and mi-
cropist of the world. He displays the utter

naivette of the fool who said- in his heart
:'There is no God." There is not one single

ray of hope or optimism in "Passion,"

"Deception," "The Golem," "One Arabian
Night," or "All for a Woman."
"The Mistress of the World" was so

obscene in its original form, and as released

in Germany, that it was chopped to pieces

and the whole story changed before it was
shown here. In spite of spectacular exploita-

tion it was, in the vernacular of the trade, a

"flop."

There is a brand of intellectualism that is

considerably lower in the spiritual order

(Concluded on page 01)
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The Ogre
(Concluded from page go)

than mere materialism. It is the opposite

end of the scale to St. Thomas Aquinas.

It is in this Phrygian atmosphere that the

German intellect now revels. With Von
Ludendorff preaching war as the one thing

that saves the world from materialism, and

with the intelligentzia ordering the Germans

to think pessimistically, it is easy to see

why the German picture is taking concrete

shape as a compendium of gloom expressed

in terms of spectacle. Not unnaturally, the

sheer optimism of the American screen is

found by the Germans to be trivial.

AT this moment, the Germans are mak-
ing a definite attempt to impose their

Kultur of realistic morbidness on the rest

of the screen world, covering the pill of

pessimism in the sweetmeat of spectacle. But

the American appreciation of the arts is

based on intelligence as distinct from in-

tellect.

The American, as a member of the screen

public, is considerably moved by the fic-

tional narration of events of today, in which

laughter and tears are intermingled, wherein

he can see the social aspects of life as he-

knows them. But, these being modern days,

it is doubtful whether he would comprehend
a republic that in public documents calls

itself an Empire; a country where the fugi-

tive Kaiser still owns enormous properties

and retains millions of adherents; its capital

city so strongly if silently attached to the

not entirely departed Imperial Family that

the Imperial entrance to the Opera House
is not opened for the public; its plan of the

sexes so drawn that a married woman may
not open an account in a savings bank with-

out her husband's consent ; and where any
unmarried girl of twenty-five or under on
being presented to any man of fifty, genu-

flects and kisses his hand. It is doubtful

whether he could understand the expression

of that country in terms of motion pictures

depicting modern life.

Not only does the German live far from
our field of conscious thought and habit,

but his taste, judged by no more than his

standards of physiognomy is worlds apart

from ours. It is a fair truth to judge a

country by the looks of its popular idols.

Contrast, then, the attributes manifest in

the faces of Harding, Pershing, Foch, and
the Prince of Wales, with those of Bismarck,

the Kaiser, the Crown Prince and Von Hin-
denburg. Necessarily, this physiognomic
taste is carried into the casting of the Ger-
man pictures. Up to now, we have not

seen one face of an actor which conveyed
charm, or one face of an actress which
betokened innocence in all this German
welter.

Of course, if you believe in the eterna

destiny of splendid youth, in the glory of

motherhood, in the square deal, in the

equality of the sexes, in the equal opportu-

nity for all, in the Boy Scouts' Motto, in

Robert Louis Stevenson's prayer, in Kipling's

"If," in leaving the world a little more
forward in endeavor than when you came
into it, and in laughter, why then you will

probably go to see Charlie Ray, Bill Hart
and Wally Reid pictures. But if the only

things you really enjoy are eating, drinking

and ordering people—especially your women
folk—about, and you pay money into a box
office not to be excited or entertained, but
to watch other people's emotions put in a

test tube, held under a Bunsen burner and
volatilized off in the form of sentimental

poison-gas with a residue of nastiness left

in the bottom of the test tube, then you will

eat the German pictures alive and like them.
But it is more than probable that the Herren
Direktor Generals will continue waiting

—

waiting just as the Kaiser did before Nancy.

Guardians of the Circuits
The telephone at your elbow

seems so simple an instrument, it

does its work so quietly and quickly,

that it is difficult to realize the vast

and complex equipment, the deli-

cate and manifold adjustments, the

ceaseless human care "behind the

scenes" in the central offices.

Behind the scenes is the terminal

of all the underground and over-

head lines on the streets and high-

ways. Here are the cable vaults;

the great steel frames containing the

thousands of separate wires and

fuses for the subscribers* lines;

the dynamos and storage batteries;

the giant switchboards through

which your telephone is connected

with the other thirteen million tele-

phones in the Bell System.

And here, in charge of this

equipment, are the guardians of the

circuits— the wire chief and his

assistants—master electricians and

experts in telephony. Their first

duty is the prevention of "trouble."

By day and by night they are con-

stantly testing the central office

equipment, the overhead and under-

ground lines, the subscribers' indi-

vidual wires. And when, from

some cause beyond control, "trou-

ble" does occur, nine times out of

ten it is repaired before the tele-

phone subscriber suffers the slightest

inconvenience.

It is the skill of the men behind

the scenes, together with scientific

development and construction, effi-

cient maintenance and operation,

which make it possible for you to

rely upon the telephone day and

night.

" Bell System *

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

One Policy, One System, Universal Service, and all directed toward
Better Service
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Music Lyre, Carrying Strap. Mouthpiece and three fine Reeds.

"Masterbilt" Saxophones
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and beautiful finish. Order direct trom this advertisement or
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Yesl And knowing what stotios studios want,

helps! The PHOTODRAMAT1ST tells you.

Each issue is constructive, authoritative, in

spirational, with ScreenWriters'Guild de
1 panment. If you

have, or are in-

clined to write

scenarios, read

the

PHOTODRAMATIST
A Monthly Magazine
Written Of, For and

By Scenario Writers.

Send $1.00 with this

advertisement for six

months subscription ,or

25c lor sample copy.

The PHOTODRAMATIST
Suite 536, 124 W. 4th St. Los Angeles, Cal.
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A Freckled Beauty

Never Won a Prize
Newspaper Contests Constantly
Show How She Is Handicapped.

When $10,000 is awarded some lovely
girl, it shows how the world values beauty.
The better your appearance, the better
the world will treat you.

So do not let freckles stand in the way
of your career. Eliminate this handicap.
Well groomed girls remove them with

STILLMAN'S
FRECKLE CREAM
and keep a jar handy constantly. It

leaves the skin without a blemish and
causes no downy growth.

If your druggist has no supply, write us
direct. Mailed in plain package. 50c a
jar. Money refunded if not satisfactory.

Write today for booklet "Wouldst Thou
Be Fair?" containing helpful beauty hints.

STILLMAN CREAM CO.
Dept. 32 Aurora, 111.

Standard Underwoods
5 -Year Guarantee

Yes, thisgenuine StandardVisibleWrit-
ing Under-
wood newly*
rebuilt, at
much less
than factory
price, youra

' for$3.00down
and then easy

""monthlypayments.

10 Days FREE Trial
Try H for 10 dayB at onr risk.
Money back guarantee. Send DOW for
free book Big bargain offer.

TYPEWRITER EMPORIUM A-201 Shipman Building
SHIPMAN-WARD MFG. CO. Chicago, Illinois

Slar.d-
_ ard
Keyboard

$5
CB

r„1f Violin Outfit
Four small monthly payments complete
balance. Special Lyon & Healy Student
Outfit—includes excellent violin, flan-
nel-lined Kant-Krak case, bow, ja-
panned music stand, 1mnint?plpc, rosin, extra
setof strings Full or three-quarter size. Re-
markable value; only limited number at this
lowprice of $25.85; order today-NOW! full
guarantee—money back if waoted.

LYON & HEALY
59 70A Jackson Blvd., Chicago

WATCR-MAID
Produce a natural, beautiful ripple wave I

that remains in the straightest hair a
|

week or more, even in damp weather or
when perspiring. Stop burning hair or
twisting with curlers. Ask your dealer i

or send S2 for set of 6 mailed with full directions. WATER- I

MAID WAVER CO., A-U7 W. 7th St., Cincinnati, Ohio. .

Another Hollywood scandal—Julien Josephson, moral young
husband, goes wrong—Becomes addicted to solitaire

Unwept, Unhonored and
Unhung

NO one is interested in reading about the

scenario writer. He is just one of

those persons around the studio who
have to be there for some reason or other.

He writes the script that the director tears

up and eats before beginning to make the

picture. When the picture is shown, the

critic says, "The star was wonderful, the

direction was perfect and the camera work
was flawless." I know what critics say; like

Frank Bacon, I was a critic once myself.

However, there is the case of Julien Jo-
sephson. He can write in words of more
than one syllable and he looks at a scene

from the human angle and not from the

camera angle. Adapting the short stories

of Anzia Yesierska, he wrote "Hungry
Hearts." The scenario was so perfect that

strong men wept—and some of them had
not wept for years and years. E. Mason
Hopper, the director, Bryant Washburn and
Helen Ferguson, who were in the cast, went
to his office to thank him and give him a

laurel wreath. He wasn't in his office; he

was across the street buying a cake of milk

chocolate.

When Mr. Josephson went to work for

Famous Players-Lasky, the publicity depart-

ment cornered him and asked him a few for

facts about his career. He told them that

he had been born in Roseburg, Oregon, and
that he went to Leland Stanford University.

Whereupon he went back to his work.
Julien Josephson is the shyest person in

the motion picture business. Of course, that

isn't saying much; but even in any other

business he would be a shy man. For in-

stance, he didn't tell the publicity department
that he had written most of Charles Ray's

earliest—and as most of us think—best suc-

cesses. He didn't mention the fact that

he has ideals and that he lives up to them.

As a matter of fact, he is quite unconscious

of his ideals. He only thinks that it is a

peculiar sort of stubbornness that makes him
refuse to do things—for money—that most
professional writers are eager and anxious to

do. One time he didn't have a contract.

Business was dull. A large producing com-
pany sent for him to write a scenario. He
took the story home and read it. And then

he refused the assignment. The story con-

cerned a young married couple who lived in

the Bronx. They were terribly bored and
found matrimony a failure. Life was tough

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.

because they owned no limousine, because
they had to wash dishes, because they
couldn't go out to a restaurant every night.

And here is why Mr. Josephson refused
to write the scenario. "If young people are
in love with each other, washing dishes isn't

so bad. I have never lived in the Bronx,
but I don't believe it is as bad as Sing Sing."
Mr. Josephson never has been to New-

York. He is afraid to go. He fears that he
will be lost in the shuffle. He is a small

town boy, pretty much like Charles Ray
grown up.

"I know all about small towns. I lived

in Roseburg, Oregon. My brother and I ran
a general store there. I was no good as a
storekeeper. A slick traveling man could sell

me anything. But I liked the town. Every-
one who happens to live outside of New York
or Chicago doesn't go insane, although thafs
what novelists want us to believe. No sir

!

We have pretty lively times—parties, movies,
automobile rides. First you get to know
your neighbor, then you get used to him
and finally you get to love him. Of course,

there are a lot of human beings in the big

cities, but this business of trying to make
people believe that the White Lights of

Broadway are the only lights worth living

for is all wrong.
"I have nothing against New York. I

want to go there sometime. I bet night life

on Broadway isn't half as silly as it is in

motion pictures."

Besides being shy, Mr. Josephson doesn't

mix around in the film parties. He can go
Will Rogers one better. Rogers has one wife.

So has Mr. Josephson. But Mr. Josephson
has no automobile. He says that is how he

keeps his wife. Mrs. Josephson is young,
aristocratic and witty. She has the best sort

of faith in her husband; she has seen him
jump from the general store business, to

newspaper work and then into the movies.

Only once did she hamper his ambitions.

Several years ago, in San Francisco, Mr.
Josephson wanted to become a street car

conductor. The wages were good. With
Mrs. Josephson, he went over the route. It

was a lonely, dark and dull ride. Mrs.
Josephson complained. Someone might
knock her husband down and rob him of his

nickels. He had better go back to writing,

even though newspaper salaries were poor.

The moral is that women are usually rkht.
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Behind the Curtain
(Continued from page 78)

Heaven. That's the way I feel and that's

the way I bet. I'm laying money that

this Sarah Aiken is one hundred per cent

poison, with no antidote."

"If you don't want your kid to marry

this female, why don't you order him
not to?" I asked.

"I know him better than that. If I

ordered Gil not to marry a Cree squaw,

he would start for the Cree reservation on

the next train. Of course, it's a good
quality in some ways, and in some ways,

it ain't so good."

When Dave concluded, I had a fair un-

derstanding of the case, as it stood to date.

On his way out, the perplexed parent

paused for a moment.
"Ill run in and see Smith," he remarked.

"I haven't laid an eye on the old wretch

in a year. So long. Bill, and remember
what I've told you, in case anything hap-

pens."

Smith is the president of the Federated.

We don't call him Smith but Dave Nordahl

can call anybody in California anything he

wants to.

THE next thing that happened to the

Nordahl family was another discussion

that occurred not long after Dave's visit.

"Gil," said his father, at breakfast one

morning, "you came to me straight about

this Aiken girl, and agreed to say nothing

to Helen for awhile. That was sensible

and I liked it. Now I'm going to do

something for you, sonny. How many
times have you met Sarah?"
"Not many," Gil said truthfully. "There's

always a crowd of fellows. She's certainly

popular, dad."

"That's what I thought. You may be

right, and I may be wrong. If Sarah Aiken
is the girl for you, I don't want you to

marry Helen; but I do want you to be sure

of your facts, before you leap."

"Dad, Helen is nice, but there is simply

no comparison. I'm perfectly wild about

Dimples."
"Dimples, eh! Well, I've heard of such

things before. Still, you don't know Sarah

as well as you ought to, and Sam Perry's

company is to leave soon for Whitney,
California. They're going to make a pic-

ture with Miss Aiken in the leading part.

And how would you like to go with them?"
"Oh, dad !" gasped the kid, his eyes

shining. "Would I!"

"I can arrange it," Dave continued.

"They start for Whitney some time next

week. You'll be a sort of working guest,

if you decide to go along. Perry may
use you as distant atmosphere. At any
rate, you will be welcome, and you won't

be in the way. You will also be earning

money, which will be a sort of novelty in

this family.

"Thank-, dad," the boy said, wringing
his father's hand. "You're wonderful to

me. You always were. It's great to have
a father who understands a fellow."

"It is," agreed Dave, looking out at a Jap
chasing devil-grass.

Sam Perry and I received the official

news of our new recruit through the reg-

ular office channels, and Sam was mildly

surprised. We were requested to add the

name of Mr. Gilbert Nordahl to our cast,

and to take the young man up to Whitney
with the rest of the troop.

"Now what?" Sam wondered, reading over
the pink instruction slip and wrinkling his

nose, which is his habit when puzzled.

"Here's Dave Nordahl's boy. How come?"
"Damfy can explain it," I returned. "A 1

I know is that the kid is a bit daffy over
our Sarah; and his old gent doesn't like our

(Continued on page 94)
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They Fight Film
They who have pretty teeth

Note how many pretty teeth are seen

everywhere today. Millions are using

a new method of teeth cleaning. They
remove the dingy film. The same results

will come to you if you make this ten-day

test.

Why teeth are cloudy
Your teeth are coated with a viscous

film. It clings to teeth, gets between the

teeth and stays. Film absorbs stains, then
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coats. Tartar is based on film.

Old brushing methods do not effectively

combat it. So most teeth are discolored

more or less.

Thus film destroys tooth beauty. It

also causes most tooth troubles. It holds

food substance which ferments and forms

acid. It holds the acid in contact with the

t;eth to cause decay.

Germs breed by millions in it. They,

with tartar, are the chief cause of pyorrhea,

now so alarmingly common.

Now a daily remover
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found two ways to combat film. Authori-

ties have proved their efficiency. Now
leading dentists, nearly all the world over,

are urging their daily use.

A new-type tooth paste has been created
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These two film combatants are embodied
in it. The name of that tooth paste is

Pepsodent.

Its unique effects

Pepsodent, with every use, attacks the

film on teeth.
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the saliva. That to digest the starch

deposits, which may cling to teeth and

form acids.

It multiplies the alkalinity of the saliva.

That is Nature's neutralizer for the acids

which cause decay.

In these three ways it fights the enemies

of teeth as nothing else has done.

One week will show

Watch these effects for a few days.

Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube.

Note how clean the teeth feel after using.

Mark the absence of the viscous film. See

how teeth whiten as the film-coats dis-

appear. Enjoy the refreshing after-effects.

Do this to learn what millions know

—

the way to whiter, cleaner, safer teeth.

Cut out the coupon now.

The New-Day Dentifrice
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almost the world over. Used by
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All druggists supply the large tubes.

10-Day Tube Free
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Mail 10-day tube of Pepsodent to
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SANI-FLUSH does just one

thing—cleans closet bowls.

And it cleans without scrubbing,

without scouring, without dipping

out the water—and without the

use of other makeshift and un-

certain methods.

Just sprinkle Sani-Flush in the

bowl, follow the directions on the

can, and flush. Sani-Flush cleans

thoroughly, even down in the hid-

den trap where you never could

really clean in any other way.

Always keep Sani-Flush handy

in your bathroom.

THE HYGIENIC PRODUCTS CO.
CANTON, OHIO
Canadian Agenls

Harold F. Ritchie & Co., Ltd., Toronto

Sani-Flush is sold at grocery, drug,

hardware, plumbing and house-fur-

nishing stores. If you cannot buy it

locally at once, send 25c in coin or

stamps for a full sized can, postpaid.

(Canadian price, 35c; foreign price,

50c)
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Arthur Murray Invents New

Easy Way to Learn to Dance

Quicker, Easier, Costs Less Than
Personal Teacher. You Can
Learn at Home in Few Hours.
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teacher of social dancing, has invented the Vanderbllts
a remarkable new method which en-
ables anyone to learn all the newest ballroom steps at
home in one evening, at very little cost. No music
or partner needed. So simple even a child can learn

>*. quickly. 60,000 have learned to

GflF' '»f) dance by mail. Your own success

W»" J? w f%k is guaranteed.

4 BE POPULAR!
No longer need you envy those

who dance well. By Arthur Murray's
amazingly simple method you can learn
In a few hours to be an accomplished,
confident dancer. Surprise your friends
by learning to dance all the latest New
York steps.
To prove you can learn easily and

quickly, Arthur Murray will send you a
Fox Trot lesson FREE, which includes
the Secret of Leading and How to Gain
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for your lesson today!
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Satah; and his old gent has arranged for

Gilbert to go along with us and Sarah.

What is the answer to such a conundrum?"
"That old walrus never does anything,

unless he has a reason, but whatever his rea-

son is, it's over my head. Is Sarah thinking

of marrying into Dave's family?"
"Dunno. We will probably learn many

new facts before this location trip is over.

That old railroad-builder doesn't want his

boy tangling himself up with our angel-

face lady, and yet he's sending him up to

a mountain town with her, where we will

all be so close together for five weeks that

you can't find your own shoes. Anything
may happen. Probably she'll marry him
and they'll leave us flat."

"Over my lifeless corpse," grumbled Sam.
"We're making a so-called motion picture

—

not running a matrimonial agency."

Whitney, California, is another of those

towns that makes you wonder how it ever

came to be. It has no assets whatever,

except plenty of snow in winter, and a

mountainous background. It is a one-

street town, with one hotel, one haber-

dashery with brown felt boots in the win-
dow, one dirty-looking restaurant, called

the California; one half-dead drug store,

with some ancient magazines on a table

and a green bottle covered with fly specks.

Whitney has one of everything. One mangy
dog is forever going across the road, or

coming back. You wonder why people

ever selected such a town, or consented to

live in it; then you look at the people,

and understand better.

The solitary street is neither interesting

nor picturesque. A railroad crawls up a

hill and trickles through town as though
thoroughly ashamed of itself. Houses are

unpainted and dismal and the occupants are

more dismal than the houses. The entire

population has the air of having once been

drowned in a flood and dug up again.

There is nothing to do, nothing to talk

about, and nowhere to go. The town dog
has bald spots all over him, and spends his

time tipping over ash cans or examining
defunct shoes.

Every half-day, a train shows up and
slinks through the village, pausing when
forced to, and acting generally like a train

that came from a good family and has

now gone wrong. Nobody ever comes into

Whitney except unfortunate drummers and
movie companies hunting for scenery. None
of the natives ever go away. No one ever

seems to buy anything in the few stores,

in which can be found watery-eyed female

clerks wearing their husband's clothing.

WHEN the 'Frisco newspapers arrive in

town they are too old to be interest-

ing. Nobody ever heard of a child being born,

and nobody ever died, except a switchman
who stepped in front of a wandering loco-

motive. The only genuine human being in

Whitney is Gene Barnes, who owns and
runs the railway hotel, and is the loyal

friend of all the movie folks. Year in and
year out, there is some sad-eyed group of

film fleas at Gene's hotel, playing stud poker
and waiting for the director to tell them
they can go home.
We arrived, bag and baggage, in this de-

lightful village, forty of us, on a cold, cruel

morning, and of course Sarah Bradley
Aiken was along occupying the best state-

room. There were four other ladies, all

unimportant, and thirty-five males, includ-

ing Dave Nordahl's love-smitten son, in a

natty pair of riding breeches and army put-
tees.

The outfit had been ordered to report

at the Barnes hotel, and the two Pullmans
that carried us up the mountain were

switched off the through train and laid up
on a siding at four in the morning. A con-
ductor had notified Sam the night before

that the company could remain abed until

nine o'clock. That was an error.

About seven o'clock, a hurrying official

came out of the telegraph office and ap-
proached the slumbering Pullmans with news
that everybody would have to pile out in

five minutes, because the coaches had been
ordered onto the west-bound limited. That
doesn't sound like tragedy, but it was.

Gilbert Nordahl was already investigating

the beauties of the neighborhood and I had
to be on the job, but the ladies were peace-

fully dreaming of star parts when routed
out by a soulless corporation. Gilbert and
I paused to watch the disembarkation, and
it was worth the pause. When Sarah
Bradley Aiken showed up in the wan sun-
light of that early morn, carrying most of

her apparel under her arm, she looked like

somebody else. Gilbert got his first genu-
ine shock. He stared at the white-faced

female, with the hair hanging in gobs down
the side of her neck, and he learned for

the first time that it is best not to look
at the modern young woman until she has
been on her feet at least one hour.

Sarah presently observed Gilbert and
moved around behind one of the coaches.

That was the end of that, but young Nor-
dahl must have had a few thoughts with
his breakfast.

HE started in eventually on the produc-
tion of one of the toughest motion

pictures I have ever tackled. Everything
that could go wrong, went wrong enthusi-

astically. The scenario, which was worth-
less when we left L. A., continued to grow
more worthless, and two sad-faced continu-

ity hounds pegged away at it, making it

more unintelligible and foolish day by day.

Our location expert, who had come on
ahead, proved to be suffering from tempo-
rary insanity, as was discovered when Sam
and I went up into the hills to have a look

at what he had selected. One of the cameras

broke in the middle and the whole thing

had to be shipped back home and replaced.

Our only villain came down with a boil on
his neck, and I defy anybody to sneer into

the eye of a camera with a carbuncle click-

ing on the apex of his spine. And so forth,

with one trouble succeeding another. At
the end of the first week, Sam Perry wanted
to call the whole thing off and return to

L. A.

About twenty of the actors, and all the

actresses, were quartered in the Gene Barnes
Hotel. The others lived in tents, a half-mile

out of town. Gilbert Nordahl began enjoy-

ing himself, because for the first time, he

had Sarah Bradley Aiken all to himself.

Sarah needed amusement. In fact we all

needed amusement.
Every morning, Gilbert hustled out among

the mountains and returned with flowers

for Sarah's table. He sat by her side and
watched her eat. He took her for long

walks. He listened to her sing, and I will

swear that he must have loved her, because

nobody could listen to Sarah Aiken sing,

and not love her.

One of the things that kept us all from
committing community suicide was the fact

that we had a concert every night in the

dining room. Those who could sing, sang;

and those who couldn't sing, sang. There

was a feeling of mutual esteem and friendly

admiration that lasted the troop about one

week, after which everybody began to get

on everybody else's nerves. For about ten

days, the company crowded into the dining

room, joking and laughing. At the end of

(Continued on page 95)
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that time, I began to notice that our actors

preferred to eat, each by himself, alone and

solitary. If anyone spoke to him, he barked

in return. Too much Whitney. I've seen

it before.

Meantime, it was painfully obvious that

Mr. Nordahl was plain daffy about our

leading lady, but that meant nothing. Al-

most every movie troop that starts on loca-

tion has a leading lady, and some sap is

sure to be daffy about her, so there is no

novelty in it for the hired hands.

Life in a place like Whitney is a terrible

catastrophe under any circumstances, but

when it rains, and keeps you indoors, the

problem of restraining thirty adults from

killing each other becomes a man's job. And
it did rain. We couldn't shoot any drama,

so we sat around Gene's stove and shot

craps. I lost two week's pay whilst merely

walking through the room. While we all

suffered from being too close together, the

one who suffered most was Sarah B. Aiken.

the bird of paradise.

She mooned around gloomily from day

to day, calling upon Heaven to witness that

she couldn't stand this much longer. Gilbert

Nordahl followed her like a tame rabbit,

trying to cheer her up, although not feeling

any too gay himself. I suppose he must

have whispered those sweet nothings that

come from the young swain in love, and

anybody who could stand around in that

soggy town, and look at that soggy scenery,

and whisper sweet nothings, is a true hero.

As time went on, Sarah's temper began to

show. The nap came off her amiability,

and gradually everyone stopped saying,

"Good morning, Miss Aiken." She snapped

at the oldest actor in the world, who was
with us to play the grandfather. She told

him icily that if he didn't have enough man-
ners to quit smoking a pipe in the halls,

she'd learn him some manners. She accused

the first camera man of deliberately trying

to ruin her with poor photography. She

shrieked at the company fiddler, and she

coldly asked Sam Perry who did he think

he was talking to. It got better and better

all the time.

One evening, she refused to act at all.

She sat down on a soap box and dared any
roach-faced director to make her act. It

was a cold, raw evening, and the rest of the

company was dressed lightly. They stood

still for two mortal hours and shivered

themselves into incipient pneumonia, while

Sarah indulged herself in temperament. Sam
finally threatened to kill her with an ax,

whereupon she burst into tears and fled to

the hotel. Young Gilbert started to defend

Sarah from persecution, but strong hands
held him back, and it was a good thing,

for Sam was in no mood to explain any-
thing.

OUR leading lady reached the hotel, still

full of temperament, went to her room
and apparently found a quart of stray

moonshine. When next seen, she was com-
ing down stairs to dinner, under the im-
pression that she was the wild daughter of

a desert sheik, and that it was her night to

reverberate.

She stood in the center of the dining room
rug and announced that she hated every-

body in sight and wished we were all dead
and buried in quicklime. Mr. Nordahl sat

in a corner looking extensively stunned. He
stared at Sarah during her invocation to the

gods, and it seemed to me he was a bit

paler than usual. Some of his Pasadena tan

was gone. Before she finished, our beautiful

star picked a fight with a waitress whom
she disliked and a female battle was staged,

with hair coming down and assorted

(Concluded on page q6)
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$500 to $2,000
or a Scenario

Critical shortage of

screen plays causes

nation - wide search

for new writers, with
free test for you

$10,000 Prize to

Palmer Student
Miss Winifred Kimball,

hi Apalachicola, Fla., a
student of the Palmer
Course, was awarded first

prise of $10,000 for her

scenario "Broken Chains,"
entered in the Chicago
Daily News scenario con-
test. It was the second
scenario .Miss Kimball, an
amateur, had ever writti a.

Eight other Pain*
ill nts won prizes ranging
from S500 to 81,000. The
contest was open to every-
body. Nearly 30,000
scenarios were entered
from all over the United
States.

Five hundred to two^thousand dollars

(and more)!
That is what producers are paying to-

day for screen stories. Hundreds of

scenarios are wanted; the revived industry
faces its supreme crisis in the shortage of

photoplay material. The little group of
trained, capable photoplaywrights arc hope-
lessly behind the demand. The very small
percentage of fiction adaptable for the
screen is virtually exhausted.

That, in brief, is the situation in the
studios today.

It explains why the Palmer Photoplay
Corporation, the world's largest clearing
house for the sale of photoplays to pro-
ducers, has undertaken its nation-wide
search for new screen writer*; why the
Corporation invites you to clip the coupon
below and receive the free questionnaire
test which will indicate whether you are
among the men and women whom the re-

awakened motion picture industry so
desperately needs.

The Kind of Ability Required

Everybody cannot write and sell photo-
plays. But actual test and experience have
shown that adult men and women of imagi-
nation and fair education (not necessarily
writers), who possess natural creative
ability and the feel of the drama, can
easily be trained in the technique of screen
writing; and that persons so gifted, and
adequately trained, can sell, and arc selling

stories to producers.
Through the Palmer Course and Service

men and women heretofore unknown to

the screen have been started on the path
to fame and fortune. The course equips
them, in every detail, to turn real talent

to large profit. The Palmer plan is actively
inspirational to the imaginative mind; it

stirs the dramatic instinct to vigorous ex-
pression. So stimulating a c the forces

brought into play for screen dramatization,
that the Palmer course has become a recog-
nized aid of incalculable value for authors
who write for the printed page; and for
men and women everywhere whose field is

creative, its effects are immediate. Pri-
marily, however, it is for the screen.
To discover men and women of natural

aptitude is the object of this advertise-
ment; to test them in their own homes is

the purpose of the Van Loan questionnaire
which the coupon below will bring to you
free and without obligation. Through this

questionnaire the Palmer Photoplay Corpo-
ration is finding talent in homes and offices

all over the land—talent of which its pos-
sessor was unaware until this remarkable
and highly fascinating home test was
applied.

Send for the Free Van Loan
Questionnaire

It is a searching analysis of the creative
processes of the mind.

It will determine for you the question
whether or not you are warranted in at-

tempting to write for the screen. The
questionnaire is and does exactly what its

designers (II. II. VaU Loan, the celebrated
photoplaywright, and Prof. Malcolm Mac-
Lean, formerly of Northwestern University
faculty) claim lor it. You shall have the
Wan Loan questionnaire free by merely
clipping the coupon.

What will it mean to you ?

Give an evening to thoughtful applica-
tion of this remarkable test to yourself.
Serious attention to the questionnaire may
prove to be the most important step you
have ever taken. If the test reveals in

you sufficient talent to warrant training,
you will be given, without cost, a complete
explanation of the Palmer Plan and inter-

esting facts concerning the motion picture
industry and its present needs. It will

then be I'd!- you to decide whether you wish
to enter this profitable and most fascina-
ting of professions. If the test shows you
lack of qualities sought, you will be frankly
and confidentially advised.

Clip the Coupon and Try
It will cost you nothing to investigate

yourself. In all sincerity, and with the
interests of the 1 motion picture industry at

heart, the Palmer Photoplay Corporation
invites you to give an evening to this in-

teresting questionnaire. For your conven-
ience the coupon is printed below. Clip it

now before you forget.

PALMER PHOTOPLAY Corporation, DepL of Education, P.6

124 Wesl Ith St., Los Angeles, Cal.
PLEASE -KM) mi:, without cost or
obligation on my part, your ques-
tionnaire. I will answer the ques-
tions in it and return it to you Name
tor analysis. if l pass the test
I am to receive further infor-
mation about your Course and Address
Service.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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screams. They dragged Sarah off and re-

moved her from the scene.

One hour later, I emeregd from my room,
carrying a hand-bag, and ready to start for

L. A. We had run into trouble with the
production department and were exchanging
bitter telegrams.

As I walked down the hall, feeling glad
to escape from Whitney for even a few
days, I paused. Sarah was going on again.

She was in her room, this time, but the
transom was open and you could hear her
in the hall. You could likewise, unless to-

tally deaf, hear her in Halifax. Gil Nordahl.
coming up the steps, lingered at the sound
of that sweet, familiar voice.

"Him," Sarah was saying to some silent

listener, "I can marry him any time I want
to, but do I want to? His father has all

the money in Pasadena, but what I want
to know, is it worth it? This movie
business is a rotten game, but why marry
Gil? As it is, I can just keep from shriek-

ing, and he's not even married to me. I

don't know whether it's worth it, or not."

There was more to the speech and Gilbert

heard it all, as I did.

"That ought to wind him up," I said to
myself, as the kid slowly turned and started

downstairs. He walked over to Sam Perry.

"I'm going to quit, Mr. Perry," he said.

"Quit !" said Sam, looking up.

"If you please, I'd like to pack and get

out. There's a train tonight."

"What's up?" Sam demanded.
"Nothing; only I've had about enough of

Whitney. I want to get back to Pasadena."
"And I don't blame you," Sam grinned.

I stood in the doorway, thinking admiring
thoughts about Dave Nordahl.

"I'll take you with me," I said finally to

the kid, feeling sorry for him. The corners

of his mouth were down, but the old Nor-
dahl chin was still there.

He telegraphed his father immediately,
and we caught the night train for 'Frisco.

When we walked out of the Barnes Hotel,

Sarah was still in her room, singing in a
loud voice, and unaware that a fortune was
stepping out of her young life. And all the
way down to L. A. the kid said never a
word—that is, not a word about w^men or
actresses or love. He looked out of the

window and I felt that whatever was going
on in his mind was doing him good.

WHEN the express pulled into L. A.
station the next morning, old Dave

Nordahl was waiting in the family carry-all

and he was not alone. A nice-looking girl

sat beside him, and her face lighted up as

we came into view. The old boy blew him-
self to a cheerful grin when he saw me com-
ing with his boy, and I was introduced to

Helen Marsh, though I must admit nobody
paid any great attention to me. I never
saw Helen before, but I knew immediately
that she was regular people.

The boy climbed in without any cere-

mony, except a brief handshake with his

father. Helen kissed him a warm, friendly

kiss and patted his shoulder as though she

was glad to have him near her, and she was.
Dave slipped out of the limousine and came
over to me for a brief, whispered conference.

"Well, Bill," he said hoarsely, "Do I know
anything about women, or not?"
"You do. Your kid's cured—plenty."

"Was she poison?"
I nodded. "And then some."
The old railroad sharp climbed back in

among his future family, wearing a Cheshire
grin, and the machine drove away.
"E Pluribus Unum," I said to myself, be-

ing a great guy to cover a situation with a

Greek quotation. Then I began hunting a
taxi.
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(Concluded jrom page 51

)

escort's shoulder. In the meantime the ex-

heiress was having an awful time, cooking

meals for her chauffing husband, in a two-
room flat overlooking the "L" and meeting

his friends, who belonged to the Spearmint

social set.

Tom, the Chauff, was also a clean-up kid

on Saturday night. Things were breaking

bad in both places now and Kid Cupid
was looking for an out. On hallowe'en the

Prentisses give a big swimming party and
everyone was having a grand time but

Shamrock, who was given the air by her

in-laws.

Chauffing Tom comes with her coat, which
he had left in the car, and they tear off to

Coney Island for a big time. It's carnival

week. They get on a ferris wheel which
busts when they are up in the air so that

they have to stay there all night. They
didn't care, though, as they could chew gum-

Prentiss is tipped off that his wife has

taken a run out powder so he beats it quick

to the apartment where he finds the ex-

heiress alone, darning socks. They sit up
till 5 a. m. consoling one another while

waiting for the gum chewing duet to return.

Just as it looks like a big scrap is com-
ing off, some sap down stairs started a fire

and they both start battling to save Sham-
rock and leave the poor ex-heiress to burn
to death. When they reach the street the

cake-eater misses her and tears back and
saves her.

Well ! Seven years later we see Chauffing

Tom and his storm and strife, Shamrock,
and three bundles of excess baggage playing

the bamboo slides at Coney—and then as

a finale—the heiress with the "ex" ampu-
tated, with the cake-eater whispering as

though they were going to get together

after the awful experiences they both had.

Well—some people won't ever learn noth-

in'l

"Smilin Through"

AT the Woods theater there is a play

presenting life as a stupid and dirty

joke. At the Chicago theater, a block east,

is a movie presenting life as a spiritual

romance. In about a block the theater goes

from the mud to the skies. To what we
have already said of the bath house produc-
tion at Woods we add the suggestion that

people who have wasted several hours there

go to the Chicago and clean up.

"Smilin' Through" was here with Jane
Cowl last year. Norma Talmadge does it

for the movies with the advantages of the

movies. On the screen the influence of the

spiritualized love story can go into every

town in the country. Ten thousand people

can see Miss Talmadge where one could see

Miss Cowl.
This is a tremendous increase in influ-

ence and a reason for commending the

exercise of a good influence. The drama
itself is one which forces the belief in the

sublimation of human emotions, purposes,

and character. It insists to many people

who have lost some of their belief in the

possibility of romantic good that human
life can be developed into forms which arc

beautiful, clean, and spiritual. It says that

men and women may have ideals which
are not lost in contact with realities, that

they may be well bred, tenacious in their

love, simple in their lives, and clean in

their thoughts and their emotions.

—

Chicago
Tribune.

"Soap -and-water 'clean— of course

!

— hut still are you above reproach?
One great toiletfad

that two million women now recognize—that cleanliness

does not always mean daintiness

By RUTH MILLER,

ABRILLIANT novelist who writes
much about women was asked
what he considered a woman's

greatest attraction.

He replied promptly :

"
It isn't beauty,

it isn't brains, it isn't charm of manner.
1 believe it is a woman's instinct for

daintiness as expressed in all the little

niceties of her person and her dress.''

Almost as strong as a woman's inst inct

for cleanliness is her love of personal
daintiness. What many women do not
yet understand is that while personal
daintiness may begin with cleanliness, it

does not end there.

Soap and water aione cannot

insure daintiness

The great enemy of personal daintiness

is underarm perspiration odor and
moisture. The underarm perspiration

glands are easily stimulated to unusual
activity. Clothing and the hollow of the
underarm make evaporation difficult.

Soap and water are powerless to
counteract this condition. To be im-
maculately clean in clothing and in

person is not enough.
This condition calls for special meas-

ures. The underarm must be given the

same regular care that is given to the

teeth and skin. You can't afford to com-
promise by hurried use of a preventive
that may be effective for only a few hours.

Two million women and thousands of

men accept the underarm toilette

Through Odorono, a new standard of

daintiness has been set up. It prevents
moisture as well as odor, performing
both requirements perfectly.

QD0-ROD0\0 THE UNDER ARM TOILETTE

A clear, clean, antiseptic liquid, Odo-
rono is easy and delightful to use. Phy-
sicians and nurses recommend it as the
safe and most effective means of reliev-

ing perspiration troubles.

Dr. LewisB. Allynof the famous West-
field Laboratories,Wcstfield, Mass., says:

"Experimental and practical tests show
that Odorono is harmless, economical,
and effective when employed as directed
and will injure neither the skin nor the
health.''

Twice a week is often enough to use
Odorono. Each application assures your
daintiness for -at least three days. By
correcting the cause of excessive under-
arm perspiration, Odorono eliminates
unsightly moisture and repellent odor.

It leaves a feeling of absolute cleanliness,

of irreproachable daintiness that satis-

fies the most exacting.

No more perspiration-soaked clothing,

no more stained or ruined gowns, no
lingering taint of perspiration odor!

Make sure you are above reproach

—

with Odorono, the underarm toilette.

Odorono may be obtained at all toilet

counters, 35c, 60c and $1 .00, or bv mail,

postpaid.

Write for our new booklet of information on ,..,.

toilette of the underarm. "The Douhlc Meaning
<>f Daintiness," together with a sample of the
Odorono Company's new
"After Cream."

Address Ruth Miller, The
Odorono Company. 900 Blair
Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio.
( .m.idian Address. The Odo-
rono Company. Ltd.. 60-62
Front St. west foronto, Ont

When you write to advertisers please mention niOTOI'LAY MAGAZINE.



rat/ Hair
banished

in

15minutes

INECTO

THOUSANDS of American tour-

ists have brought "INECTO
RAPID " from Europe. It can

now be obtained in America. Its progres-

sive features represent 50 years' advance
over all other coloring preparations.

"INECTO RAPID" is used exclu-

sively by 97 percent of the best European
beauty parlors. The finest beaut/

establishments in America have now
adopted it.

"INECTO RAPID" is specifically

guaranteed to color gray, faded or

streaked hair to its original shade in

fifteen minutes. The color is absolutely

permanent. It is so natural it cannot be

detected from Nature even under a

microscope. It cannot injure the hair,

or in'erfere with growth.
" INECTO RAPID " is the discovery

of Dr. Emile of the Pasteur Institute,

Paris, aid differs absolutely from all

other hair color ngs because it repig-

mentiz?s the hair shaft instead of only
coating the surface.

Thousands of women apply it in the
pr.vacy of their own homes with per-

fect success.

SEND NO MONEY
Write for particulars with proof and
our "Beauty Analysis Chart" Form A-4.

INECTO, Inc., Laboratories and
Demonstration §a.lon

33-35 W.46th St., New York,N.Y.
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Misguided Scenarios
SCENARIO I

The Adorable Cheesemonger, or the Last of the

Limburgers

A Strong Tale in Twelve Scampers and a Squea\

THE BUSINESS FOR YOU!
Make and 6ell Crispettes. Delicious confection.
Everybody loves them.

_ Can't get enough. Come
again and again for more. Easyi
to make. I furnish everything.

|

Kaw materials plentiful and,
cheap, Profits;
enormous. /-

Quick tuccess possible anywhere—citie3, small
towns, villages. Amazing market—crowded streets;
surging throngs at fairs, carnivals, parks, etc.; whole-
sale to grocers, bakeries, druggists, and eo on. Pos-
sibilities unlimited! Need no experience. Little cap-
ital starts you on the road to phenomenal earnings.

Write—GetMyHelp—BeginNow
Others are making money—lots of it. Letters just
received during this year tell of wonderful successes.
You can 6ucceccL too. Start is all you need. I'M gladly
help you. Furnish everything—complete outnt.materials,
secret formula, full directions, wrappers, etc. Send post
card for illustrated book of facts. Telis how to start.
Explains most successful methods. Gives all information
needed. It's free. Write now!

LONG EAKINS COMPANY
648 High Street Springfield, Ohio

eaNurse
Learn in spare time at home
Earn $30—$35 a week
Every woman should learn. We
train Beginners,Practical Nurses,
Mothers and Religious Workers
by our Fascinating Home-study
Met hod.Leading Chicago System.
Endorsed by physicians. Estab-
lished 22 years.

Earn while learning
If yon are over 18 and under 55
years of a«c write for Illustrated cata-
log and 82 Sample Lesson Pares with
FREE details of Money-Hack Guaran-
tee and FREE NURSES EQUIPMENT.

Chicago School of Nursing, lit'Dl. 000, 121 Ashland lllvd. Chicago

(Note: Due to the American sense of

square play, this picture was not released

until after the late war. If it had been
released during the war, the enemy would
have had to give in without a struggle.

It's that strong.)

Featuring Miss Pretty Mean, the most
sinuous, sensuous and shocking star on the

screen today—where will she be tomorrow?

Reel i, Scene i: Miss Pretty Mean close-

up. Her eyes are undulating and her lis-

some lips are lisping: "Hold up your
hands !"

Scenes 2 to 10 (inclusive): Same as

Scene 1.

Scene II. Dinner table. The guests throw
down their salad forks and up their hands.
They thought Miss Mean was just a pretty

little deb, but they learn to their sorrow
she is more, oh, much more, than that.

Title (Pretty): "One of you is—I mean
has, a valuable piece of cheese. It is the

last of the old Limburger line. It is some-
where in this room ; something tells me it

is."

Pretty with her revolver in one hand

—

it is a pearl-handled revolver—searches the

guests with the other. Soon she says:

"It is concealed somewhere and I must
find it!"

Scene—we've lost track of the scenes.

Anyway, a large man coughs, drops his

handkerchief, and stoops to pick it up.

He is a spy. Not a German spy or a
Japanese spy; just a spy. Pretty's sharp

little ears—close-up of each of her ears

—

catch a whispered word from the spy: "Lim-
burger—cheese it

!"

Title (Pretty): "You big cheese!"

(This is the last time this pun will be

used.) Stopping only long enough to fire

six shots into him, Pretty dashes out. Call-

ing her pet blood-hound she whispers in

his ear, and together they set out on the

trail.

MEANWHILE the cheese has found its

way about; and doubtless motivated
by hope of revenge upon some poor mouse
which, when cheese was plentiful, had nib-

bled a chunk of our Limburger, makes his

way to a garret, where a Struggling Author
is sitting upon a creaking cot, his long slim

head bowed in his long slim hands; and a

long slim envelope twisted in his slim long

fingers—you know. His manuscript was
weak anyway, and continual travel has worn
it out. It is returned for the 150th time-
actual count.

"Ah!" he says—even as Vvlasimir Vvkas-
dovitch murmured, in the last Russian

novel we read, just after he had mur-
dered his father, mother, aged grandmother,
and baby sister, and had lighted the bomb
which was to blow the county court-room

: to atoms—"Ah !" our hero murmurs—twice.

I Just then the landlord knocks at the door.

Our hero lays low but the cot creaks omi-
nously, and the landlord, hearing, growls,

"If I don't get my rent pretty soon"—
1 and stumps down the stairs.

Just then the Limburger toddles in. The
Struggling Author rushes to the window
and opens it wide. "Ah !" he says—he just

I
loves to say ah—"the sun is up; it is too

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.

late to sleep. The Bowery, like a long
silver ribbon of silver, is spread out at
my feet. The sweet smell of smoke from
many chimleys—I mean chimneys—comes
to me. I must write."

Back to Pretty and her bloodohund,
still on the trail. Pretty has been through
a lot and her cloak has been torn from
her; she looks, now, like the lingerie ad-
vertisements in the backs of our best maga-
zines. But she keeps right on, finally

arriving at the garret, where the S. A. has
succumbed to the Limburger—it was a los-
ing fight. But just the same our red apple
is on the S. A.; he's the only S. A. in the
plot; he must win. The landlord has broken
in and is searching the young man's be-
longings, i. e., his portfolio. He comes
upon the manuscript, just as Pretty arrives.

Miss Mean wrenches the story from the
landlord, pays his bill out of her own

—

er—pocket, and sends her bloodhound
home. She has found the Limburger—and
love.

Title : "Jack," his name is Jack, just to

be different
—

"I knew I'd find you. I have
always kept the Valentine you sent me

—

the comic one."

HE takes her in his arms. His face is

white, but not with emotion. He
buries her head in his chest.

Title (she) "Ugluhubub," her head buried
in his neck-tie, "I wish you would
wear solid-dye ties. I wanted the Lim-
burger—I hadda have it. To complete
my collection of war curios. I have one
hundred helmets, sixteen shells, the Kaiser's

mustache fixer, the Crown Prince's lip-

stick—so I hadda have the Imperial Lim-
burger—last of its line. I made up. my
mind to stop at nothing. I have killed

many men and I am going to marry you.
But now that I have the Limburger—let's

open the window."
"The window is open, my dear."

Pretty Mean goes to the window and
throws the Limburger out. "Now that I

have it, I don't want it. That's life."

"You remember I left you because of

your passion for collecting things that you
didn't want after you got them," he says

sadly. (Illustrated color title of Pandora
opening box.)

"Jack, I know. But life has taught me
different. The only things I want to col-

lect now arc—•" She whispers in his ear.

"My darling!" he murmurs.
Title: "And so as the sun sets" (close-

up of sun setting) the lovers prepare to

catch the Hudson tube which will carry

them to a little cottage in New Jersey,

where they will, God willing, raise chickens,

and live happy ever after.

REVAMPED BY THE LOCAL BOARD
OF CENSORS.

RECOMMENDED BY THE MOTHERS'
CLUBS OF FIFTY CITIES.

EXHIBITORS' REPORTS: "Reserve a

date for it and clean up on that day. You
might even arrange to redecorate your

house the day you play it."
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"Kiss Me, Frank"
(Concluded from page 41)

here. It is much, much more exciting than

California. Look-—I haf a picture of him
when he was a leetle boy. Was he not

sweet? See, my lip-stick—from Kansas
City. I stopped there for one reason only

—to buy this lip-stick. Nowhere in the

world have they lip-sticks like Kamsas
City's."

She used the Kansas City lip-stick with

exquisite discrimination. Emerging from
the silken recesses of her beaded bag, she

presented to the world an even more allur-

ing portrait than before. She left—to tele-

phone mama that they would be home for

dinner. ''Kiss me," she commanded; and
a goodly portion of the K. C. lip rouge

remained upon Mr. Mayo's cheek.

"This is a great town," he said when
she'd left. "Nothing but those darn fool

films in California. You know what I'd

like to do, don't you?"
I didn't.

"Well, I'd like to make 'Davy Crockett'

in pictures and then put it back on the

stage as a vaudeville sketch. I think it

would have a public. My father played it

with great success. I haven't had such

good luck with my pictures lately. Good
stories are hard to get. I'd like to make
good pictures; I really would. But you
take
—

"

Dagmar descended upon us. "We are

going to mama's and papa's for dinner,

beloved," she said. "And then we are go-

ing to see 'Kiki' again."

"You know Daggy got an offer to play

Kiki in the west," volunteered her husband.

"But I don't believe a woman should work
after she is married. Of course, if she ever

wants to
—

"

"Of course," smiled Dagmar Godowsky
Mayo. "You see, I am so much interested

in my Frank's career, I do not give one
single little thought to my own. We haf
our nice, big home in Hollywood; we haf

our books and our pets; we haf each

other—

"

"Kiss her," I commanded—and vanished.

Minister Flays Malicious

Scandalmongers

THE Rev. Frederick E. Hopkins, pastor

of the First Presbyterian church at

Michigan City, Ind., preached a sermon on
scandalmongers a few weeks ago.

"It was scandalmongers who started the

run on the bank and were happy when the

poor lost their money," he said. "They
have lied about actors and actresses until

they have virtually ruined the theater, and
now they are after the movies. They have
told so many indecent stories about dancing
that decent people are wondering what to

do to enjoy life and not be talked about.
"They have tattled about preachers until

many church members have lost interest in

the church," the speaker continued. "The
scandalmonger is the original little messer.

We wish scientists would find a way to

exterminate the scandalmonger."

A LITTLE boy stood at his garden gate and
*» howled and howled and howled. A passing lady
paused beside him.
"What's the matter, little man?" she asked.
"O-o-oh!" he wailed. "Pa and ma won't take

me to the movies."
"But don't make so much noise. Do they ever

take you when you cry like that?"
"S-s-sometimes they d-do and sometimes they

d-don't," wept the lad, "but it ain't no trouble to
yell."

"In Every Man and Every

Woman There Is Some Great

Moving Picture Scenario"
THIS is the astonishing statement made

by the world's greatest motion picture
producer—David Wark Griffith, the

man who made "Birth of a Nation," "Way
Down East," "Broken Blossoms," "In-
tolerance." Is his surprising statement
true? Can it be possible that there is

"some great moving picture" in the life of
every man and every woman—inYOUR life?

"Every man or woman has known, has
seen, or has lived part of a great story,"
says Mr. Griffith. "There is material for

screen masterpieces in the life of the dullest
person you meet on the
street today. Your neigh-
bors are living stories

that, if told naturally and
spiritedly, would touch
and thrill the world."

Why don't YOU get the
story out of YOUR life?

Wait! Don't say you CAN'T,
because you don't KNOW
you can't! Thousands of

people, who thought they
COULDN'T, found out they
COULD, and now make big
money in their spare time,
live comfortably and happily,
envied and admired by all

their friends.

Maybe YOU could write
stories and plays and don't
know it! Don't laugh at the
idea! "Ofttimes one can do
best the thing he least suspects."
YOU may possess hidden
talent only waiting to be de-
veloped and brought out.
You may not suspect this but Pnoto j) i>y E
it may be true just the same. MISS CLAIRE WINDSOR, Famous Film Star
Many of our^greatest authors Read her inspiring mesjao,:yi"Tli,!Wo„der Bool:for Writers" the honored guests of Kings

and Presidents.
We have just published a new book for you that

amazes every reader—and the most amazing thing of

at the ease with which they learn to write! Many
find that about all they need is an ordinary edu-
cation, an observing mind, some will power, and
a little con6dence. You know it was Shakespeare
who said: "All the world's a stage and all the men
and women merely players." Life's stage all around
you is filled with people and incidents that will make
stories without number. From the gnat Screen of
Humanity, with its constantly chancing tide of
Human Emotions— Love, Hatred, Jealousy, Happi-
ness—you can create endless interesting plots for
stories and photoplays. There is never a lack— it

flows on in an Endless Stream of Circumstance

—

like Tennyson's brook—forever! Every person you
know is a type, a character. "Every- house has a
story." And those who dwell within have impulses,
ideas, hopes, fears, far cies that furnish material for
you. The columns ol the daily newspaper are filled

to the brim. The Footlights
of Fate reflect scenes and
incidents providing rich food
for the Pen of Realism.

There is nothing in all this
world that so dominates the
heart and mind as the fasci-

nation of WRITING. It

gives you a new power, a new
magic, that charms all those
around you. It lends a new
attraction to your entire

personality. You are looked
upon with eyes of envy.

For the world of story and
playwriters is no longer the
starve-in-a-garret fraternity
of old. No, indeed! Many
of the .Story Kings these
days cruise around in large
limousines, have elegant
country homes or town
houses, live in the highest
social spheres in America!
No society is too high or
exclusive for them to enter.
No marble mansion but w hat
is open to them. Men and
women writers, from humble
stations in life, have been

suddenly discovered they sent free u

could write when they least thought they could.

For years the mistaken idea prevailed that you
had to have a special knack in order to write. People
said it was a gift, a talent. Some imagined you had
to be an Emotional Genius with long hair and strange
ways. They vowed it was no use to try unless you'd
been touched by the Magic Wand of the Muse.
They discouraged and often scoffed at attempts of
ambitious people to express themselves.

Yet only recently a great English literary authority
declared that "nearly all the English speaking race
want to write! It's a craving for self-expression, char-
acteristic of the present century."

So a new light has dawned! A great New Truth
that will gladden the hearts of "all the English-
speaking race who want to write!" Astounding new
psychological experiments have revealed that "the
average person" may learn to write! Yes, write
stories and photoplays; thrilling, human, life-like;

filled with heart-throbs, pathos, passion, pain.

You may learn it just as you may learn anything else

under the sun! There are simple, easy principles to
guide you. There are new methods that produce
astonishing results for beginners. A great literary

bureau at Auburn, New
York, which is indorsed
by some of America's
greatest editors, auth-
ors, and magazines, is

now busy night and day
supplying this informa-
tion broadcast. And
this free information is

everybody's property. Jt
is not for the select few.
Not for those specially

gifted. Not for the rich

or fortunate, but for

anybody—any man or
woman of ordinary ed-
ucation and no writing
experience whatever—
thousands who don't
even DREAM they can
write!

EVERYBODY is

taking up the idea of

WRITING. The fas-

cination has swept the

country by storm!
People are dumfounded

The Kind of Proof
You Like to See

" There never has been such a
market for good fiction aa there is

today. This is the golden age for

an original idea, or even an original
way of handling an old idea, can
sell their manuscripts as fast as
they can turn them out" ROBT.
H. DAVIS, of Munsey'e Magazine.

"It requires no literary experi-
ence orabilitv."—MARION FAIR-
FAX, writer for Mary Pickford.

"Original five-reel plots by un-
known authors sell for from S600.00
to $o,000 00."— JOHN EMER-
SON, well-known photoplaywright.

"The best reading matter is as
frequently obtained from abso-
lutely new writers as it is from
famous writers"—JOHN M. SID-
DALL. Editor of American Mag-

npression"There is a popula
that the new writer has no cnance
—that his contributions are given
scant attention. The impression
would be quickly dispelled if the
public coula see how eagerly mag-
azine editors go through each mail
—hoping always that the Great
Unknown mav at last have Ip-
pearcd."—Editor of COLLIER'S.

all is—IT'S FREE! This new book, now being dis-
tributed by the thousand, is pouring glad sunshine
into the lives of aspiring people who want to become
writers, who want to improve their condition, who
want to make money in their spare time. Within its

covers are surprises and revelations for doubting
beginners that have caused a sensation everywhere,
because it is crowded with things that gratify your
expectations—good news that is dear to the heart of
all those aspiring to write; illustrations that enthuse;
stories of success, brilliant instances of literary fame
coming unexpectedly; new hope, encouragement,
helps, hints—things you've long wanted to know!
"THE WONDER BOOK FOR WRITERS" tells how

stories and plays are conceived, written, perfected, sold.
How many suddenly realize they can write, after years
of doubt and indecision. How story and play writers
began. How they quickly rose to fame and fortune.
How simple plots and ordinary incidents become thrilling
stories and plays through new easy methods that simplify
everything! How one's imagination properly directed
may bring glory and greatness. How to really test your
natural writing ability. How stories and nlays are built
up step by stop. How to turn Uncertainty into Success.

This book and all its secrets arc
YOURS! You may have a copy
ABSOLUTELY FREE. You
need not send a penny. You need
not feel obligated. You need not
hesitate for ANY reason. The
book will be mailed to you with-
out, any charge whatever.
There Is no need to let your

laudahle ambition stand still—no
need to starve the Noble flame
that bunts at the Altar of your
Dearest Hope—no need to wait,
to wish, to merely dream of being
a writer. Your brilliant oppor-
tunity-

, vour golden chance. Is

HERE AND NOW! Get your
pencil— use the coupon below.
This little act may prove the big,

lucky stroke of your Destiny!

THE AUTHORS' PRESS, Dent. 84. Auburn, N.Y.

Send me ABSOLUTELY FPF.F. "The Wonder Book
for Writer*: This does not obligate me in any way.

City State.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Sr New-Latest Model
V but half the usual price

y Even less than "rebuilts"

V 'THE Oliver is now offered at

^f A the lowest price of any

yf new standard typewriter. Really

y/f startling economies in distribu-

jL tion have made this possible. The
Oliver itself is finer than ever

—

Y only the price and plan of selling

Y is changed.

Y Other new typewriters are priced

yl00% higher. Even rebuilt machines
cost 50% more. The Oliver alone

Tf makes this amazing- offer. No one can

r afford to think of buying or renting a
typewriter until he knows the big sav-V ing offered by the Oliver. Mail the

^f coupon now for the facts.

^ Not Rebuilt
Jj. We ship the brand new Oliver direct

yf from the factory to you for Free Trial

^f —we do not ask ?3 nor 3c in advance.
Keep the Oliver for 5 days' free trialW —you may then buy it on very easy

Y terms, or return it.

T Our offer will surprise you. Tou will

y concede that it is the most liberal of
all. It absolutely revolutionizes the

y& old price system. It accounts for the
Y overwhelming popularity of the Oliver.

Over 950,000 have been sold. Mail the
coupon now—compare our offer with
all others. The evidence is conclusive.
The coupon brings a great surprise.

3 THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY
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sixty-five dollars to finish it and I could

use twenty-five right away."
Spoor swallowed deeply.

"Well, then, that can be arranged." He
spoke with all of the reserved conservatism

of J. P. Morgan buying a railroad or John
D. Rockefeller giving away a souvenir dime.

"Here is the twenty-five," Spoor continued,

counting over the bills carefully, counting

them off face side up like a man who has

respect for money. "And you can draw
on me for the rest, the other forty along

as it is needed."

That was the way that George K. Spoor
entered the film business on a basic invest-

ment of sixty-five dollars. That was in

1895.

All the way back to Chicago that night

he wondered how many kinds of a fool

he had been to take a flyer in a motion
picture machine.

The year of 1922 finds him enjoying a for-

tune of something between seven and ten

millions. The earning and winning of that

comfortable competency is a story thread

that will appear in many chapters of this

narrative.

TO neither Amet nor Selig came any word
of the picture developments underway

in the experimental laboratories in the East

or in Europe, or of each other. Locked
doors and heavy silence was a general pol-

icy, adopted no doubt from the example
of mysterious "Room Five" at the Edison
plant in New Jersey where the kinetoscope

was born. All of them were planning to

break out on a surprised world with the

motion picture screen, just as Woodville
Latham had hoped to do with the showing
in New York that netted him merely a
newspaper controversy with Edison.

But with a future of more ultimate sig-

nificance perhaps than all of these, measured
in terms of the motion picture of today,

the labors of Thomas Armat and C. Francis

Jenkins were progressing promisingly in

Washington, D. C. They had built a num-
ber of machines, experimenting at first with

devices very closely akin to Edison's kinet-

oscope, making a fragment of progress with

each attempt.

Mr. Armat was getting so interested that it

is to be discovered that he rather neglected

his real estate interests somewhat to the in-

ward annoyance of his cousin and business

associate, T. C. Daniel. But that is a char-

acteristic of young inventors. Armat can
point to some large phases of motion pic-

ture development as his justification.

Chief among the difficulties of these two
inventors was the satisfactory production

of an intermittent motion, the starting and
stopping of the film so many times a second

as the necessary optical illusion on the screen

would require. They hit on a sort of muti-

lated gear arrangement, of clockwork an-

cestry, and ordered one made for them at

a machine shop in Boston.

This intermittent gear arrived from the

Boston Gear Works about the middle of

August, 1895. They hastened to install it

in their waiting machine. The hour of the

great test was at hand. They threaded up
their projector with an Edison kinetoscope

film and turned on the motor. Their hearts

were in their mouths. In a few seconds

their fingers were in their ears.

The things worked. There was a dancing

image on the wall. But the noise was ter-

rific. The picture lasted but a few seconds.

The machine battered and clattered and
shook.
Pound for pound in weight it was the

noisiest piece of machinery in the world.

The inventors shut down the motor and
took inventory.
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The big gear wheel procured at such pains
had merrily hammered itself out of shape
with the rapid starting and stopping. It

would work while it lasted, but obviously
it was not a practical device.

Here was something entirely unexpected.
Jenkins was disgusted and disappointed.

Armat was puzzled and baffled.

An inspiration came to the rescue. There
was a lens testing box among the instruments
that Armat and Jenkins had been using. It

was based on the inventions of Demeny, a
foreign investigator. It had a system for
moving a sensitive tape like a film. Out of
this came an idea which Armat thought
would make their machine function properly.
It was a matter of getting that intermittent

stuttering motion on the film without hav-
ing to start and stop heavy machine parts.

They decided to try out this new inspira-

tion.

A new machine was built. This was com-
pleted about the first of September of 1895,
a couple of weeks after the experiment with
the Boston gear. The new machine had
what is known technically as a beater move-
ment—a sort of eccentric device revolving
on a shaft slapped the film down a picture

at a time. This one worked. The inventors
made many tests, using their stock of Edison
films from the peep show machines. They
had hit on the best projection device that

had yet been evolved.

Ever since that day in August of 1895
that first noisy gear wheel has been a paper
weight on Armat's desk, now surrounded
by a maze of motion picture machinery, an-
tique and modern, in his laboratory in the

Hutchins Building in Washington. As a
paper weight it is excellent. It lasted just

one minute in the motion picture business.

But that minute has proven a valuable one.

Big things grew from that failure.

Armat and Jenkins now considered plans

for putting their machine to work. The
Cotton States exposition to be held in At-
lanta was being promoted at the time and
attracted their attention. The gathering of

crowds there promised an excellent oppor-
tunity for introducing the marvels of liv-

ing pictures, life size on a screen. But this

enterprise needed financing. Armat's three

brothers made a pool and supplied three

thousand dollars.

MEANWHILE Woodville Latham in New
York was striving on with limited

capital, making his first commercial machines
and a program of pictures to be shown by
them.
The showing of the Latham machine with

the pictures of the Griffo-Barnett fight at

153 Broadway was moved over into a store-

room in Park Row. It was not drawing
any great deal of attention after the first

flurry of interest. The pictures lacked qual-

ity, they flickered alarmingly. The fleeting

flashes of light through the continuously

moving machine did not give the screen

enough light.

Among those who paused and looked in

on the fight pictures at the Latham show
was Rich G. Hollaman, head of the com-
pany operating the Eden Musee, a remark-
able sort of museum and amusement house

in Twenty-third street near Sixth avenue.

He had excellent reasons of showmanship
for being interested, and that interest made
the influence of Hollaman and the Eden
Musee a far reaching factor in early motion
picture affairs.

Since the ancestry of so many motion
picture interests of the present day traces

back to the old Eden Musee it is fitting to

here take an excursion back into the amaz-
ing history of that memorable institution.

(Continued on page 101)
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It is without a parallel in all the world of

amusements. It begins in the ominous lat-

ter days of the reign of Louis XVI of

France, and pertains to the king's whim.
In those distant times one Christopher

Curtius was a surgeon of note in Berne,

Switzerland. As an aid to his study of hu-

man anatomy he modelled the figure and
presently discovered a gift for doing faces,

by way of diversion. Prince de Conti, a

cousin of the King of France, in his

travels came upon the surgeon and urged

him to remove to Paris to there abandon
surgery for art. With prospect of royal

patronage Curtius went, taking into his stu-

dio a niece, Marie Grosholz, a deft and
brilliant sculptress. The royal favour came
and with it the attention of many celebrities,

among them Benjamin Franklin, Voltaire,

the Due d' Orleans, and Marie Antoinette.

Marie Grosholz was presently summoned to

Versailles to* be the companion of Madame
Elizabeth, sister of Louis. The Swiss girl

became in effect a member of the household.

She modelled all the royal family in wax.
Had there been a motion picture in that

day the royal camera man would have been
exceedingly busy with the vanities of Ver-
sailles. Sculpture in wax was the answer
to the living picture demand of the day.

It was the nearest possible approach to the

recreation of events in terms of realism.

The wax work was the motion picture try-

ing to be born.

THEN came the Revolution and the Reign
of Terror.

The revolutionists wanted a record of

their work for the national museum. Models
in wax were to be their news reels.

Marie Grosholz was forced into the dread-

ful service of modelling the guillotined heads
of her friends. The tumbrils from the scaf-

fold rumbled up to her door, bringing her

the heads of Marie Antoinette, Louis, Dan-
ton, Robespierre and all that amazing list.

In 1 795 the sculptress was married to

Francois Tussaud and soon afterward re-

moved to London, taking along the strange,

tragic works in wax. There she opened
the famous institution known as "Madame
Tussaud's." She presided over the museum
until she was ninety. The remarkable and
long continued success of the gallery in

London led to the establishment of an
identical showing in New York under the

name of the Eden Musee. Hollaman, who
had come to the United States from Eng-
land to be a publisher, stepped into com-
mand at the Musee, making it a strangely

interesting center of sen-ational displays and
educational showings. With the coming of

the kinetoscope type of motion picture

peep shows the Eden Musee was the first

amusement establishment in America to

adopt the new art of the films.

Hollaman had installed what was de-
clared to be an improvement on the Edi-
son kinetoscope, manufactured by the cele-

brated electrical firm of Siemens & Halske
in Germany. The showing was abandoned
only after the world's supply of kinetoscope
film, subjects had been exhausted and no
more changes of program could be had.
So it came that the Latham's showing of

"living pictures of the great prize fight''

as announced by the barker at the door in

Park Row promised opportunity to Holla-
man. The pictures that could make events
live over again, life size on a screen, would,
he felt, one day supplant the modelled
groups of wax figures that told the stories

of coronations, assassinations and executions

(Continued on page 102)

The greatest danger
in your meals today

'The body has two constant needs

which must be met byour daily diet

—the need to build up body tissues

and help eliminate waste matter

AGREAT nutrition expert says

we are in danger because we
eat so many artificial foods

—

things which are convenient un-

der modern conditions but which
have been robbed of valuable

properties in manufacture. Many
even of our natural foods are in-

complete and do not give us the

food factors we need.

One familiar food, however,
stands out above all the others

as the richest known source of

the B vitamin—yeast. Just the

everyday cake of Fleischmann's
Yeast you buy from the grocer.

Fleischmann's Yeast has a truly re-

markable effect on the whole digestive

system. It contains not only vitamin but
other vital food factors which help build

up body tissues, protect against disease,

and keep the intestines healthy.

How many have heard that laxatives

never remove the cause of the trouble

and yet never act on that knowledge?
Begin now. Start eating Fleischmann's
Yeast today—and gradually give up
laxatives. Laxatives weaken the muscles
of the intestines but right eating strength-

ens them. That is why many men and
women have already found relief from

FLEISCHMANN'S
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Primitive man easily secured the
necessary food factors from hia
fresh meats and green leafy vege-
tables, but modern diet often lacks
these vital elements.

intestinal inactivity—even chronic cases.

Take advantage of their experiences and
free yourself from this widespread com-
plaint.

Doctors and professors of medicine
recommend fresh yeast as an intestinal

antiseptic, an aid to complete and regular
elimination.

For the vast numbers of people who
suffer with indigestion Fleischmann's
Yeast is a natural corrective. It is so
digestible itself that it places no strain

upon the weakened system. It helps the
flow of bile and pancreatic juice, and
makes it possible for you to get more
nourishment from the other foods you eat.

Almost everybody grows to like the
distinctive flavor just as they grew to

like olives and oysters. Many prefer the
taste of the plain cake, nibbling it a little

at a time. Others like to dissolve it in

boiling water, cold water, milk, fruit-

juices, coffee or cocoa. Still others like

it spread on bread or crackers. It is very
popular in malted milk drinks.

Get your 2 or 3 cakes today. Place a stand-
ing order with your grocer. 200.000 grocers
carry Fleischmann's Yeast. If your grocer i*

not among them, write to the Fleischmann
agency in your nearest city—they will supply
you.

Send for free booklet, "The New Importance
of Yeast in Diet." Address THE FLEISCH-
MANN COMPANY, Dcpt. 506, 701 Washing-
ton St., New York.

YEAST
is a natural corrective food
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and the like at the Eden Musee. So he
entered the world's first public motion pic-

ture show on a screen.

The flickering figures of the fighters were
disappointing, but the idea was there and
the realization only a short distance away.
Hollaman sought out Woodville Latham,
who had removed from the Bartholdi ho-
tel to a most modest boarding house in the

theatrical district above Twenty-third street.

Major Latham outlined his hopes and his

financial needs. He suggested that Holla-
man might join in developing and perfect-

ing the eidoloscope.

But Hollaman declined. In the faded
eyes of the hopeful old professor of chem-
istry he could find no gleam of the thing

that spells commercial success.

"But the Eden Musee will install the
first perfected machine for throwing pic-

tures on a screen and I wish you much
success," Hollaman offered by way of polite

encouragement. He went his way, to await
a better projector.

DESPITE the apathy of New York
Latham's Lambda company went on

with its project, making machines and
pictures.

LeRoy Latham, a nephew, then about
twenty years old, found himself in New
York with nothing to do, owing to the
closing down of a lithographic plant in

which he had been employed. An idea came
to the lad that his Uncle Woodville's living

pictures might contain an opportunity. He
applied to his uncle for the rights to the

eidoloscope for Chicago.
"The price for that territory is ten thou-

sand dollars," the uncle gravely observed.
They compromised on Virginia, their native

state, at three thousand, half in cash and
the remainder in installments from the

earnings. This was the first state's right

sale in the film business.

The machines, the first set of eidoloscopes,

were to be ready for the customers late

in June.
LeRoy Latham decided to open his show

in Norfolk. Accompanied by a friend and
associate from the lithographic studio,

Henry C. Lindeman, he went to Norfolk
and rented a store room, equipping it with
a white screen and a hundred and fifty

chairs rented from an undertaker, to await
the coming of the machine and films from
New York.
With Otway Latham as director-pro-

ducer the Lambda company engaged in the

first motion picture making for the screen.

The Edison kinetoscope films were not
available for the Latham machine, for

a variety of reasons. In the first place

Edison would have violently objected and
in the second place the Latham machine
required a considerably larger picture, ap-
proximately twice the Edison standard in

dimensions.

Just at this juncture the Latham pic-

ture interests encountered internal disar-

rangement that was soon to prove serious

in its effect, and which by swift develop-

ment was soon to affect vitally the whole
subsequent history of the motion picture.

W. K. L. Dickson, who since his departure
from the Edison service in April, had main-
tained a dallying relation with the Lathams
decided, in his own words, to "leave them
high and dry." Especially "dry" one fancies.

Dickson had arrived at the notion that

there was no important commercial fu-

ture to the Lambda venture. So he aban-
doned it, and the twenty-thousand dollars'

worth of stock that had been put in a sort

of escrow in the hands of his friend Ed-
mund Congar Brown.

In after years on the witness stand in a

famous picture litigation Dickson testified

that his action grew out of his disapproval
of the personal conduct of Grey and Otway
Latham. He held that they were a trifle

fast. There is indication Dickson never
did like Broadway, and he has been liv-

ing back in England these twenty-odd
years.

But Otway Latham went bilthely ahead
with his production schedule. When in

August the first three projection machines
were ready for delivery he had completed
pictures for an exhibition that would last an
entire twenty minutes on the screen. There
were five "feature" subjects; the Griffo-
Barnett fight, the Nicholas Sisters act from
Koster & Bial's in their daring introduction
of the "split dance," Duncan C. Ross and
Ernest Roever in a wrestling match, a
picturization of a new song hit "The Side-
walks of New York," showing street gamins
dancing to a hurdy-gurdy's plaintive re-

frain, and a scenic bit entitled "The Waves,"
a picture of the surf at Atlantic City.

The "studio" for these productions was
the sunlit roof of Madison Square Garden.
They were made with no equipment and
the director did not carry a megaphone.
Each picture consisted of one continuous
scene. There was no semblance of scenario

or plot. The principals went into action
and stayed at it until the film ran out.

The subjects were from fifty to a hundred
and fifty feet long.

The first three sales of state's rights in-

cluded the Virginia territory, Massachusetts
and Illinois. The Latham shows opened in

Boston, Chicago and Norfolk within a few
weeks of each other.

LeRoy Latham, the young lithographer,

was something of an artist, but nothing
of a showman. He experimented with his

machine in the improvised theater at Nor-
folk and decided that coming from the

bright light of day outside into the pitch-

black darkness of the interior might dis-

comfort his patrons. In order to overcome
this effect he installed electric lights dipped
in a purple paint. These lights gave a
subdued and eerie glow to the interior. That
was the rudimentary beginning of lighting

effect in the motion picture theater.

Not being a showman LeRoy Latham
forgot about advertising his opening. The
day before the first showing he was stand-
ing in front of his theater when a tattered

negro boy approached and gave respectful

attention to what seemed to be going on.

At last, cap in hand, he approached def-

erentially.

"Boss, kin I take around d' handbills?"

"Black boy, I tnink you may have an
idea," Latham responded. "Come with me
to the printing office."

PI Henry Southall, colored, became the

motion picture's first advertising man.
Henry therewith attached himself to LeRoy
Latham and became the doorman, usher,

janitor, electrician, orchestra and valet to

the management. Henry did handsomely
on fifty cents a day, piecing it out, it was
discovered later, by the use of the theater

in after hours for his own sterling pre-

sentation of the two Galloping Dominoes
in the drama entitled "Come Seven."

The opening in Norfolk that hot August
of 1895 proved a decided success. There
was just one complication. It was dis-

covered that a license was required from
the city authorities. But the only amuse-
ment license that seemed to apply was the

circus license, rated at a hundred dollars

a day. Obviously the picture show could

not pay that. The city attorney and the

exhibitor were both puzzled. Then LeRoy
(Continued on page 103)
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Latham came through with a regular Yan-
kee idea. He advertised admission free,

contributions of 25 cents each received from
all satisfied patrons.

Delegations, skeptical about living pic-

tures, called on the management for per-

mission to stand behind the screen. They
wanted to be sure there was no deceit.

There was a strong suspicion that living

actors were in some way casting their shad-

ows through the canvas sheet.

UP in New York, meanwhile, Woodville

Latham and his sons were having some
difficulty with the finances of the Lambda
company. Because of the success of his

showing LeRoy Latham had been remitting

installments in payment for his Virginia

territorial franchise with great enthusiasm.

Soon came daily wires from Otway.
"Can we draw on you for a hundred."

At last the Norfolk show had to move
because there were no new pictures to show.

A month of the Nicholas Sisters and the

surf at Atlantic City was all that Nor-
folk would pay for. Newport News was
the next stop.

At Newport News a wandering adven-
turer, one Jack McConaughey, a boyhood
acquaintance of LeRoy Latham, strolled

in and offered his services as an expert.

"What you fellows want is a regular

big top showman—that's me. I'm a cir-

cus clown, but I got so good the outfit

got jealous—now I'm resting."

McConaughey joined out. He suggested

stretching the show by inserting an act.

He proposed to pose as "living statuary."

Tights were ordered by wire from New
York and an announcement was put in the

newspapers. The tights did not arrive for

the opening night. There was acute dis-

tress. In the last hour McConaughey got
an inspiration.

"Send for some lampblack—I'll black up
and pose as ebony statuary. That's a

novelty—ought to be a hit."

And so it proved. The audience in the

Newport News Opera House was thrilled.

Henry Southall, master of effects, in the

wings was peevish about it. Ebony statu-

ary was no treat to Henry. McConaughey 's

closing number was entitled "The Fall of

Man." He sat immobile in the spotlight,

holding aloft a gilded apple in a jet fingered

hand.
"The Fall of Man" rang out the voice of

the announcer. As the spotlight flashed on
the posing artist, Henry kicked over the
thunder machine and spilled the crash box
back stage. The din shook the opera house.
It sounded like the fall of the universe.

The audience got its breath and broke
into a riot of applause.

Out a rear exit went Henry, with the

ebony statuary in hot pursuit.

The run in Newport News was brief.

The living pictures show moved to Rich-
mond, LeRoy Latham's home town,
where he had relatives and family tradi-

tions and all that. By way of promotion
it occurred to the young exhibitor that it

might be well to give a special premiere
presentation for the young daughters of the

South in attendance at Richmond's most
exclusive female seminary. In their dimi-
ties and organdies and muslins, accompanied
by their prim preceptresses, the girls of
the school marched en masse to the Rich-
mond Opera House. The picture of the
waves at Atlantic City went over to a
rippling round of applause. "The Side-
walks of New York" went over nicely.

But the Nicholas Sisters and their split

(Continued on page 104)

"And I thought above all things, my skin was clean!
"

Occlusia—Banished now, in

sixty minutes!

Discovery of a Skin Physic Gives Adults the Clear,

Clean Complexion of a Child

SIXTY vvomenin 100 have occlusia
(occluded or clogged skin pores).

People of scrupulous bodily clean-

liness with facial pores swollen with
waste matter. Not a pleasant condition
to contemplate! Thanks to science it

need no longer be tolerated. An ele-

ment that purges every pore it touches
has been found. An English scientist,

M. J. McGowan, discovered it.

A magnified view of the human skin
before and after a thorough movement
of the pores would cause any dainty
woman to write this specialist posthaste.

If you saw just one of the fifty or more
demonstrations I witnessed, you would
realize the folly of any effort towards
smooth skin texture and colorful com-
plexion without first attending to this

thorough cleansing underneath. It all

happens in an hour. The newly-found
skin laxative acts swiftly . The scientific

term for it is Terradermalax. Its action
is almost immediate; evacuation of

every tiny opening in the skin struc-

ture is complete. Indescribable Impuri-
ties are expelled—all matters—soft or
hard—is passed by the pores. Skin is left

relieved, relaxed, and glowingpink.The
resultant natural color lasts for days.

Any skin specialist will tell you why
every youngster's skin is downy-soft
and fair—the pores do not become ir-

regular except with years. Occlusia
rarely sets in until one is of age. In
other words, complexion at 50 can be
as perfect as it was at 16 or 18 now
that an unfailing aid to evacuation of

pores is known.
Another important result from Ter-

radermalax; it makes powdering per-

fectly harmless. The fine particles

which work down into delicate facial

pores are carried away with the rest.

Terradermalax is compounded in a

clay of exquisite smoothness. Spread-
ing it starts laxation. Put it on face and
neck—in a short hour wipe off—and
behold a skin and complexion trans-
formed. Clear and colorful to the eye;
clean and wholesome beneath. Not a

trace of occlusia remains not a black-
head, pimple, or other unclean acumula-
tion. I have seen positive proof of this

at the laboratory where McGowan
made his amazing discovery.

Stores cannot handle Terradermalax
because the active ingredient is of limit-

ed life. The laboratory supplies enough
for two months, shipped the day com-
pounded, the label dated.The laboratory
fee is only $2.50, paid on delivery. Or,
if you expect to be out when postman
calls, you may send $2.50 with order.
Either way, you may have this small
fee back if not delighted and astonished
with results. U6e the handy form
printed here:

DERMATOLOGICAL LABORATORIES
329 Plymouth Court. Chicago

Please send two months' supply of freshly compound-
ed Terradermalax soon as made. 1 will pay postman
just $2.50 for everything. My momy to be refunded if

asked.

(Write your name very plainly on this line)

(Complete mail adurees here or in margin)
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o//rek?
Sxquisitely

(Different

Parfume
FRAGRANT as a

fla

1 oz. bottle
$1.25

flower, yet subtle as

incense—distinctly dif-

ferent from the ordinary
perfume— that's
TREKO! No wonder
it is increasing in pop-
ularity by leaps and
bounds. This concen-

trated essence of rare exotic odors is

carefully blended by perfumers whose art

has been perfected by years of skilful

practice. You have tried others—now
YouCanTryTrekofor 50c!

You'll be delighted with this exclusive

perfume at the moderate price. Just a
little TREKO suffices to leave a delight-

fully lingering fragrance, universally

pleasing. If unable to secure TREKO
fr-m your local dealer, send 50c for

special trial bottle.

KIEFER-S.TEWART CO.
Indianapolis, Ind."
MAIL THIS TODAY

Here is 50c for special trial bottle of Treko.

Dorothy Dalton's

Beauty Chat
Miss Dorothy Dalton, the actress famous the

world over for her beautiful complexion, says: "Any
girl or woman can have

a beautiful, rosy-white

complexion and clear,

smooth, unwrinkled
ekin like mine if she

will follow my advice

and use Derwillo in

combination with Liska

cold cream. Both are

simple but very effec-

tive toilet preparations.

I use Derwillo for the

instant beauty it im-

parts and Liska cold

cream to cleanse the

ekin, and make it soft

and smooth."

It is easy to apply,

absolutely harmless,

and has a marvelous

effect upon the skin.

One application proves

it. Try this combina-

tion to-day on your

face, neck, hands and

arms, and you will be

delightfully surprised.

Derwillo comes in three Dorothy Dalton

shades: flesh, white and brunette. At toilet counters

everywhere.

POPULARITY FOLLOWS THE

UKULELE
Play quaint dreamyllawalian music

or latest songs on the Ukulele and
you will be wanted everywhere.
We teach by mail 20 simple les-

sons; give you free with every
course a genuine Hawaiian Uku-

lele, music, everything— no extras.
|

Ask us to send the story of Hawaiian
i

usie. You will love it. No obliga-
i, absolutely free.

HAWAIIAN INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
300 W«*t 34th St., Dept. 3E, NEW YORK I

dance did not seem to be so good. The
temperature went off rapidly. The Rich-
mond engagement was not an entire success.

LeRoy Latham returned to the north and
lithography, putting the eidoloscope machine
into a warehouse where it was to repose
for twenty-six years, until unearthed for

the making of the picture which appeared
among the illustrations of the second chap-
ter of this history.

Henry Southall's advertising job in the

films was gone. He retired from the

theatrical world to devote himself to golf

—

African golf. When twenty years later

Henry began to see stories in the papers
about the riches of the motion pictures he
was sure his one time employer must surely

be one of those New York film millionaires.

Henry stowed away on a boat and came
to New York, expecting to find his old
boss and enter a basking service in some
gilded mansion on Fifth Avenue.
Henry became a pathetic figure, ragged

and wistful, going from theater to theater
in New York. "Please, boss, does you know
Mistah Latham?"

Winter came on and the quest wore
Henry to extreme penury. It was hope-
less. Box office girls and curt door men
laughed at the somber-faced darky and told

him to "beat it." Henry went home.
But the faithful shall be rewarded.
One day in the busy year of 1920 LeRoy

Latham, sitting in his office overlooking
Bryant Park, had a flash back of memory
to his motion picture days, and Henry.
He called a secretary.

"Letter to Henry Southall—don't know
the address, just make it Henry Southall,

colored, Norfolk, Virginia. Maybe the post-
office will find him."
Four days later Henry came bowing and

smiling into the offices of the Latham
Lithograph Company. He has been em-
ployed there ever since.

"If the boss an' me'd a stayed in this

fillum business we'd be billionaires right

now," says Henry. "But I'm satisfied."

AT Christmas time Henry goes out "to
de big house" of the Lathams at

Plandome, Long Island, to share in the holi-

day largess, as in the golden days in the

Old South.
Shortly after LeRoy Latham started the

exploitation of the eidoloscope in Virginia

a showing opened in Boston, with indif-

ferent success, and in Chicago at the Olym-
pic Theater. William Selig, then at work
on his own projection machine in Peck
Court, was in the first audience, Septem-
ber, 1895. He got a sample of the film

used in the Latham machine, about three

feet of the Duncan Ross-Ernest Roeber
wrestling match. This is still among Mr.
Selig's treasured archives and is probably
the only bit of Latham film in existence.

In Washington Thomas Armat and C.

Francis Jenkins had completed their first

successful machines for the Cotton States

Exposition at Atlanta. They made three

projectors, anticipating an increasing busi-

ness after the first showing. They had
heard nothing informative of the Latham
showings.

Shortly after Armat arrived in Atlanta,

in September, for the opening of the ex-

position and his motion picture concession,

he found Grey Latham there with an
eidoloscope. The Latham exhibit was not
at the exposition but at a store room down-
town.
The Armat-Jenkins motion picture ma-

chine, equipped with Edison films, took up
its stand in a little shedlike theater next
door to the Hagenbeck animal show.

Chief among the items of the program

was a film depicting the graces of "Anna-
belle the Dancer." It was made at the
Edison "Black Maria" in West Orange.
This picture, often discussed in picture an-
nals, has for many years been erroneously
attributed to other sources. Verification
may be found in the first Edison film

catalogue, included among the exhibits of
early day patent suits in the federal courts.

THE show at the Cotton States Exposi-
tion met a skeptical audience. The

first crowd bolted when the lights were
turned out to darken the screen for the
pictures. A barker was employed to invite

the public to "come in free—you can pay
when you go out if you are satisfied."

Everyone paid who entered, but few
entered.

The show was just in a fair way to start

drawing a real patronage when a fire, start-

ing at night from an overturned torch in a
nearby cotton exhibit, swept that end of the

exposition and severely damaged the pic-

ture show. It was closed.

But shortly before the fire Jenkins de-
parted for Washington, taking with him
one of the projection machines. He went
on to his home in Richmond, Indiana,
where he gave that village its first showing
of motion pictures. The Richmond Tele-
gram of Wednesday, October 30, 1895, told

with enthusiasm of the showing of the night
before and ventured to say that the new
invention "has a fortune in it." Previous
references to this early day showing set-

ting the date in June of 1894, misleading
many writers, are incorrect.

Back in Washington, in November, dif-

ferences arose between Armat and Jenkins.
Armat's brothers who had financed the un-
successful Atlanta showing faced a loss.

In the settlement of claims and controver-
sies, to conserve their interests they ac-

cepted Jenkins' offer to sell his share in the

pending Armat-Jenkins applications for

patents. The application in question cov-
ered the "Boston gear machine" made in

August. Jenkins sold his interest for

$2,500. A long fight and a great deal more
investment was ahead of the Armats be-
fore they were to win a profit.

Meanwhile Thomas Armat set to work to

improve his machine. A number of new
models were made. Among the important
improvements was a method of producing
slack in the film to take up the shocks
of the beater which jerked the picture

through the machine.
After proper patent applications had been

made Armat again set determinedly at the

problem of getting his machine on the mar-
ket. He wrote to Raff & Gammon, the

Edison selling agents who handled the kinet-

oscope distribution.

A reply came from F. R. Gammon. "We
doubt that you have a successful machine
to project pictures as the Edison people

have tried to make one and have not suc-

ceeded."

"Come at my expense and I will show
you," Armat wired.

On the eighteenth day of December, 1895,

the skeptical Gammon arrived at Armat's

office in Washington.
The shades were pulled down and to the

rhythmic hum of the beater machine Anna-
belle danced on the wall.

When the showing was over Armat had
a contract with Raff & Gammon to sup-

ply projection machines, while the film for

them was to come from the Edison estab-

lishment.

The real history of the screen had begun.

But there were mighty complications loom-

ing just ahead.

(To be continued)
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The Dust Flower
(Concluded from page 45)

"Do you know where my wife has gone
I—or why?"

She stared at him.

I "Oh!" she said. "Rash—can't you see it

had to end? This mad business was ruin-

ling you—•"

"So—you did drive her away?"
"If you choose to put it so—I made her

Jsee the truth-
—

"

I He turned from her, raging. And Steptoe

Rcame to him.
"If you follow that man, Mr. Rash—

"

"Of course—get a cab— !"

Photoplay Magazine—Advertising Section
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The Dust Flower

NARRATED, by permission, from
the Goldwyn photoplay by

Basil King. Directed by Rowland
V. Lee, with the following cast:

Letty Gravely . . . . Helene Chadwick
Rashleigh Allerton. . . .James Rennie
Barbara Walbrook. .Mona Kingsley

Steptoe Claude Gillingwater

Flack Edward Peil

Ott George Periolat

! Once more Rashleigh Allerton moved in

la haze. But this time he knew what
Imoved him. Gone was the obsession of

ihis false love for Barbara. He knew that

lonly Letty mattered, in all the world. He
stormed into Ott's place. Ott, frightened,

gave way before Allerton, and pointed to

ithe yard.

"Her father—talking to her—out there—

"

I It was a red mist of rage that clouded
pis eyes now. He saw Flack, whip in hand

;

[Letty, dressed as the girls in the vile resort

(were dressed, lying, moaning at his feet.

[Then vengeance descended upon Flack. And
En the sheer joy of battle Rashleigh Allerton

emerged from the mists of self deception
and of doubt.

I

It was in the arms of her lover and her
husband that Letty opened her eyes at last

—to know that he was carrying her to the

pome from which she need never fly again.

Paper Film?

LABORATORY and technical departments
of the Hollywood studios are much in-

(terested in a new invention recently brought
mo their attention which claims to present
a paper film for making motion pictures.

|The invention is that of two young foreigners
Rand is being investigated by experts with a
Lgreat deal of attention.

If it proves successful, it will mean much
imore than a mere novelty.

]

At present, motion pictures are made on
|a celluloid film which is very expensive. If

la paper print could be turned out at low
cost, it would beyond a doubt revolutionize
[.the entire motion picture industry. A paper
pirn could probably be bought for a few
Idollars, where a celluloid one costs hun-
Idreds.

Projection machines, while they are ex-
pensive, can be bought for little more than
|the cost of a phonograph or an electrical
|piano. So people would soon be able to
[have motion pictures in their homes, buy-
ling the films as they now buy rolls for
Ithe player piano or records for the phono-
Igraph.

*EG . U.i.PAT. OFF

manicure preparations

Al

Use HYGLO For A
Manicure Supreme
It Costs No More Than Others

Women of wealth and culture show
suchadecidedpreferencefor HYGLO
Manicure Preparations of Quality,
that some folks think of HYGLO as

expensive.

Yet the fact is: HYGLO costs the

same as other preparations of inferior

merit used by women who do not
know HYGLO's excellence.

35c buys HYGLO Nail Polish— in

powder, cake or in the increasingly

popular liquid form. And a 35c
bottle of HYGLO Cuticle Remover
contains twice the quantity you get

in other brands. Each preparation
has that Super -Quality which dis-

tinguishes HYGLO from all others.

HYGLO individual preparations and sets (at

50c, $ 1.50, $3.00) are sold at department, drug
and specialty stores. If not easily procurable,
we'll handle your order by mail. A small sam.
pie, with helpful booklet, "For the Hands of a

Lady", will be sent upon receipt of 2c in stamps.

GRAF BROS., Inc. Est. 1873
127 West 24th Street, New York

FRECKLES
Don't Hide Them With a

Veil; Remove Them With
Othine—Double Strength

There's no longer the slightest need
of feeling ashamed of your freckles,
s Othine—double strength— Is guar-
teed to remove these homely spots,
iply get an ounce of Othine — double
Jth — from any druggist and apply a
f it night and morning and you should

soon sea that even the worst freckles have begun
to disappear, while the lighter ones have vanished

entirely. It is seldom that more than an ounce Is

needed to completely clear the skin and gain a
beautiful clear complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double strength Othine. as this
Is sold under guarantee of money back if it fails to
remove freckles.

GetJMINSLOW
fig FREE
&"Catalog
$> sent on. "
;>\ request

on complete line of high |

nationally known band and orchestra
instruments before buying. Big FREE \/^t. \

catalog sent on request. Easy payment ;;,.£*

plan-PLAY WHILE YOU PAY.FREE ,».^ ,

lesson certi6cate with each instrument. u7*^\

Musicians Earn Big Pay. Learn to play A V
from Jenkins' Band and Orchestra Books. First y^-Jy^
Tfolinor cornet parts FREE. Oar 44 years In bos- VV
mesa Is your guarantee of re.fab.8 senrfee. Poet
card brings BIG FREE CATALOG.

J. W. JENKINS SONS' MUSIC CO.

917 Jenkins Building. Kansas City, Mo.
p>WJ.«^l.i-,'».«fJ>.1l..-l-.l'-.^.fAU.5».llM»
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Trainsic

Seasick ?
Be guided by the experience

of thousands of travelers the

world over and use

MOTHERSILL'S
SEASICK REMEDY

It prevents and relieves nausea.

Officially adopted by Steamship

Companies on both fresh and salt

water. Contains no cocaine, mor-

phine, opium, chloral, coal tar pro-

ducts or their derivatives, nor other

habit forming drugs.

Sold by leading druggists— 75c

and $1.50 on guarantee of satisfac-

tion or money refunded.

MOTHERSILL REMEDY CO.
DETROIT _ MICHIGAN

The Girl Who Was Too Beautiful

Genuine Diamonds
GU
T
A
E
R
Er-

Send for Catalog {

Everything explained. Over 2,000 illus-

trations o£ Diamond-setJewelry, Pearls,
Watches, etc. Any article sent prepaid
for Free Examination. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money refunded.

immense Buying Power for our Chain of
sand our large Mail Order House
nables us to make lower prices
;han small concern

le handsome articles shown are
>ECIAL BARGAINS selected

om our "Al Best Sellers." Dia-
ndsaro dazzling, blue white, ner-
cut. Mountings are all Solid Gold

,

hed at prices given, and up to any
wish. Order by Number.

DIAMOND RINGS: 1-White Gold. $100. 3-White Gold, or
Green Gold with White Gold prongs. S75. 5-Whlte Gold, $75.
to-White Gold, or Green Gold with Diamond set in White Gold,
$37.50. 11-Yel!ow Gold, Diamond set in White Gold. $150. 6-
WEDDING RING: Platinum. $25: Green or Yellow Gold, $10.
7—WATCH, 17-Jewel, eold-rHled, guaranteed 25 years, $27,50.
12-WRIST WATCH, White Gold. lo-Jewel, $35; 17-Jewel, $45.

ADCMT TCDUCi One-fifth down balance divided into

VltlLUI I 1 L IVll10 . equal payments within eight months.

THE OLD RELIABLE ORIG-
INAL CREDIT JEWELERS

DEPT. A502
108 N. State St., Chicago, ID.

BROS & CO. 1858 Stores In Leading Cities

im r-»« i <~i i i

~ '" ** m
' "

Charlie Chaplin's

MYTRIP ABROAD
The most interesting and self-revealing book
of the year. All bookstores .... $1.00

HARPER & BROTHERS Est. 1817 New York

Copy this Sketch
and let me see what yon can do
with it. Many cartoonists and illus-

t rators earning S30. 00 to S200. 00 or
more per week were trained by my
persona] individual lessonshy mail
London Picture Charts make orig-
inal drawing easy to learn. Send sketch
with 6c in stamp* for sample Ph-ture Chart,
lonif list of nucccaaful students, and .^—
evidence of what Iron can accomplish. tf^

Pleou state age- **-&
THE LANDON SCHOOL
507 NationalBldg-i Cleveland, O.

(Continued from page 21)

the city, after a courtship that lasted three

days. There was a wedding supper at

the bride's home—a bride so marvelously
lovely in her simple white dress that the

guests were speechless before her.

And a bride, who, when the rural gaieties

were over, clung an instant to her father,

kissed her mother, and followed her new
husband out into the night, glad in a strange,

newly-awakened way of the beauty she

might bring him as a wedding gift.

But the nemesis that hung above her

beauty trailed her light footsteps even here.

Three days later it was discovered that

the man had a legal wife, who, waiting

anxiously at home with her three children

for his return, had seen the license in the

paper.

Utterly crushed and broken-hearted, the

child bride, who was not a bride, hid herself

and her shame and grief from the world.

She could not be found.

The man, went home to his wife. He
declared he remembered nothing of the

marriage, that the girl's beauty had cast a
spell over him under which he suffered com-
plete amnesia.

For two days 'then I helped a frantic

father search for his girl. He was an old

man. He felt that he should have protected

the child more carefully. He blamed him-
self. And when at last we found her, hid-

den like some stricken thing in the home
of a married woman friend, her dark hair

down to her knees, her face white as sea-

foam, he took her into his arms as though
she had been six and someone had broken
her doll.

A week later, the man she had married
was declared by doctors to be suffering from
a permanent mental disorder, as the result

of a blood clot. His obsession was the

face of the Too Beautiful Girl. He seemed
bewitched by her loveliness. They operated,

hoping to remove the clot that caused the

pressure.

He died on the operating table.

IT was that experience, for she had loved

him and she had seen the wife and three

babies whom she had so unknowingly
wronged, which first stirred the mind behind
that beautiful face. The depth of an emo-
tional nature, of a hunger for life and expe-

rience that today is a tremendous artistic

force, drove her to seek for the things she

hardly knew existed—for love, beauty, color,

study, people, culture, emotion.

Her family had moved to El Centro, a

little town on the desert in Imperial Valley.

A raw town then, without a single advantage,

without beauty, without anything to offer a

nature yearning for new food, a nature

beginning to unfold as a rose blooms.

So the girl left home and went to Los
Angeles to find work.
But her father was a man and he knew

something of the effect of a face like hers

upon other men. He was afraid for her,

in his timid, ineffectual way. He followed

her, begged her to come home. She loved
him, too, but she thought of the desert,

the loneliness, and she refused to go back.

She had forgotten that she still wasn't

of age.

Her father went to the juvenile authori-

ties. He asked them to send her home and
to force her to stay home.
And the kindly, wise old judge looked into

that face, with its great sea-green, mist-

gray, pansy-purple eyes, its carved scarlet

lips, the rich, black hair against the pearl

skin—and sent her home.
As soon as she was eighteen she started

again to find work.
Like Helen of Troy, her face had launched

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.

tragedy—had spelled disaster. No matter
how innocent she had been, the fact re-

mained.
She couldn't find work. Nobody wanted

her. They were afraid. Even the movie
were superstitious about her. It was all

very well to be beautiful—but not too beau-

1

tiful.

Cabarets were not so fussy. She learned

to dance.

Later came vaudeville.

She is now living very quietly in Holly-
wood with her sister, almost a recluse. She
does not attend parties and her friends are

j

literary people.

1
WONDER what you and I would do
with our lives if we should suddenly ba

given the gift of perfect beauty. I wonder
if we, with great beauty and little else,

would have molded our lives any better

than some of the other beautiful women
who have made shipwreck?
And I wonder if we would have come

back as Barbara La Marr has. The ab-
normal quality of her beauty began to fade.

She became wise, with the wisdom of,

women who have grappled with life bare-

handed.
She began to write, first very lovely and

successful little verse.

Then scenarios.

Under her new name of Barbara La Marr
—for that was not her name when she was
the Too Beautiful Girl—she wrote a number
of excellent screen stories. At last she went
into the scenario department at Fox.
Always, in the back of her mind, had been

the intense desire to act. Much as she liked

her writing, and she was very clever at it,

it was not the thing she wanted most to do.

She made the break. Her first part was
with Fox. Her next with Anita Stewart
in "Harriet and the Piper." She has made
seven pictures altogether, including the

"Musketeers" and the forthcoming Ingram
production "The Prisoner of Zenda," in

which she plays Antoinette.

She is now making "Black Orchids"—

a

play and a role which should establish her

as one of the great young dramatic actresses

of the screen. I believe Rex Ingram thinks

it will make her the greatest.

Her beauty is indisputably tempered,

though even now most women would love

to look as she looks.

But a woman might be the biggest dumb-
bell in creation and still she could not live

the life that Barbara La Marr has lived

without learning and knowing a great deal

—a great deal about emotion, about men
and women, about life and philosophy and
human nature.

About suffering. About elemental emo-
tions. About joy.

I don't know how you will feel about
this bit of life.

But I, for one, am willing to stand uncov-
ered before it.

Because I still uncover before suffering

that the outward circumstances of life force

upon the innocent, the scheme of drama that

sends us things before we are ready for

them.
I do not salute the waste and fall and

wreckage sheer physical beauty often makes
—the map of empires it shifts.

But I am willing to salute the unconquer-
able soul of a girl who can beat her own
destiny and with her bare hands climb

back up the cliff over which life has thrown
her.

If women have progressed, if we have

gained that tremendous sense of justice

which is the essential of life in and for the

world, as women, we ought to be very
(Concluded on page 107)
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(Concluded)

proud of Barbara La Marr and the thing

she has made of herself.

Not a success. That can be achieved in

too many ways.

But a great actress—for we cannot dispute

the word of men like Rex Ingram and Fred
Niblo.

Barbara La Marr owes nothing to anyone
but herself.

She had neither the training nor the char-

acter to use her beauty to advantage when
it was at its height.

She came through tragedy—humiliation

—

fire.

When her beauty lost its stupendousness,

when her chance came to avoid the limelight

and the drama, she did it.

Some of the ships she launched were ship-

wrecked. But those she cared to save, she

has saved.

It is one of the oldest theories in the

world that knowledge of life makes great

acting-—really great acting. From the heart

that has suffered every woe in the world,

that has mounted every peak of joy. From
the mind that has tasted raw every sort of

loneliness and hurt and betrayal and an-
guish, that has whirled before the scarlet

and joy of perfect bliss. From that heart

comes acting such as Duse and Bernhardt
and Rachel and Siddons gave the world.

Laughter that has tinkled in the face of

pelting stones. Tears that have flowed be-
fore the quicksilver of joy. These things,

say many great authorities, ripen into art

and acting that are beyond the mummer and
the technician.

There are not many girls among our
screen stars who have these things.

Oddly enough, most of them began so

young, most of them have known very little

of real life.

Most of them understand merely the tech-

nique of it.

They have never felt the things they
have to portray.

But Barbara La Marr is different.

She starts with a very different training.

It will be interesting to see what she does.

If she proves the theory to be right. If

she goes beyond the mark set by the others

who have not known life face to face as
she has.

And, do you know, I rather think she will.

Wisdom From the Poets

THE poets help out amazingly at times.

It is in times of greatest puzzlement
when what to do seems almost unanswer-
able, that this splendid bit of verse from
Charles Kingsley comes as first aid:

Do the thing that's nearest,

Though it's rough at whiles.

Helping when you meet them,
Lame dogs over stiles.

Here is another, by Ella Wheeler Wil-
cox:

So many gods, so many creeds,

So many paths that wind and wind,
While just the art of being kind,

Is all this sad world needs.

There is guidance enough here for a life-

time.

—

Ohio State Journal.

Famous Betty Blythe, lovely "Queen
of Sheba," likes Neet best of all

to keep underarm silken-smooth and skin daint-

ily free of hairgrowth. Velvety Neet, soothing

and fragrant, ready for use as it comes, swiftly

erases all annoying hair. Neet is the only com-
fortable remover of armpit hair, and its use
there allays distressing perspiration—chiefly due
to the morbid hairgrowth! Neet makes your

skin like satin, and never fails to delight its

user. Regular size 50c, 60c in Canada, at all

drug and department stores, or if you wish

first to prove its wonderful results, send 20c

for a liberal trial size to Hannibal Pharmacal
Company, 659 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.

Neet
WE TEACH

COMMERCIAL

Properly Trained Artists Earn $100 a week and up.
Meyer Both College— a Department of the Meyer
Both Company— offers you a different and practical train-
ing. If you like to draw, develop your talent. Study
practical course— taught by the largest and most widely
known Commercial Art Organization in the field with 20

years' success—-which each year produces and sells to ad-
vertisers in the United States and Canada over ten

thousand commercial drawings. Who else could
give you so wide an experience ? Commercial

Art is a business necessity— the de-
mand for commercial artists is greater

every year. It's a highly paid,

intensely interesting profession,
equally open to both men and

women. Home study instruction. Get
facts before you enroll in any school. Get

our special booklet, "Your Opportunity'
—for half the cost of mailing— 4c in stamps.

MEYER BOTH COLLEGE
of COMMERCIAL ART
Michigan Ave. at 20th Street
Dept. 31, CHICAGO, ILL.

s.

Why not ttcigh exactly ichat yon
should, be free from shn-'L-lshnrss. short-
ness of breath, torpid liver— feel light,

young and athleuo? You can. I'm
sure of It! I can help vou— as I have

helped 1 10.000 other women. To
music. If you have a phonograph.
Without music. If you have none.

Send for Trial Record Free
Learn how simple, sure, actually fun, it all Is My

course Is planned by a woman and Is safer for

women. I give personal advlcefor correcting your
Individual ailments. Entirely different from "set"
exercises. Send 50c to pay postage, packing, etc.,

for trial phonograph record. Keep the record and
If you decide to take my course, deduct the 50c
from your tuition, Write for triafyrecord TODAY.

Susanna Cocroft
Dept. 35 1819 Broadway New York City
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XB^
9%e French ivaij to remove hair

SO dainty, so pure, and so safe is

X-Bazin that French women have,

for more than a hundred years, been us-

ing it with marvelous results, on the face

as well as on the arms and under the arms.

It 's Safe For Your Face!
X-Bazin is a flesh-colored powder, delicately rose

perfumed, exquisitely French in its daintiness,

wonderfully clean and effective. It works like

magic,leaving the skin smooth ..white,cool, and free

from all objectionable hair. After using X-Bazin,
you will be delighted to notice how effectively the
future growth of hair has been diminished. This is

its chief advantage ove* shaving, which surely en-
courages further growth.

At all drug and department stores. 50c. and $1.00

In the U.S. and Canada. Elsewhere 75c. and $1.50.

Send 10c for trial sampleanddescriptivebooklet.

Made by the makers of Sozodont.

GEO. BORGFELDT & CO.
Bolt Dhlnbulors in the United States and Canada

Dept. B, 16th Street and Irving Place, New York

c4t^st!
All the Beauty
and Charm of

^». OBBED HAIR
is Uours

Without Cutting

Your Own Hair

fashion Decrees

Bobbed Hair

{National /Rob>—» Patented vA/
—gives you the beautiful cltsirod effect of Bobbed Hair
without cutting oil your own precious hair or ruining it by
curling or burning, if your hair Is already cut ana voli
want it to grow without any unpleasant annoyance, wear
a National Bob. Blends perfectly with your own hair.

In cannot be detected. Juxt a moment—on ana vijHOW TO ORDER Artificial
Simply Bend strand of hair with $10.00.
''Bob" will be shipped at once, or
.'•-I Hand of h:ur (done and pay -^^^3$>w Agents
postman. Satisfaction guaranteed ^^ffl e^Hl^e^-^ Wanted
,.r money refnnded. Send for
FREE catalogue.

$-150
Eye-Lashes X pr .

National Hair Nets
Ask your dealer or Band 66 cento
for Sou loir Box of (i (juni-aul -< ! c ,

extra size, K.nl Human nab I St Mi C
>;• or fringe*.

NATIONAL HAIR GOODS COMPANY
Dept. 73 3SS Sixth Avenue, New York

\\ 8 offer you an opportunity to earn real mon-
ey taking orden for new Una of JOLLY
M'M.I.^ street and house dresses among your
m igrhbom and fin ode. Every woman wants
one or mora of these attractive, distinctively

Qed low-prieed dresses. Mrs. Burge, a
housewife, earned $37.50 extra one week.V rite for details. The Domestic Products
Co., sit; Davie. Bids.., Dayton, O.

Higher Criticism
ART'S going to the dogs,'' remarked

the High Brow. "And the motion
picture is responsible."

"How come?" inquired the Human Be-
ing, with one eye cocked longingly on the

poster at the entrance to the Criterion

Theater.

"That," went on the High Brow, dis-

dainfully, metaphorically stilettoing the

aforesaid innocent poster with his long,

skinny index finger; "that is the nadir of

dramatic depravity."

"As bad as that?" said the Human Be-
ing. "Dear, dear! It does sound fierce,

don't it?" But his voice had the absent-

minded tone of one who is wondering
where he has left his vest pocket dictionary.

"In the patois of the street," said the

High Brow, "Bill Hart is the bunk."
"Why, now, I thought he was rather

good," said the Human Being, in the apolo-

getic way one has when his bosom friend

overhears the wife say she just won't cook
dinner for that bum—so there.

"Ah, that's because your taste has been

vitiated by long contamination." The High
Brow spoke now without a trace of anger.

His pity was of the gentlest. "But you
should know that the very poorest spoken
drama is higher art than the (so-called)

best film."

"I dunno," said the Human Being, dubi-

ously. "I went to a burlesque show last

week, and—

"

"Man," broke in the High Brow sav-

agely ; "you need education from the very

beginning. Come in and I'll instruct you
in the faults of this performance."

"I'm game," said the Human Being, with

snappy alacrity.

It was a pastoral scene that met their

gaze on the screen.

Already the brow of the villain was low-
ering like a storm cloud upon the lives of

a rustic couple who were exchanging happy
greetings. And to make certain that this

fact got home, the sub-title said so, too.

"Now, that's all wrong," ejaculated the

High Brow. "The audience should be left

to find that out for itself."

"Uh-huh," acquiesced the Human Being,

hastily, like one who hates to be disturbed.

"Sompn fierce, Lizzie," muttered a flapper

behind them, dexterously juggling a hunk
of Wrigley's between her teeth. "That
nut's readin' the titles out aloud."

The High Brow swallowed the insult and
glued his eyes on the screen. Stolidly, like

a red man at the stake, he endured the

torture, without a whimper, past the middle
of the play.

The action was moving forward with the
irresistible impetuosity of a cyclone. Not
even an asthmatic fat man wheezed. A bit

of film had hypnotized the emotions of two
thousand people.

Things were growing tenser and tenser.

The orchestra turned on the notes of terror.

The villain had the heroine covered with
his revolver, her beautiful face—beautiful

still in the face of death—suffused with
tears. There came an interruption. A little

child's innocent smile stayed the assassin's

hand.

The High Brow's soul was wrung to the

core. "That's awful," he groaned, "it isn't

true to human nature."

"Say, Liz," said the Wrigley expert, mas-
ticating loudly between words, in his ear,

"we've got one of them there critics in our
midst."

"Uh-huh," agreed Liz, "and so impolite

he ain't got sense enough to keep his mouth
shut."

A deep silence followed, save for the low
moaning of the orchestra and the excited

gnashing of gum.
As the villain hesitated in his dirty work

of revenge, entered Bill Hart, amid the

plaudits of the High Brow's fellow spec-

tators.

Bill's adve'nt was the signal for the quick
turning of the tables—a battle royal, a shot

in the air, a sudden downfall of all wicked-
ness—i. e. the villain—followed humor,
laughter, light hearts, kisses. Fadcout.
The show was over.

Out in the open, the Human Being sur-

reptitiously wiped his glasses. Pictures al-

ways makes my eyes red, he needlessly ex-

plained. But the High Brow didn't heed
him.

"Wasn't that impossible?" he demanded,
furiously. Whether he meant the film or

the crushing of his higher criticism under
the heel of a crude and illiterate proletariat,

he didn't elucidate.

"I dunno," persisted the Human Being,

stubbornly, "I thought it was a good show."
And then goaded to desperation by all this

mad obtuseness, the High Brow fairly

roared:

"What's the use of throwing pearls be-
fore swine?"
"Um," meditated the Human Being aloud,

"there's such a thing as a swine before

pearls, too."

But the High Brow had evaporated.

Aristotle and. the Kitchen Stove Drama

RICHARD WALTON TULLY, who has

written and produced many of our most
successful, as well as our most spectacularly

beautiful, plays says he has "low brow con-

victions."

"Aristotle, thousands of years ago, taught

what I consider the true principles of

drama," Mr. Tully states. "He said that

every play should have six elements—that

it should have Character, Plot, Diction,

Song, Thought, and Spectacular movements.
And he was right—though certain so-called

high brows do not agree with him."

Mr. Tully says that the self confessed

high brow is afraid of what he calls melo-

drama. That he is afraid of the spectacular,

and of emotion. His plays are built around
the little sordid incidents of life—the drab

domestic tragedy, the brief comedy of mono-

tones, the suppressed romance of the kitchen

stove and the darning basket.

"I think," he- says simply, "that people

need something different—a relief. People

need sunshine, flowers, music. They need

the high spots, the vivid brightness, the

warm colors. That is what I have tried to

give them in my plays."

Well known producers said Mr. Tully's

"The Bird of Paradise" would fail because

no one had ever—at that time—done a

drama of Hawaii. People didn't know what
a ukuleli was, or what "Alhoa" meant—then.

But "The Bird of Paradise" did not fail. It

furnished a starring vehicle, instead, for such

actresses as Bessie Bariscale, Leonore Ulrich

and Laurette Taylor. It was the same with

"The Rose of the Rancho" and with "Omar
the Tentmaker." Also "The Masquerader."

When you write to advertisers iilcnse mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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New American Beauty
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(Concluded from page 27)

I
est tragedienne? Lillian Gish.

A little, slender, blonde thing, almost a

l| child.

Beyond a question, it was Mr. Griffith's

little galaxy of beauty and talent that first

|l began to effect this great change.

Mary, Norma Talmadge, a really great

1 beauty as well as a splendid actress, lovely,

; exquisite Blanche Sweet—to my mind the
I most attractive woman we have ever had
on the screen—Lillian and her little flame-
like sister, Dorothy Gish, the Constance Tal-
madge of the mountain girl in "Intolerance,"
spiritual, pathetic little Mae Marsh, who
under Griffith's direction has given the screen
some of its greatest performances, dark,
soft-eyed Miriam Cooper.

All of the new school. All small, slender,

soft, essentially feminine.

They broke upon us like a set of dazzling
comets.

MR. GRIFFITH sensed, for he tells me
that he never thought consciously

about it, that in those early days the screen
would be best served by small women.

While he established no definite type

—

there is the widest possible range for ex-
ample between Mary Pickford and Norma
Talmadge—he did establish certain distinctly

new characteristics, the chief of these ap-
parently being smallness of stature and femi-
ninity.

Gloria Swanson is only five feet tall.

All the successful idols of the screen to-
day are very small women.
And this influence has permeated and

altered our whole conception of American
beauty.

Mary Miles Mintcr, Bebe Daniels, Betty
Compson, Viola Dana, Corinne Griffith, Ma-
bel Normand, Lila Lee, Madge Bellamy,
Edna Purviance, Marie Prevost, Mary Thur-
man, Mae Murray, Marion Davies, May
Collins, Alice Terry, Florence Vidor, Mar-
jorie Daw, Doris May, Mildred Davis-,
Colleen Moore, Helen Ferguson even the
dramatic and dynamic Priscilla Dean, Con-
stance Binney, who is even smaller than
Miss Pickford, while they differ in many
ways, follow the new Griffith tradition of
small, very feminine beauty.
Of the great stage actresses, who have

come to the screen, the really successful ones
have all been small and appealing. Nazim-
ova is just over five feet. Pauline Fred-
erick is very small. Marguerite Clark and
Billie Burke are typical ingenues—Miss
Burke probably could claim to being the
greatest ingenue we have ever produced in
this country.

Katherine MacDonald is very large. But
she has never established her claim to being
the American Beauty of the screen, despite
admirers.

Her face is lovely, but her coldness and
the awkwardness of her movements have
told against her with audiences which sub-
consciously had accepted Mr. Griffith's new
ideals.

Betty Blythe is probably the only tall
woman to have made a big hit—but that
was only in one picture, and her size has
always told against Betty and kept her from
doing many things.

Even Theda Bara, of ancient memory,
was a small woman.

These are the women, these idols of the
screen, who are seen year in and year out
by millions of people in every city and vil-
lage of the United States.
They are admired, discussed, absorbed,

and followed by the nation.
They have influenced our whole national

thought about our own women.
And as American films are shown every-

where abroad, they, too, must be having con-
siderable influence in foreign countries.

9 4HBB0O
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

YOU CAN ALWAYS
SAVE MONEY BY WEARING
WL DOUGLAS SHOES

SOLD DIRECT FROM FACTORY

TO YOU AT ONE PROFIT

STAMPING THE RETAIL PRICE

AT THE FACTORY

THE STAMPED PRICE
IS YOUR PROTECTION

AGAINST
UNREASONABLE PROFITS

DOUGLAS
$7^2 &$8£2 SHOES

$5£Q &$622ALSO MANY STYLES AT

WHEN YOV BVY W.L.DOVGLAS SHOES
CONSIDER THE EXTRA QUALITY

YOV RECEIVE FOR THE PRICE PAID

W. L. Douglas shoe* are made of the
best and finest selected leathers the
market affords. We employ the high-
est paid, skilled shoemakers, all work-
ing with an honest determination to
make the best shoes for the price that
money can buy.

When you need shoes look for a W.L.
Douglas store. We own 108 stores lo-

cated in the principal cities. You will

find in our stores many kindsand styles
of high-class, fine shoes that we believe
are better shoe values for the money
than you can buy elsewhere.

Our $7.00 and $8.00 shoes are excep-
tionally good values. There is one point
we wish to impress upon you that is

worth dollars for you to remember.
W. L. Douglas shoes are put into all

of our stores at factory cost. We do not
make one cent of profit until the shoes
are sold to you. When you buy shoes
at any one of our stores you pay only
one small retail profit.

No matter where you live, shoe dealers
cansupply you withW.L.Douglas shoes.

They cost no more in San Francisco
than they do in New York. Insist upon
having W. L. Douglas shoes with the
name and retail price stamped on the
sole. Do not take a substitute and pay
one or two extra profits. Order direct
from the factory and save money,

BOYS'
SHOES

^4.004*4.50

W.L. Douglas name
and portrait Is tbe

best known shoe
Trade Mark In the

world. It stands for

the highest standard

of quality at tbe low-

est possible cost.

The intrinsic value

of a Trade Mark lies

in giving to the con-

sumer tbe equivn

lent of tbe price

paid fcr the goods.

Catalog Free.

President &
W. L. Douglas Shoe Co.,

126 Spark St., Brockton, Mass.

Reduce Your Flesh in Spots
Arms Legs Bust Double Chin

in fart the entire body or any part without dieting
by wearing DR. WALTER'S Medicated Reducing

RUBBER GARMENTS
Bust Reducer, $6.00
Chin Reducer, $2.50

Anklets
for Reducing and

Shaping Ihe Ankles,

$7.00 per pair.

Extra High, $9.00

Sevd ankle measurement when ordering.

Send for illustrated Booklet

DR. JEANNE P. H. WALTER
i 353 Fifth Ave., New York

Don'tShout"^

I

"
I hear you. I can hear

now as well as anybody.
'How? With the MORLEY
PHONE. I've a pair in my ears

now, but they are invisible,

would not know I had them in

myself, only that I hear all right.'

The MORLEY PHONE for the

DEAF
is to the ears what

lasses are to the eyes. In-

able, comfortable, weight-
,

?ss and harmless. Anyone

can adjust it. Over 100,000 sold. Write for booklet and testimonials.

THE MORLEY CO..Dept.789.26 S. 15th St. Phila.

FromPovertyToRiches
I STARTED WITH $60

and built up a

$100,000.00 Business
When I reslencd my U. S. Army commission on

July 19, 1010, 1 discovered that I was dead broke.
Uncle Fam handed mea bonus of ?(!(). Prom this small
start I am now the head of a >

1 (10.000.00 corporation and another $25 000 00
corporation. lam polnu to make
more money tlian ever an I vou CCUI1 tin unuru
can help me while learnlnir the !OCNU NU mUNtl
secret of mv success. ib.

I DON'T CARE WHO ORWHAT YOU AI E—you may be
established In a business or pro-
fession; at school or college; at
skilled or unskilled work. I can
help MEN AND 1VOMI N to
Success, whether they retain their
present vocations or applv tbem-

nrriiPiTiovai i

8
J,
lves wUistvcly to the NEWOCCUPATIONS I can Indicate to them.

Do you want to make big money in whole or spare time?
I can help you. No! I have not discovered a mysterious

1»t SSl.|,?er: it is all so simple that any MAN, WOM-AN, BOY OR GIRL who can read plain Enelish will un-derstand and appreciate It instantly. It does not require

Mail This Coupon or
a Written Request

Walter Mishael Barry

ECONOMY EDUCATOR CORP. Dept. 3
1664 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Kindly send me Mr. Barry's Btorj Enclose
copyrighted Economy Plan introduclm.- .10 methods
of makim: and Raving money, personal efficiency
secrets for business and social success, etc.

I realize the expense or postage and preparing
this offer, which may prove so profitable to me. and
think It fair that I should pav mv share I will
therefore Rladly pay the postman ONE HOLLAR
on delivery.

If Not As
AdvertisedMoney Back Guaranteed

weeks of study
Let tnt: tell you the ama.

my (imp/r, practical plan
Hy aucceaa and thow you hounej xtnru of i

'ill bitujit wo!

WALTER MISHAEL HARRY.
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They Can't Fool the Public

(Continued from page 47)

No Dread of Gray Hair
J)0 NOT dread gray hair and the signs of

advancing age I The sure, safe way to
tint gray, streaked, faded or bleached hair

instantly to any shade of brown or black is

with the modern hair tint, "Brownatone."
Easily applied, cannot be detected and will

not rub or wash off. Greaseless, odorless,

nothing to mix, no waiting, no disappoint-

ment. Guaranteed harmless to hair, scalp

or skin. All dealers 50c and $1.50.
Trial bottle sent direct for 10c. The
Kenton Pharmacal Co., 803 Coppln
BIdg., Covington, Ky.

BROWNATONE
Use NaTone Lemonaled Shampooto improve

the natural gloss and fluffiness of your hair.

Atdruggistsor direct, Large Bottle, 50 cents.

v/*U

7

£Men G
l^ptice

very quickly the dainty woman

—

especially attractive in this season's
thin waists and low-cut gowns.
Daintiness depends on a careful toil-

ette, which must include the use of

This is a safe and sure preparation
for the removal of hair from the neck,
face or u nder-arms.

It is easy to apply and leaves
the skin clear, firm and per-
fectly smooth.

Druggists sell Delatone, or an
original 1 oz.jar will be mailed
to any address onreceipto/tl.

SHEFFIELD PHARMACAL CO.

DephL. 339 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

Don't worry aboutyour
complexion when blotches,

roughness, redness
and other skin
defects are quickly

relieved by

RESINOL
5oothinq and He&linq

FREE AMBITIOUS WRITERS, send
today for FREE copy of America's
leading magazine for writers fo

Photoplays, Stories, Poems. Instructive, helpful

WRITER'S DIGEST
611-D Butler Bldg. CINCINNATI

endeavors to portray character with all

accuracy within his power. Because of

this standard there have been occasions dur-
ing my five years of interviewing for this

publication when I found it impossible to

do an assignment. Perhaps the subject

seemed to me so devoid of merit that I

could find no high lights to relieve the

shadows, and rather than paint an unpleas-

ant character I refrained entirely. Or, per-

haps,—and it does happen now and then,

—

I felt such an intense admiration and respect

for a person that if I told my true im-
pression I would be accused of being lauda-

tory if not downright fulsome.

Publicity is a tremendous force in de-
veloping the value of a star, but it must
have material with which to work. Only
a very small part of the public can be
fooled all the time. Fortunes have been
expended in publicity and in lavish pro-
ductions to force a player into favor—but
to no avail. You can stuff a ballot box
but you can't stuff a boxoffice. Here is

one democratic institution where the pub-
lic will prevails.

PRODUCERS have lost fortunes in gam-
bling upon stellar potentialities. Often-

times they have picked actresses of beauty
and average ability who appeared to be good
bets but who failed to receive public en-

dorsement. Why? They lacked character.

They hadn't that something within which
gives individuality and holds interest.

Physically they might be as beautiful as

Mary Pickford or Lillian Gish ; they might
even have as much acting ability as those

stars had a few years ago; but they haven't
that most precious of assets which both
Miss Pickford and Miss Gish possess—lov-

able character.

Occasionally I have been perplexed upon
meeting a star who on the screen is dis-

tinguished for certain likable traits, but
who off screen seems to be of entirely dif-

ferent character. But upon coming to know
such a one more intimately I have found
that the real is shown to the camera while

the artificial is worn at home. In a word,
he is himself on the screen; off-screen he
is an actor.

Sometimes, too, certain traits of a play-

er's nature may be so emphasized on the

screen that you almost overlook other

qualities.

This was an error I made in regard to

Mabel Normand. I thought of her as a
roistering hoyden, pert and cockey, but not
subtly charming. Perhaps I had not de-

voted very much attention to her because
she was not one of my favorites. Then
I met Miss Normand. Expecting little to

entice me, I found much. Through know-
ing her off screen I have become an intense

admirer of her on the screen. Of all the

models in the Hollywood ateliers Miss Nor-
mand's seems to me the most captivating.

That is because she has the qualities which
I like—spontaneity, loyalty, tolerance,

generosity, a brilliant mind and a lightning

wit.

Another alert personality is Norma Tal-
madge: a warm and genuine one which
the camera treats with consideration. She
is a creature of moods; that is why she

is able to express young girlhood in one
picture and mature and dignified woman-
hood in the next. Her actual self—which
her family and friends know—is warm-
hearted, generous impulsive, mischievous,
unassuming. In fact, there is no celebrity

who has so little veneer as Norma, ex-

cepting Mabel Normand. The proof that

she is herself very much like her screen

personality is that her work has matured

with her, becoming more finished and less

fiery with the seasons.

Viola Dana plays herself on the screen.

She is the eternal flapper, the expres-
sion of flippant Young America. Her sis-

ter, Shirley Mason, is more serious, more
boyish than her celluloid shadow. There is

an unexpected sprightliness in the real

Rubye de Remer, whose film performances
would lead one to expect an aloof dignity.

Gloria Swanson is actually a petite, re-

served person; there is nothing in the least

demilleish about her. The close observer
of the screen can easily detect this. Marion
Davies, Priscilla Dean, Constance Talmadge,
Betty Compson—all express after office

hours the same qualities which their screen
work reveals, in greater or lesser degrees.

Down in our hearts we all have a tre-

mendous regard for certain virtues. Some
of us prefer a sense of humor to all else;

others demand sincerity first. Each has
certain pet virtues, and the star who ap-
pears to have these becomes a favorite.

Thus you adore Mary Pickford because
you see in her face the reflection of sweet
womanliness and consideration for others.

Or you may worship Lillian Gish for her
fragile loveliness and spirituelle. Or Mabel
Normand for her droll impudence, her quick
wit and her air of bonhommie.

If you like them for these qualities you
will not be disappointed upon meeting them.
On the contrary you will find their charm
enhanced with personal contact.

But the mistake which an idol-worship-
per too often makes is in attributing all the

virtues to his favorite. He likes a star for

certain very human qualities and ends by
expecting that star to be a divinity without
a blemish.

Stars sometimes undergo a change of
character. Very few mortals can remain
adamant to flattery. And I find—alas,

alack!—that 'tis the male of the movie spe-
cies who is the more susceptible. A mati-
nee idol quite often listens to sycophantic
droolings until he becomes persuaded that

he really is a superman and that the earth
is operated solely because he is on it. But
about the time he has reached such a con-
viction he experiences an awful crash and
has to pick himself up from the debris,

brush off a little vanity and seek a job in

vaudeville.

Was the public mistaken about him all

along? Probably not. At the outset he
doubtlessly was a likable fellow with cer-

tain claims to merit, but success turned his

head and he changed completely. Noting
the change, the public simply declared a
referendum and gently, but definitely,

booted him off the pedestal.

1HAVE heard numerous votaries remark
that a certain idol of the present is

manifesting undue conceit. These, you may
be sure, are the first rumors of that idol's

impending doom.
The reason Wallace Reid has endured so

long with both men and women is his

frank geniality and his devil-may-care air.

He doesn't appear to take himself very
seriously. Unless you know actors you can-
not appreciate what a relief it is to find

one who does not brood over himself and
his future.

Thomas Meighan has gained a tremen-
dous following in the last year. Here, again,

is absolute proof of the public's perspicacity.

Thomas is the regular, sane, all-round man
that everyone—particularly men—like to

see come out on top.

Antonio Moreno, despite his fiery Span-
ish temperament, is another one who de-

(Concluded on page m)
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spises conceit. He once bawled out a fel-

low actor who was manifesting airs. "Why
should we be conceited?" he shouted. "If

it weren't for the movies we'd be making
about fifty a week. There's a lot of good
bookkeepers making only that much."
You would not be disappointed in James

Kirkwood were you to meet him outside

the studio. The same qualities which he

shows on the screen are apparent in real

life. He is a man's man; he takes his work
seriously, for he doesn't "think he is good;"
but he refuses to take himself seriously.

He can be disconcerted by a compliment.
Then again I have watched another star

pass from nonentity to fame and have ob-
served the marked character change. From
a genial young man with diversified inter-

ests he has developed in a few short years

into a selfish, egotistical bore, without any
sense of humor and with no interest in any-
thing that does not directly pertain to him-
self. How long before this mental atti-

tude becomes obvious to screen spectators

I cannot say, but it is bound eventually to

show, and then the decline in popularity will

set in.

Here we find a reason for the clamorous
demand for new faces. We haven't tired

of all the old ones, but we have tired of

certain particular ones who have not kept

the faith. We often catch ourselves say-

ing that we liked a certain star a few
years ago when she was fresh and un-
spoiled. But now she doesn't seem the

same. It may be that she had little to

offer and that little has become monotonous,
but it is quite as likely that she actually has
changed in character.

Certainly we have not tired of Mary
Pickford, Lillian Gish, Mabel Normand,
Charlie Chaplin, and other old favorites.

On the contrary they have developed men-
tally and histrionically and their drawing
power has developed in proportion. These
artists have not let down in the presence

of wealth and fame, but have appreciated
and guarded the trust which the public has
imposed in them.
We all admire beauty, but we don't love

it with the enduring love that we give to

character.

The face that all Americans love, more
than any other, perhaps, is a very homely
face. The face of Abraham Lincoln.

The Cinema's Chance

PERHAPS s,ooo persons in the United
States knew Alexander Dumas' great

historic novel, "The Three Musketeers," a
few months ago. At the time, some months
hence, when Douglas Fairbanks' photoplay
version of the tale is finally packed away
in a film storehouse, 25,000,000 persons or
more will know D'Artagnan and his sweet-
heart, Constance, hero and heroine of the
tale. Dumas' novel has been before the
public 77 years. It is one of the standard
classics, but in pictures Douglas Fairbanks
has told the story to more people than
all who have read it since the book first

left the presses. The fact merely re-em-
phasizes the great opportunity for education
which the motion picture offers.

—

Grand
Rapids Herald.

"LJOW do you manage to sell so many tireless
1 * cookers?"
"It's due to my method of approach," said the

smart salesman. "I begin my little talk by saying
'Madame, I have called to enable you to spend every
afternoon at the movies.' "—Birmingham Age Herald.

YOU WIN THE $1250 PRIZE
You might as well have it as anybody

'F" is the letter. How many objects in the picture to start with it?

Costs Nothing to Try

There is no entrance fee and

the contest is open to everybody

except employees or relatives of

employees of the Parvin - Shaw
Co. This contest is virtually a

means of "sampling" Pasha silk

hosiery, but your list is just as

eligible for a 1st prize whether or

not you place an order.

The Largest arid Nearest

Correct List Wins

The judges won't even know
whether or not you placed an

order. But why not go after the

big prizes ? You take absolutely

no chance. You get a quality of

hosiery you would have to pay
25% to 50% more for over the

counter, and we feel sure you will

be delighted with them, but if

you are not, return them and we
will give you your

Money Back at Any Time
(either during or after the contest)

If you need hosiery now, look

over the price list, make your
selection and we will fill your
order immediately, giving you a
receipt that qualifies you for pur-

chasers' prizes. Then send your
solution in later. Order any com-
bination desired. State kind,

quantity, sizes and colors.

List of Prizes

1st Pri:

2nd
3rd

"

4th
"

5th
"

6th
"

7th
"

8th
"

9th
"

10th "

11th to 20lh

If No
Order is

Placed

$35.00
20.00

15.00

10.00

8.00

6.00

4.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

1.00

If $2.00
Order is

Placed

$350.00
225.00
150.00

90.00

60.00

40.00

20.00

15.00

10.00

7.00

5.00

Rules

if $5.00
Order is

Placed

$1,000.00
eoo.oo

400.00
250.00

150.00

100.00

60.00
40.00
30.00
20.00
10.00

If $6.00
Order is

Placed

$1,250.00
750.00
500.00
300.00
200.00
125.00

75.00
50.00

35.00
25.00
15.00

1. Use only one side of paper. Tho names rf objects must be

numbered 1,2,8, etc. Your full name and address must be written

on each page in upper right hand corner. Write nothing else on

sheets with list.

2. Obsolete, Hyphenated, Compound words, or words formeo by
the combination of two or more nouns, or words not given in

Webster's International Dictionary will count against your list.

3. An object may only be named once but its parts mayalsobo
named.
4. Either the singular or tho plural of a word may be osed but

not both. The same spelling of a word may only be used once.

5. Every F word correctly used will count for and every I'' word
incorrectly used or misspelled will count against the list.

6. The full amount of any prize will be awarded to tying con-
testants.

7. Lists will be judged by three persons having no connection
wiih i arvin-Shaw Co-npany.

8. Contest closes June 20, 1922. Envelopes containing answers
must be postmarked not later than this date.

9. At the close of the contest the list winning first prize and
names of the prize winners will be mailed to all purchasers; also

to anyone else on request.

10. Only one prize to a family or to a group working together,

11. Address answers to Parvin-Shaw Company, 17-19-21 Suuth
17th Street, Philadelphia.

Write for larger pictura— it will help you.

Price List

Women's full-fashioned silk stockings . . $2,00 per pair

Colors— Black, White, Nude, Navy. Neutral Grey,
Russian Calf.

Men's full-fashioned silk socks .... ?1.00 per pair

Colors— Black, Navy, Cordovan, Smoke.

We will fill orders not accompanied

by puzzle solutions

PARVIN-SHAW CO.
17-19-21 South 17th Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Beautiful Hair
TheSecretofAttraction
VOU have often wondered why some
* folksaremoreattractivethanothers.
You have often heard remarked "How
beautiful she is" or "What a handsome
man." Yet have you ever stopped to con-
eider the cause? Well dressed hair with that
soft, glossy, well groomed appearance adds
charm and attraction bo becoming to stars
of the stage and screen.

HERMO "HAIR-LUSTR"
KEEPS THE HAIR DRESSED

FOR MEN-WOMEN-CHILDREN
Dress your hair in any style and a few drops
of Hermo "Hair Lustr" will keep it well
dressed. The most stubborn hair is easily
dressed with Hermo even alter shampooing. Dainty
women and careful men are never without It, be-
cause it aids to smart appearance—excites admira-
tion—adds beauty and life to the hair.

GREASELESS AND STAINLESS
GUARANTEED absolutely harmless. A few drops
of Hermo "Hair Lustr" used daily will compieto
your toilet. $1.00 size contains 6 months' supply.
We will send either size direct prepaid upon receipt
of price. Use it 6 days— if not entirely satisfied re-
turn it—yourmoney will bepromptty _-_ ...
refunded. We know you will bo de- f

'

| 50c
lighted. Send for trial order Today.

HERMO COMPANY
542 E. 63rd Street

Dept. 66
Chicago, III..
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Jackie Turns Author
(Concluded jrom page 40)

It said Charles Rays and William d mills

and I were the only nice ones in pictures.

I want to say Charlie Chaplin is the best

man in the world. He is worth both of

them put together. Why did not they put
him in,

Charlie Chaplin is the best actor in the

world. Douglas Fairbanks is next, Mary
Pickford is next.

Our cook's name is Geneva. Is not that a

funny name.
I am glad my name is not Geneva.
miss Newell is reading to me in a book

that is called The Jungle Book. It is by
a man named Kipling. It is the best book
in the world.

There is a girl lives across the street

from our new house.

Her name is lone Buxton. She is ten.

I like pretty girls. I like lone. She is

ten years old.

Moody says I must be honest. I did not
write this all by myself, miss Newell helped

me. I told her what I thought to say. She
spelled it out for me.

I could not do so good alone.

It has tookend me all afternoon.

I am glad it is done.

I am glad I do not have to do it again
until next month.

Good-bye.

HEALTH^ENBRGT
Are you fit—vibrant
with health and
energy—smooth-
skinnedand clear
eyed? If not, you
should investigate

.

Renulife Violet
Ray.
By eliminating
the ills of the
body and build-
ing up new strength
and vitality i t leaves
you as good as new
with a clear skin,
glowing cheeks /_
and a pro-
perly func- -
tioning body. fW
Renulife Violet Ray can be used right in your
home in connection with ordinary electric
light current. It purines the blood and successfully
treats rheumatism, sciatica, neuralgia, bronchial trou-
bles, nervousness and many other ailments. The treat-
ments are mild and pleasant with absolutely no sense
of shock or pain. Treatments can be given the young-
est child or most feeble invalid with perfect results.

Don't give up hope— write for Renulife Violet Ray
information— use the coupon.

ttenutifh
2806 Newberry Building
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

In Canada: Pitt St., E. Windsor, Ont.

Gentlemen: Please send me full in-
formation on Renulife Violet
Ray and your free book.

AJJrtsi

7^.Print Your Own
' cards, circulars, labels, tags, menus
book, paper. Press $12. Larger $35. Job
Press $150 up. CUTS KXPKNSEIN HALF.

- SMALL OUTLAY. Pays for
itself in short time. Will last

I
j> forvears. Easy to use, printed

\ \|TV/ rules sent. Print for others,
0-i 5lSSa BIO PROFIT. Write factory

TODAY for press catalog,

TYPE, cards, paper.envelopes.

THE PRESS CO., 0-43, Meriden. Conn.

Bonehead Censorship

ONE wonders what sort of a brain is

possessed by the average censor. It

must be a strange and terrible thing—that

brain. Of a thick, drab-colored substance.

And completely surrounded by bone. And
not too clean, either.

No normal brain could, for instance, rule

against the word "darkie" as used in a sub-

title. Said subtitle was supposed to be the

expression of a certain Virginia gentleman

and he used the word in referring to his

farm hands. And yet the Chicago censors

ruled that it should be changed to

"negroes." No Virginia gentleman would
call his farm hands "negroes"—of that we're

fairly sure. And anyway the word "darkie"

has a pleasant sound. It calls up thoughts

of plantations, and moonlight, and the soft

strumming of banjos. The word occurs in

a thousand songs and poems—well known
and well loved. Surely there is nothing

derogatory suggested in it

!

In Kansas, "The Sheik"—which ran to an
overwhelming capacity in New York City

—

was voted down by the censorship board,

although the mayor of Kansas City and the

rector of that same city's Episcopal church

had passed it at a private showing. In

Pasadena "The Affairs of Anatol" was also

the subject of a controversy, but the anti-

censorship faction won—by taking the matter

to court.

In Portland, Ore., "Paying the Piper," a
picture with an excellent moral, was kept

from the public for no given reason. And
so it goes.

There must be something strange about
censors—leaving the question of brains out

of it. Perhaps they have never heard the

old French motto—"Honi soit que mal y
pense." Or that other, just as old, one

—

"Unto the pure all things are pure."

"W7HO was the poet who wrote about 'man's
" inhumanity to man'?" asked Mr. Bibbles, in

a choking voice.
"I don't recall," said Mr. Jagsby. "What re-

minded you of that quotation?"
"I've just discovered that I paid C10 for a quart

of cold tea."

^ Liqikv,

LashlipfW
j

ksV)afajt$tfr

'. Marie Prevost
\ Universal
I Film Star For Long, Dark Lashes

Use Liquid Lashlux to bead and darken
your lashes instantly. Moisture has no
effect on this wonderful new liquid—it

will not run or smear even after swimming.

Liquid Lashlux is pure and will not harm the
eyes. One application daily is sufficient to
KEEP your lashes and brows evenly darkened.

At night apply Colorless Lashlux to keep lashes
soft, well nourished and encourage their growth.

Liquid Lashlux, Black and Brown, 75c, Cream,
50c, at Drug and Dept. Stores, or by mail.

Send 10c for a generous sample
of the new Liquid Lashlux.

ROSS COMPANY
73 Grand Street New York

LASHLUX
I means luxuriant fashes

Don't Worry About Your Ankles
There is no need to tell

you of the vital importance
of shapely ankles. You
know that your anklesmark
you. There are many
women who are afraid of
the pitiless publicity of the
present day styles. If you
are not proud of your
ankles send for

Bonne Forme
Ankle Reducers
Easily worn at night, they give

definite rest and comfort to tired, aching feet and ankles. BONNE
FORME SHAPES YOUR ANKLES TO THE CORRECT LINES.
Would you like to know what Marion Davies and Doris Kenyon,

tlic famous film stars, say about Bonne Forme? Write for our endorse-
ments and free illustrated booklet—better yet. just slip Eve dollars
in an envelope and forget your ankle worry.

Remember. BONNE FORME is Bold under a sweeping guarantee
and on a strict money back basis. Order at once by mail.

L. R. TAYLOR CORPORATION
Dept. M-4., 18 W. 34th St., New York

KEEPS SHOES SHAPELY
HIDES LARGE JOINTS

*C^6^T>D0TECT0ir
Affords instant relief for bunions and large joints, hides irregu-

larities of foot form. Worn in any shoe; no larger size re-

quired. Over one-half million in use. Ask your shoe dealer

or druggist. Write today for special free trial offer. No pay

if no relief. State size of shoes and if for right or left foot.

The Fischer Manufacturing Co.
First National Bank Bldg., Dept. 35, Milwaukee. Wis.

BLANKCARTRIDGE PISTOL
Protection against Burglars, Tramps, & Dogs DRIPCC

50c.
00

POST-
PAID

. Well made and i

recti ve: modelled
latest type of Revolver:
appearance alone is

enough to scare a burg-
lar. When loaded it may
he as effective as a real ... -..-
revolver without danger to life.. It taKea stand-
ard .22 Cat. Blank Cartridges obtainable every-
where. Price 30c. Superior quality S1.00 post-
paid. Blank Cartridges, by express, SOc per lOO.
SPECIAL-Add SM and receive The Bulletin",

newest and best Magazinefor whole year. Exciting stories, unusual
news items, popular science, magic, mirth, mystery, money-making
wrinklrs, big money• prizesJree $1,000 Insurance Policy, cte ..etc.

Address "THE BULLETIN", Dept. 814 RACINE, WIS.
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MISS VAN WYCK SAYS:
In this department, Miss Van Wyck will answer all personal problems referred

to her. If stamped, addressed envelope is enclosed, your questions will he

answered by mail. This department is supplementary to the fashion pages con-

ducted by Miss Van Wyck, to 1 e found this issue on pages 56 and 57.

Susan B., Hartford, Conn.—The Paisley

shawl effect is not new now. But if you
are so keen about it, I should not let that

influence me. Many of us are too eager to

be absolutely up to the minute. If a cer-

tain style particularly becomes you, why
worry if it is not exactly le dernier cri de

Paris? That is one of the chief charms of

Lillian Gish's frocks. They are always

smart, but they have an old-fashioned

quaintness about them which makes them
adaptable always. You will, I am certain,

want more than one of the patterns of the

dresses in this issue, designed for Miss Gish

by Le Bon Ton.

Marian M., New York City.—I think

you are very wise not to follow the more
extreme styles, no matter what your friends

do. The brightly colored tweed, or near-

tweed suits, the rakish hats, the flappy shoes,

and the scarfs that a few girls have been
wearing in Manhattan are overdone. You
may be tailored and still retain your femi-

nine charm. Don't get a sports suit unless

you can get a good one, and have it well

fitted. An ill-fitting suit is the most dis-

tressing garment I know of ! Capes are

being worn—indeed yes. A graceful cape
is always charming.

Dorothy A., Lethbridge, Alta.—Yes

—

bob your hair. It cannot possibly do it

any harm and it will probably do it good.

Use a good tonic, too, and massage, and I

think you will find it helps. And don't

curl it, whatever you do. I daresay that

has been the trouble.

Geraldine, North Adams, Mass.—I think

seventeen is a suitable age to put up your
hair for the first time. If you are inclined

to plumpness, do not wear bouffant skirts

by any means. The straight line frocks

would be much better for you. And by the

way, try doing your hair so that you show
your forehead. It will give a more becom-
ing line.

Lillian, Berkeley, California.—Your
evening frock should be of taffeta or georg-

ette, not an elaborate sequined affair. You
are too young to wear beaded and decollete

gowns. Take your mother with you when
you select your frocks, if you intend to

shop for it ; otherwise go over the various

frocks which have been designed by Le
Bon Ton for film stars and which have
been appearing in Photoplay beginning in

the March issue; and send for the patterns

of those you like.

Gertrude, Canada.— I wouldn't wear one
of the "choker" furs this season if I were
you. They are not good. The fuller scarf

effects are better, and you can buy one very

reasonable. They are showing, in the fur

shops here, some beautiful shades of fox,

some of which are quite inexpensive. I

should not attempt to buy a fur if I could

not afford a good one. It doesn't pay to

purchase cheap furs. Stone and baum mar-
tens and squirrel are good.

Muriel.—Of the frocks in the April issue,

I think numbers four, five, and seven would
be most becoming to you. I don't like the

dress you are wearing in the picture you
sent me. Any one of the three frocks would
be much more becoming to you. You should
also wear your dresses a little longer than
you are doing.

Mrs. K. K., Duluth, Minn.—Use a good
lemon cream every night, rubbing it well

into your skin, then wiping it off. Put on
a thin coating before using powder in the

morning. A bleaching cream containing

lemon or benzoin cannot possibly do your
skin any harm.

(Concluded on page 114)

Statement of Ownership, Management, Circulation, etc., Required by

the Act of Congress of August 24, 191a,

of Photoplay Magazine Published monthly at Chicago, Illinois for April 1, 1922

State of Illinois /

County of Cook j

Before me, a Notary Public, in and for the State and county aforesaid, personally appeared Robert M.
Eastman, who. having been duly sworn according to law. deposes and says that he Is the Secretary and
Treasurer of the Photoplay Magazine, and that the following is, to the best of his knowledge and belief, a
true statement of the ownership, management (and if a daily paper, the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid
publication for the date shown in the above capUon, required by the Act of August 24. 1912, embodied In
section 443. Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the reverse of this form, to wit: 1. That the names
and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing editor, and business managers are: Publisher, l'liotoplay
Publishing Co., 350 N. Clark Street. Editor, James R. Quirk. 350 N. Clark Street. Managing Editor, none.
Business Manager, James R. Quirk, 350 N. Clark Street. 2. That the owners are: (Give names and addresses
of individual owners, or. If a corporation, give its name and the names and addresses of stockholders owning
or holding 1 per cent or more of the total amount of stock.) E. M. Colvin, Chicago, HI.; R. M. Eastman.
Chicago. 111.: J. R. Quirk, Chicago, 111.; J. Hodgkins, Chicago, 111.; Wilbert Shallenberger, Waterloo. Iowa;
Photoplay Publishing Co., Chicago, 111. 3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security
holders owning or holding 1 per cent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other security holders
owning or holdlnB 1 per cent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are: (If tin-re

are none, so state.) None. 4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving the names of the owners, stock-
holders, and security holders, if any. contain not only the list of stockholders and security holders as they
appear upon the books of tho company but also, in cases where the stockholders or security holder apiiears
upon the books of the company as trustee or in any other fiduciary relation, the name of the peison or
corporation for whom such trustee is acting, is given; also that the said two paragraphs contain statements
embracing affiant's full knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and conditions under which stocl
and security holders who do not appear upon the books of the company as trustees, hold stock and securities
In a capacity other than that of a bona fide owner; and this affiant has no reason to believe that any Other
person, association, or con>oration has any interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or other
securities than as so stated by him. 5. That the average number of copies of each issue of this publication
sold or distributed, through the mails or otherwise, to paid subscribers during the six months preceding the
date shown above is (Tills information is required from daily publications only.)

R. M. EASTMAN,
Secretary and Treasurer.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 28th day of March, 1921.

rSEAL] KATHRYN DOUGHERTY.
(My commission expires October 18, 1924.)
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TeS?rlesi)eltah

ont un (zharme

inexprimable
You too will find it

difficult to ade-
quately describe the

charm and purity of

your Deltah Pearls.

Everywhere they will

be singled out for ad-

miration. No other

Pearls equal the prec-

ious beauty of the

Deltah.

At Jewelers $10 to $500 the Necklace
For Illustrated Booklet Address Dept. P6.

L. HELLER& SON, Inc
358 Fifth Ave., New York

Paris, 40 Rue Laffitte

Created by the producer*

of Heller "Mope" Rubies
and "Hope" Sapphires

—

uut precious «tones iden-

tical with the tine natural

Rubies and Sapphires in

every respect save origin.
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PKAHJL.25!

When you write to advertisers please mention rilOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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spinn
WARNING! Say "Bayer" when you buy Aspirin.

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are

not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians

over 22 years and proved safe by millions for

Headache Colds Rheumatism

Toothache Neuralgia Neuritis

Earache Lumbago Pain, Pain

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.

Handy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets—Also bottles of 24 and 100—Druggists.
Aspirin Is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoaceticacidester of Salicylicacid

TRADE-MARK REG. MI-RITA
SUPERFLUOUS

HAIR
REMOVER

A treatment that will

remove all Superflu-
ous Hair from the
face or any part of

the body without
leaving a mark on the
most delicate skin.

Removes entire hair

duct. No electric
needle, burning caus-

tics or powders used.

Women, tired of experimenting, find that MI-RITA,
destroys the most stubborn growth. The treatment
can be used successfully at home.

Send for Free BeautyBook listing our exclusive

preparations for beautifying the skin and hair

.

Dr. Margaret Ruppert
Sole Owner of the Mi-Rita Treatment

Dept. W, 1112 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.

None Genuine Without
This Trade-Mark

Golden Glint

Shampoo
The difference between beautiful hair
and ordinary hair is very slight—usu-
ally something about its shade, a lit-

tle something which makes it attractive
if present or just ordinary if lacking. Whether
your ^hair is light, medium or dark, it is only
necessary to supply this elusive little something
to make it beautiful. This can be done. If
yourrfhair Is dull or lacks lustre—it it is not quite
as rich in tone as you would like to have it—you
can easily give it that little something it lacks
No ordinary shampoo will do this, for ordinary
shampoos do nothing but clean the hair. Golden
Glint Shampoo is NOT an ordinary shampoo.
It does more than merely clean. It adds beauty

—

a "tiny tint"—that little something which dis-
tinguishes really pretty hair from that which is

dull and ordinary. Would you really like to have
beautiful hair? Just buy a package of Golden Glint
Shampoo. At your dealer's or send 25c direct to
* *J. W. KOBI COMPANY, 151 Spring St., Seattle;

=$3

They $et best results when they use

WHITING-ADAMS
BRUSHES

Magazines properly illustrate woman's activities,

ana mirror like finish comes from usinar
WHITING-ADAMS BRUSHES

Send for Illustrated Literature

JOHN LWHITING-J. J.ADAMS C0.,Boston,U.S.A.
Brush Manufacturers for Over 112 Years and the Largest in the World

£0i

Miss Van Wyck Says
(Concluded from page 113)

Mildred B., New York.—The booklet
containing the coiffures is on its way to
you. I am glad you have decided to take
my advice and dispense with the "puffs."
Do you take plenty of exercise? If not, I
recommend it as the safest and sanest way
to keep in good condition. Walk; swim;
ride, if possible. Riding is the most ex-
hilarating sport in the world.

Alfreda, Vancouver, B. C.—A tweed or
homespun suit is just the thing for you.
They come in the various shades of blue,
gray, and tan. I would not get one in any
of the more conspicuous shades. They are
not as practical and do not wear as well.
If you will tell me more about yourself I
can give you more intelligent advice.

Bessie, Cicero, III.—Thank you for what
you say about my department. I am glad
if I have helped you in any way. I wish
to be of really practical service, and for
that reason I like to establish personal con-
tact with-my readers. Indeed, I am delighted
to hear from you even when you have no
questions for me to answer. If your face
is small and slender you have a wide choice
of coiffures. But take care not to dress your
hair too high or too elaborately.

Jacqueline, Denver.—If you can have
both a suit and a cape, it would be very
nice. If, however, you do not care to have
both, I would prefer for you a cape. A suit

is so practical that I find one almost indis-
pensable. But you say you have a good
many dresses, and if you invest in a cape
you can wear them. I like gray shoes and
stockings. Gray suede strap pumps are
pretty.

Mary, Indianapolis.—So you have always
longed for a black evening gown! With lace,

too! Well, Mary, I cannot say honestly
that I think you should have one, right now,
at least. Wouldn't you be content with a
pretty blue taffeta, or rose georgette—or even
white ? These are infinitely more suitable to
your type and also, if you'll ever forgive me
for calling attention to it—your age. At
eighteen you can, I admit, wear black well;
but I wouldn't care for a black lace evening
dress for the summer, would you? Not
unless you can have lots and lots of other
frocks to alternate.

Margaret Bostwick, Chicago, III.—Your
aversion to gingham dresses is perplexing.

Perhaps it is an ancient prejudice from the
childish days when you wore ginghams
almost exclusively. However, ginghams are
very popular for day dresses, and trimmed
with organdie and adorned with frills they
are, I think, delightful. There is a lovely
gingham dress designed by Le Bon Ton for

Miss Lillian Gish, in this issue. Why not
send for the pattern and ask your aunt to
make it for you? And I'll wager you will

change your mind about ginghams!

Elsa B., Orlando, Florida.—The practical

jersey dresses will always be "good." You
can always make good use of the skirts to

wear with separate blouses. I agree with
you that it would be silly to buy a new
sports skirt when you can use the skirt of

your jersey two-piece dress. Pumps are not
being worn much now. The strapped slip-

pers and oxfords are. I favor the shorter-

vamped shoes myself; but it is largely a
matter of taste. By the way, there is an at-

tractive blouse in the fashion pages this

month.

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Motion Picture Axioms
A LL ladies wake up in the morning with

/-\ their make-up in perfect condition, and

without a single lock of their immacu-

late coiffure disarranged.

Every small -town girl who comes to the

city in search of fame runs out of money

and is ejected from her lodgings on a par-

ticularly cold and disagreeable night.

All persons with dual personalities sooner

or later look at themselves in the glass, and

then proceed viciously to smash the mirror

into smithereens.

Whenever a man is shot, or meets with a

serious accident which renders him uncon-

scious, the young lady in love with him

always rushes forward leaps upon him with

all fours, grasps his shoulders with both

hands, and proceeds to shake him violently.

Whenever a man is wounded, the young

lady present a'.ways binds him up with a

bandage torn from the bottom of her petti-

coat.

The predictions of

ablv come true.

fcrtune-tellers invari-

AU children have bobbed, fluffy, blond

hair, which is at all times becomingly combed
and brushed.

All men with Inverness coats and waxed
moustaches are seducers.

Playing cards are never used for innocent

family diversion, but always as gambling

instruments.

All society matrons have voluminous bos-

oms, wear straight-front corsets, and carry

elaborate lorgnettes hung on a chain which

reaches well below their waist-line.

The influence of one week of the simple

life on a farm never fails to turn the black-

est of criminals into righteousness; God-
fearing and benevolent souls, whose one am-
bition is to do good and to make everyone

about them happy.

No important document, valuable paper,

or incriminating private letter is ever put in

a safe-deposit vault, but is kept in a pigeon-

hole of the living-room desk.

All authors, artists and musicians wear
tortoise-shell glasses, Windsor ties and black

velvet jackets trimmed with braid; and,

whether married or single, make suave and
elegant love to every personable lady that

comes their way.

All proposals of marriage are made with

the man and woman standing up facing

each other.

H(rw Many Pounds

Would You Like to

Gain In a Week?

All cowboys
twice a day.

wear hair-pants, and shave

Young men who lose heavily at gambling

always forge their fa her's name to a check

and shove the blame onto the poor but hon-

est secretary who is in love with his si-ter.

There is always a policeman just outside

of every house where a crime has been

committed, and at least four other policemen

within hailing distance.

At all gay parties someone in evening

clothes falls into the fountain.

A transfusion of blood, made in an emer-
gency and with no special facilities, is al-

ways successful ; and five minutes after the

operation the patient is able to be up and
about.

A crook, when arrested, invariably puts up
a fight, whatever the odds against him; and
even when handcuffed and in the grip of

four Sandows, he struggles so violently that

he has to be dragged bodily to the station-

house.

Sculptors devote their entire time model-
ing nymphs in the nude.

Everybody sleeps sitting up
with most of their clothes on.

in bed, and

No Chinaman ever

nese method of foot

fling dog-trot.

walks; the sole Chi-

ocomotion is a shuf-

A single candle gives forth a steady, dif-

fused light of sufficient intensity and pene-

tration to illuminate clearly every minute
detail of a large room.

No one ever goes to the aid of another

at the first call of help. They look first in

the direction of the cries, blink their eyes

several times, and appear nonplussed. When
the second call comes they arise hesitatingly,

button the bottom button of their coat, and
stand waiting, with raised eyebrows. At
the third call they dash to the rescue.

All nice young girls have curls.

All rich men keep their money in a circu-

lar wall-safe hidden behind an oil painting

in the library.

A person who has been shot never dies

immediately; he clutches his breast, staggers

back and forth, writhes and rolls about on
the floor for several minutes, and finally

turns over on his back with his arms out-

stretched.

All pure young men who live alone have a

pet dog with which they sit in front of a
grate fire and converse about needing a

woman around the house, calling the dog
"old man."

Getting the Realistic Sound

Effects for the Screen
In the July issue there is a remarkable double spread of pio

tures, showing how they secure the realistic musical sound

effects while the picture is moving on the screen.

Scientific Discovery of Vitamines
Quickly BuildsUp Thin, Scrawny
Figures—No Drugs or Dieting

—

Quick Relief For Tired, Worn-
Out People. Sample Sent FREE.

THIN ? You needn't be. Now it is possible

for anyone to have smooth, full shoulders,

rounded neck and a plump, trim figure. Alexander
Vitamines, extracted from a wide range of food9,

are primarily responsible for converting food into

firm flesh and producing new vigor and vitality.

Lack of Vitamines in the diet, causes nervousness,
loss of weight and vitality, headaches and many
deficiency diseases such as skin eruptions and
emaciation.

QftfVZr Rt>Iit>f But when Alexander VI-

n n tamines are added to the

pjo DyUSS OY diet, the results are amaz-

D.
. ° ing in their rapidity. With-

letlTlg. in a few days an emaciated,
scrawny figure begins to round out—bony angles
and ugly hollows disappear Your weight quickly
becomes what It should be according to your
height. The flabby, useless tissues which are now
a handicap, become firm flesh and muscle— rich,

red biood is produced—tasks now wearisome are
quickly done because the food you eat is converted
Into energy.
IMPORTANT :— Alexander Vitamines are not

to be confused with "vitamine" products now on
the market containing drugs. Alexander Vitam-
ines are pure vitamine concentrates, nothing else,

and are widely recommended by physicians.

Gain* 3Vz Pound* in Four Days
"I gained 3H pounds the first four days I toots

Alexander Vitamines and am still gaining. Have
increased my weight 9>S pounds and feel like a
different person."

Cairn 8 Pound* Quickly
"Alexander Vitamines have increasedmy weight

8pounds and done wonders for my complexion.
They are theflrstthing Icier tried that put weight
onme. I advise every nervous, serawny woman
to take them."

Generous Sample FREE
c 1 M IM I want everyone to have an oppor-
Send No Money „,„itv to try Alexander vita-
mines in their own homes at no expense. To intro-

duce these vitamines in a million new homes. I will

send a free sample to anyone who will write lor it.

I want to make it plain that this docs not cost a cent,
nor does it put vou under any obligation what-
ever Merely send mc vour name and address
TODAY— a post card will do If you wish. I will send
you the sample postpaid absolutely I REE.

ALEXANDER LABORATORIES
I
1225 Gateway Staton, KANSAS CITY, MO

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Brand-New TYPEWRITER!

Puts It AtYour

Finger-tips
Factory Price

|

Big Saving

To You
This beautiful machine
is the only brand-new,
standard, full-size ma-
chine with a 4-row. 42-
key, 84-character key-
board that you can buy
for less than $100. It

comes direct from the
factory to you.

Tried and Tested
Designed and built by men who have studied type-
writer construction for years, tried by every known
test, the Annell' comes to you as a revelation in type-
writer perfection.

Fully Guaranteed
Strength and simplicity are the outstanding qualities of
this machine. Here is a modern typewriter with every
essential late-style feature and operating convenience.
A wonderfully smooth touch and easy action. Will
last a business lifetime.

Absolutely Free Trial
We give you ten days to try it out, without cost to you*

A Year to Pay
Then if you like the machine you keep it and pay for
it by easy monthly installments. Send coupon today
and get complete information. It will pay you.

ANNELL' TYPEWRITER CO.
618 No. 230 East Ohio Street, Chicago

Not an Order—Tear Out and Mail Today
'Jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii:

I ANNELL' TYPEWRITER CO. I
618 No. 230 East Ohio Street, Chicago,

s Send me complete information about the Annell'' ji

= typewriter. This places me under no obligation, 2

TiiiiiimiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiuiimjiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiT:

Improve your Figure
Control Yonr Nerves—Enjoy Mfe

Be Free from Nagging Pains and Ailments
How? Correct your posture and strengthen your
muscles and nerves by using for a little while this

gentle, easy, natural support. Nearly 200,000_have
done it with the wonderful

Natural Body Brace
Overcomes weakness and organic ail-

ments of women and men. Brings restlul

relief, comfort, ability to do
things, health and strength.

Develops Erect
Graceful Figure

Does a>- ay with the strain and
pain of Btanding and walking;
replaces and supports misplaced
internal organs; reduces enlarged
abdomen; straightens and
strengthens the back; corrects
stooping shoulders; develops
lungs, chest and bust; relieves
backache, curvatures, nervous-
Dess, ruptures, constipation, after

effects of Flu.
Comfortable-
easy to wear.

KEEP YOURSELF FIT
EVERY MAN with heavy abdomen, rup-
ture, Btooping shoulders, backache, shat-
tered nerves or other spinal trouble
should wear my brace.

Wear it 30 Days Free
At Our Expense

Write me in confidence today, stating your
condition and desires. I will answer quickly
and send illustrated booklet, measurement
blank and our very liberal proposition.

HOWARD C. RASH, Pres. Natural Body Brace Co

330 Rash Building, Salina, Kansas

FOR THOSE EYES !

jt^m —*— Niftl

<l CUir" glorifies the
aaUt tiiul eyebrows.

by growing long, silky lashes and beau-
Three kinds

—
"Natural," "Brown"

and "Dark." Guaranteed pure and harmless. 50c a jar, brush included.
SOCIETE LA FRANCE, Dcpt. P, 15 W. I26th St., NEW YORK CITY

Studio Directory
For the convenience of our readers
who may desire the addresses of film

companies we give the principal active
ones below. The first is the business
office; (s) indicates a studio; in some

cases both are at one address.

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.,
729 Seventh Ave., N. Y.

(s) Maurice Tourneur. Culver City, Cal.

(8) Thos. H. Ince, Culver City. Cal.
J. Parker Read, Jr., Ince Studios, Culver
City, Cal.

(8) Mack Sennett. Edenda'e, Cal.

(s) Marshal! Neilan, Goldwyn Studios, Culver
City, Cal.

(s) Allan Dwan, Hollywood Studios, 6642
Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

(s) King Vidor Productions, 7200 Santa
Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

(s) J. L. Frothingham, Prod., Brunton Studios,
5300 Melrose Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

BI.ACKTON PRODUCTIONS, INC., Bush House,
Aldwych. Strand, London, England.

ROBERT BRUNTON STUDIOS, 5341 Melrose
Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

CHRISTIE FILM CORP., 6101 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood. Cal.

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP., of America.
370 Seventh Ave.. N. Y. C.

FAMOUS-PLAYERS-LASKY CORP, Paramount,
485 Fifth Ave., New York City,

(s) Pierce Ave. and Sixth St., Long Island City,
New York,

(s) Lasky, Hollywood, Cal.
British Paramount (s) Poole St., Islington,
N. London, England.
Realart. 469 Fifth Ave., New York City.

(8) 211 N. Occidental Blvd.. Los Angeles, Cal.

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT,
INC., 6 West 48th St., New York.

R. A. Walsh Prod., 5341 Melrose Ave.,-
Hollywood, Cal.

Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven, Prod., Louis
B. Mayer Studios, Los Angeles,

(s) Buster Keaton Comedies, 1025 Lillian Way,
Hollywood, Cal.

Anita Stewart Co., 3800 Mission Road, Los
Angeles, Cal.

Louis B. Mayer Productions, 3800 Mission
Road, Los Angeles, Cal.

(s) Allen Holubar, 1510 Laurel Ave., Hollywood,
Cal.

Norma and Constance Talmadge Studio,
318 East 48th St., New York.

Katherine MacDonald Productions. Georgia
and tSirard Sts., Los Angeles. Cal.

David M. Hartford, Prod., 3274 West 6th St.,

Los Angeles. Cal.

Hope Hampton, Prod., Peerless Studios,
Fort Lee, N. J.

(9) Chas. Ray, 1428 Fleming St., Los Angeles.
Richard Barthelmess Inspiration Corp., 565
Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

FOX FILM CORP.. (8) 10th Ave. and 55th St..
New York; (s) 1401 Western Ave., Hollywood,
Cal.

GARSON STUDIOS, INC., (8) 1845 Alessandro St.,
Edendale, Cal.

GOLDWYN FILM CORP., 469 Fifth Ave., New
York: (s) Culv r City, Cal.

HAMPTON, JESSE B., STUDIOS, 1425 Fleming
St., Hollywood, Cal.

HART, WM. S. PRODUCTIONS, (s) 1215 Bates
St., Hollywood, Cal.

LOIS WEBER STUDIOS, 4634 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS, 6642 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

INTERNATIONAL FILMS. INC., 729 Seventh
Ave., N. Y. C. (s) Second Ave. and 127th St..
N. Y.

METRO PICTURES CORP., 1476 Broadway, New
York; (s) 3 Vest 6l8t St., New York, and
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

PATHE EXCHANGE, Pathe Bldg., 35 W. 45th St..

New York, (s) Geo. B. Seitz, 134th St. and
Park Ave., New York City.

R-C PICTURES PRODUCTIONS. 723 Seventh
Ave., New York; Currier Bldg.. Los Angeles;
(s) corner Gower and Melrose Sts., Hollywood,
Cal.

ROTHACKER FILM MFG. CO.. 1339 Diversey
Parkway, Chicago, 111.

SELZNICK PICTURES CORP.. 729 Seventh Ave..
New York: (s) 807 East 175th St., New York, and
West Fort Lee, N. J.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION, 729 Seventh
Ave., New York.

Mary Plckford Co., Brunton Studios, Holly-
wood, Cal. ; Douglas Fairbanks Studios,
Hollywood, Cal.: Charles Chaplin Studios,
1416 LaBrea Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
D. W. Griffith Studios. Or enta Point, Mama-

roneck, N. Y.
Rex Beach, Whitman Bennett Studio, 537

Riverdale Ave.. Yonkers, New York; Geo.
Arliss. Prod., Distinctive Prod., Inc., 366
Madison Ave.. N. Y.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.. 1600 Broadway,
New York: (s) Universal City. Cal.

VITAGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA, 469
Fifth Ave.. New York; (s) East 15th St. and
Locust Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y., and 1708 Tal-
madge St., Hollywood, Cal.

Why Cartoonists
Often Earn More Than

$200 a Week
THINK of the amazing increase

in the use of cartoons in News-
papers, Magazines, Advertising,

Movie Industry, etc. New cartoon-
ists are needed to meet this ever-
increasing demand. In this fascinat-
Ing unorowded profession, YOU can
iind a glorious high-salaried oppor-
tunity.

Easy to Learn at Home
TV/TEN who never before had touched
-1-V-L a drawing pencil, have easily be-
come cartoonists by our wonderful
original method of teaching Cartoon-
ing. Regardless of your past expe-
rience or education, you too can
quickly learn to draw the comic strips,
political cartoons, animateds, comics
ani other cartoons which bring such
splendid salaries to cartoonists.

Send for FREE BOOKLET
Just published! It explains the won-
derful opportunities open to you in

this fascinating big-pay busi-
ness; it gives up-to-date in-
teresting life stories of famous
cartoonists, explains why they
receive their enormous salar-
ies, and describes in detail
how this new method can
easily develop you into a good
cartoonist. Sent to you upon
request. No obligation. Write
today to

Washington School of Cartooning

•Room 1036 Marden Bldg.,Washington, O.C.

EasytoPlay
Easy toPay

Saxophone Book Free
Tells when to use Sax
ophone—Bin^ly,
tettes or in regular
band; how to trans-
pose cello parts
orchestra and
other things
would tike

know.

True-Tone

Saxophone
Easiest of all wind instruments

to play and oneof themost beau-
tiful. You can learn the Bcale
in an hour's practice and play
popular music in a few weeks.
You can take your place in a
band within 90 days, if you so
desire.

_ Unrivalled for home
entertainment, church, lodge or
school. In big demand for or-
chestra dance music. The por-

trait above is of Donald Clark,
Soloist with the famous Paul White-

man's Orchestra.

Buescher Instrument
without paying one cent in advance, and try

it six days in your own home, without obliga-
tion. If perfectly satisfied, pay for it on easy payments to
euit your convenience. Mention the instrument interested
in and a complete catalog will be mailed free.

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
Makers of Everything In Band and Orchestra Instruments

2234 BUESCHER BLOCK ELKHART, INDIANA

Wonderful In*
strument. Great-

est thing
yet. Nine
s e parate
articles

#
in one.

" Everybo-
. delighted
with It Odd.

curious and interesting. Lots
of pleasure as well as very use-

ful, "it is a double Microscope for examining the

wonders of nature. It is also an Opera Glass, a
Stereoscope, a Burning Lens, a Reading Glass, a Telescope, a
Compnss, a Pocket Minor, and a Laryngascope—for examin-

ing eye, ear. nose and throat. It is worth all the cost to locate

even one painful cinder in the eye. Folds flat and fits the pock-

et. Something great—you need one. Don't miss it Sent by

mail, with 300 page Novelty Catalog. ONLY SOc yrj3 for $1.25
JOHNSON SMITH ft CO., Oepl. 814, 3224 N. Hatsted St., CHICAGO

. Franklin Institute
r Dept.D226, Rochester, N.Y.
Kindly send me, by return

mail, free information, telling:
" how I can quickly get into the> U.S. Government service as Rail-

ed way Mail Clerk <$1600 to $2300 a
Jf year) or a City Mail Carrier or Post

SEND COUPON fli
officeClerk ($140° to $1800 a year.)

TODAY SURE /°

MEN-BOYS / Name—
OVER 17

WANTED!
$135 to $190
Month

> Address

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Brickbats and Bouquets
THE readers of Photoplay are invited to write to this

department— to register complaints or compliments

—

to tell just what they think of pictures and players. We
may not agree with the sentiments expressed— but we'll

publish them just the same! Letters should not exceed

200 words and should bear the writer's name and address.

etters to t h E d 1 t o r

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Editor Photoplay Magazine.

Dear Editor : I read your article in

the current issue of your magazine, "Moral
Housecleaning in Hollywood," and, while I

did not agree with you, never thought of

writing you one woman's view.

Yesterday I read an item in a photoplay

magazine in which it stated that two more
stars in the Hollywood firmament have

BOBBED THEIR HAIR. Now, these

women must be sadly lacking in imagina-

tion, if they think their beauty or pictur-

esque value is being enhanced by their

hair-bobbing. In a sense these women be-

long to the public, and it is not conven-

tional and is an offense against the tradi-

tions of this country and good taste for

an American girl to wear her hair like an

Igorrote.

I hope fervently that you and Mr. Gold-

wyn may be able to select two dozen or

more girls in this forthcoming contest, who
will no more consider bobbing their beau-

tiful tresses than they will enjoy having the

world know they are contemplating their

third marriage, as is a famous actress.

The women and the men, too, of the

screen are held up to the youth of this

country every day, and when they see Con-
stance Talmadge get by with bobbed hair

and a divorce after she has been married
scarcely a year, they feel, "If she can do
it, why cannot I?" You see how far-

reaching and insidious is the influence.

Then, too, Gloria Swanson, that much-
lauded and beautiful woman, is now con-

sidering her third venture, but I have not

as yet relegated her to anathema, and will

not until she, too, shears her tresses.

Anna Frazer.

Kingston, Ont.

Editor Photoplay Magazine,

I would like to tell you how much I

enjoy your Magazine's review of the new
pictures and the "Plays and Players Sec-

tion." It is at all times instructive and
tries to give an unprejudiced review of

the new pictures, and I have yet to be

"stung" on a picture that was recommended
by your magazine.

Robt. H. Chambers.

Dear Editor:

Just a word of tribute to the most
interesting part of a picture program: the

news-reel.

It is my greatest relaxation, to see the

visual news of the world. And the strides

the news-reels have made in the last two
years is amazing. Once, there were a few
scenes of fires and parades. Now there are

records of every interesting happening in

the world. I saw in Kinograms the other

evening an airplane picture that was more

thrilling than any stunt in a regular film.

The pictures as pictures are sometimes beau-
tiful.

I'm for 'em ! I'd rather see a good news-
reel or an educational film than all the

dramas and comedies and tragedies on the

screen.

W. K. G., Los Angeles, California.

Bennington, Vermont.

Editor Photoplay Magazine,

Dear Sir:

I have never indulged in harsh criticism

of the moving pictures or people, but some
of the remarks I have recently read about
"undesirables" in the business make my
blood boil. These statements have come
from people in the industry.

I don't want to know the horrible truth

(?) about Arbuckle. I have read most
of the lurid stuff in the papers. My re-

sentment is not against him but against

the men higher up. I know that the Ar-
buckle wine cellar was only joked about
a few weeks before his troubles began.
Perhaps some of those who condemn him
now have been drunk on its contents. Ap-
parently the whole industry knew of his

weakness for "booze parties." His employ-
ers had the power to force him to change
his ways.

In God's name, why didn't they do it?

Anyone, it seems to me, could have seen
that sooner or later he would get into

trouble. But they blindly let him drift into

disaster. He was good enough for the best

of them as long as the public heard nothing
against him. While he was at the top,
his faults were wholly excusable to his as-

sociates. He was a good money-maker

—

that was all that was necessary to make
him "desirable." In his misfortune those
same faults are something to curse him for.

Do you think this attitude is absolutely
just? Had these scandals never occurred he
would still be desirable, no matter what
his private life might be. Nothing would
be too good for the press agents to say
about him—to the public.

I think it would be a disgrace to a na-
tion that prides itself on its square dealing
to let the confounded charges of an intoxi-

cated bigamist, whom he never knew before
that fatal day, ruin his career.

When you consider the number of even
"nice" actresses who deliberately appear
before the camera in a state of near nudity
is it altogether just to place all blame on
the men of the studios, if the latter some-
times lose their natural reserve before they
realize it?

By all means clean up the movies. But I

am in favor of giving Arbuckle a chance
to redeem himself. All the fans I know
feel the same way. We feel that he has
been victimized by bloodsucking parasites,
and that his own faults are as nothing com-

(Continued on page 118)

fin-Drawing
HOW would you like to

make $100 a week as a
commercial artist? If

you like to draw, you are in-

deed fortunate— for well
trained artists are always at
a premium. They readily earn
$75, $100, $150 a week, and
even more. Beginners with
practical ability soon com-
mand $50 a week.

Learn Quickly at Home
in Your Spare Time

Develop your talent— learn the methods
and secrets that make your drawings
worth real money. Thousands of business
firms pay millions of dollars annually for
good advertising drawings and designs.
No previous training or experience is

needed for the Federal Course, which
clearly explains each step, and gives you
individual personal criticisms on all your
lessons.

Leading designers, artists, illustrating
companies and hundreds of successful
Federal students have enthusiastically
endorsed Federal Training. Through the
Federal Advisory Council it brings you
the advice and experience of men who
have produced and sold hundreds of thou-
sands of dollars' worth of commercial art.

Get This Free Book

"YOUR FUTURE"
It is beautifully illustrated in colors, and
tells every detail you need to know about
the Federal Course. It shows work of
Federal students, many of whom earn
more than the course costs
while studying. The Fed-
eral Course is aimed at
practical results—and gets
them. If you are in
earnest about your future
and 16 years old or more
send today for this free
book kindly stating your
age.

COUPON
Federal School of Commercial Designing

311 Federal Schools Bldg., Minneapolis. Minn.

Please send me "Y?ur Future" without charge
or obligation.

Name

Age

Occupation

(Write your address plainly in margin)

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Brickbats and Bouquets
(Continued jrom page ny)

pared to the hideous wrong that has appar-
ently been done him. May God grant him
complete exoneration. Whatever the result

I am bitterly sorry that such a terrible

tragedy has come into the life of a man who
has done so much to make life brighter for

others.

Sincerely,

(Miss) Elizabeth Kapitz.

Hair-free Underarms
~V\ 7"7"HETHER your costume be

Vy athletictogsoreveninggown,

the underarms should be smooth.

The only common-sense way to re-

move hair from face, neck, arms,

underarms or limbs is to devitalize

it. DeMiracle, the original sanitary

liquid, alone works on this principle.

Unlike pastes and powders which
must be mixed by the user, De
Miracle is just the right strength

for instant use. It never deterio-

rates. DeMiracle is the quickest,

most cleanly and easiest to apply.

Simply wet the hair and it is gone.
FREE BOOK with testimonials of eminent
Physicians, Surgeons, Dermatologists and
Medical Journals, mailed in plain sealed

envelope on request.

Try DeMiracle just once, and if you are

not convinced that it is the perfect hair

remover return it to us with the DeMiracle
Guarantee and we will refund your money.

Three sizes: 60c, $1.00, $2.00

At all toilet counters, or direct jrom us
in plain wrapper, on receipt of price.

Be^Uiracfc
Depl. J-23, Park Avenue and 129th Slreel, N. Y. C.

Spare Space Pays

$25 Per Day
Box Ball alleys installed in spare

store space pay big returns. One
man reports receipts of$1487.00in 60 days
American Box Ball is a clean, auto-

matic portable bowling game, easy to
play and extremely fascinating to
young and old. No pin boys or help
needed. Each alley has an earning
capacityof $1.60perhour. Box null alleys
can be operated in any ordinary store
space or under a tent. Many are clean-
ing up $100 per week with two single
alleys running only a few hours daily.
You can do as well.
iat Write at once for special prop-
flv I osition. Make the Big Money
Now. Don't wait.

American Box Ball Company
106 Van Buren St., Indianapolis, ind.

IT IS TO LAUGH!
Slu-'s all dolled up and looks like she has a black eve.
HER MAKE-UP RAN. Can't happen if vou use Win. J.
Brandt's Red Fox Liquid COL- Y-BROW. For eye-
brows and eyelashes, absolutely harmless, will
NOT RUN. Colors: Bliick and Brown. By mail $1.00.
HAIR SPECIALTY CO., Dopl. W. 24 EAST 21ST ST., NEW YORK

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Dear Editor:

I've been reading the Photoplay Maga-
zine for quite a while, and find it very
interesting. In the March issue of the
magazine I read a very interesting article

entitled, "You cannot learn acting by mail."
After reading this, I became convinced

of the mistake I would have made by send-
ing for a course in acting, from the same
company you mentioned, as I had already
received their "Talent Tester."

I want to thank you for taking the

trouble of publishing an article to warn
the public.

Michael Constance.

1707 Monroe St., Toledo, Ohio

Dear Editor:

I am going to take the liberty of writing

you in regard to the Screen Opportunity
Contest you have launched.

I can not tell you how much I appreci-
ate the articles written by Mr. Goldwyn

—

that he should take his very valuable time
to give us in detail his requirements of a
movie star and also the detailed art of

making up ! It made me decide immediately
to purchase materials and practice that all-

important art.

At last someone has declared that the

"Camera Photographs the Soul!" If this

is not true what is that intangible some-
thing which makes one of us with a sensi-

tive nature, laugh and cry alternately with
the varying moods of actors and actresses?

It is true, that though regularity of fea-

tures must be a necessity, beauty is not.

Most people would proclaim Alma Rubens
more beautiful than Nazimova—but is she?
I feel just as listless as she looks when I

watch her, and though I have seen her cry

—seen her in utter despair—yet her grief

seemed so lifeless, affected.

But when I watch Nazimova run and
skip and 'bound, it takes an effort for me
to sit in my seat, and I blindly sneak my
handkerchief toward my eyes after feeling

the agony of ner grief. The conclusion

one arrives at is this: You would think
of Alma Rubens's soul as being asleep

—

for her beautiful eyes, "windows of the

soul," give forth a dreamy light—while

Nazimova's eyes seem to sparkle with the

light which spurs us on toward Supreme
Victory, only to taste of sorrow that we
may be more worthy to reach for Higher
Things.

I go to the "Movies" that I may entirely

forget self. And I want to see someone act

who can make me forget, play upon my
emotions, and send me away feeling a little

less self-centered, and a little more con-
siderate of fellow-beings. A great actor

or actress must bare her soul in order to

do this. But what a wonderful sacrifice, what
a glorious mission—when one is able to ease

a few heart-throbs or create a few finer

ideals for humanity

!

(Miss) Effie M. Leslie.

(Concluded on page ng)
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Ann Forrest, Photoplay Star, uses and recommend* **MaybelUne"

Just aWee Touch of

Reveals the Beauty of Your Eyea
No matter how plain or unattractive your eyes may now be
*'MAYBELL1NE" will beautify them instantly. It rtfakes the

eyelashes and brows appear naturally dark, long and luxu-

riant, thereby bringing out the full brilliancy
of the eyes Just how wonderfully
"MAYBEtLINE" will add to your
beauty and charm will never be appreci-
ated until you have used It. Unlike other
preparations, is absolutely harmless and
greaseless and will not spread and smear
on the face. This greatest of all beauty
aids is used by beautiful pirls a-d women
throughout the world. Each dainty bojc
contains mirror and brush. Two shades.
Brown for Blond*. Black for Br
75c ATYOUR DEALER'S" or direct from
us. Accept ONLY Pennine ••MAYBELL-
INE" and your satisfaction is assured.
Tear out this ad NOW as a reminder.

Maybelline Co., 4750-52 Sheridan Rear], Chicago

DIAM0NDB
%. CARAT *99
Former all-cash price $165.00.
New low prices: 40% d
count. V\ carat, $49. 00;
V, carat, $147.00
one carat, $195.00.
If satisfied, pay
20% down;

10
"MONTHS TO PAY

Genuine sparkling
blue-white diamonds

now sold direct to you
balance in A B^^g^ by DIAMOND IMPORT-
10 month* ^^B^^

ĵ
^BP^ERS on credit. 18 Kt. solid

ly pay- ^By AfE^^"^"*-* sold ring included free.

menXsA^By ^dj^^^ We guarantee to satisfy you or

to return your money. 30 days free
J02ter 'trial! Order direct from advt. or write

for 128-page bargain catalog, sent free.
$1 000 000 and 43 years experience back our guarantees

B.GUTTER6SONS hi
2 \uitU

Ht¥?S&

Your
skin can be

quickly cleared of
Pimples, Blackheads,

Acne Eruptions on the
face or body—Enlarged Pores,

'
7 or Shiny Skin. Cleak-Tone
n Tried, Tested and Proven
i over 100.000 test cases.

WRITE TODAY for my
FreeBooklet—"A Cleab-

I Tone Skin"—tellinghow
I cured myself after being afflicted fifteenyears.

E. S. GIVENS, 139 Chemical Bldg., Kansas City.Mo.

KEJL

Electric Curling Iron
SentOn lO DayTrial
Keep your Hair looking fine.

Regular $6.00 Parision Curler sent
postpaid for only $3.45. Use 10 days
and if not delighted return and get
your money. ORDER TODAY.
TODD ELECTRIC COMPANY

1 106 Walnut Street. Kansas City, Missouri

Kill The Hair Root
My method ib the only way to prevent the hair from grow-
ing again. Easy, painless, harmless. No Bears. Booklet free.
Write today, enclosing 3 stamps. We teach Beanty Culture.
D.J. MAHLER. 19-X Mahler Park, Providence, R. I.

Every advertisement in PTTOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Luckbats and Bouquets
(Concluded)

Dear Editor:

Why did the producers permit the censors

to gain such an advantage?
The License Numbers at the beginning of

good, clean films make me wild.

In the greatest city in the world, where,

if anywhere, citizens should enjoy liberty

and freedom, they must bow to the whims
of a lot of old ladies who have taken it

upon themselves to tell them what they

should and should not see.

Sally B., Manhattan.

Fanny Ward's Jewel Case

FANNY WARD, the famous film star, who
now lives in Paris, and her husband,

Jack Dean, were going from Paris to Lon-
don to be present at the marriage of Fanny's
daughter—yes, she has a daughter old enough
to get married, though it doesn't seem pos-

sible to look at her.

They started out on the 12 o'clock express

from Paris.

When they arrived at the station, the
porters thought the whole army must be
going. For Fanny had 17 bags, 6 suit

cases, 4 lunch hampers, 3 bundles of rugs,
and several servants.

At last they were settled in the carriage,

when suddenly Mr. Dean—by the way, he's

Fanny's husband, you know—gasped and
said, "Oh, heavens, Fanny, I've forgotten
the passports."

Fanny gave a shriek of rage, and the out-
fit disembarked upon the platform just as
the express pulled out.

They went back to the hotel—had a few
drinks with friends, got the passports and
once more went to the station where the
entire corps of porters helped them into
their compartments.
The whistle blew.
Then—Fanny screamed.
"Jack—my jewel case."

Jack searched and Fanny searched.
"You had it—I gave it to you—oh, what

have you done, given it away to somebody?"
cried the beauty.

"You had it, yourself," said her husband.
Anyway, the jewel case with some :>35o.-

000 worth of diamonds—Miss Ward has one
of the most famous jewel collections in
the world—was not to be found.

Again they fell from the train, with their
luggage falling about them like a shower of
snowiiakes.

Disconsolately they returned to the hotel.

And while Fanny had hysterics in Rubye
de Remer's arms, Jack Dean saw all the
officials in Paris. While he was interview-
ing the chief of police, and several hundred
other hounds of the law, a little chap in a
red cap was vainly trying to get into the
room.

Each time he was shoved back by the
crowd.

After about three hours he managed to
break into the room and in excited French
and holding out the missing jewel case he
said, "I am the taxi driver. The lady give
me this to hold and then does not come
back, so when I see you leave, I follow
you."

Husband and wife collapsed in each oth-
er's arms and—decided not to go to London
until they could get all their possessions
chained to them.

On Trial
ANY instrument Bent with complete

musical outfit, for a week's free
trial at home. No obligation. Return it
at our expense after trial if you wish.
Outfit includes velvet lined case

t
self

instructor, music and all accessories at
factory cost. A tremendous saving.

Monthly Payments
A few cents a day will pay. Wurlitzer
instruments are known all over the
world for artistic quality. Every in-
strument known, including pianos and
Victrolas included in this plan.

Send for Catalog
All instruments illustrated with price,
easy terms and free trial blank. Catalog
free. No obligation. Send coupon now.

6 Tk« V.il^loK W„pi;f, n. f„ <M- 117 E. 4th St., Cincinnati 120 W. 42nd St
Ifie KUOOipn Wurlltzer CO. A . l72 700 Jackson Blvd., Chicago; 250 Stockton St., Sa
Send me your new catalog illustrated in color with details of Wurlitzer Complete Outfits, free trial and easy

120 W. 42nd St., New York
J

n Francisco i

payment offer, i

DIAMOND
BARGAINS

Send for the most complete catalog of

Diamonds and jewelry ever published
showing exquisite
sifts of every de-
scription— every
article a rare bar-
gain

Anything you se-
lect will be sent forFREE examina-
tion and approval.
If satisfied, pay on
1/5 purchase price—
balance in 10 months.
Send TODAY for
catalog No. 422-L.

1%
'y ybv^*

SWEET Engagement
Ringset withperfeetly
cut, blue-white Dia-
mond.

Price $45
Terms: S9 Down- S3.60

a Month
Solitaires tcm S25 to S1000

You Needn't

v Tell the Secret J
Restore your graying hair with Mary

T. Goldman's Hair Color Restorer and no
one will ever

ir - -. k n o w. N o
streaks or
f re a kis h d is-

coloration, noth-
ing to wash or
rub off. The re-
stored color is

even and per-
fectly natural
in all lights.

Mail coupon
today for free
trial bottle and
test on a single
lock. Be sure
to state exactly
the color of
your hair. En-
close a lock if

possible. When convinced by wonderful
results, get a full-sized bottle at drug-
gist or direct.••••I
MARY T. GOLDMAN
1114 Goldman Bldg., St. Pan], Minn.
Please send me your FREE trial bottle

of Mary T. Goldman's Hair Color Re-
storer. The natural color of my hair is

jet black.... black ordark brown medium
brown.... light brown, drab or auburn....

LW-SWEET INC
1650-1660 BROADWAY,sNEW^toRIC

Name...-

Big Baud Catalog Sent FREE DoYouPetSpite?
Anything you need for the band—
single instrument or complete equipment.
Used by Army and Navy. Send for big

catalog-, liberally illustrated, fully de-
scriptive. Mention what
instrument interests you.
Sold by leading music
dealers everywhere.

LYON & HEALY
50-66A Jacksoo Boulevard CHICAGO

Send as 4c for Testlnsr
Sample and what med-
Iral authorities sa; of
Armpit Perspiration

(Am Amiutfii, LifuU) Keeps thearmpitssweetana
dry. Use it TWICE a week. No perspiration ruined
dresses — No armpit odoi—What a relief! 50c at
toilet and drug dealers or by mail direct.

NONSPI CO., 2641 Walnut St.. Kansas City. Mo.

EE"
TRADE MARK REG.

Bathe with Bathasweet. It adds the final touch of dainty luxuriousness to your bath— cools.
refreshes and invigorates. Bathasweet keeps the skin soft and smooth.

PERFUMES YOUR BATH—SOFTENS HARD WATER INSTANTLY
Three sizes, 25c, 50c, and $1. At drug and department stores. Send 10c for miniature can.

Bathasweet imparts the softness of rain water and the fragrance of a thousand flowers.

THE C. S. WELCH CO. Dept. P-P. NEW YORK CITY

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
La

Rate

35 cents

per

word

pnngnnnnnnnn
All Advertisements

have equal display and

same good opportuni-

ties for big results.

;;U;Lrtmu:yaJMuu^^
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This Section Pays
85% ot the advertisers

using this section during

the past year have re-

peated their copy.

FORMS FOR AUGUST ISSUE CLOSE JUNE TENTH

AGENTS AND SALESMEN MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS

AGENTS. $60 TO $200 A WEEK, FREE SAM-
plea. Gold Sign Letters for Store and Office win-
dows. Anyone can do it. Big demand. Liberal offer
to general agents. Metallic Letter Co., 431-K, No.
Clark St.. Chicago.

TIN MONET: GET IN ON THE GKOUND FLOOR.
Simple, pleasant, profit sharing plan. Write to The

MOVING PICTURE MACHINES. FILMS AND
equipments for Homes, Schools, Churches and Theatres.
Dept. P, Monarch Theatre Supply Co.. Memphis, Tenn.

$35.00 PROI'TT NIGHTLY. SMALL CAPITAL
starts you. No experience needed. Our machines are
used and endorsed by government institutions. Cata-
log free. Atlas Moving Picture Company, 469 Morton
Bide. Chicaeo.

LARGE MANUFACTURER WANTS AGENTS; SELL
advertised brand men's shirts direct to wearer. No
capital or experience required. Free samples. Madi-
son Mills, 50T> Broadway, New York.

MANUSCRIPTS—TYPING, ETC.

PHOTOPLAYS. MANUSCRIPTS TYPED. 10c PAGE.
Marjorie Jones, 1872 Ansel Road, Cleveland, Ohio.

AGENTS—Sli5-$100 WEEKLY PUTTING MONO-
grams on automobiles. Be convinced of this big money-
maker by writing for free samples and particulars.
Worcester Monogram Co., Worcester, Mass.

SCENARIOS—MANUSCRIPTS TYPED. SATISFAC-
tion Guaranteed. 10c page, including carbon copy.
Carl R. Payton, Atlanta, Ga.
MANUSCRIPTS CORRECTLY TYPED 50c THOU-

BIG MONEY AND FAST SALES. EVERY OWNER
buys gold initials for his auto. You charge- $1.50:

sand words. Carbons free. DeLuxe Typing Service,
Box 540-E, Chicago, Illinois.

make $1.35. Ten orders daily easy. Write for
particulars and free samples. American Monogram
Co.. Dept. 169. East Orange, N. J.

WANT TO WRITE? LET WRITER OF WIDE
experience aid you. Advice, Criticism, eta. Corre-
spondence Welcomed. Author, Box 186, Mad. Sq.

AGENTS—COST $5—YOUR PROFIT $Sa.50, TRANS- Sta.. New York.
fer monograms on autos, trunks, bags, furniture, etc.

No experience—no license. Write for free sample.
Globe Monogram Co., Inc., Dept. P. P., 244 Market
Street, Newark, N. J.

WE START YOU IN BUSINESS, FURNISHING
everything; men and women. $30.00 to $100.00 weekly,
operating our "New System Specialty Candy Factories"
anywhere. Opportunity lifetime; valuable booklet free.

W. HILLYER RAGSDALE, Drawer 90. East Orange,

MANUSCRIPTS NEATLY TYPED—NO EXTRA
charge for carbons. Send Mss or write for terms.
Edna Scolley, 204 Center Street, Little Rock, Ark.

MANUSCRIPTS, PHOTOPLAYS TYPED, REVISED.
Reasonable. Haworth Typing Service, 1237 Real Estate
Trust Bids.. Philadelphia.

OLD COINS, METALS, ETC.

New Jersey. CENTS WORTH DOLLARS. DO YOU KNOW
HELP WANTED that coin collectors pay up to $100.00 cash for certain

old U. S. Cents? As well as high premiums for all

DETECTIVE AND FINGER PRINT EXPERTS Op-
portunities. Particulars free. Arthur Wagner, 186
East 79th, New York.

AT ONCE—LADIES TO TRAVEL. DEMONSTRATE
and sell dealers; $40 to $75 per week; railway fare
paid. Goodrich Drug Co., Dept. 59, Omaha. Nebr.

WOMEN WANTED: BECOME COSTUME DESIGN-
ers. $140 month. Leam while earning. Sample lesson
free. Franklin Institute, Dept. D 507, Rochester, N. Y.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. EXCELLENT
opportunity. Experience unnecessary. Particulars free.

Write. American Detective System, 1968 Broadway,
New York.

WOMEN TO SEW. GOODS SENT PREPAID TO
your door: plain sewing; steady work: no canvassing;

rare coins. We buy all rare coins. Send 4c Get
large coin circular. It may mean much profit to you.
Numismatic Bank, Dept. 75, Fort Worth, Texas.

MAIL OLD GOLD, UNUSED POSTAGE. WAR AND
thrift stamps. Liberty Bonds, silver, platinum, dia-
monds, jewelry, watches, false teeth, magneto points,
etc., new or broken. Cash immediately. Held ten
days, returned if unsatisfactory. Ohio Smelting Co.,
204 Lennox Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

FLYING EAGLE CENTS ARE NOW OUT OF CIR-
culation, but you can get one now together with a
50 page Illustrated Coin Catalog by mailing this slip
and 10 cents with your name and address. This is

"just to get acquainted." Send now. B. Max Mehl,
Numismatist, Mehl Bldg,, Dept. P, Fort Worth, Texas.
Largest Rare Coin Establishment in the United States.

send stamped envelope for prices paid. Universal Com-
pany, Dept. 21. Philadelphia. Pa. PATENTS

WORK FOR YOUR GOVERNMENT. MEN—WOMEN
over 17. Steady. $92 to $192 month. Common edu-
cation sufficient. List positions free. Write today

—

sure. Franklin Institute, Dept. D-136. Rochester,
N. Y.

PATENTS. WRITE FOR FREE GUIDE BOOK
and Evidence of Conception Blank. Send model or
sketch for opinion of its patentable nature. Highest
References. Prompt Attention. Reasonable Terms.

AMBITIOUS MEN — WOMEN; $40.00. $150.00
weekly. Become advertising writers. Students fre-

quently earn $20.00, $40.00 weekly while learning.
Prepare quickly home spare time. We assist you to
position. Write Applied Arts Institute, Dept. 251,
Witherspoon Building, Philadelphia.

WOMEN—GIRLS. BECOME MILLINERY DESIGN-
ers. Earn $125 month. Sa-mple lesson free. Write
immediately. Franklin Institute, Dept. D-805, Roch-

POEMS-VERSES

$500.00 PRIZE CONTEST. IF YOU WRITE THE
best third verse for our song "Empty Arms" you will
receive $500.00. Send your name and we shall 6end
you free the contest rules and words of this song.
World Corporation, 245 West 47th St., Dept. 669-A.
New York.

ester, N. Y.
TAILORING AGENTS WANTED: MAKE $50.00 TO

?100.00 and more per week, selling our wonderful all

wool one price line. Suits sell for $29.50. Non-higher.
Retail stores ask at least $50.00 for the same quality.

Also strong line of featherweight fabrics to sell at

PHOTOPLAY TEXT BOOKS

AMBITIOUS WRITERS SEND TODAY FOR FREE
copy America's leading magazine for writers of photo-
plays, stories, poems. Instructive, helpful. Writer's
Digest, 611 Butler Building, Cincinnati.

$16.75 per suit. You collect your profits at once.
We ship C. O. D. to customer for balance. We
furnish beautiful 6x9 swatch outfit and powerful co-
operation. Hustlers write at once. Sales manager J. B.
Simpson, Inc.. Dept. A 88, 831 West Adams Street,

Chicago, Illinois.

PHOTOS—PHOTOGRAPHY

MAKE MONEY WITH YOUR CAMERA. IN-
formation for stamp. Lancaster, 409-A, Wright-Cal-
lender Bldg., Los Angeles.

SOUVENIRS
' CALIFORNIA MOTION PICTURE STARS' ORIGI-
nal photos, size SxlO, 50c each, 3 for $1.25; Postcards

SOUVENIRS FOR MOVIE FANS. SCENES OF
popular stars. Real film, 50 different $1.00. Samples
10c. Film Exchange, P-837 Bowery, Akron, Ohio.

Stars or Bathing Beauties, 50c per doz. Send for free

list. Homer B. Howiy Company, 424 S. Broadway,
Los Angeles, California.

DOYOU LIKE TO DRAW?
CARTOONISTS ARE WELL PAID
We willnot give you any grand prize ifyov

answer this ad. Nor will we claim
to make you rich in a week. But it

you are anxious to develop your
talent with a successful cartoonist.

Bo you can make money, send a copy
of this picture, with 6c in stamps for
portfolio of cartoons and sample lesson
plate, and let us explain.

The W. L. Evan* School of Cartooning
850 Leader Bldg., Cleveland, O.

Learn Advertising

Jfeek!

You learn easily and quickly by mail
In spare time at home. We assist you
to earn S20 to S40 weekly while
learning. Highest paid profession,
tremendous demand, positions wait-
ing. Write for handsome book of
particulars AnpH<''l Arts Institute.

Dept. 218, Witherspoon Building,
Philadelphia, Pa.

ClLlkliiShTtA
By Note or Ear. With or without music. Short Course
Adult beginners taught by mail. No teacher required
Self-Instruction Course for Advanced Pianists. Learn
G7 styles of Bass. 180 Syncopated Effects Blue Harmony,
Oriental, Chime, Movie and Cafe Jazz, Trick Endings
Clever Breaks, Space Fillers, Sax Slurs, Triple Bass,
Wicked Harmony, BlneObligatoand 247 other Subjects,
including Ear Playing. 110 pages of REAL Jazz, 25,000
words. A Postal brings our FREE Special Offer.

Waterman Piano School 247
lilT«l£"™ ir.""-

QADays'Free TrialLJVfiele^t from 44 Styles, colors^^^ and sizes, famous Ranger bicycles.
GCl!vered free on approval, express prepaid, at
Factory Prices. You can easily Save $10 to $26.

IJjMonfhstoFay ?fft£&J£g5Ah deposit. Ik>ya can earn small payments.

T^Mae Wlieefs, lamps, horns, equipment at
B.17179 ba'jf usual prices. Send No Money.
Write for oar marvelous prices and terms.

> Dept S-40,€hicagp tree catalog

The Shadow Stage

(Continued from page 62)

GYPSY PASSION—Vitagraph

ALTHOUGH Louis Mercanton—proba-
bly the best of the French producers

—

has avoided cheap hookum and a false

punch, he has been unable to resist the temp-
tation to make certain changes in a splendid
and really famous story. Beauty of setting

makes up, in part, for the lack of dramatic
situation. The cheap, box office title was
obviously made in America.

ISLAND WIVES—Vitagraph

THIS picture stands out for two reasons,

despite an illogical and imagination-
stretching story. The two reasons are the
rather amazing lighting effects and the equal-

ly amazing beauty of the star, Corinne Grif-

fith. Tahiti and return, allowing a wide
range of costumes and emotions. A tropical

typhoon that is really terrifying. And titles,

in the manner of Amy Lowell, that fail to

register. Rather strong for childish minds.

T
UP AND GOING—Fox

OM MIX in the Canadian Northwest is

a romantic and energetic figure. As
usual he had many perils, saves the beautiful

lady (played by Eva Novak) and fights his

way clear of difficulty. Red-blooded stuff

in large doses that will make the star even
more popular. Take the children—especially

if they happen to be boys—with you.

THE MAN UNDER COVER—
Universal

THIS "crook" story is convincing—per-

haps because L. V. Eytinge, the author,

is serving a life sentence in prison. Further-

more it is well cast, with Herbert Rawlinson
(If only he could forget, once in a while,

that he is an actor!) in the star role and
Barbara Bedford as his leading lady. There
are a few nice comfy thrills and the ending

is quite satisfactory. For the family.

THE FACE BETWEEN—Metro

BERT LYTELL plays a double role—that
of a chicken-chasing old father and a

noble young man who is always shouldering

the other fellow's guilt. Said young man is

banished for the first few reels and haunted
for the rest of them—for no fault of his

own. The plot is illogical and Bert Lytell

not too happily cast. Andre Tourneur and
Sylvia Breamer are the ladies.

MONEY TO BURN—Fox

ONLY the languorous beauty of Sylvia

Breamer and the pep of William Russell

save this picture from being a total loss.

There are some interesting moments, but as

a whole the story of a young man who
throws away not only his own money but
the money of his friends is pointless and tir-

ing. That he gets the money back doesn't

seem to matter—much.

BEAUTY'S WORTH—
Cosmopolitan'Paramount

MARION DAVIES—cast as a little Qua-
ker maiden who blossoms out, via a

charade, as a quite surprising beauty—is

lovelier than ever. If there are weak places

in her acting, one scarcely notices them be-

cause of her blonde prettiness. The story is

(Concluded on page 121)

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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'Puts tliis
Genuinev
Diamond^
CLUSTER RING
ON Y0¥£ FINGER

There is no red tape about this pheno-
menal offer and we are positive you
will be entirely satisfied with this won-
derful gem. It's true.aSl.OObillwillputthla
beautiful ring on your finper. It has seven
perfect cut penuine diamonds.

Looks likel&carat]
Compare this gem with a 1 1-2 carat diamond and \
you will see that It resemblesa $700 solitaire. 'ihe\
perfectly cut. 7 sparklinjr. brilliant stoncsares<
In solid platinum not just IMatinumTop which ffiv .

It added beauty. Send us a dollar bill with your
name and address and we will ship this wonderful
bargain to you by return mail

lfks
like

1H
carat

Wear it

30 DAYS
%i
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If not satisfied after 30 days, return and we wi]

refund your money. Never in history ha3 such a
phenomenal offer been m :ide, on eonvenir tit terms
of $1. per week or $4. per month until }4< SO la

paid. Try to buy this cluster for lessthan&SS You
will agree we offer a real bargain. Tins isoneof
many bargains illustrated in our Free oata-
logue. Rush your order today to Dept. AB5U.

James Btv^maiij

HAIR ON THE FACE
DESTROYED

WIZARD STICK actually removes all hairs and roots
without pain or injury to the most sensitive skin. The
most stubborn growths succumb to this treatment. Rapid,
noodor.no electrolysis, no caustics. Praised and recom-
mended as the only effectual method for satisfactor-
ily destroying hair and root. We GUARANTEE
RESULTS. Booklet FREE.

LOURIM CO., Dept. P, Litchfield St., BAY CITY, MICH.

MMlNEYAriME
VOU can earn from $1 to $2 an hour in your
* spare time writing show card*. Quickly and

easily learned by our new, simple "Instructograph"
method. No canvassing or soliciting: we teach you
how, guarantee you steady work at home no matter
where you live, and pay you cash each week.

Full particulars and Booklet free

AMERICAN SHOW_CARD SCHOOL
210 RyTJe Building Toronto, Can.

BttiWaM^S9E£!S^9n't

HighSchool
Course in
TwoYfeara

30 Other 1

Lack of High School training bare yon from a
successful business career. Thisf simplified and
complete High School Course—specially prepared
for home Btudy by leading professors—meets all

requirements for entrance to college and the lead-
ing professions.

. No matter what your business)
inclinations may be. you can't
hope to succeed without epe-

H|f*CPC cialized training. Let us give
"******»** you the practical training you

need. Satisfaction guaranteed. Check
and mail Coupon for Free Bulletin.

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Drexel Ave. and 58th St.

Dept.H-A-71,Chicago

American School, Dept. H-A-71. Chicago, III.

Explain how I can Quality for position checked:
..Architect
..Building Contractor
..Automobile Engineer
..Automobile Repairman
..Civil Engineer
..Structural Engineer
..Business Manager

..Lawyer

..Mechanical Engineer

..Shop SoDerintendent

..Employment Manager

..Steam Engineer
...Foreman's Course

Cert. Public Accountant Sanitary Engineer
Accountant and Auditor Telephone Engineer
Draftsman and Designer Telegraph Engineer
Electrical Engineer High School Graduate
General Education Fire Insurance Expert

Name

Address..

The Shadow Stage
(Conclxided)

commonplace—but it is pretty, too, in a
weak way. Forrest Stanley, June Elvidge,

and Halam Cooley are in the cast. An ex-

tremely family film.

KISSES—Metro

A STORY almost as sweet, in spots, as

the confection from which it takes its

name. But the plot is entertaining, if not
gripping, and all of the family can see it

together. Alice Lake plays the part of Belly

Ellen Eslabrook, the heroine. And Harry
Myers as the hero, makes one wish for an-
other "Connecticut Yankee." From Mark
Twain to modern -comedy is a long jump!

THE SILENT VOW—Vitagraph

ONE of those vengeance-is-mine stories,

carried through to the second genera-

tion. Father and son played by William
Duncan, who is equally impossible in both
parts. All the unlikely happenings and situ-

ations that could be crowded into six reels.

A villain knocked out by a blow from a

hammer held in the hero's teeth—a beauti-

fully humorous touch—and Edith Johnson
as the heroine.

ELOPE IF YOU MUST—Fox

EILEEN PERCY being hard-boiled (much
snapping of fingers and many exclama-

tions of "Hot Dawg"!) and a tangled plot

that might be rather merry if it did not

drag so in spots. All about a father and
mother who don't agree on the subject of

the man that their daughter must marry and
a blonde nuisance—Eileen—who fixes things

in six long reels. Send the children.

Qsuestions and Answers
(Continued from page oo)

M. A. F., San Juan, Porto Rico.—Spe-

cial productions are usually exhibited first

in New York City, but not invariably.

Sometimes they have "first runs" in Chi-

cago, Los Angeles, and other large cities.

However, it depends upon the theater con-

ditions, and upon the producers. Of late,

Broadway theaters have been pleased for

special showings of the bigger pictures; but

this is in my opinion just a phase which
will pass. Pictures in picture theaters—such

as the Capitol, the Rivoli and Rialto in

New York; and the Chicago and the Riviera

in Chicago.

E. M. L.—And now you call me "The Un-
known." Evidently I could go in vaudeville

and share honors with the artistic act known
as "Sawing a Woman in Half." Con-
stance Talmadge is getting a divorce from
John Pialoglo. Valentino is Italian—born
in Castallaneta, I hope you know how to

pronounce that; I don't. The date was
May 6, 1895, but 't's to° 'ate to send Rudie
a birthday card this year at least.

Mina Mae.—And then again—Well, Mina,
I wish you success as a film actress. Why
don't you send in your picture as an entrant

in our New Faces Contest? It offers a
splendid opportunity if you are really sin-

cerely ambitious to work hard to be a
player. It's mostly work, you know. Agnes
Ayres was married, but she is now divorced.

(Continued on page 122)

$95 an Hour!
"Every hour I spent on my I. C. S.

Course has been worth $95 to me! My
position, my $5,000 a year income, my
home, my family's happiness—I owe it all

to my spare time training with the Inter-

national Correspondence Schools!"

Every mail brings letters from some of

the two million I. C. S. students telling of
promotions or increases in salary as the
rewards of spare time study.

What are you doing with the hours after

supper? Can you afford to let them slip

by unimproved when you can easily make
them mean so much? One hour a day
spent with the I. C. S. will prepare you
for the position you want in the work you
like best. Yes, it will ! Put it up to us to
prove it. Mark and mail this coupon now\

— TEAR OUT HERE
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS- BOX6463-B SCBANTON. PA.
/Without cost or obligation, please explain how I can

qualify for the position, or in the subject before which
I hare marked an X in the list below:

—

ELEC. ENGINEER
Electric Lighting & Bys.

Q Electric Wiring
D Telegraph Engineer
O Telephone Work
O MECHANICAL ENGB.

Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker
Gas Engine Operating
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping

D MINE FOR'N or ENGB.
STATIONARY ENGB.
Marine Engineer

D ARCHITECT
D Contractor and Builder
G Architectural Draftsman
D Concrete Builder

Structural Engineer
PLUMBING & HEAT'G
Sheet Metal Worker

n Ten. Overseer or 8upt.
Q CHEMIST
Q Pharmacy

D BUSINESS MANAG'M'T
D SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING

B
Railroad Positions
ILLUSTRATING
Show Card & Sign Ptg.

D Cartooning
Q Private Secretary

B
Business Correspondent
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer & Typist
Cert. Pub. Accountant
TRAFFIC MANAGER

8 Railway Accountant
Commercial Law

O GOOD ENGLISH
SCom. School Subjects

CIVIL SERVICE
Q Railway Mail Clerk
AUTOMOBILES
Mathematics

B
Navigation
Agriculture
Poultry

Q Airplane Engines

rj8pan!sh
QBanking

Name-
Street

An Easy Way to

Remove Dandruff
If you want plenty of thick, beautiful,

glossy, silky hair, do by all means get rid

of dandruff, for it will starve your hair and
ruin it if you don't.

The best way to get rid of dandruff is to

dissolve it. To do this, just apply a little

Liquid Arvon at night before retiring; use
enough to moisten the scalp, and rub it in

gently with the finger tips.

By morning, most, if not all, of your
dandruff will be gone, and three or four
more applications should completely re-

move every sign and trace of it.

You will find, too, that all itching of the
scalp will stop, and your hair will look and
feel a hundred times better. You can get
Liquid Arvon at any drug store. A four-

ounce bottle is usually all that is needed.
The R. L, Watkins Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Questions and Answers

Dr. Lawton's Guaranteed

FAT REDUCER
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Will show reduction taking
place in 11 days, or money
rafnnrlo^ Results come usually inrerunaea.

three or four days but jf

you do not pee positive reduction taking
place in 11 days (the full trial period), return

the Kcducer at once, together with the in-

struction book that accompanied it, and
your S5 will l>e refunded. Dr. Lawton, shown in

picture, reduced from 211 to 152 poundsin a very
short time. The Reducer is not electrical; made
of soft rubber, and weiprhs but a few ounces.
Whether you are 10 or 100 pounds overweight,
you can reduce any part you wish, quickly, safely
and permanently, by using Reducer a few
minutes, niuht and morning. By a gentle manip-
ulation, the Reducer breaks down and disinte-

grates fatty tissue which becomes waste matter
and is carried out of the system through the
organs of elimination; thereby the blood circula-
tion is improved. For years. Dr. Lawton's Fat
Reducer has been successfully sold and is used by
thousands. It is ENDORSED BY PHYSI-
CIANS, and its use requires no dieting, starving,
medicines or exercise. Sold generally by drug-
gists everywhere, or will be sent direct to your
home, in plain wrapper, upon receipt of S5 plus
20c to cover cost of Parcel Post and Insurance
(S5.20 In all.) Send for your Fat Reducer today.

Remember, it in guaranteed. Or if you prefer,
send for free booklet.

DR. THOMAS LAWTON
120 W. 70th St. Dept. 78 New York

Wash Away Hair
with El-Rado

You will like El-Rado. You
will be surprised with what ease
it removes undesirable hair from
the arms, limbs and underarms.
El-Rado is a delightful liquid
ready for instant use. It is abso-
lutely harmless.

Guaranteed Satisfactory or Money
Refunded. Two sizes; 60c and
SI .00 at drug and toilet goods depts.

If your dealer is out of El-Rado
send your order for SI.00 size to us
with stamps or money order. We
will forward El-Rado by return
mail.

PILGRIM MFG. CO.
DepL 1256, Newburgh, New York

Wc will train you to write show cards. No
canvassing or soliciting; we supply you
with work; distance no object; you can earn
from $15 to $50 a week. WiisonMethods.Ltd.
Dept. R, 64 East Richmond, Toronto, Canada

Dress Designing Lessons FREE
Women—Girls— 15 or over, can easily learn
Dress and Costume Designing during their
spare moments. IN TEN WEEKS. ~
Dress and Costume Design- / Coupon

ers Frequently Earn / mail to

/ FRANKLIN
$45 to $100 a Week / ^'J^JI
Many Start Parlors In / Roche.tar. M.Y.

Their Own Homes / Kindly send me

Every woman who now / ;„ o,„% and Coa-
docs plain sewing should / turn* Designirg
take up Designing.

1 l turn* DcsiKnirR u*
/ tgtictit in 10 weeks'

ipsro time.

oance gown Send Coupon
Shop Price $75.00
Cost to make 25\26

Course saves $49.75

imme-
diately

/
/ Name
/

I Address.

(Continued from page 121)

Florence B., Philadelphia.—You wish
to know the names of the principal nuts

who participated in "The Cabinet of Dr.
Caligari?" You mean the real names of

those who played nuts in that picture?

Here they are: Dr. Caligari. .. .Werner
Kraus; Cesare. .. .Conrad Veidt; Francis

....Fritz Feher; Jane....Lil Dagover;
Alan....H. Van Twardowski. I dare you
to pronounce that last one, Florence.

Boston Blues.—I didn't know they had
blues in Boston—not the jazz kind, any-
way. Books and beans, maybe, but not,

surely, blues. Norma Talmadge has dark
hair and eyes. She is two inches over five

feet and weighs no. She's Mrs. Joseph
Schenck in private life. She was not mar-
ried before. Natalie is Mrs. Buster Keaton

Grace M., St. Louis.—I have no record

of a Dorothy Wilkinson. But if she has
only been appearing in pictures a short

time, it may be that she is not yet suffi-

ciently known to have filled out a biog-

raphy blank. Gloria Swanson is about
twenty-five or twenty-six or twenty-seven,
I should say. (I don't know what Gloria
will say.)

Prudence, Keyser, West, Va.—Bet they
changed the spelling of your town during
the war. Thomas Meighan is thirty-four.

He is married to Frances Ring, former
stage star. They have no children. Tom's
newest picture is "The Bachelor Daddy."

C. R.—I think Theda Bara is going to

return to pictures soon, at least there's a
report that she is. Her husband, Charles

Brabin, is a director, you know, and he
will handle the megaphone for her future

productions. The Bara-Brabins have been
personally appearing for Marcus Loew.
Their picture is in Plays and Players in this

issue of the Magazine.

Alma.—Where do you live? I always
ignore letters which neglect to give ad-
dresses, but your omission seemed to be un-
intentional ; so, unless you are very very
clever, Alma, I forgive you, providing you
remember next time. I never heard that

Pearl White's real name was Victoria Evans.
If it is, I can't see why she'd change it to

Pearl White. I hear it is rumored that

Pearl's name may be changed to the

Duchesse de Vallombrosa. Read about it

in Mr. Cal York's columns this month.
Mr. York has got me beat. I don't see how
he does it. I thought I was pretty good,

but I can't possibly keep up with rumors.
Facts are as far as I go.

Lima Beene.—I am envious. I wish I

were as clever as you. You should be
writing vaudeville sketches. Kathlyn Wil-
liams is Mrs. Charles Eyton in private life.

She is not seen regularly in pictures now,
but once in a while comes back to take a

part which particularly appeals to her.

She's a fine actress; remember her in "The
Adventures of Kathlyn"?

Elizabeth.—Pauline Frederick is married

to Dr. Rutherford. She has left the screen

to return to the stage for A. H. Woods.
The London stage will claim her first, and
after that she will return to this country
to appear on Broadway. She received one
of the highest salaries ever paid a film

star—$7,500 a week. I think I could man-
age on that. (Concluded on page 123)

Corns
Lift Off with the Fingers

Doesn't hurt a bit! Drop a little
"Freezone" on an aching corn, instantly

that corn stops hurting, then shortly you
lift it right off with fingers. Your drug-

gist sells a tiny bottle of
"Freezone" for

a few cents, sufficient to remove every

hard corn, soft corn, or corn between
toes, and calluses, without pain, soreness.

$500.00
"EMPTY ARMS 1 '

Prize Contest
The Lester Park - Edward Whiteside photoplay,

* ; Empty Arms," inspired the song " Empty Arms," A
third verse is wanted, and to the writer of the best one
submitted a prize of $500 cash will be paid.

This contest is open to everybody. You simply write

the words for a third verse— it is not necessary that you
see the photoplay before doing so. Send your name and
address on a postal card or sheet of paper and we shall

send you a copy of the words of the song, the rules of the
contest and a short synopsis of this photoplay. It will

cost you nothing to enter the contest.

Write postal or letter today to

"EMPTY ARMS" CONTEST EDITOR
WORLD M. P. CORPORATION

245 W. 47th Street, Dept. 696B, N=w York, N. Y.

FARN MONEY
^ AT HOME V
VOU can make $ 1 5 to $60 weekly in your spare
A time writing show cards. No canvassing or

soliciting. We instruct you by our new simple
Directograph system, pay you cash each week
and guarantee you steady work. Write for full

particulars and free booklet.

WEST-ANGUS SHOW CARD SERVICE
65 Colborne Building Toronto, Can.

HOW TO BECOME A
PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER
EARNING *35TO SI25AWEEH
An interesting illustrated book-
let (free) on choosing a voca-
tion, the exceptional opportu-
nities Photography offers you

and how to avail yourself of these advantages
MOTION PICTURE - COMMERCIAL— PORTRAITURE
Three to six months' course. Practical! nstruction. Modem equip-
ment. Day or Evening Classes. Easy terms. Ask for Catalog No. 37^

N. Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
NEW YORK CHICAGO BROOKLYN
141 W. 36th St. 630 So. Wabash Ave. 505 Stale Si.

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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' Face Powder */

The charm of Lablache becomes more ap-

parent by constant use. For fifty years a

favorite— making new friends— clinging to all.

So natural—it becomes, delights, and

protects the complexion.

Fashion's favorite, because

pure, safe, economica
elusively fragrant.

Refuse Substitutes
They may be dan-

cerous. Flesh White.

Pink or Cream. SO--.

a box of druggists ir

by mail. Over two
million boxes sold

annually. Send 10c.

for a sample box.

BEN. LEVY CO
French Perfumers, Dapt. S?

125 Kingston St., Boston, Mass.

Photoplay Magazine—Advertising Section

Questions and Answers
(Concluded from page 122)

What $2.50
Will Bring You
More than a thousand pictures

of photoplayers and illustra-

tions of theirworkand pastime.

Scores of interesting articles about

the people you see on the screen.

Splendidly written short stories,

some of which you will see acted

at your moving picture theater.

The truth and nothing but the

truth, about motion pictures,

the stars, and the industry.

You have read this issue of

Photoplay so there is no necessity

for telling you that it is one of the

most superbly illustrated, the best

writtenandmostattractively printed

magazines published today—and

alone in its field of motion pictures.

YearlySubscription.U.S. $2.50

Canada $3.00 Foreign, 3.50

Send money order or check
with name and address to

Photoplay Magazine
Dept. A-6. 350 N. Clark St., CHICAGO

Secrets of Beauty
Parlors Revealed

Formerly Closely Guarded Secrets, Now Yours
We make you expert In all branches, such as muscle strap,
mud pack, dvelng. marcel, skin work, manicuring, etc.

Fa™ if Hi to 875 a week. No experience necessary. Study at
home In spare time. Earn while you learn. Authorized
diploma. Money-back guarantee. (Jet FREE booh. Oriental
System of Meanly Culture* Dept. 26, 1000 Diverse? R!vd,l'ht*ago

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
I know because twas Deaf and" had Head Noise,

for over 30 years. My invisible Antiseptic Ear

Drums restored my hearing and stopped Head Noises,

and will do it for you. They are Tiny Megaphones.

Cannot be seen when worn. Effective when Deafness

is caused by Catarrh or by Perforated, Partially or

Wholly Destroyed Natural Drums. Easy to put in.

easy to take out. Are "Unseen Comforts." In-

expensive. Write for Booklet and my sworn
statement of how 1 recovered my hearing.

A. O. LEONARD
223, 70 5th Avenue New York City

"BOW LEGS and KNOCK-
KNEES" UNSIGHTLY

Send for Booklet showing- photos of men with
and without THE PERFECT LEG FORMS.

Jinx.—I have indeed heard of Palerson,

N. J. I have even been there. But I

never heard of a Bert Rooney. There's a

Pat Rooney on the stage, in musical comedy
and vod-vil. Won't he suffice?

The Bat.—Thanks for the beautiful card.

It is a work of art and I shall keep it.

Why don't you write to me any more?
Always took great pleasure in your letters,

old man. The old latchstring is out for

you, and you may even sit in my swivel

chair if you'll come soon. I might, too,

go so far as to let you borrow my ivory-

headed cane, which a kind gentleman sent

me—providing you return it promptly.

Laila, Washington, D. C.—I'm sure I

don't know where you received the impres-

sion that I have large ears. It is errone-

ous, I assure you. My ears are respectably

shaped and fairly sized; but they do not

even remotely resemble an elephant's. I re-

sent your insinuation, also, that my desk is

piled with unanswered mail. Couldn't that

mail you have drawn in your picture of me
be answered mail, that I have retained to

read again? Of course it could. But
(softening) but bless your heart, child, I

suppose I should be flattered that you con-

sidered me a worthy subject for your sketch,

and all the above is merely mentioned in a

spirit of good, clean fun.

Alice MacDowell.—Many thanks for re-

membering me. I appreciate the fact that

I have a good friend in you, and I hope
I can keep your esteem. Write any time,

whether you have any questions or not.

And drop in to see me if you're ever in the

neighborhood. I haven't so many grand-
mothers as grand-daughters among my cor-

respondents.

John F. C, Portland, Oregon.—Your
letter made me take my glasses off to wipe
away the moisture. I can't tell you how
good you made me feel. You say you
would rather write my answers than have
Charlie's funny feet. No, you wouldn't.

Compared with Charlie, I am a- dollar-a-

year-man. I am, however, content if I

have made you laugh a little. Many, many
thanks.

E. K., New York City.—Lillian Gish
may be addressed at the D. W. Griffith

studios. Her apartment is on Park Avenue,
where she lives with her mother. She is a

very charming and sincere young lady, and
would I am sure appreciate your poem.

PERFECT SALES CO.. Dept. 54
140 N. May field Ave., Chicago. 111.

How to Photograph
100 Per Cent Better

In the July issue a well known
picture star reveals the secrets of

make up, to be used in having

regular photographs taken.

It shows in a remarkable man-

ner how to bring out your eyes,

hair and complexion to the best

possible advantage and how to

overcome irregularity of features.

These instructions can be fol-

lowed by anyone.

Madame Berthe's
Massage and Cleansing
Cream, cannot pro-
mote hair growths

80s
Antiseptic Tale
Delightfullyfragrant

25c
Antiseptic Solution

25c
Emollient Balm
For the hands and
face, softens the n/cin.
Excellentfor irunburn
and as a base for
powder • - - 50c

Lath. Life
Cleanses lashes and
tiakes them long and
lustrous 50c

The Ideal Liquid
Deodorant

Harmless, cannot Irri-

tate, contains no stain-
ing artilicial colors. At-
tractive bottle . . 50c

Destroys Superfluous

Hair and Roots
And now. never a earn for
botherBomeniperfluousbalr.

learned to ilciinltcly

I It with the
roots— a secret for which
thousands of women still

yearn, it you have used de-
pilatories, electrolysis or the
razor, which leave the roots
to thrive and often cause
the hair to crow faster and
coarser, you will Immedi-
ately appreciate this supe-
rior remedy.
ZIP gently lifts nut the
roots with the hairs, and
thus destroys the growth
without electricity.

Not only removes hair, but
checks its future growth.

Rapid, simple to use. fra-
eraiit, safe and painless, It

leaves the skin soft and
Smooth. Guaranteed not
to harm even the most
delicate skin.
Women everywhere are dis-
carding the old dangerous
methods for ZIP. Avoid
Imitations.
Which of the three types
of superfluous hair have
you? Write for FREE
book, "Beauty's On
Secret" which tells you. or
call at my salon to have
FREE DEM>
ONSTRA-
TION.

At All Good Stores or by Mail

Specialist with

562 5 "Ave

(46"St)

IMme
'Berthe

tqit9r.
S62 FIFTH AVE.

new york cmf
Pic* ,tnd mt Tour FREE Book

'BcautY*. Gre««t Sect" idling of

it,, rhrre type* of niprtflucui h.if, «1»

free uroplr of yo-r M.u-iec Cma .uar»nuea
hair growing tncrnliran.

AJJrtx

C .(. »nd State

$10 to $20 a Day Profit

from New Gum Vender
Pays Rcnl lor Store Owner
Install one in your
store or any public
place and get this

easy profit. Hequires
noattention.Always
works. Machine's
profits pay the rent,
write us about re-

built pennyand nickel
machines. Finished
Ike new. In excellent

running order. Pay
their cost In 10 days.
Write or wire today for
full particulars. $25 down

' Balance G. O. D.
Mints $30 per case — 2000
6« packaa-cs.

Silver King Novelty Co., 300 Williams Bid;.. InoT.napolli. Itid

40,000 Opportunities in Hotels
Nat tnn-» id* demand tor men and women

—

Hotel*. Clubs. Tea Room*, ReMsurant* Put
experience unnecessary. Wo train you by mail
nnd help you ret a position. Bin pay— fine

livinx—quick advi.nren.ent—our method* en-
dorsed by teadinr hotel* everywhere. Write
for Free Book—"Your Bic Opportunity."

lewis Hotel Training School
Room 812 Washington. D. C.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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qA complexion as*fair

as the roses in June
can so easily be yours

DO you know how truly beautiful your com-
plexion can be? Do you appreciate what

delicate freshness, what fineness of texture you
can gain for your skin? And with how little

effort?

You can attain a complexion as fresh and
radiant as the roses in June. You can achieve
the dainty bloom of a clear, wholesome skin,

just as thousands of attractive women have, if

you begin at once the daily use of Ingram's
Milkweed Cream.

Ingram's Milkweed Cream, you will find, is

more than a face cream. It has an exclusive

therapeutic property that serves to "tone-up"—revitalize—the sluggish tissues of the skin.

Applied regularly, it heals and nourishes the
skin cells, soothes away redness and roughness,

banishes slight imperfections. Used faithfully,

it will help you to gain and retain a complexion
that is genuinely beautiful.

Read the booklet of health hints

Wrapped around your jar of Ingram's Milk-
weed Cream you will find a booklet of Health
Hints. This booklet tells you the most effective

way in which to use Ingram's Milkweed Cream
—tells you how to use it in treating the common
troubles of the skin. Read this booklet care-

fully. It has been prepared by specialists to

insure that you get from Ingram's Milkweed
Cream the fullest possible benefit.

Go to your druggist today and purchase a jar

of Ingram's Milkweed Cream in the fifty-cent

or one-dollar size. Begin at once to gain a new
charm of complexion. It will mean so much to
you.

Ingztitrts
Milkweed

Cream
Frederick F. Ingram Company

Established 1885

102 Tenth Street Detroit, Michigan
Canadian residents address F. F. Ingram Company,
Windsor, Ontario. Australian residents address T. W.
Cotton Pty., Ltd., 383 Flinders Lane, Melbourne.
New Zealand residents address Hart, Pennington, Ltd.,
33 Ghuznee Street, Wellington, Cuban residents ad-
dress Espino & Co., Zulueta 36 >/2, Havana.

Posed by Corinne Griffith in " The Climbers," a Vitagraph motion
picture. Miss Griffith is one of many attractive women "in pictures"
who use and endorse Ingram's Milkweed Cream for promoting
beauty of complexion.

IngranCs
Rouge

"Just to show a proper glow"
use a touch of Ingram's Rouge on
the cheeks. A safe preparation for
delicately emphasizing the natural
color. The coloring matter is not
absorbed by the skin. Subtly
perfumed. Solid cake. Three
perfect shades — Light, Medium
and Dark — 50c.

Ingram's
*\/aveola.
YSovcyerame

FACE POWDER
A complexion powder especially

distinguished by the fact that it
stays on. Furthermore, a powder
of unexcelled delicacy of texture
and refinement of perfume. Four
tints — White, Pink, Flesh, Bru-
nette — 50c.

Send a dime for Ingram's Beauty Purse— an attractive, new
souvenir packet of the exquisite Ingram Toilet-Aids. Mail the
coupon below with a silver dime and receive this dainty Beauty
Purse for your hand bag.

Frederick F. Ingram Co., 102 Tenth Street, Detroit, Michigan
Gentlemen:—Enclosed please find one dime, in return for which please

send me Ingram's Beauty Purse containing an eiderdown powder pad,
sample packets of Ingram's Velveola Souveraine Face Powder, Ingram's
Rouge and Zodenta Tooth Powder, a sample tin of Ingram's Milkweed
Cream,and, for the gentleman of the house.a sample
tin of Ingram's Therapeutic Shaving Cream.

Name

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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ASK FOR THIS PACKAGE
For sale by

The Better Stores Everywhere
Gainsborough Double Cup,
15 cents each or 2 for 25 cents.

Gainsborough Double Fringe,
15 cents each or 2 for 25 cents.

Gainsborough White or Grey,
20 cents each.

cMatchless in

quality—yet,

only 10 cents

—everywhere!

THE WESTERN COMPANY
402 W. Randolph Street, Chicago

1170 Broadway, New York

If your dealer

can't supply
you, write your

name and ad-

dress on margin

below, enclose

10 cents men-

tioning colorand

shape desired.ed.
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HOLEPROOF is the hosiery of lustrous beauty and fine texture that wears so

well. It is not surprising, therefore, that it is selected by many people who
can afford to pay far more for their hose, but who prefer the Holeproof combina'

tion of style and serviceability at such reasonable prices.

Obtainable in Pure Silk, Silk Faced, and Lusterized Lisle styles for men, women and children in the

season's popular colors. If your dealer cannot supply you, write for price list and illustrated booklet.

HOLEPROOF HOSIERY COMPANY, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Holeproof Hosiery Company of Canada, Limited, London, Ontario © H. H. Co.&
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